
Central Intelligence Agency

CENTRAL
CE

AGENCY

Washington , D.C. 20505

21 November 2019

Mr. John Greenewald , Jr.

27305 West Live Oak Road

Suite # 1203

Castaic , CA 91384

Reference: F-2019-02557

Dear Mr. Greenewald :

This acknowledges receipt of your check number 4008 , dated 24 October 2019 , for $30 to cover the

duplication cost referred to in our 24 July 2018 letter in connection with your F-2017-01851

request. We credited your account in full and thank you for your prompt payment. This is also a

final response your 27 September 2019 Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request for a copy of

records, electronic or otherwise, pertaining to the capture, interrogation, torture and death of

William Francis Buckley . Specifically, you are requesting the 100 documents, consisting of

400 pages , offered you in your previous FOIA request F-2017-01851 .

In our letter dated 15 October 2019 , we informed you that we conducted an updated search of the

previously released documents on your subject and discovered 329 documents , consisting of 8,379

pages , most of which are on our website . We further narrowed the search on your subject to

previously released documents not currently on our website; that resulted in 75 released documents ,

consisting of 1,925 pages . While reviewing the 75 documents , we discovered that six of those

documents were yearly FOIA Logs which did not pertain to the subject of your request , one was not

responsive from the 1960s , and one was a duplicate of an enclosed document . Therefore , enclosed

are 67 documents , consisting of 1,041 pages of previously released documents on your subject.

If you have questions regarding our response , you may seek assistance from CIA's FOIA Public

Liaison . You may reach the FOIA Public Liaison at 703-613-1287 (FOIA Hotline) .

Sincerely,

Maulstillр

Mark Lilly

Information and Privacy Coordinator

Enclosures



The Black Vault
The Black Vault is the largest online Freedom of Information Act (FOIA)
document clearinghouse in the world.  The research efforts here are
responsible for the declassification of hundreds of thousands of pages

released by the U.S. Government & Military.

Discover the Truth at: http://www.theblackvault.com

This document is made available through the declassification efforts 
and research of John Greenewald, Jr., creator of: 

http://www.theblackvault.com
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INQUIRE = DOCID

ITEM NO = 00352177

HEADER

MSGNO 54 ( PCXX ) * 03/06/85 * * 10 : 09 : 42.5.9 *

ZCZC 15 : 07 : 53Z ( PC )

RTTUZYUW RUEKJCS6862 0651439 -UUUU -- RUEALGX .

ZNR UUUUU

R 061439Z MAR 85

FM JCS WASHINGTON DC

INFO RUEALGX/SAFE
APPROVED FOR RELEASE

DATE: SEP 2002

R 061340Z MAR 85

FM FBIS [ b ] [ 3 ]

TO RUTLAAAZEBIS WASHINGTON DC

RUEBHAA/STORAGE CENTER FBIS WASHINGTON DC

RUDOMKE/FBIS LONDON UK

RUQMIF / FBIS AMMAN JO

RUQMFV /FBIS TEL AVIV IS

RUHGOAA/COMSEVENTHFLT

RUEOAJC/NAVOPINTCEN SUITLAND MD

RUDOMKB/ FBIS LONDON UKZ/BBCII

RUEOFAA/COMJSOC FT BRAGG NCZIJ - 211

RUEKJCS/DEFINTAGNCY WASH DC

RUEHSE /US SECRET SERVICE WASHINGTON DCIZID- FIB//

ACCT FBGF - EWDK

BT

EZI :

CONTROLS

UNCLAS 8I / LD MWR

EZ2 :

BODY

ATTN

ATTN BBC PART 4

ATTN CHIEF WIRE

COPY TO

SUBJ

IRAN : OPPOSITION PAPER SAYS BUCKLEY HELD IN TEHRAN

GF061340

LONDON KEYHAN IN PERSIAN 28 FEB 85 P 3

( ( TEXT ) ) WILL THE STORY OF THE HOSTAGES BE REPEATED IN

IRAN ? A FAIRLY INFORMED SOURCE IN WASHINGTON INFORMED A

REPORTER OF " DAR HASHIYEH " THAT WILLIAM BUCKLEY , AN

AMERICAN DIPLOMAT , IS AT PRESENT IMPRISONED IN TEHRAN .

BUCKLEY WAS KIDNAPPED IN LEBANON 2 MONTHS AGO , AND NOW IT

HAS BEEN SAID THAT HE WAS TAKEN TO TEHRAN VIA SYRIA BY SPECIAL

PLANE .

BUCKLEY WAS THE POLITICAL ATTACHE FOR THE AMERICAN

EMBASSY IN BEIRUT . THERE IS A STRONG POSSIBILITY THAT HE WAS

RESPONSIBLE FOR THE CIA NETWORK IN THAT COUNTRY . HIS

CAPTURE AND PLACEMENT IN THE MULLAH'S HANDS COULD MAKE HIM AN

INSTRUMENT FOR IRAN'S NEW DEMANDS FROM WASHINGTON . WE ASK

WHY DON'T THE AMERICANS MAKE ANY FUSS ABOUT THIS ? AMERICAN
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EXPERTS MENTION TWO REASONS , ONE : WASHINGTON HAS LEARNED A

LESSON FROM THE PREVIOUS HOSTAGE ORDEAL , AND ARE AWARE THAT

THE ISLAMIC REPUBLIC IS THIRSTY FOR REVOLUTIONARY PROPAGANDA .

SECOND : SYRIA HAS PROMISED TO ARRANGE BUCKLEY'S FREEDOM

THROUGH THEIR INFLUENCE .

OF COURSE , SYRIA WILL BLACKMAIL BOTH REAGAN AND THE

AYATOLLAH'S GOVERNMENT .

( ENDALL ) 28 FEB 106/ 1405Z MAR16/140
BT

# 6862
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ITEM NO = 35 28 24

HEADER

MSGNO 21 ( PCXX ) * 05/ 26 /85 * * 14 : 06 : 32.1.1 *

ZCZC 19 : 05 : 24Z ( PC )

PTTUZYUW RUEKJCSO397 1461709 - UUUU --RUEALGX .

ZNR UUUUU

P 261709Z MAY 85

FM JCS WASHINGTON DC
APPROVED FOR RELEASE

INFO RUEALGX / SAFE
DATE: SEP 2002

P2616472 MAY 85

FM FBIS
[ b][ 3 ]

TO RUTLAAA / FBIS WASHINGTON DC

RUEBHAA/STORAGE CENTER FBIS WASHINGTON DC

RUEBFGA /VOA WASH DC

RUDOMKE / FBIS LONDON UK

RUQMQF /FBIS NICOSIA CY

RUQMIF / FBIS AMMAN JO

RUQMFV / FBIS TEL AVIV IS

RUEOFA A / COMJSOC FT BRAGG NC /TJ - 211

RUEKJCS/DEFINTAGNCY WASH DC

RHFQAAA /HQ USAFE RAMSTEIN AB GET / INZI

RUQMIF / AMEMBASSY AMMAN

RUCLAKA / CDR4 THPSYOPGP FT BRAGG NCI/ SB //

RUHGOAA / COMSEVENTHELT

RUEOAJC /NAVOPINTCEN SUITLAND MD

RUDOMKB/ FBIS LONDON UKI/BBCII

RUEHSE /US SECRET SERVICE WASHINGTON DCZ/ ID - FIB//

RUESFI /USFIS WASHINGTON DC

ACCT FBGF - EWDK

BT.

EZI :

CONTROLS

UNCLAS 81 / LD MWR

EZ2 :

BODY

ATTN

ATTN

COPY TO

SUBJ

IRAN CLANDESTINE : U.S. OFFICIAL BUCKLEY DIED IN TEHRAN

GF261647

( CLANDESTINE ) FREE VOICE OF IRAN IN PERSIAN 1500 GMT 26

MAY 85

CUTEXT ) ) THE UNITED STATES WANTS TO BOMB THE CITY OF QOM .

THIS U.S. THREAT HAS BEEN REPEATED SEVERAL TIMES ; THIS

SHOWS THAT THE WASHINGTON ADMINISTRATION IS SERIOUS ABOUT ITS

THREAT . THE ISLAMIC JIHAD TERRORIST ORGANIZATION , WHICH HAS

KIDNAPPED FORMER U.S. EMBASSY ADVISER WILLIAM BUCKLEY

IN BEIRUT , ALONG WITH FOUR OTHER AMERICANS AND TWO

FRENCH MEN , HAS MOVED THEM TO TEHRAN .
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AFTER THE DEATH OF WILLIAM BUCKLEY IN TEHRAN , THIS

ORGANIZATION HAS HAD NO OTHER CHOICE BUT TO RELEASE ITS

PRISONERS FROM KUWAIT , OTHER THAN APPLY PRESSURE ON KUWAIT .

WILLIAM BUCKLEY , FORMER ADVISER AT THE U.S. EMBASSY IN

BEIRUT , HAS DIED UNDER TORTURE IN TEHRAN , ACCORDING TO

REPORTS RECEIVED BY BRITISH INTELLIGENCE ORGANIZATIONS .

U.S. PRESIDENT RONALD REAGAN HAS ANNOUNCED THAT IF

ANY HARM IS DONE TO THE AMERICAN HOSTAGES , THE UNITED STATES

WILL STAGE A MILITARY ATTACK AGAINST IRAN . IN THE FIRST PHASE

OF THIS ATTACK WILL BE THE CITY OF QOM AND THEN THE OIL

INSTALLATIONS AT KHARK ISLAND , NAVAL AND AIR BASES IN

BANDAR ' ABBAS , AND HORMOZ ISLAND WILL BE AIR RAIDED .

( ENDALL ) 261500
126 / 1653Z MAY

BT

# 0397
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APPROVED FOR RELEASE

DATE: SEP 2002

(b )( 3 )

INQUIRE = DOCID

ITEM NO = 00191191

HEADER

MSGNO 113 ( PCXX ) * 01 / 30 / 86 * * 05 : 05 : 12.0.0 *

ZCZC 10 : 03 : 56Z ( PC )

RTTUZYUW RUEKJCS 3772 0300938 - UUUU -- RUEALGX .

ZNR UUUUU

R 300938Z JAN 86

FM JCS WASHINGTON DC

INFO RUE ALGX /SAFE

R281319Z JAN 86

FM FBIS LONDON UK

TO RUTLAAA / FBIS WASHINGTON DC

RUCJACC /USCENTCOM MACDILL AFB FLI/CCPAZI

RUCLAKA /CDR4 THPSYOPGP FT BRAGG NCZ/SB//

RUCQAAA USCINCCENT INTELLIGENCE CENTER MACDILE AFB FL

RUDOREA / FBIS LONDON UKI/ DW //

RUEBFGA /VOA WASH DC

RUEBHAA / STORAGE CENTER FBIS WASHINGTON DC

RUEHDM /AMEMBASSY DAMASCUS

RUEHIL / VOA ISLAMABAD PK // LARRIMORELI

RUEHIL / AMEMBASSY ISLAMABAD

RUEHJM / AMCONSUL JERUSALEM

RUEHKHZAMEMBASSY KHARTOUM

RUEHMA / AMEMBASSY MANAMA

RUEHSE /US SECRET SERVICE WASHINGTON DC// ID - FIB//

RUEHTUZAMEMBASSY TUNIS

RUEKJCS/DEFINTAGNCY WASH DC

RUEDAJC /NAVOPINTCEN SUITLAND MD

RUEOFAA / COMJSOC FT BRAGG NCI/ J - 211

RUFHRA / AMEMBASSY RABAT

RUQMFVZAMEMBASSY TEL AVIV

RUQMFV/ FBIS TEL AVIV IS

RUQMIF / AMEMBASSY AMMAN

RUQMIF / FBIS AMMAN JO

RUQMOT /FBIS

RUQMQF / FBIS NICOSIA CY

ACCT FBLD - EWDK

BT

EZI :

CONTROLS

UNCLAS 5XX 7XX

EZ2 :

BODY

ATTN

( DUE TU CUPYRIGHT OR OTHER RESTRICTIONS , THE FOLLOWING ITEM IS

INTENDED FOR USE ONLY BY U.S. GOVERNMENT CONSUMERS )

SUBJ. MEPAL MELI IRAN

TIMES DETAILS SYRIA - LIBYA - IRAN - ' ABU NIDAL ' AXIS

PM281319

LONDON THE TIMES IN ENGLISH 28 JAN 86 P 8
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( ( ROBERT FISK ARTICLE : " WHY ABU NIDAL TOOK THE FLIGHT TO

TRIPOLI " ) )

( ( TEXT ) ) COLONEL AL - QADHDHAFI'S INVOLVEMENT WITH ABU NIDAL

( (SABRI AL - BANNA ) ) AND HIS PALESTINIAN ASSASSINATION SQUADS BEGAN
1

IN A FORMAL ALMOST BUREAUCRATIC WAY IN LATE FEBRUARY 1984 , WHEN

SEVERAL DOZEN OFFICIALS FROM SYRIA AND IRAN ARRIVED AT TRIPOLI

INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT FOR WHAT MUST HAVE BEEN THE MOST UNUSUAL

CONFERENCE OF ITS KIND EVER HELD . THE SYRIAN AND IRANIAN

DELEGATIONS -- THE FORMER SOBERLY SUITED AND WEARING TIES , THE

LATTER BEARDED AND TIELESS - MET WITHIN A FEW HOURS WITH THEIR

LIBYAN OPPOSITE NUMBERS . ALL WERE SENIOR MEMBERS OF THEIR COUNTRIES '

INTELIGENCE SERVICES , THE MUKHABARAT OR IN FARSEE THE SAZMAN

AMRIAT .

IN THEORY , THEIR TALKS WERE TO FOCUS ON INTERNAL SECURITY ,

CO - OPERATION IN THWARTING THE BYZANTINE PLOTS AND CONSPIRACIES

TO WHICH ALL THREE NATIONS MAKE CONSTANT REFERENCE IN THEIR REGULAR

CONDEMNATION OF AMERICA AND ISRAEL . BUT THEY DISCUSSED OTHER WAYS

IN WHICH THE SECURITY SERVICES COULD HELP EACH OTHER BY EASY

TRANSIT THROUGH EACH OTHER'S TERRITORIES , FOR EXAMPLE , THE PROVISION

OF FALSE IDENTITIES AND FALSE PASSPORTS FOR AGENTS WHO NEED TO

CONCEAL THEIR IDENTITIES , AND THE PROVISION OF WEAPONS . AT THE TIME ,

THE WORLD TOOK LITTLE NOTICE OF THEIR MEETING ALTHOUGH THE

PARTICIPANTS GATHERED AGAIN TO REAFFIRM THEIR TRIPARTITE AGREEMENT

IN NOVEMBER OF LAST YEAR , JUST A MONTH BEFORE THE MURDERS AT ROME

AND VIENNA AIRPORTS .

THEIR SYSTEM OF MUTUAL COOPERATION WAS EXTREMELY SOPHISTICATED .

IT MEANT , FOR EXAMPLE , THAT GOODS -- WEAPONS , DOCUMENTS , EVEN

PEOPLE -- COULD BE TRANSHIPPED REGULARLY ON SPECIAL DIPLOMATIC

FLIGHTS BETWEEN THE THREE COUNTRIES . THE CIA SUSPECT THAT WILLIAM

BUCKLEY , THE AMERICAN EMBASSY OFFICIAL KIDNAPPED IN BEIRUT IN

MARCH 1984 , WAS SUBSEQUENTLY BUNDLED OFF TO IRAN FROM DAMASCUS

AIRPORT . AN IRAN AIR DIPLOMATIC FLIGHT -- ITS CONTENTS CARRIED

ONLY AT THE DISCRETION OF THE IRANIAN AMBASSADOR IN

DAMASCUS OPERATES BETWEEN THE TWO CITIES ONCE A FORTNIGHT AM )

THERE WAS INDEED A RUMOUR IN TEHRAN THAT BUCKLEY HAD BEEN FLOWN

OUT OF SYRIA ON THE JET .

THE CIA HAS PUT IT ABOUT THAT BUCKLEY WAS MURDERED POSSIBLY

KILLED UNDER TORTURE IN IRAN . FOR THEIR PART IRANIAN SOURCES

SAY THAT BUCKLEY WAS INDEED BROUGHT TO TEHRAN BY HIS KIDNAPPERS

BUT THAT THE AUTHORITIES THERE WERE SO ANGRY THAT THEY PROMPTLY

SENT HIM BACK TO SYRIA AGAIN , AND THENCE TO LEBANON .

THE AIR TRAFFIC BETWEEN THE TWO COUNTRIES ALSO ENABLED

PALESTINIANS IN LEBANON AND SYRIA TO HAVE FREE ACCESS TO IRAN

AND LIBYA WITHOUT FEAR OF DISCOVERY EN ROUTE . THIS ESPECIALLY

APPLIED TO THOSE PALESTINIANS MOST FIERCELY OPPOSED TO YASIR

' ARAFAT , THE PLO CHAIRMAN , WHO HAD LONG AGO INCURRED THE PERSONAL

HOSTILITY OF PRESIDENT AL - ASAD .

BY LATE 1983 , ABU NIDAL - THE NOM DE GUERRE OF SABRI

AL - BANNA HAD BEEN PERMITTED TO OPEN OFFICES IN DAMASCUS ,

PRINCIPALLY TO FRIGHTEN ' ARAFAT BUT ALSO AS A POTENTIAL WEAPON

AGAINST KING HUSAYN OF JORDAN ; AND IT WAS ONLY A MATTER OF TIME
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BEFORE THIS MOST FEARED OF ALL THE MIDDLE EAST'S EXTREMIST LEADERS

WAS'INVITED TO TAKE THE FLIGHT TO TRIPOLI .

THE SYRIANS HAD ALREADY PERMITTED ABU NIDAL TO MAINTAIN CAMPS

AT TWO LOCATIONS IN THE AL - BIQA VALLEY IN LEBANON : NEAR MAJDALYUN ,

SOUTHWEST OF BA'LABAKK , AND AT QIB ILYAS , ONLY A FEW HUNDRED YARDS

FROM THE MAIN BEIRUT - DAMASCUS HIGHWAY . ABU NIDAL'S MEN ALSO SET

UP OFFICES IN A DERELICT VILLA HIGH UP IN THE MOUNTAINS ABOVE

BEIRUT , IN THE TOWN OF BHAMDUN , WHICH IS UNDER THE CONTROL OF

WALID JUNBLATT'S DRUZE MILITIA .

IT WAS , THEREFORE , NOT FOR TRAINING FOR HIS MEN THAT ABU NIDAL

FIRST VISITED LIBYA , BUT FOR MONEY -- SOMETHING WHICH THE SYRIANS

WERE NEVER ABLE TO SUPPLY IN SUFFICIENT QUANTITY AND OF WHICH

THE LIBYANS ALWAYS SEEMED TO HAVE TOO MUCH . EXACTLY WHEN

AL - QADHDHAFI FIRST MET AL - BANNA IS STILL UNCLEAR , ALTHOUGH THERE

CAN BE NO DOUBT THAT THE PALESTINIAN'S UTTERLY RUTHLESS AND

UNCOMPROMISING POLICY OVER ISRAEL -- NAMELY ITS TOTAL

DESTRUCTION THROUGH " ARMED STRUGGLE " APPEALED TO AL -QADHDHAFI'S

SIMPLISTIC VIEW OF THE WORLD .

IT IS NEVERTHELESS CERTAIN THAT ABU NIDAL EFFECTIVELY MOVED

HIS LOYALTIES FROM DAMASCUS TO TRIPOLI IN MIDSUMMER OF LAST YEAR

WHEN SYRIA UNDER A SERIES OF CONDITIONS , SOME OF WHICH STILL

REMAIN SECRET AGREED TO HELP WASHINGTON RESOLVE THE HIJACKING

OF THE TWA JET AND RESCUE ITS PASSENGERS FROM BEIRUT . SYRIAN

SOURCES SAY THAT THE AMERICANS EFFECTIVELY GAVE PRESIDENT AL - ASAD

GUARANTEE OF ISRAELI NON - AGGRESSION IN RETURN FOR HIS HELP AND FOR

A PROMISE THAT ABU NIDAL WOULD NO LONGER BE ABLE TO COUNT ON SYRIAN

ASSISTANCE .

THERE IS , HOWEVER , SOME AMBIVALENCE IN AL -QADHDHAFI'S

ATTITUDE TO ABU NIDAL : HAPPY -- INDEED EAGER -- TO IDENTIFY

HIMSELF WITH THE CAUSE HE REPRESENTED , BUT LESS ENTHUSIASTIC TO

BECOME PERSONALLY INVOLVED IN HIS PLANS . ARAB SOURCES SAY THAT

AL - QADHDHAFI WAS TOLD ONLY IN THE VAGUEST WAY ABOUT THE FORTHCOMING

ATTACKS AT ROME AND VIENNA AND WAS ASKED TO PROVIDE ONLY

PASSPORTS BY WAY OF ASSISTANCE .

HE DID SO WITHOUT DEMUR , AND THE DOCUMENTATION WAS EASY . FOR

THE PASSPORTS HANDED TO ABU NIDAL'S MEN WHICH - WERE SUBSEQUENTLY

FOUND ON THE GUNMEN AT ROME AIRPORT -- WERE NOT THOSE OF TUNISIAN

GUEST WORKERS TO LIBYA WHOSE IDENTITY PAPERS HAD BEEN CONFISCATED

BY THE LIBYAN AUTHORITIES . THEY WERE THE PASSPORTS OF TUNISIANS

WHO HAD BEEN WORKING ILLEGALLY ( ( LAST WORD PUBLISHED IN ITALICS ) )

IN LIBYA AND WHOSE PASSPORTS HAD BEEN TAKEN AS A PUNSIHMENT

BY THE POLICE . WHAT MADE THE PASSPORTS SO VALUABLE TO THE LIBYAN

MUKHABARAT WAS THE VERY FACT THAT THEIR OWNERS HAD ENTERED THE

COUNTRY ILLEGALLY : THE DOCUMENTS THUS CONTAINED NO LIBYAN ENTRY

VISAS AND THEREFORE BORE NO MARKS LINKING THEM TO COL AL -QADHDHAFI'S

REGIME .

THE GUNMEN SENT TO ROME WERE GIVEN NEW IDENTITIESO AND HANDED

THEIR FALSE PASSPORTS IN DAMASCUS ; THEY WERE THEN FLUWN FROM

SYRIA APPARENTLY TO YUGOSLAVIA , EN ROUTE TO ITALY . NONE OF THIS ,

OF COURSE , IN ANY WAY ABSOLVES AL - QADHDHAFI OF RESPONSIBILITY FOR

WHAT HAPPENED . BUT IT DOES RAISE QUESTIONS ABOUT WHO ELSE WAS
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INVOLVED .

IF THE PALESTINIANS CAME FROM LEBANON AND THE PASSPORTS FROM

LIBYA , THEN WHO WAS ARRANGING THEIR TRANSPORT VIA SYRIA ? THE

AMERICANS HAVE NO MENTION OF DAMASCUS IN THEIR ANGRY CONDEMNATION

OF THE SLAUGHTER IN ROME AND VIENNA SAVE FOR A FEW DISCREET ! .Y

VOICED SUSPICIONS . SINCE ITS HELP OVER THE TWA HIJACK AND ITS

REFUSAL TO BECOME INVOLVED WITH THE PALESTINIAN HIJACKERS OF THE

ACHILLE LAURO CRUISE LINER , THE SYRIANS HAVE ACQUIRED AN ALMOST

RESPECTABLE REPUTATION IN AMERICA . YET NEITHER THE TWA HIJACK NOR

THE COMMANDEERING OF THE SHIP WAS THE WORK OF ABU NIDAL . THE

AMERICANS NEED THE SYRIANS JUST NOW AND PREFER TO CONCENTRATE

THEIR WRATH UPON LIBYA .

THE FACT IS THAT THE SECRET POLICE TRIUMVIRATE WHICH NOW EXISTS IN

THE MIDDLE EAST MAY BE BECOMING A LAW UNTO ITSELF , DIRECTING

AND REDIRECTING EXTREMISTS WHO ARE OF MOMENTARY OR LONG - TERM

ADVANTAGE TO THEIR RESPECTIVE LEADERS . ABU NIDAL CAN NOW EXIST

INSIDE THIS FRAMEWORK WITH SEMI - AUTONOMY , ENCOURAGED OR

PAID -- AND ONLY OCCASIONALY REINED IN -- DEPENDING ON THE AMOUNT OF

PRESSURE WHICH LIBYA , SYRIA AND IRAN CHOOSE TO PLACE UPON THEIR

MUTUAL ENEMIES IN THE MIDDLE EAST .

FOR THOSE WHO BELIEVE THAT THE AMERICANS CAN ONLY BE DEFEATED

IN THE REGION BY BEING PROVOKED INTO A HOPELESS MILITARY ADVENTURE ,

MEN LIKE ABU NIDAL ARE VALUABLE . THE CHANCES ARE THAT IN TRIPOLI ,

AS WELL AS IN DAMASCUS AND TEHRAN , THEIR VALUES WILL GROW RATHER

THAN DIMINISH IN THE COMING MONTHS .

( ENDALL ) 28 JAN 30 / 0930Z JAN

BT

# 3772
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INQUIRE = DOCID

ITEM NO = 00355645

HEADER

MSGNO 69 ( PCXX ) * 10 / 03 / 86 * * 13 : 05 : 41.7.1 *

ZCZC 18 : 04 : 29Z ( PC )

OTTUZYUW RUEKJCSO 955 2761158 - UUUU --RUE ALGX .

ZNR UUUUU

0031158Z OCT 86

FM JCS WASHINGTON DC

INFO RUEALGX/SAFE

031140Z OCT 86

FM FBIS NICOSIA CY

TO AIG 4658
APPROVED FOR RELEASE

RUFRMDA / CTF SIX ZERO
DATE: SEP 2002

RUFRMBA / CTG SIX ZERO PT TWO

RUFRMHA/CTF SIX ONE

RUEHBL /AMEMBASSY BEIRUT [b][3 ]

RUCBSAA /USCINCLANT NORFOLK VAZIJ 25411

RHEGDOE / DOE HQ WASHINGTON DC //DASI FOR RAINE / POLLOCKI

RUEDEEA /COMLANTAREA COGARD NEW YORK NYI/AOI //

RUEHDC /DEPT OF COMMERCE WASHINGTON DC

RUEHDO /AMEMBASSY DOHA

RUEOLKA / COMNAVINVSERVCOM WASHINGTON DC

RULSJGA/ COGARD INTELCOORDCEN WASHINGTON DC

RULSJGA /COMDT COGARD WASHINGTON DC // G - OIS - 371

RUWANCG /COMPACAREA COGARD ALAMEDA CAZ/ PIX/

RUWTKDA / COORD SW BORDER REGION NNBIS EL PASO TXI/ PASS TO ARLINSKY//

RUANUSF /COMUSFORCARIB KEY WEST FL

RUEOGFAZEBIS CHIVA CHIVA PM

XMT VOA WASH DC

ACCT FBNC - EWDK

BT

EZ1 :

CONTROLS

UNCLAS 5G/ PMU MWR

EZ2 :

BODY

ATIN

COPY

SUBJ

REF NC031113 BEIRUT DOMESTIC ARABIC 031044 LEBANON : ISLAMIC

JIHAD RELEASES STATEMENT , TAPE ON HOSTAGES

LEBANON : AFP REPORTS ON VIDEO OF HOSTAGES

NCO31140

PARIS AFP IN ENGLISH 1138 GMT 3 OCT 86

( ( TEXT ) ) BEIRUT , OCT 3 ( AFP ) -- TWO AMERICAN HOSTAGES

HELD FOR MORE THAN A YEAR BY THE FUNDAMENTALIST ISLAMIC JIHAD

GROUP , TERRY ANDERSON AND DAVID JACOBSEN , MADE NEW APPEALS

FRIDAY FOR THE U.S. GOVERNMENT TO ACT TO HELP THEIR RELEASE .

IN A 10 - MINUTE MESSAGE RECORDED ON A COLOUR VIDEO CASSETTE
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AND SENT TO A WESTERN NEWS AGENCY HERE , THE TWO HOSTAGES TOOK

TURNS TO READ A TEXT SAYING THAT PRESIDENT RONALD REAGAN HAD
TO INTERVENE QUICKLY .

IT SAID HE SHOULD NOT REPEAT THE MISTAKE WHICH LED TO THE DEATH

OF ANOTHER AMERICAN HOSTAGE , WILLIAM BUCKLEY ,

THE ISLAMIC JIHAD CLAIMS TO HOLD FIVE AMERICAN NATIONALS

AND HAS REPORTEDLY KILLED ANOTHER , WILLIAM BUCKLEY , ALTHOUGH NO

BODY HAS BEEN FOUND .

THE VIDEO CASSETTEE WAS ACCOMPANIED BY A STATEMENT TYPED IN

ARABIC IN WHICH ISLAMIC JIHAD COMPLAINED ABOUT THE " THE

CONTRADICTION IN THE POLICY OF THE AMERICAN ADMINISTRATION OF

NEGOTIATING THE RELEASE OF JOURNALIST NICHOLAS DANILOFF IN MOSCOW ,

BUT IGNORING THE PLIGHT OF HOSTAGES TAKEN IN LEBANON .

MR . JACOBSEN WAS KIDNAPPED IN BEIRUT ON MAY 28 , 1985 AND

MR . ANDERSEN , A JOURNALIST WAS ALSO KIDNAPPED LAST YEAR .

ON SEPTEMBER 16 THE GROUP RELEASED A STATEMENT ACCUSING

WASHINGTON OF BEING " DECEITFUL " IN ITS DEALINGS OVER THE DANILOFF

AFFAIR IN MOSCOW AND THE HOSTAGES IN LEBANON .

IN A LETTER RELEASED AT THE SAME TIME MR . JACOBSEN SAID THAT

HE AND TWO OTHER HOSTAGES , MR . ANDERSEN AND THOMAS SUTHERLAND ,

WERE PHYSICALLY AND PSYCHOLOGICALLY ILL .

( ENDALL ) 031138 103 / 1148Z OCT

BT

# 0955
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INQUIRE = DOCID

ITEM NO = 00225349

HEADER

MSGNO 116 ( PCXX ) * 01 / 21 /87 * * 11 : 02 : 51.3.4 *

ZcZc 16 : 01 : 372 ( PC )

PTTUZYUW RUEKJCS3438 0211351 - UUUU -- RUEALGX .

ZNR UUUUU

P 2113512 JAN 87

FM JCS WASHINGTON DC APPROVED FOR RELEASE

INFO RUEALGX /SAFE DATE: SEP 2002

P 211318Z JAN 87

FM FBIS ONDON UK
[ b ] [ 3 ]

TO AIG 4620

RUHGBAB /COMIDEASTFOR BATSTAFF

ACCT FBLD - EWDK

BT

EZI :

CONTROLS

UNCLAS 5Z 8Z/ LD PMU MWR

EZ2 :

BODY

ATTN

ATTN

SUBJ MWR

21 JANUARY MIDDLE EAST AND SOUTH ASIA REVIEW

LD211318

IRAN - IRAQ WAR

IRANIAN TROOPS CONTINUED THE KARBALA 5 OFFENSIVE 20-21 JANUARY ,

KILLING OR WOUNDING ANOTHER 1,500 IRAQIS AND CAPTURING A TOWNSHIP

WEST OF SHALAMCHEH , IRNA REPORTED . ON THE OTHER HAND , IRAQI

MILITARY SOURCES CITED BY INA MAINTAINED THAT THE IRANIAN WAR

MACHINE FACES IMMINENT " COLLAPSE " FOLLOWING THE FAILURE OF IRAN'S

" DECISIVE " OFFENSIVE IN WHICH IT HOPED TO OCCUPY BASRA . THE IRAQI

SOURCES CLAIMED THAT 100,000 IRANIANS HAVE BEEN KILLED OR WOUNDED IN

THE KARBALA ' 5 AND 6 OPERATIONS , WITH 90 PERCENT OF THESE LOSSES IN

THE SOUTH , WHERE IRAN HAS ONLY MANAGED TO ADVANCE 2.5 KM INTO IRAQ

ALONG A 4 KM FRONT .

IRAQI MILITARY STATEMENTS CARRIED BY VOICE OF THE MASSES RADIO

ANNOUNCED ANOTHER WAVE OF AIR RAIDS ON IRANIAN CITIES 20 JANUARY ,

INCLUDING TWO ATTACKS ON QOM AND ESFAHAN , THREE ON HAMADAN , AND

OTHER STRIKES ON KHORRAMABAD , ESLAMABAD - E GHARB , TABRIZ , AND

DEZFUL . IRAQI AIRCRAFT STRUCK AGAIN AT QOM , HAMADAN , DEZFUL , AND

ESFAHAN EARLY THE FOLLOWING MORNING . IRNA REPORTED THAT 158

CIVILIANS WERE KILLED AND 432 WERE INJURED IN THE 20 JANUARY RAIDS ,

WITH THE HEAVIEST CASUALTIES IN KHORRAMABAD AND HAMADAN . IRANIAN

ARTILLERY AND AIR ATTACKS ON IRAQ KILLED 43 CIVILIANS AND INJURED

191 , ACCORDING TO AN IRAQI COMMUNIQUE BROADCAST BY BAGHDAD RADIO . A

STATEMENT CARRIED BY VOICE OF THE MASSES ASSERTED THAT AN IRANIAN

F - 4 WAS DOWNED DURING AN IRANIAN RAID , WHILE INA CITED AN OFFICIAL

DENIAL OF IRANIAN CLAIMS TO HAVE SHOT DOWN THREE MORE IRAQI AIRCRAFT .
KUWAIT
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OIL FIRES THREE SMALL FIRES BROKE OUT 19 JANUARY AT THE

AL - MAQWA OIL COMPLEX SOUTH OF KUWAIT CITY , AFP REPORTED . THE FIRES ,

THOUGHT TO BE THE WORK OF ARSONISTS , OCCURRED AS ARAB MINISTERS WERE

ARRIVING TO PREPARE FOR THE FIFTH ISLAMIC SUMMIT CONFERENCE , WHICH

OPENS 26 JANUARY . THREE EXTREMIST GROUPS , INCLUDING THE ISLAMIC

JIHAD , HAVE MADE THREATS TO KUWAIT OVER THE SUMMIT . THE ISLAMIC

REVOLUTIONARY MOVEMENT THREATENED TO " TURN KUWAIT INTO A TOMB FOR

MOST ISLAMIC LEADERS AT THE SUMMIT , " ACCORDING TO THE AFP REPORT .

ICO SUMMIT -- THE ICO SECRETARY GENERAL SAID 27 HEADS OF STATE

HAVE FORMALLY NOTIFIED THE ICO OF THEIR PARTICIFATION IN THE

FORTHCOMING SUMMIT , KUNA REPORTED . THE AGENCY CITED REPORTS THAT

THE PRESIDENTS OF SYRIA , IRAQ , AND EGYPT WILL HEAD THEIR COUNTRIES '

DELEGATIONS . DESPITE IRAN'S CRITICISMS OF THE CONFERENCE VENUE , A

KUWAITI FOREIGN MINISTRY OFFICIAL SAID AN IRANIAN DELEGATION WILL
" SHORTLY " ARRIVE IN KUWAIT TO ATTEND THE SUMMIT , ACCORDING TO KUNA .

THE OFFICIAL , CITED IN A STATEMENT TO AL -QABAS , SAID THE LEVEL OF

IRANIAN REPRESENTATION AT THE SUMMIT WAS AS YET UNKNOWN .

DEFENSE MINISTRY WARNING -- THE DEFENSE MINISTRY TOLD RESIDENTS

TO KEEP AWAY FROM STRANGE OBJECTS APPEARING NEAR THE COAST AND ALSO

WARNED PEOPLE NOT TO GATHER IN AREAS LOCATED WITHIN THE FIRING RANGE

OF THE KUWAITI AIR FORCE , ACCORDING TO KUNA . A DEFENSE MINISTRY

OFFICIAL SAID " DANGEROUS " SEA MINES OFTEN WASH UP ON KUWAITI SHORES

AS A CONSEQUENCE OF THE IRAN IRAQ WAR .

SAUDI ARABIA

OIL MINISTER HISHAM NAZIR DISCUSSED CONDITIONS IN THE

INTERNATIONAL OIL MARKET WITH SOVIET FOREIGN MINISTER EDUARD

SHEVARDNADZE IN MOSCOW 20 JANUARY , SPA REPORTED . THE SOVIET NEWS

AGENCY TASS DESCRIBED THE TALKS AS " CONSTRUCTIVE . "

LEBANON

ANGLICAN CHURCH ENVOY TERRY WAITE POSTPONED HIS DEPARTURE FROM

BEIRUT FOLLOWING FURTHER TALKS WITH THE KIDNAPPERS OF FOREIGNERS ,

VOICE OF LEBANON RADIO DISCLOSED . IN ANOTHER DEVELOPMENT , AFP NOTED

THAT AN ORGANIZATION CALLING ITSELF THE " PARTISANS OF GOD "

THREATENED TERRORIST OPERATIONS AGAINST ITALIAN TARGETS UNLESS ITALY

RELEASES TWO LEBANESE ARRESTED AT ROME AIRPORT IN 1984 FOR

POSSESSING EXPLOSIVES .

REGARDING THE DEATH OF U.S. HOSTAGE WILLIAM BUCKLEY , IRAN'S IRNA

CITED A LONDON MAGAZINE REPORT THAT HE WAS EXECUTED BY HIS ABDUCTORS

IN LEBANON FOLLOWING AN UNSUCCESSFUL " MILITARY RESCUE OPERATION . "

THE ARABIC WEEKLY AL - ' ALAM ALSO ASSERTED THAT THE KIDNAPPERS REFUSED

A U.S. OFFER OF TWO MILLION DOLLARS FOR BUCKLEY'S RELEASE .

AFGHANISTAN

AFGHAN RESISTANCE LEADER GULBUDDIN HEKMATYAR , PRESIDENT OF THE

ISLAMIC PARTY OF AFGHANISTAN , SAID THE MUJAHIDIN HAVE CONTINUED

THEIR FIGHTING DESPITE THE DRA'S CEASE -FIRE OFFER EFFECTIVE 15

JANUARY . HEKMATYAR SAID IN AN INTERVIEW WITH XINHUA THAT SOVIET -DRA

TROOPS HAVE SUSTAINED " HEAVY LOSSES " AS A RESULT OF POST - CEASE - FIRE

REBEL ATTACKS IN QANDAHAR , PAKTIA , KABUL , QONDUZ AND HERAT

PROVINCES . ACKNOWLEDGING THE ONGOING FIGHTING , KABUL RADIO REPORTED
" ALL CEASE - FIRE CONDITIONS " HAD BROKEN DOWN IN KHOWST DISTRICT AND

PARVAN PROVINCE . IN A STATEMENT CARRIED BY THE RADIO 20 JANUARY ,
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THE SUPREME EXTRAORDINARY NATIONAL RECONCILIATION COMMISSION WARNED

THAT DRA FORCES WOULD DEAL " RESOLUTE BLOWS " TO THE OPPOSITION GROUPS
" IN THE EVENT OF THE CONTINUATION OF COMBAT OPERATIONS . "

( ENDALLI 21/1338 Z JAN
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TAKE 3 OF 7 ' ADNAN KHASHUQJI ON U.S. - IRAN ARMS DEAL

JN2 30756

( ( TEXT ) ) ( ( QUESTION ) ) VERY WELL , LET US CONTINUE THE

MAIN STROY .

( CKHASHUQJI ) ) THE AMERICANS SENT AN ENVOY TO MEET WITH

THE MAN . THE MEETING WAS ATTENDED BY KIMCHE ( DIRECTOR

GENERAL OF THE ISRAELI FOREIGN MINISTRY AT THE TIME ) UNDER

U.S. COVER . I MENTIONED THIS ON U.S. TELEVISION . THEY

BROUGHT SOMEONE CALLED ( KARUBI ) . ACTUALLY THEY ARE THE

( KARUBI ) BROTHERS : ONE IS A MODERATE AND THE OTHER IS AN

EXTREMIST . THE IRANIAN SITUATION AND THE WAR WERE

DISCUSSED AND A TREND TOWARD PEACE EMERGED -- NEITHER THE

AMERICANS NOR THE ISRAELIS LIKE THAT . I WAS SITTING WITH

THEM LISTENING . LATER , WHEN THEY HAD FORGOTTEN THAT I WAS

WITH THEM , THEY WERE SAYING THAT THE ISSUE OF WAR AND PEACE

DOES NOT INTEREST THEM AND THAT WHAT IS IMPORTANT IS HOW TO

SAVE IRAN FROM COMMUNISM . HERE GLOBAL INTERESTS BEGIN TO

PLAY A ROLE . OF COURSE , IT IS IN ISRAEL'S INTEREST FOR THE

WAR TO CONTINUE FOREVER .

--
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AS FOR MYSELF , I ARGUED IT WAS IMPORTANT THAT THE MAN

PROVE TO US HE IS SERIOUS . IT WAS AGREED THAT DEALINGS

BETWEEN THE TWO SIDES BE HELD DIRECTLY AND I WAS TAKEN OUT

OF THE PICTURE . FOR 3 MONTHS I DID NOT KNOW ANYTHING .

THEY WHISKED THE IRANIAN AWAY AND LEFT . AT FIRST THE ISSUE

WAS NEITHER ONE OF WEAPONS OR HOSTAGES . MY REPORT TO

MCFARLANE REVEALS THAT THE ENTIRE PROCESS WAS ORIGINALLY AN

ATTEMPT TO HOLD A DIALOGUE WITH MODERATES IN IRAN TO END

THE WAR .

LATER THE MAN CONTACTED ME AND SAID HE WAS GOING TO THE

UNITED STATES . WE THEN HELD A DISCUSSION WITH THE

AMERICANS AND AGREED IN PRINCIPLE THAT THEY WOULD TEST OUR

STRENGTH ON THE HOSTAGE ISSUE IN RETURN FOR THE IRANIANS

TESTING U.S. INTENTIONS WITH THE AMERICANS SENDING TOKEN

WEAPONS - ABOUT 500 TOW MISSILES .

IN MY VIEW SUCH A QUANTITY HAS NO EFFECT IN A WAR ON THE

SCALE OF THE PRESENT ONE BETWEEN IRAQ AND IRAN . THUS , EACH

SIDE WANTED TO TEST THE OTHER SIDE . I SAID TO HIM : WELL ,

MAY GOD GRANT SUCCESS . HE SAID : BUT THERE IS A PROBLEM ,

NAMELY THAT IRAN DOES NOT WANT TO PAY MONEY TO THE

AMERICANS , WHILE THE AMERICANS DO NOT WANT TO SEND WEAPONS

BEFORE THEY RECEIVE MONEY .

HERE I ASKED : HOW MUCH IS THE MONEY INVOLVED ? HE

REPLIED : $ 1 MILLION . I SAY TO YOU FRANKLY : HERE I

SUSPECTED THERE WAS A PLOT , FOR WHAT IS THE IMPORTANCE OF

$ 1 MILLION TO A SUPERPOWER LIKE THE UNITED STATES , OR TO

IRAN , DESPITE ITS NEED . HERE I CONTACTED " THE COUSINS . "

( ( QUESTION ) THE COUSINS , WHO ARE THEY ?

C ( KHASHUQJI ) ) I MEAN PERES AND HIS PALS . I ASKED THEM

WHAT THE REAL SITUATION WAS TO MAKE SURE . THEY SAID : IT

IS TRUE . I SAID : THEN YOU PAY THE SUM . THEY SAID : WE

HAVE NOTHING TO DO WITH THIS . OUR ROLE IS MERELY THAT OF A

GO - BETWEEN ( ( PRECEDING WORD IN ENGLISH - FBIS ) ) FOR THE

U.S. - IRANIAN DEAL . I SAID : VERY WELL . I PAID THE SUM

MYSELF AND GAVE IT TO QORBANIFAR . AFTER 2 WEEKS HE REPAID

THE FIRST $ 1 MILLION . THE SECOND DEAL TOOK PLACE AFTER 2
WEEKS . THEY SAID : WE WANT $ 4 MILLION . THE OBJECTIVE OF

THE DEAL WAS TO BRING ABOUT THE RELEASE OF WILLIAM BUCKLEY ,

THE U.S. INTELLIGENCE MAN WHO WAS KIDNAPPED IN BEIRUT . MY

ROLE WAS THAT OF A GO - BETWEEN FOR THE MONEY AND ISRAEL'S

ROLE WAS THAT OF A MIDDLEMAN FOR THE GOODS , WHILE THE

AMERICANS SUPERVISED THE DEAL .

AFTER ANOTHER 2 WEEKS , AFTER THE PLANES HAD GONE AND

RETURNED , ONE OF THE HOSTAGES WAS RELEASED -- HE WAS NOT

THE PERSON WHOM IT WAS AGREED WOULD BE RELEASED . THEY

RELEASED A CLERGYMAN , THE REVEREND BENJAMIN WEIR , AND SAID

THAT BUCKLEY WAS DEAD . OF COURSE , THE AMERICANS ' NERVES

BECAME STRAINED AND IT APPEARS THEY SENT THE MAN AWAY .

AS FOR MYSELF , I WAS CONVINCED THAT THE MAN WAS SERIOUS

AND THAT HE HAD CONNECTIONS WITH THE IRANIAN PRIME

MINISTER . THEREFORE THE TEST WAS CARRIED OUT . I THEN WENT

1
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TO A SENIOR ARAB OFFICIAL ( AND HE GAVE HIS NAME ) AND I TOLD

HIM OF WHAT HAPPENED IN DETAIL . I SAID TO HIM THAT THE

AMERICANS TESTED THE MAN AND HE WAS ACTUALLY ABLE TO

DELIVER THE GOODS . TWO RUNWAYS AT THE IRANIAN AIRPORT WERE

OPENED AT NIGHT AND ISRAELI AIRCRAFT UNLOADED $ 4 MILLION

WORTH OF GOODS . THAT MEANS THAT WE ( THE ARABS ) CAN REACH

THEM . I SUGGESTED TO HIM TO CONVEY THE MATTER TO THE

HIGHEST AUTHORITIES IN BAGHDAD SO WE COULD FIND A WAY TO

WIN OVER THESE PEOPLE , PARTICULARLY AS THE ISSUE IS

ULTIMATELY ONE OF MONEY AND THEY WANT TO BE READY TO ASSUME

POWER AFTER KHOMEYNI'S DEATH .

WHEN ONE CALCULATES THE DIFFERENCE IN EXCHANGE RATES WE

FIND THAT $ 1 MILLION IS WORTH 20 MILLION IN THEIR ( CIRAN'S

- FBIS ) ) CURRENCY . HOWEVER , I DO NOT ENTER THE POLITICAL

GAME . IT IS POSSIBLE THAT I MIGHT OPEN A DOOR OR PEEP FROM

A WINDOW . HOWEVER , I DO NOT HAVE TIME TO FOLLOW THE

POLITICAL GAME , FOR I AM NOT A SPY OR A POLITICIAN . MY

INTEREST LIES IN THAT IF THERE SHOULD BE PEACE IN THE

REGION I WILL HAVE GOOD RELATIONS WITH BOTH SIDES . THEN I

CAN BE A " PRINCE " AND TRADE . THAT IS ALL ,THAT IS ALL , FRANKLY . THERE

IS NOTHING WRONG IN IT .

( MORE ) 16 JAN 23/ 0905Z JAN

BT
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ISRAEL : KHASHOGGI GIVES ' FIRST INTERVIEW ' TO ISRAELI PAPER
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TEL AVIV HA'OLAM HAZE IN HEBREW 13 APR 87 pp 6 , 7

( ( " MONOLOGUE " BY SAUDI ENTREPRENEUR ADNAN KHASHOGGI AS RECORDED

BY DAFNA BARAQ AT VILLA CESTA HOTEL BY LAKE COMO ON ITALIAN - SWISS
BORDER " THIS WEEK " ) )

( ( EXCERPTS ) ) ( ( PASSAGE OMITTED ) ) I INITIATED THE ARMS DEALS TO
IRAN IN ORDER TO INFLUENCE HISTORICAL EVENTS . ALL I WANTED WAS TO
ESTABLISH CONTACTS BETWEEN MODERATES IN IRAN - THERE ARE THREE MAIN
GROUPS THERE : EXTREMISTS , MODERATES , AND PROGRESSIVES AND THE

AMERICANS VIA ISRAEL .
WHY ISRAEL ?

BECAUSE I DID NOT TRUST THE AMERICANS TO KNOW HOW TO DEAL WITH
THE IRANIANS . IN ISRAEL THERE ARE PEOPLE WHO HAVE RELATIONS WITH
IRAN DEVELOPED OVER A LONG TIME .

YES , YA'AQOV NIMRODI IS A GOOD EXAMPLE .

THE STORY THAT THE IRANGATE AFFAIR HAD BEEN CONCEIVED , AS IT
WERE , IN ORDER TO SECURE THE RELEASE OF HOSTAGES IS NONSENSE !
DO YOU KNOW WHEN I LEARNED ABOUT THE HOSTAGES ? IN THE LATE STAGES
OF THE DEAL !
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HOW COME ? THE IRANIANS , THE AMERICANS , AND THE ISRAELIS WANTED

TO TEST EACH OTHER'S ABILITIES . AT THAT STAGE ; THERE WAS AN ATTEMPT
TO RELEASE WILLIAM BUCKLEY , THE CIA MAN . I WAS ASKED FOR $ 1 MILLION
AND ANOTHER $ 4 MILLION LATER . THERE WAS NO RECORD OF THIS , NO

COLLATERAL WAS SIGNED .

AL SCHWIMMER PROMISED ME : " TRUST MY WORD . YOU WILL GET BACK
EVERY CENT ! '

THAT'S IT . I HAVE NOT SEEN EVEN ONE CENT OF THAT MONEY SINCE
THEN ....

SCHWIMMER , NIMRODI , AND GHORBANIFAR DISAPPEARED FROM MY LIFE FOR
6 MONTHS . NIMRODI DISAPPEARED FROM MY LIFE ALTOGETHER .

I ACTUALLY LIKE HIM ; I LIKE NIMRODI .

WHY WERE SOME OF THE PEOPLE ASHAMED OF ESTABLISHING RELATIONS

WITH ME ? I KNOW THAT THE IMPRESSION HAS BEEN CREATED THAT I
SEVERED RELATIONS WITH THEM .

THAT IS NOT TRUE , ON THE CONTRARY . IT IS LIKE A ROMANCE BETWEEN

A MAN AND A WOMAN . IF THE MAN IS ATTRACTED TO ANOTHER WOMAN -- EVEN
IF HE HAS NOT YET CHEATED ON HIS PARTNER -- HE BEGINS TO FEEL
GUILTY , HE IS ASHAMED OF LOOKING HER STRAIGHT IN THE EYE .

INCIDENTALLY , DID YOU KNOW THAT IN HIS FAMOUS TRIP TO TEHRAN
ROBERT MCFARLANE WAS GIVEN AN OPPORTUNITY TO RELEASE TWO OF THE
HOSTAGES ? HE DID NOT TAKE IT !

' AMIRAM NIR ? HE IS A MINOR PAWN IN THIS ENTIRE GAME .

I AM TRYING TO BE BROADMINDED AND TRANSCEND PETTY QUARRELS AND

PERSONAL STRUGGLES . I AM NOT ANGRY WITH ANY OF THE PEOPLE INVOLVED
BECAUSE I BELIEVE THAT , BEYOND THE COMMON CAUSE , THERE WAS A

CONFLICT OF INTERESTS HERE ; EVERYBODY WAS ACTING FOR HIS
OWN COUNTRY .

ME ? I WAS WORKING FOR THE SAKE OF PEACE !

I SUSPECT -- I EVEN KNOW WHERE MY MONEY $ 10 MILLION HAS

DISAPPEARED BUT I CANNOT FIGHT FOR IT NOW .

THE PRIVATE PERSONS WHO WERE INVOLVED IN THE DISAPPEARANCE OF THE

MONEY MUST BE SINGLED OUT AND SUED . I HAVE AN EXACT PLAN HOW TO GO

ABOUT THE MATTER . I AM ONLY WAITING FOR THE INVESTIGATIONS IN THE

UNITED STATES TO END AND THEN OH YES , THEN ! - I WILL DEAL WITH
IT .

I CANNOT ENTER THE UNITED STATES ? OH , COME ON !

DO YOU WANT TO HEAR THE REAL STORY ? WALSH ( WHO IS HANDLING THE

INVESTIGATION IN THE UNITED STATES ) TOLD MY LAWYER , KENNETH BIALKIN :
THE CAN ENTER THE UNITED STATES WHENEVER HE WANTS . ONLY WHAT ?

BEFORE THAT , HE MUST GIVE US THE NAMES OF THE PEOPLE HE INTENDS TO
CONTACT . "

I REPLIED TO HIM , THROUGH BIALKIN , THAT THEY ARE WORSE THAN THE

RUSSIANS . IF I WANT TO BE INTERROGATED ACCORDING TO RUSSIAN METHODS ,

I CAN GO TO MOSCOW DIRECTLY ; I DO NOT NEED TO GO THROUGH THIS IN

NEW YORK .

THIS IS THE REAL STORY .

THIS REMINDS ME OF THE RUMORS THAT I COULD NOT GO TO SAUDI ARABIA

AND THAT MY ASSETS THERE HAD BEEN CONFISCATED . I VISITED SAUDI

ARABIA ONLY RECENTLY . NONSENSE !

NEVERTHELESS , IT IS TRUE THAT SOME SAUDIS CONSIDER ME A TRAITOR
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AND DO NOT BELIEVE IN THE CHANCES OF PEACE .

FOR EXAMPLE , IN A NEWS CONFERENCE HE HELD IN EUROPE LAST WEEK ,

KING FAHD WAS ASKED ABOUT MY AFFAIRS . THAT IS HOW MUCH I TROUBLE
THEM !

THERE ARE FABLES AND LEGENDS SURROUNDING THE IRAN AFFAIR . FOR

EXAMPLE , THE STORY THAT I MET WITH ' AMIRAM NIR 3 WEEKS AGO .

FANCY THAT ! HE MET WITH GHORBANIFAR , NOT WITH ME .

INCIDENTALLY , WHY SHOULD THEY NOT HAVE MET ? BECAUSE THEY MIGHT

HAVE COORDINATED THEIR VERSIONS ? I SEE .

THE MAIN PROBLEM IN THE IRAN AFFAIR IS THAT ALL KINDS OF PEOPLE

WHO PLAYED A ROLE IN THE AFFAIR THOUGHT THEY WERE SMARTER AND

WERE DAZZLED BY THE POWER , THE INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS , AND THE
AMOUNTS OF MONEY , BUT FAILED TO STOP IN TIME . PEOPLE DEVELOPED

SKY - HIGH AMBITIONS .

TWO FRIENDS OF MINE TRIED TO BE SMART , AND A THIRD FRIEND I DO NOT

TAKE SERIOUSLY AT ALL . ( ( PASSAGE OMITTED ) )

DO YOU KNOW THAT ONCE , WHENEVER I MET KIMCHE , NIMRODI ,

OR SCHWIMMER , WE USED TO USE CODENAMES ? WE FEARED FOR OUR LIVES .

THE SITUATION HAS NOW IMPROVED AND I AM EVEN GIVING MY FIRST

INTERVIEW TO AN ISRAELI JOURNALIST .

TRUE , I HAVE BEEN HURT BY MY RELATIONS AND BY MY

PEACE - SEEKING ATTEMPTS IN CONNECTION WITH THE IRANIAN AFFAIR , BUT

I HAVE NOT STOPPED THESE ATTEMPTS FOREVER ; ... I HAVE ONLY TAKEN SOME

TIME OFF . I HAVE NOT YET DESPAIRED ; I AM STILL HOPEFUL . WHEN A

STABLE AND STRONG LEADERSHIP COMES TO POWER IN ISRAEL A MAJORITY

VERSUS A MINORITY , AND I COULD NOT CARE LESS WHETHER IT IS THE LIKUD
OR THE ALIGNMENT THEN I WILL CONTINUE MY EFFORTS . ( ( PASSAGE
OMITTED ) )

ADMIN

( ENDALL ) 13 APR 13 / 1240Z APR
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UK PAPER : U.S. HOSTAGES ON TRIAL IN IRAN
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LONDON THE GUARDIAN IN ENGLISH 23 JUN 87 P1

( ( JULIE FLINT BEIRUT DISPATCH : " AMERICAN HOSTAGES ' ON TRIAL
IN IRAN ' " ) )

( ( TEXT ) ) TWO OF THE NINE AMERICAN HOSTAGES MISSING IN LEBANON
WERE YESTERDAY REPORTED TO HAVE BEEN PUT ON TRIAL IN IRAN AS
SPIES .
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THE DEVELOPMENT , IF CONFIRMED , MARKS A QUANTUM LEAP IN

LEBANON'S HOSTAGE SAGA . IT COINCIDES WITH A THREAT EY SYRIA TO

MOVE FROM WORDS TO DEEDS IN ITS SEARCH FOR THE AMERICAN

JOURNALIST , MR CHARLES GLASS , AND MR ALI 'USAYRAN , THE SON OF

LEBANON'S DEFENCE MINISTER , WHO WERE KIDNAPPED IN BEIRUT LAST WEEK .

A SENIOR SHIITE SOURCE GAVE FIRST WORD OF THE REPORTED

HOSTAGE TRIAL IN IRAN . HE SAID . MR IMAD MUGNIEH AND MR ABDUL

HADI HAMADE ( ( NAMES AS PUBLISHED ) ) TWO MEMBERS OF THE PRO - IRANIAN

HIZBALLAH PARTY WHOSE NAMES HAVE OFTEN BEEN LINKED TO THE HOSTAGE

PROBLEM , HAVE BEEN SUMMONED TO TESTIFY AGAINST THE AMERICANS .

THE TWO DROPPED OUT OF SIGHT IN WEST BEIRUT SEVERAL WEEKS AGO .

THERE WAS SPECULATION AT THE TIME THAT THEY HAD BEEN ORDERED

OUT FOR FEAR THAT THE SYRIAN ARMY , WHICH POURED THOUSANDS OF TROOPS

INTO WEST BEIRUT IN FEBRUARY TO RESTORE LAW AND ORDER , MIGHT

MOVE TO RELEASE THE WESTERN HOSTAGES . TWENTY WESTERNERS ARE BEING

HELD , EXCLUDING THOSE REPORTED KILLED .

THE TWO AMERICANS ALLEGEDLY PUT ON TRIAL HAVE NOT BEEN IDENTIFIED .

BUT ONLY TWO OF THE AMERICAN HOSTAGES , MR TERRY ANDERSON AND MR

TOM SUTHERLAND , ARE HELD BY THE ISLAMIC JIHAD - THE ONLY

KIDNAPPING GROUP THAT IS KNOWN TO HAVE MOVED HOSTAGES TO IRAN .

TWO OTHERS ARE HELD BY THE RVOLUTIONARY JUSTICE ORGANISATION AND

THREE BY THE ISLAMIC JIHAD FOR THE LIBERATION OF PALESTINE .

ABDUCTIONS OF THE OTHER TWO , INCLUDING MR GLASS , HAVE NOT BEEN

CLAIMED .

PERSISTENT REPORTS IN RECENT WEEKS HAVE CLAIMED THAT SOME

HOSTAGES HAVE BEEN MOVED TO TEHRAN , ALTHOUGH THE IRANIAN EMDASSY HAS

DENIED IT . THE LEBANESE MAGAZINE AL - SHIRA ' , ONE OF THE SOURCES FOR

THESE REPORTS , SAID ONE FACTION WITHIN IRAN WAS IN FAVOUR OF

PUTTING THE HOSTAGES ON TRIAL . AYATOLLAH KHOMEYNI HAD ORDERED THE

FORMATION OF A SPECIAL COMMITTEE TO DEAL WITH THE HOSTAGES , THE

MAGAZINE SAID .

NEGOTIATIONS FOR THE RELEASE OF MR GLASS , THE FIRST WESTERNER

KIDNAPPED SINCE THE SYRIAN ARMY ENTERED WEST BEIRUT IN FEBRUARY ,

HAVE INTENSIFIED SINCE THE IRANIAN AMBASSADOR , MR AHMAD

DESTAMALTIAN ( ( NAME AS PUBLISHED ) ) , RETURNED TO BEIRUT .

SUMMONED TO DAMASCUS ON THURSDAY NIGHT , 24 HOURS AFTER MR GLASS

WAS KIDNAPPED , AND WENT STRAIGHT INTO A SERIES OF CONSULTATIONS

WHEN HE ARRIVED BACK IN BEIRUT YESTERDAY .

" THE FATE OF MR GLASS IS NOW BEING NEGOTIATED BY DAMASCUS AND

TEHRAN , " ONE OF HIS INTERLOCUTORS SAID .

SOME INDICATIONS HAVE BEEN GIVEN THAT SYRIA , SEEING THE

ABDUCTION OF MR GLASS AS A DIRECT AFFRONT , IS BEGINNING TO TWIST

THE SCREWS ON HIZBALLAH ACTIVISTS IN LEBANON .

LEBANESE OFFICIALS INVOLVED IN THE SEARCH FOR MR GLASS SAY

THAT SYRIAN TROOPS WILL TODAY BEGIN OBSTRUCTING HIZBALLAH'S

MOVEMENTS BETWEEN BEIRUT'S SOUTHERN SUBURBS AND THE BEKA ' VALLEY ,

ITS TWO MAIN CENTRES IN LEBANON . DAMASCUS , THESE SOURCES SAY , HAS

ALREADY BEGUN CONFISCATING WEAPONS AND ORDERED THE SHI - ' ITE

MOVEMENT , AMAL , ITS STAUNCHEST ALLY IN LEBANON , TO PUT ITS FIGHTERS

IN THE SOUTHERN SUBURBS ON FULL ALERT .

IT ALSO SEEMS LIKELY THAT THE ERUPTION OF FIGHTING IN THE
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SOUTHERN SUBURBS , IN WHICH MASKED MEN ARE REPORTEDLY TAKING PART ,

IS NOT UNCONNECTED TO THE GLASS AFFAIR . SYRIA'S RATIONALE FOR NOT

SENDING ITS ARMY INTO THE SUBURBS HAS , FROM THE VERY BEGINNING ,

BEEN THAT THE SUBURBS WERE NOT DISTURBED BY THE INTER -MILITIA

CLASHES AND COMMON CRIMINALITY THAT DISRUPTED DAILY LIFE IN WEST
BEIRUT .

MARK TRAN IN WASHINGTON ADDS : STATE DEPARTMENT OFFICIALS RESPONDED

CAUTIOUSLY TO THE REPORTED TRANFER OF HOSTAGES : " IF IT'S TRUE ,

THAT'S VERY SERIOUS , " ONE SPOKESMAN SAID . HE NOTED THAT THE SIRIANS

HAD SEALED OFF THE AREA WHERE THE HOSTAGES WERE HELD FOR ABOUT

A MONTH , SO THE TRANSFER WOULD HAVE TO HAVE TAKEN PLACE BEFORE THEN .

THE SYRIAN PRESENCE HAD , HOWEVER , CLEARLY FAILED TO DETER THE

SEIZURE OF MR GLASS AND HIS COMPANIONS .

AMERICAN OFFICIALS WONDERED WHY IRAN HAD FAILED TO PUBLICISE THE

TRAILS OF THE TWO MEN , IF THAT WAS THE CASE . BUT THE

LONG INCARCERATION , TORTURE , AND DEATH OF THE CIA STATIN CHIEF IN

LEBANON , MR WILLIAM BUCKLEY , RECEIVED LITTLE PRESS COVERAGE IN THE
US .
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LEBANON : HIZBALLAH DENIES DELEGATION SENT TO SYRIA

LEBANON : IRANIAN OFFICIAL REPORTEDLY INTERROGATED GLASS

NCO31204

BEIRUT VOICE OF LEBANON IN ARABIC 1125 GMT 3 JUL 87

( ( TEXT ) ) ACCORDING TO REPORTS RECEIVED AT THE VOICE OF

LEBANON , THE DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF IRANAIN INTELLIGENCE ARRIVED
IN BEIRUT RECENTLY AND INTERROGATED AMERICAN JOURNALIST CHARLES
GLASS . THE IRANIAN OFFICIAL WAS SIAD TO HAVE INTERROGATED

WILLIAM BUCKLEY , KIDNAPPED IN MARCH 1984 AND REPORTED TO
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HAVE DIED .

IN ANOTHER DEVELOPMENT , AND DESPITE THE DENIAL OF ANY

CONTACT BETWEEN HIZBALLAH AND SYRIA , IT HAS BEEN LEARNED THAT A

HIZBALLAH DELEGATION VISITING SYRIA MET WITH GHAZI KAN'AN
( ( CHIEF OF SYRIAN MILITARY INTELLIGENCE IN LEBANON-- FBIS ) ) ,

' ALI DUBAH , AND INTELLIGENCE OFFICERS THERE FOR 8 HOURS . THE

MEETING CONCERNED THE NEED TO FREE GLASS . INFORMATION

ACQUIRED BY THE SYRIANS INDICATES THAT GLASS IS BEING TORTURED .

IT IS NOW KNOWN THAT GLASS ' ABDUCTION IS LINKED WITH THE

LEBANESE NATIONAL ' ALI HAMADAH , WHO IS BEING DETAINED BY GERMAN

AUTHORITIES ON CHARGES OF HIJACKING AN AMERICAN PLANE TO BEIRUT .

GLASS , WHO POSSESSES INFORMATION ON THE HIJACKING , HAD
CONDUCTED INTERVIEWS WITH THE HIJACKERS IN THE PAST .
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KUNA CITES LEBANESE PAPER ON DEATH OF TERRY WAITE
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KUWAIT KUNA IN ARABIC 0735 GMT 5 JUL 87

( ( TEXT ) ) KUWAIT , 5 JUL THE LEBANESE NEWSPAPER AL - ' ANBA '

REPORTS TODAY QUOTING A PROMINENT LEBANESE PARTY OFFICIAL WHO SAYS

HE HAS RELIABLE INFORMATION THAT TERRY WAITE , THE ENVOY OF THE

BRITISH ANGLICAN CHURCH , WHO HAS BEEN DETAINED THE BIQA ' REGION

SINCE 20 JANUARY , IS DEAD .

THE PAPER QUOTES THE OFFICIAL , WHO IT DECLINED TO NAME , AS SAYING

THAT THE ANGLICAN CHURCH ENVOY , WHO CAME TO LEBANON IN AN EFFORT TO

SECURE THE RELEASE OF U.S. HOSTAGES THERE , DIED OF NATURAL CAUSES

AND THAT HIS DEATH TOOK PLACE DURING LAST TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY ( CAS

RECEIVED ) ) .

THE PAPER ADDS THAT THE LEBANESE OFFICIAL DISCOUNTED THE

LIKELIHOOD OF TERRY WAITE'S BODY EVER BEING FOUND , RECALLING IN THIS

REGARD THE CASE OF WILLIAM BUCKLEY , WHOSE BODY WAS NEVER FOUND ,

ALTHOUGH A PICTURE OF HIM DEAD WAS PUBLISHED .

ASKED WHAT PROOF HE COULD GIVE OF THE TRUTH OF HIS STATEMENTS ,

THE PAPER REPORTS , THE LEBANESE PARTY OFFICIAL SAID THAT HE LEARNED

OF THIS ACCIDENTALLY AND THAT HE WAS NOT OBLIGED TO PROVIDE ANY
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PROOF BECAUSE HE HAD NOTHING TO DO WITH THE MATTER .

THE OFFICIAL AFFIRMED TO THE NEWSPAPER THAT HE KNEW NOTHING ABOUT

WAITE'S HEALTH , THAT ALL HE KNEW WAS THAT WAITE DIED AS A RESULT OF

A HEALTH AILMENT ( ( ' AIRD SIHHI ) ) , AND THAT THE LEBANESE PERSONALITIES

CONCERNED HAVE BEGUN TO COLLECT INFORMATION IN THIS REGARD .
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REF LDO50752 KUWAIT KUNA ARABIC 050735 KUNA CITES LEBANESE PAPER

ON DEATH OF TERRY WAITE

AL - ANBA ' : ENVOY TERRY WAITE ' DIED OF NATURAL CAUSES "

JNO51502

KUWAIT AL - ANBA ' IN ARABIC 5 JUL 87 PP 1 , 22

( ( EXCLUSIVE " ) )

( ( TEXT ) ) BEIRUT - A SOURCE CLOSE TO A LEBANESE PARTY

OFFICIAL STATED TO AL - ANBAY YESTERDAY THAT HE HAS RELIABLE

INFORMATION THAT TERRY WAITE -- THE ARCHBISHOP OF

CANTERBURY'S ENVOY WHO HAS BEEN HELD IN THE BA'LABAKK AREA

IN THE EASTERN AL - BIQA ' SINCE 20 JANUARY - HAS DIED .

CITING THE PROMINENT LEBANESE PARTY OFFICIAL WHO HAS
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BEEN FOLLOWING TERRY WAITE'S CASE , THE SOURCE ADDED THAT

THE ANGLICAN ENVOY WHO CAME TO LEBANON IN AN EFFORT TO

BRING ABOUT THE RELEASE OF THE AMERICAN HOSTAGES -- AND WHO

WAS MOVING ABOUT UNDER THE PROTECTION OF MINISTER WALID

JUNBLATT AND CONTACTING THE KIDNAPPERS THROUGH FORMER

MINISTER ' ADNAN MURUWWAH , THE LAST TO SEE HIM ON THE EVE

OF WAITE'S ABDUCTION BY HIS INTERLOCUTORS -- DIED OF

NATURAL CUASES . THE SOURCE SAID THE DEATH OCCURRED BETWEEN

LAST TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY ( ( 30 JUNE AND I JULY -- FBIS ) ) ,

PERHAPS AT THE SAME TIME BRITISH TELEVISION WAS

BROADCASTING A REPORT CITING AN OFFICIAL IN WEST BEIRUT

THAT WAITE AND AMERICANS TERRY ANDERSON AND THOMAS

SUTHERLAND HAD BEEN TRANSFERRED TO QOM , IRAN , WHERE THEY

ARE BEING HELD .

THE SOURCE RULED OUT THE POSSIBILITY THAT WAITE'S BODY

WILL BE FOUND , AND RECALLED WILLIAM BUCKLEY WHOSE BODY WAS

NEVER FOUND ALTHOUGH A PHOTOGRAPH OF HIM DEAD WAS

PUBLISHED .

IN ANSWER TO A QUESTION ON WHAT PROOF HE COULD PROVIDE

AS EVIDENCE OF HIS INFORMATION , THE SOURCE SAID HE LEARNED

OF THE MATTER BY ACCIDENT AND THAT HE IS NOT OBLIGED TO

FURNISH PROOF SINCE HE IS NOT INVOLVED IN THE MATTER .

THE BRITISH TELEVISION STATION HAD REPORTED THAT DOCTOR

WHOM IT DID NOT IDENTIFY SAW THE 48 - YEAR - OLD WAITE AT A

CLINIC IN BEIRUT IN THE MONTHS FOLLOWING HIS ABDUCTION AND

THAT WAITE WAS IN GOOD HEALTH AND IN GOOD SPIRITS .

HOWEVER , THE BRITISH TELEVISION STATION DID NOT DISCLOSE

WHY WAITE WAS IN THE CLINIC OR WHETHER HE WAS SUFFERING

FROM ANY DISEASE .

ON HIS PART THE SOURCE WHO REPORTED WAITE'S DEATH SAID

HE DOES NOT KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT WAITE'S HEALTH , THE ONLY

INFORMATION HE ACCIDENTALLY LEARNED IS THAT THE MAN DIED AS

A RESULT OF HEALTH REASONS , AND LEBANESE FIGURES CONCERNED
WITH THE MATTER HAVE BEGUN TO GATHER INFORMATION .

PSP LEADER WALID JUNBLATT , WHO GUARANTEED WAITE'S

PROTECTION IN BEIRUT , HAD ACCUSED HIZBALLAH OF KIDNAPPING

HIM AND THEN SAID HE COULD NOT BE CERTAIN OF THAT .
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( ( TEXT ) ) TUNIS , JULY 16 ( AFP ) - U.S. AND FRENCH

HOSTAGES IN LEBANON ARE BEING HELD SOUTH OF BEIRUT AND IN THE

SOUTH OF THE COUNTRY AND HAVE NOT BEEN TRANSFERRED TO IRAN , A
1

SENIOR OFFICIAL OF THE PALESTINE LIBERATION ORGANIZATION

( PLO ) SAID HERE THURSDAY .

THE OFFICIAL , WHO ASKED NOT BE NAMED , SAID THE 10 AMERICAN

AND SIX FRENCH HOSTAGES WERE REGULARLY MOVED TO DIFFERENT

LOCATIONS WITHIN LEBANON . PRESS REPORTS HAD SAID SOME OF THE

HOSTAGES HAD BEEN TRANSFERRED TO IRAN . A TOTAL OF 25 FOREIGNERS

HAVE BEEN KIDNAPPED IN LEBANON .

HE SAID , HOWEVER , THAT ONE HOSTAGE , WILLIAM BUCKLEY OF THE

UNITED STATES , HAD IN FACT SPENT TIME IN IRAN AFTER HIS ABDUCTION .

MR BUCKLEY'S KIDNAPPERS ANNOUNCED HIS " EXECUTION " ON OCTOBER 4 ,

1985 AND HIS DEATH WAS CONFIRMED BY THE U.S. STATE

DEPARTMENT ON JANUARY 28 , 1987 .

REPORTS IN THE U.S. PRESS SAID THAT MR BUCKLEY HAD HEADED

THE OFFICE OF THE U.S. CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY IN BEIRUT .

THE PLO OFFICIAL DISCOUNTED OTHER MEDIA REPORTS THAT A

BRITISH HOSTAGE , TERRY WAITE , AN ENVOY OF THE ANGLICAN CHURCH

WHO DISAPPEARED IN WEST BEIRUT IN JANUARY , HAD BEEN

TRANSFERRED TO IRAN . MR WAITE HAD GONE TO LEBANON TO TRY TO

WIN THE RELEASE OF SEVERAL OF THE HOSTAGES .

HUNDREDS OF PLO FIGHTERS , DRIVEN OUT OF BEIRUT BY

ISRAELI FORCES IN 1982 , HAVE RECENTLY RETURNED TO LEBANON ,

WHERE , ANALYSTS SAY , THEIR INTELLIGENCE SOURCES ARE ACTIVE
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XINHUA : U.S. TRIES TO STOP PRINTING OF BUCKLEY CONFESSION

Ow011232

BEIJING XINHUA IN ENGLISH 1205 GMT I SEP 87

( ( TEXT ) ) KUWAIT , SEPTEMBER 1 ( XINHUA ) U.S. OFFICIALS ARE

SECRETLY CONTACTING IRANIAN AUTHORITIES TO PREVENT THE PUBLICAT.ON

OF THE CONFESSIONS OF WILLIAM BUCKLEY , AN AMERICAN CIA OFFICIAL IN

LEBANON KIDNAPPED BY THE ISLAMIC " AL JIHAD. " IN 1984 AND KILLED IN
1985 , AL - QABAS DAILY REVEALED TODAY .

AL - QABAS CITED WESTERN DIPLOMATIC SOURCES HERE AS SAYING THAT

AMERICAN OFFICIALS RECEIVED 3 WEEKS AGO INFORMATION FROM IRAN

INDICATING THAT SOME IRANIAN OFFICIALS WERE PREFARING FOR THE
PUBLICATION OF WILLIAM BUCKLEY'S CONFESSIONS , WHICH INCLUDE

SECRET INFORMATION ON THE ACTIVITIES OF THE AMERICAN CIA IN

LEBANON AND THE MIDDLE EAST .

REPORTS SAID THAT BUCKLEY'S CONFESSIONS WOULD BE PUBLISHED IN
TEHRAN AND AVAILABLE IN OTHER COUNTRIES THIS MONTH .

BUCKLEY WAS POLITICAL ADVISOR AT THE AMERICAN EMBASSY IN

LEBANON WHEN HE WAS KIDNAPPED . IN OCTOBER 1985 , THE ISLAMIC
" JIHAD " ORGANIZATION ANNOUNCED BUCKLEY'S DEATH AFTER GIVING

DETAILED INFORMATION ON HIS ROLE AS A CIA'S AGENT IN LEBANON AND

OTHER MIDDLE EASTERN COUNTRIES .

THE SOURCES SAID THAT WILLIAM BUCKLEY HAD SPENT A FEW YEARS IN
EGYPT DURING THE RULE OF LATE PRESIDENT ANWAR SADAT , AS WELL AS

IN OTHER MIDDLE EASTERN COUNTRIES .

ACCORDING TO WELL - INFORMED SOURCES , BUCKLEY HAD HAD ACCESS TO
THE SECRETS OF AMERICAN POLICIES IN THE AREA AND CIA ACTIVITIES
IN A NUMBER OF COUNTRIES .
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AFTER BUCKLEY'S DEATH , THE AMERICAN ADMINISTRATION HAD ASKED
IRAN TO PREVENT THE PUBLICATION OF BUCKLEY'S CONFESSIONS OR THE
LEAKAGE OF ANY INFORMATION TO THE MASS MEDIA .
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BODY

COUNTRY : LEBANON

SUBJ : UK PAPER ON HIZBALLAH ORGANIZATION

SOURCE :

TEXT :

LONDON THE SUNDAY TIMES IN ENGLISH 6 AUG 89 P A13

// ( ( BY JIM MUIR AND HALA JABER : " THE HOSTAGES WEB THAT LEADS

BACK TO HIZBALLAH " ) )

( ( TEXT ) ) AMID THE RUINS OF SHATTERED WEST BEIRUT , LURKS A DARK

SENSE OF HUMOUR . AS THE AMERICANS DISPATCHED A TASK FORCE TO THE

EASTERN MEDITERRANEAN LAST WEEK , THE LEBANESE JOKED THAT WHEN THE

BATTLESHIP NEW JERSEY APPEARED OFFSHORE HIZBALLAH WOULD DRAG IT INTO

THE SOUTHERN SUBURBS AND CHAIN IT TO A RADIATOR .

THE HUMOUR REFLECTS BEIRUT'S BELIEF THAT HIZBALLAH THE FANATICAL

SHI'ITE MUSLIM " PARTY OF GOD " , HAS ALIGHTED ON THE SIMPLE AND BRUTAL

DISCOVERY THAT BY IMPRISONING WESTERNERS IN THE CELLARS OF BEIRUT

THEY CAN HUMILIATE A SUPERPOWER .

THEIR VARIOUS NOMS DE GUERRE SINCE 1984 MORE THAN 40

WESTERNERS HAVE BEEN KIDNAPPED BY AN ASSORTMENT OF GANGS ARE NO
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LONGER CINVINCING . THE AMERICANS AND ISRAELIS KNOW WHO ARE THE

MAIN HOSTAGE - TAKERS , WHERE THEY LIVE AND HOW THEY ARE NURTURED BY

FIERCE FAMILY LOYALTIES . THEY ARE ALSO AWARE OF THEIR WILLINGNESS

TO DIE . HIZBALLAH'S CALENDAR FOR 1989 FEATURES " MARTYRS OF THE

MONTH " , WITH PORTRAITS OF FALLEN ZEALOTS .

THE WESTERN POWERS ALSO KNOW THERE IS PRECIOUS LITTLE THEY CAN DO

TO RESCUE HOSTAGES . A PLANNED UNITED STATES - ISRAELI COMMANDO RESCUE

MISSION IN 1985 WAS ABANDONED WHEN IT BECAME UNSURE WHERE THE

HOSTAGES WERE .

HIZBALLAH , HEADED BY A COUNCIL OF 12 RELIGIOUS LEADERS , IS

CLEARLY THE KEY TO THE KIDNAPPINGS . IT FIRST APPEARED IN 1982

DURING THE ISRAELI INVASION OF LEBANON . ' ALI AKBAR MOHTASHEMI , THEN

THE IRANIAN AMBASSADOR TO DAMASCUS AND NOW THE HARLINE INTERIOR

MINISTER , ACTED AS MIDWIFE , SEEING HIZBALLAH , WITH ITS 6,000

FIGHTERS , AS A MEANS OF PROMOTING AN " ISLAMIC REVOLUTION " IN

LEBANON . ITS SYMBOL BECAME A BLUE AND BLOOD - RED IMAGE OF THE GLOBE ,

WITH A RAISED ARM HOLDING A RIFLE WITH THE WORDS OF THE KORAN : " LO ,

THE PARTY OF GOD , THEY ARE VICTORIOUS . "

IRAN HAS RETAINED ITS GRIP ON HIZBALLAH EVER SINCE ; IT DIRECTS ,

ARMS AND PAYS ITS FIGHTERS , AND IT IS TEHRAN WHICH ULTIMATELY

DECIDES THE FATE OF THE HOSTAGES . THE NAMES OF THE KIDNAP GANGS ARE

SIMPLY FLAGS OF CONVENIENCE USED BY VARIOUS CELLS OR CLANS TO

ANNOUNCE DEMANDS OR THREATS .

THIS DECEPTION WAS CONFIRMED LAST WEEK WHEN SHAYKH ' ABD AL - KARIM

' UBAYD , ASKED BY HIS ISRAELI INTERROGATORS ABOUT THE GROUP CALLING

ITSELF THE ORGANISATION OF THE OPPRESSED ON EARTH , REPORTEDLY SAID

THAT NO SUCH GROUP EXISTED . " WE USE MANY NAMES , " HE ADDED .

A KEY FIGURE IN THE KIDNAPPINGS HAS BEEN IMAD MUGHNIEH ( ( NAME AS

PUBLISHED ) ) , A HIZBALLAH OFFICIAL AND FREQUENT VISITOR TO TEHRAN .

ONE OF HIS MOTIVES WAS TO GAIN THE RELEASE OF A COUSIN JAILED IN

KUWAIT . MUGHNIEH WAS FORMERLY RIGHT - HAND MAN TO SHAYKH MUHAMMAD

HUSAYN FADLALLAH , THE SPIRITUAL MENTOR OF HIZBALLAH AND THE MOST

IMPORTANT OF THE 12 COUNCIL MEMBERS .

SOME SHI'ITE SOURCES ARE SCEPTICAL ABOUT FADLALLAH'S ASSERTION

THAT HE HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH KIDNAPPING . THEY POINT TO THE

SHI'ITE PRACTICE , CALLED TAQIEH , WHICH PERMITS " DISSIMULATION "

( LYING ) IN DEFENCE OF THE FAITH .

OTHER KEY LEADERS AMONG THE SECTS ARE HUSAYN AL -MUSAWI AND THE

HAMADI CLAN .

ALTHOUGH FREELANCE KIDNAPPERS HAVE SNATCHED SOME WESTERNERS ( A

LIBYAN - BACKED GROUP MAY BE HOLDING ONE OF THE AMERICANS , FRANK REED :

VIRTUALLY ALL THE REMAINING HOSTAGES SEVEN AMERICANS , FOUR

BRITONS , TWO WEST GERMANS AND AN ITALIAN ARE IN THE CLUTCHES OF

IRANIAN - SPONSORED GROUPS .

THE REVOLUTIONARY JUSTICE ORGANISATION , HOLDING JOSEPH CICIPPIO ,

ALSO HOLDS ANOTHER AMERICAN , EDWARD TRACY . IT MAY ALSO BE HOLDING

BRIAN KEENAN . BETWEEN JUNE 1986 AND NOVEMBER 1987 IT RELEASED SEVEN

FRENCH HOSTAGES PRIOR TO THE RESTORATION OF TIES BETWEEN PARIS AND

TEHRAN .

THE ORGANISATION OF THE OPPRESSED ON EARTH WAS A NAME FIRST USED

IN THE TWA AIRLINER HIJACKING IN 1985. IT WAS USED AGAIN BY
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' UBAYD'S FOLLOWERS IN SOUTHERN LEBANON TO CLAIM RESPONSIBILITY FOR

ABDUCTING WILLIAM HIGGINS . IT IS GELIEVED TO BE CLOSELY TIED TO THE

FAMILY OF MUHAMMAD ' ALI HAMADAH , WHO WAS CONVICTED IN WEST GERMANY

FOR INVOLVEMENT IN THE TWA HIJACKING .

" UBAYD'S HIZBALLAH LOYALISTS ARE ALSO THOUGHT TO HAVE PLAYED A

ROLE IN THE ABDUCTION OF FOUR PROFESSORS -- THREE AMERICANS AND AN

INDIAN FROM BEIRUT UNIVERSITY IN 1987 . THAT ABDUCTION WAS

CLAIMED BY THE ISLAMIC JIHAD FOR THE LIBERATION OF PALESTINE .

' UBAYD WAS ALSO ACTIVELY INVOLVED IN THE ISLAMIC RESISTANCE , THE

MILITARY WING OF HIZBALLAH USED FOR OPERATIONS AGAINST THE ISRAELIS

IN SOUTH LEBANON . IT CLAIMED RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE AMBUSH IN WHICH

TWO ISRAELI SOLDIERS WERE CAPTURED .

ISLAMIC JIHAD IS THE ORIGINAL PRO - IRANIAN KIDNAP GROUP . ITS

FIRST VICTIM , THE CIA BEIRUT STATION CHIEF , WILLIAM BUCKLEY , DIED

UNDER TORTURE IN 1985 , THOUGH HIS DEATH WAS ANNOUNCED AS AN

" EXECUTION " . THREE OF ITS AMERICAN HOSTAGES WERE RELEASED AS PART

OF THE SECRET AMERICAN ARMS - FOR - HOSTAGES DEAL WITH IRAN . IT STILL

HOLDS TWO AMERICANS , TERRY ANDERSON AND THOMAS SUTHERLAND . THE

GROUP RELEASED THREE FRENCH HOSTAGES , BUT A FOURTH , MICHEL SEURAT ,

DIED OF CANCER . HIS DEATH , TOO , WAS ANNOUNCED AS AN EXECUTION .

ISLAMIC JIHAD IS PROBABLY HOLDING TERRY WAITE , THOUGH NO FACTION

HAS CLAIMED RESPONSIBILITY FOR HIM OR ANY OF THE OTHER BRITISH

HOSTAGES .
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TEXT :

MOSCOW PRAVDA IN RUSSIAN 25 MAR 90 SECOND EDITION P 6

II ( COWN CORRESPONDENT V. GAN DISPATCH UNDER THE RUBRIC

" 20TH -CENTURY ILLS " : " HOSTAGES : GRIEF AND HOPE " ) )

--( ( TEXT ) ) WASHINGTON - IT MAY ALL STRIKE SOME PEOPLE AS AN

EXAGGERATION , BUT ON THAT SPRING DAY LAFAYETTE SQUARE OPPOSITE THE

WHITE HOUSE WAS GRIEVING , ALONG WITH EVERYONE -- THOSE KEEPING A

CONSTANT ANTIWAR VIGIL , TOURISTS , AND CHANCE PASSERSBY .

IN THE MIDDLE OF THE CROWD AT THE CENTER OF THE SQUARE STOOD A

BLACK - FRAMED WHITE SHIELD WITH YELLOW NARCISSI WOVEN INTO IT .

NAMES PICKED OUT IN BLACK ON WHITE LEAPED OUT AT YOU --- WILLIAM

BUCKLEY CAMERICAN , DIED 1985 ) , DENNIS HILL ( BRITON , DIED 1985 ) ,

ARKADIY KATKOV ( RUSSIAN , DIED 1985 ) , NIKOLAS KLATTERS ( ( NAME AS

TRANSLITERATED ) ) ( NETHERLANDER , DIED 1985 ) , MAYKS SURAT ( ( NAME AS

TRANSLITERATED ) ) ( FRENCHMAN , DIED 1986 ) ..

IT WAS SIMULTANEOUSLY BOTH A LIST OF NAMES OF THE DEAD AND A

PRAYER THAT KNEW NO GEOGRAPHIC , POLITICAL , IDEOLOGICAL , OR OTHER
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BOUNDS . THOSE WHO GATHERED IN LAFAYETTE SQUARE WERE GRIEVING

SIMPLY FOR PEOPLE - THE DEAD AND THOSE WHO ARE , THEY HOPE , STILL

ALIVE . FOR PEOPLE FROM DIFFERENT CORNERS OF THE PLANET WHO

SUDDENLY FOUND THEMSELVES BOUND BY THE SAME MERCILESS HAND --

TERRORISM .

AP CORRESPONDENT TERRY ANDERSON WAS ABDUCTED IN BEIRUT EXACTLY

FIVE YEARS AGO . IT WAS THIS ANNIVERSARY THAT HIS COLLEAGUES AND

FRIENDS AND EVERYONE REFUSING TO BE RECONCILED TO THE CONCEPT AND

WORD " HOSTAGE " HAD COME TO MARK IN THE SQUARE SPRINKLED WITH SPRING

COLORS . AMONG THE 18 FOREIGN CITIZENS WHO HAVE BEEN SEIZED BY

TERRORISTS IN BEIRUT IN VARIOUS YEARS AND WHO ARE STILL ALIVE

ANDERSON HAS BEEN HELD LONGER THAN ANYONE IN UNKNOWN TORTURE

CHAMBERS . THE WHITE SHIELD BORE THE NAMES ONLY OF THOSE WHO HAVE

BEEN KILLED OUT OF FANATICAL BLINDNESS BY PEOPLE WHO CANNOT

CONCEIVE OF THEIR POLITICAL STRUGGLE WITHOUT BLACKMAIL AND

KILLINGS . INCLUDING OUR ARKADIY KATKOV ...

IT WAS PROBABLY NO COINCIDENCE THAT LAFAYETTE SQUARE WAS CHOSEN

AS THE VENUE FOR THE GATHERING . LINKING ARMS , PEOPLE LOOKED TOWARD

THE WHITE HOUSE , AWAITING ACTIVE DIPLOMATIC ASSISTANCE FROM IT .

... MANY SIGNALS HAVE APPEARED RECENTLY WITH REGARD TO POSSIBLE

SUCCESS IN THE MATTER OF FREEING THE HOSTAGES . IN THE HEAT OF THE

ACTIVITY A FEW WEEKS AGO THERE WAS EVEN AN EMBARRASSING OCCASION

WHEN PRESIDENT BUSH SPOKE BY TELEPHONE WITH SOMEONE CALLING HIMSELF

THE PRESIDENT OF IRAN , BUT WHO TURNED OUT IN THE END TO BE AN

IMPOSTOR . A FEW DAYS AGO A STATEMENT WHICH FORMER U.S. PRESIDENT

J. CARTER MADE AT A NEWS CONFERENCE IN DAMASCUS WAS REPORTED . HE

DECLARED AFTER A SERIES OF TALKS IN THE NEAR EAST : " IT IS MY GUN

CONVICTION THAT THERE IS NOW A GREATER CHANCE OF THEIR RELEASE THAN

BEFORE . "

NOT QUITE SUBSTANTIATED OPTIMISM , PERHAPS . ALTHOUGH WASHINGTON

PINS THE WHOLE WEIGHT OF RESPONSIBILITY ON TEHRAN , IN FACT THE

PEOPLE THERE WHO ADVOCATE THE HOSTAGES ' IMMEDIATE RELEASE DO NOT

CONTROL THE PERPETRATORS OF CRIMES IN BEIRUT . ACCORDING TO

INFORMED SOURCES , THOSE WHO ARE IN CHARGE OF THE TERRORISTS ARE

INTRANSIGENT AND INSIST ON THE DEATH PENALTY FOR SOME AND ON

" INDEFINITE CAFTIVITY " FOR OTHERS .

SO , TIME IS INEXORABLE , AND ONE MORE SAD MILESTONE HAS BEEN

ERECTED IN THE TRAGIC SAGA OF THE CRIMINAL THEORY AND PRACTICE OF

POLITICAL HOSTAGE - TAKING . OVER THE PAST FIVE YEARS THE DAUGHTER OF

MY COLLEAGUE TERRY ANDERSON HAS BEEN GROWING UP WITHOUT EVER HAVING

SEEN HER FATHER . A RECORDING OF A MESSAGE FROM HER WAS SHOWN

RECENTLY ON BEIRUT TELEVISION . " I LOVE YOU , DADDY . COME HOME , "

SHE SAID , SEATED BEFORE THE CAMERA . THERE WAS NO ANSWER ...
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SUBJ : ISLAMIC JIHAD SAYS HOSTAGE SOLUTION ' WON'T TAKE LONG '

SOURCE :

TEXT :

LONDON THE INDEPENDENT IN ENGLISH 234 OCT 91 P 1

II ( (ROBERT FISK REPORT : " ALL HOSTAGES WILL GO FREE , SAYS ISLAMIC

JIHAD " ) )

( ( TEXT ) ) BEIRUT -- ISLAMIC JIHAD , THE ORGANISATION THAT HOLDS

TERRY WAITE AND AT LEAST . TWO OF THE REMAINING FOUR AMERICAN CAPTIVES

IN LEBANON , HAS TOLD THE INDEPENDENT THAT THERE ARE " NO OBSTACLES "

TO PREVENT THE RELEASE OF THE REMAINING HOSTAGES - BUT IT HAS WARNED

THAT IF ISRAEL RETURNS TO ITS POLICY OF IMPRISONING ARABS IN

SOUTHERN LEBANON , THEN HOSTAGE - TAKING WILL RESUME .

IN A REMARKABLE SERIES OF COMMENTS , A MEMBER OF ISLAMIC JIHAD

MAN WHO ASKED NOT TO BE IDENTIFIED ALTHOUGH HIS NAME IS WELL KNOWN

IN THE MIDDLE EAST - SPOKE TO ME OF THE ANGUISH OF AMERICAN HOSTAGE

TERRY ANDERSON AND OF LEBANESE INMATES OF THE ISRAELI - CONTROLLED

KHIAM PRISON , REFERRING TO THE ABDUCTION OF INNOCENT WESTERNERS AS

" A HARD DECISION " TAKEN IN RESPONSE TO ISRAELI AND AMERICAN POLICIES

IN THE MIDDLE EAST .

IT WAS THE FIRST TIME THAT ANY MEMBER OF THE HIGHLY SECRETIVE

PRO - IRANIAN ISLAMIC JIHAD HAS MET FACE - TO - FACE WITH A JOURNALIST .

HE REFUSED , AS HE PUT IT , " TO TALK ABOUT DETAILS " BUT SPOKE ABOUT

WILLIAM BUCKLEY , THE CIA STATION CHIEF WHO WAS KIDNAPPED IN BEIRUT

BY ISLAMIC JIHAD IN 1984 AND DIED IN CAPTIVITY , AND ABOUT THE

REASONS WHY HIS ORGANIZATION BOMBED : THE U.S. AND FRENCY MILITARY

BASES IN LEBANON EIGHT YEARS AGO .

I ASKED HIM HOW HE COULD JUSTIFY THE HOLDING OF INNOCENT

CIVILIANS IN EXCHANGE FOR MEN AND WOMEN IN ISRAEL'S PRISON AT KHIAM

IN SOUTHERN LEBANON .

HE DREW A DISTINCTION BETWEEN CIVILIANS AND PEOPLE " WHO DESERVED

TO BE DETAINED - FOR EXAMPLE , BUCKLEY " BUT WENT ON : " TAKING INNOCENT

PEOPLE AS HOSTAGES IS WRONG . IT IS AN EVIL . BUT IT IS A CHOICE AND

THERE IS NO OTHER OPTION ( FOR US ) .

" IT IS A REACTION TO A SITUATION THAT HAS BEEN IMPOSED ON US ...

IF YOU WANT TO ASK BOUT THE EXISTENCE OF SOME INNOCENT PEOPLE AMONG

THE HOSTAGES , THEN THIS QUESTION SHOULD NOT BE POSED TO US ALONE

WHEN ISRAEL KIDNAPPED AND IMPRISONED 5,000 LEBANESE CIVILIANS IN THE

SOUTH OF LEBANON IN THE ANSAR CAMP ( AFTER THE 1982 INVASION ) .

" MOST OF THE PEOPLE IN ANSAR WERE INNOCENT , THIS IS NOT TO

MENTION THE ( ISRAELI ) INVASION AND THE KILLING OF MANY PEOPLE . "

BUT DID HE NOT , I ASKED HIM , FEEL ANY COMPASSION FOR TERRY

ANDERSON , THE AMERICAN JOURNALIST WHO IS THE LONGEST - HELD HOSTAGE IN
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LEBANON ?

" OF COURSE , IT WOULD BE VERY EASY TO FIND THE ANSWER TO THIS

QUESTION , " HE SAID , " IF YOU HAD BEEN THE MOTHER OR THE WIFE OF TERRY
ANDERSON . MY FEELINGS TOWARDS THE MENTAL PAIN OF TERRY ANDERSON IS

THE SAME AS MY FEELINGS TOWARDS THE LEBANESE HOSTAGES IN KHIAM -

WITH THE EXCEPTION THAT THE LEBANESE HOSTAGES HAVE GONE THROUGH AND

ARE GOING THROUGH BOTH MENTAL AND PHYSICAL TORTURE . "

NO SUCH EMOTIONS LIGHTENED HIS COMMENTS ON WILLIAM BUCKLEY . HE

WAS KIDNAPPED , HE SAID , BECAUSE ISLAMIC JIHAD BELIEVED HE WAS , IN

EFFECT CONTROLLING PRESIDENT AMIN AL - JUMAYYIL LEBANESE GOVERNMENT AT

A TIME WHEN THOUSANDS OF MUSLIMS - BOTH MILITIAMEN AND CIVILIANS -

WERE BEING SEIZED BY AL - JUMAYYIL'S CHRISTIAN - DOMINATED LEBANESE

ARMY . " WILLIAM BUCKLY WAS THE DE FACTO PRESIDENT OF LEBANON AND NOT

AMIN AL - JUMAYYIL , " HE SAID . " WE HAVE PROOF OF THAT . WE HAVE

DOCUMENTS . ONE OF THE MAIN ROLES - LET US SAY THE PRIMARY ROLE OF

THE CIA STATION IN LEBANON WAS TO PLAN PERSONAL PROTECTION FOR AMIN

AL - JUMAYYIL

THE ISLAMIC JIHAD MEMBER , WHO SPOKE FOR AN HOUR AND A HALF ,

SOMETIMES BECAME VISIBLY ANGRY , HIS RIGHT FIST - FOREFINGER EXTENDED

- RISING IN FURY AS HE CONDEMNED AMERICA FOR ITS SUPPORT OF ISRAEL

AND FOR SHOOTING DOWN THE IRANIAN CIVILIAN AIRLINER OVER THE GULF IN

1988 .

ON THE QUESTION OF HOSTAGES , HE SAID THAT THE PROBLEM WAS NOW " ON

ITS WAY TO BEING RESOLVED AS A RESULT OF THE EFFORTS OF THE UN

SECRETARY GENERAL AND ISRAEL'S ACCEPTANCE ( SIC ) . THERE ARE NO

OBSTACLES AT THE MOMENT TOWARDS RESOLVING THE PROBLEM OF THE

HOSTAGES . IT WON'T TAKE LONG . "

BUT HE SAID HOSTAGE - TAKING WOULD START AGAIN IF ISRAEL SEIZED

FURTHER PRISONERS IN SOUTHERN LEBANON . ABDUCTIONS , HE SAID , WOULD

BE RENEWED , IF " THE CAUSES " OF HOSTAGE - TAKING WERE RENEWED .
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BEIRUT AL -DIYAR IN ARABIC 10 DEC 91 PP 10 , 16

I / ( ( COLUMN BY ' ALI HAJIJ : " ELEMENTS ARISE ABOUT THE ISSUE OF

U.S. HOSTAGES . WHAT IF WILLIAM HIGGINS EMERGE ALIVE ? SURROUNDING
CIRCUMSTANCES AND DOUBTS ABOUT HIS DEATH . " ) )

( ( TEXT ) ) WHAT IF WILLIAM HIGGINS EMERGE ALIVE ? THE QUESION

SHOULD RATHER BE ASKED IN ANOTHER WAY : DID THE KIDNAPPED GENERAL

( CAS PUBLISHED ) ) WILLIAM HIGGINS , WHOSE ABDUCTION WREAKED
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CATASTROPHE ON THE SHIITE SECT , DIE ? IF THIS IS TRUE , WHY THEN WAS

HIS BODY WAS NOT RELEASED OR WHY DID THE AGREEMENT CONCLUDED BY UN

SECRETARY GENERAL PEREZ DE CUELLAR NOT CONTAIN ANY INDICATION ABOUT

THE RELEASE OF HIS BODY SINCE THE FILE OF THE U.S. HOSTAGES

KIDNAPPED IN LEBANON HAS BEEN CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE FAMOUS

ACCORD PEREZ DE CUELLAR DRAFTED AND SUPERVISED ABOUT THREE MONTHS

AGO ?

AL - DIYAR HAS LEARNED THAT THERE ARE GENUINE DOUBTS ABOUT HIGGINS '

DEATH AND THAT THIS ISSUE HAS NOT BEEN FULLY DETERMINED . MANY

QUESTIONS REVOLVE AROUND THE TAPE IN WHICH HIGGINS APPEARD DEAD WITH

HIS NECK DANGLING AND TIED TO A SHORT ROPE AS IF HE HAS BEEN

EXECUTED BY HANGING . THE KIDNAPPERS , AS CONFIRMED BY THESE REPORTS

( ( AS PUBLISHED ) ) , RESORTED TO THIS DELIBERATE TRICK TO CAUSE A

TREMOR IN THE U.S. ADMINISTRATION IN RESPONSE TO THE SHOCK CREATED

BY ISRAEL'S ABDUCTION OF SHAYKH ' ABD -AL - KARIM ' UBAYD FROM HIS HOME

IN JIBSHIT IN THE SOUTH IN VIEW OF THE MORAL AND MATERIAL IMPORTANCE

WHICH HIGGINS REPRESENTS TO THE KIDNAPPERS .

ACCORDING TO THESE REPORTS , THE KIDNAPPERS SEEM TO HAVE WORKED ON

THE CONSTRUCTION OF THIS PICTURE IN A WELL - STUDIED WAY .
ALSO THEY

ARE NOT SO STUPID . THEY KNEW WELL THE IMPORTANCE OF THE " PRECIOUS

PREY" IN THEIR HANDS AND THAT IT WAS NOT EASY TO GIVE IT UF .

THE REPORTS ADD THAT , BASED ON PAST EXPERIENCES , THERE IS MORE

THAN ONE PRECEDENCE IN WHICH THE KIDNAPPERS IN DISTANT STAGES IN THE

EARLY SEASON OF ABDUCTIONS RESORTED TO ANNOUNCING THE EXECUTION OF

THEIR HOSTAGES AFTER WHICH THESE HOSTAGES EMERGED ALIVE . A FRENCH

HOSTAGE , ANNOUNCED EXECUTED AT THE TIME , EMERGED SOUND AND HEALTHY

AFTER A PROCESS OF NEGOTIATIONS , ALSO THE TERRY WAITE CASE AFTER

INFORMATION WAS LEAKED ON HIS DEATH IS A VIVID EXAMPLE OF WHAT WE

SAY .

THE VAGUE QUESTIONS THAT NEED ANSWERS ARE MANY . MOST PROMINENT

OF THEM IS : DID PEREZ DE CUELLAR DISCUSS HIGGINS ' FATE IN THIS

AGREEMENT ? CONSEQUENTLY , WHY DID THE KIDNAPPERS NOT RAISE HIS ISSUE

IN THIS HOT FILE ? WHY HAS THE U.S. ADMINISTRATION AGAIN RAISED THIS

ISSUE THROUGH U.S. PRESIDENT GEORGE BUSH WHO DEMANDED TO KNOW ABOUT

( ( THE FATE ) ) OF THE BODIES OF THE TWO AMERICANS KILLED IN DETENTION ,

WILLIAM HIGGINS AND WILLIAM BUCKLEY ? WAS THIS ISSUE MEANT TO BE

KEPT SEPARATE FROM PREVIOUS ISSUES THAT HAD BEEN DISCUSSED AND

CONCLUDED SATISFACTORILY ?

AS FOR THE QUESTION WHY PEREZ DE CUELLAR DID NOT INCLUDE HIGGINS '

FATE IN THIS AGREEMENT , ITS ANSWER LIES WITH THE U.S. ADMINISTRATION

WHICH IS PRURIENT TO ACHIEVE ANY SUCCESS ON THIS ISSUE TO PROVE ITS

CREDIBILITY AFTER A SERIES OF RETREATS AND SETBACKS IT HAS SUFFERED ,

ESPECIALLY AFTER THE DECLINE IN THE POPULARITY OF BUSH HIMSELF IN

RECENT OPNION POLLS IN THE UNITED STATES .

THE KIDNAPPING PARTIES HAVE NUMEROUS FILES ON THE HOSTAGE ISSUE

THAT HAVE NOT BEEN COMPLETELY SETTLED . FIRST OF THESE IS THE FATE

OF SHAYKH ' ABD - AL - KARIM ' UBAYD . ISRAEL AND THE UNITED STATES ARE

STILL PROCRASTINATING ABOUT HIS RELEASE AFTER THE KIDNAPPERS FREED

MOST OF THE HOSTAGES THEY HAD HELD .

THE FINAL CARD THE KIDNAPPERS ARE STILL HOLDING IS VERY IMPORTANT

ONE . IT IS THAT OF WILLIAN HIGGINS , WHOSE FATE IS UNKNOWN . IF ONE
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OF THE PARTIES TO THE PEREZ DE CUELLAR AGREEMENT DOES NOT FULFILL

HIS COMMITMENT , ESPECIALLY ISRAEL AND THE U.S. ADMINISTRATION , BY

FREEING SHAYKH ' UBAYD , THOSE CONCERNED ARE SUPPOSED TO PRODUCE THIS
" SPARE CARD " TO PUT IT FORTH STRONGLY AND FROM A POSITION OF
STRENGTH , ESPECIALLY BECAUSE INFORMATION LATER REVEALED THAT GENERAL

HIGGINS , WHO WORKED WITH THE OBSERVER TEAM OF THE UN FORCES IN THE
SOUTH AND WAS KIDNAPPED FOUR YEARS AGO , WAS A MEMBER OF THE TEAM

THAT WORKED WITH FORMER U.S. SECRETARY OF DEFENSE CASPAR WEINBERGER .

LASTLY , HAS THE HOSTAGE FILE REALLY BEEN CLOSED ? WHAT IS CLEAR
UNTIL NOW AND AS THE U.S. PRESIDENT HIMSELF ANSWERED THE QUESTION A

FEW DAYS AGO , THE MATTER HAS NOT BEEN CLOSED YET . THERE ARE
IMPORTANT ASPECTS TO THE ISSUE STILL OUTSTANDING , INCLUDING THE

ISSUE OF THE TWO HOSTAGES SAID TO HAVE BEEN KILLED IN DETENTION ,

BUCKLEY AND HIGGINS . ALSO , THE PROVISION AGREED UPON WITH PEREZ DE
CUELLAR STIPULATING THAT THE KIDNAPPERS WILL NOT BE TRACKED DOWN ,
WAS RECENTLY DENIED BY BUSH WHO DID NOT RULE OUT THAT THE U.S.

JUDICIARY MAY PROSECUTE THE U.S. HOSTAGE TAKERS ANYWHERE , WHICH IS
IN BREACH OF THE AGREEMENT WHICH SOME CALL A " TEST OF INTENTIONS "

THE BIG QUESTION WHICH MUST BE ASKED AT THE END OF THIS TALK IS

WHAT IS THE PRICE FOR RESOLVING THE RIDDLE OF HIGGINS AND HIS
COMPANION BUCKLEY , WHETHER THEY ARE DEAD OR ALIVE ?

THE PRESENT ANSWER IS THAT THERE IS NO DECISIVE REPLY ABOUT THIS
ISSUE WHICH WILL COME INTO THE LIMELIGHT .
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ZNR UUUUU

HEADER

P 230842 Z DEC 91

FM JOINT STAFF WASHINGTON DC

INFO RUEALGX/ SAFE

P 230808Z DEC 91

FM FBIS NICOSIA CY

TO AIG 4658

AIG 4681

RUCKDDA /SECOND MAFC

RUCLJBZ /USCENTCOM HOS ELEMENT RIYADH SACRC - J21 /

RUCQVAB /USCINCSOC INTEL OTS CEN MACDILL AFB FL

RUDOOPA/AFOSI DET 6220 TORREJON SPI/CCII

RUDPMAX/ FAISA FT BRAGG NC

RUEHDO / AMEMBASSY DOHA

RUEHGV /USMISSION GENEVAZ/BOE //

RUEHLB / AMEMBASSY BEIRUT

RUESDJ / FBIS OKINAWA JA

RUETIAV /MPC FT GEO G MEADE MD

RUFTLEA/ 20TFW RAF UPPER HEYFORD UKI/DO / INZI

RUHHHMA/CDR USARPAC FT SHAFTER HIT /APIN - IN//

RUWTEOA/USCS CNAC OKLAHOMA CITY OK

ACCT FBNC - EWDK

BT

CONTROLS

UNCLAS 5N / LD PMU

WARNING : ATTN JORDAN AAMM

NC 2 312080891SERIAL :

BODY

PASS : ATTN BBC MIDEAST

COPY TO

COUNTRY : LEBANON

SUBJ : FURTHER ON CORONER'S ASSESSMENT OF BODY IN AUB HOSPITAL

REF : NC2312065691 BEIRUT VOL ARABIC 230615 --RADIO DESCRIBES
BODY AT AUB HOSPITAL

PARIS AFP IN ENGLISH 0748 GMT 23 DEC 91SOURCE :

TEXT :

1/ ( ( BY NAGIB KHAZZAKA ) )

( ( TEXT ) ) BEIRUT , DEC 23 ( AFP ) -- A LEBANESE CORONER WAS MONDAY
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EXAMINING THE MUMMIFIED CORPSE OF A MAN WHO COULD BE KIDNAPPED U.S.

COLONEL RICHARD WILLIAM HIGGINS , AND THE CLUE TO THE IDENTIFICATION
PROCESS COULD LAY IN A SET OF FALSE TEETH .

" THE DENTURES WERE INTACT AND THIS WILL HELP US DETERMINE WHETHER

OR NOT THE CORPSE IS THAT OF HIGGINS , " THE CORONER , AHMAD HARATI ,

TOLD AFP .

HIGGINS , A U.S. MARINE SERVING WITH U.N. PEACE - KEEPING TROOPS IN

LEBANON , WAS ABDUCTED IN FEBRUARY 1988 BY A GROUP CALLING ITSELF THE

ORGANISATION OF THE WORLD OPPRESSED .

IN JULY 1989 HIS KIDNAPPERS RELEASED A VIDEO -CASSETTE SHOWING A

BODY HANGING FROM A ROPE AND SAID HIGGINS HAD BEEN EXECUTED FOR
SPYING .

IN WASHINGTON , THE WHITE HOUSE SAID LATE SUNDAY THAT IT COULD NOT

CONFIRM THAT THE BODY WAS THAT OF HIGGINS .

U.N. SECRETARY GENERAL JAVIER PEREZ DE CUELLAR ON FRIDAY

ANNOUNCED THAT THE CORPSE OF AN AMERICAN HOSTAGE WHO DIED IN

CAPTIVITY IN LEBANON WOULD BE RELEASED WITHIN 48 HOURS IN A FURTHER

STEP TO END THE MIDDLE EAST HOSTAGE DRAMA .

HE SAID THE BODY WOULD LIKELY BE THAT OF HIGGINS AND VOICED

OPTIMISM THAT MORE CORPSES OF HOSTAGES WOULD ALSO BE HANDED OVER BY
THEIR KIDNAPPERS .

THE BODY WAS DISCOVERED BY A LEBANESE POLICEMAN ON PATROL IN

BEIRUT'S MOSLEM SHIITE NEIGHBORHOOD OF BURJ AL -BARAJINAH AFTER

POLICE RECEIVED AN ANONYMOUS CALL , AN OFFICER SAID .

" THE CALLER SAID THAT A BODY WRAPPED IN A PLASTIC BAG WAS LYING

ON THE OUTSKIRSTS OF THE RUWAYS CEMETERY ( BURJ AL - BARAJINAH ) , " THE
OFFICER TOLD AFP .

BEIRUT'S SOUTHERN SUBURBS IS THE STRONGHOLD OF THE PRO - IRANIAN

SHIITE GROUP HIZBALLAH , WHICH HAS STRONG INFLUENCE ON THE KIDNAPPERS

OF WESTERN HOSTAGES .

ACCORDING TO HARATI THE BODY WAS HASTILY MUMMIFIED AND WRAPPED

WITH COTTON AND BANDAGES WHEN IT WAS BROUGHT LATE SUNDAY TO THE

AMERICAN UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL MORGUE IN WEST BEIRUT .

STAFF AT THE UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL SAID U.S. EMBASSY PERSONNEL HAD

BEEN TO ENQUIRE ABOUT THE BODY DURING THE DAY AND WERE EXPECTED TO

RETURN MONDAY TO MONITOR THE CORONER'S WORK . U.S. DIPLOMATS CCJLD

NOT BE REACHED FOR COMMENT .

" THE BODY IS ONE METER SEVENTY IN LENGTH ( ABOUT 5.6 FEET TALL )

AND THERE IS VERY LITTLE SMELL EMANATING FROM IT DESPITE THE
RUDIMENTARY MUMMIFICATION PROCESS , " HARATI SAID .

HE SAID THE DEATH OCCURRED " TWO TO THREE YEARS " AGO BUT WAS

UNABLE EARLY MONDAY TO PINPOINT THE CAUSE OF DEATH .

IF THE CORPSE WERE CONFIRMED TO BE THAT OF HIGGINS , THE DISCOVERY

WOULD CONSTITUTE A NEW STEP TOWARDS THE RESOLUTION OF THE ISSUE OF

WESTERN HOSTAGES IN LEBANON .

NINE WESTERN HOSTAGES HAVE BEEN RELEASED BY THEIR KIDNAPPERS

SINCE AUGUST THANKS TO U.N. MEDIATION , AND THE SECRETARY GENERAL
HAS PLEDGED TO KEEP THE MOMENTUM GOING TO SECURE FREEDOM FOR ARAB

PRISONERS HELD BY ISRAEL AND SEEK INFORMATION ON FOUR MISSING
ISRAELI SOLDIERS .

THE WHITE HOUSE HAS SAID THE MIDDLE EAST HOSTAGE ISSUE WILL NOT
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BE CLOSED UNTIL TWO REMAINING WESTERNERS BOTH GERMANS ARE

FREED , AND THE REMAINS OF HIGGINS AND ANOTHER DEAD AMERICAN , WILLIAM

BUCKLEY , HAVE BEEN HANDED OVER .

BUCKLEY , WHO WAS HEAD OF CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY OPERATIONS

FOR THE MIDDLE EAST , WAS CAPTURED BY THE ISLAMIC JIHAD GROUP IN

1984 . THEY ANNOUNCED HIS " EXECUTION " A MONTH LATER .
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RUWSMXI /MAC INTEL CEN SCOTT AFB ILIZINZI
RUCJACC /USCINCCENT MACDILL AFB FLI /CARAI

RUCQVABZUSCINCSOC INTEL OPS CEN MACDILL AFB FL
RUQYSDG / FOSIF ROTA SP

RUEOFAA/COMJSOC FT BRAGG NCIIJ2 /1

RUSNNOA/USCINCEUR VAIHINGEN GE

RUFTAKA/CDR USAINTELCTRE HEIDELBERG GE
RUEALGX / SAFE

P 270809Z DEC 91

FM FBIS NICOSIA CY

TO AIG 4658
AIG 4681

AIG 4657

RUCKDDA/SECOND MAFC

RUCLJBZ/USCENTCOM HQS ELEMENT RIYADH SA //CRC - J2 / 1

RUCNSE /US SECRET SERVICE WASHINGTON DCI/ ID - FIB//

RUCQVABZUSCINCSOC INTEL OTS CEN MACDILL AFB FL
RUDKFKC / FRANKFURT / ROCI

RUDOOPA /AFOSI DET 6220 TORREJON SPI/CCII
RUDPMAX/ FAISA FT BRAGG NC

RUEHAS /AMEMBASSY ALGIERS
RUEHDO /AMEMBASSY DOH A
RUEHGVÕUSMISSION GENEVAZ/BOE //
RUEHLB / AMEMBASSY BEIRUT
RUEHTUZAMEMBASSY TUNIS
RUETIAV/MPC FT GEO G MEADE MD
RUFTLEAX20TFW RAF UPPER HEYFORD UKZ/ DO / INZI
RUHHHMA /CDR USARPAC FT SHAFTER HI / APIN - IN //

RUWTEOAXUSCS CNAC OKLAHOMA CITY OK
ACCT FBNC - EWDK
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NC 2712080991SERIAL :

BODY

PASS : ATTN BBC MIDEAST

COPY TO

COUNTRY : LEBANON

SUBJ : AFP -- EXAMINATION ' THIS MORNING ' TO DETERMINE BODY BUCKLEY'S

REF : NC 2712054791 BEIRUT VOICE OF LEBANON ARABIC 270625-- FURTHER

DETAILS ON DISCOVERY OF BUCKLEY'S REMAINS

SOURCE :

TEXT :

PARIS AFP IN ENGLISH 0648 GMT 27 DEC 91

( ( TEXT ) ) BEIRUT , DEC 27 ( AFP ) -- A BODY THOUGHT TO BE THAT OF

KIDNAPPED AMERICAN INTELLIGENCE AGENT WILLIAM BUCKLEY WAS HANDED

OVER TO DOCTORS AT THE AMERICAN UNIVERSITY OF BEIRUT ( AUB ) HOSPITAL

EARLY FRIDAY , HOSPITAL STAFF SAID .

THEY SAID LEBANESE POLICE FOUND THE PARTIALLY EMBALMED CORPSE

LATE THURSDAY ON A ROAD LEADING TO THE BEIRUT AIRPORT IN THE CITY'S

SOUTHERN SUBURBS , AN AREA WHERE THE PRO - IRANIAN HIZBALLAH MOVEMENT

IS PREDOMINANT .

POLICE TURNED THE BODY OVER TO THE AUB MORGUE SHORTLY AFTER

MIDNIGHT , THEY SAID .

BUCKLEY , WHO WAS THE CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY'S STATION CHIEF

HERE WAS ABDUCTED ON MARCH 16 , 1984 , AT THE AGE OF 56 .

HIS KIDNAPPING WAS CLAIMED BY THE ISLAMIC JIHAD , WHICH ANNOUNCED

HIS " EXECUTION " ON OCTOBER 2 , 1985 : " IT HAS BEEN WIDELY REPORTED

THAT HE DIED UNDER TORTURE .

BUCKLEY IS THE LAST KIDNAPPED AMERICAN UNACCOUNTED FOR IN

LEBANON .

THE LAST LIVING U.S. HOSTAGE , JOURNALIST TERRY ANDERSON , WAS

RELEASED EARLY THIS MONTH , AND THE BODY OF ANOTHER MURDERED

HOSTAGE , WILLIAM HIGGINS , WAS RELEASED BY THE KIDNAPPERS LAST
WEEKEND .

" IT IS PROBABLY BUCKLEY'S CORPSE , BUT WE HAVE TO WAIT FOR THE

RESULTS OF THE EXAMINATION WHICH WILL TAKE PLACE THIS MORNING TO

KNOW FOR SURE , " SAID THE AUB HOSPITAL STAFF MEMBER , WHO SPOKE ON

CONDITION OF ANONYMITY .

THE SOURCE SAID THE CRUDE EMBALMING OF THE NEWLY DISCOVERED BODY

RESEMBLED THAT OF HIGGINS , A U.S. MARINE COLONEL SERVING WITH UN

PEACEKEEPERS IN LEBANON , WHICH WAS TURNED OVER TO THE AUB MORGUE ON

SUNDAY AND IDENTIFIED BY PATHOLOGISTS MONDAY .

FOLLOWING ANDERSON'S RELEASE , U.S. PRESIDENT GEORGE BUSH

DEMANDED THAT THE BODIES OF HIGGINS AND BUCKLEY BE TURNED OVER TO

END THE AMERICAN HOSTAGE DRAMA .

UN SECRETARY GENERAL JAVIER PEREZ DE CUELLAR , WHO HAS BEEN

STRIVING TO END THE HOSTAGE CRISIS BEFORE HE LEAVES OFFICE AT

YEAR'S END , SAID THURSDAY THAT HE EXPECTED BUCKLEY'S REMAINS TO BE

RELEASED BY THIS WEEKEND .

THE ISLAMIC JIHAD SAID IT EXECUTED BUCKLEY FOLLOWING AN ISRAELI
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RAID ON THE TUNIS HEADQUARTERS OF THE PALESTINE LIBERATION

ORGANIZATION . AT THE TIME THE PRO - IRANIAN SHIITE GROUP DEMANDED THE

RELEASE OF 100 PALESTINIANS HELD BY ISRAEL IN EXCHANGE FOR

BUCKLEY'S BODY .
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HEADER

P 181420Z JUN 92

FM JOINT STAFF WASHINGTON DC

INFO RUE ALGX /SAFE

P 181359 Z JUN 92

FM FBIS LONDON UK

TO AIG 4624

AIG 4622

RHFPAAA/UTAIS RAMSTEIN AB GM / ZINOWI

RUCQVABZUSCINCSOC INTEL OTS CEN MACDILL AFB FL

RUCWAAA / FBIS RESTON VAT / POLCH //

RUDOGHA/USNMR SHAPE BEI / PIN//

RUEHIAGUSIA WASHINGTON DC// P / R //

RUEHNC / AMEMBASSY NICOSIA

RUEHRHZAMEMBASSY RIYADH

RUESFV/FBIS VIENNA AU

RUFHAD / AMEMBASSY ABU DHABI

RUFTAKA /USAINTELCTRE HEIDELBERG GM//AEAGB - PD -CURII
ACCT FBLD - EWDK

BT

CONTROLS

UNCLAS 5S/ PMU/ IRANP MEP EUP LEB 179 222 866 156

WARNING :

SERIAL : LD1806135992

BODY

COUNTRY : IRAN

SUBJ : COMMENTARY SAYS HOSTAGE FILE STILL OPEN IN LEBANON

SOURCE : TEHRAN VOICE OF THE ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF IRAN FIRST PRO ,RAM
NETWORK IN PERSIAN 0951 GMT 18 JUN 92

TEXT :

// ( (STATION POLITICAL COMMENTARY :

WESTERN HOSTAGES IN LEBANON " ) )

" THE RELEASE OF THE LAST

( ( TEXT ) ) THE LAST WESTERN HOSTAGES IN LEBANON HAVE BEEN FREED ,
BUT THE FILE OF WESTERN HOSTAGES IN THAT COUNTRY HAS NOT CLOSED .
THREE IRANIAN DIPLOMATS WHO WERE KIDNAPPED IN 1980 ARE STILL BEING
HELD HOSTAGE .

WITH THE RELEASE OF TWO GERMAN HOSTAGES THE 10 - YEAR OLD WESTERN
HOSTAGE EPISODE HAS ENDED . DURING THIS PERIOD OF TIME APPROXIMATELY
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60 CITIZENS OF WESTERN COUNTRIES WERE TAKEN AS HOSTAGES . A SMALL
NUMBER OF THESE SUCCEEDED IN ESCAPING AND 10 OF THE HOSTAGES DIED
DURING THEIR TIME IN CAPTIVITY .

ISLAMIC ORGANIZATIONS CLAIMED RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE MAJORITY OF
THE ABDUCTIONS , REFERRING TO ALL THEIR HOSTAGES AS SPIES . OF COURSE
THIS ACCUSATION WAS NOT SO OFF THE MARK BECAUSE WILLIAM BUCKLEY , ONE
OF THE AMERICAN HOSTAGES WHO WAS . EXECUTED FOLLOWING AMERICA'S AIR
ATTACK AGAINST LIBYA , WAS THE CHIEF OF THE CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE

AGENCY OF AMERICA , KNOWN AS THE CIA , IN LEBANON .
OVER 30 HOSTAGE -TAKING ORGANIZATIONS ( ( SAZMAN ) ) PROTESTED AGAINST

AMERICA'S POLICIES - NOTABLY ITS SUPPORT FOR ISRAEL -- IN THEIR
COMMUNIQUES . THE ISLAMIC JIHAD ORGANIZATION ; THE ISLAMIC JUSTICE
ORGANIZATION ( ( SAZMAN - E ADALAT - E ENQELABI ) ) ; THE ISLAMIC JIHAD
ORGANIZATION OF PALESTINE ; AND THE ORGANIZATION OF THE WORLD'S
OPPRESSED ( ( SAZMAN - E MOSTAZ'AFAN- E JAHAN ) WERE AMONG THE MOST
FAMOUS HOSTAGE -TAKING ORGANIZATIONS .

SOME REGIONAL ANALYSTS BELIEVE THAT HOSTAGE - TAKING IN LEBANON WAS
RELATED TO INTERNAL DEVELOPMENTS IN THAT COUNTRY AND THE POLICIES OF

SOME REGIONAL SIDES . IN FACT , IT WAS A REACTION TO THE
INTERNATIONAL SITUATION AND AN EFFORT TO PROTEST AGAINST ' EXTERNAL
POWERS THAT HAD A HAND IN THE CRISIS OF LEBANON AND THE REGION ,
NOTABLY IN PALESTINE .

OUT OF THE 60 PEOPLE WHO WERE HELD AS HOSTAGES IN THE PAST 10
YEARS , 19 OF THEM WERE AMERICANS , 13 WERE BRITISH , AND 12 WERE
FRENCH .

WESTERN PROPOGANDA MONOPOLIES REPEATEDLY ACCUSED IRAN OF BEING
INVOLVED IN TAKING WESTERNERS AS HOSTAGE IN LEBANON . THEY
DELIBERATELY FORGOT THAT IRAN ITSELF WAS A VICTIM OF HOSTAGE - TAKING

IN LEBANON . IN ADDITION , IRAN USED ALL ITS INFLUENCE TO FREE
WESTERN HOSTAGES . SOME OF THE LATTER WERE EXCHANGED WITH LEBANESE
AND PALESTINIAN CAPTIVES . OVER AND OVER AGAIN , BY ATTACKING
SOUTHERN LEBANON EXACTLY WHEN A HOSTAGE WAS DUE TO BE RELEASED , THE
ZIONIST REGIME TRIED TO OBSTRUCT THIS PROCESS AND PREVENT A RETURN
TO TRANQUILITY .

IN SPITE OF IRAN'S ENDEAVORS , WHICH HAVE CONSISTENTLY ATTRACTED
GRATITUDE AND THANKS FROM THE UNITED NATIONS AND WESTERN COUNTRIES ,
THESE GOVERNMENTS HAVE UNFORTUNATELY NOT MADE ANY SERIOUS EFFORTS

TOWARD THE RELEASE OF IRANIAN HOSTAGES IN LEBANON .
THE HOSTAGE - TAKING FILE IN LEBANON IS STILL OPEN BECAUSE , APART

FROM IRANIAN HOSTAGES , THOUSANDS OF PALESTINIAN AND LEBANESE

HOSTAGES ARE HELD CAPTIVE IN THE DETENTION CENTERS OF ISRAEL AND ARE

BEING TORTURED AND KILLED UNDER THE WORST CONDITIONS AND BEHIND THE

BACKS OF ORGANIZATIONS ADVOCATING SUPPORT FOR HUMAN RIGHTS , SUCH AS
THE INTERNATIONAL RED CROSS .
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HEADER
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FM FBIS NICOSIA CY

TO AIG 4658

AIG 4681

RUCIAEA / FASTC /TAI WRIGHT PATTERSON AFB OH

RUCQVABZUSCINCSOC INTEL OTS CEN MACDILL AFB FL

RUCWAAA / FBIS RESTON VAX/MILII

RUCWAAA/ FBIS RESTON VAX/ POLCH //

RUDPMAX / FAISA FT BRAGG NC

RUDPWDC / DA AMHS WASHINGTON DC

RUEHGVF /USMISSION GENEVA //BOE//

RUEHLB /AMEMBASSY BEIRUT

RUETIAV /MPC FT GEO G MEADE MD

RUFHDO /AMEMBASSY DOHA

RUHHHMA /CDR USARPAC FT SHAFTER HIV/APIN - IN//
XMT DEPT OF TRANSPORTATION OFC OF SEC WASHINGTON DC// S - 601/

VOA WASH DC

ACCT FBNC - EWDK

BT

CONTROLS

UNCLAS 5N / PMU

WARNING :

NC3011184992SERIAL :

BODY

PASS : ATTN BBC MIDEAST

COUNTRY : LEBANON

SUBJ : U.S. AD FOR INFORMATION ON HOSTAGE KILLERS APPEARS IN PAPER

SOURCE :

TEXT :

PARIS AFP IN ENGLISH 1813 GMT 30 NOV 92

( ( TEXT ) ) BEIRUT , NOV 30 ( AFP ) - ADVERTISEMENTS OFFERING MILLIONS
OF DOLLARS IN REWARD FOR THE CAPTURE OF THE KILLERS OF THREE U.S.
HOSTAGES APPEARED FOR THE FIRST TIME MONDAY IN A NEWSPAPER PUBLISHED
IN THE LEBANESE CAPITAL .

AL - HAYAH NEWSPAPER , WHICH IS BASED IN LONDON BUT ALSO PUBLISHED
IN BEIRUT AND OTHER ARAB CAPITALS , RAN A FULL - PAGE ADVERTISEMENT
PAID FOR BY THE U.S. GOVERNMENT . " A PRICE HAS BEEN PAID BECAUSE OF
TERRORISM -- WE WILL PAY TO PUT AN END TO TERRORISM , " IT SAID , UNDER
BLURRED PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE MURDERED HOSTAGES WILLIAM BUCKLEY ,
WILLIAM HIGGINS AND PETER KILBURN . THEIR CAPTURE LED TO THEIR
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SAVAGE EXECUTION BY THEIR KIDNAPPERS . TO BRING THESE CRIMI!!ALS TO
JUSTICE , WE ARE OFFERING REWARDS OF UP TO TWO MILLION DOLLARS . "

THE AD CALLED ON INFORMANTS TO CONTACT THE U.S. AUTHORITIES ,
EMBASSIES OR CONSULATES , OR TO WRITE TO " HEROES , P.O. BOX 96781 ,

WASHINGTON . " THE IDENTITY OF INFORMANTS WOULD BE KEPT SECRET .
THE LEBANESE NEWSPAPER NIDA ' AL - WATAN , MEANWHILE , PUBLISHED A

LIST OF 10 SHIITE MUSLIMS IT SAID WERE SUSPECTED BY WASHINGTON OF
INSTIGATING THE KIDNAPPINGS . THE LIST HAS BEEN SENT TO A WESTERN
EMBASSY IN BEIRUT , IT SAID . TALAL HAMIYAH , FU'AD SHAKAR , ' IMAD
MUGHANNIYAH , MUHAMMAD HAYDAR , HABIB KURANI , MUHAMMAD MUSAWI , IBRAHIM
' AQL , HASAN GHUSN , MUHAMMAD TAHA AND ' ALI HAMMAR WERE ON THE LIST .

THE UNITED STATES HAS SECRETLY INDICTED SEVERAL SUSPECTS IN THE
KIDNAPPING AND KILLING OF U.S. HOSTAGES , A GOVERNMENT OFFICIAL IN
WASHINGTON SAID ON NOVEMBER 17. THE OFFICIAL , SPEAKING ON CONDITION
OF ANONYMITY , CONFIRMED A REPORT ON CABLE NEWS NETWORK THAT SAID THE
INDICTMENTS CHARGED IRANIAN - SPONSORED MILITANTS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE

ABDUCTION OR DEATH OF U.S HOSTAGES IN LEBANON .

CIA BEIRUT STATION CHIEF WILLIAM BUCKLEY WAS KIDNAPPED IN MARCH
1984 AND KILLED THE NEXT YEAR , PETER KILBURN , LIBRARIAN AT THE
AMERICAN UNIVERSITY OF BEIRUT , WAS SHOT IN THE HEAD SOON AFTER HIS
KIDNAPPING IN 1986 , WHILE LIEUTENANT COLONEL WILLIAM HIGGINS OF A UN
PEACEKEEPING FORCE IN SOUTH LEBANON WAS ABDUCTED IN 1988 AND HANGED
IN JULY 1989 .

ACCORDING TO SECURITY SOURCES IN BEIRUT , THE KEY FIGURES IN THE
LEBANON KIDNAPPINGS OF WESTERN NATIONALS HAVE TAKEN REFUGE IN IRAN .
ADMIN
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SUBJ : FBI CHIEF TO AID IN MAFIA INVESTIGATIONS

SOURCE :

TEXT :

MILAN CORRIERE DELLA SERA IN ITALIAN 7 DEC 93 P15

1 / ( ( LUCIA ANNUNZIATA REPORT : " FBI DIRECTOR ARRIVES IN ITALY ON
' ANTI - MAFIA TRIP ! HIS FIRST MISSION ABROAD TO CONFIRM COMMITMENT
MADE AFTER DEATH OF ' FRIENDS ' FALCONE AND BORSELLINO " ) )
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( ( TEXT ) ) WASHINGTON WHEN WILLIAM BUCKLEY , THE CIA'S HEAD OF

STATION IN BEIRUT , WAS KIDNAPPED BY ISLAMIC FUNDAMENTALISTS EARLY IN
THE 1980'S , THE CIA , IN AN EFFORT TO GET HIM BACK ALIVE ( OR DEAD , AS
IT TURNED OUT ) , WENT TO SUCH LENGTHS THAT THEY SET IN MOTION THE
SCANDAL OF THE DECADE : THE EXCHANGE OF ARMS AND MONEY BETWEEN IRAN
AND THE CONTRAS . WHEN , A FEW YEARS LATER , DEA ( DRUG ENFORCEMENT
AGENCY ) AGENT ENRICO CAMARENA WAS TORTURED AND KILLED IN MEXICO ,
THERE WAS NO PEACE UNTIL A CLEAN SWEEP WAS MADE OF ALL THE
POLITICIANS WHO HAD COVERED UP THE MURDER . THIS SHOW OF ENERGY WENT
SOME WAY TOWARD HELPING ALONG THE INSTITUTIONAL AND PRESIDENTIAL
CHANGE CURRENTLY UNDER WAY IN THAT COUNTRY . · THE WORLD OF AMERICAN
AGENCIES IS A VERY TIGHT - KNIT , MASCULINE , LOYAL ONE , AND ONE IN
WHICH THE OLDEST OATH OF FRIENDSHIP , " ALL FOR ONE , AND ONE FOR ALL " ,
LIES AT THE VERY FOUNDATION - ACCEPTED AS NORMAL AND PART OF DAILY
LIFE -- OF THE INSTITUTION'S OPERATION .

THE FBI HAS ALSO SWORN REVENGE , BUT FOR TWO NON - AMERICAN
" HEROES " : GIOVANNI FALCONE AND PAOLO BORSELLINO . INDEED , THE DEATH
OF THE TWO SICILIAN JUDGES GAVE A NEW LEASE ON LIFE TO COOPERATION
BETWEEN THE FBI AND ITALY . THIS HAS ALREADY LED TO SOME MAJOR
RESULTS , SUCH AS BUSCETTA'S RECENT CONFESSIONS ABOUT THE LINKS
BETWEEN ORGANIZED CRIME AND POLITICS . NOW , IN ORDER TO PUBLICLY
DEMONSTRATE THE AGENCY'S COMMITMENT TO WORKING ALONGSIDE ITALIAN
INVESTIGATORS , FBI DIRECTOR LOUIS FREEH IN PERSON IS TO COME TO ROME
ON 11 DECEMBER TO MEET WITH REPRESENTATIVES OF THE LAW IN ITALY . HE
WILL THEN MOVE ON TO PALERMO , WHERE " HE WILL GIVE AN IMPORTANT ANTI
MAFIA SPEECH " ON THE SITE OF THE FALCONE ATTACK . FROM THERE HE WILL
GO SIGNIFICANTLY -- TO GERMANY .

THE VISIT IS UNUSUAL FROM MANY POINTS OF VIEW : THIS IS FREEH'S
FIRST TRIP ABROAD FOLLOWING HIS APPOINTMENT A FEW MONTHS AGO , AND NO
EFFORT HAS BEEN SPARED TO PUBLICIZE IT . " FREEH FEELS IT IS VERY
IMPORTANT , " SPOKESMAN JOHN KUNDTS EXPLAINED , " THAT ITALY WAS CHOSEN
FOR HIS FIRST TRIP ABROAD . " FALCONE AND BORSELLINO SYMBOLIZED
" PERSONAL RELATIONS FOR MANY PEOPLE IN THIS AGENCY , " KUNDTS ADDED ,
" BUT THE TRIP WILL NOT BE A CELEBRATION . IT WILL BE A GENUINE
WORKING MEETING . " " IT IS AN AFFIRMATION THAT WE INTEND TO CONTINUE
WHAT WAS BEGUN WITH THE JUDGES IN PALERMO , " HE ADDED . " THE DIRECTOR
WANTS TO REAFFIRM HIS OWN LINKS WITH THE REPRESENTATIVES OF THE LAW
IN ITALY . "

UNDERLYING THE FBI'S EMOTIONAL AND PRACTICAL INVOLVEMENT IS A
HISTORY OF LONG - STANDING AND FRIENDLY COOPERATION BETWEEN ITALIAN
AND AMERICAN INVESTIGATORS THAT BEGAN IN THE EARLY 1980'S , AND WHICH
LED TO THE FIRST SUPERTRIAL ( ( MAXI - PROCESSO ) ) . DURING THOSE YEARS ,
THE AMERICANS SHARED THE FALCONE'S DOUBTS AND FEARS . FREEH TOLD THE
STORY OF HOW HE FOLLOWED THE DANGERS FROM AFAR : " IN HIM I HAD FOUND
A KINDRED SPIRIT - SOMEONE WHO DID WHAT I WAS DOING , BUT IN SICILY
AND UNDER FAR , FAR MORE DANGEROUS CIRCUMSTANCES . "

THE BRUTAL ASSASSINATION THEN TURNED FALCONE INTO AN FBI HERO ,
AND FREEH MENTIONED HIM IN HIS INAUGURAL SPEECH , HOLDING M.M UP : AS
AN EXAMPLE FOR HIS OWN WORKING METHODS . FROM THAT DEATH ON , THE FBI
HAS RENEWED ITS COMMITMENT TO WORKING ALONGSIDE THE ITALIAN
AUTHORITIES : THE AGENCY HAS AN OFFICE AT THE AMERICAN EMBASSY IN
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ROME WITH A GROUP OF " LEGAL AND PRACTICAL " EXPERTS WHOSE WORK KUNDT
CALLS " VERY IMPORTANT . " HOWEVER , THE COMMITMENT IS NOT JUST DRIVEN
BY EMOTIONAL REASONS . FREEH IS CONVINCED THAT THE ATTACK ON THE
SICILIAN JUDGES HAPPENED " NOT ONLY BECAUSE FALCONE WAS A THREAT IN

SICILY , BUT ALSO BECAUSE HE WAS THE MAIN LINK BETWEEN THE AMERICAN
FBI , THE DRUG ENFORCEMENT AGENCY ( ( DIPARTIMENTO ANTIDROGA ) ) , AND THE
JUSTICE DEPARTMENT , WHICH WERE GIVING THE ITALIAN POLICE HELP THEY

HAD NEVER BEEN ABLE TO ENJOY BEFORE . " " IN THIS SENSE , " HE SXPLAINED
RECENTLY , " FALCONE'S MURDER IS A DIRECT ATTACK ON THE ENTIRE
AMERICAN JUSTICE SYSTEM , AND ITS SIGNIFICANCE GOES BEYOND MY
PERSONAL RELATIONSHIP WITH FALCONE . "

IN THIS SENSE , THE TRIP TO ROME IS NOT A CELEBRATION BUT A

WORKING VISIT WITH A VERY FULL AGENDA . IT IS A QUESTION , KUNDTS
SAID , OF " EXPANDING THE COORDINATION BETWEEN ITALY AND THE UNITED
STATES TO ENCOMPASS THE NEW INTERNATIONAL DIMENSIONS OF THE MAFIA
AND OF ALSO TACKLING OTHER PHENOMENA OF ORGANIZED CRIME IN EUROPE . "
THE STOPOVER IN GERMANY IS APPARENTLY A PRECISE MOVE IN THE
DIRECTION OF THIS EXPANSION . THE FBI'S OBJECTIVES TODAY INCLUDE THE
NEW MAFIAS WHOSE ROOTS LIE IN EASTERN EUROPE , AND THE TRAFFICKING OF
ARMS AND DRUGS IN DESTABILIZED ZONES IN THAT AREA .

THE FBI'S COMMITMENT IN COOPERATING WITH ITS COUNTERPARTS IN ROME
COULD , HOWEVER , HAVE EFFECTS FOR ITALY THAT GO WELL BEYOND MERELY
FIGHTING ORGANIZED CRIME . INDEED , THE UNITED STATES HOLDS THE KEYS
TO MANY INQUIRIES , INCLUDING POLITICAL ONES , CURRENTLY UNDER WAY IN
ITALY . FOR EXAMPLE , IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO FORGET THAT SOME OF THE
MOST IMPORTANT ITALIAN INFORMERS ( ( PENTITI ) ) ARE IN THE HANDS OF THE
FBI . FREEH'S SPOKESMAN VIGOROUSLY DENIED YESTERDAY THAT THERE WOULD
BE TALKS IN ROME THIS WEEK ABOUT POLITICAL INQUIRIES . HOWEVER , IN
PRACTICE , IT IS VERY DIFFICULT AS HAS ALREADY HAPPENED WITH
BUSCETTA'S " REVELATIONS " ABOUT ANDREOTTI TO STOP THE WHEELS OF AN
INVESTIGATION ALREADY UNDER WAY .
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TEXT :

( ( EXCERPTS ) ) BEIRUT , DEC 27 ( AFP ) -- UN OFFICIALS AND U.S.

DIPLOMATS FRIDAY TOOK CHARGE OF THE BODY OF EXECUTED AMERICAN
INTELLIGENCE AGENT WILLIAM BUCKLEY AFTER A CORONER HERE CONFIRMED
THE IDENTITY OF THE BODY DISCOVERED IN SOUTHERN BEIRUT . ( ( PASSAGE
OMITTED COVERED IN FIRST AND SECOND REFERENT ITEMS ) )

HIS BODY WAS COVERED AND PLACED IN AN AMBULANCE WITH UN MARKINGS
WHICH LEFT AUH ( CAMERICAN UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL ) ) SLIGHTLY BEFORE 0900
GMT . THE AMBULANCE WAS FOLLOWED BY TWO U.S. EMBASSY CARS AND A
THIRD VEHICLE WITH A UN OFFICIAL .

TWO U.S. CIVILIANS AND TWO MILITARY OFFICIALS EQUIPPED WITH
BUCKLEY'S MEDICAL FILE SET UP A CRISIS UNIT WITH HARATI , AUH
DOCTORS AND LEBANESE OFFICIALS .

HARATI CONFIRMED IT WAS BUCKLEY AFTER 20 MINUTES OF
CONSULTATIONS IN WHICH OFFICIALS FROM BOTH SIDES REVIEWED HIS

MEDICAL RECORDS AND TOOK BONE X - RAYS . BUCKLEY'S SKELETON WAS
LARGELY INTACT . ( ( PASSAGE OMITTED COVERED IN THIRD REFERENT ITEM ) )

BUCKLEY WAS THE CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY'S STATION CHIEF HERE
AT THE TIME OF HIS ABDUCTION ON MARCH 16 , 1984 , ACCORDING TO A
WASHINGTON POST REPORT .

THE REPORT SAID BUCKLEY HAD BEEN TORTURED AT LENGTH AND LEFT
WITHOUT MEDICAL CARE BEFORE HE DIED IN BEIRUT . ALL EFFORTS TO FREE
HIM FAILED , IT ADDED . ( ( PASSAGE OMITTED COVERED BY PREVIOUSLY FILED
MATERIAL ) )
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The Director Ceniza ! 10 : ? i ! ienie

Boshofpi.r. OC ne

National Intelligence Council 3 October 1986

MEMORANDUM FOR : Vice Admiral John M. Poindexter

Assistant to the President for

National Security Affairs

PROM : Cheictes E. Allen

National intelligence officer for sounterterrorism

Director , DCI - Bostage location Task Force

SUBJECT : DCI -Hostage location Task Force Report

Attached is my report for the week 27 September - 3 October 1986 on the

status of us hostages in Lebanon . Key points in this week's report are :

Using the news media to appeal to the American public , the

hostage captors have intensified their efforts to pressure the US

Government . On 3 October , they issued their second statement in

less than three weeks . This was accompanied by videotaped

appeals by David Jacobsen and Terry Anderson , contrasting their

long captivity with that of Nicholas Danilof !, interpreting his

speedy release as evidence of US negotiations with

' hostage - takers ' and urging similar consideration .
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Top - SEROS

US HOSTAGES

New Statements by Kidnapers and Rostages
Dt.

Atypeut stten statement by the Islamic Jihad Organization ( IO ) and
videotaped appears is hostages David Jacobsen and Terry Anderson ,
delfveteg on 3 Octobeto an international news agency in Beirut , clearlywere conceived and timed by the captors to take advantage of publicitygenerated by the Soviet detention of US newsman Ni

cs
48 In the caseSonthe Jacobsen videotape of 20 September , which we

have just received in its entirety ( text at Annex ill , the newly releasedstatements contrast, the hostages ' continued captivity and plight withDaniloffis comparatively rapid release and question the United States 'refusal to negotiate in a similar manner for their release . All four
statements strongly condemned the US Government for allegedly failing towork for the release of the hostages as well as its alliance with' enemies ' of the Arabs in the Middle East . We believe this new spate of
statements and hostage videotapes is a renewed attempt by the captors tobring maximum pressure on the US Government through media appeals to the
American public . C J

isee

6. ?

The captors ' statement reiterated that its demands are clear and wellknown to everyone . ' According to the statement , the release of PatherJenco will be the captors ' last act of mercy . All future actions to
resolve the hostage situation , they state , are in President Reagan'shands , with the ultimate responsibilty for rectifying this ' irregularsituation belonging to the American people .

6,3this

David Jacobsen , who looked better on the 3 October videotape than onprevious tapes , presented a well - written brief questioning why the
Administration had acted so quickly in the Daniloff case and yet show'slittle or no concern for the hostages in Lebanon . Jacobsen mentionsthat the president made his first mistake ' in the hostage crisis andBuckley died ' and he asks ' Xc . President , are you going to make another
mistake at the cost of our lives ? ' Most of Jacobsen's statement was an

E 163
appeal to the American people to act on behalf of the hostages . (

Terry Anderson , making his first videotaped statement , also pleadedfor the US Government and the American people to take steps to gain the
release of the threo hostages . Anderson blamed anti - erican actions inthe Middle East on American Middle East policies and intimated that the
American people were unaware of this linkage . We believe the kidnapers
may have been able to persuade Anderson that there were similarities
between his captivity and that of Daniloff and thus convince him to make
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statements similar to those of Jacobsen . We do not know why there was
statement from Thomas Sutherland , Dean of Agriculture at American
University Beirut . c .

63

The Jacobsen vidéotape of 20 September disclaims any attempt atpassing a sesce message in his letter of 16 September . The press , which
described the letter as containing misspellings and being poorly written ,opined that it was therefore an attempt to pass a ' secret ' message .Jacobsen claimed the mistakes were from ' dictation ' and that he was
emok ronally upset ,undet stress , and in a bad psychological mood when hewrote the letter . We are not sure who was dictating to whom , however .In this latest statement , Jacobsen also attacks the US Government for itsacelone in the Daniloff case -- Versus its ' indifference over the
hostages -- and claims that his captors do not want to negotiate with theUniFed -states because it is allied with Israel . ćnogojate

63

Although the statements by both hostages appear to be fairlywell -written there is reason to believe that the basic substance was
drafted or dictated by the captors . The statements , however , may nothave been delivered unwillingly-- Jacobsen and Anderson did not appear tobe unduly under duress on the latest videotapes . The two hostages
apparently interpret the action by the Administration on the Daniloffcase as being in direct contradiction to its statements regarding refusalto negotiate with hostage- takers . Frustrated and angry , Jacobsen and
Anderson may believe that , unless they present a strong case for the
Administration to act and the American people, to demand action , nothingwill happen to get them released .

6.3
No Evidence of Physical abuse on Videotapes
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Libya Reportedly Involved in Reed , cicipio kidnapings
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The French Ambassador to Syria told US Embassy officials that Parisbelleyes Syria is not doing all it can to curb LARP activities . He noted thatSyrian military intelligence chief in Lebanon Ghazi kan'an had organized theAbdallah brothers ' press conference in Lebanon , where they denied being inFrances the time to mebombings . On 27 September , Kan'an promised thatSyriaketotcewould make every effort to find the foreign hostages held inLebanon See Syrian commander Promises All - out Effort to free hostages ' inthe US Bostages eaction for an assessment of Kan'an's statement . ) Accordingto a fairly reliable source , Joseph Abdallah is concerned that France willstrike a deal with Syria to crack down on LARP members living in Syriancontrolled territory . San Pawl mmenen
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Annex 8

to Islamic Jihad Statement Delivered on

ctober 1986 to an International

News Agency in Beirut

Once again American falseness comes to the open . It is clear more than

ever now that Reagan and his ignorant government are working for their own

ends and exposing to ainge ? the lives and interests of the American people .

Again ve Yenes sur piedge to freedom- fighters to persist in roartyrdom

until earth is void and purified of corruption and the rule of justice and

equality--God's rule--16 established throughout the world . We thus declare

the following :

1 . What the Reagan administration has done concerning the Daniloff case

does not require any explanation or comment , and is not alien to Reagan and

his administration .

2. Our demands are clear and known to everyone , and their realization

means setting the hostages free . Anything beyond this is a mirage .

3 . Reagan and his administration shoulder responsibility for the delay

and any negative action that may take place . This is because resolving this

case , after the release of Father Jenco , is in the hancs of Reagan and his
administration .

4 . What the hostages are saying now concerning what happened is an

example to the American people who are facing danger because of the policy

followed by Reagan and his government towards oppressed peoples .

5 . Rectifying this irregular situation is the responsibility of the

American people as a whole . Let the American people st.culcer their

responsibilities and recover their freedom and dignity .

6 . The vain belief of Reagan then eV in his abortive power and false

promises to the American people and to the hostages ' families will only reap
utter suffering and loss .

Islamic Jihad organization , October 1986
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Annex 9

Text of David Jacobsen Remarks on Videotape Delivered on
3 October 1986 to International News Agency in Beirut

To the American people on the second day of October 1986 .

I Amed VI Cobzens one of three American hostages in Lebanon , and I
am aprea lng; to your help .

The conditions of our captivity are very bad . They are far worse
than when Pather Jenco was with us . Truly they are bad . That is how we
have Bliving every day , minute by minute for a year and a half . The
pain seal and eve present 24 hours a day . sleep provides no relief .

Anothiebuntu Olethan captivity is the fact that our government
refuses to help us . Being ignored is the worst pain . Why does the
government increase our suffering by ignoring us ?

I thought Americans were to be protectes by our government and not
hurt by it . Days , months and years are passing by and there is no end insight for our situation .

This nonsensical situation is being continued by the American
Government . The Government has made no serious efforts to verify our
health , treatment or conditions of captivity . The Government does not
know when they might hear of our death . They apparently don't care .

For example , when they heard of the murder of Buckley what did they
More quiet diplomacy and silence .

do ?

When Daniloff was arrested by the Russians his situation was
immediately known by the Government . Everyone in the Government and the
press reacted to the situation just like a natural disaster or an
earthquake

Everyone was interested . Daniloff became the number one topic o !
conversation . The American government reac : ad immediately to free
Daniloff because the respect and honor of the United States would be
damaged if the Government had not acted quickly .

President Reagan made his first mistake in the hostage crisis and
Buckley died . Mr. President , are you going to make another mistake at
the cost of our lives ?

It seems you are continuing to make mistakes in our situation . Don't
we also deserve the recognition , respect and honourable treatment by the
US Government ?
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Don't we deserve the same attention and protection that you gave
Daniloff ? Daniloff was not the only journalist taken prisoner . What

about Terry Anderson , a journalist with the Associated Press ? He was

taken captive over a year and a half ago .

Did Danihereseze better treatment than Terry Anderson ? He is a

good maandesèrie Bar better consideration from his government than
he has keceived .

80w much longer do we have to suffer ? How much longer are we to be
held captive? Is this captivity only for us ? Until what time will we be
separate from our loved ones and friends ?

As Americans , does a continuation of this hostage crisis give you
gratification and pr F If the answer is yes that would be a bad mark
in the United States history and it would be a third hurt .

We believe that you will not accept that situation .
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Annex 10

Text of Terry Anderson Remarks on videotape

Delivered 3 October 1986 to an International

News Agency in Beirut

My name is Terreno derson . I would like to send my thanks and those
of my fellow prisoners to all those in America who are praying and
working for our release .

Hy special thanks and love to my sister Peggy and Father Martin

Jencou also to Ben Weir and Jeremy Levin for their efforts .

BUE? bust ask yooral and my government how long our suffering and
that of our family will continue . We and our families cannot fail to .
notice the Vienasantair treatment our situation bas been given by
the American government , a government that should be caring for all its
citizens , prisening the dignity , freedom and human rights of all .

After two and a half years of empty talk and refusal to act on the
part of the Reagan administration , it hurts to see the propaganda and the
bombast with which that administration solved the problem of Mr.
Daniloff , a citizen like us , who was in prison only a short time .

How can any official justify the interest and attention and action
given to that case and the inattention given ours ?

Do the American people know why we are in captivity ? Why the marines
and others were killed in the bombing of Beirut airport and the embassy
building ? Why we can't move freely about in the Midd : East without
always in danger ?

All this is the result of Reagan's policy , a policy against the
people of the Xiddle East .

Our captivity is the result of one part of this policy . William
Buckley's murder and the killing of many , many others is another part .
Your lack of freedom to travel is another result of that policy .

We are not surprised that Ms. Reagants not paying attention to our
case . More than 400 Americans were Kred in Beirut without causing him

to feel any responsibility or to change that policy .

We are surprised that the American government has put pressure on
Arab and European governments not to negotiate in such cases as ours , but
surrendered itself in the Daniloft case , releasing the Russian spy
Zacharov who was working against our people .
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He are more surprised that the American people still listen to what

Reagan says . How long rust we stay in captivity ? How long will the

American government not pay attention ?

You paid great attention when our captors released one of us . There

was much celebration and happiness and much attempt to make the American

people be doing something .

The., publicity around the Daniloff case is another example of this .

It wiñ not work anymore .

sure

Byce that what Mr. Reagan said yesterday is not correct . I am

haushe knows vety well how to solve the problem , even though he has

missed many chances to do so .

If oure captors are not allow us to send these messages we would soon

be forgotten by my but our families . Por this , we thank then .

.
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annex 11

Test of David Jacobsen Remarks

on Videotape Delivered on 20 September 1986

to International news Agency in Beirut

David Jacobsen . When I wrote my letter two days ago I was

in a bad psychological mood and I was emotionally upset because Daniloff
had been exchanged for the Russian spy who was working against the
American people and that I was still a captive . The second thing that

also makes me feel bad is the interest President Reagan and his

Administration in the Daniloff case but no interest in my case .
The

American Government is not doing anything in my case to solve my problem

except Ethey respond to a letter or a message . The

American Government's answer is always we are doing something for them ,

ve will not megbete. We will not renounce our position . Why did

Reagan surrender in the Daniloff case ? I read his statement saying that

we wish to negotiate with the captors, but that we will not renounce out

position or accept their demands . Mr. President , if that is your

position , what have you done for us ? My captors do not like to negotiate

with the American Government because it is against their principles to

negotiate with the allies of Israel which is responsible for killing

innocent people in Lebanon , and especially in the south . My captors want

only to satisfy their demands that are known to the American Government .

It would be easy to satisfy the demands if Reagan wants to . If as
Schultz said do not distinguish between Daniloff and our case then why is

Daniloff free and we are not ? Why are you not solving our case as

quickly as you solved Daniloff's case . This is unfair . Why all this

talk about what I wrote in my letter , that there were dictation mistakes ,

that I wrote the letter under stress and that the letter was not my

opinion . Everybody had to understand that what I wrote is true and that

it was my opinion and also the opinion of Tom Sutherland and Terry

Anderson . This truth is known to Reverend fieis , Pather Jenco and Me .
Levin , I request from my friends who got their freedom , to continue

their efforts to get our release and explain to the American people that

the American Government must change its policies in the Middle East . му

problem is the result of this unfair policy : President Reagan must note

that we are American citizens and that we are working for the American

people . We deserve to be free and to blame in the benefits of freedom .
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Theاا:: Director of Central Intelligence

I wine DC rege

National Intelligcoce Council 7 October 1986

MEMOR POR : VADX John M. Poindexter

Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs

PROM Ch ,£ Allen

Intelligence office : for Counte: te: ror ! sm

Or , DCI /Hostage locat ! on Task Force

SUBJECT : irench and Ame: ! can Hostage Developments ( )

1 . The Mughniyah fact ! on of Bizballah which holds Amer ! can and

Prench hostages is accelerating ! ts efforts to enlist public opinion to

w : est concessions from the US and Prench Governments on the hostage

issue . [

6-1.63

2 .

៦

The Mughniyah faction , using cove: nane Islamic jina :

:ganization , on 6 Octobe : ! ssued ? d public statement in as many

weeks . The capto: s , add : essing the Age to ' vorld opinion , ' the

:: ench people , and hostage familles these points :

he Chi : ac Government must its pol ! cy in the xiddle East .

The 17 Da'wa prisone : s held ' n* Effect ! ve action is neede

Kuwa ! t .

France must divorce itself fron the policies of the big devil ,

meaning the United States .

C Nezne:
'
Shoulde

The ! : ench publ ! c should ' shoulde : respons !!! lity ! . this

matter . ' 6-3

The capto: s also alluded in the statement to the three F : ench hostages in

their ' custody ' --Marcel Carton , Marcel Pontalne , and Jean Paul Kaufmann .

They provided a 28 -minute videotape of the three in which each makes an

]: looring 6 : 3
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uspeol lor ace ! on -- much in the sanner of the Te::y ente : son and Dav !

Jacobsen tape ol ) Octobe :.
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Text of Islamic Jina : statement Delivered on

6 Octobe : 1986 to an international

News Agency in Beirut

To world public opinion

To the French people

To thostage families

once again , we send to you some views of Prenchmen in our custody

( jean - Paul fauffmann , Marcel Carton , Marcel Pontaine ) explaining much of the

facts 12b Full freedom and at their request to remind the French people and

governmentof their case now more than 500 days old .

On this occasion , we wish to explain the following :

1. We conside? what the new cri : ac government has done regarding the

Sectification of error's committed by the forme : government , such a returning

thie two isagistudents , contains certain positive factors but is not

suficient unless the French government reshapes its policy in the region .

2 . We are still awaiting eflective action by the French government on

: !essing the 17 freedom fighters held in Kuwait . French policy linked to

that of America and backing is : ael ( during and afte : the is : aeli invasion ) is

a sain cause for the detention and imprisonment of our freecom- fights .

At the same ting , we are fully aware that 7 : ance is capable of

sclving this problem and achieving what it wants from some countries in the

region , leading to the release of the three Frenchmen in ou ! custody .

ne corside : Ch. ::: a.is: che rieu government desconsible for receifring

29 52 : 10 : s istares condities are still being comcitros y mitte.:anc and his

5 : -- : 02:22: . : auric : 5:50 a lot o uses ans !: co the Kiilinç o !

27 :: .. ch nationa ! s and soioie : s in France , 52non ans otre : places .

5 : 2:11 remain oc : stand until he ich :: ac ) prcves his concern

SCCLC the :: ench people anc interests that car. only Sealize th : ouch

keeping ata ; ! :on the policy o : the biggest cevil towards the region and the

977 : essec peoples in the worlo .

hie are not peoples ' enemies , but enemies of the unjust policies

towa : ds humanity . We will continue to desist and fight all these governments

until they adopt a just policy towards peoples in the region . The 7 : ench

people should also shoulde : respons ! 1 ! 1ity and seek to regain the !!

::depenience , f : eedor and dignity .

Islanic Jinad :ganization - Octobe : 1966 .
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The Director of Central Intelligence

Washington D.C. 20503

National Intelligence Council
19 December 1986

MAHORASDU FOR : Dr. Alton G. Keel

Acting Assistant to the President for

National Security airs

FROM : Charles E. Allen

National Intelligence officer for Counterterrorism
Director , DCI- Hostage location Task Force

SUBJECT :
DCI -Hostage location Task Force Report

Attached is my report for the week - 19 December 1986 on the statusof us hostages in Lebanon . Rey poinëssen this report are :
--
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The two leaders of the US Arab - American community who recently
visited Lebanon and Syria in an effort to secure the release of

the US hostages , met with representatives of the National
Security Council , the Department of State , and the postage

Location Task Force on 19 December . The two Arab - Americans
conceded they were disappointed the results of their trip and
could not verify that they ever met with representatives of the

captors , despite their public claims to have done so .
F

-- L

61,6-3
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Attachment :

Report As Stated
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SUBJECT : DCI Hostage location Task Force Report

DCIMIC / CT / CAllen [
] 129

( 19 December 1986 )

Distribution :

Copy 1 : Alton G. Reel , NSC
3 - LTC Robert Earl and LOOR Craig Coy , Nsc ] 6.3
3
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COMSOC
5 - DIRASA
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7 - DDCI
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9 - DDI
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1 NIO / CT
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13 - DCI / LTE
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AUB President Plempton stated that letters written by Jacobsensince he was taken hostage have been pushed andes
Indeshe doorNasrallah's private residence for passage to tacobsens ty .( S DE ACOL

(63).Father Jenco has described Achmed Nasrallahas a ' former employeeof Jacobsen who somehow was involved with the kidrapers."
(S NE
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Arab- American Leaders Contacts Disappointing

Two leaders of the US Arab- Americani community have returned to the

United States after a fruitless two trip to Damascus and Beirut to

seek the release of the US hostagesh Lebanon . They claim to have made

contact with the kidnapers, but acknowledge that those contacts were

" insubstantial ' . ( U )

Mohammad Mehdi and Duane Shaheengespectively Secretary General and

Vice President of the National Council on Islamic Affairs , acknowledged

they had no proof that those with water they spoke were authentic

representatives of the hostage holders . They also admitted they had been

overly optimistic about their chances of obtaining the release of us

hostages at the outset of their trip . (SAP HC OC

The US Embassy in Damascus has reported that official Syrian reaction

to the visit by Dr. Mehdi and Mr. Shaheen was publicly correct but

privately reluctant . Dr. Ahmad Sakerat the Ministry of Foreign Affairs SPATE
said that the Syrians "had " to give Mehdi some press play , given his

position in the United States and his stand on regional issues .

Nevertheless , Foreign Minister Faruq al - Shara made it clear to all his

ministry officials that Mehdi and Shaheen were not " welcome visitors " .

(C)

Members of the Department of State , the National Security Council ,

and the Hostage location Task Force met with Mehdi and Shaheen on 119

December 1986 to discuss their trip . Principal points that emerged from

that meeting were as follows :

Mendi and Shaheen met personally with a man in Damascus tha

presented himself as a representative of the hostage captors He

provides no bona fides , but Mehdi obtained the session

the man's knowledge of the situation that he wasander

claimed to be . hinile he was in Beirut, Mendelso spoke on

telephone twice to an alleged representativeOthe

captors -- probably the same man that visited him in Damascus .
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Mendi characterized the captors as stubborn , independent , self
righteous , and paranoid . he believed they operated in small
groups of about 10 or 15. Consequently , they have been able to
maintain tight security , according to Dr. Mehdi, " not like the
PLO . *

Fe sees the captors as spiritually but not politically related toIran , Re doubts that Iran issues direct orders to them . He
compared the situation to the Vatican's influence with AmericanRoman Catholics .

HetMehdi reported the captors,derands as provided to him were
broadly political, centering on us relations with the Muslim
world and Israel . He said the Da'wa prisoners were mentioned ,
but it was his impression the ranked about " number ten " on the
captors list of priorities

The captor representative said the hostages were all in goodhealth .

Mehdi was not treated well by the Beirut press . He said a
picture was published of him beside Israeli Meir Kahane , with
whom he had had a debate . According to Mehdi , the caption
attempted to connect him with the controversial Israell politicalfigure, asking , what is this man doing here ? "

while in Beirut , Mehdi met with the wives of three US hostages :
Mrs. Reed , Mrs. Cicipoio , and Mrs. Sutherland . None of them hadany news of their husbands .

Mehdi stated that the fact that Reed and Cicippio are Muslim haslittle significance to the hostage captors . They see the twohostages as Americans, not Muslims .

Mehdi met with Shayhk Fadlallah while in Beirut . Padlallah
offered little hope about the hostages , although he suggestedthat some altruistic gesture on the part of the us might be
helpful , for example , feeding the shia poor in south LebanonThe phrase "Marshall Plan " and figure of * $ 12 ,billon " wasused.

Mendi said that as long as LS policy prohibits taikling with thehostage captors , there is no hope . When Depan bitent of States
representatives pointed out that that was 60s policy , and thatwe were in fact anxious to talk to the hostage captors -- though wewould not be willing to make concessions or pay ransom --Mehdi
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showed surprise. He indicated he would attempt to convey this

willingness of the US Government to talk to the captors . Overall,

neither Mendi or Shaheen appear to have had any influence on the captors

of the American hostages , and we doubt that anything useful will come

fror this initiative . (S AES NC OCL ]
(b

Iranians Allegedly withhold Buckley Confession

An article ( see Annex 1 for complete text ) published on 10 December

1986 in the Kuwaiti Arabic language newspaper Al Qabas, alleges that

President Reagan has requested the Iranian Government to withhold release

of a ' confession " by US hostage willan. Buckley and that Tehran had

agreed . The Al Cabas article also stated that Buckley had died in early

Summer " 1985 . ( U )

5

The confession , " presumably obtained while Buckley was being held

hostage by a Hizballah element in Decanon, was described as a 40 page

written statement allegedly providing details about CIA activities in

Lebanon and other Arab countries . The article also reported that

Buckley's captors had recorded his missions on a television tape .
20

Iranian officials who were in contact with the United States in the

fallo 1985 claimed that the Iranian Government had in its possession a

copy of Buckley's confession . The date given by Al Qabas of Buckley '

death is approximately correct . Based on the debriefings of Jęnco and .

Jacobsen , e believe Buckley died on 3 June 1985 . (S PF AC OCI

ISTATE

( 633 )

Da'wa Party Reported to be Separate Organization from Hizballah

L
1,63

b -1,6-3
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We believe the Dewa Party was

absorbed into the Aizballah in January 1983. The Daina dique withn the
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Alzballah includes Hajj Imad Minghniyah , Hizballah's Beirut SecurityChief , when we suspect of being a charge of those holding the US hostagesin Lebanon . L

$ 1,63

FRENCH HOSTARS

Prench efforts to normalize relations with Iran continue , but the .government appears resigned to a period of stalemate on the hostageissue. The Iranians may , however to secure the release of ahostage--perhaps before Christianan effort to persuade the French tomake further concessions . (CNE )
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The ruling Israeli triumvirate -- Prire Minister Sharir , vice PremierPeres , and Defense Minister Rabin --have all publicly justified us motives
for the Iran arms shipments . Rabin told two US Senators who visitedIsrael earlier this month that he agrees with the policy of trading armsfo : hostages . Israeli leaders ' objectives on future assistance wouldcerain match the same as they have been to assist the united states andpossibly thereby gain the release of Israeli hostages nike processesThere are from two to seven Israelis --captured since 1983 in fightingLebanon --held by Shi'a and Syrian - allied radical Palestihan groups#toosI
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STATRabin told
the US Ambassador in Tel Aviv this week that his recent comments on this
issue were misrepresented by the press , and that he had intended to leave
open the question of whether Israel might carry out such attacks .
Responding to US concerns , the Defense Minister said he would try to
clarify the issue publicly . ( S AF )
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Annex 1

Test of Al Qabas Article , 10 December 1986 ,

Regarding william Buckley

Knowledgeable western sources revealed to Al Cabas an important

secret related to the American - Iranian operation which is that President

Reagan has appealed to the Iranianofficials not to publish or broadcast
the adhuissions of william Buckley Director of the CIA network in Lebanon

who was kidnaped by the " Islanic Jhag" in 1984 and whose death was
announced in winter 1985 .

These sources also disclosed that Reagan's administration has carried

out several secret attempts to savage Buckley in different ways and

means during the period he was het hastage, which extended for more than

a year , for fear that he might leaze portant secrets on the CIA
activities in Lebanon and the regioni

These sources said that shortag after the abduction of Buckley in
March 1984 in Beirut, the Director of CIA williaro Casey sent a special

envoy from the agency to Beirut to collaborate with some Lebanese parties
in order to know where he is , held and try to save him at any price .

The reason for this is that Buckley was not only the political

advisor of the American Embassy in Beirut but he was also actually the

first official in charge of the CIA activities in Beirut and he had been

working with this agency since a long time and he knew many secrets .

Only a limited number of people In Lebanon knew the reality and role
of Buckley , the sources said .

Casey did his swift move to save Buckley before the latter started ,

during investigation with hia, adoitting his activities and activities of
the cís in Lebanon and other countries in the Middle East accordingto

the sources . But this first attempt failed as Casey and the Lebanese

parties cooperating with his could not save Buckley .

The knowledgeable sources told Al -Dabas that Reagan's actministration

had carried out a second attempt when it delegated secretly Beirut

Colonel Oliver forth whose mission was to pay a bigfan oFrooneve

exceeding use onemillion to save Buckley , but again this attempt Falled

due to significance of Buckley and his role .
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Reagan's administration had also sought the help of some Arab partiesbut to no avail , then it sent an envoy to seek the help of Israel .

The Israeli Prime Minister Perez had personally interfered in thisquestion upon the request of Shultz and after consulting with his aides ,he advised Reagan's administration to contact with the Iranian officialsas they could secure Buckley's release . The American - Iranian contact wascarried out consequent upon which 500 TOH anti - tank missiles were sent toIran as a price for releasing Buckley . The missiles arrived in Tehran inSeptember 1985 , yet Buckley was not released but rather Reverend BenjaminWeir . -

Then Islanic Jihad ' announced in October 1985 that it had executedBuckley being Director of the CIA in Lebanon .

After the announcement, the Averican officials received detailed
Information of great significance on Buckley revealing the followingmajor questions :

1 . The Buckley gave detailed written admissions on his role andactivity and the activities of the CIA in Lebanon and other Arahcountries and that his cators recorded his admissions or a greatpart of them by his voice and picture in a television tape . TheBuckley's written admission came in 40 pages .

Prior to his going to Lebanon , Buckley was in charge of theAmerican intelligence network in Egypt during Sadat's era and heplayed a major role in bolstering the security cooperationbetween Washington and Egypt . Therefore , he knows much about thesituation in Egypt and the Egyptian - Israeli relations .

Those who carried out the investigations with Buckley areexperienced in this line and not amateurs .

܀

2 .

3. Buckley actually died in early sumer 1985 , not in October 1985 .There is likellhood that he spent a period of time on tehran .
This means that the Iranians deceived the Americans neredeysconvinced them that Buckley was still alive so they gotoanti - tank missiles then Islamic Jihad announced Buckleyseats

The western sources told Al - Dabas that the Reagan rannista jatonfeels very esbarrassed at the publishing of Buckley's Asslangereresponse of the Iranians to the Aperican derand refres a sishnotto cut the bridges of contact and dialogue between eran and was ingen .

In the opinion of the sources , the publishing of the admissions willindicate a setback in the Aperican - Iranian relations .
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Terrorism Review 63

8 April 1985

Focus 63The Western Hostages in Lebanon :
Latest Developments and Implications

The series of kidnapings and disappearances of Westerners in Lebanon continued
during the last week of March . In all , anonymous callers ostensibly representing
five groups have claimed involvement in the nine kidnapings since 14 March ; in

some cases the claims have overlapped. Other recent developments, however ,

including the release of four of the hostages, have enabled us to begin sorting out
the various groups and their wotives.

63

LARF Enters the Fray
On 24 March , Gilles Sidney Peyrolles, the director of the French Cultural Center

in Tripoli, disappcared. On 25 March, in a statement delivered 10 a Western news

agency in Beirut , the Lebanese Armed Revolutionary Faction (LARF) claimed it

had kidnapcd Peyrolles and demanded that, in exchange for his safe return,

France release from prison Abd al-Qadr Saadi. b3

LARF is believed to be a relatively small group of fanatical Lebanese Christian

Marxists , most from northern Lebanon . LARF has claimed credit and is believed

to have been responsible for the assassination or attempted assassination of several
US and Israeli officials in France and Italy during the last couple of years. Last
October, French police arrested suspected LARF leader Georges Ibrahim

Abdallah in Lyon on charges of possession of false passports and association with

criminals ,

bl

63

Last year , Italian police arrested suspected LARF operatives Abdallah b ( 1 ) b (3 )
Muhammad al-Mansouri in Trieste in August (

and Joscphine Abdu at the Romc airport in

December In b (1 ) b (3 )

its communiquc the group also demanded the.selease of these two comrades and

threatened that otherwise, " our future retaliation will be more severe and will

bring catastrophe to inhabitants of Paris and Rome.'' b3

On 2 April, Peyrolles was back in Beirut, a frec man whose story had some

unlikely aspects. Publicly, Peyrolles said he had been abducted from his office and

taken first to a lown northeast of Tripoli. His captors identified themselves as _ :

members of LARF and told Peyrolles that they regarded the United States año

Israel as their enemics , not France, and that the reason they had kidnapcd him was

only to get Abdallah (whom they called Saadi ) released from prison . On 1 April ,
two of the kidnapers took him to a village in the Bekaa Vallcy, where all three of

them allegedly were captured by suspicious Shia villagers . According to Peyrolles's

statement, a local Amal leader then arranged for him to be relcased b3

1 Sotret

April 1985
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ROSMI'Stäkes Again
On 25 March, Aloc Collett, a British journalist with the UN Relief and Works
Agency (UNRWA), was kidnapcd in Khaldah, south of Beirut. Collett was
traveling with an Austrian citizen in a clearly marked UN staff car when gunmen
abducted him. The Austrian was not detained . On 28 March, in a statement
delivered to the Reuter news agency in Beirut, the Revolutionary Organization of
Socialist Muslims (ROSM ) claimed responsibility for kidnaping Collett. ROSM
asserted it had found " some documents related to spying missions in the service of
Mossad (the Israeli intelligence serviceſ and American intelligence" on Collett,
and that his work with the United Nations was " only a coverup for his spying
activities . " ROSM also warned that it would " continue to chase and strike at
whoever has a link with British imperialists wherever hc may be until our

organization's demands for the liberation of all Muslim frcodom fighters from b3
British imperialist jails are met."

so far it has limited its attacks bl ,
60 British targets. Last year, ROSM claimed responsibility for the killing of
British diplomats Kenneth Whitty ( shot to death in Athens in March) and Percy
Norris (shot 19 death in Bombay in November):

63

bl,63

b (1 ) b (3 )

The kidnaping of Collett was quick and efficient,
and the terrorists have taken advantage of the anarchic Lebanese environment to
keep thcir prisoner hidden . Given that the British Government has no intention of
mecting its demands, ROSM will be heard from again . b3

Secret 2
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Anomalous Incidents

On 28 March , Jean-Claude Duvent and Robert Valnassian , two French icachers,
were abducted in West Beirut but released iwo hours later . The gunmen who had
captured them reportedly said they thought they had kidnaped citizens of another ,

unspecified nationality . b (3)

On 1 April , the body of Jesuit priest Nicolas Kluiters was found near a village
north of Baalabakk in the Bekaa Valley . Father Kluiters had disappeared on 14
March in the Bekaa Valley ; his car had been found several days later containing a
note saying “ Vengeance Party. " Kluiters apparently had been strangled to death

soon after he disappeared . This probably was not a politically motivaled attack .
Jesuit colleagues said he had been carrying a lot of money when he disappeared, so
his killing may have been a criminal act . Another possibility is that he strayed into

& sensitive area controlled by one of the Lebanese militias , and local security
personnel overreacted to his presence . 6.13)

The Khaybar Brigades '
On 26 March, an anonymous caller to a foreign news agency in Beirut claimed
that the " Khaybar Brigades - l.cbanese Branch ," a previously unknown group, was
holding five Westerners who had been kidnaped in West Beirut-French

diplomats Marcel Fontainc and Marcel Carton , Carton's daughter Danielle Perez

(a secretary at the French Embassy ), British scientist Geoffrey Nash , and British
businessman Brian Levick - but that it would soon release Perez, Nash , and
Levick . Nash had been kidnaped on 14 March and Levick on 15 March; Fontaine
had been kidnaped on 22 March , as had Carton and Perez ( in a separate incident ) .

Anonymous callers had previously claimed responsiblity for all five kidnapings in
the name of Islamic Jihad. b (3)

Nash was released on 27 March , Levick on 30 March , and Percz on 31 March .

Nash described his captors as " simple Shia " angry over the mistrcatment of Shias

by other Lebanese groups and Israel; he said his captors initially accused him of
being an Amsrican diplomat.

bl

b3

b . (3)

Levick had also been mistaken for an American by his captors . During several
rather brutal interrogation scssions the kidnapers- obviously amateurs - accused

Levick of being an American spy or of having connections with Mossad. From

Levick's description,his captors were unsophisticated but fanatic Muslims .

bl

63

Upon his release, Levick was dieto say' hc
had been held by the Khaybar Brigades . b: (3)

• The name Khaybar Brigades apparently comes from a barilc in theseventh century A.D. in which
followers of the Prophet Muhammad triumphed over a Jewish tribe that refused to accepe
Muhammad's leadership . Khaybar is an oasis ncar Medina, Saudi Arabia , where thic Jewish cribc had
lived. Guerrillas launching attacks against Israeli troops in southern Lebanon have culled themselves
" Martyrs of Khaybar " in memory of this cveni b ( 3 )
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Bit appears most

likely that the Khaybar Brigades is one of thenumerous quasi -independeni Shia

fundamentalist gangs that prowl the streets of West Beirut . The group seems to be

distinct from the Hizballah, which usually takes credit for its actions in the name

of Islamic Jihad.

b3

bl

b ( 1 ) b (3 )

Who Has the Hostages Now bikinwith
It seems reasonable to conclude that radical Shias , as opposed to any of the

numerous other confessional factions operating in Lebanon , are holding the two

French diplomats , along with AP correspondent Terry Anderson , who was

abducted in West Beirut on 16 March . But which Shias.?
b3

One plausible theory is that one or morc of the newest hostages are now in the

hands of the Hizballah , even though they may have been kidnaped by the Khaybar

Brigades or - in the case of Anderson — some other independent Shia street gang .

Under this theory, Nash and Levick were abducted because they were mistaken

for Americans and released once it was determined they were British . Perhaps

Perez was released because direct attacks against women are a violation of Islamic

principles. The valuable prisoners, however, were turned over to the Hizballah ,

perhaps in return for a material reward . There is some evidence to support this

theory -- for example, the Iclephone calls claiming credit for these kidnapings in

the name of Islamic Jihad. The callers asserted that the kidnapings were part of

continuing operations against the United States and its agents , and against

" French imperialism ." This is the typical Hizballahmodus operandi
bl

JA

b3

Alternativciy, the Khaybar Brigades may still be holding Carton and Fontaine ,

and (since the Khaybar Brigades never claimed 10 -have him ) some other

independent gang of radical Shias may be holding Anderson. Lending some

support to this thesis is that fact that on 31 March prominent Hizballah cleric

Shaykh Muhammad Husayn Fadlallah publicly condemncd the kidnaping of

foreigners in Beirut , adding that such acts serve Israel and its agents . The Shaykh

said that the presence of forcign diplomats and journalists in Beirut is uscful even

iſ, as he put it, there are some spies among them . He asserted that unity , rather

than kidnaping, is the way to fight these spics , and alleged that he is trying to

secure the release of the kidnaped Westerners .

Fadlallah maintains closc links with Iranian officials in Lebanon and leads a

significant portion of the pro -Hizballah movement. He is almost certainly involved

with the Hizballah elements which have long been holding the four American

63
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hostages, along with a Saudi hostage, in the Bekaa Valley , so his speech reeks of
sanctimony . Nevertheless, in this case it is conceivable he was telling the truth . An
article attributed to a Hjzballah source that recently appeared in a local
newspaper suggested that the more organized radical Shias intended to begin
focusing their activities on Isracl and southern Lebanon. If the Hizballah was not
involved, then it is most likely that renegade Shias are holding the hostages. And ,
if Fadlallah meant what he said about trying to get them released , the renegades
may be forced to give some or all of them up in the coming weeks...

We are disincliaed to believe Fadiallah . We think it more likely that , whoever
kidnaped them, the Hizballah has the hostages now and has no intention of

releasing any of them any time soon . At this point, however, the only firm
conclusion that can be drawn from these recent incidents is that no Westerner is
safe in anarchic Lebanon .

63
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Kidnapings of Westerners in Lebanon , 1984-85 a

(As of 10 April 1985)

Victim Daic and Place Kidnaped FaleClaimant Group

Frank Regier, US professor 10 February 1984, West Beirut Nonc

15 February 1984 , West Bcirut NoncChristian Joubert, French
architect

Rescucd 15 April 1984 by
Amal from an apartment con
trolled by Hizballab
Rescued 15 April 1984 by
Amal from an apartment con
trolled by Hizballah
Escaped 14 February 1985
Probably held by Hizballah

Probably held by Hizballah

Islamic Jihad
Islamic Jihad
Islamic Jihad

Released soon after abduction

Jeremy Levin ,US journalist 7 March 1984 , West Beirut

William Buckley , US diplomat 16 March 1984 , West Beirut

Rev. Benjamin Weir, US 8 May 1984, West Beirut
minister
Pedro Aristegui, Spanish 10 October 1984 , West Beirut
Ambassador
John Cronin , US student 17 November 1984, West

Beirut

Peter Kilburn , US librarian 30 November 1984 , West
Beirut

Rev. Lawrence Jenco , US priest 8 January 1985 , West Bcirut

Geoffrey Nash , UK scicntist 14 March 1985, West Beirut

Nonc ; Musa Sadr Brigade
probably responsible
Nonc; group responsibic
unknown
Islamic Jihad

Released 21 November after
sustaining several beatings
Probably held by Hizballah

Islamic Jihad
Islamic Jihad , Khaybar
Brigades
“ Vengeance Party "Rev. Nicolas Kluiters, Durch

priest
Last seen 14 March 1985 ,
Bekaa Vallcy

Brian Levick , UK businessman 15 March 1985 , West Beirut Islamic Jihad, Khaybar
Brigades

Probably held by Hizballah
Released 27 March by Khaybar
Brigades
Died of strangulation . Body
round 2 April north of
Baxlabakk
Released 30 March 1985 by
Khaybar Brigades altcr pcr .
suading captors he is British
Possibly held by Hizballah
Reportedly held by radical
Shias

Reportedly held by radical
Shias
Rclcased 31 March by Khaybar
Brigades
Probably held by ROSM

Terry Anderson , US journalist 16 March 1985 , West Beirut

Marcel Fontaine , French 22 March 1985 , West Bcirut
diplomat
Marcel Carton , French 22 March 1985 , West Beirut
diplomat
Danielle Perez , French secre 22 March 1985 , West Beirut
tary at Embassy
Alcc Collell, UK journalist 26 March 1985, Khaldab
with UNRWA
Gilles Peyrolles, French 24 March 1985. Tripoli
diplomat
Jean Claude Duvent, French 28 March 1985 , West Beirut
icacher

Robert Valnassian , French 28 March 1985, West Beirut
( cacher

. During the samc period, scores of Lebanese and several citizens of
other Middle Eastern countries were also kidnaped in Lebanon .
Although not a Westerner , one in particular seems to hit the pattern
described above. Husayn Farrash , a Saudi diplomat, wes kidnaped
in West Beirut on 17 January 1984. Islamic Jihad claimed
responsibility. Like most of the missing Americans, he is probably
bcing held by Hizballah .

Islamic Jihad
Islamic Jihad , Khaybar
Brigades
Islamic Jihad , Khaybar
Brigades
Islamic Jihad , Khaybar
Brigades
Revolutionary Organization of
Socialist Muslims(ROSM )
Lcbanese Armed Revolutionary
Faction (LARF ) .
None

Rescued ( released ?, 2 April

Released soon after abduction ,
when found to bc French
Released soon after abduction ,
when found to be French

None

63
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Alert Items

Cyprus
bl

b3
३

Italy

bl

b3

Portugal Possible Terrorist Threat to Scientific Conference Participants
About 150 Americans and 25 Israelis are expected to attend the world conference

of the Federation of European Biochemical Socictics to be held 20-27 April in
Albufeira

23

Lebanon Explicit Hizballab Threat to Americans
An Arab magazine recently published an article from a " source close 10
Hizballah" in which the extremist Shia group threatened US personnel in
Lebanon ancw. It was a more explicit threat than most from that quarter , which
have hitherto been issued in the name of " Islamic Jihad , " to provide the Hizballah
a modicum of plausible denial . Rcforring to the bombing on 8 March that killed at
lcast 80 persons in Beirut , the article said that retribution might occur outside

9 Sartre

April 7985
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Beirut. The article reiterated that the " Islamic Resistance" would not accept the

presence of “any American " on Lebanese territory for any reason , including

" economic aid or social services , " and warned the United States to withdraw the

" small number of American personnel who remain in the US Embassy.
b3

Key Indicators

Ireland Provisional IRA Murders Alleged Police Informer

On 23 March, the body of John Corcoran, thc 45-year - old father of eight children ,

was found in a farmer's field outside Cork after a long search . Corcoran had

disappeared on 19 March. Examination of the body revealed he had been tortured

and then murdered with a single shot to the head. In a communiquc issued in

Belfast, the Provisional IRA claimed responsibility for the murder , alleging that

Corcoran had been an informer of the Irish Special Branch for more than seven

years. Asserting that the Irish police have now adopted the same tactics of

" intimidation and blackmail " used by the Royal Uster Constabulary (RUC) to

recruit informers, the Provisional IRA offered other alleged police informers an

undefined " 14 -day amnesty , " after which , the implication was clear, more such

informers would be killed in Ireland.
63

Italy Red Brigades Return to Action

The assassination of Romc University Professor Enzo Tarantelli on 27 March

appears to mark the return of the Red Brigades (BR) 10 active operations after at

Icast a year's hiatus . The choice of Tarantelli, an eminent labor economist involved

with the Christian -Democratic - oriented Confederation of Italian Labor (CISL)

and an active participant in recent discussions on the politically sensitive topic of

revising cost- of -living wage adjustments, indica tes that the Red Brigades may

continuc to target primarily domestic rather than US or NATO target
61,63

bi

be

Some mbclicve that the BR inactivity was due in part to squabbling
between factions representing the activist “ first position " ( generally the younger

generation) and the somewhat more ideological " sccond position " (generally the
older generation ), which resulted in the expulsion of the latter , smaller faction last

October and subsequent efforts to consolidate the victory and reabsorb those
expelled members now willing to go along with the majority . These think

the Tarantelli attack may indicate that internal disarray no longer impedes
terrorist action and that , consequently, more such BR attacks are likely soon .
Morcover, defiant adherents of the second position

may fecl compelled to conduct attacks of their own in an effort to denionstraie

their operational credibility and militance in protecting workers' rights .

b.
63
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Colombia Urban Violence Recurring in Colombia

On the night of 27 March, seemingly related tcrrorist acts were conducted in the

cities ofCali, Medellin , Popayan, and Bucaramanga. The most serious incidents

occurred near Cali, a city about 300 kilometers southwest of Bogota , where the

19th of April Movement (M- 19) is strong. There, attacks against a national police

station and a localcouncilman's home resulted in the death of onc policeman.

There is some speculation that thesc attackswere conducted jointly by clementsof

M- 19 and the Ricardo Franco Front

urban terrorist incidents in the area to occur with increasing frequency and

culminaic in a breakdown of the peace process within the next two months.

bl

b3

b3
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Philippines Peace Corps Volunteers Targeted in Mindanao

On 2 April in Marbel, an attempt to kill one or morc Peace Corps volunteers by

booby- trapping a Peace Corps vehicle with a grenade failed when the device

malfunctioned. Peace Corps personnel had not previously been targets of lethal

attacks in the Philippines. Such tactics would mark a major policy shift on the part of

either of the two insurgent groups active in the region -- the Communist New People's

Army (NPA) and the Muslim Moro National Liberation Front (MNLA
63

Unaffiliated individuals or members of either group acting without orders could

have mounted the attack (grenades are fairly readily available in Mindanao),

perhaps motivated by a recent local press article alleging a Peace Corps connection

to the CIA . In response to the attack, and pending a determination of whether

there is a continuing threat, the US Embassy has removed almost all of the

personnel, both American and Filipino, associated with the Peace Corps training

program in the province .
b3
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Significant Developments

bl

63

Western Europe Jordan Under Siege by " BSO "

On 21 March , thc Jordanian Airlines offices in Athens, Rome, and Nicosia were

the targets of grenade attacks that injured five persons. On 3 April, a Palestinian

was arrested by Romc police after the US -made light antitank rockct he fired

narrowly missed the Jordanian Embassy offices on the fifth floor of an office

building. On 4 April, a rocket fired at a Jordanian airliner as it was taking off

from Athens airport punctured the fuselage but did not explode. In telephone calls

to press agencies, an anonymous spokesman claimed responsibility for the

incidents in the name of the “ Black September Organization " (BSO)
63

The name Black September commemorates the month in 1970 when Jordanian

forces drove the Palestinian fedayeen out of Jordan . The original BSO, a covert

element of Fatah that mounted a number of notorious terrorist operations in the

carly 1970s, has been defunct for more than a decade, however. Instead, Syrian

backed Palestinian radicals probably were responsible for thesc attacks. Use of the

name BSO probably is intended both to provide cover and 10 heighten the publicity

attending their attacks. b3

Lebanon Jews Being Kidnaped , Too
Six Jewish Lebanese citizens, including Isaac Sasson , the leader of Lebanon's

Jewish community, which numbers fewer than 100 persons, were kidnaped

between 28 March and 2 April. Last July a Jewish businessman was abducted and

killed ; another Lebanese Jew has been missing since last August . No group has

claimed responsibility for any of the abductions. 63

ble

be
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Chile The Right Strikes Back

On 30 March , the bodies of three men who had been kidnaped on 28 and 29

March were found nearly decapitated outside Santiago. Four other men who had

been kidnaped on 28 March were released on 30 March, after allegedly having

been interrogated and tortured by their unidentificd captors. All buy one of the

victims were members of a Communist -dominated teachers' union; the other was a

Communist sociologist connected with a Catholic Church welfare and human

rights organization .

Ti
63 bi

The kidnapings and killings were clearly the work of rightwing clements

They probably were reactingto recent terrorist bombinigsby two leftwing

extremist groups, the Movement of the Revolutionary Left (MIR) and the Manucl

Rodriguez Patriotic Front (FPMR). A large demonstration protesting the

kidnapings and murders so disrupted the traditional Palm Sunday mass being said

by the Archbishop of Santiago that the mass had to be discontinued . A

governmentinvestigation of the crimes is under way
bb 3

63
Meanwhile, on 29 March , carabineros killed two brothers, allegedly

members of the MIR, after a street shootout in which one carabinero was

wounded . The next day , a woman also associated with thc MIR was killed when

she shot at carabincros raiding her apartment, suspected ofbeing a MIR

safchouse .

biba

PAYS

India Soviet Diplomat Murdered

The victim , economics officer Valentin Khitrichenko, was shot while stopped at a

New Delhi intersection in his car . The two attackersmandescribed as Asian in

appearance — fired from and fled on a motorbike. Although the unknown

“ Ukrainian Nationalist Front " claimed credit for the attack , clenients of the

Afghan or Iranian communities are more likely to have been responsiblc. If so , this

attack may be followed by others.
63

Indonesia
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Wild , Wild West Beirut 63

The continuing civil war in Lebanon has transformed
West Beirut - once a major commercial, intellectual,
and tourist center of the Arab world - into a lawless
militarized zone contested by confessional and
ideological factions. Turf battles, terrorism , rampant
street crimc, and the lack of central authority have
made the city extremely dangerous for both local
residents and foreigners. The Lebanese Government
probably will be unable to reassert control over
Muslim West Beirut for the foresccable future. The
area is gradually becoming a stronghold of the radical
Shia Hizballah movement and could eventually
become the center for Shia fundamentalist activism in
Lebanon . 63

the was .

The decline of West Beirut began with the heavy Many sections of West Beirut have been transformed into rubble.
influx of Palestinian fighters during the early 1970s. 63
The guerrillas and the large Palestinian refugee
population took over large sections of the city and
transformed them into a de facto PLO capital. The West Beirut again erupted in street fighting in August
civil war of 1975-76 devastated the city , but much of 1983 , after the Lebanesc Army attempted 10 move
the damage was repaired during the years following against the Amal militia . Five days of fighting and

b3 heavy shelling left the majority Shia population in the
southern part of thècily angry and bitter . The Shias

The Legacy of the Israeli Invasion resented the fact that Lebanon's Christian and Druzc
After spending much of the summer of 1982 shelling communities had established "cantons" north of
West Beirut, the Israeli Army finally entered the city Beirut and in the Shul, respectively, while the Shias
in September . The combination of artillery barrages had been Icft without their own piccc of the
and street fighting left many sections of the city in geographical pic . Tensions in West Beirut continued
ruins. Most of the PLO fighters were forced to leave, to mount between September 1983 and February
but clcments of Muslim , Druze, and Christian militias 1984 as relations between thc Druze/ Muslim
remaincd in force in various neighborhoods. *** 63 coalition and the Lebanese Government/Christian

coalition deteriorated .
63West Beirut was fairly stable for the next year ,

although factional militias were arming themselves The decisive battle for West Beirut occurred during
with weapons from PLO caches throughout the city . the first two weeks of February 1984. Amal - aided
In particular, the Shia Amal militia , which controlled by units of the Druze Progressive Socialist Party
Beirut's sprāwling southern suburbs , was preparing to militia -succeeded in driving the Lebanesc Army into
expand its territory . Amal's base of support in the city
had swelled as a result of the influx of thousands of
Shias from the south ſleeing the Isracli - Palestinian

63
war .

19
63 .
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Christian East Beirut. Smaller militias also

participated in the battle, including Palestinian

groups, the Sunni Murabitun , the pro -Syrian Social

Nationalist Party , elements of the Lebanese

Communist Party , and the Communist Action

Organization, and radical Shias belonging to the

fundamentalist Hizballah movement . Following the

takeover of West Beirut, these groups began to stakc

individual claims to particular neighborhood 43

During the past year, unrest and lawlessness increased

stcadily in West Beirut to a point approaching chaos .

Random violence has become as great a threat as

politically motivated attacks. The implementation of

the latest security plan , which assigned the job of

policing the city to the predominantly Muslim Hundreds ofwomen protest the kidnaping of their husbands. Soms,

Lebanese Internal Security Force and the Lebanese and brothers.

Army 6th Brigade, has failed to establish any central

authority in the city . b (3) Checkpoints, the traditional Lebanese symbols of a

Turf Battles faction's territorial claims, appear and disappear

West Beirut today is a patchwork of turfs loosely almost at random from day to day throughout the

controlled by confessional and idcological factions. city . Travel from onc scction of West Beirut toi

The Shia Amal . Druze PSP, and Sunni Murabitun another incvitably involves passing through scvcral

militias opcrale in neighborhoods in which their permanent and temporary factional checkpoints

respective confessional communitics are predominant, which often become flashpoints for armed conflict.

Smaller , more extremist groups are continually

challenging the authority of the majormilitias. Violent turf battles , often sparked by only minor

incidents, have become commonplace in West Beirul.

Amal and the Murabitun , for example, engaged in a

pitched baule for two days in late January alicr un

' Amal's curſ is thc largest of any group in the city, but Amal member ran a Murabitun checkpoint. Amal has

Amal leader . Nabih Barri , cxcrcises only nominal also fought over turf with the Druze and with

control over most of this territory. Radical Shia and elements of the Hizballah. b ( 3)

! Other extremist elements operate freely throughout

the Shia areas of West Beirut and have heavily The Lebanesc civil war more often takes the form of

infiltrated the Amal movement itself . 6 ( 3) urban guerrilla warfare than of conventional warfare .

The combat among the confessional groups in West

Shia fundamentalist elements associaled with the Beirut often manifests itself as anonymous car

Hirballah have grown particularly strong in many bombings, assassinations, and kidnapings. Nearly all

parts of the city of the major factions target individual members of

olher groups for terrorist - style violence. Each of the

major militias , for example, is believed to be holding

that the Hizballah and several hundred hostages from other confessional

other cxtrcmist groups are rapidly gaining ground groups.
b ( 3)

whilc thc modcrale militias are losing control.

6 ( 3)

b
(
1
)

b
(
3)

b
(
1
)

b
(
3)
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A Hobbesian Society

Violence has becomç a way of life in West Beirut . The

daily turf battles between militias are compounded by

a growing crimc wave that has flourished in the

anarchic environment. Both regular militiamen and

unaffiliated armed gunmen roam the streets of the

cily , behaving more like street thugs than

representatives of legitimate movements.
63

Journalists in West Beirut report that armed bands in

virtually every neighborhood force local residents and

merchants to pay protection money . Those who refuse

Lo pay are targeted for bombingsor kidnapings

directed against their families. 63

63

b3

Robbery and vandalism have become increasingly

common . Hizballah gunmen in particular have

become notorious for harassing women in Western

dress and raiding bars and restaurants that serve

liquor. Most citizens of West Beirut carry arms

whenever they leave their homes; even so , they no

longer dare leave their homes at night .
West Beirut child displays her collection of rocket fragments.

frecently described lifc in West b3

Beirut as Hobbesian - ma struggle for dominance in

which there are no rules and the strong extremists especially Americans and Europeans. Violence

have the advantage over the weaker moderates .' It against Westerners in recent years has included :

hasbecome as brutal a place to live for bystanders as • Car bombings al the former US Embassy and the

for combatants . Nothing is exempt from the violence . US and French Multinational Force (MNF)

Hospitals and schools arc victimized nearly as often as headquarters, claiming over 300 lives .

government and commercial establishments. Innocent · Frequent incidents of sniping against MNF troops

civilians are kidnaped as frequently as militia throughout the city in 1983 .

members . b3 • Thc kidnaping of a former president of the

American University in Beirut and assassination or

The street violence in West Beirut is augmented by his successor.

the danger from artillery duels in the mountains , A serics of kidnapings of US citizens since thc

which periodically spill over into the city . Even within beginning of 1984, including an Embassy officer,

West Beirui , the use in turf battles of car bombs. several journalists , and two Christian clergymen .

mortars , and the ever -popular rocket-propelled • The shooting of several members of the French

grenades heightens the risk of accidental casualties observer force.

among noncombatants . b3 • Thc kidnaping of the Swiss Charge and of three

French diplomats, and numerous public thrcats

Foreigners Beware made against other Europcan and American

West Beirut has earned the reputation of being the diplomats .

most dangerous city in the world for foreigners, • Thc kidnapings of two British civilians .

" No arrs : no letters : no society ; and which is worst of all ,
continual fear and danger of violen! death ; and the life of man.
solilary . poor, nasıy. brutish, and short. "

b3

1

Hobbes
Leviathan
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The strength of thc Hizballah fundamentalists in

West Beirut is likely to grow . The chaotic security

situation and depressed economic conditions, which

have left many young nicn alienated and out of work,

boost the appeal of fundamentalism and swell the

ranks of polential Hizballah recruits. West Beirut is

gradually becoming a radical Shia stronghold and
could eventually become the center for

fundamentalist Shia activism in Lebanon .

b3

63

The increasingly bold Hizballah , which espouses

Iran's fundamentalist ideology , poses the greatest

threat to Westerners. Other groups, however, share

the radical Shias' hostility toward the United Stales,

including several Palestinian extremist groups and

Lebanon's two Communist militias, all of which

maintain a significant presence in West Beirut.

b3
Outlook

The Lebanese Government probably will be unable to

reassert its authority in West Beirut in the near

future. The Lebanese Army generally splits along

confessional lines when confronted with tense

interfactional situations . Moreover, most Christian

units of the Army, which shelled Muslim

neighborhoods repeatedly last year, would not dare

enter West Beirut .
b3

Official government forces remaining in West Beirut

will be incapable of cnforcing security . The Internal

Security forces and the Lebanese Army's

predominantly Muslim 6th Brigade, which stayed in

West Beirut after the battle for the city last February,

generally lake orders from Shia leader Barri. :b3

Turf battles between militias and the overall climate

of lawlessness in the city will continue. An entire

generation has grown up accustomed to violence in

West Beirut . Many of the young street militiamen
know no other way of life; fighting has become their

profession . b3

The extremists almost certainly will continue to gain

at the expense of the moderatcs . Militancy,

particularly in the Shia community , is likely to spread

as the political and economic crisis drags on .

Moderate Muslim leaders probably will remain afraid

to denounce the radicals . The recent example of

former Prime Minister Saib Salam , a Sunni whose
house was bombed after he criticized the extremists ,

will discourage others from speaking out b3
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The African National

Congress in Disarray b3

bl,
63

The African National Congress (ANC ), the major
South African insurgent group, has been struggling
since the Mozambicans expelled its military personnel

a ycar ago . The group is suffering from deteriorating
relations with some black African states in southern
Africa and from internal divisions. A symptom of the
group's plight has been the dramatic decline in ANC

attacks : only two small bombings since last

September. The ANC's military campaign is likely to

continue to sputter as a result of Pretoria's success in
pressing nearby states to clamp down on the group .

b3

Regional Woes

Even before the recent crackdown , the ANC had been

largely unsuccessful in cfforts to infiltrate South

Africa from Botswana. The border between the two

states is long, but the terrain is not favorable for ANC

infiltrations, primarily because it provides little cover.

The South Africans have been successful recently in

intercepting ANC guerrillas shortly after they have

cntered the country from Botswana. Last month, the

South African Foreign Minister informed Gaborone

that seven ANC incursions from Botswana had been

detected since September 1984,

bl.
63

b3

Lesotho. The recent thaw in relations between

Lesolho and South Africa docs not augur well for the

ANC. South African strong-armTactics in recent

years have forced the Jonathan government to
abandon its preferred policy of turning a blind cyc

toward the ANC and to adopt instead a somewhat

23 63
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more active circumscription of the group's operations
in Lesotho. The manner in which Maseru deals with
the murder last month of a Lesotho soldier by an
ANC member will be a barometer of Lesotho's
relations with the group .

b3

The South Africans, who we believe are not satisfied
with the Lesotho Government's efforts , want Maseru
to sign a security pact. If the intensity of South

African pressure increases , Lesotho is likely to follow
Botswana's example by cracking down on the ANC in
the hope of satisfying Pretoria and avoiding a formal
agreemen

b3

bl,
b3

3

bl,

b3

Swaziland. Relations between Swaziland and the
ANC have deteriorated steadily, following a security
agreement between Mbabane and Pretoria in 1982:

• Last year , security personnel engaged in several gun
battles with ANC guerrillas who poured into
Swaziland following the crackdown in
Mozambique, 63

bl,
b3

Last December, an ANC member assassinated a
Swazi police official suspected of collaboratingwith
the South Africans against his group

• In January , several armed ANC guerrillas stormed
a jail in Mbabane and released three members of
their group who were being held on weapons and
immigration charges,

b3

:
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Outlook

South Africa has long sought economic and security
accords with ncighboring states to strengthen its

regional hegemony and break out of its diplomatic
isolation . Since Botswana's decision to expel the

guerrillas, Pretoria publicly has backed away from its
demands for a nonaggression pact. Despite such
assurances, Pretoria is likely to resume pressing
Gaborone and other neighboring governments to sign

formal bilateral agrcements, especially if these
governments prove unablc or unwilling to control the

ANC. South African covert operations against ANC

targets are likely to continue even while Pretoria
moves forward on the diplomatic front with ils policy
of regional delente . b3

ANC officials have indicaled publicly that they
believe a collapse of the Nkomati Accord is imminent .

Prospects for talks between the ANC and Pretoria Even if relations between Pretoria and Maputo

have been widely publicized in recent months, continue to falter, we believe Mozambique is not

undoubtedly contributing to splits in the ranks of the likely lo permit large numbers of ANC military
organization .' The ANC has a large contingent of personnel to return , because this would virtually
young, militant black nationalists who

guarantee aresumption of South African cross -border b3
would be strongly opposed to opening any channel of strikes into Mozambique.
communication with Pretoria at this time. Some who
also are members of the outlawed South African Consequently, the ANC probably will not be able to
Communist Party judge, probably correctly, that they rebound from its setbacks läst year and mount an
would not be included in any government amnesty effective military campaign any time soon . The 73
offer 10 the ANC in the forcsccable future . year-old ANC, however, has survived against tough
Nevertheless, the ANC leadership has indicated odds in the past and is likely to continue to cause
publicly that it would consider opening a dialogue problems for Pretoria in the years ahead . White the
with Pretoria if the government takes certain good ANC's activities probably will remain at a low level
faith measures , such as the unconditional release of

imprisoned ANC President Nelson Mandela . * Mozambican insurgent allacks have continued at a high level
despite the accord , leading to accusations by officials in Maputo
that Pretoria is still supplying the insurgents ط3

A , ...

bl,
b3

:
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Nelson Mandela

because of the growing regional constraints, the
group's military wing will still be capable of carrying

out some headline - grabbing bombings.
b3

A change in the status of imprisoned ANC President
Nelson Mandela might alter these prospects
considerably, If Mandela were to be relcased

unconditionally — something we belicve is unlikely but

possible — his overwhelming popularity among South
African nonwhites would assure him a major role in

domestic black politics. If he were lo leave the country

and actively resume his position as head of the ANC,
many young blacks would follow him to light under

his lcadership .
b3

A reinvigorated ANC with Mandela at the helm

might even cause a shift in attitudes among Icaders of

neighboring black states . They currently are following
a policy of cautious detente with Pretoria , but their
hatred of apartheid could overcome ſcar of South

African retribution if they believed the ANC's

military campaign had a reasonable chance of
success . 63

363
ܬܕ
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The Terrorism Diary

for May
b3

Below is a compendium ofMay dates of known or conceivable significance to

terrorists around the world. Our inclusion of a date or event should not by itsell

be construed to suggest that we expect or anticipate a commemorative terrorist

event . b3

Early May El Salvador. The first week of May contains several dates of importance to

Ieſtwing or rightwing elements; consequently, political violence tends 10 peak

during that period .

1 May Socialist world . May Day .

I May 1980 Peru. Destruction of clectoral material in Chuschi , Cangallo Province, marks

beginning of armed struggle by Sendero Luminoso . Anniversary is commemorated

throughout May .

2 May 1953 Jordan. King Hussein assumes constitutional power .

2 May 1982 Argentina, United Kingdom . Argentine cruiser Belgrano sunk by British naval

forces in Falklands war.

S May 1941 Ethiopia. Liberation Day.

S May 1945 Netherlands. Liberation Day.

S May 1954 Paraguay. Coup led by Gen. Alfredo Stroessner Mattiauda overthrows elected

government of President Federico Chavez.

S May 1955 West Germany. The Federal Republic becomes member of NATO.

S May 1981 Northern Ireland . Death of imprisoned Provisional IRA member Bobby Sands in

hunger strike .

29 Secret b3
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8 May 1945 Czechoslovakia. Liberation Day .

East Germany, West Germany. Capitulation of Third Reich . Celebrated in East
Germany as Liberation Day.

8 May 1979 El Salvador. Police fire into crowd of demonstrators on steps of San Salvador
cathedral, killing at least 25. Demonstration was in solidarity with leftwing

activists who had occupied the French and Costa Rican Embassies on 4 May .

9 May 1881 Romania. Independence Day .

9 May 1945 Albania , Poland , Soviet Union, Yugoslavia. Victory Day.

9 May 1976 West Germany. Suicide in prison of Ulrike Meinhof, ſounding member of Red
Army Faction (RAF).

10 May Jordan . Arab Resistance Day .

11 May 1983 Chile. Anti -Pinochet protests put down forcefully by government.

11 May 1984 Chile. Wave of bombings against government targets .

13 May 1981 Vatican . Attempt on life of Pope John Paul II by Mehmet Ali Agca .

14 May 1811 Paraguay. Independence Day .

14 May 1948 Israel. Declaration of independence . Celebrated as Republic Day .

Middle Eust. Beginning of first Arab - Israeli war .

15 May 1948 Palestinians. End of UN Mandate. Celebrated as Palestine Day . The 15 May
Organization , founded in 1979 from remnant of PFLP Special Operations Group,
takes its name from this event .

17 May 1814 Norway. Constitution Day ( independence day ) .

Secret 30
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18 May 1980 South Korea, Civilian uprising in Kwangju against military rule . Usually marked

by student demonstrations.

18 May 1981 Northern Ireland. Dcath of imprisoned Provisional IRA member Raymond

McCreesh from a hunger strike .

19 May 1890 Vietnam, Birth of Ho Chi Minh .

19 May 1895 Cuba. Death of Jose Marti.

20 May 1927 Saudi Arabia . Independence Day .

20 May 1972 Cameroon . Declaration of republic ,

20 May 1973 Western Sahara . Polisario begins armed struggle .

21 May 1985 Muslim world . Ramadan (month of fasting) begins.

22 May 1972 Sri Lanka. Republic Day.

23 May 1949 West Germany. Proclamation of federal republic .

23 May 1951 China, Tiber. China asserts sovereignty over Tibet .

25 May 1810 Argentina. Beginning of revolution against Spain .

25 May 1892 Yugoslavia. Birth of Josip Broz Tito .

25 May 1923 Jordan. Independence Day.

25 May 1946 Jordan. Constitutional monarchy established .

25 May 1963 Africa. Establishment of Organization of African Unity (OAU ) . Celcbraled

variously as African Freedom Day , Day of Africa .

31 Secret
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25 May 1965 Colombia. Founding of Communist Party of Colombia /Marxist-Leninist
(PCC/ML), the now defunct parent organization of the insurgent / terrorist group
People's Liberation Army (EPL) .

25 May 1967 Bermuda. Constitution adopted . Celebrated as Bermuda Day .

25 May 1969 Sudan. The " May Revolution " (coup by General Nimeiri and Revolutionary
Council ) .

26 May 1966 Guyana. Independence Day .

27 May 1985 Buddhist world . Birthday of Gautama Buddha .

28 May 1983 France, French Caribbean . Formation of Caribbean Revolutionary Alliance

(ARC) announced by 17 bombings.

30 May 1919 Afghanistan. Independence from Great Britain achieved .

30 May 1961 Dominican Republic. Assassination of Gen. Raphael Trujillo. Celebrated as
Liberty Day.

30 May 1967 Nigeria. Declaration of Independence by Biafra .

30 May 1972 Israel. Massacre at Lod Airport by members of Japanese Red Army .

30 May 1981 Bangladesh. Assassination of Ziaur Rahman.

31 May 1910 South Africa. British colonics merged to form commotwealth . Celebrated as
Union Day .

31 May 1961 South Africa. Proclamation of republic .

b3
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Chronology of Terrorism - 1985

Below are described noteworthy foreign and international terrorist evenis and

counterlerrorism developments that have occurred or come to light since our lası

issue. Events and developments that have already been described elsewhere in this

publication are not included
b ( 3 )

26 February 13Iran : Terrorists killed in Terran . Alle

one was killed in Tehran when a hand grenade he was holding blow

up and a second was killed by Islamic Revolutionary Guards . Both men

carried several hand grenades ,Kalashnikov- typc assault rifles, other small arms ,

and cyanide tablets. b ( 3)

b ( 1 ) ( 3 )

b ( 1 ) b (3)

12 March South Africa : White couple killed in wester # Transvaal. AK -47 cartridges were

ſound on a truck on the farm of the SouthAfrican victims. A getaway vehicle was

discovered near the Botswana border . South African authoritics believe the three

black gunmen were members of the ANC.
b (3)

14 March West Bank: Bomb explodes inside Jewish settlement of Emanuel. No group has

claimed responsibility for planting the small charge that exploded ncar a

restaurant . It was the first bombing attack inside a West Bank Jewish setilement

we have recorded .
b ( 3 )

( 1 ) 6 ( 3 )

b ( 1 ) b ( 3 )

IS March Iran: Suicide bomb attack on Presidene Khamenei . A man with a bomb strapped

to his body detonated it at a Tehran mosquc during a prayer service led by

Khamenei . The regime blames the opposition Mujahedin -e Khala for the auack .

b (3)
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IS - 17 March Chile: Two Mormon churches bombed by unknown assailants. The explosions
caused minor damage to the exteriors of churches in Pudahuel and Nunoa. Last
year, fivc Mormon churches in Chile were bombed during the period March -May. 63

bl,

b ( 1 ) b ( 3 ) 63

61,63

VO

Colombia : Two Ecuadoreans carrying explosive material arrested a border. Also
in their possession were found floor plans of various embassies in Bogota and
documentation from scveral Colombian military units .

b3

Sudan : Priest reportedly killed by SPLA. The government says thc rcbcls
attacked a church but fied after some of their number were killed in a firefight
with the military .

63

16 March India : Trial of 379 Sikhs begins in Jodhpur. The Sikhs face charges of terrorism
for acts committed prior to the storming of the Golden Temple in Amritsar by
government troops in June 1984. The trial , being held in camera , is expected to
take several months. b3

Lebanon: Amal gunmenkidnap Libyan diplomat in West Beirut. bl,
63

bli 63

16-17 March Lebanon : Hizballah leader Fadlallah's kouse attacked by unknown assailants in
Beirut. Rockets and automatic weapons firc were directed at the building .
Fadlallah evidently was not hurt , but his wife was wounded

63
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17 March Saudi Arabia: North Yemeni guest worker shot to death in skyjacking attempt.

Threatening to explode a grenade, the man had tried 10 divert to Tehran a Saudi

Boeing 737 passenger airliner bound from Jidda to Kuwait . After the pilot insisted

on landing in Dhahran to refuel , the skyjackor permitted the passengers to

disembark . When he rcfused to surrender , members of the Saudi special forces

rushed the plane and killed him . (3)

18 March Italy: Tamil separatists charged with narcotics smuggling. The Rome

prosecutor's office has announced that at least part of the money raised in the

opcration went to finance Tamil guerrilla groups in Sri Lanka. 6 ( 3)

Singapore: Bomb extensively damages building housing Israeli, Canadian

Embassies. No one claimed credit for the attack, which caused no casualties.

was the first deliberate bombing in Singapore in more than 10 years 16 (3)

Western Sahara : Polisario attacks Spanish trawler. At least one man was

seriously injured when the anchored ship was fired on by attackers in two rubber

boats using recoilless rifles and heavy machineguns.
b ( 3)

19 March Thailand : Two opposition politicians ' houses attacked with grenades in Bangkok.

The explosions caused minor damage to the homes of the Thai Nation Party

leaders but no casualties . No one has claimed responsibility, but police spcculate

the attacks were timed lo influence the opening of Parliament in April. b ( 3 )

Israel: Police dismantle small bomb in Tel Aviv shopping district. No group

claimed responsibility for setting the bomb.
6 ( 3)

20 March Switzerland: Aluminum plant in Martigny severely damaged by bombs. The

" Valais Group against Hydro -Rhone, " (a hydroelectric project) claimed

responsibility for the allack , the most scrious in recent Swiss history. The plant

will be out of operation for at Icast six months .
b (3)

( 1 ) b (3)
b (1 ) 6 (3)

22 March Spain : Building housing bank and employment office in Bilbao bonibed, probably

by ETA. There was damage 10 the building but no injuries.

b (3)
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22-23 March South Africa: Hand grenade atracks in Soweto damage government building and

mayor's house but cause no injuries. The incidents occurred a day after police fired

into a marching crowd , killing at least 19 blacks and wounding many others. The

march was held to mark the anniversary of the Sharpeville massacre in which 69

blacks were killed.
b3

23 March Portugal: FP - 25 assassinares industrialist at International Trade Fair . In a well
planned attack , 10 members of FP-25 shot Alcxandre Souto because of his alleged

responsibility for the death of a worker a year ago .
63

Portugal: FP - 25 prisoner sprung from Lisbon jail. Two suspected members of

FP-25 held prison guards at gunpoint while Maria Suzele Goncalves scaled a 15
meter prison wall and escaped.

b3

Costa Rica : Floor plans ofUS Ambassador's residence uncovered in raid on leftist
New Republic Movement safehouse.
possible involvement of two recently dismissed residence guards.

bl,b3

El Salvador: Unknown gunmen kill retired General Medrano, former head of

National Guard andfounder of disbanded rightwing vigilante group . The

National Democratic Organization(ORDEN),allegedly used byshe government b3by
Government in 1979.

24 March Italy: Police kill two suspected terrorists and capture iwo others following gun
battle in Alessandria An anonymous telephone caller claimed the terrorists

belonged to the neo - Fascist group Armed Revolutionary Nuclei. b3

b1,63

b (1 ) b ( 3 )

25 March

b3

Chile: Boobytrap bomb planted by MIR kills iwo security agents. They were

dismantling equipment in a hotel room that had been used by the Movement of the
Revolutionary Left to broadcast a communique that had interrupted a prime- time
Television transmission of the Academy Awards.

Government office in Caprivi Strip bombed. The explosion , which occurred during
office hours, injured three people in addition to causing heavy damage to thc
building . No group claimed credit for the attack, but SWAPO was probably
responsible .

b3
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26 March France: Two Spanish Basques and several bystanders wounded in gun and grenade

attack on bar in Si. Jean de Luz Damage to the premises was also substantial.

The Anti- Terrorist Liberation Group (GAL) is belicvcd responsible .

Greece: US consular officers car corched while parked in front of her home in

6.3

register disapproval.

Netherlands: Police defuse letter bomb delivered to Bulgarian travel office in

Amsterdam . A new group calling itself the Pan - Turkish Organization claimed

credit and said more bombs would follow .

63

Spain : Two ETA members torch cosmetics company in Ibarra. Apparently, the b3
motive was the company's links to French interests. The fire destroyed the
building.

France:Basque refugee survives shooting in Ciboure bar. The Anti- Terrorise 63
Liberation Group (GAL) claimed responsibility.

Taiwan: Intelligence chief indicted in murder of Chinese -American journalist.

Adm. Wang Hsi- ling and two subordinates were indicted in Taipei by the military

prosecutor in charge of the case.

63

27 March Northern Irelard : Command -detonated bomb kills British soldier in Belfase. The

bomb was planted in a storage building near a school playground and dclonated as b3
an army patrol walked by . The Provisional IRA claimed responsibility.

Iraq: Car bomb explosions in Tikrit. Saddam Husayn's hometown, kill 36 ,injure 63
many more. One vehicle bomb cxploded outside a Women's Federation

office and the other near the town's Labor Federation officc. No one has claimed

credit for the attacks, but Iranian -backed agents are the likely culprits.
63

Syrian armed with knife and explosives briefly hijacks Lufthansa jer bound for
Achens. He demanded to be flown to Libya , but the plane landed in Istanbul . All

passengers and crew were released unharmed and the skyjacker — who made no

other demands-was arrested . b3

28 March

63

West Bank: Bicycle bomb disarmed near Jerusalem . The half - kilogram bomb
altached to a bicycle outside a bank in Talpiot was found by police. No group has
claimed responsibility for planting the bomb.

West Bank: Two bombs found in Ramallah schools. Onc was disarmed and one b3
was exploded by police. No group claimed responsibility .

37 Secket
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29 March France: Bomb explodes inside Paris cinema during Jewish film festival, injuring
18 people. The blast occurred during the showing of a film about Adolph
Eichmann . Callors representing three groups, including Islamic Jihad , claimed

63responsibility, but nonc of the claims has been verified .

France: Gunman fires sir shots into crowded bar in Bayonne, killing one ,
wounding three. Patrons of the bar pursued and captured the gunman , who is
believed to be an agent of the Anti - Terrorist Liberation Group (GAL). 6.3

30 March France: Basque journalist killed in St. Jean de Luz, The Anti -Terrorist
Liberation Group (GAL) is believed responsible.

63

31 March Spain: French car showroom damaged by bomb in San Sebastian . Basque
separatists, protesting attacks on their comrades in France, are suspected ,

63

Spain : French registered car burned, Renault and Peugeor showrooms artacked in
Bilbao. The Spanish Basque separatist group ETA claimed the attacks were in
retaliation for the 30 March killing by GAL of a Basquc journalist in Si . Jean de
Luz, France .

63

Guatemala : Retired general and grandson assassinated in Guatemala Ciry by
unknown assailants. Gen. Manuel Francisco Sosa Avila and members of his

familywere ambushedas theywere driving in a residential section of the city.The b3general was a brother- in - law of ex -President Josc Efrain Rios Monit .

West Bank : Israeli occupation official assassinated by unidentified assailant,
Zalman Abulnik , a local government official who resided in the Jewish settlement
of Hahadasha , was shot in the head with a 9 - mm pistol. The murder closely
resembles that of an IDF reservist two months ago . The DFLP claimed

responsibility, although only after news of the murder was broadcast over the
radio .

b3

1 April Italy : Bomb damages Syrian Arab Airlines office in Rome. Three persons were

injured slightly in the cxplosion. The bombwas leftat the entrance to the closcdb3
office . No group has claimed responsibility .

Lebanon : Skyjacking ends quickly, quietly. A Lebanese passenger claiming to
have a pistol tried to commandeer an aircraft leaving Beirut bound for Jidda and
demanded moncy for the "Lebanesc National Resistance Movement." He
surrendered to authoritics when the plane made its scheduled landirig in Jidda . He
admitted he mostly wanted publicity for the Lebanese guerrillas fighting the
Israelis in southern Lebanon . b3

Secret 38
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2 April West Germany: Two RAF leaders received multiple life sentences. Christian Klarand Brigitte Mohnhaupt were convicted of involvement in the 1977 murders ofFederal Prosecutor Sicgfried Buback , Dresdner Bank Chief Juergen Ponto , andEmployer's Association head Hanns -Martin Schleyer , along with six bodyguards,as well as the attempt in 1981 to assassinate USAREUR Commanding Gen.Frederick Krocsen . 63

bl,

63

3 April Spain : French car showroom in Pamplona damaged by bomb. No injuries werereported . The attack came in the wake of four days of protests against the 30
March murder in France of a Spanish Basquc journalist. (U )

Northern Ireland : Remote - detonared car bomb kills policeman and civilian guardoutside main courthouse in Newry. Six other policemen and thrcc civilians werewounded . The Provisional IRA claimed credit . b3

4 April
France: Bombs damage twobuildings but cause no injuries in Bayonne. No one b3claimed responsibility

39
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Terrorism Review

3 June 1985

1 Focus : India
LarisaJadi

SenatusofSikh
Terrorism

En

S Highlights

hynonilamic Jihad Gocs Public on thc Hosueres
63

ال

IS Persian GullSula: Mecting the TerroristChallenge

19

23 The Terrorism Diary for July

27 Chronology of Terrorism - 1985

This review is published every' orker week by the Directorate or Intelligence.

Appmpriate articlesproduced by other elements or the CIA as well as by other

agencies of the US Intelligence Community will be considered forpublication .

Comments and queries are welcome and may be dinected to the Executive Editor
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Terrorism Retiew
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Б3

Focus lada - Suatus of Sick Terrorha

The rooent wave orbombings in New Delhi and the ſoilingal Sikh asiassination

plous in the United States indiaic thai Sikh terrorists continue to pose a serious

threal boch in India and in other milions. While tbc Sikhs have felt themselves the

victims or infcrior Iralment by the Indian Government sinoc independenoc in

1947, anti- Sikh violence in India over the last year has radicalized the leadership

or the Sikh community and turned many previously moderate Sikhs inco (crrorists

or crrorig sympathizers. Indian and US concem is currently focused on socurity

for the 11-15 June visit or Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi to the United Sules , but

the danger to Indian leaders and interests will persise long after the trip . 61,

63

Oricine of Sikh Terrorism

Sikhs have long felt themselves scoond - class citizens in Hindu India , and in their

view the special position of Sikhs within the armed forces and in their home suic

or Punjab has stadily croded . Moderate Sikhs, espocially members of the main

Sikh political party, the Akali Dal, have worked to gain the sanke special

constitutional status accordod ibe Islamic and Christian faiths and to socure more

autonońy for the Punjab. Extremists were not satisfied with coken benefits gained

by ibe resolution of such gricvanocs as water dispules between Sikhs and Hindus

or gaining control of Chandigarh as the suatc apilal. In the arly 1980s, these

militants began a ampaign of terrorism ia India intended to lead to an

independent Sikh nation of " Khalislan," and they were encouraged by a radical

minority of Sikh expatriates. The Dashavesh Regiment, which was formed by the

radical preacher Sent Jamail Singh Bhindranwak , and student cxcremisis of the

All- India Sikh Students Federation,assassinaled both Hindu figures and

modcratc Sikhs during the period 1981-84
63 .

.

These aticmpus to polarize the Sikh community and discredit peaceful ncgotiations

with the central government had achieved some success by arly 1984. From their

position in the Golden Temple in Amritsar, the Sikhs' holiest shrine,

Bhindranwale's followers forood the moderate Akali Dal to signal ils support for

arcaict miliuncy by sponsoring a farm and transport strikc in arly Junc. Then

Prime Minister Indira Gandhi finally acted to seem the lide of icrrorism and avoid

the coonomic consequences of a strike in India's breadbasket by sending Army

troops lo aluack the temple on 6 June. The deaths of Bhindranwale and about

1,000 orber Sikhs someof them his followers in the attack advanced the

extremists' goals far more than the terrorist ampaign could have done 63

The aluck on the temple and the security measures stroscquently imposed in

Punjab had two major consequences. First, they temporarily squclched organized

Sikh terrorism . Assassinations and bombings dropped off because the most

Somet
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militanı Sikles were dead or in jail, and the bulk of idcir wcapunis slutspiles had

been scired by the government. The only significant Sikh terrorist nats during ihic

rest of the summer were two hijackings , which were resolved pcaocfully with mu

concessions to the terrorists . The attack on the temple , however, had a more

important long - term cllcci. Mainsarcam Sikhs were outraged by the desecration of

their shrinc . and a new adre of extremisis emerged from the polarized Sikho

community. From this group amc thc mitilants who arried out the most

spoctacular act or terrorism in India in 35 yans -- the assassipation of Indira
Gandhi on 31 Octobcr. The murder. in fum. sparked anti -Sikh mó briolencc .

which left more than 2.000.- mosily Sikhs - dead throughout the country and

many thousands more injured or homeless. The anti -Sikh rioting added Wthc

alienation many Sikhs had felt after the attack on the icmplc .

many formerly well -placed and secure Sikhs
began to far that they had no Tuture in Hindu India .

b3

61,63

More Vlokuce in 1985
Sikh threats to government officials

throughout the rest of 1984 and into 1985. the wave of bombings that shook View

Delhi and other areas of the country appeared to take the Indian Government by

surprise . During the period 10-12 May, more than 80 persons died and ncarly 200

were injured by a scries or bumbs sct oft ia buses , bus stations, and other crowded

areas . The attacks showed the kind of arclul planning and cuordination not seen
since 37 train stations were firebombed on the night of April 1984. They also

demonstrated something more ominous : the intent to cause casualtics; thc April
1984 bombings had been bloodless.

63

Governmcat raction to this wave of violence has been both swift and storn . The

polioc rounded up more than 1,000 suspects by 12 May,and identificd three mon

as likely ringleaders

bl

b3.
All three were now recruits

to the extremist cause , apparently religious men from the middle or upper classes

of Indian society. One was an established income tax lawyer in his midfiſtics and
another was a timber worker in his carly ſorties . Women and college students from

such middle - class families apmarcntly aclod as couriers . 63

The Indian parliamentary response was similarly swiſt.On 18 May the
government introduced sweeping anticrrorist legislation that gives police

unprecedented powers of search , surveillance , and detcntion: oslablishes special
courts for terrorist ases ; and allows the death peaalty for terrorist acis resulting in
fatalities . Although the bill has been criticized as vague and , therefore, pronc to
abuso , il passed both houses of parliament by voice vore and will be in effect for
che next two years .

63

Plots in the United States
Many Sikhs abroad were also outraged by the storming of the Golden Temple and

by the anti-Sikh violence that followed Mrs.Gandhi's death .

bi

b33
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Outlook
2 Į

The publicity given ibc arresis has led to a growing perception among

muay Sikhs that the United Suares is now supporting the Indian Government in its

efforts to crack down on the separatists . Whether the resulting resentment might

translate into terrorist attacks against other largeus is unclar, but Sikh extremists

could choose to thraaien or allack an Indian largct in the United Suares other than

Rajiv Gandhi - pertaps olhar Indian officials or diplomats.
63

The prospects for further Sikh violence are much greater within India . In fact,

violence is likely to recur during the first week of June , which the Akali Dal has

designaled "GenocideWock " and aspecially on the 6 Junc anniversary of the

icmpk lakcover

blog

-

Over the longer ( crm , Rajiv will continue to try to make some head way toward

reconciliation with the Sikh community-a process he had begun before the May
bombings. He has appoinred a spocial cabinet committee to address the Punjab

problem , has announced a judicial inquiry into the anti-Sikh violence of November

1984, and has expressed a williagress to hold unconditional talks with Sikh

leaders. Hindu reaction to the

wave of roocni bombings may , however, limit his ability to make signifiant

Eoncessions in any future negotiating process. More orainously , radical Sikhs arc

cnjoying some success in taking over the Akali Dal, the party that would be most

likely to negotiale on bchalf of the Sikh community. Morcover, New Dehli's hard

linc, as demonstrated in the arrests and the new antiterrorist legislation , may drive

more Sikhs into the radical amp.

63

b3

The threat of Sikh violence in countries besides the United States and India varies

from place lo place:

• In the United Kingdom , which conlains 300,000 10 400.000 Sikhs, the vast

majority of them moderaic and law abiding , there is a continuing threal from a

small minority of lanatics . Of greless concerts the International Sikh Youth

Federation ( ISYF, headed by a nephew of Bhindranwal, which is alicmpeing to

lake control of Sikh temple management committocs . This type of internccinc

3
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siruusk lod to much of theSikh -ugainsi-Sikh violcnoc in India betwocn 1981

and arly 1984
b!, 63

• in Canada, Sikhs number beiween 100.000 and 150.000.centered mainly in itoc

westera provinces.Apart from some demonstrations, there has been no

indian vilcacca
61,63

• In Pakistan . Siklus who perpetrated one of the 1984 hijackinps have recently

bocn pul on trial, as have other Sikhs from an arlier attempi. Although India is

convinced that the Sikh community noccives weapons and training from the

Pakistani Government, it is doubtful that Islamabad has provided anything but

low - level aid sinoc the temple storming a year ago . Pakistan is unlikely to

jeopardize iis improving relations with Rajiv's government by becoming involved

with any Sikh violence .

3

• In West Germany, the Sikh community is composed mainly or “ guest workers **

who, like their cousins in the United Kingdom , are unlikely to risk their standing

by supporting anti- Indian violence. This community is diverse and less

supportive of a " Free Khalistan " than other Sikh cnclaves abroad . 363

b3
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Koy Ladicales

B !,

63

Sri Lanka Rising The of CommalViolence
In ibc single bloodiest ( ctrorist attack ever conducted outside of Lebanon , some 30

unknown Tamil insurgents on 14 May nuchincgunned more than 153 persons

including women , children , and Buddhist monks and auns the Buddhist Bo

Tree shrine in Anuradhapura . They then traveled to the Wilpattu National Game
Park , wbere they reportedly killed 18 game wardens and flod into the park.

Security forces have made no arrests in the as . Although the Defense Ministry

claimed the Tamil Eclam Liberation Organization or the Liberation Tigers of

Tamil Eelam was responsible, no group has claimed credit , and all the separatise

groups bave denied involvement. The largest organization , the People's Liberation

Onunia lion or Tamil Eclam , denounced the attack as a " massacre " by a

" misguided Tamil militant group."

:

63

These iwo alucks apped a (wo-yarescalation of terrorist violence and retaliation

by socurity forces. In the reprisals that have so far followed , more than 40 Tamils

were hacked to death aboard an interisland ferry the following day , and a soldier

killed another 10 Tamils under his protection who were being evacuated from the

Anuradhapura arca . A wocklong chain of aluacks and reprisals claimed more than

260 livet
63

Stonttcast Developescut

Frumot

63 :

Tiro Italans Expeted to Burundi
osFrance recently expelled iwo lulian radical ieſtists,

Enrico Fodele and Gianni di Giuseppe, to Burundi. Although the French courts

had approved lialian cxtradition roquesis for the iwo prisoners in lacc 1984 , Paris

instead persuaded Burundi lo scope them . This is the first time that the French

Government has cxpelled lialian citizens, giving ause for some optimism that the

French may respond to some of the 150 cxưadition requests Romc has made for

Iulian ( crrorist suspects living in France. -63

5
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Italy December Train Bambang May Have Berw Maha Per
An incideai arlier believed to bring baca . crrorist ollack may turn oul to have
been a criminal act. the Mafia mas tave mimicked a
(errorist attack on a train last Doocmber in order to dirett police attention from
organized crime to crrorism .

63

bl

63

police have also arrested a German chetronics
technician who apparently supplied the Mafu with radio - controlled dctonation
devices .

63

Spain New ETA Bowling Campala Laanes Sex Dead

The Basque separatist group Fatherland and Liberty ( ETA ) has launched a no
bombing aampaign in Spain that has kell five policemca and one uxi driver daad .
The group claimed responsibility for armed attacks on 18 and 22 May Thai Iclla

Basque uaxi driver dead in Bilbao und (wopolicemen dead in SanSebastian. ETA
is also suspected of an acuack on 13 May thatkilled a policeman in San Sebastian
and a remorc - controlled ar bombing in Basouri chal killed one naliceman and
wounded nine orhers. This bombing aampaign probably is an attempt by ETA 10
nestablish its credibility following a series of reverses . b3

Portual Albone Nadal Member Found Nor Geothey have Sariawi Murder

On 10 May a jury in Albufeira doclared that the prosecution failed to prove that
Yusel 1l -Awud dad fired the laual shows in the 1983 murder of PLO moderato
Isam Sariawi. The presiding judge roonfirmed Al-Awad's prior conviction for
using a false passport to enter Portugal, a crime that carries a three -year prison
senicace. Al- Awad has already served 25 months of his icrm , and his allorncy
plans to request his immediate release on parok . Ir paroled, he will be expelled
from Portugal and barred from returning for five years .

-b3

Greece Strootout in Athens Yields Terrorist Safehouse
A police suakcom of a stolen motorbike on 15 May produced a bloody gunfight
that left one suspected tcrrorist and onc policeman dead and iwo other officers
woundkod .

bl

63
The Anci-Sute Sirurgic group may be linked to the nocorious 17 November
terrorist organization .

bib3
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Larmet 5 Palestinian Terrorists Exchange for Southers
On 20 May the Israeli Government released 1,150 Palestinian prisoacrs in relurn
for three Israeli Declense Forcas POWs lacld by the popular front for the

Liberationor Palestinc -General Command (PFLP -GC . Among those scicased
were some orthe most notorious terrorists in Israeli prisons, including Japanese
Red Army member Kozo Okamoto , the sole survivor of the 1972 Lod Airport

masucrc . In all . 167 of those released had boca convided or allacks in which

people were killed
63

Many Israclis are seriously concerned over the security ramifications of allowing

more than 600 of the released terrorists to return to their homo in the occupied

territories and various Arab villages in Israel. Moreover , this action puls into

question Israel's repulation for uawillingness to negotiate with tcrrorists - bclicved

to be a deterrent to some would - be Anti- Isracli ( crrorists . Defense Minister

Yitzhak Rabin has warned that, if Israclis arc lakca hostage in the future in an

effort to force similar prisoner exchanges, Israel will be free to rearrest those

noontly released. 63

Three Bows Explode, One Defused During Shutz Visit

On 12 May police delused a bomb near the King David Hotel in Jerusalem where

Secreury of Stace Shultz was slaying. An amrymous aller to a new's agency in

Cyprus claimed responsibility in the name of Frah Force 17 for three bombs thal

did explode at bus stopsa. In Damascus, the Falah dissident group led by Abu Musa

claimed credit for the aslacks . The Voice or the PLO in Baghdad also claimed

responsibility for the attacks in the name of the General Command of the

Palestinian Revolution Forces. No casualties utre reported . 63

Sud Ant

.b3

Two Boomblags Claimed by Islamic JHeard

On 18 May explosions occurred in front of two Riyadh pizza parlors locaied aboue

a kilometer apart . One person was killed and three were injured in one of the

blasts . The bombs reportedly were placed in large garbageconlainers. Although
the locations of thc bombs

indicate US personnel and facilities were not thelargels, largcting restaurants

where foreigners gather poses a polcntial risk to off -duis American personnel.

On 19 May an anonymous caller in Bcirut claimed credit for the attacks in the

name of Islamic Jihad . He said the explosions were only a " sample of the

opcrations the terrorists were planning against Saudi intcresis and added .

" aobody should believe that Saudi aricmpus at rapprochement with the Islamic

Republic of Iraa will make us hesitate in cxccuting our plans. “ Saudi Forcign
Minister Saud was ia Tehran from 18 to 20 May on an official visit. On 19 May

the official Iranian news agency accused Iraq of responsibility for the allacks,

claiming it was alicmpling co sebolagc thc improving relations between Riyadh bl

und Tehran ... " CSOM

۔ط
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Two Die During Ware of Bewbies

On 14 May bombs cxploded at three government offices in Santiago , ausing

aarly two dozen injuries. Most of the asualtics occurred in a working-class

district of Santiago where one of the bombs killed iwo persons and injured several

children in a nсighboring school. Other bombs cxploded in Rancagua ,88

kilometers south of Santiago, injuring one person , and at several places along the

Santiago - lo -Valparaiso rail line, halting train service for several hours . Most of the

cxplosions wcal uncleimod ,

The Manuel Rodriguez Patriotic Front ( FPMRL a guerrilla group linked to the

outlawed Communist Party, claimed responsibility for one of the goverment

officc bombings and the Movement of the Revolutionary Left (MIR) for one of the

railway bombe. Both groups are pledged to the violent overthrow of President

Augusto Pinochet's 11 -year-old military government. This recent series of

bombings indicates that the governmeni's imposition of a state of sicgc has not yet

curbed icrrorist attacks. .63

El Salvador

63

Guerriles Hold Mayons as Hostages

Since late April, leftwing Salvadoran guerrillas have kidnapicd approximatcly 17

mayors from towns throughout casianElSalvadorandom

exoculed two of them ..
thic

abductions are part of a ampaign to terrorize people supporting tlic governmeni,

bul recent broadcasts by the clandestine Radio Venceremos indiaic another

segret
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motive . According to that station, the mayors are being held to pressure the
Goverament to release iwo Poopic's Revolutionary Army ( ERP, leaders. Juoci
Semour and Maxima Reyes ,chaptured last December . The ERP is mostactive ia castern El Salvador, where the kidnapings have taken place. } 63

Pere
Sendero Luminoso Celebrates Anstrersary
On 16 May Sendero Luminoso Aurked its fifth anniversary by throwing bombs althe US Ambassador's residence and the Chinese Embassy . The group also bombed
tbc Lima branch of the Peruvian North American Cultural Institute , an office orthe state owned clectrical company in Lima , a civil quand station north of the city .
and a local Lima cloction board office . There were no injuries reported in any or
these incidents, although power oulages occurred in Lima's Port Callao and in
Lima's southern sector

This surge in Sendero Luminoso activity in the capilal follows an apparent
deterioration of the SL's position in the southern strongholds as well as its failureto seriously disrupe national cloctions beld last April. The insurgents probably hopeto show their continued strength and their lack or inicrest in a dialogue with thenew administration .

63

63

Sri Lanka

bl

63

New Caledonia Bomba Damage School, Courthouse, Stuk Yacht
Three bombs exploded on 13 May in the capiul. Noumea . The first bomb , thrown
from a ar ialo a Mclancsian boarding school, wounded cighe students . Shortly
thereafter , a bomb sank a privalo yachi at a Noumea marina and another bomb
went off in thc basement of the Court of Justicc . No one was injured in the latter(wo alucks , Local Kanak separatists have blamed anti- independence Frenchsettlers

b3
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Labanos : “ islamic Jihad Gods

Public on the Hostages 6 ( 3)

b ( 3)

The terrorisus bolding the US and French hostages in A PhantekOphalon

Lebanon apparently have bocome frustrated by Ibcir The dramatic moxora deatuack amc only days aſics

inability to achieve their goals. In lieu of privalo several Beirul newspapers published photographs

ncgoriations, the kidnapos sod ibeir associates here reporlodly noceived from anonymous couriers or six

recently opied for a high public pociure including an poopke being held hoclage in Lebanon by clemcnus or

aluck on thc Kuwaiti Amir, nire kidoapings, and ibe Hizbullab movement. The six include lour

public appeals -- in an effort to force the United American , Terry Anderson , William Buckley. Fathiet

Stala , France , and Kuwait to scoode to their Lawrence Jenog, and Reverend Benjamin Weir, and

demands. These incidents suggat we can expect more (wo French diplomaus, Marcel Canion and Marcel

b (3) attacksagainstUS
. French, or Kuwaiti

interesus in
Fonlainc . The newspapers published both the photos

the naar latures
and exocrpus from three accompanying letters signed

in the name of Islamic Jihad and addressod to the

The Atemp To Kn thee Amate
relatives of the hostages, to the Reverend Jesse

On 25 May a driver crusbod an explosives Laden aar Jackson , and to world public opinion , particularly

into the motorcade of tbc Amir of Kuwait as he was The American poople.“

traveling to his office from the residential palace .

Four poople , including tbc driver of the vchicle with There were no photographs or mention in the letters

chic bomb, were killed , and 12 others were wounded . of cither Peter Kilbum , a librarian at the American

The Amir, Shaykh Jabir Ahmad al- Sabah, sustained Uaiversity of Beirut, or Saudi diplomal Husaya

only minor injuries. The atuacker reportedly waited at Farrash. Islamic Jihad claimed credit for kidnaping

a gas station along the procession route and drove his both last year. Kilbura , who had suffered a stroke in

ar into a limousine near tbc Amir's ar as the the past, was ailing whea hic disappeared last

motorcade passed by. According to press reports, November, the failure to include his photograph in

Kuwaiti socurity forces have acnuntively identified the the packages delivered to the Beirul newspapers may

suicide bomber u wa Iraqi member of the Iranian indicatc he is dead . Farrush probably was not

b (3) backad Dawa (Islamic Call) Pany.
included because his aplors had decided to let him

8o . He was subsequently relased on 20 May.

Two bours after ide aluck , an anonymous aller to a

Westcra news agency in Beirut claimed " Islamic Ml of the hosures in the photographs looked fairly

Jihad was raponsible for the allack on the Amir. halthy, cxccpe US Embassy political officer Buckley

The aller said , "We hope the Amir has received our who has been held longer than any of the others. The

message; we ask one more time for the release of those photos were laken agaiast different backgrounds,

held or all the thrones of the Gulf will be shaken . " He probably lo imply that the hostages are bcing held at

added , “We inform world opinion imt we are differcat locations.

preparing for a new blow against the regimes of

Western imperialism and hircling Arab regimes ." Thc The three Icllers uid the hostages are being held to

caller's demand for the release of those held " roroc the US and French Governments to pressure

presumably refers to the 17 members of the Dawa Kuwait into releasing the Dawa prisoners. The Icticts

Party who are serving liſe sentences for involvement

in the bombing of the US and French Embassies and

other urgcis in Kuwait in Deocmber 1983

b ( 3)

b ( 3)

b ( 3)

Seret b ( 3)
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William Burklen Round Moneda Waing Fasher Lowrane tracol Terry Anderson
b ( 3 )

b ( 3)

also contained - anmbination of thrals or ſuriher The Farts Rokas
(errorist allacks and appeals for public undersunding: On 20 May, Saudi Consul Farrash was released in

Syria and returned to Riyad Alizough Saudi King
• The terrorists wamed the relatives of the hostages Fahd Ikanked Syrian President Assad for his help in
that " the peasily will be a horrible catastrophe " ir securing Farrash's release , we do nox know what rolc
they do not force their governments to act and Syria played in ending Farrast's 16 -month detention .
added . “we will not wait much longer but will -
bchave in a manner which will horrily America and
Francc forever . " The timing of Farrast's release provides now

circumstantial evidence or Iran's links to and. In the letter addressed to “ world public opinion . influence with the Lebanese Shia (crrorists . Saudi
particularly to the Amerian poopic." the terrorists Foreign Minister Saud made an official visit to
claimed “it is not our nature to practice negative Tchran - ihe first such trip by a senior Saudi minister
attitudes against others ; but wc arc a slice of since the Iranian revolution - rrom 18 to 20 May .
lortured propic who incurred many alastrophies Tchran probably arranged Farrash's release as a
and disasters from the injustice and potency of goodwill gesture marking Saud's visit. Saud himselfAmerica . " may have pressed for Farrash's relasc . Iran has been

Irying to improve its eclations with Riyadh since last. The letters abo claimed that Islamic Jihad tried yaar .
many different ways to get thc Dawa prisoners
rclcased and gave the Cnited States and France Additional Violence
several chances to act before " wc were obliged to On 23 May iwo Frenchmen . journalist Jean - Paul
resort to the detention of a number of American and Kauſmann and researcher Michel Saural, reportedly
French hostages . " were kidnaped on their way into Beirut from theb ( 3) airport. Then , on 28 May , six unidentified gunmen

Following L'S public slalomenis rejccting any kidnaped US citizen David Philip Jacobsen , the
ncgotiations with the kidnapers , an anonymous caller director of the American University Hospital in West
to a French news agency in Beirut on 17 May warned Beirul. Jacobsen was walking to his office when the
that " the US Government should await the largest kidnapers forced him into the back of a bluc van . The
military operation it has ever known . " The caller said ( cmorises reportedly fired al -- but did not injure or
The terrorists had been preparing this surprise for a abduct - a Lebanesc doctor accompanying Jacobsen
long timc. " He also thrcatoned that Kuwaiti who alicmpied to prevent the abduction . On 29 May
diplomats worldwide would be allacked if the group's
demands are not mei .

b ( 3 )

b (3)
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Althe same time, she aliack on thuc Amir of Kuwait

and the renewed violence in Wosi Bcirul suusasi ihac
terrorists are increasingly frustrated by their failure

to obtain the relaasc orth Kuwaiti prisoners , three or
whom are Lebanck Shias. These incidents and the
tcrrorists ' quick response to the US statement

rejecting nerotiations indicate they may not wait very
long for their new ampaign of public pressure to
work. We believe the terrorists' increasing frustracion
may lead them to take even more hostages possibly
harm one or more of the hostages they already have ,
and , in desperation , plan further spoctacular terrorist
attacks against US , French , or Kuwaiti intereses 6 ( 3)

b ( 3)

b ( 3 )

Merrel Fourie Menel Cerroa

Denis Hill , a British instructor at the American
University of Beirut, was found dead in WestBeirut
with four bullet wounds in the back of his neck.

b (3 )

Later that day, an anonymous aller to a foreign acWS
agcacy in Beirut claimed " Islamic Jitud " was

responsible for kidnaping Kaufmann. Saural, and
Jacobsen and for killing Hill . The caller said Hillwas
killed , " as he was trying to escape from our men , who
wanted to question him on some of his suspicious
activities," suggesting that Hill's murderers were
actually aliempring to kidnep him . The aller addod ,
“ We will not allow anybody to nose before the release
of our brothers jailed in Kuwait and until thc Unicod
Suics and Franoc slop their aid 10 ( Iraqi President)
Saddam Husayn in dis continuous atuncks on the
Islamic Republic ( Iran ) " He nopealed the now
familiar thrai, " We again warn forcign citizens who
are in Islamic regions nou to explail Islamic
hospitality toundertake acts of aspionage and
subversion . We are on the lookout for them . "

b ( 3 )
Implication
The new public posture the kidnapers have taken on
thc hoslage issue and the content of their various
slalements sugiasi a significant change in strategy,
Some of the phrases used in the laters apparently are
intended to broaden public undersuanding of the
terrorises plight and support for their cause .
Previous statements issued in the name of Islamic
Jihad have not attemprod to justify anti -US (crrorism
in this way. The new suntements appear wilored to

maximize the pressureplaced on the US Government b ( 3 )by the families and friends of the hostages .

(REVERSE BLANK )
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Persian Gulf States ;

Meeting the Terrorist Clatku
63

dH

63

bl

The essassination ullamar againsi Kuwait's Amir an

25 May was ibc latest in a hring of terrorist incidents
in the Arabian Peninsula suics , revealing growing

kerettiveness of subversive efforts

Morc violcace is likely over the summer, and the US

D3 presence in the region is a likdytorget

Acts of terrorism in the Persian Gulf have been on the
increase over the past scveral months:

• Explosions in Riyadh on 18 May killed one person
and injured several more

b3 ibe Saudis have detained a Lebanese Shis
in connection with the bombings.

• Kuwait's most prominent journalist was gunned
down by unknowa assailants in April; the Kuwaitis
suppoct radial Palestinians.

boll

63
Prospects

The attempt on the Amir's life and the explosions in
Riyadh will lead to a regional upsurge in security
awareness , but the effect is likely to be only .

temporary . The Gulf slales will make ſuriher
improvements in thcir security services that may
hamper. but will not eliminate, terrorist operations.

63

• la separate incideals arlier this year , iwo North
Yemenia bijacked Saudia Airlines Bighưs

originalia , in Saudi Arabia .

Last Dovember, pro- Iranian terrorists hijackoda
Kuwaiti airlines 10 Tehran and killed iwo US

b3 officials .

Lotermal Security Developments

The six opancries of the Gulf Cooperation Council
motivated by the ta koorer or thic Meca mosquc by
religious zealous in 1979, chc. Iranian -backed coup
altempi ia Bahrain in 1981 , and the bombings in
Kuwait in 1983 have made significant strides in

increasing regional security cooperation and in their
individual apabilities to counter subversion . Senior
officers in the socurity services are now being
promoted on the basis of ability and efficiency as well
as loyalty. 63

bt

63

Gall Icaders most far a widespread ampaign of

terrorism of the some ibal Islamic Jihad has recently
threatened to launch . The annual pilgrimage to
Mooca , which begins in August, could give terrorists

bl

63

15
Sastle 633
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63

such an opportunity. A major terrorist ampaign in

Babrain and perbeps Kuwait could threaten those

ragimes' bold on power b3

In addition , major military reverses for Iran in its war

with Irag, domestic unrest in Iran , or a sharp

deterioration in Iran's relations with Gulf males could

touch off a wave of Iranian -backed ( errorism in the

Gulf states . Alternatively,
fundamentalist dissident

groups acting on their own could launch a ampaign

of crror against the Gulf
states . The rhetoric of

Tehran and Islamic Jihad is strongly anti -United

Sutas, making the large US diplomatic, military , and

business presence in the Gulf likely targets during any

such ampaigad

य

63
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The Terrorism Diary for July

Below is a compendium ofJuly dates orknown or conceivable
significance to

lerrorists around the world . Our inclusion ora date or ment should not by irsel

be consigned to suprest that we expert or anticipare a
commemorative terroriss

13

July 1980 rake For uncxplained reasons, Sendero Luminoso terrorists have attacked foreign

larreus during July at a rate roughly triple that of the rest of the yar.

I July 1867 Canada Dominion Day.

I July 1960 Ghana Republic Day.

I Jaly 1960 Somalia Republic Day. Celebrated us Independence Day in the southern region .

1 July 1962 Berwudl. Independence Day.

1 July 1962

1 July 1974

Amanda Independence Day.

Argentina Death of President Juan Peron .

Vietnam Unification of North and South Vietnam into Socialist Republic of

Vietnam .
2 July 1976

July 1776 Vaired States. Independence Day.

Philippines. Republic Day (date on which Philippines bocamc independene).
July 1946

July 1976 Israel, Uganda, Palestinians Israeli raid on airport at Entebbe frees hosugos

from PFLP hijackers.

S July 1811 Vanuela Independence Day.

5 Jaly 1962 Algeria Independence Day.

S July 1973 Amanda Coup by Maj. Gen. Juvenal Habyarimana inaugurales Second Republic.

S July 1975 Cape Verde Independence Day.

S July 1977 Pakistan Coup by Gen. Zia Ul-hag overthrowing regime of Zulfikar Ali Bhutto.

6 July 144 Malawi. Independence Day. Also cclcbrated , since 1966 , as Republic Day.

6 July 1975 Comoras Declaration of Independence promulgated .

7 July Yugoslavia Uprising Day (slate holiday in Socialist Republic of Serbia ).

23
03

June 1985
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1 July 1973
Equatorial Guinea National Day (based on constitution that granted vinually

unlimited powers to President Macie , which was abrogared when he was

overthrown by his nephew , Colonel
Obiangh

Solomon Islands Independence Day.

7 July 1978

July 1816
Angeusina Independence Day.

Morana Birthdayof King
Hessen 11.

Bahamas Independence Day.
9 July 1929

10 July 1973

Mauritania. Armed Forces Day (
commemoratas miliury coup ).

10 July 1978

Mongolia Revolution Day (commemorales independenoc from China ,

11 July 1921

12 July 1690
Northern Ireland

Orangemen's Day (Procesunis
march to commemoralc victory

in Bartlc of the Boync ).

São Tome andPrincipe.
Independence Day.

12 July 1975

Kiribati. Independence
Day.

12 July 1979

Yogasleria Uprising Day (suale holiday in
Socialist Republic o:

Montenegro ).

13 July

France. Bastille Day,

14 July 1789

14 July 1958 Ing. Republic Day
foommemorates Army coup d'elat

which overthrow monarchy

and established republic ,

15 July 1974 Cymras. Coup by Greek Army officers
commemoraled .

Italy. Conviction of
fourmembers of Llalian

countcrctrorist leam for

mistreatment of Red Brigades prisoners
aplured during rescuc of Geacral

Dozier.

IS July 1983

Colombia. Founding of
Communist Party.

17 Jaly 1930

Iraq . Revolutiort Day
(Ba'th Party coupl

17 July 1968

17 July 1973
Azhanistan Republic Day (date

Muhammad Droud lod military coup

overthrowing his cousin King Zahir Shah and establishing republic).

18 July 1830

18 July 1936

Uruguay. Proclamation of the republic.

Spein Uprising Day (beginning of
Civil Wark Gencralissimo Franco's Day.

Nicaragua Sandinista provisional Junta of
National Reconstruction

assumas

office .19 July 1979
1

24
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20 July 1810 Colombia Independence Day.

20 July 1914 Cyprus. Turkish Cyprior Peace and freedom Day ( commemoralos intcrrcntion by
Turkish forces ).

20 July 193 Sri Lanka Sinhalese backlash sparked by icrrorist acts or extremist Tamil
separatists Icaves hundreds of Tamils dead , thousands homeless .

21 July 1831 Belgian Independence Day.

21 July 1972 Nariarra Ireland. Bloody Friday (20 Provisional IRA bombings in Belfası kill 11 .
injure 120 ).

21 July Yugoslavia Uprising Day (slalc holiday in Socialist Republic of Slovenia ).

21 July 1944 Poland . Liberation Day.

27 July 1952 Poland. People's Republic established .

23 July 1992 EWN, Libra Military coup ousis King Farouk.

23 July 1970 Oman . Accession Day of Sultan Qaboos .

23 July 1974 Greece. Resignation of military junta ; retum of government to civilian rulc .

24 July 1783 Ecuador, Veurekla Birthday or Simon Bolivar.

25 July 1648 Nashrlands. Independence Day.

25 July 1957 Tunisia . Proclamalion of republic.

25 Jaly 1983 Sri Lanka Killing of Tamil prisoners in Colombo's Welikade jail cxacerbates
communal haired .

26 July 1847 Liberia Independence Day.

26 July 1952 Argentina Death of Eva Perol.

26 July 1953 Cuba Day of National Rebellion ( commcmorala allack on Moncada Barracks by
26th of July Movemenil.

26 July 1956 En. Nationalization of Sucz Canal.

26 July 1965 Maldives. Independence Day .

27 July Yugoslavia. Uprising Day (scate holiday in Socialist Republic of Croatia and
Bosnia - Herzegovina ).

1

25
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27 July 1933 Norra Karne Koraan Victory Day ( date of armistice ending Korean ward

27 July 1955 Austria Restoration of sovercignty under postwar Four Powers ' Agreement.

28 July 1821 form. Independence Day .

29 July 1966 Nigeria Coup d'cual by Col. Yakubu Gowon overthrows military government of

Maj. Gen. A guiyi-Ironsiand establishes Federal Military Government.

Nigerie Coup d'ciat by Brig . Murtala Ramat Muhammad overihrows General

Gowon and stablishes Fodcral Executive Council.
29 July 1975

30 July 1980 Varnarm . Independence Day.

31 July Spain, France, St. Ignatius's Day ( patron sint of Basques ).

31 July 1969 Spain. Founding of Basque Fathceland and freedom (ETA ).

63

::

.
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Chromotory or Terrorism -- 1985

13

Below are describind mormorthyforrigns and internasional Immorts menis and

counteriernarism developments shoulders arrurred or come lo lighs since car lası
issue. Events and developments that have already been descriend elsewhere in this

publication are mor imciudad

India : Altempled wssassination of Sikk Unidentified assailsals, apparently Sikhs ,
lald in wait to ambush Karam Singh , the older brokat of ticuicaantGeneral R.
S. Dyal, who had lod che 6 June 1984 Army ukoorer of the Golden Temple.
Although they waited for their target for several hours , they were finally chased

away by neighbors

April

63

27 April bl

63

30April India Baruchowded Hisarkila Chandirark . bl

42STK cxirchists are suspected

1 May Bangladesk: Three policemen mowedel in Dhaka bomba blast. The explosion

occurred near a labor rally marking May Day.Dissident groups opposed to the
May nationwide elections are believed responsible . 63

6 May Wat Bank : Bomb explodes under Israeli bus cor Qulqilyak . The device was a
pipe bomb triucrod by a remote controlled cloctrical dclonacor. Security forces

also found two Russian -made handgrenades naar thc pipe bomb . A previously
unknown group calling itself the General Command of the Palestinian Revolution
Forces claimed responsibility for the attack . 63

9 May Colombia: 50 Ricardo Fresco Front guerrillas attack three police stations in

Bogora Four guerrillas and one policeman were kiiled in the atlacks. 63

South Africa : Cache orSorletmepousfound mour Voeedcrore Limpet mincs ,
assault rifles , and pistols were among the wapons found by security officials . 63

10 May West Germany : Unknowa perpetrators bond NATO pipeline pumping station . The

blast causedcxtcnsive damage to the pipeline and the loss of 4.000 liters of
kerosene. 63

27
63June 1803
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Come: Bomb explados owaaide Athrusme ofCitibanki sing damage has no

injuries. No group has claimed responsibilay. The bombingwas the second 63

unclaimed allack against this branch office in a year .

Ecuador: ANCsealsweapons from Jerramilo Naval Base. About 10 well -armed

members of the Alluro Vive , Carajo ! subversive group infiltrated the base and

stole a substantial number of wcapons, escaping during a subsequent

firefight. This marks the first time that the AVC has launchod an organized

armod assault against a military basc

b3

11., 15 May Frances Two more money orbombs in Corsice damage cars , banks, and shops or

mainland Frenchwarm . The Corsican National Liberation Front (FLNC) is

suspected of sellingoff is bombson the Ilth and 17 more on the 15th . None or

the blasis aused any casualties .

03

12 May War Germany: Arsonists aroma to burn whicles ofconstruction form in

Ebersberg In a letter to a newspaper, the aluackers probably Revolutionary Cell

members slated that they atucked the firm because of its rics to NATO . 63

Sri Lanka : Securityforces killyour Tamil insurgents near markere nesermir. A

stoel trunk containing 25 to 30 kilograms of cxplosives was found near the bodics .
63

12 , 13 May Irum: Two bombestill 15 and wound So in Telman. All the casualties were caused

by a large ar bomb that detonated on 12 May in a poor neighborhood . The second

explosion on 13 May in a central square was relatively small. An anonymous aller

to • Kuwaiti newspaper claimed responsibility in the name of the previously

unknown Iranian Ariya Organization. The principal Iranian opposition group . the

Muja hodin e Khala , denounced the attacks. .63

13 May Israel: Bomb explodes acar apartment building in biryar Malakki, 30 kilometers

south of Tel Aviv. There were no casualties. The Voice of the PLO in Baghdad

daimed responsibility for the attack in the name of the General Command of the b3

Palestinian Revolution Forces .

Colombia : National Liberation Army(ELN ) guerrillas arrack Bogora seisom The

attack frood Orlando de Jesus Oriege Chicunque, an ELN leader

responsible for at least 10 kidnapings. (
363

Namibia : SWAPO injures three in mortar attacks on Oskakasi residential anna

Namibian socurity officials stated the attackswere intended to intimidate the
b3

residents of the northern Namibian town .

Uganda: Minister of Internal Alairs escapes grenade allack obarmed. The

assassination attempt ame as the minister left his office ; one polioman was

injured . No group has claimed responsibility , 63

28
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14 Mar West Germany Sady found in July ideurind a hardmissing libram dissideni.

The body or Muhammad al-Duwaik - who disappeared in April 1980 — had

several bullet hola in the skull . b3

IS May ladonesia : Farmet gorumcul minister sentencedfor October bombings in

Jakarta Mohammad Sanusi, Industry Minister from 1966 10 1968, was senienced

to 19 years in prison for his part in the bombings of Chinese -owned banks and

businesses that killed two persons. Five other persons convicted so far , including

Ihree Muslim extremists , have received sentences of 10 10 17 years . 63

Mozambique Portuguesefamily kidnaped by rebels Members of the National

Resistance of Mozambique (RENAMO) kidnapod a Portuguese woman and her

threc daughters as they traveled toward Mapulo. Another attempe later that day

10 kidnap (wo other Portuguese citizens failed when soldiers intervenod . 63

15-16 May Lebanon : Irish deputy director orUN agency kidnapped and released in West

Beirut. His a prors apparently relased him when they were persuaded he was

neither American nor British . Separatc anonymous allers claimed responsibility

in the names of Islamic Jihad and the Revolutionary Organization of Socialist

Muslims (ROSMI ROSM , bo seved to be a covername for the Abu Nidal Group.

still holds a British UN worker: 63

16 May Spaia: Bomb explosion damages sonoramaut matic control atrice in Lorida No

group has claimed responsibility.
b3

Turkey : Martial law court in Amasya semences Dev Yol (Rarolusionery Wor)

member to dcard . The court also sentenced 12 dcfendants to liſc imprisonment and

604 othersto terms of iwomonths to 20 years for crimes committed prior to the

military lakcover in September 1980 .
63

17 May
by

63

Lebanon : Car bomb explodes le Hae Beirut naer Druse militia adrice. The blasi,

caused by at least 25 kilograms of dynamite, wounded cight people. No

Broup claimed responsibility. Christian or renegade Shia militiamcn probably are

responsible

63

India : Four bombs defused or nail line ia Kushmir. The devices, concealed in

three tape recorders and a radio, were found in (wo scparate locations outside

Jammu: Separatists of the Jammu and Kashmir Liberation Front were probably b3

29 Secret
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18 May El Salvador: Clara Elitakia Ramirez From claimus responsiblity fun menderar

military judge. The judge, Dr. Jous Adollo Araujo . was shot as he dropped his

children off at school.

b3

20 May b3Spain : Bowd explosive damages National Health Service building in Granada

No argup claimed responsibility for tbc allack.

.

ů

I

63

OMAR

21 May Frame: Bowks damage to Abars in Corsicu hartior . There were no injuries and

no group has claimed responsibility, but the Corsian National Liberation Front is

suspected .
63

22 May Lebaroc Car home cipodes in suburb ofChristian East Beirut. At last 30

people were killed and 172 wounded in the blast in Sinn al-Fil.
No group has claimed

credit.

b ( 3)

63

25 May Corsica: Eigh explosions cause major property damage bar wo injuries.

Government buildings, homes owned by mainland Frenchmen , and four banks .

were bombed . The Corsican National Liberation Front probably is responsiblc . 63

27 May France Frenck Basakan cache discoured in Angler. Eight kilograms of

dynamite, detonators, 700 cartridges , and Iwo machineguns were found in the

home of a woman associated with Iparrelarrak. She was arresied . 63

2 ļ
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LEBANON : The Hizb Allah

Summary

یناراتنا

هنانز

دننام

اب
یارجا

هرمن

تننا

نم

تن

"Hizb Allah ( Party of God ) 18 a.generic teim

that refers to the peo- Iranian radical Shia

movement in Lebanon . The movement is composed of

a number of loosely-organized groups---most are

based in Lebanon's Bekaa Valley---that use both

terrorist and subversive political methods to

accomplish their objectives . b 33

The terrorist component , which often refers

to itself a's " Islamic Jihad " ( Holy War ) , is

determined to drive the US and Israel out of

Lebanon and to establish an Islamic state there . '

This terrorist network , ope :ating with Iranian

assistance , almost certainly carried out the

recent Embassy bombing as well as the

Multinational force bombings last October . Shia

terrorism in Lebanon is likely to continue for the

foreseeable future . b 33I b

Structure , Size , and Leadership

The Hizb Allah . movement is composed of several relatively

small groups supported by Iran :

Islamic Amal : Husayn Musawi withdrew from the mainline

Amal movement---the moderate Shia grouping headed by

Nabih Barri ---and created this extremist organization in

the Bekaa . Valley in 1982. It is the most organized

6-3
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radical Shia group .

,

bol ,bas

Busayni Suicide Forces : Another member of the Musawi
family --- Abu Haydar Musawi --- leads this loosely

organized subgroup of Islamic Amal , which we believe

recruits individuals for specific operations . [

JucIt appears operate an
dekaa Valley and Bevrijt .

botn tne

Muslim Students Union : Muhammad Husayn Fadlallah , a
fundamentalist cleric in southern Beirut , controls this

group , which we believe is intimately involved with the
other radical Shia groups . C

b - l 6.3 Jbut Fadlallah commanas the respect and loyalty
or tar larger numbers of Shias . He probably sends

pzomising candidates to the Bekaa Valley for training

unde : Islamic Amal and the Iranian Revolutionary
Guards .

63

Background and Ideology

The Hizb Allah terrorists are driven by an Islamic

fundamentalist ideology that is relentlessly hostile to the US

and Israel . They are determined to drive the us and Israel out

of Lebanon through terrorism directed against our personnel and

installations . Radical leaders almost certainly viewed the
withdrawal of the Marine contingent from Beirut last ,winter as

proof of the effectiveness of terrorist tactics .
63

6-1 , 6-3

The Shia extremists are also committed to the goal of

establishing an Islamic republic in Lebanon through l'evolutionary

means. ( They therefore intend to use violence to disrupt the
Lebanese Government's attempts to implement a security plan for

Beirut and the surrounding area .
I

)

The Iranian revolution , the death of their spiritual leader

Imam Musa Sadz , and the Israeli invasion of predominantly-Shia

southe : n Lebanon galvanized the Shias and set the stage for the

emergence of radical groups prone to terrorism . Relatively few
individuals belong to these organizations---perhaps fewer than

1,000---but they can operate effectively because Iran supports
them and because they have the sympathy of a significant segment
of the Lebanese Shia population .
External Ties

Iran encourages and provides training and material support

to the radical Shia groups based in the Bekaa Valley . >

bris

1-3
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Damascus

currently supports errorts by the Lebanese Government to

stabilize the security situation in Beirut . and no longer welcomes

disruptive Shia terrorism. We believe Syria also wants Us
assistance in ending the Israeli occupation of southern Lebanon

and fears that such attacks will discourage the US from adopting

a more active role :

The Most Recent Embassy_Bombing

An overwhelming body of circumstantial evidence points to

the Hizb Allah , operating with Iranian support under the cover

name of Islamic Jihad .

bel,

63 1

Anonymous telephone callers in Beirut have warned

several times this year that Islamic Jihad would attack

US interests , and two callers have claimed
responsibility for this bombing in the name of the

organization .

6:
16.3

.....

:
bil63

The method of attack strongly implicates the Hizb
Allah . Suicide vehicle - bombs have been their principal

trademark , and Shia fundamentalists are the only

organized ' terrorists in Lebanon likely to willingly
sacrifice their lives in such an attack .

6-163
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Hizb Allah presently holds three Americans , including US Embassy
officer william Buckley .

b 3
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The Director of Ceniral Intelligence

Washington D.C. 2003

National Intelligence Council
19 December 1986

MEMORANDUM FOR : Dr. Alton G. Keel

Acting Assistant to die President for
National Security fairs

FROM : Charles E. Allen

National Intelligence officer for Counterterrorism
Dicector , DCI-Hostage ocation Task Force

SUBJECT :
DCI-Hostage location Task Force Report

.
Attached is my report for the week - 19 December 1986 on the statusof us hostages in Lebanon . Rey po inessin this report are :

LL
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t.1, 6-3

The two leaders of the US Arab - American community who cecently
visited Lebanon and Syria in an effort to secure the release of

the US hostages , met with representatives of the National
Security Council , the Department of State , and the postage

Location Task Force on 19 December . The two Arab - Americans
conceded they were disappoinced the results of their trip and
could not verify that they ever met with representatives of the

captors, despite their public claims to have done so .

--
Lㄴ

6 1,6-3

tolles E. Tem

Attachment :

Report As stated
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AUS President Plimpton stated that letters written by Jacobssince he was taken hostage have been pushed once the doorofNasrallah's private residence for passage to potser family .( S NE ACC ]
STAT

Father Jenco has described Achmed Hasrallahas a ' former employeeof Jacobsen wo somehow was involved with the kidnapers , " ( S NE
x x
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Arab - American Leaders Contacts Disappointing

Two leaders of the US Arab- Anecit community have returned to the

United States after a fruitless two trip to Damascus and Beirut to

seek the release of the US hostagesh:Lebanon . They claim to have made

contact with the kidnapers, but acknowledge that those contacts were

" insubstantial " . ( U )

Mohamad Mehdi and Duane Shaheenne espectively Secretary General and

Vice President of the National Council on Islamic Affairs , acknowledged

they had no proof that those with hook they spoke were authentic

representatives of the hostage holders They also admitted they had been

overly optimistic about their chances of obtaining the release of us

hostages at the outset of their trip . ( S NP NC C

SPATE

The US Embassy in Danascus has reported that official Syrian reaction

to the visit by Dr. Mehdi and Mr. Shaheen was publicly correct but

privately reluctant . Dr. Alurad Saker at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs

said that the Syrians "had " to give Mehdi some press play, given his

position in the United States and his stand on regional issues .

Nevertheless , Foreign Minister Farug al - Shara made it clear to all his

ministry officials that Mehdi and Shaheen were not " welcome visitors " .

(C)

Members of the Department of State , the National Security Council ,

and the Hostage Location Task Force met with Mehdi and Shaheen , on 19

December 1986 to discuss their trip. Principal points that emerged from

that meeting were as follows :

Mendi and Shaheen met personally with a man in Dänascus

presented himself as a representative of the hostage capt 3. He

provides no bona fides , but Mendi obtained thesessi

the man's knowledge of the situation that he was

claimed to be . fhile he was in Beirut, Mend Satso spoke on

telephone twice to an alleged representative of the

captors--probably the same man that visited hea in Damascus .
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Mendi characterized the captors as stubborn , independent , self
righteous , and paranoid , he believed they operated in small
groups of about 10 or 15. Consequently , they have been able to
maintain tight security , according to Dr. Mehdi , " not like the
PLO . "

Fe sees the captors as spiritually but not politically related to
Iran , Re doubts that Iran issues direct orders to them . He
compared the situation to the Vatican's influence with AmericanRoman Catholics .

Mehdi reported the captors, derands as provided to him were
broadly political , centering on US relations with the Muslim
world and Israel . He said the Da'wa prisoners were mentioned ,
but it was his impression the ranked about " number ten " on the
captors list of priorities

HELS

The captor representative said the hostages were all in goodhealth .

Mehdi was not treated well by the Beirut press . He said a
picture was published of him beside Israeli Meir Kahane , with
whom he had had a debate . According to Mehdi , the caption
attempted to connect him with the controversial Israell political
figure , asking , what is this man doing here ? "

while in Beirut , Mehdi met with the wives of three US hostages :Mrs. Reed , Mrs. Cicippio , and Mrs. Sutherland , None of them had
any news of their husbands .

Mehdi stated that the fact that Reed and Cicipoio are Muslim has
little significance to the hostage captors . They see the two
hostages as Americans , not Muslims .

Mehdi met with Shayhk Fadlallah while in Beirut . Padiallah
offered little hope about the hostages , although he suggestedthat some altruistic gesture on the part of the us might be
helpful , for example , feeding the Shia poor in soutk LebanonThe phrase "Marshall Plan " and figure of * $ 12 ,blulon was used .

Mehdi said that as long as US policy prohibits taking with the
hostage captors, there is no hope . When Depar broent of States
representatives pointed out that that was dis policy , and thatwe were in fact anxious to talk to the hostage captors -- though wewould not be willing to make concessions or pay ranson - Mehdi
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showed surprise . Fe indicated he would attempt to convey this

willingness of the US Government to talk to the captors. Overall ,

neither Mendi or Shaheen appear to have had any influence on the captors

of the American hostages, and we doubt that anything useful will come

fror this initiative . (S AF NC OL 2 6:
3

Iranians Allegedly withhold Buckley Confession

An article (see Annex 1 for complete text) published on 10 December

1986 in the Kuwaiti Arabic language newspaper Al Qabas, alleges that

President Reagan has requested the Iranian Government to withhold release

of a 'confession by us hostage wiBlan Buckley and that Tehran had

agreed . The Al babas article also stated that Buckley had died in early

summer ' 1985.

The " confession , " presurably ostatned while Buckley was being held

hostage by a hizballah element in bebanon, was described as a 40 page

written statement allegedly providing details about CIA activities in

Lebanon and other Arab countries . The article also reported that

Buckley's captors had recorded his acmissions on a television tape . ( U )

Iranian officials who were in contact with the United States in the

fallos 1985 claimed that the Iranian Government had in its possession a

copy of Buckley's confession . The date given by Al Dabas of Buckley's

death is approximately correct. Based on the debriefings of Jenco and.

Jacobsen, e believe Buckley died on 3 June 1985. (S NF NC OCI
$

ISTATE

(63)

Da'wa Party Reported to be separate Organization from Hizballah

L
tu1,43

b -1,6-3

(
6316

duWe believe the Dewa Party was

absorbed into the Aizballah in Januaty 1983. The Dalmacique within the
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Hlzballah includes Hajj Imad Mughniyah , Hizballah's Beirut SecurityChief , when we suspect of being a charge of those holding the US hostagesin Lebanon . L

61,63

FRENCH HOSTAGES

Prench efforts to normalize relations with Iran continue , but the .government appears resigned to a period of stalemate on the hostageThe Iranians may , howeverto secure the release of ahostage--perhaps before Christiansan effort to persuade the French tomake further concessions , (CNE )

L

ba

63
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The ruling Israeli triumvirate -- Prire Minister Shanit , Vice PremierPeres , and Defense Minister Rabin --have all publicly justered us totivesfor the Iran arms shipments , Rabin told two US Senators who visitedIsrael earlier this month that he agrees with the policy of tradingarmsfo : hostages . Israeli leaders ' objectives on future assistance wouldrera in much the same as they have been to assist the United States andpossibly thereby gain the release of Israeli hostages nithe processThere are from two to seven Israells --captured since 1983 in fighting LiLebanon --held by Shi'a and Syrian -allied radical Palesthan groupstotoosI 1
(lo
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STATRabin told
the US Ambassador in Tel Aviv this week that his recent comments on this
issue were misrepresented by the press , and that he had intended to leave
open the question of whether Israel might carry out such attacks .

Responding to US concerns , the Defense Minister said he would try to
clarify the issue publicly . ( S AF )
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Annex 1

Test of Al Qabas Article , 10 December 1986 ,

Regarding william Buckley

Knowledgeable Western sources revealed to Al labas an important

secret related to the American - Iranian operation which is that President

Reagan has appealed to the Iranian officials not to publish or broadcast

the acuissions of William Buckley Director of the CIA network in Lebanon

who was kidnaped by the " Islanic Flag" in 1984 and whose death was
announced in winter 1985 .

These sources also disclosed that Reagan's administration has carried

out several secret attempts to savags Buckley in different ways and

means during the period he was here hostage , which extended for more than

a year , for fear that he might leazemportant secrets on the CIA
activities in Lebanon and the rector

These sources said that shortag åter the abduction of Buckley in

March 1984 in Beirut , the Director of CIA willian Casey sent a special

envoy from the agency to Beirut to collaborate with some Lebanese parties
in order to know where he is , held and try to save him at any price .

The reason for this is that Buckley was not only the political

advisor of the American Embassy in Beirut but he was also actually the

first official in charge of the CIA activities in Beirut and he had been

working with this agency since a long time and he knew many secrets .

Only a limited number of people in Lebanon knew the reality and role

of Buckley , the sources said .

Casey did his swift move to save Buckley before the latter started ,

during investigation with him , admitting his activities and activities of

the CIA in Lebanon and other countries in the Middle East Coording to

the sources . But this first attempt failed as Casey and the Lebanese

parties cooperating with his could not save Buckley .-

The knowledgeable sources told Al -Qabas that Reagan's acoministration

had carried out a second attempt when it delegated secretlyste Beirut

Colonel Oliver forth whose mission was to pay a big fast Da

exoeeding Ust one million to save Buckley , but again this attempt Falled

due to significance of Buckley and his role . 1
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Reagan's adrzinistration had also sought the help of some Arab partiesbut to no avail , then it sent an envoy to seek the help of Israel .

The Israeli Prime Minister Perez had personally interfered in thisquestion upon the request of Shultz and after consulting with his aides,he advised Reagan's administration to contact with the Iranian officialsas they could secure Buckley's release . The American - Iranian contact wascarried out consequent upon which 500 TOH anti - tank missiles were sent toIran as a price for releasing Buckley . The missiles arrived in Tehran inSeptember 1985 , yet Buckley was not released but rather Reverend BenjaminWeir -

Then Islanic Jihad " announced In October 1985 that it had executedBuckley being Director of the CIA in Lebanon .

After the announcement , the American officials received detailedInformation of great significance on Buckley revealing the followingmajor questions :

1. The Buckley gave detailed written admissions on his role andactivity and the activities of the CLA in Lebanon and other Arahcountries and that his captors recorded his admissions or a greatpart of them by his voice and picture in a television tape . TheBuckley's written admission came in 40 pages .

Prior to his going to Lebanon , Buckley was in charge of theAmerican intelligence network in Egypt during Sadat's era and heplayed a major role in bolstering the security cooperationbetween Washington and Egypt . Therefore , he knows much about thesituation in Egypt and the Egyptian - Israeli relations .

Those who carried out the investigations with Buckley areexperienced in this line and not amateurs .

2 .

3. Buckley actually dled in early summer 1985 , not in October 1985 .There is likelthood that he spent a period of time in the dran .
This means that the Iranians deceived the Americans neisconvinced them that Buckley was still alive so they gotoanti - tank missiles then Islamic Jihad announced Buckleyle atat

The western sources told Al - Labas that the Reaganeista jatorfeels very embarrassed at the publishing of Buckley ' sslarseresponse of the Iranians to the Aperican derand refres Heam atto cut the bridges of contact and dialogue between eran and Wasingen.

In the opinion of the sources, the publishing of the admissions willindicate a setback in the Aperican - Iranian relations .
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Afghan Communism and Soviet Intervention . By Henry S. Bradsher. Oxford, UK : Oxford
University Press, 1999. 443 pages. HIC DS 357.6.565 B69 1999 .

Bradsher, a veteran journalist, scholar, and CIA analyst, provides a highly competent
account of the Communist movement in Afghanistan , Soviet involvement in the

country , and the Afghanistan war. As part of his effort, he draws upon that
information which is in the public domain regarding CIA's role in supplying arms to
the resistance. This book is an updated and revised version of his well -regarded earlier
work , Afghanistan and the Soviet Union ( 1985) .

Operation Rollback: America's SecretWar Behind the Iron Curtain . By Peter Grose. Boston :
Houghton Mifflin , 2000. 256 pages . HIC E 183.8.565 676 2000 .

This volume is a concise introduction to US covert paramilitary operations against the
Soviet Bloc from 1945 to 1952. Based almost entirely on published sources, it is
among the first scholarly works to cite recent releases by CIA's History Staff (Center
for the Study of Intelligence) documenting Agency activities in the early Cold War
period . Grose is a former editor of the journal Foreign Affairs, and author of
Gentleman Spy , a biography of Allen Dulles .

Fixing the Spy Machine: Preparing American Intelligence for the Twenty -first Century. By Arthur
Hulnick. Westport, CT : Praeger, 1999. 222 pages . HIC Y 151 .H85 1999 .

The author, a professor at Boston University who served for many years in CIA ,
addresses the principal problems confronting the present-day Intelligence Community .
In Hulnick's view, reform , not neglect, is the order of the day in the post-Cold War
era . He would strengthen the role of the DCI in managing the IC, place more weight
on the work of analysts and open sources, and strictly control covert action .

Intelligence: From Secrets to Policy. By Mark M. Lowenthal. Washington , DC : CQ Press, 2000 .
264 pages. HIC Y 151 .L51 .L69 2000.

The author has written an outstanding brief textbook for the teaching of intelligence.
The former staff director of the House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence
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and current adjunct professor at Columbia and George Washington Universities
clearly describes the intelligence process within the US Government. From Secrets to
Policy includes recommendations for further reading and texts of the key documents
upon which operations of the US Intelligence Community are based . This book is
recommended for its mastery of the subject and reference value .

Broadcasting Freedom : The Cold War Triumph of Radio Free Europe and Radio Liberty. By Arch
Puddington . Lexington : University of Kentucky Press, 2000. 382 pages.
HIC HE 8696 .P83 2000 .

Broadcasting Freedom is an indispensable history of an intelligence -related activity
that deserves ample credit for the outcome of the Cold War. Puddington, now at
Freedom House, served in the New York Bureau of RFE -RL from 1985 to 1993. This

study in based on archival research and scores of interviews, as well as on personal
experience.

Allen Dulles: Master of Spies. By James Srodes. Washington, DC : Regnery , 1999 .
624 pages. HIC Y 151.5.D8 576 1999 .

This highly readable and largely sympathetic biography is based on years of archival
research and interviewing, as well ason published sources. Srodes skillfully covers an
incredible amount of territory, as dictated by his subject's long career . Thisbook won
the 2000 National Intelligence Excellent Book Award presented by the Association of
Former Intelligence Officers .

Venona: The Greatest Secret ofthe Cold War. By Nigel West. London : HarperCollins, 1999. 384
pages. HIC Y 2505.1 .US W47 1999 .

West is a veteran British writer on intelligence. He contributes an important addition
to the literature of Venona, the decoding of messages leading to the rolling up

of

Soviet espionage networks that operated in the United States during the 1930s and
1940s. This book contains new evidence on British and British Commonwealth

aspects of the subject, texts ofmessages , and thoughtful analysis.

Other Books Received

Biohazard : The Chilling Story of the Largest Covert Biological Weapons Program in the
World -- Told from the Inside by the Man Who Ran It. By Ken Alibek with Stephen Handelman .
New York : Random House , 1999. 319 pages. HIC UG 447.8 .A45 1999 .

China Spy: The Story of Hugh Francis Redmond . By Maury Allen. Yonkers, NY: Gazette Press,
1998. 188 pages. HIC Ý 155.5 .R43 A45 1998 .

Use of Force After the Cold War. H.W. Brands, ed . College Station: Texas A&M University Press ,
2000. 296 pages. HIC UA 23 .U84 2000 .

Photo Fakery: The History and Techniques of Photographic Deception and Manipulation . By
Dino Brugioni. Dulles , VA : Brassey's, 1999.227 pages.HIC TR 148 .B78 1999 .

Spytime: The Undoing of James Jesus Angleton. By William F. Buckley. Fiction . New York :
Harcourt, 2000. 305 pages. HIC PS 3552 B9 S6 2000 .

Spies and Commandos: How America Lost the Secret War in North Vietnam . By Kenneth Conboy
and Dale Andrade. Lawrence , KS : University Press of Kansas, 2000. 347 pages. HIC DS 559.8
.M44 C66 2000 .
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Heavy Water and the Wartime Race for Nuclear Energy. By Per F. Dahl. Philadelphia: Institute of
Physics, 1999. 399 pages. HIC D 810.S2 D34 1999 .

MI- 6 : Inside the Covert World of HerMajesty's Secret Intelligence Service . By Stephen Dorril.
New York : Free Press , 2000. 907 pages. HIC Y 1871 .D67 2000 .

Trapped in the Cold War : The Ordeal of an American Family. By Hermann Field and Kate Field .
Stanford , CA : Stanford University Press, 1999. 451 pages.
HIC DJK 50 .F54 1999 .

Biological and Toxin Weapons: Research, Development and Use from the Middle Ages to 1945.
Erhard Geissler, ed . Oxford, UK: Oxford University Press, 1999.
HIC UG447.8 .B52 1999 .

Irish War: The Hidden Conflict Between the IRA and British Intelligence. By Tony Geraghty .
Baltimore, MD : Johns Hopkins University Press, 2000. 420 pages.
HIC DA 990 .U46 G47 2000 .

The Presidency ofGeorge Bush. By John Robert Greene. Lawrence, KS : University Press of
Kansas, 2000. 245 pages. HIC E 881.674 2000.

In the Devil's Shadow : UN Special Operations During the Korean War. By Michael E. Haas.
Annapolis, MD: Naval Institute Press, 2000. 243 pages. HIC DS 918.8 .H33 2000 .

Terrorism Today. By Christopher P. Harmon. London : Frank Cass, 2000. 316 pages.
HIC HV 6431 .H37 2000 .

Woman from Mossad : The Torment of Mordechai Vanunu. By Peter Hounam . London : Vision
Paperbacks, 1999. 214 pages. HIC UA 853 .18 H68 1999 .

My Spy: Memoir of a CIA Wife. By Bina Cady Kiyonga. New York: HarperCollins, 2000. 308
pages. HIC Y 151.5 .K5 K5 2000 .

Complete Bolivian Diaries of Che Guevara and Other Captured Documents, 1966-67. Daniel
James, ed . New York : Cooper Square Press, 2000. 330 pages.
HIC Y 1428.5.792 2000 .

Secret Soldiers of the Revolution : Soviet Military Intelligence, 1918-1933 . By Raymond W.
Leonard . Westport, CT : Greenwood, 1999. 227 pages. HIC Y 2502 .L46 2000 .

War at the Top of the World : The Struggle for Afghanistan, Kashmir, and Tibet. By Eric S.
Margolis. New York : Routledge, 2000. 250 pages. HIC DS 371.3 .M37 2000 .

Central Intelligence Agency: Your Government, How It Works. By Tara B. Mello . Broomall, PA :
Chelsea House Publishers, 2000.64 pages . HIC Y 151 M455 2000.

CIA's Black Ops: Covert Action , Foreign Policy, and Democracy. By John Jacob Nutter. Amherst,
NY : Prometheus Books, 2000. 361 pages. HIC Y 151.6 .C75 N88 2000.

The U - 2 Spyplane : Toward the Unknown . By Chris Pocock . Atglen , PA : Schiffer Publishing,
2000. 288 pages. HIC UG 763 .P62 2000 .

First Person : An Astonishingly Frank Self -Portrait by Russia's President. By Vladimir Putin .
Translated by Catherine A. Fitzpatrick. New York : Public Affairs, 2000. 207 pages. HIC DK290.3 .P87 P87 2000.

The New Jackals : Ramzi Yousef, Osama Bin Laden and the Future of Terrorism . By Simon Reeve .
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Boston : Northeastern University Press, 1999. 294 pages.
HIC HV 6432 .R42 1999 .

Washington Station : My Life as a KGB Spy in America. By Yuri B. Shvets . Translated by Eugene
Ostrovsky. New York : Simon & Schuster , c . 1994. 297 pages.
HIC Y 250.5 .558 958 1994 .

On Intelligence: Spies and Secrecy in an Open World . By Robert David Steele. Fairfax , VA :
AFCEA International Press, 2000. 495 pages. HIC Y 151 .574 2000 .

Day of Deceit: The Truth about FDR andPearl Harbor. By Robert B. Stinnett. New York : Free
Press, 2000. 386 pages. HIC D 767.92 .583 2000 .

Air Commando One : Heinie Aderholt andAmerica's Secret Air Wars. By Warren A. Trest.
Washington, DC : Smithsonian Institution Press, 2000. 322 pages.
HIC UG 626.2 A34 17 2000 .

Toxic Terror: Assessing Terrorist Use ofChemical and Biological Weapons. Jonathan Tucker , ed .
Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2000. 303 pages .HIC HV 6431 T68 2000.

Secret War in Shanghai: An Untold Story of Espionage,Intrigue and Treason in World War II. By
Bernard Wasserstein . Boston : Houghton Mifflin, 1998. 354 pages .
HIC D 810.57 W38 1999 .

Neal H. Petersen is Curator of CIA's Historical Intelligence Collection .
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2 . [ Text ] What if William Higgins emerges alive ? The quesion should
rather be asked in another way : Did the kidnapped General [as
published ] William Higgins , whose abduction wreaked catastrophe on
the Shiite sect , die ? If this is true , why then was his body was not
released or why did the agreement concluded by UN Secretary General
Perez de Cuellar not contain any indication about the release of his
body since the file of the U.S. hostages kidnapped in Lebanon has
been closed in accordance with the famous accord Perez de Cuellar
drafted and supervised about three months ago ?

3 . AL -DIYAR has learned that there are genuine doubts about Higgins '
death and that this issue has not been fully determined . Many
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questions revolve around the tape in which Higgins appeared dead withhis neck dangling and tied to a short rope as if he has been executedby hanging . The kidnappers, as confirmed by these reports [ as
published ) , resorted to this deliberate trick to cause a tremor inthe U.S. Administration in response to the shock created by Israel's
abduction of Shaykh ' Abd - al - Karim ' Ubayd from his home in Jibshit inthe south in view of the moral and material importance which Higginsrepresents to the kidnappers .

4 .
According to these reports , the kidnappers seem to have worked onthe construction of this picture in a well - studied way . Also theyare not so stupid . They knew well the importance of the ' ' preciousprey ' ' in their hands and that it was not easy to give it up .

5 . The reports add that , based on past experiences , there is morethan one precedence in which the kidnappers in distant stages in theearly season of abductions resorted to announcing the execution oftheir hostages after which these hostages emerged alive . A French
hostage , announced executed at the time , emerged sound and healthyafter a process of negotiations . Also the Terry Waite case after
information was leaked on his death is a vivid example of what wesay .

6 . The vague questions that need answers are many . Most prominent ofthem is : Did Perez de Cuellar discuss Higgins ' fate in this
agreement ? Consequently , why did the kidnappers not raise his issuein this hot file ? Why has the U.S. Administration again raised thisissue through U.S. President George Bush who demanded to know about[ the fate ] of the bodies of the two Americans killed in detention ,
William Higgins and William Buckley ? Was this issue meant to be keptseparate from previous issues that had been discussed and concluded
satisfactorily?

7 . As for the question why Perez de Cuellar did not include Higgins 'fate in this agreement , its answer lies with the U.S. Administration
which is prurient to achieve any success on this issue to prove its
credibility after a series of retreats and setbacks it has suffered ,especially after the decline in the popularity of Bush himself inrecent opnion polls in the United States .

8 . The kidnapping parties have numerous files on the hostage issuethat have not been completely settled . First of these is the fate ofShaykh ' Abd - al - Karim ' Ubayd . Israel and the United States are still
procrastinating about his release after the kidnappers freed most ofthe hostages they had held .

9 . The final card the kidnappers are still holding is a veryimportant one . It is that of Willian Higgins , whose fate is unknown .
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If one of the parties to the Perez de Cuellar agreement does not
fulfill his commitment , especially Israel and the U.S.
Administration , by freeing Shaykh ' Ubayd , those concerned are
supposed to produce this ' ' spare card ' ' to put it forth strongly and
from a position of strength , especially because information later
revealed that Colonel Higgins , who worked with the observer team of
the UN forces in the south and was kidnapped four years ago , was a
member of the team that worked with former U.S. Secretary of Defense
Caspar Weinberger .

10. Lastly , has the hostage file really been closed ? What is clear
until now and as the U.S. President himself answered the question a
few days ago , the matter has not been closed yet . There are important
aspects to the issue still outstanding , including the issue of the
two hostages said to have been killed in detention , Buckley and
Higgins . Also , the provision agreed upon with Perez de Cuellar
stipulating that the kidnappers will not be tracked down , was
recently denied by Bush who did not rule out that the U.S. judiciary
may prosecute the U.S. hostage takers anywhere , which is in breach
of the agreement which some call a ' ' test of intentions ' '

11 . The big question which must be asked at the end of this talk is
what is the price for resolving the riddle of Higgins and his
companion Buckley , whether they are dead or alive ?

12 . The present answer is that there is no decisive reply about this
issue which will come into the limelight .

.
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Headline : U.S. Ad Offering Reward Appears in Paper

Source Line : NC3011184992 Paris AFP in English 1813 GMT 30 Nov 92

FULL TEXT OF ARTICLE :
1 . [ Text ] Beirut , Nov 30 ( AFP ) - Advertisements offering millions of
dollars in reward for the capture of the killers of three U.S.
hostages appeared for the first time Monday in a newspaper publishedin the Lebanese capital .

2 .

:

AL - HAYAH newspaper , which is based in London but also published
in Beirut and other Arab capitals , ran a full - page advertisement paidfor by the U.S. Government . ' ' A price has been paid because of
terrorism-we will pay to put an end to terrorism , ' ' it said , under
blurred photographs of the murdered hostages William Buckley , William
Higgins and Peter Kilburn . Their capture led to their savage
execution by their kidnappers . To bring these criminals to justice ,
we are offering rewards of up to two million dollars . "

3 . The ad called on informants to contact the U.S. authorities ,
embassies or consulates , or to write to ' ' Heroes , P.O. Box 96781 ,
Washington . ' ' The identity of informants would be kept secret .

4 . The Lebanese newspaper NIDA ' AL -WATAN , meanwhile , published alist of 10 Shiite Muslims it said were suspected by Washington of
instigating the kidnappings . The list has been sent to a Western
embassy in Beirut , it said . Talal Hamiyah , Fu'ad Shakar , ' Imad
Mughanniyah , Muhammad Haydar , Habib Kurani , Muhammad Musawi , Ibrahim' Aql , Hasan Ghusn , Muhammad Taha and ' Ali Hammar were on the list .
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5 . The United States has secretly indicted several suspects in thekidnapping and killing of u.s. hostages , a government official in
Washington said on November 17 . The official , speaking on conditionof anonymity , confirmed a report on Cable News Network that said the
indictments charged Iranian - sponsored militants responsible for theabduction or death of U.S hostages in Lebanon .

6 . CIA Beirut station chief William Buckley was kidnapped in March1984 and killed the next year , Peter Kilburn , librarian at the
American University of Beirut , was shot in the head soon after his
kidnapping in 1986 , while Lieutenant Colonel William Higgins of a UN
peacekeeping force in south Lebanon was abducted in 1988 and hangedin July 1989 .

7 . According to security sources in Beirut , the key figures in theLebanon kidnappings of Western nationals have taken refuge in Iran .
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940007701

UNCLASSIFIED APPROVED FOR
OFFICIAL USE ONLY ( GOVT USE ONLY ) RELEASE

NO DISSEMINATION CONTROL DATE: MAR 2001
1

VHS

018

ENGLISH

94

LEBANON ; SYRIA

THREE DAYS IN BEIRUT

PROFILE OF THREE HEZBOLLAH LEADERS IN BEIRUT , ACCUSED OF
MASTERMINDING TERRORIST ATTACKS DIRECTED AGAINST THE US :
SHEIK FADLALLAH ( SP ? ) , THE SPIRITUAL LEADER OF HEZBOLLAH ;
SAID HUSSEIN MUSAWI , THE POLITICAL AND MILITARY LEADER OF
HEZBOLLAH ; AND SHEIK TOOFALLI ( SP ? ) , HEZBOLLAH'S SECRETARY
GENERAL ; FILE FOOTAGE OF TERRORIST ACTS BLAMED ON
HEZBOLLAH , INCLUDING AIRPLANE HIJACKINGS , HOSTAGE - TAKING
( INCLUDING WILLIAM BUCKLEY ) , AND THE MURDER OF COLONEL
HIGGINS ; SYRIAN SUPPORT FOR HEZBOLLAH IS ALLEGED ;
INTERVIEWS WITH THE HEZBOLLAH LEADERS ; INTERVIEW WITH A
FORMER SPECIAL OPERATIONS INTELLIGENCE OFFICER ABOUT
SYRIAN INVOLVEMENT WITH HEZBOLLAH ; THE ISRAELI GOVERNMENT
EXPERT ON LEBANESE AFFAIRS IS INTERVIEWED ABOUT THE
TARGETTING OF HEZBOLLAH LEADERS FOR RETRIBUTION ; FOOTAGE
OF PRESIDENT CLINTON MEETING WITH SYRIAN PRESIDENT HAFEZ
ASSAD .

AMBROSE VIDEO
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880052301
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OFFICIAL USE ONLY (GOVT USE ONLY )

NO DISSEMINATION CONTROL
1
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024

ENGLISH

88

UNITED STATES ; IRAN
US AND IRAN

REPORT ON THE US ATTACKS ON IRANIAN SHIPS AND
INSTALLATIONS IN THE PERSIAN GULF IN RESPONSE TO IRANIAN
ATTACKS ON GULF SHIPPING ; REPORT THAT HOSTAGE LT . COLONEL
HIGGINS HAS BEEN MURDERED ; IRANIAN MOTIVES FOR MINING THE
GULF ARE UNCLEAR ; CHRONOLOGY OF THE US ATTACKS ; INTERVIEW
WITH HOUSE MAJORITY LEADER THOMAS FOLEY , BRIEFED BY THE
WHITE HOUSE PRIOR TO THE BEGINNING OF US ATTACKS IN THE
GULF ; INTERVIEWS WITH MARVIN ZONIS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF
CHICAGO AND GEORGE MASON UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR SHAUL
BAKHASH ON RECENT BEHAVIOR BY IRAN
OFF - THE -AIR RECORDINGSACQUIRED FROM
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UNCLASSIFIED

OFFICIAL USE ONLY (GOVT USE ONLY )
NO DISSEMINATION CONTROL

1

UMATIC

062

ENGLISH
88

WORLDWIDE

HOSTAGES # 5 (DATES : 22 FEB 88-14 JUN 88 )
INTERVIEW WITH YASSAR ARAFAT REGARDING RELEASE OF MARINE
COLONEL WILLIAM HIGGINS . VIDEOTAPE OF HIGGINS READING LIST
OF DEMANDS FOR HIS RELEASE . TROOPS SEARCHING CARS FOR
HIGGINS . 2 SCANDINAVIAN UN WORKERS RELEASED . JAN STENNING ,
SWEDEN AND WILLIAM JORGANSON , NORWAY AT NEWS CONFERENCE .
LETTER SENT BY HIGGIN'S CAPTORS THREATENING TO PUT HIM ON
TRIAL FOR ESPIONAGE . RICHARD BOREN , US CITIZEN , TAKEN
HOSTAGE BY CONTRAS . PAUL FISHER , ANOTHER US CITIZEN WAS
HELD LAST YEAR . BOTH WORKED FOR WITNESS FOR PEACE
ORGANIZATION . DANIEL ORTEGA AND ALEJANDRO BENDANA REMARKS
AFTER US CONGRESS VOTES DOWN MORE ADD TO CONTRAS . PETER
COLERIDGE AND OMAR TRABOULSI , BOTH OXFAM EMPLOYEES ,
RELEASED AFTER FOUR DAYS . UNCONFIRMED REPORT THAT HIGGINS
WAS KILLED BY HEZBOLLAH ( TALKING HEAD ) . 3 FRENCH HOSTAGES
RELEASED . REMARKS BY JEAN PAUL KAUFFMAN . FAMILIES GREET
THEM AT PARIS AIRPORT . REMARKS BY CHIRAC . FRENCH ASSAULT
TEAM FREE HOSTAGES IN NEW CALEDONIA ( NO PIX ) . REPORTS THAT
AMERICAN HOSTAGES WERE BRUTALLY TREATED AFTER ESCAPE
ATTEMPT . MARCEL FONTAINE DESCRIBES GOING THROUGH MOCK
EXECUTION . MARCEL CARTON DESCRIBES BEING TIED UP ,
BLINDFOLDED , AND MOVED FROM PLACE TO PLACE IN A COFFIN .
THE FRENCHMEN SHARED CELLS WITH SEVERAL OF THE US
HOSTAGES . KAUFFMAN'S PRESS CONFERENCE . DAVID JACOBSEN'S
REMARKS . MEMORIAL SERVICE FOR WILLIAM BUCKLEY , ATTENDED BY
DCI WEBSTER . SCENARIO FOR RELEASE OF HOSTAGES IN FACE OF
FIERCE FIGHTING IN LEBANON AND RIFT BETWEEN SYRIAN AND
IRAN . SHULTZ WITH HAFEZ ASSAD . SYRIANS CONTROL AREA WERE
HOSTAGES ARE ALLEGEDLY BEING HELD . FILE PIX OF TERRY
WAITE . INTERVIEW WITH VERNON WALTERS , US AMBASSADOR TO UN
ON HOSTAGE SITUATION . (DATES : 22 FEB - 14 JUN 88 )
OFF - THE -AIR RECORDINGS
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STARGATE

(UNEDITED ) DAVID MOREHOUSE , AUTHOR OF " PSYCHIC WARRIOR :
INSIDE THE CIA'S STARGATE PROGRAM " , CLAIMS TO HAVE BEEN A
PSYCHIC SPY . REMOTE VIEWING PROJECT ON COLONEL WILLIAM
HIGGINS WHO WAS KIDNAPPED BY SHIITE MUSLIMS ; ATTEMPT TO
LOCATE HIM . B /W PHOTO OF DAVID MOREHOUSE ; HIS EARLY
CAREER CITED ; MOREHOUSE TOOK PART IN TRAINING EXERCISE IN
JORDAN , WAS KNOCKED OUT BY BULLET THAT HIT HIS HELMET , THE
BEGINNING OF HIS PSYCHIC ABILITY . PROGRAM GRILL FLAME ,
PREDECESSOR TO STARGATE . MOREHOUSE DESCIRBES HIS PSYCHIC
EXPERIENCE . BUILDING IN THE WOODS . FILE FOOTAGE OF
WILLIAM HIGGINS BEFORE HE WAS TAKEN HOSTAGE . REENACTMENT
OF WHAT PSYCHIC SPIES SAW IN RELATION TO HIGGINS . FILE
FOOTAGE OF HIGGINS'S REMAINS BEING CARRIED BY A MARINE
HONOR GUARD . FILE FOOTAGE OF PAN AM 103 CRASH SITE ;
REMOTE VIEWERS CALLED INTO EMERGENCY SESSION . LOCKERBY ;
CRASH SITE.CLAIMS THAT REMOTE VIEWERS WERE BEING
PRESSURED TO USE THEIR MINDS AS TACTICAL WEAPONS ... CIA
ADMITS PROGRAM STARGATE ; NEWSPAPER STORY SHOWN .
OFF - THE -AIR RECORDINGS
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960040801

UNCLASSIFIED

OFFICIAL USE ONLY ( GOVT USE ONLY )
NO DISSEMINATION CONTROL
1
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009

ENGLISH

96

LEBANON

BEIRUT 1996 , HEZBOLLAH
BOB SIMON REPORTS . BAALBEK , THE HOLY OF HOLIES FOR
HEZBOLLAH . ANCIENT RUINS ; BAALBEK TV STATION . SHEIKH
YAZDEK ( ? ) , WHO RUNS THE HEZBOLLAH SHOW IN BAALBEK ,
REMARKS THAT HEZBOLLAH IN MISUNDERSTOOD . TOURISTS WALK
THROUGH RUINS ; TEMPLE OF BACCHUS . FUND RAISING BY SHEIKH ;
CROWD SAYS " THE JEWS ARE DEFEATED . " MAN COLLECTING MONEY
FROM PASSING DRIVERS . POLICEMAN DROPS DONATION IN BOX .
LEBANESE PRIME MINISTER , RAFIQ HARIRI , REMARKS , IN
ENGLISH , AGREEING THAT ISRAELIS GAVE HEZBOLLAH A GIFT WHEN
THEY BOMBED THE UN REFUGEE CAMP , HARIRI HAS INVESTED $ 100
MILLION OF HIS OWN MONEY IN REBUILDING LEBANON . NASAID
LAHOUD ( SP ? ) , FORMER LEBANESE AMBASSADOR TO US , REMARKS INENGLISH . LEBANESE PARLIAMENT . ISRAELI SOLDIERS ON
PATROL ; KATUSHA ROCKET FRAGMENTS IN ISRAEL . HARIRI SAYS
HEZBOLLAH WILL SURRENDER ITS WEAPONS IF ISRAEL WITHDRAWS
FROM LEBANON . HEZBOLLAH PREPARING KATUSHA ROCKET FOR
FIRING . FILE FOOTAGE OF BOMBED US EMBASSY IN BEIRUT ;
HOSTAGE TERRY ANDERSON ; BODY OF COLONEL HIGGINS AFTER HEWAS HANGED . HEZBOLLAH SUPPORTERS RUNNING THROUGH STREET ,
BLOOD ON THEIR HEADS AND CLOTHES . HEZBOLLAH RUNS SOCIAL
WELFARE SERVICES . WOMAN WHO RUNS PROGRAM REMARKS .
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HOSPITAL OF THE GREAT MESSENGER ; REMARKS BY HOSPITAL
ADMINISTRATOR ; PICTURE OF AYATOLLAH KHOMEINI OUTSIDEHOSPITAL . HEZBOLLAH FUNDED BY IRAN . FUNERAL OF HEZBOLLAHFIGHTER . LITTLE CHANCE OF AN ISLAMIC STATE IN LEBANON ,THEY WANT TO AGAIN BE THE MONTE CARLO OF THE MIDDLE EAST .CBS VIDEOACQUIREDFROM
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880028401
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1
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ENGLISH

88

LEBANON

HIGGINS

KIDNAPPERS OF LIEUTENANT COLONEL HIGGINS RELEASE A VIDEOOF THE PRISONER READING A LIST OF THE CONDITIONS FOR HIS
RELEASE ; CLAIMS THAT HIGGINS IS A CIA AGENT
OFF - THE - AIR RECORDINGS
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880015101
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OFFICIAL USE ONLY ( INCL GOV'T USE ONLY )
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1
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058

ENGLISH

87

UNITED STATES

HOSTAGES # 4

CHARLES GLASS ESCAPES FROM CAPTORS IN WEST BEIRUT ;
INTERVIEW W /GLASS FAMILY ; TERRY WAITE UPDATES INCLUDING
INTERVIEW W/HIS BROTHER DAVID & COUSIN JOHN ; WEST GERMAN
BUSINESSMAN ALFRED SCHMIDT RELEASE ; MENTIONS LETTER FROMISLAMIC JIHAD WARNING OF TERRORIST BOMBERS AROUND THE
WORLD ; ANDERSON ; RELEASD SAUDI HOSTAGE ; IRAN ARMS DEAL
COVERAGE W/ PIX OF NORTH , MCFARLANE , MEESE ; FRENCH HOSTAGERELEASED AS IRANIAN INTERPRETER IS RELEASED BY FRENCH ;TERRY ANDERSON - HOSTAGE FOR 1000 DAYS ; PEGGY SAY ,
ANDERSON'S SISTER INTERVIEW ; ROBERT POLHILL , JESSE TURNERPHOTOS ; PALESTINIAN RIOTS IN ISRAEL COMPLICATE HOSTAGES '
SITUATION ; B /W PHOTO OF ALLAN STEEN ; WEST GERMAN RALPHSCHRAY KIDNAPPED ; SEARCHES FOR VARIOUS HOSTAGES IN BEIRUT ;ABDUL HAMADEI ( NO PIX ) ALLEGEDLY BEHIND SCHRAY'S
ABDUCTION ; ABU NIDAL GROUP RELEASED TAPE OF EUROPEANHOSTAGES ; WILLIAM HIGGINS TAKEN HOSTAGE ; PHOTOS OF SWEDISHAND NORWEGIAN HOSTAGES ; UNIFIL FILE TAPE ; HEZBOLLAH RALLY
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OFFICIAL USE ONLY ( INCL GOV'T USE ONLY )
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1
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ENGLISH

88

LEBANON ; UNITED STATES
HIGGINS

VIDEOTAPE RELEASED BY THE KIDNAPPERS OF LT . COLONEL
WILLIAM HIGGINS ; HIGGINS IS SEEN READING A LIST OF DEMANDS
REQUIRED FOR HIS RELEASE ; DEMANDS INCLUDE THE WITHDRAWAL
OF ISRAELI FORCES FROM ALL OCCUPIED AREAS IN LEBANON , THE
RELEASE OF PRISONERS IN OCCUPIED PALESTINE , AN END TO US
INVOLVEMENT IN OCCUPIED PALESTINE ; CLAIM THAT HIGGINS IS A
CIA AGENT
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1
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LEBANON

HOSTAGES # 7 (DATES : 23 JUN 89-3 AUG 89 )
( DATES : 23 JUN - 3 AUG 89 ) CHRISTOPHER GEORGE , A 35 YEAR
OLD AMERICAN , WORKING FOR SAVE THE CHILDREN KIDNAPPED INGAZA ; ISRAELI SECURITY TO PREVENT GEORGE FROM BEING MOVED
TO ANOTHER AREA ; GEORGE RELEASED AFTER PLO CONDEMNATION OF
THE INCIDENT ; ISRAELI COMMANDO RAID AND ABDUCTION OF
MOSLEM CLERIC SHEIK OBEID ; OBEID CONNECTED TO KIDNAPPINGOF LT . COL . WILLIAM HIGGINS ; SCENE OF KIDNAPPING IN
JIBSHEET ; ISRAELI REACTION TO DEATH THREAT AGAINST HIGGINSBY THE ORGANIZATION OF THE OPPRESSED ON EARTH ; COMMENTS BY
TERRORISM EXPERT ROBERT HUNTER ON THE POSSIBILITY THAT
HIGGINS HAS ALREADY BEEN KILLED , THE OBEID ABDUCTION , ETC ;
VIDEOTAPE OF HIGGINS HANGING ; DEATH THREATS AGAINST
HOSTAGES TERRY WAITE AND JOSEPH CICIPPIO ; PRESIDENT BUSH'SREMARKS ON THE HIGGINS EXECUTION ; CICIPPIO'S WIFE APPEALSTO SPARE HER HUSBAND ; MILITARY OPTIONS EXPLORED BY THE US ;
CICIPPIO DEATH THREAT EXTENDED 48 HOURS ; ISRAEL DEFENDSITS KIDNAPPING OF SHEIK OBEID ; DEFENSE MINISTER RABIN
ADDRESSING THE KNESSET ; SOVIET DIPLOMACY WITH TEHAN ON THE
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HOSTAGES ; SITUATION IN BEIRUT , SHELLING , GENERAL STRIKE TOPROTEST OBEID KIDNAPPING ; BUSH REACTION , CONGRESSIONALREACTION TO HIGGINS ' EXECUTION ; ISRAELI PROPOSAL TO SWAP200 SHIITES FOR 3 ISRAELI SOLDIERS AND 17 WESTERNHOSTAGES ; COMMENTS ON CAPTIVITY OF THE FOUR BRITISHHOSTAGES ; PRESSURE ON IRAN TO HELP SECURE THE RELEASE OFTHE HOSTAGES ; SAYAD MUSAVI (LEADER OF HIZBOLLAH ) WARNSAGAINST US RETALIATION ; UN ENVOY MARRACK GOULDING TRAVELSTO BEIRUT TO ATTEMPT TO RECOVER HIGGINS ' BODY AND TOCONVINCE HIZBOLLAH TO DEAL WITH ISRAEL ; BACKGROUND ONHIZBOLLAH ; FORMED IN 1982 WITH THE GOAL OF ESTABLISHING ANIRANIAN STYLE ISLAMIC REVOLUTION IN LEBANON ( 23 JUNE 3AUGUST 1989 )
OFF - THE - AIR RECORDINGS
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1
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UNITED STATES ; ISRAEL ; LEBANON
HOSTAGE CRISIS

BACKGROUND REPORT ON THE KIDNAPPING OF THE MOSLEM CLERICSHEIK OBEID AND EVENTS LEADING TO THE EXECUTION OF HOSTAGEWILLIAM HIGGINS ; PRESIDENT BUSH COMMENTS ONHOSTAGE - TAKING ; IRANIAN TV REPORTING HIGGINS ' EXECUTIONWITHOUT EDITORIAL COMMENT ; IRANIAN FOREIGN MINISTERVELAYATI CONDEMNED OBEID KIDNAPPING AND THREATENED TO KILLHIGGINS ; INTERIOR MINISTER MOHTASHEMI'S DIRECTIVE TOPRO - IRANIAN LEADERS IN LEBANON TO STRIKE US AND ISRAELITARGETS ; REACTION BY ISRAELI PRIME MINISTER SHAMIR ANDDEFENSE MINISTER RABIN ; REALIZATION BY ISRAELIS THAT THEYWOULD BE BLAMED FOR THE EXECUTION ; CONGRESSIONAL COMMENTS ;HIGGINS ' EXECUTION VIDEOTAPE ; FOREIGN MINISTER ARENSCOMMENTS ON TIMING OF THE EXECUTION ; POSSIBILITY THATHIGGINS WAS KILLED LAST JULY WHEN USS VINCENNES SHOT DOWNAN IRANIAN AIRLINER ; DISCUSSION WITH EHUD OHMERT , ADVISERTO SHAMIR AND REP . DANTE FASCELL , CHAIRMAN OFTHE HOUSEFOREIGN AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
OFF - THE - AIR RECORDINGS
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060

ENGLISH

89

WORLDWIDE

WAGING PEACE # 4 ( DATES : 5 SEP 89-11 OCT 89 )
1. FOCUS ON PEACEKEEPING FORCES ALL OVER THE WORLD ;
COMMENTS BY UN GENERAL SECRETARY PEREZ DE CUELLAR ; PIX OFCOL . WILLIAM HIGGINS IN LEBANON ; CRITICISM BY PIK BOTHA ;2. MORE ON THE UN PEACEKEEPING FORCES ; BACKGROUND ONCYPRUS ; 3. FOCUS ON NEUTRAL NATIONS ; PIX OF SWEDISHMILITARY PLANES ; COMMENTS BY FOREIGN MINISTER STEN
ANDERSON AND SWEDISH AMBASSADOR TO UN JAN ELIASSON ; 4 .FOCUS ON OSCAR ARIAS ; ARIAS PEACE PLAN ; 5. ANGOLA WAR ANDHOW THE OPPOSITION HAS INTERGRATED WAR INTO THEIR DAILYLIFE ; UNITA ; PIX OF CAPTURED CUBAN AND SOVIET EQUIPMENT ;RADIO JAMBA AND PIX OF NEW VIDEO AND PRINTING FACILITY ; 6 .FOCUS ON THE GRIM CYCLE THAT TURNS INNOCENT CHILDEREN INTOVILENT ADULTS ; COMMENTS BY PSYCHOLOGIST ; 7. WAYS IN WHICHTHE WORLD CAN LIVE TOGATHER ; REPORT ON HOW ISRAEL ANDJORDAN CONTINE TRADING ; HOW BOTH COUNTRIES SHARE WATER ;PRAGMATIC COOPERATION ; 8. UPHEAVEAL IN THE COMMUNISTWORLD ; SEARCH FOR A NEW COMMUNIST MODEL ; PIX OF THE MANYVISITS OF GORBACHEV ; COMMENTS BY YELTSIN , YAN JIAQI , ANDWALESA ; 9. CRIPPLE ECONOMIES ON THE THIRD WORLD ; SUFFERINGCHILDEREN IN MEXICO ; PIX OF VENEZUELAN AND ARGENTINIANVILOENCE ; PIX OF CARLOS ANDRES PEREZ ; MEXICO'S DEBT ;MEXICO CITY SCENES . ( DATES : 5 SEPT 1989-11 OCTOBER 1989 )OFF - THE -AIR RECORDINGS
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900035001

UNCLASSIFIED

OFFICIAL USE ONLY (GOVT USE ONLY )
NO DISSEMINATION CONTROL
1

UMATIC
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90

WORLDWIDE

VISNEWS STOCK FOOTAGE
IRAN IRAQI CAPTIVES SITTING IN HALL AT MEHRBAD AIRPORTIN TEHRAN ; RED CROSS OFFICIALS . JAPAN YELTSIN WITHKAIFU . SOVIET UNION - MILITARY OFFICERS ; TROOPS TRAIN WITHRIFLES ; CROWD AT GATES ; DOWNED HELICOPTER ; ARMED MILITIASOLDIER ; SANDBAGS ARE EMPLACED ; WOUNDED CIVILIANS INHOSPITAL ; REFUGEES ON AEROFLOT PLANE ; RIOT POLICE . ROMANIA- DEMONSTRATION OUTSIDE ALBANIAN EMBASSY IN BUCHAREST ; MENHOLD SIGNS ; CHANTING CROWD ; BANNERS IN ENGLISH . INDIA -VARIOUS SHOTS OF RAJNEESH ; CROWD DANCES AND CELEBRATES THERAJNEESH ; BHAGWAN SPEAKS ; ARMED GUARD . LEBANON - ISRAELIJETS BOMB PLO POSITIONS NEAR SIDON ; BOMB EXPLOSION ; JETFLIES OVERHEAD ; SMOKE RISES ABOVE BUILDINGS ; JET DROPSFLARES ; ANTI - AIRCRAFT GUN ON A JEEP ; WOUNDED IN HOSPITAL .
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Record : 17359 ( continued )

SOVIET UNION GORBACHEV SPEAKS TO LEGISLATORS ; TANK ;SOLDIERS ; AEROFLOT PLANE ; REFUGEES ; COMMENTS BY SOVIETGENERAL , SOUTH AFRICA POLICE WITH DOGS ; DEMONSTRATIONAGAINST BRITISH SOCCER TEAM ; POLICE BREAK UP
DEMONSTRATION ; WINNIE MANDELA WIPES EYES ; POLICE OFFICERSPEAKS ; SOUTH AFRICAN AIRLINES PLANE . SWITZERLAND - PANELDISCUSSES WORLD REFUGEE SITUATION . EAST GERMANY FACTORYSPEWS OUT SMOKE ; TRASH DUMP ; TRAIN POURS SMOKE ; DUMPTRUCK ; POLLUTED RIVER ; DENUDED FOREST ; SLIME ON RIVER ;POSTERS ON WALLS . UNITED STATES FOREIGN MINISTER OFEGYPT ESMAT ABDEL MAGUID SPEAKS IN ENGLISH . ISRAEL PEACEDEMONSTRATION OUTSIDE COURTHOUSE IN JERUSALEM ; PEACEPROTESTORS CLASH WITH OTHERS ; FAISAL HUSSEINI SPEAKS .UNITED STATES SPACE SHUTTLE COLOMBIA LANDS AT NIGHT ;TECHNICIANS INSPECT SHUTTLE ; CREW DISEMBARKS . LEBANONKAWTHARIYET AS -SIYAD ; EXTERIOR OF BUILDING WHERE COLONELHIGGINS WAS ALLEGEDLY HELD ; WEAPONS WITH SILENCERS ; SECRETDOOR ; SMALL CELL ; CAPTURED WEAPONS THAT MAY HAVE BELONGEDTO HIZBOLLAH ; FAKE CAR PLATES . IRELAND - FOREIGN MINISTERSOF EUROPE ; DOUGLAS HURD ; JACQUES DELORS ; DIETRICH
GENSCHER ; CARS LEAVE . YUGOSLAVIA FLAGS WAVE OVERBELGRADE ; WAD OF BANKNOTES ; STREET MUSICIANS ; TANKS ONEXERCISES ; MILSEVIC AT RALLY ; DEMONSTRATORS ARRESTED .SOVIET UNION - DEMONSTRATION IN BAKU ; COMMUNIST PARTYCARDS ARE BURNED ; NIGHT RALLY OF AZERIS ; PEOPLE MILL ABOUTIN STREET ; SOVIET SOLDIERS STAND AROUND ARMORED CAR ;DAMAGED JEEP ; WOUNDED MAN IN HOSPITAL ; BULLET WOUNDS INBACK ; DEAD MEN LIE IN SNOW ; SOLDIERS SIT ATOP ARMOREDPERSONNEL CARRIES ( BMP ) ; VIGILANTES ON MARCH ; GOOD FOOTAGEFROM SOVIET TV ON VIOLENCE WITH BLOOD DRIPPING DOWN THESCREEN ALL PUT TO DRAMATIC MUSIC ; AZERIBAIJAN . FRANCEFASHION SHOW . VATICAN CITY - DELEGATION FROM
CZECHOSLOVAKIA MEETS THE POPE . BANGLADESH MOSLEMS HANGONTO A TRAIN AS IT MOVE ; PEOPLE POUR OFF THE TRAIN ; PEOPLESIT AROUND RIVER NEAR DHAKA ( DATES RECORDED 19-22 JANUARY1990 )

VISNEWSACQUIRED FROM

Record : 17483

FILM NUMBER

CLASSIFICATION
DISSEM1

DISSEM2

NUMBER OF TAPES
TAPE WIDTH
RUN TIME /MINUTES
LANGUAGE
YEAR PRODUCED

COUNTRIES

PROGRAM TITLE
DESCRIPTION

900046801

UNCLASSIFIED

OFFICIAL USE ONLY ( GOVT USE ONLY )
NO DISSEMINATION CONTROL
1

VHS

048

ENGLISH

89

UNITED STATES
THE CURRENT HOSTAGE SITUATION IN LEBANON AND OPTIONS
KIDNAPPING OF SHEIKH OBEID ; THREAT FROM " OPPRESSED OF THEEARTH " THAT US MARINE COLONEL WILLIAM HIGGINS WILL BEHANGED ; TAPE SHOWING MAN IDENTIFIED AS HIGGINS AFTEREXECUTION . BUSH RETURNS TO WHITE HOUSE ; RABIN OFFERS A
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Record : 17483 ( continued )

TRADE ; CICIPPIO THREATENED , NEW VIDEO OF HIM SPEAKING RE
RELEASE OF OBEID . DISCUSSION OF SITUATION AND OPTIONS
AMONG HENRY KISSINGER ; BOBBY INMAN ; RICHARD MURPHY , FORMER
ASST SECRETARY OF STATE FOR NEAR EASTERN AFFAIRS ; ADMIRAL
JAMES LYONS , FORMER PACFLEET COMMANDER - IN - CHIEF ; DAVID
AARON , FORMER DEPUTY NATIONAL SECURITY ADVISOR TO CARTER ;
PATRICK BUCHANAN , FORMER DIRECTOR OF WHITE HOUSE
COMMUNICATIONS .

ABC DISTRIBUTION COMPANY
ACQUIRED FROM

Record : 19498

FILM NUMBER

CLASSIFICATION

DISSEM1

DISSEM2

NUMBER OF TAPES
TAPE WIDTH

RUN TIME /MINUTES

LANGUAGE

YEAR PRODUCED

COUNTRIES

PROGRAM TITLE

910106001

UNCLASSIFIED

OFFICIAL USE ONLY ( GOVT USE ONLY )
NO DISSEMINATION CONTROL
1

UMATIC

040

ENGLISH

91

UNITED STATES

ANDREWS AFB CEREMONY FOR WILLIAM BUCKLEY AND COL . WILLIAM
HIGGINS

CNN SPECIAL REPORT ON THE RETURN OF THE REMAINS OF CIA
STATION CHIEF WILLIAM BUCKLEY AND MARINE COL . WILLIAM
HIGGINS ; COMMENTS BY CIA DIRECTOR ROBERT GATES AND
SECRETARY OF DEFENSE RICHARD CHENY ; 30 DECEMBER 1991 .
OFF - THE - AIR RECORDINGS

DESCRIPTION

ACOUIRED FROM

Record : 19525

FILM NUMBER

CLASSIFICATION
DISSEM1

DISSEM2

NUMBER OF TAPES
TAPE WIDTH

RUN TIME /MINUTES

LANGUAGE

YEAR PRODUCED

COUNTRIES

PROGRAM TITLE

DESCRIPTION

920002201

UNCLASSIFIED

OFFICIAL USE ONLY (GOVT USE ONLY )
NO DISSEMINATION CONTROL
1

VHS

080

ENGLISH

91

UNITED STATES

MEMORIAL SERVICE FOR WILLIAM BUCKLEY AND WILLIAM HIGGINS
CNN COVERAGE OF THE ARRIVAL OF THE REMAINS OF WILLIAM
BUCKLEY AND WILLIAM HIGGINS AT ANDREWS AFB ; 30 DECEMBER
1991 ; REMARKS BY DCI ROBERT GATES , SECRETARY OF DEFENSEDICK CHENEY , VICE PRESIDENT QUAYLE .
OFF - THE -AIR RECORDINGS

ACQUIRED FROM

Record : 19535

FILM NUMBER

CLASSIFICATION
DISSEMI

DISSEM2

920002501

UNCLASSIFIED

OFFICIAL USE ONLY (GOVT USE ONLY )
NO DISSEMINATION CONTROL
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NUMBER OF TAPES

TAPE WIDTH

RUN TIME /MINUTES

LANGUAGE

YEAR PRODUCED

COUNTRIES

PROGRAM TITLE

DESCRIPTION

1

UMATIC

060

ENGLISH

91

UNITED STATES

HOMECOMING OF WILLIAM F. BUCKLEY ( U )
HOMECOMING SERVICES FOR THE RETURN OF WILLIAM F. BUCKLEY
AND COL . WILLIAM HIGGINS ; ANDREWS AFB ; 30 DECEMBER 1991 ;
REMARKS BY DCI ROBERT GATES , SECRETARY OF STATE RICHARD
CHENEY AND VICE PRESIDENT DAN QUAYLE ; GRAVESIDE SERVICESAT ARLINGTON CEMENTERY .

DI TV CENTER , CIA
ACQUIRED FROM

Record : 20086

FILM NUMBER

CLASSIFICATION

DISSEMI

DISSEM2

NUMBER OF TAPES

TAPE WIDTH

RUN TIME MINUTES

LANGUAGE

YEAR PRODUCED

COUNTRIES

PROGRAM TITLE

DESCRIPTION

920056601

UNCLASSIFIED

OFFICIAL USE ONLY (GOVT USE ONLY )
NO DISSEMINATION CONTROL
1

UMATIC

060

ENGLISH

91

LEBANON ; SYRIA ; UNITED STATES ; GERMANY
HOSTAGE # 12
1 . FREED HOSTAGE JOSEPH CICIPPIO SPEAKING AT PRESS
CONFERENCE . 2. CICIPPIO SPEAKING TO REPORTERS . CICIPPIO
WALKING WITH WIFE . HOSTAGE NEGOTIATOR GIANDOMINICO PICCO .
3. RELEASED HOSTAGE ALANN STEEN PRESS CONFERENCE . 4 .
STEEN PRESS CONFERENCE . 5 . STEEN SPEAKING TO REPORTERS .
HEZBALLAH DEMONSTRATORS . 6 . ISLAMIC JIHAD TAPE OF TERRY
ANDERSON READING STATEMENT . SYRIAN FOREIGN MINISTER
FAROUK AL SHARAA . 7. RELEASED HOSTAGE TERRY ANDERSON
GREETING SISTER OUTSIDE WIESBADEN HOSPITAL IN GERMANY . 8 .
FOOTAGE OF PREVIOUSLY RELEASED HOSTAGES : JERRY LEVIN ,

BENJAMIN WEIR , PHOTO OF WILLIAM BUCKLEY , ALEC COLLETT ,
HANGED , LAWRENCE JENCO , DAVID JACOBSON , CHARLES GLASS ,
MITHILESHWAR SINGH , WILLIAM HIGGINS , ROBERT POLHILL , FRANK
REED , BRIAN KEENAN , JOHN MCCARTHY , EDWARD TRACY , JACK
MANN , JESSE TURNER , THOMAS SUTHERLAND , TERRY WAITE , 9 .
TERRY ANDERSON PRESS CONFERENCE . 10. JOAN LUNDEN
INTERVIEW WITH CICIPPIO AND WIFE . 11 . WILLIAM HIGGINS ,BODY SEEN HANGING . ROBIN HIGGINS COMMENTS . 12. BUCKLEY
IN CAPTIVITY . 13 . CLIP FROM BUCKLEY MEMORIAL SERVICE .
VIDEOTAPE OF TWO REMAINING GERMAN HOSTAGES . PHOTOS OF
HAMADEI BROTHERS . CLIP OF MEMORIAL SERVICE FOR
HIGGINS AND BUCKLEY . (DATES : 2 DEC - 30 DEC 1991 )
OFF - THE - AIR RECORDINGS

14 .

ACQUIRED FROM

Record : 20952

FILM NUMBER

CLASSIFICATION
930051801

UNCLASSIFIED
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DISSEM1

DISSEM2

NUMBER OF TAPES

TAPE WIDTH

RUN TIME /MINUTES

LANGUAGE

YEAR PRODUCED

COUNTRIES

PROGRAM TITLE

DESCRIPTION

OFFICIAL USE ONLY (GOVT USE ONLY )
NO DISSEMINATION CONTROL
1

UMATIC

060

ENGLISH

91

UNITED STATES ; SYRIA ; LEBANON

HOSTAGES # 12 (DATES : 2-30 DEC 91 )
1 . COVERAGE OF THE RELEASE OF HOSTAGE JOSEPH CICIPPIO
FROM CAPTIVITY IN BEIRUT ; PRESS COVERAGE IN DAMASCUS
FOLLOWING HIS RELEASE ; 2. EXPECTATION THAT THE RELEASE
OF CICIPPIO MAY INDICATE THE IMMINENT RELEASE OF THE
REMAINING HOSTAGES ; EXCERPTS FROM THE PRESS CONFERENCE
FOLLOWING HIS RELEASE , FOOTAGE OF HIS ARRIVAL AT A
MILITARY HOSPITAL IN GERMANY ; FOOTAGE OF OTHER RECENT
HOSTAGE RELEASES ; 3 . COVERAGE OF THE RELEASE OF HOSTAGE
ALANN STEEN FROM CAPTIVITY IN BEIRUT ; 4 . COVERAGE OF THE
PRESS CONFERENCE FOLLOWING THE RELEASE OF HOSTAGE ALANN
STEEN ; 5. PROSPECTS FOR THE RELEASE OF HOSTAGE TERRY
ANDERSON FOLLOWING THE RELEASE OF ALLAN STEEN ; COVERAGE OF
EVENTS FOLLOWING THE RELEASE OF STEEN ; 6. CONFLICTING
REPORTS ABOUT THE POSSIBLE RELEASE OF HOSTAGE TERRY
ANDERSON ; EXCERPT FROM A VIDEOTAPE RELEASED TO WESTERN
NEWS AGENCIES BY TERRY ANDERSON'S CAPTORS , SHOWING
ANDERSON READING A STATEMENT ; BACKGROUND ON THE ISLAMIC
JIHAD TERRORIST GROUP RESPONSIBLE FOR THE HOSTAGE - TAKING ;

UNITED NATIONS SECRETARY - GENERAL ANNOUNCES THE RELEASE
OF THE FINAL AMERICAN HOSTAGE IN BEIRUT , TERRY ANDERSON ;
7. TERRY ANDERSON REUNITED WITH HIS FAMILY IN GERMANY ;
JOINT APPEARANCE BY ANDERSON , STEEN AND CICIPPIO ; 8 .
RECAP OF THE HOSTAGE SAGA ; FILE FOOTAGE OF THE EARLIER
HOSTAGES ; 9. PRESS CONFERENCE BY TERRY ANDERSON IN
GERMANY ; 10. FOOTAGE OF JOSEPH CICIPPIO'S RETURN TO THE
US ; INTERVIEW WITH CICIPPIO AND HIS WIFE ; 11. THE BODY
OF LT . COLONEL WILLIAM HIGGINS TO THE US ; HIGGINS HAD BEEN
HANGED BY HIS BEIRUT CAPTORS ; 12 . THE BODY OF FORMER CIA
EMPLOYEE WILLIAM BUCKLEY IS RECOVERED IN BEIRUT ; 13 .
MORE ON THE RECOVERY OF THE REMAINS OF WILLIAM BUCKLEY ;
VIDEOTAPE RELEASED SHOWING TWO GERMAN HOSTAGES STILL BEING
HELD IN BEIRUT ; 14. THE BODIES OF HIGGINS AND BUCKLEY
BURIED IN THE US ; COMMENTS FROM DCI ROBERT GATES .
OFF - THE - AIR RECORDINGSACQUIRED FROM
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A bibliographic note

INTELLIGENCE AND NATIONAL POWER

Slan A. Taylor

Unforturately, there is no single short work that covers the scope of

intelligence, espionage, national security, and everything in between. The

following note lists only a few of the better works ( including fiction) for those

who may want to do some reading in one or more of the several areas that make

up the broad and fascinating field of strategic intelligence . The two most

complete bibliographies are George C. Constantinides, Intelligence
and Espt

onage: An Analytical Bibliography ( 1983 ), a work to which all students of

intelligence are indebted , and the published guide to the famous Bowen

collection edited by Marjory W. Cline and others, Scholar's Guide to Intelli

gence Literature : Bibliography of the Russell J. Bouen Collection in the

Joseph Mark Lauinger Memorial Library, Georgetown University (1983). This

guide was published for the National Intelligence Study Center. Intelligence:

Policy and Process, edited by Alfred C. Maurer and others, contains a useful

bibliography written by Robert La Liberte Migneault that provides a fairly

complete review of the literature on intelligence. Less accessible , but very

useful, is the bibliography published by the US Defense Intelligence College,

Bibliography of Intelligence Literature: A
Critical and Annotated Bibliogra.

phy of Open -Source Literature, ( 1985 ).

The Foreign Intelligence Literary Scene: A Bimonthly Veu'sletter Book

Review is incispensible for anyone who wishes to stay current in this interesting

field of study . This publication was taken over in 1956 by the National

Intelligence Study Center and is one of the better ways to stay up to date on

contemporary research and writing about intelligence matters. Academic

interest in this field is evidenced by the recent appearance of two scholarly

journals devoted solely to intelligence. One is The International Journal of

Intelligence and Counterintelligence and the other is Intelligence and

National Security. The early issues of both have been of high quality and treal

both, historical and contemporary intelligence activities.

In the interest of readability, I do not list publisher or place of publication

but I do give subtitles if they tend to reveal much about the scope of the work

Interested readers may find complete bibliographic information in any library

The Role of Intelligence in National Security

At the most theoretical level is Harold Wilensky's Organizational Intcl

ligence: Knowledge and Policy in Government and Industry (1967) which

discusses the role of political and economic intelligence in government It also

treats the issue of secrecy in a democratic society. On the dangers of inaccurate

perceptions and , hence , the need for the corrective influence of intelligence,

Robert Jervis has written two superb books, The Logic of Images in Interna

tional Relations (1970) and The Logic of Perception and Misperception in

129Appruit for
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Inteinational Politics ( 1976) . Jervis has written more recently on the role of
intelligence in " Intelligence and Foreign Policy," in International Security
11 ( 1968-87 ). The relationship belween intelligence and national security is
discussed in Herbert Scoville's " Is Espionage Necessary for our Security ? "

Foreign Affairs 54 ( 1976 ) :482-495 .

Often considered the best general discussion on the role of intelligence and

national security ( especially given its early publication date- 1949) is Sherman

Kent's Strategic Intelligence for American World Policy Kent's book was

republished in 1966. Diplomatic historian Ernest May has recently ( 1955 :

edited a fine collection of essays entitled , knowing Orie's Enemy Intelligence

Assessment Before the Tuo World Wars - not a bad definition of strategic

intelligence. These essays focus on what are called national estimates . Each

article discusses what enemies or potential enemies knew about one another
before and during several international conflicts One of the more comprehen

sive works yet published on both the theory and practice of intelligence is the

recent Intelligence : Policy and Process ( 1955 ), edited by Alfred C Maurer and

others .

1

The History of Intelligence (Pre- 1945)

As with any other academic field , the contemporary situation cannot be

understood without some idea of the past . Perhaps the most significant history

of intelligence, at least at the time of its publication , was Richard W.Rowan's

The Story of SecretService ( 1937 ). This was publishe :: ialer in Great Britain as

Secre ! Service: Thirty - Three Centuries of Espionage Even by today's stan .

dards Rowan's work is perhaps the best available on ir telligence before World

War II . One of the few other efforts of such a scope is the collaboration by a

medievalist and a diplomatic historian , Secret Diplomacy. Espionage and

Cryptography 1500-1815 (1963) by James W. Thompson and Saul K Padover

A thorough documentation of spies , deserters, treason , deception , and so forth

among the ancient Greeks is found in Chester C. Starr's Political Intelligence

in Classical Creece ( 1974 ) .

A large (347 pages) work that , at a minimum, cannot be faulted for its

effort is Spy.'Counterspu: An Encyclopedia of Espionage ( 1952 ! by Vincent

and Nan Buranelli . The book has disappointed some experts on intelligence , but

is a good " encyclopedia " for the beginner.

Those interested in early American espionage should read American

Espionage: From Secret Service to CIA (1977 ), by Rhodri Jeffreys -Jones, and

The Spy in America ( 1943 ) , by George S Bryan . Students of the American

Revolution should read John Bakeless's Turncoats, Traitors and Heroes ! 1959 :,

the best of several works dealing with espionage during that period , and Civil

War buffs will be interested in Harnett T. Kane's Spies for the Blue and Gray

( 1954 ) A book that covers many early intelligence matters and that also

contains a good discussion of early constitutional controversies is Daniel N

Hoffman's Governmental Secrecy and the Founding Fathers: A Study in

Constitutional Controls ( 1981).

The World War I period is treated in a number of books dealing mostly

with individual events or with narrow and technical aspects of military
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intelligence. The best overview is found in selected chapters of the Jeffreys

Jones book mentioned above. Some of the more interesting works covering this

period deal with the famous Zimmerman telegram. Of these, the most readable

is Barbara Tuchman's The Zimmerman Telegram (1958), in which the

cryptanalytic achievement of the British Government in intercepting and

deciphering the famous telegram is interestingly told . The American effort at

cryptanalysis is told in the early and controversial book The American Black

Chamber by Herbert O. Yardley,
published in 1931. Shortly after its publica

tion, many believed that the Japanese gained valuable American secrets from

the book. The furor led to the passage in 1933 of a law-usually referred to as

the Yardley Law - protecting cryptologic matters.

No study of intelligence during World War I would be complete without

reading T. E. Lawrence's Seven Pillars of Wisdom : A Triumph (1935 )

Lawrence was connected with British intelligence before the war and writes

not only with considerable knowledge but also with great literary style Some

still consider his work as one of the best ever on irregular warfare

Soviet espionage in Japan during the interwar years is treated in Target

Tokyo: The Story of the
Sorge Spy Ring (1951), by

Gordon W. Prange A very

personalized version of American intelligence operations against Japan during

this same period is found in Sidney F. Mashbir's I Was an American Spy ( 1953 )

Soviet espionage in Europe before World War II is recounted in the biograph

ical Our Own People: A Memoir of " Ignace Reiss " and His Friends (1970 ).by

Elizabeth K. Portesky. The
official CIA history of this period is found in the

CIA- published The ROTE Kapelle: The CIA's History of Soviet Intelligence

and Espionage Networks in Western Europe, 1936-1945 (1979)

The number of books dealing with World War II is overwbelming On the

question of the quality of American intelligence about Japanese intentions, the

best work is Roberta Wohlstetter's Pearl Harbor. Warning and Decision ( 1962 ,

New works on American intelligence about the Japanese attack at Pearl Harbor

are appearing quite frequently. Some of these works are flawed by attempts to

resuscitate the reputations of some of the principals and must be viewed with

caution. Nevertheless, " And I Was There " Pearl Harbor and Miduay

Breaking the Secrets by Rear Admiral Edwin T. Layton and others (1955 ,

Jasper Holmes's Double-Edged Secrets - L'.S. Naval Intelligence
Operations

in the Pacific During
World War II ( 1979), and Ronald Lewin's The American

Magic: Codes, Ciphers
and the Defeat of Japan ( 1952 ) are required (though

contradictory ) reading on this event .

The best study of US
intelligence efforts against Nazi Germany is Joseph

E. Persico's Piercing the Reich : The Penetration of Nazi Cermany bu

American Secret Agents During
World War II (1979).On

inlelligence failures

during World War II , see Captains Without Eyes: Intelligence
Failures in

World War II (1969), by Lyman Kirkpatrick, Jr. A detailed discussion of some

specific intelligence problems associated with one famous battle is Charles B

MacDonald's A Time for Trumpets: The Untold Story of the Battle of the

Bulge (1985 ).

The role of the OSS during World War II is the subject of several works

An excellent book on the OSS is Bradley F. Smith's The Shadou K'arriors: OSS
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and the Origins of the CIA (1983 ). Despite the pretentious subtitle and the
errors created by the unavailability of official OSS wartime records , R HarrisSmith's OSS: The Secret History of America's First Central IntelligenceAgency ( 1972 ) is quite good . Corey Ford's Donovan of OSS ( 1970; is aninteresting account of some OSS operations during the war but it is based on
incomplete information . Perhaps the best study of the OSS, despite the slightlyTaisleading title , is Thomas E. Troy's Donovan and the CIA : A History of the
Establishment of the Central Intelligence Agency (1981). Troy's book waswritten in 1975 for the CIA and was based on official records . It was declassified
for public printing in 1981 and is by far the best work on this period

Many believe that the most interesting works about intelligence during
World War II are those dealing with the Allied successes in breaking the secret
German codes. To gain an impression of the scope of the German espionage
eforts, students should begin with David Kahr's Hitler's Spies : German
Military Intelligence in World War II ( 1978) and then move to those worksthat show how the British dealt with this challenge . I recommend J C
Masterman's The Double - Cross System in the War of 1939 to 1945 ( 1972 , Thisbook is a classic study of deception as a military strategy written by the personwho headed the XX or Double - Cross Committee of M115 throughout the war

The earliest book about breaking the German code, Francis W. Winter
botham's The Ultra Secret ( 1974 ) , is not necessarily the best. Nevertheless, it
remains a classic because of its early publication . The best books on this topicare Ronald Lewin's Ultra Coes to War: The First Account of World War II's
Greatest Secret Based on Official Documents ( 1978 ), Peter Calvocoressi's Top
Secret Ultra (1980 ); and Ralph Bennett's Ultra in the West: The Normandy
Campaign 1944-45 ( 1950 ) How the British acquired this code -breaking ability
is best told in Wladyslaw Kozaczuk's Enigma: How the German Machine
Cipher was Broken and How it uas Read by the Allies in World War II ( 1994 :
The most revealing work yet published on the details of breaking the German
code is Gordon Welchman's The Hut Six Story : Breaking the Enigma Codes
( 1992) . An interesting book which claims to " reveal the truths " about many
constantly retold World War ] I intelligence activities is Vigel West's A Thread
of Deceit: Espionage Myths of World War 11 ( 1955 ) West claims to set straight
the myth of Churchill's sacrificing Coventry to protect Ultra , the question of
who controlled Cicero, and other familiar tales

The American Intelligence Community

The activities of the American intelligence community have been
described in numerous books and publications For accuracy , reliability ,
objectivity, and careful documentation , however, the best sources are those
published by the Intelligence Committees of Congress The U'S Senate Com .
mittee on Government Operations acted first by creating a special committee
chaired by Senator Frank Church (and most often referred to as the Church
Committee) . That Committee undertook the most comprehensive and thor
ough congressional investigation of the American intelligence community ever
conducted . Its findings were published in six volumes entitled the Final Report
and Hearings of the Senate Select Committee To Study Governmental
Operation With Respect to Intelligence Acticilles 1975-1976 . These six
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volumes cover both foreign and domestic intelligence operations and are

required reading for students interested in official accounts of CIA, DIA, and

State Department intelligence activities. One of the recommendat:ons of the

Church Committee was that the Senate create a permanent intelligence

oversight committee. This was done in 1976 and the Senate Select Committee

on Intelligence continues to publish reports on various activities of the

American intelligence community. These publications continue to be perhaps

the only authoritative account of US intelligence activities

The House of Representatives also undertook a special investigation by a

committee chaired by Representative Otis Pike. This committee did not

publish its final report because of
Executive Branch disagreement on classified

information contained in the report. Eventually , however, the report was

leaked to the press and published in the 16 and 23 February 1976 editions of

The Village Voice. An edition of this text has been published in Great Britain

for the Bertrand Russell Peace Foundation entitled : CIA : The Pike Report

( 1977 ). Subsequently, the
House followed the lead of the Senate and in 1977

created a Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence. The volume of

literature published by that committee is too numerous to describe, but covers

a wide range of intelligence activities

One of the first academic efforts to describe the full range of is

intelligence community activities was the book by Lyman B. Kirkpatrick , Jr.

who (one would think) was uniquely qualified to write about the intelligence

establishment because he was a veteran of both the OSS and the CIA as well as

a Brown L'niversity professor. l'nfortunately, his
The L's Intelligence Com

munity: Foreign Policy and Domestic Activities ( 1973) is weak in its under

standing of the role of intelligence in a democratic society , is dull reading, and

is now quite da:ed . Nevertheless, it is one of the few books on this subject

written by an academic with intelligence experience. Also bad ., dated, but

more readable and more complete is Harry Howe Ransom's The Intelligence

Establishment ( 1970 ). Professor Ransom is widely recognized as a pioneer in

the academic study of intelligence.
He is one of the few authors in this held who

has never worked for an intelligence agency. A more recent historical

treatment is found in William R. Corson's The Armies of ignorance: The
Rise

of the American Intelligence Empire (1977 ). As suggested by the subtitle, the

book is a history of L'S intelligence froin the Revolutionary War up to the

present. Moreover, many non-American events are laced into the story. A

recent and almost encyclopedic
description of all of the agencies that make up

the intelligence community is Jeffrey T. Richelson's The L's Intelligence

Community ( 1985 ).

There are very few works focusing solely on the American military

intelligence community. The best is ediled by Gerald H Hopple and Bruce W.

Watson and is entitled The Military Intelligence Community 11956)

The Central Intelligence Agency

Books about the CIA fall primarily into three categories.
First there are the

" insider" books written by former CIA officials and employees in an attempt to

protect the public image of the CIA ; second there are the "exposes ," written by
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disgruntled (or, to paraphrase Oscar Wilde, at least not entirely " gruntled ")

former employees or by " investigative reporters, " most of which have been

extremely critical of the CIA and some of which have bordered on treason; and

finally there are the more recent works, some by scholars and some by retired

officials, but mostly works of fairly good quality.

In the first category is The Real CIA ( 1968), by Lyman Kirkpatrick, Jr. As

mentioned above , Kirkpatrick has many years of experience at several levels of

responsibility with both the OSS and the CIA . At the time of publication this

semiautobiographical book was widely heralded , but 16 years later it is unclear

why he oniitted so many critical aspects of the CIA story. A more recent book

by a 25- year CIA veteran is David A. Phillips's The Night Watch (1977).

Phillips founded an association of former intelligence officers and has spent

much of his time attempting to defend the reputation of the CIA and enhance

the luster of intelligence operations. The book is well written , though a bit

selective in what it covers . Of less general worth , but more interesting reading,

is Vernon A. Walter's Silent Missions (1978 ). Ceneral Walters is one of the most

interesting raconteurs and linguists who ever worked in the intelligence

profession. The book is full of anecdotes drawn from his years of widely varied

intelligence assignments. The book does not tell serious students of intelligence

anything new about the CIA , but it is interesting reading

In the second category, begin with the first anti-CIA book written by a

former employee of the agency-Phillip Agee's Inside the Company ( 1975 ;

The book is highly polemic and clearly the work of an ideologue In fact , Agee

has been called the first ideological Marxist ever to work for the CIA The book

has also been criticized for exposing several undercover agents, although many

of these claims have been exaggerated. Nevertheless, Agee has attempted to

make a living since 1975 by publishing names of CIA officers living abroad , thus

exposing their cover . The l'S Government has denied him a passport and he has

been living in whatever country in Europe would permit him residence

Also in this second category is The CIA and the Cult of Intelligence

( 1974), ty Victor Marchetti and John D. Marks. Both authors had considerable

experier.ce in the intelligence establishment and both became disaffected from

the policies and practices of the agencies. The book has considerable value as

an example of the legal problerns involved when former employees write about

the intelligence community. The CIA successfully persuaded the courts that the

publication of certain sections of this book would damage national security

Therefore , many parts of it were deleted by court order The American Civil

Liberties L'nion took up the case and convinced the court that some of the

deleted sections should be restored. More as a sales gimmick than anything else,

the book was published with blank spaces to indicate the 165 deletions required

by the court. Those sections which were restored were printed in boldface The

book has many faults it is polemical (but not nearly as such as the publication

hy pe suggests it to be ), it contains some factual errors , and it attempts to sell a

particular approach to intelligence-but it is worth reading another " insider "

book worth mentioning is Patrick J. McGarvey's CIA : The Myth and the

Ladness(1972 ). McGarvey worked for both CIA and the DIA as well as in

cryptology while in the military . Nevertheless, the book has not been well liked

by most reviewers .
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Two very costroversial books by former employees of the CIA are Frank

Snepp's Decent Interval: An Insider's Account of Saigon's Indecent End,
Told

by the CIA's Chief Strategy Analyst in Vietnam (1977) and John Stockwell's

In Search of Enemies: A CIA Story ( 1978 ). Snepp's book was the more

controversial of the two and established legal landmarks. It was not submitted

to the CIA for clearance before publication , as required by the contract all

intelligence officers sign . Thus, when the government initiated legal action

against Random House and Snepp, the case was followed with great interest

The government was successful in its argument and Snepp was denied any

profits from the book Many thought the incident would seriously dampen the

willingness of former intelligence officers to write their memoirs . The Stockwell

book makes several serious allegations about the poor judgment of certain CIA

officials, but it is most interesting when it talks about CIA clandestine activities

in Africa , a topic about which Stockwell had considerable knowledge

There are a growing number of interesting books in the third category

Ray S. Cline's Secrets, Spies and Scholars : Blueprint of the Essential CIA

(1976) has been fairly well received by scholars and is written from a

background of vast experience. Sorne have accused him of " retelling old

stories, " but , even if true, they are at least interesting stories Cline gives

firsthand accounts of some of the most interesting intelligence operations of the

last 30 years. A fairly balanced account of the CIA has been written by Scott

Breckinridge, a 26-year veteran of the Agency His work is The CIA and the

L'S Intelligence System ( 1986 ). Walter Laqueur's World of Secrets: The L'ses

and Limits of Intelligence (1956 ) is a recent and interesting book by a

well- known author . John Ranelagh's The Agency: The Rise and Decline of the

CIA ( 1986 ) uses the directors of the CIA (and other key people as a focus for

his study

The New York Times Book Review' called Thomas Pouers's The Man

W'ho kept the Secrets: Richard Helms and the CIA (1979 , one of the best books

of 1979. The book is not a biography of Helms, the former director of the CIA,

but rather uses his career as a vehicle to write about the intelligence

establishment . Some intelligence veterans call attention to minor factual errors,

but most (ever, the conservative National Intelligence Study Center) view

Powers's book as one of the best ever written on intelligence

William Colby , in conjunction with Peter Forbath , has written a book

spanning his career with OSS (where he survived dangerous missions in Europe

during World War II ) and with the CIA entitled Honorable Men ( 1975; Colby

was director of the Agency during the height of public criticism and does get

a little too defensive in the book. But his " explanation " of why he gave auay

the family jewels" is very interesting Equally interesting is his philosophy of

the role of clandestine activities in a democratic society. As usual , critics have

found some factual errors in the book. Some insight into the Colby period at the

CIA can be gained by reading David Phillips's The Night Watch ( 1977),

mentioned above .

Continuing the trend of autobiographical works by former directors is

Stansfield Turner's Secrecy and Democracy: The CIA in Transition ( 1955 ).

Turner was not a popular director at the Agency and his discussion of his role
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has struck many reviewers as too self-serving. The book contains an interesting

introductory section in which Turner comments on the publication difficulties

he encountered with the CIA clearance process. CIA publication review

officials say tha: Turner caused
them more trouble than Marche :ti and Marks,

Snepp, and Agee all combined. Nevertheless, Turner writes about a very

critical time for the CIA -- the post-Church Committee period and shows

considerable insight when he writes about the need for a democratically

controlled secret agency.

A book that does not fit neatly into any of the above
categories but is very

interesting reading is the somewhat personal odyssey by longtime CIA veteran

Cord Meyer, Facing Reality: From World Federation to the CIA (1980 ).

The National Security Agency

The NSA receives much less attention than the CIA, even though it is the

largest of the intelligence community agencies. Its mission is to protect all C'S

classified com.nunications and to collect and attempt to break the transmissions

of other governments. The best introduction to the arcane area of cryptology is

the superb volume by David Kahn, The
Codebreakers: The Story of Secret

Writing ( 1967). I believe
this to be the best work of this type vet written. It is

all the more fascinating when one realizes that Kahn based most of the book on

research in the New York Public Library! Eighteen years after it was written,

it remains a classic even though Kahn had no access to classified information

An excellent companion volume is Ralph E. Weber's ( ' S Diplomatic Codes

and Ciphers, 1775 to 1933 ( 1979).

It is very difficult to find up - to -date material on the NSA Chapter 7 in

Morton Halperin and others' The Lawless Slale
(1976) is a critical discussion

of

the NSA. The 26 June 1978 U.S. Neu's and World Report contains an
extensive,

if somewhat sensationalized , article entitled , “ Eavesdropping on the World's

Secrets." A very slim paperback published in 1981 is also very useful George

A. Brownell's The Origin and Development of the National
Security Agency

James Bamford's The Puzzle Palace: A Report on America's Most Secret

Agency ( 1982) has not been well received by reviewers, but it remains one of

the few bock -length explorations of the XSA.

British Intelligence

Other than the reference above to the l'ltra secret, the best overview of

British inteligence during World War II is F. H. Hinsley's
British Intelligence

in the Second World War: Its Influence on Strategy and Operation ( 1979)

This will eventually be a three-volume set and is the British Government's

official history of this period. Another
excellent study of British intelligence

during World War II is Wesley K Wark's The Ullimaie Enemy: British

Intelligence and Nazi Germany, 1933-1939. (1995 ). The official story of British

activities in occupied France is told by Alichael R D. Foot in SOE in France:

An Account of the Work of the British Special Opera'ions
Executive in

France, 1940-1944, (1966 ).

A book that some say was smuggled out of Britain before the government

could prevent its publication (and others say was stolen !) is Nigel West's The
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Circus: M15 Cperations 1946-1972 (1983) . West, actually Rupert Allason,

makes several controversial and
unproven accusations in this book Hest has

also authored M16: British Secret Intelligence Service Opera ! ions 1909-45

( 1984). A very scholarly and comprehensive survey of British intelligence is

Christopher Ardrew's Secret Service: The Making of the British Intelligence

Community ( 1985). This was published in America as Her Majesty's Secret

Service in 1956.

Probably the most significant foreign penetration of an intelligence

service, at least in modern times, was the Soviet penetration of British

intelligence in the post-World War- Il period. There are several fascinating

books on this development, but more facts seem to be revealed each year so one

must read all of them with suspended judgment . A good place to begin is

Douglas Sutherland's The Great Betrayal: The Definitice Slory of Blunt,

Philby, Burgess and Maclean (1980). The best source on Philby et al is probably

Andrew Boyle's The Fourth Man : The Definitive Account of Kim Philhy, Guy

Burgess and Donald Maclean and Who Recruited Them To Spy for Russia

( 1979). (The recurring use of the word " definitive" in these titles is a clear

indications of the need for caution when reading these works ) One should

obtain the Coronet Publisher revised version of this book sirce the London

version was published before the identification of Blunt as the Fourth Man

Kim Philby's own version, highly propagandistic since he was working for the

KGB when he wrote it , is My Silent W'ar ( 1968). An interesting confessional by

a person who claims he knew about Philby and the others but did not tell

anyone is Michael Straight's After Long Silence ( 1953) Barrie Penrose and

Simon Freeman continue the growing tradition of books on this affair with their

Conspiracy of Silence: The Secret Life of Anthony Blunt ( 1996). There is one

fairly safe conclusion one can reach on the Philby affair the words " definitive

and " silence " have been overworked .

For a very nonofficial version of the penetration of British intelligence, see

Chapman Pincher's Their Trade is Treachery ( 1951 ) Pincher is a British

journalist who specializes in intelligence matters and has been at the heart of

several major controversies over the last few years. In spite of some factual

errors, this remains must reading for an understanding of how the Soviets

placed so many high -ranking agents inside British intelligence. This is the

controversial book that shook the Thatcher government with its allegation that

a former head of M15 was a Soviet mole. Chapman has continued his crusade

in his Too Secret Too Long (1994)

Perhaps the only work published on the highly sensitive intelligence

agreements between the Western allies is the recent book by Jeffrey I.

Richelson and Desmond Ball entitled The Ties That Bind: Intelligence

Cooperation Between the UKUSA Countries - The L'nited Kingdom , the

L'nited States of America, Canada, Australia,
and New Zealand (1955 ). The

book does not deliver all that it promises but does give brief overviews of the

intelligence communities of these five nations.

German Intelligence Under Hitler

David Kahn's Hitler's Spies (mentioned earlier ) should be at the top of any

list of books on Nazi intelligence. Probably the best book on the head of
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German military intelligence during the war is Andre Brissaud's Canaris: The

Biography of Admiral Canaris, Chief of German Military Intelligence in the

Second Word War ( 1970) . Another high -quality work on Canaris is lan Colvin's

Chief of Intelligence ( 1951 ), in which Colvin suggests that Canaris may have

been a British agent . The definitive work on Canaris, however, was recently

written by a senior editor of Der Spiegel, Heinz Hohne , and is entitled,

Canaris: Hitler's Master Spy ( 1979). German wartime intelligence is chroni

cled by Lauran Paine in German Military Intelligence in World V'ar II : The

Abwehr ( 1984 ) . Although of varying quality, Ladislav Farago's The Game of

Fores: The Untold Story of German Espionage in the US and Great Britain

During World War II ( 1971 ) is very readable and quite juicy .He claims to have

been the first researcher to have had access to Abwehr records One of the best

known of all German intelligence operations is the one involving the Cerman

secret agent who was valet of the British ambassador in Ankara The German

version of this story is told in L. C. Moyzisch's Operation Cicero ( 1950). Some

have argued that the Allies learned of his identity through l'Itra and used him

as a conduit for misinformation to the Germans. This episode, among others, is

told in Allen Dulles's The Secret Surrender ( 1966 ). This version is debunked by

Nigel West in his previously mentioned A Thread of Deceit

Soviet Intelligence Agencies

Certainly the most readable general introduction to Soviet intelligence is

John Barron's KGB: The Secret Work of Soviet Secret Agents ( 1974 ) Barron is

senior editor of the Reader's Digest and , as might be expected, has produced

a journalistic book creating dramatic reconstructions of many actual cases. He

interviewed Soviet defectors for much of his information, but it is also obvious

that, either officially or unofficially, L'S Government officials collaborated with

Barron . He presents a very sinister, but probably moderately accurate , view of

the KGB. Additional KGB- involved intrigue is discussed in Barron's updated

version , The KGB Today (1983)

Two excellent historical overview's of Soviet intelligence have been

published recently . One is The Neu KCB: Engine of Souiet Pouer ( 1955 ), by

William R. Corson and Robert T. Crowley . A 1956 revised edition of this book

contains an updated section on the relationship between Corbacher and the

KGB . The other recent overview is Jeffrey T. Richelson's Sword and Shield

The Soviet Intelligence and Security Apparatus. The most readable history of

the NKVD is Robert Conquest's Inside Stalin's Secret Police NKVD Politics.

1936-1939 ( 1986) .

One of several books by defectors from Soviet intelligence services is The

Secre ! World ( 1959) by Peter Deriabin and Frank Gibney Deriabin was a

former bodyguard to Stalin who defected to the West in 1954 on his first

foreign assignment . As an early defector he supplied much knowledge about

the KGB in the post-World War Il period. He also translated the famous book

The Penkovsky Papers in 1965. Deriabin has also written an account of

bodyguards from Kievan Russia to the present in Walchdogs of Terror

Russian Bodyguards from the Tsars to the Commissars ( 1984 ). Another of a

growing number of books by defectors is Alexandra Costa's Stepping Doun

From the Star: A Sortet Defector's Story ( 1986) Russian military intelligence
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(the GRU') is
described in Ismail Akhmedov, In and Out of Stalin's CRU: A

Tatar's Escape from. Red Army Intelligence. As the subtitle indicates, the

author is also a defector. The best source currently available on the GRU is

Inside Soviet Military Intelligence (1984) by Victor Suvorov (pseudonym )

There are a lot of problems with this book, but on topics as enigmatic as the

GRU, one must be grateful for
almost anything. Another

excellent book on one

particular aspect of the KGB is Alexsei Myagkov's Inside the KGB: An Expose

by an Officer of the Third Directorate ( 1977).

On the famous atomic spies in the United States in the 1950s, see

Montgomery H. Hyde's The Atom Bomb Spies ( 1981). An older, and slightly

less reliable, treatment of the Rosenbergs as well as other Soviet agents in the

United States can be found in Red Spies in the U.S. ( 1973), by
George Carpozi,

Jr. On the other side of the coin, the Soviet services are not immune to

penetration, as discussed by William Hood in Mole: The True Story of the

First Russian
Intelligence Officer Recruited by the CIA (1982)

For an old, but very
interesting, picture of the way the KGB uses Soviet

embassies, see Aleksandr Kaznacheev's
Inside a Soviet Embassy: Experiences

of a Russian Diplomat in Burma (1962) Kaznacheev was a serior Soviet

diplomat in Burma who defected to the West in 1959. His account of the heavy

hand of the KGB in the embassy is still interesting
reading XC3 disinformation

or, as it was formerly called, " active measures," is excellently discussed in

Richard H. Schultz and Roy Godson , Dezinformalsia: Actice Measures in

Soriet Strategy (1983) and Ladislav Bittman's The KCB and Societ Disinfor

mation : An Insider's View ( 1985).

The best (perhaps the only) bibliography yet published about Soviet

intelligence activities was compiled by Raymond G Rocca and John J. Dziak

(with the assistance of the staff of the Consortium for the Study of Intelligence)

and entitled Bibliography on Sortet Intelligence and Security Serrices ( 1956)

Other Services.

The best English -language account of
contemporary French intelligence is

by P. L. de Vosjoli, Lamia ( 1970). Leon L'ris wrote a fictionalized account of

this book entitled Topaz. Phillip John Stead's Second Bureau ( 1959) is about the

only English-language work on French counterintelligence efforts during

World War II . Richard
Deacon has written histories of the intelligence

services

of several nations. See
his The Israeli Secret

Service (1977 ) and A
History of the

Japanese Secret Service ( 1982), among others. On one of Israel's most successful

operations, see The Shallered Silence ( 1971), by Zwy Aldouby and Jerrold

Ballinger. Other worthwhile
works on Isracli intelligence are

Dennis Eisenberg

and others, The Mossad: Israel's Secret Intelligence Service: Inside Stories

(1978); Isser Harel's
The House on Garibaldi Street : The First Fu!! Account of

the Capture of Adolph
Eichmann Told by the Former Head of Israel's

Secret

Service ( 1975 ); and David B. Tinnin's The Hit Team ( 1976) Eisenberg writes

glowingly of several Israeli
activities (presumably with the permission of the

Israeli Government); Harel tells of the
efforts to caplure Eichmann, and Tinnin

details the bungled Israeli mission to Norway in 1973 in which the Israeli hit

team was after one of the
perpetrators of the Munich massacre bu: executed the

wrong person .
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For a famous case involving Canadian security agencies, see John

Sawatsky's For Services Rendered: Leslie James Bennett and the RCMP

Security Service ( 1983) . Sawatsky's Men in the Shadou's ( 1980) is the closest

thing to a history of the Canadian secret service. For allegations of a Canadian

connection in the Philby affair, see James Barros's No Sense of Evil: Espionage,

The Case of Herbert Norman (1986 ) A rare view of Australian intelligence, as

well as an excellent discussion of the analytical process, is provided in Robert

H. Mathams's Sub Rosa : Memoirs of An Australian Intelligence Analyst

(1982). Mathams began his intelligence career in World War II and had

continued association with various units of Australian intelligence until 1979i

Intelligence Collection-Human

On the personal problems and rewards of being a spy , see Henry Hurt's

Shadrin : The Spy Who Never Came Back ( 1981 ); Dusko Popou's Spy Coun

terspy (1974 ); Roy Godson (ed .) Intelligence Requirements for the 1950's

(Chapter 4 ) ( 1979); Joseph C. Coulden's The Death Merchant: The Rise and

Fall of Eduin P. Wilson (1984); Anthony Master's The Man Who was M. The

Life of Maruell Knight ( 1981); Joseph B. Smith's Portrait of a Cold Warrior

( 1979) ; Borris Morros's My Ten Years as a Counterspy ( 1959 ), Christopher

Felix's A Short Course in the Secret W'ar ( 1963); and the previously mentioned

works by Agee, Snepp, and Stockwell . Shadrin is the double agent who

disappeared on a trip to Vienna to meet his apparent Soviet managers, Popov

is the controversial and flamboyant spy who once met lan Flerning and was

somewhat of a model for James Bond, Samuel Halpern writes about clandestine

collection in the Godson book; Edwin Wilson is the former CIA employee who

was convicted for illegally selling weapons to foreign governments la proclivity

apparently shared with the ASC ); Maxwell Knight was the head of British

countersubversion and something of a model for " M " in the Bond novels ,

Joseph Smith tells about the difficulties involved in CIA clandestine operations ,

Felix is the pseudonym of a former professional intelligence officer who wriles

au: horitatively of human intelligence collection techniques; ad Morros was a

Hollywood film executive who was recruited by the Soviets but acted as a

double agent for the FBI.

Intelligence Collection-Technical

A good introduction to aerial reconnaissance can be found in Spies in the

Sky ( 1972) by John W. R. Taylor and David Mondey . A more technical and

definitive study is Phillip J. Klass's Secret Sentries in Space ( 1971 ). Of interest

as a personal memoir as well as the best history of scientific intelligence during

World War II is R. V. Jones's The Wizard W'ar: British Scientific Intelligence

1939-1945 ( 1978 ). Lauran Paine's The Technology of Espionage (1978) is a

general history of scientific and technical developments over the last 50 years

For one of the most significant operations in the field of technical collection , see

The U-2 Affair ( 1962) by David Wise and Thomas B. Ross, the account by the

pilot of the surveillance plane himself, Francis Gary Powers, Operation

Cuerflight: The U-2 Spy Pilot Tells His Story for the First Time (1970 ), and

Michael R. Beschloss, Mayday: Eisenhower, Khrushcher and the U - 2 Affair

( 1986) . All works in this area tend to be a bit dated because the technology of
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espionage changes rapidly and is perhaps the most closely guarded of all

government secrets. A recent description of some limited types of technical

survelliance techniques is William E. Burrows's Deep
Black: Space Espionage

and National Security ( 1987).

Covert Action

Much of the reading listed above will touch on what is called bymany the

" black side" of intelligence operations. Here I will merely call attention to

works that touch on some aspect of covert
action and that have been

mentioned

above: Phillips, The
Night Watch ; Agee, Inside

the Company, Cline, Secrets,

Spies and Scholars; Smith, Portrait of a
Cold Warrior, Kazancheev,

Inside a

Soviet Embassy; Schultz and
Godson, Dezinformatsia; Tinnin, The

Hit Team ;

and Stockwell, In Search of Enemies. Xot previously mentioned but worth

reading are several books by Paul W. Blackstock:
Agents of Deceit ( 1966 ), a

sensational but informative discussion of frauds and forgeries, primarily by

either the Tsars or their successors;
The Secret Road to World War II: Soriet

Versus Western Intelligence 1921-1939 (
1969), a slightly less reliable book ,

and

The Strategy of Subversion : Manipulating the Politics of Other
Nations

( 1964 ), an early attempt at serious
writing on the topic of covert

action Perhaps

the best source for
what some have called that rarest of all historical

events,

that is, a perfect failure-is Peter W'yden, Bay of Pigs:
The l'ritold Story

(1979). For a valiant, but
unsuccessful, effort to address both past and future

needs for
counterinsurgency capabilities, see Theodore

Shackley's The Third

Option: An American l'ieu of
Counterinsurgency (1951 ). Shackley

was CIA

Chief of Station ir. both Laos and Saigon before the war and was deputy chief

of the CIA's
clandestine corps.The most complele review of America's role in

the Guatemalan coup of 1954 is found in Biller Fruit:
The l'ntold Story of the

American Coup in Guatemala (1952 , by
Stephen Schlesinger and Stephen

Kinzer .

A very welcome addition to the literature on covert actions, particularly

the use of deception, is
Zell Stanley's An

Annotated Bibliographyof the Open

Literature on Deception (1995 ). This was published by the Rand Corporation

and may not be readily available at some libraries, but it is worth
acquiring if

for no other reason than the excellent annotation .

Intelligence and High Technology Transfer

of growing interest to the intelligence community is the unwanted

transfer of high
technology through what amounts to state -sponsored

industrial

espionage. A recent work of some interest is Techno -Bandits, Hou
the Sor iets

Are Stealing America's High Tech Future (1951), by
Linda Melvern and

others. The style is sensational and there are too many insufficiently doxu

mented quotations and assertions, but it is worth reading On traditional

industrial espionage, see
Industrial Espionage:

Intelligence Techniques and

Countermeasures ( 1984), by
Norman R. Bottom, Jr.

and Robert R J Gallati

This is the besk work on protecting industrial secrets. Lauran
Paine's Silicon

Spies: The
Implications of the Societ Acquisition of Western Technology

( 1957) is a bit sensational but
interesting reading
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Counterintelligence

As the word itself suggests, counterintelligence is the policy and practice of

defending against the intelligence efforts of other nations. In the l'nited States ,

counterintelligence is primarily , the responsibility of the FBI . Chapter 5 of

Godson ( ed .), Intelligence Requirements for the 1980s is a good introduction to

counterintelligence. The best overall study is John T. Ellif's The Reform of FBI

Intelligence Operations ( 1979). Ellif know's more about the legal aspects of

domestic intelligence operations than most writers and has either written or

assisted in the preparation of both legislation and executive orders dealing with

counterintelligence for the last 10 years. On British counterintelligence against

Nazi spies during World War II , see Masterman , The Double Cross System

(inentioned above), and for the German view, see Gunter Peis's The Mirror of

Deception : Hou Britain Turned the Nazi Spy Machine Against Itself ( 1977 )

The previously mentioned Morros book, My Ten Years as a Counterspy,

describes the use by the FBI of a Soviet recruit. Though neither the best nor

most accurate observer , Andrew Tully's Inside the FBI: From the Files of the

Federal Bureau of Investigation and Independent Sources ( 1980) does discuss

three recent cases in which the FBI ultimately caught and convicted Soviet

recruits. Former Attorney General Griffin Bell discusses counterintelligence

prcblems in two chapters of his Taking Care of the Lau ( 1982) For one theory

about John F. Kennedy's assassin , see Edward Jay Epstein , Legend: The Secret

World of Lee Harvey Oswald ( 1978).

An interesting account of the Fuchs and Rosenberg cases written by an

FBI special agent who was involved in these and other counterintelligence

matters is Robert Lamphere's The FBI -KCB War: A Special Agent's Story

( 1986 ). It was the American success in cracking a key KCB communication

code that made possible the detection and prosecution of the Rosenbergs,

according to Lamphere.

The Rewards and Problems of Intelligence

Once intelligence information is collected it still must be analyzed.

prioritized , and used by decision makers . A good primer ( if you can find it ) is

the Rand Corporation study by Roberta Wohlstetter, Cuba and Pearl Harbor.

Hindsight and Foresigh : (1965 ). For more information on the Cuban case , see

Klaus Knorr's " Failures in National Intelligence Estimates The Case of the

Cuban Missiles," World Politics 161964). For an Israeli view of a similar

problem , see Avi Shlaim's " Failures in National Intelligence Estimates The

Case of the Yom Kippur War, " World Politics 25, 1976). A good explanation of

why it is so difficult to know what enemies and potential enemies are planning

to do is in Raymond Carthoff's " On Estimating and Imputing Intentions ,

International Security 2 ( 1978 ). The Foreign Policy Association's study by

Thomas L. Hughes, The Fate of Facts in a World of Ben - Foreign Policy and

Intelligence -Making, ( 1976) is also one of the more insightful studies One of

the best theoretical studies on the advantages and disadvantages of single

sources of information for decision makers is Alexander George's " The Case for

Multiple Advocacy in Making Foreign Policy," The American Political

Science Review 66 ( 1972 ). One of the better academics currently writing on

intelligence is Loch Johnson . See, among others, his "Seven Sins of Strategic
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Intelligence,” World Affairs 146(1983).
Somewhat critical of the political

restraints placed on the US
intelligence

community is the work edited by

Stephen J. Cimbala,
Intelligence and

Intelligence Policy in a
Democratic

Society (1986).

Richard K. Betts
writes

frequently on the uses of
intelligence See, among

other efforts,
his " Analysis,

War, and
Decision: Why

Intelligence Failures are

Inevitable," World Politics 31(1978)
and " Warning Dilemmas: Normal Theory

vs.
Exceptional Theory," Orbis

26 (1983).
The most fully

articulated theory by

Betts is found in his book Surprise Attack: Lessons
for Defense Planning

(1982). For
insight into what some view as the most important analytical

(and

controversial) work
done by the US

intelligence
community, see John

Prados's

The Soviet
Estimate: US

Intelligence Analysis
and Russian Military Strength

(1982).
Another discussion of US

estimates of Soviet
military strength is in

Lawrence
Freedman's US

Intelligence and the Soviet
Strategic Threat (

1956 ).

The only
authoritative discussion of one

particular
controversy about the

CIA's

annual estimates of Soviet
military strength is in The National

Intelligence

Estimates A-B Team Episode
Concerning Soulet Strategic

Capability and

Objectives published by the Senate Select
Committee on

Intelligence in 1978

More about the
analytical process in

what is called
nonstrategic

intelligence is

also revealed
in the slim

monograph published by the
Senate Select

Committee

on
Intelligence, The

Societ Oil
Situation : An

Evaluation of CIA
Analyses of

Soviet Oil
Production (1978).

Miscellaneous Matters

On the
interesting problem of the ethics of

intelligence and secrecy in a

democracy, see "
Ethics and

Intelligence,"
Foreign Affairs 561978: by E

Drexel Godfrey,
Jr., and the discussion by CIA

Assistant General
Counsel

Michael J.
Barrel, “

Honorable
Intelligence," in the journal Defense

and

Diplomacy This
article is in three successive

issues, February
, March, and April

1984. Ernest W. Lefever
and Roy Godson's

The CIA and the American Ethic:

An
l'nfinished Debate (1979)

addresses many of the
controversial issues

involved in
intelligence and

espionage. Sissela
Bok's Secrets: On the Ethics of

Concealment and
Revelation (1983) is

a discussion of the
problems of secrecy

and
disclosure in both private and public life. The best

introduction to the

problems of paying
for

intelligence in a
democratic society is contained

in the

hearings published by the Senate Select
Committee on

Intelligence in 1977

(95th
Congress, 1st

session) entitled
Whether

Disclosure of Funds
Authorized

for
Intelligence Activities is in the Public Interest. There

are many articles

suggesting various ways to
reorganize the

intelligence
community and Peter

Szanton and Graham Allison, "
Intelligence: Seizing

the
Opportunity," Foreign

Policy 22(1976) is
one of the

better
discussions. The

subsequest issue of the

same journal
contains an article by a former director

of the CIA
on the same

subject---see,
William Colby and others, "

Reorganizing the CIA
Who and

How," Foreign
Policy 23(1976).

The best set of
recommendations for

improve

ing
accountability for the

intelligence agencies is found in the publication by

the Working Group on
Intelligence Oversight and

Accountability of the

Standing
Committee on Law and National Security

of the American Bar

Association. It is
entitled Oversight

and
Accountability of the U.S.

Intelligence
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Agencies : An Evaluation and was published in 1955. One of the better books
on the problems of overseeing US intelligence activities is John Oseth's
Regulating US Intelligence Operations : A Study in Definition of the National
Interest ( 1985). Loch Johnson's personal experiences as a member of a Senate
Comorittee staff investigating US intelligence agencies, as well a good history of
some recent congressional investigations, are found in his A Season of Inquiry
( 1955 ). Clearly , the best research in a scholary journal on one very critical
aspect of intelligence is Stephen ). Flanagan's "Managing the Intelligence
Community , " International Security 10 ( 1985 ).

Though mentioned earlier , one would be remiss not to call specific
attention to the significant work , beginning in 1979, done under the leadership
of Professor Roy Godson of Georgetown University by the Consortium for the
Study of Intelligence . The six volumes in the series are entitled , Elements of
Intelligence, Analysis and Estimates, Counterintelligence, Covert Action ,
Clandestine Collection, and Domestic Intelligence. Some complain that there
is a conservative bias in these works, but others praise these six volumes as one
of the best up - to - date discussions of the wide range of intelligence matters

Spy Fiction

Any attempt to list the best in this genre is fraught with danger . Tastes
vary widely and (as is the case in all literature ) beauty is in the eye of the
beholder . Nevertheless I will list some of my favorites and a few writers who
are recommended by people in whom I have confidence . The best bibliography
is Myron J. Smith , Jr.'s Cloak -and -Dagger Bibliography: An Annotated Guide
to Spy Fiction , 1937-1975 ( 1976 ) My favorite anthology is Eric Ambler's To
Catch a Spy : An Anthology of Favorite Spy Stories ( 1965 ) I like Ambler's
anthology not only for the pieces he has selected but because of his superb
introduction . It is , in my judgment , the best discussion of this type of fiction

Some works of spy fiction are good because they tell an exciting story in an
interesting way , although they may not tell one much about the real world of
espionage . Others give great insight into the real world but fail to meet the full
standards of good literature . I will try to identify some examples of both Others
have some worth , not because they succeed in either of the above, but because
they have some historical interest .

Most believe that the first spy story , as we now know it , was written in
Britain in 1900 by Erskine Childers . The book is The Riddle of the Sands and
was not published in America until 1910 Il publication in Britain did much to
alert the British people to certain weaknessess in the British coastal defense
system and to spur greater production of coastal maps . Joseph Conrad's gloomy
The Secret Agent ( 1907) was perhaps the second spy novel and , along with his
Under Western Eyes ( 1911 ) , still gives great insight into the personal problems
created by the living of secret lives.

The years during and after World War I saw a burgeoning of spy fiction ,
particularly in Great Britain and usually about German spies American writers
began to write more earnestly in this genre in the mid - 1930s, usually about
German , and in some cases , Japanese, intelligence operations. The first serious
American writer to publish in this vein was John P. Marquand, who wrote six
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books about a spy/detective named Mr. Moto. In the first, No Hero, Mr Moto

is a charming albeit sinister character who represents the author's apparent

suspicions abou ! prewar Japan. The last, Stopover, Tokyo
was written after

World War II , and Mr. Moto, though now on the " right" side, re-nains a bit of

a hero. These are delightful stories whose main character became quite

unpopular after the Japanese bombed Pearl Harbor in 1941.

Compton Mackenzie was a well-known English novelist who worked for

British intelligence in Greece during World War I. He wrote four volumes of

memoirs recounting this rather unpleasant experience and in 1933 was

prosecuted by the government under the Official Secrets Act for revealing

secrets in the third volume of the series.
Mackenzie was convicted and fined for

that violation but exacted some degree of revenge
by publishing a novel (in fact,

a spoof) about the British
Secret Service in 1933 called Water on the Brain , still

a readable book by a fine novelist with intelligence experience

Other pre-World War II books include Geoffrey Household's Rogue

Male, the story about a person who tried to assassinate Hitler II was published

in 1939 before the invasion of Poland. The sequel, Rogue Justice appeared 43

years later in 1982. (One reviewer called it " the long awaited sequel'"') The

sequel is not as good as the original , but it does convey some sense of life in

resistance and guerrilla movements. John Buchan's The Thirty-nine Steps , as

well as his other books about Richard Hannay, make interesting reading

World War II spurred interest in spy fiction and many traditional mystery

writers tried their hand at stories involving international intrigue Agatha

Christie introduced her readers to Tommy and Tuppence Beresford , retired

World War 1 spies, who were called into service once again in Norf? ( 1941 )

and again in Passenger to Frankfurt ( 1971 ) and Postern of Fate ( 1973).

Other writers of mystery and intrigue got into the business in the late

1930s and early 1940s. One of the best, Eric Ambler, published his first spy

fiction, Background to Danger in 1937 and has continued in this vein for many

years. I personally prefer
his earlier works to his later- Cause for

Alarm ( 1935 ).

A Coffin for Dimitrios ( 1939), and Journey into Fear (1940 ) are among my

favorites. The very
productive Helen MacInnes (Mirs Gilbert Highet; began her

spy fiction career with Above Suspicion ( 1941) and
Assignment in Brittany

( 1942) and has continued with excellent stories of international intrigue

(marked by a surprising absence of sex and violence for such a popular wsiter)

down to Cloak of Darkness in 1982 Her early stories involved British agents

operating behind the lines in World War II and her most recent involves

intelligence operations directed against international
terrorism Graham Green

is a contemporary of Ambler and MacInnes. Green's earliest spy fiction was

Ministry of Fear ( 1943) but his most famous was The Third Man ( 1950)

It was, however, the cold war that boosted popular interest in spy fiction

Secret agents operating
against the communist conspiracy

became the standard,

if not the required , format . And no one captured the public eye more

convincing'y than did lan Fleming's James Bond novels . The first Fleming

novel , Casino Royale ( 1954), introduced the world to James Eond, 007, who was

licensed to kill , and to his superior, " M." Fleming had once met an actual agent,

Dusko Popov, in London and used him loosely model for Bond.Popoy mentions
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this meeting in his memoirs, Spy / Counterspy referred to above. Fleming's

Bond was not only licensed by Her Majesty's Government to kill, but he took

license to corr:mit almost every kind of mayhem . Though not particularly good

fiction and certainly not accurate tradecraft, Fleming nevertheless established

the standard for spy fiction for over a decade, as far as the reading public was

concerned . (Fleming called his Bond books "piffle .") The best biography of

Fleming is Jchn Pearson's The Life of lan Fleming (1966 )

Interestingly, it was another spy novel published the same year as Casino

Royale that did more than any other work to change the mood of spy fiction

If Fleming created the agent who lived life to the fullest, the optimist who

could do arything successfully, the bon vivant who dressed, drank , and

consumed only the best, the womanizer who scored more in bed than in

espionage, the agent who fought international corporate
conspiracies as well as

Soviets, then it was John le Carre who
reintroduced realism inco spy fiction His

Alex Leamas and George Smiley were dark and dismal men , nondescript cynics

and pessimists, were unsuccessful in establishing any enduring human relation

ship, even in marriage. Leamas was introduced in what was the most significant

spy fiction of the 1960s, The Spy Who Came in From the Cold (1961). The

world first met George Siniley in Call for the Dead (1961 ), but he was made

more famous in the trilogy Tinker, Toilor,
Soldier, Spv (1971), The

Honourable

Schoolboy (1971 ), and Smiley's People (1970 ). John le Carre's books are a more

accurate description of intelligence tradecraft
than are Fleming's and he is a far

more serious writer with considerably greater literary skills

For some of the more popular recent writers of spy
fiction see the works

of William F. Buckley, Jr. , W. T. Tyler, Robert
Ludlum, Len Deighton, E

Howard Hunt, and Trevanian. Tyler's Rogue March ( 1952) and The Man Who

Lost the War ( 1980) are exceptionally good Hunt's fiction is of interest, if for

no other reason than because of his real work in intelligence and because of his

role in the Watergate affair

A writer of historical fiction who has recently tried her hand in the spy

fiction category is Evelyn Anthony Her The Defector (1951 ) has been well

received a recent trilogy by John Trenhaile, The Man Cailed Kyril ( 1951). A

View from the Square (1983), and Nocturne for the Ceneral ( 1955), is easy

reading with exciting plots. Though it was not as " authentic as a hollow -nosed

22 slug," as promised on the jacket, I enjoyed Aaron Latham's Orchids for

Mother ( 1977) because I
recognized each of the real-life models for the fictional

characters. While by no stretch of the imagination could it be called spy fiction,

former Ambassador John Kenneth Galbraith's novel , The Triumph A Vorel of

Modern Diplomacy (1968) portrays a typical State Department distaste for the

CIA. The popularity of spy fiction is evidenced by, among other things, the

emergence of a new sporadically published magazine called Espionage
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A progress report

Bridging the Intelligence-Policy Divide

James A. Barry, Jack Davis ,
David D. Gries , and Joseph Sullivan

" Intelligence failure " is a frequent topic of discus
sion in news media and academic journals . The focus
usually is on a failure of the Intelligence Community
to predict events abroad - a dramatic development
like the overthrow of the Shah of Iran or a longer
term trend like the collapse of Communism .
Observers also criticize policymakers who fail to
heed intelligence warnings, as in the Vietnam war or
US involvement in Lebanon . But there is a third type
of weakness that can reduce the effectiveness of in
telligence and policy --the failure of communication
between intelligence officers and policy officials.

from the reality of Washington and do not have to
take responsibility for their errors of judgment . Mark
Lowenthal has dubbed this difference the " tribal ton
gues" phenomenon . In his view, intelligence and

policy officials, like Britons and Americans in

George Bernard Shaw's famous quip , are " divided
by a common tongue." !

Strategies for Improving Relations

Over the past decade , a number of intelligence
officers and policy officials have overcome these
divisions and created successful strategies for

integrating intelligence into the policy process. The
key element in all these strategies has been a recog
nition that intelligence and policy personnel have to
function as members of a team , and that direct com

munication , feedback , and careful tailoring of sup
port are essential .

In recent years , both intelligence officers and policy
officials have taken important steps to improve
understanding of each other and to bridge the cul
tural gap that can reduce effective communication
between the two groups. With this in mind , the CIA's
Center for the Study of Intelligence and Georgetown
University's Institute for the Study of Diplomacy
have sponsored an ongoing dialogue between current
and former intelligence officers and policy officials
in the hope that discussion of their experiences will
provide valuable insights for current and future prac
titioners . This article summarizes the results of about
20 interviews and three seminars that include more
than 60 intelligence officers and policy officials.

Although officials participating in the dialogue
differed as to whether intelligence or policy officers
should take the lead in forging closer relationships ,
all agreed that the effective use of intelligence in
policymaking is a shared responsibility . They also
noted that , although intelligence officers have to

" sell" their products to policymakers , it is the qual
ity of intelligence support that makes for strong rela
tionships . Many interviewees criticized the high

volume of general intelligence publications and com
plained about overclassification .

The "Tribal Tongues" Phenomenon

Observers of US national security decisionmaking
have noted that a cultural barrier between policy and
intelligence can defeat efficient use of intelligence .
According to this view, intelligence officers tend to
look at issues in abstract , scholarly terms , while
policy officials are more pragmatic and activist in
their outlook . Intelligence officers complain that
policymakers ignore reality abroad ; policy officials
counter that intelligence officers are too detached

Both intelligence and policy officials stressed the
need for timely , actionable intelligence , tailored to
the requirements of particular officials and events .
They agreed that there is a continuing need to foster

expertise and objectivity. And officials from both

camps stressed the need for intelligence agencies to
coordinate their efforts and reduce unnecessary com
petition and redundant products.

1
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Thus far, the dialogue has identified a number of

techniques that foster closer intelligence -policy cies .

The following sections describe the elements of these

techniques and provide anecdotes that illustrate how

successful policy and intelligence officials have

worked together.

Making Time For Intelligence. A number of the

policymakers interviewed said that they found it use

ful to make themselves and their top staff aides

available to intelligence and shared their schedules

and agendas with intelligence counterparts:

Experiences of Policy Officials

Some intelligence units have arranged to keep

policymakers informed while they travel abroad

via specialized cables timed to arrive at their vari

ous ports of call . In at least one instance , such

specialized suppon alerted an Ambassador to the

position of a foreign official hours before their

meeting .

Finding Out What Intelligence Can Do. Policy offi

cials have benefited from planning their relationships

with intelligence providers. For some first- time

appointees , this required accepting a quick tutorial

on how the key intelligence agencies work . Many

policymakers also took steps to understand the vari

ous types of intelligence reporting and how best to

use them . Knowing the potential and limits of espi

onage or technical sources and how intelligence col

lectors evaluate them has been invaluable to

policymakers in trying to deal effectively with com

plexity , ambiguity , and uncertainty :

With advance notice of meetings of the NSC

Principals ' or Deputies ' Committees , intelligence

officers have provided briefing papers , talking

points , and tailored reporting to support policy

discussions .

Encouraging Participation. A number of policymak

ers have brought intelligence officers directly onto

their teams :CIA's Directorate of Intelligence (DI ) has

produced classified handbooks for policy officials

detailing the support that it can offer.

The Intelligence Community has tutorials availa

ble in the form of briefings, videos , and hand

books on collection sources and analytical
methods .

Rotational assignments of intelligence officers to

policy agencies have benefited both intelligence

and policy organizations. One former NSC senior

director had both CIA and DIA officers on his

staff.

Many policy officials have found that intelligence

officers know details of the policy environment

abroad that can help policy officials to refine ideas

and package them to improve the chances of a policy

success. They can also be valuable sources of infor

mation that can be shared with foreign leaders in

support of US policy :

Many policy officials invite intelligence officers

to senior staff meetings . Others ask intelligence

representatives to travel with them, to contribute

“ think pieces " for their private use, or to meet

informally to discuss current developments .

Policy officials have used intelligence officers as

soundingboards, relying on their discretion to protect

policy ideas in the formulation stage :
During the Cuban missile crisis , intelligence

officers briefed key foreign leaders on the facts of

Soviet missile deployment while policy officials

sought support for the US response . Similar brief

ings for foreign officials became a cornerstone of
US efforts to gain allied support for arms control

proposals.

Before his death in the bombing of the US

Embassy in Beirut , Robert Ames , National

Intelligence Officer (NIO ) for the Near East , was

a key member of the backstopping team on US

policy toward Lebanon . Ames's contribution was

unique because he was a manager of analysis who

also had many years of operational experience.• Intelligence officers have worked closely with

policy officials to develop information to support
demarches to foreign countries on weapons
proliferation and technology transfer issues .

2
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. One NSC Staff senior director convened an infor
mal weekly meeting of policy and intelligence

officers to share information and brainstorm

issues . No notes were kept , and no policy posi
tions were taken .

will often yield useful insights . “ Whom do I have

to convince in country X ? " or " Under what cir

cumstances would leader Y change his mind ? "

are examples .

.

Asking Questions. Policy officials have found it use
ful to lay out tasks and requirements to take advan

tage of the specialized resources available to their

intelligence counterparts. In addition to assistance in

obtaining information on short - fuse issues ,

intelligence-with appropriate guidance — can pro
vide insights about over - the - horizon policy concerns :

A policy official in charge of a traveling negotiat

ing team asked for an analysis of the likely tactics
of the other country. The analysis showed that the

adversary was planning to exploit divisions in the

US delegation , and the official reorganized his

team members ' responsibilities to limit the

damage .

• While they concentrated on short - range issues ,
policy officials often task intelligence to speculate
on mid- and long - term issues that may become
more important. One State Department analyst

recognized the growing weakness of Philippine
President Marcos some four years before his fall.

Providing Feedback and Sharing Information. Along

with specific tasking , the policy officials who made

effective use of intelligence have let intelligence
officers know whether they were satisfied or dissatis
fied with the support they received . Intelligence
officers are used to criticism and debate , and they

will accept and profit from direct and frank feed
back :.

One policy official thought of the Intelligence
Community as a library . When she needed factual

information on analytical insights urgently, she
tasked her intelligence counterpart for a quick
answer.

One former policy official made it clear he

wanted to see the working analysts ' rough drafts
on tasking he posed and not the version varnished
by layers of review and editing . The same policy
official insisted on exchanges in his office with

working analysts as well as their managers .

Many policy officials have made an effort to involve

intelligence officers in conceptualizing issues and
developing terms of reference for policy analyses :

• One DCI Intelligence Center has developed a stra

tegic plan to anticipate policy objectives, identify
collection and analysis requirements, and report to
policymakers on foreign reactions to US initiatives .

Criticism of intelligence analysis in the early
1980s on the proposed Soviet -European gas pipe

line permitted intelligence officers to sharpen their

assessments and contribute to a shift in US policy

from opposing the pipeline to limiting European
dependence on Soviet gas .

• An intelligence organization that was not in the

loop was asked to provide a " threat projection " to

support a major weapon acquisition decision . The

time period of the projection fell more than a
decade short of the expected life cycle of the

weapon . When criticized , the intelligence officers
responded, “ That is what we were tasked to do."

Policy officials who wanted insightful analysis have

also kept intelligence officers informed about impor
tant information that may affect their judgments as
well as future issues or events :

.

Experience has shown that it is also important that
policy officials ask questions that intelligence
officers can answer :

One intelligence staff used its knowledge of

policymakers ' concerns to convene monthly

roundtable meetings of analysts and collectors and

to produce calendars of future events ; the result
was reporting better targeted to policy needs .

“ What should I do ?" takes the intelligence officer
over the line from intelligence to policy. Rephras
ing the question as an intelligence requirement

Because they were privy to reports from the spe
cial envoy, State Department intelligence officers

3
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were able to provide timely support on US policy

toward Lebanon in the early 1980s . CIA analysts ,

however, were not aware of the special envoy's

activities , and they could not bring their expertise

and sources to bear to meet his needs .

Intelligence officers have to devote considerable

effort to determine the most influential individuals

among policy officials. Here , 100 , liaison officers

have helped by identifying who carries the most

weight . Successful intelligence officers also have

studied writings and public statements of key

policymakers , watched them on TV talk shows , and

read press reports on both policy issues and

Washington politics . Many have worked initially

through senior staffs to gain insights into the deci

sionmaker's priorities and , over time , to gain direct

access :

Initiatives by Intelligence Officers

Learning About the Policy World . Whatever steps

policy officials may have taken , experience has

shown that a major burden of bridging the cultural

divide rests with the intelligence officers. Some

intelligence collection and analysis units have deve

loped training programs on the policy process . But

intelligence officers have been most effective when

they had direct experience in the policy process ; only

then could they anticipate policymakers ' needs and

develop collection or analytical strategies to support

them . Intelligence managers have assigned " fast

track " officers to tours in policy agencies and on

negotiating and backstopping teams . Intelligence liai

son officers assigned to policymaking agencies have

also provided valuable insights :

One NIO used issues raised in a policymaker's

speech on regional policy to organize a series of

sessions with intelligence analysis and policy offi

cials .

.
One important side benefit of the State

Department reorganization that is now under way

is the empowerment of lower- ranking officers

country directors and desk officers in particular

with greater influence over policy formulation .

CIA liaison officers at policy agencies have met

regularly to discuss strategies for supporting their

customers . The DI has appointed an officer to be

the focal point for liaison support .

Intelligence officers have had to look for matches

between analytic or collection strengths and the

professional needs of policy officials. Thus , during

initial contacts , effective intelligence officers have

briefed policy officials with specificity on how intel

ligence can advance their policy agendas --what

services are available on what issues in what for

mats :

• Joint participation in war games and policy simu

lations has sensitized policy officials and intelli

gence officers to each others ' cultures and con

tribute to closer working relationships .

Identifying Key Customers. Intelligence agencies

have long produced large amounts of reporting and

analysis that are disseminated broadly throughout

policy agencies . But because of resource limitations ,

intelligence organizations have found it increasingly

necessary to concentrate their support efforts on

those policymakers who have the greatest impact on

decisions .

• Initial briefings of new policy officials have

included a substantive overview , a summary of

available products , and directories and phone

numbers of experts in the policy official's areas of

responsibility.

In a first briefing of a new Under Secretary, a

senior intelligence officer warned , " Here is an

area in which I am going to frustrate you . I will

keep you informed of developments , but the out

look is pessimistic , and no one has devised an

effective strategy."

In many cases this means focusing on senior offi

cials , but many participants in this project advised

that an effective dialogue is required at all levels of

the policy process. Several noted that the relationship

between intelligence experts and desk - level officers

in policy agencies is particularly important, because

it is here that the options are formulated for deci

sions by senior officials .
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Taking the Initiative . One universal recommendation

of experienced hands on both sides of the divide is

that intelligence officers must take the initiative to

establish ties to policy counterparts. Often , the good
offices of those with access are used . For example ,

senior intelligence leaders have set up luncheon

meetings with key officials; ' liaison officers can

help-indeed , almost any intelligence professional
who has had experience working with the policy
officer can facilitate access :

The most effective intelligence officers realize that

their information has to be delivered in a form that is

useful for the policy official. Because policy officials

are action oriented , the most effective intelligence

has been presented in formats that are easy to use

and at the lowest possible classification level .

Generally , intelligence officers should favor oral

presentations in conversations where policymakers

can ask questions and challenge judgments :

• Many appointees of new administrations served

previously in government or have come from aca
demic institutions . Some were well known to

former intelligence officers. Others have been

accessible through academic colleagues of intelli

gence specialists .

Intelligence advisers to senior arms control

negotiators usually brief them each morning when

abroad and visit them in Washington to hand

carry reports and analytical papers of particular
interest .

Some intelligence organizations have set up infor

mal conferences involving newly appointed policy
officials and academic specialists, as well as intel
ligence officers. These events , especially the

opportunity for wide -ranging , off -the -record dis
cussions , have often facilitated continuing rela

tionships .

When briefing policy officials, intelligence

officers often have been asked if their information

can be used in a public statement or private

demarche to a foreign country . Sometimes , intelli

gence officers have prepared a " sanitized " ver

sion of the information in advance .

With or without such assistance , many intelligence
officers have taken steps to inform policy officials,

especially new ones , of available expertise and serv .
ices , and to educate them on the intelligence process .
Such initiatives have often been tied to a major

event , such as a visit by a foreign official or a trip
by the policymaker . Intelligence officers have

provided briefings for policy officials on the factors

affecting the foreign visitor's views or the domestic

politics of the countries on the travel itinerary:

Sustaining the Relationship. Recognizing that they

are operating in a highly competitive " buyer's mar

ket," many intelligence officers have assumed most

of the burden of sustaining effective ties . Here,

responsiveness - tailormade support for the policy

official's needs-usually induces reactions that nur

ture a lasting relationship . In keeping up their side of

the relationship, the intelligence officers ' access to

all -source information provides a key comparative

advantage for adding value to the policymaking

process:

• Intelligence reporting and analysis has often put

in perspective information that policy officials

hear from their foreign counterparts .
• The CIA has long produced brief video profiles of

foreign leaders . The objective, according to the
head of the analytical office, is to make a

policymaker's first meeting with a foreign official
seem like the second .

Articles in current intelligence publications like

the National Intelligence Daily have been valua

ble to policymakers when they provide intelli

gence not available from the media , including

details of foreign military deployments or political
insights from agent reports .

• Other intelligence products highly valued by
policymakers have included biographic and perso
nality profiles on foreign leaders, maps and graph
ics , papers and charts that summarize complex
data , and sensitive reports from intelligence
sources .
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Many intelligence officers ask policy officials to

identify the media for exchange that suits them

best - briefings, bull sessions , written reports -- and

the mixture of information , explanation , and predic

tion that provides the most benefit:

intelligence primarily for facts . Many report a prefer

ence for " opportunity analysis " that helps them

implement established policies or develop new ones

by pointing to opportunities for using leverage to

support US initiatives . Examples of opportunity anal

ysis include :

A senior intelligence staff chief supplemented the

formal intelligence assessments for his customers

with short " private papers" that were not for

mally coordinated and were focused on current

policy debates .

A memo prepared for a former President assessing

the reasons for anti -US statements by a foreign

leader and steps that could be taken to ameliorate

his hostility .

A CIA operations officer gave the Assistant

Secretary responsible for his region an envelope

each week containing the 10 best field informa

An assessment of public opinion in a key country

and suggested themes for a US public diplomacy

campaign .tion reports .

.
A cataloging of the strengths and weaknesses of a

potential military adversary , together with sugges

tions on how to exploit the weaknesses .

• A newly appointed Deputy Secretary found that

his weekly schedule included formal briefings by

the heads of departmental intelligence units . One

day, he asked his aide, “ Who are those people in

the back row ?" " They're the desk officers — the

experts , " the aide replied. The Deputy Secretary

cancelled the briefings and replaced them with

weekly informal chats with the experts .

In most relationships , timeliness has been all but

synonymous with responsiveness in the policy offi

cial's mind . For some accounts , secure fax machines

have also met the standard of timeliness . Examples

of timely intelligence support include :

Quickly disseminated , lightly annotated reports

affecting the dynamics of a negotiation .

Regular and frequent exchanges have provided

important benefits to the intelligence professional.

The policy official, for example , has special

knowledge of the alternatives under consideration by

the US Government , on the terms of debate among
US decisionmakers , and on the information transmit

ted privately by foreign counterparts. Moreover,

exposure to the policymaker's personal analysis of

issues can sharpen the intelligence officers' com

mand of the subject:

Customized support cables for traveling officials.

Regularly updated data sets , graphics , and biogra

phies .

Many intelligence officers have developed close

working relationships with policy officials by

volunteering to participate in evening and

weekend meetings , and to carry out supporting

tasks , such as keeping the master text of a paper

or advising on security matters .

“ What If ' and “ Low Probability-High Impact"

assessments and other forms of alternative analysis

have also provided vehicles for adding value to the

policymaking process. Under circumstances of high

uncertainty and policy sensitivity , they help place the

focus on the policymakers ' questions and concerns.

Some Special Issues
During the Gulf war, secure teleconferences

among intelligence and policy officials were con

ducted frequently, providing both groups with up
10 -date information and ready access to experts
from each department and agency .

Multiple Voices and Information Overload. Policy

officials are sometimes confounded by the multiplic

ity of intelligence officers and organizations that

clamor for attention . And nearly all the policymakersStressing Actionable Intelligence . Policymakers are

often uninterested in or hostile to the Intelligence

Community's predictions. Policymakers look to

6
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interviewed for this project complained about the
deluge of intelligence reporting and analysis that they
receive . They have been particularly critical of intelli
gence that is too general , that adds little to what is

available from open sources , or that is hard to use
because it is too highly classified .

Dealing with Congress . For Executive Branch offi

cials , there are few experiences more exasperating

than seeing a carefully crafted policy initiative

undercut because of intelligence reporting that

fosters opposition from the Congress . Yet the

Congress is a legitimate intelligence consumer that

has become increasingly active .
The support that a policymaker requires , and the

appropriate contact within the Intelligence
Community , varies depending on the issue , specific
information needs , or personal considerations .

Departmental intelligence organizations such as the
State Department's Bureau of Intelligence and
Research , the Defense Department's Defense

Intelligence Agency, and the intelligence components
of the military services are close to officials in their
departments, can provide support quickly , and are
sensitive to departmental concerns . National intelli
gence organizations such as the CIA have collection
and analytical responsibilities that transcend the

requirements of any single department . The CIA was
created specifically to provide intelligence that was
independent of the departments' policy agendas .

Our system of government makes struggles between

the Congress and the Executive Branch inevitable ,

intense , and political . Despite its aspirations to

objectivity and detachment , intelligence will inevita
bly be used in those struggles. The disruption has

been minimal when policy officials have alerted

intelligence to the political sensitivity of issues , and

the intelligence officers have informed policy offi
cials in advance of reporting or analysis that may be
controversial .

The National Intelligence Council , with its NIOs , is

responsible for producing National Intelligence
Estimates that draw on the analytical resources of the
entire Intelligence Community . NIOs , who specialize
in regions or functional issues , come about as close
to " one -stop shopping " as can be found in the US

intelligence establishment ; they can provide a win
dow into all the elements of the Intelligence

Community . They represent the community at policy
meetings , and they are conversant with the views of
all intelligence agencies . Many develop close and
effective working relationships with policy counter
parts . DCI Centers for counterintelligence , counter
terrorism , counternarcotics and nonproliferation also
provide a single focal point for policy support on
these issues .

The intelligence officer's commitment to objectivity

and to " leveling the playing field " has run into

roadblocks when it had to be balanced against the
policy official's commitment to advancing the

President's program . Intelligence officers have felt a

professional obligation to offer the same basic intel

ligence judgments to all parties, but no similar obli

gation to report on US policy ; indeed , they have

generally been reluctant to comment on policy even
if asked . ' When briefing Congressional staffs, for
example , the CIA's Arms Control Intelligence Staff

invited State Department representatives to field

policy questions .

Intelligence Analysis and Covert Action . Some

policymakers have been especially concerned about

the objectivity of analysis on regions where the

CIA is conducting a covert action , or where senior

intelligence officers have expressed strong policy
views. This is a concern for intelligence managers

as well . With the ending of the Cold War, covert
action is likely to diminish in scale ; according to
DCI R. James Woolsey, the portion of the CIA

budget devoted to covert action has declined to

1 percent . But it remains incumbent on intelligence

officials to ensure objective analysis regardless of the

operationalinvolvementofthe Intelligence Com

munity . Policy officials responsible for covert action

have been best served when they were appropriately

...

osma '

Man

the

Intelligence officers have to understand the full range
of policy needs , to provide feedback to all concerned
intelligence organizations , and to tap all the

resources of the Intelligence Community . Senior
intelligence managers are increasingly aware of the

weaknesses of generalized intelligence products and
the need to avoid unnecessary duplication and com
petition . With the prospect of shrinking intelligence
resources , these issues require continuing attention .
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agnostic , pressed intelligence analysts on the basis

for their judgments , and sought out alternative views

among informed ( and appropriately cleared ) critics .

Policy officials also need to respect the professional

objectivity of intelligence officers, and , while using

their expertise to the fullest , must not try to make

them into policy officials like themselves. To do so

would undercut those very characteristics of intelli

gence officers that make a unique and valuable con

tribution to policy formation ,

A Final Caution

NOTES

This report has documented a clear trend toward an

increasingly close relationship between intelligence

and policy. This is becoming the new orthodoxy,

supplanting the traditional view that intelligence

should be kept al arms length from policy and con

cerned principally with the objectivity of its assess

ments . The authors , and most of the intelligence and

policy officials interviewed for this project, support

the new trend . But there also is continuing validity
in the traditional concerns .

1. " Tribal Tongues: Intelligence Consumers ,

Intelligence Producers," Washington Quarterly.

winter 1992. Reprinted in the summer 1992 edi

tion of Studies in Intelligence.

2. One former official, particularly successful in

using intelligence , used an analogy dear to the

hearts of Washington Redskins fans when he

called intelligence officers his " analytical hogs. "

Intelligence managers have to recognize that more

effective policy support requires the building and

maintaining of expertise . Intelligence officials know

that professional knowledge and expertise are their

principal assets in the policy process . In view of the

new issues now facing the Clinton Administration ,

the Intelligence Community has to develop the exper

tise to provide support on topics that previously were

low on the scale of priorities or not covered at all .

3. In most administrations, DCIs have had regular

meetings with the National Security Adviser and

the Secretaries of State and Defense. Feedback

from these meetings is an excellent source of

information on the issues that these senior offi

cials are focusing on and which officials in their

organizations should receive intelligence support .Similarly, intelligence managers have to continue to

foster professional integrity , and they cannot hesitate

to render judgments that conflict with policy assump

tions . There is a delicate balance to be struck between

the intelligence officer's obligations to provide warn

ing of adverse policy consequences on the one hand

and to assist policymakers in crafting strategies for

promoting US interests under conditions of great risk

and uncertainty on the other. This is particularly

challenging when the DCI or other senior intelligence

officials are deeply involved in policy deliberations

and have their own views about policy matters .

4. “ What If " analysis seeks to determine the condi

tions that could change the analyst's judgment of

the likely behavior of a foreign country ; " Low

Probability-High Impact" assessments deal with

important contingencies that may be unlikely but

which would have a major consequence for US

policy .

5. This general observation may be less true at the

most senior levels , where the distinction between

intelligence and policy may be blurred ,
The track record of intelligence is far from perfect.

Failure to warn of such profound changes as the fall

of the Shah of Iran and the 1973 Middle East war

indicate a continuing need to strengthen collection

and analysis . But these have also been situations

from Vietnam to Lebanon in which the insights of

intelligence analysis proved to be more correct than

the views of officials who were immersed in policy

arguments. This suggests a need for intelligence to

follow a balanced approach, warning of dangers and

helping to identify opportunities .

6. Former Secretary of State George Shultz has

noted in his memoirs that he became so con

cerned about DCI Casey's policy advocacy that

he began to mistrust intelligence analysis in

general .
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One of time's arrows

The Intelligence Revolution and the Future

Wesley K. Wark

Editor's Note : This article originally appeared in the
summer 1993 issue of Queen's Quarterly, a Canadian
publication .

The intelligence revolution is a distinctly 20th cen
tury phenomenon , one of the least well understood

developments of our time . It began with the surfac

ing of some extraordinary fantasies into the political
consciousness of modern Europe . As the century
opened , French society shuddered its way through
the scandal known as the Dreyfus affair, in which a
French Army colonel of Jewish extraction was
accused of spying against the state . The charges were
trumped up, but before their fictionality could be

revealed they set off a wave of anti - Semitism , height
ened by manifestations of French national insecurity
( see Bredin ).

In Russia , the secret police ( the Okhrana ) and the
underground Bolshevik party played such an intricate
game of subversion and surveillance that the identi

ties of the two organizations soon became alarmingly

blurred, with Okhrana agenis engaged in assassina
tion attempts and other forms of provocation , which
were indistinguishable from the “ real ” activities of

their opponents ( see Andrew and Gordievsky ) . The

drama of espionage even touched the Canadian

psyche . When the Yukon gold rush erupted in 1896 ,

the government took seriously the idea that the

inflow of miners, speculators , adventurers , procurers ,
etc. , masked an annexationist bid by the United

States . Canada sent its spies south of the border to
investigate the activities of a ( non - existent ) con

spiracy known as the Order of the Midnight Sun. '

In Britain , a handful of patriotic and market -sensitive
thriller writers seized on the alarms of the day to
create both the genre of spy fiction and a panic about
the clandestine activities of German spies ready and
waiting to subvert the country from within whilst a

German Army landed on Brighton Beach . The spy
panic had no foundation in reality , but was taken
very seriously by the authorities . In response, the
British Government strengthened the defence of vul
nerable installations in the country, tightened the
official secrets laws , created a counterintelligence
service ( the forerunner of MIS ) 10 uncover the
alleged German spies , and constructed a foreign espi
onage agency (eventually to become MI6) to report
on German plans and preparations (which were
nonexistent ) for invasion of Britain ( see French , pp .
355-70 ) . The arrival of a handful of British spies in

Germany in the years before 1914 , and their inevita
ble capture by the Prussian police , sparked in turn a
German version of the British spy panic . In both
cases societal anxiety about espionage and the emer
gence of fictional images of the dreaded spy
preceded the reality .

From the beginning , the reality of espionage has
been cloaked in fictionality. A public fascination
with spying quickly found expression in a

Manichean image of espionage both as a force
threatening civilization and as a redemptive power
whose individual master spies could alter the course
of history and save the day. Spy fiction subscribed 10
this formula from the outset ; as a cultural force it

was soon joined by the cinema , which projected the
myth of espionage from the printed page onto the
silver screen . Two of the greatest films of the inter

war period , the German film -maker Fritz Lang's
Spion ( 1928 ) and Hollywood's version of the Mata

Hari story ( 1932 ) , starring Greta Garbo, helped sus
tain the emergent cult of intelligence by portraying a
panic - stricken world endangered by spies , and saved
in turn by secret agents . The glittering and insouciant

Mata Hari presented a special kind of challenge , but
Hollywood proved capable of redeeming the world

even from the presence of Greta Garbo . Whose day
was to be saved depended , of course , on whose day
was threatened . The enemy could be the Jew , the

foreigner, the not -quite gentleman , the corrupted, the
bomb throwers , the women . Why the day needed to
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be saved was very much a product of national

insecurities that began to mount at the turn of the

century . At their heart were fears about the pace of

technological and societal change caused by the

impact of the industrial revolution . In the wake of

its manifold upheavals , traditional measures of the

international balance of power were threatened and

the domestic structures of government upset .

The industrial revolution begat the intelligence revo

lution . The consequences included the rise of power

ful , expansive , and intrusive intelligence " com

munities " whose coming both mirrored and helped

create the national security state in which we all

lived during the Cold War — and whose demise , com

plete with " peace dividends," may have been prema

turely announced .

The linear progression of the intelligence revolution

suggested by the Gould phrase is , however, far from

smooth and straight. A graph of the revolution might

suggest instead an historical roller coaster, the peaks

marked by the impact of the three great conflicts of

the century : World Wars I and II and the Cold War.

In each of these conflicts , states looked to intelli

gence as a weapon of defence and as an aid to vic

tory. Under the intense pressure of wartime, or quasi

war conditions , the power of intelligence services

expanded ; their size increased ; they moved closer to

the inner circle of bureaucracy ; they grew more

skilled in the performance of their task of threat

assessment ; and their societal status was affirmed by

cultural productions of all kinds . War's end brought

demobilization , sometimes of a drastic order , and

greater invisibility for intelligence services , but only

until the next crisis erupted . In the post - Cold War

era , we are perhaps in another period of berween

crisis , making it all the more necessary to investigate

the workings of the intelligence revolution as it has

been , for its own sake , and in order to assess what

mighi come next .

With so much attention now being paid , at century's

end , to recapitulation and to uneasy prophecy about

the future , it may be timely, as the contents of this

special issue suggest , to consider the nature of the

intelligence revolution from as many angles of

inquiry as possible . In this essay, I hope to demon

strate the nature and implications of the establish

ment of intelligence agencies as a permanent fixture

of the state . Other contributors endeavor to explicate

the widespread impact of intelligence in diverse

fields of history, politics , and culture . Above all , it is

hoped that the contents of this special issue will go

some way to suggesting the kind of force that intelli

gence services have become through their interven

tion in global politics, in domestic affairs, and

through the ways in which representations of espi

onage have been shaped for consumption in the cul

tural marketplace. Not surprisingly, perhaps , the fan

tastic nature of the origins of modern intelligence

services continues to imprint itself on our conscious

ness ; Manichean images about the damning or

redemptive missions of intelligence agencies con

tinue to hold sway in public discourse . Yet the very

idea of an intelligence revolution suggests that such

static concepts are untenable . The intelligence revo

lution has unfolded at great speed , and continues to

speed along , in an uncontrolled , irreversible , and

possibly even unpredictable fashion . It is one of

" time's arrows," to borrow from Stephen Jay Gould ,

bringing change to the political and intellectual his

tory of the 20th century .

The intelligence revolution's roller coaster ride blurs

the structural components that have made for long

term changes . One of these components has been the

growth , punctuated by great acceleration in wartime,

of the scale of the intelligence enterprise. At the

beginning of the 20th century, intelligence services

were operated by only a handful of the major pow

ers , were minuscule in size , existed on the peripher

ies of government bureaucracy, and possessed very

little power. Despite what the first generation of spy

fiction writers suggested , their sub rosa capabilities

were minimal . The contrast with the situation today

could hardly be more striking . Intelligence services

are nowadays pervasive institutions of the state .

They are no longer restricted to a handful of

European great powers , but have been exported

throughout international society . They have moved

into or near the inner circles of decisionmaking .

Their scale is , in the case of the major services, quite

massive ; their reach is global ; their data collection

capacities generally outstrip their ability to analyze

events ; and their budgets are staggering . As research

centers , intelligence services can even overpower

their academic and corporate competitors . The first

working computer was developed at Bletchley Park
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during World War II as part of the immensely suc
cessful British effort to master German codes . Today,

there is probably no greater concentration of research

and development activities in the field of computer

technology than that undertaken by the National

Security Agency (NSA ) , responsible for the monitor

ing of global , coded communications on behalf of

the US Government (see Bamford ). As the scale of

the enterprise has increased , the clandestinity of
" secret services " has increasingly become a polite

fiction. Intelligence communities have access to

knowledge and power on a scale unimagined by their

precursors.

This change has been paralleled by a revolution in

government attitudes toward the conduct of foreign
and military decisionmaking. The days when princes

and cabinets could make private decisions based on

their own readings of the international situation , a

practice that still lingered at the beginning of the

20th century, are now long gone . The modern condi

tion of permanent national insecurity , the expansion
of the international system , and the proliferation of

weapons of destruction have forced governments to
look increasingly to intelligence services to shape the

flow of information about the outside world both for

the purpose of long - term planning and for immediate

warning. It was one marker of this change that in the
late 1940s , in the midst of fears of Soviet expan
sionism , the newly established Central Intelligence

Agency began to be described in official rhetoric as

the “ nation's first line of defence." This rhetoric has

proved enduring ; it was reaffirmed by President

Bush in 1989 and by Bush's last Director of Central

Intelligence , Robert Gates , in testimony to Congress
in April 1992 .

A third and vital component of the intelligence revo

lution involves massive changes in the application of

technology and communications . One of the greatest

obstacles to the performance of premodern intelli

gence services was the slow and unreliable means by

which information flowed from the source to the

government ; this problem was compounded by the

fact that intelligence services knew only one way to
collect information , namely by relying ort reports by

secret agents " humint" in the jargon of modern

espionage . Between the days of the classical empires
of the Mediterranean world and the 19th century,

secret agents performed an unchanging role as the

" eyes and ears " of the prince . Since 1900 , a great
transformation has occurred . Humint remains as one

medium of intelligence collection , but its traditional

importance has been usurped by new

technologies - of signals intelligence (sigint ) and

machine surveillance ( imagery). Signals intelligence

is used to vacuum the ether, to search for and unlock

the significant messages that flow through a global .
communications network . Imagery employs devices

ranging from spy satellites to spy planes to spy

cameras to keep a distant or close watch on activities

perceived as posing threats to national security .

Sigint and imagery consume big budgets and require

great technological application to be utilized ; in most

cases expense and sophistication keep these instru

ments out of the hands of all but the largest and

most globally oriented intelligence services . A First

World /Third World divide thus opens up in the

global spread of intelligence . Technology also tends

to drive intelligence budgets , determine data flows,

and distort priorities for watchfulness. The techno

logical revolution has been so thorough going and so

fast paced that it threatens to run beyond the control

of intelligence services themselves .

wismami

:

The very integration of intelligence assessments into

government decisionmaking has introduced , in turn ,

complex problems in the relationships between intel

ligence agencies and government, not least to do
with the politicization of intelligence to serve the

preconceptions of regimes in power, and the employ
ment of intelligence agencies as clandestine and

unaccountable arms of executive action . The rise of

covert operations , a form of intelligence activism ,

illustrates this problem in its most brutal form ,
besides being a phenomenon unimaginable at the

onset of the century.

In other ways , too , the technological revolution car

ries unprecedented dangers. The arrival of new

means to collect and process information has helped

instill a romantic vision of the perfectibility of intel

ligence. Sharpen the focus, turn the surveillance

dials , and one will have the perfect image , and true
intelligence assessment . But no intelligence channel

carries all the messages needed by governments , and
the result of overreliance on technological wizardry

can be complacency, even blindness to threats .
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Cases from the shock of Hitler's Ardennes offen

sive in the winter of 1944 to the unanticipated fall of

the Shah of Iran -- attest to this problem .

The technological revolution in intelligence gathering

has also bred a memorable dark vision , expressed

most alarmingly in the literature of dystopia . George

Orwell's novel of warning, Nineteen Eighty - Four, is

rarely thought of as a spy novel , and for good rea

son . But it contains a frightening picture of the sur

veillance state and its machinery. Espionage and

counterintelligence are fundamental to the survival of

the regime of Big Brother, and so powerful as to

breed massive corruption and fatalistic compliance .

Margaret Atwood's The Handmaid's Tale attempts a

feminist revision of Orwell's dystopia , complete with

an updated Thought Police , " The Eye,” who travel

the neighborhoods, their blacked - out vans painted

with the corporate symbol of a luminescent eye .

served as the medium by which the rise of intelli

gence services to power in the 20th century has been

disseminated , understood, and legitimized . Spy fic

tion , spy films, investigative journalism, TV

docudramas , memoirs by veterans of intelligence ,

popular histories , and , a latecomer , scholarly studies ,

have all served in varying degrees to shape our

knowledge of the clandestine world . In this domain ,

the linear properties of the intelligence revolution do

not appear; the metaphor of " time's arrow" seems

less than relevant . Instead , one sees a cyclical

phenomenon , in which cultural production alternates

between two poles - embracing the world of espi

onage by celebrating its supposed ability to redeem a

complex world in which ordinary, individual citizens

are powerless; and then rejecting clandestinity as a

dangerous field of corruption of power, morals, and

individual rights.

The technology of sophisticated , even scarifying data

collection has been complemented by a revolution in

communications , which has replaced the letter car

ried by steamship with the phenomenon of simul

taneity ( see Der Derian ) . Events and their reportage

are no longer separated by weeks or days , but can

now occur at the same instance , an experience sud

denly translated from the command post to every

one's living rooms by CNN's coverage of the Gulf

war . Between supply and demand for intelligence

there exists nothing but fiber -optic cable , the

microchip , the computer circuit, all a part of the

futuristic " cyberspace " of instantaneous communica

tion . The implications of this communications revo

lution for intelligence, yet another acceleration in a

whole series of leaps forward that began with the

coming of the telegraph and the wireless radio, have

scarcely begun to be appreciated .

Changes in the genre of spy fiction over the course

of the 20th century perhaps exemplify this phenome

non as well as any. The cycles can be briefly sketch

ed . ' The first generation of patriotic thriller writers ,

authors like William le Queux and John Buchan ,

painted a picture of a political world in which justice

triumphed and civilization was saved from profound

dangers , but only because of the interventions of

heroic secret agents . Their fictions were often coded

as camouflaged fact, or " faction," a device espe

cially beloved by William le Queux . Then , in the

interwar period, Somerset Maugham , Graham

Greene , and Eric Ambler succeeded in politicizing

the genre , overthrowing its romantic and heroic con

ventions , and substituting a bleaker vision of espi

onage as a metaphor for political and moral decay

and as a powerless enterprise in a world of heavily

armed social Darwinistic states . In the early 1950s ,

at the height of the Cold War, the cycle turned again ,

to bring forth Ian Fleming's James Bond, whose

manly code sought to save the male gender and the

West at one and the same time : But John le Carré

and Len Deighton , and a host of imitators , were soon

poised to renounce the Fleming mythology and re

energize the vision of espionage as corruptive and

futile , with the spy as self-made victim .

The cumulative effect of such changes in the power

of intelligence services , their bureaucratic position

ing , and their data collection capabilities have

enforced a massive paradigm shift in the practice of

espionage . But what of societal attitudes toward

intelligence , the view from outside looking in ?

Intelligence services rarely publicize their doings ;

clandestinity rules. Spy agencies are the last domain

of secret diplomacy. Popular culture has instead

12
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without revolutionized intelligence services ? In this
spirit , Thomas Powers has recently provided one

subtle accounting . In a review essay in the New York
Review of Books , Powers used a wrestling metaphor
to denote the role of the two great adversaries in the
Cold War intelligence contest :

Intelligence services touch , watch and listen to

each other at a thousand points . The intimate
knowledge revealed by the wrestler's embrace

freed both sides from the ignorance , rumor and
the outbreaks of panicky fear that spark big
wars no one wants . ( Powers , p . 55 )

The one constant factor in the popular culture por
trayal of espionage , amidst the cyclical pattern , has
been its emphasis on the individual and on the singu
lar event . Its understanding of history as man -made
and indeterminate has thus been at odds with the

implications of the intelligence revolution as a series
of transformations in power, bureaucratic politics,
and technology. Such opposition can be healthy ,
insofar as it positions popular culture as a critique of
intelligence . But the gap that exists between the
revolutionary dynamics of the growth of intelligence
and the cyclical portrayal of espionage in various
modes of popular culture as a microcosm of societal
anxieties and ills is large and unlikely to be bridged
successfully in the near future . Bridgebuilding might
be conceived as a prolonged function of increased
openness in the conduct of intelligence , a more pub
licly acknowledged role for intelligence services in
decisionmaking and public education (or propagan
da ) , and an expansion of the serious study, within
and without the academy, of intelligence services and
their impact on domestic politics and international
relations . The most delayed of all the intelligence
revolutions has in fact been the scholarly one . The
serious study of intelligence began only in the
mid - 1970s , and remains divided among whole

range of research projects (see Wark , 1993 ) . As this
scholarly study expands , the dominant concepts and
cliches of popular culture's view of espionage are
bound to be challenged . But it would be a reasonable
wager to suppose that the public fascination with

espionage as a realm of clandestinity , a realm in
which selected individuals can escape powerlessness ,
ignorance , taboos against violence , and even the law ,
is unlikely to fade away.

Powers's persuasive answer begs , however, another
question . How useful is it to think analogously about

intelligence services , and just what are the best

metaphors ? This becomes an important issue , partic
ularly when one considers the predictive function of

intelligence . Is intelligence akin to the physical
sciences - is it like meteorology ? Is it at its best
making behavioralist, structural, or evolutionary fore
casts ? Here the standard metaphor of intelligence
that of the jigsaw puzzle-belies the weakness of the

predictive scope of espionage assessments . For puz

zles have only one outcome , and the construction of

the picture does not depend on an exercise of imagi
nation and knowledge concerning the many possible
faces of the finished product, but simply on mechan
ical skill .

To know how intelligence services have changed ,
and to know how they have been depicted in popular
culture , provides little help with another perennial
question asked of intelligence services. What about

their performance ? Are they worth the cost , and the
nightmares ? In particular, we might ask how well
they repaid the investment during the Cold War,
when the stakes were high and the bill enormous ?
From the historian's perspective , it is too early to
say . The documents are not in , the passions scarcely
cooled , the time for reflection not yet established .
But one can turn the question upside down and
wonder what the Cold War would have been like

We do not yet possess any thorough study of the dis

course of intelligence , though the link between intel

ligence failures and such conceptual traps as mirror
imaging and worst case analysis have been iden
tified. One interesting avenue for exploration has
been suggested by the concept of " chaos" as applied

to natural science , and more recently to international
politics.' Intelligence services , chaos theory would

suggest , live in an indeterminate and unpredictable
world . Their record at prediction is bound, for that
reason , to be spotty. Intelligence failures are also

bound to be inevitable , and to occur with something

like the same frequence as weather forecasting errors
and firefighting miscues . To return to the Thomas

Powers quote , it may not be a question of what intel
ligence services get right , but rather of what large
scale disastrous misunderstandings they might help

to prevent.
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Whether to avoid the worst of misunderstandings , or

to engage in something more positively ambitious ,

intelligence undoubtedly has a future . It is a future

secured on the basis of the forward - thrusting

momentum of an ongoing intelligence revolution ,

and on an accumulative historical precedent that has

cemented the identification of intelligence and

national security, for better or for worse . The

interesting questions are : what exactly will intelli

gence services do in the future ? And what will we

make of what they do ?

What intelligence services will do will depend on the

nature of changes that we can only glimpse , but

which are already under way in the basic definitions

of national security. The old concept is fated to be

thoroughly undermined . As political sovereignty

becomes increasingly a fiction, national security will

have to be redefined. Senator David Boren , the

chairperson of the powerful Senate Select Committee

on Intelligence , has already talked in print of the

need for the US intelligence community to give

thought to sharing secrets with the United Nations ,

and this is but one straw in the wind (see Boren , p .

57 ) . National security will not in future mean simply

the security of the nation - state ; rather it will mean

the security of a pluralized system of governance ,

across which “ citizens" are likely to spread their

loyalties and their appeals for safety and prosperity .

competitiveness within a global economy, with

unpredictable and wrenching shifts of economic

power. The temptation will be great , whatever the

implications might be for the classical liberal doc

trine of the nightwatchman state , to utilize intelli

gence services as weapons of advantage in trade

wars and as a means to stave off uncompetitiveness

and at least delay loss of economic power.

Intelligence services engaged in economic spying ' .

may in future create a kind of black-market flow of

research and development leads , to compensate for

lack of capability at home . Fears about ecological

degradation may lead to a new role for intelligence

services in monitoring environmental change , pollu

tion , and conceivably the enforcement of interna

tional legislation . Population flows, whether of legal

or illegal immigrants , will also be a national security

concern in future , especially as they stem from polit

ical or environmental instability abroad . States and

other organizations will require advance warning of

such population flows in order to effect a balance

between resources and demography, and to maintain

a fragile civic tolerance . There are even more won

derful scenarios for future CIAs . When UFOs were

in the collective mentality , governments in the

United States and Canada turned to their intelligence

services to assess the reports that piled up on alien

spacecraft . Should project SETI ( Search for

Extraterrestrial Intelligence ) ever receive a signal

from outer space , there will be yet another role for

intelligence services , not in arming the lasers , but in

trying to decode the messages .

Equally , the concept of threats to whatever becomes

the new national security will undergo change . The
outbreak of war and violent civil disturbance will

remain as dangers, but the relative sureties of intelli

gence targeting that were a feature of World War I ,

World War II , and the Cold War will be replaced by

an explosion of new threats and challenges to under

standing and control . Terrorism has already proved

itself to be a difficult target for intelligence services,

and will continue to remain so , by its very nature .

Nuclear proliferation and the spread of deadly chem

ical and biological warfare techniques , as the

experience of the Gulf war demonstrated , will be

high on the agenda for present- day and future intelli

gence services . The drug trade is newly established

as a national security problem , and intelligence serv

ices are already being required to deal with it . On

the horizon are other threats . One concerns increased

It is legitimate to ask about this forecasting: why

should any of these roles fall into the hands of intel

ligence services , rather than some other kind of

organization ? The answer is that intelligence serv

ices , historically , fill information vacuums , and will

seek out future roles in order to maintain and justify

their existence and place in the power structure . A

more important answer perhaps arises from consider

ation of what intelligence services have already

become , as a century - long intelligence revolution has

worked its changes . They have become , in effect.

large , government- directed think tanks , engaged in

the business of research and development , armed to

the teeth with information technology, and possess

ing a multiplicity of expensively earned talents . The
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Sierpientemente

old cadre of spies is hardly even the thin end of the

wedge . The intelligence officer might be a manager ,

a computer analyst, a linguist , an econometrician ,
and so forth . Few are spies , as the term is popularly

understood ; few would probably want to be . The

film Three Days of the Condor - starring Robert

Redford as a CIA analyst whose job it is to read spy

novels in order to extract plots for a giant CIA data

base , and who turns into a " real" intelligence agent
in order to uncover a nefarious plot-may have been

a last gasp attempt to merge the new reality with the

old fantasy.

and has already become the subject for treatment in a

range of cultural production , including serious fic

tion , that is well outside the spy thriller genre . "A

second guess is that the old formulas will be

replaced by new formulas, with female spies , coun

terterrorists, ecological warriors, and nonwestern set

tings well to the fore . Spies are overdue to appear

and capture science fiction . As the historical tradition

of modern espionage lengthens and is revealed, the

material for historical novels and the romance will

become increasingly tempting. It may even be hoped

that the more we come to know about intelligence

work in the past , the more seriously we will take the
role of intelligence in the present and future. The

fascination that sustains the cult of espionage will , I

predict , remain , but will be altered and perhaps even

attenuated by a loss of innocence about what intelli

gence has been , is , and might become .

NOTES

The obstacle to intelligence services providing infor
mation on such future threats as outlined above rests

not in the arena of their capabilities , but rather in

regard to their dedicated preservation of secrecy .
Intelligence services love secrecy ; in the organiza

tional mentality it is what distinguishes them from

other, more mundane bureaucracies, or from the
university academic , for that matter . Secrecy also

helps insulate intelligence services from criticism .

But relinquishing clandestinity will be the price

intelligence services will have to pay for an injection

of new roles and new mandates in the future. This

may be an easier process than it seems . When spy
satellites are busy training their cameras and sensors
on illicit fishing or whaling boats , when UN spy

planes in distinctive blue and white overfly the latest

zone of conflict or environmental disaster area, the
question of preserving official " national" secrecy
will be moot . CIA Director Robert Gates's belief,

aired in testimony to Congress on 1 April 1992 , that
the US intelligence community will in future con
tinue to be the nation's first line of defense "

already has a nostalgic and old - fashioned ring to it .

The future , it is safe to say, will not be so like the
past .

1. Little more is known . The incident is touched on

in Wesley K. Wark , " Security Intelligence in

Canada , 1864-1945 : The History of a National

Insecurity State,' " in ed . Keith Neilson and B. J.

C. McKercher, Go Spy the Land: Military

Intelligence in History (Westport, Connecticut :

1992 ) .

2. For a capsule survey, see Alan R. Booth , “ The

Development of the Espionage Film ," in Spy

Fiction, Spy Filnis and Real Intelligence, ed .

Wesley K. Wark, (London : 1991 ) , pp.136-60 .

3. This phenomenon is explored by David Stafford

in The Silent Game: The Real World of

Imaginary Spies ( Toronto : 1988 ) .

4. These passages draw on an earlier piece : Wesley

K. Wark , " Introduction : Fictions of History ," in

Spy Fiction , Spy Films and Real Intelligence

(London : 1991 ) , pp . 1-16 .

If the future for intelligence services is hard to read

precisely, the same holds true to even a greater
extent for the future of cultural responses to espi
onage . Cold War formulas for the depiction of spy
ing are clearly dead . What will take place ? Two

guesses might be hazarded : the first is that old for

mulas will be replaced by nonformulaic treatments .

The metaphor of spying as an escape from the
homogenization and nondrama of quotidian reality
has penetrated deep into the popular consciousness

5. I am indebted here to the very skillful and wide

ranging arguments of John Lewis Gaddis , " Inter

national Relations Theory and the End of the

Cold War, " International Security, 17. No. 3

(Winter 1992/93 ) .
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French , David , " Spy Fever in Britain 1900-1915 , "

Historical Journal , XXI , No. 2 , 1978
6. A valuable study of intelligence failure is

Richard K. Betts's , " Analysis, War and Decision :

Why Intelligence Failures are Inevitable,” World

Politics XXXI ( October 1978 ) , pp . 61-90 . Gaddis , John Lewis . " International Relations Theory

and the End of the Cold War," Intemarional

Security, 17 , No. 3 , Winter 1992/93.
7. The " chaos" concepts in these two areas are

examined in James Gleich , Chaos : Making a

New Science (New York : 1987 ) ; and James

Rosenau , Turbulence in World Politics: A Theory

of Continuity and Change, ( Princeton : 1989 ) .

Gleich, James. Chaos: Making a New Science , New

York : 1987 ,

Gould , Stephen Jay. Time's Arrow, Time's Cycle:

Myth and Metaphor in the Discovery of Geological

Time. Cambridge , Mass .
8. For another account of the future role of intelli

gence , see Bruce D. Berkowitz and Allan E.

Goodman , Strategic Intelligence for American

Narional Security (Princeton ; 1989) , ch . 7 . Powers, Thomas. “ The Truth about the CIA ," The

New York Review of Books, XL , no . 9 , 13 May 1993 ,

p. 55.
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Problems and alternatives

Government Spying for Commercial Gain

Mark Burton

With the end of the Cold War, the roles and missions

of US intelligence organizations are under scrutiny.

Assumptions that presuppose the primacy of eco

nomic competitiveness in the post - Cold War era are
spurring a reevaluation of the traditional view that

the US Government should not use its intelligence
assets to give US companies competitive advantages
over foreign firms. Analysis of the concept of such

government - sponsored industrial spying , however,

reveals numerous potential problems . These include
legal issues , limited cost effectiveness, multinational

corporations and , potentially , an increased risk of

international conflict if such actions are pursued
aggressively . Nevertheless, other countries are doing

it , US companies are victims of it , and the US

Government has to decide what to do about it .

" Traditional Economic Intelligence. What could be

termed the “ uraditional " approach is one in which US

intelligence organizations collect and analyze eco
nomic data on behalf of US Government decision

makers . Unlike government-sponsored industrial spy

ing, the traditional approach does not provide intelli

gence to private individuals or corporations to

enhance their competitive status . Instead , the main

objective is to supplement political and military data

on target countries to obtain the best possible assess
ment of current conditions and indicators of future

trends,

The traditional approach is perhaps best depicted by
Sherman Kent in his classic text , Strategic

Intelligence for American World Policy, first pub

lished in 1949. Regarding economic intelligence ,

Kent asserts that intelligence reporting has to be

aware of new economic doctrines and track national

policies and economic developments in other coun
tries . ' Kent continues :

For the US , the options range from maintaining cur
rent policies to enacting drastic measures , including

high import tariffs or economic sanctions , against

those countries whose governments spy on US busi
nesses . A more reasonable alternative would be the

establishment of one or more international agree
ments between the US and its allies — and possibly

other countries that would restrict governments
from using their intelligence capabilities to spy for
commercial gain .

... it must watch for new crops and the develop

ment of new methods of agriculture , changes in

farm machinery, land use , fertilizers, reclamation

projects, and so on . It must follow the discovery

of new industrial processes, the emergence of new
industries , and the sinking of new mines . It must

follow the development of new utilities and the

extensions of those already established . It must

follow changes in the techniques and implement

of distribution , new transport routes and changes
in the inventory of the units of transportation ... ?

Other Categories of Economic Intelligence

Before examining problems and alternatives , however,

it is important to distinguish between different

categories of economic intelligence . These other

categories should not be confused with a government's
use of its intelligence assets to spy on foreign busi

nesses and the passage of their information to national
commercial enterprises for competitive advantage .

This is the brunt of Kent's view of economic intelli

gence . He shows that the scope of “ uaditional " eco

nomic intelligence is broad , but nowhere does he

mention support for private commercial interests .
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Advocates of government spying for commercial

gain might point out that Kent deliberately deals

only with “ high -level foreign positive intelligence"

in his book and that this restriction necessarily

precludes industrial spying . Kent states , however ,

that intelligence is the knowledge upon which we

base our high - level national policy toward the other

states of the world .” } This does , indeed , exclude

support to private commercial enterprises. The

absence throughout the book of any reference to such

commercial support implies that Kent did not believe

government industrial spying should be used for

commercial gain .

Gray Areas . There are gray areas in which business

men may provide information to their country's intel

ligence service regarding foreign competitors or

clients . Conversely , defense contractors or other

national security -related businesses may be provided

government intelligence data because they are

required for a special project, such as the development

of a weapon system. But in both of these cases , intel

ligence is being used for national security purposes

and not for commercial gain . In the case of a defense

contractor, the contract and, hence, profit, has already

been obtained . The intelligence information is simply

being used to improve the characteristics of a given

system being produced by the contractor.

Some Problems

Traditional economic intelligence is still important

today. During his April 1992 testimony to Congress ,

then Director of Central Intelligence Robert Gates

summarized some of the results of National Security

Review 29 , signed by President Bush in March 1992 .

According to Gates , " financial and trade issues and

technological developments that could adversely

affect the United States were considered of major

importance." Gates also noted that " policymakers

identified new requirements ... indicating that the

Intelligence Community has a wider range of cus

tomers than ever with interests that extend beyond

traditional natural ( sic ) security concerns." ' Despite

the importance of economic issues and the expansion

of traditional national security concerns , however ,

Gales did not advocate that the US Intelligence

Community supply US businesses with intelligence

data on foreign industries .

Distinguishing between these different categories of

economic intelligence is important because the tradi

tional and business categories do not pose the

problems that government spying for commercial

gain does . The difficulties in resolving these

problems support the argument that the US

Government should not use its intelligence assets to

collect intelligence for private commercial interests ,

even if other countries do .

Business Intelligence, Business intelligence does

include spying to support commercial interests ; in

fact , that is the whole point . While a great deal of

business " intelligence" involves overt acquisitions

of data, spying does occur. As noted in a 1991 busi

ness magazine article on corporate spying :

Legal Issues. Even if one ignores problems arising

from violations of international trade and patent

laws--because they are essentially unenforceable

domestic legal issues will have to be addressed . For

example , like any government resource , intelligence

assets are funded with tax dollars. Would it be

legal and fair - for the government to use taxpayer

provided resources to benefit private corporations

directly and , hence , private citizens? Is it constitu

tional for most citizens to pay the government so

that a select few can profit from it ?

Trade - secret laws bar acquiring data through " im

proper means" such as theft . But the line between

what companies legally may do and what they ethi

cally should avoid is fuzzy. Questionable tactics

include posing as a reporter to get into a rival's board

room or hiring a plane to look over its plant...

The argument can be made that industries and tech

nologies " critical" to US national security should be

given special treatment by the government , espe

cially when foreign governments are using their own

intelligence assets to undermine US businesses . This

would , however, require an extremely liberal

interpretation of the Constitution's provision that the

government promote the “ general welfare."
The difference between this category of economic

intelligence and that of government spying for com

mercial gain , however, is that business intelligence

does not involve government .
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A more difficult issue , if the above argument is
accepted , would be that of determining exactly which
industries and businesses would receive intelligence
assistance . One former US intelligence official was
quoted in a 1992 newspaper article as asserting:

innovation and creating a dependence on foreign

firms. Although difficult to prove , precedent for this

may be found in other countries.

... that intelligence agencies believe it would be

impossible to distribute such data fairly among
US companies and that it might lead foreign intel
ligence agencies to retaliate by stepping up their
spying on US companies abroad .'

The former Soviet Union , for example , had a long

history of successful spying on Western industries ,

yei it was not able to keep up with the pace of

Western technology. Nonetheless , Russian intelli

gence still tours the value of industrial espionage . "
10

Another legal question would be deciding who

would have the authority to determine which compa
nies could receive intelligence data . What would be
the legal basis for this authority ? Moreover, what
would be the legal precedent for government support
to private business outside the intelligence arena ?

France also spies on US companies , and one press
article claims that “ a secret CIA report recently
warned of French agents roaming the United States

looking for business secrets ." !! The value of such

intelligence operations is unclear, however, especially

when balanced against operating expenses and the

political costs of possible discovery. The same article
noted that the French intelligence budget was
increased by 9 percent for 1992 — despite the end of

the Cold War — and that the FBI delivered protests to
Paris after French intelligence was found to be oper
ating against IBM and Texas Instruments." It is hard

to determine just how much the French have truly

gained from their " intelligence - for-profit" activities ,

and whether or not the gains have exceeded the costs
incurred .

The answers are not clear. Any attempt to distribute
intelligence would be complex . And issues of fair
ness would most likely lead to lawsuits and costly
count battles in which companies vie for “ national
security " status and , thus , intelligence privileges .

One possible solution to the legal questions of distri
bution would be to give all US companies intelli
gence privileges. This , however , would be a logistic

nightmare, particularly from a security perspective ,
and the financial costs would be enormous .

Cost Effectiveness. Some estimates state that spend
ing for the current " traditional" approach to intelli

gence was about $ 19.2 billion in 1990. ' Expanding

intelligence support beyond government consumers
would likely prove to be even more expensive . This
calls into question the cost - effectiveness of any pro
gram in which the government supplies intelligence
to US companies .

A former trade negotiator , Michael B. Smith , claims
that " other countries have active intelligence pro

grams directed against our companies to give their

companies a leg up . We ought to emulate them ." ')

Stansfield Turner, a former Director of Central

Intelligence , appears to agree. He argues that , " We

steal secrets for our military preparedness. I don't

see why we shouldn't stay economically com
petitive. "

Liberiarenheter

med

There is no guarantee that government supplied intel
ligence would enable US companies to compete suc
cessfully against foreign companies . As noted in a
Business Week article on the subject, " economic

intelligence isn't a silver bullet that will magically
improve US competitiveness. Careful attention to

quality , management , and the market count , 100. " 9
Furthermore, such intelligence support could actually
damage long - term US competitiveness by discouraging

The Soviet and French examples , however, call into

question the validity of this argument that US intelli

gence should spy on behalf of US companies just

because other countries engage in the practice. It would
be difficult, if not impossible , to perform an accurate
cost -benefit analysis . There is a strong possibility ,
however, that the additional money spent on such intel
ligence collection might produce better results if it were

spent on improvements in education , research and

development , or other areas which could , in the long
term , help to increase US economic competitiveness .
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Multinational Corporations. The problems

associated with legal issues and cost -effectiveness

are aggravated when dealing with multinational cor

porations . In drafting legislation to allow government

intelligence collection on behalf of US companies ,

how would multinational corporations be handled ?

Would it be cost -effective for the government to col

lect and give intelligence data to a US-based mul

tinational corporation, only to have the US head

quarters pass the information along to its divisions

abroad? But if multinationals are excluded , would

not their US divisions then be put at a competitive

disadvantage by their own government ? Moreover,

what are the legal implications of, for example , the

CIA spying on a foreign -based division of the Ford

Motor Company ?

Government intelligence collection for commercial

gain is a high - risk strategy because it only

encourages such national economic rivalries. If it is

pursued vigorously , it could lead to international

conflict. The US has the opportunity to lead the

international community away from such conflict and

toward those free market principles that prevailed

over socialism during the Cold War. A truly free

international market will probably not be achieved in

the near future, but it is an admirable goal .

If the US were to adopt an “ intelligence- for-profit "

approach, it would be sending potentially antagonis

tic signals to its allies and all of the other members

of the international community . Still , the problem of

other countries using this approach remains .

These problems regarding legal issues , cost -effective

ness , and the special case of multinational corpora

tions indicate that implementing a government

" intelligence- for-profit" program would be an ardu

ous task of questionable merit. Another problem with

government commercial spying that is broader in

scope and more difficult to define may be the most

important: the danger of increasing the risk of inter

national conflict.

Gates , for example, has warned that nearly 20 for

eign governments are carrying out economic intelli

gence gathering that harms US interests." In addi

tion , R. Patrick Watson of the FBI has said that

" we're finding intelligence organizations from coun

tries we've never looked at before who are active in

the US." 16 Gates adds that foreign intelligence agen

cies of traditionally friendly countries are trying to

plant moles in American high -tech companies (and )

search briefcases of American businessmen traveling

overseas .
117

For now, the US does not appear to be willing to

engage in such practices, but it will take defensive

measures . According to an April 1992 press report

concerning Gates's testimony before a Congressional

panel :

The Prospect of International Conflict. Competition

among businesses is good , but among countries it is

not necessary. Indeed , government involvement in

commercial competition can be dangerous . If they

cannot compete , companies can reduce their size or

go out of business , but countries cannot .

Furthermore, unlike companies , countries have the

ability to tax and to raise armies. This presents two

potential problems : taxation to subsidize

government-backed commercial interests can incite

anger in other countries and foreign companies , with

retaliatory subsidies angering the original subsidizer ;

and countries, because they cannot simply declare

bankruptcy and go out of business , could resort to

armed conflict if they fear a significant failure in the

realm of commercial competition . Add to these the

uncertainties associated with political leaders

whose egos might not allow them to consider relin

quishing power just because of economic woes -- and

the danger of “ business - induced " international con

flict becomes readily apparent .

Some members of the panel pressed Gates to help

US companies by seeking out commercial secrets

of foreign competitors . But in his testimony Gates

ruled that out, saying the CIA would limit itself to

helping US companies safeguard themselves

against foreign intelligence operations."

There are several alternative options to Gates's

approach , however, that the US can take , including

more active measures .
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Alternative Approaches

It is reasonable to argue that Gates's defensive

approach is wise , especially for the short term . But

counterintelligence measures merely combat the

problem without removing its cause . In the long

term , the US would benefit if it could develop a
more substantial solution to eliminate the cause of

the problem .

circumstances, the imposition of such tariffs by the

US might spur retaliatory tariffs by the offending

country and possibly its allies , and prove to have a

detrimental effect on US exports to those countries.

In short, would the “ cure " of high rariffs be worse

than the overall “ affliction" of foreign spying on US
business ?

Retaining Traditional Measures . This does not

mean that traditional economic intelligence or defen
sive measures should be dropped . As Gates noted in
a December 1991 speech , US intelligence has :

More extreme measures , including economic sanc

tions , might increase the risk of international conflict

even more than industrial spying . Economic

reprisals , then , do not appear to be a practical alter

native to government spying for commercial gain .

The problems associated with these reprisals ,

however , do demonstrate the increased potential for

conflict caused by " intelligence -for - profit " pursuits
by highlighting the frustration that can be faced by a

country that is being victimized .

... long assessed key aspects of international trade
and economics , with special focus on foreign
technological developments as well as on coun

tries or governments that try to steal our technol
ogy or seek unfairly or illegally to disadvantage
American business . These economic challenges to

the United States will grow, and we in intelli

gence must play our appropriate role in helping

the government to meet them . "

International Agreements . International agreements

might be a more acceptable alternative to

government -backed commercial spying . The US

could pursue such agreements in a number of ways .
One would be a single treaty that any country could
sign if it so desired , with each signatory pledging not
to use its intelligence services to spy on any of the

others for commercial gain . Other approaches could
include bilateral or multilateral agreements , particu
larly between the US and its strongest allies .

This " role " for US intelligence in the economic
sphere is a reasonable one . It can be carried out
without providing select private individuals or busi

nesses with intelligence that would give them a com
petitive advantage . The US could stop here , which
would essentially mean maintaining the status quo as
far as economic intelligence is concerned . If the role
of US intelligence should stop at this traditional

level , however, what alternatives are there outside of
the intelligence arena to constrain other countries

from pursuing government - sponsored industrial spy
ing for commercial gain ?

Such agreements would be preferable to uncon

strained government -sponsored commercial spying
not only for the US but also for all signatory coun
tries . They do not entail the moral , legal , financial,

and logistic difficulties associated with this particular

type of spying and with the distribution of the intel

ligence , once it has been collected .

Economic Reprisals. One possible way to deter
other countries from using their intelligence

resources for industrial espionage against the US is
to pursue some form of economic reprisal against
offending states . A somewhat obvious difficulty
would be determining , and then publicly proving .
that a suspected country's intelligence service was

spying on US companies for commercial gain .

In addition , such agreements would limit the poten
tial for conflict by providing a formal and predeter
mined means of response if one of the signatory
countries is suspected of such spying . This would
eliminate the need for unexpected antagonistic eco
nomic reprisals . Such agreements also would provide

assurances to otherwise potential economic rivals

that governments would not use their intelligence

resources to achieve competitive advantage .
Even if such activity could be proved , choosing

an appropriate response might be difficult. Would

high import tariffs be appropriate ? Under some
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question and not simply a search for new missions

by intelligence organizations seeking to preserve

their budgets .

Moreover, these agreements could include statements

acknowledging the role of traditional economic intel

ligence . This could be seen as a loophole, however,

so the signatories might prefer not to mention it at

all , leaving it with the status of an unspoken assump

tion . But any government probably would not be

willing to give up its capability to assess the eco

nomic status of other countries for its own national

security ( noncommercial ) purposes.

Nevertheless, the problems associated with legal

issues , cost-effectiveness, multinational corporations,

and the increased risk of international conflict indi

cate that government- sponsored spying for commer

cial gain is not worth the effort. Defensive counterin

telligence policies aimed at combating foreign

intelligence in the economic arena are worth continu

ing , but they are not a true long-term solution to the

problem .

The agreements could contain provisions for cooper

ative defense measures to be taken against non

signatories that use their intelligence services against

the businesses of one or more of the signatory coun

tries . These measures could include “ tip - offs "-or

more substantial intelligence sharing - regarding

offending countries and retaliatory actions , including

joint diplomatic protests or trade restrictions. For

agreements to be effective, however, these additional

provisions would not be absolutely necessary .

The formulation of one or more multinational agree

ments is , perhaps , the most reasonable long- term

approach to take. Just as countries have developed

treaties to reduce the dangers associated with mili

tary rivalry, so too can they develop mutual under

standing and agreements regarding economic rivalry.

Such agreements , if taken seriously, could foster an

international environment in which economic compe

tition would not be the harbinger of conflict among

nations but would instead be the stimulus for busi

ness innovation and improved living standards

worldwide .

It could be argued that intelligence collected by busi

nesses would pose a problem for such agreements .

This would be especially true concerning any agree

ment involving the Japanese , who purportedly do

most of their economic spying using business

assets. Strictly speaking , this type of intelligence

would not have to be addressed in these agreements .
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A CIA officer- in - residence

Taking Care of Business

David W. Overton

During the 1992-93 academic year, I was an officer

in - residence for CIA at the Amos Tuck School of

Business , an MBA-granting institution at Dartmouth

College . In that time , I :

In the process , I learned a good deal about what

some well -educated Americans and foreigners think

about the Agency. I had the chance to observe some

of the best of US higher education in action . I also

had some time to think about how American

businessmen view the changes taking place in the

world today . And , on the lighter side , I found myself

in a few situations that seemed decidedly out of the

ordinary for an Agency employee .

Conducted my own course on the political eco
nomics of the transforming socialist economies .

Cotaught courses on the international environment

of business and Japanese business systems .

Served on the steering group for a program in

leadership development for undergraduates.

It is worth keeping in mind that , unlike many
officers - in - residence, my purpose at Tuck was not to

leach a course on intelligence and its relation 10

policymaking . I was billed as an economist who

could make useful comments on the international

environment for business . Like all other officers -in

residence , I foreswore recruiting and intelligence

gathering while I was in the program .

. Lectured to a course for Ph.D. candidates in

engineering

Lectured on economic conditions in Eastern

Europe to a student club composed mostly of East

Europeans .

.
Helped host a total of 10 Russian economists

searching for the holy grail of capitalism .

Teamed with a Russian graduate student to

present a two -part program looking at the effec
tiveness of Boris Yeltsin as a national leader.

I should also underscore that I found the year in aca
deme and - especially at Tuck-enormously reward

ing . I had a good time , learned a lol , met many fine

professionals in teaching , and was gratified by the

general appreciation for candor and intellectual rigor

I encountered among colleagues . I also came away

with a deeper understanding of how US business is

trying to adjust to a rapidly changing international

environment, and , in that light , is willing to support
and assist US business schools in many ways .

Talked with and counseled seven residents of

former Communist countries on learning and liv
ing in the United States .

The School

• Helped design and present (with guest speakers) a

three - session program on how the Agency looks

at leadership challenges and effectiveness around
the world ,

Dartmouth College, from which I graduated in 1961 ,

is the ninth oldest college/university in the United

States . The Tuck School is the oldest graduate school

of business in the world , beating out Harvard's simi

lar institution by eight years . Across the street from
Tuck is the Thayer School , the oldest professional

school of engineering in the United States .

Authored a review article for a brand new publi

cation , Global Competitor, that is a collaborative
effort between Tuck School and the Fletcher

School of Tufts University .
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engineering course to which I spoke iwice were from

foreign countries , including seven students from the

former Soviet Union and one from China .

In recent years , Dartmouth has been much in the

news for political demonstrations on campus and for

the high jinks that have surrounded what the press

refers to as " the college newspaper," The Dartmouth

Review . The distinguishing features of this

newspaper are its hard rightwing editorial opinions

and its generally confrontational tone . Once you get

to Dartmouth , it does not take long to discover that

there is a rich assortment of student activities , of

which The Dartmouth Review is just one . In fact,

most natives think of The Dartmouth , the much older

newspaper , as the campus newspaper, even though it

is , in any given year, likely to be only one of a half

dozen student newspapers .

A clue to the likely behavior of most of the

American business students was that , on average ,

they had been out in the working world , mostly in

business , for five or six years before they enrolled at

Tuck . As someone who had had a fair amount of

interaction with US business through Agency pro

grams , I was confident that we enjoyed a good repu

tation with this audience . And , if I had to hide in

someone's hall locker, I had one colleague from the

Directorate of Intelligence (DI ) who was enrolled in

the first year and another student whose aunt had

been my supervisor at Headquarters.

Mixed Reactions

Seen from the distance , Dartmouth , therefore ,

appears at once old and rowdy. If you were going

there expecting the quintessential ivy -draped school

with a rich assortment of strange characters , you

would be disappointed . If you were operating on the

reputation the school has in the Ivy League, you

would probably expect to see drunken students litter

ing the central green as you drove into town— and

again would be sorely disappointed .

Because I knew much of what I was getting into , I

did not harbor too many of the classic misimpres

sions . In fact, I enjoyed the concern some of my

friends and colleagues at the Agency expressed for

the danger I was putting myself in by entering a

campus that was a free - fire zone between Fascists

and Communists , between the Visigoths and the

politically correct . I am sure their concerns would

have disappeared quickly if they had heard Dean Ed

Fox of Tuck welcome the incoming class of '94 with

a speech that included a reference to the good for

tune they had in having a visiting scholar from CIA

for the year .

During the year at Tuck , I learned that this brand of

business student-and almost all other studenis I

encountered at Dartmouth-will suspend disbelief

long enough to listen to someone from the Agency

discuss substance and thereby learn indirectly about

us . The few uncomfortable moments I had on cam

pus were almost entirely with faculty members , and

those episodes did not amount to much . One Tuck

faculty member, an Indian national , was disquieted

by my presence , although he was never anything but

courteous to me . I offered several times to help with

the international aspects of what he was teaching ,

and I was routinely turned down . On the other hand ,

two US -naturalized Indians on the faculty were both

friendly and eager to talk with me .

The Student Body

Some few of the undergraduate faculty with whom I

came in contact expressed surprise and discomfort

with my place of employment , but they were largely

outnumbered by others who had no problem . One

American economics professor with whom I had

numerous pleasant exchanges went ballistic when I

suggested I could help with her course , but an

Englishman and two Israelis in that department were

happy to interact with me professionally.

Hispanic in the economics department was the per

son who arranged for me to speak to the East

Europeans about their economies .

This is not to say there was no potential for discord .

In particular, at the outset I had no clear idea what

foreign reactions to my presence might be . About 20

percent of the 350 students at Tuck School come

from foreign countries, and there are substantial

numbers of foreigners elsewhere on the Dartmouth

campus. In fact, over half of the students in a graduate
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his Russian students , who ended up helping me with

a few presentations on Russia. )

One of the strangest experiences I had with faculty

uncomfortable with my presence was an event that
involved a visit by two Russian economists . The

Russians were being hosted in their travels around

the United States by a Dartmouth alumnus who was

a former student of an economics professor I had

known for about 20 years. The economics professor,

a former Agency employee , invited me to participate

in the Russians ' visit , and I arranged for them to

field questions from my students . I did not discover

until the last moment that the event was being

cosponsored by an organization whose leaders had

already made it plain they did not like the idea of a

CIA employee on campus . When I showed up at

their luncheon , the first three people I met were stu
dents from former Communist countries to whom I

had lectured in one context or another. The students ,

who were outgoingly friendly to me, did not know

the leaders of the organization, so I ended up

introducing them . In the circumstances , it would

have been rude to ignore me , so the people who did

not care for my presence were civil .

Foreign students from non -Communist countries see

med comfortable with my presence . The Japanese ,

who are generally quite reticent in the US business

school environment , did not seek me out , but they

were forthcoming in group and one -on -one discus

sions . One of the first foreign students to make a

point to drop by my office to talk with me was a

Frenchman who went out of his way to say that he

thought having someone from intelligence on a busi

ness campus was a real asset , a viewpoint that appar

ently was shared by his several countrymen in the

program . In the three courses in which I participated

regularly, I interacted with 23 foreigners out of a

total of 78 students . This included several who were

in more than one course . Because these were elec

tives , they could have opted out if they were truly ill

at ease with me .

Reasons for Receptivity

I believe there are several reasons why some stu

dents found it easy to accept me :

I knew how to teach and knew my material .

One program that looked like it had promise at the

outset and then faded was a required course for

Ph.D. candidates in engineering . The course was

designed to encourage them to think about nonen

gineering subjects so as to avert the tunnel vision

that often accompanies intense study in that general

field . The associate dean of engineering who was

teaching the course invited me to do a unit on key

developments in the international economy and ,

satisfied that I could teach , was willing to have me

coteach a unit on weapons proliferation with him . To

get a feel for his course , I sat in on a few sessions.

I memorized the names of any students with

whom I was ever in contact and addressed them

by name when I saw them in the halls .

An invitation to do one unit of a required first

year course got me broad exposure to about 150

students , who apparently liked the unit .

The students were eager to listen to people who

had had practical experience , as compared with

some faculty members who had come directly

from graduate school .

At the end of the term , the dean called me to say

that it would perhaps be wiser if I did not plan on

participating in the follow -on course in the winter

term . I said that was fine, but asked if there was any

particular reason . Somewhat embarrassed, he mum
bled that some of his students had objected to " be
ing brainwashed by the CIA ." I asked if the

Russians had been the ones complaining . He replied ,
“ Hell, no . They loved you . It was a couple of the

Americans who are pretty naive . But I think they

would make enough of a fuss that it would be coun

terproductive for you to come back ." (The associate
dean subsequently introduced me to the brightest of

Superb unclassified Agency publications that I

used as course material made a favorable impres

sion on the students , as did guest speakers from

Headquarters.

The last two points deserve expansion .
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Princeton , did some of the background work for his

term paper in the Energy Atlas of the USSR and

returned it to me with a note that said it was a ter

rific source. (He will be working for a US company

helping to develop Russian oilfields.)

Practical Experience. Much of what is taught in bus

iness schools is taught by the case method , which

provides a large group of people with a common

data base around which to reason . The main draw

back of the case method , in my estimation , is that it

discourages the student from reaching out for other

data . And, from the faculty's point of view, once you

have absorbed and presented the cases a time or two ,

you have little incentive to look for new material ,

This can create an atmosphere in which the range of

experiences and examples on which you draw is

fairly narrow .

I invited several speakers from the Agency, and the

response to them was outstandingly positive .

Students sought me out to say how much they '

enjoyed the sessions . I based iwo of eight final exam

questions from which the students had to choose on

the presentations of two of the speakers . More stu

dents chose to write on these topics than any others .

One speaker did a two-hour presentation to a group

that included some rather critical observers from a

steering group for a leadership course , and the most

jaundiced member of the steering group later told me

that the presentation was " dynamite."

Strange Happenings

Because the professor with whom I cotaught in two

courses had been an academic , a business consultant,

and a senior US Government official for 10 years ,

we had ample opportunity to consider whether the

academic or the practical backgrounds seemed to

play best to teaching business students . In the two

courses for which he was the listed instructor and the

one for which I was , we concluded that being able to

provide concrete examples of teaching points , know

ing where to go to get data, and being able to absorb

large amounts of information quickly were assets

that depended on practical experience . The students '

evaluations of our courses emphasized that these

were the characteristics they appreciated mosi .

Inevitably, the frequent interaction between faculty

and students on which Dartmouth prides itself was

bound to yield a few strange occurrences for an

Agency employee . Moreover, they took virtually no

lime at all to materialize .

NOTITTU

Agency Publications and Speakers. The Agency's

publications and guest speakers merit additional

comment because of the positive impact they had on

the faculty and students . My students in the course

dealing with transforming socialist economies were

taken with the currency and incisiveness of the

annual unclassified versions of the presentations to

the Joint Economic Committee on the former

Communist countries . One Ukrainian learned that I

had an unclassified monograph on Ukraine, asked to

borrow it long enough to read, and brought it back

saying it was an excellent piece of work . To thank a

Muscovite who helped me with several presentations

at various points in the year, I gave him a copy of

the unclassified version of The World Factbook . The

next day I had a letter in electronic mail from him

that said he was in bad shape from so little sleep

because he had sat up most of the night flipping

through it . One of my students , a native of Harlem

and an honors graduate in electrical engineering from

The first strange event started off simply enough .

Tuck School typically gets its faculty and their

spouses pointed in the right direction for the new

academic year with a first -class reception in the

stately Hanover Inn . The food and drink are super,

the school picks up the tab , and the attire is business

suit or dress . My wife and I had no more than

entered the lounge where the reception was being

held than a waiter approached us with hors

d'oeuvres . A rather outgoing Russian who was obvi

ously working 10 help cover college costs, he asked

me what " Visiting Scholar " on my name tag meant.

I told him , neglecting to identify my employer. That

was his next question , which I dutifully answered .

Emboldened by the experience of meeting his first

CIA person , the waiter launched into an energetic

pitch for me to buy some astronomical quantity of

diesel oil that his relatives were trying to sell . “ The

oil is definitely there in tanks . The trick is just get

ting it out of Russia , and I am sure CIA could figure
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it out." I had yet to talk to any of the faculty, but I

was convinced that those in hearing distance of the

waiter were going to be hard to persuade that I was

any kind of scholar.

Another fascinating turn was with a Bulgarian who

presided over a student activity called " European

Entente ," the largely East European group to which I

had spoken on its economies . After the session , he

asked , rather confidentially, if he could come by my

office sometime . Reminding myself that , if he asked

to sell state secrets , my charter required me to turn

him away, I told him he could .

The interaction between faculty members was a

different story. Some worked closely with colleagues

with whom they were either coteaching or develop

ing some joint paper or project. Others reflected the

introverted behavior that makes for good analysis .

Perhaps the most interesting test of their ability to

cooperate was faculty meetings , which , in my per

ception , were consistently too long because some of

the participants were either trying to demonstrate

their analytical ability or to stake out territory on

some issue with which they were associated .

And yet, in fairness. I was impressed with a Tuck

practice of sharing around all of the syllabuses for

each term so that we could keep abreast of what

others were doing and volunteer to help if we saw an

area in which we could contribute .

Oleg showed up several days later, knocked on my

door, and asked , in a whisper, if he could come in . I

said yes again , braced to throw him out as soon as

he launched into the state secrets thing . It turned out

that his family had access to good wood for con

struction , and they had asked him to find suitable

milling and other equipment to make precut houses .

Could I help him hook up with some people to

advise him on what US machinery in this line was

good ? ( I subsequently did . ) The whisper? He had

had a sore throat .

I took advantage of this opening by offering my

services to talk about performance evaluation and

training in large establishments in a course on human

resource development. Conversely, because I had

seen a case study done by one of my colleagues on a

machine tool plant in Guangzhou , I was able to use

it in my spring course.

What I Learned About Business Schools
Economic Literacy. Economic literacy in the US

population at large is nothing to brag about . Still , I

saw students who had majored in economics as

undergraduates, taken solid - required — courses in

microeconomics and macroeconomics at Tuck , and

still had a hard time understanding the content of a

balance -of- payments statement.

I deserve to be both brief and humble about this

aspect of my experience because I was only exposed

to parts of the two -year program , and most of what I

saw had to do with economics , international busi

ness , and communications . I cannot, in good con

science , claim that I know much about marketing,

finance, accounting , and a whole range of other busi

ness subjects. Nonetheless , I did have several broad

impressions of the nature of business education at

Tuck School :

Collegiality. The small size of the faculty and the

easy access students have to it contribute to a fair

atmosphere of collegiality at Tuck . At any point in

the year I was there , the faculty consisted of 35 to

40 teachers of various stripe . Most were available

most days of the week for students to arrange

appointments or drop in .

The issue here was not the students ' native intelli

gence or willingness to work . By and large , they

were generally smart and quick studies . The problem

was partly the relevance of economics education in

the United States and partly the fact that some eco

nomic concepts are best absorbed on the job practic

ing economics . Five or so years selling computer
software systems , working for a brokerage house , or

managing a manufacturing process for a US corpora

tion is not necessarily good preparation for economic

analysis .
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Globalization . The top business schools are very

competitive in seeking the best candidates . Tuck rou

tinely ranks in the top six US graduate business

schools overall and number one in the satisfaction of

its graduates that they got their money's worth.

The plain truth is that the " globalization " of US

business schools has a long way to go . The good

news is that we are not behind the rest of the

world . *

No US business school that wanted to be remotely

competitive would say anything but that it was

" globalizing" its curriculum to ensure that US

businessmen would be effective in dealing in the

rapidly growing American export sectors .

Current Intelligence. No surprises here . Still , we

need to be reminded from time to time that the

Agency and its better customers set a high standard

for understanding what is happening around them in

the world .

There are two basic ways to score in the globaliza

tion game . One is to increase the international cases

and examples that are used across the board in the

curriculum , and the other is to add more interna

tional courses to the offerings. The first is the less

costly approach ; it is also the less reliable because

course adjustments are made during a term to deal

with a variety of unforeseen events , and a teacher

who is not comfortable teaching international issues

will be likely to drop that material first.

The contrast in criteria for sources between the aca

demic world and the intelligence world is quite strik

ing if you have just come from the latter to the

former. The professor with whom I was associated in

the fall and winter terms , who had regularly received

morning briefings from DI liaison while he was in

Washington, was going through withdrawal pains in

not having the same sort of information access he

had once had . We both marveled at the comparative

willingness among both faculty and students (more

so the latter, of course ) to accept the data or view

points of one or another newspaper or journal

without digging in to find out how accurate they

were on the particular point .
The second approach poses some interesting

challenges . Do you organize the courses around dis

tinctive features of doing business in particular parts

of the world , such as Japan or the transforming

socialist economies ? Or do you try to teach on topics

that have some degree of universality , such as the

evolution of international financial institutions or the

ways in which you enlist your own government in

the process of helping your foreign sales or acquisi

tions ?

In the student realm , this jibed with a comment made

to me by a Dartmouth classmate of mine who had

taught at Tuck in the international arena just before I

got there . He noted that , had he to do it over, he

would organize " prayer breakfasts " in which every

one would come for free croissants and coffee, in

exchange for which they would have to agree to read

one of the leading business or financial newspapers

and be prepared to discuss the key issues with others

present so that all would be exposed to more than

one source .

Management Training Gap

The common approach so far has been to try a little

bit of everything . The difficulty with this , from the

perspective of someone who has spent 30 years

analyzing international economic events , is that the

sum of the parts does not constitute a whole that is

particularly illuminating to the students . Thus , my

course on transforming socialist economies was , in

my opinion , useful to help people understand what

the governments in question were trying to do in the

way of economic reform and how it might affect US

or other Western businesses . But it did not provide

the practical basis for setting up a joint venture in

Prague . Moreover, little else in the curriculum would

have helped in that regard.

Having been the Deputy Director for Curriculum at

Office of Training and Education for two years , I

had a sense of some of the practical courses that

Editor's Note : Since this article was written , Tuck opened a

Center for the Study of Intelligence Business in March 1994.
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Agency employees value in the management realm . I

cannot generalize for all business schools simply
from one, but my best intelligence tells me you

should not be surprised if the curriculum at any

given business school has little or nothing to say

about conducting meetings , dealing with problem

employees , or figuring out what kinds of training

will be most beneficial to your work force.

press and academic assertions that the new capitalist

economies would gravitate toward models common

in their regions -- the jury was still undecided on

specific outcomes . We do know, for example , that

the Germans have invested a lot of time in develop

ing trade and business ties with Russia , but the

Russian central bank is patterned on that of the
United States and US investors led the field in new

investment commitments in that country in 1992 .

Overall , it is my sense that business schools are still

struggling with many issues of human resource

management and development and how to include

them in curriculums. If that is too broad a generali

zation , it is certainly fair to say Tuck School is still

struggling with these issues .

The past few years have been an important

watershed for the directions in which the interna

tional commercial and financial systems are evolv

ing . After extended periods of strong growth , our

two major economic competitors , Japan and

Germany, have stumbled both economically and

politically , leaving businessmen everywhere to ask

whether the attention others were paying to these

two models was well placed . Meanwhile, the United

States is seeing a renewed emphasis on the impor
tance of Latin American markets to our economy ,

even as we try to sort out the pluses and minuses of

a North American Free Trade Agreement .

A US Business Perspective

My year in academe provided frequent contact with

US business people and required that I do more than

usual to stay up with the business press . Because the

Agency is still shaping its approach to economic

intelligence in relation to US business abroad , what

can be deduced from these sources is worth a few

words.
In the background, important changes continue to be

made to the ways in which international financial

transactions are conducted , and both markets and

instruments for equities in East Asia , the Third

World , and the former Communist countries have

proliferated.

There has been a good deal of attention over the last

15 to 20 years directed at business practices of for

eign competitors that US citizens believe are ques

tionable from the standpoint of our sense of what is

right. This discussion often ends with pleas for

clearer " rules of the road " or calls for " a level play

ing field " among competitors . And , when neither of

these outcomes occurs , the arguments shift to retalia

tion against foreign firms or mimicry of them.

A little time working in the environment of interna

tional business quickly leads one to the recognition

that there are several different kinds of capitalism ,

and no one of them has a lock on how the world's

economic systems will ultimately be shaped . As

someone worrying about how to present ways to

understand what was happening in the transforming
socialist economies , I soon realized that - despite

All of this is putting a premium on US businesses

being better informed and smarter about what is hap

pening abroad that may affect them . Unfortunately,
business school curriculums are not changing apace ,

and , on balance , the numbers of people in the US
business world dedicated to analyzing foreign events

is probably a good deal smaller today than 10 years

ago . The good news in this , it seems to me , is that

the market for US Government analyses of interna

tional business and economics to support our indus

try is growing and will continue to grow for the

foreseeable future .
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A basic tension

Openness and Secrecy

David D. Gries

The American system of government is rooted in

openness . Article I of the Constitution provides that
" Each House shall keep a Journal of its proceedings ,
and from time to time publish the same " and that “ a
regular Statement and Account of the Receipts and

Expenditures of all public Money shall be pub

lished " by the government . When combined with
First Amendment guarantees of a free press , these

provisions created the basis for open government.
The Founding Fathers believed that openness was
vital because the Colonies ' disputes with the govern
ment of King George III taught them that participa
tion of the governed could succeed only if the
governed were well informed .

Elaborate systems were devised to ensure secrecy ,

not only for spectacular achievements like reading

German and Japanese wartime codes , but also for

daily activities of the foreign affairs, intelligence ,

and military components of government . With the

advent of the Cold War, conflict between the old tra

dition of openness and the new requirement for

secrecy became a significant issue .

This conflict continues . According to the President's

Information Security Oversight Office, in 1981 , at

the height of the Cold War, US Government officials

were making more than 10 million classification

decisions annually , thereby creating an enormous

stock of classified documents .
Throughout their history, Americans have relied on
free elections , Congressional hearings and investiga
tions , speeches and appearances by executive branch
officials , and an inquiring press to make good on the

Founding Fathers ' promise of open government.
Until the start of World War II , Congress and the
executive branch openly debated most foreign affairs

issues , and the press reported the results . Information
about the small standing army was readily available
both to Americans and to foreign representatives.

The Reagan administration sharpened the conflict by

relaxing regulations requiring periodic review of

classified documents for declassification. By 1985

classification decisions had reached an annual rate of

15 million , endangering the open government envi

sioned by the Founding Fathers .

This system worked well until World War II brought
the need to keep military plans and the capabilities
of weapon systems from enemy eyes . Although

Article I of the Constitution permitted Congress to
withhold such records “ as may in their Judgment

require Secrecy, " little of this occurred until the war
started .

But , with the end of the Cold War and the decline in

direct threats to national security, the need for

secrecy has been reduced . Many previously classified

national security documents are being released and

many newly created documents issued in unclassified

form . By 1992 classification decisions had fallen to
6 million .

The Special Case of Intelligence

As the war progressed and our national security was
threatened , breakthroughs in jet - engine technology ,
radar, sonar, rocketry, and atomic weapons required

special protection . Openness in operations of the
legislative and executive branches, previously the

guarantors of the Founding Fathers ' promise , was
sharply curtailed .

Intelligence documents , however, are a special case .

Intelligence budgets are even exempt from the
Constitutional provision requiring public accounting by

government agencies . Although the intelligence agen

cies , like the rest of the government , are starting to
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question excessive secrecy, reduced threats to national

security have not translated quickly into reduced pro

tection of intelligence from public disclosure.

New standards have to be established on what to

release and what to protect . New ways of thinking

have to evolve to challenge the intelligence agencies '

culture of secrecy . Because intelligence documents

are often highly sensitive , however, care has to be

taken before releasing them to the public .

from the successful Anglo - American effort during

World War II to prevent Germany and Japan from

learning that the Allies were reading their codes . The

guiding principle of this effort was to limit and con

trol distribution of information . The lesson of con

cealment was evident in President Truman's 1952

decision to establish the National Security Agency

but to keep secret its mission of collecting intelli

gence from foreign electronic signals .

During the special circumstances of World War II

and the Cold War , the American people were willing

to support a permanent , organized , secret intelligence

effort and to delegate oversight of its performance to

a limited number of members of the executive and

legislative branches . Whether the public will con

tinue to support a large intelligence effort in the

more benign climate of the 1990s is by no means

certain . Because the case can be made only by

providing the public with information needed to

judge intelligence performance, openness is a neces

sity . The alternative is to watch intelligence budgets

shrink and return to the situation prevailing before

World War II , when the intelligence effort was

limited , sporadic , and largely unimportant .

The advent of high -altitude reconnaissance aircraft in

1956 and of orbiting reconnaissance satellites in

1960 created new kinds of intelligence requiring new

systems of protection. These took the form of special

clearances for those permitted to receive the informa

tion and special handling procedures for distributing

it . Later, the National Reconnaissance Office was

established to manage satellite programs, but the

government did not acknowledge its existence until

1992. All these events combined to create an inward

looking culture of secrecy that is hard to change .

Current Needs for Protection

Historical Review

To understand the problems associated with reducing

secrecy in intelligence , it is first necessary to under

stand how the current system evolved . Collecting war

time intelligence was a key concern of the Founding

Fathers. The Second Continental Congress set up a

Committee of Secret Correspondence to oversee espi

onage operations and appointed Benjamin Franklin

and John Jay, among others , as members . Protecting

intelligence secrets got off to a bad start, however,

when the Committee had to fire Thomas Paine , briefly

the Committee's secretary, for leaking classified infor
mation . After the Revolutionary War, the intelligence

effort lay dormant until World War II , though there

were isolated bursts of activity during the Civil War,

World War I , and other emergencies.

The new standards for secrecy evolving in intelli

gence agencies reflect the changing circumstances of

the 1990s , for intelligence has to respond to the cus

tomers it serves and the new foreign policy environ

ment . Today's foreign policy environment is less

threatening to our national survival, but it also is less

predictable and more complex than in the recent

past . Issues are becoming transnational in scope, and

coalitions rather than unilateral actors are forming to

deal with them . The former Soviet Union , an intelli

gence target that once accounted for more than half

of all intelligence spending , has been replaced by the

new targets of nationalism and ethnic violence ,

proliferation of advanced weapons , narcotics and ter

rorist activities, economic security , the environment,

and regional issues .

The National Security Act of 1947 and executive

orders issued by administrations since then have

codified experiences from World War II and the Cold

War and have established a foundation in law and

regulation for today's system for controlling intelli

gence secrets . Many of the basic concepts are drawn

New customers for intelligence are displacing old

ones as regulatory, law enforcement, and economic

agencies compete with traditional customers in the

White House , the Department of State , and the

Department of Defense . Links to policy and military

customers are becoming closer and the demand for
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actionable intelligence greater, putting pressure on
the Cold War principle that intelligence should be
closely held , highly classified, and protected from
public disclosure during regulatory or law enforce
ment actions .

numbers of people needed to declassify old docu

ments at a time when personnel budgets are shrink..

ing . Another is finding ways to present current docu
ments directly to the public and the press rather than

indirectly under the imprimatur of other government
organizations, as has usually been the case in the

past .Accordingly, to determine what needs safeguarding
today, the concept of protecting intelligence sources
and methods embedded in the National Security Act of
1947 has to be adjusted to fit the new policy environ
ment and customer base . Among the sources of intelli

gence , at least three merit protection : clandestine
agents who provide the US with needed information,
technical collection systems that gather information

from space or from sensors , and foreign governments ,
which volunteer information in confidence .

Imaginative thinking also has to be applied to the

question of deciding what old information to make

available . For example , environmental scientists want

daily satellite imagery of the former Soviet Union

going back to 1961 because it contributes to an

understanding of land use , soil mechanics , snowmelt ,

and climate change . Cold War historians want infor

mation on major events of the last 45 years .
Intelligence archives contain information whose

value to the public such experts can determine . But,
even with their help , culling tens of millions of

documents with limited resources is difficult.

Similarly , key methods have to be protected . Among
them are techniques that clandestine agents use to
collect information, capabilities of technical collec
tion systems , location and details of intelligence
installations abroad , cooperative relationships with
foreign intelligence services , and special analytical
methodology

Maintaining permanent intelligence organizations in
a democratic society is still experimental . The out
come depends in part on rolling back the culture of

secrecy and revealing as much information as is con

sistent with protecting sources and methods .

Intelligence activity , formerly a requirement of the
Cold War, is now an issue of new national policy .
Like other such issues , it will be decided by an

informed public acting through elected representa
tives .

The task before intelligence agencies now is to build
higher fences around fewer secrets , limiting protec
tion only to sources and methods that merit it , while
disclosing as much as possible of everything else . To
accomplish this , careful consideration of the gains
and losses from disclosure has to replace the habit of
automatic classification . The bias has to favor dis

closure , and classification decisions have to be

clearly justified. Only in this way will intelligence

agencies be able to serve customers of the 1990s
who need unclassified information for use in

demarches to foreign governments , in regulatory and
law enforcement actions , and in support of military
forces subordinated to international organizations.
And only in this way can the intelligence agencies
help to reduce the conflict between open government
and the requirements for secrecy .

One sign that progress is being made is the decision
of the last two Congresses to cut intelligence budgets
less than defense budgets . Another sign is that many
foreign intelligence services have turned to

Washington for advice on how to open their organi
zations to greater public scrutiny . Ideas that were
first expressed in our Constitution are inspiring them

to begin accounting publicly for some of their activi

ties and funds . Although the process of reducing
secrecy in American intelligence is painful and

progress is slow, the goal of making government
more open is worth the effort.

Secrets and the 1990s

Although a good start has been made in reducing

secrecy in intelligence agencies , a number of
problems remain . One is assembling the large
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A case study

Lebanon and the Intelligence Community

David Kennedy and Leslie Brunetta

Since 1987, the Central Intelligence Agency has

funded a program with the John F. Kennedy School

of Government, Harvard University, on Intelligence

and Policy. Under this program , which is managed

by CIA's Center for the Study of Intelligence, the

Kennedy School conducts seminars and develops

case studies that help to illuminate issues related to

the use of intelligence by policymakers. This article

is an abridged version of a case written in 1988 at

the Kennedy School of Government,

which they might spell out the evidence and reason

ing behind their reservations. While they waited ,

they pushed other established channels of communi

cation , and their professional proprieties , to the limit

in an attempt to get their message through. But dis

satisfaction with Lebanon intelligence was almost

universal : policymakers felt increasingly ill served ,

and analysts felt increasingly ill used . The two sides

agreed only, if for different reasons , that intelligence

analysis was not playing its proper role . The intelli

gence process may not , in the end , have offered up

many insights about Lebanon , but Lebanon , in

retrospect, says a great deal about the intelligence

process .

Intelligence and Analysis

When the Reagan administration committed US

Marines to Beirut International Airport in September

1982 , it had the very highest of hopes . The White

House meant to use American leadership and power

to achieve great things in Lebanon : 10 end its fester

ing civil war, banish occupying Israeli and Syrian

armies, and infuse its battered government and armed

forces with the strength they needed to run and pro

tect their country. It meant , along the way, to bolster

American influence in the Middle East , win a proxy

superpower victory over the Soviec -backed Syrians ,

and , domestically , banish the “ Vietnam syndrome"

by demonstrating America's capacity for forceful and

resolute action overseas . None of this came to pass .

The administration withdrew a year and a half later
in near ignominy, with its policy in tatters , Beirut in

flames, and more than 250 Americans dead , most of
them victims of a devastating and humiliating ter

rorist bombing.

In the CIA's Directorate of Intelligence ( DI ) , the

Office of Near East and South Asian Analysis

(NESA ) was responsible for Lebanon intelligence ,

The typical NESA Middle East analyst had a gradu

ate degree in some aspect of Middle Eastern studies

and an abiding interest in the region's history,

religions , and cultures; many understood at least one

of the region's languages and had lived in the

Middle East at some point .

Throughout America's Lebanon adventure . US intel

ligence analysts , particularly CIA analysts , were

uncommonly convinced that much of the administra

tion's policy was misguided and ill fated. They

eagerly awaited the administration's call for a

Special National Intelligence Estimate (SNIE ). the

premier instrument of US intelligence analysis , in

These analysts were prepared, as was the rest of the
DI , both to alert the White House and executive

departments to emerging issues of importance and to

respond to executive requests for analysis on any

particular topic . A constant stream of different and

carefully defined intelligence products, known to

analysis as " arforms," flowed out of NESA. Most

elemental were " talking points." CIA personnel rou
tinely performed dozens of briefings every day ( the

most important usually being those that always

began National Security Council meetings ) ; talking

points were typically a few topical items -- the intelli

gence equivalent of a TV headline updale -- singled

out by Agency analysis to be highlighted in those

Copyright © 1988 by the President and Fellows of Harvard
College . Reprinted and shortened by permission of the Kennedy
School of Government Case Program. Harvard University.
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briefings. Talking points generally ran to hard fact,

with a minimal interpretive gloss : for instance , that a

particular Lebanese militia had just moved heavy

weapons within range of the Marines ' airport posi

tions . It was then up to those being briefed to decide

what they made of it all .

SNIEs were estimates that had not been placed on

the annual schedule because nobody had anticipated

the need. They tended to be written in response to

urgent requests from executive policymakers con

fronted by some sort of crisis , and followed a fast

track through the litelligence bureaucracy. They were

still supposed to represent the community's consen

sus , all agencies still had review opportunities, and

the DCI still had to sign off, but the drafting process

was kept down to a few weeks or, in special cases , a

few days . Many analysts see SNIEs as the highest of

all arforms, because they offered an opportunity for

thorough, sophisticated intelligence to make a con

crete , immediate contribution .

One step - but a giant step - up from talking points

were the intelligence community's two morning

" newspapers," the President's Daily Brief (PDB ) and

the National Intelligence Daily (NID) . These were

very similar, the major difference being that the PDB

went only to the president and vice president, the

secretaries of state and defense, and the chairman of

the Joint Chiefs of Staff, was very secret both in the

ory and in fact, and thus routinely contained infor

mation of very high classification . The NID circu

lated as well to a large number of senior

policy -makers and members of Congress , was secret

in theory but somewhat less so in fact, and was

therefore written more circumspectly. These anforms

ran about 15 pages each and were heavily weighted

toward topical reporting - of troop movements , ter

rorist activities , meetings between foreign leaders ,

weapons tests , and the like-presented in a series of

very brief capsule summaries , but also included one

or two short ( two pages maximum) analytical

" feature " pieces.They were written at the CIA but

drew on information from throughout the Intelligence

Community

William Casey, as President Reagan's new DCI , sin

gled out estimates from the beginning as an area

deserving his special attention . He thought , accord

ing 10 people close to him , that estimates , as the dis

tillation of the Intelligence Community's knowledge

and wisdom on particular subjects, were very impor

tant . He also thought , according to the same people ,

that they were often not particularly timely or

responsive to policymakers ' needs. This was not a

new thought in intelligence circles ; according 10

analysts and policymakers alike , estimates very often

became battlegrounds for extended interagency fights

over competing views and fine points of language .

To achieve consensus for the final version , the

drafters often had to tone down their prose and con

clusions with numerous qualifiers and reservations,

as well as add footnotes 10 register different agen

cies ' unresolvable disagreements . The result, too

often , was that estimates expressed, mushily, the

lowest common denominator of Intelligence

Community opinion .

The prestige artforms, and the only ones weighted

toward analysis and interpretation rather than report

ing , were the National Intelligence Estimates (NIES)

and the SNIEs . These were designed specifically to

convey the Intelligence Community's most consi

dered opinions on topics of greatest moment to

executive policymakers. NIEs address matters of

perennial concern , such as Soviet military capability

or Central American political trends. They were

long-some tens of pages minimum - prepared

according to an annual schedule established by a

committee of intelligence and policymaking

representatives , and often took months to write .

Consensus was highly valued , and each intelligence

agency had formal review rights and opportunities to

register demurrals. As a measure of the weight

accorded NIEs , they went out over the signature of

the Director of Central Intelligence (DCI ) : formally,

as community products , they were the DCI's esti

mates , although as a matter of convention DCIs are

expected not to meddle with their content .

Casey was determined to make estimates more use

ful . He demanded that (urnaround times be cut , lan

guage be declarative, and key evidence highlighted .

" He'd often look at SNIEs , NIEs , long- term analyti

cal pieces , and mark them up and send them back ,"

a colleague says . “ He was proud of his own skills as

a writer, and therefore was not the least reluctant to

offer editorial judgment." Casey's hands -on approach

to estimates served to heighten , at least for a time ,

CIA analysts ' fears that their new boss— who as a

Cabinet member was a key administration figure and

whose strongly activist conservative views were well
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decisions without intelligence backchat . The

Intelligence Community, in their view, was their ser

vant, not their overseer.

known -- would try to politicize the estimation

process . As time went by, that concern largely faded.

The new DCI seemed to respect analysts ' intellectual

autonomy ; in one episode carefully noted in intelli

gence circles , he sent back a SNIE reporting that the
Nicaraguan contras-whom he supported

wholeheartedly-had no domestic political base , only
to release it when analysts reaffirmed their argu
ments . At the same time , he reserved the right to
hold his own views , on the contras as on other mat

ters , and to advise the president accordingly.

That was , for the most part, fine with analysts . Over
the years , analysts and policymakers had come to an
elaborate understanding of their respective rights and
privileges. It was subtle and largely implicit , but

both sides followed it strictly and defended it
fiercely. At its core was the right of analysis to say

what they thought . Nothing ---not the president's
policy, not the DCI's preferences, not political

implications -- was supposed to get in the way of
objective analysis . Analysts and policymakers alike
believed this ( at least in theory ), but analysts were
often positively combative about it . " If somebody
asks me something , and I have information to come
to a position , then that's what they're going to hear, "

says one ranking CIA analyst . " I don't give a damn
if it's ' helpful . ' If they don't want to know the

answer, they shouldn't have asked the question."

In the experience of a long - time top intelligence offi

cial , NSC staff follow a very predictable course ,

from administration to administration , in their rela

tionship with CIA analysts . " You go through a sort

of honeymoon period , and then a distancing," he

says . “ In the early days , they're sort of dazzled by
all the sources the CIA has to offer. All the classifi

cation and secretiveness is very appealing to them ,

and so they go through an early stage when they're

inclined very much to solicit the views of the intelli

gence agency. You can almost chart when you've

passed between a year and a year and a half. At that

point , no matter what their background , they become

very confident in their own judgment . Their relation
ship with CIA analysts is superb when they have the

same view. When they don't have the same view,

increasingly the CIA guys will get cut out of the pic

ture . Will not even know what's going on . "

The one major and mutually agreed upon limit to

analysts ' right to free expression was an absolute

injunction against the tendering of policy advice .
Whether in talking points or SNIEs , analysts had to

stop on the near side of the line dividing their
thoughts about the rest of the world from their
thoughts about implications for American behavior.

In Casey's contra SNIE, for example , analysts could
say that the contras had no political base , but they
could not say further that the US should reassess its
Nicaragua policy. The rule , aimed at preserving
analysts ' objectivity and neutrality , was almost

always scrupulously observed .

Managing the tensions created by both sides ' insis

lence on autonomy in their respective spheres had
long been a major issue in the structure and manage

ment of the Intelligence Community . Since the Ford

administration , the key instrument for bridging the

gap had been the US National Intelligence Officer

(NIO ) system . NIOs were experienced analysts , often

but not always drawn from the CIA , who were spe
cifically responsible for ensuring that analysis

responded to policymakers ' needs . They were

specialized ( there were, for instance , NIOs for the

Middle East , for the Soviet Union , for terrorism , and

the like ) , were independent of the individual intelli

gence agencies , and reported directly to the DCI .

Their main job was liaison . NIOs met regularly with

NSC officials, assistant -secretary - level officials in
the State Department and the Pentagon , and the Joint
Chiefs of Staff to find out what was happening and

how the intelligence community might help , and
with the top management and analysis of the CIA ,

the State Department's Bureau of Intelligence and
When it was not , analysts soon heard about it .
Policymakers , especially those in the White House

who were CIA analysts ' premier clients , tended to
value above all else their right to make policy
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Research ( INR) and the Defense Intelligence Agency

(DIA ) to organize the relevant reporting and analysis .

They also coordinated and oversaw the production of

NIEs and SNIEs . The NIO system was no panacea

tensions between analysts and policymakers still

existed— but both sides generally found it a useful

and productive link .

look over a large portion of southern Lebanon, made

common , often violent, cause with Lebanon's

Muslims against the Christians, and often launched

raids over the border into Israel .

The US in Lebanon : The Policy

In 1975 , Lebanon's religious and political tension

erupted into a civil war. The fighting was vicious, and

atrocities common on all sides . The Christians, unable to

handle both Lebanon's Muslims and their Palestinian

allies, eventually invited Syria's President Hafez Assad

to send forces to stop the fighting. Assad did so; he

sympathized mainly with Lebanon's Muslims , but as a

regional power broker he was more concerned with

preventing Lebanon from becoming an even more

powerful Palestinian stronghold.

The story of relations among the White House, the

State Department, and the Defense Department ( but

especially the White House ) and the Intelligence

Community (especially the CIA ) during America's

involvement in Lebanon was to be far more a story

of tensions than one of links . From the beginning ,

feelings ran high . “ During the summer of 1982 ,

there was a very heady atmosphere in Washington,"

says one CIA analyst . “Policymakers were envision

ing practically a strategic revolution in Middle East

policy. They thought if they played Lebanon right,

everything - the East -West problem there , the ter

rorist problem , the internal Lebanon problem -- could

all be cleared up at once . That was seen even then as

naive by the analysts in the trenches . And when

intelligence began to pooh -pooh this idea, it wasn't

well received ..."

Once in Lebanon , Assad— who had long aspired 10

annex Lebanon as part of a historical “ Greater

Syria " -never fully withdrew, keeping a garrison in

Beirut and occupying much of the country's north

and east . The Syrian president, who had strong

Soviet ties , continued to support Lebanese Muslim

parties and militias to keep the Christians weak and

off -balance. Beirut itself split into its Muslim

western half and its Christian eastern half , each con

trolled by a bewildering patchwork of sectarian

militias .

Everybody agreed that Lebanon was important, less

in and of itself than as a cockpit of regional tension .

Its recent history was one of almost constant internal

strife and foreign intervention . Internal politics had

been dominated by struggles, often armed , between

Christians , especially the strong minority Maronite

sect ( and its Phalange militia) , and Muslims , espe

cially the Druze and Shiite sects (and their militias ) .

According to an informal 1943 compact, the

Maronites claimed both the Lebanese presidency and

a slim parliamentary majority, but Muslim dissatis

faction with the arrangement was widespread .

The Palestinians remained strong and active , and

Israel responded to the PLO in 1978 by taking over a

belt of Lebanon just north of iheir common border

and placing it under the control of a renegade

Lebanese army officer sympathetic to Israel . By the

early 1980s , the Lebanese Government, such as it

was , and the Lebanese Armed Forces (LAF) held

unchallenged sway only over the presidential palace

and a few square miles of downtown Beirut .

Complicating matters immensely were several

hundred thousand displaced Palestinians , including

well -armed and well - financed PLO members , who

had settled in Lebanon because of its proximity to

Israel and because no Lebanese Christian faction was

strong enough to drive them out. The Palestinians

The situation was a constant worry in Washington .

With Syrians and Israelis so uneasily and narrowly

separated , another Middle East clash , possibly

escalating into a superpower face- off, seemed only a

slip away. Nor did the situation seem , in any wise ,

stable . Israeli Prime Minister Begin and Defense

Minister Sharon , the powers in the ruling conserva

tive Likud Party, were known to be looking for a

way to break the PLO's back in Lebanon for good
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and remake Lebanon's political landscape in Israel's

favor. They were negotiating terms with a young but
rising Lebanese Maronite strongman , Bashir

Gemayel ; if Israel moved into Lebanon and subdued

the Palestinians (and perhaps even the Syrians) , and

helped install Gemayel as president , would he ensure
that the PLO stayed toothless in the long run , and

perhaps even sign a peace treaty with Israel ? (Leba

non , like all other Arab states except Egypt , had

technically been at war with Israel since 1948. ) By

early 1982 , the US Intelligence Community was con
vinced that Israel would shortly invade Lebanon .

During the evacuation, on 1 September Reagan

moved to capitalize on America's sudden Middle ...

East eminence by announcing what came to be

known as the Reagan Plan . The plan built on the

Camp David accords by proposing that Jordan's

King Hussein negotiate with Israel on behalf of dis

placed Palestinians , probably for some sort of

Jordanian - administered entity in the Israeli -occupied

West Bank . Although Begin and his Likud Party

immediately rejected the idea , Jordan and other Arab

countries cautiously endorsed it . The administration

was pleased ; even Israel's rejection had some posi

tive aspects, as it increased US credibility with the

Arab world . Meanwhile, the evacuation went off

without a hitch , and the Marines were called home .

On 6 June , Israel did . The Israeli advance was

resisted by the PLO and the Syrians , but to little

avail . The Palestinians were beaten back , and the

Syrians agreed to a cease - fire after Israel , in what

was widely regarded as a stunning military tour de

force , destroyed the extensive Soviet - supplied Syrian
air - defense system in Lebanon and shot down a

quarter of its air force. Early pledges to the US to

stop the invasion when it reached 40 kilometers into

Lebanon were quickly broken , and Israeli columns
soon reached and laid devastating siege to Beirut ,

cutting off power and water to Muslim quarters and

pounding the city, over US strong protests , with
heavy artillery and airstrikes.

Victory , as Washington viewed events thus far, soon
turned to ashes . On the afternoon of 14 September,

Gemayel was assassinated at his Phalange militia

headquarters, almost surely at Syrian direction .

Within days , the Israeli Army allowed Phalangist

militiamen into two Palestinian camps, Sabra and
Shatilla , in Beirut, where they murdered at least 700

civilians in reprisal for Gemayel's death . The United

States , France, and Italy , horrified that the US

guarantees of Palestinian safety had been so bloodily

violated , moved their forces back into Beirut .

The US made itself a key player immediately .
President Reagan directed veteran diplomat Philip
Habib , already in the region as his special envoy , 10

arrange a general cease - fire. Over the course of the

summer , as the Israeli siege continued , Habib did so .

Late in August the bargain was struck: the PLO
would evacuate its 15,000 military personnel in
Beirut to other Arab countries , Israel would lift its

siege and let them go , and the US would guarantee
the safety of the Palestinian civilians left behind .

Things moved fast thereafter. On August 23 , with

strong US and Israeli support, the Lebanese parlia

ment elected Bashir Gemayel president . Gemayel ,
who had a " special relationship " with the CIA's
Directorate of Operations, personally assured Habib
that when the PLO military was gone their families
would be safe . A contingent of US Marines, in com
pany with French and Italian forces, was brought in
to supervise the evacuation .

This time , Reagan's goals were far more ambitious ,
as he made clear in a television speech shortly after
the Marines returned. Now, he meant to cure

Lebanon's plight . The Marines, he said , were in

Beirut as a peacekeeping force pending the with

drawal of " all foreign forces" and to assist in

Lebanese state - building . Spelled out , that meant that

the US was going to try to send both the Syrians and

the Israelis back home , ending their direct involve
ment in Lebanese affairs, and to strengthen Bashir

Gemayel's brother, Amin , who had in turn been

elected president , until he could run Lebanon . The

Reagan administration was determined , says an NSC

official, “ to let Lebanon be Lebanon."

The president's policy was , according to a variety of
sources , largely that of special presidential envoy
Habib. He had Reagan's ear and respect . Moreover,

Secretary of State Alexander Haig , who had had
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The US in Lebanon : The Analysisstrong policy views on the Middle East , had resigned

in June , and his replacement , George Shultz , was not

exercising the same sort of influence. And although

usually powerful Defense Secretary Caspar

Weinberger entertained strong doubts about Habib's

policy-he believed the Marines lacked a military

mission in Lebanon and were at substantial risk

there—he had been overruled in bitter debate .

The Intelligence Community doubted it . Almost

every aspect of Habib's policy was subject to grave

reservations among Middle East analysts , who were

in uncommon agreement in their views on the matter .

" There was a very unusual unanimity of opinion on

the realities of Lebanon and the costs of being

involved there," says a Defense intelligence official.

" Usually there's a tendency in the intelligence coor

dination process -- among CIA , DIA , INR-10 soften

judgments . With Lebanon , there was a tendency to

make it even harder, even alarmist, to point out to

policymakers-hard over, up front, early on that

this is a real can of worms . "

" Habib sort of took the decisionmaking process by

storm ," a State Department official says . “ In Habib ,

you had a guy who was on the scene , who has an

imposing history , who's respected , and who has the

confidence of the president and acts accordingly."

Habib had such primacy that even much of the

administration's foreign -policy bureaucracy was left

out of Lebanon matters . " He was handling (day -to

day policymaking ) basically out of his hip pocket in

the field ," says Bing West, who was then Assistant

Secretary of Defense for International Security

Affairs. " It was not an interagency process . It was

basically Habib reporting back to the White House

and to Shultz , and the interagency process trotting

along behind ."

The doubts began with Syria . All students of the

Middle East-not just those with access to classified

information - recognized Hafez Assad as one of the

region's most determined and fractious leaders .

Analysts believed that even if his old ambition to

absorb Lebanon were frustrated, he would still regard

Lebanon as his back yard, and that he would still be

determined to remain a major player in Lebanese

events . They feared for any Lebanon policy that

slighted or underestimated Syria's interests and

power. “ What happens in Lebanon is vital to Syria,"

says one INR analysi . “ There was no way Assad

was going to let things happen there unless he got

something out of it."

Habib was confident that he could negotiate speedy

Israeli and Syrian withdrawals : so speedy, he

thought , that the Marines would be home by

Christmas . His strategy was to accord diplomatic pri

ority to brokering an Israeli disengagement agree

ment with Lebanon . He believed that Syria would

withdraw almost as a matter of course once Israel

did , a belief " premised , " says a senior White House

official of the time , " upon Saudi statements , and

winks and nods , that yes , we know—we the

Saudis—that when you get Israeli withdrawal , you

will get Syrian withdrawal , and that Syria has no

greater ambitions vis -à- vis Lebanon ." Habib and

Shultz also believed that the US could count on

moderate Arabchiefly Saudi-pressure to move

Assad when the time came . Thus , Syria was kept

generally informed of US activities as Habib moved

10 gei Lebanese- Israeli talks under way, but Habib

chose not to involve Assad more deeply. Once the

Syrians and Israelis were home , Habib thought ,

Lebanon could be reunited under a Gemayel

presidency supported by a revitalized LAF. It would

be a great American victory.

The analytic community also believed that the

Reagan administration was being overly optimistic

about the chances of a quick Israeli withdrawal .

Israel's interests , they thought , ran against the exis

tence of another powerful, autonomous Arab nation

in the region , particularly one lying along its own

borders . And the Reagan Plan , whose aims for the

West Bank Israel viewed with dismay, gave Israel a

big stake in delaying any resolution in Lebanon ,

because Jordan's King Hussein had made it clear that

while he might negotiate with Israel , he would not

do so as long as it occupied Lebanese soil . Prudence ,

the analysts thought , required skepticism about

Israeli pliability.
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waited , as time went by, in increasing frustration .
" The NSC didn't come calling on us," says one CIA
Middle East analyst . " They didn't know enough to
know what they didn't know . " As a result , analysts
had to put off addressing , at length and in one place ,
the kinds of questions they were eager to answer
during a crisis : Who are the major players here ?
What do they have at stake ? What will they settle
for ? How easily will we be able to influence them ?
How will US actions be viewed ?

They also doubted the wisdom of the administra
tion's fundamental goal of unifying Lebanon . " Leba
non is not what it seems, " says a Defense intelli

gence official. “ It's not a nation : it has no borders ,
you can't say what a citizen is . People in the
administration went into this thing with blinders
on. " In particular, long - time close observers of

Lebanon's murderous political scene did not recog
nize Amin Gemayel as either a statesman or a
strongman. Nor did they see his family, or the

Phalange militia it more or less controlled , as

representative of what passed for the Lebanese pol
ity , or even of its powerful Maronite Christian
minority . The Gemayels and the Phalange , most
thought , were really just another faction , albeit a
strong and important one . " My personal feeling
about the Reagan administration is that at that point
they tended to see the world in terms of black -and
white , good-or-bad ," says a CIA analyst . " This led
them to see the Christians in Lebanon as good and
the PLO , the Muslims , and the others as bad , when
we knew that the Maronites were just as ruthless and
manipulative as anyone else ."

There were various theories among analysts about
why the call did not come . Decisionmaking , it was
fairly clear, had become highly centralized in
Habib's inner circle , although exactly what he and
his circle were up to was less clear ( though analysis
had no way of knowing it , even the president's

national security adviser , William Clark , was
experiencing some difficulty following and shaping
Habib's actions ) . Habib clearly had strong feelings of
his own and presumably , felt no need for analytic
contributions . There were also signs that the inner
circle had already settled all of the strategic , and
many of the tactical , questions .

WMCAT
.

The analytical community feared, finally , the impli
cations of using Marines as an instrument of US
policy in Lebanon . Even before the Marines had
returned , INR analysts had explicitly warned that the
Marines would not be able to play the neutral role
the administration had written for them . " The
government in Lebanon is not seen as the Lebanese
government ; it's seen as the Christians ' government ,
and not even all the Christians recognize it as their
government," an INR analyst explains . “ Therefore ,
any move on our pant to support that government
would be seen as support for the Christians , not as
support for a settlement . The presence of the Marines
would be seen as putting off an inevitable distribu
tion of power, and sooner or later they would
become targets . I remember someone high up saying ,
' Don't write that or the Defense Department won't
go in . ' But we're independent , and it was in our
daily reports ." The rest of the analytic community
agreed . All in all , analysts had little but foreboding
for America's future in Lebanon .

One former mid - level Pentagon official recalls that
he , and the intelligence representatives he worked
with , often emerged from policy sessions wondering
why they had even been asked to attend . " I think the
Intelligence Community and working - level
policymakers were often feeding information up to
deaf ears," he says . “ Phil Dur (an NSC aid ) would

come to meetings where we were supposedly dis
cussing possible policies , and referring to the intelli
gence we had , and say. “ That's all fine, but we're
going to do this , the decision's already been made."
The NSC adviser and the special envoy made all the
policies , and it didn't matter what anyone else said . "
The same official also felt that analysts were rather
deliberately disregarded. " Senior policymakers knew
that the Intelligence Community was opposed to
what was going on ," he says . " They just didn't want
to hear about it . "

1

Waiting for the Phone To Ring

The Intelligence Community very much wanted 10
spell out its case , and waited eagerly for the White
House or another part of the administration's
policymaking bureaucracy, to request a SNIE. It

All analysts knew for sure, though , was that they
weren't getting the chance they wanted to write their
SNIE . They were left with lower- level arforms 10
get their points across . They wrote talking points
almost every day for Casey's briefings to the presi
dent and the Middle East NIO's briefings at the
assistant secretary level , and they reported key bits
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of intelligence in the PDB and the NID . “ These

were much more on the tactical day - to - day stuff than
big perspective pieces , " one State Department offi
cial recalls . “ What's new with Begin ? With
Gemayel ? How many men do the Israelis have ?
What river have they reached ? I don't remember any
big warning that getting involved in Lebanon could
be hazardous to your health . "

Many of the bits and pieces reported this way were
not particularly encouraging ; before long , for
instance , it was known that the Soviet Union had
begun a $ 3 - billion military resupply of Syria , that
the Lebanese Christian community was not rallying
behind Amin Gemayel , and that Israel was changing
the road signs in southern Lebanon to Hebrew .

Analysts , certainly , were trying to paint a consistent
and cautionary picture. “ I think, in the overall con
text of the NID and the other smaller stuff, that our

reporting was as strong as it would have been in a
SNIE ," one senior CIA analyst says .

Many in intelligence , though , thought it was fun
damentally incorrect to approach Lebanon -- and
other similarly complex foreign policy problems-
solely through the mechanisms of daily reporting.
“ The problem is when you're dealing with mysteries
rather than secrets," says a senior CIA official. " The
Lebanon policy as it evolved was based on myster
ies , not just facts." In his widely shared view , the

important questions in Lebanon were the intangibles :
how far can Assad be pushed ? What will the Druze
settle for ? What is Amin Gemayel's potential for
growth ? Unless the Intelligence Community stum
bled on very unusual information — some kind of

definitive proof, for instance , that Assad would not
leave Lebanon-these were “ mysteries " on which
reasonable people could differ. Analysts ' only edge
in such a debate was superior knowledge and insight .
It was an edge they readily claimed . “ Lebanon was
so complex that it was hard to get the NSC ) 10 con
centrate on its intricacies," says one CIA analyst .
“ When you told people there were 40 militias oper
ating in West Beirut alone , you could see their eyes
glaze over. So they didn't know who the actors were
or what they wanted . But I've been following the
civil war in Lebanon since it broke our ; that's my
career. We couldn't say what we wanted to say in
bits and pieces . "

The trouble was, as analysts saw things , that pulling
their main arguments from the welter of fact in the
lesser antforms was something of an exercise in con
necting the dots . " Shultz complained to Casey at one
point that an important analytical line had not shown
up in the NID , " the CIA analyst says . " I thought he
was wrong, and when I checked-read months of

reporting - I did find it there , but much more

obscurely than I had remembered . It was very much
present , on the other hand , in our talking points and
some of our own internal work . The lesson is that

lots and lots gets said , but in different places in
different ways , and you can never be sure just what
gets across. "

Despite the Intelligence Community's frustration at
not being asked to write a comprehensive Lebanon
estimate , analysts did not try particularly hard either
10 spark a request for an estimate from somewhere in
the administration or to volunteer something compre
hensive of their own . It was not that they simply did
not care — something that had happened in the past ,
according to the analysts . “ There have been cimes,"

one says , " when we've been content just to sit here
and be right." Rather, it was that in tandem with the
injunction against analysis offering policy advice ,
there was also a very strong expectation that the ana
lytic community would not speak unless it was

spoken to . It was there to provide a service , as
defined by its policy masters , and it focused its
attention on areas selected for it by those masters ,
not on other areas it might find of independent
interest .

Few in Reagan administration policymaking circles
seem to have felt the lack of a comprehensive
Intelligence Community estimate on Lebanon . " I've
never been a fan of estimates," says a senior State

Department official. " They're usually mushy and
cautious . I'm kind of interested when they're on a
subject I don't know about , because I'll pick up
facts. But estimates often seem just to be instruments
of bureaucratic warfare ." The same official, on the
other hand , welcomed the daily reporting. " A

policymaker usually has some expertise of his or her
own , after all ," he says . “ I use the Intelligence
Community as a resource of factual information , but
I don't need it for opinions . I have my own."

As a practical matter , it was a limitation only on
analysis , not on reporting raw data . Analysis were
largely free to study , and to think , what they liked ,
but they were not free to fire off their conclusions at
will . Larger and more explicitly political judgments ,
especially - as about contras ' standing - always

required a specific request, from , say, an NSC aide .
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These restrictions had evolved over the years as the

intelligence and policymaking communities sought to

ensure that analysts would play an objective , neutral

role in the policymaking process. Intelligence and

analysis would be sullied if analysts shaped , or were

thought to shape , their views to support executive

policy factions ; likewise , if analysts themselves

promoted, or were thought to promote particular

policies . " There's sort of an analysts ' credo ," says a
senior CIA analyst . " It says , ' I'm an analyst ; I am

objective and pure . I know that the closer I move to

policy, the more likely people are not to see me that
way anymore . ' ” Where Lebanon was concerned ,

therefore , despite the desire of analysts , particularly
CIA analysts , for a formal estimate , volunteering
what would have been a thinly veiled comprehensive
critique of the Reagan administration's major foreign

policy initiative was never seriously considered .

his objections. The struggle's glare served to high
light even lesser analytic findings. When two CIA

analysts presented a set of talking points outlining

unpleasant forces that might be set in motion by a

proposed program to use US military advisers to

train the LAF, they quickly heard that policymakers

were not pleased . “ I remember being told , ' This is

the president's idea and you're telling him it's a bad
idea , one says . “ And I said , “ No, I'm not . I'm

just saying that these are the possible consequences
you should take into account as you make your deci
sions . But it was clear they thought I was taking
sides . "

Langley's Circumscribed View

Though CIA analysis followed the rules on Lebanon ,

many are nonetheless not entirely comfortable with

how they handled things . “ We could , on our own
hitch , have done something like alternative scenario

papers on what Syria would and would not accepl."

one midlevel analyst says . “We never looked hard at

that in any formal way. But even that would have

been walking a fine line . Analysis shouldn't be

prescriptive , and much of what we presented on

Lebanon was bad news that wouldn't let the policy
go ahead smoothly . It was very difficult."

Most analysts had little notion at the time , however ,
that sides were being taken . This was not necessarily

something they felt they needed to know, because
there seemed no good reason why the struggle

between State and Defense ought to have affected

their analysis . But they were also in the dark about

much that clearly did matter . Working - level CIA
analysis , for instance , had no idea at the time that

special envoy Habib was predicating his entire

strategy on the premise that Syria would all but auto

matically withdraw from Lebanon once Israel did .

They had no idea about the terms of the Reagan Plan

until they were published in the New York Times, and

no idea of what was under discussion in the

Israeli -Lebanese disengagement talks Habib was

mediating , the keystone of his plan to obtain Syrian

and Israeli withdrawals from Lebanon , until an

agreement was finally ratified on 17 May 1983 .

li There was plenty for analysts to feel uncomfortable
about , for Habib was making little diplomatic

progress: the Marines did not come home at

Christmas, and the first months of 1983 showed little

more movement . As the months went by, the

analysts ' bits and pieces analysis , and its Cassandrish
tone , seemed to wear increasingly thin . " Analysis
were never penalized for being overly pessimistic ,

only for being overly optimistic," says one State
Department official. “ The intelligence people would

remind us over and over again of the difficulties. I'd

say, “ Your intelligence is true but it's not conclusive .

The US has the ability to influence events. "

Though the analytic community's charter was to support
the rest of the executive's policy activities, nothing
ensured that they were privy to the actions policymakers
cook and the choices they faced . Lebanon was not

exceptional in this regard. “ I conclude, looking back,"

says a recently retired senior Intelligence Community
official, “ that I frequendy had a far clearer view of what

was happening in policy formulation in other countries
that I did in my own."

It also grew increasingly sensitive . Caspar

Weinberger was resisting the Department of Defense
role in Lebanon ever more strongly , and the NSC
and the State Department were fighting to hold off

There was a real price paid in the relevance of the
Community's analytic work . Syria , for example ,

rejected the 17 May agreement out of hand as
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unacceptably advantageous to Israel (Assad also

declared Habib persona non grata in Damascus , and

Robert McFarlane replaced him as special envoy ) .

When the CIA's analysts learned of the agreement's

terms , they were dumbfounded that Habib had let it

go through . " Anybody who thought that Assad

would buy 17 May," one says bluntly , " was smok

ing pot. " Secretary Shultz , at least , felt ill served.

** Shultz thought that the intelligence hadn't ade

quately warned him that Syria wouldn't accept the

agreement," the analyst says . "Well , I could have

written a good Syria estimare . But we didn't even
know the terms until we saw them in the

newspapers."

checkpoints , and then wait in the building's lobby

for their host to come and escort them through yet

another security checkpoint . ( In a nice bit of

bureaucratic skirmishing , some Pentagon officials

have begun to refuse to visit CIA headquarters

because CIA officials coming to see them are put

through much less rigorous security hoops . )

.
There was nothing in that process to encourage the

informal visit , either. “ Every once in a while I'd find

time to go talk to the Agency analysis ," says a mid

level Pentagon official who worked on Lebanon for the

Office of the Secretary of Defense. “ Every time I did it

was really useful. But it took so long I could hardly

ever manage it ; it really meant killing half a day."

Because the Intelligence Community is forbidden to
monitor US behavior, most of the information that

comes its way about US activities , both foreign and

domestic , does so at the pleasure of its policymaking

masters. The process can be capricious , especially

between the CIA and the White House . “ There's a

fierce independence at the NSC that says , 'Every
body else works for us,' says a longtime top intel

ligence official. “ There's no systematization that

ensures analytic input into NSC decisions. It's

always been resisted at the NSC level because it

would constitute a check on their autonomy. " The
common result is a nagging uncertainty in analytic

circles about just what the US is up io .

These problems most vexed CIA analysts ; there was

far less distance between policymakers and INR and

DIA analysts . For one thing , INR analysts had exten

sive access to Habib's cable traffic, which meant

they were far more keyed in to current events

( although they clearly chose not to share all they

knew with their CIA colleagues ) . Both DIA and INR

analysis also enjoyed far closer , less formal relation

ships with the policymakers they served . " The INR

has direct access to the secretary of state , " a top

INR official said . “ INR analysts deal with

policymakers every day. They attend State

Department staff meetings , they can knock on doors

when they have questions or suggestions . " DIA

analysis report easy , regular contacts from the Office

of the Secretary of Defense and the Joint Chiefs of

Staff on down through the defense bureaucracy. " Al

all levels of the DIA , people were talking to their

opposite numbers in those two organizations," a DIA

analyst says . Chairman of the Joint Chiefs General

John Vessey was particularly noted for reaching

down to analytic specialists for personal briefings on

issues of the moment .

The situation was exacerbated by a number of mun

dane but still very real factors, chief among them

distance and security. " First, you just have the

mechanics, " says the official. " It's a lengthy trip

down , ( at least a half -hour drive from Langley 10

downtown Washington ). It's difficult to get a parking

place anywhere near the offices of the State

Department or the NSC . You've got the problem of

how do you get in : the security badges are no longer

given out , as they used to be in the old days , to let

you sort of go in and wander and visit . So , unlike

the Pentagon , where it's still fairly easy for someone

to get a badge and go wander the halls and work

their constituency , you can't do that at the NSC .

There isn't anything to naturally encourage the infor

mal visit."

Relations between the CIA and policymakers were

almost always handled at arin's length and on paper,

even during crises . And crises , as analysis saw

things , were when those methods worked the worsi .

As one CIA analyst put it , an analyst monitoring a

spot not figuring highly in US policy would proba

bly be routinely furnished almost all relevant policy

documents because they would be so few , of such

low sensitivity , and because there would rarely be

The situation was not much different traveling

from Washington to Langley. Visitors had to phone

ahead for security clearance, stop at drive - through
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any hurry to make decisions . The resulting analysis
would therefore be remarkably well grounded ( even
if hardly anybody in policymaking circles would be
very interested in it ) .

Even policymakers, though , report difficulty keeping
track of all that was happening around Lebanon .
" When the Lebanon crisis hit , it was early in the
Reagan administration ," a Defense official says . " The
administration had not really jelled yet . So when this
crisis landed , it was the big game in town . It was
almost a sign of how important you were to get in on
that act , and to be as much a part of it as possible.
Everyone at high levels was trying to get in the row
boat: show that they were in on the action , going on
the trip, that their organization was in on it . That's a

destructive syndrome . You want your information to be
coming in like a Mozart concerto, instead of like

Niagara Falls , which is the way it came in . "

In crises , the tables were turned : much was sensitive ,
everything was rushed , and analytic access to policy
circles became catch - as -catch - can . " Special emis
saries and their entourages tend to work around the
formal chain of command," says one senior CIA
analyst . " That's not wrong , but it's a complicating
factor. We get out of the loop , and we don't get to
see the factual information and meeting papers that
you usually expect to see." Another senior analyst
echoes this frustration: “ Because you get cut out ,
even if you're cut in you never know if you're cut in
absolutely . We had no access to secure telephone
lines , and when Ambassador X calls so - and - so at the
State Department, it may never get down on paper.
This limits in a needless way the precision of the
contribution we can make to policymakers . You
know some of what's going on , and you may know
all you need to know, but you don't know that . So
you're often missing part of the equation . "
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Few who did get in on the acı took care to keep the
Intelligence Community up to date on what they
learned ; many bypassed even their own organiza
tions . Army Gen. Carl Stiner, for example , who
traveled as the Joint Chiefs ' representative with spe
cial envoy Robert McFarlane , reported directly to the
chiefs, bypassing not only the Intelligence

Community but even the military chain of command .
“ We'd go to meetings at Defense," one administra
tion official says , " and their intelligence people and
uniformed people would be saying one thing , and the
chiefs would say , well , that's not what Stiner says . It
was crazy . Everybody's entitled to their own opin
ions , but we couldn't even get together on the facts."

Part of the equation complicating matters for CIA
analysts was the Directorate of Operations ' " special
relationship " with Bashir Gemayel . Even before the

Israeli invasion , a covert network had been in place
for dealing with the Gemayels , a network that would
have bypassed the analysts completely. Whatever
information could be learned from Bashir Gemayel ,
and later from his brother Amin , and whatever
actions the Maronites undertook at the behest of top
US administrators would be largely beyond the
analysts ' ken .

Analysis , in fact, believed that they were essentially
locked in a losing battle for policymakers ' attention .
“ There was so much competing information coming
10 them from the Israeli leaders , from Mossad

( Israeli intelligence ) , from the Lebanese Christians , "
says a CIA analyst . They didn't begrudge policymak .
ers those sources ( at least not explicitly ) . They did ,
however , still feel that they could make a special

contribution evaluating the information that came in
that way, a contribution they couldn't make without
full access .

One Intelligence Community senior official sus
pected that the Gemayel relationship may even have
accounted , at least in part, for the decision not to

initiate a SNIE . According to this official, that
wouldn't have been an unusual outcome : " If a policy
matter is drifting toward a policy decision that may
end up introducing covert operations, and the DCI is
sort of inclined toward that there will indeed be a
couple of people at the CIA who know, they'll be the
people in Operations , but in those kind of situations
it unhappily is not uncommon for the analytical side
to be cut out entirely . And not even know that a
topic is under discussion."

Less directly , because they knew little of what came
to pass in meetings between Habib , Shultz , or their

parties and Begin , Assad , the Gemayels , and other
Middle Eastern leaders , they felt unable to judge
those leaders ' actions intelligently . How could they
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say what Assad was up to when he was surely react

ing to what Habib was doing , and Habib's actions

were themselves a mystery ? " This kind of thing

allows policymakers to say, I hope without malice ,

“ Look , you just don't have the whole picture , ' " says

a senior CIA analyst . “ Sometimes I think it is mali

cious . The only reason we don't have the whole pic

ture is that they won't tell us."

saying that Syria would never go along and that the

moderate Arabs wouldn't be able to exercise any

influence over Assad ." But they were not able to

correct, and to some extent may have exacerbated ,

miscommunication and ill will between the two

groups they served . NIOs , as Lebanon makes clear,

play by complicated rules of their own --- rules they

to some extent make up as they go along .

Considerable confusion can occur along the way..

NIOs : The Missing Link

Policymakers are familiar with the analytic communi

ty's complaints about being cut out , on Lebanon and

on other matters , and many— if not most-will have
none of it . " Whatever the Intelligence Community

might say , elements of the Community who had an

interest in the Middle East were involved throughout

the process at every level , whether it was in inter

agency working groups at the lowest level or right up

to the National Security Planning Group : meetings,

conference calls , whatever," says an NSC aide .

" Either the DCI or his deputy or representative was

always there . So they have no reason for saying they

didn't know what was going on . Whether those peo

ple managed their system well so that their people

knew what was going on , I can't speak to , but they

were always represented , they always got sensitive

materials , and there was very little involvement by the

policy community on the operational side of what the
CIA was doing."

The central challenge of an NIO's job is to inform

analysts of what policymakers think and need suffi

ciently to allow them to do timely , relevant work ,

while protecting policymakers from the exposure of

particularly sensitive thoughts and plans . The two

parts of the job inevitably conflict. To get the most

out of analysts , NIOs would have to routinely pass

on everything they pick up , even in the most rarefied

policy circles ; to most thoroughly insulate

policymakers , they would have to pass on very little .

Neither suffices, and NIOs routinely inhabit some

middle ground: but only they , usually , know just

where that ground ends .

Robert Ames , for instance , a legendary CIA Middle

East specialist who was first Middle East NIO , then

chief of the CIA'S NESA office ( a job he held until

he was killed in the April 1983 bombing of the US

Embassy in Lebanon ) , enjoyed exceptional closeness

to the policy process . George Shultz was so
impressed with his depth of knowledge that he made

him , first, part of the small team that formulated the

September 1982 Reagan Plan , and then part of the

team backing up Habib on what became the 17. May

agreement . 2

For the most part, the representative at those meet

ings , and the only one explicitly charged with ensur

ing that relations between policymakers and analysts

were smooth and productive , was one of the three

analysts who in turn served as Middle East NIO over

the course of the Reagan administration's involve .

ment in Lebanon . They alone mixed a substantive

role , as the Intelligence Community's executive

regional analyst , with the procedural responsibility of

maintaining effective liaison between the two com
munities . By all accounts , they enjoyed access , and
exercised frankness, out of bounds to even the most

senior ordinary analysts . " (Graham ) Fuller (Middle

East NIO from the middle of 1983 on ) and I had

lunch all the time," says a senior State Department

policymaker. " He was the Cassandra on this , always

It was a dream role for an NIO , but the analysis he

oversaw nevertheless remained in the dark about

such things as Habib's policy toward Syria and the

substance of the disengagement talks things Ames

certainly knew. " Ames's being on the Shultz's policy

planning group was a sanity check to us , but there

were limits to what he could tell us," a senior CIA

analyst says . “ At certain points he just had to leave

it al , ' Trust me . ' And that's right ; NIOs should feel
constrained . "
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The October Estimate
Further down the line at the CIA , working - level
analysts found themselves swimming in even murk
ier waters . “ Ames was in constant meetings with
Shultz and the others , and he would send back for

information and analysis , " one says . “ But we didn't
know the context." They would respond as best they
could , but they never knew for sure if they were
contributing anything useful .

Ames , and the NIOS who followed him , all had good
reputations among the analysts under them for being
as open as possible . " Some NIOs don't tell you any .
thing because they can't be bothered , or they don't
like what they had for lunch , or God knows why, " a
CIA analyst says . Ames et al were not seen as
arbitrary; their basic rule seemed to be , when uncer
tain about what it was safe to pass on , ert on the
side of caution . The State Department and the White
House were not of their own accord telling analysis
the substance of the May 17 talks ; therefore NIOS
would not , either. Only NIOs , however, knew where
they drew the lines on any particular matter.

By the fall of 1983 , events in Lebanon were making
it very clear that the administration's policy was not
going ahead smoothly . The US was apparently no
closer than it had been a year before to getting the
Syrians and Israelis home ; despite the 17 May
accord , or perhaps because of it , both armies were
firmly entrenched . Amin Gemayel's presidency see
med to be growing ever more precarious as
Syrian - backed Muslim factions pressured him to
renounce his treaty with Israel . The Marines suffered
their first casualties at the airport, caused by shellfire
from Druze turf in the surrounding Shouf Mountains ,
late in July , and continued to take intermittent hits
from that point on . On 28 August they fired , for the
first time , on Druze positions in the hills , and were
shortly declared enemy forces by influential Druze
leader Walid Jumblair . Then , in the first week of

September, Israel pulled its army out of the Shouf
part way back toward its own border. The LAF,

backed by the Maronite Phalange militia , tried to
take the ground the Israelis had vacated and were
beaten back . US vessels off Beirut deployed both
F- 14 fighters and naval gunfire in their support .

Analysis at least knew that the lines were being
drawn . Many policymakers didn't seem to ; they just
thought that analysts were being unresponsive . Some
policymakers didn't seem to recognize that NIOS too
subscribed to the analysts ' credo . Ames , for instance ,
although part of Shultz's inner circle, refused to
tender policy advice even when asked , according to
another member of the 17 May negotiating team .
And when Graham Fuller , who reportedly had very
strong feelings about what the US was doing in

Lebanon , was NIO , he wouldn't say, “ You should do
this or that,” according to a CIA official. “ He'd say,
' Shouldn't you be cautious about this or that ? ' He'd
be careful not to cross that line." To many
policymakers , analysts -- as represented by the NIO
and the artforms --- didn't seem to be taking into
account information that policymakers had given the
NIOs ; they also seemed to carp chronically without
providing any clear - cut warnings or advice about
opportunities in Lebanon . “ The Agency ran its own
show , " an NSC aide says . “ The hierarchy knew
what was going on ." The resentment , in some
policymaking circles, was palpable .

As the center ceased to hold in Beirut , analytic

activity in Washington quickened . The call for an

estimate still did not come , however. “ In August ,
with the fighting in Beirut's suburbs , the questions
picked up ." says a CIA analyst . “ Policymakers
wanted to know what the capabilities of the various
factions were , but not what was the overall dynamic .
Usually we're asked that question , but not that
time." Beirut continued to crumble . Late in Septem
ber the US battleship New Jersey , which mounted
enormous 16 - inch guns , took up station off the city .
Robert McFarlane negotiated a cease - fire with Assad
in Damascus and the fighting in the Shouf and the
airport shelling ceased . It was a good sign , but
before Gemayel could even carry out his part of the
bargain McFarlane had struck for him - undertaking
negotiations with Lebanon's important factional
leaders— Jumblatt took a giant step toward partition
ing the country by putting the Shouf Mountains
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under a Druze " civil administration council" and

calling for the desertion of all Druze LAF personnel .

Over 600 Druze complied .

need to try to anticipate and adjust for the usual

DIA / INR shadings . Also , Casey and (deputy DCI

Robert ) Gates had been pushing for more policy

relevant estimates . Still , I don't remember any

others -- ever — that read like this one did ..."At this point , the US Intelligence Community finally

got a chance to write its Lebanon SNIE . It's not

clear just how or why the charge to write the SNIE

came down ; classification clouds the genesis of par

ticular requests . Analysts speculate that things had

gotten so bad that the NSC was moved to ask ; that

the Pentagon— which was trying hard to convince

President Reagan to pull the Marines out of

Beirut-might have sought the estimate to use as

ammunition in its bureaucratic battle with the State

Department ; even that Graham Fuller, then the

Middle East NIO , might finally have been driven to

request it himself . In any case , the time had come ,

and the analytic community , especially the CIA , was

primed .

The SNIE stressed the Community's belief that Syria

would not be swayed on Lebanon , that Assad was

powerful and able , that he would not walk away

without some major prize , that the 17 May agree

ment offered him nothing , and , that having learned

from America's experience in Vietnam , he would

wait out any military pressure the administration

exerted . “ It said there was no easy way to move

Assad ," one analyst says . “ Not that it couldn't be

done , but that it couldn't be done on the cheap ." It

said that the Gemayel government was in serious

military trouble , that the LAF would probably never

be able to perform any duty more ambitious than

maintaining some internal security , and that even that

would be beyond it if soldiers were asked to fight

against their own religious communities . They

stressed again the incredible complexity of the

Lebanese polity and the unreliability of Gemayel and

his minority Maronites. " It may not have been time

ly," says a CIA analyst. " But I defy anyone to say it
wasn't relevani. "

" The October SNIE was a watershed event," one

midlevel Agency analyst said . “ It was the first time
the entire Intelligence Community was putting its

imprimatur on the views that had been present all

along in the daily intelligence . At one frozen

moment in time , it says , “ Here's how all the people

in the community feel." Even some who thought that

most of what the community wanted to say had

probably, over the past year , seeped through in the

daily intelligence, relished the chance to write the

estimate . “ I can't believe that it wasn't known what

that SNIE would say," says one CIA analyst . “ But

there was , maybe , a certain amount of “We've been

telling these ... people ... this , and we're going to

tell them again , and this time we're going to rub

their noses in it. "

Casey was reportedly more than a little taken aback ,

and the SNIE's editing process was grueling and

contentious . “ There was lots of blood on the floor,"

a CIA analyst recalled . It was a struggle waged

almost entirely within the CIA . INR and DIA were

aware of the dispute , but they took it a good deal

less to heart , mostly because they'd had more of a

chance , over the last year, to make their feelings

known inside their respective departments . The DCI

challenged each key finding in the estimate ; analysis

think he did so partly because he supported the

administration's policy and had to be convinced that

his people were right , and partly because he knew
the effect the document would have outside the

Agency.

From the time Fuller called representatives of the

various intelligence agencies together to plan the

SNIE , it was clear to everyone that it was going to

be unusual . To a degree that panicipants say was

totally unprecedented , the CIA , the DIA , and INR

agreed on virtually every point the SNIE was to

make . The estimate was correspondingly strongly

worded . “ It was , as we would put it , a ' starchy' esti

mate ," says a senior CIA analyst . “ That wasn't sur

prising ; the situation was so hopeless , I don't see
how it could be any different. We live in a world of

analytic grays , but this was clear -cut. There was no

" Casey and the other senior management probably

anticipated a real backlash from Shultz , so the SNIE

got a good scrubbing from them , " a CIA analyst

says . “ They insisted on there being evidence behind

the assertions . The feeling was , “ General so -and - so
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doesn't say this about the LAF, they say they're
going along quite well, and now you say they can't
do anything . This is going to carry a lot of freight,
and I better be sure we can stand behind it."

Some think that the DCI was impressed by what he
heard from his people . “ I think , although I obviously
don't know, that Casey was converted during this
process , " a CIA analyst says . “ He asked hard ques
tions , but he let the estimate go out . " Others think
that he simply couldn't force his people to back
down . “ I think the SNIE finally got through the
process because the NIO and the NIO system said ,
“ This is what the analysts really think . If you don't
want to know about it , don't ask the question , " says
another. Some think both factors were at work . In

any event , Casey finally put his name on the SNIE .

CIA analysts were exultant .

what it will cost : you'll have to kill x number of his
soldiers or hurt his economy by this much , or under
mine Alawi [ the minority Syrian religious group
Assad belonged to control of Syria and change the

regime . Was it because they didn't agree with the
policy that they could identify no pressure points the
US could exert against Syria and Lebanon , or was it
because there were none ? Well, to my dying day I'll
believe it was because the people there who wrote
the SNIE didn't believe in putting US pressure on
Syria and wanted the US to put pressure on Israel
instead . But I never had time to do a postmortem on
a SNIE ; many of them were useless because they
were overtaken by events by the time that you go !
them . "

Denouement

Impact

Their feat was a near nonevent in policy making cir
cles . It was read , in some circles at least , as was evi
denced by a degree of backlash from the Joint Chiefs
of Staff, who didn't care for its characterization of
the LAF, and from the Office of Policy Planning at
the State Department, which didn't care for any of it .
It had no discernible impact . The administration was
occupied more than full time with the worsening sit
uation on the ground in Lebanon and with its own
cutthroat bureaucratic struggles (Secretaries Shultz

and Weinberger were by then locked in almost literal
combat over whether to escalate or withdraw ) .

On 23 October 1983 , terrorists, believed 10 be allied
with Iran , blew up the Marine barracks at Beirut

International Airport with a truck bomb and killed
241 Marines. Throughout November and December

the US directed naval gunfire and air raids against
Druze , Shiite , and Syrian positions in the Shouf, los

ing two planes and one pilot to Syrian antiaircraft
fire. The administration remained firm in Gemayel's

support, but Congressional pressure for withdrawal
mounted . In late January and early February 1984 ,

the LAF was torn apart by internal religious tension ,
and the White House determined to get out of Beirut .
The last Marines were evacuated on 26 February .
Within days , Amin Gemayel had gone to Damascus

to seek rapprochement with Assad .

Many key policymakers don't remember the SNIE at
all , and , many who do , remember it with the greatest
frustration . “ It was not their job to say Assad
couldn't be swayed ," says an NSC official. “ It was
their job to analyze what might sway him , that he
has vulnerabilities and here's what they are , and
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Assignment Trieste

A Case Officer's First Tour

Richard Stolz

Editor's Note : Richard Stolz joined the CIA in 1950 .
In addition to his tour in Trieste, he served in eight
other overseas posis , and he was Chief of Station at
four of them. Before retiring in 1981 , he was also
chief of two Directorate of Operations ( DO) area
divisions. In late 1987, then DCI Webster asked him

to return to the Agency to serve as Deputy Director
for Operations (DDO), a position he held through

1990. In February 1991 , President Bush awarded

Stolz the National Security Medal.

I spent most of my time in the Branch doing name

traces , working from masses of 3 x 5 cards located

in the Central Registry in " T" Building . One of my
favorite cards was “ TITO , first name unknown, last

name unknown." Training exercises included doing

hopelessly inadequate casings and sketches of Union

Siation ,

I was a GS - 7 making $3,824 per annum. My wife
Betty and I were happy, but we also were anxious to

get overseas and into action . After all , I had

promised her a life of romance and adventure !
From Siettin in the Baltic 10 Trieste in the Adriatic ,
an Iron Curtain has descended across the continent.

Going in Style
Winston Churchill

Fulton , Missouri

6 March 1946

The reason I went to Trieste instead of some other

place in the spring of 1951 would not make much

sense in this day of highly structured and intensely
negotiated overseas assignments for fledgling case

officers. Briefly, when I showed up for work at " L "
Building by the Reflecting Pool the day after Labor

Day of 1950, my interlocutor did not quite know
what to do with me . He leaned out the open window ,
called to the first person he recognized walking
along by the pool , told him to come into the office,
and said , “ Now what are we going to do with this
nice young man ? " It turned out that the person
worked in the then Foreign Division " P ," which

covered Southeast Europe within the Office of
Special Operations (OSO) . It also turned out that

there was an empty desk in the rabbit warren that
was the Balkan Branch , whose operational responsi
bilities included the then Free Territory of Trieste . So
I sat there until the next training course or what at
the time passed for a training course - started a cou

: ple of months later. I have often wondered where I
would have ended up if another person had answered
the summons . Tokyo ? Cairo? This was homebasing ,
old style , but neither I nor anyone else seemed to
mind .

We left for Trieste in May 1951. The first leg of the
trip was to Le Havre on the Ile de France . We

traveled first class-not bad for a junior " Depart
ment of the Army Civilian (DAC ) . " The government
paid for the deck chairs but not for the blankets , or

was it the other way around ? Jersey City political
boss Frank Hague , Metropolitan Opera director

Rudolph Bing , and singer Ezio Pinza were among

our fellow passengers . This was definitely a step up
from my last boat trip in the opposite direction in

April 1946, on a troopship going home after a couple

of years as an infantry soldier in World War II . From

Paris to Trieste we rode the Simplon -Orient Express ,

which , for anyone weaned on the novels of E.

Philips Oppenheim , was in itself excitement enough .

I remember thinking that the Iron Curtain could not

be very far away.

Historical Review

Trieste , an ancient city known to the Romans as

Tergeste , had been part of the Austro -Hungarian

Empire in the 19th century and up to World War I.
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Boy Spy ArrivesIt was an important commercial outlet to the Adriatic

Sea and beyond . The Istrian Peninsula , including
Trieste , was annexed to Italy after the war. The
area's inhabitants were , and are , an interesting mix
of Italians and Slovenes , with a number of other
nationalities and ethnic groups .

We spent a sleepless first night in Trieste in a rather

nondescript hotel. The place was a madhouse . We

were unaware that competitors in the national bicycle
race had arrived the same day as we did , and the two
bicycling national heroes were also staying in our
hotel , along with what seemed like thousands of

their noisy fans. The Italian passion for bicycle rac
ing was the first of many new experiences for us .

As World War II drew to a close , Tito and his parti
san army believed , with some justice from their

point of view, that Trieste was well -deserved war

booty. It was a natural por for them , they had fought
for it , and , as I recall , they had been given some rea
son to hope that the Allies would let them have it as

part of a general settlement after the war.

Thus , it was with bad grace and some violence that
the Yugoslav army retired from the outskirts of the

city in August 1945 , under intense US and British

political pressure backed by the threat of military

force. Our policy at the time was to support our new
Italian ally's essentially legitimate claim to the city ,
if not to the surrounding territory. Pending a final

settlement , an interim compromise called for the

establishment of a Free Territory of Trieste (FTT ).
The US and the UK would administer Zone A ,

which comprised the city of Trieste and its immedi

ate surrounding area , and the Yugoslavs would

administer Zone B , the predominately Slovene area
to the south of the city . We and the British each had
5,000 troops in our Zone , and the Yugoslavs had
10,000 in theirs . The border between the two zones
was as rigidly controlled as the borders between Italy
and Yugoslavia proper.

Under my DAC cover, I was assigned to the 17th

Detachment of the US Army Counterintelligence
Corps ( CIC ) . I believe that Chief of Station Burt

Lifshultz , who was under cover, had made the deal

locally to place three or four of us in the CIC and

that he had not burdened Headquarters with the

details . ( Those were the days ! ) The Detachment was

in a large building in the center of town. I remember

a large, square , inner courtyard with a balcony all the

way around on the second floor. The reason I

remember the balcony so well is because there were
about 10 memorial wreaths , dried by then but still

intact , marking the points along the railings from
which Italian partisans had been hanged by the local
fascists just before the end of the war. It was a vivid
daily reminder of the lingering temper of the times .

I owe a great debt 10 the civilian chief of operations
of the 17th CIC . The day I reported in to him , he
said , “ I do not want to see you for 10 days . Spend it

getting to know this city , public transportation , bars ,
cafes , Communist Party Headquarters, and the har

bor , and find a place to live . When you come back , I
will see how much you have learned . Then we can

put you to work . " Today's junior case officers would

do well to be given similar instructions . I learned a

lot over the next three years , but never quite enough
to satisfy him .

By 1951 , Tito's break with Stalin was complete , but
his relations with the US , at least in Trieste , were
poor. Zone B was totally dominated by the Yugoslav
Communist Party. Zone A had an Italian Demo

Christian majority, but it also had a large pro
Cominform , Soviet - run party whose boss was
Vittorio Vidali and a smaller pro - Tito Communist
Party whose leader was Branko Babic . Detachment Tasks

To further complicate the local situation , several thou

sand refugees from throughout Eastern Europe and the
USSR had escaped to Trieste and were living in poor
conditions in several camps , one of them a former pri
son . Hundreds more were coming in every month . It
could not have been a better spot for a first tour.

The detachment was providing basic counterintelli

gence support for the US military mission , doing

some work against the Yugoslav military mission in

Zone B , debriefing East European refugees in the
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camps , and vetting prospective " war brides," who in

those days required security and health checks before

marriage to US soldiers was permitted. All CIC per

sonnel wore civilian clothes , which allowed for a

great deal of leeway. I remember one sergeant saying

10 another on their way to interview one of these

girls , “ You call me 'Major ,' and I'll call you ' Sir .' "

and I soon discovered that this ship was a small ,

wooden -hulled cub that was hauling sand up and

down the Adriatic . We had some difficulty in per

suading OPC that their idea was not a good one .

Some Success

I was put to work debriefing refugees. This was a

natural cover job because one of the Station's major

casks was to conduct crossborder operations into

Eastern Europe .

Trieste Station

In those days in OSO and until 1958 or so , there was

a Southeast Europe Division (SE ) , the follow -on to

Foreign Division “ P," a West Europe Division (WE )

and an East Europe Division (EE ) . SE had responsi

bility for Albania , Romania, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia,

Greece , Turkey and the FTT. There was some
bureaucratic friction between SE and WE because

the latter had Italy and therefore also had a close and

legitimate interest in Trieste and our operations . I

believe we viewed us as its Base , and this rankled

SE . But , for those of us in the trenches , it did not

make much difference one way or another.

We were reasonably successful , in the context of the

times . The context , in the case of intelligence on

Eastern Europe , was that there was little ground truth

in Washington about what was happening there . Our

reporting filled a large gap . By today's standards, I

suppose a lot of our stuff would not have been dis

seminated . Then , however, we had no American

presence in Bulgaria , and the embassies in the other

countries were for all practical purposes confined 10

quarters. Our agents would return to their home

countries with our documentation , clothing , legends ,

and intelligence requirements and usually would

bring back the information we wanted . Their other

principal task was to assess and recruit internal

reporting sources . Given the almost total control of

The communist regimes over the population , this was

a risky business .

We did not have Operating Directives or other such

devices , but we all understood that our tasks

included :

One case involved a principal agent in Trieste whose

wife had remained behind . We sent another agent ,

with the former's permission , to contact her. When

he got to the lady's apartment and checked it and her

out , he discovered that she was living with a state

security officer. The second agent returned safely and

told us about it . We had a difficult time figuring our

how to handle the cuckolded agent without telling

him the true state of his wife's affairs.

Intelligence collection on Yugoslavia.

• Crossborder operations to collect intelligence on

the other countries of Eastern Europe .

• Refugee debriefing for intelligence gathering . Key Target

• Penetration of Communist and Fascist parties.

Targers of opportunity also were included , but not

covert operations as they are understood today . On

one occasion , the Office of Policy Coordination

(OPC) , the euphemistic name of the then covert

action arm of the Agency , heard that an Albanian

" ship , " the Queen Teuta out of Durres, regularly

stopped at Trieste . We were instructed to check this

out and examine the possibility of using limpet

mines to put it out of action . Another case officer

Headquarters was especially interested in intelligence

on the FTT Communist Party (PCTLT) because it

was a microcosm of a world communist party, with

the same organizational setup and methodology.

PCTLT boss Vittorio Vidali was an able and ruthless

operator who had lived most of the years between

the wars in Moscow . He had been involved in the

murder of Trotsky in Mexico City and also of the

Italian socialist leader , Carlo Tresca , in New York

City in the 1930s .
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For about a year , Betty and I lived in the same apart
ment building as Vidali . I remember one uncomforta
ble moment when , coming out of my apartment door ,
I found myself between him and his huge Slovene
bodyguard as we were all going down the stairs on

the way to work . The bodyguard started to make a
move at me , but Vidali , in an amiable mood , waved
him away .

A fellow case officer recruited a young man during
this period who developed access to senior Communist
leaders . He provided us with a lot of good intelli
gence , and we all took great pride in the fact that
this agent became one of the first to be put on what
we knew as the “ 100 - a -year " lise-agents who could
be granted entry and citizenship in the US without

the customary waiting period . I took over the case
when the original case officer left . The agent was
hard to handle because he combined an enormous
ego with an unfortunately correct perception of his
own worth to us .

One " housekeeping" episode was particularly
instructive . A case officer collapsed one morning in
a diabetic coma with absolutely no advance warning .
( He eventually survived , but it was a close call . ) He
was totally out of action , and we were not able to
talk to him for almost a month . Like many of us at
that time , he was so busy that he had left no recover
able records of future meeting times and places with
his agents , to say nothing of recent contact reports
and current assessments of his agents ' reliability . The
Station thus had little to go on to pick up where he
had left off on some very imporant cases . Somehow
we managed , but it was a struggle . Some aspects left
us feeling rather ridiculous . This experience led to

my conviction-some might say obsession -- as DDO

that case officers and Headquarters have to keep at
least minimal records and contact reports, as well as
current agent validation documentation .

Partition

Another strong memory is that of a “ cold " recruit

ment attempt I made of a ranking PCTLT leader,
which was based almost entirely on technical infor
mation that indicated he was in disfavor with Vidali .
I cornered him on his way home one rainy day. As
we walked , I made my pitch and suggested moving
on to a safehouse for further discussion . He said
" thanks, but no thanks," turned around , and , accord
ing to our countersurveillance team , went straight
back to party headquarters. Two days later, there was
a small item in the party newspaper about the need
for " vigilance." The item reported that an American
tipetto ( little type ) speaking " perfectly comprehensi
ble but accented Italian " had tried to subvert a party
wonhy. So much for cold recruitment attempts . I
have never liked them and question if one has ever
succeeded . The attempt stands as one of the more
stupid things I have done .

In 1953 and 1954 there was an intensification of the
struggle between Italy and Yugoslavia over the future
of the FTT, and we and the British had our hands

full in keeping the situation from boiling over . Both
sides insisted that both Zone A and Zone B belonged
to them . A number of people were killed in Zone A
in the rioting which occurred during this period ,

some by the local police force, which had been

trained by and supervised by the British authorities ,

To get people off the streets, these police frequently
used a successful tactic invented by the then Italian
Minister of Interior. They would drive convoy of

Jeeps very slowly , in four -wheel drive , down the nar

row streets and rhythmically and loudly beat the

sides of the Jeeps with rubber hoses . Anyone who
did not duck into a doorway or run away down the

street goi hit . I can still remember the sounds of

those Jeep motors and the sharp thud of the hoses on
both metal and people .

Balance Sheet

1On the whole I believe the Station more than paid its
way. It was an excellent place to make mistakes
because we controlled the real estate-not quite as
much as we did in Berlin in those days , but almost .
All of us learned a lot .

On another occasion , in 1954 , several hundred mem
bers of the profascist Movimento Sociale Italiano

(MSI ) party marched on the Allied Military Govern

ment ( AMG ) building . I was marching with them on
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the sidelines to report on what was happening . Just

as the demonstrators reached the AMG building and

were confronted by police armed only with clubs and

shields , there was an explosion noi 20 yards from

me . One man in the crowd fell to the ground . He had

been about to hurl a handgrenade at the police , but

he had pulled the pin too soon and had blown off his

own leg . (He was later elected to the Italian

Parliament and thus escaped trial . )

In early spring , when the Station decided that the

possibility of returning its dependents to Trieste had

improved , I arranged to have Betty and Sarah moved

to a hotel in the closer town of Udine , the provincial

capital of Venezia Giulia . From there , they moved to

Monfalcone , a grubby industrial port town just on

the Italian side of the then Trieste border.

The apartment we managed to find after a considera

ble effort was cold and miserable . In those days ,

incidentally , all case officers were expected to take

care of themselves as best they could , insofar as

housing and logistics were concerned . We were

assumed to be self-reliant.

Separation

Although the Station or at least 1 - did not know it

in 1954 , highly secret and ultimately successful four

power negotiations were going on in London and

Vienna to settle " the Trieste question ." (The solution

would provide for an even split with only very minor

modifications: Zone A to Italy and Zone B 10

Yugoslavia . ) What we did know was that in the late

fall of 1953 all British and American dependents

were ordered out of the territory on short notice .

This was designed to put them out of harm's way

and to put pressure on the Italians and Yugoslavs by

showing that we really meant business . The

American military dependents were sent to

Viareggio , a summer resort town on the west coast

of Italy , which had a number of empty hotel rooms

at that time of year.

Betty and Sarah never did get back to Trieste , except

for occasional brief visits . By late spring of 1954 ,

my tour was about over, and I was called home for

consultations— which ultimately resulted in my

assignment to Munich to work on SE targets . I took

the night train from Trieste to Rome to fly from

there to Washington. Betty had a view of the main

railroad line from Trieste to Venice from the apart

ment . She knew when my train was due to pass by,

and when it came she flashed lights on and off to

speed me on my way. I saw them , and I wept.

Farewell to All That

No one in the military hierarchy had made any real

plans for the evacuation of CIA dependents , so we

made our own arrangements. This worked out well

for us because Betry and our baby daughter , Sarah ,

spent from about November 1953 to the spring of

1954 in Florence . We had spent a few days ' vacation

there the previous spring , and I was able to get a

room at a decent rate . Florence , that beautiful,

historic gem of a city , remains one of our favorite

places.

In July the time came for us to strike camp and

move on . But now, even after 40 years , I have strong

memories of our first post . Not of everything , of

course . But of professional lessons learned , to be

sure . Even more important, of friendships lasting to

this day , of shared joys and hardships, disappoint

ments and frustrations, and also the sense of excite

ment and adventure, fun and achievement , and , yes ,

of patriotic duty. I learned that mutual trust and tak

ing care of one another as best we can is the life

blood of our organization . It was the beginning of

my lifelong love affair with the men and women of

the CIA .
This interlude , however, was not all a bed of roses .

The separation was painful. I suppose this memory is

one of the reasons why, as DDO , I was always

uncomfortable with the idea of divided tours for

married Agency couples .
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The Sears catalog

Reflections on Mail -Order Tradecraft

Jon A. Wiant

The announcement from Sears last January that it
was shutting down its catalog sales operations pro
voked a wave of nostalgia among those of us who
had grown up with this mail - order enterprise. Some

of my colleagues noted that the Sears “ Wish Book "

was not only rural America's alternative to the big

city depanment store , but it was also the lifeline to

American goods for many serving abroad. Long

before Lands End , L.L. Bean , Talbots, or anyone of
the dozens of other catalogs which now clog our

pouches and overseas postal system , Sears kept us in

clothes and commodities . And , if we had good

tailors , Sears sometimes provided the models to

inform the local craftsmen on contemporary styles .

First , they had some natural access to the areas of

our interest . Whether as hunters , ralian gatherers ,
aloe wood collectors , or charcoal makers , they had a

good reason to travel in the Secret Zones and the Ho

Chi Minh trail complex in the Vietnam /Laos border

area . They were our eyes and ears on the ground ,

recruited to report on Viet Cong and Nonh

Vietnamese Army troops and facilities they encoun

tered in their travels in the jungles . Most of the

agents were organized in small nets of a half-dozen

under a principal agent who , in turn , was controlled

by a Vietnamese agent handler with an American

case officer counterpan . The American case officer

typically worked with iwo or three agent handlers.

My reflections, however , were of a different order.

When it is written , the history of the Sears catalog

also deserves a small chapter on the contribution is

made to intelligence operations .

Low - Level Agents

Second , most of the agents lived in what anthropolo

gisis called " non -nonetized local economies . " These

were essentially barter economies where the piaster,

the national currency, was largely incidental 10 local

life. The typical financial incentives that sustained

agent operations in the lowlands were only margi

nally relevant to these highlanders . My predecessors

had tried to recruit agents with the offer of a few

hundred piasters for a 10- to 15 - day mission into a

Secret Zone , but the proposals either were rebuffed or

resulted in more fraudulent operations than real ones .
While the Bru were indifferent to the recruitment

attempts , a couple of the enterprising Vietnamese

agent handlers contrived some fictitious agents who

looked quite good on paper. The agent handlers had

salted away several thousand piasters before their

scam was questioned and they were relieved .

In September 1966 , I arrived in Hue , Vietnam , to

take over direction of a small , bilateral operation
with the Vietnamese that involved running agents

into the Viet Cong and North Vietnamese Secret

Zones in western Thua Thien and Quang Tri

Provinces along the Laos border . It was a limited

activity , not as structured, complex , or spooky as the

Special Forces ' operation I had been working on the

Cambodian border for the preceding six months . The

agents I inherited were a mixed lot . Some were high

land peasants from the Nam Hoa and Ashau Valley

areas ; many were Bru , one of the smaller

Montagnard groups living around Khe Sanh and

Lang Vei and as far into eastern Laos as Tchepone.

From an operational perspective, however , they all
had two things in common .

Good Results

My immediate predecessor was more successful with

the proposal 10 pay the agents with rice and other

commodities. Initially , there was considerable

enthusiasm for this arrangement, and several local
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leaders signed on as principal agents with the agree

ment to recruit folk from their villages as agents . By

late spring of 1966 , there were several nets operating

and providing a steady flow of information. While

not always precise --we never mastered debriefing in

Bru nor matching our maps with the Bru command

of topography- this intelligence seemed to be wel

comed by provincial authorities , by our Special

Forces colleagues at the camp in Khe Sanh , and by

the commanders under the Third Marine Amphibious

Force, the major US command in the region . Occasion

ally , and always belatedly , word would also come

back from the Air Force that pilots had seen secon

dary explosions on one of our reported targets . This

was usually good for a bonus bag or two of rice .

Laos and keeping them out longer, especially in the

areas along the Ho Chi Minh trail . My colleagues

were skeptical that even doubling the rice payments

would have that much effect. More cooking oil was

suggested , but we doubted that would be that much

more persuasive . B195 , the best of the Vietnamese

agent handlers— the only one who was conversa

tional in Bru— noted that he had recently bought a

couple of canvas “ be - bop " hats as bonuses for a

principal agent and these had been big hits .

Sears to the Rescue

Payment Problems

This was the state of things when I arrived . The nets

were productive, but there were problems . The

Vietnamese district chiefs in Nam Ho and Khe Sanh

were exacting their tribute from these operations and

were claiming a third of the rice and food we were

providing . Attempts to dislodge them were futile ,

and the principal agents were less than enthusiastic

about pushing their agents into new areas when their

" earnings " were steadily eroding under these extrac

tions .

This got me thinking about an alternative scheme 10

pay the agents . My wife had just sent me a Sears

catalog through the APO . It was sitting on the corner

of my desk . I started thumbing through it while we

were talking , and it suddenly struck me that this

might be the answer to our problems . That evening I

sat down with the catalog and flagged several pages

of clothes and other wares that I thought might

appeal to the agents . I then created a basic pay scale ,

indexing items to the length and inherent danger of a

mission . The following morning I sat down with

B195 and his case officer and proposed they take the

Sears catalog with them for the next meeting with

the principal agent whose net was working betwee

Lang Vei and Tchepone. I gave them my recom

mended pay schedule and mission index , but I also

suggested that , in the best of Sears fashion , they

should let the principal agent browse the catalog .

They departed for Khe Sanh and I set off to

scrounge another copy of the Sears catalog as a

reference for the base .

One of my case officers working out of the village

of Khe Sanh , whose cover depended upon maintain

ing a modicum of cooperation from the Vietnamese
district chief, had supplemented the rice payments

with bottles of Johnny Walker to both the village

chiefs and the agents . This worked well for a while ,

but two missionaries involved in a Bible translation

project for the Bru took strong exception to this

practice . It was bad enough that the Bru brewed their

own jungle toddy, but it was far worse that

Americans would contribute to their debasement with

higher levels of distillation . Word soon percolated

down from Saigon that we would not use Johnny

Walker for incentives .

Three days later my communicator came in with a

message from the case officer. He and B195 had met

with the principal agent and the Sears proposal was a

resounding success , albeit many of my suggested

offerings had been supplanted by substitutions from

the principal agent's catalog browsing . Would I

please send six boys ' size 10/12 and 14/16 red velvet

blazer vests with brass buttons-ihe Bru were of

small stature . Each would be payment for a 20 - day

mission . Several boys ' stamped leather cowboy belts

were also requested.

Shortly after my arrival, I conferred with my case

officers and the Vietnamese agent handlers to discuss

how we might pick up the operational pace . I was

particularly keen on pushing the agents deeper into
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Satisfied Customers going to come a cropper under the auditor's eye ; the

presumption that I was running some scam held

powerful sway. It took my most persuasive opera-.....

tional arguments and some creative accounting

before all parties were pleased .

Phasing Out

I immediately sent the order to Sears. Three weeks

later the package arrived, and I pouched it to the

case officer in Khe Sanh . The response of the agents

exceeded even our optimistic expectations . The vests

were a great hit . The agents paraded around the vil

lage in them , and we could not have organized a bet

ter recruiting drive had we passed out gold . While

this showy display of Sears sartorial splendor posed

some security problems that troubled me later , there

was also no question of the renewed enthusiasm for

jungle missions of longer duration . Within days , I

posted another order to Sears . This one also included

an order for a large bra . I was quite puzzled by this

and only discovered much later that the bra , slung

over a bamboo pole , was used to delicately harvest a

jungle fruit.

The deployment of marine units into the Khe Sanh

area in Spring 1967 forced a major change in our

operations. The modus vivendi we seemed to enjoy

with the North Vietnamese forces was rapidly

replaced by an increasing series of hostile engage

ments leading up to the major battles of Hill 881 and

881 North , harbingers of the siege of Khe Sanh the

following year. Marine reconnaissance teams gradu

ally replaced our agent efforts. As both bombing and

firefights increased in the area, even the red vests

ceased to be powerful incentives to venture deep into

the jungle .

We continued the Sears incentive program for several

months . Intelligence production rose sharply as we

expanded our coverage into new areas , and we

received consistently high evaluations on the agent

reporting . The Vietnamese agent handlers negotiated
their own incentives , and they soon began sporting

blue denim CPO jackets , a new mark of esprit.

While I was greatly pleased with the results , I also

found myself embroiled in a serious disagreement

with our budget people who had never blessed this
irregular use of operational funds. For a while , I

feared that my contribution to agent handling was

Although I continued to experiment with the Sears

catalog with my lowland agents , it never had the

appeal we found in the mountains . The catalog , and

my band of red - vested agents , are now both history.

a history that briefly intersects in one bright moment

of tradecraft and the market spirit .
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Allen Dulles in wartime

The Exploits of Agent 110

Mark Murphy

This is the centenary of the birth of Allen Dulles.
Although he is primarily remembered for his active

role as Director of Central Intelligence (DCI) during
the Cold llar, it was in World War I and World War
Il that he first made his mark as an intelligence

officer.

date , when the telephone rang . A man with a heavy

German accent introduced himself as Vladimir Ilich

Lenin and urgently requested a meeting for that same
afternoon . Dulles assumed the caller was just another
emotionally unstable émigré trying to get back to his

homeland , looking for some sort of help. Dulles told

him to stop by the next morning . " Tomorrow will be

too late , " Lenin replied impatiently, “ I must talk to
someone this afternoon ." Dulles , however, was

unyielding .

In 1916 , after passing the Foreign Service exam
and finishing his master's degree at Princeton ,
23 -year -old Allen Dulles left for his first posting,
as third secretary in the US Embassy to the
Austro - Hungarian Empire in Vienna . It proved
to be a short - lived assignment , however. On
6 April 1917 , the US declared war on Germany
and the Austro -Hungarian Empire , and Dulles left
for another posting at the US Legation in Bern ,
Switzerland .

The next morning , Lenin was on his way to Russia

in the sealed train provided by German officials. On
16 April , he arrived at Finland Station in Petrograd,

where he was greeted by a large crowd of workers ,
soldiers , sailors , and Bolshevik supporters. Shortly

thereafter , in one of his first political declarations, he

called for peace negotiations with Germany.When Dulles arrived at the legation , no one knew
what to do with the extra help , so the first secretary
took him aside and said , “ I guess the best thing for
you to do is take charge of intelligence . Keep your
ears open . This place is swarming with spies . And
write me a weekly report."

Dulles later remarked that , following that episode, he
decided he would see all kinds of queer people ,
with and without beards." As DCI , he would often
entertain new recruits with the story .'

Dulles was elated . “ I cannot tell you much about
what I do , " he wrote his father that night , " except
that it has to do with intelligence . " !

Two Painful Lessons

During his first few months in Switzerland , Dulles

also learned something about the harsh realities of

espionage . He had been dating a young Czech

woman , only to learn from British intelligence that
the Austrians had blackmailed her into spying .

Because of the information she provided , at least two
Czech agents had been executed , and an important

British source had been compromised. Dulles , fol

lowing a British plan , took her out to dinner and
then strolled into the old section of town , where two

British officers were waiting to take her away.

Switzerland was swarming with spies - British ,
French , Italian , German , and Austro -Hungarian. In
addition , Czech , Slovak , Slav, and Croat exiles were
scheming and plotting to return home as soon as the

Austro - Hungarian Empire collapsed . And then there
were all the German and Russian émigrés waiting for
the war to end . Dulles later remarked , " I never heard what happened

to her. I learned that anyone can be blackmailed .

And it is often the most patriotic citizen who is
turned into a traitor."

In the midst of such intrigue , it took Dulles less than
a week to fout one of the oldest rules of intelli
gence . He was at the office late one afternoon, finish
ing up as dury officer and looking forward to a tennis
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Other Assignments

Following the surrender of German troops in Novem

ber 1918 , Dulles was assigned to the Boundary

Commission at Versailles, where he went to work on

the newly created nation of Czechoslovakia .

1935. He began to speak out against the neutrality

legislation of the mid - 1930s . In a speech to the New

York Young Republican Club in April 1936 , he

called for a policy of trade at your own risk and

travel at your own risk.s

On to the OSSIn 1920 , Dulles returned home and went from one

diplomatic assignment to another : head of the Near

East Department in 1922 ; working on the Dawes

Plan from 1923 to 1924 to help Germany make good

on its reparations payments ; and delegate to the

International Conference on Arms Traffic in 1925

and the Disarmament Conference in 1926 .

In the summer of 1940 , at the Republican Party

Convention in Philadelphia , Dulles received an

interesting offer from an old acquaintance , William

Donovan . A World War I hero and Wall Street cor

porate lawyer, Donovan had recently been 10

England on a factfinding tour for President

Roosevelt . He predicted the US would be at war

before the end of 1941 , and he described to Dulles

his plans for a wartime intelligence service.

Dulles seemed on track to become an Assistant

Secretary, but by the mid - 1920s he was ready to

leave . He was bored with the Foreign Service , and

his salary of $8,000 proved inadequate to support his

growing family. He started taking night courses at

George Washington University Law School , and he

passed the bar exam in 1926. When he was nomi

nated a short while later to the post of Counselor to

the US Legation in Peiping , without a salary

increase , he decided to resign .

In June 1941 , after Roosevelt named Donovan 10

head the newly established Office of Coordinator of

Information (COI ) , the latter called Dulles and asked

him to open the New York office . Dulles accepted ,

but when he set up the so - called Bruening

Committee , a front to support the German resistance,

the State Department criticized it for harboring

* hopelessly reactionary Generals and Junkers" and

" dangerous communists, " and FBI Director Hoover

complained to Roosevelt that COI was hiring " a

bunch of Bolsheviks. " ó Donovan , acting on orders

from the President himself , told Dulles to disband it .

Legal Career

In late 1926 , Dulles joined his older brother , John

Foster Dulles , as a member of the prestigious New

York law firm of Sullivan and Cromwell . He was

soon handling cases on his own , and by 1930 he was

a partner. He also became known as someone with a

knack for solving problems and facilitating negotia

tions .

Shortly after the attack on Pearl Harbor, Donovan

pushed for a more powerful intelligence service ,

which he got on 13 June 1942 , the Office of

Strategic Services (OSS ) . Donovan initially wanted

Dulles to help open the London office as deputy to

David Bruce , but Dulles asked instead for

Switzerland . “ A less glamorous post," he later

wrote , “ but one where I felt my past experience

would serve me in good stead , " ? Donovan approved ,

and he assigned Dulles to set up OSS /Bern .

Still , Dulles was not completely content with the life

of a New York lawyer , and he soon accepted two

diplomatic offerings. First , as a legal adviser to the

Three - Power Naval Conference of 1927 , which led

to restrictions on the size of US , British , and

Japanese navies . And in 1932 and 1933 , he was an

adviser to the US delegation at the Geneva

Disarmament Conference. Back to Bern

Dulles believed that another war was inevitable . “We

must do something," he exclaimed more than once

as Hitler began to tear up the Versailles Treaty,

rearming Germany and reoccupying the Rhineland in

On 2 November, Dulles left New York on a Catalina

flying boat bound for Lisbon , carrying a special

codebook for communications and a $ 1 million letter
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of credit . From Lisbon , he caught another flight to

Barcelona . He then boarded a train for Geneva .
When it reached the last station before the Swiss

border , a Vichy French official ordered all to disem

bark for a passport check . A German Gestapo officer

observed the procedure and doublechecked some of

the passports, including the one belonging to the

lone American traveler. Dulles described the scene :

" The Gestapo man carefully put down in his note

book the particulars of my passport, and a few

minutes later a French gendarme explained to me
that an order had just been received from Vichy to

detain all Americans and British presenting them

selves at the frontier and to report all such cases to

Marshall Petain directly."

It was not as easy for Dulles to find help at the US

Legation , where the only other OSS employee was a

secretary . He was able , however, to recruit several ” .

US citizens left in the country after Germany and

Italy sealed its borders . A Standard Oil man agreed

to collect intelligence on the petroleum business ; a

National City Bank man began secret purchases of

foreign currency for OSS operations; a Boston socialite

named Mary Bancroft signed on as a orts officer;

and a German -born naturalized American named

Gero von Schulze Gaevernitz volunteered as an

assistant .

Communications

For the next half hour or so , Dulles nervously paced

the platform . He considered trying to escape into the
French countryside, where he would hope to meet up
with Resistance fighters, but he decided against it .

Finally , with the train about to leave , the gendarme

rushed over to Dulles and motioned him to climb

aboard . " Go ahead ," he whispered " our cooperation

with the Nazis is only symbolic." The Gestapo

officer was nowhere in sight , having gone to the
neighborhood bistro for lunch .

Getting information out of Switzerland was a time

consuming task . At first, Dulles and his staff relied

on US Legation and Swiss commercial radio facili

ties to send diplomatic messages , with two staffers

spending about 90 percent of their time enciphering

and deciphering cable traffic .

After the liberation of Corsica in October 1943 , they

began to send secret information via the diplomatic

pouch . The reports were microfilmed in Bern , sent to

Geneva , and handed to an engineer on the

Geneva- Lyon run , who hid the film in a secret com

partment over the firebox so that if German troops

searched the train he could open the trapdoor and
destroy the film .

Setting Up Shop

The day after Dulles-whose codename was Agent

110_arrived in Bern , the Journal de Geneve, citing

a source in Swiss customs , identified him as “ a per

sonal representative of President Roosevelt"

assigned to carry out “ special duties . " Dulles wel

comed the publicity, as OSS did not stress cover for
its senior officials. Donovan believed they were bel

ter off in the open , where would -be informants could

easily find them , and Dulles , in one of his many

intelligence axioms , liked to say, “ Never try to con
ceal what cannot or need not be concealed." That the

Germans considered him “ the most influential White

House man in Europe " would help him immensely

over the next few years.

At the Lyon station , the film was passed to a courier,

who took it by bicycle to Marseille. From there , it

was given to the captain of a fishing boat bound for

Corsica , where it was picked up by a plane from
Algiers . This circuitous route took approximately 10

to 12 days .

Collecting information was easier . Switzerland was

filled with travelers, refugees, international business

men , and various anti - Nazi German exiles . Dulles

found Catholic and Protestant clergymen willing 10

provide information on church movements in

Germany, and German laborers able to reveal details

about heavy industry in the Rhineland . A

German - Austrian businessman told him about the

structure and capabilities of the midget “ Beetle "

tank a year before the Germans first used it at Anzio .

Dulles rented an apartment in a 15th - century home
in the old section of town , and he promptly removed

the light bulbs from the outside street lamp . He hired
a butler, a chef, and a maid so that he was soon liv
ing in upper - class European style .
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through an intermediary. Kolbe had to be a crackpot

or a double agent trying to deceive them with false

information .

Switzerland was not neutral in the strictest sense of

the word , and it certainly was not as neutral as it

was in World War I. German officials regulated all

of its exports with transit permits so that approxi

mately 85 percent of all Swiss trade was conducted

with Germany and Italy. Swiss industries collabo

rated with the German military in developing

machine tools , precision machinery, guns , diesel

engines , airplane parts, and torpedoes. Swiss banks

freely serviced German banks , lending them money,

providing them with US dollars and other foreign

exchange , and acting as intermediaries for German

accounts , 10

Later that evening, a British military attaché told

Dulles about Kolbe , “ a cove with a funny name,"

whom they had dismissed . “ He'll undoubtedly turn

up at your shop in due course."

Instead of going himself , however , Kolbe sent an

intermediary this time . Dr. Ernesto Kocherthaler, a

German -born Spanish citizen arrived at the US

Legation early the next morning and told temporary

OSS staffer Gerald Mayer that a German diplomat

traveling through Bern with classified documents

was prepared to meet with US officials. He then

handed Mayer 16 Foreign Office telegrams , all clas

sified Top Secret . He told him to study them and to

respond as soon as possible because the diplomat

would have to return to Berlin in two days .

The Most Valuable Spy

To conduct this trade and diplomacy, a number of

German officials lived in Switzerland or frequently

traveled there . One such intermediary, Fritz Kolbe of

the Foreign Office, would become the single -most

important source for the Allies -- and Dulles did not

even have to recruit him . Like most of the valuable

German sources in World War II and most of the

great spies in history, he was a walk - in .

Dulles took a careful look at the cables when he

arrived at the office that afternoon . He said there

were three possibilities :

Kolbe had joined the Foreign Office in 1925 , serving

overseas for a dozen years , before returning to Berlin

in the late 1930s . When he saw Hitler's anti

Semitism and aggressive militarism , he thought

about resigning , but a Catholic priest persuaded him

to fight Nazism from within . Shortly thereafter,

Kolbe was assigned as an assistant to Ambassador

Karl Rivier, who handled liaison between the Foreign

Office and the Supreme German Military Command ,

and he was told to screen all incoming Foreign

Office cables . Before long , he was making courier

missions to Switzerland , an ideal location to contact

British or US intelligence operatives .

This could be an attempt to break our code .

The Germans figure we'll bite , cipher this

stuff, and radio it on to Washington. They

monitor everything , including the Swiss

commercial radio channels . They'll be

listening for these dispatches in the hope

that a foreknowledge of the contents will

give them the clue they need to decipher it .

Or perhaps our friend is an agent

provocateur . He plants information with us

and then tips off the Swiss police that we

are spying . His rendezvous with us is proof

and we are kicked out of the country. Still ,

there is just the glimmer of chance that this

man is on the square."

On 17 August 1943 , Kolbe cleared Swiss customs

carrying a 12 - inch by 18 - inch envelope with two red

wax seals bearing the imprint of the Foreign Office

and addressed to the German Legation in Bern .

Inside was a smaller envelope , which he delivered 10

the Legation . He then headed for the British

Legation , the large envelope filled with Top Secret

cables . But the British were not interested . No high

ranking diplomat , in their view , would offer to pro

vide state secrets without first establishing contact

Dulles told Mayer to set up a second meeting , this

time with Kolbe , at Dulles's apartment at 10:30 a.m.

the next day . Kolbe arrived on time , bringing the rest

of the classified material , 186 pages in all , including

a map of Hitler's headquarters at Rastenburg . When

Dulles asked Kolbe about his motivation , he said, “ I

hate Nazis . ... All I need for my services is help ,

encouragement , and support after the war."
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" It's hard to say what will happen after the war,"

Dulles cautioned . “ It's got to be won first . " 1 ? That

night he sent several of the more sensational cables

to OSS /Washington with the designation " eyes

only " for Donovan ,

It is suggested that Switzerland is an ideal

location for plants , tendentious intelligence ,

and peace feelers but no details are given . As

our duty requires we have passed on the above

information . However, we restate our satisfac

tion that you are the one through whom our

Swiss reports come and we believe in your

ability to distinguish good intelligence from
bad with utmost confidence.13

Dulles and Kolbe met again the next morning , and

Dulles gave him the alias “ George Wood . ” For

cover purposes, he arranged for a young Swiss girl

named Emmy to pose as Kolbe's girlfriend. If Dulles

needed to see Kolbe , he would have Emmy send a

postcard that read something like : " Missing you .

Wish you were here ." If he needed information on a

particular subject, there was a code system : for

example , Emmy would request information on

Japanese military matters by asking Kolbe to buy

some more “ Japanese toys and trinkets , " and the

next batch of documents would include up - to -date

telegrams from the German Legation in Tokyo.

Dulles also gave Kolbe a special OSS camera so he

could photograph documents and send the rolls of

microfilm in an envelope addressed to Emmy .

When the first of the " George Wood " cables arrived

in August 1943 , there had been plenty of skeptics .

Donovan ordered a survey of the material , and he

then sent a large sample to British Intelligence (SIS ) .
whose deputy chief, Sir Claude Dansey, dismissed

the source as " obviously a plant" and said , “ Dulles

had fallen for it like a ton of bricks." '* Kim Philby ,
head of the Iberian section of SIS and later revealed

to have been a Soviet spy since the mid - 1930s , also

dismissed the cables . Of course , this was perfectly
consistent with the Soviets ' postwar plans : they did

not want " good " Germans to overthrow Hitler and

surrender before Soviet troops were on the scene . To

investigate the material once and for all , Donovan

set up a special panel .

Vindication

Kolbe traveled to Switzerland as often as possible in
late 1943 and early 1944 , using the double envelope

and other tricks to smuggle classified documents . By
che spring of 1944 , he had provided over 1,200

documents -- none of them more than two weeks old .

Among other things , Dulles learned that a secret

radio transmitter in the German Embassy in Dublin

was directing submarine raids on Allied shipping ,
that President Franco of Spain was about to smuggle
large amounts of badly needed tungsten to German

war plants , and that the valet to the British

Ambassador in Ankara was a Nazi spy.

Over the next few months , OSS /Bern and

OSS /Washington exchanged a series of cables on the

new source . Finally , on 29 December 1943 , Dulles

sent the following message to Donovan : " I now
firmly believe in the good faith of Wood, and I am

ready to stake my reputation on the fact that these

documents are genuine." 's On 10 January 1944 ,
Donovan passed 14 examples of the " George Wood"

reporting to Roosevelt with the comment that it

represented the first major penetration into the

German Government . Dulles had persuaded

Donovan , and that was all that mattered .

Skepticism at Home

The only problem with the “ George Wood" cables

was that few people in Washington or London were
taking them seriously. Dulles had acquired a reputa
tion for sending information that contradicted what

was being learned from ULTRA, the special

codebreaking program , which had gone into effect in
late 1942. On 29 April 1943 , Donovan had warned
him :

]

For Dulles , vindication came later in the war when

the British concluded their survey of the “ George
Wood " cables and pronounced them genuine . SIS

went so far as to call their source the prize catch of
World War II . Kolbe would provide over 1,600 docu

menis , most of them cables from German military
It has been requested of us to inform you that :

“ All news from Bern these days is being dis
counted 100 percent by the War Department."
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attachés in 20 countries , which gave OSS a " picture

of imminent doom and final downfall " of Nazi

Germany

OSS /Bern reports dealt with battlefronts in northern

Italy , Germany, and the Balkans : troop movements ,

supplies , military -related transportation , tanks , guns ,

German weapons, and the results of Allied air raids .

Most requests from OSS headquarters look only

seven to 10 days to answer, and US military intelli

gence described the information as " timely and of

A Second Key Source

value. " ' 18

Paramilitary Operations

Dulles would also pick up another valuable German

source-Hans Bernd Gisevius of the German

Consulate in Zurich . Gisevius , who came from an

old family of civil servants , had been ousted from

the Gestapo in a 1933 purge and then later dismissed

from the Berlin police force for criticizing the SS .

But somehow he had been hired by Abwehr, the

German intelligence service , which sent him to

Zurich in early 1943. Like Kolbe , he first contacted

the British , who quickly lost interest once they
learned that he would not steal documents from the

German Consulate . “ The British , " he wrote after the

war, “ above all , stuck to the old - fashioned scheme in

which the enemy was considered solely as an object

of espionage."

Dulles also took an active part in supporting guer

rilla groups in Italy and in a number of

German -occupied countries . In Campione , a small

piece of Italian territory located 250 yards inside

Switzerland on Lake Lugano , he and his staff

provided 20 rifles and 100 handgrenades for local

partisans, who then carried out a bloodless revolution

on 28 January 1944. In the months following D -Day,

Dulles set up a sub -base on the Swiss - French border

to establish direct contaci with advancing US troops

of the 12th , 6th , and 7th Armies and to suppon

Charles de Gaulle's Free French guerrillas.

" 16

Then , after making contact through an intermediary ,

Gisevius called on Dulles ar his apartment. “ I will

not demean myself by being a thief, stealing trivia

from office filing cabinets, " he said , " but I will give

you a list of every general in Germany who wants to

see Hitler dead , and I will help you communicate

with them . In the meantime , I will tell you when my

friends are planning to assassinate the Fuhrer . " 17

With all this activity , Dulles had acquired a reputa

tion in Switzerland, London , and Washington as a

real operator . Although his two most important

sources , Kolbe and Gisevius, had been volunteers ,

Dulles had stood by them despite the objections of

British intelligence and widespread skepticism back

home . Sir Kenneth Strong later wrote, " What

Switzerland needed during World War II was a well

known market for intelligence , and this is what

Dulles provided ." 19

On 13 March , Gisevius continued , an explosive

device would be placed in Hitler's personal plane for

a flight from Berlin to Poland . Would the US

Government openly support the anti - Hitler movement

in the event of a putsch ?

Dulles hesitated : “ How do I know you can be trust
ed ? "

Germany's Secret Weapons

The German produced a black notebook and began

to read from it . Dulles was astonished-here were

messages recently sent from OSS /Bern to

OSS /Washington and OSS /London . Gisevius

explained that the special German codebreaking

component , the B -Dienst Group, had broken the US

Legation code system. Dulles knew then that he had

a legitimate source .

Of all the reports sent from OSS /Bern, few would be

read with more interest than those pertaining 10

Germany's secret weapons . In early 1943 , Hitler had

promised to hit England by the end of the year with

a new “ vengeance" weapon , which everyone knew

was an intercontinental rocket. At the same time ,

there also were repons that German chemists and

physicists were working feverishly on an atomic

bomb project at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute inGisevius, Kolbe , and a variety of other sources

provided Dulles with a steady supply of order of

battle information . By early 1944 , nearly half of all
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Berlin . Allied leaders feared that the rockets , if they

really existed , could be equipped with atomic war

heads . For OSS stations , this was top priority .

in Russia . Lovell read it carefully and then skimmed

through the others . Near the bottom of the stack was

a cable from Agent 110 in Bern :

One of my men got dry clothes and a breakfast

for a French worker who swam the Rhine to

Rehen last night . Told following story . Said he

was forced labor guard for casks of water from

Rjukan in Norway to island of Peenemunde in

Baltic Sea .

The first clue came in February 1943 , when a Swiss
industrialist told Dulles that the so -called V - 1 and

V-2 rockets operated somewhat along the lines of an

aerial torpedo. The next breakthrough came when

Gisevius , in one of his first meetings with Dulles ,

revealed that the V - 1 was a pulse -jet-powered cruise

missile , capable of carrying 1 ton of explosive for

250 miles at a maximum speed of 450 mph ; the V- 2

was a liquid - fuel rocket, weighing 13 tons with a

1 - ton warhead . Gisevius also revealed that the rock

els were being produced and tested on the island of

Peenemunde in the Baltic Sea .

Lovell tossed the cable aside , and then he suddenly

snatched it back . The week before he had attended a

seminar on nuclear fission during which scientists

had emphasized the importance of heavy water.

Approximately 11 percent heavier than normal water ,

heavy water slowed down fast neurons so that they

could fission uranium , the chief component of

atomic bombs .

Another source , an Austrian named Kun Grimm ,

added to the data on the V- 1 and V - 2 rockets with

photographs of camouflaged rocket factories, which

had been smuggled to Vienna by Austrian scientists

working at Peenemunde . Grimm passed the photo

graphs to an accomplished skier and mountain

climber named Fritz Molden , who journeyed through

the Alps into Switzerland - evading Nazi ski patrols

the whole way--and delivered them to Dulles at a
safehouse ,

As Lovell reread the cable , he knew the " water " had

to be heavy water. He pulled out several OSS maps

and encyclopedias and found out that Rjukan had the

largest hydroelectric plant in Europe. It was also

believed to be the only place in the world that

produced heavy water.

None of these reporis led to the bombing of

Peenemunde , however . US and British war planes

were already operating at full tilt in mid - 1943 ,

bombing German cities and supply lines or dropping

paratroopers into combat . Peenemunde might not

have been bombed at all if Dulles had not decided to

send a rather peculiar report to OSS /Washington in

early August 1943 .

Lovell rushed down the hallway to see Donovan and

cold him that the radio message from Dulles " may

be the most important message we will ever

receive." He also said he believed the information

tied into the mysterious " ski sites " on the French

coast . Forty feet long and curved at the end like a

ski , there were at least 70 of them from Hazebrouck

to Valognes. Lovell pointed out that every ski site

was pointed directly at London , Bristol, Birmingham ,

and Liverpool. According to Lovell, they had to be

launching sites for unmanned missiles containing

enough nuclear fission bombs to destroy each of

those cities . " If we bomb the very hell out of

Peenemunde , " he said , “ we could stop it cold before

it has a chance to start." ?

A Crucial Report

Stanley P. Lovell , the Director of Research and

Development for OSS , who was better known as

" Professor Moriarity " because of his sabotage and

assassination devices , was the first to realize what

the report meant . Like most OSS officials, he began

his day reading carbon copies of radio messages
received over the preceding 24 hours and stacked

according to a code number designating their impor

tance . At the top of his in - box on this particular

morning was a report on German troop movements

Donovan checked the information with American

scientists Dr. Vannevar Bush and Dr. James B.

Conant , both of whom confirmed the importance of

heavy water in nuclear fission. He then sent Lovell

to London to brief OSS station chief David Bruce ,

who then briefed the commanders of the Royal Air
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NOTESForce and the US Air Force . Both agreed on the

need for immediate action and , on 17 August 1943 ,

the RAF carried out a massive air raid on

Peenemunde , killing at least 1,000 Germans , includ

ing many scientists and technicians .
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One man's history in OSS

At Work With Donovan

John D. Wilson

MEW intelligence , like R and A in Washington, was
manned to a considerable degree by experts from
academic life.

In 1941 , I was serving as editor of the Survey of
Current Business in the Department of Commerce ,

having left a position as Instructor of Economics at

Harvard. I was due to return to Harvard in February

1942 , but the Japanese attack on 7 December caused

me to cancel that . Then , in March, Professor Edward

S. Mason , a distinguished economist , asked if I

would join the staff of the Research and Analysis ( R
and A ) Branch at the Coordinator of Information

( COI ) , the forerunner of the Office of Strategic

Services (OSS ) . Mason was then a member of the
guiding board of analysts of R and A. He put to me

an irresistible proposal : that after a brief indoctrina
tion , I travel to London to explore and report back
on how the British were handling economic intelli
gence ,

I shipped back to R and A many documents freely

provided by the various divisions of MEW. These

and other sources of information I returned proved of
high value . I also sent to Colonel Donovan high
lights of the JIC Committee meetings , as well as a

summary of conclusions of some of the papers .

Meeting the Chief

My indoctrination at COI of less than three weeks

focused principally on reports on Germany, Britain ,

and the general state of the war. I received only

rudimentary information about the overall organiza
tion and functions of the COI , and I knew nothing of

its continuing turf battles .

My first meeting with Donovan would occur in
London in June 1942. As I awaited his arrival , I had
no idea of the critical juncture at which the col then

stood . For months Donovan had staved off assaults

on the organization from the military , Budget
Bureau , State Department, and others . Only through
Donovan's relationship with President Roosevelt did
the COI survive .

I learned later that the President had fashioned two

orders that laid out the future direction of the COI .

One provided for the consolidation of information

agencies into an Office of War Information , to which
the Coi's Foreign Information Service was trans

ferred . The other placed the remaining functions and
staff of COI under the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS ) as

a supporting agency , renamed the Office of Strategic
Services ,

I was given a letter signed by COI chief Col.
William J. Donovan which laid out the objectives of

my mission as Special Assistant to the Director of
the R and A Branch , William L. Langer. My objec
tives were to establish close liaison with the head of

the COI office in London , with the Ministry of
Economic Warfare (MEW) and with the British Joint

Intelligence Committee (JIC ) . I was to return to
Washington whatever information I could obtain

from the MEW , and I regarded the exploration of

intelligence activities there as my primary task . It

provided intelligence for economic warfare purposes ,
such as preclusive buying , as well as for military
needs . The British had developed the technique of
analyzing aerial photographs of German plants to a
high degree , using their own plants as prototypes.
Although a similar source was not available for the
Soviet Union , MEW also appeared to have acquired
a surprising amount of information on that country .

Although these orders were on the President's desk ,

and all concerned were acquainted with the details ,

the President had not yet signed them when Donovan
set off for London on 12 June . He arrived to find

that , as of 13 June 1942 , he was officially the head
of the OSS .

I soon received an invitation from the Colonel to
join him at breakfast in his suite at Claridges , his

favorite hotel . I was very curious about this man
about whom I had heard much , but had not yet met .
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He proved to be a medium - sized , rather heavy - set ,

genial Irishman who greeted me with " Hello, John ,

so nice to see you again ." The " again " rather tick

led me , as it was in character for the soon - to -be

General Donovan . He was friendly, informal, and

sought to put others at ease .

2,000 reports, as well as basic handbooks on foreign

countries and countless memorandums . Initially R

and A was organized along functional lines

economic , geographical , and psychological ( political )

divisions , not always communicating with each

other. But in January 1943 the branch was reor

ganized in a way that reflected the military's theaters

of operation overseas. This forced the academic dis

ciplines to work together, although not always har

moniously

Organization Overseas

Donovan was much interested in the sessions of the

JIC . A major reason for his journey to London ,

however, lay outside my range of knowledge and

competence at that time : the need to coordinate sub

versive activities of the new OSS with those of the

British . This was especially the case with Special

Operations ( SO )-organizing and aiding resistance

groups in enemy territory and carrying out acts of

sabotage and subversion . Britain's Special Operations

Executive ( SOE) already had established a capacity

in these fields, while the COI , with help from the

British , had been rapidly building up its own

resources . The need for close coordination and divi

sion in areas of activity had become evident .

Donovan on this visit achieved agreement on

arrangements to meet these objectives.

R and A followed the troops , establishing outposts in

each theater of operations when accorded permission .

These outposts provided information for Washington

headquarters, as well as for use within the theater

itself. London led the way, followed by Algiers in

late spring of 1943. As the troops advanced and ter

ritories were secured , R and A sent in units that

reported on local conditions , attitudes , and

personalitics— at Caserta, Bari , and Rome in the

Mediterranean Theater. Other outposts were set up in

Cairo and Istanbul to monitor developments in the

Balkans and the Near East . In the Far East , units

operated in Kandy, Ceylon , and finally at China's

wartime capital in Chungking and later Kunming .

My major concern , however, was London -- vitally

important because it was the location of SHAEF

Headquarters and a multiplicity of information

With Donovan's return to Washington , my own mis

sion in London also drew 10 a close . I had searched

through the intelligence section of the MEW from

top to bottom and sent back a steady stream of

studies and documents . On 26 June I headed back to

Washington, where Langer told me that I was to

serve as his special assistant in charge of building up

and administering support of R and A units abroad . I

continued at this task until October 1943. My perfor

mance was interrupted only briefly in April 1943 ,

when I was appointed an ensign in the US Naval

Reserve and underwent a short course of indoctrina

tion in the Washington area.

sources ,

Rand A

Recruiting for R and A abroad was a pleasure . OSS

had been awarded a military allotment , and it held a

high priority in claiming individuals for transfer

within the services. At this point , many academic

experts had been drafted and were assigned to infan

try and other units . I was able to identify some of

these men personally , while others were recom

mended by R and A divisions . Those selected would

be plucked from a humdrum existence , given sealed

orders , and transportation to report to a mysterious

address in Washington. On arrival, they became part

of the OSS military detachment assigned to R and A.

A few words about R and A are appropriate at this

point . Never before and probably never since has

such a unique group of scholars been assembled

historians , economists , political scientists ,

geographers cartographers, and others , many of them

leaders in their fields . They numbered over 900 in all

at the peak . During the war, they produced some
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Unfortunately , the OSS allotment was long on

enlisted personnel and short on officer slots . Many

enlisted men , as a result , were permitted to operate
in civilian clothes . This enabled them to deal more

effectively with high -ranking opposite numbers in

the Army and Navy .

Normandy. He and Bruce accompanied the invasion
fleet and on 7 June went ashore on Utah Beach .

Concurrently, more than 100 OSS agents reported on

enemy troop movements behind the lines , while an

equal number worked with French Resistance in

sabotaging rail and communications links .

New Assignment
Again in mid -August , when action shifted south to

capture Marsaille , the General joined the invasion
force with leaders from the OSS unit in Caserta — a
unit that provided much of the intelligence required

in planning the operation .

Planning for a CIA

In October 1943 , Langer informed me that Li . Col.

Otto Doering , head of General Donovan's secretariat,
had asked that I be transferred to a unit working in

direct support of the General as European Theater

Officer. In that job , I exercised a primary role in

coordinating the support by branches at Washington

headquarters of their activities in the European

Theater. To carry out that task I spent March and
April in 1944, before D -Day, at OSS headquarters in

London , as well as at its Field Detachments , includ
ing the OSS airfield at Harrington from which night
drops behind enemy lines were launched . I reported
back to Col. Doering on the OSS operating units '

need for further support and recommended priorities

On 14 September 1944 , General Donovan returned to

New York following the invasion of southern France .

For some time , he had been considering the need for
continuing a central intelligence agency after the war

ended . He asked Lieutenant Colonel Doering to draft
a memorandum setting forth the mission and basic

characteristics of such an organization , and he sent
this to Budget Director Harold D. Smith , in response
to Smith's request for Donovan's plans after the con
quest of Germany

among them.

I also served as the representative at headquarters for
Col. David Bruce , the head of OSS in the European

Theater , on matters not put directly to General

Donovan or one of the assistant directors . Thanks to

Bruce , OSS in London possessed outstanding leader

ship . Years later he was to serve as a special
representative in the Vietnam peace negotiations and

as Ambassador to Great Britain , France , and

Germany. His social , intellectual , and personal quali
ties enabled him to interact with leaders at the

highest level . He was ably supported by his deputy ,
Col. Russell Forgan . A young naval officer I had
known in Washington , William J. Casey, served as a
staff assistant to Bruce and Forgan .

The memorandum was carefully crafted , and I had

commented on several drafts. Basically , it called for
continuing an OSS -type of agency , to be run by a
director appointed by the President , but guided by a

board of representatives from the State , War, and

Navy Departments . The agency would be responsible
for all secret activity , including secret intelligence ,

counterintelligence , cryptanalysis, and subversive

operations . It would operate only outside the US ,
using its own communications and both vouchered
and unvouchered funds . In a word , essentially OSS
as it then stood .

The General Joins the Invasion

Donovan sent a copy of the memorandum to Isador
Lubin , an assistant to the President and a strong sup
porter of OSS . Lubin showed it to the President,
who , on 31 October 1944 , formally invited Donovan
to consider postwar intelligence needs and organiza
tion .General Donovan was not one to sit and direct OSS

from an office chair in Washington. In many ways he
was a hands -on leader , traveling frequently in the
field . And where decisive action occurred , he was
apt to be on the spot . It was not surprising, then , to
find him in England in early June of 1944 preparing
to participate in the cross - channel invasion of

Doering's memorandum was then circulated to all
interested parties. The continuation of a central intel
ligence agency in peacetime gained some support
from civilian agencies but little from the military.
Nevertheless , the idea survived .
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Meanwhile , in November 1944 , I was appointed

Donovan's assistant executive officer for Europe and

Africa, as the theater officers were phased out . I

monitored cable traffic with those areas , had access

to pouch material , and continued to coordinate the

support of activities by Branch headquarters in New

York .

agents from prisoner -of-war camps . In London,

Casey sought agents among Poles , Belgians , Dutch ,

Czechs , and Russians , all of whom could carry the

cover story of a foreign worker, as well as Germans.

Meanwhile , plans were taking shape in SHAEF for a

wide Allied sweep to the Rhine . At the end of

January, Casey visited General Betis again at SHAEF

Headquarters outside Paris and told him that OSS

was prepared to send 100 intelligence observers into

Germany. He and Betts then developed a list of 20

major cities to be covered .

New Job for Casey

In mid - December 1944 , the Germans staged a sur

prise counterattack through the Ardennes in Belgium.

They advanced to a road center called Bastogne ,

defended by Americans . A few days before

Christmas , Donovan flew to Paris . He regarded the

Ardennes offensive, which by 28 December was fail

ing , as an Allied intelligence failure. He then

appointed Bill Casey as the new chief of intelligence

for the European Theater.

Early dispatch of missions was limited by availabil

ity of aircraft and inclement weather. Only six got

off in February. Then , on 1 March, a team of native

Berliners was dropped near the city and found them

selves free to move about . By end of the March

moon period , Casey had 30 teams operating .

Meanwhile , the Allied armies had made great strides .

They reached the Rhine on 7 March , after a two -day

advance , and crossed that key barrier on 23 and 24

March .
Casey had been head of Bruce's Secretariat since

October 1943 , and I had interacted with him on

many occasions . He was enterprising, energetic , and

highly intelligent; in effect, he had become Bruce's

executive assistant ,

Casey managed to kcep ahead of the rapidly moving

troops, providing timely intelligence through OSS

detachments , but only with great difficulty. From 17

March to 25 April , 58 teams were sent into

Germany, accomplishing a task the British judged

had minimal chance of success .

Planning Ahead

Donovan told Casey that his mission was to penetrate

Germany . Because he would be dealing with military

personnel at a high level, Casey was allowed to reven

to civilian status , becoming inactive in the Naval

Reserve . Colonel Forgan , who had succeeded Bruce

as head of OSS in Europe , and Casey soon met with

General Belis , General Eisenhower's American

deputy G - 2 . Betts informed them that crossing the

Rhine would become the main Allied operation , with

the Ruhr and the Frankfurt areas as major targets .

Most needed was information on troop movements

behind the lines . Forgan and Casey also visited Sir

Stuart Menzies and Sir Gerald Templar, heads of the

British Secret Intelligence Service (SIS ) and the

German section of SOE, respectively . Both were

skeptical that Germany could be penetrated , and they

had no plans for a similar operation .

It became apparent to us all in the Winter of 1945

that Germany would soon be defeated and divided by

the Allies into previously agreed zones of occupa

tion . OSS prepared for this by organizing 208 officer

and professional personnel and a somewhat larger

backup clerical and enlisted group to be concerned

solely with intelligence . This force was put in place

in April 1945 , some weeks before V-E Day on 8

May.

Still , Casey persisted . He wrote down a list of objec

tives , headed by troop movements through rail

centers , and set about selecting agents and preparing

all necessary documents . He was able to obtain some

At the request of the War Department , R and A had

produced a 2.000 -page civil affairs handbook on

Germany for planners and administrators , and top R

and A experts were appointed advisers 10 American
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Back to Europerepresentatives to the Allied Control Council . X - 2 ,

OSS counterintelligence , became exceptionally busy

interrogating Gestapo and Abwehr officers and help .

ing track down Nazi intelligence agents still at large.

In January 1945 , at a meeting involving Donovan ,

Allen Dulles , and Robert D. Murphy, US political

adviser to General Eisenhower, it was agreed that

espionage should not be limited to the American

zone but that it also should be conducted in the

British , French , and Russian sectors . Donovan had

become increasingly suspicious of Russian intentions

to cooperate with the West in postwar policies and

programs . So when a German intelligence officer on

the Eastern Front , Gen. Reinhardt Gehlen , fled to the

Alps to surrender to Americans with his files and his

group, he was taken to OSS headquarters . The

Gehlen organization was debriefed, and it was

allowed to continue operating its network in Russia .

My first trip with Donovan included London and

Paris , followed by visits to all OSS detachments with

armies and Army Groups in France , Belgium ,

Holland , and Germany. While traveling with

Donovan , I came to admire more than ever his out

standing qualities . He had immense energy-he see

med to require only five hours of sleep -- and great

intellectual curiosity . In London and Paris , I had to

supply him with a steady stream of books that he

read upon retiring and frequently before rising

always history, biography, and the best of fiction.

Donovan also was a man of great charm , a willy and

extremely interesting conversationalist to whom

figures of speech came quite naturally . He was inher

ently modest , and he was considerate of others .

In London

After V - E Day, Colonel Forgan retired , and Donovan

divided the Continent into country missions , with

Dulles in charge of Germany. OSS was assigned a

headquarters in Wiesbaden , a small unit was also

located in Berlin , and special derachments remained

attached to Army Groups and Army Headquarters.

Seeking a Consensus

London remained a major base for OSS , containing

the largest number of personnel outside the United

States . R and A and X - 2 were particularly active,

and SI (espionage ) and SO operations continued to

be launched from the airfield at Harrington. London

also provided the headquarters for OSS operations in

Scandinavia. Donovan met with branch chiefs and

reviewed these operations , especially the efforts to

supply the Resistance forces in northern Norway.

The British had not cooperated fully in this activity ,

refusing to allocate RAF aircraft manned by

Norwegian pilots . In late March the use of American

aircraft with inexperienced pilots had resulted in a

disastrous drop in Norway of a group headed by Lt.

William Colby, years later Director of Central

Intelligence . Two planes crashed , men were killed ,

and many supplies were dropped irretrievably off tar

gel .

In the spring and early summer of 1945 , I accompa

nied Donovan on three lengthy trips to Europe. On 6

April , just before departing on the first trip , a

development concerning the proposed central intelli

gence agency arose. Again , the initiator was Isador

Lubin in the White House , who told the President

that action on the matter appeared to be stalled .

In Paris

The President then signed a memorandum requesting

that Donovan “ call together the chiefs of the foreign

intelligence and internal security units in the various

executive agencies so that a consensus of opinion

can be secured . " Donovan immediately sent letters

10 12 agencies asking them to comment on his

proposal and , after his return on 25 April , to meet

with him to obtain the desired consensus .

We arrived in Paris on 12 April , occupying the suite

overlooking the Place Vendome reserved for General

Goering during the German occupation . We had
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hardly settled in when we learned of the death of

President Roosevelt . Donovan had been concerned

about the President's health , and , before leaving, had

set up some extensive briefings on the organization

and activity of OSS for Vice President Truman .

Because of the President's untimely death , however,

the briefings did not occur.

Trohan evidently also was responsible for the print

ing on 9 February of the full text of Doering's

memorandum , outlining a central intelligence agency ,

which appeared in The Washington Times - Herald and

The New York Daily News. The next day newspapers

throughout the country picked up the story. Some

opposed the idea of such an agency, but The

Washington Post and The New York Times editorial

ized that the proposal should be considered . The

JCS , however, concluded that it would be inexpe

dient to push ahead with the proposal for the time

being .

OSS Without Roosevelt

Traveling Again

Roosevelt's death deprived OSS of a leader who

understood the agency's complex relations with mili

tary and other intelligence units . The situation with

Truman was entirely different. He lacked knowledge

of OSS , and he relied heavily on Budget Director

Smith , who had his own views on the organization

of postwar intelligence . Smith informed the President

that he would be presenting these views, and he cau

tioned him against taking any action on postwar

intelligence .

On 17 May, I again accompanied Donovan as he left

the US on a dual mission : to complete the visits to

OSS deiachments that had been interrupted by the

death of the President , and to participate in prelimi

nary planning for the trial of war criminals . Donovan

had been appointed US deputy prosecutor for these

trials , teaming with Supreme Court Justice Robert H.

Jackson , as the chief US prosecutor.

Donovan did not meet with Truman until 14

May.almost three weeks after Donovan's return from

Europe on 25 April . The visit lasted 15 minutes , and

Donovan was not given any encouragement . For 10 days , in London and Paris , the Supreme

Court Justice and the General ironed out details with

the British and French on the conduct of the trials .

There remained meetings with the Russians , to be

held later, that could prove difficult.

Meanwhile, replies had come in to Donovan's

request of 6 April for the views of interested depari

ments on the proposal for a central intelligence

agency. The most important was conveyed by

Secretary Stimson of the War Department, who

wrote on 1 May that the Departments of “ State, War,

Justice and the Navy have together examined the

proposed Central Intelligence Service and are in sub

stantial agreement that it should not be considered

prior to the termination of hostilities against

Germany and Japan." So , for the time being , the

proposal was put on the shelf.

As always , Donovan received many visitors in

London-among them this time were Isador Lubin ,

still a special assistant to the President ; Ambassador

Pauley, the wealthy oil man in charge of the

Reparations Mission ; and Dr. Sproul , President of the

University of California. On one morning , the voice

at the end of a phone said , " This is King Peter . " The

King of Yugoslavia was seeking Donovan's political

and personal counsel .

At this point , OSS was again the object of a calcu

lated series of press attacks , chiefly in articles by

Walter Trohan , a reporter considered to be close 10

J. Edgar Hoover. These appeared at a time when the

House Appropriations Committee was considering

the OSS budget request for the coming year. The

anicles accused OSS and the War Department of

harboring Communists , requiring Donovan and

General Bissel , G - 2 , 10 go to the capital to defend

their personnel .

I knew that Donovan and the OSS had been involved

with Peter, a King essentially without a throne once

Tito had taken power. Donovan had inserted an agent

into the court of Peter - Bernard Yarrow , a former

deputy to New York District Attorney Thomas E.

Dewey.
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in their theaters , and they saw no need for it in the

future . The India - Burma Theater, where fighting had

ended , also found no further use for it .

Yarrow reported on political developments involving

Peter and on Peter's relations with the British-a

risky matter. These reports went to the President , the

State Depanment, and the JCS . Tito had invited

Peter to accept a regency to manage his affairs and a

government drawn mainly from Tito supporters.

Although Churchill and Roosevelt urged acceptance ,

Peter turned down the proposal . The British then

sent Peter's full government back to Yugoslavia to

sign the agreement .

But other replies were positive . China's Commander

felt that the value of OSS was likely to be extremely

high . The Middle East recognized the great contribu

tion OSS made in the Italian campaign , and it

believed the agency essential so long as conditions in

Italy , Austria , and the Balkans remained unstable .

The European Commander considered the future

value of OSS to be high , and he said its cessation in

that theater should not be considered under any cir

cumstances .

Other Visits

We next moved south 10 OSS installations at eight
locations from 3 June to 7 June , Caserta, the first,

was the largest and most important . Allied Force

Headquarters for Italy and North Africa was housed

there in the King's summer palace . In Verona , on 4

June , Donovan was met by General Gruenther, Chief

of Staff of Gen. Mark Clark .

The next day, we flew on to Salzberg and Pilsen . A

tour through the great Skoda Iron and Steel Works in

Pilsen revealed heavy damage to the plant but much

less to machinery , which led us to conjecture that

Germany's recovery might be more rapid than

expected .

These replies were sent to the Appropriations

Committee on 29 May, when Donovan was in

London . He was advised of them by cable , along

with the JCS judgment that OSS " would continue to

be useful in the conduct of the war . " But the poison

distilled by Trohan and other publicity had

penetrated deeply . Even before the appropriations

Committee received the information it requested , it

cut the budget , and the President cut it further. The

end result was a budget , of $ 24 million, little more

than half the amount originally requested .

Preparing for War Crimes Trials

We went on to Munich and Frankfurt. From the air ,

both appeared to be obliterated , but still functioning.

Frankfurt now housed SHAEF, and our own head

quarters stood nearby in Wiesbaden . After stops

again in Paris and London , we returned to

Washington on 12 June . The respite was brief, for

we would be off again in another 10 days.

The Budget Battle

In this unfavorable climate , Donovan on 22 June set

off for London , and again I accompanied him . The

major purpose of the trip was to complete arrange

ments for the war crimes trials . The next several

weeks were given over to further discussions with

the British and French , but with the Russians added .

In the end , it was agreed that an international mili

tary tribune should be created , and that trials should

be held in Nuremberg , Germany, in the American

zone. Moreover, organizations as well as individuals

should be indicted , including the Gestapo and the

German general staff and corps of officers.

It became difficult to maintain a positive outlook at

OSS headquarters at this time . The series of false

press articles prompted the House Appropriations

Committee 10 ask the JCS for a statement on the

usefulness of OSS and whether it should be con

tinued . The Chiefs then put the question to the

theater commanders . General MacArthur and Admiral
Nimitz responded as expected: OSS did not operate
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A rift soon developed between Donovan and

Jackson , both stubborn men . Donovan urged the

Justice to enlist the President's help in removing the

war crimes indictment against the German general

staff and officer corps, but Jackson could not be per

suaded . Donovan then resigned as special assistant to

the chief prosecutor .

At that point , Donovan wanted to return to private

life. But he went on to raise the question of the dis

position of OSS assets , and he again outlined the

case for a central intelligence agency. He met with

OSS branch chiefs to discuss the organization's

future, and he also informed missions overseas of his

response to Smith .

OSS Goes Public
But the OSS remained involved in the trials . The

prosecuting team included OSS General Counsel

James B. Donovan and Assistant Director Ralph

Albrect . R and A research analysts helped interrogate

the Nazi defendants and prepare briefs against them .

More of the Same in Washington

For some time , those of us on Donovan's staff had

been urging him to release information on OSS

accomplishments as a counter to the barrage of mis

leading negative information . He finally agreed , and

he and his branch chiefs met with newsmen in early

September. They described the plight and problems

of American intelligence , cited some of the accom

plishments of OSS and individual officers, and laid

out the controversy over the future of the agency, as

well as Donovan's plan to return to private life .

On 13 July, we returned to Washington, where

Donovan found the situation of the OSS little

changed . Further adverse publicity appeared alleging

that OSS had large funds unaccounted for and that it

was topheavy with representatives of international

banking and business . Donovan met with newsmen

on several occasions , and favorable reports also

appeared , one notably in The New York Times.

Another attempt to keep alive the issue of a postwar

central intelligence agency was launched , this time

through Congress . Donovan urged Senator Harley

Kilgore , Chairman of a Military Affairs

Subcommittee reporting on Germany's war potential ,

10 direct attention to the need for a central intelli

gence agency to assess that potential .

The Chicago Daily New's subsequently published five

comprehensive articles, the last of which was entitled

" If OSS Didn't Exisi , It Would Have To Be

Invented ." Articles appeared throughout the country,

as I and others marshaled examples of operations ,

including the work with Resistance groups in Europe

That paved the way for invasions , collaboration with

the underground in Japanese - occupied Thailand , and

the release of Japanese - imprisoned General

Wainwright and of the Doolittle air crews. The

Washington Post reported " 4,000 Stranded Flyers ,

Rescued by OSS Underground Railway," and The

New York Times headlined " US Cloak and Dagger

Exploits and Secret Blows in China Bared ." All this

helped to lift staff morale , but it had no decisive

impact on Truman and Smith .

But events at this point were moving rapidly . Atomic

bombs were dropped on Japan on 6 and 9 August

1945. On 2 September, Japan formally surrendered

and World War II was over .

Final Rites
Budget Director Smith , busy trying to pare back war

time agencies , was ready for this moment . In July he

had inquired about Donovan's plans for further

reductions in personnel . The General responded that

OSS was operating on a liquidation budget , cutting

back operations to those consistent with obligations

in the Far East , in occupied Germany and Austria ,

and with the maintenance of missions elsewhere in

Europe , Asia , and the Middle East . He foresaw the

completion of liquidation by 1 February 1946 at the

latest .

On 13 September, Smith again discussed OSS with

Truman , and they agreed that the time had come to

dissolve OSS . The Budget Bureau had drawn up an

order transferring the R and A and Presentation

Branches to the State Department and the remainder

to the War Department as a Strategic Services Unit .

Donovan had not been consulted on this proposal .
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Memories of Oberursel

Questions, Questions, Questions

Arnold M. Silver

Editor's Noie : This article initially appeared in April

1993 in Intelligence and National Security. Vol. 8 .

No. 2 , which is published by Frank Cass, London .

Immediately after the end of the Second World War

in Europe , the US Army established in Oberursel, a

small town about 20 kilometers outside

Frankfurt -am -Main , a center that has a unique place

in the history of US intelligence . Officially it was

known as the 7707th European Command

Intelligence Center. Unofficially it was referred to as

Camp King .

of the time near the famed Pont du Gard between

Nimes and Avignon . At the end of May 1945 , my

IPW team , which had been attached to the 66th

Infantry Division during the war, was transferred

abruptly to the Marseille District through a War

Department error. As the commanding general of the

district made clear to us on arrival, he had not asked

for us , did not want us , and , with all kinds of

problems arising from 250,000 troops awaiting trans

fer to the Pacific , asked us to keep out of his hair.

We obliged with pleasure , but then came that tragic

day in early September when G -2 in the Pentagon

discovered our whereabouts and ordered us 10

Oberursel .During the war , the camp , known as Dulag Luft

( Transit Camp Air) had been used by the Germans as

an interrogation center for captured RAF and

American Air Force officers. When the US Army

took it over, all the necessary physical facilities were

therefore available - quarters, stockade , small houses

for special prisoners , and interrogation rooms .

" Oberursel," as the camp was most frequently

called , became the Army's center for detailed interto

gation .

My first assignment was to interrogate a fairly high

ranking Nazi , who , on entering the interrogation

room , assured me with great emphasis that he had

been , was then , and would remain a convinced Nazi .

I found the statement so refreshing that I told the

guard to bring in coffee and doughnuts for him .

Refreshing because during the last two months or so

of the war, almost every German prisoner we inter

rogated assened solemnly that he was a member of

" the resistance against Hitler.” ( At one point this

caused the G - 2 of the division to exclaim , “ If

they're all members of the resistance , who the hell is

shooting at us ? " )

All the interrogators assigned to the center were

graduates of the Military Intelligence Training Center

in Camp Ritchie, Maryland, and almost all had

served in IPW ( interrogation of prisoners of war)

teams attached to combat units during the war. The

interrogators were able to cope with cases requiring

fluency in German , Russian , French , Italian , Polish ,

Czech , Hungarian, Spanish , and Dutch ; one had

near - fluent Japanese , which he used only when curs

ing . After many interrogators had been transferred to

military government positions in late 1945 , a core of

about 40 interrogators remained in Oberursel,

divided into an intelligence section and a counter

intelligence section .

One of the most famous inmates of the camp from

1945 until the FBI finally picked her up in 1947 10

take her to Washington to face treason charges was

" Axis Sally " Eilers . An American citizen who had

broadcast Nazi propaganda from Berlin to American

troops in Europe , she was brought to Oberursel after

the war not for interrogation, but to be held for the

FBI . She was kept in a small , comfortable house on

the post rather than in the stockade . The second

commanding officer of the post visited her fre

quently, and on one occasion he told her that there

were two categories of Americans : those who were

with the Jews and those who were against the Jews.

My own assignment to the center began in

September 1945 , after three pleasant months of

doing nothing in the Provence area of France, most
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He added that he was in the second category .

Unknown to him , every room in the house was so

well bugged that the sound of a mouse sighing could

be picked up clearly. The recording of his statement

to Axis Sally was later given to a powerful member

of the Senate Armed Forces Committee , whereupon

the colonel was forced into retirement .

and commanded a force of American - speaking

German troops in US uniforms to infiltrate American

positions . Early in 1945 he devised and executed a

plan to rescue Mussolini , who at that time had taken

refuge on a mountain in northern Italy. He was not a

Nazi , and in fact any ideology was alien to him . He

was purely and simply a man of action and a patri

otic German .

When she was finally put on trial in Washington in

early 1948 , I was amused by the journalistic descrip

tion of her as the " beautiful blonde " Axis Sally .

Blonde she was , when her hair was properly dyed ,

but I can honestly say that I have never seen a

woman with a face more like a horse than hers .

On arriving in my interrogation room for the first

time , he promptly warned me not to try to use any

physical violence because he could overpower me in

no time . He calmed down when I asked him in reply

whether he could move faster than a bullet from a

.45 calibre pistol .

Another famous detainee in 1945-46 was Hannah

Reitsch , the famous German test pilot who attempted

in April 1945 to fly Hitler out of Berlin to the

Berchtesgaden area . (He refused to go . ) I mention

her case only because of an incident in 1946. A US

Army colonel in military government suggested that

she be given the leading role in reconstructing the

secondary school system in the US zone of Germany ,

pointing out that she had never been a member of

the Nazi Party. Our recordings of her conversations

with other German detainees showed that , although

she had had the foresight to avoid membership in the

Nazi Party, she was as convinced and unrecon

structed a Nazi as we had ever come across . The

recordings sufficed to kill the colonel's idea . Years

later I learned that she was training the air force of

Ghana .

After I had explained the facts about his brother and

the Soviet plans for him , Otto , he asked for time to

think over where he would like to go , and in the

third or fourth session with him he told me he would

like to go to Spain . G- 2 in USFET (US Forces ,

European Theater ) in Frankfurt concurred in my

recommendation that he be resettled there . He

became a rather successful entrepreneur in Madrid ,

but for years afterwards— I think I last heard about

him in 1961 –he approached each succeeding US

Air Force attaché in Madrid with an offer to build a

network of agents in the USSR for the United States .

What surprised me (or did it ?) was the fact that each

succeeding Air Force attaché recommended to the

Pentagon that Skorzeny be taken up on his offer,

although there was not the slightest shred of evi

dence that he had the capability or the know - how to

implement his proposal . The Pentagon rejected each

of the recommendations from Madrid .
Yet another famous detainee was the German adven

turer Otto Skorzeny. Tried but acquitted of war crime

charges - rightly acquitted , in my opinion -- by a US

military court at Dachau in 1946 , he was then sent to

Oberursel until a decision could be made what to do

with him . US military intelligence had learned that

his brother was being held by the Soviets in their

zone of Germany and was to be used to lure Ouro

into the zone , where the Soviets planned to use him

as a rallying point for the youth of the zone . I was

assigned the task of questioning him and then recom

mending disposition .

By the winter of 1945-46 , the number of former

Nazis being sent to Oberursel for interrogation had

decreased almost to zero , and from that time on the

counterintelligence section of the post was occupied

almost exclusively with the interrogation of defectors

from the East and of suspected Eastern agents

arrested by the Army's Counterintelligence Corps

(CIC ) . G -2 in the Frankfurt headquarters had ordered

that both categories of people be sent to Oberursel

for detailed interrogation. The intelligence section of

the post concentrated on questioning Germans who ,

by virtue of their wartime functions , had considera

ble knowledge of Soviet industries .

Skorzeny , endowed with a remarkably strong phy .

sigue , became famous during the war for two rea

sons . During the Battle of the Bulge , he put together
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the Czechslovak service was so effective that at least

as much attention should be given to it as was being

given to the KGB .

Oberursel was also by that time the central point for

screening and processing selected German scientists ,

especially those who had had experience with

problems of rockets and space , for employment in

the US . This was Operation Paperclip , later heavily

criticized in some American circles because many of

the scientists brought to the States had Nazi Party

backgrounds.

In the spring of 1946 CIC in Salzburg foiled a

Soviet attempt to kidnap an Austrian who had served

German military intelligence (Abwehr) during the

war by providing it with information on the Soviet

military . The man the Soviets tried to kidnap was

Richard Kauder , alias Klatt . He and two of his war

cime associates were sent to Oberursel for their pro

tection and for detailed interrogation. The two

associates were the White Russian émigré , Gen.

Anton Turkul , and another Russian émigré , Ira

Longin , alias Lang , alias several other names . I was

assigned to interrogate all three of them and ended

up spending more time on that case than on any

other case in my Oberursel career.

The story of Oberursel would not be complete

without recounting the " starvation episode . " In

December 1945 some members of Congress charged

publicly that the Army was deliberately starving the

Germans in the US Zone . At the beginning of

January 1946 the commanding officer of the 7707th

European Command Intelligence Center was ordered

by Army headquarters in Frankfurt to dispatch all his

interrogators in teams of two to question Germans in

the US Zone at random as to whether they were

receiving enough food . For the next two weeks this

is what the interrogators of Oberursel did . We could

have written our reports without leaving Oberursel ,

but ours not to reason why. We wrote our combined

report on return to Oberursel , it was sent through

channels to the Pentagon and thence to Congress ,
and nobody paid the slightest attention to it . The

Army continued to include large amounts of peanut

butter in the rations issued to the Germans. But at

least I felt better on my return to Oberursel ; a dentist

I had questioned in Mannheim expertly filled two

cavities in my teeth .

Much of what has been written about Klatt (he was

better known by this alias than by his true name ) and
his wartime network consists of fiction rather than

fact. To put the basic fact concisely, his entire so
called network for the Abwehr was a

Soviet -controlled military deception operation from

beginning to end .

SSU (Strategic Services Unit-the successor to the

OSS until the CIA was established ) in Frankfurt.

with which I had close liaison , somehow became fas

cinated with " the Turkul case ." Turkul was in fact a

useless oaf who had lent his name to the Klaui nei

work as the man who allegedly recruited sources in

the USSR. He never recruited even one source ,

although Klact managed to convince the Abwehr that

Turku ! was one of his principal agents .

As a result of their interrogations of defectors from
the Soviet and East European intelligence services,

as well as arrested agents of these services , the inter

rogators in the counterintelligence section of

Oberursel became experts on the services , especially

the Soviet state security service (MGB at the time ,
then KGB ) and , to a much lesser extent , the Soviet

military intelligence service (GRU ) . However, as we

received defectors from the Czechoslovak intelli .

gence service and agents thereof, it struck us that

this service, recreated under Soviet control , was

rapidly becoming uniquely imaginative and profi

cient in its foreign operations . In 1959 it was there

fore of more than passing interest to me when I
learned that MI6 , the British foreign service , was
sending a team of officers to warn the internal secu

rity services of the European NATO countries that

Ira Longin was an intelligent liar who could spin off

60 cover stories in as many minutes . Allegedly he

had been in Istanbul during most of the war and had

communicated his reports on the Soviet military 10
Klatt in Sofia . How had he communicated them ?

After having tried to give me X-number of cover sto

ries about his communications system , he was finally

reduced to replying . " By telephone. " The truth of

the “ Klate network " had to be obtained from Klate
himself.
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Klatt arrived in Oberursel accompanied by his

Hungarian mistress and was kept in a comfortable ,

guarded house just outside the confines of the post .

It was clear from the first interrogation session of

several hours that he was going to resist making any

admissions which might reflect adversely on his war

time operation or on his ability to reconstruct an

agent network in the Soviet Union . It was equally

clear why he had such a will to resist . Having no

other means of making a living , he had sold himself

and his alleged capability to the small SSU unit in

Salzburg and looked forward, after his release from

Oberursel , to serving US intelligence as he had

served the Abwehr.

The initial reports supplied by Klatt to

Marogna-Redwitz impressed Abwehr headquarters

enough to cause the Abwehr to intercede with the

Gestapo on his behalf and , in early 1942 , to move

him to Sofia, where he was supplied with an

elaborate suite of offices . Theoretically Klatt was

under the control of Colonel Wagner, head of the

Abwehr office in Sofia, but when Wagner began pro

testing to Berlin that in his opinion Klatt was either

a complete fabricator or being used by the Soviets to

pass military deception to the Abwehr, he was told

by Berlin to support Klatt in every possible way.

Apparently Abwehr headquarters evaluated Klatt's

reports highly

There were three facets in the interrogation of Klatt :

( 1 ) My face-to - face interrogation of him and , to a

much lesser extent , of Turkul and Longin . ( 2 )

Unknown to and , surprisingly , unsuspected by Klatt ,

every room in the house where he and his mistress

were kept was thoroughly bugged . His comments to

her after each interrogation session were frequently

more useful than the results of the direct interroga

tions . ( 3 ) My interrogation of former Abwehr officers

who had dealt with him during the war. The most

informative of these was Colonel Wagner, alias

Delius , who had headed the Abwehr office in Sofia

and in 1946 was being held by French intelligence in

Bad Wildungen in the French zone of Germany,

where I questioned him.

Wagner told me that one wall of Klate's office was

covered with a map of the USSR west of the Urals ,

with a small light near each major city. Whenever

Wagner or another Abwehr officer visited Klatt , one

or more lights flashed repeatedly, whereupon Klati

would exclaim , for example , " Ah ! A report from

Kiev has just come in ." As Wagner's suspicions

mounted and were expressed to Berlin , Abwehr head

quarters warned him with increasing rigidity not 10

interfere with Klait's work in any way. It was made

clear to Wagner that Klati's reports contained infor

mation of exceptional military value .

The following picture gradually emerged from these

three means of obtaining information. An Austrian

citizen resident in Vienna , Klatt learned in 1941 that

the Gestapo was after him because he was half

Jewish . Through an Austrian friend , Joseph Schultz ,

he met General Turkul , who was then in Vienna and

who told Klait that he could activate friends in the

Soviet Union to report on Soviet military move

ments . Schultz then arranged a meeting between

Klatt and Count Marogna-Redwitz, then head of the

Abwehr office in Vienna , who was so impressed by

Klate's sales pitch regarding a " network " in the

USSR that he obtained approval from Abwehr head

quarters in Berlin to take Klatı on , at least on a trial

basis . Klatt met Longin through Turkul and , without

inquiring very deeply, bought Longin's allegation

that he already had a network in the Soviet Union

and could run it from Istanbul . For all practical pur

poses , Schultz was Klatt's principal agent .

Klatt's description of his office in Sofia confirmed in

every detail what Wagner had said , and he spontane

ously mentioned Wagner's obvious suspicions of

him . However, his behavior pattern and the contents

of his responses to detailed questioning about his

agents, subagents and communications systems led

me by the end of 1946 to believe that ( 1 ) he had

been totally dependent on Joseph Schultz for the

information passed to the Abwehr; (2 ) the entire

Klatt operation had been Soviet -controlled ; (3 ) Klait

himself had not been under direct Soviet control but

had suspected that his operation was ; (4 ) he had not

dared breathe a word of his suspicion to anybody for

fear that the Abwehr would withdraw its protection

of him vis-a -vis the Gestapo ; ( 5 ) he intended to

resist admitting his suspicion to me for fear that this

would negate his chances of employment by US

intelligence , a prospect held out to him in 1945-46

by SSU in Salzburg .
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Early in 1947 , MI6 , which had a profound interest in

determining whether the Klatt operation had been

under Soviet control for deception purposes, obtained

G -2's permission to send an officer to Oberursel to

question Klatt . They had no interest in interrogating

Turkul or Longin . The officer they sent was Klop

Ustinov ( the father of Peter Ustinov, the actor) , who

had had some experience with the Cheka in Moscow

in 1917 and during the Second World War was con

sidered to be one of MI5's top operators against the
Germans.

Klatt related further that in late 1945 he had had an

unexpected visit to Salzburg from Schultz , who had

proposed that Klart join him in Vienna to establigh

an export- import business . Suspecting that Schultz

was trying to lure him into Soviet hands , Klatt

declined . In any case , by that time he had established

contact with SSU in Salzburg and foresaw a rosy

future for himself —as a fabricator, but this point

was of course not made to the SSU people , who had

so neglected to question Klatt in any detail that he

was convinced he could outwit them to his own

advantage . Space does not permit recounting here all

the details provided by Klait about his wartime

activities and methods of survival . Suffice it to say

that he was a maneuverer par excellence .

Ustinov and I interrogated Klate for several hours ,

during which it was evident that he was resolved not

to admit any suspicion of Soviet control of his war

time network . By prearrangement with me Ustinov

abruptly dismissed Klaul , who was then taken , also

by prearrangement, to a cell in the stockade rather

than to the house he had been occupying with his

mistress . About an hour later the stockade guard

summoned me urgently to inform me that Klatt had

hanged himself but had been cut down in time . After

the post doctor had examined him thoroughly and

found that he was in no physical danger, I began

questioning him and found that he no longer had the

will to resist .

About mid - 1947 Klaii , Turkul , and Longin were

released . Klatt returned to Salzburg , but that was not

the end of my contact with him . In 1952 I bumped

into him on a street in Salzburg, whereupon he

launched into an attempt to sell me a network that he

now “ really " had in the Soviet Union . I brushed him

off in a few minutes , hoping I would neither see nor

hear of him again . Another vain hope ! In 1964 a

CIA officer in Austria told me that he had estab

lished initial contact in Salzburg with a man named

Richard Kauder , who appeared to have a network of

sources in the USSR . In response to his request for

traces from CIA's headquarters files, the officer had

been informed that Kauder, alias Kladi , was “ suspec

led " of having fronted for a Soviet -controlled opera

tion against the Germans during the war, bui , despite

this , information on his current alleged network

should be developed without making any commit

ments . I enlightened the CIA officer, but what SSU ,

which had received all my interrogation reports on

Klatt , had done with them remained another

bureaucratic enigma .

Klait admitted that he had suspected as early as 1941

that he was being used by the Soviets through

Schultz to pass deception to the Abwehr but for his

own purpose of self- protection had refrained from

questioning Schultz . As long as the Abwehr was

satisfied, Klatt was happy. He admitted that toward

the end of the war, just before fleeing from Vienna

to Salzburg to avoid falling into Soviet hands ,

Schultz had " disappointed " him by telling him that

he , Schultz , was a Soviet agent , had been one since

1939 , and had conspired with the Soviets to build

the “ network " for which Klatt was the front man to

the Abwehr. Turkul and Longin , according to

Schultz , had been mere figureheads to help add an

air of authenticity to the network , because , as

Russian émigrés, they could plausibly have acquain

tances in the USSR who could be developed into

sources . Schultz , according to Klari , told him further

that neither Turkul nor Longin knew that the entire

operation was Soviet controlled . Whatever they

might have suspected , they were survivors who had

learned years before that survival often depends on

keeping one's suspicions to himself.

As defectors from Soviet intelligence and agents

arrested by CIC were sent to Oberursel for interroga

tion , we were able to form a picture of some activi

ties of the Serov Group . This was the large Soviet

state security group (MGB at the time) stationed in

East Germany and headed by Col. Gen. Ivan A.

Serov, who in 1954 became chief of the KGB for

over four years . It emerged from these interrogations

that one of the Serov Group's primary objectives, if

not the primary objective, was the long- range mass
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penetration of every sector of life in the western

zones of Germany. Thousands of Germans in the

Soviet Zone were recruited to resettle in the western

zones and aim at careers in politics , science , press ,

academia , business , banking , trade unions , and police

and security services . Most of them signed recruit

ment statements before leaving for the western zones

and were told that they would be contacted at some

opportune time after establishing themselves in their

respective careers. Very few of them were given any

agent training

groups , with the Russian National Labor Union

(NTS ) , headquartered in Frankfurt, and the Bandera

and Melnik factions of the Organization of Ukrainian

Nationalists (OUN ), centered largely in Munich,

representing focal points of Soviet penetration

activity.

Obviously the Soviets did not expect that all these

fledgelings would eventually become valuable

agents . As one defector told us , the Soviet rule of

thumb was “ one in ten " : 10 percent of those dis

patched to the West might eventually become agents

of some value . Considering the fact that this kind of

mass penetration was continued by the East German

Ministry for State Security after its establishment by

the Soviets in February 1950, until the Berlin wall

and attendant border controls in August 1961 ended

mass refugee movement from East into West

Germany, arguments among counterintelligence

authorities in the 1960s and 1970s about the number

of SovievEast German agents in West Germany

struck me as being exercises in futility. My own

view was that there was little security in West

Germany, and whether there were 5,000 or 50.000

Soviet East German agents in West Germany was

uninteresting. The scale of arrests of former eastern

agents in the former West Germany since reunifica

tion in October 1990 attests that West Germany was

riddled with agent penetrations .

The information obtained on this subject by the

Oberursel interrogators simply added to similar

information obtained through bitter experiences of

the British and French intelligence services in the

1920s and 1930s . The totality of the information was

staggeringly convincing. It was astonishing , there

fore, that in 1949 the CIA decided , in pannership

with the British MI6 , to mount " joint" operations

with these groups to send agents into the Soviet

Union . Given the scale of Soviet penetration of the

groups, it could not be expected that such operations

would benefit anybody but the KGB , and of course

for the next four years or so CIA and MI6 suffered

one disaster after another. There was not one suc

cessful operation. The mass of information militating

against this kind of blindness on the part of those

responsible for the decision to operate with émigré

groups was simply ignored , resulting in many lost

lives of émigré agents , but this did not hinder the

careers of the responsible officers . Promotions in the

intelligence field , as in some other fields of

endeavor, frequently come fastest to those who com

mit the greatest blunders with maximum noise.

Another picture that emerged from the Oberursel

interrogations concerned the Soviet penetration of

émigré groups . From the time of the October

Revolution of 1917 , organizations of Russians ,

Ukrainians, and other ethnic nationals who fled

abroad were, as potential counterrevolutionary move .

ments , high-priority targets for penetration by Soviet

state security organs. It was clear from the informa

tion amassed in Oberursel and disseminated to SSU

as well as to the Pentagon intelligence agencies that

there was scarcely an émigré group that was not

penetrated by the Soviets at various levels . This was

particularly true of Russian , Ukrainian , and Baltic

In the summer of 1946 former Abwehr Gen.

Reinhard Gehlen and his group arrived in Oberursel

from Washington. Gehlen , during the war, chief of

the Foreign Armies East ( Fremde Heere Ost) unit of

the Abwehr, surrendered himself, his aides , and his

files 10 the Americans in the spring of 1945 , and the

Pentagon leaped at this presumed opportunity to

enlist German intelligence experience against the

Soviets in the service of the United States . The

group , accompanied by three US Army officers, was

kept in a large building codenamed Alaska House ,

just outside the perimeter of the camp itself . About a

year later the group was transferred to the Munich

area and subsequently became the Federal

Intelligence Service (Bundesnachrichtendienst

BND ) of West Germany.
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The level of proficiency of the Gehlen group at that

time in collecting and evaluating information on the

Soviets was indicated by a tipoff I was given in

February 1947 by one of the American officers

working with the group . At the end of February the

Soviets would begin a massive attack against the

three western zones of Germany. This and similar

false alarms, all evaluated as genuine by Gehlen

himself, were perhaps attributable to the presence in

the group of Col. Hermann Baun . In Gehlen's

Foreign Armies East group , Baun had headed a unit

codenamed Walli I , responsible for collecting infor

mation on the Soviet military from behind Soviet

lines . Baun was a strutting , apparently self -assured

officer, regarded by the Americans with the Gehlen

group as a showpiece . Over their objections, I

obtained permission from G - 2 in Frankfurt to inter

rogate Baun about his wartime operations , almost all

of which consisted of sending agents " black,"

usually by parachute , behind Soviet lines .

agents in the Soviet Union and , for the right price , of
course , would place his network at our disposal . I
doubt that a full week passed without our experienc

ing one or two of these volunteers, all of whom

proved during interrogation to be fabricators. CIC

offices in the zone underwent similar experiences ,

but Camp King was the target of the bulk of the

fabricators , not one of whom displayed any great

skill in fabrication . The Oberursel interrogators

became out of necessity uniquely adept at spotting

fabrication with a minimum waste of time .

It did not take more than a few hours to determine

that Baun was alcohol dependent . Interrogating an

alcoholic is a cakewalk , provided that the interroga

tor controls the supply of alcohol . Suffice it to say

that after several days of interrogation Baun admitted

that not one of his wartime operations had been suc

cessful , a complete reversal of his-and

Gehlen's— previous assertions to their American con

trollers . The Soviets had rolled up his agents one

after another. My report on the results of the interro

gation of Baun aroused nothing less than fury on the

part of the US officers responsible for the Gehlen

group , especially because it contained Baun's une

quivocal statement that during his year or so in

Washington he had not been interrogated in detail

about his wartime operations . Queries from G -2 in

Frankfurt to the Pentagon brought confirmation that

this was true . Baun had been accepted as a valuable

asset simply on the basis of his wartime position as

chief of Walli I.

There were other ways of wasting our time-or hav

ing others waste it for us . One of these was the tor

ture charge. In the spring of 1947 a member of

Congress alleged that the US Army was torturing

detainees in Oberursel . As night follows day, an

Inspector General team was dispatched from

Washington to Oberursel to investigate the charge.

As I had been appointed chief of the counter

intelligence section in February 1947 , it was my

questionable pleasure to explain to the IG team that

the metal contraptions fastened to the walls of the

interrogation rooms were space heaters , inherited

from the Germans who had previously run the camp .

and that they served no other purpose. In answer to

questions from the IG officers over several days I

explained further that physical violence was not , and

never had been , one of our interrogation techniques ,

nor would it be as long as I had my position . Their

unduly long stay in Oberursel was clearly attributa

ble not to their suspicion that we were in fact using

physical violence on hostile agents held in the stock

ade , but to their fascination with some of the cases

we were handling . We heard nothing further about

the torture charge after their departure.

By the end of 1945 Oberursel was perceived by

Germans in the US Zone as the US intelligence

center in Germany. As a result , during the next two

years or so we had a veritable sueam of visitors ,

most of them former SS or Gestapo personnel , who

offered their services to US intelligence . Almost

every one of them asserted that he had a network of

It may have been this charge that prompted an

inspection visit to the post a few weeks later by

Major General Walsh , then the senior intelligence

officer on the staff of Gen. Lucius D. Clay, the US

military governor. After Walsh had questioned every

defector and agent then in the post about the quality

of the food, the amount of exercise they were receiv

ing , reading material , etc. , he then sat down with all

the senior interrogators to give us our ultimate .

apparently divinely inspired instruction , which I can

still quote verbatim : " Your main job is to convert

them to religion ." I recall with pride that not one of
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the interrogators present fainted on hearing this

instruction , which confirmed my long - held theory

about the basic problem of the world : when man

evolved or was created , somebody along the produc

tion line neglected to put limits on human stupidity.

These mosquito -bite diversions were more than com

pensated by the satisfaction in obtaining hardcore

information from defectors, of whom one of the most

outstanding in my memory was a GRU lieutenant.

He was the source in 1947 of the only information

available to the US Government on the

Red -Bannered Danubian Flotilla, a GRU plan for a

widespread commercial cover network of agents in

western Europe . Having worked in the GRU control

center in Budapest for this operation , the defector

was able to provide more than enough information to

indicate that this was a model of long - range ,

meticulous operational planning by the GRU . The

reports of the defector's information attracted con

siderable attention in the Pentagon , SSU , the FBI ,

and selected internal security services of West

European allied countries .

questioning the practice of holding people for inter

rogation without affording them the right of habeas

corpus as defined in US law. It took several meetings

with the chief of the Legal Division and his deputy

to explain to them that there were two categories of

people under interrogation in Oberursel: defectors ,

who had voluntarily placed themselves in the hands

of US authorities in the zone , and hostile agents

known or suspected to be operating against US

installations , arrested by CIC and sent to Oberursel

in accordance with procedures approved by G - 2 , US

FET. Further, on completion of the interrogation

every agent was either released or transferred to the

custody of a US military government court for possi

ble prosecution . Precisely what was to be done to

neutralize espionage activity against US interests in

the zone if arrest and interrogation were ruled out?

Unable to answer this question , the Legal Division

backed off somewhat , at least enough so that G -2

could continue to carry out its assigned mission in

this respect. However, from then on arrests by CIC

decreased dramatically , partially as a result of pres

sure from military government and partially because

of CIC's loss of experienced operators as Clay's

citizenship decree was implemented .
In early February 1948 we received the first signal

that Oberursel's days as a center for detailed interro

gation were numbered . General Clay issued a decree

that Americans working for the Army or military

government who had been citizens less than 10 years

would have to leave the zone within 90 days . The

grapevine had it that this decree was issued on the

urging of the American Bishop Muench , then the

religious affairs adviser on Clay's staff. Allegedly

Muench had a particular aversion to CIC personnel ,

many of whom had been citizens less than 10 years,

having fled Nazi Germany to the US .

As several interrogators began their preparations for

return to the United States in accordance with Clay's

decree , the Commiunist coup in Czechoslovakia took

place from 20 10 25 February, resulting in a stream

of refugees from that country into the US Zone of

Germany. On instructions from G-2 in Frankfurt,

CIC screened the refugees, to the extent that screen

ing was feasible , in order to send to Oberursel those

who appeared to be particularly knowledgeable . By

the end of March we had about 50 refugees , many

with their spouses and children , in Alaska House .

Among them were such luminaries as Gen. Frantisek

Moravec , who had mounted intelligence operations

against the Nazis before and , from London , during

the war. Deputy Chief of Staff of the Czech Army

after the war, he was demoted through Communist

machinations to a vision commander in 1947 , G -2

was interested only in his order of battle information ,

so he was transferred from Oberursel to Frankfurt for

questioning there .

When the decree was issued , we had about 20 firsi

rate , experienced interrogators left in Oberursel ,

more than half of whom were affected by the decree .

Attempts by G-2 in Frankfurt to obtain exceptions

for some of these professionals were promptly

rejected by Clay's headquarters in Berlin . General

Clay having usurped a function of the Supreme

Court, there was no allowance for appeals .

Almost simultaneously , in early February 1948 the

Legal Division of the military government office in

Wiesbaden , responsible for the state of Hesse , began

WA
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Possibly the most interesting of this group was

Vladimir Krajina, one of the top leaders of the

Czechoslovak resistance against the German occupi
ers of his country . For me it was an eye opener to

hear his accounts of his successful efforts during the

war to avoid capture by the Gestapo , never sleeping

[ wice in the same place . His intention in March 1948

was to return to his country to form a resistance

group against the Communists , but this proved to be

unfeasible. In 1949 he accepted a position as profes

sor of biology at the University of British Columbia
in Vancouver.

During the same period , the number of defectors

from Eastern intelligence services decreased to a rate
of less than one a month . I do not know whether the

Soviet blockade of West Berlin , which the Soviets

began in early April 1948 , was a factor in this

change from an average rate of three a month during
the previous year.

An additional factor in my deliberations about the

future was the establishment of the Central

Intelligence Agency in 1947. It was obvious to us

that sooner or later the Agency would move to take

over responsibility for defectors from the East and

establish its own defector reception center in

Germany. ( In 1949 , CIA did in fact plan to establish

such a center. Being in the Agency by then , I was

offered the chance to become chief of the soon - to - be

center , but declined because I was scheduled for an

operational assignment to another country .)

During the first few days of dealing with the influx

of these refugees, there happened one of those inci

dents that proved again how small this planet is .

While talking with some of the refugees at the bot

tom of a flight of stairs in Alaska House , I heard

somebody call my name . Bounding down the stairs

toward me was a giant of a man whom I immedi

ately recognized as a former classmate of mine at

college in Boston . He had fled German -occupied

Czechoslovakia in 1939 and entered the college on
arrival in the US . In early 1941 he decided to return

clandestinely to his country to join the resistance .
Now here he was in Oberursel, for the second time a

refugee from his homeland . It was a great reunion

after seven years . I soon found a job for him in a

Munich institution that subsequently became Radio
Free Europe, in which he was a chief scriptwriter.

There was another discouragingly portentous

development in the spring of 1948. G - 2 in the

Pentagon began issuing to their field units instruc

tions that reflected a growing bureaucratic rigidity ,

Most of these instructions did not affect Oberursel ,

but one that did concerned the format for interroga

tion reports . The sample format we received allowed

for no deviation ; it was to be followed without

exception . It especially caught our attention that the

new format allotted exactly iwo lines for a descrip

tion of motivation ( e.g. , of defectors ). We had previ

ously used from one to several single - spaced pages

to describe the motivation of defectors, which in

many cases is a complex subject and is always fun

damental in determining whether a defector is bona
fide.

By the end of April 1948 almost all the refugees

from Czechoslovakia had been interrogated and then

evacuated for resettlement in countries of their

choice . By this time also , as a result of General

Clay's citizenship decree the number of interrogators
in the counterintelligence section was down to six

and in the intelligence section three . The few new

interrogators coming in were exclusively 18. and

19 - year- old draftees who had taken a military intelli

gence course or two at Fort Hollabird , Maryland , and

had a long way to go before they would develop any

appreciable interrogation competence . CIC's opera
tional capability was sharply diminished by Clay's

decree and growing pressure from military govern

ment to cease arresting people , with the result that

the flow of arrested known or suspected eastern

agents 10 Oberursel had become a tiny trickle ,

If there was any doubt in my mind as to whether the

time had come for me to quit military intelligence

and switch to CIA , the Pentagon allotment of two

lines to a description of motivation removed that

doubt .

My last interrogation task in Oberursel concerned an

East German who asserted that he had attended a

special course at a " Soviet command and general

staff school" in the Soviet zone and knew the plans

for a Soviet attack against the three western zones in
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the summer of 1948. When I asked him to sketch the

planned Soviet lines of attack in an outline map of

Europe , he had tank divisions going over the

Alps - of Switzerland .

Western world had never before had such a concen

trated and professional intelligence and counter

intelligence interrogation capability as he had seen in

Oberursel. Ustinov predicted that through the normal

process of bureaucracy and without any conscious

attempt by Washington to destroy this unique capa

bility it would wither away and could not be

replaced .

He was unable to answer detailed questions about

the alleged Soviet school he had attended . In their

totality the results of the interrogation showed con

clusively that he was a fabricator. A few months

after I had left Oberursel , I learned in Washington

that somebody in G-2 in the Pentagon had decided

not to accept my evaluation of the German. A team

of three officers was dispatched to Germany to rein

terrogate him and after several weeks came to the

same conclusion as I had .

I left Oberursel for the United States at the end of

June 1948. Toward the end of that year I learned

from a former Oberursel colleague who had just

returned that within a few weeks after my departure

three other experienced interrogators had left. By the

end of 1948 there were only two persons in

Oberursel who could be considered experienced ,

competent interrogators. The post gradually became

a center for the debriefing of selected refugees from

East Germany. ( I have always regarded the word

“ debriefing" in a counterintelligence context as con

noting an interrogation conducted by a lazy person . )

In August 1985 KGB officer Vitaliy Yurchenko

defected to the United States . While under interroga

tion (or was it " debriefing ? " ) in Washington , he

decided to return to the Soviet Union . The case

became something of a scandal in the US intelli

gence community, revolving around the fundamental

question as to whether he had originally been a

genuine defector or had been sent to the US by the

KGB for deception and confusion purposes. Being

retired , I had no access to any of CIA's information

on the case , but I read every press account I could

lay my hands on . According to one account , which

rang true , John McMahon, then Deputy Director of

the Agency, assured a member of the Senate Select

Committee on Intelligence that from then on only

one interrogator, rather than several , would be given

the total responsibility for a defector. The interroga

tors of the 7707th European Command Intelligence

Center had learned and were applying that principle

by the end of 1945 .

Was anything lost by the deterioration and ultimate

collapse of Oberursel as an interrogation center? I

will answer this question by citing Klop Ustinov, the

British intelligence officer who visited Oberursel in

1947 to question Richard Kauder, alias Klatt . In

1952 the CIA officer who had been chief of the SSU

unit in London in 1947 told me that , on returning to

London , Ustinov had commented to him that the
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From out of the past

The Historical Intelligence Collection

Ward Warren and Emma Sullivan

Progress, far from consisting in change, depends on
retentiveness. Those who cannoi remember the past
are condemned to repeat it .

Marching Orders

George Santayana
The Life of Reason

The CIA's Historical Intelligence Collection ( HIC ) ,
with its 23,000 volumes of intelligence history, gives
the Agency a running start in avoiding the fate that
Santayana posited for those without mnemonic
resources to fall back on . When Allen Dulles ordered
the establishment of the HIC in 1954 , he envisioned
the collection as a working repository of books and
periodicals on all aspects of intelligence, beginning
with the earliest written accounts of intelligence
operations and continuing to the present . He wanted
it to be used by members of the Intelligence
Community as a law library is used by lawyers.

The initial notice , No. 1-130-3 , established the

specific scope of the duties and responsibilities of

the Special Assistant . The collection was to concen
trate on " all aspects of intelligence operations and
doctrine in the past." The Adviser was to provide
staff advice for the development and maintenance of
the collection , prepare a master bibliographical
checklist on the subject of the history of intelligence ,
and make recommendations for the purchase of

appropriate items for the collection . The notice of

establishment also gave the Adviser general authority
to request support from other Agency components as
needed and placed him under the Office of Central
Reference (OCR ) for logistics and administrative

support . A separate personnel notice , No. 20-190-92 ,

dated 31 January 1956 , designated Pforzheimer as
the Special Assistant , a title that was soon replaced
by Curator.

The Founding Father

As a lawyer and as a charter member of the

Intelligence Community , Dulles saw the common
need of both groups for access to historical research ,
and , lest the point be missed , he assigned another
lawyer, Dr. Walter L. Pforzheimer , as the Special
Assistant to the Deputy Director for Intelligence to
serve as Adviser on the HIC . The appointment was
effective 31 January 1956 , but the HIC had already

begun operations officially on 1 January 1956 under
Pforzheimer's supervision .

Early notes and memorandums by Pforzheimer indi

cate the interest displayed by the higher levels of the
Agency . One draft for Dulles to sign begins , “ It is
my desire that the CIA collect and preserve material
of historical significance. ..." Though written by

Pforzheimer, it clearly reflected Dulles's inspiration .
Then , in April 1957 , Pforzheimer wrote , “ A little

over a year ago , the DCI expressed a desire that CIA

should develop the best intelligence library in the

world . " To accomplish that goal , Pforzheimer
initiated the transfer of 1.190 appropriate books from
the CIA library to the collection , located first in

Room 134B , M Building , at the E Street complex .

Building the Collection

Pforzheimer, the Agency's first legislative counsel ,
was an enthusiastic book collector in his own right
who had begun shortly after World War II to assem
ble a private collection of intelligence literature ,
including rare books and manuscripts . He discussed
his inchoate collection with Dulles from time to
time , and Dulles eventually asked Pforzheimer for an
evaluation of the Agency's intelligence collection .
“ Negligible , " was the one - word response . Dulles
assigned Pforzheimer to change that .

Pforzheimer then began to scour the world for addi
tions to the collection . In the first year of the collec
tion's existence , it expanded to 3,570 books . A trip
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Quantity and Qualityto Europe by Pforzheimer yielded 1,308 new books ,

bought in 10 European countries, at a cost of under

$2,500 . Other books were purchased from special

funds or by OCR for the collection . By this time , the

collection was no longer negligible .

The size of the collection continued to increase .

Other trips by Pforzheimer helped to build the col

lection to 8,000 volumes by 1961. At the time of

Pforzheimer's retirement in 1974 , the collection

numbered 22,000 volumes .
The first year also saw a detailed definition of the

scope of the collection . In April 1957 , Pforzheimer

emphasized that the collection should include such

topics as military, strategic , and national intelligence ,

as well as espionage , counterespionage , unconven

tional warfare in all of its aspects - guerrillas,

resistance movements , partisans , special forces,

escape and evasion , subversion , clandestine press

and such other subjects as economic and psychologi

cal warfare, prisoners of war, cryptography, loyalty

and security , and the various elements of intelligence

tradecraft. As far as Pforzheimer could determine ,

" nowhere else in the world is there a collection of

similar size and scope."

A mere statement of the quantity , however, does not

do justice to the collection . Breadth and depth have to

be considered to appreciate its real worth . Sun Tzu ,

the Chinese strategist from before the Chin Dynasty ,

is included , as well as at least 150 different volumes

on the Dreyfus affair; Reilly , ace of spies , is present

in all his mendacious glory; the unriddling of Enigma

and the discoloring of Purple are laid out in decrypted

splendor ; and 7 December 1941 lives in full -color

photographs of Pearl Harbor and over 50 volumes

explaining the intelligence failure that took place on

that date . Separate collections document intelligence

during the Civil War and the Revolutionary War, and

a rare book collection goes back to 1683 , when

Johann Lerch in Vienna , Austria , exposed a Turkish

spy . The rare book collection also includes a small ,

privately printed volume on the Boer War written in

1907 by an 8 -year -old Allen Dulles . He directed , at

the time , that all royalties go to a fund to help the vic

lims of that war.

To ensure that the collection continued to be the

best , Pforzheimer enlisted the support not only of

Agency overseas posts , but also prevailed upon the

Department of State to add his criteria to its list of

publications to be procured by regional and part - time

Publications Officers ( POs ) stationed overseas . An

August 1962 Airgram served as a guide to regional

and part -time POs in their selection of the following

intelligence materials . " The list followed closely the

criteria Pforzheimer had established for the collec

tion . In addition , the Airgram said , “ The only works

of fiction appropriate to this requirement are those

publications clearly based on fact, or on the actual

intelligence experience of the author . "

A New Curator

Lodged in the Library

Edward Sayle was appointed to replace Pforzheimer.

The new Curator came to the collection from the

Office of Security , further establishing the principle

that the Curator need not be a historian . Sayle con

tributed most to the collection , however, in just that

area where a historian would have been most effec

tive : he had a strong interest in the uses of intelli

gence in the American Revolution , and he organized

the collection's material on that subject into a

separate section . He also wrote a monograph on the

historical underpinnings of the US Intelligence Com

munity, for which he received awards within the Agency

and outside . The National Intelligence Study Center

viewed it as the “ best scholarly anicle in 1986. "

With the construction and dedication of the new CIA

Headquarters building in Langley, Virginia, the col

lection got more space and a new administrative

master. On 24 September 1963 , per CR 1-130-8 " the

Historical Intelligence Collection and the personnel

assigned to it are transferred to the CIA Library ."

Initially , the collection's new home was a small

room in the library, but it was shortly moved 10

quarters on the library's mezzanine floor. It still

occupies that location .
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Imposing Duties Professional Care

Sayle's arrival occurred under the aegis of the Central

Libraries Division , which wrote a Memorandum of

Agreement (MOA) on 22 November 1974 to guide

him in his activities . At the end of three pages , the

MOA has listed five duties under which are sublisted

14 tasks that , if undertaken seriously, would have

required a staff of dozens instead of the single assis

tant assigned to the collection .

Sayle retired in 1984. His tenure encompassed the

appointment of William Casey as DCI , which

presented him with the delicate problem of servicing

the Director's interest in Revolutionary War intelli

gence and assisting him in producing an expanded

volume of his original work on that topic without

misusing government funds and without " affording

him services not commensurate with that given other

Agency employees performing similar personal

research . " This perhaps overscrupulous approach to

a unique situation indicates the highly professional

care that Sayle gave the collection .

The detail in the MOA reflects the increasing com

plexity of life in the Agency during the 20- year exis

tence of the collection . The Curator in 1955 was “ to

collect and preserve material of historical sig .

nificance relating to the development of US

Intelligence . " To do this he was to " survey availa

ble overt and classified documentary material in

Agency repositories and make appropriate recom

mendations for purchase and acquisition ." By 1974

the duties read :

Duty 1 : Manage and maintain the HIC and

direct the activities of the library assistant

assigned thereto .

Under Sayle , the collection continued to grow in

concert with the publication of new works in intelli

gence , the basic body of the collection having been

completed by the time he took over . During Sayle's

tenure , the collection expanded its responsibilities to

support the Agency and the rest of the Intelligence

Community , as set forth in Volume 40 , No. 168 of

the Federal Register. Sayle's 10 years as curator

defined in practice what these instructions described

in theory. As a result , he left an expanded opportu

nity for his successor, Kinloch Bull , who arrived in

January 1984. Bull was not able to take full advan

tage of the opportunity, however, because of health

problems that resulted in his retirement in July 1985 .

Duty 2 : Analyze new materials for effect on

the Agency and initiate appropriate action

where necessary .

Duty 3 : Provide support and guidance regard

ing the literature of intelligence to appropriate

Agency organizations .
The Fourth Curator

Duty 4 : Conduct liaison necessary to the effec

tive operation of the HIC .

Duty 5 : Study and develop improved systems

for the retrieval of the large volume of clip

pings , items , and ephemera contained in HIC :

translate into meaningful schedules , resource
projects, and procedural requirements.

Bull was replaced by William Henhoeffer, the first

professional historian to hold the post . Henhoeffer

came from the Directorate of Intelligence , where he

had served as an analysi . As Curator, he concentrated

on the historical underpinnings of the Agency-che

OSS and Gen. William Donovan— and produced

presentations on both , as well as written histories of

events in the life of Donovan and of various DCIS .

Changed Emphasis

In addition , Sayle was to maintain the HIC “ as an

attractive and well -ordered work area ; provide brief

ings concerning the collection ; foster, where practica

ble , a greater awareness and use of HIC materials ;

and think about management problems and solutions

in the division , office, and Agency context." Finally ,

he was to identify materials suitable for inclusion in

the Intelligence Museum .

The collection continued to grow slowly under

Henhoeffer because new material was published infre

quently and because a purging of some unnecessary
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works had begun . At the time Henhoeffer became

Curator, the emphasis had moved more toward service

to the community in the form of research and analysis

and away from expanding the collection . Henhoeffer

also stressed the exhibition of intelligence artifacts,

which had grown to be a large part of the Curator's

duties by 1985 .

eventually decided to transfer the exhibition function

to the Office of Public Affairs, to keep management

of the collection under the Office of Information

Resources , and to change the Curator's function from

a staff to a contract position under the control of the

Center for Studies in Intelligence in the DCI's office .

The responsibilities of the Curator were changed at

the same time to reflect the turnover to an indepen

dent contractor and to enlist the Curator in the effort

to implement the openness proposals of DCI Robert

Gates .

Emblematic , perhaps , of the changed emphasis was

Henhoeffer's 1989 speech to a Jedburgh reunion that

wove the strands of William Donovan and the OSS

into the memory of William Casey, the last OSS

veteran to head the CIA . He ended his speech to the

appreciative Jedburghs with the same words of the

poet, Laurence Binyon , that Casey had used in his

tribute to the Agency officers who had died in the

bombing of the US Embassy in Beirut :

A Testimonial

At this point , the collection may be fairly said to

have reached Allen Dulles's goal . It is almost cer

tainly the finest collection of its kind in the world ,

and it provides useful information from the past 10

help build our understanding of the future.
They shall not grow old ,

As we that are left grow old ;

Age shall not weary them ,

Nor the years condemn .

At the going down of the sun

And in the morning

We will remember them .

When one observes the number of books written by

former intelligence officers or the even greater num

ber written from open and covert conversations with

former intelligence officers, it is easy to deplore the

lowering of security standards . The collection ,

however, shows clearly that this has been a long

standing problem .Ability to Survive

Throughout its history, the HIC collection has been a

target for reform or elimination . As early as 1957 , an

inspection report from the Inspector General's Staff

recommended that it be consolidated as part of the

regular Agency library, apparently on the belief that

a separate collection had little use to the Intelligence

Community . In 1980 , under the zero -base - budget

program , the Central Libraries Division considered

elimination of the collection because it " was not part

of the normal production process," in the words of

the Library Chief at the time . On both occasions , the

Curators were able to argue successfully for its
retention .

The oath of secrecy meant little to Matthew Smith , a

British secret agent who , in 1699 , explained in his

Memoirs of Secret Service that he was obliged to

publish the papers , not for ideological reasons , but

for " the utmost necessity ... and no worse fare can

be procured me by those who I may displease by

starving , which is almost my present condition ." In

other words , he needed money . Three hundred years

later , Peter Wrighi , a British intelligence officer pub

lished his memoirs , Spycatcher, because the British

Government had shortchanged him on his pension .

Santayana must have smiled . The HIC, of course ,

contains both books .

On Henhoeffer's retirement in 1990, the question of

the collection's future was once again addressed by

Agency management . Acting DCI Richard Kerr
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Official scholars and action officers

Research Intelligence in Early Modern England

William H. Sherman

For most readers , the collection of essays issued by

colleagues and admirers of the eminent historian

Conyers Read is something of an enigma . There is

no mention of Sir Francis Walsingham , Queen

Elizabeth's Secretary and spymaster, or her

Treasurer, William Cecil , the subjects of Read's clas

sic studies . In fact , none of the essays even remotely

concern Tudor politics . Instead , tucked in between

essays on the “ Relations Between British Inductive

Logic and French Impressionist Painting" and " John
Wesley and the American Revolution , " is a contribu

tion from Richard Humphrey of the US Department

of State entitled , " The Official Scholar ': A Survey

of Certain Research in American Policy." And the

introductory essay is written by William L. Langer, a
Harvard historian and a pioneer in the development

of US intelligence institutions .

early modern England . But the links are less tenuous,

and more relevant , than one might at first imagine .

The large group of Ivy League scholars -cum

intelligence officers, such as those described in

Robin Winks's study , “ Cloak and Gown : Scholars in

America's Secret War , " ? represents an interesting

reincarnation of the civic humanism of the English

Renaissance . Indeed , Langer claimed that , “ as a stu

dent in England , ( Read) came across the tradition

which links learning to action and requires that edu

cation be repaid by service to the community ." }

Read was not the only reviver of this tradition .

Another great historian of early modern English

politics , Wallace Notestein , Sterling Professor of

History at Yale, was an avid recruiter for OSS , and

one of the key operators in the " Yale Library

Project . " * The details and ethical complexities of

this episode and others like it have been well

rehearsed by Winks and also by Loch Johnson , in his

article , " Cloaks and Gowns: The CIA in the Groves

of Academe."

The reason behind these surprising items is that , for

almost five years during World War II , Read was

employed by the US Government as Director of the

British Empire unit in the Research & Analysis

( R&A ) Branch of the Office of Strategic Services

(OSS ) . According to Langer, when William J.

Donovan was setting up the Office of the

Coordinator of Information (COI ) , the forerunner of

OSS , which would be responsible for " collecting,

sifting, and analyzing all data bearing on national

security," his " first step ( was ) to draw on the

universities and to enlist the aid of those who not

only had wide and deep knowledge of foreign coun

tries and conditions but also had training and

experience in the critical treatment of evi

dence ... for the crucial area of Great Britain and
the British Commonwealth there was agreement from

the outset that the obvious person to direct the work

was Conyers Read." !

Another relevant focus is the more general relation

ship between knowledge and action , a relationship

that was crucial to the Renaissance humanists . In

Harry Howe Ransom's formulation , it is the central

force in any policymaking process : " Nothing is more

crucial in the making of national decisions than the

relationship between intelligence and policy, or , in a

broader sense , between knowledge and action ."

Two Arguments

Two interconnected arguments can be offered about

modern and early modern intelligence . The first

challenges a common historical assumption that is

clearly stated in R. Harris Smith's history of theThis essay looks in some detail at this deployment of

scholarly research by America's wartime policymak

ers and relates it to the seemingly distant history of
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OSS : " [ The) R&A (Branch ) was the first concen

trated effort on the part of any world power to apply

the talent of its academic community to official anal

ysis of foreign affairs. " ? I want rather to suggest that

precedents for the intelligence activities of Professors

Read , Notestein , and Curtiss are to be found in the

16th- and 17th -century England they studied . Indeed ,

one can and should go much further back : Smith's

claim seems especially shortsighted in light of David

McMullen's work on official scholarly agencies in

7th- to 10th -century China.

The Dictionary of United States Military Terms for

Joint Usage defines intelligence as " the product

resulting from the collection , evaluation , analysis,

integration, and interpretation of all available infor

mation which concerns ... foreign nations

or ... areas of operations and which is immediately

or potentially significant to planning." 10 Ransom put

it more simply : " The pursuit of intelligence is the

pursuit of information required for decision or

action ." 'l And Sherman Kent more simply still : " In

telligence is knowledge for the practical matter of

taking action . " 12 Here , I am concerned with

" research intelligence " -information of a specialized

nature that is gathered and analyzed by scholars for

application to government policies and actions .

Of course , there was no formal institution like the

COI or the OSS in Elizabethan times . Nor was there

anything like the $57 million budget allotted to the

OSS in 1945 , or a team of researchers anywhere near

the 1,000 in the R&A branch . But there was an

effort by the government to tap into scholarly

resources and to use them in providing the historical

information and analyses necessary for framing

sound policy.

Donovan's Blueprint

The best way to approach the mechanism within

which research intelligence functioned is to look in

more detail at the theories and practices of Col.

William Donovan during World War II . They form

the most clearly delineated and most thoroughly

documented intelligence network that history has to

offer.

The second argument is that this approach is useful

in understanding the careers and contexts of many

Renaissance intellectuals , with the infamous scholar

John Dee as a particular case in point . It is ironic ,

given Notestein's and Curtiss's mutual interest in the

history of the occult , that Dee did not figure in their

studies and , given Read's wartime experiences, that

the Renaissance intelligence network of which Dee

was a part did not figure in his studies . Guided by

this sense of comparison and irony, that network can

be used to sketch an outline of the relationship

between scholars and policymakers in early modern

England .

Behind the series of offices that Donovan created

was his " wave theory " : the first wave, which should

precede the subsequent waves of aggressive action , is

the collection and analysis of information. " In

Donovan's equation , " Strategy, without information

upon which it can rely, is helpless . Likewise , infor

mation is useless unless it is intelligently directed to

the strategic purpose .

Some Definitions

The starting point has to be the term " intelligence "

itself. For those who are not a part of the Intelligence

Community, the term probably evokes daring covert

operations. And it was during the Elizabethan period

that the word took on its associations with spying . But

because espionage is only a small part of the intelli

gence process and has drawn inordinate attention , I

want to suppress that association .

As America's entry into the war became inevitable ,

Donovan found the government alarmingly unpre

pared to initiate even the first of his waves . As he

wrote to President Roosevelt . “ Although we are fac

ing imminent peril , we are lacking (an ) effective

service for analyzing , comprehending , and appraising

such information as we might obrain ... relative to

the intention of potential enemies . " ' S After arguing

for the need to " analyze and interpret such informa

tion by applying to it not only the experience of
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Mixed Results
Army and Naval officers, but also of specialized
trained research officials, " he recommended the
establishment of the COI .

Lodged within the Library of Congress , with Poet
Laureate and Librarian of Congress Archibald
MacLeish as its chief administrator , che COI was “ to
provide translations , background studies , research
reports , and analyses of policy issues over the whole
area to be covered by the intelligence service . " 16
Such was Donovan's grand scheme for using the aca
demic community in managing information and
directing it toward policy .

Perhaps the most important point about Donovan's
scheme is that it never actually worked . The idealis
tic theories naturally deteriorated when put into prac
tice : because of the perennial problems of conflicting
personalities , unrealistic attitudes , and inaccessible
authorities , Donovan's blueprint became an idiosyn
cratic and unsound structure . Nonetheless , the
primary achievement of Donovan's agencies stands :
in Ransom's words , they “ brought recognition that
scholars and the best of scholarly techniques have a
fundamental role in uncovering the facts required for
national decision ." !! And we should not overlook
the practical achievements of Donovan's scholars ,
from Wilmarth Lewis's index card filing system that
was the envy of all of Washington to the flour, deve
loped by OSS scientists and named " Aunt Jemima
flour," which could be baked into bread while
remaining an active explosive.20

ܙܙܐܕ

Key Points

In turning to the early modern material , there are
several features worth highlighting and bearing in
mind . Firsi , in such a scheme the library and archive
take on a new life. Besides preserving the nation's
documentary past , they take on a political function
as the source of materials that can determine or sup
port policy decisions . As Archibald MacLeish put it
in a letter to Donovan on 29 June 1941 , “ Libraries
have a much more important role to play than they
have played in the past in buttressing spot intelli
gence with the scholarly element , which is so neces
sary to giving that intelligence depth , weight , focus,
and perspective. " '?

One of the most important features in Donovan's
scheme— and one of the prime reasons for its
failure — was the idea that the intelligence product
would be factual and objective, that it would provide
the necessary information bearing on a policy deci
sion and not conclusions about the policy itself.
Sherman Kent expressed this idea suggestively :

Intelligence is not the formulator of objectives;
it is not the drafter of policy ; it is not the
maker of plans ; it is not the carrier out of oper
ations.... Il performs a service function . Its
job is to see that the doers are well informed ;
its job is to stand behind them with the book
opened at the right page. 21

Second , the types of people involved in the intelli
gence process can be divided into the “ official
scholars " and the “ action officers." These are the
useful terms of Richard Humphrey, whose essay in
the Read volume contains a perceptive critique of the
Donovan scheme . The former category, the research
community , consists of the " historical research
staff," which “ must produce evidence in the broad
field of US diplomatic policy," and the " intelligence
research staff ,” which “ must assemble and analyze
all obtainable data bearing upon ... conditions and
situations in other states throughout the world , as
they bear upon American policy problems . . . . Taken
together, the researches of these staffs provide part
of the frame of reference within which the action
officer ' operates. " 18

The First 007

22

This is a good place to introduce the early modern
intelligence network and particularly the activities of
John Dee, one of the most colorful and enigmatic
characters of the English Renaissance . Ironically, he
evidently used " 007 " as a codename in some of his
correspondence.
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On 8 September 1597 , Dee sent a paper to Sir

Edward Dyer entitled , " The British Sea-Sovereignty :

Of the Sea -Jurisdiction of the British Empire . '
» 23

Dyer was an active go - between at the Elizabethan

court . In the summer of 1597 , he was acting on

behalf of a Privy Council deep in heated negotiations

with the merchants of the Hanseatic League . During

the previous months, England saw its commercial

relations with Central Europe degenerate critically .

The English Merchant Adventurers were accused of

foul play, and the Hanseatic merchants in England

complained of increasing harassment . The conflict

was waged on a petty level , but it eventually forced

Emperor Rudolph II to issue a decree on 1 August

1597 effectively banning trade with the English mer

chants .

This is undeniably an instance of research intelli

gence at work . As such , it provides a glimpse at the

web of activity behind the surface of Elizabethan

policy, a glimpse which calls into question two

myths : one , cited earlier, that claims that there was

no systematic research intelligence before World War

II , and another which claims that Elizabethan policy

was created exclusively by the Queen , the Privy

Council , and the Parliament .

Elizabethan Policymaking Process

During the next months , the interested parties franti

cally exchanged diplomats to come to an agreement
that would enable them to return to business.?* IL

was at this time that Dyer wrote 10 Dee , requesting

historical and legal information regarding England's

territorial rights and jurisdiction in the Channel and

the seas adjoining .

The policies of England during the reign of Elizabeth

have been the subject of many studies , but historians

have only begun to consider the nuts and bolts of the

process that generated them . Looking through the

various collections of state papers , it becomes clear

that the policies were by no means the product of

just the inner circle of the Privy Council . There are

hundreds , if not thousands , of papers offering infor

mation bearing on policy that were prepared by

individuals outside— and sometimes well outside

that charmed circle . In effect, there was an extensive

network of scholarly advisers who all , in differing

degrees, contributed to the policymaking process .
What Dee produced is extremely revealing, less in

terms of its content than its form . It is a " directed

reading" of the work he prepared at Dyer's request

some 20 years earlier -- the General and Rare

Menorials Pertaining to the Perfect Arte of
Navigation of 1576/7 . With enough precision to

make Kent's metaphor about opening the book to the

right page stunningly literal , Dee guides Dyer

through the relevant sections of that text :

:

It is difficult to get a sense of how this system

worked . One of the clearest testaments to an

Elizabethan intelligence network comes both second

hand and posthumously from Secretary Walsingham :

in 1599 , the lawyer and antiquary William Lambarde

wrote a letter to his friend Sir John Leveson in

which he discussed the rumors of war and com

plained that the ghost of Sir Francis Walsingham

" groaned to see England barten of a serviceable

intelligence ." 25

There , in the 20th page of that book , (against

the figure, 9 , in the margin ) beginneth matter,

inducing the consideration of her Majesty's

royal sea limits .... And hereupon , in the 21

( st ) page , both in the text , and also in the mar

gin , is pregnant matter contained .... Then ,

peradventure , the consequences of the matter,

will lead you on , to read the 22 ( nd ) , 23 (rd ) ,

24 [ th ) , 25 ( th ) , 26 ( th ) , and unto the middle of

the 27 ( th ) page .... Yet, a little more , your

pains ' taking , will get you some more matter,

here & there , till you come to the end of the

book . The marginal notes , sometimes , age of

great moment . And so I end these , my brief

directions and quotations , thus suddenly set
down .

Winks suggests another stumblingblock: “ Historians

traditionally rely upon documentation " while the

intelligence field is often " based upon the denial , the

falsifying and the destruction of information , " 26 In

the early modern material , the frequent uncertainties

of date and authorship - as well as the years and the

elements— also take their coll .
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Research Intelligence : Theory and Practice

Yet it is possible to find clear statements of the
Elizabethan theories of research intelligence .
Walsingham wrote a revealing letter of instruction to
a nephew about to go abroad . ? ' He suggested that he
read Roman histories “ as also all books of State
both old and new .” In these readings, he explained ,
" you have principally to mark how matters have
passed in government in those days ( :) so have you
to apply them to these our times and states and see
how they may be made serviceable to our age ... the
reason whereof well considered , shall cause you in
process of time to frame better courses of action and
counsel .... And in learning thus (you will frame]
your understanding to make it a good treasure -house
to serve the commonwealth ." He also suggested that
his nephew learn " as well of the experienced as of
the learned , " as well of the officer as of the scholar.

Faunt's complicated account provides more clues to
the elements and the overall process of early modern
research intelligence than any other source . He pro
vides a sense of how scholarly research reached the
Secretary of State , and what happened to it once it
got there . He also introduces several keywords
collections, discoveries , discourses , devices , projects,
and plots ( also called plats or platforms), to which
can be added briefs (or breviates ) , opinions, and
advertisements — useful in indentifying certain docu
ments as intelligence . Faunt depicts the mutual rela
tionship between official scholars and action officers
at a unique stage in its development when , with the

encouragement of at least some policymakers , the
ethical or moral humanistic teaching that scholars
offered to their princes was giving way to more
specialized and politically useful skills .

The Academic Community

28

And for the Elizabethan practices of research intelli
gence there is also a contemporary guide , albeit an
obscure one . Nicholas Faunt , who served as
Walsingham's personal secretary, wrote a discourse
for the instruction of Walsingham's successors .
Faunt believed that the job could not be done well
without the " help of necessary collections made into
books." He suggested the following " heads " or
categories for these books of collections : “ Books
peculiar for foreign services , " including ' A survey of
the lands and the Commodities thereof, The defense
of the Realm , The Charges of the Crowne, and The
Courts of Justice ." Most important,

Many Renaissance intellectuals opted for careers out
side of the universities , in what might now be called
the civil service . To give an idea of how wide the
academic community was in early modern England
and how closely it was connected to intelligence and
civil service . I have divided the academic community
into four sectors .

Freelance Scholars

The first group is what I call freelance scholars .
These men did not have any official position , and
they usually had no institutional profile whatsoever.
Occasionally, one was granted a royal pension . John
Dee received a yearly pension from King Edward VI
and sporadic contributions from Queen Elizabeth .
Usually , however, they had to find other means of
support .

Many other books might be hereunto annexed
being also of very good use in their places ; as
books of coinage and mint causes [ . ] ... of
orders touching her majesty's household ( , ) of
precedents of all matters , ... ( , ) of discoveries
and new inventions , of descriptions most
exactly taken of other countries [.) ... with
many other discourses ( . ) devices ( . ) plots , and
projects of sundry natures etc. all which some
times may serve to very good purpose, and
which will be daily delivered to the Secretary
[ . ) especially if he be known to make account
of vinuous employment and of men that are
liberally brought up, and have their minds
elevated through ... arts and faculties.

Many worked as secretaries or tutors to noblemen
engaged in official business . The ninth Earl of
Northumberland, the notorious " Wizard Earl," is
known to have employed the mathematicians
Thomas Harriot and Thomas Allen as resident scho
lars, and Mary , Countess of Pembroke, appointed Sir
Adrian Gilbert as her resident chemist and laboratory
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technician . A few scholars were well enough estab
lished to own and work out of their own households ,
enabling them to offer their services to a wider range
of clients .

Wilson the elder ( 1525-81 ) successfully combined
academic and political activities . In addition to writ
ing a popular textbook on rhetoric , he was the first

keeper of the State Paper Office. In 1578 , when the
Queen created the " Office of her Majesty's Papers
and Records for Business of State and Council,"

Thomas Wilson was appointed the " Clerk of the

Papers."

Dee conducted his scholarly activities in his con
veniently placed house in Mortlake , close to the city
of London and even closer to the Queen's palace at
Richmond . Despite complaints of abject poverty, he
was able to maintain a household of at least 17 peo
ple , and to acquire a library filled with thousands of
books , records , and scientific instruments .

Scholarly Professionals

When Wilson died , his nephewmalso named Thomas
Wilson ( 1560-1629 )-inherited the mantle . He

studied civil law in Cambridge and , after failing to
become a fellow of Trinity Hall , he was employed as

an “ intelligencer " and negotiator in Ireland and else
where . While in the service of Sir Robert Cecil

( Lord Burghley's son and Secretary of State from

1596 10 1608 ) , Wilson wrote the often -quoted trea
tise “ On the State of England A.D. 1600." In 1606 ,

he became Keeper of the Records and left behind

many papers and projects for reorganizing the State
Paper Office.

The second group , the scholarly professionals, is
even more diverse . It includes the educated men of
the merchant class who so often seni economic intel
ligence to the Queen and her Secretary. For instance ,
John Johnson was one of the principal Tudor mer
chants . Late in his life , he joined the service of Lord
Paget , Elizabeth's Ambassador to France , as his
accounts secretary . He prepared a whole series of
papers advocating the establishment of markets in

England , and several remain in the state papers .
They were eventually collected into a single volume ,
which he sent to Lord Burghley in late 1571 .
Burghley was sufficiently impressed to share it with
the Privy Council ; but , in the end , the plan proved
impractical and was shelved .

Legal Scholars

The third group , legal scholars , had two general
types . First , those lawyers who served the state from

within the legal institution . Dr. David Lewes , for

example , was in the Court of Arches as Judge of the
Admiralty , and he was often consulted by Burghley
when a case of international law arose .

Another merchant in the cloth trade , Thomas
Trollop, was responsible for one of the most interest
ing state papers of the Elizabethan period . In June
1561 he sent the Queen a discourse entitled , “ The
brief contents of a little book entitled a profitable
New year's gift to all England. " 29 ( This paper pro
posed the enrichment of the commonwealth through
the manufacture of canvas and linen . ) Trollop actu
ally had a seven - page summary of his book printed ,
and sent a dozen copies of these “ breviate notes , " as
he called them , to the Queen to be distributed to the
Council

Then there were the lawyer - antiquaries , most of
whom joined together to form the Elizabethan

Society of Antiquaries . Their careers and interests

were varied , bui William Lambarde can be taken as

representative . He was trained at Lincoln's Inn

before entering public service , first as a

Commissioner of the Sewers in Kent , and then as a

Justice of the Peace and Alienations ' Office Deputy .
Under the patronage of Lord Burghley and others , he

prepared antiquarian, historical , and topographical
treatises , revised and drafted acts of the Privy

Council ; and wrote a set of papers called Collections
on Chancery. At the apex of his career he was

appointed Keeper of the Records in the Tower of
London . In the words of Retha Warnicke , “ While

performing the required acts of his various posts , this

The Clericals

The scholarly professionals would also include the
large number of clerks , secretaries , and recordkeepers
employed by the crown . For example , Sir Thomas
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Military Intelligence
dedicated royal servant attempted to organize , to ana

lyze , and to clarify existing procedures , methods , and

goals , with the ultimate desire to have ... law and

order in the kingdome." 30

The Universities

The last sector of the academic community was the

universities . Their scholars seem to have played the

least important role in the research intelligence net

work . There is little evidence of intelligence papers

passing directly from university scholars to

policymakers. Indeed , many scholars in the other

sectors had left the universities out of frustration at

their isolation and their lack of practical teaching .

Several scholars , including John Dee , seem to have

left because advanced scientific and technological

research was almost impossible in the universities .

Perhaps the largest number of intelligence papers

surviving in the archives , especially in collections of

foreign papers and in years of military engagements ,

are those that could be classed as military intelli

gence. These papers were produced by military the

orists and practitioners from a range of backgrounds .

Many came from the highly educated officers of the

governing class . But even those military men with

little education and few contacts had channels of

access to the government . A Captain Goring , while

on active duty in Ireland , sent to the crown a "dis

course on the rebellion." Capt . William Mostyn sent

to Robert Cecil his " plot for the suppression of the

earl of Tyrone." Capt . John Braynard sent the Queen

a letter of advice on the management of the war in

Ireland , and provided Cecil with an abridged copy. "
33

Dissatisfaction with the university curriculum

reached a peak by the 1570s , and in the next decades

there were many proposals for educational reform .

Sir Humphrey Gilbert's plan to establish what he

called Queen Elizabeth's Achademy put these

reforms in a nutshell :

In the same period , the military author Barnaby Rich

offered the Queen “ a looking glass... wherein to

view Ireland . " 34 From a different front came an

anonymous paper for the Queen , which included a

plan for the defense of the border against the Scois ."

Again , there is evidence that these papers were taken

seriously by the crown . On 31 May 1598 , Captain

Dawurey sent the Queen his discourse on the rebel

lion in Ireland . A note of endorsement records that

the discourse was read to her and that she directed it

to Cecil , commanding Dawtrey to personally attend

the Secretary in order to elaborate on his promises.
36

such as govern Common Weales, ought rather

to bend themselves to the practice ... than to

be tied to the bookish circumstances of the

same . And whereas in the universities men

study only school learnings , in this academy

they shall study matters of action meet for

present practice , both of peace and war." Espionage

While the universities were not conducive to the

generation of research intelligence , they did provide

the education required for civil service careers . For

this reason , Elizabethan policymakers treated the

universities as a sort of recruiting ground, much like

the COI and OSS did the colleges of the Ivy League

in World War II.

It may seem perverse that I have left spies and their

foreign intelligence for last , but they were only one

part of a broader intelligence community in

Elizabethan England . This is not to deny that espi

onage was a common practice and an integral com

ponent in the making of foreign policy. Stories of

Elizabethan daring and doublecrosses have had the

same appeal to historians and the public as those of

the 20th century . Walsingham , Burghley, and other

important officials all had men planted in the major

cities of Europe who were paid to send regular intel

ligence reports. Much of this information came from

men with official positions abroad . And there is also

evidence that young gentlemen traveling on the

32

In an autobiographical account of 1593 , Sir Thomas

Wilkes recalled that he was a student at Oxford in

the early 1570s when then Ambassador to France Dr.

Valentine Dale snatched him away as his secretary.)

There is good evidence that the recruitment of univer

sity scholars and their employment as " facilitators"

was an accepted practise.
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Continent were expected to gather and transmit for

eign intelligence . But the preparation and implemen

tation of foreign intelligence has yet to receive a
detailed and measured account .

for support . " } $ In early modern England , this cap
tures the situation exactly. Official scholars faced the

dilemma of backstopping and marketing their intelli
gence products or dropping out from the network

entirely . In this context the complaints of John Dee

and Thomas Wilson , which have been read by their

contemporaries and modern historians as signs of

their excessive ambition , seem not only justified but

restrained . For it was not easy to function , as Robert

Naunton told the Earl of Essex in 1596 , with one's

" nature ... betwixt a pedagogue and a spy." 39

Losing Impetus

Research intelligence in both Elizabethan England
and modern America can be seen as a cold war prac
tice by interventionists . The process gained its impe
tus from a sense of impending engagement or con
flict with foreign states and a desire to be well

prepared for that battle . Colonel Donovan exempli
fied this position . In early modern England , its advo

cates are mostly to be found among the “ War

Party , " and its products mostly cluster around the
cold war with Spain and the ongoing conquest of
Ireland .
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Attaché observations

The Face of Moscow in the Missile Crisis

William F. Scott

This article originally appeared in the spring 1966
edition of Studies in Intelligence .

Soviet brinkmanship in the Cuban crisis of October
1962 focused the attention of Kremlinologists on a

relatively new concept in the lexicon of international
conflici, “ crisis management." This term encom
passes both the chess - like moves one opponent
makes externally against the other and the internal
measures he takes to control the crisis at home . It is

on the latter that this article will chiefly bear.

A number of events , which at the time seemed to

have no semblance of a connection with Cuba ,

occupied the attention of the Moscow attachés during

October. Early in the month an assistant US naval

attaché was declared persona non grata . A second

member of the US Embassy staff received the same
news on 12 October. Then on the 20th all attachés

were speculating on the significance of China's

attack on India , which Soviet media did not mention

until three days after the event .

A complete understanding of how an opponent has
gone about the management of past crises is of

course virtually out of the question . Censorship and
security measures, along with misinterpretations and
miscalculations on his part or his opponents, are but
a few of the obstacles . But an insight into the ene
my's habitual modus operandi in a crisis would be of

such great importance in reading his intentions

another time that even a modest contribution to such

an understanding should be worthwhile.

The flow of news about Cuba traced a peculiar pai

tern in the weeks before the crisis broke . At the end

of August Che Guevara had arrived in Moscow , and

on September 2 his request for armaments and tech

nical specialists to train Cuban servicemen was

reported . After that , Cuban coverage came in a con
tinual stream , reaching its high on 11 September

when TASS fulminated about the “ provocations of
the United States which might plunge the world into

universal thermonuclear war." From this point on the

attention given by Soviet news sources to Cuba

declined , though there were occasional articles such
as that in Izvestiya on 28 September describing

American reaction to the Soviet - Cuban agreement for
the construction of a fishing port . From the 1st

through the 23rd of October, Yemen received far

more publicity than Cuba .

The Weeks Before

The Crisis Breaks

What went on in the inner councils of the Soviet

Union during the Cuban confrontation may never be
known , but certain aspects , chiefly internal , of its

management measures were witnessed by the mili

tary attaches of the American Embassy in Moscow.
What follows is their worm's -eye view of the

Moscow scene during that tense period , their obser
vations reassembled and reviewed with benefit of

hindsight . A worm's -eye view is the best available to
foreigners in the USSR ; they are permitted in less

than 1 percent of the total Soviet land area.' This
was true in 1962 , and the resuictions have not been
relaxed since then , the nuclear test ban treaty , grain

shipments , and the advent of Brezhnev and Kosygin
notwithstanding .

The first information about Soviet missiles in Cuba
came to the attaches in the newscasts of the Voice of
America and the BBC . When these were in Russian

they were totally jammed , but the jamming of the

English was less severe and a part of it could be
understood . The overseas editions of the New York

Herald Tribune and the New York Times , generally
arriving at the US Embassy several days late ,

provided avidly devoured background information.
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Soviet news sources did not report the blockade

which President Kennedy had announced on 22

October until some 48 hours later. Then Pravda car

ried on the first page a Soviet version of the

President's speech distorted in such fashion that the

Russian people would not know about the Soviet

troops and ballistic missiles in Cuba . This kind of

news management made it difficult for the Western

diplomatic corps to appraise the degree of impor

tance the Soviet leaders actually attached to the situ

ation .

Among the places under scrutiny outside the city but

within the 40-kilometer radius permitted were two

civilian airfields, Vnukovo and Shermetyevo , the lat

ter serving both domestic and international flights.

All key installations such as these were checked at

least once each day. The rounds were made primarily

by automobile , although some districts were covered

on foot and by subway — that deep and extensive sys

tem which , with its heavy blast doors , may constitute

the world's largest and best civil defense shelter. As

is customary in Moscow for US personnel , no one

travelled alone , iwo-man teams being the general

rule . The Soviet surveillance was normalclose and

constant . Seasoned attachés accompanied new

arrivals, and Department of State personnel assisted

whenever their normal duties permitted . The attachés

of the three services completely pooled their efforts,

sending to Washington daily a single joint report .

Responsibility for its preparation was rotated among

the three , and it was coordinated with the Deputy

Chief of Mission or his representative before being

dispatched .

The only Soviet reaction immediately manifest was

to order all diplomatic travelers, including depen

dents , to return to Moscow. (An exception was made

for the State Department officer accompanying the

Robert Shaw Chorale on its tour of the Soviet

Union . ) Two USAF air attachés on the first leg of a

Leningrad - Tashkent-Moscow trip were contacted by

an Intourist representative and told the Soviet

Government could not guarantee their safety outside

of Moscow in view of the US action over Cuba. To

test this travel ban , both US and other NATO person

nel filed , under the normal official procedure, letters

of intent to travel outside Moscow. These must be

filed in advance of departure, giving the complete

itinerary and dates ; then , if there is no reply, it is

understood that the travel can be undertaken . In all

cases during the Cuban crisis notice came that " the

trip cannot be registered for reasons of a temporary

nature"-the standard phraseology forbidding travel

to the vast bulk of the so -called open areas of the

Soviet Union .

Business as Usual

On the surface, life in Moscow proceeded at a nor

mal pace . After 24 October the Soviet television ,

radio , and press spoke daily of the " high -handed

American aggressors" and the " criminal intentions

of the enemies of peace, " but there was still no men

tion that Soviet troops or ballistic missiles were in

Cuba . Further, no significant changes could be

detected in the life of the city, nor any changes in

the Russian people's attitude toward Americans .

Waitresses in hotels and restaurants , clerks in stores ,

and taxi drivers gave no sign that the famed Russian

grapevine was working to inform the people of the

critical turn of events .

At the same time the US attachés put into operation

a joint plan for comprehensive, around - the -clock

intelligence observation in Moscow and environs,

looking for anything out of the ordinary that might

illuminate Soviet intentions and reactions to the situ

ation . They were particularly alert, of course , for any

indications that the Soviets were preparing Moscow

for a thermonuclear exchange . Were government

offices being evacuated ? Were civil defense measures

being taken? Were the normal number of trucks to be

seen on the streets , both day and night , or was there

an unexplained increase or decrease? How many

people were in lines buying food at Moscow mar

kets? What was the attitude of the people toward

Americans in restaurants , theaters , and the subways ;

had this changed ?

During the week of 22 October, the Red Army held

its usual night rehearsal for the annual November 7

parade in commemoration of the Bolshevik

Revolution . To a newcomer the tanks , missiles , and

other weapons rolled out would have presented an

ominous sight ; but the experienced attachés noted

that rehearsal procedures were normal and the

weapons almost identical with those deployed during

the previous parade .
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ManeuversPerhaps the most talked - about event in Moscow dur

ing the week of the crisis was the opening of the
New York City Ballet . Khrushchev had let his dislike

of abstract and modernistic art be known ; and here

Balanchine , the world's leading exponent of the
modern school of theater, was opening with an

unfamiliar concept of ballet in the city where that art

form had its strongest tradition. The ballet was a

success . Night after night the troupe played before a
full and enthusiastic house . Soviet critics , initially

rather reserved until they found that the regime was

not offering serious objections, gave favorable

reviews . Many high- ranking party members and

Moscow's leading intellectuals attended . And at no

time did they, or anyone else in the audience , sug

gest by their behavior an awareness of the world cri
sis centered off the southeast corner of the United

States .

There were , however, instances of manipulating both

news and people for purposes of crisis management .
On 25 October Soviet news media gave unexpected

publicity to a telegram that Aleksey, the Patriarch of
Moscow and all Russia , had sent to U Thant ,

Secretary General of the United Nations . It warned

that mankind was threatened by the outbreak of a

world war as a result of actions taken by the US

administration against the Republic of Cuba . The

United States was violating Christian teachings . To
the attachés it seemed that Aleksey's telegram was

more for Russian internal consumption than for U

Thani . Stalin had used the Russian church in World

War II to get popular support for his government ;

Khrushchev might be starting to woo the nation in
case of similar need .

There was even a second cultural import from the

United States in Moscow during that week . On 23

October, while the New York City Ballet was per
forming at the Kremlin Palace of Congresses , an

American opera singer, Jerome Hines , was featured
at the Bolshoi . The central box was occupied by

Comrades Khrushchev, Brezhnev, Kozlov, Kosygin ,

Mikoyan , Planskiy , and Grishin . Khrushchev led the

audience in the applause .

A second device , one familiar to Americans in recent

years , were the demonstrations." On 24 October,

the day the Soviets reported the US blockade of

Cuba without mentioning their own troops , missiles ,
and aircraft there , a halfhearted attempt at a student
demonstration was made . Fifteen or 20 students

threw a few ink bottles at the Embassy, then moved

on to Spaso House , the Ambassador's residence

some seven blocks away , and threw a few more .

Then they disbanded . There hadn't been enough of

them even to interfere seriously with traffic in front

of the embassy .

For the night of 26 October the US air attaché had

invited four Soviet Air Force officers and their wives

to be his guests at the New York City Ballet and a
buffet served afterwards in a hotel ( this in return for
a hail and farewell luncheon the Soviet Air Force

had given for the new attaché and his predecessor ) .
When the invitations had been extended , about 16

October, a Soviet liaison officer had hinted that at

least some of the guests would accepe . With the news
of 22 October it became unlikely that any would

come ; diplomatically , however, it was necessary to

proceed with all preparations . The Soviets apparently
were waiting for the invitations to be withdrawn , but

the embassy protocol officer concurred that this

should not be done . Finally , about noon on the 26th ,

the day of the party, the Soviet liaison officer called ;

he regretted that all the guests had been called out of
town and so could not accept .

The big official " demonstration , " a highly organized

affair, came on 27 October. The Soviets took every

possible precaution that it not get out of hand .

Hundreds of troops were moved into side streets

within a few blocks of the Embassy to ensure com .

plete control of the crowd at all times ; these were in

place before the demonstration started . The gathering

of the crowd afterward in front of the Embassy was

no more spontaneous than the movement of the

troops had been . Truckloads of children were

unloaded a short distance away , lined up ready 10

demonstrate , and handed signs denouncing " imperi

alism ," " colonialism ," and so on .
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The youthful protesters had no notion that the Soviet

leaders were squirming under a virtual ultimatum to

remove their strategic weapons from Cuba ; they had

been told only that the “ imperialistic capitalists" of

the United States were planning to invade the

homeland of the peace- loving Cubans . What they did

know was that they were getting out of a few hours

of school and work . There were not more than a few

thousand of them , and their performance was unen

thusiastic . After about two hours , apparently an order

to disperse was given , and the demonstrators

appeared happy to oblige . As the last stragglers

departed, the security troops also moved out from

the side streets where they had been keeping watch .

to " the possible marriage of my grandson with your

granddaughter." When a secret police officer

attempted to break up the toasts between the Soviet

Air Force chief of staff and the US air attaché , the

chief of staff told him to " get the hell away. " And

this unprecedented behavior was no isolated acci

dent: on 5 November during a reception celebrating

the Italian national day, Soviet Air Force officers

showed a similar great cordiality to the US attachés.

Net Observations

The Crisis Passes

The attachés had seen nothing in Moscow during the

entire period of the Cuban crisis to reflect the serious

external tension . The only observable Soviet reaction

was the ban on all travel in the Soviet Union , and

this was not put into effect until after President

Kennedy had announced the blockade . Two attachés

who flew to Vienna by way of Kiev on 26 October

were treated with exceptional courtesy on the aircraft

and by customs officials in Kiev.

The first hint about Soviet missiles in Cuba was

given to the Russians at 1900 , 27 October, a few

hours after the demonstration , when the Moscow

radio argued that “ ... if the United States believes it

has the right to demand removal from Cuba of mis

siles described by Washington as offensive , then it

will be natural to recognize the USSR's right to

demand the withdrawal of American destructive

rocket weapons from Turkey, a country that is our

next door neighbor."

On Monday, 29 October, representatives of the entire

Moscow attaché corps attended a reception at the

Turkish Embassy. The Soviet Armed Forces sent

token representation. By then , the general feeling

among the attachés was that the crisis had at least

receded . The Turkish attachés were worried lest a

secret deal had been made and recently installed US

missiles would be removed from their country,

Even with the benefit of hindsight , it is still difficult

to point out any unusual Soviet behavior during the

month of October. The persona non grata actions

against an assistant naval attaché on 5 October and a

Foreign Service Officer on 12 October were proba

bly, as thought at the time , in relation for the expul

sion of iwo Soviets charged with espionage in the

United States . The timing of the Chinese attack on

India may have been entirely coincidence ; it embar

rassed the Soviets , who were training some Indian

pilots in the USSR.

That the crisis was fully ended became apparent on 1

November, during a reception at the Japanese

Embassy. An unusual number of senior Soviet Air

Force officers was present , and their attitude toward

the US air attachés was more nearly appropriate to

the days some 17 years earlier when the Russian and

American allies met on the Elbe than to the after

math of a desperate, hostile confrontation . Almost

completely ignoring their Japanese hosts , the Soviet

officers insisted on toasting and drinking with the

US airmen . Clearly impelled by relief from tension ,

they offered toasts to peace , to friendship, and even

Although the public did not know it until months

later , the Soviets ' confidence in their own internal

security was also shaken in October. On the 22nd ,

the day the United States announced the blockade ,

Penkovsky was arrested, implicating the top leader

ship of the secret police , as well as military intelli

gence . In December the Soviets , believing a US

attaché to have been involved , updated an old film ,

entitled " Along the Black Path " and designed to

alert the Soviet public against the US attaches , and

showed it on television and in 14 Moscow movie

theaters simultaneously .
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NOTEFrom the viewpoint of crisis management and intelli

gence , this suppression of any outward sign during
the Cuban crisis reemphasizes the Soviet ability to
control news and deceive the people by that subtlest
of propaganda devices , the half truth . And , as well as

could be observed during that week , the Soviet pub
lic responded exactly as their leaders desired . One
only hopes that this control would not be successful
in suppressing all indications of preparation for
hostilities , if there really were such preparations .

1. Edward Crankshaw, " Big Brother Still
Watches, " New York Times, 29 December 1963 .
US air attachés sent this article home as the best

and most expressive description available of

Soviet restrictions on foreigners. Crankshaw
writes that " ... the tourist's image is the image

of the display put on for his especial benefit in

certain selected places : half a dozen great cities ,
half a dozen collective farms, half a dozen vil

lages , and one or two resorts . And if it is

objected, as it so often is , that it is impossible to
turn a whole city - Moscow, Leningrad,

Tashkent , Alma Ala , Tiflis - into a shopwindow ,
a display cabinet , the answer is that you don't
know the Russians . Because this is precisely
what the Soviet Government can do and does .

Did the Soviets never intend to do anything but
withdraw from Cuba if it came to a showdown ?

Were the Kremlin leaders prepared for miscalculation
and explosion of the crisis into open conflict ? To
what degree was the Soviet military machine alerted
10 this possibility ? From the worm's -eye view in
Moscow , such questions could not be answered . But
complete domination of the internal environment

ensured the Soviet leadership a high degree of flexi
bility in utilizing psychology and propaganda . In this
respect , crisis management as practiced by the Soviet
Union has the advantage over its counterpart in
democratic countries .
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From COI to CIG

Historical Intelligence Documents

Document 4Editor's Note : With this edition , Studies in

Intelligence inaugurates a series of reprints of

important documents that help illustrate the evolu

tion of the CIA . The following documents chronicle

presidential decisions leading to the eventual crea

tion of the Agency.

Executive Order 9621 of 20 September 1945 abolish

ing the OSS .

Document 1

At the end of World War II , President Harry S.
Truman ordered the termination of the OSS on

1 October 1945. At the same time , he transferred
several of its functions to other departments. He

relocated the Research and Analysis Branch in

the Department of State and transferred to the War

Department the Secret Intelligence and

Counterintelligence Branches which became the

Strategic Services Unit .

Presidential Order establishing a Coordinator of

Information (COI ) on 11 July 1941 .

In the summer of 1941 , President Franklin D.

Roosevelt appointed William J. Donovan as COI to
collect and analyze intelligence information for

senior policymakers . Donovan reported directly to
the President .

Document 5

Presidential Directive of 22 January 1946 establish

ing the Central Intelligence Group ( CIG ) .
Document 2

Roosevelt's Military Order of 13 June 1942 creating
the Office of Strategic Services (OSS ) .

The order replaced the COI with the OSS and placed
it under the direction of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.

Donovan remained as Director of the new OSS .

After a considerable policy debate about the nature
of future US intelligence , President Truman estab
lished the interdepartmental CIG . Responsible for
coordination , planning , evaluation , and dissemination

of intelligence , CIG was headed by a Director of

Central Intelligence appointed by the President .

Reflecting the views of the various established intel

ligence components , the directive ensured that the

State Department and military services retained their

independent capabilities and autonomy in the intelli

gence field .

Document 3

Roosevelt administration press release announcing
the creation of the OSS on 13 June 1942 .

In announcing the creation of the Office of War

Information , the press release stated that the OSS
was to continue to collect and analyze intelligence
information for senior policymakers.
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DES IOHATISO A COORDHATOZ LITORATION

Document 1

By virtue of the authority vested in me as President

ar thie United States and as Commander la Chief of the Army

and Navy of the United States , 16 sardarod as follows :

1. There is hareby established the position of

Coordinator of Information , with authority to collect and

analyse all information and data , wiah may boar upons

national security to correlate wuch information and data ,

and to make woh information and data available to the

President and to such departments and officials of the

Gorarament as the President may determine ; and to carry

out , when requested by the President , ruch supplementary

motivities as my facilitate the souring of information

Lapportant for pational security not now mailable to the

Government .

2. The severe departments and ugeoates of the Govern

ment shall nako matlable to the coordinator of Information

all and any such information and data relating to national

security as the Coordinator , with the approval of the rosie

deat , may roa time to time requoate

3. The Coordinator of Inforsation may appoint such

committees , consisting of appropriate roprosentatives of

the various departants and agencios of the Government ,

as ho may doen necessary to assist him to the performance

af bis runotions
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Document 1

be Lothing in the duties and responsibilities as

the Coordinator of Information shall in any way inter

faro mith or 1 pair the duties and responsibilities of

the regular altary and naval advisers of the President

as Courmander in chief of the Army and Navy .

5. ithin the lots of such funds as sy be allo

cated to the Coordinator of Information by tibe President ,

the Coordinator may sploy necessary personnel and smaka

provision for the necussary supplies , facilities , and

sorrions .

6. Fulla J, Donovan is bereby designated as

Coordinator of Information

FRARLIN D. ROOSEVELT

THE WHITE HOUR,

taly // , 1942
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Document 2

MILITARY ORDER

by virtue of the authority vested in me as President of

the limites States and es Commander - in -Caier of the Army and Navy

of the United States , 1t 13 ordered as follows :

The orice of Coordinator or information established

by Order of july 12 , 1941 , exclusive of the foreign information

ectivities transiered to the Office of War Information by Executive

Order o: June 13 , 1942, sall hereafter be lonown as the Office of

Strategic Services, and is bereby transferred to the jurisdiction of

the United States . Joint Chief's of Staff .

2. The cifice o: Strategic Services sball perform the fol

lorrina duties :

Collect and analyze such strategic information

as may be required by the United States Joint

Chiei's of Staff .

Plen and operate such special services as may

be directed by the United States Joint Chiefs

ci Stali .

3 . At tbe head of tho Office of Strategic Services shall be

a Director of Stretegic Services who shall be appointed by the Presi

åent and woo shall per orm his duties under the direction and super

vision o: the United States Joint Chiefs of Staff .

4 . willlom J. Donoven is bereby appointed as Director of

Strategic Services .

5. The Order of July 11 , 1941 is bereby revoked .

FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT

Commander - in - Chie ?

TE WETTE EOUSE ,

june 13 , 1942 .
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HOLD FOR CREASE --POL ) FO ?. PLEASE JUNE 13 , 1942

2303 .
The folloring statemen : i . c . case c edicions of-Il ne spapers appearing on the streets NCT CACIE?. THIKN 6:30 p ... ,2 ... T . , Saturday , June : 3 , 1942 .

Document 3

The same release also applies to dic a : 17w.cers and.. : S Cuenta crs .

CARS US: 35 EXDICISED TO PROVONI PROIATUS: PUBLICATION .

STEFESA?LY
Secretary to the President

The President tcázy signed in Executive Crdor coasclidating in cre er : agency the information functions of tae Coverndentcig and domestic .

The rem agency will be kncm as the orrice of la : Increasich . It will be divided into the cain divisions . The first willdesi video the sissaciraticn cf in.forcation rithin the United States .21.e second yili ceal with the disserination of incrmaticr. in allforeign countries , except lajin iserice .

Ir to the new agency 7ill be consclida ed all of thefunctions and duties of the icllc : ing existing in.czmatical agencies :che : rice or Fects and figures ; the office of Govern.dent heports ; theDivisicr . oi Information in the office for Ezergency barragenert ; theicreigt. Incrmation Service if the orice c . trie Coordinator ofIr.fcrua tigr..

In addition , the Director of the new Office of Va : Infcrtation will have autneridy , subject to pclicies laid down üy thePresident , to issue directives to ell depasenests and agencies of theceverent with respec : to their informaticual services . He will havefull authority to elimincie all overlarning ind cupiicaticr. int todiscontince in any dejarten : any infcrracional activity which is no :necessary or useful to the mar error :.

phile the ¿ c u21 ir : ? crmation service of the differentdetertents and ager.cies will continue to renain nith such departmentsAnd agencies , thei : inicraaticnal üctirities must conform to thedirectives issued by the Director of the office or Far Information .

The existing Office of Coordinator of Informaticn ( exclusiveof the Forsien Information Service ) is boine tringierred to the JointChiefs c? Ste :. to operate direc : ly under their supervision . Its naneis being changed to the Office of Strategic services , and it willconize to percre its functious of cellcctin ?, secret and strategicinfcrsion in foreign countries and perfcraing ger :ercl miscellaneousstostasic services abroad , cther than the dissemination of ir.fcrme .. ich by radio , leaflsts , etc. Thesc informacion furcticas inicreion countries will beccae part citu furc ticns of the remagency the Office of Har Lll croeticn ; and the appropri : te staffrill be transferred to the new peency or this purpose .
To assist the director of the office of He: ' Infcriaticn ,2 Cani : tee on par Irforation Policy will be sublished . TheDirector will be the crairman of this committce ; cther Henders ofche comittec are set forth in the Executive Order . This ccaditćee: l ! fcrauiste si : sic : xlici..s and plans or ne inic maticn ; bu : theDirector , alter consulta : icn with such committee , ill have fullgerer us he exécutive hed of the neri acency .

-
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The Director of the new orice of Har Information will

De !! r . 31 - er Davis . 47 aisi..istrat !ve officar to serve under Y.

Davis will be desierated . Mr. William J. Donovan will serve as

the head o : che cow Office of Strateg ! c Services , reporting only
to the coobined Chiefs of Staff and to the ? : e3ident .

The inforzation service for Latia torica will continue

to be mandled by the Co -ordinator of Inter - American Affairs .

The Executive Order prescribes close collaboration

between Tha Directo : of Censorship , Mr. 3yron Price , and the
Director or the sew Agency , for the purpose of facilitatiag
the prompt ard ull disseziaation of all available information

which will not give aid to the enemy .
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ECUTIVE ORDER

Document 4
TERMINATION OF THE OFFICE OF STRATEGIC SERVICES

AND DISPOSITION OF ITS FUNCTIONS

By virtue of the authority vested in me by the con

stitution and Statutes , including Title I of the First

War Powers Act, 1941 , and as President of the United

States and commender in Chief of the Army and the Navy ,

it is hereby ordered as follows :

l . There are transferred to and consolidated in an

Interim Research and Intalligence Sarvice , which is here

by established in the Departent of State , ( a ) the funo

tions of the Research and Analysis Branch and of the

Presentation Branch of the face of Stratagio Services

( provided for by the litary Order of June 13 , 1942 ) ,

excluding such functions performed within the countries

of Germany and Austria , and ( b ) those other functions of

the office of Strategic Services (bereinafter referred

to as the ofice ) which relate to the functions of the

said Branches transferred by this paragraph . The func

tions of the Director of Strategic Services and of the

United States Joint Chiefs of staff , relating to the

functions transferred to the Service by this paragraph ,

ere transferred to the Secretary of State . The personnel ,

property , and records of the said Branches , except such

thereof as 18 located in Germany and Austria , and so much

of the other personnel , property , and records of the

Office and of the funds of the office as the Diroctor of
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the Bureau of the Budget shall determine to relate primar

Document 4 ily to the functions transferred by this paragraph, are

transferred to the said Service . 4litary personnel nom

on duty in connection with the activities transferred by

this paragraph may , subject to applicable law and to the

extent mutually agreeable to the Secretary of State and

to the Secretary of War or the Secretary of the Navy ,

as the case may be , continue on such duty in the Depart

ment of State .

2 . The Interin Research and Intelligence Service

shall be abolished as of the close of business De comber 31 ,

1945 , and the Secretary of State shall provide for minding

up its affairs . Pending such abolition , (a ) the Secretary

of State may transfer from the said Service to such agen

cies of the Department of State as he shall designate any

function of the Service , C ) the Secretary may curtail the

activities carried on by the Service , ( c ) the head of the

Service , who shall be designated by the Secretary , shall

be responsible to the Secretary or to such other officer

of the Department of State as the Secretary shall direct ,

and (d ) the Service shall, except as otherwise provided in

this ordor , be administered as an organizational entity

in the Department of State .

3. All functions of the Office not transferred by

paragraph 1 of this order , together with all personnel ,

records , property , and funds of the office not so trans

ferred, are transferred to the Department of War ; and the

office , including the office of the Director of Strategic

Services, is terminated . The functions of the Director

of Strategic Services and of the United States Joint
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Document 4 Chie's of Staff , relating to the functions transferred

by this paragraph , are transferred to the Secretary of var .

Naval personnel on duty with the office connection with

the activities transferred by this paragraph ray , gubject

to applicable lay and to the extent mutually agreeable

to the Secretary of Nar and the Secretary of the Navy ,

continue on such duty in the Department of War . The Secre

tary of War shall , wherever he deems It compatible mth

the national interest , discontinue any activity transferred

by this paragraph and mind up all affairs relating there to .

4. Such further reasures and dispositions as may be

determined by the Director of the Bureau of the Budget

to be necessary to effectuate the transfer or redistribu

tion of functions provided for in this order shall be

carried out in such canner as the Director nay direct and

by such agencies as he may designate .

5. All provisions of prior orders of the President

which are in conflict with this order are amended accord

ingly .

6. This order shall , except as otherwise specifically

provided , be effective as of the opening of business

October 1 , 1945 .

How manac
THE 7ITE HOUSE ,

September 10 , 1945

. WAITU : 1 : 1 .

PILED AND 4 : 1 : .:
OR PIN ! M !

SEP 21 04 AM

ENERAL REGISTER

9621
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Document 5

THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

HO ,

69

Para

JAN 2 5 1996
TO The Secretary of State ,

The Secretary of war , and

UEPARTMENT
OF

STAJE

The Secretary of the Navy .

I. It is my desirs, and I hereby direct , that all Federal
foreign

intelligence activities be planned , developed and coordinated so as to

assure the most effective accomplishment of the intelligence mission

related to the national security . I hereby designate you , together with

another person to be named by me as my personal representative , as the

ivational Intelligence Authority to accomplish this purpose .

2 . Within the livits of available appropriations , you shall each

from time to time assign persons and facilities from your respective

Departments , which persons shall collectively form a Central Intelligence

,

Group and shall , under the direction of a Director of Central Intelligence ,

The Director of Central In

assist the National Intelligence Authority .

telligence shall be designated by me , shall be responsible to the National

Intelligence Authority , and shall sit as a non - voting member thereof .

3. Subject to the existing law , and to the direction and control

of the Nacional Intelligence Authority , the Director of Central Intelli

gence shall :

Accomplish the correlation and evaluation of

intelligence relating to the national security , and the
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appropriate dissemination within the Government of the

Document 5

resulting strategic and national policy intelligence .

In so doing , full use shall be made of the staff and

facilities of the intelligence agencies of your Depart

ments .

b . Plan for the coordination of such or the activi

ties of the intelligence agencies of your Departments as

relate to the national security and recommend to the Na

tional Intelligence Authority the establishment of such

over -all policies and objectives as will assure the most

effective accomplishment of the national intelligence

mission .

C. Perform , for the benefit of said intelligence

agencies , such services of common concern as the National

Intelligence Authority determines can be more efficiently

accomplished centrally .

d . Perform such other functions and duties related

to intelligence affecting the national security as the
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gence for correlation , evaluation or dissemination . To the extent

approved by the National Intelligence Authority , the operations of

said intelligence agencies shall be open to inspection by the Director

of Central Intelligence in connection with planning functions .

6. The existing intelligence agencies of your Departments

snall continue to collect , evaluate , correlate and disseminate departmen

tal intelligence .

7 . The Director of Central Intelligence shall be advised by

an Intelligence Advisory Board consisting of the heads ( or their repre

sentatives ) of the principal military and civilian intelligence agencies

of the Government having functions related to national security , as

determined by the National Intelligence authority .

8 . 11thin the scope of existing law and Presidential directives ,

other departments and agencies or the executive branch of the Federal

Government shall furnish such intelligence information relating to the

national security as is in their possession , and as the Director of

Central Intelligence may from time to time request pursuant to regula

tiors of the National Intelligence Authority .

9 . Nothing herein shall be construed to authorize the making

of investigations inside the continental limits of the United States

and its possessions , except as provided by law and Presidential

directives .
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10. In the conduct of their activities the National Intelli

gence Authority and the Director of Central Intelligence shall be

responsible for fully protecting intelligence sources and methods .

Sincerely yours ,

Harghuman
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HUMINT bias

SIGINT in the Novels of John le Carré

James Burridge

This article originally appeared in 1992 in a
National Security Agency publication .

When Smiley says that he cannot risk compromising
new equipment and techniques , the MOD man says

they'll have to use a WW II - era agent radio and asks

Smiley how often a transmitting agent must change
frequencies in order to foil direction - finding. Smiley
says " every two or three minutes," but warns that

there are several other factors- " luck , reception ,
amount of signal traffic , and density of population ."

The nine espionage novels John le Carré has written
since 1964 have been widely read and analyzed on
many levels-authenticity , political slant , and even

literary symbolism . This article will look at the ways
in which SIGINT has been portrayed in those
novels-- how often , how accurately , and to what
effect. It will also demonstrate that , while le Carré
has often found it handy to use SIGINT as a plot
device , he does not hold SIGINT or the other techni

cal intelligence disciplines in particularly high
regard. Rather , he is a fervent partisan of HUMINT
and a persistent critic of the technical disciplines and
the people who practice them . A warning: the article
will summarize some of the plots of these superb
stories , so stop here if you intend to read them in the

near future . ( One ending is revealed here only

because of the role played by SIGINT in the novel's
outcome . )

After refresher courses in marksmanship , unarmed
combat , German , missile technology , ciphers, and

communications , the ageni "Mayfly " crosses the
border carrying an ancient and heavy HF radio in his
suitcase . His first transmission is so slow and clumsy
that the listening Vopos initially believe it's a child

rather than an illegal agent . A US SIGINT site in
West Germany also intercepis Mayfly's report, and
the Americans ask M16 if it's one of their agents .
The head of MI6 sends Smiley to the safehouse on
the German border ; Mayfly has killed a sentry ,
which has given the MOD cold feet, and , now
caught in an unauthorized operation , they agree to
close it down. When Mayfly makes his next trans
mission , only the East Germans and the Soviets are

listening . He's easily located by D / F and captured

(or killed ). The British Government disowns him and

issues a plausible denial . In the final cynical twisi ,

Smiley learns that MI6 knew all along that the MOD

was running a real operation and allowed it to con
tinue in the hope that it would fail and keep the

Ministry out of the HUMINT business forever. Le

Carré has since said that this book was heavily
influenced by the Bay of Pigs disaster.

There are no SIGINT references at all in le Carré's

breakthrough 1964 novel , The Spy Who Came In
From the Cold , nor in his third novel , A Small Town

in Germany ( 1968 ) . But SIGINT does play a key
role in his second novel , The Looking Glass War
( 1965 ) , which was much less successful both com
mercially and critically . In this book a decrepit intel
ligence department of the British Ministry of
Defence undertakes to train an agent and infilurate
him in East Germany to check out tenuous reports of
Soviet missile deployments there . The department
hasn't run agents since WW II , but hopes that a suc
cess will put them back in business and increase

their budget and influence . Out of touch with con
temporary tradecraft and operating on a shoestring .

they engage a WW II agent who became a garage
owner after the war . One of the planners asks George
Smiley if M16 will loan them modern short - duration
signal - agent comms gear for a " training exercise . "

In 1974 , le Carré published Tinker, Tailor, Soldier,
Spy, the first of a trilogy in which Smiley pursues
the Soviet mastermind Karla , head of the KGB's
Thirteenth Directorate. This is also the book that

showcases le Carré's many colorful euphemisms for
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intelligence functions and personnel , some of which

have been widely adopted by the American and

British media to describe the intelligence business . In

Tinker, Tailor he also locates British SIGINT

organizationally for the first time and names its

practitioners- " wranglers. " It is apparently a divi

sion within MI6 , comparable to the dirty - tricks peo

ple ( " scalphunters" ), the bug detectors ( " ferrets " ) .

the forgers ( " shoemakers " ), and the operations sup

port people ( " lamplighters " ).

First , Merlin's success puts one of the three execu

tives , an unsuspecting and pliable man , on the fast

track to head M16 . It also gives the mole a reason to

meet regularly with the KGB officer who is actually

running him . Smiley realizes that Merlin is the key

and that the mole must be one of the four top execu

tives privy to the compartment . The rest of the novel

follows Smiley as he tries to determine which of the

four is the mole . In this sense this is a cautionary

tale about excessive compartmentation.

Tinker, Tailor is concerned primarily with Smiley's

search for a high - level mole in MI6 , recruited by the

Soviet superspy Karla and run under his direction . A

key element in the search is analysis of a failed

operation in Czechoslovakia in which a British agent

was shot and captured . When Smiley interviews the

man who was duty officer during the operation , the

man recalls having been informed by one of the

wranglers that “ all hell had broken loose on the

Czech air : half of it was coded , but the other half

was en clair. He kept getting garbled accounts of a

shooting near Brno . " Later, Smiley reminisces about

meeting Karla in 1955 in New Delhi . Karla had gone

to California to activate a dormant agent network

and to establish its radio communications with

Moscow Centre . A coding mistake on the Moscow

end allowed the British cryptanalysts to break the

system . When Karla traveled to New Delhi to assess

a potential Chinese agent , the Americans allowed

him to leave , rolled up his agents , and had the

Indians arrest him . Smiley visited him in his cell and

suggested that he come to England and tell all ;

Moscow would blame him for the fiasco in the US

and he faced a bleak future at home . But Karla

spurned the British offer. The Indians then deported

him to Moscow, where he outmaneuvered the boss

who wanted his head , had him shot , and replaced

him . After that , Smiley notes , Karla never again used

clandestine radio communications and never allowed

his field agents to use them either.

The next novel , The Honourable Schoolboy ( 1977 ) ,

finds Smiley , after exposing the mole and uncovering

the dry rot within the service , running

MI6— " appointed the captain of a wrecked ship ."

Some believed that they had heard " the last beat of

the secret English heart." One London rumor had it

that it was the Dutch SIGINT service that was really

responsible for identifying the British mole , by

breaking a Moscow Centre code . Believing that

every activity of the service was compromised ,

Smiley " scraps the lot," including the SIGINT sery.

ice . He describes it as having been " working practi

cally full -time for Karla for the last five years." We

also learn that SIGINT operations were run from a

headquarters in Bath and paid for by Foreign Office

funds . Smiley's task at the beginning of 1974 is 10

rebuild the service and to produce intelligence that

will induce the now very leery CIA " cousins " 10

return the Anglo - American intelligence relationship

to its former status . He is also obsessed with putting

Karla out of business . He and his team - former col

leagues sacked or descredited by the mole-begin by

looking at an aborted investigation of a Moscow

Centre money - laundering operation for paying

agents , run out of Vientiane . The operation is now in

Hong Kong , and an agent— the “ Honourable

Schoolboy" of the title- is sent there to run it down .

Against the backdrop of the fall of South Vietnam ,

the Schoolboy goes all over Southeast Asia gathering

information . Leaving Udorn , Thailand , after using

the comms facility at the CIA station there , he

passes the US SIGINT facility and remembers hay

ing heard that 1,200 linguists work there .
An interesting aspect of this story is the way the

mole manipulates compartmentation procedures. In

1971 the Soviets begin giving the mole relatively

high -grade intelligence, and he tells three other top

MI6 executives (whose assistance he'll need ) that it

comes from a source -- " Merlin " — who will deal

only with him . This accomplishes two things .

Smiley's People ( 1979) was the last of the Karla tril

ogy. It seems that Karla had a daughter by a mistress

he eventually sent to the Gulag when she became

politically unreliable . The daughter is schizophrenic
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and confined to an asylum in Switzerland ; Karla has

been illegally using operational funds funnelled

through his man in Paris for a ghost agent to pay the
considerable expense involved . The man in Paris is

told to use couriers whenever possible , since Karla

“ is against excessive use of radio ." Smiley notes
that Karla's earlier vow not to use clandestine radio

was apparently “ subject to review ." An Estonian

émigré living in London , a former agent of Smiley's ,

learns all this through a complicated chain of events ,
but is killed on Karla's orders before he can tell

Smiley ; Smiley is again brought out of retirement to
investigate the murder.

are baffled and fear that he has defected. He has in

fact gone to ground in a rooming house in a coastal

town in the UK, where he is writing the story of his

life for his teenage son . The novel's chapters alter
nate between the story of Pym's life up to his disap

pearance and MI6's efforts to discover where he has

gone and why, and to keep the CIA from learning

that there may have been another major British secu

rity disaster.

A Departure to the Middle East

Pym was induced into the intelligence business after

WW II by the MI6 Station Chief in Bern ; Pym was

studying at a university there and met the man , Jack

Brotherhood , at the local Anglican church .

Brotherhood uses Pym for various low- level tasks ,

such as collecting the names of leftists at the univer

sity and translating stolen documents . Pym tells

Brotherhood about Axel , an illegal German refugee

whom he has befriended at his rooming house , and
Brotherhood informs the Swiss counterintelligence

service in order to accumulate “ barter material."

They arrest Axel and deport him .

The Little Drummer Girl ( 1983 ) was a departure
from the earlier books in terms of both location and

characters . Le Carré told an interviewer in 1983 that

his original concept was for a novel about the

Middle East set in London and Washington, but he
couldn't find a credible way to involve MI6 and

Smiley and ended up making the Israelis the central

characters and setting it in part in the Middle East .

This novel deals with the efforts of a team of Israelis

to capture or kill a Palestinian terrorist ( “ Khalil " )

whose speciality is bomb attacks against Israelis in

Europe . They grab and eventually kill Khalil's youn
ger brother Michel and recruit a British actress

named Charlie to pose as a sympathizer and Michel's
lover. While SIGINT plays no role in this novel , the

Israeli communications gear is described in some
detail . Most of the operation is supported by a

mobile comms van equipped with both secure voice
and enciphered printer . When forced to use clear

voice , they use the call signs and jargon of taxi com
panies and other legitimate users of mobile comms .

After graduating from Oxford in modern languages
and taking a commission in Army intelligence , Pym

encounters Axel again in Austria . Axel is described

10 Pym as a Czech Amy officer who wishes to

defect, but it's a ruse . Axel proposes that he become

Pym's agent and gives him a great deal of classified

information to establish his bona fides. Soon Axel

tells Pym that their relationship has become known

and that Axel can protect himself only by making it

look as if Pym is Axel's agent . To pull this off, he

will need legitimate classified information from Pym .

Pym never seriously considers not doing it ; he has

vowed not to betray Axel a second time , and there is

also the problem that his own reputation rests on

whal Axel is feeding him . (We learn later that the

material Axel is providing looks good but is of little

actual value . )
SIGINT Traps a " Perfect Spy "

SIGINT does play a significant role in A Perfect Spy
( 1986 ) , which le Carré has described as his first

work not submitted to Her Majesty's Government for
prepublication review . It is the story of one Magnus

Pym , MI6 station chief in Vienna in 1983. As the

novel begins , Pym, haunted by the death of his con

man father, has disappeared. His wife and colleagues

Upon demobilization in 1953 , Pym enters MI6 and is

sent abroad again-10 Czechoslovakia , of course . He

is soon caught and pitched by Axel again . This time ,

Axel says , they'll make each other into intelligence

superstars, by " making straight for the biggest dia

monds, the biggest banks." But what Pym will get

from Axel over the years will be largely disinforma

tion , supplied by nets of agents fully controlled
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(knowingly or otherwise) by the Czechs and other

East European counterintelligence services . Piling

success upon success , Pym goes to Stockholm , back

to London , to Berlin , and then to Washington as

Deputy Chief of Station , followed everywhere by

Axel . But the Americans begin to become suspi

cious ; the East European networks produce good

material only when Pym (and Axel ) are actually

there . Pym is summoned to London for an investiga

tion , but MI6 does only a cursory check and sends

him back to Washington with a clean bill of health .

he has flown the coop . Brotherhood, still in MI6 ,

finally comes to believe Pym's treachery and learns

from Pym's wife that Pym takes a battered copy of a

17th-century German book entitled Simplicissimus

everywhere he goes. The book , actually Der

Abenteuerliche Simplicissimus Teutschroughly (The

Adventures of a Simple German ), was given to Pym

by Axel when they first met in Bern , and it's a

somewhat heavy symbol . The author, Johann Jakob

Christoffel Brimmelshausen , fought on both sides

during the Thirty Years War and used many pseudo

nyms which were anagrams of his name .

Brotherhood tells the British SIGINT service to run

the Czech clandestine traffic against the book , and it

works .

The CIA keeps pushing , however, and sends a team

to London to present new evidence of Pym's treason .

This is after Pym has disappeared , but the British

have concealed his absence from their American col

leagues . Anelli , the SIGINT analyst in the American

team, is described as a " distraught mathematician "

from " Signals Intelligence. " The new evidence is

traffic analysis of clandestine communications from

the Czech Embassy in Washington and from other

Czech facilities in the US , particularly the Consulate

in San Francisco in 1981 and 1982. The significant

point is that the transmissions stopped every time

Pym left Washington, and the assumption is that

they're meant for Pym and aren't broadcast when

he's away . Artelli adds that the communications

techniques are old fashioned and give off a " sense of

long habituation , one human being to another."

Although the communications are unreadable , the

cryptanalysts know that the keys are derived from

some kind of text . Artelli also reveals that there are

strange things going on with Czech clandestine radio

in the last few days— the equivalent of blind calls to

someone .

Now everyone is looking for Pym-his wife, the

British , the CIA , and Axel , who fears he is suicidal

and wants him to defect to Czechoslovakia. The CIA

Station Chief in Vienna, an old friend of Pym's from

Washington now obsessed with nailing him , has

enlisted his own wife to help watch Pym's wife

there , and she sees Axel contacting his wife in a

church. She immediately calls her husband at the US

Embassy in London on an open phone and tells him

with a clumsy prearranged code. The British , who

tapped the Embassy phones, intercept the call .

But Pym's wife evades both the Americans and the

British, makes it back to England, and tells

Brotherhood that Axel has unknowingly let her know

where Pym probably is . The book reaches its climax

as all the interested parties rush to reach Pym first.

A Communications Deception

The Czechs, like the British , are trying to find Pym,

although the CIA doesn't make the connection be

cause they don't know that Pym is missing . Then ,

another team member brings up more new evidence

the travels of a Czech intelligence officer named

Hans Albrecht Petz , a.k.a. Alexander Hampel , a.k.a.

Jerzy Zaworski . Petz is Axel , of course , and his trav

els in Europe and the US coincide perfectly with

Pym's . The British still refuse to believe it , arguing

that the Czechs have mounted an elaborate deception

to discredit someone who's been particularly effec

tive against them . Their ambiguity about where Pym

is and what he's doing convinces the Americans that

SIGINT plays a small but important role in le Carré's

1989 novel , The Russia House. It is his glasnost

novel and his most political book to date . The cen

tal character is one Bartholomew “ Barley" Blair, an

alcoholic British publisher and saxophone player . A

dissident Soviet scientist who met Barley briefly at a

party tries to have a manuscript delivered to him via

a Moscow book fair; it eventually ends up at MI6 .

According to the manuscript, Soviet military

technologies — particularly missiles— simply don't

work. The Soviet military research establishment has

not only produced weapons that don't work, they've

also faked the test results to conceal the failures
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George Smiley's Valedictoryfrom their own government . The scientist , one Yakov

Savelyev, wants the manuscript published in the

West, believing it will lead to large -scale disarma

ment on both sides . The British and the Americans

have another idea , of course . Their biographic
research reveals that Savelyev ----now codenamed
" Bluebird " -is responsible for , among other things ,
telemetry encryption. Part of what he has provided is
the original telemetry - before it was faked and

before it was encrypted. They want to use Barley to
determine whether the material is genuine and then
have Barley run Bluebird as an agent in place .
Against all his instincts , Barley agrees to do so .

The Secret Pilgrim ( 1991 ) features the first appear
ance of George Smiley since Smiley's People . Ned of
Russia House was made the scapegoat for the
Bluebird fiasco and exiled to run the M16 agent train
ing school . He invites Smiley, his mentor and father
figure, to talk at the graduation dinner of a class of

agents , and Smiley agrees to do it . Every anecdote

Smiley tells reminds Ned of an operation of his own.
and the book is basically a collection of Ned's vig
nelies from three decades of espionage . There are no

references to SIGINT as such , but in the stories both

the British and the Soviets continue to rely heavily on

clandestine radio through the 1980s .
After three weeks of training , Barley goes back to

meet Savelyev in Leningrad, takes more material

from him , and promises him he will get the
manuscript published . Barley then travels to the US

for a combination debriefing and interrogation by the
CIA , now the senior partner in the operation . A

senior CIA official warns Barley and the British that
the American military - industrial complex doesn't

welcome the Bluebird manuscript and will work hard
10 discredit it .

Barley returns to Moscow with a shopping list of

questions for Savelyev, and the CIA smuggles in a
truck full of " surveillance" gear to monitor develop
ments . The British officer who has been functioning
as Barley's case officer ( identified only as " Ned " )
beginstogetcoldfeet ,awarethatthe Anglo
American shopping list tells the Soviets everything
we don't know about their strategic weapons
programs-and , by inference, everything we do

know. The rest of the team ignores his concerns ,
convinced that everything is on track . But Ned is

right -- Savelyev has been caught and turned . Mean
while , the Soviets practice a bit of deception to

ensure that they'll get the shopping list . A Soviet

military entity in Leningrad sends a message to
Moscow authorizing Savelyev to take a recreational
weekend there after he delivers a lecture ; it is inter
cepted by a US SIGINT facility " in Finland " and

decrypted . The Americans and the British buy it , al
though Ned suspects it was planted . He points out that
it was enciphered by an ancient Soviet machine and

that there are no other messages intercepted like it .
Barley delivers the shopping list and then disappears ,
a good juncture at which to end this plot summary.

What can we say about le Carré's apparent
knowledge of SIGINT from this review of the nov

els ? To use the Watergate question , what did he
know and when did he know it ? He seems to have a

good grasp of clandestine radio techniques and coun

ter clandestine SIGINT capabilities . If there is a
tradecraft moral , it is that " agents shouldn't use

radio ." " Mayfly " in The Looking Glass War , Karla ,

and Pym are tripped up by successful counterclan

destine SIGINT operations . Le Carré does not dis

play much awareness of broader SIGINT applica
tions , such as on political , economic , and military

topics . This is consistent with what is known about

his intelligence career-he was a case officer in the

1950s and 1960s and would probably not have had

regular access to mainstream SIGINT reporting.

There is also the matter of censorship by the British

Government ; le Carré claims that he submitted every
novel before Perfect Spy for prepublication review . It

is unlikely that official reviewers would have

allowed any accurate information about British or

American SIGINT activities to be published . In this

regard it is interesting to note that no le Carré novel

has ever referred to " NSA " or " GCHQ "; this could

not possibly have been because he didn't know about

those organizations .

People involved in any of the intelligence disciplines
have an ambivalent attitude toward having their craft
described in fiction. On the one hand , we sneer at
the more lurid and fanciful fictional descriptions of

our profession ; on the other hand , we are appalled
and often want legal action taken against writers who

get it right . So , in this sense , as SIGINT profession

als we should be happy that le Carré's references to
our business are few and mostly uninformative.
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HUMINT vs Technical Intelligence of Western intelligence to an " obsession with high

tech espionage." In a 1989 interview , he said that

" the shift of professional confidence from human

assets to electronic ones is a direct consequence of

US domination of Western intelligence." He went on

to say that , when human agents are well recruited

and well targeted, “ they are affordable and often far

more reliable than the inductive fantasies, which

result from the reading of signals and codes and pho

cographs . "

But le Carré has another agenda, which is more

interesting . He is not only a strong partisan of

HUMINT as an intelligence discipline , but he also

actively disparages the other more technical means

of collection and analysis . He is to intelligence as

the 19th -century Luddites were to the industrial

revolution-a rabid foe of technology. This is

manifested in several ways in the novels which may

not be readily apparent from these brief plot sum

maries . For one thing , he portrays intelligence tech

nologies as peculiarly-and offensively - American .

Some of the most despicable characters in his books

are British officials who make deals with the CIA 10

share the fruits of American intelligence money and

technology. His heroes are HUMINT practitioners

who detest depending on Americans and scorn nearly

all uses of technology. Alleline, the mole's pawn in

Tinker, Tailor, adored Americans, while MI6's

Director, Smiley's beloved father figure, detested

them and all their works . The mastermind in Little

Drummer Girl was described as out of tune with

Mossad's polygraphs “ and their ever-growing faith

in American -style power plays , applied psychology,

and crisis management." The noble Jack

Brotherhood in Perfect Spy objected to MI6's pan

dering to American " methods and example. "

Conversely, the people in his novels who are good at

technology are often unpleasant characters . One par

ticularly nasty M16 officer in Russia House was

described in this way : " Clive was a technology man ,

not at ease with live sources , a suburban espiocrat of

the modern school . If he liked anything at all in life

apart from his own advancement and his silver

Mercedes, then it was hardware and powerful

Americans , in that order." For Clive , human nature

was “ one vast unsavory nightmare ." In Secret

Pilgrim , Ned , in praising the successes of an M16

officer against the Khmer Rouge , notes that espi

onage technology can't break the codes of an army

withoui radios." Ned also reflects with nostalgia on

a time before M16's registry was computerized, when

it " could still find what it was looking for, or know

for sure that it was lost."

There are several possible explanations for le Carré's

animus against the technical intelligence disciplines

and their practicioners. One is that it's a manifesta

tion of an obvious anti -American bias , although he

adamantly denies that he's anti - American and cites

as evidence the number of obnoxious and incompe

tent Brits who appear in his novels . This means , he

says , that he's evenhanded . Although the reader will

have to make his or her own judgment , it seems to

this writer that criticism of American power and

policies is a consistent theme in both his fiction and

in his public statements . It makes for a fairly simple

equation-le Carré scorns SIGINT and imagery

because they are dominated by the US ; they exem

plify American technological arrogance .

Another explanation may be that he has never really

been exposed to SIGINT and imagery and doesn't

understand their value or their complexity . A senior

CIA HUMINT officer who came to NSA in another

capacity as a retired annuitant told this writer that for

his entire CIA career he thought that all NSA

employees were like the State Department communi

cators he encountered in embassies-skilled commu

nications technicians . This person was astounded 10

learn what we actually do in terms of signals

processing , cryptanalysis, language work , and analy.

sis . There are also people who disdain technology

because they don't understand it and secretly fear it ;

it wouldn't be surprising if an early 1950's graduate

of Oxford in modern languages harbored such atti

tudes . The answer may well be a mix of all three.

The Moral Cost of HUMINT

Le Carré has developed this theme even more

explicitly outside of his fiction . In a 1986 interview ,

he attributed what he called the “ flagrant failures"

What is striking about le Carré's relentless public

championing of HUMINT is his refusal to acknowl

edge its human and moral costs . The relative morality
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There is a strong sense in le Carré's novels of what
has come to be called by conservative American

commentators the concept of moral equivalence
that if those who act on behalf of the West and the

USSR both commit immoral acts , there is no real
moral difference between the two . As George Will

put it . “ In ( le Carré's) espionage novels the 'am

biguity ' consists primarily of the idea that means as
much as ends reveal where , if anywhere , justice lies
in political conflict." So a case can be made that it's

inconsistent and perhaps even hypocritical for a man
so concerned with moral questions to uncritically

promote the intelligence discipline most likely to

harm individual human beings .

of intelligence activities is a complex question . The
current US official position is that some acts are so
odious that they cannot be justified even when they
would advance the national interest ; an example is
the apparent prohibition on assassinating foreign
officials . (The purist may argue that assassinations ,
like covert actions , have nothing to do with intelli

gence , but past involvement in assassination attempts
has blurred the distinction . ) Acts less grave than
assassinations that would otherwise be considered
immoral and / or illegal are deemed acceptable if done
in the national interest . There are dissenters on both

sides of the political spectrum , of course . For some
on the left , such acts can never be justified by invok
ing the national interest . For some on the right , there
are no acts which cannot be justified if the threat to
the national interest is sufficiently grave . (This is
similar to the theological debate about a " just war ." )
A middle ground might be that there should be some

proportionality between the gravity of the activity
and the expected benefits - one should probably not
blackmail an official of a foreign government to
acquire the annual projection for rutabaga produc
tion . One way to measure the relative morality of
various intelligence activities might be to assess their
potential for harming individual human beings . The
technical intelligence disciplines have little or no
impact on human beings ; HUMINT, by definition ,

involves the exploitation of people and carries a high
risk of harming them .

Why These Novels Matter

Le Carré's failure to address the human costs of
HUMINT is striking precisely because his novels are
intensely concerned with questions of personal
morality . As William Buckley noted in a 1983
review, “ ' The Little Drummer Girl' is about spies as
Madame Bovary is about adultery or Crime and
Punishmenı is about crime." There is endless agoniz
ing in these novels about the moral dilemma of the
case officer, whose task it is to obtain information by

corrupting or seducing vulnerable human beings .
Smiley speaks in Honourable Schoolboy about hav
ing to be “ inhuman in defence of our humanity ,
harsh in defence of compassion , single - minded in
defence of our disparity ." The Schoolboy himself
recalls Smiley speaking at the MI6 training school
about being grateful that intelligence service
provided the opportunity to repay one's country , but
the Schoolboy notes that " the paying is actually
done by the other poor sods . "

Since le Carré's writings and public pronouncements
( whether because of ignorance , discretion , or censor

ship ) don't appear to pose any threat 10 SIGINT

sources and methods , does it matter to us what he
writes ? Il matters because it adds to a public mys
rique about HUMINT that has a real ( although intan
gible ) impact on the way the Intelligence Community
is perceived both by the public and by the rest of the

governmeni . Many former intelligence officials and

other commentators have relentlessly pushed the idea
that " American intelligence " was crippled when

then DCI Stansfield Turner cut 820 CIA Operations
Directorate billets ( none overseas ) in the 1977 "Hal

loween Massacre." Although the CIA and the rest of

the Community continued to perform well after this

event , some have gone so far as lo suggest that some
major US foreign policy mistakes in the late 1970s

and early 1980s were due to this modest reduction of

HUMINT assets . In a more recent example , the

Congressional committees responsible for the intelli

gence budget added money for CIA HUMINT opera
tions for both FY91 and FY92 , while reducing the
rest of the National Foreign Intelligence Program . In

a perfect world decisionmakers should be so well

informed that they couldn't possibly be influenced

by an Ian Fleming, a John le Carré, or a Tom Clancy,

but in this imperfect world it sometimes happens .

It is hard to develop an appropriate awareness in the
right places of the actual and potential contributions

of the SIGINT system without putting ourselves out
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of business . It was one of the primary reasons for the

establishment of J8 , the Office of Corporate

Representation, and it would make a good subject for

a separate article in this publication . In the final

analysis , we're obviously better off that a writer as

widely read as le Carré doesn't write accurately

about SIGINT. But it is galling to know that his

books and public comments make marginally more

difficult the task of ensuring that resources are allo

cated within the Intelligence Community on the basis
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obvious.
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BT

CONTROLS

UNCLAS SN / PMU

WARNING : ATTN JORDAN AAMM

NC3011184992SERIAL :

BODY

PASS : ATTN BBC MIDEAST

COUNTRY : LEBANON

SUBJ : U.S. AD FOR INFORMATION ON HOSTAGE KILLERS APPEARS IN PAPER

PARIS AFP IN ENGLISH 1813 GMT 30 NOV 92SOURCE :

TEXT :

( ( TEXT ) ) BEIRUT , NOV 30 (AFP ) ADVERTISEMENTS OFFERING MILLIONS
OF DOLLARS IN REWARD FOR THE CAPTURE OF THE KILLERS OF THREE U.S.
HOSTAGES APPEARED FOR THE FIRST TIME MONDAY IN A NEWSPAPER PUBLISHED
IN THE LEBANESE CAPITAL .

AL - HAYAH NEWSPAPER , WHICH IS BASED IN LONDON BUT ALSO PUBLISHED
IN BEIRUT AND OTHER ARAB CAPITALS , RAN A FULL - PAGE ADVERTISEMENT
PAID FOR BY THE U.S. GOVERNMENT . " A PRICE HAS BEEN PAID BECAUSE OF
TERRORISM WE WILL PAY TO PUT AN END TO TERRORISM , " IT SAID , UNDER
BLURRED PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE MURDERED HOSTAGES WILLIAM BUCKLEY ,
WILLIAM HIGGINS AND PETER KILBURN . THEIR CAPTURE LED TO THEIR
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SAVAGE EXECUTION BY THEIR KIDNAPPERS . TO BRING THESE CRIMINALS TO

JUSTICE , WE ARE OFFERING REWARDS OF UP TO TWO MILLION DOLLARS . "

THE AD CALLED ON INFORMANTS TO CONTACT THE U.S. AUTHORITIES ,

EMBASSIES OR CONSULATES , OR TO WRITE TO " HEROES , P.O. BOX 96781 ,

WASHINGTON . " THE IDENTITY OF INFORMANTS WOULD BE KEPT SECRET .

THE LEBANESE NEWSPAPER NIDA ' AL -WATAN , MEANWHILE , PUBLISHED A

LIST OF 10 SHIITE MUSLIMS IT SAID WERE SUSPECTED BY WASHINGTON OF

INSTIGATING THE KIDNAPPINGS . THE LIST HAS BEEN SENT TO A WESTERN

EMBASSY IN BEIRUT , IT SAID . TALAL HAMIYAH , FU'AD SHAKAR , ' IMAD

MUGHANNIYAH , MUHAMMAD HAYDAR , HABIB KURANI , MUHAMMAD MUSAWI , IBRAHIM

' AQL , HASAN GHUSN , MUHAMMAD TAHA AND ' ALI HAMMAR WERE ON THE LIST .

THE UNITED STATES HAS SECRETLY INDICTED SEVERAL SUSPECTS IN THE

KIDNAPPING AND KILLING OF U.S. HOSTAGES , A GOVERNMENT OFFICIAL IN

WASHINGTON SAID ON NOVEMBER 17 . THE OFFICIAL , SPEAKING ON CONDITION

OF ANONYMITY , CONFIRMED A REPORT ON CABLE NEWS NETWORK THAT SAID THE

INDICTMENTS CHARGED IRANIAN - SPONSORED MILITANTS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE

ABDUCTION OR DEATH OF U.S HOSTAGES IN LEBANON .

CIA BEIRUT STATION CHIEF WILLIAM BUCKLEY WAS KIDNAPPED IN MARCH

1984 AND KILLED THE NEXT YEAR , PETER KILBURN , LIBRARIAN AT THE

AMERICAN UNIVERSITY OF BEIRUT , WAS SHOT IN THE HEAD SOON AFTER HIS

KIDNAPPING IN 1986 , WHILE LIEUTENANT COLONEL WILLIAM HIGGINS OF A UN

PEACEKEEPING FORCE IN SOUTH LEBANON WAS ABDUCTED IN 1988 AND HANGED

IN JULY 1989 .

ACCORDING TO SECURITY SOURCES IN BEIRUT , THE KEY FIGURES IN THE

LEBANON KIDNAPPINGS OF WESTERN NATIONALS HAVE TAKEN REFUGE IN IRAN ,

ADMIN
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PASS : ATTN BBC MIDEAST

COPY TO PROD TOT

COUNTRY : LEBANON

SUBJ : AFP --EXAMINATION THIS MORNING ' TO DETERMINE BODY BUCKLEY'S

REF : NC2712054791 BEIRUT VOICE OF LEBANON ARABIC 270625 --FURTHER
DETAILS ON DISCOVERY OF BUCKLEY'S REMAINS

PARIS AFP IN ENGLISH 0648 GMT 27 DEC 91SOURCE :

TEXT :

( ( TEXT ) ) BEIRUT, DEC 27 (AFP ) --A BODY THOUGHT TO BE THAT OF
KIDNAPPED AMERICAN INTELLIGENCE AGENT WILLIAM BUCKLEY WAS HANDED
OVER TO DOCTORS AT THE AMERICAN UNIVERSITY OF BEIRUT (AUB ) HOSPITAL
EARLY FRIDAY , HOSPITAL STAFF SAID .

THEY SAID LEBANESE POLICE FOUND THE PARTIALLY EMBALMED CORPSE
LATE THURSDAY ON A ROAD LEADING TO THE BEIRUT AIRPORT IN THE CITY'S
SOUTHERN SUBURBS , AN AREA WHERE THE PRO - IRANIAN HIZBALLAH MOVEMENT
IS PREDOMINANT .

POLICE TURNED THE BODY OVER TO THE AUB MORGUE SHORTLY AFTER

MIDNIGHT , THEY SAID .

BUCKLEY , WHO WAS THE CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY'S STATION CHIEF
HERE , WAS ABDUCTED ON MARCH 16 , 1984 , AT THE AGE OF 56 .

HIS KIDNAPPING WAS CLAIMED BY THE ISLAMIC JIHAD , WHICH ANNOUNCED
HIS " EXECUTION " ON OCTOBER 2 , 1985 . IT HAS BEEN WIDELY REPORTED

THAT HE DIED UNDER TORTURE .

BUCKLEY IS THE LAST KIDNAPPED AMERICAN UNACCOUNTED FOR IN
LEBANON .

THE LAST LIVING U.S. HOSTAGE , JOURNALIST TERRY ANDERSON , WAS
RELEASED EARLY THIS MONTH , AND THE BODY OF ANOTHER MURDERED

HOSTAGE , WILLIAM HIGGINS , WAS RELEASED BY THE KIDNAPPERS LAST
WEEKEND .

" IT IS PROBABLY BUCKLEY'S CORPSE , BUT WE HAVE TO WAIT FOR THE
RESULTS OF THE EXAMINATION WHICH WILL TAKE PLACE THIS MORNING TO

KNOW FOR SURE , " SAID THE AUB HOSPITAL STAFF MEMBER , WHO SPOKE ON
CONDITION OF ANONYMITY .

THE SOURCE SAID THE CRUDE EMBALMING OF THE NEWLY DISCOVERED BODY

RESEMBLED THAT OF HIGGINS , A U.S. MARINE COLONEL SERVING WITH UN
PEACEKEEPERS IN LEBANON , WHICH WAS TURNED OVER TO THE AUB MORGUE ON
SUNDAY AND IDENTIFIED BY PATHOLOGISTS MONDAY .

FOLLOWING ANDERSON'S RELEASE , U.S. PRESIDENT GEORGE BUSH
DEMANDED THAT THE BODIES OF HIGGINS AND BUCKLEY BE TURNED OVER TO

END THE AMERICAN HOSTAGE DRAMA .

UN SECRETARY GENERAL JAVIER PEREZ DE CUELLAR , WHO HAS BEEN
STRIVING TO END THE HOSTAGE CRISIS BEFORE HE LEAVES OFFICE AT

YEAR'S END , SAID THURSDAY THAT HE EXPECTED BUCKLEY'S REMAINS TO BE
RELEASED BY THIS WEEKEND ,

THE ISLAMIC JIHAD SAID IT EXECUTED BUCKLEY FOLLOWING AN ISRAELI
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COUNTRY : LEBANON

SUBJ : FURTHER ON CORONER'S ASSESSMENT OF BODY IN AUB HOSPITAL

REF : NC2312065691 BEIRUT VOL ARABIC 230615 --RADIO DESCRIBES

BODY AT AUB HOSPITAL

PARIS AFP IN ENGLISH 0748 GMT 23 DEC 91SOURCE :

TEXT :

// ( (BY NAGIB KHAZZAKA ) )

( ( TEXT ) ) BEIRUT , DEC 23 ( AFP ) A LEBANESE CORONER WAS MONDAY
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EXAMINING THE MUMMIFIED CORPSE OF A MAN WHO COULD BE KIDNAPPED U.S.

COLONEL RICHARD WILLIAM HIGGINS , AND THE CLUE TO THE IDENTIFICATION

PROCESS COULD LAY IN A SET OF FALSE TEETH .

" THE DENTURES WERE INTACT AND THIS WILL HELP US DETERMINE WHETHER

OR NOT THE CORPSE IS THAT OF HIGGINS , " THE CORONER , AHMAD HARATI ,

TOLD AFP .

HIGGINS , A U.S. MARINE SERVING WITH U.N. PEACE -KEEPING TROOPS IN

LEBANON , WAS ABDUCTED IN FEBRUARY 1988 BY A GROUP CALLING ITSELF THE

ORGANISATION OF THE WORLD OPPRESSED

IN JULY 1989 HIS KIDNAPPERS RELEASED A VIDEO - CASSETTE SHOWING A

BODY HANGING FROM A ROPE AND SAID HIGGINS HAD BEEN EXECUTED FOR

SPYING .

IN WASHINGTON , THE WHITE HOUSE SAID LATE SUNDAY THAT IT COULD NOT

CONFIRM THAT THE BODY WAS THAT OF HIGGINS .

U.N. SECRETARY GENERAL JAVIER PEREZ DE CUELLAR ON FRIDAY

ANNOUNCED THAT THE CORPSE OF AN AMERICAN HOSTAGE WHO DIED IN

CAPTIVITY IN LEBANON WOULD BE RELEASED WITHIN 48 HOURS IN A FURTHER

STEP TO END THE MIDDLE EAST HOSTAGE DRAMA .

HE SAID THE BODY WOULD LIKELY BE THAT OF HIGGINS AND VOICED

OPTIMISM THAT MORE CORPSES OF HOSTAGES WOULD ALSO BE HANDED OVER BY

THEIR KIDNAPPERS .

THE BODY WAS DISCOVERED BY A LEBANESE POLICEMAN ON PATROL IN

BEIRUT'S MOSLEM SHIITE NEIGHBORHOOD OF BURJ AL - BARAJINAH AFTER

POLICE RECEIVED AN ANONYMOUS CALL , AN OFFICER SAID .

"THE CALLER SAID THAT A BODY WRAPPED IN A PLASTIC BAG WAS LYING

ON THE OUTSKIRSTS OF THE RUWAYS CEMETERY (BURJ AL - BARAJINAH ) , "

OFFICER TOLD AFP .

BEIRUT'S SOUTHERN SUBURBS IS THE STRONGHOLD OF THE PRO - IRANIAN

SHIITE GROUP HIZBALLAH , WHICH HAS STRONG INFLUENCE ON THE KIDNAPPERS

OF WESTERN HOSTAGES .

ACCORDING TO HARATI THE BODY WAS HASTILY MUMMIFIED AND WRAPPED

WITH COTTON AND BANDAGES WHEN IT WAS BROUGHT LATE SUNDAY TO THE

AMERICAN UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL MORGUE IN WEST BEIRUT .

STAFF AT THE UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL SAID U.S. EMBASSY PERSONNEL HAD

BEEN TO ENQUIRE ABOUT THE BODY DURING THE DAY AND WERE EXPECTED TO

RETURN MONDAY TO MONITOR THE CORONER'S WORK . U.S. DIPLOMATS COULD

NOT BE REACHED FOR COMMENT .

"THE BODY IS ONE METER SEVENTY IN LENGTH (ABOUT 5.6 FEET TALL )

AND THERE IS VERY LITTLE SMELL EMANATING FROM IT DESPITE THE

RUDIMENTARY MUMMIFICATION PROCESS , " HARATI SAID .

HE SAID THE DEATH OCCURRED "TWO TO THREE YEARS" AGO BUT WAS

UNABLE EARLY MONDAY TO PINPOINT THE CAUSE OF DEATH .

IF THE CORPSE WERE CONFIRMED TO BE THAT OF HIGGINS , THE DISCOVERY

WOULD CONSTITUTE A NEW STEP TOWARDS THE RESOLUTION OF THE ISSUE OF

WESTERN HOSTAGES IN LEBANON .

NINE WESTERN HOSTAGES HAVE BEEN RELEASED BY THEIR KIDNAPPERS

SINCE AUGUST THANKS TO U.N. MEDIATION , AND THE SECRETARY GENERAL

HAS PLEDGED TO KEEP THE MOMENTUM GOING TO SECURE FREEDOM FOR ARAB

PRISONERS HELD BY ISRAEL AND SEEK INFORMATION ON FOUR MISSING

ISRAELI SOLDIERS .

THE WHITE HOUSE HAS SAID THE MIDDLE EAST HOSTAGE ISSUE WILL NOT

" THE
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BE CLOSED UNTIL TWO REMAINING WESTERNERS BOTH GERMANS ARE

FREED , AND THE REMAINS OF HIGGINS AND ANOTHER DEAD AMERICAN , WILLIAM

BUCKLEY , HAVE BEEN HANDED OVER .

BUCKLEY , WHO WAS HEAD OF CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY OPERATIONS

FOR THE MIDDLE EAST , WAS CAPTURED BY THE ISLAMIC JIHAD GROUP IN

1984 . THEY ANNOUNCED HIS " EXECUTION " A MONTH LATER .

ADMIN
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COUNTRY : LEBANON

SUBJ : AL - DIYAR COLUMNIST EXPRESSES DOUBTS ABOUT HIGGINS DEATH

BEIRUT AL - DIYAR IN ARABIC 10 DEC 91 PP 10 , 16SOURCE :

TEXT :

// ( (COLUMN BY ' ALI HAJIJ : " ELEMENTS ARISE ABOUT THE ISSUE OF

U.S. HOSTAGES . WHAT IF WILLIAM HIGGINS EMERGE ALIVE ? SURROUNDING

CIRCUMSTANCES AND DOUBTS ABOUT HIS DEATH . " ) )

( ( TEXT ) , WHAT IF WILLIAM HIGGINS EMERGE ALIVE ? THE QUESION

SHOULD RATHER BE ASKED IN ANOTHER WAY : DID THE KIDNAPPED GENERAL

( ( AS PUBLISHED ) ) WILLIAM HIGGINS, WHOSE ABDUCTION WREAKED
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CATASTROPHE ON THE SHIITE SECT , DIE ? IF THIS IS TRUE , WHY THEN WAS

HIS BODY WAS NOT RELEASED OR WHY DID THE AGREEMENT CONCLUDED BY UN

SECRETARY GENERAL PEREZ DE CUELLAR NOT CONTAIN ANY INDICATION ABOUT

THE RELEASE OF HIS BODY SINCE THE FILE OF THE U.S. HOSTAGES

KIDNAPPED IN LEBANON HAS BEEN CLOSED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE FAMOUS

ACCORD PEREZ DE CUELLAR DRAFTED AND SUPERVISED ABOUT THREE MONTHS

AGO ?

AL - DIYAR HAS LEARNED THAT THERE ARE GENUINE DOUBTS ABOUT HIGGINS '

DEATH AND THAT THIS ISSUE HAS NOT BEEN FULLY DETERMINED . MANY

QUESTIONS REVOLVE AROUND THE TAPE IN WHICH HIGGINS APPEARD DEAD WITH

HIS NECK DANGLING AND TIED TO A SHORT ROPE AS IF HE HAS BEEN

EXECUTED BY HANGING , THE KIDN PERS , AS CONFIRMED BY THESE REPORTS

( (AS PUBLISHED ) ) , RESORTED TO THIS DELIBERATE TRICK TO CAUSE A

TREMOR IN THE U.S. ADMINISTRATION IN RESPONSE TO THE SHOCK CREATED

BY ISRAEL'S ABDUCTION OF SHAYKH ' ABD - AL - KARIM UBAYD FROM HIS HOME

IN JIBSHIT IN THE SOUTH IN VIEW OF THE MORAL AND MATERIAL IMPORTANCE

WHICH HIGGINS REPRESENTS TO THE KIDNAPPERS .

ACCORDING TO THESE REPORTS , THE KIDNAPPERS SEEM TO HAVE WORKED ON

THE CONSTRUCTION OF THIS PICTURE IN A WELL - STUDIED WAY . ALSO THEY

ARE NOT SO STUPID . THEY KNEW WELL THE IMPORTANCE OF THE " PRECIOUS

PREY" IN THEIR HANDS AND THAT IT WAS NOT EASY TO GIVE IT UP .

THE REPORTS ADD THAT , BASED ON PAST EXPERIENCES , THERE IS MORE

THAN ONE PRECEDENCE IN WHICH THE KIDNAPPERS IN DISTANT STAGES IN THE

EARLY SEASON OF ABDUCTIONS RESORTED TO ANNOUNCING THE EXECUTION OF

THEIR HOSTAGES AFTER WHICH THESE HOSTAGES EMERGED ALIVE A FRENCH

HOSTAGE , ANNOUNCED EXECUTED AT THE TIME , EMERGED SOUND AND HEALTHY

AFTER A PROCESS OF NEGOTIATIONS . ALSO THE TERRY WAITE CASE AFTER

INFORMATION WAS LEAKED ON HIS DEATH IS A VIVID EXAMPLE OF WHAT WE

SAY .

THE VAGUE QUESTIONS THAT NEED ANSWERS ARE MANY . MOST PROMINENT

OF THEM IS : DID PEREZ DE CUELLAR DISCUSS HIGGINS ' FATE IN THIS

AGREEMENT ? CONSEQUENTLY , WHY DID THE KIDNAPPERS NOT RAISE HIS ISSUE

IN THIS HOT FILE ? WHY HAS THE U.S. ADMINISTRATION AGAIN RAISED THIS

ISSUE THROUGH U.S. PRESIDENT GEORGE BUSH WHO DEMANDED TO KNOW ABOUT

( ( THE FATE ) ) OF THE BODIES OF THE TWO AMERICANS KILLED IN DETENTION ,

WILLIAM HIGGINS AND WILLIAM BUCKLEY ? WAS THIS ISSUE MEANT TO BE

KEPT SEPARATE FROM PREVIOUS ISSUES THAT HAD BEEN DISCUSSED AND

CONCLUDED SATISFACTORILY ?

AS FOR THE QUESTION WHY PEREZ DE CUELLAR DID NOT INCLUDE HIGGINS '

FATE IN THIS AGREEMENT, ITS ANSWER LIES WITH THE U.S. ADMINISTRATION

WHICH IS PRURIENT TO ACHIEVE ANY SUCCESS ON THIS ISSUE TO PROVE ITS

CREDIBILITY AFTER A SERIES OF RETREATS AND SETBACKS IT HAS SUFFERED ,

ESPECIALLY AFTER THE DECLINE IN THE POPULARITY OF BUSH HIMSELF IN

RECENT OPNION POLLS IN THE UNITED STATES .

THE KIDNAPPING PARTIES HAVE NUMEROUS FILES ON THE HOSTAGE ISSUE

THAT HAVE NOT BEEN COMPLETELY SETTLED . FIRST OF THESE IS THE FATE

OF SHAYKH ' ABD - AL - KARIM UBAYD . ISRAEL AND THE UNITED STATES ARE

STILL PROCRASTINATING ABOUT HIS RELEASE AFTER THE KIDNAPPERS FREED

MOST OF THE HOSTAGES THEY HAD HELD .

THE FINAL CARD THE KIDNAPPERS ARE STILL HOLDING IS VERY IMPORTANT

ONE . IT IS THAT OF WILLIAN HIGGINS , WHOSE FATE IS UNKNOWN . IF ONE
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OF THE PARTIES TO THE PEREZ DE CUELLAR AGREEMENT DOES NOT FULFILL
HIS COMMITMENT, ESPECIALLY ISRAEL AND THE U.S. ADMINISTRATION , BY
FREEING SHAYKH ' UBAYD , THOSE CONCERNED ARE SUPPOSED TO PRODUCE THIS
"SPARE CARD " TO PUT IT FORTH STRONGLY AND FROM A POSITION OF
STRENGTH , ESPECIALLY BECAUSE INFORMATION LATER REVEALED THAT GENERAL
HIGGINS , WHO WORKED WITH THE OBSERVER TEAM OF THE UN FORCES IN THE
SOUTH AND WAS KIDNAPPED FOUR YEARS AGO , WAS A MEMBER OF THE TEAM
THAT WORKED WITH FORMER U.S. SECRETARY OF DEFENSE CASPAR WEINBERGER .

LASTLY , HAS THE HOSTAGE FILE REALLY BEEN CLOSED ? WHAT IS CLEAR
UNTIL NOW AND AS THE U.S. PRESIDENT HIMSELF ANSWERED THE QUESTION A
FEW DAYS AGO , THE MATTER HAS NOT BEEN CLOSED YET . THERE ARE

IMPORTANT ASPECTS TO THE ISSUE STILL OUTSTANDING , INCLUDING THE
ISSUE OF THE TWO HOSTAGES SAID TO HAVE BEEN KILLED IN DETENTION ,
BUCKLEY AND HIGGINS . ALSO , THE PROVISION AGREED UPON WITH PEREZ DE
CUELLAR STIPULATING THAT THE KIDNAPPERS WILL NOT BE TRACKED DOWN ,
WAS RECENTLY DENIED BY BUSH WHO DID NOT RULE OUT THAT THE U.S.
JUDICIARY MAY PROSECUTE THE U.S. HOSTAGE TAKERS ANYWHERE , WHICH IS
IN BREACH OF THE AGREEMENT WHICH SOME CALL A " TEST OF INTENTIONS "

THE BIG QUESTION WHICH MUST BE ASKED AT THE END OF THIS TALK IS
WHAT IS THE PRICE FOR RESOLVING THE RIDDLE OF HIGGINS AND HIS
COMPANION BUCKLEY , WHETHER THEY ARE DEAD OR ALIVE ?

THE PRESENT ANSWER IS THAT THERE IS NO DECISIVE REPLY ABOUT THIS
ISSUE WHICH WILL COME INTO THE LIMELIGHT .

ADMIN
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Reaction to Inquiries about the Reported Return

of William F. Buckley's Remains

We are carefully following reports that the remains of

William F. Buckley have been turned over to U.S. authorities .

We are waiting for positive identification once they are

returned to the United States . If so , this will be the final

chapter in the tragic death of this courageous and dedicated

American patriot who gave his life for his country in the cause

of freedom .
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// ( (BY JIM MUIR AND HALA JABER : "THE HOSTAGES WEB THAT LEADS
BACK TO HIZBALLAH " ) )

( ( TEXT ) ) AMID THE RUINS OF SHATTERED WEST BEIRUT , LURKS A DARKSENSE OF HUMOUR . AS THE AMERICANS DISPATCHED A TASK FORCE TO THE
EASTERN MEDITERRANEAN LAST WEEK , THE LEBANESE JOKED THAT WHEN THE
BATTLESHIP NEW JERSEY APPEARED OFFSHORE HIZBALLAH WOULD DRAG IT INTOTHE SOUTHERN SUBURBS AND CHAIN IT TO A RADIATOR .

THE HUMOUR REFLECTS BEIRUT'S BELIEF THAT HIZBALLAH THE FANATICAL
SHI'ITE MUSLIM " PARTY OF GOD " , HAS ALIGHTED ON THE SIMPLE AND BRUTAL
DISCOVERY THAT BY IMPRISONING WESTERNERS IN THE CELLARS OF BEIRUT
THEY CAN HUMILIATE A SUPERPOWER .

THEIR VARIOUS NOMS DE GUERRE SINCE 1984 MORE THAN 40
WESTERNERS HAVE BEEN KIDNAPPED BY AN ASSORTMENT OF GANGS ARE NO

UNCLASSIFIED
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PAGE : 0013LONGER CINVINCING . THE AMERICANS AND ISRAELIS KNOW WHO ARE THEMAIN HOSTAGE - TAKERS , WHERE THEY LIVE AND HOW THEY ARE NURTURED BYFIERCE FAMILY LOYALTIES . THEY ARE ALSO AWARE OF THEIR WILLINGNESSTO DIE . HIZBALLAH'S CALENDAR FOR 1989 FEATURES " MARTYRS OF THEMONTH " , WITH PORTRAITS OF FALLEN ZEALOTS .
THE WESTERN POWERS ALSO KNOW THERE IS PRECIOUS LITTLE THEY CAN DOTO RESCUE HOSTAGES . A PLANNED UNITED STATES - ISRAELI COMMANDO RESCUEMISSION IN 1985 WAS ABANDONED WHEN IT BECAME UNSURE WHERE THEHOSTAGES WERE .

HIZBALLAH , HEADED BY A COUNCIL OF 12 RELIGIOUS LEADERS , ISCLEARLY THE KEY TO THE KIDNAPPINGS . IT FIRST APPEARED IN 1982DURING THE ISRAELI INVASION OF LEBANON . ' ALI AKBAR MOHTASHEMI , THENTHE IRANIAN AMBASSADOR TO DAMASCUS AND NOW THE HARLINE INTERIOR
MINISTER , ACTED AS MIDWIFE , SEEING HIZBALLAH , WITH ITS 6,000FIGHTERS , AS A MEANS OF PROMOTING AN " ISLAMIC REVOLUTION " INLEBANON . ITS SYMBOL BECAME A BLUE AND BLOOD - RED IMAGE OF THE GLOBE ,WITH A RAISED ARM HOLDING A RIFLE WITH THE WORDS OF THE KORAN : " LO ,THE PARTY OF GOD , THEY ARE VICTORIOUS . "

IRAN HAS RETAINED ITS GRIP ON HIZBALLAH EVER SINCE ; IT DIRECTS ,ARMS AND PAYS ITS FIGHTERS , AND IT IS TEHRAN WHICH ULTIMATELYDECIDES THE FATE OF THE HOSTAGES . THE NAMES OF THE KIDNAP GANGS ARESIMPLY FLAGS OF CONVENIENCE USED BY VARIOUS CELLS OR CLANS TOANNOUNCE DEMANDS OR THREATS .
THIS DECEPTION WAS CONFIRMED LAST WEEK WHEN SHAYKH ' ABD AL - KARIM' UBAYD , ASKED BY HIS ISRAELI INTERROGATORS ABOUT THE GROUP CALLINGITSELF THE ORGANISATION OF THE OPPRESSED ON EARTH , REPORTEDLY SAIDTHAT NO SUCH GROUP EXISTED . "WE USE MANY NAMES , HE ADDED .A KEY FIGURE IN THE KIDNAPPINGS HAS BEEN IMAD MUGHNIEH ( (NAME AS

PUBLISHED ) ) , A HIZBALLAH OFFICIAL AND FREQUENT VISITOR TO TEHRAN .ONE OF HIS MOTIVES WAS TO GAIN THE RELEASE OF A COUSIN JAILED INKUWAIT . MUGHNIEH WAS FORMERLY RIGHT -HAND MAN TO SHAYKH MUHAMMAD
HUSAYN FADLALLAH , THE SPIRITUAL MENTOR OF HIZBALLAH AND THE MOSTIMPORTANT OF THE 12 COUNCIL MEMBERS .

SOME SHI ' ITE SOURCES ARE SCEPTICAL ABOUT FADLALLAH'S ASSERTIONTHAT HE HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH KIDNAPPING . THEY POINT TO THE
SHI'ITE PRACTICE , CALLED TAQIEH , WHICH PERMITS " DISSIMULATION "(LYING ) IN DEFENCE OF THE FAITH .

OTHER KEY LEADERS AMONG THE SECTS ARE HUSAYN AL -MUSAWI AND THEHAMADI CLAN .

ALTHOUGH FREELANCE KIDNAPPERS HAVE SNATCHED SOME WESTERNERS ( ALIBYAN - BACKED GROUP MAY BE HOLDING ONE OF THE AMERICANS , FRANK REED )VIRTUALLY ALL THE REMAINING HOSTAGES SEVEN AMERICANS , FOUR
BRITONS , TWO WEST GERMANS AND AN ITALIAN ARE IN THE CLUTCHES OFIRANIAN - SPONSORED GROUPS .

THE REVOLUTIONARY JUSTICE ORGANISATION , HOLDING JOSEPH CICIPPIO ,ALSO HOLDS ANOTHER AMERICAN , EDWARD TRACY . IT MAY ALSO BE HOLDINGBRIAN KEENAN BETWEEN JUNE 1986 AND NOVEMBER 1987 IT RELEASED SEVENFRENCH HOSTAGES PRIOR TO THE RESTORATION OF TIES BETWEEN PARIS ANDTEHRAN .

THE ORGANISATION OF THE OPPRESSED ON EARTH WAS A NAME FIRST USEDIN THE TWA AIRLINER HIJACKING IN 1985 . IT WAS USED AGAIN BY

UNCLASSIFIED
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UBAYD'S FOLLOWERS IN SOUTHERN LEBANON TO CLAIM RESPONSIBILITY FOR

ABDUCTING WILLIAM HIGGINS . IT IS BELIEVED TO BE CLOSELY TIED TO THE

FAMILY OF MUHAMMAD ' ALI HAMADAH , WHO WAS CONVICTED IN WEST GERMANY
FOR INVOLVEMENT IN THE TWA HIJACKING .

" UBAYD'S HIZBALLAH LOYALISTS ARE ALSO THOUGHT TO HAVE PLAYED A

ROLE IN THE ABDUCTION OF FOUR PROFESSORS THREE AMERICANS AND AN

INDIAN FROM BEIRUT UNIVERSITY IN 1987 . THAT ABDUCTION WAS

CLAIMED BY THE ISLAMIC JIHAD FOR THE LIBERATION OF PALESTINE .

UBAYD WAS ALSO ACTIVELY INVOLVED IN THE ISLAMIC RESISTANCE , THE

MILITARY WING OF HIZBALLAH USED FOR OPERATIONS AGAINST THE ISRAELIS
IN SOUTH LEBANON . IT CLAIMED RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE AMBUSH IN WHICH
TWO ISRAELI SOLDIERS WERE CAPTURED .

ISLAMIC JIHAD IS THE ORIGINAL PRO - IRANIAN KIDNAP GROUP . ITS

FIRST VICTIM , THE CIA BEIRUT STATION CHIEF , WILLIAM BUCKLEY , DIED
UNDER TORTURE IN 1985 , THOUGH HIS DEATH WAS ANNOUNCED AS AN

" EXECUTION " . THREE OF ITS AMERICAN HOSTAGES WERE RELEASED AS PART

OF THE SECRET AMERICAN ARMS - FOR - HOSTAGES DEAL WITH IRAN . IT STILL

HOLDS TWO AMERICANS , TERRY ANDERSON AND THOMAS SUTHERLAND . THE

GROUP RELEASED THREE FRENCH HOSTAGES , BUT A FOURTH , MICHEL SEURAT ,
DIED OF CANCER . HIS DEATH , TOO , WAS ANNOUNCED AS AN EXECUTION .

ISLAMIC JIHAD IS PROBABLY HOLDING TERRY WAITE , THOUGH NO FACTION

HAS CLAIMED RESPONSIBILITY FOR HIM OR ANY OF THE OTHER BRITISH

HOSTAGES .

ADMIN

(ENDALL ) 6 AUG 06 / 1035Z AUG

# 8075

NNNN
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DateT NEWS ( 1)
Dare -19

What Was He Doing There ?

In its statement on the kidnapping of Marine threat, State Department talking head Charles

Li . Col. William Higgins , the White House said Redman went outofhis way to emphasize that the
that it held the kidnappers responsible for his troops are under UN command and these people
safety . We hold the US government responsible are not under our operational control at all.” The

for his kidnapping in implication seems to be that the United States is
the first place . helpless to alter UN policy against carrying fire

What in the world arms and that the U.S. government doesn't think
was Lt. Col. Higgins enough of these men to inquire after their safety
doing in Lebanon in until it is too late .

any capacity, let alone The United States supports the UN financially
that of commanding a
farcical UN Truce Su

to a greater extent than any other nation . Maybe

an unarmed unit made some semblance of sense in
pervision team ? What

1949 , when Israel and the Arabs were the only ones
truce " ? The United

fighting and the Lebanese border was relatively,
Nations ? Like all

tranquil. Today, with about 50 beavily armed
members of this group, private armies roaming that area , it is suicidal.
Lt. Col. Higgins was LI . Cor. William Higgins
unamed . They must Presidept Reagan should order that unless U.S.

be the only folks in that inhappy country who troops are permitted to carry sidearms or some

aren't . other kind of weapon for personal protection in

The State Department last year finally forbade one of tbe world's most dangerous and volatile

Americans from using their U.S. passports for areas, then we will have no compunction whatever

travel to Lebanon after ceaseless warnings of the about withdrawing our force. He probably should

danger failed to stop several adventurous souls have done that anyway, pending consideration of

from getting themselves snatched . Frankly, we policy changes. There is a premium on American

were under the impression that embassy officials heads in Lebanon these days, in case nobody

and Marine guards whɔ absclutely had to be in noticed .

Lebanon were the only Americans left there. The kidnapping of Lt. Col. Higgins could be
Apparently, we were wrong. In addition to Mr. even uglier than previous kidnappings. There have
Higgins, there are about 20” other American been ominous hints about a " trial and accusations

troops assigned to this UN command . of being a CIA agent. The duty of government to
We are amazed at the reaction to this incident retrieve Col. Higgins is more clear- cut than in the

on the part of the White House and the State case of civilians voluntarily subjecting themselves
Department. When asked whether the U.S. troops to risks in Lebanon . But our government needs to
assigned to the UN force had been asked to take ask itself if this latest outrage wasn't wholly
special precautions in the wake of the kidnapping preventable.

Page
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Searchers for marine

dismiss security chief

BEIRUT (AP )-The Shiite handwritten statement.
Moslem Amal militia Friday dis Dirani crucized Amal for seizing
missed its security chief in a ni in members of the fundamentalist
the forces searching for kidnaped Iranian -backod Hezbollah , or Party
U.S. Marine L. Col. William Hig- of God, in south Lebanon dunng
gins in south Lebanon. The dragnet for Higgins. Amal is
Ousted security chief Mustafa fighung the Iranian - backed Hezbol

Dirani issued a statement that made lah for control of south Lebanon .
no mention of his dismissal, but Tyre is an Amal stronghold.
claimed that Higgins and other " We denounce the security ar
United Nations peacekeeping on rangements that followed the abcuc
cials in Lebanon were paid by tion of the American officer , "
NATO to gather formation about Dirani said .
Lentonsts . Amal's military commander in
Amal said in a serse statement Tyre, Daoud Daoud , has been

that Dirani was " relieved from his leading a massive search for Hig
responsibility as head of the central gins. His militiamen have rounded
security system ." It did not elabo up at least 42 Hezbollah mer :bers.
rate . Daoud told reporters Friday that
Higgins, 43, was abducted Fab . 17 " we believe Higgins is still in the

nearTyre, so miks south of Beirut. south ." He made no comment on
Higgins headed an observer group Dirani's allegations.
assigned to the United Nations In An Amal spokesman in Beirut
terim Forc in Lebanon (UNIFIL ). said Lebanon's senior Shite cleric,
a peacekeepirg force in south Leba . Sheik Mohammed Mehdi Sham
non. seddine, is involved in a quia ef
The pro - Iranian Organization of fort to release Higgins. " He refused

the Oppressed on Earth claimed it to elaborate and spoke on condition
abducted Higgins and alleged he he not be identified .
was a CIA spy. U.S. and UN off Hezbollah , made up of Shiite
cials denied the accusation . zealots loyal to Iran's Ayatollah

: Higgins is one of nine Americans Ruhollah Khomeini, is believed to
among 25 foreigners missing and be an umbrella for pro- Iranian fac
believed kidnapod in Lebanon tions holding most of the 25 miss
" Regarding the American officer, ing foreigners.

I would like to stress that we have Anal, the main Shiite milita lod
confirmed information thal NATO by Justice Minister Nabih Berri , is
is seeking to confront what it calls more sccular and is backed by
terrorism by forming socurity Syria, the main power broker in
systems specialized in Lebanon lo Lebanon. The two Shiite factions
gather information in preparation have been vying for control of south
for acts of piracy in the future. " Lobanon .
Dirani said The longest -held hostage in Laba
" For this purpose , NATO uses non is the Associated Press ' Terry

some UN officers and some Anderson . He was seizod in west
UNIFIL officers," he said in the Beirut on March 16, 1985 .

.
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Another target sent

to Lebanon
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BY DAHIEL SCHORA

WASHINGTON

" T

his was a case of goss mis .
management and not nec .
essarily by the Marine

Corps." retired Marine Lt. Col.
Robert C. McFarlane, the former
pational secunty adviser, said
Good for him ! * snapped a per

sonnel officer at Corps headquar .
lers, who said that he himsell was
under instructions from the Penta
con not to discuss the case
The " case" was the assignment

las: Junc or L Col. William R Hipe
gios, fresh from two years of sery.
ice in the office of Secrelary or
Defense Caspur Weinberger , to
comitand the Lebanon detachment
of the U.N. Truce Supervision
Organization in the face of standing
ruies against sending officers with
recent access to sensitive informa.
tion inio communist or other har
ardous areas .
Huggins boasted of his Wein

berger connection to his 75-man
gultinational deuchment But one
could also have read about it in
publicly available Pentagon direc
Lories.
On Feb. 17. Hicgins was kid .

napped the first American in a
year , the 11th in four years in ter
rorist-infested Lebanon. Within a
week be appeared on videotape,
apparently under pressure , urging
concessions to his captors and
Dlaming Presidect Rengaa for
" crimes against the oppressed pea
ple in the region ."
It's a " dangerous business lo

begin with. " observed Reagan at
his news conference last Wedner
day . " and this particular officer
happened to volualzer when there
was a vacancy . "
That's true enough , but there is

more to the story than that

According to someone who
worked in the secretary's office.
Higgins lobbied Migorously with
Weinberges for the job when it
came time for theld assignment
The 13- year-old Marine officer had

spent three years in the Pentagon
executive secreuril a year at the
National War College and two

years as a military assistant to the
secrelan During part of that ume
he sened under the chief military
assistant , Ariny Maj . Gen. Colin
Powell . now national security
adviser in the White House , who
handied, among outer things , be
Pentagon end of the acquisition of
TOW missiles for Iran, starting in
January . 1988
Command of the Iruce-obser

vance force in Lebanon had always

been a US Army stol since its
creation in 1918. So it came as a
big surp !ise when the Army's chief
of operations wrote the Marines
chief of personnel requestr:g that
Higgins be permitted to receive the
assignment
As an officer who had been

attending the secretary's stal con
ferences and handling highly clas
silied documents. Higginsrequired
a waiver from standing regulauons.
Those rules bar, for three years it !

used to be five ), fosung an officer
in an area where he may be at risk
A Pentagon spokesman said the
Lebanon post was " unrestncted . "
meaning that it did not require
such a waiver .
McFarlane, who himsell new lo

Tehran in May 1986. only five

months aner Icaring his While
House post. carried a poison cap
sule to be used in case of capture
He told me that enforcement of the
travel restriction on oicers pos
sessing sensitas information has
been lax in recent years
When Higgins was kidnapped.

Pentagon officials. for Obvious rea .
sons . said he had been only " 2
junior military assistant " handling
routine administrative work Bul
Reagan created a different
impression when he said at his
Televised news conference that
" someone would have a hard time
gelting secrets that could harm this

country from a person of this
kindº

The president's remark and the
assignment itsell, seemed to ignore
the lesson of what happened to the
only other gorerament officer
Laken hosurge in Lebanon - a les
son bitterly rentembered in the
CHA
In March 1981. William Buckley.

the CIA statson chief in Beirut, was
kidnapped while leaving the hole !
where he maintained his office in
the penthouse. Because Buckley
had been involved in Bhddle East
anti - terrorism coordination , and

was widely known as a CIA officer,
there had been misgivings in the

agency about the Beirul 25sign
menl But he wanted it and per
suaded CIA chief William J. Casey.
who knew and admired him, to one
him the job .
Early in his confinement, Buck

ley made a videotape (delivered to
the US authorities and never pub
licly released that urged conccs.
sions to his captors - the Girst
indication that he had cracked.
Later, the CIA learned that , under

torture by his Iranian captors , he
had compromised many secrets
bcrore he died in June 1985
A year later, as part of the arms

negotiations with the Iranians, the
Reagan administration was still
seeking a copy of the reported
60-page transcript of Buckley's
Interrogation under torture, as pan
of an effort to assess the damage.
Vice President George Bush has

said that concern over Buckley's
lorment 425, in large part , AS
Molise to support the arms for hos
Lages deal
Observers find it astonishing

ihat, eren as Congress last June
was gearing up to investigaie the
Iran contra affair, another Ameri
can officer whose record made him
an inuting target should be sent to
Lebanon
Equally astonishing is the fact

thai President Reagan should
assert that the terrorists will have

" a hard time" learning secrets
from Higgins

-.
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RicoTrioungCaptors will try Higgins for

espionage, statement says

Date_2 .Morelia

BEIRUT, Lebanon 1.1P )

statement purporting to be from the
kidnappers of Li . Col. William R
Higgins said yesterday the C'S Vit
rue officer will be put on " triel " for
espionage after his caprors :inish
questioning him
There was no way of authen

ticating the statement It was deliv" .
ered to a Western news agency in
Beirur without a picture of Col Hig :
gins , the commander of LX . : ruce
cbservers in south Lebanon who was
abducted Feb 17 near Tyre
The typewritten statement in Ara

bic purported to be from the Organ
ization of the Oppressed on Earth .
the name taken by the group thal
claimed responsibility for abducting
Col. Higgins , 43 .

It said Israel's tough response to
12 weeks of Palestinian riots in the
occupied West Bank and Gaza Strip ,

and U.S. Secretary of State George

Shultz's Middle East peace shuttle ,
"make us more determined to try

this criminal , Higgins."
"This will be done after the com .

pletion of the investigation to make

the world understand that any hand

that reaches out to hurt ( ouri pride.

Isiam , or the dignity of our people

will be chopped off," the statement

added .
Yesterday's was the third state

ment issued since the Marine from

Danville . Ky., was seized by gunmer.
who stopped his L.X car on the

coastal highway
The Organization of the Op

pressed on Earth is believed nade

up of pro -Iranian Shi'ite Moslem
zealots . It has claimed responsibility

for kidnappug 12 Lebanese Jews in
Moslem West Beirut since 1984 and

said it killed eight of them .

TUN, officiais confirmed, mean .

while, that two Scandinavian relief

workers abducted three weeks ago

near the port of Sidon had been

freed , Reuters news agency re

ported.

( The abductors of the Scandina .

vians , the " Revolutionary Cells "

group, said in a statement issued to

an international news agency in west

Beirut that they had freed Swede

Jan Stening. 14, and Norwegian Wil.

liam Joergensen. S7.

The communique was accompa .
nied by a color photograph of the two
Captiles : ho were seized on Feb 5
near Sidor. , 25 miles south of Beirut

officials the l' Relief a.id
Ilinks und deren LYRKA , for
hinilic't workeuaid the twowere
cleanercer the Summerland hotel
in Beirut

Sich : heir release . 23 foreign hos
tages , including Cul Higgins and
cight her Americans, remain in
Lxburun

Yesterdays statement repeated
the charge thal Col Hipeins is a CIA
ageni. denied byWashington andthe
Liited Vacions We shall continue
the investigation of this spy to com
plete his record, which is full of
crimes. 11 declared

Col Higgins was leader of the 76
V observers from 16 nations who

monitor truce violations on the
Lebanon - Israel border under a 1949
armistice agreement .

His observers are allached to the
5.800 -member UV . Interim force in
Lebanon , the peacekeeping army
known as CVIFIL . that was sent to
south Lebanon in 1978 as a buffer
between Israel and Palestinian guer

sillas lihas soldiers from aine cpun .
tries

On Feb 19. Col. Higgins' kidsap

pers released a statement wild -two

identity cards bearing hos pieture

and signature a second stateinca !

Feb 22 was accompared by a 70

second videotape of Col. Higgins re
citing his captors' demands

Yesterday's statement said , in

part " The criminal Reagan is moy
ing inside and outside CeBarlon to

ensure a quick release of Higgins so

that he will not reveal secrets and

make confessions But wedeclare to

day that we have uncovered solid

facts about an Amencan - Israeli deal

being hatched for south Lebanon . *

In Washington , the State Depart

ment said it had no comment extept

w repeat the LS position that all

the hustakes should be released im

mediulely and unconditionally

9 .Pago
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2 hostages freed in Lebanon ; U.S.

Marine faces ' trial'
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Balt suN P.2A
Date 2 MAR 88

From Wire Reports

BEIRUT, Lebanon - Two Scan .
dinavian relief-agency workers were
freed yesterday, less than a month
after being taken hostage in
southern Lebanon , the Su'edish For.
cign Ministry sald .

Also yesterday, a staterrient pur
porting to be from the kidnappersof
LC . Col. William R. Higgins sald the
U.S. Marinc orlicer would be put on
tral" for esplonage when his cap
cors Inished questioning him .

United Nallons sources said the
freed workers — Jan Stening. 44. of
Sweden , and William Jorgensen, 58.
of Norway were in good physical
condition after their release in Sidon ,
In southern Lebanon .

Revolutionary Cells. the group
that said it abducted the two U.N.
Relid and Works Agency employees.
sald in a statement that they were
released after being proved innocent "

The statement did not say what
the two men were proved innocent
of, although in one of its earlier S.

statements the group claimedthe photograph released with a plors'statemeat abowa former Boston
Scandinavians were involved with Jan Stenlog ( left )of Sweden od WWlam Jorgensen ol Normal
the intelligence service of an uniden The statement repeat the
the foreign power. al news agency in Moslem West Bet.

The 'atest statement on Colonel
change that Colonel Higgins wy a CA

rul came without authentication , agent. which has been denied by
Higgins, delivered to an internauon . but Ila style was similar to veofled Washington and the United Nations

messages from the group The statement also declarat Te

"We aonounce today that shall continue the investigationof

through questioning we have this spy to complete de record ,
which is full of c.mes . " ..

reached definite facts about an Meanwhile, a mibete source mall
American -Israell deal that he was Yesterday thatgunmen loyal to a for
preparing for in southern Lebanon . " mtr security chld of the Shiite Anal
said the statement. miltla helped in Colonel Higgins' ab

The typeitteen masage by Ara duction .

blc l'rom the Organizadon at the Op The source sald that mildasien

pressed of the World gave no details from Anal's centra socunty section ,
of the alleged deal but ald . At the led by the secton's chie , Muscapra
Mght ume we shall put forward these DXrani, provided intelligenceand as
facts to our scholars ." gured a safe passage for the kidnap

pers and Colonel Higgins to Beina's
southern suburbs lak wock .

Mr. Otrani. a staunch pro -Irani
an , was Bred as security chid after
his role in the affair was lamod .

The release of Mr. Stering and
Mr. Jorgensen reduced the number
of foreign hostages in Lebanon to 23 .

Page 10
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BEIRUT MAGAZINE SAYS CAPTORS PLEDGED TO THE U.S. COLONEL
BEIRUT , March 11 , Reiter - Kidnappers of U.S. Marire Colore

Willian Higgins have pledged to free him wt did not specify atime , the Beirut - based Ash - Shirea magazine said on Friday .
Three guinen seized Higgins , head of the Lebanon unit of the

U.N. Truce Supervision Organisation ( UNISO ) , rear the southern
port of Tyre on February 17 .

Ash - Shiraa , which first broke reports on the secret U.S.
Iran amms deal , is believed close to Iranian officials .

The magazine , which appears on nensstands on Monday but ismade available to media organisations on Friday , quoted
well - informed sources in South Lebanon as saying :

" The kidnappers of Higgins have pledged through secret
contacts with local and regional powers to release him .

" The sources did not reveal the approximate date of
Higgins's release , pointed out that the release date was left upto the kidnappers and asserted that what was important was thedecision to free him , " it added .

A group calling itself the " Organisation of the Oppressed of
the world " has claimed to hold him and alleged he was a spy .

Higgins's abduction angered the Shi'ite Moslen Amal militia
which controls Tyre . It launched a large - scale hunt for him andsaid it had arrested three men involved in the kidnapping .

He is among 25 foreigners missing and believed kidnapped in
Lebanon . Most are believed held by pro - Iranian militants .

U
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2.12
U.S. Marine to Be

Freed bgnon

Mage: iine / eports

From Times Wire TUKES

BEIRUT - A pro -Syrian maga
zine soported Friday that the cap
cors of Manne Lt. Col. William R.
Higgins have agreed to free him at
an unspecified dale.

The weekly magazine A3 Stirsa,
which was the first to report the
U.S. - Iran arms- for -hostages deal,
quoied sources in southern Lebe .
non as saying that " no final date
has been set to release Higgins. "

As Shiraa quoted the sources as
saying the kidnapers made the
pledge " in secret contacto under
taken by more than local and
regional parties."

"The captors were left free to
decide on the date of the release,
but the most important thing is thet
an agreement, similar to the one
that led to the release of German
Rudolph Schray, was reached to
free Higgins." As Shiraa said.

A Pentagon official said the
Defense Department had no infor
mation other than the report in the
magazine article. The officia , who
asked to remain anonymous, said
he was skepucal of the article.
Higgins, 43, head of a 75 -member

U.N. team that observes a truce
between Israel and Lebanon , was
kidnaped Feb. 17 while driving on a
coastal highway from the ancient
port city of Tyre, 46 miles south of
Beirut

The clandestine Organization of
the Oppressed on Earth claimed
responsibili./ for Higgins' abduc
tion and accused him working for
the CIA .

Schray , 31 , a German -Lebanese
engineer, was released March 3
after 31 days in captivity , reported
ly as a result of Syrian pressure .
The Strugglers for Freedom group
said it freed him in a deal that
would lead to the release of (wo
Shia acuvists imprisoned in West
Germany on terrorism charges.

Page
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Imprudent Exposure in Lebanon

By DANIEL SCHORR

A month has passed since the abduction
of Marine Le Col. William R. Higging,
commander of the Lebanon detachment of
the U.N. Truce Supervisory Organization .
The search for him so far has been fruitless ,
and there has been no recent word from
his abductors, who in the first week of his
captivity released his identification papers
and a videolape of him, and said that he
would be tried as a spy.
Before Higgins mells off the screen of

pubile attention into the limbo of long - lerm
American hostages in Lebanon -- the 12th
in four years, No. 9 of those currently held
- it is time to raise a question about why he
was there. He is the second U.S. govern .
ment official to be kidnaped , and it ap .
pears that a tragic mistake was mindlessly

repealed - sendirg into thal terrorista
infested area a known bearer of national .
security secrets that would make him a
tempting target
Higgins arrived in Lebanon last July,

fresh from two years of service as a mili
tary assistant to Secretary of Delense
Caspar W. Weir.berger. Congress was
gearing up for its televised investigation
of the Iran -Contra affair, and the death
under torture of William Buckley, the CIA
station chief in Beirut, was being cited
by the Reagan Administration as one of
the concerns that had led to the army - lor .
hostages deal
Buckley had gone to Lebanon in mid

1983 to help the Lebanese develon anu
terrorism techniques and to rebuild the
American intelligence operation destroyed
in the bombing of the U.S. Embassy a few
months earler. Buckley had served as the
Beirut station chie ! before, and his role as
a CIA anu - terrorism specialist was well
known around the Middle East His pro .
posed return to Beirut, lo operate out of an
ill -guarded hotel penthouse, caused some

qualms among agency professionels . But

these were brushed aside by Director
William J. Casey, a friend and admirer of
Buckley , intent on finding an angwer to the
terrorist menace.
Buckley was snatched from his car as he

left his hotel in March , 1984. Casey ordered
unprecedented exertions to recover him, ali
to no avail . Buckley appeared cwice on
videolape - once withfellow hostages Jer
emy Levin and the Rev. Benjamin Wels
and once alone.
In October, 1985. the CLA learned of

Buckley's death under lorture the previous
June - probably at the hands of the Irani
ans , to whom he had been delivered. It
was believed that he had been forced to

compromise intelligence secrets, including
information about anul - lerrorist acuvides.
A year later the Reagan Administration
was negotiating with the Iranians to obial ,
in return for arms sales, not only hostages
but also Buckley's remains and a reported
80 -page transcript of his interrogation.
The Pentagon end of acquisition of TOW

missiles to be sold to Iran was handled,
Slarting in January, 1988, by Weinberger's
chief military adviser. Anny Maj. Gen.
Colin Powell , for whom Higgins worked
( Powell is now the White House national -
security adviser . ) But, apparently , no con
necuon with the Buckley case was made
when Higgins, due for field assignment
after five years in the Pentagon , started
vigorously lobbying with Weinberger and
others for command of the U.N. force in
Lebanon , considered a long step up the
career ladder.
This command had been an " Army slot "

since the creation of the force in 1948. So
Marine personnel officers were surprised
when the Army requested that Higgins be
released for the assignment for which he
had volunteered. It seemed plain to the
Marines that the requeat packed a lot of
high - level support. (Marine officers who
monitored the assignment ay that they
are now under orders not to discur it )

13
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There are government-wide policies and

speciflc military regulations restricting, for

at least three years, travel by persoanel

with recent access to highly classifled

material to countries where they may be

at risk. For assignment to such countries

a written walver is required None wus

requested for Higgins. A Pentagon spoker .

man says that this was because " Lebanon is

not on the restricted liat. "

In southern Lebanon , Higgins talked

freely to members of his 75- man mulu .

national force about his personal relation

ship with Weinberger, whose daily stalt
conferences he had attended . If there was

any doubt about what a catch he repre .

sented to terroriets , it was diepelled by

President Reagan when he said in a Feb. 24

news conference that " someone would

have a hard time getung secrets that could

harm the country from a person of this
kind."
Within a week of his abduction , Higgins,

like Buckley before him, appeared on

vídeotape. He urged concessions to his

captors and blamed Reagan for " crimes

against the oppressedpeople in the region ."

A painful deja vy . Once again an officer,

with the indulgence of his lop boss, had

overcome security concerns and taken

himself -- and hls nation's secrets - into

danger. No one kems to have been re

sponsible
Fred C. Tule , who was two days away

from retirement an undersecretary of de

fense when the abduction occurred, cold

me that he was " astonished and outraged ."

He had not been aware of the assignment

Robert C. McFarlane, former national

security adviser end himsell a retired

Marine Leutenant colonel, sad that the

Higgins wignment we "a case ofgroot

mlemanagementand not necessarily by

the Marines. "
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HIGGINS'S JOB

T

he word going around
spook Circles
Washington is tha !

Marine Leul Col William
Higgins was doing a viltie
more than just putting in
firme with the UN Truce Su
pervision Organization in
southern Lebanon when he
was snaiched by Shufe cra .
zies Let's put if this way
During the heighi of the Cold
War in the 50's . reliable
sources have estimated that
more than half of the CIA'S
field agents were active
duty military personnel And
some people say that since
thal 50's kind of guy. Ronald
Reagan, came to town , the
80 s started lo look more and
more like those good old
days of three decades
ago

14
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Jack'inderson and Dale fanfitta

Khomeini's Drug Trade

errorist stronghoid of Jibchit By this time ,
t ' , V , f1csis und moderare members of the
Shwie imal mihca who were looking for
Higgins ligured he had been spirited out of
Lebanon , or it least muggled into terrorise
territory in the Bekia Valley of eastern Leba
non .

The Ayatollah Khonieni doesn't hesitate to
peak for Allah when there is need in a
heavenly prud tu spur the masses. The 19.10 .
lah speaks is one who carries the double
hurden , beit contidently , oi leading the inass
es in a glorious destiny herrtorvre denied
them und shoping up the miserable contents
porary Speciniens for the surney
Given his personal pipeline 10 Alloh . Khon

cini con alter the standards of goodud evil to
suit his own agenda . Kidnapping hostages and
selling drugs are taboo under the Moslem
Cude , but Khuneini sanctions both .
The latest Anierican hostage taken by those

who follow Khonlein was Lt. Col. William R.
Higins, who headed the 75 -member observer
group that is part of the U.N. Truce Supervis
Ston Organizacion. The 4.3 -year -vid Marine
was captured at gunpoint on Feb. 17 near the
Lebanese port city ni Tyre .

His kidnappers telt inclined to head the
rules ul Allah long enough to snatch Higgins
from the street into a brown Voivo . According
to our satelligence sources , Higgins was sup
posed to be cransierred to the cusiody si four
men waiting in a Mercedes, but the Volun gut
stuck in the mud on back roads , so Eiggins
was hidden Overnight in the hume ya Shutte
lanuly in the village of Qana .

We have lessed that the next day te was
Marched lung back trus north of the Litani
Rever , te spent the next two nighes in the

But L'S intelligence sources told Dale Van
Ata that the kidnappers. Smal meinbers in
league with the pro - Iranian Hezbollah , secret
ed her in a house somewhere in south Leirut.
where Higgins remains today.

Because of his U.X. connections . Higgins as
a prize catch for the Anial and Hezbollah.
They decided to keep him away from the
Bekaa Valley, which is controlled by Syr:a,
because they leared the Syrians might compel
them to give Higgins up .

Higgins became the ninth American held by
Hezbollah . The person held captive the 'on
gestis Terry Anderson , the chiei Middle East
correspondent of the Associated Press , who
has been a prisoner ior three years.

Kidnappers don't coine cheap. In fact, all
terrorism costs cnoney . Sonie members were
paid to keep the secrets of Higgins' kidnap.
ping from more moderate Amal leaders who
have no part in hostage cakings .
And not all the financing can come from

Iranian oil sales, so the nyatollah has another
business venture : drugs . Khomeini resolved
the dilemma between the Koran and his cash

flow needs with a decree that a 10 : 1 >
production o ! d .ugs as long as they are we ' ,
inridels . He reasoned tha : : \ llah you ! dn : ....
of the demon drugs served the dual purpose .. !
debilitating the Great Saran and paring the
bills in Iran .

Khomeini's terrorists operate under diverse
names, which have been adopted to accom.Ti
date different families and factions . Most tac
lions are involved in the drug trade. but ctie
main group. Hezbollah , directmost oi the
drug smuggling .
At first, Hezbollah specialized in producing

hashish in Lebanon , which is smuggled out ut
the terrorist stronghold of Baalbek'in the
Bekaa Valley. The hashish is taken through
the northern Lebanese mountains to Mediter
canean ports. Indeed, hashish has become one
of Lebanon's principal exports. Most of it :)
shipped Out of the port of Juniye to Europe and
the United States .
Our associate Barbara Newman was taken

to Baalbek by a Lebanese warlord who provid
ed her with machine gun - toting bodyguards.
She confirmed the drug - smuggling activities
and learned , in addition, that franian advisers
have taught the terrorists how to cultivace
opium poppies and process them into heroin
So , poppies have joined hashish as a major
crop in the Bekaa Valley .

1988 ( nited Feature Syndrate in
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Pro - Iran Faction Says

It Will Try U.S. Captive

Speculso Tx Ne Yory Times
BEIRUT . Lebanon, April 21 - A pro

Iranian group that says 11 is holding a
United States Marine officer captive
said today that it was putting the ma
rine on trial on charges of spying .
A statement by the group, the Organ

ization of the Oppressed on Earth ,was
accompanied by a photograph of the
hostage, Lieur. Cot. William R. Higgins.

" This criminal will be turned over to
day to the tribunal of the oppressed to
judge him for the crimes he has com.
mitted." said the statement, which was
delivered to an international news
agency in West Beirut

The statementcame three days after
a Christian radio station, the Voice of
Lebanon , said the kidnappers had
killed Colonel Higgins in relaliation for
atlacks by the United States Navy this
Week against Iranian oil platforras and
ships in the Persian Gulf.
Colonel Higgins,who served with the

Uniled Nations Observer Force in
southern Lebanon , was abducted on
Feb. 17 near the port of Tyre.

Hus carcers, who have been linked to
the Iraniarrbacked Partyo Coceroun .
have changes that colonel Higginswas
a spy for the C.L.A.
The statement said Colonel Higgins.

a former aide to Caspar W. Weinberger
when Mr. Weinberger was Defense
Secretary, was in charge of " a Penca .

gon team to combat Lebanese and

Palestinian Islamic organizations in
Palestine and Lebanon ."
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Oale 22 APR 1988Captors Threaten

To Try Colonel

BEIRUT - The kidnapers of
U.S. Marine Col. William Kig .
gins accused him of spying in a
statement released here yester
day and said he would be put on
trial for crimes such as supply
ing the Pentagon with incelli
gence matenal gathered in Leb
anon ,

The statement , by the Organ
ization of the Oppressed on
Earth , was accompanied by an
undared photograph of Higgins,
wearing a heavy wool sweater
and looking downcast and
drawn . Higgins, 43 , chief of the
Lebanon unit of the U.N. Truce
Supervision Organization , was
kidnaped Feb. 17 .
" The interrogation of this

criminal agent has now been
concluded and we shall put him
at the disposal of our nation at
the app priate time. * the state
ment said . “This criminal will
now be referred to the Court of
the Oppressed to go on trial for
the crimes he committed . "
The statement came four

days after the Christian Voice of
Lebanon radio said Higgins had
been killed in a clash between
Shiite Mosiem factions .

In Washington, State Depart
ment spokeswoman Phyllis Oak
ley called Higgins an innocent
victim and said that the notion
that his captors have the right
to try anyone is simply gro
tesque ."
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Democracies Held Hostage
Ti's mid -October . A candidate for President

trails badly in the polls. But then he dramatically
announces the freeing of several hostages in Beirut .
He insists this came about because of his skillful, in
formal diplomacy. He promised no more in return
he says, than to normalize diplomatic ties with Iran
and to release Iranian funds still blocked in U.S. ac
counts . Only after the election does the rest come
out that he also promised ransom to Iranian
backed gangs in Lebanon

Is such a scenario imaginable ? It should be , be
cause it closely resembles what has actually hap
pened in France . Oniy days before the recent presi
dential election , the righust challenger , Prime
Minister Jacques Chirac, announced the freeing of
three Beirut hostages. After the voie , it became ap
parent that he promised everything but the Eiffel
Tower in return .Lp to $30 million in ransom to
three guerrilla groups, trade concessions for Iran
and freedom for failed terrorises

Mr. Chirac lost, yet President Mitterrand feels
bound to honor at least some of the promises. Hence
the only clear winner is Iran , whose crafty clerical
rulers thus refined their skil in manipulaung demo
cralic elections.

-

napped William Euckley , nominally of the U.S. em .
bassy but actually C. La station chief. Two months
later, another American was kidnapped, the Rev.
Benjamin Weir, with five more to follow. Then
began the protracted secret negotiations in which
Iran toyed with the White House, building hopes that
Americans might be freed just before the 1984
Presidential election , and then again just before
the 1986 Congressional elections.

Iran has also intruded itself in West German
politics to obtain $ 1 billion worth of transport air
cralt . The mullahs made common cause with Franz
Josef Strauss, Prime Minister of Bavaria and right
wing rival of Chancellor Helmut Kohl Bavaria is
the center of West Germany's arms industry , and
Mr. Strauss is a board member of Messerschmitt,
the giancaerospace company . Arguments over
Bonn's refusal to license the sale was debated in the
1987 elections, in which high unemployment was an
issue. It seems likely that Iran will figure in future
votes , since West Germans are seul held by pro Ira
nian gangs in Lebanon .

In March , almost as a warning shot, another
American was seized in Lebanon : Lieut. COL WU
liam Higgins, a Marine assigned to the United Na
tions peacekeeping forces. This happened befort
Mr. Chirac's secret dealings resulted in the freeing
of French hostages - a transaction that brought
Mr. Chirac no victory and France no glory.

It is a lesson that George Bush and Michael
Drukakls can usefully ponder. When Westem polid .
cal leaders seek campaign help in Iran , they risk
being swindled and even humiliated Ransoming of
hostages guarantees two things - further hostage
taking and confirmation of the mullahs' contempt
for democracy

Their first success was in 1899 , when Ayalollah
Khomeini used the Teheran hostage crisis to defeat
President Carter, cor firm extremist rule in Iran
and keep alive Republican lears of an " October sur
prise. " The hostages were released only at the mo
ment that Ronald Reagan, who had denounced Ira .
nians as " barbarians, " was taking office .

By 1984, Teheran was no longer afraid of the
new President; and in March , gumen In Beirut kid

8 .
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With Iran , Shultz Says
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" By NORMAN KEMPSTER and DON SHANNON. T'imes Staff Writers

UNITED NATIONS -Secretary New York following a meetingof State George P. Shullz said between British Foreign MinisterFriday that the United Stales is Geoffrey Howe and his franianready for direct diplomatic contacts counterpart. Ali Akbar Yelayali.
with Iran , but only to underline Both men were in New York for the
Washington's longstanding de . opening session of the U.N. General
mand for an end to the Iran Iraq
War, a halt in Tehran's support for

Assembly . They said lower - level
Terrorism and the release of West Lalks had been scheduled in Geneva

Lo work out the details .ern hostages in Lebanon . > " Both sides have decided toAppearing at a news conference
resume (ull diplomalic representaa few minutes after Britain an
tion on the basis of reciprocity andnounced that it is restoring full
mutual respect . " the British govdiplomatic relations with fran . ernment said in a formal statement .Shultz said there is increasing Britain reduced its relations withevidence that Tehran wanis to end Irai; to caretaker status in June.its diplomatic isolation ,
1987 , after one of its diplomats inAl the same time, President
Tehran was abducted and beaten .Reagan , campaigning in Chicago apparently in reprisal for the arrestfor Vice President George Bush , of an Iranian consular official inrepeatedly denied a report in an Britain on a charge of shoplifting.Israeli newspaper that the United There was no formal break, bu !Stales had made a secrel deal with relations were severely strained .lion to provide aid and arms in Only the Iranian charge d'affairesexchange for the release o ' nine was permitted to stay on in Lon .American and British hostages . don , and British interests in Iran" We are not negotiating directly have been looked after by thewith Iran . " Reagan told reporters Swedish Embassy.as he arrived at O'Hare Interna The United Stales severed relational Airport. “ We have not talked tions with Iran in April, 1980. into the kidnapers . I think maybe connection with the seizure ofIran is putting these stories out." hostages at the U.S. Embassy inThe report of the hostages ' im Tehran in November, 1979.

minent release appeared in The Shultz said Friday that " we are
Nation , a new English language prepared . and have been, to have
newspaper in Jerusalem . It quoled direct calks " with Iran . But no such
unidentified sources in Geneva as talks are planned . he said . and if
saying that live American hostages they should take place. the United
held by pro - Iranian Lebanese Shia Scales would put the Persian Gulf
Muslims are lo be released with War, terrorism and the hostage
Tehran's help about next Friday. situation at the top of the agenda.
Three other Americans and a Brit . Both Shultz and Velayat will be
on , possibly Anglican envoy Terry at the United Nations again next
Waite , are to be freed a week laler, week . but şhullz said he has no
the paper said . plans to meet with the Iranian

foreign minister .
17 Sull Being Held

Seventeen foreign hostages are
Movement by Iran Ciced

believed held in Lebanon , includ . Referring to recent develop
ing nine Americans. The newspa . ments in Iran, Shultz said : " There
per report said the United States has been movement in the situation
put aside its demand that Tehran in a direction that we find very
help free Marine Ll . Col. William R. good . If there are further moves .
Higgins , one of the nine , because we will be ready."
officials became convinced chal As examples of positive trends.
Iran does not control the kidnapers

Shultz cited the month - old cease .
holding him . fire between Iran and Iraq and
Agreement on the restoration of Tehran's resumption of diplomatic

fuil diplomatic relations between
London and Tehran was reached in

relations with London
" There does seem to be evidence

that Iran wants to see itseil moving
into more normal dipiomatic rela
tions around the world ." Shuliz.
sard

Meanwhile , Velayani and Iraqı
Foreign Minister Tarik Aziz met
separately with UN Secretary
General Javier Perez de Cuellar to
resume the peace talks that here
suspended last month in Certe va
The meetings Friday were intend .
ed to sel the stage for direct talks
scheduled for today .
Aziz had said earlier that Iraq is

not prepared for substantive nego .
tiations in New York . Iraq wants
the talks returned to Geneva .
Aziz met Friday with Arab for

eign ministers but , according to an
Arab source , did not spell oul Iraq's
strategy for the peace talks be
cause a Syrian representative was
present. Syria was Iran's only Arab
ally in the eight year conflict .
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Americans still held

hostage in Lebanon

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Fcllowing is a list of Americans

missing in Lebanon , with the dates
they were reported seized :

• Terry Anderson , 40, chief Mid
dle East correspondent of The Asso
ciated Press, March 16, 1985. A Shi
' ite Moslem group , the pro - Iranian
Islamic Jihad, or Holy War, claims to
hold him .

• Thomas Sutherland , 57 , Scot
tish - born acting dean of agriculture
at the American University of Beirut, June 9, 1985. Islamic Jihad
claims to hold him .

• Frank Herbert Reed, ss, direc
tor of the private Lebanon Interna
tional School in Beirut, Sept.9, 1986 .
A pro Libyan group called Arab
Revolutionary Cells -Omar Mou
khtar Forces claimed responsibility.

Joseph James Cicippio, 57 , act
ing comptroller of the American
University of Beirut, Sept. 12. 1986 .
The pro - Iranian Revolutionary Jus
tice Organization , a Shi'ite group ,
claimed responsibility .

Edward Austin Tracy, 57, author
of children's books. Date of kidnap
ping unclear, but the Revolutionary

Jusoice Organization claimed re
sponsibility Oct. 21 , 1986 .
. Jesse Turner, 10 , visiting profes

sor of mathematics and computer
science at Beirut University Col
lege , Jan. 24 , 1987. Kidnapped from
university campus with Robert Pol
hill, Alann Sreen and Mithileshwar
Singh by gunmen posing as police
men. Islamic Jihad for the Liber
ation of Palestine claimed respon .
sibility:
Alann Steen , 49. journalism

professor at Beirut University Col
lege, Jan 24 , 1987.

Robert Polhill , 54. assistant pro
fessor of business and lecturer in
accounting at Beirut University Col.
lege , Jan. 24 , 1987.

• Marine Lt. Col. William R. Hig
gins, 41 , head of a 75 -man observer
group attached to the UN . Interim
Force in Lebanon, Feb. 27 , 1988. Kid
napped near Tyre. Claimed by the
pro- Iranian Organization of the Op
pressed on Earth , a Shiite faction .
The group said April 21 , 1988, that
Col. Higgins would be put on trial for
spying.
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Lebanese Group Says

It Will Kill a U.S. Hostage

Tha Wastingico PC # t
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By IHSAN A. HIJAZI
Specials The Me York Times

BEIRUT, Lebanon, Dec. 12 The
kidnappers of a United States Marine
officer said Loday that they have de
cided to kill him as a spy and in recalia
cion for Isracli allacks in Lebanon .
In a statement in Arabicdelivered 10 |

a news agency in West Beirut, the Cr.
ganization of the Oppressed on Earth
said the officer, Lieut. Col. William R.
Higgins, has been handed over to those
who would kill him . I did not say when
or where the action would take place. A
small black -and-white photograph of
the American officer was released with
the statement

Colonei Higgins, a Vietnam veteran
who had been an aide to the former
Secretary of Defense. Caspar W. Wein
berger, was the head of a United Na .
tions observer force in Lebanon when
he was seized last Feb vary near the

port of Tyre, 45 miles souch of Beirut.
He is among nine Americans believed
held in Lebanon by clandestine groups
with links to Iran.
The United States Government

carlier this month withdrew all 11
American officers from United Nations
patrol duties in southern Lebanon . The
overall situation in the country was
cited by a Slate Depariment spokes ,
man as a reason
The Organization of the Oppressed

on Earth is believed to be affiliated
with a hard -line Islamic group called
the Islamic Resistance Movement.
Thal, in turn , is thought io have lies lo
the Party of God , a better known guer.
rilla faction inspired by revolutionary
Iran .
The Organization of the Oppressed

on Earth . asserted responsibility for
the June 1985 hijacking of a Trans
World Airways jetliner in which a
United States Navy dlver , Robert D.
Stethem , was killed .

It is not known where Colonel Hig
gins is being held. His abductors man .
aged to spist him out of southern Leba
non through a security screen thrown
up by United Nations troops and by
militiamen of the large Shiile move.
ment Amal .

Colonel Higgins's captors have de.
manded the freeine Palestinian and
Lebanesc prisoners from: Israelt tauts
in exchange for his release , and have
accused the American officer ofhaving
used his United Nations post as a cover
Tor espionage activity To- the Central
Intelligence Agency

Scalement From U.N.

[ At the United Nations, SecrearyGeneral Javier Pérez de Cuéllar's of
fice denied that Colonel Higgins u a
spy and calied on those hoiding bine
to let him go.

( " Colonel Higgins was serving the
United Nations on a peacekeeping
Mission at the time of his abductica ,
a spokeswoman for the Serreuary
General , Nadia Younes , said . " The
allegations against him are base
less ." )
In its scalement today, the gocrnilla

captors repeated the allegations of
spying and said that the colonel's dkach
would also be " sn retallation for the re
pealed Israeli aggression against our
people in occupied Palestice and in
southem and eastern Lebanon , lo
vengeance for the latest Israeli aliad
in Al Naamen, and in order to punish
America ."
Last Friday, Israeli troops allacked

Palestinian guernila bases at Al Naa
meh, a village just south of Beirur, kill
ing 20 guerrillas.
The threat against Colonel Hieeins

came a few hours after unidentified
gunmen killed a Belgian national ini
West Beirut.
Police and the Belgian Embassy

identified the vicum as Arthur van
Nieuwerburgh , 61 years old he was
found on a sidewalk near the West Ger
man Embassy, having been shot in the
head.
Mr. van Nieuwerburgh a longtime

resident of Beirut, was an English
teacher at the Beirut Council, an insis
lution run by a Muslim charitable es .
tablishment known as Al Makassed
The motive behind the slaying was

not immediately known, although the
police did not ruie our personal rea
sons. It is widely thought that the kuil
ing may have been iniended to dis
credit Syrian troops who have been in
charge of security in the Muslim secior
of the Lebanese capital
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43

Kidnapers Vow to “Execute '

U.S.
Marine Col.

Higgins

A- !The Washington Post
The Ka York Times
The Washington Ines
The Www Stret JournalThe Christian Science Monitor
New York Ouly News
USA Today
The Chicago Tribune

By Farouk Nurser
Muxte

Oste 13 PEC 88

Perez de Cuellar , made a special
appeal for Higgins ' release when he
aurepted the Nobel Peace Prize in
Oslo on behalf of the 10.000 V.V.
peace -keeping forces.
Tonight. a U.N , spokeswoman

said , " the secretary general urgentlycalls on those holding Col. Higginsnot to carry out their threal but to
release him immediately and un
harnied. The secretary genegal also
urges all those who may be in a po
Sition to help to do all that they can
to assist in securing the release . •

Fitteen foreigners are missing
and presumed kidnaped in Lebanon .
They are nine Americans , three
Britons , one Irishman, one Italian
and a Swiss . The longest held is
American Terry Anderson, 40 , of
The Associated Press , who was kid
naped March 16, 1985 .

BEIRUT, Dec. 12 - Lebanese
kidnapers holding U.S. Marine Le .
Col. William R. Higgins said today
they had decided to " execute " their
hostage because they believe he is a
spy for Israel .

“ We have issued : he irrevocable
sentence to execute this American
spy , " said a typewritten Arabic
statement signed by the Organiza
tion of the Oppressed on Earth and
delivered to the independent Beirut
newspaper An Nahar .

! A photocopy of a picture purport.
ing to show Higgins, the most re
cent kidnap victim of nine Ameri
cans held hostage in Lebanon, was
printed at the bottom of the 15 - line
stiltenient. Hostage holders in Lebe
anon usually insert a picture with a
stalenient to prove its authenticity .

In its scarement , the group said
the decision to kill Higgins was a
retaliation for Israeli attacks
against our people in cccupied Pale
eestine - the West Bark and Gaz
Stringand predominantly Shiite
southein Lebanon.

It also said Higgins would die in
" revenge for the blood of the mar
tyrs of the latest Israeli cards on a
Palestinian guerrilla base mine miles
south of Beirut. Nine guerrillas
were killed Friday in the Israeli at .
tack . An Israeli officer also died .

{ In Washington, the State De
partnient issued a statement saying
the charge that Higgins was a spy
was " nonsense . The statement

called captor efforts to try their
victims "grotesque" and a "perver
sion of civilized and universal con
cepts of justice ." Denouncing what
It called the " cynical at- ampt " to
exploit the plight of Higgin during
Christmas season, the State De .
partaient called for his inmediale
and unconditional release .

(Administration sources said U.S.
officials have been unable to deter
niine the validity of the announce

ment or any of the previous clainis

by Higgins' captors . Washington
Post staff writer Molly Moore re
ported . " There is a great feeling of
helplessness , " said one administra
tion official.1

Higgins , 43. of Danville , Ky ., was
head of a 76 -man observer group
attached to the U.N. peace -keeping
force in southern Lebanon when he
was kidnaped near the southern
port city of Tyre on Feb. 17 .
The new picture of Higgins , the

second in 10 months, resembled a
photograph released by the kidnap
ers April 21. That photo showed
the balding Higgins stoop-shoul
dered with his eyes cast down , not
looking at the caniera . He had gray
stubhle on his cheeks and was wear
ing a dark field jacket.
The statement accompanying the

earlier prture said the group had
put Higgins on trial before "a tribu
nal of the oppressed" on spying
charges.
The Organization of the Op

pressed on Earth , believed made up
of Shiite Moslems loyal to Iran , had
harged that Higgins used his U.N.
uniform as a cover for espionage.

In today's statement , the group
said , " It has been proven by clear.
cul evidence that Higgins and his
American team of observers are
guilty of providing the Zionist en
emy wich accurate and detailed -
itary and security information about
our resistance fighters, their posi
tions , movements , supply routes
and the quantity and quality of their
weaponry."

“The spy has been turned over to
those responsible for executing this
just and revolutionary verdict." the
statement said , No specific execu
tion date was nientioned.
There have been three other

COMMUnKations from the group
since lliggins' abductin-two
sl.itement listing demands for his
release and a videotape in which
Higgins repeated the demands.
The dentands focused on the re

leise of Palestinian and Lebanese
pftuglers held by lariel and its
pravy auton , the South Lebanon
Army. Israel rejected the demands ,

On Saturday, the secretary gen .
rral of the Cnited Values, Javier
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TANTRION

Ignoring

Hostage Tips

Motok 22
Tina

U.S. Nows & World Report

Dato 21'88Is Washington too wary

of privatechannels ?
( 613 )

Dezet You are a State Department offi
cial who receives a call from a retired mili
tary officer who claims to have important i
information about American hostages in .
Lebanon . Specifically , he offers to set up a
meeting with a contact who can provide 1
news of the face of Marine Lt. Col. William
R. Higgins. The contact has a handwriting
sample and a recent photograph of Hig.
gins, who was kidnapped near Tyre on Feb
17 and has not been heard ofsince . Do you :
1a ) Invite him to your offir and arrange 8

briefing for the secretary of state ? 1
ibt Arrange to meet the man in a movie !

theater in Chevy Chase , Md . ?
( c ) Thank him for his interest, assure him

che safe retum of the hostages is a primary ing member of Hizbullah , the radical Shiite : swindle U.Ş. intelligence agents. Undergoal of U.S foreign policy , and hang up ? Muslim group believed to be behindmost or State Department rules, a contact who asksall of the kidnappings. The Hizbullah offi even for erpenses is presumptively a swint goes without saying that the adminiscial was said to have firsthand information der . The man offering word about Higginstration wants to bring home the nine about the conditions of the hostages but may have run up against this rule when heAmerican hostages who have been held there has been no effort even to determine mentioned thathe would need a plane tickin Lebanon for as long as three and a half whether the offer was genuine. The mes et to aneutralsite. Critics pointout, though .years. Butaot, it seems,ałthe risk of anoth- į sage, according to a White House aide, is : that U.S. intelligence pays for informationer humiliation like the Iran - contra scen " If you think you can get them released , go all the time.dal, with its unsavory cast of fanatic colo get them released . But don't come ask us Lengertian besef : The more serious objecnels and high - living fixers. " We've made it for an entree to begin some kind of negotia- tion is that a policy of dealing only withvery clear we're not going to use any prí. ¡ tion . The only negotiation I'm interested in official Iranian representatives amounts tovate channels to get the release of the hot is where we will pick them up ." a policy of doing nothing. Naturally, thetages , " says L. Paul Breme : [ 1 , the State Actually, says Bremer, the government : hostage families feel this most keenly. AnDepartment's top counterterrorism off would welcome genuine information about derson's sister Peggy Say held a press concial. The administration will talk only with the hostages, as distinguished from help in i ference last Thursday to mark his 41stofficial representatives of recognized gov . geiting them out. But in practice all such , birthday, his fourth since being kidnapped .eromerts, meaning in practice 1 anians. contacts have been rejected for the simple i The administration , she charged , appearsAs the election nears, this approach has ſ reason , he says, that t : « » turn out to be to consider it a point of honor aot to bebeen pursued with even greater celicacy. worthless. " The peopl * ! ) ave surfaced . involved in anything " that could help the" The guidance is , 'Keep everything off the in the last two years ha * 9.10 ly not been hostages. Even some disinterested obseryheadlines ', " says one government intelli credible. None of them were worth a dime to ers dispute the premise that, as one seniorgence analyst. make a phone call . " He puts them in three administration official puu it, " the hosThe retired officer, who just suffered categories: con men seeking money or fa- Lages are going to come out when the Iranithrough a month of cold shoulders from vors :agents provocateurs with political mo ans decide to get them all out." " There'svarious agencies, is one of dozens of pould . tives, such as embarrassing the United still this lingering belief in the State Debe middlemen who have run up against this States, and well-meaning dupes of one of partment that somebody out there is inpolicy. Some were undoubtedly frauds. the above. At least one dubious contact charge ," says Yahya M. Sadowski, a MidOthers, say disgruntled officials in the mili. I asked a hostage family for $ 200,000 to get east expert at the Brookings Institution .tary and intelligence communities bome their man out . In another case, the middle. He thinks Hizbullah is more a loose federa .of whom are itching to try another rescue i man tumed out to be an Arlington . Va . , rug tion of clans than a monolith taking ordersmission - may have been genuine. In an merchant trying to peddle his wares in the directly from Teheran. " It's demeaning forincident dating to 1986 , a source who of State Department. Last week Italian police people in the State Department to thinkfered what he said was detailed informa arresced a Lebanese woman as she attempt- about negotiating with all these petty armstion on where the hostages were being i ed to enter the country with $ 1.000 in coun merchants and drug dealerswho are usedheld - down to the foor and room of the terfeit U.S.currency and photos and letters as ir termediaries by the different groupsbuilding — was cut off totally by American I purporting to be of hostages Terry A. An that hold our citizens." Sadowski says.agents. In another case just this fall, an derson and Alann Sceen . The documents " The fact is, that's all you've got . "American was approached by a Lebanese i proved to be fakes. and investigators now RICHARD SANDZA ONScontact who offered a meeting with a rank . guspect shemay have been part of a plot to DOUGLAS WALLE Washington
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laplarious oth Adall Law Hitch

Toe bijacking of the tualian cruise ship Achille Laure and iu afermain have

strained relations among the United Sula , lily, and Egypt and raised the threat

of retallation against US and Iulian Inscresus in Europe and the Middle East.
Mohammad Abbas, thc Palatinian leader believed to be responsible for the
operation, is unlikely to be brougkı lo justice in the near future. The Palestine
Liberation Front (PLF) hes admitted responsibility for the hijacking but claimat it

intended to arry out an operation in Israel. Elbewere, officials of the Palestine

Liberation Organization (PLO ) predicted an allack against US or Iulian interais
to force the release of the hijackers , who themselves had demanded the release of
Palestinians imprisoned in Israel and Iuly

In the wate of the hijacking. terrorist incidents of threau proliferalad

The arrest in Romc on 15 October of Iwo Platinians aming explaives they

saidwere intended for use sainsi lanac and the United States

US and Italian facilities are likely receive arcats in the coming
weeks. US installations probably are al more inmedisicrisk than lulian ones ;
Italy earned some good will among Anbs for allowing Abbas lo escape . Ilsly will ,
bowever, face problems when the hijackers are brought to trial, which likely will
Qui occur for some monilu .

i

$

To addition to terrorist threats, ide political fallout has been far reaching Several

countries rear to be rosessing their relations both with the l'nited Suids and
the PLO.

Westen Errone

West Europeans roundly condemned the hijacking but reacted mort autiously to
the interception of the hijackers' getaway plane by L'S aircraft. With the nouable

exception of the United Kingdom , most governmenus sides ! epped public comment

on the US action, while voicing private support. This caution reficcis concern that
Doch actions carry deep implications for West European flations brich the United
Sules and the Middle East. Overall, West Europeans have come away with a
beightened awareness and wariness of US determination to crack down on
kerrorism i

WE

In October

3150
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US lulian relations have been trained . Defense Minister Spadolini

pulled his Republican Party out of the governing coalition IC protest Prime

Minister Craxi's decision to let Abdus go . Spadolini's estion brought the Crasi

government down on 17 October. In the short term , the ltalians may be less

accommodating to the Unised States butllaly's tios

to the United Sules are strong enough to withstand in strain ! F deployment
and NATO activities are unlikely to bc disrupted

Toe dijecking has contributed to a growing suspicion in Walem Europe that
Anlat is playing a double game - preaching pcs while organizing terrorist

allacks. W'es! Europeans are likely to become skirtish about dealing with the PLO.

but they will not abandon their belief that the PLO ultimately must be

azommodated in any Middle East pace process PLO credibility in Hessern

Europe received another, unrelated selback when London ancied mecting with

3 joint Jordanian.PLO delegation the weck after the hijacking,

East Eropean and Sortel Rescilor

The Yugosloys welcomed the arrival of Abu Abbas and the duhee Palestinian

official accompanying him from July an opportunity to bolster Beisrade's
image in the Noraligned Movement.

In the communique issued on the Gorbacher -Ordhaſ summil, the Soviets called

the US interception "air pincy " and an cumple of Washington's " slate

terrorism ," but otherwise their criticism has been low -key . They are beginning.

Dowever, to exploit the incident for propaganda purposes wih And audiences.

Moscow is likely to focus its efforts on Egyp, hoping to crode confidence in the

Cnited Sules , and on PLO lader Arafal, in an allempl lo derail the PLO

Jordanian pero initiative .

.

The Midk Eu

Egypt has been most seriously affected by the US interception of ius aircraft .

President Mubarak will continue to criticize the United Suies in comine reeks.

both to divert public attention from his own role in the crisis .

I 1

Egyptian selations with the tried Suies

land ibc PLO ore likely to remain strained for some time. Egypt's relations with the

PLO ! remain cold , as Mubarak blames Anlat's organization for conducting

tbe hijacking and thus placing Egype in much difficult position. Abbas is unlikely

12:15
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to be v !lowed to enterEvesain in the near future .

NWA

Tuis almost arueinly is embarrassed about being ricwo boon

bheadquarters for a PLO terrorist atuck,excityshad

stadhely asserted after the Israeli airstrike on 10 00 Dom

letpris:s Tunis's public silence on the bijacking and her 430

detite to maintain close ties to Washington despliciter his popular TLS

sentiment in the wife of the Israeli airstride ind incl's latcrcxpxion

:

1

:

45:52
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WA

Higblights

Kry Indicators

Labasco US Hostage Reported "Emaint "

Jo Beirut, the terrorist group Islamic Jihad bus claimed that it crochied William

Buckley, a US Embassy political ometr lidnaped 18 months ago , in retaliation for

the lsraeli nid on PLO headquarters in Tunisia on 1 October. An envelope

containing a statement and I color photcrnaph of Buckley was delivered to a

leading Lebanese newspaper on 4 Octodes. The statementsaid that Buckley would

be killed afic the statement was published .

On 12 October, a photograph of a body alleged to be Buckley'ıvu delivered to

nrous Beirul newspapers . Accompanying the pirorograph us an offer from

Llamic Jihad to unde the body for 100 Pilainian prisoners in Israeli pails. As of

21 October, no body has been found , and Buckley's death annot be confirmed .

Rev. Benjamin Weir, who was released in Seplember, bad conveyed a message

from his Islamic Jihad capion threatening to kill some of their American hosugas,

but their murders were to be linked to lack of progress on obtaining the release of

Sbia prisoners in Kuwait.

Four Sorbets Takes Hostage; One Kiled

On 30 September, three Soviet diplomats and . Soviet Embassy doctor were

bidnaped in Beirut, probably by militia nembers commanded by Shaykh Maher

Hamud , a member of the Union of Islamic Ulemas with ties to the Muslim

Brotherhood. The terrorists threatened to will all four Sovici bouges anless

Syrian - backed militias halled their offensive against Lebanese Sunni

fundamentalists in Tripoli. On 2 October, the body of cultural stuck Arkadiy

Katkov was found in West Beirut suburb . He had been shot in the bad.

Despite a ceux - fire that was arranged in Tripoli, e aller who said he represented

the group holding the dosages told a Wsier news agency on 6 October that the

terrorisu would not release their bolages until the United Sure and the Soviet

Union agreed to end the Lebanese civil vur. The aller appealed to other terrorists

Holding several Amerian and French borases not to release their aptive eilber ,

ill!!
Moscow bas avoided public threats of ruliation and has knocked on many doors

to obuin the release of the remaining three Soviet bostages . The new dertiends,

Lowever, will add to Moscow's frustration with the Lebanese problem . The Soviet

bossages will most likely remain ic custody as kevenge against funiber Syrian

vengeance against Tripoli and ius inhabiant and as insurance againsi Sovjet

retaliation

21 TORT
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Pro and Arct -Ondan Forse in Anch

Libyan oppxitionis! Yousef Alci's was sher and be wonded in an

www.radion attempt or 6 October in A : n . His assa's.: retains a : -ge The

following evening, the People's Burea and the Libye : An Airline once CC

du mugod by bombs No injuries were repete A Libya ---wned ar 1 !* *as

bombed It is uniike!) tha ! these si acts cc in respek to the aliompic

8.14 W !nation the day before, braihe 1 :57 :10:ss:d59: 'acticape5.! )

respond so quickly Moderase Palestinians may be resan.bie.

384757.
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Mediterranean : The Hijacking

of the Achille Lauro

The Italian cruise ship Achille Lauro was seized by

Alestinian terrorists claiming to belong to the

Alestine Liberation Front (PLF) on 1 October as it

vus departing Alexandria, Egypt, for Port Said. It

us the first recorded hijacking of a passenger liner

doc 1974 and the first hijacking of any sort by !

Palestinian group in several years

Tk Salp

The Achille Lund, built in 1947, is registered in

Italy , socks at Genos, and normally cruises the

Moditerranean between Italy , Erypl, Israel , and

Cyprus. There are more than 400 passengers ( 12 of

them Americans) and crc *members aboard when the

vessel was seized . More than other American

passengers had disembarked in Alexandria for

cxcursions in Egypiand planned to meet the ship at

Port Said ,
The resxl Hiled first to Tartus, Syria, where it was

refused permission to enter the port. After further

refusats from Cyprus and Lebanon, the ship returned

to the vicinity of Port Suid on 8 October. Conficting

reports had placed the number of hijackers variously

at sir , seven , and 12, but Egyplian authorities

reported that only four men surrendered to them

when the lüacking ended on 9 October

Passengers were becoming suspicious of some of the

young men who seed strangely and whose

appearances betrayed the nationalities listed on their

passports. The hijacking took place precipiislely on

the afternoon of 7 October, CA CTEuMembers

surprised the terroris !s cleening their weapons in a

cabin . Passengers reported hearing gunfire and were

herded into the dirirs roomThe incident did not end with the surrender of the

Aijackers . Egyptian authorities said early on 10

October that the dijackers had already left the

country for an unknown destination. In reality, a

Chartered Egyptian plane did not leave Cairo until

that evening. Aboard the aircraft were the four

terrorisus, PLF leader Abu Abbas - ho had been

xal to Egypt to acgotiale with the bijackers and

anoider official of the Palatine Liberation

Organization (PLO ). The aircraft was intercepted by

F- 14 lireraft frem ibs U'S artier Saratoga as it

missed over international waters en route to PLO

beadquarters in Tunis . It was then forced to land at

the NATO base at Sigonella, Sicily, where fualian

authorities arrested ibe terrorists

The dijackers then demanded passports, quickly

saating the Ancian and B:itish citizens from the

others An Austrian coupis bo admitted they were

Jewish also were beld with the Amcriars. This group

was held apart most of the time and suffered the

orst treatment, including being surrounded by open

ans of gasoline where they eat the sole casualty, L'S

lourist Leon Klinghofier - 69 years old and confined

to a wheelchair -- * 15 apparently shot by the hijackers

on & October and his body thrown overboard of the

corse of Syria His name was chosen ai random from

the lack of Ameian passports The murder

reportedly wis an immed only after ide terrorists

were in Egyptian custody
The hijackers probably will be brought to trial in

Italy. Iulian authorities have charged the terrorists

with prematicaled murder, kidnaping, hijacking of a

ship, and possession of arms and explosives. Former

bos lagos kave identified eli ſout of the hijackers.

Since standard " double jeopardy " clauses in the U'S .

Julian extradition irealy prevent the men from

sunding trial for crimes they have been accused of

elsewhere, the terrorists are unlikely to face justice in

the United Sula

The Operation

Israel reporied that ite hijackers iniended to allack a

large irside Israel, and that they bed piated 10

remain on the ship until it endered Ashdod, Israel.

This Israeli version was later supporied by the PLF in

216 .
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I ALICHOL. Although consideredlc planning and Doma

surveillance had apparently beca conducidd to carry The terrorists changed their demands several times

out the original operation , the terrorisi group may during the course of the operation Al various times

have moved up the date of the attack in response to } they reportedly sought:

ibe 1 October løseli arstrike or Tunis In Any event,
Ik berrorists a board the ship banisted after they were • Release o SO PalestinihokarseeT

discovered. Juba and lunch reports susresting probably included Fata force 1

chat de terrorists seized the ship and had captured by petrol bone .
maalej to N : Noutien ise liner carrying Sepiemdr. The only prisantterhadina pc

Maureco Resor are unfounded. The Palestinian was Semir Qanuri, a member onbe PLF .

splinter group thatclaimed responsibility has not 1
singled out US targets ; it het concentrata its blacks . Release of Palestinlons held in Italy: Tx Iulian

losteod on loneli interest are holding four Palestinians we believe delong

cilher to Aralai's Faith of the Abu Nidal Group,

According to Italian officiels which has close ties lo Syria and is oppused to

• One of the hijacken loot an earlier cruix aboard Anar.

the Achille Lauro for asing purposes.
• An unidentified Arab purchased the hijackers' • Release of Palestinians held by Cyprus.TWO
ticket from the cruix line on 3 September. Palestiniav and Briton have been held since 25

• A Palestinian arrested in Genoa in Seplember for September for the murder that day of three lansclis

portretion of false passports may have been involved on a yache in Larnaca They are probably members
in planning the hijacking of Faizh Force 1 ?

Tk Hillackers

The terrorists chimed to belong to the Palestine

Liberation Front, which split off from the Popular

Froot for the Liberation of Palestins -General

Command (PFLP -GC ) in April 1977 over the PFLP.

GC's support for the Syrian incussion into Lebanon

Italian Raction

Italy played a majos pert in dandling ibc incident

because of the ship's lulian ownership and beause
the majority of the basis were lulian

cermembers. This marked the first time Rome has

had to deal with an iniernasional bsisse situation of

shis magnitude , ard strains in the governing coalition
were evident. Prime Minister Craxi preferred to

resolve the situation through diplomacy, although the

country's armed forces were placed on alen and

Italien naval Base in the NATO arcrcise Display

Deiermination were redeployed to the easiem
Mediterranean . Defense Minis : et Spadolini was
una vise of the departure of Abbes - whose

ciliation the Uniled Swiss mas secking - and later

çesigned

Mohammad Abbas (Abu al-Abbas ) founder of the

PLF and former second in command of the PFLP .

GC, may bave masterminded be opxralion. His

faction one of thre in the PLF - is the closest to

PLO Chaimman Yasir Arial, and, like the PLO, is

beadquartered in Tunis. Abbas was sent to Egypt by

Analat lo negotiate with the bijackers. Jualy permitted

him to board a plane for Yugoslavia, after hich he

reportedly left for Aden, South Yemen . Abbas will

Dot be able to relurn to Tunis immedistely , but

probably will find refuge in a friendly East European

~ And nation

S114-1.0 ! 22 :
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Eowy Motties

Erypi's decision to fro the hijackers was made in

order to end the incident quickly and avoid a replay of

Ide violent froinstadTWA hijacking in Beirut last

July. Cairo ako vinted an early resolution in order to

avoid negative publicity that would bunt the PLO'S

international image and efforts toward Middle East

peace begotiations. The US intercept of the Egyptian

airlines angered Mubarak ho temporarily detained

the Achille Lauro which was ready to resume ils
cruise in Egypt

Antall Raction

PLO Chairman Anfat took credit for ending the

crisis. He and his top spokesman bare denied PLO
Lovchvencal, condemned tbc stuck, and claimed to

Asve persuaded the dijackers to return the ship to
Egypt. He probably boped his efforts would help

convince others particularly Washington — that he
beeks peace in the Middle East and gain support for

his position that Iersel's sttack on PLO beadquarters
in Tunis was unjustified

Come of the prisoners whose relcase the

bijackers sought are probabks from Aralai'sFatah,

!Indied , since the PLO strongest

supporter in Western Europe, Arafat probably did not

sanction or enounge the stuck on the ship . Neither

is there any evidence on which to bas a judgment of

wberber Anlat was involved in the planning for the

atuck in Israel , the original target

Il
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Fligare 1

Jatenational Terrorist locdents by
Category of Vatla and Installation

Figure 2

Iniemational Terrorist loddents
lavorsing Business by Nationality

of Vkum and Facility , 1980-85 .
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IMMEDIATE UNCLASSIFIED - GENSER MESSAGE 1821 CHARACTERS
REFERENCE FROM FBIS NICOSIA CY , SSN 651 AT 1B 13272 JUN87
ROUTINS ASSIGNED BY MSS :

MELE TERR CIAR ARCS
IliilitA ASSICNED BY MSS :

DO10 ( 1 ) , D511 ( 1 ) ,SUBJECT ASSIGNED BY MSS :
DC9 , WEUR , TERA , LEBANON , CURRENT DATE 870615 ,

DICTIONARY : C9 , PROFILE :
1 24 159 342 612 919 957

NMIC - AUTODIN MSG NUMBER :
389-155366

CDSN - KSS173 MCN : 87169/05638 TOR : 871691336 FTSTOR : 871691337EZ01 :
OTTUZYLT AVQMQFA 0651 1691328 - UVAA --RUEKDIC .
ZNR VUUAA ZYN ZPO
EZO?:

1813272 JUN 87
FM FBIS NICOSIA CY
TO AIG 4658
AIG 4681
RHFPAAA / UTAIS RAMSTEIN AB GE 11 IRON II
RUDOREA FBIS LONDON UK 11 DW 11
RUEA IDF OD & E FIELD OFFICE WASHINGTON DC
RUEATJU NPIC WASBINGTON DC 11 IEG EXEC OFF //
RUEHBLAMEMBASSY BEIRUT
RUEHDO AMEMBASSY DOBA
RUFNASWSBOREASWCOMCTR RAPLES IT
RUFRIVA / CTC SIX ZERO PT ONE
RUFAMBA CIC SIX ZERO PT TWO
RUF RIDDICTF SIX ZERO
RUFRMCA CTF SIX ONE
HUF RSMS USS NASAVILLE 11 N - 2
RUFQAQA USCINCPAC HONOLULU AI
ACCT FBNC - EWDK
BT
UNCLAS 5 N / PMU MWR

EZ03 :
EZ04 :
ATTN JORDAN AAMM
COPY TO LIAISON ( 2 )
SUBJ
E205 :
REF NC 181308 PARIS AFP ENGLISA “ 181306 AFP : 0.s. JOURNALISTDISAPPEARS IN LEBANON
VOL REPORTS ABDUCTION OF V , S. OURNALIST USAYRAN S SONNC 181327
BEIRUT VOICE OF LEBANON IN ARABIC 15 CT 18 JUN 87( TEXT ) SECURITY SOURCES AAVE STATED THAT V. s . JOURNALIST

. WHO WORKS FOR THE ABC TELLTISTO , NLihviaAND ALI ADIL I USAYRAN SON OF DEFENSE MINISTER ADILUS AYRAN WERE ABDUCTED AT 1030 TODAY WHILEPASSING THROUCA
THE AREA IN MINISTER • USAYRAN ' S CAR , A VOLVO

GÜNMEN IN A BMW AND A MERCEDES INTERCEPTED THE CAR AND TOOKTHE MEN TO AN UNKNOWN DESTIRATION ,
( ENDALL ) 181315 IB/ 1331 Z JUNBT

اینددنابهبتفن

$
.

E206 :
ACTION NMICO )
INFO JS1-4A ( I ) DB- 3B ( * )

+ SAFE

( , A , 6 )

• 0651 TOTAL COPIES REQUIRED 2

NNNN
EZ07 :

APPRCHED FOR
RELEASE

Date $ : AUG 1339



C00040169 16 - JUN - 87 13:25:09 PACE 1

$

IMEDIATE ORCLASSIFIED CERSER MESSAGE 1884 CHARACTERS
REFERENCE FROM FBIS NICOSIA CY , SSN 649 AT 18 130RZ JUNB7 .BT
UNCLAS 6KPMU MWA .

เที่ :
6. IOADAN AA :
Curi TV LIAISON ( 2 )
( LEBANESE MEDIA MONTURED AT NICOSIA BUREAD ELVE NOT BEEN OBSPRVEDTO HEPORT THE FOLLOWING )
SUBI

AFP : U.S. JOURNALIST DISAPPEARS IN LEBANORNC 181 308
PARIS AFP IN ENGLISH 1306 GMT" 10 JU : 87

( TEXT ) ) BEIRUT , JUNE 18 ( AFP ) AMEIACAN JOURNALIST
CHARLIE CLASS DISAPPEARED IN WEST BEIRUT WEDNESDAY AFTERNOONONE OF BIS FRIENDS SAID ON THURSDAY .

THE FRIEND , WHO ASKED TO REMAIN ARONYHOCS . SAID TRAT ARCLASS BAD WORKED FOR THE ABC TELEVI SION NETWORK FOR A LONG Á
TIME AND HAS IN LERATON MMRITE A BOOK DE THE BESIAN

HE SPENT TULISAY NIGHT AT THE BOME OF • ALI USAYRANTHE SON OF THE LEBANESE DEFENSE HINISTER , AL RONAYLAR27
km ( 23 MILES ) SOUTE OF BEIRUT AND RETURNED WITH BIM TO BEIRUT ,THE FATENT SAID

( ENDALL ) 181306 18/1312 Z JUNBT

.

div1
COMO

si

ACTIOR NICO )
INFO + SAFE

TOTAL COPIES REQUIRED0649

NKRN

? FROM FOR RELEASE

i 189



BOOM

C00040169 18-JUN -87 19:38:03 PAGE 1.

IMEDIATE UNCLASSIFIED - GENSER MESSAGE 1924 CHARACTERS
REFERENCE FROM FBIS NICOSIA CY , SSN 655 AT 18 14182 JUNB7
ROUTING ASSIGNED BY MSS :

CCF2 MELE TERR CIAR ARCS
******S : ! C C ! SY MSS :

D511 ( 1 ) ,
» Voice ASSIGNCI BY MSS :

DC9 , TERR ,: LEBANON , CURRENT DATE 870615 , CENSER TASI
FF

DICTIONARY : 69 , PROFILE :
1 24 97 342 612 919

AMIC - AUTOD IN MSC RUMBER :
369-164246

CDSN = NSS396 MCN I 87169/05971 : TOR • 87169 1428 FTSTOR : 871691429
EZOI :
OTTUZYUK AVQMOFA 0655 1691420 - UVAA -- RUEKDIC .
ZNR UTAA ZYN ZPO
E202 :

1814 182 JUN 87
FM FBIS NICOSIA CY
TO AIC 4658
AIG 4681
RAT PALAUTAIS AAMSTE IN AB CE / INOW !
RUDOREA FBIS LONDON UK 1 / DW //
RUEAIDF OD & E FIELD OFFICE WASBINGTON DC
RUEA IJU NPIC NASAINGTON DC 11 JEG EXEC OFF //
AVERIBLAMEMBASSY BEIRUT
RUE EDO AMEMBASSY DOBA
AUFNASW SHOREASWCOMCTR NAPLES IT
RUFAIVA / CTG SIX ZERO PT ONE
RUF AMBACTC SIX ZERO PT TWO
hurnALIT SIX ZERO
RUFRMGA CTF SIX ONE
RUF RSMS USS NASHVILLE IN - 2
RUBQIQA USCINCPAC HONOLULU HI
ACCT FBNC EWDK
BT
UNCLAS 5 PMU MNR

EZO3 :
EZ04 :
ATTN JORDAN AAMM
COPY TO LIAISON ( 2 )
SUBJ
EZ05 :
REF NC 181327 BEIRUT VOICE OF LEBARON ARABIC 181315- VOL REPORTS
ABDUCTION OF U.S. JOURNALIST • USAYRAN . S SON
BEIRUT REPORTS V , S. JOURNALIST , TWO OTHERS KIDNAPPED 17
JUN
Nr 18141A

::: SERVICE IR ARABIC 1490 GYT is
( C TEXT ) ) ACCORDING TO SECURITY SOURCES , UNIDENTIFIED GONMEN

KIDNAPPED US . JOURNALIST CBARLIE GLASS ON AL - AWZA ' I
ROAD AT 1100 YESTERDAY . CUNMEN RIDING IN A MERCEDES AUTOMOBILE ,
WHOSE LICENSE NUMBER AND COLOR ARE UNKNOWN KIDNAPPED THE V.S.
JOURNALIST , . ALI ADIL I USAYRAN , THE SON OF THE NATIONAL

DEFENSE MINISTER , AND SULAYMAN SULAYMAN Å MEMBER OF THE INTERNAL
SECURITY FORCES WHILE THEYWERERIDING IR A WHITE VOLVO AUTOMOBILE .
THE FATE OF THE THREE KIDNAPPED PE RSONS WBO WERE TAKEN TO AN

UNKNOWN DESTINATION IS STILL IXNOWN
( ENDALL ) 181400 18/1423 2 JUN
BT

+

EZ06 :

ACTION NMICII )
INFO +SAFE

( 1 , M )

TOTAL COP I ES REQUIRED 1
-0635

INN
E207 :

5 VEJ FOR RELEASE

Cate 1 AUG 1993



C00040169 1. 10 Jun - 01 10.00.J
i

IMMEDIATE UNCLASSIFIED GENSER MESSACE 2929 LHARACTERS

REFERENCE FROM FBIS NICOSIA CY , SSN 657 AT 18 14472 JUN87

ROUTING ASSICNED BY MSS :
CCF2 MELE 1 ERR CIAR ARCS

PRINTER ASSIGNED BY MSS :
D511 ( 1 ) ,

SOLCT ASICNED BY MSS :
DC9 , TERR ,: 1.EBANON , CURRENT DATE 870615 , CENSER TASKIKC T

.

DICTIONARY : C9 , PROFILE :
1 24 97 342 612 919

NMIC - AUTOD IN MSC NUMBER :
390-012616

CDSN : NSS525 MCN - 87 169/06258 TOR : 871691510 1757/7 = .871691511

EZ01 :
OTTUZYUW RUOMOFA 0657 1691449 - UVAA --AUEKDIC .
ZNR UUVAA ZYN ZPO
EZ02 :

181447Z JUN 87

FM FBIS NICOSIA CY
TO AIG 4658
AIG 4681
RHF PAAA / UTAIS RAMSTEIN AB GE / INOW II
RUDOREA FBIS LONDON UK / DW //
RUEAIDF OD E FIELD OFFICE WASHINGTON DC
RUEA IJU MPIC WASSINGTON DC // IEG EXEC OFF 11
RUEHBLAMEMBASSY BEIRUT
AVEADO AMEMBASSY DOHA
RUFNASW SHOREASWCOMCTR NAPLES IT
RUFRIVA CTC SIX ZERO PT ONE
RUFRIBA CTC SIX ZERO PT TWO
RUF RADA / CTF SIX ZERO
RUF RMGA / CTF SIX ONE
RUFRSMS USS NASHVILLE 11 N - 2
RUFQBQ4USCINCPAC BONOLULU AI
ACCT FBNC - EWDK L.it

BT
UNCLAS 5NPMU MHR

EZO3 :
EZO :
ATTN JORDAN AAMM
COPY TO LIAISON ( 2 )
SUBJ

E205 :
LEBANON : U.S. JOURNALIST REPORTEDLY TAKEN TO SOUTHERN SUBUR

AKO FO ? RELEASER
AUS : 333

.

.
.

.

NC 181447
BEIRUT VOICE OF LEBANGN IN ARABIC 1415 GMT 18 JUN 87

CHICERT ) NEW NAMES WERE ADDED TO THE LIST OF KIDXPE?

minus ! " LCDWO: TODAY THEY ARE AMERICAN JOIL'ST 159

AUTHOR , CHARLIE GLASS I • ALI ADIL • USAYRAN . SON OF DEFENS

E
MINISTER • ADIL USAYRAN AND BIS AIDE , A FORMER

CENDARMERIE NAMED SULAYMAN

BERE ARE THE DETAILS OF THE ABDUCTION THAT 100K PLACE AT NOON

YESTERDAY IN A TELEPHONE CONTACT WITB MINISTER USAYRAN : S

BOME OUR CORRESPONDENT HAS LEARNED THAT GLASS , A JOURNALIST

WORKING FOR ABC NEWS AND CURRENTLY PREPARING A BOOK ON
LEBANON SPENT THE NICHT OF TUESDAY TO WEDNESDAY IN THE HOME

OF ALI • ADIL · USA YRAN IR AL RUMAYLAR BE HAS PREPARING

FOR A MEETING WITH A NUMBER OF SPIRIT VAL AND POLITICAL LEADERS .

HE AND ALI • USAYRAN DEPARTET YESTERDAY IN A WHITE VOLVO

AUTOM OBILE , ACCOMPANIED BY DRIVER SULAYMAN . UPON ARRIVING AT T

HE
AL - ANZA · I ROAD . THEY WERE INTERCEPTED BY

A BMW A MERCEDES AND ANOTHER CAR OF UNSPECIFIED TYPE

CARRYING CUNMEN THE CUMEN ORDERED THE AMERICAN JOURNALIST OUT

OF THE CAR AND PUT BIM INSIDE THE TRUNK OF ONE OF THE CARS .

I ALI USAYRAN OBJECTED TO NO AVAIL , AND SUBSEQUENTLY ASKED TO

ACCOMPANY THE ABDUCTED AMERICAN
EYEWITNESSESS LAVE STATED THAT THE FOUR CARS TOOK THE ROAD -

LEADING TO THE SOUTHER A SUBURB ( OF BEIRUT FBIS ) ) .

CONTACTS WERE IMMEDIATELY MADE TO SECURE THE RELEASE OF THE

KIDRAPLES MINISTER USAYRAN CONTACTED SCHOLAA MUHAMMAD

HUSAYN FADLALLAH . WAO PROMISED HIM WELL (CWA ABAHU KRAYRAN ) ) .

NOBODY HAS CLAIMED RESPONSIBL LITY FOA THE ABDUCTION THUS

FAR . ( ( PASSAGE OMTD
( ENDALL ) 1814 15 18/1453 Z JUN

.

X



C00040169
1 .

HEIR

16 - JUN - 87 16:10:29 PAGE 1

IMMEDIATE - - UNCLASSIFIED CERSER MESSAGE 3549 CEARACTERS
REFERERCE FROM FBIS NICOSIA CY , SSN 659 AT 18 15147 : JUN87
ROUTING ASSIGNED BY MSS :

CCF2 VELD MEIR MESY TERA !! CIAR I ARC8
O ? !!! IN " SS : GRED BY " S $ :

051111 . 0512 ( 1 ) ; 051401 ) , ..,SUBJECT ASSIGNED BY SS:

bc9, IRAN WEORI TERR , SYRIA , LEBANON, CURRENT DATE 87
CENSER TASKING TIPOFF .

DICTIONARY: C9 , PROFILE :
1 24 97 159 342.612.878 916 919 957 )

MIC - AUTODIN.MSC NUMBER :
392-15356

bolori ,

:

:

1

AUS . :
39 -:

i

CDSR E ASS624 MCN & 87169706405. TOR = 871691533 -- FTSTOR = : 871691533 ..E791 :

OTTUZYUN AUTOFA 0659 1691515 - UVAA -- KUEIDIC .
: ZRR VUVAA ZYK ZPO
E202 :
o 1815 14Z JUR 87 .
FM FBIS RICOSIA CY
TO AIG 4658 .
AIC 4631
REFPAAA UTAIS RAMSTEIN AB CE 17 INOX :
RUAJMAB FOSIF WESTPAC KAMI SEYS JA
AUDOREA / FBIS LONDON UK 11DW
RUEA IDFOD & E FIELD OFFICE WASHINGTON DC
RVEAIJO IMPIC WASHINGTON DC 11 LEG EXEC OPT 1
RUEHBL AMEMBASSY BEIRUT :
RUEHDO AMEMBASSY DORA i

RUFNASWSBOREASWCOMCTA NAPLES IT
RUFRIVACTIC SIX ZERO PT ORE
RUF AMBA CTC SIX ZERO.PT TWO
KUTAMUJACIT SIY ZERO :
RUFRNCA / CTF SIX ORE
RUF RSMS USS NASHVILLE IN - 2 :
RUEQAQA USCINCPAC BOKOLULO . B1 ito
XITT VOA WASA DC
ACCT FBRC - EWDK
BT

UNCLAS 5KPMO MER

E203 :
EZO4 :
ATTN JORDAR AAMIX 1
COPY TV LIAISOR ( 2 )

SUBJ
EZ05 :
REF NC 181447 BEIRUT VOICE OF LEBANON ARABIC 181415 LEBANON
U.S. JOURNALIST REPORTEDLY TAKEN TO SOUTHERN SUBORBAFP : LEBARON DEFENSE MINISTER CONTACTS SYRIA'S KBADDANNC ! ! 5 !

1. R CROL : S 1500 GMT : 18 JUR er
( TEXT ) ) BEIRUT , JUNE 18 ( APP ) U.S ...

OURNALIST
CHARLIE CLASS AND THE SON OF LEBANOR SSI • I TE DEFENSE . MINISTER
WERE KIDNAPPED IN BEIRUT ON WEDNESDAY A MEMBER OF THE MINISTERS
FAMILY TOLD AGERCE FRANCE - PRESSE THURSDAY

MR . CLASS ARD ALI OSAYRAN SOR OF DEFENSE MINISTER
ADIL USAYRAN WERE LAST SEEN AT THE ENTRANCE TO THE SOUTHERN

SUBURB OF BEIRUT , AS THEY WERE DRIVING BACK TO THE CAPITAL FROM: Ri. USAYRAN 6 BOME IN THE SOUTHERN SUBURB OF AL : - RUMAYLARIN MR . I DSAYRAN - SWASTE VOLVO .
THEY VERE INTERCEPTEW WEDNESDAY AROUND 3 /PX BY A BMW

AT AL AWZA : 1.450 . METERS ( YARDS ) FROM STAN ARMY ROADBLOCK

AT THE SOUTHERN ENTRANCE TO BE I AUT THE RELATIVE SAID .
3 IE KIDNAPPEAS TOLD MR . CLASS TO CET OUT OF THE CAR AND :

CLIMB INTO THEIR BMW . THE TWO CARS , ESCORTED BY TWO OTERAJ.VERICLES THEN DROVE ! OFF TO THE SOUTHERN SRI ITE SUBURB OF:..BURJ AL - BARAJIRAB NEAR BEIAUT INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT , MR 19 .
• OSAYRAR ' S RELATIVE ADDED .
THE DEFENSE MINISTER IMMEDIATELY CONTACTED SYRIANY

· VICE - PRESIDERT : ABD AL BAL LM KADDAM : ", AND THE HEAD OF SYRIA

MILITARY OBSERVERS IN LEBANON COLONEL • ALI HAMMOD
HE ALSO SAX SRAYKH MUHAMAD HUSAYN FADLALLAH ; SPIAITUAL

- LEADER OF THE PRO - IRANIAN BIZBALLA : PARTY AS WELL AS THE SBI 1
TE

I MOFTI SHAYKE ABD AL AMIR QABALAN A MEMBER OF THE SEX . II

6

1

:

+

ho

6
B.
21

+

:

+

6
.

T



CO0040169

I 18 - JUN - 87 16:19:31 ! . PACE . 2

Tin

: AM MOVEMENT
MP.. CLASS MARRIED AND FATHER OF THREE CIILDREN LIVING IK" 2 Pon ! ! N CALIFORNIA ON JANUARY 23 , 1951 . HE HADPONTO TON . LONG TIME :WITH THE ABC TELEVISION NETWORK AND WASI ft LUDANU AU MAITE A BOOK ON THE REGION
HE SPENT TUESDAY NIGHT AT HR ... USAYRAR

:
& BOHEPATAL RUMAYLAH . 37 KM : ( 23 MILES ) SOUTB OF BEIRUT

THIS WAS THE FIRST KIDNAPPING OF A FOREICNER IN BEIRUT" SINCE SYRIAN TROOPS ENTERED THE CAPITAL ON FEBRUARY 22 , 1987 .:SINCE 1984 , 24 FORE1CRERS ,is . INCLUDING RINE ANGEBICARS . PAVE- BEEN KIDNAPPED IN LEBANON
( ENDALL ) 181500 181522 Z JUKBT

.3

EZ06 :

ACTION AMIC ( $ )
INFO SAFE

:
( 1. ) ,

1

: . 639 TOTAL COPIES REQUIRED 1

: KKN
Ez87 :

i

i

f ??
PROYED FOR

RELEASE
Date

AVG
1989

;



CO0040169
18 - JUN - 87 17:55:35 PACE 1

LE .

INCEDIATE UNCLASSIFIED GENSER MESSAGE 2451 CHARACTERS
RETERENCE FROM FBIS NICOSIA CY , SSN 663 AT 18 1643Z JUN87BT

5 PMU MWR
E203 :

miii . Ici ATIV DFDF
ATTN JORDAN AAM1
COPY TO LIAISON ( 2 )
SUBJ
REF NC 181514 PARIS AFP ENGLISA 181500 AFP : LSBARON DEFENSEMINISTER CONTACTS SYRIA S KHADDAM
VOL REVEALS GROUP RESPONSIB LOCATION OF U $ . JOURN
ALIST

NC 181643 | .
BEJRUT VOICE OF LEBANON IN ARABIC 1615 GMT 18 JUN 87

( ( TEXT ) ) IN THE FIRST INCIDENT OF ITS KIND SINCE THE SYRIAN
FORCES . ENTRY INTO WEST BEIRUT ON 28 FEBRUARY . U.S. JOURNALIST
AND WAITER CHARLIE GLASS JOINED THE LIST OF KIDNAPPED FOREIGNERSIN BEIRUT , IN ADDITION TO ALI USAYRAN SON OF DEFENSE
MINISTER

, ADIL USAYHAN AND HIS BODYCUARD . FORMER POLICEMANSULAYMAN SULAYMAN
WHAT DRAW'S ATTENTION IS THAT THE NEWS ABOUT THE KIDNAPPINCWAS ONLY REVEALED 24 ROURS AFTER THE INCIDENT OCC VARED IN THE :AL AWZA I AREA ( ( IN WEST BEIRUT FBIS ) ) . KO CROUP SIASSO FAR CLAIMED RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE OPERATION .
ACCORDING TO INFORMATION RECEIVED BY VOICE OF LEBARON

THERE WERE EIGHT KIDNAPPERS Nc - INC IN THREE AUTOMOBILES OF THE
MERCEDES AND BMW TYPE . drsna ONG TO THE GROUP LED BYKH ONI SUPPORTER IMAD MICH IYAH

TEIE THREE KIDNAPPED
PERSONS WERE MOVED TO AL * BUILDING IN THEBIR AL ADIBAREA IN THE SOUTACRYS BEIRUT Bis ji .( ENDALL ) 1816 15

18/1648Z JUN
BT

ACTION NMIC ( 1 )
INFO + SAFE

( 1 , M )

TOTAL COPIES REQUIRED+0663 1

NNNN

13939730 FOR
RELEASE

FIG .
1989



CO0040169-

L 18 - JUN - 87 17:57:18 PAGE 1
:

.

IMMEDIATE UN LASSIFIED CENSER MESSAGE 24v . CHARACTERSREFERENCE FROM FBIS NICOSIA CY , SSN 663 AT 18 16432 JUN87BT
,rias 5 N / PMU MWR

E703 :
in it . AT DDF
ATTN JORDAN AAMN
COPY TO LIAISON ( 2 )
SUBJ
REF NC 181514 PARIS AFP ENGLISH 181500 AFP : LEBARON DEFENSEMINISTER CONTACTS SYRIA'S KHADDAM
VOL REVEALS GROUP RESPONSIB LE , LOCATION OF U S JOURRALIST

NC 181643
BEIRUT VOICE OF LEBANON IN ARABIC 1615 CMT 18 JUN 87{ { TEXT ) ) IN THE FIRST INCIDENT OF ITS KIND SINCE THE SYRIARFORCES : ENTRY INTO WEST BEIRUT ON 28 FEBRUARY , V.S. JOURNALIST
AND WRITER CHARLIE CLASS JOINED THE LIST OF KIDNAPPED FOREIGNERSIN BEIRUT , IN ADDITION TO ' ALI USAYRAN , SON OF DEFENSEMINISTER ADIL ' USAYRAN , AND HIS BODYGUARD , FORMER POLICEMANSULAYMAN SULAYMAN

WHAT DRAWS ATTENTION IS TRAT THE NEWS ABOUT THE KIDNAPPINGWAS ONLY REVEALED 24 HOURS AFTER THE INCIDENT OCC URRED IN THEAL AWZA ' I AREA ( IN WEST BEIRUT -- FBIS ) ) . NO CROUP HASSO FAR CLAIMED RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE OPERATION .
ACCORDING TO INFORMATION RECEIVED BY VOICE OF LEBANONTHERE WERE EICHT KIDNAPPERS DRIVING IN THREE AUTOMOBILES OF THEMERCEDES AND BMW TYPE . THEY BELONG TO THE GROUP LED SYΚΗ

OMEYNI SUPPORTER · IMAD MICHRIYAH
THE THREE KIDNAPPEDPERSONS WERE MOVED TO AL KHALIL BUILDING IN THEBIR AL ' ADISAREA ( ( IN THE SOUTHERN SUBURB OF BEIRIST Fos "

( ENDALL ) 181615
18/1648Z JUN

BT

-

ACTION NMIC ( 1 )
INFO + SAFE ( 1 , M)

TOTAL COP 1 ES REQUIRED0663

NNNN

1782070 FOR
RELEASE

ADC
1299



C00040169

" T 18 - JUN - 87 19:50:49 PAGT. 1

IMMEDIATE UNCLASSIFIED GENSER MESSAGE 2389 CHARACTERS
REFERENCE FROM FBIS NICOSIA CY . SSN 666 AT 18 1738Z JUNB7
PAINTINC ASSIGNED BY MSS :

CCF2 MELE MEIR TERA CIAR 4RCS

Hit : ..:::(, F ! By MSS :
D511 ( 1 ) , D5 14 ( 1 ) ,

SUBJECT ASSIGNED BY MSS :
DC9 , IRAN , TERR , LEBANON , CURRENT DATE 870613 ,
GENSER TASKING TIPOFF ,

DICTIONARY : 09 , PROFILE :
1 24 97 34 612 916 919

NMIC - AUTODIN MSC NUMBER :
390-934656

APFROLES FOR ALLEASE

CDSN = NSS123 MCN : 87169/07394 TOR : 87 1691840 FTSTOR = 87169 1840
E201 :
OTTUZYUL RUQMQFA 0666 1691739 - VUAA --AVEKDIC .

ZNR UUUAA ZYN ZPO
E202 :

1817382 JUN 87
FM FBIS NICOSIA CY
TO AIG 4658
AIG 4681
AIG 4522
ROFPAAAUTAIS RAMSTEIN AB GE 11 INOW OL

RUEAIDF OD & E FIELD OFFICE WASHINGTON DC

AUEAIJU NPIC WASHINGTON DC 11 JEG EXEC OFF //
RUE BLAMEMBASSY BEIAUT
AUEADO AMEMBASSY DOHA
AUFNASK SAOREAS COMCTR NAPLES IT
RUFRIVA CTC SIX ZERO PT ONE
PUTRRI CTC SIX ZERO PT TWO
AUFRNDA / CTF SIX ZERO
RUFRICA CTF SIX ONE
RURQAQ4USCINCPAC HONOLULU I
XMT FBIS LONDON UK 1/ DW //
FBIS NICOSIA CY
ACCT FBNC EWDK
BT
UNCLAS 5 N / PMU MR

E203 :
EZO4 :
ATTN TEL AVIV DFDF
ATTN JOFDAN AAMM
COPY TO LIAISON ( 2 )
SUBJ
EZ33 :
REF NC 181643 BEIRUT VOICE OF LEBANON ARABIC 181615 VOL REVEALS

GARUP RESPONSIBLE . LOCATION OF U.S. JOURNALIST
!!!!!!TTACHED TO BIZBALLAR MILITARY LEADER

“ C 15.738
BEIRUT VOICE OF LEBANON IN ENGLISE 1715 GMT 18 JUN 87

( TEXT ) ) IN THE FIRST OPERATION OF ITS KIND SINCE THE SYRI
AN
DEPLOYMENT IN THE WESTERN PART OF THE CAPITAL ON 22 FEBRUARY
LAST , THE AMERICAF WRITER AND JOURNALIST CHARLES GLASS HAS
BEEN KIDNAPPED TOGETHER WITH THE SON OF THE

DEFENSE
MINISTEA ADIL . OSA YAAN . MRE ALI • USAYRAN , AND HIS AIDE

FORMER POLICEMAN SULAYMAN SULAYMAN
THE PROMINENT PART IS THE FACT THAT THE KIDNAPPING AAS NOT

BEEN REVEALED TO THE PRESS EXCEPT 24 HOURS LATER . THE THREE MEN

WERE KIDNAPPED IN THE SECTOR OF AL - AWZA ' 1 ( ( IN WEST BEIRUT
FBIS ) ) , AND SO FAR NO PARTY HAS CLAIMED RESPONSIBILITY .

REPORTS RECEIVED BY THE VOICE OF LEBANON DISCLOSE THAT OVER
10 ARMED ELEMENTS ABOARD THREE CARS , MERCEDES AND BMW , AND

ATTACHED TO THE PRO IRANIAN MILITARY LEADER OF AIZBALLAR
IMAD MICRANN IYAH , CARRIED OUT THE OPERATION . THE THREE MEN

WERE THEN MOVED TO AL KHALIL BUILDING IN BI ' A AL - ' ABID .

Date :
JUG_1939

9

.

18/1743 2 JUN( ENDALL ) 181715
BT

( U.A.6 )
EZ36 ;
ACTION NMIC ( 1 )
INFO JSI - 4A ( 1 ) DB - 3B ( * )

+ SAFE
TOTAL COPJES REQUIRED 2

2



C00040169

ET L 18 - JUN - 87 PACE 319:51:00

IMMEDIATE UNCLASSIFIED GENSER MESSAGE 2390 CHARACTERS

REFERENCE FROM FBIS NICOSIA CY , SSN 665 AT 18 1738Z JUN87

ROUTINC ASSIGNED BY MSS :
CCF2 MELE META TERR CIAR ARCS

PRINTER ASSIGNED BY MSS :
D511 ( 1 ) , D514 ( 1 ) ,

SUBJECT ASSIGNED BY MSS :
DC9 . IRAN , TERR , LEBANON , CURRENT DATE 870615 ,

GENSER TASKING TIPOFF .

DICTIONARY : 69 , PROFILE :
1 24 97 342 612 916 919

NMIC - AUTOD IN MSC NUMBER :
390-035 176

CDSN : NSS137 MCN 87169707427 TOR 87169184? FTSTOR = 871691842

EZ91 :
OTTUZYUN RUQMOFA 0665 1691739 - UVAA -- RUEKDIC .

ZNR UVVAA ZYN ZPO
EZ02 :

181738Z JUN 87

FM FBIS NICOSIA CY

TO AIG 4658

AIG 4681
AIG 4622

RAF PAAA UTAIS RAMSTEIN AB GE // INOW IT

RUEAIDE OD & E FIELD OFFICE WASHINGTON DC

RUEAIJU MPIC WASHINGTON DC / IEC EXEC OFF //

RUE ABL AMEMBASSY BEIRUT

RUEHDO AMEMBASSY DOLA

RUFNASW SHOREASWCOMCTR NAPLES IT

RUFAIVA CTG SIX ZERO PT ONE

RUFAMBA / CTG SIX ZERO PT THO

AUFRIDA / CTF SIX ZERO

RUF RUFIGA I CTF SIX ONE

RUHUR24 USCINCPAC HONOLULU BI

XIT FBIS LONDON UK 17 DH 11

FBIS NICOSIA CY

ACCT FBNC - EWDK
BT
UNCLAS 5NPMU MWA

EZ03 :

EZO4 : APPROVEO FOR RELEASE

ATTN TEL AVIV DFDF

ATTT: JORDAN AAMM

COPY TO LIAISON ( 2 )

SUBJ
DZ33 :
RES NE 181643 BELAUT VOICE OF LEBANON ARABIC 181615 VOL REVEALS

GROUP RESPONSIBLE , LOCATION OF V.S. JOURNALIST

10 , : KIDNAPPERS ATTACHED TO BIZBALLAR • MILITARY LEADER

Di 81730

BE IPUT VOICE OF LEBANON IN ENCLISA 1715 GMT 18 JUN 8?

( ( TEXT ) ) IN THE FIRST OPERATION OF ITS KIND SINCE THE SYRI

AN
DEPLOYMENT IN THE WESTERN PART OF THE CAPITAL ON 22 FEBRUARY

LAST , THE AMERICAN WRITER AND JOURNALIST CHARLES GLASS BAS

BEEN KIDNAPPED TOGETHER WITH THE SON OF THE

DEFENSE

MINISTER ADIL • USAYRAN MA AL1 • USAYRAN , AND HIS AIDE

FORMER POLICEMAN SULAYMAN SULAYMAN

THE PROMINENT PART IS THE FACT THAT TLE KIDNAPPING HAS ROT

BEEN REVEALED TO THE PRESS EXCEPT 24 HOURS LATER . THE THREE MEN

WERE KIDNAPPED IN THE SECTOR OF AL AWZA . I ( IN WEST BEIRUT

FBIS ) ) , AND SO FAR NO PARTY EAS CLAIMED RESPONSIBILITY

REPORTS RECEIVED BY THE VOICE OF LEBANON DISCLOSE THAT OVER

10 ARMED ELEMENTS ABOARD THREE CARS , MERCEDES AND BMW AND

ATTACRED TO THE PRO - IRANIAN MILITARY LEADER OF HIZBALLAB

" IMAD MIGBANNIYAH CARRIED OUT THE OPERATION . THE THREE MEN

WERE THEN MOVED TO AL KHALIL BUILDING IN BI RAL - ABID .

Gate AUG 1999

+

18/1743 Z JUN
( ENDALL ) 181715

BT

( U , A , 6 )
E206 :
ACTION NMIC ( 1 )

INFO JSI -4A ( 1 ) DB- 3B( * )

+SAFE
TOTAL COPIES RFONTAFT 2



CO0040169 rt
18 - JUN - 87 19:51:09 PACE 1

PRIORITY UNCLASSIFIED CENSER MESSAGE 1762 CHARACTERS
PEFERENCE FROM FBI . NICOSIA CY , SSN 670 AT 18 18237 JUN87
ROUTING ASSIGNED BY MSS :

CCF2 MELE TERR AACS
PRINTER ASSIGNED BY MSS :

D511 ( 1 ) ,
SUBJECT ASSIGNED BY MSS :

DC9 , TERA , LEBANON , CURRENT DATE 870615 , GERSER TASKINCFF ,

DICTIONARY : C9 , PROFILE :
1 24 97 342 919

NMIC - AUTODIN MSG NUMBER :
390-035046

CDSN : NSS132 MCN = 87169/97417 TOR = 871691841 FTSTOR = 87169 1841EZ91 :
PITUZYUW RUQMQFA 0679 169 1830 - UUAA-- AUEKDIC .
ZNA UUUAA ZYN ZPO
EZO2 :
P 1818237 JUN 87
FM FBIS NICOSIA CY
TO AIG 4538
Ai ; 4681
RBFPAAAUTAIS RAMSTEIN AB CE 11 INOW 11
RUDOREA FBIS LONDON UK / DW /
RUEHBLAMEMBASSY BEIRUT
RUEHDO AMEMBASSY DOHA
AUFNASWSBOREASWCOMCTR KAPLES IT
RUFRIVA CTG SIX ZERO PT ONE
RUF RIBA CTG SIX ZERO PT TWO
RUFRIDACTF SIX ZERO
AUTRICA CTF SIX Olis
AUFPSNS USS NASHVILLE IN - 2
RUEQ :11A USCINCPAC HONOLULU BI
ACCT FBNC - EWDK
BT
UNCLAS $NPMU MHR

EZ03 :

APPRCHED FOR RELEASE
EZ34 :
ATIN JORDAN AAMM
SUBJ
EZ95 :
WEF NC 181738 BEIRUT VOICE OF LEBARON ENGLISH 101715-- VOL : KIDNAPPERS
ATTACHED TO B12BALLAR MILITARY LEADER
LEBANOR : SRI ITE COUNCIL DENOUNCES KIDNAPPING OF USAYRAN GLASS

NC 181323
BIIPUT DOMESTIC SERVICE IN ARABIC 1803 GMT 18 JUN 87

( I TEXT ) ) PRESIDENT SHAYKH AMIN AL - JUMAYYIL TELEPHONED
di -... 11MISI2.1 • USAYRAI THIS EVEijil stiv Bizvien
TUS AVAILABLE INFORMATION ABOUT THE KIDNAPPING OF HIS SON AND THE
U.S. JOU RNAL IST . EARLIER , ' USAYRAN RECEIVED A TELEPHONE CALL
FROM INFORMATION MINISTER JOSEPH SKAF FOR THE SAME PURPOSE .

THE HICHER ISLAMIC SELITE COUNCIL BAS DENOUNCED THEKIDNAPPING OF ADIL USAYRAN S SON AND HIS GUEST AND CALLED FORTHEIR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
( ENDALL ) 181800 18/1834 2 JUN

2 : AUG 5389

Aiw1ܐܝ

BT

EZ06 :
ACTION NMIC ( D )
INFO JSI - 4A ( 1 ) DB - 3B( * )

+ SAFE

( U , A , 6 )

TOTAL COPIES REQUIRED 2
0579

NNNN
EZO?:

(14



QUEIDEN
C00040169 L 19 - JUN - 87 06:06:57 PACE I

CDSN = NS$876 TCM = 87170/81914 TOR = 87179052 , FTSTOR = 871709328
OTTUZYUW RUQMQFA 0681 1700503 - VUAA-- RUEKDIC .
7. !in VVUAA ZYI ZPO

HI 027 NIIN A7
i .. : ! ICOSIA CY

* 1) .jn)
A 3c 4581
PIFPAAAUTAIS RAMSTEIN AB GE / INOM
RUDORES FBIS LONDON UK 11 DW /
NUEAID: OD & E FIELD OFFICE WASHINGTON DC
RUTAIJINPIC WASHINGTON DC 11 EC EXEC orf 11
RUCHBL AMEMBASSY BEIRUT
RULADO AMEMBASSY DOHA
AUFNAST / SHOREASHCOMCTR NAPLES IT
RUTRIVA CTC SIX ZERO PT ONE
RUTRIBCTC SIX ZERO PT TWO
RUFRIDACTF SIX ZERO
AUF RICA CTF SIX ONE
RUFPSMS USS NASHVILLE IN - 2
AUNQIQA USCINCPAC RONOLULU BI
ACCT FENC EWDK
BT
UTICLAS 5NPMU MWR
EZ03 :

ATTN JORDAN AAMIM
COPY TO LIAISON ( 2 )
SUBJ

REF NC 181738 BEIRUT VOICE OF LEBANON ENGLISH 181715-- VOL : KIDRAPPER
$

ATTACHED TO BIZBALLAN MILITARY LEADER
LEBANON : KIDNAPPERS REPORTEDLY TO RELEASE USAYRAN

NC 190502
BCIRUT VOICE OF LEB.LNON IN ARABIC 8426 CT 19 JUN 87
il EncePFTS ) ) A NEW MEMBER LAS JOINED rölt LIST OF FOREIGN

HOSTAGES IN LEBANON IN THE FIRST OPERATION OF ITS KIND SINCE THE
SYRIAN DEPLOYMENT IN WEST BEIRUT THIS PAST FEBRUARY THE
NEW AOSTACE IS THE AMERICAN WRITER AND JOURNALIST CHARLES CLASS
HDO NAS KIDNAPPED ALONC WITH ALI USAYRAN THE SON OF DEFENSE
MINISTER ADIL USAYRAN AID • OSAYRAY ' S AIDE , FORMER POL
CLMAN
SULAYMAN SULAYMAN IX AL - ANZA 1 2 LAYS AGO .

ALTHOUGH NO PARTY EAS CLAIMED RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE OPERATION
AS YET , REUTER CITES AN ISLAMIC SOURCE AS SAYING THAT THE

KIDNAPFERS WBO BELONG TO A RADICAL CORU ? OF BIZBULLAH , ARE
TIL SAME ONES WHO ARE ZOLDING " THE OTAER U.S. HOSTACES . ( PASSAGE
OMITTEL ) )

IT HAS PCEN REPORTED THAT THE KIDNAPPERS MAY HALE CROCD TO
RELEASE TIE SON OF THE DEFENSE MINISTER AND HIS AIDE , PUT THEY WILL
KIFO CLISS

:: 19/65 14.I.

²

9

( U , A , 6 )ACTION NMIC ( 1 )
INFO JSI - 4A ( 1 ) DB- 38 ( * )

+ SAFE
TOTAL COPIES REQUIRED 2

#0681

NNNN

APPROVEO FOR RELEASE

AUG 1983Cite

is



ESTRADE
CO0040169

1 19 - JUN - 87 06:07:30 PACE 1

CDSN = NSS879 MCN = 87170/01933 TOR = 8717005 . FTSTOR = 87170053 )
OTTUZYVH RUQMQFA 0682 1700512 - UUAA -- RUEKD IC .
ZNR VUVAA ZYN ZPO

1413IIL JUN 87
FH FDS NICOSIA CY

4359
Alg 4681
RIIFPM / UTAIS RAMSTEIN AB GE // IKON II
RUDPREA FBIS LONDON UK // DW //
RUESIDF OD & E FIELD OFFICE WASHINGTON DC
RUENIJU / NPIC HASIINCTON DC // IEC EXEC OFF 11
RUEJBL ATEMBASSY BEIRUT
RUELDO AMEMBASSY DOHA
RUFHASN SHOREASHCOMCTT NAPLES IT
RUFRIVA CTG SIX ZERO PT ONE
RUFRIBA CTG SIX ZERO PT TWO
RUFRBA CTF SIX ZERO
AUFRNCA CTF SIX ONE
RUFRSMS / USS NASHVILLE IN - 2
RUHQHQA USCINCPAC AONOLULU BI
ACCT FBNC EWDK
BT
UNCLAS 5RPMU MWR

EZ03 :
ATTN JORDAN AAMM
COPY 70 LIAISON ( 2 )
SUBJ

REF NC 181823 BEIRUT DOMESTIC ARABIC · 181800-- LEBAKON : SHI . ITE COUN
CIL
DENOUNCES K1 DNAPPING OF • USAYRAN GLASS
LEBANON ; MORE SRI | ITE ON COUNCIL CONDEMNATION OF KIDNAPPING
NC 190511
BEIRUT DOMESTIC SERVICE IN ARABIC 0445 CMT

( TEXT ) ) THE SUPREME SAI ' ITE ISLAMIC COUNCIL RAS DENOUNCED
THE KIDNAPPING OF USAYRAN , SON OF DEFENSE MINISTER

ADIL USAYTLAR , AND # 19 CULST GLASS AND BAS DEMANDED THEIR
IMMEDIATERELEASE , SAYING THAT THE ISLAMIC SHARIA REJECTS AND
CONDEMNS SUCH ACTIVITY

THE COUNCIL RECALLED ITS PREVIOUS STAND ON SUCH ACTIONS , SAYINC
THAT THIS METHOD IS ILLEGAL AND TOTALLY UTJUSTIFIED SHAYKE
SFAS AL - DIN ALSO CONDEMTED THE INCIDENT AND CALLED FOR THE
RELEASE OF ' USAYRAN AND HIS CUEST

MINISTER AL RASI HELD SEVERAL MEETINGS AND DEMANDED QUICK
ACTION TO RELEASE ALLI * USAYRAN AND GLASS HE MET WITH
BRIGADIER GENERAL • UMAR MAKHZUNI , CHIEF OF THE
CERERIL

AUTBORITY · S OPERATIONS ROOM , AND COLOTEL ABD AL KARIM
IBWM .

• ASIM QARSULI REGIONAL SECRETARY OF THE ARAB SOCIALIST
BA . TH ORCANIZATION LEBANON VISITED . ADIL USAYRAN AND
I'moo; 1:01:11 1:11 . DAM'INC SAYING THAT HE CASILEFED The ortatio:
HA!UEIL TO TOE SECURITY PLAN IN WESTBEIM : T

ADIL : USAYPLAN WAS CONTACTED LAST NICHT BY PRESIDENT AMIN
AL. - JUMAYYIL , CAARER OF DEPUTIES SPEAKER HUSAYN AL - HUSAYTI
ACTING PRITIL MINISTER DR SALIM AL - HUSS , FORMER PRESIDENT

SULAYTIAN FRANJIYAR , INTERIOR MINISTER DF.ABDALLAH AL - RASI ,
INFORMATION MINISTER JOSEPA SKAF AND FSP POLITICAL BUREAU

MEIBER AKRAM SHUBAY
( ENDALL ) 190443 19/05 16 Z JUN
BT

19 IIIN R7

• ALI

.

1

.

( , A , O )ACTION AMICCI )
INFO JSI - 4A ( 1 ) DB- 3B ( * )

+ SAFE

TOTAL COPIES REQUIRED 2
f0682

NIỀN

APFPJVED FOR RELEASE

Late AUG 1939



C00040169

19 - JUN - 87 10:36:57 PAGE 1

ROUTINE FROM NOTEAF 19 - JUN -87 09 : 41 : 33.OZ
TO : NOIERR
MESSAGE NUMBER : 000009747

INDIEDTATE UNCLASSIFIED CENSER MESSAGE 2405 CHARACTERS
l'ERCICE FRO FBIS NICOSIA CY SSN 691 AT 19 0909Z JUN87

ROUTING ASSIGNED BY MSS ;
MELE CIAR ARCS

PRINTER ASSIGNED BY MSS :
DO10 ( 1 ) , DJ11 ( 1 ) .

SUBJECT ASSIGNED BY MSS :
DC9 . HEUR , LEBANON , CURRENT DATE 870615 ,

DICTIONARY : 69 , PROFILE :
159 342 612 919 957

NMIC - AUTOD IN MSC NUMBER :
390-152306

CDSN : NSS417 MCN - 87170/02962 TOR : 871790925 FTSTOR = 871700928
EZO 1 :
OTTUZYUN ROQMQFA 8691 1700912 - UUAA -- RUEKDIC .
ZNR VUUAA ZYN ZPO
0702 :

190909Z JUN 87
FM FBIS MICOSIA CY
TO AIG 4658
AIG 4681
RAFPAAA UTAIS RAMSTEIN AB GE 11 INOW I/
RUDOREA FBIS LONDON UK 11 DR 11
RUEAIDF OD 8 E FIELD OFFICE WASHINGTON DC
RUEAIJU NPIC WASHINGTON DC 11 JEG EXEC OTF
RUCHEL AMEMBASSY BEIP.IT
BULUDO AMEMBASSY DOH !
RITNAS SENPEASWCONCT 1PLIS IT
RUTRIVA CTC SIX ZERI -T CU
KUFRBA / CTC SIX ZER? 17 TI ?
RUFRIDA I CTF SIX ZEP3
RUF RMGA / CTF SIX ONE
RUT RSIS USS NASHVILLE 11 ": - ?
RUBOJOA USCINCPAC 83 ' W
ACCT FBNC ENDK
BT
UNCLAS 5NPMU MNR

E703 :
EZ04 :
ATTN JORDAN AAMM
COPY TO LIAISON ( 2 )
SUBJ
E705 :
RCT NC 1995 02 BEIPUT ICE CRARON ARABIC 190426- . LEBANON :
KIDIAPPERS REPORTEDLY 73 "IE" . USAYRAN

! r ... str. : . At 12 : " 11779CJI RELEASE WITHUIT GLASS
NC 190909
PARIS AFP IN ENGLISE 19 Un 87

( ( EXCERPT ) ) BEIRI 19 ( AFP ) -- ALI USAYRAN

THE SON OF LEBANON 117. DEFENSE MINISTER WBO WAS ABDUCTED
IN BEIAUT WE DNESDAY WIT ! . REPORTER CHARLES GLASS
REFUSES TO BE RELEASED : 7777 ; ( lj . A NEMBEA OF THE MINISTER S
FAMILY TOLD AGENCE "RES ON FRIDAY ,

MR . ' USAYMAN 9 3 : 7 ISSES THE KIDNAPPERS WHO F
IND

THEMSELVES IN A DILETTA I FAILY " OMBER , WHO WISHED TO
REMAIN ANONYMOUS

MR . ' USAYRAN AIN 17.. ... ? " . ) 26- YEAR OLD REPORTER FOR
THE
U.S. NETWORK AEC PIA SOUTHERN SUBURB OF BEIRUT
AS THEY WERE DRIVINC TNT : • USAYFAN ' S HOME IN
AL - RUMAYLAR . 37 KIL :." DLS ) SOUTH OF BEIRUT .

** ALT FEELS RESPO ::: 27. LACS AND DOES NOT WANT TO
LEAVE AIM , ' THE S011 " 1 : 1. " ILE. CREAT HOPES THAT THE
KIDNAPPERS HILL RELESS On HE ADDED , SAYING
THAT BE AAD TAD - JIFs " T THE KIDNAPPERS
( ( PASSACE OI11 TTED .
( ENDALL ) 190904 1915 2 JUN
BT 2 ??2019 FOR RELEASE

EZ06 : AUG 1389
ACTION NMIC ( 1 ) ( 11 A.
INFO JSI - 4A( 1 ) DR - R .

1 " ::.

.

.



CO0040169 14 JU - 86 1:14:36 PACE 1

FTSTOR - 871701011
CDSN = NSS678 UN = 87170/03380 TOR = 87170101 ,
PTTUZYUN RUQMOFA 0694 1700949 - VVAA-- RUEKDIC .
ZNR UVAA ZY ? ZPO
P 1909452 JUN 87

ICOST CY
TO ! C

میتو
RIIF PANAUTAIS RAMSTEIN AB CE 11 INOH II
RUDOREA FBIS LONDON UK 11 DH 11
RUEFBLAMEMBASSY BEIRUT
RUCADO AMEMBASSY DOHA
RUFNASK SHOREASYCOMCTR NAPLES IT
RUFRIVA / CTC SIX ZERO PT ONE
RUT IMBA CTC SIX ZERO PT TWO
RUTAWA CTF SIX ZERO
RUFRICA CTF SIX ONE
RUFRSIS USS NASAVILLE II N - 2
RUDQHQA USCINCPAC BONOLULU BI
ACCT FONC EWDK
BT
UNCLAS 5 NPMU MNR

EZ03 :
ATTN JORDAN AAMM
COPY TO LIAISON ( 2 )
SUBJ
REF NC 190511 BEIRUT DOMESTIC ARABIC 198445-- LEBANON : MORE ON
SHI . ITE COUNCIL CONDLIGATION OF KIDNAPPING
LEBANON : ACTING PREMIER AL HUSS CONDEMIS RECENT & IDNAPPING
NC 190945

BEIRUT DOMESTIC SERVICE IN ARABIC 0900 CMT 19 JUN 87

( ( TEXT ) ) DEFENSE MINISTER ADIL USAYRAN ACCOMPANIED
BY DEPUTY RENE MU " AWWAD , CALLED ON ACTING PRIME
MINISTER DR SALIM AL - MUSS AT AIS DONTE AT i ico This runninG
TREY DISCUSSED THE ABDUCTI ON OF ' ALI • USAYRAN AN
DU . S.
JOURNALIST GLASS . AL HUSS STRONGLY CONDEMNED THIS ACTION
SAYING THAT SUCA TEINGS SERVE ONLY THE ENEMIES OF LEBANON
HE HILL DO OUR UTMOST , RE ADDED , TO SECURE THE RELEASE OF
. ALI , HIS COMPANION A ) PERSONS

( ENDALL ) 190900 1970952 JUN
BT

.

( U , A , 6 )
ACTION NMIC ( 1 )
INFO JSI - 41 ( 1 ) DB- 3B( * )

+ SAFE

TOTAL COPIES REQUIRED 2
0694

NM

APPED FOR RELEASE

..!! 62

LEBANON - teisme TT
18



CO0040169
rout 1

ciu si
14 - JUN- 81 13:28:30

PRIORITY URC. SIFIED GERŞER MESSAGE 2095 HARACTERS

REFERENCE FROM FBIS NICOSIA CY , SSN 704 AT 19 1248Z JUN87

ROUTING ASSIGNED BY MSS :
MELE MEIR TERR ARCS

PNINTER ASSIGNED BY MSS :
DO10 ( 1 ) , D5110 , D514 ( 1 ) ,

SULJECT LSSIGNED BY MSS :
DC9 , IRAN , WEUR . TENR , LEBANON , CURRENT DATE 870615 ,

DICTIONARY : C9 , PROFILE :
1 24 159 342 916 919 957

NMIC - AUTODIN MSC NUMBER :
391-020736

CDSN - NSS193 MCN = 87 170/04495 TOR = 871701258 FTSTOR = 871701258

EZO 1 :
PTTUZYUW RUQIQFA 0704 1701251 - UUAA--RUERDIC .

ZNR UUUAA ZYN ZPO

EZ02 :
P 191248Z JUN 87

FM FBIS NICOSIA CY

TO AIG 4653

AIG 4681

RHFPAAA UTAIS RAMSTEIN AB GE 11 INOW !!

RUDOREA / FBIS LONDON UK 11 DR //

RUEHBL / AMEMBASSY BEIRUT

RUEHDO AMEMBASSY DOHA

RUFNASKSBOREAS COMCTR NAPLES IT

RUFRIVACTE SIX ZERO PT ONE

RUTRMBA CTC SIX ZERO PT TWO

RUF RMDA / CTF SIX ZERO

PUSRMCA CTF SIX ONE

RUFRSMS / USS NASHVILLE 11 N -2

RULQIQA ISCINCPAC HONOLULU I

ACCT FBNC - EWDK

BT
UNCLAS 5 PMU MWR

EZO3 :

EZ04 :
ATTN JORDAN AAMM

COPY TO LIAISON ( 2 )

SUBJ
EZ05 :
REF NC 191149 BEIRUT VOICE OF LEBANOR ARABIC 191135~ LEBANON :

FI IZBALLAH DENIES INVOLVEMENT IN GLASS ABDUCTION

LEBANON : ' USAYRAN SAYS HIZBALLAR HOLDINC SON , GLASS

NC 191242

PARIS AFP IN ENGLISE 1239 CMT 19 JUN 87

( EXCERPT ) ) BEIRUT , JUNE 19 ( AFP ) LEBANESE DEFE

NSE
MINISTER • ADIL USAYRAN SAID FRIDAY THAT PRO IRANIAN HIZUALLA

H

MILITANTS WERE ROLDINC BIS SON ALI AND A V S. JO URNALIST

WHO WERE ABDUCTED IN A SOUTHERN SUBURB OF BEIRUT

• 1 ACCUSE NOBODY , BUT I AM TOLD THAT THE HIZBALLAH ( PARTY

OF COD ) WAS HOLDING THEM , AS WELL AS THE LEBANESE POLICEMAN WHO

WAS SERVING AS • ALI'S
CHAUFFEUR THE SAL ITE MO

SLEM
MINISTER TOLD JOURNALISTS .

HE SAID THAT HE HAD MADE NO CONTACT WITH THE AIZBALLAR CROUP

OF MOSLEM FUNDAIENTALISTS AND HAD RECEIVED NO CUARANTEE - THAT

HIS SON OR TIE CRAUFFEUR WOULD BE RELEASED SOON

* THERE IS NO NEW ELEMENT BUT I AM OPTIMISTIC AND I HOPE THAT

THEY WILL BE FREED TODAY OR AT LEAST SOON HE SAID .

( ( PASSAGE OMITTED

( ENDALL ) 191239
9/1255 Z JUR

BT

( U , A , 6 )EZ06 :
ACTION NMIC ( 1 )

INTO JSI -4A( 1 ) DB-38 ( * )

+ SAFE 2
70TAL COPIES REQUIRED

*0794

NNNN
E707 :

\?
FRUTLU

RELEASE

Date

1992



KOV .

CO0040169
ГРТ 10 L 19 - JUK - 87 14 : 24 : € PACE 1

.

IMMEDIATE UNCWLSSIFIED GENSER MESSACC 279 , BARACTERS 13
REFERENCE FROM FBIS NICOSIA CY , SSN 709 AI 19 13592 JUN87
ROUTING ASSIGNED BY MSS :

CCF2 WELL MESY TERR CIAR ARCS
PAINTER ASSIGNED BY MSS :

DO10 ( 1 ) , D511 ( 1 ) , D512 ( 1 ) ;
SUBJECT ASSIGNED BY MSS :

DC9 . NEUR ,, TERR , SYRIA , LEBANON , CORRENT DATE 870615
GENSER TASKING TIPOFF ,

DICTIONARY : 69 , PROFILE :
1 24 97 159 342 612. 878 919 957

NMIC - AUTODIR MSG NUMBER :
391-031406

:

.

. CE

CDSN = NSS520 MCN = 87170/04794 TOR = 871701409 FTSTOR = .871701417
EZ01 :
OTTUZYUW ROQHQFA 0709 1701401 - UVA4 -- RUEKDIC .
ZNR JUVAA ZYNT ZPO
EZ02 :

191359Z JON 87
FM FBIS NICOSIA CY
TO AIG 4658
AIG 4681
RAF PALAUTAIS RAMSTEIN AB GE 11 INOY II
RUAJMAB FOSIF WESTPAC KAMI SEYS JA
AUDOREA / FBIS LONDON UK 11 DN 1
RUEA IDFOD & E FIELD OFFICE WASHINGTON DC
RUEAIJONIC WASHINGTON DC 11 LEG EXEC OFT V1 ,
RUCHBLAMEMBASSY BEIRUT
AUEHDO AMEMBASSY DORA
RUINASW SHOREASWCOMCTR NAPLES IT
RUFRIVA / CTC SIX ZERO PT ONE
RITRAB ! CTC SIX ZERC PT TWO
RUFRIDA / CIF SIX ZERO 22 !
RUF RMGA CTF SIX ONE }
RUTRSMS USS NASHVILLE II -2
AULQAQA / USCINCPAC ROGOLULU Hi
ACCT FBRC EWDK
BT
UNCLAS 5NPMU MHR

EZ03 :
EZ04 :
ATTN JORDAN A4MM
COPY TO LIAISON ( 2 ) A , 6
SUBJ

EZ05 :
REF N C 191248 PARIS AFP ENCLIS 19 1239-- LEBANON : USAYRA KAYS
HIZBALLAR BOLDING SON , CLASS
LEBANON : SYAIA REPORTEDLY WARNS AIZBALLAR TO RELEASE KIDNAPPED

Nr 101259

BEIRUT VOICE OF LEBANON IN ARABIC 1315 GUT 19 J UN 87
( ( TEXT ) ) THE VOI CE OF LEBANON LAS LEARNED THAT AT

NOON TODAY TIE SYRIAN LEADERSHIP CONVEYED TO THE
HIZBALLAI LEADERS ITS OFFICIAL POSITION ON THE BIDNAPPING OF
U.S. JOURNALIST CHARLES GLASS , ADIL USAYRAF ' S SON
ARD THEIR COMPANION . THE SYRLAN LEADERSD IP STRONGLY WAARED

THE BIZBALLA : LEADERS TO UNCONDITIONALLY RELEASE THE THREE
KIDNAPPED PEOPLE SOON AND MATITAINED

THAT
THE KIDNAPPING WAS DIRECTED AGAIBST THE SYRIAN SECURITY PLAN .
THE SYRIAN LEADERSHIP STRESSED IT WILL USE FORCE , IF

NECESSARY . TO SECURE THEIR RELEASE
ACCORDING TO A REPORT BY OUR CORRESPONDENT , THE SYRIANS

ELAVE BEEN PLACED ON A STATE OF ALERT IN WEST BEIRUT AND THERE
HAVE BEEN MORE FREQUENT SYRIAN PATROLS ON THE MAIN STREETS .
THERE ,

AFP HAS QUOTED A SOURCE CLOSE TO THE SYRIAN : FORCES AS
SAYING THAT THE KIDRAPPING OF CLASS AND USAYRAN'S SON
CODSTITUTES A CAALLENGE TO DAMASCUS , DISCLOSING THAT SYBIA

: BELIEVES THE INCIDENT COULD AFFECT THE CHIEDIBILITY OF THE
SYBIAN SECURITY PLAN IA WEST BE LAUT , SYBIAR OFFLCEALS ;
IN DAMASCUS AND BEIRUT 'ARE EXEATING PRESSURE FOR THE . QUICK
RELEASE OF THE KIDNAPPED PEOPLE + . WHILE FOT EXPLAISING THE
NATURE OF SUCB PRESSURE , THE SOURCE SAID IT IS BETTC
EXERTED ON ALL THOSE WHO MAY HAVE A CONNECTION WITH THE
KIDNAPPING OR HAVE INFLUENCE ON THE KIDNAPPERS
( ENDALL ) 191315 19/1405 Z JUN
BT iTrü RELEASE

07- AUG . 1289



CO0040169 ni 19 - JUN - 87 14:10:10 PACE I
IMEDIATE UNCLASSIFIED CENSER MESSAGE 1612 HARACTERSREFERENCE FROM FBIS NICOSIA CY , SSN 710 AT 19 1400Z JUN87BT
ür CLAS jFMU MIWR

inAnAN AMM
COPY TO LIAISON ( 2 )
SUBJ

LEBANON KIDNAPPERS OF CLASS REPORTEDLY THREATEN 10 KILL BIMNC 191400
( CLANDESTINE ) RADIO FREE LEBANON IN ARABIC 1345 GMT 19 JUN87

( ( TEXT ) ) IT HAS LEARNED THIS AFTERNOON THAT THE KIDNAPPERSOF V.S. JOURNALIST CHARLES G LASS ARE THREATENING TO KILL HIM .HE NOTE THAT NO PARTY RAS SO FAR CLAIMED RESPONSIBILITY FOR
TBE KIDNAPPING OF TIE O s JOURNALIST AND DEFENSE MINISTERADIL • USAYRAN'S SON ABD ALS DRIVER .( ENDALL ) 1913-15 9/1404 Z JUTIBT

ACTION NMIC ( 1 )
INFO JSI - 4A ( 1 ) DB -3B ( * )

+ SAFE

( U , A , 6 )

0710 TOTAL COPIES REQUIRED 2

NNRN

... TU PUR RELEASE:
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HUG_4983



ARMORSOMH
C00040169

L. 19 - JUN - 87 15:45:27 PACE 1

PRIORITY UNCLASSIFIED GENSER MESSAGE 2163 CHARACTERS
REFERENCE FROM FBIS OKINAWA JA . SSN 8541 AT 19 14312 JUN87
ROUTINC ASSIGNED BY MSS :

CCF2 MELE MEJA MISY TERR EPRC ARCS
OSTESSIGNED BY MSS :

COD1 ( 1 ) , D511 ( 1 ) . D512 ( 1 ) , D51411 ) ,
SUBJECT ASSIGNED BY MSS :

DC9 , IRAN , TERR , CHINA , SYRIA , LEBANON , CURRENT DATE 870

GENSER TASKING TIPOFF ,
DICTIONARY : 69 , PROFILE :

1 24 97 342 409 878 916 919
NMIC - AUTODIR MSC NUMBER :

391-040466

mata

CDSN = NSS699 HCN : 6717005 : 38 TOR : 871701543 FISTOR = 871701543
E201 :
PTTUZYUH RUNJFBA 6341 1701457 -U14-- RUERD IC .
ZNR UUUAA ZY ? ZPO
EZ02 :
P 1914317 JUNI 87
FM FBIS OKINAWA JA
TO AIC 4581
RUADLEAVOA TOKYO JA
AUDOTIE/F'BIC LONDON UK
RUCEICY / AMEMBASSY TOKYO
RUQMFV / FBIS TEI , AVIV IS
RUQIF AMEMBASSY AMMAN
RUOF/FBIS AITAN JO
ACCT FBOW - ENDK
BT
UTICLAS 19 /M.R
IZO:
EZC2 :
ATTN JCR1 AAM
SUBJ
CZCJ :
XIRTUA : U.S. JOURNALIST SAID TO BE RELEASED SOON
OW : 91. 31

BEIJIIS XINBOA IN ENGLISA 1134 GMT 19 JUN 87
( C19XT) ) BEIRUT , JUNE 19 ( XIFHUA ) -- THE LEBANESE NEWSPAPER

" AS : 1-01 " ( CAS RECEIVED ) ) SAID TODAY TRAT THE AMERICAN JOURNALIST
AND TIO SCI OS LEBANESE DEFENCE MINISTER WBO WERE KLDNAPPED ON
WED :: ESDAY MIGHT BE RELEASED WITHIN THE COMING FEW HOURS

5,17 TE PL ?ORT SAID THE AUTHORITIES HAD YET TO DETERMINE THEIRHII NC ,77 .

6 : 11.S GLASS , A FOPMER ABC TELEVISION NEWS NETWORK
JCW... : 57 ;) ' ALI ADIL ' USAYTAN , SON OF THE DEFEFCE MINISTER .

17. 11 :9 DAYS AGO WHILE THEY OROLE OF THE UZAI POAD IR

! KID
10. , ! ? 0.69 N IST BEIRUT ON FEBRUARY 22. S £ CCRITY
AUTOTS I LEIRUT WD ALL QUARTEPS COMCERTED ARE PAYING CACAT
AT . , 7 . ) 1 79 THE INCIPLIIT J'AILE CONTACTS 10 RELEASE GLASS AND ALI
OSS .- 17'TE TRITISIFIED .

ma LPTES : MHITISIT: Y OF INFORMATION SAID THAT CLASS HAD COME
TO LE ! ? .. TO WRITE A BOOK ON THE LEBANESE RULING FAMILIES AND
TIDI . 11. ! TICAL. FOLR .

C ! . ^ % , 110 ARPIVID IN LEBANON ON APRIL 25 , HAS THE NINTH
A3:CIA , TU 23771 FOTEICNER KIDNAPPED IN LEBANON , ACCORDING
TO T!!! i ', " " , : 71 - N /:' TAR " .

..-:11:35TGY REPORT QUOTED AN ISLAMIC SOURCE AS
SAT:7T ! 1 !ASPAS OS USAYRAN AND GLASS MERE THE SAME
AI : - ? " ; ." 50R ATRICANS , AND THEY BELONG TO A RADICAL
C70 RS7 LATZELLAD .
( 2!!! 9/15732 JUN
BT
D25:
ACTI ? I'm

( , A , 6 )IIII !: " ' , 1- ' ! ) 1. - 2020 )

7:هامنیا.تساهب : ؛ةنإ:oF::رتم45

TOTAL COPIES REQUIRED 2
#2011

FI' :
7.8.7 :

1.17 VFC.77 17 :
Y cuisine SE



C00040169
E 19 - JUN - 87 16:14:04 PACE I

-IMEDIATE UNCLASSIFIED GENSER MESSACE 1715 CHARACTERSREFERENCE FROM FBIS NICOSIA CY . SSN 715 AT 19 144BZ JUN87ROUTING ASSIGNED BY MSS :
CCF2 MELE MESY TERR CIAR ARCSPRINTER ASSIGNED BY MSS :

D5 : 1 ( 1 ) , D51201 ) ,
SUBJECT ASSIGNED BY MSS :

DC9 . TERR , SYRIA , LEBANON , CURRENT DATE 879615 ,CENSER TASKING TIPOFF ,
DICTIONARY : C9 , PROFILE :

1 24 97 342 612 878 919
MMIC - AUTODIN MSG NUMBER :

391-041606

FTSTOR = 871701608
CDSN : NSS719 MCN : 87170/05063 TOR 1 871701541EZO1 :

OTTUZYUW RUQIJOFA 0715 1701450 - UUAA -- RUEKDIC .
ZNR VUUAA ZY ZPO
EZ02 :

1914437 JUN 87
FM FBIS NICOSIA CY
TO AIC 4658
AIG 4681
RITPAAA UTAIS RAMSTEIN AB GE 11 INOX 11
RUAJMAB FOSIF WESTPAC KAMI SEYA JA
RUDOREA FBIS LONDON OK 11 DN 11
AUEAIDF OD 8 E FIELD OFFICE WASHINGTON DC
RUEA IJU NPIC WASHINGTON DC 11 IEG EXEC OFF
RUERBLAMELBASSY BEIRUT
RUEBDO AMEMBASSY DORA
AUFNAST SHOREASHCOIICTR NAPLES IT
RUFRIVA CTG SIX ZERO PT ONE
RITORS TC SIX ZERO PT 150
RUF RMDA CTF SIX ZERO
RUF AMGA CIT SIX ONE
RUF RSMS USS TASAVILLE 11 N - 2
RUBQRQA USCIHCPAC POITOLULU HI
ACCT FBNC CITK

Mar

BT
UNCLAS 5 N Piu R

EZO3 :
EZO4 :

ATTN JORDAN AAMI
COPY TO LIAISON ( 2 )
SUBS

EZ05 :
REF NC 191359 BEIRUT VOICE OF LEBANON AR431C 191315 -- LEBANON :
SYRIA REPORTEDLY WPIS AIZBALLAI TO RELEASE KIDNAPPED

VOL : HIZBULL, ' ! WILL NOT GUARANTEE CLASS ' LIFE IF SYRIA ACTS

BEIRUT VOICE : LELAKON IN ARABIC 1415 GMT 19 JUN 87( ( EXCEL.PT ) ) ( ( PASSAGE OMITTED COVERED BY REFERENT ITEM ) )
IT HAS BEEN LEARNED TRATY HIZBALLAH'S RESPONSE TO THE SYRIANSTAND IS THAT IT WILL NOT GUARANTEE THE LIFE OF THE AMERICAN

BOSTACE 15 AITY SYRIANI MILITARY ACTION IS DIRECTED ACAIRST THE
SOUTHERN SUBURB ( LOF.RELATIT FBIS ) ) .
( ENDALL ) 191A15 19/1452 Z JUNBT

EZ06 :

ACTION NMIC ( 1 )
INFO SAFE

( 1 , M )

TUTAL COPIES REQUIRED 1
0715

NNNN
EZ07 :

4.Indien

IVR NELEASEData

23



C00040169

( RT 1.5 1 . 19 - JUN - 87 18:24:11 PAGE 1

PRIORITY UNCLASSIFIED -- GENSER MESSAGE 1510 dARACTERS

REFERENCE FROM FBIS NICOSIA CY , SSN 720 AT 19 17162 JUNB7
POUTINC ASS ICNCD BY MSS :

CCF2 MELE, MESY TEAR ARCS
!! 'T.SSICNE ) BY MSS :

D511 ( 1 ) , D512 ( 1 ) ,
SUULCI ASSIGNED BY MSS :

DG9 , TERR , SYRIA , LEBANON , CURRENT DATE 870615 .
GENSER TASKING TIPOFF ,

DICTIONARY : C9 , PROFILE :
1 24 97 342 878 919

NMIC - AUTODIN MSC NUMBER :
391-055406

CDSN = NSS053 MCN = 87170/96070 TOR = 87170 1822 FTSTOR : 871701822
EZOI :
PTTUZYUK RUQMOFA 0720 1701719 - VUAA -- RUEKDIC .

ZNR WJAA ZY ? ZPO
EZ02 :
P 1917 162 JUN 87
FM FBIS NICOSIA CY
TO AIG 4658
AIG 4681
RUDOREA FBIS LONDON UK 1/ DW //
RUEHBLAMEIBASSY BEIRUT
RUERDO AMEMBASSY DORA
RUTRMBACTC SIX ZERO PT TWO
RUF AMDA / CTF SIX ZERO
RUFRMGA / CTF SIX ONE
RUFRSMS OSS NASHVILLE IN - 2
ACCT FBNC EWDK
BT
VICLAS 5BPMU MhR

E203 :
EZ04 :
ATTN JORDAN AAMM
COPY TO LIAISION ( 2 )
SUBJ

EZ05 :
REF NC 191448 BEIRUT VOICE OF LEBANON ARABIC 1914 15 - VOL :
HIZBALLAH INILL NOT GUARANTEE CLASS ' LIFE IF SYRIA ACTS
LEBANON : FADLALLAH MAKES CONTACTS . CONDEMNS KI DNAPPING
NC 191716
BEIRUT VOICE OF LEBANON IN ARABIC 1615 CM 19 JUN 87

( ( TEXT ) ) OUR CORRESPONDENT HAS TELEPHONED THE RESIDENCE OF
HIZBALLAR SPIRITUAL LEADER MUBAM14D HUSAYN FADLALLAN AND WAS
TOLD TBAT SO FAR ABSOLUTELY NO MEW INFORMATION HAS COME 10 LIGHT
IN CONNECTION WITH RESOLVING THE ISSUE OF THE THREE KIDNA
PPED
INDIVIDUALS HE ALSO NAS INFORCED THAT FADLALLAH IS MARINC
COTirs IN THIS RECARD AND THAT HE CONDE'T'S THE

11. ,
ÖNDALL ) 191615 19/1721 Z JUR

BT

( , A , 6 )
EZ06 :
ACTION NIC ( 1 )
INFO JS1-4A( 1 ) DB - 38 ( * )

+ SAFE
TOTAL COPIES REQUIRED 2

*0720

NNAN
EZ07 :

. ???? YCO POR
PELEASE

... , 1
09

2



C00040169
CK 15 20 - JUN - 87 12:37:37 PACES

IMULTATE un SIFIED GENSER MESSAGE 307 JARACTERS
REFERENCE FROM F. NICOSIA CY , SSN 753 AT 20 11364 JUNB7 .
ROUTING ASSIGNED BY MSS :

CCF2 MELE MESY TERR CIAR ARCS

PRINTER ASSICNED BY MSS :
D511 ( 1 ) , D512 ( 1 ) ,

SUEJECT ASSICNED BY MSS :
DC9 , TERR , SYRIA , LEBANON , CURRENT DATE 870615 ,
CENSER TASKING TIPOFF ,

DICTIONARY : C9 , PROFILE :
1 24 97 342 612 878 919

AMIC - AUTODIN PSG NUMBER :
392-032376

AUG_ISS

CDSN : NSS219 MCN : 87171/03341 TOR : 871711219 FTSTOR = 871711221
EZ01 :
OTTUZYUN RUQIFA 0753 1711137 -UM --RUEKD IC .
ZNA UVUAA ZYN ZPO
EZ02 :
0201136Z JUN 87
FM FBIS NICOSIA CY
TO AIG 4658
AIG 4681
RAFPAAA UTAJS RAMSTEIN AB CE 11 IROW II
RUAJMAB / FOSIF MESTPAC KAMI SEYA JA
RUDOREA FBIS LONDON UK 11 DN 11
RUEAIDF / OD 3 E FIELD OFFICE WASHINGTON DC
RUEAIJU NPIC WASBINGTON DC 11 IEG EXEC OFF //
RUEHBL I AMEMBASSY BEIRUT
RUEHDO AMEMBASSY DORA
AUFNASY SBOREASYCOMCTR NAPLES IT
RUFAJVA CTG SIX Z RO PT ONE -
ForMIDA CTU SIX ZERO PT TWO
RUTRMDA CTF SIX ZERO
RUF RMGA CTF SIX ONE
RUFRSMS / USS NASHVILLE 11 N -2
RUBQAQA USCINCPAC HONOLULU BI
ACCT FBNC - EHDK JO
BT
UNCLAS 5 MPMU MYR

EZ03 :
EZ04 :
ATTN JORDAN AAMM
COPY TO LIAISON ( 2 )
SUBJ
E205 :
REF NC 200509 BEIRUT DOMESTIC ARABIC 200445 LEBANON : | USAYRAN

SAYS KIDNAPPINCS POSSIBLY PERSONAL ISSUE
LEBANON : RELEASE EFFORTS INCREA SE AFTER

AL - ASAD DIRECT OR DER
NC 201136
KHakur MomsTI ; SFHVICE IN ARABIC 1196 GMT 29 JUN 47

( TEXT ) ) AN IMPORTANT DEVELOPMENT WITH REGARD TO T

HE KIDNAPPED
ALI • OSAYRAN HIS COMPANION , AND AMERICAN JOURNALIST CEARL

ES
CLASS TOOK PLACE DURING A TELEPHONE CONTACT BETWEEN DEFENSE
MINISTER ADIL USAYRAN AND THE PRESIDENTIAL PALACE IN DAMASCUS
THIS AFTERNOON . BECAUSE PRESIDENT BAFIZ AL - ASAD IS NOT PRESENT .
IN THE SYRIAN CAPITAL , USAYRAR SPOKE VITE VICE PRESIDENT

ABD AL - FALIM KADDAM , WBO TOLD HIM THAT THE SYRIAN LEADERSHIP

ON A DIRECT ORDER FROM PRESIDENT 'HAFIZ AL - ASAD , RAS ISSUED -
CLEAR INSTRUCTIONS TO THE SYRJAN . FORCES COMMAND IN LEBAROR
TO INTENSIFY ITS EFFORTS TOHARD SECURIRC THE RELEASE OF ALI

• USAYRAR , AIS COIPANION AND THE U S. JOURNALIST
DEFENSE MINISTER · USAYRAN S SOURCES HAVE SAID THAT THIS IS

AR IMPORTANT DEVELOPMENT BECAUSE IT CONSTITUTES A SYRIAN
INVERVENTION AT THE HICREST LEVEL AND WILL NECESSARILY POSH
RELEASE EFFORTS FORWARD . IT ALSO CONSTITUTES DIRECT SYRIAR
INTERVENTION IN THE WHOLE ABDUCTION ISSUE

THE SYRIAN COMMAND IN BEIRUT IS CONTACTINC ALL THE PARTIES
· CONCERNED WITHIN THIS CONTEXT COL ALI AAMUD HEAD OF THE

SYRIANOBSERVERS TEAM , VISITED SCHOLAR MUHAMMADUUSAYN FADLALLAH
IN ORDER TO COORDINATE THEIR EFFORTS BECAUSE FADLALLAF IS ONE

OF THOSE SEELING THE RELEASE OF USÁYRAN THE U.S. JOURNALIST
AND

• USAYRAN . S COMPANION
IT IS WORTE NOTING THAT MUHAMMAD HUSAYN FADLALLAH BAS INFORMED

i

1

1



CO0040169 CRT
20 - JUN - 87 12:37:36 PACE.

DEFENSE MINISTER DS / YRAK TAAT THE ABDUCTION 15SU. IS A MATTERTILAT CONCERNS IIM PERSONALLY
( ENDALL ) 201106 СР 20/1142 Z JUK

ACTION MMICOD )
INFO + SAFE ( 1 , M )

TOTAL COPIES REQUIRED+0753 1

NNIN
E207 :

STTUN 4354922



C00040169

MELE TERR CIAR ARCSPHITEK ASSICNI / MSS :
0511 ( 1 ) .

SUBJECT ASSIGNED BY MSS :

DG9,, TERR , LEBANON , CURRENT DATE 870615 ,
!

LE :
1 24 342 612 719- ivi XMC XURDER :

393-071346

CDSN = NSS236 MCN : 87173/03327 TOK : B71731329 FTSTOR : 871731339 .EZ01 :

OITUZYUW RUQMQFA 0862 173 1318 - VUAN -- RUEKDIC .ZNR TVUAA ZYN ZPO
EZ02 :

221316Z JUN 87
FM FRIS NICOSIA CY
TO A : G 4658
AIG 4682
RVAJMAB FOSIF WESTPAC KAMI SEYA JARUDOTEA FBIS LONDON UK 1 / 081RULMO AILEMBASSY DOBA .
RUEHJM ASCONSUL JERUSALEM
RUTRDA CTT Six ZERO
RUFRSMS / USS NASHVILLE // R - 2
ACCT FBNC E DK
BT
UNCLAS 6 NPMU MWR

E203 :EZ04 :
ATIN JORDAN AAMM
COPY TO LIAISON ( 2 )
SUBJ

Ez05 :
20 X 220828 BEIRUT VOICE OF LLBANON ARABIC 220815- LEBAROK :ALI

USAYRAN . SACLEASE EXPECTED WITHIN • FEW HOURSLEBAHON : CREAT PROGRESS TONARD RELEASE OF ' USAYRANCLASS
NC 221316
BEIRUT DOMESTIC SERVICE IN ARABIC 1306 CAT 22 JUN 87( ( TEXT ) ) SOURCES CLOSE TO DEFENSE MIN ] STER ADIL USAYRANEXPECT A HAPPY CONCLUSION TO THE ISSUE INVOLVING THE ABDUCTIONOF HIS SON ALI , POLICEMAN SULAYAN SULAYMAN AND U.S.JOURNALIST CARLES CLASS .

TEESE SOURCES HAVE EXPLAINED THAT BEHIND THE - SCENESCONTACTS HAVE MADE CREAT PROGRESS TOHAAD SECURING THERELEASE OF TIE TIEF. INDICATING TEAT THE DEFENSE MIRISTER ISE
XPECTING HAPPY NEWS WHUNTIE NEXT 24 BOURS .( ENDALL ) 221300 22/1320 Z JUNBT

+

1

EZ96 ;

IMO JSI - AI) DB - 3B6 )
+ SAFE

w IU , A , 6 )

0862 TOTAL COPIES REQUIRED 2

NNNN
EZO?:

APTEKIN FOR RELEASE

روث::: i 79

60



MORENO EMOCCO
C00040169

1. 22 - JT - C ? 20:15:33 P : :

COSG = NSS636 N = 87173/05679 TON = 67173193 FTSTOR = 871731933

P7107YUSI RUAIFA 0876 1731924 - UULA --KUEKDIC .
2 : 1 ! WVUA 2.Yi zlo
Р 12.7 67
rii ::: . ' I CY

0.3s
4:41

FUITPAMAUTAIS RAMSTEIN AB CE INOX 11
GUDONEA FBIS LONDON UK / DW /
FUCNIL AMEMBASSY BEIRUT
Ritu , AMETTBASSY DOHA
BurnASH SEOREASWCONCTA NAPLES IT
POTRIVA CTY SIX ZERO PT ONE
UITB CTC SIX ZERO PT TV
RUTIRA CIT SIX ZERO
RUTRI:SACIT SIX ONE
RUTASIA IUSS NASIVILLC 11N-?
RIL2IQA USCINCPAC JIONOLULU # 1

ACCT FBNC - CUDK
BT
UNCLAS 5 N PITU MW

EZ03 :
ATTN TEL AVIV DFDF
ATTN JORDAN AATO
COPY TG LIAISON ( 2 )
SUBJ
Rer NC 221504 BEIRUT DOMESTIC ARABIC 221415 LEBANON : BIRRI ,

KAN AN DISCUSS SOUTHERN SUBURB SITUATION

LEBANON ; DALLUL SAYS KIDNAPPERS WILL BE SEVERELY PUNISHED
NC 22 1923

( CLAIDOSTINE ) VOICE OF THE MOUNTAIN IN APABIC TO LEBANON

1931 ) CAT 22 JUR 87
or TT 11 A MEETING WAS HELD AT TIE HOME O. NABIA BIRRI

TI ! S AFTERNOCI , ATTENDED BY BRIG :DIER GERER . G !! " Z ! KAN

( ( CHEF OF SYRIA MILITARY INTELLIGENCE IH LEB2 :21 FRIS ) ) ,

SYRIA ! BRIGADIER CENTRAL IZZAT ZAYDAN , 12ST PALLUL

( ( SF OFFICIAL FBIS ) ) , ADOLLAT AL - AMIN AND TALAL

SALI . DISCUSSION CENTERSD ON FECE'T EVENTS IN TETE SOUTTERT

SUBLI3 AND TEE ADDUCTICN OF ALI I USAYRA .

FOLLOWING THE MEETINS MJEST DILLIL EXPRESSO BOPE THAT

ALI USAYTUN . HIS DRIVER FOLICE :1 SULAY !! SULAYMAN , AND

U.S. JOURHALIST CHARLES GLASS FILL BE DELE : SED . DE SAID THAT

THC ERA OF MILITIAS AND KIDNAPPIFCS IS GOSE POPEVER ANID SEIERE

PUNISHMENT WILL BE METED OUT TO ANY PEPSO OR GROID THAT Çorti ! TS

KIDNAPPIICS OR TARASSES CITIZENS
( ENDALL ) 221900 22/1927 JUNI

ET

-
1

9

1

ACTI ? NH ! C!!!
1116 JS - 4: 1 ) 03-09 ( :)

0376

TTIIN

ALSO F9A RELEASE

argos 299

21



CO0040169 LILI 23 - JUN - 87 14 : 32 : 3 PAGE 1

IMMEDIATE URCLASSIFIED CENSER MESSACE 1762 CHARACTERS
REFERENCE FROM FBIS AMAN JO , SSN 16 AT 23 1013Z JUN87
ROUT INC ASSIGNED BY MSS :

CCF2 MELE MESY TEFA CIAR ARCS
I triton ASTOALL BY MSS :

DO10 ( 1 ) , D511 ( 1 ) . D512 ( 1 ) ,
SUBJECT ASSIGNED BY MSS :

DC9 , WEUR , TERR . SYRIA , LEBANON , CURRENT DATE 8706 1
CENSER TASKING TIPOFF .

DICTIONARY : C9 , PAOFILE :

| 24 97 159 342 612 878 919 957
NMIC - AUTODIN MSC NUMBER :

394-076716

Molly

CDSN : RSS990 MCN : 87174/03364 TOR = 87174 1027 - FTSTOR = 871741028
EZ01 :
OTTUZYUW RUQMIFA 0160 17410 19 - VUAA -- AUEKDIC .
ZNA UUUAA ZYN ZPO
EZ02 :
02310132 JUN 87
FM FBIS AMMAN JO
TO AIC 4658
AIG 4624
RUEBLAMEMBASSY BEIRUT
RUEBJMAMCONSUL JERUSALEM
RUFRMBA CTC SIX ZERO PT TWO
RUFRYDACTF SIX ZERO
RUF RMCA / CTF SIX ONE
RUFRSMS USS NASHVILLE !! N - 2
XMT FBIS LONDON UK 1/ DW //
ACCT FBJN - EWDK

BT
UNCLAS 5 NPMU MUR
E203 :
EZ04 :
ATTN JORDAR AAMM
SUBJ
E205 :
MONTE CARLO : SYRIAN COMMAND ULTIMATUM T LEBARON KIDRAPPERS
JN 231013
PARIS RADIO MONTE CARLO IR ARABIC 1000 GIT 23 JUN

( ( TEXT ) ) IN BEIRUT AN INFORMED SOURCE WAS QUOTED AS
SAYING THAT THE SYRIAN COMMAND IN THE LEBANESE CAPITAL RAS
GIVEN THE KIDNAPPERS OF THE U.S. JOURNALIST CHARLES CLASS
AND ALI ADIL ' USAYRAN THE SOR OF THE LEBANESE DEFENSE
MINISTER AN ULTIMATUM TRAT EXPIRES AT SIKSET TODAY TO RELEASE
THEIR BOSTACES OTHERWTSE THE SYTIAN COMMAND WILL TAKE ALL
THE NECESSARY MEASURES TO BRING ABOUT THE RELEASE OF THE
HOSTACES AND ARREST THE KIDNAPPEKS .

APPARENTLY THIS WAS STATED BY SYRIAN MILITARY OFFICIALS

A SOURCE CLOSE TO AMAL SAID THE SYRIAN COMMAND DID NOT
CNLY DEMAND THE RELEASE OF TBE BOSTACES BUT HAS ALSO
DEMANDED THAT THE 14 GUNMEX WBO KIDNAPPED CHARLES GLASS AND

" ALI USAYRAN ON WEDNESDAY 17 JURE BE BANDED OVER TO THEM
TO STAND TRIAL .
( ENDALL ) 231009 23/1021 Z JUN

BT

87

EZ96 :
ACTION NMIC ( 1 )
INFO JSI - 5B ( 1 ) DE- 3B ( + )

+ SAFE

( , A , 6 }

TOTAL COPIES REQUIRED 2
0160

NNNN
EZO?:

FIED CR RELEASE

jala AUG 1989



C00040169 1 29 - JUK - 87 12 : 37 : 3 PACC 1

ITDIEDIATE UNCLASSIFIED CENSER MESSAGE 3077 CAARACTERS
RCTERENCE FROM FBIS NICOSIA CY , SSN 733 AT 29 11362 JUN87
ROUTIKC ASSIGNED BY MSS :

CCF2 MELC MESY TERA CIAR ARCS
H ! ( ! ASSICNCI BY MSS :

D311 ( 1 ) , D312 1 ) ,
SUBJECT ASSIGNED BY MSS :

DC9 , TERR , SYRIA , LEBANON , CURRENT DATE 870613 ,
CERSER TASKINC TIPOrf ,

DICTIONARY : C9 , PROFILL :
1 24 97 342 612 878 919

NMIC - AUTODIN MISC NUMBER :
392-032376

CNSN = NSS219 MCN = 87171/03341 TOR : 871711219 FTSTOR = 871711221E201 :
OTTUZYUW RUQ IFA 0753 1711137 -U14--ROEKDIC .
ZNR UUVAA ZYN ZPO
EZ02 :

201136Z JUN 87
FM FBIS NICOSIA CY
TO AI 4658
A1c 4581
RAFPAAA UTAIS RAMSTEIN AB GE 11 IRON
RUAJMAB FOSIF WESTPAC KAMI SEYA JA
RUDONEA FBIS LONDON UK 11 DN 11
RUEAIDS / OD O E FIELD OFFICE WASHINCTON DC
RUEAIJU / NPIC WASHINGTON DC 11 IEC EXEC OFF //
RUEHBL AMEMBASSY BEIRUT
AUERDO AMEIBASSY DOPA
AUFNASH ISHOREASHCOMCTR NAPLES IT
RUFAIVA , CTG SIX ZERO PT ONE
RUFRBA CTC SIX ZERO PT TWO
RUTRUACIT SIX 200
RUGPJIGA I CTF SIX ONE
RUFRSIS USS MASAVILLE 11 N - 2
RUIQUIQA / USCINCPAC AONOLULU HI
ACCT FBNC EWDK
B7

UNCLAS 5MPMU MHR
EZ03 :

EZ04 :
APPROYED FOR RELEASEATTN JORDAN AAMM

COPY TOLIAISON ( 2 )
SUBJ
EZOJ :
RET NC 200509 BEIRUT DOMESTIC ARABIC 200445 LEBATON : • CSAYRAS
SAYS KIDNAPPINGS POSSIBLY • PERSOYAL ISSUE
LEBANO !: : RELEASE EFFORTS INCREA SE AFTER
AL - ASAD DIRECT OR DER
11. 01137
BEIRUT DOMESTIC SERVICE IN ARABIC 1106 GMT 20 JUI 87

( ( TEST ) ) AN IMPORTANT DEVELOPMENT WITH REGARD TO T
HE KIDNAPPED

A LI USAYRAN , BIS COMPANION , AND AMERICAN JOURNALIST CHARLES

GLASS TOOK PLACE DURING A TELEPAONE CONTACT BETWEEN DEFENSE
MINISTEA ADIL USAYRAN AND THE PRESIDENTIAL PALACE IN DAMASCUS
TUIS AFTERNOON BECAUSE PRESIDENT HAFIZ AL - ASAD IS NOT PRESENT
IN THE SYRIAN CAPITAL • USAYRAN SPOKE WITH VICE PRESIDENT

ABD AL HALIM 131ADDAHI WHO TOLD HIM THAT THE SYRIAN LEADERSHIP

ON A DIRECT ORDER FROM PRESIDENT HAFIZ. AL ASAD , HAS ISSUED
CLEAR INSTRUCTIONS TO THE SYRIAN FORCES COMMAND IN LEBANON
TO INTENSIFY ITS EFFORTS TOHARD SECURING THE RELEASE OF ALI

• OSAYRAN , AIS COIPANION , AND THE U.S. JOURNALIST
DEFENSE MINISTER · USAYRAN S SOURCES AAVE SAID THAT THIS ISAN IMPORTANT DEVELOPMENT BECAUSE IT CONSTITUTES A SYRIAN

INVERVENTION AT TBE RICHEST LEVEL AND WILL NECESSARILY PUSARELEASE EFFORTS FORWARD . 11. ALSO CONSTITUTES DIRECT SYRIAR
INTEAVENTION IN THE WHOLE ABDUCTION ISSUE .
THE SYRIAN COMMAND IN BEIRUT IS CONTACTINC ALL THE PARTIES

CONCERNED WITHIN THIS CONTEXT , COL ' ALI RAMMUD , HEAD OF THE
SYUAN OBSERVERS TEAM , VISITED SCHOLAR MUHAMAD SUSAYN FADLALLAH
IN ORDER TO COORDINATE THEIR EFFORTS BECAUSE FADLALLAH IS ONE
OF THOSE SEEKING THE RELEASE OF USAYRAN , THE U.S. JOURNALISTARD

USAYRAN'S COMPANION
IT IS WORTH NOTING TAAT MAAMMAD HUSAYN FAULALLAB AAS INFORED

: 2
1499



.
C00040169

: 20 -JUN-87 12 : 37 : 3 PAGE 2

DEFENSE MINISTER USAYRAN THAT THE ABDUCTION ISSUE IS A MATTER

TIIT CONCERIS IIIM PERSONALLY
( ENDALL ) 201106 O / 1142 Z JUN

L20 :
ACTION NMICKI )
INFO +SAFE

( 1 , M)

TOTAL COPIES REQUIRED 1

0753

NIINN
EZ07 :

APPROXEJ UR
kiltni

Date
AUG 1322



CO0040169
CRT 15 L .21 - JUN - 87 07:00:00 PACE 2

PRIOAITY UNCLASSIFIED - CENSER MESSAGE 2587 CHARACTERS :REFERENCE FROM FBIS NICOSIA CY , SSN 784 AT 21 96462 JUN871377 ; in ASSIGNED BY MSS :
MELE MESY TERR ARCS

.. ::CL . B * WSS :

DS11( 1) , D512 ( 1 ) ,
SOBJECT ASSIGNED BY MSS :

DCZ , TERR ; SYRIA , LEBANOR , CURRENT DATE : 870615 ,

DICTIONARY : C9 , PROFILE :
1 24 342 878 919

NMIC - AUTODIR MSC KUMBER :
392-112366

CDSN = RS668 MCN = 87172/60876 TOR : 871729656 FTSTOR = .87 1720656 .EZOI :

PTTUZYUH RUQMOFA 0784 1720649 - UUAA-- RUEKDIC .ZNR UVVAA ZYR ZPO
EZO2 :
P 210646Z JUR 87
FM FBIS NICOSIA CY
TO AIC 4658 .
AI 4661
RUDOREA FBIS LONDOR UK 11 DX II
ROEHBL AMEMBASSY BEIRUT
RUERDO AMEMBASSY DOHA
RUFRMBA CTC SIX ZERO PT TWO
AUFAMDA ICTF SIX ZERO
RUF RMGA CTF SIX ONE
RUFRSMS USS NASEVILLE 1R - 2
ACCT FBRC EWDK
BT

CLAS 5BFMU ITHA

EZO3 :
EZ04 :

ATTN JORDAN AAMY
COPY TO LIAISON ( 2 )
SUB

EZC 3 :
REF NC 216516 BEIRUT DOMESTIC ARABIC 210300 LEBARON : BIRREINTENSIFIED . CONTACTS FOR USAYRAN RELEASELEBANON : BIRRI EXPECTS HOSTAGE DEVELOPMENTS BY MOOR 21 JURNC 210646
BEIRUT VOICE OF RATIONAL REISSTANCE IN ARABIC 050. GMT 21JUN 87

( ( TEXT ) ) THE EXPANDED ISLAMIC MEETING WHICB WAS SCHEDULED FORNEXT WEEK . HAS BEEN POSPONED PENDING THE RELEASE OF THE SON OFDEFENSE MINISTER ADIL ' USAYRAN . ATTORNEY KABISBIRAI
TITI ron THE SOUTE AFD FICO : STRICT: ;54 :170 TETUR VED FROM DA14SCUS LAST NIGHT ANNOUNCED THIS , SAYING THATHE EXPECTS DEVELOPMENTS TO TAKE PLACE BY NOON TODAY , SUNDAY

WITH REGARD TO THE ABDUCTED U.S. JOURFALIST CHARLES CLASS'ANDADI USAYRAN , SON OF DEFENSE MINISTER ' ADIL USAYRAN
IMMEDIATELY UPON HIS RETURN FROM THE SYRIAN CAPITALMINISTER BIRRI WENT TO THE HOUSE OF MINISTER USAYRARAFTER THEIR MEETING BIRRI SAID THAT THE MEETIRG WHICB WASSCIEDULED TO BE HELD BETWEEN SYRIAN PRESIDENT RAFIZ AL ASAD ARDTAE ISLANCI LEADERS IN DAMASCUS TODAY FAS BEEN P OSTPORED UNTILJOURNALIST CLASS AND ALI ' USAYRAN APE RELEASED
IN A STATEMENT TO JOURNALISTS . BIRRI SAID THAT IT ISIMPORTANT THAT MINISTER • USAYRAN ATTEID THE ISLAMIC MEETING ,BUT HE CANNOT DO SO AS LONG AS HIS SON IS AELD BOSTAGE . MINISTERBIRRI ADDED : RON EVER YOU COULD EXPECT NEW DEVELOPMENTSIN THIS MATTER BY NOON ON SUNDAY .

LATER IN THE EVENIRS MINISTER BIRR ! MELD A SECURITYMEETING THAT WAS ATTENDED BY AMAL SECURITY LEADERS AND ARUMBER OF BIGO RANDUM SYRIAN OFFICERS OPERATING IM LEBANOR( ENDALL ) 210500
21/0653 Z JUNBT

.

EZO6 :
ACTION NMIC ( 1 )
IRFO JSI - 4A ( 1 ) DB - 3B ( * )

+ SAFE

APPROVED FOR RELEASE

Date de AUG 1989

( , A , 6 )

.0784 TOTAL COPIES REQUIRED 2

NNIN

( 30



CO0040169 31 - JUN - 07 1:17 : PAGE 5

PRIORITY UNCL. SSIFIED GENSER MESSACE 2178 ARACTERS
REFEREWCE FROI FBIS NICOSIA CY , SSN 796 AT 21 10342 JUNB?ET
T " !! 5NPMIMWR

EZ03 :
di

: '; 10 LIAISU ( 2 )
SUBJ

REF NC 210646 BEIRUT VOICE OF NATIONAL RESISTANCE ARABIC210300 LELANON : BIARI EXPECTS AOSTAGE DEVELOPMENT BY NOON

دارم:لفنزا

21 JU
.LEBANOS : USAYTLAN BIZBALLAR DEFINITELY A OLDING SON GLASS

NC 211054
LEIRUT DOMESTIC SERVICC IR ARABIC 1035 CMT 21 JUN 87

( ( TEXT ) ) CONTACTS AND BEHIND - THE - SCENES SECURITY
INVESTIGATIONS HAVE ACTIVELY CONTINUED IN ORDER TO OBTAIN THE
RELE !SE OF ' ALI USAYRAN APERICAN JOUFNALIST CHARLES CLASSAND POLICEIN SULAYMAI SULAYAN .

IN AN URGENT DISPATCHI CAPRIED BY REUTER A SHORT
TIIC ACD , DEFENSE MILISTER · ADIL USAYAR SAID THAT IZBALLARH:: ? , ? ODUCTED UIS SON NIID TIE V.S.
JON !! : -LIST , ALONG WITH
TI!? NEIVER . USAYTA TOLD A REUTER CORRESPONDENT THE
FOLL..!! " , IN A STATEMENT MADE AT HIS RESIDENCE INAL T ! ? YT.AM : IT HAS BEEN ESTABLISHED THAT THE KIDNAPPED
INDIVIT : U ::LS ARE IN TAS ATIDS OF BIZBALLAR , BE DID NOT ELABORATE

ISAYAN ALSO SAID THAT HE EXPECTED SURPRISES REGARDING ALLFONSIGLI ICSTACES IN LEBANON
( EIT :LL ) 211036
K C3 , 7. JU!!
BT

Pinel 1971:.
( , A , 6 ;

D2-31 )

TOTAL COPIES REQUIRED 2

IT!

777 ! FCR 251 FASE

. ! ALS 933



COM
CO0040169

CRT i 21 - JUN - 87 17:03:45 PAGE 1

PRIORITY UNCLASSIFIED -- GENSER MESSAGE 1952 CEARACTERS

REFERENCE FROM FBIS NICOSIA CY, SSN 802 AT 21 1454Z JUN87

ROUTJNC ASSICNED BY MSS :
CCF2 MELE TERR ARCS

PRINTEH ASSIGNED BY MSS :
D511 ( 1 ) ,

SUBJECT ASSIGNED BY MSS :
DC9 , TERA , LEBANON , CURRENT DATE 870615 , CEKSER TASKING I

F.

DICTIONARY : C9 , PROFILE :
1 24 97 342 919

NMIC - AUTOUIN MSG NUMBER :
392- 136576

CDSN = NSS207 MCN = 87 172/02122 TOR : 871721503 FTSTOR = 871721503

EZ01 :
PTTUZYUW AVQMQFA 0802 1721455 - UUAA --RUEKDIC .

ZNR UUUAA ZYN ZPO

EZ02 :

P 2114542 JUN 87

FM FBIS NICOSIA CY

TO AIG 4658

AIG 4681
RBFPAAA UTAIS RAMSTEIN AB GE 11 IROW II

RUDOREA FBIS LONDON UK 11 D Il

RVEEDLAMEMBASSY BEIRUT

AVEHDO AMEMBASSY DOHA

RUFNASW SHOREASWCOMCTR RAPLES IT

RUFRIVACTC SIX ZERO PT ONE

RUFRMBACTC SIX ZERO PT TWO

ILTRADA , CTF SIX 2ERO

RUFAMGA / CTF SIX ONE

RUFRSMS / USS NASHVILLE 11 N -2

RUHQHQA USCINCPAC HONOLULU HI

ACCT FONC EWDK

BT
UNCLAS 5NPMU MWR

EZ03 :

EZO4 :

ATTN JORDAN AAMM

COPY TO LIAISON (2 )

SUBJ
EZ05 :

REF NC 211054 BEIRUT DOMESTIC ARABIC 211036 LEBANON : • USAYRAN

# IZDALLAF DEFINITELY HOLDING SON , CLASS

LEBANON : USAYRAN DENIES ACCUSING BIZBALLAJ OF KIDNAPPING

NC 211454

BEIORUT VOICE OF LEBANON IN ARABIC 1420 GMT 21 JUN 87

r ! EYCERPTS ) ) . ADIL • USAYAAN BAS DENIED A REUTER REPuki

TRAT HE HAD ACCUSED BIZBALLAN OF KIDNAPPING BIS SON ALI

US , JOURNALIST CHARLES GLASS , AND THEIR COMPANION , USAYRA

N
DECLARED THAT TE HAS HEARD NOTHING IN THIS RESPECT OTHER THAN

URSUBSTANTIATED RUMORS . IN AN INTERVIEW WITH VISNEWS • USAYRAN

SAID HE HOPED THE KIDNAPPING , HOULD HAVE A HAPPY ENDING

AND
ADDED TEAT THE CONTACTS SO FAR UNDERTAKEN FAVE MOT YIELDED ANY

FRUIT . ( PASSACE OMITTED ) )

MEANWHILE : VSAYRAN SHIFE HAS APPEALED TO THE KIDNAPPERS

TO RELEASE HIER SON AND TO ADHERE TO THE STANDARDS OF NATIONAL

INTEGRITY AND ISLAMIC TEACHINGS . O PASSAGE OMITED ) )

( ENDALL ) 211420 21/1459 2 JUN

BT

( , A , 6 )
EZ06 :
ACTION NMIC( 1 )
INFO JSI -4A( 1 ) DB-3B( * )

+ SAFE
TOTAL COPIES REQUIRED 2

*0802

NNNN
EZ07 :

2
SILLASE
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Data
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C00040169- CKT 13 L 23 - JUN - 87 17:04:42 PAGE 1

PRIORITY UNCLASSIFIED GENSER MESSAGE 1792 CAARACTERS
REFERENCE FROM FBIS AMAN JO , SSN 90 AT 21 1623Z JUN87
ROUTINC ASSIGNED BY MSS :

CCF2 MELE MESY TERR AACS
PH : TERASSICHED BY MSS :

DO10 ( 1 ) , D511 ( 1 ) , D512 ( 1 ) ,
SUBJLC1 ASSIGNED BY MSS :

DG9 , WEUR , TERR , SYRIA , LEBANON , CURRENT DATE 870615 ,
CENSER TASKING TIPOFF ,

DICTIONARY : C9 , PROFILE :
| 24 97 159 342 878 919 957

NMIC - AUTODIN MSG NUMBER :
392-142276

CDSN = NSS293 MCN = 87 172/02378 TOA : 871721649 FTSTOR = 871721649
EZO1 :
PTTUZYUW RUQMIFA 0090 1721627 - VUAA-- RUEKDIC .
ZNR UUUAA ZYN ZPO
EZ02 :
P 211623Z JUN 87
FM FBIS AMMAN JO
TO AIG 4658
AIG 4624
AIG 4681
AUEHBLAMEMBASSY BEIRUT
RUEHDO AMEMBASSY DOHA
RUEAJM / AMCONSUL JERUSALEM
AUFRMBA CTC SIX ZERO PT TWO
AUFRMDA CTF SIX ZERO
RUFRMGA / CTF SIX ONE
RUFRSMS / USS NASHVILLE1R - 2
ACCT FBJN EWDK
PT
UNCLAS 5OPMU MHR
EZ03 :
EZ04 :

ATTN JORDAR AAMM
COPY TO LIAISON ( 2 )
( SYRIAN SOURCES MONITORED AT JORDAR BUREAU HAVE ROT BEEN

OBSERVED TO REPORT THE FOLLOWIRG )
SUBJ
EZ05 :
MONTE CARLO : SYRIA REJECTS LEBARESE KIDNAPPERS , DEMANDS
JN 211623
PARIS RADIO MONTE CARLO IN ARABIC 1605 GMT 21 JUN 87

( { TEXT ) ) WITH RESPECT TO THE KIDNAPPING OF ALI
USAYAAN . THE SON OF THE LEBANESE DEFENSE MINISTER , AND

V.S. JOURNALIST CHARLES GLASS , SOURCES CLOSE TO THE SYRIAN
COMMAND IN BEIRUT RAVE STATED THAT SYRIA REJECTED A
PROPOSAL SUBMITTED BY THE KIDNAPPERS TO RELEASE ALI

I'SAYRAN AND KEEP U.S. JOURNALIST CHARLES GLASS . THESE
SUURLES SIA : ED THAT THE SYRIAN COMMAND IN WEST BEIRUT
CONTINUES TO ABIDE BY ITS STAND CALLING FOR THE IMMEDIATE
AND UNCONDITIONAL RELEASE OF USAYRAN , CHARLES GLASS ,
AND THE DRIVER OF THEIR CAR . THE SYRIAN COMMAND WARNED THE
KIDNAPPERS THAT THEY MUST RELEASE THE KIDNAPPED MEN AS SOON
AS POSSIBLE THE SOURCES CONCLUDED
( ENDALL ) 211605 RI/ 1630 Z JUN

BT

ALI

EZ06 :
ACTION NMIC ( 1 )
INFO JSI -5B ( 1 ) DB- 3B( * )

+ SAFE

( U , A , 6 )

TOTAL COPIES REQUIRED 2
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EZ07 :
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CRT 1 L 23 - JUN - 87 12:02:15 PAGE 1

IMEDIATE UNC SIFIED CENSER MESSAGE 564 HARACTERS

REFERENCE FROM FBIS LONDON UK , SSN 3038 AT 23 1845Z JUR87

BT
INCLAS 5XX MWR LD
ATTN JORDAN AAMM
CUIT: TO COPYRIGHT OR OTHER RESTRICTIONS THE FOLLOWING ITEM 15

INTENDED FOR USE ONLY BY V.8 . GOVERNMENT CONSUMERS )

( BEIRUT MINIMIZE CONSIDERED )

SUBJ MEPO LED I RARP 190 NOT 288 KOT TEL AVIV DFDF

UK PAPER : V.8 . ROSTAGES OR TRIAL IN IRAN

PM231045
LONDON THE GUARDIAN IN ENGLIS! 23 JUN 87 PI

( ( JULIE FLINT BEIRUT DISPATCR : AMERICAN HOSTAGES ' ON TRLAL

IN IRAN " ) )
14 TEXT) ) TWO OF THE RIRE AMERICAN HOSTAGES MISSING IN LEBANON

WERE YESTERDAY REPORTED TO HAVE BEEN PUT ON TRIAL IN IRAN AS

SPIES .
TAS DEVELOPMENT , IF CORFIAMED , MARKS A QUANTUM LEAP IK

LEBA" ")N'S HOSTAGE SACA . IT COINCIDES WITH A THREAT BY SYRIA TO

MOVE #ROM WOFDS TO DEEDS IN ITS SEARCH FOR THE AMERICAN

JOURNALIST , MR CHARLES GLASS . AND MA ALI USAYRAN , THE SON OF

LEBANON'S DEFENCE MINISTER , WHO WERE KIDNAPPED IN BEIRUT LAST WEEK .

A SENIOR SHIITE SOURCE GAVE FIRST WORD OF THE REPORTED

BOSTAGE TRIAL IN IRAN . HE SAID MR MAD MUCRIEB AND MR ABDUL

HADI RAMADE ( (NAMES AS PUBLISHED ) ) TWO MEMBERS OF THE PRO - IRANIAN

HIZBALLAR PAKTY WHOSE NAMES RAVE OFTEN BEEN LINKED TO THE POSTAGE

PROBLEM , HAVE BEEN SUMMONED TO TESTIFY AGAINST THE AMERICARS .

THE TWO DROPPED OUT OF SIGHT IN WEST BEIRUT SEVERAL WEEKS ACO .

THERE WAS SPECULATION AT THE TIME THAT THEY HAD BEEN ORDERED

OUT FOR FEAR THAT THE SYRIAN ARMY, WEICH POURED TROUSANDS OF TROOPS

INTO WEST BEIRUT IN FEBRUARY.TO RESTORE LAW AND ORDER , XICHT

HUTE TO RELEASE THE WESTERN HOSTAGES . TWENTY WESTERNERS ARE BEING

HELD , EXCLUDING THOSE REPORTED KILLED ..

THE TWO AMERICANS ALLEGEDLY PUT ON TRIAL HAVE NOT BEER IDENTIFIED .

BUT ONLY TWO OF THE AMERICAN HOSTAGES , MR TERRY ANDERSON AND MR

TOM SUTHEPHAND . ARE HELD BY THE ISLAMIC JIHAD - THE ONLY

KIDNAPPIKC GROUP THAT IS KNOWN TO HAVE MOVED HOSTACES TO IRAN ,

TWO OTHERS ARE HELD BY THE AVOLUTIONARY JUSTICE ORGANISATION AND

THREE BY THE ISLAMIC JIHAD FOR THE LIBERATION OF PALESTINE . THE

ABDUCTIONS OF THE OTHER TWO , INCLODIRC MA GLASS , HAVE KOT BEEN

CLAIMED .
PERSISTENT REPORTS IN RECENT WEFKS HAVE CLAIMED THAT SOME

HOSTAGES HAVE BEEN MOVED TO TEHRAN . ALTHOUGH THE IRANIAN EMBASSY EAS

DENIED IT . THE LEBANESE MACAZINE AL -SAIRA ' , ONE OF TRE SOURCES FOR

THESE REPORTS , SAID ONE FACTION WITEIR IRAN WAS IN FAVOUR OF

PUTT ING THE BOSTACES ON TRIAL . AYATOLLA # KRO SEYFI HAD ORDERED THE

FORMATION OF A SPECIAL COMMITTEE TO DEAL WITH THE HOSTAGES , THE

MAGAZINE SAI ) .
RECOTIATIONS FOR THE RELEASE OF MR GLASS , THE FIRST WESTERNER

KIDNAPPED SINCE THE SYRIAN ARMY ENTEREL WEST BEIRUT IN FEBRUARY ,

fiat ii TeisifieD SINCE TRE IRANIAN AMEASSADOR , MS ASMAS.

DESTAMALTIAN ( ( NAME AS PUBLISHED ) ) , RETURNED 10 BEIRUT . HE WAS

SUMMONED TO DAMASCUS ON THURSDAY RICHT, 24 HOURS AFTER MR GLASS

WAS KIDNAPPED , AND WENT STRAIGHT INTO A SERIES OF CONSULTATIONS

WHEN HE ARRIVED BACK INBEIRUTYESTERDAY .

THE FATE OF MA GLASS IS NOW BEING NEGOTIATED BY DAMASCUS AND

TEHRAN , ONE OF IS INTERLOCUTORS SAID .

SOME INDICATIONS HAVE BEEN CIVEN THAT SYRIA , SEEING THE

ABDUCTION OF MR CLASSAS A DIRECT AFFRONT, IS BEGINNING TO TWIST

THE SCREWS ON IZBALLAÐ ACTIVISTS 18 LERANOR .

LEBANESE OFFICIALS INVOLVED IN THE SEARCH FOR MR GLASS SAY

THAT SYRIAN TROOPS WILL TODAY BEGIN OBSTRUCTING BLZBALLAR'S

MOVEMENTS BETWEEN BEIRUT'S SOUTHERN SUBURBS AND THE BEKA VALLEY ,

ITS TWO MAIN CENTRES IN LEBANON . DAMASCUS , THESE SOURCES SAY, HAS

ALREADY BECUN CONFISCATING WEAPONS AND ORDERED THE SHI- ITE

MOVEMET, AMAL , ITS STAUNCHEST ALLY IN LEBANON, TO PUT ITS FICHTERS

IN THE SOUTEERN SUBURBS ON FULL ALEAT.

IT ALSO EEEMS LIKELY THAT THE EAUPTION OF FICHTING IN THE

SOUTHEAN SUBURBS , IN WICH MASKED MEN ARE REPORTEDLY TAKING PART ,

IS NOT UNCONNECTED TO THE GLASS AFFAIR . SYRIA'S RATIONALE FOR NOT

SENDING ITS ARMY INTO THE SUBURBS RAS , FROM THE VERY BEGINNING ,

BEEN THAT THE SUBURBS WERE NOT DISTURBED BY THE INTER -MILITIA

CLASHES AND COMMON CRIMINALITY TEAT DISRUPTED DAILY LIFE IN WEST

DEIRUT
MARK TRAF IN WASHINGTON ADDS : STATE DEPARTMENT OFFICIALS RESPONDE

D
CAUTIOUSLY TO THE REPORTED TRANFEA OF BOSTAGES : IF IT'S TRIE ,

THAT'S VERY SERIOUS , " ONE SPOKESMAN SAID . HE NOTED THAT THE SYRIANS

HAD SEALED OFF THE AREA WHERE THE BOSTACES WERE HELD FÜR ABOVT

APPRU.EU

FOR

RELE:

ISE

Dato

AUG

1989

20
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CAT 1 L 23 - JUN - 87 12:02:17 PACE 2

A MONTA , SO THE TRANSFER WOULD HAVE TO HAVE TAKEK FLACE BEFORE THER .

THE SYRIAN PAESENCE AAD , BOWEVER . CLEARLY FAILED TO DETER THE

SEIZURE OF MIL GLASS AND BIS COMPANIONS .

AMERICAN OFFICIALS WONDERED WHY IAAN HAD FAILED TO PUBLICISE THE

TPAILS OF THE TWO MEN , IF THAT WAS THE CASE . BUT THE

LOMC 1 ! CARCERATION , TORTURE , AND DEATH OF THE CIA STATION CHIEF IN

LEBANON , MR WILLIAM BUCKLEY , RECEIVED LITTLE PRESS COVERAGE IN THE

US .
( ENDALL ) 23 JUN 23 / 1115Z JUN

BT
ACTION NMIC ( 1 ) ( U , A , 6 )

INFO JSI - 4A( 1 )
+ SAFE

TOTAL COPIES REQUIRED 2
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AT ! L 23 - JUN - 87 15:44:22 PACE 1

PRIORITY UNCLASSIFICD -- CENSER MESSAGE 1879 LARACTERS

REFERENCE FROM FBIS NICOSIA CY , SSN 913 AT 23 1520Z JUN87
BT
7 .- : 7 ! 5 ORPU MWA

EZ03 :
راویرادانا

: :

COPY TO LIAISON ( 2 )
SUB !
REF NC 41342 PARIS AFP ENGLISH 231334 LEBANON : KAN AN SAYS

EVERYTHING WILL BE DONE FOR RELEASE

LEBANON : KAN AN DENIES DEADLINE COES TO SOUTHERN SUBURBS

NC 23 1520
BEIRUT VOICE, OF NATIONAL RESISTANCE IN ARABIC 1433 СМТ

23 JUN 87
( ( TEXT ) ) BRICADIER CENERAL CP421 KAN . AN , CHIEF

OF THE
SECURITY AND INTELLIGENCE DEPARTENT OF THE SYRIAN ARAB FORCES

OPERATING IN LEBANON TAJS AFTERNOON STRESSED TE AT NO DEADLINE

HAS BEEN SET FON THE RELEASE OF KIDNAP VICTIMS ALI USAYHAN

CHARLES GLASS AND SULAYTAN SULAYMAN . HE ADDED , BOWEVER

TILAT HE WILL DO MHATEVER MUST BE DONE TO ANAIVE AT A SATISFACTORY

OUTCOME ,
ACCORDING 10 A SOURCE CLOSE TO THE SYAIAN FORCES , IN THE LAST

FEW MOURS BRIG GEN KAN AN NIAS DOUBLED HIS ACTIVITY IN THIS

REGAN , LEAVING FOR THE SOUTHERN SUBURBS THIS AFTERNOON BE MET

EARLIER WITH SHAYKI MULJOLAD MAHDI SRANS AL - DIN , DEPUTY
CITIUMAN OF THE SUPRSIT SA LT . COUNCIL

( ENDALL ) 231430 23/1525 Z JON

BT

9
.

1

( , A , 6 )ACTION MIC ( 1 )
INFO JSI - 4A ( 1 ) DB- 3B ( * )

+ SAFE
TOTAL COPIES REQUIRED 2
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CO0040169
PRIORITY UNCLASSIFIED -- CENSER MESSACE 1879 LARACTERS

REFERENCE FROM FBIS NICOSIA CY , SSN 913 AT 23 1520Z JUN87
BT

PMU MWR
EZ03 :

niin vviwhi 121
COPY TO LIAISON ( 2 )
SUB ,
REF NC 241342 PARIS AFP ENGLISR 231334 LEBANOR : KAN . AR SAYS

EVERYTHING HILL BE DONE FOR RELEASE
LEBANON KAN AN DENIES DEADLINE . GOES TO SOUTHERN SUBURBS
NC 23 1520
BEIRUT VOICE. OF NATIONAL RESISTANCE IR ARABIC 1430 СИТ
23 JUN 87

( ( TEXT ) ) BRIGADIER GENERAL CPAZI KANAN , CRIEF
OF THE

SECURITY AND INTELLIGENCE DEPARTIENT OF THE SYRIAN ARAB FORCES
OPERATING IN LEBANON , TAJS AFTERNOON STRESSED T8 AT NO DEADLINE

HAS BEEN SET FOR THE RELEASE OF KIDNAP VICTIMS ALL • USAYRAN ,
CHARLES GLASS AND SULAYMAN SULAYMAN . HE ADDED , HOWEVER
TILAT HE WILL DO WHATEVERMUST BE DONE TO ARRIVE AT A SATISFACTORY
OUTCOME

ACCORDING TO A SOURCE CLOSE TO THE SYRIAN FORCES , IN THE LAST
FEW HOURS BRIG CEM KAN AN IAS DOUBLED HIS ACTIVITY IN TRIS
REGARD LEATING FOR THE SOUTTERN SUBURBS THIS AFTERNOON EE MET

EARLIER WITH SHAYKH MUL VILAD MARDI SAANS AL - DIN , DEPUTY
CILAITMAN OF THE SUPREITO COUNCIL
( ENDALL ) 231430 23/1525 Z JUN

BT

( U , A , 6 )ACTION NIC ( 1 )
INFO JSI - 4A ( 1 ) DB- 3B ( * )

+ SAFE
TOTAL COPIES REQUIRED 2

0913

NNNN
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C00040169 24 - JUN - 87 05:07:13 PAGE 1

-4PRIORITY UNCLASSIFIED CENSER MESSAGE 2103 CnARACTERS
REFERENCE FROM FBIS NICOSIA CY, SSN 928 AT 24 0447Z JUN87
AirTIN ASSIGNED BY MSS :

MELE MESY TERR ARCS
!! ASSIGNED BY MSS :

D5 11 ( 1 ) , D512 ( 1 ) .
SUBJECT ASSIGNED BY MSS :

DG9 , TERA , SYRIA , LEBANON , CURRENT DATE 870622 .

DICTIONARY : C9 , PROFILE :
1 24 342 878 919

NMIC - AUTOD IN MSC NUMBER :
395-070256

CDSN = NSS491 MCN = 87175701779 TOR = 871750457 FTSTOR : 871750457EZO 1 :
PTTUZ YUW RUQMOFA 0928 1750450 - VUAA--RUEKDIC .
ZNR UUUAA ZYN ZPO
EZ02 :
P 240447Z JUN 87
FM FBIS NICOSIA CY
TO AIG 4658
AIG 4681
AHF PAAA / UTAIS RAMSTEIR AB GE 11 IRON II
RUDONEA / FBIS LONDON UK 11 DW 11
RUE ABL AMEMBASSY BEIRUT
RUEADO AME: BASSY DOHA
RUFNASYSHOREASWCOMCTA RAPLES IT
AUFRIVA / CTG SIX ZERO PT ONE
RUFAMBA CTG SIX ZERO PT TWO
AUFRMDA / CTF SIX ZERO
RUF RMGA CTF SIX ONE
RUF RSMS USS NASEVILLE 11 N - 2
KuduQA USCINCPAC HONOLULU # 1
ACCT FBNC - EWDK
BT

UNCLAS 5KPMU MWR
EZA3 :

EZ04 :
ATTN JORDAN AAMM
SUBJ
E205 :
REF NC 231520 BEIRUT VOICE OF RATIONAL RESISTANCE ARABIC
231439 LEBANON : KANAN DENIES DEADLINE , GOES TO SOUTHERN SUBURB

LEBANON : SYRIANS AFFIRM INTENTION TO EFFECT RELEASE OF GLASSNC 240447
BEIAUT VOICE OF LEBANON IN ARABIC 2218 GMT 23 JUN 87

TEXT ) ) ACCORDING TO CIRCLES CLOSELY ASSOCIATED WITH THE
GITIA LAS AFFINED ITS XTENTICK TO THE CATORS

nerwise 6.6 . JOURNALIST CHARLES CLASS ..AL ! ' AD !!SAYUN

AND THEIR COMPANION THROUGH NEGOTIATIONS BEFOPE RESORT INC TO
FORCE . MEANWHILE , REUTER CITES ISLAMIC POLITICAL SOURCES AS
PREDICTING THAT SYRIAN AND SÆI I TE PRESSURE WILL LEAD TO THE
RELEASE OF THE THREE CAPTIVES . HOWEVER , A TOP PRO - SYRIAN SEITE
SOURCE SAID : IF THE RELEASE DOES NOT HATERIALIZE MOVES WILL BE
CONCENTF.ATED ON ALTERNATIVE STEPS. NO ONE CAN PREDICT WEAT WILL
HAPPEN IF WE REACH A DEADLOCK .

IN THE MEANTIME REUTER CITES POLITICAL ANALYSTS AS SAYING
THAT THE NEXT MOVE WOULD BE A SYRIAN MILITARY ACTION OR TOUCH
PESTRICTIONS ON THE BIZBALLAN MEMBERS : MOVEMENTS .
( ENDALL ) 232218 24/0453 Z JUN
BT

ق.هتذتت

EZ06 :
ACTION RMIC ( 1 )
INFO JSI - 4A ( 1 ) DB- 3B ( * )

+SAFE

( ! .A , 6 )

TOTAL COPIES REQUIRED 2
0928

NNNN
E207 :
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2 .IMEDIATE U. ASSIFIED - GENSER MESSAGE VAARACTERS
REFERENCE. FROM FBIS NICOSIA CY , SSN 938 AT 24 0658Z JUN87
POSITIM , ASSIGNED BY MSS :

CCF2 MELE TERR CIAR ARCS
Hinsics AssiCADD DY MSS :

D511 ( . ) ,
SUBJECT ASSIGNED BY MSS :

DC9 . TERA , LEBANOR , CURRENT DATE 878622 , GENSER TASKI
FF ,

DICTIONARY : C9 , PROFILE :
1 24 97 342 612 919

NNIC - AUTOI) IN MSG NUMBER :
395-100656

CDSN = NSS735 MCN - 87175/02328 TOR = 871750709 FTSTOR = 87 1750709
EZO 1 :
OTTVZYN RUQMQFA 0938 1750701- UUAA--RUEKDIC .
ZNR VUJAA ZYN ZPO
EZO2 :

2406582 JUN 87

FM FBIS NICOSIA CY
TO AIG 4658
AIG 4622
AIG 4681
RHFPAAA / UTAIS RAMSTEIN AB CE 11 IRON 11
RUEAIDFOD & E FIELD OFFICE WASHINGTON DC
RUEAIJU NPIC WASHINGTON DC 11 IEC EXEC OFF 11
RUE BLAMEMBASSY BEIRUT
RUEHDO AMEMBASSY DORA
RUFNASRSHORE ASWCOMCTR NAPLES IT
RUFAIVA / CTC SIX ZERO PT ONE
AITAS, CTC SIX ZERO PT TWO
RUFRIDACTF SIX ZERO
RUF RMCA CTF SIX ONE
RUHQIQAUSCINCPAC HONOLULU HI
XMT FBIS NICOSIA CY
ACCT FBNC - EWDK
BT

UNCLAS 5 NPMU MWR LD
EZO3 :

EZ94 :

ATTN TEL AVIV DFDF
ATTN JOADAR AAM

COPY TO LIAISON ( 2 )
SUBJ

E205 :
REF NC 240640 BEIRUT DOMESTIC ARABIC 240639 BEIRUT REPORTS

AT USAYRAN RELEASED 24 JUN
TEPANO : . ALI • USAYFAN , POLICEMAN RELEASED CLASS

FATE • UNKNOWN
NC 240658

( CLANDESTINE ) RADIO FREE LEBARON IN ARABIC 0648 GMT 24 JUN
87

.

( ( TEXT ) ) IT HAS BEEN CONFIAMED THAT THE DEFERSE MINISTER S
SON AND BIS AIDE WERE RELEASED THIS MORNINC . IT SHOULD BE RECALLED

THAT THE TWO , ALONG WITH U. 8 . JOURNALIST CHARLES GLASS . WEOS
E

FATE IS STILL UNKNOWN , WERE KIDNAPPED IN THE AL AYZA I AREA LAST
WEEK . ACCORDINC TO SECURITY REPORTS , ALI • USAYRAN DEPARTED F
OR
HIS FATHER'S HOUSE IN AL - RUMAYLAE IMMEDIATELY UPON HIS RELEASE
AND THEN TRAVELLED TO SIDON WHERE HE IS NOW RESIDING AT A RELATIVE S

BOUSE , HE DECLINED TO TALK ABOUT HIS KIDNAPPING AND RELEASE .
HE IS NOW RELAXING AT THE SEASIDE .

MEANWHILE , POLICEMAN SULAYMAN SULAYMAN LEFT FOR THE DEFENSE
MINISTER ' S BOUSE , TRAVELLING IN THE SAME VOLVO AUTOMOBILE WHICH HE
WAS DRIVING AT THE TIME OF THE KIDNAPPING
( ENDALL ) 240649 2470704 Z JUN

APPROVED FOR RELEASEBT

Date
EZ06 :
ACTION NMIC ( 1 ) ( V , A , 6 )
INFO JS1-4A ( 1 ) D3-38 ( * )

+ SAFE

TOTAL COPIES REQUIRED 2
0938

L
AUG

1999

37



CO0040169

Ch ) tu 1 24 - JUN - 87 07:49:27 PAGE 1

IMMEDIATE U. ASSIFIED CENSER MESSAGE IS CEARACTERS
REFERENCE FROM FBIS LONDON UK . SSN 3299 AT 24 0656Z JUN8 ?
BITING ASSIGNED BY MSS :

CCF2 MELE MEIR TERR AACS
P : v As - ICNED BY MSS :

DO 17 ( 1 ) , D511 ( 1 ) , D514 ( 1 ) ,
SUBJECT ASSIGNED BY MSS :

DC9 , IRAN , TERA . LEBANON , CURRENT DATE 870622 ,
CENSER TASKINC TIPOFF .

DICTIONARY : 69. PROFILE :
1 24 97 342 916 919 958

NMIC - AUTODIN MSG NUMBER :
395-101176

CDSN = NSS747 MCN : 87175/02350 TOR : 871750715 FTSTOR : 67 1750715
EZ01 :

OTTUZYUW RUDOMA 3299 1750783 - UUA4-- RUEKDIC .
ZNR UJUAA ZYN ZPO
EZ02 :
OP 2406562 JUN 87
FM FBIS LONDON UK
TO RUTLAAA FBIS WASBINGTON DC
INFO AIC 4622
RAYMYB / J10 CANBERRA AS
RUANUSF /COMUSFORCARIB KEY WEST FL
RUCBSAA USCINCLANT NORFOLK VA / J211
AUCHNPS / COORD SW REGION NNBIS HOUSTON TX
RUEBBFA / DGE IOC WASHINGTON DC //DASI FOR RAINE POLLOCKI
RUEDEEA / COMLANTAREA COCARD NEW YORK NY // A01 / 1
AUEABL AMEMBASSY BEIRUT
RUE HDC/ DEPT OF COMEACE WASHINGTON DC
RUEOL KAY CONNAVINVSERVCOM WASHINGTON DC
AUFAMBA / CTC SIX ZERO PT TWO
RUF RMDA / CTF SIX ZERO
RUFRMGA / CTF SIX ONE
RULSJCA COMDT COCARD WASHINGTON DC // G - OIS - 3 / 1
RULSJGA/ COGARD INTELCOORDCEN WASHINGTON DC
AUWANCC / COMPACAREA COCARD ALAMEDA CA/POINT
ACCT FBLD - EWDK
BT
UNCLAS 5 RPMU MWR
E203 :
EZ04 :
ATTN TEL AVIV DFDF
ATIN JORDAN AAM
COPY TO LIAISON ( 2 )
SUBJ I RANP LEB TERROR 190
EZ05 :
BFF Nr 240048 BEIRUT DOMESTIC ARABIC 240639 BEIRUT REPORTS
' 4 ! ) ' USATMAN KELEASED 24 JUN
TANA REPORTS ' USAYRAN RELEASE : GLASS STILL BELI
LD240686
TEHRAN IRIA IN ENGLIS8 0650 GMT 24 JUN 87

( ( TEXT ) ) BEIRUT , JUNE 24 IRNA -- ' ALI USAYAAN , SON OF LEBANESE
DEFENCE MINISTER ' ADIL USAYRAN WBO WAS KIDNAPPED BY UN IDENTIFIED
PEOPLE TOGETHER WITH AMERICAN REPORTER , CHARLES GLASS AND A
LEBANESE GENDARM A WEEK ACO , WAS FREED EARLY TODAY .

INFORMED SOURCES TOLD IANA THAT THE LEBANESE GENDARM WAS
RELEASED BUT THE AMERICAN REPORTER IS STILL KEPT BY THE
KIDNAPPERS .

NO GROUP RAS SO FAR CLALMED RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE KIDNAPPING .
( ENDALL ) 240650 4/0708Z JUN
BT
E206 :

2
ACTION NMIC ( 1 )

( , A , 6 )
INFO JSI - 4A ( 1 )

+ SAFE

TOTAL COPIES REQUIRED 2
*3299

--

1

.

NINN
E207 :

APPROVED FOR RELEASE

)



Dal24 . AUG
1932

C00040169 31 - Jan- 87 13:33:22 PART

DIATE U ! CLASSIFIED PRIS ! T : SAGI: 2673 CAARACTERS
I'THCS FROIFIIC : ! 7 , CY , ::! 277 27 24 11437 JUL:87

17:57 "Гір CIAR ARCO

1.100 , 101 ! ( 1 ) , 11) ,
. : ! Ci Bina :

Linn . Tun . Tann . 1 , 1999 ! ? ! . CURRENT PATT... 9 , ...
:: D

TICIAN: CO , CP : ! ' . 1 :
22-23 277 ,

1 :1::CITO?: LES RIER :

477,10!!
S.ינ

2:12
L..T ?MA , UTAIS RISTEINAD, Codi 11:31
!!!!* : ! : ' : 57 BIP?TL CSIC 31; : C, T ? : ! 5 .
1 .!) ..! . !: ' T VASTINCT!: !!! : 2 2C! 11
1.1 . A II7 : Y CI :
1:12 ::: AT :13ACSY DOIN
1 :21: 29 : 0649120127.2 . MAPIA , IT

1 :1.70 SIX: 7.P.ADT ile
11.ACTS 61 % 72. Fi ili
rini Iris 91 %!!!

1 : 15.2A / 1r SIX II
RU!!! 11CINCPAS !TOMOLULU II
IT F315 NICOSIA CY

ACC? FENO TURK
B ?
UNICLAS 5 PMU M : 72 LD

EZA3 :
E204 :

ATT:: TEL AVIV DFDS
ATTN JORNA " AMI

COPY 10 LIAISON ( 2 )
SUPJ

EZCS :
REF NC 24 1092 ( CLANDESTINE ) RADIO FREC LEBANON ARABIC

A 40932 LEDANCIT : DEFENSE MINISTER PODES CLASS RELEASED SOON
LI: B :101 : ALT • USAYRIN REPORTEDLY ITONS KIDNAPPEFS , HIEREALOU

9

1 :6241193
DIPUT VOICE OF LEBANON IN ARABIC 1124 GMT 24 JUNE 37

( TEXT ) ) ACCON ! INC TO CERTAIN REPORTS TE KIDNAPPEPS OF
DOTSUSC HIRISITER ! AYTA ? SON ANDHIS TWO CUPNIONS
TIP. EATO: FD TO KILL TIET! IF TOE SYBIARS TAD CARRIED OUT ANY MILITARY
RESCUE OPERATICII .

TED ? CFT AD ? THAT THE PELEASE . T • IGAYR1!! S SON AND THE

POLICEZAT : 16.COMPANYTTIG IT WILL BE FOLLIVED BY A 1:01. TO RELEASE
TIS. ATRiCAN CITIZ ! NOU AT ALT APAI LES ! .? ITIFIO ! TTID
KI" PDO WEIT 1.0 101 . T !!E TI ! ( : 29 :, S.Y TIIT ONI OTTIC

1: 10 : 1 ? C .. !Sniņ : ? . JI ! A : 1.8 1.1.1) AL!!!!ADA !! , Ito

T-7.TD ! " 76 Try : S ; :: TV T !LI: TI 17 :: .. ??TES
1 122 ???:

:: !1.2 .. ' !'. T .: O'TIAN
C ! -- 12 TO'S : HITS : TOMMTIH , C !! TT.

TiT... TATT ,111 ? AT?! ' ( 207s 1.011
A. ! 11 : 1 , - !LIC . ATT . !!!CAN'T " " in 11.ICRISOSLATE

1 ; 1 ::P. 6 Ini ' " ? is itt : " All CircKUIT

MiT !!!.. CATE ; IE
L1,1 ! :)

AFPROVED FOR RELEASE

?? !!



C00040169
CRT 15 L 24 -JU-87 13:34:28 PACE 1
IMEDIATE UNCASSIFIED GENSER MESSAGE 1845 CHIRACTERSRCTERENCE FROM FBIS NICOSIA CY SSN 961 AT 24 12572 JURE7' Tilir. SS } GRED BY MSS :

CCF2 MELL MEIA TERR CIAR ARCS
Licht wälgit DY MSS :

D511 ( 1 ) , D51411 ) .
SUBJECT ASSIGNED BY MSS :

DCI , IRAN , TERR , LEBANON , CURRENT DATE 870622 .CENSER TASKINC TIPOFF ,
DICTIGNANY : C9 , PROFILE :

1 24 97 342 612 916 919NMIC - AUTODIN MSG NUMBER :
395-137136

CPSN = NSS760 MCN : 07175/04141 TOR : 071731303 FTSTON = 87 1751309EZO 1 :
OTTIZYUW AUQIQA 0961 175 1259 - VUAA --RUEKDIC .
Z !IR UUVAA ZYT 2PO
E702 :
0241257Z JUN 87
FM FRIS NICOSIA CY
TO AIG 4658
A1G +681
AIG 4622
PUTI PAAA UTAIS RAMSTEIN AB CE 11 INOX V1
NUEAIDFOD & E FIELD OFFICE WASHINGTON DC
RULAIJU NPIC WASHINGTON DC 11 JEG EXEC Orfil
RUCIDLAEIGASSY BEIRUT
RULADO AMEIBASSY DOSA
RUFNASX / SNOREASYCOMCTR NAPLES IT
RUTRIVA / CTG SIX ZERO PT ONE .
RUTRBA CTG SIX ZERO PT TWO
RUFRIDACTT SIX ZERO
KUT RUICA CTT SIX ONE
RUENIQA USCINCPAC DONOLULU HI
XMT FBIS NICOSIA CY
ACCT FBNC - ENDK
BT
UNCLAS 5 NIPMU MWR LD

EZO3 :EZ04 :
ATTN TEL AVIV DF

DF
ATTN JORDAN AAMM
COPY TO LIAISON ( 2 )
SUBJ

E705 :
REF NC 241145 BEIRUT VOICE OF LEBANON ARABIC 241124 LEBATION :ALT USAYRAN REPORTEDLY X NOKS KI DNAPPL LLLUTS
irWGION US AYRAN REPORTEDLY HELD BY TRAITAN AFUOTITIONARY GUARDS
NC 241257
( CLANDESTINC ) RADIO FREE LEBANOR IN ARABIC 1245 GMT 24JUN 87

( ( TEXT ) ) SECURITY SOURCES LAVE CONFIRMED TEAT ALIUSAYTLAN WAS BEING HELD BY IRANIAN REVOLUTIONARY GUARDSIN BEIRUT'S SOUTIICAN SUBURBS .
MEANTILE , IN AN INTERVIEW WITE DPA , THE SISTER OF I ALI

USAYILIN SAYS SEE NAS LEARNED Trori AER BROTHER THAT HE AND HIScoITANION WERE RELEASED NE AR A HIZBALLAR CENTER IN THE
SOUTIENN SUBURB
( CDALL ) 241245 24/1301 Z JUNЕТ

1

؟

.

EZ.06 :
ACTION NMIC ( 1 )
INFO JS } -41 ( 1 ) DB - 3B ( * )

+ SAFE

( U , A , 6 )

TOTAL COPICS REQUIRED0961

NNNN
EZ07 :

APP ?CFO FOR 0615125
120



CO0040169

.

ci w G두
25 - JUN - 87 03:21:25 PACE 1

PRIORITY ASSIFIED CENSER MESSAGE 14: CHARACTERS
REFERENCE FROM FBIS NICOSIA CY , SSN 978 AT 25 @455Z JUN87
DritING ASSIGNED BY MSS :

CCF2 MELE MESY TERR ARCS
So17 " I'D BY MSS :

DO10 ( 1 ) , D511 ( 1 ) , D512 ( 1 ) ,
SUBJECT ASSIGNED BY MSS :

DC9 , WEUR , TERR , SYRIA , LEBANOR . CURRENT DATE 870622
CENSER TASKING TIPOFF ,

DICTIONARY : C9 , PROFILE :
124 97 159 342 678 919 957

NIC - AUTODIN MSC NUMBER :
396-112216

ÇOSN = NSS647 MCN = 87176701373 TOR = 671760503 FTSTOR 871760503
EZO 1 :
PTTUZYUN RUQMOFA 0978 1760500 - VUAA--RUEDIC .
ZNA VUUAA ZYN ZPO
EZO2 :
P 250455Z JUN 87
FN FBIS NICOSIA CY
TO AIC 4658
A1G 4681
Alc 4622
RHF PA4AUTAIS RAMSTEIN AB GE // IKOX II
RUELLAMEMBASSY BEIRUT
RUEADO AMEMBASSY DORA
RUFNLSW SOOREASWCOMCTR NAPLES IT
RUFRIVACTC SIX ZERO PT ORE
RUFAMBA CTC SIX ZERO PT TWO
RUFRMDA CTF SIX ZERO
RUFRMGA CTF SIX ONE
AdQA 2A USCINCPAC HONOLULU BI
XOT FBIS FICOSIA CY
ACCT FBNC EWDK
BT
UNCLAS 5 N PHU MWR LD

EZ03 :
EZ04 :
ATTN TEL AVIV DFDF
ATTN JORDAN AAM1

COPY TO LIAISON ( 2 )
SUBJ

EZ05 :
REF NC 242026 PARIS AFP ENGLISH 242004- LEBAROK • USAYRAR IS DRIVER
TELLS OF GLASS KIDNAPPING
LEBANON : REUTER ON CONTINUING SYRIAN ENDEAVORS TO FREE GLASS
NC 250 455
BFTRIT DOMESTIC SERVICE IR ARABIC 0445 CAT 25 JUN 87

Inni ) Til A RANKIKG SYRIAN OFFicini in DiSCUS
REUTER HEPORIS TAAT SYRIA WILL CONTINUE ITS EADEAVORS TÚ ENSURE
THE RELEASE OF U.S. JOUNALIST CHARLES GLASS , WBO IS STILL
HELD CAPTIVE IN LEBANON
( ENDALL ) 250430 25/0583 2 JUN
BT

EZ06 :
ACTION NMIC ( 1 )
INFO JŞI - 4A ( 1 ) DB - 3B ( * )

+ SAFE

( U , A , 6 )

TOTAL COPIES REQUIRED 2
#0978

NNNN
EZ07 :

ROVED FOR RELEASE
31:28 AUG 5332

40



CO0040169

25 - JUN - 87CR 15 22:06:03 PAGE 1

PRIORITY UnASSIFIED -- GENSER MESSAGE dCBARACTERS

REFERENCE FROM FBIS NICOSIA CY , SSN 28 AT 25 21262 JUN87

MULLINU ASSICNED BY MSS :
CCF2 ELE MESY TERR ARCS

PRINTER ASSIGNED BY MSS :
D511 ( 1 ) , D512 ( 1 ) ,

SUBJECT ASSIGNED BY MSS :
DC9 , TERR , SYRIA , LEBARON , CORRENT DATE 878622 .

GENSER TASKING TIPOFF ,

DICTIONARY : 69 , PROFILE :
1 24 97 342 878 919

KMIC - AUTODIK MSC NUMBER :
397-870006

CDSN = KSS803 MCN = 87176/07064 TOA = 871762133 FTSTOR : 871762133

EZO 1 :
PTTVZYUK RUQMOFA 0028 1752129 - VUAA--AUEKD1C .

ZNA UUUAA ZYN ZPO
EZO3 :

P 252126Z JUT 87

FM FBIS NICOSIA CY

TO AIC 4658
RUDOREA IBIS LONDON UK 11 DW 11

RUEEBL AMEMBASSY BEIRUT
RUEAJMAXCONSUL JERUSALEM

AUF AMBACTC SIX ZERO PT TWO

RUFAMA CTF SIX ZERO

AUF AMCA / CIF SIX ONE

RUFRSMS USS NASHVILLE VIR -2

ACCT FBRC - EWDK

BT
UNCLAS 3MPMU MW

EZO3 :

EZ04 :

ATTN JORDAN AAMY
SUBJ
EZ05 :
REF NC 251121 CAIRO DOMESTIC ARABIC 231100 LEBANOR : SYRIAR FORCES

ORDERED TO INCREASE SURVEILLANCE

LEBANON : SYRIANS TO CLOSE W. BEIRUT RELIGIOUS OFFICES

NC 252126
CAIRO DOMESTIC SERVICE IR ARABIC 2107 CMT 25 JUN 87

( ( TEXT ) ) INFORMED SOURCES IN BEIRUT SAID TODAY THAT THE

SYRIAR FORCES IR LEBANON RAVE DECIDED

TO CLOSE DOWN

RELICIOUS AND CULTURAL OFFICES IN THE POORER AREAS OF WEST BEIRUT .

THEY ALSO INTEND TO COMB THESE SAME AREAS IN AN ATTEMT TO FIND

0.6 . JOURNALIST CHARLES GLASS , WHO WAS KIDRAPPED IR

LEDmovie DAY'S ACO . AT TBE SAI TIM . DRISME Chi si

KAN AM DEAN OF SYRIAN MILITARY INTELLIGENCE iſ LEDAJUA ia

BOLD INC CONSULTATIONS WITH HIS SENIOR AIDES IN DAMASCUS AS PART

OF AN ATTEMPT TO SECURE THE RELEASE OF THE U.S. CORRESPONDENT ,

WBOSE CONTINUED ABDUCTION SYRIA CONSIDERS AS A CHALLENCE 70 ITS

PRESENCE IN LEBANON

( ENDLL ) 252107 2 82132 Z JUR

BT

( V. A , 6 )
EZ06 :
ACTION NMIC ( 1 )

INFO JSI - 4A ( 1 ) DB - 3B ( * )
+ SAFE

TOTAL COPIES REQUIRED 2

#0028

: NNNN

EZ07 :

37
RELEASE6 : 2 AUG

1989

..
i

42



C00040169# SRL

CAT ? 1 26 - JUN- 87 13:16:26 PAGE 1

IMMEDIATE U , LASSIFIED GENSER MESSAGE 16vo CHARACTERS
REFERENCE FROM FBIS AMMAN JO , SSN 306 AT 26 1316Z JUN87
BOITING, ASSIGNED BY MSS :

CCF2 MELE MEIR TERR CIAR ARCS
risirisi. ASSIGNOL CY MSS :

DO10 ( 1 ) , D511 ( 1 ) , D5 14 ( 1 ) ,
SUBJECT ASSIGNED BY MSS :

DC9 , IRAN , WEUR , TERR . HIJACK , LEBANON , CURRENT DATE 876

CENSER TASKING TIPOFF ,
DICTIONARY : C9 , PROFILE :

1 24 86 97 159 342 612 916 919 957
NMC - AUTODIN MSC NUMBER :

398-035736

CDSN = NSS514 MCN = 87177/04777 TOR = 871771327 FTSTOR = 871771331
EZO1 :

OTTUŁYW RUQMIFA 0306 1771319 - VUAA--RUEKDIC .
ZNR UUUAA ZYN ZPO
EZO2 :

261316Z JUN 87
FM FBIS AMIAN JO
TO AIG 4658
AIC 4624
AIC 4681

RUEHL AMEMBASSY BEIRUT
RUEDO AMEMBASSY DOHA
RUERJM AMCONSUL JERUSALEM
RUFAMBACTG SIX ZERO PT TWO
RUFAMA CTF SIX ZERO
RUFRMGA / CTF SIX ONE
RUF RSMS USS NASHVILLE 11 N - 2
ACCT FBJN EWDK
BT

UNCLAS 5MPMU MWR
EZO3 :
EZ04 :

ATTN JORDAN AAMM
COPY TO LIAISON ( 2 )
SUBJ
EZ05 :
MONTE CARLO : AL SEIRA SAYS GLASS KNEW THA BIJACKERS
JN 261316
PARIS RADIO MONTE CARLO IN ARABIC 1308 CHT 26 JUN 87

( ( TEXT ) ) IN ITS ISSUE TO BE PUBLISHED IN BEIAUT
TOMORROW , THE LEBANESE MAGAZINE AL - SIRA : REPORTS THAT TYO
SECURITY GFFICIALS FROM LEBANON'S RIZBALLAH MUHAMMAD
MUGAN IYAR AND ABD AL - BADI HAMADI ARE CURRENTLY IN TEHRAN
M DISCUSS VARIOUS ISSUES RELATED TO THE FATE OF THE U.S.
27.1CES IN LEINOY .
AL - SBIRA . ALSO REPORTS THAT THE RECENT KIDNAPPING OF

V.S , JOURNALIST CHARLES CLASS IN BEIRUT IS CONNECTED WITH
THE INFORMATION WHICB THE KIDNAPPED JOURNALIST POSSESSES
ABOUT THE BIJACKERS OF THE TWA PLANE 10 BEIRUT AIRPORT AND
THE KILLING OF ONE OF ITS AMERICAN PASSENGERS IN THE SUMMER
OF 1985 AL - SHIRA : SAYS THE KIDNAPPED JOURNALIST KNOWS THE
IDENTITY OF THE PLANE SEIJACKERS BECAUSE HE HAD MET WITB
THEM , JOKED WITH SOME OF THEM AND INVITED THEM TO LUNCH
AND A SWIM AT BETAUTUS SUMERLAND BOTEL
( ENDALL ) 261300 26/1323 Z JUN

BT

.

EZ06 :
ACTION NMICII )
INFO JSI - 5B ( 1 ) D8-3B ( * )

+ SAFE

( U.A , 6 )

TOTAL COPIES REQUIRED 2
0306

NNNN
EZ07 :

APPROVED FOR
RELEASE

AUG
.333

(43 )



C00040169EUR

CAT ! L 25 - JUN - 87 09:49:54 PAGE 1

PRIORITY u ASSIFIED GENSER MESSAGE 197 JARACTERS
REFERENCE FROM FBIS LONDON UK , SSN 3619 AT 25 0907Z JUN87
FOITEN . ASSIGNED BY MSS :

MELE MEIR MESY TERR ARCS
... ii.cii ASICSLI) BY MSS :

DO10 ( 1 ) , D511 ( 1 ) , D512 ( 1 ) , 0514 ( 1 ) ,
SUBJECT ASSIGNED BY MSS :

DG9 , IRAN , WEUR , TERR . SYRIA , EATON , LEBANON ,
CURRENT DATE 870622 ,

DICTIONARY : 69 , PROFILE :
124 342 345 366 878 916 919 957

NMIC - AUTODIN MSC NUMBER :
396-140536

CDSN : NSS405 MCN = 87176/02625 TOR = 871760924 FTSTOR : 87 1760935
EZOT :
PTTUZYUW RUDOLKA 3619 1768917 - UUUU--AUEKDIC .
ZNR WUVU ZYN ZPO
EZ02 :
P 250907Z JUN 87
FM FB : S LONDON UK
TO AIG 4624

4622
RUFRIBA / CTC SIX ZERO PT TWO
RUF RMDA CTF SIX ZERO
RUF RMCA CTF SIX ONE
ACCT FBLD - EWDK
BT
UNCLAS 5XXLD MWA
( EZO3 :
EZ04 :
DUE TO COPYRIGHT OR OTHER RESTRICTIONS THE FOLLOWTRO ITEM IS
INTENDED FOR USE ONLY BY 0. $ . COVERNMENT CONSUMERS )
SUBJ MEP LEB IRANP NOT 288
* EZ05 :
KEY ' NEGOTIATOR SEES ' GOOD CHANCE ' OF GLASS CASE SOLUTION
PM250927
LONDON THE GUARDIAN IN ENGLISH 25 JUR 87 P 8

( ( JILIE FLINT BEIRUT DISPATCH : ' JOURNALIST'S FATE
UNCLEAR AS TWO FREED " ) )

( ( EXCERPTS ) ) THE IRANIAN - BACKED KIDNAPPERS OF THE AMERICAN
JOVANALIST, MR CHARLES GLASS , YESTERDAY MOVED TO EASE THE NATIONAL
AND INTERNATIONAL PRESSURE ON THEM BY RELEASING TWO LEBANESE
HOSTAGES TAKEN WITH HIM A WEEK EARLIER . ( ( PASSAGE OMITTED ) )

THE FATE OF MR CLASS WILL DEPEND LARGELY ON THE DEGREE OF
PRESSURE SYRIA EXERTS . AT LEAST ONE KEY PLAYER IN THE FEVERISH
NECOTIATIONS OF THE PAST WEEK BELIEVES THAT MR CLASS MAY NOT JOIN
THE OTHER WESTERN BOSTACES .

* THERF, IS A GOOD CHANCE THAT CHARLIE'S CASE WILL BE SEPARATED
.1.'T L'ILI . BS RESOLIED, TEIS SOURCE SAID

THE ASSASSINATION OF THE LEBANESE PRIME MINISTER , MR RASHID
KARAMI, THE CLASS AFFAIR AND THE MURDER OF A JEWISH BOSTACE
HAVE UNDERMIRED SYAIA'S CREDIBILITY THIS MONTH AND IT WILL BE
KEEP TO WIN THE SAFE RELEASE OF MR GLASS . TRAN . FOR ITS PART .
IS THOUGHT TO BE UNCOMFORTABLE WITH THE PRESSURE BEING
EXERTED ON ITS NATIONALS AND THEIR PROXIES IN LEBANON .
A DEAL , THEREFORE , IS NOT AULED OUT .
( ENDALL ) 25 JUN 25/0922Z JUN
BT
EZ06 :
ACTION NMIC ( 1 ) ( , A , 6 )
INFO JSI - 4A ( 1 )

+ SAFE
TOTAL COPIES REQUIRED 2

#3619

NNNN
EZ07 :

APPROVED FOR
RELEASE

03:37
AUG

1989

(wy )



C00040169

Ckl 15 1 25 - JUN - 87 22:00:03 PAGE 1
--PRIORITY GALASSIFIED GENSER ESSAGE 18 CHARACTERS

REFERENCE FROM FBIS NICOSIA CY , SSN 28 AT 25 21266 JUN87
PUTING ASSIGNED BY MSS :

CCF2 MELE MESY TEAR ARCS
iiiiiLL ASYICYED BY MSS :

D511 ( 1 ) , D512 ( 1 ) .
SUBJECT ASSICNED BY MSS :

DC9 , TERA , SYRIA , LEBANON , CURRENT DATE 870622 ,
CENSEA TASKING TIPOFF ,

DICTIONARY : 69 , PROFILE :
1 24 97 342 878 919

NMIC - AUTODIN MSC NUMBER :
397-070006

CDSN = NSS803 MCN = 87176/07064 TOR : 87 1762133 FTSTOR : 87 1762133EZ01 :
PTTUŁYUW BUQIQFA 0028 1752129 - UUAA --RUEKD IC .
ZNR VUUAA ZYN ZPO
EZ02 :
Р 252125Z JUN 87
FM FBIS SICOSIA CY
TO AIC 4658
RUDOREAM FBIS LONDON UK 1 / DW /
RUEHBL / AMEMBASSY BEIRUT
RUEHJM AMCONSUL JERUSALEM
RUF AMBACTC SIX ZERO PT TWO
RUFAMDA CTF SIX ZERO
RUF RMGA CTF SIX ONE
RUFRSMS USS NASHVILLE II N - 2
ACCT FBNC EWDK
BT
intis NPUR

EZ03 :
EZ04 :
ATTN JORDAN AAMM
SUBJ
EZ05 :
REF NC 251 121 CAIRO DOMESTIC ARABIC 25 1108 LEBANON : SYRIAR FORCESORDERED TO INCREASE SURVEILLANCE
LEBANON : SYRIANS 10 CLOSE W. BEIRUT RELIGIOUS OFFICESNC 252126
CATRO DOMESTIC SEAVICE IN ARABIC 2107 CMT 25 JUN 87

( ( TEXT ) ) INFORMED SOURCES IN BEIRUT SAID TODAY THAT THE
SYRIAN FORCES IN LEBANON HAVE DECIDEDTO CLOSE DOWN

RELIGIOUS AND CULTURAL OFFICES IN THE POORER AREAS OF WEST BEIAUT .
THEY ALSO INTEND TO COMB TRESE SAME AREAS IN AN ATTEMPT TO FINDU.S. JOURNALIST CHARLES GLASS WHO WAS KIDNAPPED INII ? 7 DAYS ACO . AT THE SAME TIME , BRIGADIEP CENEPAL , GAA71
KAN ' AN , HEAD OF SYRIAN MILITARY INTELLIGENCE IN LEBANON
HOLDING CONSULTATIONS WITH BIS SENIOR AIDES IN DAMASCUS AS PARTOF AN ATTEMPT TO SECURE THE RELEASE OF THE U , 8. CORRESPONDENT ,
WHOSE CONTINUED ABDUCTION SYRIA CONSIDERS AS A CHALLENGE TO ITSPRESENCE IN LEBANON

( ENDLL ) 252107 2 5/2132 Z JUNBT

EZ06 :
ACTION NM1C ( 1 )
INFO JSI - 4A ( 1 ) DB- 3B ( * )

+ SAFE

( U , A , 6 )

TOTAL COPIES REQUIRED 2
0028

NNNN
EZ07 :

PROYED FOR RELEASE

ügte

MAUG_1989

(45 )



C00040169

CRT 13 L 27 - JUN - 87 16:46:12 PAGE 1

PRIORITY UNCLASSIFICD -- CEASES MESSAGE 1794 CAARACTERS
RETCALICE FROY FLIS NICOSIA CY , SSI 91 AT 27 16112 JUK87BT

VIICIAS 5 Mi Piatt 117 I "
1.7.13 :

AT : JER!!!" 19 " !
C7% 7 :) i , ' : 15 : 5 : 1

RF IC 270314 ? 1 ! IT VOICE 05 LETON ARABIC 270328- . LEBAKOR :1.1.3 AL FI: . !!31TLY ! :TAPPERS LEAVI:
LEBATOK : CLASS RIRTCDLY V BLITT S SOUTER SUPURBNC 271511
( CLAIDE: TIND ) RIDIO FREE LEPATOL. IN ADABIC 1559 GIT 27JUII 37

( ( TEXT ) ) THE CE : + TZAL NI: 3 AGENCY HAS CITED INFORED SECURITYSOU !! CS AS SAYI !!! , T'IT MAS !EI) ARILI CRI : UPS , LED BY SIAH MUTIN MADMEDI AL - MI DAJ , ARE STILL 16:: DINS CLASS JII THE STRONGLYFORTIFIED SOTIENN SIE : AREA ( ( OF BEIRUT -- FBIS ) ) .
ACCORDING TO THE SAE SOURCES BIZ'ALLAH GRCUPS ARE AVOIDINGCROSSING S : ?? IAI POATEICCRS IN TID SOUT :nil SU31113 BECAUSETIJL PERSO :IL MINITS; TT: FOST: AVE BEEN FUTIS ? 5 :) HITTI LISTSBEARING !!AS IT! A. TIOPAD ZAMILY LOGSP3 ,

( CHD.11.L ) 271.559 27/1613 Z JUNBT

-

ACTIV MILL ?! )
IHTO JSI - OA ( 1 ) DB - 3B1 )

-S.3

( U , A , 6 )

TOTAL COPICS REQUIRED*0091 2
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C00040169 UBJICI ASSIGNED BY MSS :

DG9 , IRAN , TERR , LEBANON , CURRENT DATE 87062?,CENSER TASKING TIPOFF ,DICTIONARY : 69 , PROFILE :
1 24 97 342 612 916 919" ; 0-13TONIN . NUMBER :

398-157636

!

CDSN = NSS451 MCN : 87 178/01699 TOR = 871780622 FTSTOR : 8717806 :
EZO 1 :
DTTVLYUW RUQMFA 0868 1780617 -WAA -- AUEKDIC .ZNR WUAA ZYN ZPO
EZ02 :

0270614Z JUN 87
FM FBIS NICOSIA CY
TO AIC 4658
AIG 4622
AIG 4681
RHFPAAA / UTAIS RAMSTEIN AB GE / INOY /F.UDMİNOP NAVOP INTCEN SUITLAND MD
AUEA IDFOD & E FIELD OFFICE WASBINGTON DCRUEAIJU NPIC WASBINGTON DC I/ IEC EXEC OFF IIRUEHBL AMEMBASSY BEIRUT
RUEHDO / AMEMBASSY DOHA
RUFNASW SHOREAS WCOMCTR NAPLES IT
RUFRIVA / CTC SIX ZERO PT ONE
RJFRUBA CTG SIX ZERO PT TWO
RUFRMDA CTF SIX ZERO
RUTAMCA CTF SIX ONE
RUFCOAA COMSEVENTHFLT
RUBQBQ4 / USCINCPAC BONOLULU 81
XITT FBIS NICOSIA CY
ACCT FBNC - EWDK
BT
UNCLAS 5 NPMU MWR LD

EZ03 :
EZ04 :

ATTN TEL AVIV DFDF
ATTN JORDAN AAMM

COPY TO LIAISON ( 2 )
SVBJ

EZ05 :
REF NC 241257 ( CLANDESTINE ) RADIO FREE LEBANON ARABIC241245 LEBANON : USAYRAN REPORTEDLY BELD BY IRANIANREVOLUTIONARY GUARDS
LEBANON : SHAYKH AL MIQDAD REPORTEDLY KIDNAPPERS LEADERNC 270614
BEIRUT VOICE OF LEBANON IN ARABIC 0528 xCMT 27 JUN 87

( 1 EXCERPT ) ) WHILE ALI USAYRAN REMAINS SILENT OVERTo issue vi ais ABDUCTION OUR INFOFUATION iliviCATs inai 100KIDNAPPERS OF THE AMERICAN CRANES G
LASS ARE LEBANESE MEMBERS

OF THE IRANIAN REVOLUTIONARY GUARDS UNDER THE DIRECT COMMANDOF SHAYKB MUHAMMAD AL - MIQDAD ACCORDING TO THISINFORMATI
ON . DASTMALCBIYAN THE IRANIAV AMBASSADOR IN

BEIRUT , WAS REPEATEDLY IN CONTACT WITH SHAYKH AL - MIQUAD PRIORTO THE RELEASE OF ' ALI ' OSAYRAN AND BIS DRIVERTHE SAME REPORTS ADD THAT INTENSIVE EFFORTS ARE UNDERWAY T
ENSURE THE RELEASE OF GLASS . SHAYKH AL MIQDAD HOHEVER ,DECLINES TO DISCUSS THE MATTER SAYING THAT HE WAS CARRYING OUTORDERS AND CONSEQUE NTLY , IS NO

LONCER INVOLVED IN TBE AFFAIR
( PACJACE CIITTED
( ENDALL ) 276528

27/0620 2 JUNBT

1

.

E206 :
ACTION NMICCI )
INFO JSI - 4A ( 1 ) DB- 3B ( * )

+ SAFE
( U.A , 6 )

PROYED FOR RELEASE
niin niin
i

147



CO0040169
CHI is 39 -JUN -87 11:08:51 PAGE 1

CDSN - NSS474 MCN = 87181/03330 TOR = 871811.3 FTSTOR : 871811103PTTUZYUW RUQMOFA 0221 1811055 - UUAA -- RUEKDIC .
7wh 1 : 11144 ZYN ZPO
P 3010342 JUN 87

. : TUCSI CY
TO AIG 4658
AIG 4681
RUFPAAAUTAIS RAMSTEIN AB CE INON //
RUDMONOPNAVOPINTCEN SUITLAND MD
RUDOREA FBIS LONDON UK 1/ DW
RUEHBLANEMBASSY LEIRUT
RUEHDO ANCE-BASSY PORA
RUFNISH ISHON.SHCSICTR NAPLES IT
RUFRIVA I CTG SIX ZERO PT ONE
RUFH -03. CTG SIX ZERO PT TWO
AUFRMDA CTF SIX ZERO
RUF RHCA CTH SIX ONE
RUFRSMS / USS NASHVILLE 1 / N - 2
RUHQQ4 / USCINCPAC RONOLULU HI
ACCT FBNC - EWDK
BT

UNCLAS 7NPMU M.R
EZ03 :

ATTN JORDAN AAMM
COPY TO LIAISON ( 2 )
SUBJ
LEBANON : KAN AN SYRIA DETERMINED TO SECURE CLASS RELEASENC 301054
( CLANDESTINE ) VOICE OF THE PEOPLE IN ARABIC TO LEBANON
1037 GMT 30 JUN 87
( TEXT ) ) REUTER HAS CITED A SOURCE CLOSE TO THE SYRTAN

FORCES DEPLOYED IN LEBANON AS SAYING THAT SYPIA HAS REITERATEDTO THE SUPPORTERS OF IRAN ITS DETERMINATION TO SECURE THE RELEASE
OF U.S. JOURNALIST CHARLES CLASS .

THE SOURCE ADDED THAT BRIGADIER GENERAL CHAZI KAN : AN
( ( HEAD OF SYRIAN MILITARY INTELLICENCE IN LEBANON - FBIS ) )

EXPLAINED THE SYRIAN STAND AT A MEETING HE HELD LAST NIGHT WITH
AIZBALLAB LEADERS AND AN IRANIAN DIPLOMAT . THE SOURCE SAID
THAT PARTIES WITH INFLUENCE AMONG THE KIDNAPPERS ATTENDED THE
MEETING AND TEAT KAN : AN INFORMED THEM OF SYRIA • S DETERMINATIONTO SECURE THE RELEASE OF GLASS AS SOON AS POSSIBLE . THIS
STAND WAS CLEARLY AND FIRMY CONVEYEN THE SOURCE ADDED .

( ENDALL ) 301037 30/1058 Z JUNBT

ACTION MMIC ( 1 )

INFO JSI 4A ( 1 ) DB - 3B( * )
+ CAFE

( U , A , 6 )

TUTAL Cut is nuwisuu0221

NNNN
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: i

COSH = NSSO3 MCN = 87182/01937 TO ? = 871320611 FTSTOR : 871829611
PTTUZYUW RUQIQFA 0257 1820002- UUAA--RUEKIDIC .
2GR UIAA ZY ZPO

106017 , JUL &
inijiCOSIA CY

I
A ! 531
RUIM NAVOPINTCEN SUITLAND MI )
RUDI!ATBIS LONDON UK / DW /
RUC !LANCIASSY BEIRUT
RUC ! INO AMETIBASSY DOILA
RUFAA CTG SIX ZERO PT TWO
RUTHIDACTF $ 1X ZCRO
RUFRICA CTF SIX ONE
RurRseUSS NASIVILLE IN - 2
ACCT FBNC EHK
CT
UNCLAS 5NPMU MWYR
E2O3 :

ATTN JORDAN AANTI
COPY TO LIAISON ( 2 )
SUBJ

LEBANON : HIZDALLAH DELEGATION LEAVES FOR DAMASCUS
NC 010601
BEIRUT VOI CE 03 LEBANON IN ARABIC
0515 GMT 1 JUL 87
( ( TEXT ) ) A NIZBALLAN DELEGATION LED BY SHAYKH IBRAHIM

AL - AMIN HAS LEFT FOR DAMASCUS TO CONTINUE TALKS WITH SYRIAN
OFFICIALS ON THE RELEASE OF U.S. JOURNALIST CHARLES GLASS
ACCORDINC AN AFP REPORT TUSAYN MUSAWI , WHO IS A LEADER OF THE
ISLAMIC ANAL MOVEMENT AND A HIZBALLAH OFFICIAL IN AL - BIQA ' ,
WILL ALSO JOIN TIC MEETING

: can ... ! 14:15 01 / 06C6 Z JUL
BT

( U , 4 , 6 )ACTION NMIC ( 1 )
INTO JSJ OA( 1 ) DB- 3B ( * )

+ SAFE
TOTAL COPIES REQUIRED 2
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PAGE 0001

MSGNO 89 ( PCXX ) *07 /07 /87 * *06 : 09 : 37.1.1 *

2C2C 11 : 08 : 312 ( PC )

EMI DTG : 87370705471864

PTTUZ YUW RUEKJCS6520 1880947 -UVUU --RUEALGX .

ZNR UUUUU

P0709472 JUL 87

FM JCS WASHINGTON DC

INFO RUEALGX/SAFE

P 0708552 JUL 87

FM FBIS LONDON UK

TO AIG 4624

RUEHBL / AMEMBASSY BEIRUT

RUF RMBA /CTG SIX ZERO PT TWO

RUFRMDA /CTF SIX ZERO

RUF RMGA /CTF SIX ONE

RULYJFK /USS JOHN F KENNEDY

ACCT FBLD-ELDK

BT

521 :

UNCLAS 5XX/LD MWR

EZ2 :

ATTN JORDAN AAMM

( DUE TO COPYRIGHT OR OTHER RESTRICTIONS THE FOLLOWING ITEM IS

INTENDED FOR USE ONLY BY U.S. GOVERNMENT CONSUMERS )

( BEIRUT MINIMIZE CONSIDERED )

SUBJ MEP LEB 190

UK : CHAS . GLASS KIDNAPPERS SEEK EXCHANGE FOR IRANIAN

PM070855

LONDON THE INDEPENDENT IN ENGLISH 7 JUL 87 P 8

( (MIDDLE EAST EDITOR JOHN BULLOCK ARTICLE : "KIDNAPPERS OFFER

TO RELEASE CLASS IN BARTER FOR IRANIAN" ) )

( ( TEXT ) ) THE KIDNAPPERS HOLDING THE AMERICAN JOURNALIST CHARLES

20:33 I 3E1BUT HAVE OFFERED TO EXCHANGE HIM FOR AN EMPLOYES OF

THE IRANIAN EMBASSY THERE WHO WAS ABDUCTED TWO MONTHS AGO .

ACCORDING TO REPORTS REACHING LONDON , THE KIDNAPPERS APPROACHED

THE SYRIAN MILITARY COMMAND IN BEIRUT TO SEEK THE RELEASE OF

MOHAMMAD KHATIMI , A JUNIOR EMPLOYEE OF THE IRANIAN EMBASSY .

KHATIMI , DESCRIBED BY SYRIAN OFFICIALS AS "A NOTORIOUS TERRORIST " ,

IS BELIEVED TO BE A MEMBER OF THE PART OF IRAN'S INTERNAL

SECURITY MINISTRY WHICH CONTROLS RELATIONS WITH HIZBALLAH , THE

PARTY OF GOD , AND OTHER EXTREMIST FACTIONS IN LEBANON .

HIZBALLAH , WHICH IS MADE UP OF A NUMBER OF SEPARATE GROUPS ,

IS BELIEVED TO HOLD A NUMBER OF U.S. AND FRENCH HOSTAGES IN

LEBANON , INCLUDING TERRY WAITE , THE ANGLICAN CHURCH ENVOY WHO WENT

TO BEIRUT TO TRY TO NEGOTIATE THEIR RELEASE .

MOHAMMAD KHATIMI WAS CAPTURED IN AN AREA OF BEIRUT CONTROLLED

BY THE DRUZE PROGRESSIVE SOCIALIST PARTY , WHOSE MILITIA WAS

RESPONSIBLE FOR GUARDING MR WAITE DURING HIS TIME IN LEBANON .

HE WAS SEIZED WHEN HE DISMISSED HIS GUARDS TO GO TO A MEETING

WITH THE LEADER OF THE GROUP HOLDING THE AMERICAN AND FRENCH

APPROVL.
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PAGE 0032

HOSTAGES . BECAUSE OF THE PLACE IN WHICH MR KHATIMI WAS KIDNAPPED ,

IT WAS EXPECTED THAT EFFORTS WOULD BE MADE TO BARTER HIM FOR MR
WAITE .

WHETHER ANY EFFORT TO DO SO HAS BEEN MADE IS NOT KNOWN , BUT

THE KIDNAPPERS OF THE IRANIAN NOW APPEAR TO HAVE TAKEN THE INITIATIVE

BY OFFERING TO EXCHANGE HIM FOR MR GLASS , THE AMERICAN REPORTED
ABDUCTED ON 17 JUNE .

WHEN MR GLASS WAS PICKED UP , HE WAS WITH ' ALI " USAYRAN , THEF
SON OF THE LEBANESE DEFENCE MINISTER , WHO HAS SINCE ACCUSED
HIZBALLAH OF BEING RESPONSIBLE FOR KIDNAPPING HIS SON , WHO WAS

LATER RELEASED . THE OFFER TO EXCHANGE MR KHATIMI FOR MR GLASS IS

SEEN AS FURTEER PROOF OF IRANIAN INVOLVEMENT , AS MR KHATIMI IS

THOUGHT TO BE ONE OF THE NETWORK OF IRANIAN AGENTS IN THE MIDDLE

EAST AND EURCPE RESPONSIBLE FOR UNDERCOVER ACTIVITIES .

KHATIMI'S POSITION IN THE IRANIAN EMBASSY IN BEIR JT APPEARS

SIMILAR TO THAT OF THE IRANIAN WHOSE ACTIVITIES IN PARIS HAVE LED

TO THE CRISIS BETWEEN FRANCE AND TEHRAN .

THE REPORTS FROM BEIRUT OF CONTACTS THERE BETWEEN HIZBALLAH

AND THE SYRIANS COINCIDE WITH UNCONFIRMED ACCOUNTS FROM TEHRAN

THAT TWO OF THE AMERICAN HOSTAGES HAVE BEEN TAKEN THERE ,

AND ARE BEING "PUT ON TRIAL " . DIPLOMATS BELIEVE THAT . WHETHER TRUS

OR FALSE , THESE RUMOURS ARE INTENDED TO PUT PRESSURE ON THE

AMERICANS AS THEY PREPARE TO BECOME DIRECTLY INVOLVED IN THE GULF
THROUGH THE PLAN TO PROTECT KUWAITI TANKERS .

SOME CONFIRMATION OF THE STORIES THAT TERRY ANDERSON , THE

AMERICAN NEWS AGENCY MAN WHO HAS BEEN HELD CAPTIVE FOR MORE THAN

TWO YEARS , AND THOMAS SUTHERLAND , THE DEAN OF AGRICULTURE AT THE

AMERICAN UNIVERSITY IN BEIRUT, HAVE BEEN TAKEN TO TEHRAN , IS GIVEN

BY THE PRESENCE IN THE IRANIAN CAPITAL OF TWO LEBANESE .

THEY ARE ' IMAD MUCHNIYAH , THE HEAD OF ONE OF THE MAIN CLANS

MAKING UP HIZBALLAR , AND A MEMBER OF ANOTHER NOTORIOUS FAMILY ,

THE HAMADIS . MR MUGHNIYAH IS KNOWN TO BE SEEKING THE RELEASE

OF 17 MEN CONVICTED OF TERRORIST CRIMES IN KUWAIT , WHILE THE

HAMADIS WANT FREEDOM FOR MUHAMMAD ALI HAMADI , WHO IS AWAITING TRIAL
T " VL . CAPMAY .

ACCORDING TO WESTERN INTELLIGENCE SOURCES , BOTH MEN ARE INVOLVED

WITH THE KIDNAPPERS OF THE AMERICANS AND FRENCH IN BEIRUT , AND

ACCORDING TO ONE REPORT , TERRY WAITE WAS ON HIS WAY TO MEET ' IMAD

MUGHNIYAH WHEN HE WAS ABDUCTED .

( ENDALL ) 7 JUL 7 /0924Z JUL
BT

# 6520
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CRT 15 7 - JUL - 87 12:29:15 PAGE 1
TMYFDI STE UNCLASSIFIED - CERSER PESSACE 2024 CHARACTERSREFERENCE FROM FBIS NICOSIA CY , SSN 540 AT 07 1206Z JUL87... :...10:22 BT MSS :

CCF2 MELE TERR CIAR ARCS
PRINTER ASSIGNED BY MSS :

DO 18 ( 1 ) , D511 ( ! ) .SUBJECT ASSIGNED BY MSS :

DC9 , WEUR ," TERR , LEBANON , CURRENT DATE 870629 ,CENSER TASKING TIPOFF .
DICTIONARY : C9 , PROFILE :

1 24 97 159 342 612 919 957
NMIC - ALTUOIN MSC NUMBER :

407-140636

CDSN : NSS817 MCN - 87 188/03710 TOR : 871881225 FISTOR = 871881226EZOT :

OTTUZYUL RUQMQFA 0548 1881287 - UVAA -- RUEKDIC .
ZNR WV44 ZYN ZPO
EZ02 :

0712062 JUL 87
FM FBIS NICOSIA CY
TO AIG 4658
AIG 4681
RAFPAAA UTAIS RAMSTEIN AB CE// INOW !
RUDMNOP NAVOPINTCEN SUITLAND HD
RUDOREA / FBIS LONDON UK/DWI
RUEA IDF / ODGE FIELD OFFICE WASHINGTON DC
RVEAIJU / NPIC WASRINGTON DC // IEG EXEC OFF//
RUEHBL / AMEMBASSY BEIRUT
RUE EDO / AMEMBASSY DORA
RUFNASH / SBOREASWCOMCTR NAPLES IT :
RUFAIVA CTC SIX ZERO PT ONE
AUF AMBACTE 61X ZERO PT TWO
RUF RMNCTF 6IX ZERO
RUF RMGA / CTF SIX ONE
AUFRSMS / USS RASSVILLE / R - 2
AUBCOAA COMSEVENTAFLT
RUHQIQA USCINCPAC BONOLULO BI
ACCT FBNC - EWDK
BT

UNCLAS 3R / PMU MR
EZ03 :
EZ04 :
ATTN JORIAR AAMA

APY FOR RELEASECOPY TO LIAISON ( 2 )
SUBJ
EZ05 :

PC !!!! VOICE OF LEBANON ARADIS C21 : 25 : IC!
ORGANIZATION RELEASES VIDEO OF JOURNALIST GLASS
AFP : CLASS ADMITTED SPYING FOR CLA IN VIDEOMC07 1206
PARIS AFP IR ENCLIS & 1203 CMT 7 JUL 87

( { TEXT ) ) BEIRUT , JULY 7 ( AFP ) KIPRAPPED 0.8 .
JOURNALIST CHARLES GLASS HAS ADMITTED SPYING FOR THE CENTRAL
INTELLIGENCE AGENCY ( CIA ) , IN A VIDEOTAPE SENT TUESDAY TO AWESTERN NEWS AGENCY HERE .

I USED MY POSITION AS A JOURNALIST AS A COVER FOR MY
WORK FOR THE CIA ... I COLLECT INFORMATION FOR THE ACERCY ,MR . CLASS SAID ON THE FIVE -MINUTE VIDEOTAPE , WBICB SHOWSBIM WEARING A BLUE AND WEITE STRIPED T - SHIRT .

HE WAS KIDNAPPED ON JUNE 17 IN MOSTLY- MOSLEM WEST BEIAUT .THE VIDEOTAPE WAS LEFT TUESDAY AT NOON OUTSIDE THE OFFICESOF A WESTERN NEWS ACENCY IN WEST BEIRUT .
ON JULY 1 , A CROUP CALLING ITSELF THE ORGANIZATION FOR THEDEFENSE OF FREE PEOPLES CLAIMED RESPONSIBILITY FOR MR .GLASSS KIDNAPPING

( ENDALL ) 971203 bor
BT
EZ06 :
ACTION NMICO )

( , A , 6 )INFO JSI 4A ( 1 ) DB- 3B ( * )
+ SAFE

TOTAL. COPIES REQUIRED 20540
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C1

MSGNO 110 ( PCXX ) #07/01 /87 * * 13 : 09 : 27.4.5*

zczc 18 : 07 : 552 ( PC )

EMI DTG : 87070112164780

PTTUZYUW RUEKJCS5374 1821615 -UUUU --RUEALGX .

ZNR VUUUU

P 0116 152 JUL 87

FM JCS WASHINGTON DC

INFO RUEALGX /SAFE

P 0115492 JUL 87

FM FBIS < > < > LONDON < > < > UK

TO AIG 4622

RUDMIFE /NAVOPINTCEN IFE WASHINGTON DC

XMT NAVOPINTCEN SUITLAND MD

ACCT FBLD - EWDK

BT

EZ1 :

UNCLAS 5XX /MWR

EZ2 :

ATTN TEL AVIV DFDF

ATIN JORDAN AAMM

( DUE TO COFYRIGHT OR OTHER RESTRICTIONS THE FOLLOWING ITEM

IS INTENDED FOR USE ONLY BY U.S. COVERNMENT CONSUMERS )

SUBJ IRANP NOT 288

REF WAO 11257 ANSWERING WIRE / CHAPMAN

TEHRAN SAID TO ORDER < > < > GLASS < > < > KIDNAP

PM011549

LONDON THE INDEPENDENT IN ENGLISH 1 JUL 87 P 1

( (MICHAEL SHERIDAN DISPATCH : "U.S. JOURNALIST ' KIDNAPPED ON

IRANIAN ORDERS )

( ( TEXT ) ) GENEVA -- OFFICIALS IN THE IRANIAN GOVERNMENT

DIRECTLY ORDERED THE KIDNAPPING OF AMERICAN JOURNALIST CHARLES

< > < >GLASS < > IN WEST BEIRUT ON 17 JUNE , ACCORDING TO EVIDENCE

IN THE HANDS OF THE U.S. ADMINSITRATION .

unces FAMILIAR WITH THE CAST SAYS U.S. OFFICIALS

CLAIM THAT MESSAGE TRAFFIC FROM TEHRAN TO IRAN'S EMBASSIES IN

BEIRUT AND DAMASCUS ALERTED IRINIAN AGENTS TO MR < > < > GLASS < > < > ' S MOVEMENTS

AND TOLD THEM 10 TAKE THE APPROPRIATE STEPS .

IT IS EVIDENT FROM THIS ACCOUNT THAT WESTERN INTELLIGENCE

SERVICES INTERCEPTED THE MESSAGES .

THE SOURCES DID NOT SAY HOW THIS WAS DONE , BUT BRITISH - RUN

EAVESDROPPING POSTS ON CYPRUS AND U.S. CONTROLLED INSTALLATIONS

IN EASTERN TURKEY ROUTINELY LISTEN TO MIDDLE EAST RADIO

TRANSMISSIONS .

SUCH MATERIAL MONITORED IN CYPRUS IS PASSED ON TO GCHQ IN

BRITAIN AND FROM THERE TO THE U.S. NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY

( NSA ) , UNDER AN AGREEMENT BETWEEN BRITAIN AND THE UNITED STATES .

THE MESSAGES WERE DIRECTED 10 A SENIOR OFFICIAL IN THE

DAMASCUS EMBASSY AND TO THE IRANISN AMBASSADOR IN BEIRUT .

THEY APPEARED 70 ORIGINATE FROM THE GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENT IN

TEHRAN WHICH CONTROLS IRAN'S REVOLUTIONARY GUARDS ABROAD AND THEIR
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RELATIONS WITH THE LEBANESE PARTY OF GOD , OR HIZBALLAH .

THE MAN RESPONSIBLE FOR ITS ACTIONS IS A DEPUTY FOREIGN

MINISTER , HUSSEIN SHEIKHOLESLAM ( (NAME AS PUBLISHED ) ) , ONE OF THE

STUDERS WHO OCCUPIED THE U.S. EMBASSY IN TEHRAN IN NOVEMBER 1983

AND HELD 52 AMERICAN < > < > HOSTAGES < > < > FOR 15 MONTHS .

ALTHOUGH THE U.S. INTELLIGENCE COMMUNITY WAS IN POSSESSION

OF THE TEHRAN TIP -OFF ABOUT MR < >< >GLASS<><> , IT WAS EVIDENTLY

UNABLE TO WARN HIM OR PREVENT HIS XIDNAPPING .

MR < > < > GLASS < > < > WAS TRAVELLING FROM THE LEBANESE PORT OF SIDON TO

BEIRUT WITH ' ALI " USAYRAN , SON OF THE LEBANESE DEFENCE

MINISTER , WHEN HE WAS SEIZED .

UP TO 14 CUNMEN FORCED THEM TO HALT AND TOOK MR < > < > GLASS < > < > ,

MR ' USAYRAN AND THEIR DRIVER INTO THE DENSELY POPULATED SHIA

MUSLIM SOUTHERN SUBURBS WHERE HIZBALLAH AND I RAN ARE THE DOMINANT

INFLUENCES .

MR ' USAYRAN , A SHIA , AND THE DRIVER WERE RELEASED AFTER

INTENSE PRESSURE ON HIZBALLAH FROM OTHER LEBANESE MUSLIM GROUPS

AND FROM SYRIA . BUT MR <>< >GLASS< ><> REMAINED IN CAPTIVITY .

A FORMER TELEVISION CORRESPONDENT FOR ABC NEWS , MR < > < > GLASS < > < >

LIVES WITH HIS WIFE AND FAMILY IN NOTTING HILL GATE , LONDON .

HAD RETURNED TO LEBANON TO WORK ON SEVERAL BOOK PROJECTS .

U.S. OFFICIALS HAVE NO DOUBT THAT HE IS BEING HELD BY THE

GROUP WHICH IS DETAINING ANGLICAN ENVOY TERRY WAITE , AMERICAN

< > < > HOSTAGES < > < > TERRY ANDERSON AND THOMAS SUTHERLAND AND SEVERAL

FRENCHEN .

ALTHOUGH IT CALLS ITSELF ISLAMIC JIHAD , THE GROUP COMPROMISES

MEMBERS OF A FAMILY NAMED MUGHNIYAH OPERATING IN LOOSE COALITION

UNDER HIZBALLAH'S WING .

THE LEBANESE MAGAZINE AL - SHIRA ' WHICH REFLECTS THE VIEWS OF THE

SYRIAN INTELLIGENCE SERVICES , SAID RECENTLY THAT A LEADING MEME BR

OF THE CLAN , " IMAD MUCHNIYAH , WAS IN TEHRAN FOR DISCUSSIONS WITH

IRANIAN OFFICIALS .

THE U.S. BROADCASTING NETWORK NBC AND THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

YESTERDAY SEPARATELY QUOTED AN UNNAMED SHIA SOURCE IN LEBANON

AS SAYING THAT MR ANDERSON AND MR SUTHERLAND HAD BEEN SMUGGLED

OUT OF LEBANON TO IRAN LAST MONTH IN COFFINS .

TAL ! ) 1 JUL 01/16102 JUL
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13 L 1 - JUL - 87 19 : 34 : 1 ? PAGE 1

IMEDIATE U..LASSIFIED GENSER MESSAGE 30. CHARACTERSREFERENCE FROM FBIS NICOSIA CY , SSN 294 AT 01 1829Z JUL87ROUTING ASSIGNED BY MSS :
CCF2 MELE MEIS TERR CIAR ARCS!XTET ASSIGNED BY MSS :
DO10 ( I ) , D511 ( 1 ) , DS08 ( 1 ) ,SUBJECT ASSICNED BY MSS :
DC9 , WEUR , TERR , ISRAEL , LEBANON , CURRENT DATE 870629 ,CENSER TASKINC TIPOFF ,

91CTIONARY : 69. PROFILE :
1 24 97 189 342 612 919 921 957NMIC - AUTODIN MSG NUMBER :
402-157646

APIE FÜR SELEASE
AUG 1983612

CDSN = NSS456 MCR 87182/8 € 155 TOR = 871821840 FTSTOR : 871821840EZOI :
OTTULYUW RUQMOFA 0294 1821831 - VUAA--RUEDO IC .ZNR VUUAA ZYN ZPO
EZO2 :

011829Z JUL 87
FM FBIS NICOSIA CY
TO AIC 4658
AIG 4681
RHFPAAA UTAIS RASTEIN AB CE 11 INOW IT
RUDMOP NAVOP INTCEN SVITLARD MD
RUDOREA FBIS LONDON UK 11 DW
RUEA IDF / OD & E FIELD OFFICE WASHINGTON DC
RUEAIJUMPIC WASHINGTON DC 11 JEG EXEC OFF 11RUE BLAMEMBASSY BEIRUT
RUEHDO AMEMBASSY DOFA
RUFNASKSBOREASWCOMCTR NAPLES IT
RUFRIVA / CTG SIX ZERO PT ONE
RIFRMBACTC S ! X ZERO PT TWO
RUFRNDA CTF SIX ZERO
RUF RMCA CTF SIX ONE
RUFRSMS / USS NASHVILLE III - 2
RUBCOAA CONSEVENTHELT
RUHQHQA / USCINCPAC HONOLULO 21
XMT VOA WASB DC
ACCT FBRC - EWDK
BT
UNCLAS 5MLD PMU MWA

EZO3 :
EZ04 :
ATTN JORDAN AAMM
COPY TO LIAISON ( 2 )
SUBJ

EZ05 :
REF NC 011358 ( CLANDESTINE ) RADIO FREE LEBANON ARABIC 011348Lenjinjini NEW GROUP CLAIMS GLASS KIDNAFFING
LEBANON : PREVIOUSLY UNKNOWN GROUP'S STATEMENT ON GLASS CITED
NC @ 11829
PARIS AFP IN ENGLIS ! 1824 GMT 1 JUL 87

( ( EXCERPT ) ) SIDON . LEBANOR , JULY 1 ( AFP ) A PREVIOUSLY
UNKNOWN GROUP , THE ORGAN IZATION FOR THE DEFENCE OF THE FREEPEOPLE . WEDNESDAY CLAIMED RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE KIDNAP OF
U.S. JOURNALIST CHARLES GLASS AND ACCUSED AIM OF SPYIRG FORISRAEL .

IN A STATEMENT TYPEWRITTEN IN ARABIC AND SENT TO A NEWSAGENCY OFFICE IN THIS SOUTHERN PORT CITY , TBE CROUP SAID IT WOULDBOLD MR CLASS UNTIL • ALL THE AMERICAN - ZIONIST PLANS ANDINTENTIONS TBAT BE REPRESENTS ARE UNVEILED . "MR CLASS 36 . WAS KIDNAPPED ON JUNE 17 WILE TRAVELLINGTHROUGH A MOSLEM DOMINATED SUBURB OF SOUTHERN BEIRUT WITA ALI• USAYAAN SON OF THE LEBANESE DEFENCE MINISTER MR USAYRANAND BIS DRIVER WERE RELEASED IN SIDON ON JUNE 24 .THE CAPTORS . STATEMENT SAID MR CLASS WAS BEIRG QUESTIONEDAND TILAT WHEN HE WAS CAUCHT , HE A AD BEEN CONTACTING PAID AGENTSFOR ISRAEL AND THE UNITED STATES
MR USAYILAN AND OTHER SOURCES BAVE SAID TEAT HE WAS IKLEBANON TO WRITE A BOOK ABOUT LEBANON ' S MAJOR FAMILIES

THE PAID SPIES FOR ISRAEL INCLUDE • POLITICIANS AND LE BANESEGOVERNMENT AND ARMY OFFICIALS . AS WELL AS ACENTS OPERATING INSOUTHERN LEBANON . ' THE STATEMENT SAID WITHOUT NAMING ANYOXE ,MR CLASS WAS MAKING CONTACT WITH THEX TO - SET UP PLANS BICAWERE TO BE EXECUTED IN COOPERATION WITH THE FORCES OF SUBMISSION

3

.



CO00401691
1 - JUL-87 19:34:16 PAGE 2

WHOSE ONLY COAL IS PERSONAL PROFIT .. IT SAID THE ERE TO BE
CARRIED OLT BY • SIMPLE - MINDED PEOPLE MANIPULATED . BY MA CLASS .

IT SAID MR • USAYRAN WAS AMONC THE LATTER AND THAT HE HAD
BEEN RELEASED FOR LACK OF SUFFICIENT • EVIDENCE AGAINST BIK

: Ge ! .. ' SPUITL AND ACTIVITIES THE STATEMENT SAID . WERE
PART OF THE ZIONIST PLAN TO OFFSET THE REBELLION OF OUR PEOPLE
IN THE TERRITORIES OCCUPIED BY ISRAEL BUT BIS • DIRTY PROJECTS

AND MISSIONS . ARE NOW . CLEARED UP
BIS KIDNAP , THE STATEMENT SAID WAS BUT ONE STACE TO STOP THE

SCHEMES PLAN NED AGAINST THE REGION AND TO DEFEND TRE DIGNITY OF
OUR PEO PLE . ( PASSACE OMLTEN )
( ENDALL ) 11824 01/1837 Z JUL
BT
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UNCLASSIFIED

INCOMING

DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

PAGEرد:. RI M

IMMEDIATE -- UNCLASSIFIED GENSER MESSACE 2189 CHARACTERS

REFERENCE FROM FBIS NICOSIA CY , SSN JEG AT 8] 20001 JUL 81 -NCY CROUP CLAIMS GLASS --- KIDNAPPING
ROUTING ASSICHED BY MSS : LEXANON : NEW GROUP CLAIMS RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLASS ADJUSTICA

CCS2 MELE TERR CIAR ARCS NC - 832002
PRINIER ASSICHED BY MSS : 1.CLANDESTINE RADIO RED LIDEACON 10 49ABIC 1947 CK - .

051111 ) ,
SUBJECT ASSIGNED BY MSS . ( T - TEXT- ! - PREVIOS: Y UNIHOWY GOOUP CALLING IISI : :

DGS , TERR , LEBANON , CUAREN DA !! $ 78699 , CENSER TASYING TIPOST , ORGANIZATION OF RICHI ALAINSI AISENOJO , THE AL ---8104 . -F.AM
BRANCH - 11.MUHAZZANAT AL - KAC DIO A! --8A !! [ C1 $M SAH ! 12 li ,

DICTIONARY : CS , PROFILE : -HAS CLAINED RESPONSIBI ! ITY FOP KTONAFPIRC ARICAK JOU ?** ISI
1 24 91 342 617 919 CHARLES CLASS . A STAEMENT SENT TO THE HOME OF A FCFICA A

NRIC - AUTOD IN PSG NUMBER : AGENCY CORRESPONDENT IN BEIRUT SAID THAT THIS ORCAN !PA !10h IS .
485-837J06 STRIKE MERCILESSLY AT ANYONE TRYING 10 LOCAIL WERE BASS IS BEING

DETAINED . THE STATEMENT DESCRIBED CLASS AS AN IMPERIAL IS ! AGENT ..
PRIXLER ASSIGNED BY REVIEW: - IT SHOULD BE RECALLEG THAT 7 DAYS AGO IN SIDON ANDTHEF GOLF

1936 ( 1) -CALLING ITSELF THE ORGANIZATION FOR IHE DEFENSE OF THE FREE
PEOPLE , ALSO CLAIMED SPONSIBLIVUY FOR ABDUCTING GLAS ..

COSN : NSS458 MCN : 87181/05798 16 : 8718420161510R - 871812B: 6 (-ENDALL - 931947 43/2014-11
1781 :

OTTUZ YUV RUOMA 8389 1842015 - UVAA -- RUEKDIC .
ZNR UVUAA ZYX ZPO EZK :
6:07 . ACTION NMC ( 1 ) 0,4,61
0-9378382 JUL 87 INFO JSI IA II DB - 38 (nd
FM FBIS NICOSIA CY SAFE

TO AIC -4656 TOTAL COPIES RECORD
AIG - 1681 18369
RXEPAAA - / - UTAIS RAHSTEIN AB GE - 11 - INOX - 11

RUDONOP - / - NAVO? INTCEN SUITLAND MS XXNX

RUOOREA - / -F81S LONDON UK - 11-01 -// 020 :
RUE ATDH - / - OD - 6 - E FIELD OFFICE WASHINGTON DC

RUEAIJU - Y - MPXC WASHINGTON OC - 1 / -18C EXEC OFF // .

RUEHBI - / - AMEMSASSY BEIRUT

RUEHOO - / - AMEHO ASSY DOHA

RUFHASY - / - SHOPIASWOCMCIP NAPLES 17

TV / :

RUFKMBA - Y - CTG SIX IERO PT TY

RUERMDA - / - CIF SIX ZERO

RUF RMGA- I -Cif SIX ONE

RUTRSHS - / - USS NASHVILLE - // -N - 2

RUNGOAA--COMSEVENTHIRT

RUHQHQA - / - UŞCINCPAC HONOLULU MI

RULYJFK - / - USS JOHN F KENNEDY

ACCI FSNC --- EWDK

BT

UNCLAS -S - N - Y - PMU MWR

-€ 763 :

£ 284 :

ATIN JORDAN AAHH

COPY TO LIBRARY " , LIAISON - 171
-SUB ]

26 :

REF NC - 911358 1- CLANDESTINE ) -RADIO FREE LEBANON ARABIC -811348 --- LESAN

:A terr; vhابو••}htX
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CET 1 L 7 - JUL -87 10:03:33 PAGE 1
PRIORITY URCLASSIFIED CENSER MESSACE 4701 CHARACTERSAFFERENCE FROM FRIS LONDON UK , SSN 6520 AT 07 08552 JUL87か

1 : 41 1 .: 1.0 Mhr
ATIAN URDAN AAM
( DUE TO COPYRIGHT OR OTHER RESTRICTIONS THE FOLLOWING ITEM ISINTENDED FOR USE ONLY BY U.S. COVEANMENT CONSUMERS )( BEIRUT MINIMIZE CONSIDERED )
SUBJ MEP LEB 190
UK : CRAS . CLASS KIDNAPPERS SEEK EXCRANCE FOR IRANIANPM070855
LONDON THE INDEPENDENT IN ENGLISH 7 JUL 87 P 8

( ( MIDDLE EAST EDITOR JOHN BULLOCX ARTICLE : " KIONAPPERS OFFERTO RELFASE GLASS IN BARTER FOR IRANIAY " ) )
( ( TEXT ) ) THE KIDNAPPERS HOLDING THE AMERICAN JOURNALIST CHARLESCLASS IN BEIRUT FAVE OFFERED TO EXCHANGE HIM FOR AN EMPLOYEE OFTHE IRANIAN EMBASSY THERE WBO WAS ABDUCTED TWO MONTHS AGO .
ACCORDING TO REPORTS REACHING LONDON , THE KIDNAPPERS APPROACHEDTRE SYRIAN MILITARY COMMAND IN BEIRUT TO SEEK THE RELEASE OFMOHAMMAD KREATIMI , A JUNIOR EMPLOYEE OF THE IRANIAN EMBASSY . MRKHATIM , DESCRIBED BY SYRIAN OFFICIALS AS A NOTORIOUS TERRORIST * ,IS BELIEVED TO BE A MEMBER OF TEE PART OF IRAN'S INTERNALSECURITY MINISTRY WHICH CONTROLS RELATIONS WITH BIZBALLA # , THEPARTY OF COD , AND OTHER EXTREMIST FACTIONS IN LEBANON .
HIZBALLAH , WEICH IS MADE UP OF A NUMBER OF SEPARATE CROUPS ,IS BELIEVED TO BOLD A NUMBER OF U.S. AND FRENCB BOSTACES INLEBANON , INCLUDING TERRY WAITE , THE ANGLICAN CHURCH ENVOY WHO WENTTO BEIAUT TO TRY TO NECOT IATE THEIR RELEASE .
MOHAMMAD KHATIMI WAS CAPTURED IN AN AREA OF BEIRUT CONTROLLEDBY THE DRUZE PROCRESSIVE SOCIALIST PARTY , WHOSE MILITIA WASRESPONSIBLE FOR GUARDING MR WAITE DURING HIS TIME IN LEBANON .AF WAS SFIZED VEER HE DISMISSED HIS GUAWS 10 CU TO A MEETINGWITH THE LEADER OF THE CROUP BOLDING THE AMERICAN AND FRENCHPOSTAGES . BECAUSE OF THE PLACE IN WHICH MAKEATIMI WAS KIDNAPPED ,IT WAS EXPECTED THAT EFFORTS WOULD BE MADE TO BARTER BIM FOR MRWAITE .

WBETHER ARY EFFORT TO DO SO HAS BEEN MADE IS NOT KNOWN , BUTTHE KIDNAPPERS OF THE IRANIAN NOW APPEAR TO HAVE TAKEN THE INITIATIVEBY OFFERING TO EXCHANGE HIM FOR MR GLASS , THE AMERICAN REPORTEDABDUCTED ON 17 JUNE .
WHEN MR GLASS WAS PICKED UP , HE WAS WITH ' ALI USAYRAN , THESON OF THE LEBANESE DEFENCE MINISTER , WHO HAS SIMCE ACCUSEDHIZBALLA ! OF BEING RESPONSIBLE FOR KIDNAPPING HIS SON , WHO WASLATER RELEASED . THE OFFER TO EXCHANGE MR KHATIM : FOR MR GLASS ISSEEN AS FURTHER PROOF OF IRANIAN INVOLVEMENT , AS MR KHATIMI ISTHOUGHT TO BE ONE OF THE NETWORK OF IRANIAN AGENTS IN THE MIDDLEEAST AND EUROPE RESPONSIBLE FOR UNDERCOVER ACTIVITIES . MR

KATIMI'S POSITION IN THE IRANIAN EMBASSY IN BEIRUT APPEARSviss To TTAT OF THE IRANIAN WBOSE ACTIVITIES IN PARIS TATI LEITO TBE CRISIS BETWEEN FRANCE AND TEHPAN .
THE REPORTS FROM BETAUT OF CONTACTS THERE BETWEEN HIZBALLARAND THE SYRIANS COIRCIDE WITE UNCONFIRMED ACCOUNTS FROM TEHRAN

THAT TWO OF THE AMERICAN BOSTAGES HAVE BEEN TAKEN THERE ,AND ARE BEINC PUT ON TRIAL . DIPLOMATS BELIEVE THAT , WEETHER TRUEOR FALSE , THESE RUMOURS ARE INTENDED TO PUT PRESSURE OR THEAMERICANS AS THEY PREPARE TO BECOME DIRECTLY INVOLVED IN THE CULFTHROUGE THE PLAN TO PROTECT KUWAITI TAMERS .
SOME CONFIRMATION OF THE STORIES THAT TERAY ANDERSON , THE

AMERICAN NEWS AGENCY MAN WHO HAS BEEN HELD CAPTIVE FOR MORE THANTWO YEARS , ARD THOMAS SUTHERLAND , THE DEAN OF ACRICULTURE AT THE
AMERICAN UNIVERSITY IN BEIRUT , HAVE BEEN TAKEN TO TEHRAN , 16 GIVENBY THE PRESENCE IN THE IRANIAN CAPITAL OF TWO LEBANESE .

THEY ARE ' IMAD MUCAMIYAH , THE BEAD OF ONE OF THE MAIN CLARSMAKING UP HIZBALLAR , AND A MEMBER OF ANOTHER NOTORIOUS FAMILY ,TBE HAMAIS . MR MUCBNIYAH IS KNOWN TO BE SEEKING THE RELEASEOF 17 MEN CONVICTED OF TERRORIST CRIMES IN KUWAIT , WHILE TEF,
HAMADIS WANT FREEDOM FOR MUHAMMAD ALI RAMADI , WHO IS AWAITING TRIALIN WEST CERMANY .

ACCORDING TO WESTERN INTELLIGENCE SOURCES , BOT ! MEN ARE INVOLVEDWITH TRE KIDNAPPERS OF THE AMERICANS AND FRENCH IN BEIRUT , AND
ACCORDING TO ONE REPORT , TERRY WAITE WAS ON HIS WAY TO MEET) IMADMUCANIYAI WHEN BE WAS ABDUCTED .
( ENDALL ) 7 JUL 07 :/ 924Z JUL
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9- JOL - 87CAT 15 05:46:13 PACE I

CDSN : RSS568 MCT = 87190/01921 TOR - 87 1908540 TSTOR = 871900541

ITU PULMOFA 0609 1900532 - UUAA - RUEDIC .

ZNK VUUGA ZYN ZPO
9419.12il JUL 87

FM FBIS NICOSIA CY
TO AIG 4658
A1c 4631
RHFPAAA UTAIS RAMSTEIN AB CE 11 IROW 11

AUDMNOP NAVOPINTCEN SUITLAND MID

RUDOREA FBIS LONDON UK / DW /

RUEA IDE OD O E FIELD OFFICE WASA INCTON DC

RUEAIJU / NPJC WASHINGTON DC / IEC EXEC OFF I

AUEAULAMEMBASSY BEIRUT

RUEHDO AMEMBASSY DOHA
AUFNAŞK SHOREASWCOMCTR NAPLES IT

AUFRIVA I CTC SIX ZERO PT ONE

RUF RMBA / CIC SIX ZERO PT TWO

RUF RMA CTF SIX ZERO
RUFRMGA CTF SIX ONE
RUHCOAA / COMSEVENTHELT

RUBQRQA / USCINCPAC BOROLULU BI
RULYDVUSS NASHVILLE 11 N - 2/1

AULYJFK USS JOHN F KENNEDY

ACCT FBNC - EWDK
BT
UNCLAS 5MPMU MWA

2203 :

ATIK
JORDAN AAMM
COPY TO LIAISON ( 2 )

SUBJ
REF NC 090431 ( CLANDESTINE ) VOICE OF THE M OCKTAIN ARABIC TO LEBASON

LEBANON : GROUP- THREATENS 10 SEN CLASS ULL

2 DAYS
LEBANON : FUATEEN ON GAOUP VDEMARDS RECARD IRC CLASS

NC 090527
( CLANDCSTINE ) RADIO FREE LEBANON IN ARABIC 0457 GMT 9 JUL

87
( ( TEXT ) ) THE ORGANIZATION OF RIGHT AGAINST FAL EHOOD HAS

THREATENED TO SEND U.S. JOURNALIST CHARLES CLA S TO BELL WITHIN

48 BOURS . IN A STATEMENT PUOLISHED THIS MORNINCON THE

ORGANIZATION S
ID THA T GLASS WILL BE TRIED FOR BIS SPYING

OPERATIONS , WHICA OBSTRUCT OUR PEOPLE'S FREEDOM , AND YARRED TEA

т

CLASS AND HIS MA TERS WILL FACE BELL UNLSS IMPERIALISM RESPONDS

TO ITS DEMANDS WITHIN 48 HOURS . THE STATEMENT SET THE FOLLOLING

DEMANDS :
NON INTERFERENCE IR CULF AFFAIRS AND REMOVAL OF

ATTICA FLACS SPOM OIL TANKERS AND SHIPS BECAUSE THIS INTERVENČION

JONORATIIS U.S. INTERESTS ARD THE LIVES OF AOSTAG
ES HELD BY

THE OAGAR IZATION
2 . PAYMENT OF $ 10 MILLION AS PARSOM FOR THE PEOPLE IN LEBANON .

3 . PRESSURE BY THE V.S. ADMINISTRATION ON THE REGIME IN

LEBANON TO BRING ABOUT THE RELEASE OF SOME 2,000 KIDNAPPED

CITIZENS IN RETURN FOR TB E RELEASE OF THREE BOSTACES , INCLUDING

ANGLICAN ENVOY TERRY W AITE .

NEGOTIATION WITH THE WIFE OF O 6. JOURNALIST CLASS 10

BRINC ABOUT HIS RELEASE AFTER ALL OTHR DEMANDS ARE MET .

( ENDALL ) 090437 09/0334 Z JUL

BT
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IMEDIATE UNCLASSIFIED CENSEA MESSACE 2006 CHARACTERS ..REFERENCE FROM FBIS NICOSIA CY , SSN 633 AT 09 16 462.JUL87ROUTING ASSIGNED BY MSS :
CCF2 IELE TEAR CIAR ARCSFristen asitheu Br HSS :
DSI 1 ( 1 ) ,

SUBJECT ASSICNED BY MSS :

DC9 , TERR , LEBANON , CURRENT DATE 8787065. CENSER TASKIRC TIPI

DICTIORARY : 69 , PROFILE :
1 24 97 342 612.919AMIC - AVTOD IN KSG KUMBER :

910-070206

343

3

>

CDSN : NSS608 MCN : 87198/03472 TOR : 871901639 FTSTOA : : 87 1901700 :E201 :

OTTUZYUW RUOFA @633 19016 47 - UVAA--RUEDIC .ZNR VUUAA ZYT ZPO
EZ02 :

00916462 JOL 87
FM FBIS NICOSIA CY
TO AIG 4658
AIG 4681
RUDMNOP NAVOPINTCEN SUITLAND PO
RUDOREA FBIS LONDON OK 11 DN 11
RUEHBL AMEMBASSY BEIRUT
AUEHDO AMEMBASSY DORA
RUFRMBACTC SIX ZERO PT TWO
AUFRIDA CTF SIX ZERO
RUFRMCA CTF SIX ORE
AULYDV USS HASEVILLE 11 A - 211
RULYJFK USS JOEN F KENNEDY
ACCT FBRC EVDK
BT
UNCLAS 6NPMU MWR
EZO3 :

EZ04 :
ATTN JORDAN AAMM
COPY TO LIAISON ( 2 )
SUBJ

E205 :

REF NC 098327. ( CLANDESTINE ) RADIO FAZE LEBANON ARABIC 090457-- LEBANO

>

1

FURTHER ON GROUP'S DEMANDS REGARDING CLASSREF NC 011358 ( CLANDESTINE ) RAIDO FREE LEBANON ARABIC 011348-- LEBANO
KEW GROUP CLAIMS GLASS KIDNAPPIMC

LEBANON : SECOND GROUP REASSERTS CLASS IN ITS CUSTOTYNC 0916 46
brinis vice UF LEBANON IN ARABIC 1626 GMT JU 67{ { TEXT ) ) THE GROUP CALLIRC ITSELF THE ORGANIZATION FOR THEDEFENSE OF THE FREE PEOPLE HAS SENT A TYPEWRITTEN STATEMENT TOA FOREIGN NEWS AGENCY IN WEST BEIRUT , SAYING IT WILL CONTINUEHOLDING V S. JOURNALIST CRARLES GLASS FOR FURTHERINVESTIGATIORS AND UNTIL FACTS ARE ESTABLISHED .THE ORGANIZATION DISMISSES CLAIMS CONTAINED IN A STATEMENT BYAN UNKNOWN CROUP CALLING ITSELF THE ORGANIZATION OF RIGHT ACAIASTFALSEHOOD , W81C8 DECLARES IT IS HOLDIRC CLASS AND HAS SETCONDITIONS FOR BIS RELEASE THIS NEW STATEMENT ASSERTS THAT THEORGANIZATION OF RICHT AGAINST FALSEROOD IS MERELY A COVER FORINTELLIGENCE ORGANS WATCH ARE TRYING TO EXPLOIT CLASS DETENTIONFOR THE IR OWN ENDS

( ENDALL ) @91626
09/1653 Z JUUBT

EZ06 :
ACTION MIC )
INFO JSI 4A ( 1 ) DB - 3B ( * )

+ SAFE

( 0.A , 6 )

633 TOTAL COPIES REQUIRED 2
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CPT 15 L , 12 - JUL - 87 15:25:15 PAGE 1
IMEDIATE - URSSIFIED CENSER MESSAGE 386 CHARACTERSREFERENCE FROM FBIS NICOSIA CY , SSN 758 AT 12 1059Z JUL187DUTINE. SCIGNED BY MSS :

SAN2 CCF2 MELE MEIR MEIS TERR CIAR ARCS: ininos ta haige TY MSS :
DO10 ( 1 ) , 0511 ( 1 ) , D514 1 ) , D508 ( 1 ) ,SUBJECT ASSIGNED BY MSS :
DC9 , IPAR . WEUR . TERR , ISRAEL . CYPRUS , LEBANON ,CURRENT DATE 870706 , CENSER TASKING TIPOFF ,DICTIONARY : 69 , PROFILE :
| 24 97 159 298 342 612 916 919 921 957NMIC - AUTODIN MSC NUMBER :
412-153116

CDSN : NSS519 MCN : 87193/01473 TOR : 871931106 FTSTOR = 871931108EZO 1 :
OTTUZYUW RUQMQFA 0758 1931051 - JUAA--AUEKDJC .ZNR VUVAA ZYN ZPO
EZO2 :

121050Z JUL 87
FM FBIS NICOSIA CY
TO AIG 4658
AIC 4622
AIC 4681
REF PAAA / UTAIS RAMSTE IN AB CE 11 IRON 11
RODMNOP FAVOP INTCEN SUITLAND MO
AVEAIDFOD & E FIELD OFFICE WASHINGTON DC
RUEAIJUNPIC WASHINGTON DC 11 IEG EXEC OFF IIRUEHBL AMEMBASSY BEIRUT
RUEHDO AMEMBASSY DORA
RUFNASN / SBOREASHCOMCTA NAPLES IT
AUFRIVA / CTC SIX ZERO PT ONE
RUFAMRAT. SIX ZERO PT TWO
RUF AMDACIF SIX ZERO
RUF AMGA CTF SIX ORE
RUHCOAA CONSEVENTHFLT
RUHQAQA USCINCPAC HONOLULO BIXMT FBIS NICOSIA CY
ACCT FBNC - EWDK
BT
UNCLAS 5RLD PMU MWR
EZO3 :

EZ04 :
9.212ATTN JORDAN AAMY

COPY TO LIAISON ( 2 )
( LEBANESE MEDIA MORITORED AT NICOSIA BEREAU HAVE NOT BEEN OBSERVED70 REPORT THE FOLLOWING >
SUBJ
EZ05 :

CPOMP CLAIX SOLDIAG VAITE GLASSinc i210Jv
PARIS AFP IN ENGLISH 1037 GMT : 1.12 JUL 87( ( TEXT 1 ) BEIRUT , JULY 12 ( AFP ) THE ORCARISATION FORTROTE AGAINST FALSEHOOD ( OTAFO ) ON SUNDAY SAID IT WAS ROLDINGTERAY WAITE , THE MISSIRC ENVOY OF THE ANGLI CAR CHURCH ,

AFP210 FC ? PLEASE
L AUG 1993

JOURNALIST CHARLES GLASS AND A THIRD UNIDENTIFIED Y ESTERNBOSTAGE
THE CLAIB WAS MADE IN AN ARABIC - LANCOACE STA

TEMENT THAT WAS
SLIPPED UNDER THE DOOR OF THE OFFICE OF A WESTERN NEWS AGENCYCORRESPONDENT IN RIYAQ . , IN THE EASTERN AL - BIQA VALLEYTHE STATEMENT SAID THE THREE . WOULD BE PUT ON TRIALIT WAS THE FJAST TIME A GROUP HAD CLAIMED IT FAS HOLDING MR .WAITE , WBO DISAPPEARED JANUARY 29 IN DOSTLY - MOSLEM WEST BEIROT

WHERE HE WAS NECOTIATING THE RELEASE OF WESTERNERS KIDNAPPED INLEBA RON
ON FEBRUARY 8 , THE ORGANISATION FOR BEVOLTUIONARY JOSTICEACCUSED MR . WAITE OF BEING A SPY . IT SAID HE WAS PREPARING AMILITARY PLOT ACAINST PRO TRAX LAN FUNDAMENTALISTS IN LEBANON ONBERALF OF THE UNITED STATES , ISRAEL AND FRANCE .THAT STATEMENT WAS SEEN BY OBSERVERS AS AN INDIRECT CLAIM OFRESPONSIBILITY FOR MR . WAITE'S ABDUCTIONTHE BEIRUT WEEKLY AL - SHIRA . ' , WHICH HAD REVEALED U S.ARMS SALES TO IRAN SAID IN A REPORT TO BE PUBLISHED ON MONDAYTHAT MR . WAITE WAS ABDUCTED WHEN A MICRO - TRANSMITTER HAS FOUNDCONCEALED UNDER BIS HAIR
THE OTAF ON JULY 3 CLAIMED : IT WAS POLDING NA . CLASS RIT

.

.
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CRT 15 12 - JUL - 87 15:25:19 PACE 2

FAILED TO CIVE . PROOF IR ANOTHER MESSACE LAST THURSDAY IT
WARNED THAT MR . GLASS WOULD BE EXECUTED WITHIN 48 BOURS IF THE
! " ITED STATES FAILED TO PAY A 16- MILLION DOLLAR RANSOM TO THE
PEOPLE OF J.EBANON AND DID NOT HALT ITS OPERATIONS IN THE GULF

in SUNDAY S STATEMENT THE OTAF DENOUNCED IMEAIALISM AND
especíALLY THE FAMILIES OF THE HOSTACES - FOA KOT HAVING SEEDED THE
RANSON CALL ,

ANOTHER SELF PROCLAIMED CORUP , THE ORGANISATION FOR THE DEF
ENSE

OF FREE PEOPLES ( ODPP ) , RELEASED A VIDEOC ASSETTE LAST TUESDAY
IN
WHICE MA . CLASS SAID HE WAS A SPY FOR THE U.S. CENTRAL
INTELLIGENCE AGENCY . IT LATER ATTACKED THE OTAF CLAIM ISSUED
ON THURSDAY AND ACCUSED THE CROUP OF WOAKING ON BEHALF OF

* INTELLICENCE SERVICES THAT WANT TO EXPLOIT TRE DETENTION OF THE
SPY CLASS

Mit . CLASS . A FORMER EMPLOYEE OF ABC NEWS , WAS ABDUCTED JUN
E
17 IR A S : l ITE MOSLEM NEIGHBORHOOD JUST SOUTH OF BEIRUT .

( ENDALL ) 121037 12/1102 Z JUL
BT

E206 :
ACTION FMICÍ 1 )
INFO JSI 44 ( 1 ) DB- 3B( * )
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18 - A0C - 87 06:54:27 PACŁ 1

MD.ATE - URCLASSIFIED GERSER MESRAGE 1681 CHARACTERS

REFERENCE FROM FBIS NICOSIA CY , SSR 351 AT 18 04222 AUG87

ROUTING ABSICKED BY MSS :
CCF 2 MELE MESY TERR CIAR ARCS

PRINTER 48SIGNED BY MSS :
D$ 11 ( 1 ) , D512 ( 1 ) .

SUBJECT ASSIGRED BY MSS :
DC9 , TERR . SYRIA , LEBANOS , CURRENT DATE 878817 ,

CEASER TASKING TIPOFF ,

DICTIONAXY : 69 , PROFILE :
1 24 97 342 612 878 919

MMIC - AUTODIN MSG NUMBER :
448-976126

CDSN : XS8204 MCN : 87230/81694 TOR : 872390437 FTSTOR = 872306437

EZOI :
OTTUZYUW ADQMQFA 0351 2309424 - UUAA AUEKDIC .

ZNR VUVAA TYM ZPO
EZ02 :

180422Z AUG 87

FM FBIS NICOSIA CY
TO AIG 4658

AIG 4681
ABCFMAA 0SS MASHVILLE 11 -211

RUCWAAA FBIS RESTON VA

RUDOREA FBIS LONDON UK 11 DX 11

NUEDADA AFIS AMHS BCLLING AFB DC

RVEHBLAMEMBASSY BEIRUT

RUERDO AMEMBASSY DOHA

RUFAMBA CTG SIX ZERO PT TWO

RUFRDA CTF SIX ZERO
AUFAMHACTF SIX ORE

.HUA COAA COMSEVENTHELT

ACCT FBNC - EWDK
BT
UNCLAS ONLD PMU MAR

1703 :
1794 :
ATTR JORDAN AAMM
COPY TO LLAISON ( 2 )

SUBJ
IZA5 :
REF LD 180327 ACKNOWLEDCING JOHNSOR POR :BBC NEWSROOM

LEAARON : GLASS ESCAPES KIDNAPPERS IN W. BEIROT 18 AUG

20:22

PEJRIT VOICE OF LEBANON IN ARABIC @315 CMT 18 AUC 87

( { TEXT ) ) SECURITY SOURCES HAVE REPORTED TEATUS

JOURNALIST CHARLES GLASS , WHO FAS KIDNAPPED WITA · ALI

• OSAYRAN THE SON OF THE DEFENSE MINISTER , LAST JUNE IN

AL - AWZA ( ( WEST BEIRUT - FBIS ) ) . ARRIVED AT THE

SULDERLAND HOTEL ( ( IN WEST BEIRUT -- FBIS ) ) AT 23 % IN A

TAXI AFTER ESCAPING FROM BIS KIDRAPPERS . THESE SOURCES

ADDED THAT SYRIAN ONITS ARRIVED AT THE SUMERLAND HOTEL AND

ACCOMANIED GLASS TO AN INDISCLOSE NATION .

( ENDALL ) 180313 18/8426 Z AUG

BT

( 1 , M )EZ06 :
ACTION NAIC ( 1 )
INFO + SAFE

TOTAL COPIES REQUIRED

* 0351

MAR
207 :

APPROVED FOR RELEASE

Dite AUG : ? 3

20
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CAT 13 L 16 - AUG - 87 06:53:25 PAGE 1

IMEDIATE UNCLASSIFTED CENSER MESSACE 1752 CHARACTERS

TurbūICE FROM FBIS TEL AVIV NS , SSN 893 AT 18 04252 AUC87

ROUTING ASSIGNED BY MSS :
CCF2 MELE MEIS MESY TERA ARCS

PRINTER ASSIGNED BY MSS :
D511 ( 1 ) , D512 ( 1 ) . D508 ( 1 ) ,

SUBJECT ASSIGNED BY MSS :
DC9 , TERR , SYRIA , ISRAEL , LEBANOR , CURRENT DATE 870817 ,
CENSER TASKING TIPOFF .

DICTIONARY : G9 , PROFILE :
1 24 97 342 878 919 921

NMIC - AUTODIN MSG NUMBER :
448-105226

CDSR = NSS441 MCH : 87230/02235 TOR = 872300619 FTSTOR = 872300619

F201 :
OTTUZYUW RUOMFVA 0805 2300428 -UUAARUEKDIC .

ZNR VUUAA ZYN ZPO

EZ02 :
1804252 AUG 87

FM FBIS TEL AVIV IS
TO AIG 4624

AIG 4658
ARCFMAA OSS NASHVILLE 11 K -2/1

XMT FBIS TEL AVIV IS

ACCT FETA EWDK

BT
UNCLAS 3LMR PMO LD

703 :
E284 :
ATTE JORDAT AAM
SUBJ
EZ05 :
REX LD 189327 FYI : 0.6 . HOSTAGE REPORTEDLY TRKED IR DERAMOR

ISRAEL FEPORTS O.S. JOURRALLST " 6 ELICHT FROM CAPTORS

TA 189425

: JERUSALEM DOMESTIC SERVICE IN BEBREN 9400 CHT 18 AUG 87

( ( TEX ) ) ONE OF THE O.S. BOSTACES HELD IN LEBANON , JOUR

NALIST

CHARLES GLASS , THIS MORNING MANAGED TO ESCAPE FROM THE SAL . ITES

BO HAD HELD OM CAPTI VE . OUR MONITOR MIKHA ' EL CORDOS DEPORTS

TRAT THE INITIAL REPORT ON TAJS WAS BROADCAST BY TWO BEIRUT RADIO

STATIONS , ABC - TV , FOR WHICR GLASS SERVED AS A CORRESPONDENT IN

: RE RUT , REPORTED THAT ONE OF ITS REPORTERS IN THE LEBANESE

CAPITAL BAS TALIED TO GLASS AFTER BIS ESCAPE , THE REPORT SAID

THAT GLASS MANAGED TO REACB A VEST BEIRUT BOTEL AND LEFT IT

: . SHORTLY AFTERWARDS ACCOMPANIED BY SYRIAN SOLDIERS

THE TITLYISION REPORT IN WASHINGTOR SAID THAT GLASS WILL TFT

i tü bis distiVaS SHORTLY .
THE U.S. JOURNALIST WAS DRAPPED IN BEIRUT APPROXIMATELY 2

MONTBS AGO ALONG WITH THE LEBANESE DEFENSE MINISTER'S SON THE

LATTER W RELEASED A WEEK AFTER THE KIDNAPPING

( ENDALL ) 180400 . 18/0436 Z ADC

BT

06 :
ACTION MIC ( 1 )

INFO + SAFE

(IM )

TOTAL COPIES REQUTRED 1

* 0805

NNNN
EZOT :

APPRQUE AUR RELEASECute

161
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Chỉ số 18 - AUG - 87 06:59:48 PAGE 1

IMEDIATE UNCLASSIFIED CENSER MESSAGE 1581 CHARACTERS
REFERENCE FROM FBIS NICOSIA CY , SSR 351 AT 18 04222 AUG87
ROUTING ASSIGNED BY MSS :

CCF2 MILE MESY TERR CIAR ARCS
PRINTER ASS : GNED BY MESS :

D511 ( 1 ) , D512 ( 1 ) ,
SUBJECT ASSIGNED BY MSS :

DG9 , TERA , SYRIA , LEBARON , CURRENT DATE 878817 ,
GENSER TASKING TIPOFF .

DICTIONARY : 09 , PROFILE :
1 24 97 342 612 878 919

KMIC - AUTODIN MSG NUMBER :
448-076126

CDSN : NSS204 MCR = 87230/01694 TOR : 872300437 FTSTOR = 872388437
EZ01 :

OTTUZYUX ROQMOFA 0351 2300424 -UUAA--RUEXDIC .
ZNA UVVAA ZYN ZPO
EZ02 :

1 89422Z AUG 87
FM FBIS NICOSIA CY
TO AIG 4658
AIG 4681
RACFMAA OSS NASHVILLE 11 M -211
RUCWAAA / FBIS RESTON VA
RUDOREA FBIS LONDON UK 11 DW 11
RUEDADA AF : S AMAS BOLLING AFB DC
RUEHBL AMEMBASSY BELAUT
hutavu / AMCMBASSY DOBA
RUFAMBA CTC SIX ZERO PT TWO
HUFAMDA CTF SIX ZERO
AUFAMHACTF SIX ONE
RUHCOA4 COMSEVENTHELT
ACCT FBAC - EWDK
BT
UNCLAS SNLD PMU MA
EZ03 :
T204 :
ATTN JORDAN AAMM
COPY TO LIAISON ( 2 )
SUBJ
EZOS :

.REF LD 180327 ACKNOFLEDGING JOHNSON FOR BBC NEWSROOM
IFRANON : GASS ESCAPES KIDNAPPERS IN W. BEIRUT 18 AUG
6:00:20
VEROT VOICE or EB.AROR IN ARABIC 0313 CM 18 AUG 87

( ( TEXT ) ) SECURITY SOURCES HAVE REPORTED THAT O
JOURNALIST CHARLES CLASS , WHO WAS KIDNAPPED WITE
USAYRAN , THE SON OF THE DEFENSE MINISTER , LAST JUNE IR

AL - AWZA ' I ( ( WEST BEIRUT --_ FBIS... ARRIVED AT THE
SUMMERLAND HOTEL ( ( IN WEST BEIRUT TBIS ) ) AT @239 IN A
TAXI AFTER ESCAPING FROM AIS KIDNAPPERS . THESE SOURCES
ADDED THAT SYRIAN UNITS ARAI VED AT THE SUMMERLAND BOTEL AND
ACCOMPANIED GLASS TO AN UNDISCLOSED DESTINATION .
( ENDALL ) 180315 18/0426 Z AUG

BT

S.
• ALI

EZ06 :
ACTIOR NMIC ( 1 )

INFO + SAFE
( I. )

TOTAL COPIES REQUIRED 1
* 0351

NNNN
EZ07 :

APPROVEO FOR RELEASE

Bala ! AUG 1829

(
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18 - A0C - 87 11:45:12

MEDIATE UNCLASSIFIED CENSER MESSAGE 2634 CHARACTERS
REFERENCE FROM FBIS AMHAN JO , SSN 280 AT 18 1040Z AUC87
AOUTI NG ASSIGNED BY MSS :

CCF2 MELE MESY TERR CIAR ARCS
FAINTER ASSIGNED BY MSS :

D511 ( 1 ) , D512 ( 1 ) ,
SUBJECT ASSISNED BY MSS :

DG9 , TEAR , SYRIA , LEBANON , CURRENT DATE 878817 ,
CENSER TASKING TIPOFF ,

DICTIONARY : 69 , PAOFILE :
1 24 97 342 612 878 919

MMC- AUTODIN MSG NUMBER :
448-130526

CSN : NSS511 MCM : 87230/93975 TOR : 872301143 FTSTOR : 872301143
E201 :

OTTUZYUW ROQMIFA 0280 2301127 - VUAA -- AUEIDIC .
ZNR DUVAA ZYN ZO
EZ02 :

181040Z AUG 87
FM FBIS AMMAR JO

TO AIG 4658
A1c 624
AIG 4681
RRCFMAA / OSS NASHVILLE 11 N -21
RUEDADA / AFIS AMBS BOLLIRG AFÐ DC
PUELLAMEMBASSY SE INCT
KUEHDO AMEMBASSY DOHA
KUFAJVAMCORSUL JERUSALEM
RUFRMBA / CTC SIX ZERO PT TWO
RUFRMDACTF SIX ZERO
KUFRMBACTF SIX ONE
ACCT FBJN - EWDK
BT
UNCLAS 5 OPMU IR
E283 :
204 :
AITN JORDAN AAMM
SUBJ

2205 :
REF JN 180724 FYI : SYRIAR PEDIA SILET ON CLASS
SYRIA : CLASS BANDED OVER TO U.S. EMBASSY IK DAMASCUS
+ binnen

JIAMASCUS DOMESTIC SERVICE IN ARABIC 1015 CMT 18 AUG 37
( ( TEXT ) ) D.8 . JOURNALIST CHARLES CLASS OO BAS ELE

HELD IN LEBANON SINCE 17 JONE . WAS HANDED OVER TO U.S.
CHARCE D AFFAIRES DAVID RAMSON AT THE FOREIGN MINISTRY
BUILDING IN DAMASCOS TRIS MORNING . FOREIGN MINISTER FAROQ
AL - SHAA AANDED HIM OVER TO THEU.S. CHAACE D'AFFAIRES IN

" THE PRESENCE OF A REPRESENTATIVE FROM THEU.S. ABC
TELEVISION NETWORK WHERE GLASS WAS WORKING

GLASS TRANKED THE SYRIAN GOVERNMENT AND THE SYRLAN
FORCES IN LEBANON FOR THEIR EFFORTS TO HELEASE HIM BEFORE A
CROWD OF ARAB , SYRIAN , AND FOREIGN JOURNALISTS . US
CRARCE D'AFFAIRES IN DAMASCUS RANSOM ALSO THANKED PRESIDENT
HAFIZ AL ASAD AND THE SYRIAN GOVERNMENT ON BEHALF OF HIS
COVERAMENT FOR THE CONTINUOUS EFFORTS WHICH LED TO THE
RELEASE OF CLASS

IK A RELATED DEVELOPMENT , FOREIGN MINISTER FAROQ AL -
SHAR ANSWERED REPORTERS QUESTIONS BY STRESSING THAT
SYRIA UNDER PRESIDEFT HAFIZAL - ASAD • S LEADERSHIP WILL

CONTINUE ITS EFFORTS TO SECURE TEE RELEASE OF ALL THOSE
HELD IN LEBANON . ON BEHALF OF PRESIDENT RAFIZAL - ASAD THE
MINISTEA CONCRATULATED GLASS AND HIS FAMILY ON HIS SAFE
RETURN . AL - SHAR . ADDED TEAT THE ABDUCTION OF CLASS IN WEST
BEIRUT , WHERE THE SYRIAN FORCES ARE PRESENT , WAS
UNACCEPTABLE BECAUSE ALL KION THAT SYATA IS DETERMLNED TO
PRESEAVE SECURITY AND ORDER IN THAT AREA . HE ADDED :

THEREFORE : SYALS, EXERTED EVERY, POSSIBLETEFTCRTRAND APPLIEAPPROVED FOR RELEASEOF DAY TO SECURE THE
RELEASE OF GLASS . : n

( ENDALL ) 181015 1132 2 AOC
BT

.

HANC

EZ06 :
ACTION NMIC ( 1 )

63
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PAGE 1
LCIT : 19 -A0C - 87 14:13:08

PRIORITY --ONCLASSTETED - GERSEN MESSAGE 4444CHARACTERS

REFERENCE FROM FBIS AMMAN JO , SSN 334 AI 19 1254Z 'AUC87

ROUTING ASSIGNED BY MSS :
CCF2 PELE MESY TEHA ARCS

PRINTER ASSIGNED BY MSS :
DO10 ( 1 ) , D $ 11 ( 1 ) , D512 ( 1 ) ,

SUBJECT ASSIGNED BY MSS :
DG9 , EUR , TERA , SYRIA , LEBANON , UNITED NATIONS .

CURRENT DATE 870817 , CENSER TASKIRC TIPOFF ,

DICTIONARY : 69 , PROFILE :
1 24 97 169 302 342 678 919

NMIC - AUTODIR MSG RUMBER :
450 -042256

87

CDSN = NSS758 MCK = 87231/04722 TOA = 872311347 FTSTOA :- 872311347 .

EZOI :
PITUZYUW RUQMIFA 0334 2311318 - UUAA -- RUEIDIC .

ZNR JUUAA ZYR ZPO

202 :

P 191234Z AUG 87

FM FBIS AMAN JO

TO AIG 4658

AIC 4624
RECFMAA USS RASHVILLE IN - 2 / 1

KUFAJU AMCONSUL JERUSALEM

ACCT FBJN - EWDK

ET
UNCLAS 5 OPMU MWR

EZ93 :
E704 :
ATTK JORDAN AAMM

SUBJ
IT05 :

DAMASCUS UKUERSCORES SYRIA · GEROLE IN BASS REPEASE

JN 191254

DAMASCUS DOMESTIC SERVICE IN ARABIC 1130 CAT 19. AOC

( ( STATION COMMENTARY ) )

( ( TEXT ) ) THE KIDRAPPED , S. JOURNALIST CHARLES CLASS PAS

RELEASED YESTERDAY . HE WAS BANDED OVER 10 THE O.B.CHARGE

D'AFFAIRES IN DAMASCUS BY FORETGN MINISTER FARDO AL SHAR ' .

A FEW HOURS AFTEF.THE RELEASE GENERAL VERNON WALTERS , THE

UNITED STATES . PERMANENT REPRESENTATIVE IN THE UNITED

STIONS ANT PRESIDENT RONALD REAGAN'S PERSONAL ENVOY ,

FASTST"!!..: rhisiDLT PATI ? AL - ASAD AND CONVEYED TO BIX THE

UNITED STATES ' TANKS AND CRATITUTE FOR SYRIA : Erronts !

BELEASING THE AMERICAN JOURNALIST . IR HIS STATEMENT . THE

WHITE HOUSE SPOKESMAN ALSO PRALSED SYRIA'S ROLE IN THE

RELEASE OF THE AMERICAR BOSTACE , ABO RAS KIDNAPPED IF WEST

BEJRUT ALONGSIDE THE LEBANESEDEFENSE MLKISTER · S SON AND

HIS COMPANION .
IF WE SET ASIDE THE WILD AND SENSATIONAL POLICE STORIES

ON HOW THE AMERICAN BOSTAGE WAS RELEASED STORIES WICA

REMIND US OF JAMES BOND AND AAMBO MOVIES WE WILL FIND

THE SENSIBLE AMERICAN STATEMENTS CONTAIN MANY THANKS FOR

SYRIA'S ROLE IN RELEASING THE HOSTAGE . THEY RECOGNIZE IN

PARTICULAR SYRIA'S SPECIAL EFFORTS TO ENSURE THE SAFE

RETURN OF THE AMERICAN CITIZEN TO HIS FAMILY .

ACTUALLY , SYRIA ' S EFFORTS IN PERSUADING THE KID.JAPPEAS

TO RELEASE THE AMERICAR HOSTAGE WERE NOT FOR REASONS -

CONNECTED WITH TEE HOSTACE HIMSELF , OR OUT OF CONVICTION

OVER WHAT HE HAS DOING IN THEREGION OR OUT OF REJECTION

OF THE ACCUSATION MADE BY TRE KIDNAPPERS ARD THEIR

SYMPATHIZERS AGAINST HIM . OR OUT OF APPEASEMENT FOR THE

O.S. ADMINISTRATION WHICA , ONTIL RECENTLY , HAS BEEN

LEVELLING FALSE AND UNJUSTIFIABLE ACCUSATIONS AGAINST SYRIA

ABOUT SUPPORTIRG TERRORISM , SYRIA HAS EXEATED THESE

EFFORTS BECAUSE IT IS AGAINST TERRORISM AND ALSO BECAUSE IT

DOES NOT AT ALL APPROVE THE METEOD OF KIDNAPPING INNOCENT

PEOPOLE , INCLUDING JOUANALISTS AND DIPLOMATS , SYRIA DOES

NOT BELIEVE TEST SUCH A METEOD SERVES ANY LIBERATION OR

HUMANITARIAN CAUSE OR CONSTITUTES ANY FONM OF RESISTANCE

AGAINST OCCUPATION . TBIS SYRIAN POSITION ON THE SUB'ECT AF

TERRORISM AND KIDNAPPING WAS ANNOUNCED BY PRESIDENT RAFIZ

AL - ASAD ON SEVERAL OCCASIONS . WHAT THE PRESIDENT SAYS

EXPRESSES TEE REALITY AND THE PRINCIPLED STAND THAT IS
64

APPROVED FOR
RELEASE
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CET 15 19 -AUG - 87 PACE 2
L 14:13:11

.
JOURNALIST IN WEST BEIRUT AND WARNED THE KIDNAPPERS , IT

MEANT WHAT IT SAID . NON THE U.S. JOURNALIST FREE . BECAUSE

THE KIDNAPPERS KNOW THAT SYRIA DOES NOT FAIL TO CARRY OUT

WHAT IT PROMISES TO DO AND ASSERT ITS CREDIBILITY . SYRIA

WILL SPARE NO EFFORT TO ENSURE TBE RELEASE OF ALL BOSTAGES

ALTHOUC ! T22 STARDS OF THE U.S. ADMINISTRATION IN

PARTICULAR AND THE WESTERN STATES IN CENERAL OFTEN

COMPLICATE MATTERS AND FLAMPER THE EFFORTS TO END THE

KIDNAPPINGS IN AN APPROPRIATE HUMANITARIAN MANNER THAT

ENSURES THE SAFETY OF THE HOSTAGES .

IN AS MUCH AS IT OPPOSES THE KIDNAPPING OF INROCENT

PEOPLE, INCLUDING JOURNALISTS AND DIPLOMATS , SYRIA STROKAY

SUPPORTS PEOPLES ' RIGHT TO STROCCLE FOR THEIR FREEDOM AND

INDEPENDENCE AND TO RESIST OCCUPATION BY ALL POSSIBLE AND

AVAILABLE MEANS AND CAPABILITIES . IT IS AEGRETTABLE THAT

THE U.S. ADMINISTRATION , EICH IS CREATING A BIG UPROAR

OVER TERRORISM IS THE ONE FB1CA OPPOSED SYRIA S PROPOSAL

FOR AN INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE TO DEFINE THE MEANING OF

TERRORISM
( ENDALL ) 191130 , 19/1332 Z AUG

BT

+

( 0.A.6 )
EZ06 :
ACTION NMC ( 1 )

INFO JSI - 5A ( 1 ) DB - 3B ( * )

+ SAFE
TOTAL COT IS MERIDIU

0334

NNNN

EZO7 ;

APPROVED FOR RELEASE

L AUG 1383Care
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PAGE 1
CRT 15 27 - AUG - 87 18:32:21

FIORITY UNCLASSIFTED - GENSER MESSACE 1998 CHARACTERS
RDFEFFECE FPC: 1 FBIS NICOSIA CY , SSR 859 AT 27 17367 AUGOT
RUTI :: ASS :CED BY MUS :

. IEIR TESY TED $
POINTF ?!!-5:22 1727:

( 1 ) , DELI ( ! ) , 2512 ( ! ) , ! ( 1 ) ,
ZBJECT ISSIGH20 JY IS :

DGO , IRAN , NEUR , TENA , SYRIA . LEBANON , CURRENT DATE 870824 ,
DICTIONARY : G9 , PROFILE :

| 24 159 392 876 916 919 957
NIC -AUTCOIN SG NUGER :

058-155416

FTSTOA : 872391808
CHSN : NSS6,5 MCN : 9723 9705793 TOR - 87239189S
EZ61 :
PTTUZYUY ROCAFA 0803 2391740 - VUAARUEKDIC .
ZIR UULJA ZYJ ZPO
EZ02 :
P271738Z ATG 87
FI FEIS NICOSIA CY
TO AIG 4658
AIC 4 681
RECEIL!!!SS FASUVILLE / M -21 /
RUCHAAA / FBIS RESTON VA
RUDOREA.FBIS LONDON WW / DX //
RUEDADA / AFIS AMES BOLLINC AFB DC
RVENBL AMEMBASSY BEIRUT
RUENDO AMEMBASSY DORA
SUFRMA. CTC SIX ZERO PT TWO
RUFAMDA / CTF SIX ZERO
NUFRM1/ CTF SIX ONE
XT FEIS LONDON JIV SBC//
VOA KASU DC
ACCT FBNC - EWDK
BT
UI /CLAS 5NL ] PHU MNR
EZO3 ;
F204
ATTN JORDAN A4MM

:ربمن
COPY TO LIAISON ( 2 )
SUBJ
E705 :
LEBANON : AL - SEIRA SAYS HIZBALLAH ESCORTED GLASS TO BOTEL
RC271738
BEIRUT AL - SHIRA IN ARABIC 24 AUG 87 P 7

( (EXCERPT ) ) ( (PASSAGE OMITTED ) ) ACCORDING TO INFORMATION
AVAILABLE TO AL - SHIRA ON THE RELEASE OF ( ( U.S. JOURTALIST
CHARLES -- FBIS ) ) GLASS , BE ARRIVED AT THE SUMMERLAND HOTEL
TARING SPORTS CLOTEES AT DAWN ON TUESDAY ( ( 18 AUGUST --F515 ) ) WITU TIREE HIZEALLAR GUNEN IN A BMW AUTOMOBILE .
77E GUTOLEN COT AIM OUT OF THE CAR AND MADE SURE HE REACHED
TI ! E RECEFTIGN DESK TI GOT A ROOM WHERE HE COULD REST ANDTIL AUCT BATE . FCIISI THE BOTEL WAS FULL THE
TECE7T10 IST LAD TO TOT CLASS IN A ROTEL STAFF ROI : 1 . CLASS
K'S LATE !. TPAISTERED IN A SIFJAN MILITARY POLICE VEHICLETC DASCUS 1.331 .Y GUARN .

AL - 051.2 AS ALSO LOURNED TIIT TLARANS RELEASE OF
CLASS ELUS OPENED TRE 23. WIDE FOR DAMASCUS TO SEEK THE

LEASS TT:: TOEGERUAR TOSTAGES BEING HELD Y
P7: - IRAN CR3 1 : ! ISOR . AL - SHIRA HS.CC.TIPSNT2T THE TWO - WS . ULEI PRLE.90 $ 29Y , SYRIAS12112! 17 :: TI! 1 : T5i6 SPECT HAVING BEEN
JCCELなら 、.
2.) 5 fins 27 / 1743Z AUG

Plantedby

Syria ?

APPROVED FOR RELEASE.
Date

HK AUG 1959

:::
.. ::: : * : * : *

J .- !. ( 1 ) DC
( V , A , 6 )

)65
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CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

WASHINGTON . D.C. 20505

11 April 1988

Otice of General Counsel

Robe Die

Assistant United States attorney

U. S. Department of Justice

155 South Miami Avenue , Suite 700

Miami , Florida 33:30

Re : Avirsar v . u . , S.D. Sia .

Dear Bob :

Enclose are some materials about the referenced case that may

be worth glancing through . The Effidavit was cone by the

plaintiffs ' attorney , Daniel Sheehan , who claimed , as one of his

sources for information supporting the complaint , a retice Acency

office : named Carl Jenkins . Mr. Jenkins execucec the enclosed

affidavit and gave a deposition basically rebutting Sheehan's

allegations of Mr. Jenkins as a source . The Christic institute is

funding the litigation , and some of their literature is also

enclosed , as is a recent news article . I will fail in the details

when I come down in a few weeks . There may be an imminent

increase in press interest , also .

Many thanks .

Sincerely ,

Àssistant General course

Distribution :

Hiburuved' Rennio
NOV 1991

47
Date
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CONTRAGATE ALERT

December 1987 TheChristic Institute No. 5

THE IRAN-CONTRA SCANDAL : MORE TO BE TOLD

On November 25 , 1986 , President Reagan and

Attorney General Ed Meese shocked the nation

by announcing that high - level Administration

officials had secretly sold arms to Iran , and

diverted the profits to the Nicaraguan contras .

One year and 250 hours of congressional

testimony later , the Iran-Contra Select

Committees released the report of their

investigation . With the completion of the report
and the anticipation of several limited

indictments by the Independent Counsel , the

White House and many members of Congress have

pronounced the scandal officially "over ".

whether the President knew of the diversion of

profits to the contras . They confined the

investigation to an unnecessarily limited scope-

the two year period from 1984 to 1986 , when the

Boland amendments prohibited U.S. aid to the

contras . They failed to examine the evidence ,

produced by the Christic Institute and others , of

drug -smuggling and other criminal activity .

Given these facts , it is not surprising that the

Committees ' analysis of the scandal conveys a

number of very serious false impressions . In

1984 , according to the report , Oliver North and

William Casey brought together, an ad hoc

coalition of former Pentagon arms salesman and

government covert operation specialists , led by

Richard Secord for the limited purpose of

supplying the contras .

not.Yet we know that it is The Select

Committees ' investigation and final report sketch

the outlines of a constitutional and foreign

policy crisis . The report charts unprecedented

lying and law-breaking on the part of the

principals in the scandal -- both Administration

officials and private operatives . It identifies

shadow operations carried out by a semi - private

network outside the law and our democratic
institutions . Unfortunately , the report fails to

connect the dots .

Yet this enterprise was not created in 1984 , nor

was it temporary . It was not masterminded by

Oliver North nor run by Richard Secord . Nor was

it limited to the contra operations in Nicaragua .

The Enterprise described during the Iran-Contra

hearings is , in fact , precisely the permanent , "off
the shelf" . " stand alone ", "self - sustaining "

organization which Oliver North falsely testified

was never established . North suggested that such

an organization remained an unfulfilled dream of

CIA Director William Casey .

The Committees ' work did not expose the origins

of the shadow operations , nor fully address the

legal and constitutional issues embedded in the

scandal , the deception and criminality that

emerged , or the dangerous foreign policy

initiatives behind these activities . This failure to

comprehend the full picture the roots ,

motivations and implications of the scandal is

.2 direct result of the limited nature of the

investigation .

This " off - the-shelf " covert operations

organization exists today . It was established over

ten years ago and continues to be supervised by

Theodore Shackley , a defendant in the Christic

Institute lawsuit and the director of global

covert operations under George Bush , when Bush

was director of the CIA . The organization has

engaged in illegal covert operations worldwide

over the past decade not only in Nicaragua , but

in Iran and Southeast Asia .
concimed

The inadequacies of the investigation and report

were shaped by acts of both omission and
commission . The Committees structured the

hearings around a narrow focus - Damely ,

THE CHRISTIC INSTITUTE + 324 NORTH CAPITOL STREET NW WASHINGTON DC 20002 * (202 ) 737-2106
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Page 2 CONTRAGATE ALERT December 1987

'he Committees also created the impression that

je sale of TOW and Hawk missiles and other

eaponry to Iran represented either a good faith

ut misguided effort to open channels of

ommunication to "moderate " elements in Iran , or

o ineptly executed effort to trade arms for the

merican hostages held by Iran in 1984 .

Security Act of 1947. The history of covert

operations traced by the Christic Institute

lawsuit shows clearly that the scandal was not

an aberration , and the Committees ' recommend

ations for additional congressional oversight do

not address the fundamental incompatibility of :

covert action and our democratic institutions.

Further analysis of the evidence , combined with

nvestigations by the news media and the

Christic Institute point to more powerful

aotivations. Funding for additional covert

ctivities and support for the contras were at

east as important as ransoming US citizens.

ne hostage , however, did have special signi .

icance for the Enterprise . William Buckley , CIA
tation chief in Lebanon and a senior member of

he CIA's anti - terrorist unit could have revealed

Theodore Shackley's covert operations organ

zation, and his capture and torture added a

pecial urgency to the arms sales .

:

The investigations do represent an initial con

gressional response to the shadow government's

assault on constitutional government , and the

report brought us a step further in our

understanding of the crisis . With appropriate and

timely pressure from an informed public ,

Congress may yet find the courage necessary to

confront the full scandal . Members of Congress

must be pressed on three points : 1 ) to continue

investigations into the unresolved issues of

Contragate , within the appropriate congressional

committees with jurisdiction ; 2) to use their

enforcement power · impeachment to act on

the evidence produced by its investigation of

high crimes and misdemeanors on the part of

many federal officials ; and 3 ) to address the

systematic problems exposed by the lawsuit and

the scandal -- especially the use of illegal and

covert "off - the-shelf" operations as an

instrument of foreign policy .

By focusing on the individuals active in the

semi-private enterprise , Committee members

concluded the problem lay with a confined "cabal

of zealots," and not within the more dangerous ,
well -entrenched shadow government of national

security agencies created by the National

CONTRAGATE ORGANIZING UPDATE

Henry Hyde and former CIA director William

Colby ;

Across the country , activists have been

explaining the Christic Institute lawsuit and the

issues raised by Contragate to their communities.

Through educational house parties , video

showings ор regional cable networks, and

speaking events by local experts and Christic

Institute staff, organizers are translating the

complexities of the lawsuit for others and
getting more people aware and involved. Articles

in metropolitan newspapers and peace magazines,
often authored by local activists, are reaching
hundreds of thousands of people regularly .

Activities organized by local groups include :

* An opportunity for Minneapolis "Contragate

Watch " activists Nancy Jones , Marylee Fithian ,
and Gail Jensen to share their views with

millions on Bill Moyers ' PBS special "The Secret

Government: Constitution in Crisis," which aired

nationwide November 4 ;

* Participation in the national Days of Decision

campaign , which generated thousands of phone

calls and letters to Congress in early November

for a strong show of opposition to continued aid
to the contras .Arrangements for a month of speaking

engagements and activist training by Christic
Institute staff in Tennessee, Kentucky , Alabama,

Mississippi, and Georgia ;

The Christic Institute's Outreach Department is

in regular contact with manywith many organizers in

different states . Unfortunately , with a mailing
list of over 40,000 , we cannot keep up with

everyone we encourage you to let us know

what you are doing , and how we can help .

• Student teach- ins coordinated around a 500

campus College Satellite Network broadcast of

Dan Sheehan and Leslie Cockburn,debatingRep.
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CONTRAGATE ACTION ALERT

One of the most difficult questions local

activists are asked at educational events on

Contragate and the Christic Institute case is

*What can I do?" An effective local strategy

requires inviting and integrating new people into

ongoing education , media , and fundraising efforts

to support the Christic Institute investigation. As

a group grows, SO does the potential for

increased community interest in stopping the

illegalities documented by the Christic Institute

investigation and lawsuit. In the next month ,

new activities and outreach ideas you might

consider are :

3) Question the Candidates: As the nation gears

up for the 1988 presidential and congressional

elections , consider various ways that you, as a

concerned voter , can raise the issues

surrounding Contragate and the lawsuit within

the pre -election dialogue . Voice your concerns to

the candidates , at public forums, debates , or in

letters .

4 ) Create a Local Coalition : Many of the

organizations in the Christic Institute's

Communications Alliance have local chapters that

could be more involved in your work in the

community . Arrange a meeting with members of

these chapters and plan ways you might work

together to educate their constituencies about

the case .

1 ) Respond to the Select Committee Report : The

joint report of the House and Senate Iran-Contra

committees was released on November 18. The

report should be met with an informed response

from concerned citizens nationwide . Congress and

the media must be alerted to the public demand

for a more compreheasive investigation .

Consider the following responses : a ) Write , call

or visit your representatives. Stress the need for

the unresolved issues to be taken up immediately

by the standing committees in the Congress ; b )

Get your message to your local media . Write

letters to the editor or op-eds for your local

paper , after reviewing the report . Request a

meeting with the editorial board of the local

paper. Make clear that the public is not satisfied

with the investigation to date , that we expect

full disclosure through the media , and

appropriate corrective measures from the

Congress .

5) Outreach to Religious Groups: The issues

raised by Contragate are not only political ; when

illegal wars and drug-running are allowed to

continue unchecked , we realize that the

constitutional crisis is part of a larger moral

crisis in this country . People of faith must be

involved in discussing these issues and meeting

the challenge of action. Members of a local

Contragate action group may be involved in a

church or synagogue willing to sponsor an

educational event . The Christic Institute's

Communications Alliance includes many of the

major religious denominations in this country ,

and this national sponsorship can help you in

working with local religious leaders.

2 ) Continue Congressional Pressure : Letter

writing campaigns should now focus on two

congressional committees : a ) the Senate Foreign

Relations Committee , where the subcommittee on

Terrorism and Narcotics , (chaired by John Kerry

. ( D -MA ), needs pressure to pursue evidence of

contra drug-running; and b) the House Judiciary

Subcommittee on Crime , chaired by Bill Hughes

(D -NJ ), which is investigating allegations of

drug-running and obstruction of justice . Be sure

to alert your own senators and representative to

your concerns about contra drug-smuggling. Plan

to follow-up on your letters with phone calls and

visits during the December congressional recess .

6) Outreach to Human Services Organizations :

Our new report on the contra-drug connection

demonstrates that extra-governmental covert

action not only creates violence in remote areas

of the world ; it brings addiction , despair , and

destruction to our own neighborhoods . Social

workers and health care providers in drug

prevention efforts should understand the

connection between an illegal foreign policy and

the drug business, so that they in turn can

explain these ties to others. Think of other

organizations whose members are concerned with

increased drug use inin our country. Parent.

Teacher Associations (PTAs) , health workers '

unions, and crime prevention associations all

need to know more about these issues .
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THE CHRISTIC INSTITUTE LAWSUIT :
CASE UPDATES

"Gag" Order Suspended

** . In response to a request by General John

Singlaub's attorney , Chief Judge King refused to
" gag " Christic Institute attorneys during this
case . The October 28 judge's order suspends
Local Rule 21 , which prohibits attorneys from

speaking publicly about their cases .

Acknowledging that the case is of major public

importance , Judge King announced that he would

permit all attorneys to speak freely to the media
and the public. This was an unprecedented

ruling for the judge , who is well known for

actively invoking this local rule .

** During the week of November 2, Institute

attorneys took a deposition of Carlos Rojas
Chinchilla , a Costa Rican carpenter with

extensive knowledge of John Hull's ranch and

the La Penca bombing . During the week prior to

his deposition , Carlos was being followed by car

and on foot ; extensive security measures were

necessary for his protection . The testimony went

extremely well , despite the fact that Rafael " Chi

Chi " Quintero was present at the deposition . A
defendant in the Christic lawsuit , Quintero is the

secret network's supply officer to the contras ,

and allegedly a political assassin for twenty - five

years . All depositions are required by law to be

accessible to all defendants and their attorneys ;

attorneys for John Singlaub and Richard Secord

were also present .

Depositions Continue

**
Christic Institute attorneys have begun a

major round of depositions ; the legal team plans
to take sworn statements from over a dozen key
witnesses before the end of the year .

Trial Date Set

** Judge King has set a trial date for the week
of June 27 , 1988. Institute attorneys believe the
need for additional discovery may delay that
date .

Trial Lawyers to Assist Christic Institute

its

** On September 9-10 , Sam Hall was deposed by
Christic Institute attorneys . Hall , an American

mercenary , was arrested near Managua in

December of 1986 by Nicaraguan authorities ,
during what he described as a secret mission . In

his deposition , Hall outlined his contacts with
three defendants in the Christic Institute suit ,
Tom Posey , Rob Owen and John Singlaub . Hall
testified that Rob Owen contacted and asked him

to go to Central America to assist the contras .
Hall then met with General Singlaub , who
arranged for him to be sent to Honduras as a
military adviser to Miskito groups operating
there . Hall left Honduras in August of 1985 ,
when the Miskitos decided that they did not
want North Americans working with them. Hall

requested and obtained 500 pounds of C - 4 while
he was operating as an adviser in Honduras . He

testified that the C -4 was already at a military
base outside of Tegucigalpa . C - 4 is a particular
type of explosive which is manufactured

exclusively for the U.S. military and was used in

the La Penca bombing. It can be obtained only
from U.S. military sources or from countries
which are provided with excess U.S. supplies .

Trial Lawyers for Publicfor Public Justice ( TLPJ )
announced on October 14 that 43 of

cooperating attorneys - including many of the
most prominent lawyers in the country - will

assist the Christic Institute in taking depositions
in its major civil racketeering suit . Judge King
has ruled that such assistance by TPLJ is

permissible .

Trial Lawyers for Public Justice is a Washington
based public interest law firm supported by 500
plaintiffs ' trial lawyers nationwide . "The top

plaintiffs ' trial lawyers in America formed TLPJ

to expose government and corporate misconduct ,
to help seek justice for its victims , and to make
the very best trial lawyers available to the

public interest community , " said Arthur Bryant,
Executive Director of TLP ) . "The Contragate
case is a perfect opportunity for both . "
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THE CONTRA-DRUG CONNECTION

the government of Nicaragua--and their

supporters in large-scale drug trafficking. Contra

narcotics smuggling stretches from cocaine

plantations in Colombia , to dirt airstrips in Costa

Rica , to pseudo-seafood companies in Miami, and ,

finally , to the drug - ridden streets of our society .

The Christic Institute filed a civil lawsuit in a

Miami Federal District Court in May of 1986 --a

full six months before the Iran / contra scandal

broke nationwide. The suit was brought on behalf

of journalists Martha Honey and Tony Avirgan ,

who were injured in the May 1984 La Penca

press conference bombing. The Institute lawsuit

first revealed Oliver North's secret network of

ex-CIA and military officers--including Richard

Secord , Albert Hakim , Theodore Shackley,

Thomas Clines , and Rob Owen . The suit charges

these men , 29 in all , with responsibility for the

La Penca bombing, and for supporting the

Nicaraguan contras when such activity is strictly

forbidden by the Federal Neutrality Act .

The evidence suggests that not only were high

Reagan Administration officials aware of contra

drug trafficking , but some have attempted to

cover up this fact and have directly assisted

such illicit activity . Despite what has already

been revealed by the Iran /contra scandal , the

contra -drug connection and the potential U.S.

government link to it remains one of the most

underreported yet explosive stories of this

decade .

THE EVIDENCE

Our investigation revealed that some of these

men have been associated with large -scale drug

trafficking in covert wars in Cuba , Southeast

Asia , and Central America --as well as illegal

arms sales and political assassinations, for over

two decades . The case , which is expected to

conie to trial in mid- 10 - late 1988 , will

undoubtedly reveal new and iniportant

information about the contra -drug connection .

Evidence of drug trafficking by the contras and

their supporters centers on four related

allegations : 1 ) that a major " guns- for -drugs"

operation has existed between North , Central ,

and South America that has helped finance the

contra war ; 2 ) that the contra leadership has

received direct funding and other support from

major narcotics traffickers ; 3 ) that some of the

contra leaders have themselves been directly

involved in drug trafficking ; and 4 ) that United

States government funds for the contras have

gone to known narcotics dealers . Each piece of

evidence cited below falls within one or more of

these categories .

FACING THE REAL DRUG WAR

A major theme of the Reagan presidency in the

1980's has been the 'War on Drugs ' , both at

home and abroad . During her anti -drug crusade ,

Nancy Reagan has told America's youth to " Just

Say No ! " to drugs . Meanwhile , President Rcagan

and his law enforcement agencies have vowed to

stem the flow of narcotics across the U.S.

border and "control the problem at its source , "

namely , in the drug-exporting countries of Latin

America .

Guns- for - Drugs

Astonishingly , however , over the past two years ,

mounting evidence has implicated the U.S. -backed

Nicaraguan "contras " .- President Reagan's SO

called " freedom fighters " attempting to overthrow

Much attention has been focused on the secret

resupply operation set up by the Reagan

Administration to keep the contras armed when

such assistance was outlawed byby Congress

between October 1984 and October 1986. Lesser

known is that this resupply operation involved

not only sending arms down to the contras , but
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also bringing drugs--mostly cocaine--back into

the United States. Profits from these drug sales

were recycled to buy more weapons for the

contras.

a contra drug smuggling operation , his indictment

would be "taken care of ." One of the contra

leaders who approached Morales was Octaviano -

Cesar , an alleged - CIA operative . ( CBS News,

West 57th , April 6 , 1987 )

Morales accepted the deal and eventually donated

$3 million in cash , pilots , houses , and planes to

the contra movement. He directed his pilots to

fly weapons to Hull's ranches in northern Costa

Rica , and return with narcotics . The drug sales

went to buy more contra weapons , fueling the

guns -for-drugs trade . Morales says Hull was paid

$300,000 per flight into his ranches. (CBS News,

West 57th , April 6 , 1987 )

The guns-for -drugs operation worked as follows:

Planeloads of Colombian cocaine were flown to

farmlands in northern Costa Rica owned by an

American rancher named John Hull . Hull has been

identified as a CIA or National Security Council

(NSC) liaison to the contras based in Costa Rica

on the "Southern Front of the U.S. war against

Nicaragua . Several sources told Senator John

Kerry's staff that Hull claimed in 1984 and 1985

to be receiving $ 10,000 a month from the NSC.

("Private Assistance" and the Contras. A Staff

Report, Sen. John Kerry , October 14, 1986, p . 10 .

The Kerry Report mentioned 12 of the 29

Christic defendants originally named by the suit

in May of 1986. Christic lawyers and

investigators have shared their findings with

Senator Kerry's staff . ) The Boston Globe on July

20 , 1986 quoted an intelligence source saying

that Hull "was getting well paid and did what he

was told to do" by the CIA .

Gary Betzner , one of Morales's pilots , told CBS

News about two of his runs to Hull's ranch . "I

took two loads-- small aircraft loads--of weapons

to John Hull's ranch in Costa Rica, and returned

to Florida with approximately a thousand kilos of

cocaine ." Betzner estimates such drug flights

eventually netted the contras "around forty

million ." (Qut of Control, Leslie Cockburn, p . 17 )

The cocaine on these planes came from Pablo

Escobar and Jorge Ochoa, two major Colombian

cocaine producers and traffickers who dominate

the "Medellin cartel" that accounts for about 80%

of the cocaine smuggled into the U.S. each year .

This Escobar-Ochoa cocaine was off- loaded at

ranches owned or managed by Hull , and then

trans-shipped by air and sea to the United

States.

A third pilot , Michael Tolliver, tells how he , in

March 1986, flew 28 thousand pounds of weapons

to Aguacate air base in Honduras , which was

off-loaded by contra troops . His DC-6 returned

to South Florida carrying 25,360 pounds of

marijuana , which he flew freely into Homestead

Air Force Base , were the pot was unloaded.

Tolliver was paid $75,000 for the trip . (Newsday ,

April 6 , 1987 , and Cockburn , p . 183 )

John Hull and two right-wing Cuban -Americans-

Felipe Vidal and Rene Corvo (or Corbo)--

collected money from Escobar and Ochoa in

return for the facilities and labor they supplied

in the trans-shipment of cocaine . Hull , Vidal ,

Corvo , Escobar, and Ochoa are all defendants in

the Christic Institute lawsuit.

U.S. government officials and some members of

the press dismiss Morales , Betzner , and Tolliver

as unsavory , convicted drug traffickers whose

testimony lacks credibility . However, as CBS

journalist Leslie Cockburn writes in her new

book , Out of Control, these pilots "had already

been tried , convicted, and sentenced on separate

charges entirely unrelated to their contra-related

activities . There was no possibility of shorter

sentences . Indeed , since they were confessing to

a whole series of offenses for which they never

had been indicted , they ran the risk of increased

sentences for new charges. The best they could

hope for was immunity from prosecution for the

contra drug runs they were now disclosing ."

(Cockburn , p . 176) In fact , no such immunity or

deal has been made for their confessions.

This operation is confirmed by pilots who

participated in the guns-for-drugs operation . One

such pilot is George Morales, a former kingpin in

the cocaine trade who was indicted by U.S.

federal authorities in the spring of 1984 for drug

trafficking. According to Morales, a few months

after his indictment he was approached by contra

Icaders offering him a deal : if he helped set up
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The guns - for-drugs operation on John Hull's ranch .

The Medellia Payoff (Drug Enforcement Administration ) will not screw

around so much . " (Newsday , June 28 , 1987 )

Perhaps the most explosive revelation concerning

the CIA-contra-cocaine connection comes fron

Ramon Milian-Rodriguez , a money launderer for

the Medellin cartel , who at the same time was a

CIA employee carrying funds to U.S. - favored

politicians throughout Latin America . Milian told

CBS News and Senate Foreign Relations

subcommittee that he arranged to have $ 10

million of Colombian drug money funneled to

the contras . The cash was disbursed through a

network of couriers in Miami, Costa Rica ,

Guatemala , and Honduras . These payments began

in late 1982 and continued through 1985 .

а

Milian testified that this money pipeline for the

contras was arranged by an old friend and

longtime CIA veteran Felix Rodriguez ( alias "Max

Gomez" ) . Rodriguez arranged the exact money

" drops": " Felix would call me with instructions

on where to send the money . " (Cockburn , p . 155 )

As he testified in the Iran /contra hearings ,

Rodriguez worked with Oliver North to help

oversee the airdrop of contra supplies into

Nicaragua from the Illopango airbase in El

Salvador . He received assistance from Vice

President George Bush's office , meeting directly

with Bush three times , apparently to discuss , in

part, the contra effort .

Mr. Shrimp and Humanitarian Aid
According to Milian , the money was intended to

win friends in Washington for the Colombian

drug kingpins . "The cartel figured it was buying

a little friendship , " said Milian , according to a

congressional source. "...What the hell is 10

million bucks? They thought they were going to

buy some good will and take a little heat off

them . They figured ( that ) maybe the CIA or DEA

Airplanes were not the only way cocaine from

John Hull's ranch was smuggled to the U.S ..

Christic Institute defendant Francisco " Paco "

Chanes is the owner of two Miami-based seafood

import companies: Ocean Hunter , Inc. and Mr.
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from Colombia to the U.S. from 1977 through

June 1986. This past September, Palmer was a

key player in flying $44 million of cocaine and

marijuana from Colombia into Michigan. Palmer

eluded a sting operation that resulted in the

largest drug bustin Michigan history; his

whereabouts remain unknown .

Shrimp, Inc. These two companies were the

vehicles through which Chanes smuggled

Colombian cocaine into this country from John

Hull's ranch. Cocaine was trucked from Hull's

lands to Costa Rican ports, where it was packed

in frozen shrimp that was delivered to Miami

and Gulf ports. Jesus Garcia is a former Miami

corrections officer and associate of U.S.

mercenary leader and Christic defendant Tom

Posey. Garcia worked with Chanes on the arms

for-drugs operation, and says of Ocean Hunter,

Inc.: "It was just a front. What they wanted to

import was cocaine." (Cockburn, p . 157 )

Other Reports of Contra Drug Trafficking

Over the past two years, a range of U.S.

government and press reports have documented

contra involvement in drug smuggling. These

include :

Chanes and two of his associates--one Moises

Dagoberto Nunez, a Christic defendant--received

$231,587 of the $27 million of so -called

"humanitarian aid " voted by Congress in 1985 for

the contras . The State Department's Nicaraguan

Humanitarian Aid Office (NHAO) channeled these

funds to a Costa Rican shrimp firm called

Frigorificos de Puntarenas, a sister company of

Chanes's Ocean Hunter . Some of this aid was in

turn paid out to bank accounts in Israel and

South Korea, at the same time as these two

countries were supplying arms to the contras.

* In May of 1985 , the chief of the U.S. Drug

Enforcement Agency in San Jose, Costa Rica told

local journalists : "We have reports that certain

groups , under the pretext of running guns to the

(contra ] rebels , are smuggling drugs to the

United States . " ( Tico Times , May 31 , 1985 )

* In March 1986 , the San Francisco Examiner

reported that a major cocaine ring broken up in

1983 had helped fund a Costa Rican- based contra

organization . The "frogman" case is considered

the biggest drug bust in West Coast history-

430 pounds of cocaine was seized while being

off -loaded from a Colombian freighter in San

Francisco . The case's contra connection was

covered up when court documents were sealed.

Robert Owen, Oliver North's private liaison to

the contras, was curiously assigned by the State

Department, at the insistence of contra leader

Adolfo Calero, to oversee the "humanitarian aid"

account granted to Chanes's company under a

$50,000 contract from NHAO. According to Leslie

Cockburn , one of Owen's colleagues described

this contract as "a payoff" for working with

North . A well - informed State Department source

says Owen was advised by February 1986 that he

was working with drug traffickers. (Cockburn ,

pgs. 160-161 )

The Examiner story revealed that the U.S.

government returned $36,020 that was seized as

drug money to Julio Zavala , one of the convicted

smugglers, because he submitted letters from

contra leaders claiming it was political money

"for the reinstatement of democracy in

Nicaragua." Zavala testified that he delivered

about $500,000 to one contra group, the

Nicaraguan Democratic Union -Nicaraguan

Revolutionary Armed Forces (UDN-FARN). The

head of UDN-FARN, Fernando "El Negro"

Chamorro, has been linked to drug trafficking

and has worked closely with John Hull . (Kerry

Report , p. 10)

In February of 1986, the State Department itself

enlisted the services of an indicted drug

trafficker . The NHAO office signed a $97,000

contract with Michael B. Palmer, vice-president

of Vortex , a now-defunct air cargo company , to

ship part of the $27 million of "humanitarian aid"

to the contras. Ten months earlier , Palmer was

jailed for three months in Colombia on drug

smuggling charges. And four months after he

negotiated the contract with the State

Department, on June 19,June 19, 1986, Palmer

charged with conspiracy and drug possession. He

was allegedly part of a smuggling ring that

brought more than 1000 pounds of marijuana

was

* The most important person in the frogman

case was a Nicaraguan expatriate named Norwin

Meneses-Cantero, the brother of Somoza's chief

of police for Managua. A Drug Enforcement

Agency confidential report of February 6, 1984

described Meneses -Cantero as " the apparent head

of a criminal organization responsible for
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smuggling kilogram quantities of cocaine into the

United States. " He is reputed to have bought a

condominium for FDN military chief Enrique

Bermudez in Miami . Meneses -Cantero also

appeared at a contra fundraiser in San Francisco

with contra leader Adolfo Calero in 1984. ( SF

Examiner, June 23 , 1986 )

Rangel said he received a letter from William

Rosenblatt, acting Customs commissioner .

"Customs reports , " said Rangel , " that for 24 of

the 38 individuals and companies we asked them

to check , there is 'positive information on the

Customs computer indicating previous interest ... in

these people or companies. This initial check

provides information that warrants further

investigation about possible tie - ins between the

contras, the individuals carrying out the contra

supply mission and drug smuggling activities . "

THE HISTORY OF DRUGS AND

U.S. COVERT OPERATIONS

* Testimony in the " frogman " case also

implicated Horacio Pereira , a Nicaraguan contra

supporter in Costa Rica . When Pereira was

himself tried and convicted for drug trafficking

in Costa Rica in 1986 , the government produced

wire - tapped phone conversations between Pereira

and contra leader Juan Sebastian "Guachana

Gonzalez Mendiola , leader of a contra faction

linked to John Hull's ranch . According to CBS

News : " In the conversations the men discuss

large amounts of cocaine they were sending to

the United States . The wire - tapped phone calls

show the drug dealers have ties to the highest

level of leadership in Costa Rica . " ( CBS News ,

June 12 , 1986 )

As shocking as the contra -drug connection may

be to most Americans, scholars of U.S. covert

operations over the past 40 years will not be

suprised . Covert operations--with their use of

large , unaccountable sums of cash , secret bank

accounts , dummy corporations, clandestine planes

and airstrips , mercenaries , and shady

businessmen , all operating under the protection

of the U.S. and foreign governments --are

natural breeding ground for illicit activity . There

is a striking continuity between past drug - related

U.S. covert operations and the "Secret Team" of

rogue agents and operatives who were used by

Oliver North to privately conduct the contra

war .

In May of 1986 , ABC television

correspondent Karen Burns reported that

congressional investigators believed that "contras

( had ) smuggled shipments of cocaine in

commercial shrimp boats from (Central America )

to the Miami area . "

On January 20 of this year , the New York

Times reported that "officials from several (U.S.

government ] agencies said that by early last fall

( 1986 ) , the Drug Enforcement Administration

office in Guatemala had compiled convincing

evidence that the contra military supply

operation was smuggling cocaine and marijuana ."

to

* Last February , Jack Blum, a Special Counsel

to thethe Senate Foreigo Relations Committee

investigating contra drug trafficking allegations,

told the Los Angeles Times: " I believe that there

is no question , based on the things that we have

heard, that contras and the contra infrastructure

have been involved in the cocaine trade and in

bringing cocaine into Florida . "

The narcotics link to U.S. covert operations goes

at least back to the early 1950s , when the CIA

gave support opium-growing , Chinese

Nationalist guerilla forces ( the KMT) operating

in Thailand and Burma to attack Communist

China . The CIA used planes from two front

companies --Civil Air Transport and Sea Supply

Corporation-- to drop military and other supplies

to the KMT. These planes then flew opium back

out to Thailand or Taiwan . CIA backing for the

KMT in the "Golden Triangle "--where Thailand ,

Burma , and Laos converge --resulted in the

explosion of the heroin plague in the United

States . (See , among others , Jonathan Kwitny ,

Crimes of Patriots: A True Tale of Dope, Dirty

Money, and the CIA , pgs . 43-52 )

The House Select Committee on Narcotics

Abuse and Control , chaired by Rep . Charles

Rangel (D -NY), submitted to U.S. Customs the

names of 38 individuals and companies associated

with the contras that may have been connected

to drug smuggling . In a June 23 press release ,

When Fidel Castro came to power in Cuba in

1959 , the U.S. government began a major covert

operation to topple his government. Washington

enlisted remnants of Fulgencio Batista's regime

and members of the Mafia , who lost their
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this heroin was sold to U.S. soldiers in Vietnam.

Much of it ended up on the streets of America .Havana casinos--as well as a crucial port for the

narcotics trade between the Sicilian and U.S.

Mafias --to the revolution . After the failed Bay

of Pigs invasion , the Cuban exile forces were

regrouped - under an operation code-named

"Mongoose," which was directed by Christic

Institute defendant Theodore Shackley, and his

assistant, Thomas Clines, from February 1962

until its termination in 1965 .

The participation of known Batista and Mafia

associates in the program--some of whom were

implicated in drug smuggling--embarassed the

U.S. government and was a factor in the decision

by the Johnson Administration to close down

"Mongoose." In the early 1970s, "Operation 40,"

the ultra -secret sub-group within
the CIA

sponsored Cuban exile counterrevolutionary force,

was also closed down after one of its planes

crashed in Southern California with several kilos

of cocaine and heroin aboard . (New York Times,

January 1 , 1975)

Some of the profits from the drug traffic in the

Golden Triangle found their way to the shadowy

Nugan Hand Bank in Australia . The men behind

the bank--which folded under bloody intrigue in

1980 - included a network of U.S. generals ,

admirals , and CIA officials . Christic defendants

Theodore Shackley , Thomas Clines , Richard

Secord, and Rafael "Chi Chi" Quintero all figure

prominently in the Nugan Hand Bank, which was

linked to narcotics trafficking, gun-running,,

money laundering, and massive fraud. (See

Kwitny and New York Times, March 8 , 1987) All

four defendants, according to the Times, were

close with Nugan Hand Bank co- founder Michael

J. Hand , a former Army Green Beret and military

intelligence officer who worked in Laos with Air

America , as did Secord .

Between 1966 and 1969 , Shackley served as the

CIA Chief of Station in Laos, scene of a large

ongoing CIA -directed covert war . Christic

defendants Thomas Clines, Richard Secord , and

John Singlaub all worked with Shackley during

this period in Southeast Asia .

A more contemporary example of drug-linked

U.S. covert operations is in Afghanistan . That is

the scene of the largest and most expensive

(over $ 500 million a year ) U.S. covert operation

under the so-called "Reagan Doctrine " of backing

"freedom fighters" around the globe . Like the

Nicaraguan contras , the mujahideen rebels also

help finance their war through drug trafficking .

Rebel commanders and soldiers grow opium poppy

to support their war against the Soviet and

Afghan armies . Afghanistan and the bordering

tribal areas of Pakistan are now "the world's

leading source of heroin exports to the United

States and Europe ," accoding to State

Department report of February 12 , 1986 .
an

In Laos, the CIA supported a Laotian army

officer of the Hmong tribe, General Vang Pao,

and his clandestine army of 36,000 Hmong

tribesmen. This army was American-organized ,

financed, and equipped to fight the Communist

Pathet Lao forces. As part of fighting the

insurgency, Vang Pao carried out

assassination program, partially funded by his

opium trade, to eliminate suspected or known

"communist sympathizers ." Vang Pao and his

highland tribesmen , who historically were opium

poppy farmers, prospered in their traditional

occupation; in 1970 , Vang Pao opened a heroin

laboratory at Long Tieng, Laos, long-time site of

both CIA and Vang Pao headquarters.

A U.S. GOVERNMENT CONNECTION?

There are many reports that CIA airlines-

notably Air America , the successor to Civil Air

Transport --flew opium out of isolated opium

growing areas , particularly those controlled by

the Hmong tribesmen in northeastern Laos. " I

have no doubt that Air America was used to

transport opium," says DEA Far East regional

director John J. O'Neill . (Kwitny, p. 51 ) Some of

After establishing the many links between the

contra movement and drug trafficking , the more

disturbing question remains: What did the Reagan

Administration and U.S. Government agencies

know of contra drug activity? Did they "wink

and nod" at such activity in order to keep the

contras funded and armed during the Boland

Amendment ban on U.S. aid to the contras? Did

U.S. officials impede or obstruct investigations

and prosecutions of these operations? Did any

U.S. officials directly or indirectly-- using private

"cutouts"--assist or facilitate contra drug

trafficking?
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The first question is the easiest to answer .

Documents released by the Iran /Contra Select

Committee reveal that the Reagan Administration

was and is well aware ofof drug trafficking

activities by the contras :

shielding from justice or actively assisting contra

drug trafficking as one more component of the

secret program to keep the contras armed and

funded when Congress cut off aid .

A CIA back-channel message to Oliver North

from U.S. Ambassador Costa Rica Lewis

Tambs, dated March 28 , 1986 , has noted on it

that contra drug leader Adolfo " 'Popo ' Chamorro

is alleged to be involved in drug trafficking . "

The pilots who flew in the "guns - for -drugs "

operation for the contras believe the Reagan

Administration was fully aware and largely

responsible for contra drug activity . ( See box )

Some of the major players in Oliver North's

private network--all of whom are cited as former

or current employees or operatives for the CIA

or the NSC--are at the heart of the contra -drug

operation .

An April 1 , 1985 memo from Rob Owen to

Oliver North describes one Costa Rican rebel

leader , Jose Robelo (Chepon ) , with the words

"potential involvement in drug running . " Another

contra leader , Sebastian Gonzalez (Wachan ) , was

" now involved in drug running out of Panama,"

according to Owen .

The most important link between the Reagan

Administration and contra drug smuggling is John

Hull , whose ranch lands served as the center of

the arms - for -drugs operation . Hull had several

A February 10 , 1986 memo to North from

Owen identifies a DC-4 plane being used by the

contras as "used at one time to run drugs, and

part of the crew had criminal records . Nice

group the Boys ( the CIA] choose . "

* Oliver North , during an August 9 , 1985

meeting with Owen , wrote in his notes : "DC-6

which is being used for runs [ to supply the

contras] out of New Orleans is probably being

used for drug runs into U.S."

These documents make clear Oliver North's

knowledge of drug trafficking by contra leaders .

One of them, Fernando "El Negro " Chamorro-

who received about $500,000 from one of the

men convicted in the "frogman" cocaine bust-

was in fact promoted by Washington . Following

the departure of contra leader Eden Pastora , who

headed the largest contra group in Costa Rica ,

Chamorro was chosen by North and Owen to lead

a unified "Southern Front " for the contras based
in Costa Rica . Owen visited him in Costa Rica

and wrote to North about Chamorro's military

needs .

F.

Schenkman

There is a fine line between U.S. officials merely

knowing of contra drug trafficking and being

complicit in such activity . The first charge is

damning enough . At a minimum, the Reagan

Administration has tolerated association with

drug smugglers as a pricea price for backing the

contras . At worst , individuals and agencies

within the U.S. government can be charged with

Long-time CIA operative Felix Rodriguez

arranged for $ 10 million of Colombian drug

money to be sent to the contras , according to

congressional testimony.
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(Murray Waas and Joe Conason , The Village

Voice, March 31 , 1987 )
meetings with Oliver North , according to the

Tower Commission , and his name shows up

repeatedly in North's handwritten notes . Hull has

long been called a CIA operative -- a charge he

denied vehemently until recently admitting to

receiving CIA funding . (Washington Times, July

24 , 1987. See page 1 of this report for more on

Hull's CIA and NSC links . ) Oliver North's

personal liaison to the contras--Rob Owen-

worked closely with Hull , the contras ,

Cuban-Americans, and mercenaries operating on

his ranch . (See Kerry Report )

In fact , contra drug smuggling raises serious

questions for the entire U.S. government law

enforcement apparatus . Such questions were

posed by the National Security Archive , a

Washington -based research group , in a July 6 ,

- DRUGS-FOR-GUNS:

A U.S. GOVERNMENT ROLE?

Q: "Do you really believe the government decided

to get into the drug business in order to pay for

the contras ? The American government ? "

Two of Oliver North's key operatives in the

contra air resupply operation based in ΕΙ

Salvador --Felix Rodriguez and Rafael "Chi Chi"

Quintero--are implicated in contra drug dealing .

As mentioned earlier , Rodriguez served as a

conduit for distributing $ 10 million of Colombian

cocaine money funneled to the contras . And

Quintero-- a veteran CIA contract agent and
Christic Instituto defendant--had two meetings

with contra drug pilot Michael Tolliver to

discuss Tolliver's operations. ( CBS News , West

57th , April 6, 1987 )

A: " As incredulous as it may sound , I believe

that they not only decided to get into it,I think

they orchestrated the whole thing. "

Michael Tolliver ,

Contra drug pilot ,
to CBS News ' . West 57,

April 6 , 1987Individuals flying or shipping drugs into the U.S.

would appear to need some help from government

agencies . The Boston Globe reported in April

that between 50 and 100 flights that "had been

arranged by the CIA took off from or landed at

U.S. airports during the past two years without

undergoing inspection " by the Customs Service.

That same month CBS News reported that the

CIA directly intervened when Customs detained

indicted drug trafficker Michael Palmer on a

flight back fromfrom Central America . Customs

officials were told to drop the issue of Palmer's

extensive drug connections .

" They ( the Reagan Administration needed the

financial support for the contras and it (drug

sales ) was one more way for them to obtain that

financial support . The word came down from

Washington, from the top, that no matter what
has to be done in order to get money to supply

the contras has got to be done . "

George Morales,

Drug smuggler who

arranged contra drug

smuggling operations,"

Quoted in Out of Control

I smuggled my share of illegal substance, but I

also smuggled my share of weapons (to the

contras ) in exchange, with the full :knowledge

and assistance of the DEA. (Drug Enforcement
Agency ) and the CIA."

Whether or not Oliver North or other U.S.
officials directly assisted the contra/drug

operation , it is clear that the Reagan

Administration obstructed investigations into , or ,

at the very least , has been remarkably dilatory

in prosecuting contra gun and drug running

activities. Attorney General Edwin Meese and the

U.S. Attorney in Miami , Leon Kellner, intervened

to head off an investigation of illicit contra
activities out of Miami. The Justice Department

cover -up was intended to keep secret derogatory

information about the contras and their backers

at a time when the Congress was preparing to

vote on contra aid in the spring of 1986 .

Gary Betzner,

Contra drug pilot ,

Newsweek ,

January 26 , 1987
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1987 memo to the Select Committee on Narcotics

Abuse and Control:

sent a confidential memo on July 23 to co

Chairmen Senator Daniel Inouye and Congressman

Lee Hamilton , urging them to issue an official

statement saying that an exhaustive investigation

by the staff had produced no evidence of contra

involvement in drug activity . In fact , Bermingham

and his colleagues misrepresented the position of

the House Judiciary subcommittee investigating

these charges, and never even consulted with the

investigator on the Senate Foreign Relations

Committee probing the contra -drug link , as

revealed in a July 29 Boston Globe article.

"Were the field officers in Central America ,

the Caribbean, and the U.S. from the various

agencies (DEA, Customs, Bureau of Alchohol,

Tobacco , and Firearms , FBI ) with jurisdiction

over drug violations aware of the contra -drug

allegations? If not , why not? If they were aware ,

where are their reports to their superiors? How

did law enforcement officers not know or report

these allegations when Robert Owen clearly knew

and reported them to Oliver North? What, if

any, investigations were ever undertaken into

these allegations? What were the results of these

investigations , if any? Were law enforcement

officers ever directed not to investigate ? What

contacts, if any, did law enforcement officers

have with other federal agencies , including the

intelligence community , regarding these contra

drug allegations? Was the intelligence community

involved in investigating these allegations? "

What makes this attempt to discredit the drug

charges against the contras and their private

supporters highly suspect is that the chief

investigator for the Senate Select Committee was

Thomas Polgar . Polgar succeeded Christic

defendant Theodore Shackley as CIA station

chief in Saigon . He was also CIA station chief in

Mexico prior to his retirement in 1978 , and later

worked as a consultant for Nicaraguan dictator

Anastacio Somoza as an employee of the Miami

based firm of Palumbo and Wilkinson , both ex

CIA officers themselves. Polgar was a consultant

to Vice - President George Bush's Task Force on

Combatting Terrorism, and , in that capacity ,

worked closely with aides to Lt. Col. Oliver

North in 1985. In December of 1986 , Polgar ,

writing in the Miami Herald , praised contra air

resupply pilot Eugene Hasenfus and other "decent

men with a patriotic motivation who believe in

what they are doing . "

WILL THIS STORY BE TOLD ?

There are both limits and possibilities for

broadly exposing the contra /drug story to the

American public . First , the difficulties .

It is self -evident that the Reagan Administration

wants to conceal its association with the contra

drug trafficking enterprise . Why some members

of Congress and the press are hesitant to expose

this operation is less clear . Certainly , pressure

from the CIA and DEA, among other government

agencies which do not want their methods and

participation revealed , is one factor . Some

members of Congress are cautious about

revealing a major skeleton in the CIA's closet :

namely, how drug trafficking has been linked to

U.S. covert operations over the past 40 years .

The pro-contra lobby in Congress no doubt

realizes how damning a full -blown drug

trafficking expose of President Reagan's " freedom

fighters" would be . Moreover , there is the

traditional desire of many in Congress and public

life not to face unpleasant truths.

During Polgar's brief investigative trip to Costa

Rica this past spring , he did not contact the

Christic Institute or our plaintiffs , journalists

Martha Honey and Tony Avirgan, for information

or access to sources knowledgeable about either

narcotics trafficking or the La Penca bombing.

According to some of those he did interview..

and these did not include jailed British

mercenary Peter Glibbery or Christic defendant

John Hull --Polgar , like Bermingham, seemed more

interested in dismissing any idea of drug

involvement than in seeking information .

1

For instance , the SenateSenate and House Select

Committees on the Iran /Contra affair refused to

deal with the contra -drug aspect of the scandal ,

as reflected in their final report . Indeed , House

Committee staff investigator Robert Bermingham

Investigations into the contra -drug connections

are now being carried out elsewhere in Congress.

Senator John Kerry (D-MA) , Chair of the Senate

Foreign Relations Subcommittee on Terrorism,

Narcotics , and International Operations ,

continues to probe the matter . Kerry's

subcommittee has had to endure sabotage from
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within . Richard Messick ,Messick , a Republican staff

member, not only passed documents from Kerry's

probe to the Justice Department, which referred

to Messick as "our spy on the committee ," but

according to the Village Voice of July 14, 1987,

relayed misinformation from the Justice

Department to discredit witnesses before the

committee. Messick was also the source for

Washington Times stories intended to undercut

both Kerry and the investigation .

chaired by Rep. William Hughes (D-NJ ) , are

independently looking into the contra -drug

connection . A third committee, the House Select

Committee on Narcotics Abuse and Control,

chaired by Rep. Charles Rangel (D-NY ), engaged

in a brief and limited investigation , and has

turned its evidence and jurisdiction over to the

Hughes panel .

Overall , the major media continue to treat the

story of contra drug links very cautiously . The

experience of Associated Press reporters Bob

Parry and Brian Barger , who began developing

the contra drug story over two years ago , was

one of constant refusal of their editors to run

the material ( see the Columbia Journalism

Review , Sept/Oct 1986). AP was pressured by the

Reagan Administration to delete some of their

story . "A senior White House official called and

said (John ) Hull had enough problems right now,"

says one AP staff member . "They very much

wanted to keep his name out of the report . "

The Senate and House subcommittees are

expected to hold hearings over the coming

months . The Kerry committee already made a

splash this summer when contra drug pilot

George Morales and money launderer Ramon

Milian-Rodriguez testified behind closed doors

about the contra-drug connection. Investigators

the Hughes committee are, among other

things , looking into allegations that the Justice

Department under Edwin Meese has obstructed

investigations into the contra arms-and -drugs

network. WhileWhile the two subcommittees are

pinched by limited funds and resources , they

should be encouraged--particularly the two full

committee chairs, Clairborne Pell (D-RI) and

Peter Rodino (D -NJ )-- to conduct a far-reaching

investigation of the existing evidence, unlike the

Iran/Contra Select Committee .
On the positive side , there are a number of

individuals and institutions trying to fully

document and reveal the disturbing contra-drug

connection . Leslie Cockburn's new book , Out of

Control, best summarizes the current evidence of

contra drug trafficking and the U.S. role in it.

There are also two good chapters on Martha

Honey and Tony Avirgan's investigation into the

La Penca bombing, and the Christic Institute's

exposure of the "Secret Team"Team " behind the

Iran /contra scandal . Cockburn produced the two

landmark segments on CBS News' West 57th

revealing the contra-drug connection.

Finally , three D.C.- based public interest groups-

the Christic Institute, the NationalNational Security

Archives , andand the International Center for

Development Policy--are conducting their own

independent research and investigation into the

contra -drug connection , and , in the process, are

sharing useful information with one another .

we

While most of the mainstream press ignored the

West 57th programs, a number of good articles

on this issue have appeared --such as those by

Knut Royce in Newsday and Seth Rosenfeld in

the San Francisco Examiner. Other reporters are

currently developing leads for future stories,

which will hopefully keep this story alive and

press it forward.

The Christic Institute lawsuit is now in its

discovery phase, and have been granted

federal subpeona power to actact as a "private

attorney general " under tough anti - crime

statutes. Christic is empowered to subpeona

testimony and documents over the coming

months . Free from the political pressures imposed

on the Tower Commission , the Select Committee

of Congress, and the Special Prosecutor , the

Christic Institute will be posing the hard

questions, under oath , to the major players in

the Contragate scandal . We will undoubtedly

unearth more evidence of drug trafficking by the

contras and their supporters, and make that

information available to the Congress , the press ,

and, most importantly , the American public.

important opportunity for breaking the

contra -drug story wide open is in two

subcommittees of Congress . The Senate Foreign

Relations subcommittee , chaired by Kerry , and

the House Judiciary Subcommittee on Crime,
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AN ISSUE OF COMMON CONCERN once said he is "a contra, too" and called the

contras " the moral equivalent of our founding

fathers " -- is expected to seek another $270

million in new military and/or "humanitarian" aid

for the contras .

In a nationally- televised speech on March 16,

1986 , President Reagan told the nation : "Every

American will be outraged to learn that top

Nicaraguan government officials are deeply

involved in drug trafficking." A few days later ,

the Drug Enforcement Administration disputed

Reagan's assertion by saying that it had no such

evidence . (New York Times, March 19 , 1986 )

The real outrage for America's parents, of

course, should come from learning that the

Nicaraguan contras are involved in drug

trafficking themselves, and that U.S. officials

knew about it . Despite this fact , the Reagan

Administration has provided hundreds of millions

of U.S. taxpayer dollars to help the President's

beloved " freedom fighters" attempt to topple the

Nicaraguan government . President Reagan --who

U.S. government association with drug traffickers

is not only the price paid for backing the

contras, but , more generally , for engaging in

covert operations around the world for the past

40 years. Covert operations are the ideal conduit

for the drug trade and other criminal activity .

Even when cloaked by patriotic appeals for

achieving "freedom" and "democracy" abroad ,

covert operations invariably undermine our

democracy at home. They subvert out values, our

need for an open , honest , and accountable

foreign policy, and respect for the rule of law.

As Oliver North told the nation during the

Iran/Contra hearings , covert operations "are at

essence a lie." Unfortunately , it is usually

Congress and the American people who are being

deceived .

WES

Foreign policy and national security are vague

categories that most Americans feel more

comfortable leaving to alleged , mostly self

appointed , experts. Drugs , though , are something

that everyone understands. On this issue--the

contra -drug connection--all U.S. citizens ,

regardless of party or ideology, can unite. We

must demand that · Congress thoroughly

investigate contra drug trafficking--and any U.S.

government knowledge of, cover -up, or assistance

to it -- as well as the history of drug- related

covert operations. Only after we investigate and

publicly debate these issues can our government

credibly speak about preventing or treating drug

abuse at home and curbing narcotics trafficking

a broad .

Grund

F.

Schenkman

Two congressional committees are currently investigating contra drug dealing .
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PLEASE

THE CHRISTIC INSTITUTE

CONTRAGATE RESPONSE FORM

Please fill out this form and send it to us as soon as possible . Thanks !

Name :

Address:

City : State : Zip:

Home Phone : ( Work Phone : (

Occupation:

Are you affiliated with a religious denomination? If so , which ?

What other organizations are you involved in?

YES , I can be a local contact for Christic Institute outreach work .

OtherI'm contributing $25 $ 50 $ 100

to help fund the Christic Institute's Contragate Project .

I am interested in the following project ( s ) :

Joining a local Contragate

Action Team

National Campaign Against

Contra Aid ( Days of Decision)

Please add me to the mailing
list

Public Education and Organizing
Seminars on Contragate

Christic Institute speaking event

Christic Institute fundraiser

I'm already working with a Contragate Action Team in

I'm connected to Peacenet. My Peacenet Address is :

(To get regular updates on our case by computer , hook up with Peacenet.

Call Peacenet at (415 ) 923-0900 for more information . )

How can the Christic Institute help you in your local education and organizing effort?

How can you help the Christic Institute (special skills , etc ) ?

The Christic Institute - 1324 North Capitol St , NW , Washington , DC 20002 - 202-797-8106
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CONTRA SCANDAL UPDATE

an

IN

CONTEMPT

OF

CONGRESS

When activists went to lobby

Congress in 1985, the Institute for Policy

Studies provided In Contempt of Congress ,

artful collection of direct

Administration quotes on its war in

Central America , contrasted with solid

evidence to unmask the lies . Now editors

Dan Siegel (director of Public Education

for the Christic Institute) and Joy Hackel ,

a Washington reporter , have distilled the

Iran-contra hearings for this new edition ,

placing the "misleading" statements by

Oliver North and his friends side -by-side

with the truth .

A CITIZENS' GUIDE

Dr. Charlie Clements, Director of

Human Rights Education for the Unitarian

Universalist Service Committee and star of

Witness to War , says that "Like the

Pentagon Papers did with the Vietnam

War, In Contempt of Congress exposes the

credibility gap between White House claims

about U.S. policy in Central America and

the real truth . " $6.00.

EDITED SY JOY MACUL AND DANIEL SUECEL

WITH PREFACES BY
SENATOR TOM MARKIN AND GEORGE MCCOVERN

Martha Honey and Tony Avirgan first

published the results of their invest

igations of the May 1984 bombing in The

La Penca Report . The stunning evidence

described John Hull's relations with the

contras in Costa Rica , his involvement in

drug trafficking , and his work with

international mercenaries.

LA PENCA:

ON TRIAL

IN COSTA RICA

THE CIA vs. THE PRESS

Édited by
TONY AVIRGAN and MARTHAHONEY

John Hull sued Tony and Martha for

libel in a Costa Rican court , but the

journalists won - with the help of

Christic Institute attorneys, who worked to

turn the trial into an indictment of the
Costa Rican "secret team".

CENTRAL

AGENCI
NCY

La Penca : On Trial in Costa Rica , a
transcript of the trial , pits the Central

Intelligence Agency and the U.S. Embassy

against the press and the free press
wins out. $ 5.00 .

Teine vieleII

JUSTICL . EDITORIAL PORVENIR
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CHRISTIC INSTITUTE RESOURCES

Check what you need and we'll mail it promptly . Order extras for friends !

Contragate Affidavit

A must! This new document, available in

January, summarizes the lawsuit and the history

of the shadow government. Photos, extensive

references, and more. Order now. $ 10.00.

Contra-Drug Information Packet

Includes our contra drug - running report as

well as news stories and other materials for

education and organizing. $5.00 .

Contragate Legal Complaint

This formal legal document contains the

exact charges filed against the defendants by

the Christic Institute . $ 5.00.

Religious Outreach packet

Designed by our Public Education and

Religious Liaison staff, this packet contains

articles and strategies tailored for the religious

community . $5.00 .

Contragate Video : "The Shadow Government"

The whole story, featuring Daniel Sheehan ,

Tony Avirgan , and Sara Nelson. Ideal for public

events , cable TV, and house meetings . 1 hour ,

1./2 inch VHS. $20.00 .

La Penca Report

By Martha Honey and Tony Avirgan, this is

the dramatic story of the two U.S. journalists

who uncovered the truth behind the La Penca

bombing . $ 8.00 .

Contragate Audio: "The Men Behind The

Guns" A one -hour cassette featuring Daniel

Sheehan . $6.00 .

La Penca : On Trial in Costa Rica

By Martha Honey and Tony Avirgan , this

new book chronicles the libel suit brought

against these journalists by John Hull , when the

Costa Rican operations were first exposed . $ 5.00 .
Contragate Education & Organizing Packet

Developed by our Public Education staff ,

this packet includes organizing strategies ,

media advice , legislative materials , news

clips, maps, and speaking information. $7.00 .

In Contempt of Congress

By Joy Hackel and Dan Siegel and published

by the Institute for Policy Studies, this book

expertly contrasts the Administration's

statements on Central America and the Iran

Contra scandal with the truth . $6.00 .
Contragate Outreach Starter Kit

Supplies for local outreach . Includes our

Education & Organizing Packet , 100 4 -page

leaflets tracing the secret network's activities ,

50 Contragate Alerts , buttons , and more material

perfect for distribution at events . $25.00.

Help spread the word ! Use Buttons , Decals ,

and Bumper Stickers!

"Defend Our Constitution : Stop the Secret

Team" bumper stickers and buttons available ,

$ 1.00 each . Over 100 : .50 /ea . Decals 50/$ 1.00 .
Contra -Drug Information Report

A Christic Institute report documenting

contra drug - running and U.S. government

involvement, based on our evidence and

independent sources. $2.00. For orders of 50 or

more : .75 / each . For 100 or more : .50 /each .

Contragate Special !

For a tax -deductible contribution of just

$20.00 , we'll send you the new affidavit , regular

Contragate Alerts , and the Christic Institute's

quarterly Convergence newsletter .

Mail to :Publications Subtotal $

Tax deductible contribution $

Total Enclosed

A

A
A Christic Institute

1324 North Capitol St. , NW

Washington , DC 20002

(202 ) 797-8106

Phone (Name

Address City/State/Zip

Please enclose payment with your order. Call for bulk rates . The Christic Institute cannot

accept legal fees . We are dependent on tax -deductible contributions and the sale of materials .
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Witness: Contras Got
Drug Cash

ےک
لذلو

By Knut Royce he was arrested, the source said . The subcommittee funded in part by the U.S. sale of missiles to Iran,

Newsday Washington Bureau source said thatMilian -Rodriguez claimed he passed according to congressional testimony by former Air

Washington - A money launderer for the major the money in Central America to couriers selected Force major general Richard Secord and his associ

ate Albert Hakim . Rodriguez has gained some na

Colombia cocaine cartel has told Congress in secret by Felix Rodriguez.

sworn testimony that he funneled nearly$ 10 mil ship," the source said Milian-Rodriguez testified.
" The cartel figured it was buying a little friend tional prominence through disclosure of his close

ties to Donald Gregg, Vice President George Bush's

lion to the Nicaraguan contras through former CIA . . What the hell is 10 million bucks? They

operative Felix Rodriguez, congressional sources thoughtthey were going to buysome good will and

national security adviser, and his testimony last

month before the Iran - contra committees.

disclosed. take a little heat offof them ." Rodriguez could not be reached for comment.His

Testifying behind closed doors before the Senate " They figured (that) maybe the CIA or DEA attorney, Fernando Mendigutia was out of town and

narcotics and terrorism subcommittee Thursday and (DrugEnforcement Administration) will not screw not available for comment, according 80 a man who

Friday, Ramon Milian -Rodriguez , who is serving a around so much," he said . The source said that, to identified himself as the lawyer's father.

35 -year federal sentence for racketeering and relat his recollection , Milian -Rodriguez did not identify The subcommittee sourcesaid that Milian -Rodri.

ed chargesin connection with narcotics money laun . any quid pro quo from the U.S. government in ex- guez testified that Rodriguez had approached reput

dering, said that the cartel believed it was currying change for themoney. ed Colombian narcotics kingpins known collectively

: favor with the CIA when it directed him to give the Two other panel sources confirmed that acocaine as the Medellin cartel, which are suspected of dis

cash , a panel source said . money launderer testified that he provided nearly tributing 75 percent of the cocaine smuggled into

Afterhis testimony, which the subcommittee did $ 10 million in cash to the contras through Rodri the United States, for money for the contras.

not divulge, the panel announced that subpoenasguez, but declined to provide further detail. He said that Milian -Rodriguez testified that the

were being issued to witnesses in connection with The source who provided details of the testimony cartel, which is led by Pablo Escobar, Jorge Ochoa

"serious charges that narcotics traffickers have de said that the panel's staff has not yet been able to and, until his seizure earlier this year by U.S. offi

veloped a working relationship with officials or po find the money in known contra accounts provided cials, Carlos Lehder, believed Rodriguezwas in the

litical ſigures in the United States and foreign coun to the panel by the Iran -contra committees . employ of the CIA . He said that Milian -Rodriguez

tries and become involved in both sides of the Rodriguez, whose nom de guerre is Max Gomez, testified that the money went to the CIA .

Nicaraguan conflict." helped oversee the airdrop of contra supplies into " The allegation is absurd ,” Sharon Foster, a CLA

Milian -Rodriguez testified that the money was Nicaragua from the El Salvador military air base of spokeswoman, said . " ... the agency doesn't engage

delivered in several installments after 1983,when llopango. The airdrops were part of the " enterprise "
- Continued on Page 16
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Drugs-Contra Tie
Claimed

Continued from Page 4 would provide the identity of couriers in " many

in or condone narcotics trafficking or involvement countries in Central America .” He named only Hon .

with narcotics trafficking . . . if anyone working duras and Costa Rica .

with the CIA is found to be involved indrug traffick " Rodriguez was directing the flow of some money

ing, the person is fired and that information is from the drug cartel to the contras . . . It was given

turned over to the appropriate law enforcement or to people he (Rodriguez) said to give it to , " the source

ganization ." said .

Rodriguez left the CIA after the war in Vietnam . He said that Milian -Rodriguez "was very ada

He had worked there under Gregg, who was the sta mant that Rodriguez didn't take a nickel ." Milian

tion chief in Saigon . Rodriguez described the former CIA operative as

Milian -Rodriguez, who was arrested in Fort Lau someone who was " just very anti-communist and

derdale on May 4 , 1983, and sentenced in December, who was trying to help the contras ," the subcommit

1985, told the Senate panel that he was responsible tee source said .

for managing $3 billion in U.S. investments for the He said that Milian -Rodriguez also testified that

cartel, most of it in bank certificates of deposit, ac the cartel had been allowed to operate inside Pana

cording to the subcommittee source . ma through an arrangement with that country's

Milian -Rodriguez' 1984 indictment, which super- strongman, Gen. Manuel Noriega, who has pre

seded an earlier indictment, claims that between viously been implicated in narcotics activity buthas

August, 1982, and May, 1983 , he transported$161 consistently denied those allegations.

million in cash into Panama, where it was laun The sources said the witness testified that Nor

dered through several banks. iega had told the cartel , "You can use my country

But according to the congressional source, Milian- but Iwant a percentage."

Rodriguez testified that he was "moving $ 200 million The subcommittee staff has taken sworn deposi

a month, minimum ." The source said that the witness tions from several narcotics traffickers who have

claimed that the cash was so voluminous that it was claimed they were dealing with U.S. and foreign

flown on " palletized air freight containers . " backers of the contras, as well as the Marxist San

" They went so far as to experiment with com dinista regime in Nicaragua.

pressing the ( cash ) to get the water out to lighten But the testimony ofMilian -Rodriguez was the

the load , " the source said. first to be heard before the panel. The variouscontra

The source said that Milian -Rodriguez claimed leaders in the past have denied being involved in

that Felix Rodriguez never touched the money , but narcotics trafficking.

C00040997
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TALKING POINTS ON THE CONTRA-DRUG CONNECTION :

6 ) Drug links to U.S. covert operations go back

40 years , during covert wars in Burma , Thailand ,

Laos , Vietnam, and Afghanistan .

The Christic Institute's Special Report

summarizes the evidence on the contra -drug

connection , information that should be conveyed

to family , friends , members of your community ,

the media , and Congress . The evidence of large

scale drug smuggling into the US demonstrates

that illegal covert action not only creates

violence in remote areas of the world ; it brings

addiction , despair and destruction to our

neighborhoods. The influx of drugs into this

country is an issue of common concern: the

connection between an illegal foreign policy and

the drugdrug business must be explained and

understood by all concerned constituencies . The

following "talking points" provide several of the

key findings of this report . Use them to raise

questions and concerns in letters ,in letters , telegrams ,

meetings , or conversations .

7 ) There are forces in Congress and the press

who either downplay , ignore , or even sabotage

reports investigating contra drug trafficking . On

the positive side , investigative reporters and two

congressional committees , as well as the Christic

Institute , are seriously investigating the evidence

and trying to tell this story to the U.S. public .

WHAT YOU CAN DO

Here are some suggested actions on how to use

this information to educate and organize around

the contra -drug connection :

1 ) Three pilots who flew weapons to the contra

rebels say they brought drugs--mostly cocaine-

on return flights to the U.S. as part of a major

" guns - for -drugs" operation , based on the Costa

Rican ranches of an American named John Hull .

1 ) Educate yourself . Read the Christic Institute

report on the issue , and the books and articles

in the enclosed bibliography .

2 ) A money launderer for the major drug cartel

in Colombia told Congress that he helped funnel
$ 10 million to the contras through Felix

Rodriguez, a long time CIA operative who has

met three times with Vice-President Bush .

2 ) Educate and organize in your community . Use

this information to reach out to local groups

that would be concerned about evidence of drug

smuggling . Approach PTA's , teachers , students ,

police , drug prevention and treatment centers ,

lawyers , health care and social workers , among

others . Encourage these groups to raise their

concerns to their congressional representatives .

Use this report ( additional copies are $2.00 ;

reduced rates are available for bulk orders ) and
other Christic Institute materials for local

education and outreach . Order our Contra-Drug
Information Packet ( $ 5.00 ) , which includes

newsclips , maps , etc.

3 ) Over $ 200,000 of U.S. " humanitarian aid " for

the contras was paid toto Christic Institute

defendant Francisco "Paco" Chanes , the owner of

a seafood import company that smuggled cocaine

into the U.S. on shrimp boats from Costa Rica .

4 ) In the last two years , a range of government

and press reports have documented large -scale

contra involvement in drug trafficking .

3 ) Write to Congress . Write a letter to the two

congressional committees currently investigating

the contra -drug connection . Use the sample

letter on the reverse as a model for encouraging

a full and complete investigation .

5 ) Documents from the Iran /contra hearings

reveal that the Reagan Administration was well

aware of contra drug dealing . A number of

memos between Rob Owen and Oliver North show

that North was repeatedly informed about contra

drug trafficking . Moreover , reports indicate that

key Reagan officials apparently obstructed

investigations into contra gun and drug running

activities -- including Edwin Meese and others .

4 ) Alert the media . Send this report to reporters

and editors , asking that they review and respond
to this evidence . Letters - to - the editor and op

eds on contra drug dealing are "newsworthy " as

Reagan seeks more contra aid .

" "HE CHRISTIC INSTITUTE + 1324 NORTH CAPITOL STREET NW * WASHINGTON DC 20002 * (202) 797-8106
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CONTRAS AND DRUGS : A MESSAGE TO CONGRESS

Members of Congress need to hear from concerned citizens on this issue . Constituent pressure in

the form of letters , calls and visits is likely to yield a more thorough congressional inquiry . Two

important committee investigations are already underway--one in the House Judiciary Subcommittee

on Crime (chaired by Rep . Bill Hughes ) , and the other in the Senate Foreign Relations

Subcommittee on Terrorism, Narcotics , and International Operations (chaired by Sen. John Kerry ) .

A strong expression of public interest and support for these investigations is needed immediately :

committee members must hear that we anticipate a full and comprehensive inquiry , and are waiting

to hear of the committees' findings as they are revealed .

The following is a sample message that may be adapted for letters to members of the two

committees . Be sure to make the letter your own , adding specific details and questions of interest

to you , to which members must respond . Finally , send copies to your own senators and

representative , along with a message urging their support for these investigations and requesting a

response from their offices . The addresses are as follows: US House of Representatives ,

Washington , DC 20515 , or US Senate , Washington , DC 20510 .

Dear Representative / Senator

I have followed closely the congressional inquiry into the Iran -Contra scandal, and am

deeply concerned and outraged by the record of deceit and illegality that has emerged . I

would like to see Congress get to the bottom of this scandal. In particular, I am

concerned about allegations of drug - smuggling on the part of the contras and their

supporters. Numerous press reports have suggested that weapons and drugs were exchanged

to help bene fit the contra cause , and that the U.S. Justice Department failed to investigate

these matters in a timely fashion .

I understand that this critical aspect of inquiry is being pursued by a subcommittee of

the House Judiciary Committee / Senate Foreign Relations Committee , of which you are a

meniber. I would like to lend my full support to your efforts to uncover the truth in this

matter, and urge you to make your investigation as comprehensive as possible . Please

inform me of the progress of your investigation as it unfolds. I have also contacted my

representative / senators in Congress, and have encouraged him/her to assist in the efforts

of your committee to restore integrity to our democratic system .

Sincerely yours ,

Senate Foreign Relations

Committee selected Members )House Judiciary Committee (Selected Members)

Peter Rodino, Jr., ( D -NJ), Chair Charles Schumer, ( D -NY )

William Hughes, ( D -NJ) Bruce Morrison , (D-CN )

Jack Brooks, ( D -TX ) Edward Feighan, ( D -OH)

Robert Kastenmeir , ( D -WI) Lawrence Smith , (D -FL )

Don Edwards, ( D -CA ) Howard Berman, D -CA )

John Conyers, Jr. , ( D -MI) Rick Boucher, ( D -VA)

Romano Mazzoli, (D-KY) Harley Staggers, Jr., (D-WV)

Mike Synar, ( D-OK) . Hamilton Fish , ( R -NY)

Patricia Schroeder,(D-CO) Daniel Lungren, ( R -CA )

DanGlickman, ( D -KA ) William Dannemeyer, ( R -CA )

George Crockett, Jr. , ( D -MI)

Claiborne Pell , ( D -RI) , Chair

Joseph R. Biden, Jr.,(D -DE )
Paul S. Sarbanes, ( D -MD )
Alan Cranston , ( D -CA )
Christopher J. Dodd, (D - CT )
John F. Kerry , ( D -MA )

Paul Simon , ( D - IL )
Terry Sanford , (D -NC)
Brock Adams, ( D-WA)
Daniel P. Moynihan ( D -NY)
Richard G. Lugar, (R- IN).

Nancy L. Kassebaum , ( R -KA)

Larry Pressler, (R -SD )
Frank H.Murkowski, ' ( R -AK )
Paul Trible, ( R -VA )

Daniel J. Evans, (R-WA)
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CHRISTIC INSTITUTE

An Interfaith Center for Law and Public Policy

19 November 1987

Dear Friend ,

All of us at the Christic Institute send our deepest thanks to you for your support of our

lawsuit against the secret network of contra supporters . You and I know that this illegal

private network was not organized by Oliver North , and that its criminal activities did not end

with the death of William Casey . Much work remains to be done by all of us , and most

certainly , by the Congress .

Over a year ago , Attorney General Ed Meese announced the Administration's role in the illegal

diversion of profits from Iranian arms sales to the contras . Six months before Meese's

announcement , the Christic Institute's investigation revealed the principals in the Iran-Contra

scandal -- including Richard Secord , Albert Hakim, Adolfo Calero , and Rob Owen -- and

pointed to Oliver North as the secret network's link to the White House .

Now, with the release of its voluminous report , we see that the Select Committees ' limited

investigation has failed to uncover the full truth behind the scandal , or to propose appropriate

policy solutions . Our enclosed Contragate Alert discusses some of the reasons for this failure .

We expect Independent Counsel Lawrence Walsh to go further , and to indict Oliver North , John

Poindexter , Richard Secord , and Albert Hakim for "defrauding " the government . We are less
confident , however , that he will address the more serious constitutional and legal violations

embedded in the scandal .

1With your continued financial support and organizing help , we will press forward in our own

private investigation to unfold the facts of the scandal , and to expose its threat to our

democratic system . We are confident that together we can shine light on these dark and illegal

operations , and create the pressure needed for real policy solutions .

!

We are sending you a copy of our newly - published special report , "The Contra - Drug

Connection" which summarizes major evidence on drug- running by the contras and their

supporters . This report is sweeping in its implications . First , regardless of the outcome of the

regional peace process , no more American money should be sent to sustain individuals engaged

in drug smuggling and other criminal acts . Second , evidence of large -scale drug smuggling into

the U.S. to help fund the contras means that we are paying a terrible price for this war in our

homes and schools , across all sectors of our society . We need your help in sharing this

information with others , in order to reveal the web of inter-connections between this illegal

foreign policy and the drug business here at home . Please consider ordering bulk copies of this

report to distribute in your community .

Our legal team is continuing to press forward in investigation and litigation , with a focus on

the activities of the secret network during the 1982-86 period . We have just begun a major

round of depositions , with 12 more scheduled before the end of the year . Recent successful

depositions included mercenary Sam Hall , and Carlos Rojas Chinchilla , a Costa Rican carpenter

with broad knowledge of John Hull's operation and the La Penca Bombing .

We are excited to report that 43 attorneys with Trial Lawyers for Public Justice (TLPJ) will

assist the Christic Institute in taking depositions . TLPJ is a Washington -based public interest

law firm whose cooperating attorneys include many of the most prominent trial lawyers in the
nation .

1324 NORTH CAPITOL STREET N.W. • WASHINGTON , D.C. 20002 • (202 ) 797-8106
31
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Such assistance from the legal community recently helped us win another important legal

skirmish in this case . Judge King in Miami ruled on October 28 to suspend a local rule that

would have prohibited the Christic Institute from speaking about the case anywhere in the US. =

Acknowledging that this case is of major public importance, Judge King announced that he

would permit all attorneys to speak freely to the media and the public. We were assisted in

this court battle by Phil Hirshkop, the attorney who is known nationally for establishing a

legal precedent that "gag orders" on public interest lawyers are unconstitutional .

Two exciting developments have extended our public education efforts into a wider political

arena. On August 17 , the Iowa Interchurch Forum, representing 14 denominations statewide,

adopted a six-point plan to draw the attention of the presidential contenders to the critical

issues of Contragate and the constitutional crisis. Their plan includes statewide dissemination of

information about Contragate and our lawsuit , sponsorship of a Christic Institute speaking tour,

distribution of key questions to be asked of each candidate, and a press conference to publicize

their responses . Our organizers are exploring similar possibilities for raising these issues within

the pre -election debates: please call us to share your ideas of what may be possible in your

state .

In a similar vein , on October 11 , the Executive Board of the California Democratic Party passed

a resolution calling for further congressional investigations into the activities of the secret

network , and into the entire history of US covert operations since the passage of the National

Security Act of 1947. This action represents a major breakthrough in our efforts to insert

these issues into the platform debates of the Democratic and Republican parties .

From across the nation , we continue to receive indications that public understanding and

concern around Contragate and related issues is growing. The response to Bill Moyers' PBS

Special "The Secret Government: Constitution in Crisis" is a case in point . Aired nationwide on

November 4th, the show exposed brilliantly the serious constitutional issues raised by the

Iran /contra scandal and the 40-year history of covert operations. The response to the show in

many areas was unprecedented. We encourage you to pressure your local PBS affiliate to air the

program again , and to organize local educational events around the show.

The increasing public concern is also reflected in our work here at the Christic Institute . Our

mailing list is growing; and in September and October, Christic Institute staff spoke to

audiences in 18 states. We are happy to announce the availability of several new Institute

resources; please order these on the enclosed resource sheet. They include: In Contempt of

Congress, an IPS publication charting the deceptions and illegalities of the scandal ; La Penca :

On Trial, on John Hull's libel suit against our plaintiffs; a complete Drug Information Packet on

the contra-drug connection; a Religious Outreach Packet for congregations and religious

activists; and our new one-hour video , "The Shadow Government."

We rely absolutely on your tireless and generous support to continue our work , particularly in

this difficult national economic environment. If you can contribute financially at this time we

will be very grateful. Thank you for joining us in this intense effort to make the vision of

peace an unfolding reality .

From all of us at Christic,

Decath

Sara Nelson ,
Executive Director
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The Christic Institute's

Legal Terrorism

Nowsweek

Time

U.S. News & World Report

HUMAN EVENTS T2

Date 28 Now . 7987

By CLIFF KINCAID

Maj . Gen. Richard Secord calls it a “ Not one shred of evidence has been Manucher Ghorbanifar , “ ... I havecase of “ foreign intelligence services , presented suggesting how they link me never played a role in any aspect of theworking through witting and unwitting into this wild conspiracy , " savs transaction that led to an exchange ofparties , trying to use our own judicial Singlaub, head of the U.S. Council for weapons for hostages , nor have I been asystem against us. "
World Freedom . Of the 29 defendants participant in any activities on behalf of

Maj . Gen. John Singlaub calls it an in the supposed conspiracy, Singlaub The Contras ." Ghorbanifar , of course ." outrageous manipulation or prosti says he has met or knows only six of later played a key role in the Iran -Con
tution of the justice system ." them . He adds , " I just can't under tra operations .
Li . Col. Oliver North's liaison to the stand how it has gotten so far as to Shackley said the meeting with Ghor

Nicaraguan freedom fighters, Robert cause innocent people to have to spend banifar was set up by two Iranian exiles
Owen , calls it " absolutely scurrilous " time and money to defend themselves and that he didn't know he was an arms
and "malicious ." against this fabrication. "

dealer at the time . After GhorbanifarThey are referring to a lawsuit that Singlaub says the suit has forced him offered information about thecharges them with criminal conspiracy to pull back on his programs to help
involving gun - running , drug anti - Communist resistance movements

hostages, Shackley said , he felt an

obligation to forward the informationsmuggling , and plotting political assas around the world , including the to the U.S.sinations . Nicaraguan Contras . He says , " Instead
of going out and pursuing the fund Other DefendantsSuit Filed by Christic raising for the U.S. Council for World Denounce SuitUnder RICO Act Freedom to carry out the projects that
weare working on , I'm forced to go out Shackley also had a personal interestThe suit , filed by the radical Christic

in the issue . He noted , “ One of theInstitute under the Racketeering In and raise funds to defend myself hostages was a man I had known andfluenced and Corrupt Organizations against this suit. "
respected in Vietnam and who lost his( RICO ) Act , has given the organiza Calero's lawyer , Joseph Portuando , freedom while serving his country intion's lawyers what they call confirms that the suit is costly and time Beirut. " The reference was to William" extraordinary legal powers " that have consuming to deal with . “ A couple of Buckley , the CIA station chief inforced leading opponents of the Com days don't go by without getting a ream Lebanon who was tortured to death .munists into court to defend themselves of paper of senseless motions and
Andy Messing , executive director ofagainst spurious and still unproven lengthy arguments, " he says . He the National Defense Council Founcharges . dismisses most of the material from the

dation , was originally a defendant butOther defendants include United Christic lawyers as " trash " and " junk
was later dropped when his lawyer pur .Nicaraguan Opposition leader Adolfo mail . "
suaded the Christic Institute that theCalero , former CIA officials Theodore In a reference 10 the unorthodox charges against him were untrue .Shackley and Tom Clines , and Tom methods of the Christic lawyers , Nevertheless, Messing's organization ,Posey of Civilian Materiel Assistance . former CIA official Theodore Shackley which has channeled humanitarian aidCurtin Winsor Jr. , former U.S. am . noies that he found out he was named 10 Central America , has been hurt bybassador to Costa Rica , calls the suit an as a defendant by reading a press report the suit . Press Secretary Molly Walsh" ingenious ploy " to disrupt the ac about the suit . Shackley , who is now in said the group has lost a couple of bigtivities of patriots helping anti private business , finds himself under contributors as a result of the initial

Communist movements around the legal attack for lawful activities he con publicity .world . ducted as a specialist in covert opera
The suit , which was filed in May 1986 tions at the agency . Another defendant , Tom Posey of

Civilian Materiel Assistance , acknowl .in U.S. District Court in Miami, was in As such , the suit represents legal edges that his organization has supplieditially dismissed by Federal Judge harassment and intimidation of millions of dollars of non - lethal aid toJames King, who said it was improperly those who served and will serve the the resistance . But he says the chargesworded . But he permitted it to be re U.S. in the intelligence commun . in the Christic suit are ridiculous . " Itfiled and seems determined to let it pro ity .
makes for a good 39 -cent cheap book inceed to a jury trial, if the Christic In Shackley has also been forced to a scuzzy bus station, " he says .stitute will reveal its " anonymous rebut charges made by the Christic Insources." The Christic lawyers are Posey believes he was named as a

demanding $23.8 million in damages
stitute and others that he was involved defendant because his group was effec
in the Iran -Contra affair . He wrote a live . The Christic lawyers , he says , " arefrom the defendants.
long letter that appeared in the

Mr. Kincaid is director of media analysis for
February 2 Washington Post, stating

Accuracy in Media , Inc. , Washingion , D.C.
that while + : had provided information
to the U.S. government about Ameri
can hostages in Lebanon from Page

Approved for
Release

NOV
1991 41
22
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trying to kill private sector aid to the

Coniras because they know that if they

can kill us , the Congress is going to cut

off the other aid . And the Coniras are

going to be left out on a limb , with it

sawed off and nobody to help them ."

Among other things , he accuses U.S.
officials in his affidavit of having hired
anti -Castro Cubans to engage in a
" terrorist ' operation against the
“ Socialist government" of Cuba. This
is a strange way to describe the attemp
ted liberation of that island nation from
the clutches of a Communist dictator .
A " Contragate video " featuring

Sheehan's curious views can be pur .
chased for $ 35 . It is advertised as the
" whole story ' ' firsthand from
Sheehan . An audio tape is available for
$ 12 .

Contributions to the " Contragate
Project" are lax -deductible.

In one sense , however , Posey finds
that the suit has helped his organization
because it has resulted in increased sup
port and thousands of dollars of con .
tributions for a legal defense fund . The
contributors “ felt that we must be hurt
ing the Communists," he says . His law
yers , he adds , are very lenieni in de
manding payment “ because they under .
stand what we are going through and
they don't like it any more than we do
-the abuse of the legal system by the
Christic Institute ."

But Christic has found some support
within the legal community . The
Naderite Trial Lawyers for Public
Justice (TLPJ ) recently announced that
it would assist the institute in caking
depositions in the case . TLPJ claims to
represent the most prominent trial
lawyers in the country .

While the defendants face ruinous
legal costs , Christic chief counsel
Daniel Sheehan , also known as
" Danny, " is finding that business is
booming for him and his associates. He
makes frequent appearances on tele
vision and radio , where he defends his
organization's hawking of special
" Contragate " materials .

$ 200,000 Raised from

Hollywood Liberals

The Los Angeles Times reported that
Sheehan raised $ 200,000 alone from
liberals and Hollywood types in Los
Angeles. Describing one fund - raising
event , the Times said , “ Seated on white
folding chairs in the hot sun , sipping
Perrier and Evian waters out of wine
glasses, the crowd listened to Sheehan
describe the secret team , a shadow
government he calls it , and its 25 years
of covert activities. "

Calero attorney Joseph Portuando
doesn't think much of it . “ What he's
doing is directly contrary to the rules of
practice of the courts of the southern
district, " he says . " The rules say a
lawyer cannot engage in extrajudicial
statements which are calculated to af.
fect the public's feelings about the

purpose of the suit was to “ knock the
props out from under the temporary
but fairly effective infrastructure of
support for the Contras during the time
of the aid shutoff . ”

He is also convinced that “ foreign
intelligence services" played a role in it .
He points out that some of the defen

dants , such as Albert Hakim , Tom
Clines , Rafael Quintero , and himself ,
were not publicly known participants in
the Iran - Contra affair at the time the
suit was filed . He suggests these names
were obtained through communi
cations intercepts by the Soviet intel
ligence facility at Lourdes , Cuba .

Concerned that the suit mighi expose
and disrupt the Iran - Contra opera
tions , Secord had asked former CIA of
ficial Glenn Robinette to investigate
those behind it . The results of
Robinette's investigation are not yet
available , but much is already known
about the iwo American journalists on
whose behalf the suit was filed , Tony
Avirgan and Martha Honey .

Both have well -documented records
of left -wing political activism . Honey
was an organizer against U.S. involve
ment in the war against communism in
Vietnam and once worked for a group
called the National Action /Research
on the Military Industrial Complex .

Avirgan was arresied several times
for protesting against the Vietnam War
and wrote an article in 1970 for Win
magazine , titled , “ From Hanoi with
Love ." Avirgan , who had arrived in
Hanoi on a Soviet Aeroflot flighi,
wrote sympathetically about the strug .
gle for “ independence and freedom "
by the Communist North Vietnamese.

Avirgan and Honey , who worked in
Tanzania for six years and wrote a
book about the overthrow of Ugandan
dictator Idi Amin , arrived in Costa
Rica around 1983 and they began
covering the conflict in Central
America . They have worked in various
capacities for several news organi
zations, including CBS News, ABC
News , National Public Radio , the
BBC , the Times and the Sunday Times
of London , and the Canadian Broad
casting Corp.

Avirgan was present at the 1984 press
conference at La Penca , Nicaragua ,
called by former Contra leader Eden
Pastora that was rocked by an explo
sion that killed several people. Avirgan
claims that he suffered shrapnel
wounds, burns and a mangled hand, and
was evacuated to the U.S. and incapaci
tated for two months . But Curtin Win
sor Jr. , U.S. ambassador to Cos'a Rica
from 1983 to 1985 , says his information
is that Avirgan " injured his middle

case. "
Sheehan's affidavit in the case is

available for $ 10 . In it he details how a
" secret team " of people worked with
the Reagan Administration , through
Li . Col. Oliver North . 10 smuggle
weapons to Iran and the Contras, "
funded by the sale of illegal narcotics in
the U.S. The affidavit also purportedly
outlines this Secret Team's history of

political assassination and arms traf .
ficking funded by drug smuggling
which begins in the early 1960s. "

Curiously , however , although
Christic material features attacks on
North , the former National Security

Council operative is not named as a
defendant. Shechan has refused to ex
plain why . Some explain the omission
by noting that all of the defendants are
non - governmental. Bringing a govern
ment official into the suit , they reason ,
would have brought the organization
into a legal battle with the U.S. govern .
ment, a worthy adversary in any case .

Sheehan's cbief complaint
seems to be with the U.S. policy of
supporting covert . operatioas
against the Communists .

However, the suit was always de .
signed to achieve maximum publicity .
It was announced at a news conference
arranged by Fenton Communications,
a former registered agent for the San
dinistas , prior to a vote on congres .
sional aid to the resistance .

The suit has also been regularly pro
moted in the pages of the People's Dai
ly World , the newspaper of the
Moscow -controlled Communist Party ,
U.S.A. The paper even ran an interview
with Bob Davis , a Jesuit priest who
serves as “ chief invesuigator" for the
Christic Institute .

On the other hand , this reporter has
been rebuffed in his efforts to get infor
mation out of the organization .
Christic Institute press secretary Sally
Schwarz once hung up the phone on
me , and Sheehan has refused to re
spond to detailed questions about the
suit because he says he doesn't consider
me an " objective journalist. "

Gen. Secord , a major player in the
Iran -Contra operations ind a key
defendant , is convinced the original
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finger essentially " and was dazed a lit Colombian drug dealer who is namedtle .

as a defendant along with Jorge Ochoa,
In any case , Avirgan and his wife another reputed Colombian drug

began an investigation into the bomb dealer .
ing . Their work was supported by the
Committee to Protect Journalists, a The suit was not taken seriously at

first because the Christic Institute ,group that boasts prominent media .
which describes itself as " an interfaithfigures such as Dan Rather of CBS

News on its board , and the Newspaper public interest law and policy center , "
Guild , the journalists ' union that broke had a reputation for being on the far .

left fringe . It is named after Catholicwith its parent group , the AFL -CIO ,
and participated in the April 25 mystic Teilhard de Chardin's concept“ Mobilization for Justice and Peace in of a Christic force that unifies all be.Central America and Southern

ings.
Africa ." The AFL - CIO had warned

Chief Counsel Sheehan was des .member unions against participating
cribed in a June 2 , 1986 , United Pressbecause of the involvement of pro
International story as a drop -out fromCommunist groups in the march .
candidacy for the priesthood who had

Suit Based on previously worked closely with the
Jesuits . He is a Harvard -educatedDubious sources
former ACLU attorney who workedThe Avirgan - Honey investigation for George McGovern for President in

resulted in the filing of the Christic suit 1972. " Everyone is all ' 60s crowd
here, " he says . He claims to survive onagainst the people supposedly involved
a $ 9,000 yearly salary.in the bombing and related criminal

activities . " Their main source in the in Sheehan and others at the Christic
vestigation was someone named Institute played a role in the multi" David , " who later disappeared and million dollar suit against the
who dealt with the journalists through Kerr -McGee Corp. , which had em .
an intermediary, " Carlos." ployed Karen Silkwood at its plu

conium fuel rod plant in Oklahoma.**Carlos" is Carlos Rojas, a " star Sheehan claimed that Silkwood , whowitness " in the Christic suit who was killed herself in a car accident , was acrecently deposed by both sides in the tually killed because she had discoveredcase after being surfaced by Sheehan in a conspiracy to smuggle nuclearCanada . Rojas proved to be a terrible materials out of the U.S. This case also" witness . " breaking down several became a popular leftist cause .times and admiting he had no evidence
Sheehan still insists there is evidencebacking up what " David " had told

of such a plot . But Wall Street Journalhim . One observer said it appeared that
reporter Jonathan Kwitny , who isRojas was " forgetting his lines. "
usually sympathetic to leftist charges ,

At the time of the bombing, accord says that Sheehan has repeatedly re
ing to testimony before the Iran - Con . fused to provide such evidence .
tra committees , Robert Owen was at a Kwitny has written that Sheehan'smeeting with John Hull , an American evidence for his " Contragate" lawsuitrancher in Costa Rica and a strong sup also remains “ well -hidden , " and thatporter of the Nicaraguan resistance . he " has promised to make sourcesOwen testified they were shocked and available, but has always backed out ,saddened when they heard what had citing danger to the sources or otherhappened . But Owen and Hull now complications."
find themselves named as members of a Kwitny says he has been told by aconspiracy that carried out the bomb new member of the Christic staff ,ing .

former CIA contract analyst David
Pastora originally said that he be . MacMichael , that " he had been hired

lieved the Sandinisias were behind the to try to cleanse Sheehan's count filings
of many factual errors — not the firstbombing, although he recently sur
time I'd heard that , either ."faced in a Christic video tape claiming

that either the CIA or " Oliver North's Kwitny adds, " Sheehan , who has ig
groups were responsible . nored the errors in his filings pointed

out by others , argues that if 80 per cent" David " also told " Carlos,” who of his allegations are correct , he'll betold Avirgan and Honey, that Hull's satisfied . I really believe his zeal is gengroup had planned to bomb the U.S. uine , and that he doesn't realize that 80Embassy in Costa Rica and assassinate per cent accuracy in character assassi.the new U.S. ambassador to Costa nation is not commendable . And so far ,Rica , Lewis Tambs . The latter was to that is a very optimistic estimate of hisbe done supposedly to collect a score ."
Si -million bounty put on the head of
Tambs by Pablo Escobar, a reputed

The suit alleges, among other things,
that the secret war against the Sandin .
istas was financed with drug money . It
claims that John Hull permitted planes
loaded with weapons for the resistance
to land on his ranch and leave with co
caine that would be sold to buy more
weapons. Similar charges have been
aired on the “ CBS Evening News with
Dan Rather " and the CBS News pro
gram " West 57th ."

But Hull has pointed out that his run
ways are too short to accommodate the
alleged drug planes- a claim supported
by evidence developed by Journal
reporter Kwitny.

Allegations that Adolfo Calero and
other current Contra leaders have been
involved in drug smuggling were in
vestigated and dismissed without
substance by investigators ' for the
House Iran - Contra committee .

A memorandum summarizing a
massive investigation said , " Despite
numerous newspaper accounts to the
contrary , no evidence was developed
indicating that contra leadership or
Contra organizations were actually in
volved in drug trafficking. Sources of
news stories indicating to the contrary
were of doubtful veracity ."
The Christic Institute had been ped

dling the Contra drug charges to any .
body who would listen . On July 21 ,
after hearing closed -door testimony
from the Christic Institute and others ,
the House Narcotics Committee never
theless announced through its chair
man , Rep . Charles Rangel (D.-N.Y. ) ,
that “ None of the witnesses gave any
evidence that would show that the Con
tra leadership was involved in the traf
ficking of drugs. " Rep . Robert Dornan
(R. - Calif . ) said the committee had been
" suckered by the Christic Institute in
to thinking there was something to the
charges .

News organizations bave given
the suit publicity , even though they
bave been doable to confirm the
drug charges .

Arthur Ochs Sulzberger , publisher of
the New York Times, confirmed in a
letter to Accuracy in Media Chairman
Reed Irvine that the Times had spent a
lot of reporting time looking into these
allegations" but had found nothing.
Finally , he said , " we felt we had to

find a way to take account, at least, of
the existence of the lawsuit " and did so
with two stories . The Times was forced
to cover the suit , Sulzberger acknowl
edgec , because the paper had been " hit
over the head for months — in letters,
speeches and obscure journals - for ig
noring" the suit .
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Readers of one story had to wait until

almost the final paragraph to discover

that “Other investigators, including

reporters from major news organiza .

tions , have tried without success to find

proof of aspects of the case , particular.

ly the allegations that military supplies

for the Contras may have been paid for

with profits from drug trafficking ."

The headline over the story referred

10 the Christic Institute as a " liberal

group ," a strange description of an

organization that had joined with the

Communist Party as a sponsor of last

April's protest against U.S. policy in

Central America and southern Africa .

Ironically , despite the naming of

Secord , Owen and the others , neither

the Christic suit nor the downing of the
Hasenfus Contra resupply plane in Oc
tober 1986 led to the unraveling of the
Iran - Contra operations. The White

House did that with its November 25
announcement that funds had been
diverted from the Iran operation to the
Contra resupply effort.

The White House announcement was
made even though evidence shows that
North and his associates believed they
were acting under the authority of
President Reagan and that what they
were doing was both legal and morally
right. The subsequent appointment of a

special prosecutor forced the various

participants in the Iran - Contra opera
tions to legally defend themselves
against possible criminal indictments.

The White House had also played in .
to the hands of the Christic Institute ,
which said it had been vindicated in its
legal claims of a " secret team " con
ducting U.S. foreign policy .
If the suit had been successful in ex

posing and destroying the Contra
resupply operation , the Sandinistas and

their Cuban and Soviet backers would The first task , from the point of view
have been extremely grateful. It would of the defendants, is to take care of the
have meant that , in addition to the Christic Institute. Many defendants
termination of official U.S. aid , most have legal defense funds to help with
of the private aid to the Nicaraguan the legal bills. There has also been
resistance would have been curtailed. speculation about some kind of legal

action against Sheehan . Gen. SecordOn the other hand , the pro - Sandi- would only say, " We will definitely dealnista private aid network would have with this guy. It will be a service to theremained intact . The Christic Institute country . "
is a spin -off of the Quixote Center , the
group spearheading the " Quest for
Peace , " sending tens of millions of Any readers who may be interested in
dollars of private aid to Sandinista -con- eiding the victims of the Christic In .
trolled Nicaragua . The aid enables the stitute lawsuit may want to contact theSandinista regime to divert its limited Robert Owen Legal Defense Trusi, c /o
resources to other purposes, including Mr. Frederic G. Burke , Fourth Floor
support for the war against the resis. Trust, National Bank of Washington ,lance . Sheehan had served as a staffer 4340 Connecticut Ave., N. W., Wash .
at the Quixote Center . ington , D.C. 20008. Also , The Friends
The outcome of this suit is even more of Tom Posey, P.O. Box 74. Bessemer,

important now that it appears the Con- Ala. 35021. Also, the Richard Secord
gress may once again cut off aid to the Legal Assistance Fund, c/o Parton,
Nicaraguan resistance. Some of the Boggs and Blow, 2550 M Si., N.W.,

defendants , who are now tied upin Washington , D.C. 20036. Also ,
court, may find it impossible to resume Friends of General Singlaub , clo Clews
their roles in a vitally necessary private Communications, Inc., 220 7th St. ,
aid network for the freedom fighters. S.E. , Washington, D.C. 20003 .
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Interview with Ambassador Richard M. Helms

19 June 1989

Interview conducted by Dr. Mary S. McAuliffe at Ambassador Helms's

office in Washington , D.C.

MSM : I have several questions for you , Ambassador , on McCone as

well as on your role , some of your activities , during the McCone

years . My first question for you is , how good a DCI was McCone ?

in

RH : Well , John McCone was a good DCI -- I don't think there was any
doubt about that . He was a very good manager . He was intense
his work . He was a quick study . And I think he ran the

organization in those days with a firm hand , there was no doubt
about it . He had come to Government , first in the Air Force and

then in the Atomic Energy Commission , from having been the owner of
a tanker company as well as having been in the ship-building
business , and he had learned all the techniques of how you run

organizations from that experience . He was a man with a firm

hand--there was no question about that . Also , I think that he had

good judgment on intelligence estimates and on matters generally , so
that I think when it was all added up , he put in a good performance .

MSM : Good . You've mentioned some of his strong points .
feel he had any weak points as DCI ?

Do you

RH : Well , I think that if there were any-- if one has to lean on

weak points , it would be that he had never been in the intelligence
business before . He was inclined to be rather prestige -conscious ,
and when it came to some of the more low- level activities of the
operational side of the business , for example , the one in which I
was involved , I sometimes found him wondering why he was spending
the time with these unimportant figures . Well , in some cases , these
were important figures as far as our operational work was concerned ,
even though they were not high in the Government they represented .

That was one of the things I noticed. Otherwise , I can't say that
any weaknesses he may have had were particularly relevant to the job
he was doing .

MSM : I understand you have some strong feelings about the DCI's
role in respect to policy -making . Did McCone in your view ever
cross the line-- from provider of intelligence ...

RH : Well , John McCone believed that the Director should wear two
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hats . He should have a hat as the head of the CIA ; but he also

should be in a position to advise the President and other high
members of the administration on policy matters . He believed that .

In point of fact , when he found out , after some months of the
Johnson administration , that he was no longer going to have any role

in policy as far as Lyndon Johnson was concerned , I think it was
then that he decided to leave . You talk about controversy , it just

happens that I personally believe that the Director of Central

Intelligence ought to stick to his intelligence last and leave the

policymaking to others .

MSM : Who actually ran the day - to - day operations of the organization
while McCone was DCI ? Did Carter , did General Carter ? Did Lyman
Kirkpatrick ?

RH : Well , McCone .

MSM : McCone did ?

RH : Yes .

MSM : He didn't hand it over to Carter ?

RH : NO .

MSM : Okay . ( Pause ) What was the extent ...

RH : I think --excuse me-- it seems to me that one should understand

something about McCone , and I would exemplify it by this anecdote .

At one juncture , and I've forgotten entirely when , there was some
issue , and some of the fellows wanted to get some information from

Aristotle Onassis . And they went to McCone and said that they were

going to send some individual -- I've forgotten now who-- to talk with

Onassis . And McCone just laughed at them . He said , " If you want to

get something out of Onassis , you'd better convince me that I should

talk to him . Because I know what tanker owners are like . They're

men who are totally in charge of their operation , and I have been
one of them . " I tell you this anecdote , because it exemplifies the
fact that it would never have occurred to McCone to give over the

running of an organization to anybody else .

MSM : Well , along the same line , what was the extent of Robert

Kennedy's authority over intelligence affairs while McCone was DCI ?
Did Kennedy indeed hold an " informal watching brief " over CIA and

the entire intelligence community ? Arthur Schlesinger claims that
he did .

RH : That's--what does a " watching brief " mean ? I mean , that's one
of those rhetorical flourishes that doesn't convey very much .
Robert Kennedy , on behalf of his brother , was deeply involved in

counterinsurgency -- in other words , in all those efforts to organize
dissidents in certain countries , with particular reference to Cuba ,
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and therefore he was constantly involved in meetings of the

Counterinsurgency Group , to see how we could do the job better here ,

how more emphasis could be placed there . He was accessible to us

when we wanted his assistance . He would call up low - level members

of the Agency and ask them to do things for him , in certain

operational spheres . And , in the latter days of President Kennedy's

administration , he also had a lot of dealings with John McCone . And

the reason for this was , that when Mccone , on his honeymoon , had

sent back these telegrams saying that one should look for the

Russians putting missiles in Cuba , and these cables ran contrary to
the general assessment of all the Soviet experts of the Government
that Khrushchev would never try to put missiles in Cuba-- in short ,
McCone turned out to be right , and all the others were

wrong --President Kennedy for some reason did not like this , and his

relationship with McCone was pretty much brought to an end . So ,
McCone at that point began to develop Robert Kennedy , and saw him on

quite a few occasions , socially and in various other ways . In other
words , he was his , what shall we say , his contact at a high level

with the Kennedy administration .

MSM : That's interesting . I've heard that before , and then I've had

some people that contradict that .

RH : Oh , it's absolutely true .

MSM : That he lost his access to the President at that point ?

RH : Oh , there wasn't any question about it .

MSM : Not in terms of meetings .

with the President as before .

He had the same number of meetings

RH : No , but he didn't have access to him in the personal way that
McCone liked , so that he could influence him in his decisions and so

forth . That's what I'm talking about . I'm not talking about
sitting in the same room with him or going to the White House or any
of that thing . I'm talking about this one- on -one influence which
McCone liked to have on policymakers .

MSM : Do you think it was as bad a break between him and Kennedy as
it was between him and Johnson later ?

RH : The break was different . With Johnson , it just --when Johnson
came in , McCone used to go over in the morning and brief him on what
was going on in the intelligence world . Then these briefings became
less frequent . Then they stopped entirely . Then McCone very rarely
saw Johnson --maybe in meetings , but certainly not one - on -one . And

gradually McCone got the feeling , and told me , that he seemed to
have no effect on the President or influence with him and so forth ,
and he really didn't think that he wanted to continue as Director of
Central Intelligence . And I think that's why he resigned .
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MSM : Was Special Group Augmented simply Special Group 5412 plus
Robert Kennedy ?

RH : Yes , it--Special Group Augmented was this counterinsurgency
group .

MSM : Was it invented to accommodate the Attorney General , to bring
him in to Special Group 5412 for oversight ...

RH : Oh , I think they called it Special Group Augmented for
bureaucratic reasons , so that it would be recognized that the people
who came to a special Group meeting Augmented were not necessarily
the same ones that came to a Special Group meeting , that's all .

MSM : I see . What was McCone's attitude toward covert operations ?

RH : Well , he was in favor of them , and spent a reasonable amount of
time understanding them and trying to assist with them . Whatever

Robert Kennedy wanted , he tried to do . So , there was no opposition
on McCone's part to special operations . Or covert actions--actions
or covert operations , whatever you want to call them .

MSM : How much oversight did he exercise ? Over covert operations ?

RH : Well , a good deal of oversight . As much as any Director . Не

certainly had to defend them in these Special Group meetings . And

all covert actions or Special Group activities , whatever you want to
call them-- I don't know how you best define them in your
history--all of those had to be passed on by the Special Group , and
he was a member of the Special Group , and therefore he knew about
all of them . Nothing was kept from McCone . I mean , there's a sort
of a myth that's got going , due to those Church committee hearings ,
that he was kept in the dark about certain things . But I discovered
to my astonishment one time , when I was called back from Teheran to
testify on some issue or other --one of the counsels for the

Republican part of the Church committee took me aside and said ,
" Don't you know what's going on ? " And I said , " No , what's going
on ? " He said , "Well , you know Walter Elder , who used to be a
special assistant to McCone , is one of the ones that passes on the
material that comes up here to the Hill . And he's been briefing
McCone on what's up here and what's not up here , so that when McCone
denies knowing certain things , he's in a very good position to feel
that he is safe , because there's no records in the committee that
indicate this . I said , " No , I wasn't aware that this was going
on . " " Well , " he said , " it is , and you ought to pay attention to
it . " Well , there was nothing I could do about it-- I was coming back
and forth to testify from time to time , but I was not sitting here
in town and couldn't do anything about anything . But I just wanted
for the record to say that I don't recall anything that was kept
from McCone . I think he was briefed on all the activities of the

Agency . And if he claims that he was not , and particularly on these
assassination issues and so forth , he and the good Lord will have to
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decide about that .

MSM : That was one of my questions--that when you had told the

Church committee , and I'm quoting here , " He [ McCone ) was involved in
this [ Castro assassination attempts ] up to his scuppers just the way

everybody else was that was in it . " And then you also said , " I
don't understand how it was that he didn't hear about some of these

things that he claimed he didn't . " Did you discuss this topic with
McCone ? You indicate you have .

RH : Sure .

MSM : Okay .

RH : As far as I knew . As I say , I don't recall anything ...

MSM : I mean , you actually discussed it ? It wasn't a matter of

passing on a piece of paper or something that was ambiguous or
something of this sort ?

RH : You know , when you're talking about some historical things in

any organization , you think that you've done the complete job .

Maybe you have , maybe you haven't . Maybe you forgot something .
Maybe there was something that you didn't think was important , but

it was long since past , or something of this kind . I'm not saying

that the briefings that McCone got were necessarily one hundred
percent . I'm just saying that I don't recall any of these important
issues that got so much attention that he didn't know about . That's
all .

MSM : I see . I'm glad to have that for the record . Did operations
under William Harvey and Task ForceWin any way threaten the
President's handling and resolution of the Cuban missile crisis?
Raymond Garthoff has indicated that ...

RH : Well , I've never been able to understand what this charge was .
The activities of Task Force W were undertaken at Robert Kennedy's
request , with Special Group Augmented request . I'm sure the

President was well aware of what was going on . He wanted something
done about Castro , there's no question about this whatever , it was
just as clear as a bell . Every effort was made , and passed on .
And the allegation that Castro , hearing about these efforts against
him , and so forth , therefore was disposed to do something against
President Kennedy , and therefore this got wound up in Kennedy's own
assassination-- these are circumstantial weavings together of threads
that I don't think necessarily should be woven together . I've never
seen the evidence to support this at all . William F. Buckley , Jr.
wrote a book -- I've forgotten the name of it now--about this whole
business .

MSM : Mongoose .
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RH : Mongoose .

MSM : Yes . R.I.P.

RH : And that's fantasy at the end of the book . I mean , he's

entitled to put it together any way he wanted for fiction . But in

the real world , the contention of some of the Senators that the

efforts against Cuba of Harvey and Task Force w and so forth had
something to do with the assassination of President Kennedy , I think

is drawing a very long bow indeed . And nobody has yet come up with
any information to my knowledge that Lee Harvey Oswald was

necessarily put up to this by the Cubans . A much better case can be
made that he was put up to it by the Russians . So , since that's

unresolved , I don't think that these Ray Garthoff conceptions --and

Ray has got all kinds of these . I mean , this isn't the only one .
He floats these about one a year .

MSM : It seems to me , though , in looking through some of the
documents from the period , that there were two operations that have

perhaps been getting confused in people's minds after the fact . And

possibly because they have access only to a limited amount of
information . There was a re - run of an operation on Matahambre that

took place , that began , during the height of the missile crisis and ,
according to William Harvey , was known and approved by everyone--by
Kennedy , by you , by McCone . And this was what actually blew up
after the crisis was over , along about November 13 or so-- the

operatives were captured by Castro , and this was announced . Yet ,

there was another operation that Harvey apparently sent in during

the missile crisis on his own -- three intelligence teams , for which
he apparently did not have prior approval. These were sent in , as I
understand it , to collect intelligence on the missile sites ...

RH : I don't know , I don't remember anything about it , but I can

tell you right now that if these were purely on intelligence

missions , he didn't have to get approval . Because NSCID 5 gave the
Agency the right to run intelligence operations without going around
the Government .

MSM : I think this is what Garthoff is referring to , though . I

think he is getting the two mixed up , and here were three teams sent
in , two of which could not be recalled . McCone apparently hit the
roof over it , because he had told Harvey that he wanted Special

Group Augmented's permission before these went , and Harvey didn't

get it--he just sent them in and couldn't recall them .

RH : Well , this I can't help you with .

MSM : Okay . This is too detailed . You weren't aware of this? You

don't recall this particular episode ? Okay . Apparently there was a

bit of a flap over it . That's why I bring it up .

RH : Somebody like Sam Halpern might remember about it .

6
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MSM : Yes , we talked about it . We talked about it a bit . He

remembered part of it , a portion of it . Why do you think that the
Kennedy's continued Operation Mongoose right through the missile
crisis ? They didn't end it [Mongoose ] until it [ the crisis ) was
over .

RH : They wanted intelligence .

intelligence .

I mean , they were desperate for

MSM : Was it intelligence they wanted , or were they continuing
operations , though ? This was operations .

RH : Oh , I think that during the Cuban missile crisis , for that
whatever period of time that lasted , that they were desperate for
intelligence . And I don't think that they figured that the missile
crisis necessarily had any effect on their need for this .

MSM : Okay . I was intrigued to discover that on the morning of the
first day of the crisis , Robert Kennedy pushed for more action
against Cuba . And on the second day , JFK approved of a proposed
step- up , except for the proposal to mine the Cuban harbors . This I
found intriguing .

RH : I think they wanted to get rid of Castro , there wasn't any
doubt about it . Anything they could do to weaken him , they wanted
to do . You know , this is one of things that so many of the critics
of this period talk about , and I find it absolutely baffling ,
because , if you read the speech that President Kennedy gave down in
Miami when the Bay of Pigs brigade was released from Cuba and came
back , and that speech in which he said that "We'll plant your flag
in a liberated Cuba , " and so forth -- if anybody reads that speech ,
they couldn't possibly come to the conclusion that Kennedy wasn't
still dedicated to getting rid of Castro . I mean it's hard to read
the language and not believe that . So where all this mysticism
comes from , that he was --you know , all these things were all
mounting to cause trouble for him , and in the end involved with his
assassination and so forth-- it's just , you know , it's just
fantasyland .

MSM : How useful , how effective , were Special Group 5412 , Special
Group Counterinsurgency , Special Group Augmented --these special
groups ?

RH : How ... ?

MSM : How useful were they ? How effective were they ?

RH : Well , they were the approval mechanism .

MSM : Okay . And it worked ?

RH : Uh huh .

7
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MSM : Why were the Agency's relations with Lansdale so strained ?

RH : Strained?

MSM : Uh huh . Is that not the appropriate word ?

RH : Is this during Operation Mongoose ?

MSM : Yes .

RH : Oh , I don't think it was anything all that serious . I think

that what that amounted to was that you had some powerful egos
involved in these operations . You had a powerful ego in Kennedy ,
you had a powerful ego in McCone , you had a powerful ego in Harvey ,
you had a powerful ego in Lansdale , and I don't think it's anything
more than that . Everybody wanted to be top dog .

MSM : Yes . Yes . ( Pause ) . On Vietnam-- skipping a bit here , from

Cuba to Vietnam--this is the telegram , Deptel 243 , and there's been
some confusion , at least in my records , on what happened on that day

on August 24 , 1963. Someone from State called you , I believe , about
this telegram to Ambassador Lodge concerning coup-plotting in

Saigon . It's since been referred to as " Lodge's marching orders . "
Who called you ? Was it Hilsman , or was it Harriman ?

RH : Doesn't the record show who called me ?

MSM : I haven't been able to locate it . You don't remember ?

RH : I don't know whether it was Hilsman or Forrestal or who it was ,

but it was somebody who , when they called me , told me that this had

already been approved by the President , and that they were just
checking around to see if there were any dissents .

MSM : So it wasn't really coordinated with the Agency in any

meaningful sense ?

I don'tRH : Not in any meaningful way . Just a telephone call .

know where McCone was that weekend ...

MSM : He was in California .

RH : This was a Sunday night , I think .

MSM : A very slow , summer weekend .

RH : Yes . And this telegram , as I recall it , was the brainchild of

Averell Harriman , and was it Hilsman ?

MSM : Hilsman .

8
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RH : And Forrestal ?

MSM : Hilsman , Forrestal and Harriman .

RH : The three of them?

MSM : Uh huh .

RH : And , obviously in restrospect , it was a very bad idea . What
McCone would have said about it if he'd been called on that
particular occasion , I can't say . It's easy to be a Monday morning
quarterback about something like that .

MSM : Yes .

RH : But I didn't feel that I was asked to give any particular
thought , or check around with people or do anything like that . This
was just sort of tipping their hat to the Agency , that they'd called
everybody .

MSM : Right .

RH : I think , since you're a historian , this comment from me might
be of interest to you . And that is , that Americans are so untutored
in the cultures , religions , and social manifestations of so many
foreign peoples , that we make a lot of mistakes , and this was one of
those mistakes . That if we had really understood about the
Buddhists , and all this business of burning themselves , etc. , etc. ,
we would have taken it far less seriously than Kennedy and Harriman
seemed to think . I mean , after all , Buddhist monks did things like
this . It wasn't all that important .

MSM : Just a totally different approach to the value of human life ,
and so forth ?

RH : Yes , in other words , it's a different view of life , and we
simply don't understand it . We don't understand Islam , we don't
know anything about it . It's idiotic the way Americans react . The
other day somebody was saying to me , " Were you surprised at that
extraordinary outpouring at Khomeini's funeral ? " And I said , " Not
at all , if you know anything about Shiism , if you know that that's
the kind of religion it is . " So , we've got a lot better educational
process to do in our Government departments if we're going to really
run a sensitive and sensible foreign policy .

MSM : Yes . ( Pause ) . Did McCone tell you at the time that he had
recommended you to be his successor as DCI ?

RH : Yes .

MSM : He did ?

RH : Yes .

9
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MSM : Was it a surprise -- it must have been , then--when that didn't
happen ?

RH : Well , he did tell me he'd recommended me . As a matter of fact ,
he took me down to meet President Johnson . I'd seen President
Johnson before , but he took me down to actually see him--or he
introduced me to him at some point or other . And then Johnson
called me down when he'd made up his mind what he was going to do ,
and told me that he was appointing Admiral Raborn , and that I would
be the number two , and that I was to come to all the meetings with
amiral Raborn , and that if all went well , then maybe at some point

he'd make me Director .

MSM : You were given this promise , then ?

RH : And , that was in a private conversation that he and I had . And

so I did go to all the meetings with Admiral Raborn and so forth .
And the only reason I'm telling this story is that , on the Saturday
morning that President Johnson at a small press conference told the
press he was appointing me as Director of Central Intelligence , he
hadn't even bothered to call me or have anybody call me , so I heard
it from the newspapers .

MSM : You never were told?

RH : I never was told .

MSM : Was there any indication , when Raborn was appointed and you
made his Deputy , that Raborn's appointment was meant to be an
interim appointment ?

RH : Yes , that was the intimation .

MSM : That was the implication?

do . "

RH : In other words , President Johnson was quite frank and open
about this . He said , " You have no contacts on Capitol Hill . You're
not known in this town . And in order to have a job like this ,

you've simply got to have the acquaintance of certain Senators and
Congressmen , and so forth . And this is an opportunity for you to
become acquainted with these people . And that's what I want you to

So that the implication was that it was interim . The

implication was that I would get it . But he was very careful never
to say how long Raborn was going to be there . He might be there a
long time , or a short time -- this was left quite fuzzy .a But he made
it abundantly clear to me that he wanted me to get known around

town . That's why he was making me Deputy , so that I would show up
in these places with Raborn . "

MSM : Was Raborn aware of this ?

10
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RH : I have no idea . I doubt it .

MSM : What was it like to work for McCone ?

difficult ?
Was it terribly

RH : No. McCone was not difficult to work for . McCone was very

explicit about what he wanted . He kept one to high standards , but

not unreal standards . He was an exacting boss , but certainly not an

unreasonable one . And , as a matter of fact , I rather enjoyed

working with him , because you usually knew where you stood with
McCone .

MSM : Yes , I can imagine . Even now , at what is he--eighty- eight ? -- I
knew where I stood with him .

RH : Is he eighty- eight ?

MSM : Yes , I think he is . Yes --eighty - seven , eighty- eight .

RH : I'm sorry he's so ill .

MSM : Oh , he is , yes . But he won't admit it .

RH : No , no . He's a feisty fellow .

MSM : He's a fighter .

RH : And he's got a lot of courage .

MSM : Yes .

RH : But I gather from what you say that he's going downhill .

you want to turn that off ?

Do

( Tape turned off , as Ambassador Helms reviews his notes , then turned
back on )

RH : Here's one item that I think might help to lighten your
history , and that is , that McCone had a trick which at least I , and

I guess the other deputies , but certainly I , caught on to after a
while . And that was that , if on Thursday or Friday , you got a call
from him giving you a whole list of things that he wanted done and
done right away , you then knew that he was going away for the
weekend .

( laughter )

RH : Let's see . I have down here about his relationship with Pat
Carter And I've never known exactly what that relationship
amounted to . I know that he was irritated with him , because he
hadn't fought harder to get his so -called " honeymoon cables "
accepted at the White House . But other than that , I think that John
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McCone , whether he liked or didn't like , or regardless of what his

relations with Pat Carter were , they would have been the same with

anybody else . In other words , he was the boss , and whoever was the

number two really was not a matter of great consequence to John
McCone .

MSM : Yes . I think with Carter you had a chain of command guy , and

with McCone you had something very much different ...

RH : That's right .

MSM : And the two simply were not compatible .

RH : So I think that covers it , Mrs. McAuliffe .

MSM : Okay .

12
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A bibliographic note

INTELLIGENCE AND NATIONAL POWER

Stan A. Taylor

Unfortunately , there is no single short work that covers the scope of

intelligence , espionage , national security , and everything in between . The

following note lists only a few of the better works ( including fiction ) for those

who may want to do some reading in one or more of the several areas that make

up the broad and fascinating field of strategic intelligence . The two most

complete bibliographies are George C. Constantinides , Intelligence and Espi

onage: An Analytical Bibliography (1983 ), a work to which all students of

intelligence are indebted , and the published guide to the famous Bowen

collection edited by Marjory W. Cline and others, Scholar's Guide to Intelli

gence Literature: Bibliography of the Russell J. Bowen Collection in the

Joseph Mark Lauinger Memorial Library, Georgetown University ( 1983) . This

guide was published for the National Intelligence Study Center . Intelligence:

Policy and Process, edited by Alfred C. Maurer and others, contains a useful

bibliography written by Robert La Liberte Migneault that provides a fairly

complete review of the literature on intelligence. Less accessible, but very

useful, is the bibliography published by the US Defense Intelligence College,

Bibliography of Intelligence Literature: A Critical and Annotated Bibliogra

phy of Open -Source Literature, (1985).

The Foreign Intelligence Literary Scene: A Bimonthly Newsletter / Book

Review is indispensible for anyone who wishes to stay current in this interesting

field of study . This publication was taken over in 1986 by the National

Intelligence Study Center and is one of the better ways to stay up to date on

contemporary research and writing about intelligence matters . Academic

interest in this field is evidenced by the recent appearance of two scholarly

journals devoted solely to intelligence . One is The International Journal of

Intelligence and Counterintelligence and the other is Intelligence and

National Security. The early issues of both have been of high quality and treat

both historical and contemporary intelligence activities .

In the interest of readability , I do not list publisher or place of publication

but I do give subtitles if they tend to reveal much about the scope of the work .

Interested readers may find complete bibliographic information in any library .

The Role of Intelligence in National Security

At the most theoretical level is Harold Wilensky's Organizational Intel

ligence: Knowledge and Policy in Government and Industry ( 1967) which

discusses the role of political and economic intelligence in government . It also

treats the issue of secrecy in a democratic society . On the dangers of inaccurate

perceptions and , hence , the need for the corrective influence of intelligence ,

Robert Jervis has written two superb books, The Logic of Images in Interna

tional Relations ( 1970) and The Logic of Perception and Misperception in
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International Politics ( 1976) . Jervis has written more recently on the role of

intelligence in “ Intelligence and Foreign Policy , ” in International Security

11 ( 1968-87 ) . The relationship between intelligence and national security is

discussed in Herbert Scoville's “ Is Espionage Necessary for our Security ? ”

Foreign Affairs 54( 1976 ) : 482-495 .

Often considered the best general discussion on the role of intelligence and

national security ( especially given its early publication date- 1949 ) is Sherman

Kent's Strategic Intelligence for American World Policy. Kent's book was

republished in 1966. Diplomatic historian Ernest May has recently ( 1985)

edited a fine collection of essays entitled, Knowing One's Enemy : Intelligence

Assessment Before the Two World Wars - not a bad definition of strategic

intelligence . These essays focus on what are called national estimates. Each

article discusses what enemies or potential enemies knew about one another

before and during several international conflicts. One of the more comprehen

sive works yet published on both the theory and practice of intelligence is the

recent Intelligence: Policy and Process ( 1985), edited by Alfred C. Maurer and

others .

The History of Intelligence (Pre - 1945 )

As with any other academic field, the contemporary situation cannot be

understood without some idea of the past. Perhaps the most significant history

of intelligence , at least at the time of its publication , was Richard W. Rowan's

The Story of Secret Service ( 1937) . This was published later in Great Britain as

Secret Service: Thirty -Three Centuries of Espionage. Even by today's stan

dards Rowan's work is perhaps the best available on intelligence before World

War II . One of the few other efforts of such a scope is the collaboration by a

medievalist and a diplomatic historian , Secret Diplomacy: Espionage and

Cryptography 1500-1815 ( 1963) by James W. Thompson and Saul K. Padover.

A thorough documentation of spies, deserters, treason , deception , and so forth

among the ancient Greeks is found in Chester G. Starr's Political Intelligence

in Classical Greece ( 1974 ) .

A large (347 pages) work that , at a minimum, cannot be faulted for its

effort is Spy /Counterspy: An Encyclopedia of Espionage ( 1982) by Vincent
and Nan Buranelli. The book has disappointed some experts on intelligence, but

is a good “ encyclopedia ” for the beginner .

Those interested in early American espionage should read American

Espionage: From Secret Service to CIA ( 1977 ) , by Rhodri Jeffreys-Jones , and

The Spy in America ( 1943) , by George S. Bryan . Students of the American

Revolution should read John Bakeless's Turncoats, Traitors and Heroes (1959 ),

the best of several works dealing with espionage during that period , and Civil

War buffs will be interested in Harnett T. Kane's Spies for the Blue and Gray

(1954 ). A book that covers many early intelligence matters and that also

contains a good discussion of early constitutional controversies is Daniel N.

Hoffman's Governmental Secrecy and the Founding Fathers : A Study in

Constitutional Controls ( 1981 ) .

The World War I period is treated in a number of books dealing mostly

with individual events or with narrow and technical aspects of military
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intelligence . The best overview is found in selected chapters of the Jeffreys

Jones book mentioned above. Some of the more interesting works covering this

period deal with the famous Zimmerman telegram . Of these , the most readable

is Barbara Tuchman's The Zimmerman Telegram ( 1958), in which the

cryptanalytic achievement of the British Government in intercepting and

deciphering the famous telegram is interestingly told . The American effort at

cryptanalysis is told in the early and controversial book The American Black

Chamber by Herbert O. Yardley , published in 1931. Shortly after its publica

tion , many believed that the Japanese gained valuable American secrets from

the book. The furor led to the passage in 1933 of a law-usually referred to as

the Yardley Law “-protecting cryptologic matters .

No study of intelligence during World War I would be complete without

reading T. E. Lawrence's Seven Pillars of Wisdom : A Triumph (1935).

Lawrence was connected with British intelligence before the war and writes

not only with considerable knowledge but also with great literary style . Some

still consider his work as one of the best ever on irregular warfare .

Soviet espionage in Japan during the interwar years is treated in Target

Tokyo: The Story of the Sorge Spy Ring ( 1984), by Gordon W. Prange. A very

personalized version of American intelligence operations against Japan during

this same period is found in Sidney F. Mashbir's I Was an American Spy ( 1953 ).

Soviet espionage in Europe before World War II is recounted in the biograph

ical Our Own People: A Memoir of “ Ignace Reiss ” and His Friends ( 1970 ), by

Elizabeth K. Portesky . The official CIA history of this period is found in the

CIA-published The ROTE Kapelle: The CIA's History of Soviet Intelligence

and Espionage Networks in Western Europe, 1936-1945 ( 1979) .

The number of books dealing with World War II is overwhelming . On the

question of the quality of American intelligence about Japanese intentions , the

best work is Roberta Wohlstetter's Pearl Harbor: Warning and Decision ( 1962)

New works on American intelligence about the Japanese attack at Pearl Harbor

are appearing quite frequently . Some of these works are flawed by attempts to

resuscitate the reputations of some of the principals and must be viewed with

caution . Nevertheless, “ And I Was There ” Pearl Harbor and Midway

Breaking the Secrets by Rear Admiral Edwin T. Layton and others ( 1985) ;

Jasper Holmes's Double - Edged Secrets - U.S . Naval Intelligence Operations

in the Pacific During World War II ( 1979) ; and Ronald Lewin's The American

Magic : Codes, Ciphers and the Defeat of Japan ( 1982) are required ( though

contradictory) reading on this event .

The best study of US intelligence efforts against Nazi Germany is Joseph

E. Persico's Piercing the Reich : The Penetration of Nazi Germany by

American Secret Agents During World War II ( 1979) . On intelligence failures

during World War II , see Captains Without Eyes: Intelligence Failures in

World War II (1969), by Lyman Kirkpatrick , Jr. A detailed discussion of some

specific intelligence problems associated with one famous battle is Charles B.

MacDonald's A Time for Trumpets: The Untold Story of the Battle of the

Bulge ( 1985 ).

The role of the OSS during World War II is the subject of several works.

An excellent book on the OSS is Bradley F. Smith's The Shadow Warriors: OSS
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and the Origins of the CIA ( 1983) . Despite the pretentious subtitle and the

errors created by the unavailability of official OSS wartime records, R. Harris

Smith's OSS : The Secret History of America's First Central Intelligence

Agency ( 1972) is quite good . Corey Ford's Donovan of OSS ( 1970) is an

interesting account of some OSS operations during the war but it is based on

incomplete information . Perhaps the best study of the OSS , despite the slightly

misleading title , is Thomas E. Troy's Donovan and the CIA : A History of the

Establishment of the Central Intelligence Agency ( 1981 ) . Troy's book was

written in 1975 for the CIA and was based on official records. It was declassified

for public printing in 1981 and is by far the best work on this period .

Many believe that the most interesting works about intelligence during

World War II are those dealing with the Allied successes in breaking the secret

German codes. To gain an impression of the scope of the German espionage

efforts, students should begin with David Kahn's Hitler's Spies : German

Military Intelligence in World War II ( 1978) and then move to those works

that show how the British dealt with this challenge . I recommend J. C.

Masterman's The Double -Cross System in the War of 1939 to 1945 ( 1972) . This

book is a classic study of deception as a military strategy written by the person

who headed the XX or Double-Cross Committee of MI5 throughout the war.

The earliest book about breaking the German code, Francis W. Winter

botham's The Ultra Secret ( 1974 ), is not necessarily the best. Nevertheless, it

remains a classic because of its early publication . The best books on this topic

are Ronald Lewin's Ultra Goes to War: The First Account of World War II's

Greatest Secret Based on Official Documents ( 1978); Peter Calvocoressi's Top

Secret Ultra ( 1980) ; and Ralph Bennett's Ultra in the West: The Normandy

Campaign 1944-45 ( 1980) . How the British acquired this code-breaking ability

is best told in Wladyslaw Kozaczuk's Enigma: How the German Machine

Cipher was Broken and How it was Read by the Allies in World War II ( 1984) .

The most revealing work yet published on the details of breaking the German

code is Gordon Welchman's The Hut Six Story : Breaking the Enigma Codes

( 1982) . An interesting book which claims to “ reveal the truths ” about many

constantly retold World War II intelligence activities is Nigel West's A Thread

of Deceit : Espionage Myths of World War II (1985 ). West claims to set straight

the myth of Churchill's sacrificing Coventry to protect Ultra , the question of

who controlled Cicero, and other familiar tales .

The American Intelligence Community

The activities of the American intelligence community have been

described in numerous books and publications . For accuracy , reliability,

objectivity, and careful documentation , however, the best sources are those

published by the Intelligence Committees of Congress . The US Senate Com

mittee on Government Operations acted first by creating a special committee

chaired by Senator Frank Church (and most often referred to as the Church

Committee) . That Committee undertook the most comprehensive and thor

ough congressional investigation of the American intelligence community ever

conducted . Its findings were published in six volumes entitled the Final Report

and Hearings of the Senate Select Committee To Study Governmental

Operation With Respect to Intelligence Activities 1975-1976 . These six
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volumes cover both foreign and domestic intelligence operations and are

required reading for students interested in official accounts of CIA , DIA , and

State Department intelligence activities . One of the recommendations of the

Church Committee was that the Senate create a permanent intelligence

oversight committee . This was done in 1976 and the Senate Select Committee

on Intelligence continues to publish reports on various activities of the

American intelligence community . These publications continue to be perhaps

the only authoritative account of US intelligence activities.

The House of Representatives also undertook a special investigation by a

committee chaired by Representative Otis Pike . This committee did not

publish its final report because of Executive Branch disagreement on classified

information contained in the report . Eventually , however , the report was

leaked to the press and published in the 16 and 23 February 1976 editions of

The Village Voice . An edition of this text has been published in Great Britain

for the Bertrand Russell Peace Foundation entitled : CIA : The Pike Report

( 1977 ) . Subsequently , the House followed the lead of the Senate and in 1977

created a Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence. The volume of

literature published by that committee is too numerous to describe, but covers

a wide range of intelligence activities.

One of the first academic efforts to describe the full range of US

intelligence community activities was the book by Lyman B. Kirkpatrick , Jr. ,

who (one would think) was uniquely qualified to write about the intelligence

establishment because he was a veteran of both the OSS and the CIA as well as

a Brown University professor . Unfortunately , his The US Intelligence Com

munity : Foreign Policy and Domestic Activities ( 1973) is weak in its under

standing of the role of intelligence in a democratic society, is dull reading , and

is now quite dated . Nevertheless, it is one of the few books on this subject

written by an academic with intelligence experience . Also badly dated , but

more readable and more complete is Harry Howe Ransom's The Intelligence

Establishment ( 1970). Professor Ransom is widely recognized as a pioneer in

the academic study of intelligence. He is one of the few authors in this field who

has never worked for an intelligence agency . A more recent historical

treatment is found in William R. Corson's The Armies of Ignorance : The Rise

of the American Intelligence Empire ( 1977 ) . As suggested by the subtitle , the

book is a history of US intelligence from the Revolutionary War up to the

present . Moreover , many non - American events are laced into the story . A

recent and almost encyclopedic description of all of the agencies that make up

the intelligence community is Jeffrey T. Richelson's The US Intelligence

Community ( 1985 ) .

There are very few works focusing solely on the American military

intelligence community . The best is edited by Gerald W. Hopple and Bruce W.

Watson and is entitled The Military Intelligence Community ( 1986) .

The Central Intelligence Agency

Books about the CIA fall primarily into three categories. First there are the

" insider ” books written by former CIA officials and employees in an attempt to

protect the public image of the CIA ; second there are the “exposes , " written by
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disgruntled (or, to paraphrase Oscar Wilde , at least not entirely “ gruntled ” )

former employees or by “ investigative reporters, ” most of which have been

extremely critical of the CIA and some of which have bordered on treason ; and

finally there are the more recent works, some by scholars and some by retired

officials, but mostly works of fairly good quality .

In the first category is The Real CIA ( 1968), by Lyman Kirkpatrick , Jr. As

mentioned above , Kirkpatrick has many years of experience at several levels of

responsibility with both the OSS and the CIA . At the time of publication this

semiautobiographical book was widely heralded , but 16 years later it is unclear

why he omitted so many critical aspects of the CIA story . A more recent book

by a 25-year CIA veteran is David A. Phillips's The Night Watch ( 1977 ) .

Phillips founded an association of former intelligence officers and has spent

much of his time attempting to defend the reputation of the CIA and enhance

the luster of intelligence operations. The book is well written , though a bit

selective in what it covers . Of less general worth , but more interesting reading,

is Vernon A. Walter's Silent Missions ( 1978) . General Walters is one of the most

interesting raconteurs and linguists who ever worked in the intelligence

profession. The book is full of anecdotes drawn from his years of widely varied

intelligence assignments . The book does not tell serious students of intelligence

anything new about the CIA , but it is interesting reading.

In the second category, begin with the first anti-CIA book written by a

former employee of the agency-Phillip Agee's Inside the Company (1975 ).

The book is highly polemic and clearly the work of an ideologue. In fact , Agee

has been called the first ideological Marxist ever to work for the CIA . The book

has also been criticized for exposing several undercover agents, although many
of these claims have been exaggerated . Nevertheless, Agee has attempted to

make a living since 1975 by publishing names of CIA officers living abroad , thus

exposing their cover . The US Government has denied him a passport and he has

been living in whatever country in Europe would permit him residence.

Also in this second category is The CIA and the Cult of Intelligence

( 1974 ), by Victor Marchetti and John D. Marks. Both authors had considerable

experience in the intelligence establishment and both became disaffected from

the policies and practices of the agencies . The book has considerable value as

an example of the legal problems involved when former employees write about

the intelligence community . The CIA successfully persuaded the courts that the

publication of certain sections of this book would damage national security .

Therefore, many parts of it were deleted by court order . The American Civil

Liberties Union took up the case and convinced the court that some of the

deleted sections should be restored . More as a sales gimmick than anything else,

the book was published with blank spaces to indicate the 168 deletions required

by the court . Those sections which were restored were printed in boldface . The

book has many faults— it is polemical (but not nearly as much as the publication

hype suggests it to be) , it contains some factual errors, and it attempts to sell a

particular approach to intelligence -- but it is worth reading . Another " insider ”

book worth mentioning is Patrick J. McGarvey's CIA : The Myth and the

Madness ( 1972). McGarvey worked for both CIA and the DIA as well as in

cryptology while in the military . Nevertheless, the book has not been well liked

by most reviewers .
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Two very controversial books by former employees of the CIA are Frank

Snepp's Decent Interval: An Insider's Account of Saigon's Indecent End; Told

by the CIA's Chief Strategy Analyst in Vietnam ( 1977) and John Stockwell's
In Search of Enemies : A CIA Story ( 1978 ) . Snepp's book was the more

controversial of the two and established legal landmarks. It was not submitted

to the CIA for clearance before publication , as required by the contract all

intelligence officers sign . Thus , when the government initiated legal action

against Random House and Snepp, the case was followed with great interest.

The government was successful in its argument and Snepp was denied any

profits from the book . Many thought the incident would seriously dampen the

willingness of former intelligence officers to write their memoirs . The Stockwell

book makes several serious allegations about the poor judgment of certain CIA

officials, but it is most interesting when it talks about CIA clandestine activities

in Africa , a topic about which Stockwell had considerable knowledge.

There are a growing number of interesting books in the third category .

Ray S. Cline's Secrets, Spies and Scholars: Blueprint of the Essential CIA

( 1976) has been fairly well received by scholars and is written from a

background of vast experience . Some have accused him of “ retelling old

stories,” but , even if true, they are at least interesting stories. Cline gives

firsthand accounts of some of the most interesting intelligence operations of the

last 30 years. A fairly balanced account of the CIA has been written by Scott

Breckinridge, a 26-year veteran of the Agency. His work is The CIA and the

US Intelligence System ( 1986).Walter Laqueur's World of Secrets: The Uses

and Limits of Intelligence ( 1986 ) is a recent and interesting book by a

well-known author . John Ranelagh's The Agency : The Rise and Decline of the

CIA ( 1986) uses the directors of the CIA (and other key people) as a focus for

his study .

The New York Times Book Review called Thomas Powers's The Man

Who Kept the Secrets : Richard Helms and the CIA ( 1979) one of the best books

of 1979. The book is not a biography of Helms, the former director of the CIA,

but rather uses his career as a vehicle to write about the intelligence

establishment . Some intelligence veterans call attention to minor factual errors,

but most (even the conservative National Intelligence Study Center) view

Powers's book as one of the best ever written on intelligence .

William Colby , in conjunction with Peter Forbath , has written a book

spanning his career with OSS (where he survived dangerous missions in Europe

during World War II) and with the CIA entitled Honorable Men ( 1978) . Colby

was director of the Agency during the height of public criticism and does get

a little too defensive in the book . But his " explanation " of why he "gave away

the family jewels” is very interesting . Equally interesting is his philosophy of

the role of clandestine activities in a democratic society . As usual , critics have

found some factual errors in the book. Some insight into the Colby period at the

CIA can be gained by reading David Phillips's The Night Watch ( 1977) ,

mentioned above .

Continuing the trend of autobiographical works by former directors is

Stansfield Turner's Secrecy and Democracy: The CIA in Transition ( 1985) .

Turner was not a popular director at the Agency and his discussion of his role
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has struck many reviewers as too self-serving . The book contains an interesting

introductory section in which Turner comments on the publication difficulties

he encountered with the CIA clearance process. CIA publication review

officials say that Turner caused them more trouble than Marchetti and Marks,

Snepp , and Agee all combined . Nevertheless, Turner writes about a very

critical time for the CIA— the post -Church Committee period— and shows

considerable insight when he writes about the need for a democratically

controlled secret agency .

A book that does not fit neatly into any of the above categories but is very

interesting reading is the somewhat personal odyssey by longtime CIA veteran

Cord Meyer, Facing Reality: From World Federation to the CIA ( 1980) .

The National Security Agency

The NSA receives much less attention than the CIA , even though it is the

largest of the intelligence community agencies. Its mission is to protect all US

classified communications and to collect and attempt to break the transmissions

of other governments. The best introduction to the arcane area of cryptology is

the superb volume by David Kahn , The Codebreakers: The Story of Secret

Writing ( 1967 ) . I believe this to be the best work of this type yet written . It is

all the more fascinating when one realizes that Kahn based most of the book on

research in the New York Public Library ! Eighteen years after it was written ,

it remains a classic even though Kahn had no access to classified information .

An excellent companion volume is Ralph E. Weber's US Diplomatic Codes

and Ciphers, 1775 to 1938 ( 1979).

It is very difficult to find up- to-date material on the NSA . Chapter 7 in

Morton Halperin and others ' The Lawless State ( 1976) is a critical discussion of

the NSA . The 26 June 1978 U.S. News and World Report contains an extensive ,

if somewhat sensationalized , article entitled , “ Eavesdropping on the World's

Secrets.” A very slim paperback published in 1981 is also very useful : George

A. Brownell's The Origin and Development of the National Security Agency.

James Bamford's The Puzzle Palace: A Report on America's Most Secret

Agency ( 1982) has not been well received by reviewers , but it remains one of

the few book -length explorations of the NSA .

British Intelligence

Other than the reference above to the Ultra secret, the best overview of

British intelligence during World War II is F. H. Hinsley's British Intelligence

in the Second World War: Its Influence on Strategy and Operation ( 1979) .

This will eventually be a three -volume set and is the British Government's

official history of this period . Another excellent study of British intelligence

during World War II is Wesley K. Wark's The Ultimate Enemy: British

Intelligence and Nazi Germany , 1933-1939, ( 1985) . The official story of British

activities in occupied France is told by Michael R. D. Foot in SOE in France:

An Account of the Work of the British Special Operations Executive in

France, 1940-1944, ( 1966 ).

A book that some say was smuggled out of Britain before the government

could prevent its publication (and others say was stolen ! ) is Nigel West's The
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Circus : M15 Operations 1946-1972 (1983). West , actually Rupert Allason ,

makes several controversial and unproven accusations in this book . West has

also authored MI6: British Secret Intelligence Service Operations 1909-45

( 1984 ) . A very scholarly and comprehensive survey of British intelligence is

Christopher Andrew's Secret Service: The Making of the British Intelligence

Community ( 1985) . This was published in America as Her Majesty's Secret

Service in 1986.

Probably the most significant foreign penetration of an intelligence

service, at least in modern times , was the Soviet penetration of British

intelligence in the post -World -War- II period . There are several fascinating

books on this development , but more facts seem to be revealed each year so one

must read all of them with suspended judgment . A good place to begin is

Douglas Sutherland’s The Great Betrayal: The Definitive Story of Blunt ,

Philby, Burgess and Maclean ( 1980) . The best source on Philby et al is probably

Andrew Boyle's The Fourth Man : The Definitive Account of Kim Philby, Guy

Burgess and Donald Maclean and Who Recruited Them To Spy for Russia

( 1979) . (The recurring use of the word “ definitive ” in these titles is a clear

indications of the need for caution when reading these works. ) One should

obtain the Coronet Publisher revised version of this book since the London

version was published before the identification of Blunt as the Fourth Man .

Kim Philby's own version , highly propagandistic since he was working for the

KGB when he wrote it , is My Silent War ( 1968 ) . An interesting confessional by

a person who claims he knew about Philby and the others but did not tell

anyone is Michael Straight's After Long Silence ( 1983). Barrie Penrose and

Simon Freeman continue the growing tradition of books on this affair with their

Conspiracy of Silence: The Secret Life of Anthony Blunt ( 1986). There is one

fairly safe conclusion one can reach on the Philby affair: the words “ definitive”

and “ silence " have been overworked .

For a very nonofficial version of the penetration of British intelligence, see

Chapman Pincher's Their Trade is Treachery ( 1981 ) . Pincher is a British

journalist who specializes in intelligence matters and has been at the heart of

several major controversies over the last few years. In spite of some factual

errors , this remains must reading for an understanding of how the Soviets

placed so many high - ranking agents inside British intelligence . This is the

controversial book that shook the Thatcher government with its allegation that

a former head of MI5 was a Soviet mole. Chapman has continued his crusade

in his Too Secret Too Long ( 1984) .

Perhaps the only work published on the highly sensitive intelligence

agreements between the Western allies is the recent book by Jeffrey T.

Richelson and Desmond Ball entitled The Ties That Bind: Intelligence

Cooperation Between the UKUSA Countries- The United Kingdom , the

United States of America , Canada, Australia , and New Zealand ( 1985). The

book does not deliver all that it promises but does give brief overviews of the

intelligence communities of these five nations .

German Intelligence Under Hitler

David Kahn's Hitler's Spies (mentioned earlier) should be at the top of any

list of books on Nazi intelligence . Probably the best book on the head of
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German military intelligence during the war is Andre Brissaud's Canaris : The

Biography of Admiral Canaris, Chief of German Military Intelligence in the

Second Word War ( 1970) . Another high-quality work on Canaris is Ian Colvin's

Chief of Intelligence ( 1951 ) , in which Colvin suggests that Canaris may have

been a British agent . The definitive work on Canaris , however, was recently

written by a senior editor of Der Spiegel, Heinz Hohne, and is entitled ,

Canaris : Hitler's Master Spy ( 1979). German wartime intelligence is chroni

cled by Lauran Paine in German Military Intelligence in World War II : The

Abwehr ( 1984) . Although of varying quality, Ladislav Farago's The Game of

Foxes: The Untold Story of German Espionage in the US and Great Britain

During World War II ( 1971 ) is very readable and quite juicy . He claims to have

been the first researcher to have had access to Abwehr records. One of the best

known of all German intelligence operations is the one involving the German

secret agent who was valet of the British ambassador in Ankara . The German

version of this story is told in L. C. Moyzisch's Operation Cicero (1950). Some

have argued that the Allies learned of his identity through Ultra and used him

as a conduit for misinformation to the Germans . This episode , among others , is

told in Allen Dulles's The Secret Surrender ( 1966 ). This version is debunked by

Nigel West in his previously mentioned A Thread of Deceit.

Soviet Intelligence Agencies

Certainly the most readable general introduction to Soviet intelligence is

John Barron's KGB: The Secret Work of Soviet Secret Agents ( 1974 ) . Barron is

senior editor of the Reader's Digest and, as might be expected , has produced

a journalistic book creating dramatic reconstructions of many actual cases. He

interviewed Soviet defectors for much of his information , but it is also obvious

that , either officially or unofficially, US Government officials collaborated with

Barron . He presents a very sinister , but probably moderately accurate , view of

the KGB. Additional KGB- involved intrigue is discussed in Barron's updated

version , The KGB Today ( 1983) .

Two excellent historical overviews of Soviet intelligence have been

published recently . One is The New KGB: Engine of Soviet Power ( 1985) , by

William R. Corson and Robert T. Crowley . A 1986 revised edition of this book

contains an updated section on the relationship between Gorbachev and the

KGB. The other recent overview is Jeffrey T. Richelson's Sword and Shield:

The Soviet Intelligence and Security Apparatus. The most readable history of

the NKVD is Robert Conquest's Inside Stalin's Secret Police : NKVD Politics,

1936-1939 ( 1986) .

One of several books by defectors from Soviet intelligence services is The

Secret World ( 1959) by Peter Deriabin and Frank Gibney . Deriabin was a

former bodyguard to Stalin who defected to the West in 1954 on his first

foreign assignment . As an early defector he supplied much knowledge about

the KGB in the post-World War II period. He also translated the famous book

The Penkovsky Papers in 1965. Deriabin has also written an account of

bodyguards from Kievan Russia to the present in Watchdogs of Terror:

Russian Bodyguards from the Tsars to the Commissars ( 1984) . Another of a

growing number of books by defectors is Alexandra Costa's Stepping Down

From the Star: A Soviet Defector's Story ( 1986) . Russian military intelligence
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(the GRU) is described in Ismail Akhmedov , In and Out of Stalin's GRU: A

Tatar's Escape from Red Army Intelligence. As the subtitle indicates, the

author is also a defector . The best source currently available on the GRU is

Inside Soviet Military Intelligence ( 1984) by Victor Suvorov (pseudonym).

There are a lot of problems with this book , but on topics as enigmatic as the

GRU, one must be grateful for almost anything . Another excellent book on one

particular aspect of the KGB is Alexsei Myagkov's Inside the KGB: An Expose

by an Officer of the Third Directorate (1977).

On the famous atomic spies in the United States in the 1950s, see

Montgomery H. Hyde's The Atom Bomb Spies ( 1981 ) . An older , and slightly

less reliable , treatment of the Rosenbergs as well as other Soviet agents in the

United States can be found in Red Spies in the U.S. ( 1973), by George Carpozi ,

Jr. On the other side of the coin , the Soviet services are not immune to

penetration , as discussed by William Hood in Mole : The True Story of the

First Russian Intelligence Officer Recruited by the CIA ( 1982) .

For an old , but very interesting, picture of the way the KGB uses Soviet

embassies, see Aleksandr Kaznacheev's Inside a Soviet Embassy: Experiences

of a Russian Diplomat in Burma ( 1962) . Kaznacheev was a senior Soviet

diplomat in Burma who defected to the West in 1959. His account of the heavy

hand of the KGB in the embassy is still interesting reading. KGB disinformation

or, as it was formerly called , " active measures,” is excellently discussed in

Richard H. Schultz and Roy Godson , Dezinformatsia: Active Measures in

Soviet Strategy ( 1983) and Ladislav Bittman's The KGB and Soviet Disinfor

mation : An Insider's View ( 1985 ).

The best (perhaps the only) bibliography yet published about Soviet

intelligence activities was compiled by Raymond G. Rocca and John J. Dziak

(with the assistance of the staff of the Consortium for the Study of Intelligence)

and entitled Bibliography on Soviet Intelligence and Security Services ( 1986) .

Other Services .

The best English - language account of contemporary French intelligence is

by P. L. de Vosjoli , Lamia ( 1970) . Leon Uris wrote a fictionalized account of

this book entitled Topaz. Phillip John Stead's Second Bureau ( 1959 ) is about the

only English - language work on French counterintelligence efforts during

World War II . Richard Deacon has written histories of the intelligence services

of several nations . See his The Israeli Secret Service ( 1977) and A History of the

Japanese Secret Service ( 1982), among others . On one of Israel's most successful

operations, see The Shattered Silence ( 1971 ) , by Zwy Aldouby and Jerrold

Ballinger . Other worthwhile works on Israeli intelligence are Dennis Eisenberg

and others, The Mossad: Israel's Secret Intelligence Service: Inside Stories

( 1978); Isser Harel's The House on Garibaldi Street : The First Full Account of

the Capture of Adolph Eichmann Told by the Former Head of Israel's Secret

Service ( 1975 ); and David B. Tinnin's The Hit Team (1976) . Eisenberg writes

glowingly of several Israeli activities (presumably with the permission of the

Israeli Government ) ; Harel tells of the efforts to capture Eichmann ; and Tinnin

details the bungled Israeli mission to Norway in 1973 in which the Israeli hit

team was after one of the perpetrators of the Munich massacre but executed the

wrong person .
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For a famous case involving Canadian security agencies, see John

Sawatsky's For Services Rendered: Leslie James Bennett and the RCMP

Security Service (1983 ). Sawatsky's Men in the Shadows ( 1980) is the closest

thing to a history of the Canadian secret service . For allegations of a Canadian

connection in the Philby affair, see James Barros's No Sense of Evil: Espionage,

The Case of Herbert Norman ( 1986) . A rare view of Australian intelligence, as

well as an excellent discussion of the analytical process, is provided in Robert

H. Mathams's Sub Rosa : Memoirs of An Australian Intelligence Analyst

( 1982 ) . Mathams began his intelligence career in World War II and had

continued association with various units of Australian intelligence until 1979.

Intelligence Collection-Human

On the personal problems and rewards of being a spy , see Henry Hurt's

Shadrin : The Spy Who Never Came Back ( 1981 ) ; Dusko Popov's Spy Coun

terspy ( 1974) ; Roy Godson (ed . ) Intelligence Requirements for the 1980's

(Chapter 4 ) ( 1979 ); Joseph C. Goulden's The Death Merchant: The Rise and

Fall of Edwin P. Wilson ( 1984); Anthony Master's The Man Who was M : The

Life of Maxwell Knight ( 1984) ; Joseph B. Smith's Portrait of a Cold Warrior

( 1979 ) ; Borris Morros's My Ten Years as a Counterspy ( 1959 ); Christopher

Felix's A Short Course in the Secret War ( 1963 ); and the previously mentioned

works by Agee , Snepp, and Stockwell . Shadrin is the double agent who

disappeared on a trip to Vienna to meet his apparent Soviet managers ; Popov

is the controversial and flamboyant spy who once met lan Fleming and was

somewhat of a model for James Bond ; Samuel Halpern writes about clandestine

collection in the Godson book ; Edwin Wilson is the former CIA employee who

was convicted for illegally selling weapons to foreign governments ( a proclivity

apparently shared with the NSC) ; Maxwell Knight was the head of British

countersubversion and something of a model for “ M ” in the Bond novels ;

Joseph Smith tells about the difficulties involved in CIA clandestine operations;

Felix is the pseudonym of a former professional intelligence officer who writes

authoritatively of human intelligence collection techniques ; and Morros was a

Hollywood film executive who was recruited by the Soviets but acted as a

double agent for the FBI .

Intelligence Collection - Technical

A good introduction to aerial reconnaissance can be found in Spies in the

Sky ( 1972 ) by John W. R. Taylor and David Mondey. A more technical and

definitive study is Phillip J. Klass's Secret Sentries in Space ( 1971 ) . Of interest

as a personal memoir as well as the best history of scientific intelligence during

World War II is R. V. Jones's The Wizard War: British Scientific Intelligence

1939-1945 ( 1978) . Lauran Paine's The Technology of Espionage ( 1978) is a

general history of scientific and technical developments over the last 50 years.

For one of the most significant operations in the field of technical collection , see

The U-2 Affair ( 1962) by David Wise and Thomas B. Ross, the account by the

pilot of the surveillance plane himself , Francis Gary Powers, Operation

Overflight: The U-2 Spy Pilot Tells His Story for the First Time ( 1970) , and

Michael R. Beschloss, Mayday: Eisenhower, Khrushchev and the U-2 Affair

( 1986 ). All works in this area tend to be a bit dated because the technology of
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espionage changes rapidly and is perhaps the most closely guarded of all

government secrets . A recent description of some limited types of technical

survelliance techniques is William E. Burrows's Deep Black : Space Espionage

and National Security ( 1987 ) .

Covert Action

Much of the reading listed above will touch on what is called by many the

" black side" of intelligence operations . Here I will merely call attention to

works that touch on some aspect of covert action and that have been mentioned

above : Phillips , The Night Watch ; Agee , Inside the Company; Cline , Secrets,

Spies and Scholars; Smith , Portrait of a Cold Warrior; Kazancheev , Inside a

Soviet Embassy; Schultz and Godson, Dezinformatsia; Tinnin , The Hit Team ;

and Stockwell , In Search of Enemies . Not previously mentioned but worth

reading are several books by Paul W. Blackstock : Agents of Deceit ( 1966 ), a

sensational but informative discussion of frauds and forgeries, primarily by

either the Tsars or their successors ; The Secret Road to World War II: Soviet

Versus Western Intelligence 1921-1939 ( 1969) , a slightly less reliable book ; and

The Strategy of Subversion : Manipulating the Politics of Other Nations

( 1964 ) , an early attempt at serious writing on the topic of covert action . Perhaps

the best source for what some have called that rarest of all historical events,

that is , a perfect failure-is Peter Wyden , Bay of Pigs: The Untold Story

( 1979). For a valiant, but unsuccessful, effort to address both past and future

needs for counterinsurgency capabilities, see Theodore Shackley's The Third

Option : An American View of Counterinsurgency ( 1981 ) . Shackley was CIA

Chief of Station in both Laos and Saigon before the war and was deputy chief

of the CIA's clandestine corps. The most complete review of America's role in

the Guatemalan coup of 1954 is found in Bitter Fruit: The Untold Story of the

American Coup in Guatemala ( 1982), by Stephen Schlesinger and Stephen

Kinzer .

A very welcome addition to the literature on covert actions, particularly

the use of deception , is Zell Stanley's An Annotated Bibliography of the Open

Literature on Deception ( 1985) . This was published by the Rand Corporation

and may not be readily available at some libraries, but it is worth acquiring if

for no other reason than the excellent annotation.

Intelligence and High Technology Transfer

Of growing interest to the intelligence community is the unwanted

transfer of high technology through what amounts to state - sponsored industrial

espionage . A recent work of some interest is Techno -Bandits, How the Soviets

Are Stealing America's High Tech Future ( 1984) , by Linda Melvern and

others. The style is sensational and there are too many insufficiently doci

mented quotations and assertions , but it is worth reading. On traditional

industrial espionage, see Industrial Espionage: Intelligence Techniques and

Countermeasures ( 1984) , by Norman R. Bottom , Jr. and Robert R. J. Gallati .

This is the best work on protecting industrial secrets . Lauran Paine's Silicon

Spies: The Implications of the Soviet Acquisition of Western Technology

( 1987 ) is a bit sensational but interesting reading.
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Counterintelligence

As the word itself suggests , counterintelligence is the policy and practice of

defending against the intelligence efforts of other nations . In the United States,

counterintelligence is , primarily , the responsibility of the FBI . Chapter 5 of

Godson (ed . ) , Intelligence Requirements for the 1980s is a good introduction to

counterintelligence . The best overall study is John T. Ellif's The Reform of FBI

Intelligence Operations ( 1979 ) . Ellif knows more about the legal aspects of

domestic intelligence operations than most writers and has either written or

assisted in the preparation of both legislation and executive orders dealing with

counterintelligence for the last 10 years. On British counterintelligence against

Nazi spies during World War II , see Masterman , The Double Cross System

(mentioned above ), and for the German view , see Gunter Peis's The Mirror of

Deception : How Britain Turned the Nazi Spy Machine Against Itself ( 1977 ) .

The previously mentioned Morros book , My Ten Years as a Counterspy,

describes the use by the FBI of a Soviet recruit. Though neither the best nor

most accurate observer , Andrew Tully's Inside the FBI: From the Files of the

Federal Bureau of Investigation and Independent Sources ( 1980) does discuss

three recent cases in which the FBI ultimately caught and convicted Soviet

recruits. Former Attorney General Griffin Bell discusses counterintelligence

problems in two chapters of his Taking Care of the Law ( 1982 ). For one theory

about John F. Kennedy's assassin , see Edward Jay Epstein , Legend: The Secret

World of Lee Harvey Oswald ( 1978 ) .

An interesting account of the Fuchs and Rosenberg cases written by an

FBI special agent who was involved in these and other counterintelligence

matters is Robert Lamphere's The FBI-KGB War: A Special Agent's Story

( 1986) . It was the American success in cracking a key KGB communication

code that made possible the detection and prosecution of the Rosenbergs,

according to Lamphere .

The Rewards and Problems of Intelligence

Once intelligence information is collected it still must be analyzed ,

prioritized , and used by decision makers . A good primer ( if you can find it ) is

the Rand Corporation study by Roberta Wohlstetter, Cuba and Pearl Harbor:

Hindsight and Foresight ( 1965) . For more information on the Cuban case , see

Klaus Knorr's “ Failures in National Intelligence Estimates: The Case of the

Cuban Missiles , ” World Politics 16 ( 1964 ). For an Israeli view of a similar

problem , see Avi Shlaim's “ Failures in National Intelligence Estimates : The

Case of the Yom Kippur War, ” World Politics 28 (1976 ). A good explanation of

why it is so difficult to know what enemies and potential enemies are planning

to do is in Raymond Garthoff's " On Estimating and Imputing Intentions,

International Security 2( 1978) . The Foreign Policy Association's study by

Thomas L. Hughes, The Fate of Facts in a World of Men - Foreign Policy and

Intelligence -Making, ( 1976) is also one of the more insightful studies. One of

the best theoretical studies on the advantages and disadvantages of single

sources of information for decision makers is Alexander George's " The Case for

Multiple Advocacy in Making Foreign Policy, ” The American Political

Science Review 66 ( 1972 ). One of the better academics currently writing on

intelligence is Loch Johnson . See , among others , his " Seven Sins of Strategic
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Intelligence,” World Affairs 146 (1983). Somewhat critical of the political

restraints placed on the US intelligence community is the work edited by

Stephen J. Cimbala , Intelligence and Intelligence Policy in a Democratic

Society ( 1986) .

Richard K. Betts writes frequently on the uses of intelligence . See, among

other efforts, his “ Analysis, War , and Decision : Why Intelligence Failures are

Inevitable,” World Politics 31 ( 1978) and “ Warning Dilemmas : Normal Theory

vs. Exceptional Theory ," Orbis 26( 1983) . The most fully articulated theory by

Betts is found in his book Surprise Attack: Lessons for Defense Planning

( 1982) . For insight into what some view as the most important analytical (and

controversial) work done by the US intelligence community , see John Prados's

The Soviet Estimate : US Intelligence Analysis and Russian Military Strength

( 1982). Another discussion of US estimates of Soviet military strength is in

Lawrence Freedman's US Intelligence and the Soviet Strategic Threat ( 1986) .

The only authoritative discussion of one particular controversy about the CIA's

annual estimates of Soviet military strength is in the National Intelligence

Estimates A-B Team Episode Concerning Soviet Strategic Capability and

Objectives published by the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence in 1978 .

More about the analytical process in what is called nonstrategic intelligence is

also revealed in the slim monograph published by the Senate Select Committee

on Intelligence , The Soviet Oil Situation : An Evaluation of CIA Analyses of

Soviet Oil Production ( 1978) .

Miscellaneous Matters

On the interesting problem of the ethics of intelligence and secrecy in a

democracy, see “ Ethics and Intelligence,” Foreign Affairs 56( 1978) by E.

Drexel Godfrey , Jr. , and the discussion by CIA Assistant General Counsel

Michael J. Barrett , “ Honorable Intelligence , ” in the journal Defense and

Diplomacy This article is in three successive issues, February, March, and April

1984. Ernest W. Lefever and Roy Godson's The CIA and the American Ethic:

An Unfinished Debate ( 1979) addresses many of the controversial issues

involved in intelligence and espionage. Sissela Bok's Secrets : On the Ethics of

Concealment and Revelation ( 1983) is a discussion of the problems of secrecy

and disclosure in both private and public life . The best introduction to the

problems of paying for intelligence in a democratic society is contained in the

hearings published by the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence in 1977

(95th Congress , 1st session ) entitled Whether Disclosure of Funds Authorized

for Intelligence Activities is in the Public Interest. There are many articles

suggesting various ways to reorganize the intelligence community and Peter

Szanton and Graham Allison , “ Intelligence: Seizing the Opportunity ," Foreign

Policy 22 ( 1976 ) is one of the better discussions. The subsequent issue of the

same journal contains an article by a former director of the CIA on the same

subject - see , William Colby and others, “Reorganizing the CIA : Who and

How ,” Foreign Policy 23( 1976) . The best set of recommendations for improv

ing accountability for the intelligence agencies is found in the publication by

the Working Group on Intelligence Oversight and Accountability of the

Standing Committee on Law and National Security of the American Bar

Association . It is entitled Oversight and Accountability of the U.S. Intelligence
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Agencies: An Evaluation and was published in 1985. One of the better books

on the problems of overseeing US intelligence activities is John Oseth's

Regulating US Intelligence Operations : A Study in Definition of the National

Interest ( 1985) . Loch Johnson's personal experiences as a member of a Senate

Committee staff investigating US intelligence agencies, as well a good history of

some recent congressional investigations , are found in his A Season of Inquiry

( 1985 ). Clearly , the best research in a scholary journal on one very critical

aspect of intelligence is Stephen J. Flanagan's “ Managing the Intelligence

Community ,” International Security 10 ( 1985 ).

Though mentioned earlier , one would be remiss not to call specific

attention to the significant work, beginning in 1979 , done under the leadership

of Professor Roy Godson of Georgetown University by the Consortium for the

Study of Intelligence . The six volumes in the series are entitled ; Elements of

Intelligence, Analysis and Estimates, Counterintelligence, Covert Action,

Clandestine Collection, and Domestic Intelligence. Some complain that there

is a conservative bias in these works, but others praise these six volumes as one

of the best up- to-date discussions of the wide range of intelligence matters.

Spy Fiction

Any attempt to list the best in this genre is fraught with danger . Tastes

vary widely and (as is the case in all literature) beauty is in the eye of the

beholder . Nevertheless I will list some of my favorites and a few writers who

are recommended by people in whom I have confidence. The best bibliography

is Myron J. Smith , Jr.'s Cloak -and -Dagger Bibliography: An Annotated Guide

to Spy Fiction , 1937-1975 ( 1976) . My favorite anthology is Eric Ambler's To

Catch a Spy: An Anthology of Favorite Spy Stories ( 1965 ) . I like Ambler's

anthology not only for the pieces he has selected but because of his superb

introduction. It is , in my judgment , the best discussion of this type of fiction.

Some works of spy fiction are good because they tell an exciting story in an

interesting way, although they may not tell one much about the real world of

espionage . Others give great insight into the real world but fail to meet the full

standards of good literature . I will try to identify some examples of both . Others

have some worth , not because they succeed in either of the above, but because

they have some historical interest.

Most believe that the first spy story , as we now know it , was written in

Britain in 1900 by Erskine Childers . The book is The Riddle of the Sands and

was not published in America until 1940. It publication in Britain did much to

alert the British people to certain weaknessess in the British coastal defense

system and to spur greater production of coastal maps . Joseph Conrad's gloomy

The Secret Agent ( 1907 ) was perhaps the second spy novel and , along with his

Under Western Eyes ( 1911 ) , still gives great insight into the personal problems

created by the living of secret lives .

The years during and after World War I saw a burgeoning of spy fiction,

particularly in Great Britain and usually about German spies . American writers

began to write more earnestly in this genre in the mid -1930s, usually about

German , and in some cases, Japanese , intelligence operations. The first serious

American writer to publish in this vein was John P. Marquand, who wrote six
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books about a spy /detective named Mr. Moto . In the first, No Hero, Mr. Moto

is a charming albeit sinister character who represents the author's apparent

suspicions about prewar Japan . The last , Stopover, Tokyo was written after

World War II , and Mr. Moto, though now on the " right" side , remains a bit of

a hero. These are delightful stories whose main character became quite

unpopular after the Japanese bombed Pearl Harbor in 1941 .

Compton Mackenzie was a well- known English novelist who worked for

British intelligence in Greece during World War I. He wrote four volumes of

memoirs recounting this rather unpleasant experience and in 1933 was

prosecuted by the government under the Official Secrets Act for revealing

secrets in the third volume of the series. Mackenzie was convicted and fined for

that violation but exacted some degree of revenge by publishing a novel ( in fact ,

a spoof) about the British Secret Service in 1933 called Water on the Brain , still

a readable book by a fine novelist with intelligence experience.

Other pre-World-War- II books include Geoffrey Household's Rogue

Male, the story about a person who tried to assassinate Hitler. It was published

in 1939 before the invasion of Poland . The sequel , Rogue Justice appeared 43

years later in 1982. (One reviewer called it “ the long awaited sequel !” ) The

sequel is not as good as the original , but it does convey some sense of life in

resistance and guerrilla movements. John Buchan's The Thirty -nine Steps , as

well as his other books about Richard Hannay , make interesting reading .

World War II spurred interest in spy fiction and many traditional mystery

writers tried their hand at stories involving international intrigue . Agatha

Christie introduced her readers to Tommy and Tuppence Beresford , retired

World War I spies, who were called into service once again in N or M ? ( 1941 )

and again in Passenger to Frankfurt ( 1971 ) and Postern of Fate ( 1973) .

Other writers of mystery and intrigue got into the business in the late

1930s and early 1940s . One of the best , Eric Ambler , published his first spy

fiction , Background to Danger in 1937 and has continued in this vein for many

years . I personally prefer his earlier works to his later— Cause for Alarm (1938 ),

A Coffin for Dimitrios ( 1939), and Journey into Fear ( 1940) are among my

favorites . The very productive Helen MacInnes (Mrs. Gilbert Highet ) began her

spy fiction career with Above Suspicion ( 1941 ) and Assignment in Brittany

( 1942) and has continued with excellent stories of international intrigue

(marked by a surprising absence of sex and violence for such a popular writer )

down to Cloak of Darkness in 1982. Her early stories involved British agents

operating behind the lines in World War II and her most recent involves

intelligence operations directed against international terrorism . Graham Green

is a contemporary of Ambler and MacInnes. Green's earliest spy fiction was

Ministry of Fear ( 1943) but his most famous was The Third Man (1950 ).

It was , however , the cold war that boosted popular interest in spy fiction.

Secret agents operating against the communist conspiracy became the standard,

if not the required, format . And no one captured the public eye more

convincingly than did Ian Fleming's James Bond novels . The first Fleming

novel , Casino Royale ( 1954 ), introduced the world to James Bond , 007, who was

licensed to kill , and to his superior, “ M." Fleming had once met an actual agent ,

Dusko Popov, in London and used him loosely model for Bond . Popov mentions
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this meeting in his memoirs , Spy /Counterspy referred to above . Fleming's

Bond was not only licensed by Her Majesty's Government to kill , but he took

license to commit almost every kind of mayhem . Though not particularly good

fiction and certainly not accurate tradecraft , Fleming nevertheless established

the standard for spy fiction for over a decade, as far as the reading public was

concerned . ( Fleming called his Bond books " piffle. " ) The best biography of

Fleming is John Pearson's The Life of Ian Fleming ( 1966) .

Interestingly , it was another spy novel published the same year as Casino

Royale that did more than any other work to change the mood of spy fiction .

If Fleming created the agent who lived life to the fullest , the optimist who

could do anything successfully , the bon vivant who dressed , drank, and

consumed only the best, the womanizer who scored more in bed than in

espionage, the agent who fought international corporate conspiracies as well as

Soviets , then it was John le Carre who reintroduced realism into spy fiction. His

Alex Leamas and George Smiley were dark and dismal men , nondescript cynics

and pessimists, were unsuccessful in establishing any enduring human relation

ship, even in marriage . Leamas was introduced in what was the most significant

spy fiction of the 1960s, The Spy Who Came in From the Cold ( 1964) . The

world first met George Smiley in Call for the Dead ( 1961 ) , but he was made

more famous in the trilogy Tinker, Tailor, Soldier, Spy ( 1971 ) , The Honourable

Schoolboy ( 1971 ) , and Smiley's People ( 1970 ). John le Carre's books are a more

accurate description of intelligence tradecraft than are Fleming's and he is a far

more serious writer with considerably greater literary skills .

For some of the more popular recent writers of spy fiction see the works

of William F. Buckley , Jr. , W. T. Tyler, Robert Ludlum, Len Deighton , E.

Howard Hunt , and Trevanian . Tyler's Rogue March ( 1982) and The Man Who

Lost the War ( 1980 ) are exceptionally good. Hunt's fiction is of interest , if for

no other reason than because of his real work in intelligence and because of his

role in the Watergate affair.

A writer of historical fiction who has recently tried her hand in the spy

fiction category is Evelyn Anthony . Her The Defector ( 1981 ) has been well

received . A recent trilogy by John Trenhaile, The Man Called Kyril ( 1981), A

View from the Square ( 1983) , and Nocturne for the General ( 1985) , is easy

reading with exciting plots . Though it was not as " authentic as a hollow-nosed

.22 slug ,” as promised on the jacket , I enjoyed Aaron Latham's Orchids for

Mother ( 1977) because I recognized each of the real - life models for the fictional

characters . While by no stretch of the imagination could it be called spy fiction ,

former Ambassador John Kenneth Galbraith's novel , The Triumph : A Novel of

Modern Diplomacy ( 1968 ) portrays a typical State Department distaste for the

CIA . The popularity of spy fiction is evidenced by , among other things, the

emergence of a new sporadically published magazine called Espionage.
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Fundamental Issues

SECRECY AND THE PRESS*

Katharine Graham

Good afternoon. I'm delighted that so many of you have come to hear

about secrecy and the press . And by that , I don't suppose you mean Ben

Bradlee's retirement date or the subject of Bob Woodward's next book . I

confess I haven't been able to learn the answer to either question. Rather, I'm

here to discuss serious issues of fundamental concern to you— and to the

American people . I'd like to introduce them by recalling a tragic episode in the

country's recent history .

You no doubt remember that in April 1983 , 63 people were killed in a

bomb attack on the US Embassy in Beirut, including the CIA Station Chief, his

deputy and other key CIA personnel. At the time , there were coded commu

nications between Syria , where the terrorist operation was being run , and Iran ,

which was supporting it .

One television network and a newspaper columnist reported that the US

Government had intercepted the communications traffic. Shortly thereafter,

the traffic ceased. This undermined US efforts to capture the terrorist leaders

and eliminated a source of information about future attacks.

Six months later , apparently the same terrorists struck again , this time at

the Marine barracks in Beirut;241 servicemen were killed . No one is absolutely

sure the news reports caused the traffic blackout. Some suspect they did .

This tragic episode raises, in an extreme way, the basic questions that arise

when freedom of the press and official secrecy intersect. How can national

security be preserved— and national interests advanced— when the press

decides what to print , even about the most sensitive government secrets ? Why

is the press insistent about preserving this right, when mistakes can be made

that potentially harm national security ?

Today, I'd like to share our viewpoint on these questions, which I realize

are complex and difficult -- and subject to intense debate. I'd like to tell you

how we go about deciding what, when and how much to publish— and why . I'II

touch on both our decisionmaking process and the criteria we use when making

judgments about what and what not to print .

Let me begin by saying that I have the greatest admiration and respect for

the dedication and courage with which you do your work , under difficult,

dangerous and even life- threating circumstances. Moreover -- and I hope this

does not surprise you — I firmly believe the government has a right , and an

obligation , to keep certain information secret .

These remarks were made on 16 November 1988 in the CIA Auditorium as a part of the
Agency's Guest Speaker Program .
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It's an inescapable irony of democratic government that official secrecy is

necessary to preserve liberty. We live in a dirty and dangerous world . There are

some things the general public does not need to know and shouldn't . The

government must have a classification system and should discipline employees

who violate security regulations.

At the same time, deciding what and what not to print is the nature of

journalism, underlying every subject about which we write. Every day, we

have to make judgments about what is or is not accurate, what is or is not fair,

what is or is not complete , what is or is not good journalism on stories ranging

from a drug-related homicide to a politician's personal life.

National security issues are part of this decisionmaking process, but in a

heightened, more sensitive, more critical way. It begins when we obtain

information that might affect the country's security. Let me state emphatically:

the press is not in the business of stealing information. And rarely, if ever, do

people appear in the newsroom armed with briefcases full of classified

documents.

Some of the information we print that causes trouble is there for the taking

in public documents . One of the more prominent examples occurred in 1977 .

A Washington Post reporter , Walter Pincus, was covering water projects,

which fell under the purview of a certain House Appropriations Subcommittee.

It happened that this same subcommittee also was responsible for nuclear

weapons.

One day , while Pincus was waiting for a subcommittee meeting to start , he

was reading through records of previous hearings. Buried in the middle of an

enormous document was a hearing on the building of nuclear weapons. Much

of it was classified, but one sentence in particular was not . It said that the

United States was going to begin production of “ enhanced radiation warheads”

for the Lance missile . That is how The Post discovered the neutron bomb story .

The story was easily , indeed eagerly , confirmed by the Pentagon, Hill

sources and the Lawrence Livermore Laboratories, all of whom were proud of

this technological achievement. However, the story caused an uproar and had

great consequences, which some of you will remember.

Careful screening of public documents is not the only obligation of good

reporters, although it is an important and frequently overlooked one . Good

reporters also have a sense of what information means and how to piece it

together. And they know and can find people andthis is critical - are

contacted by people who want to reveal information to the press .

We do ask ourselves about the motives of our sources. They vary . Some

sources are just trying to win an argument they lost inside, get an enemy in

trouble , show off or ingratiate themselves with reporters. Others are conscien

tious people who want to influence the way a particular program or project is

being formulated, positioned or carried out . They believe that by telling

journalists carefully selected information, a higher purpose can be served . The

important point here is that someone inside or outside the government, with

legitimate access to the information, has chosen to give it to the press to help

inform the public debate.

1
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I believe the reluctance our sources might feel to take the frequently risky

step of leaking information is diminished by the fact that too much material is

classified. Almost 7,000 government officials in 29 agencies have the authority

to classify information . In 1987 alone , the government generated nearly 12

million secret documents. When material that clearly is not worthy of being

withheld for the public is classified , it devalues the case for secrecy about truly

sensitive data .

Moreover , the government itself regularly uses declassification as a tool to

advance its own policy interests . The government is the biggest leaker of all —

from backgroung briefing sessions to anonymous sources, including the presi

dent himself on occasion . When the government routinely declassifies infor

mation to achieve policy goals , it's not surprising that news sources consider

themselves more savvy than sinful .

Once the press acquires classified information , we need to determine its

accuracy , its true meaning and its possible impact on national security . These

are hard questions, but we do our best to answer them before we decide

whether, when and in what form we should make the information known to the

public .

Many people— including, I suspect , many of you here— believe the

government should make this decision, not the press . If the government

believes publishing something would endanger national security, the argument

goes, the press should fall in line. This is the law in some democracies, like

Great Britian .

Why don't the American media agree with this line of reasoning ? Why do

we listen to government explanations in general - and claims of national

security in particular— with a great deal of skepticism ? There are two reasons.

First , our founding fathers wanted the press to be an aggressive and

unfettered critic of government activity . That is the reason for the First

Amendment . Meg Greenfield , editor of The Post's editorial pages, explained it

this way :

“ Our cynicism is easy to account for . We would be crazy to

approach public life in any other way . The political history of our

time has been , it seems to me, a chain of surprises and inversion of

accepted truth .”

Second , the government has been too quick to use “national security " as an

excuse to keep secrets when, in fact, it only wants to protect itself from

embarrassment , make its job easier , stifle debate , or carry out a policy or

program that could not win Congressional or public support .

In 1971 , the government , citing national security concerns, went to court

to keep the Pentagon Papers secret. In fact , only a few paragraphs in 47

volumes were truly sensitive, and they were never considered for publication .

Since then , there have been many cases in which the government has

wielded national security to avoid explaining or justifying its actions to the

American people or to carry out programs that could not survive public
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scrutiny— and in which , as it turned out, the classification was not warranted

but was being used to cover an embarrassing situation .

Most recently , Oliver North told a number of journalists that his covert

operations were authorized and legitimate --and then pledged the reporters to

secrecy in the interests of national security. The real story turned out to be

quite different, and North is under indictment for what he did .

I can't say journalism ended up looking very good in the Iran-contra affair,

either . We failed to live up to our responsibilities, before the story broke in a

Lebanese magazine .

So experience makes it clear that it's unwise to take official explanations at

face value . Our professional obligation is to go beyond private assurances and ,

to the best of our abilities , weigh the evidence independently.

Several of our reporters and editors have knowledge and experience that

come from dealing with intelligence matters for many years . We also consult

with experts outside the government , or at least not directly involved in the

matter at hand . They can help piece together seemingly unrelated information .

However , before publication , The Post's policy is always to go to the

government officials responsible for the particular issue for their official views

and comments. We do this to help determine accuracy and also to know how

they regard the information we have , what their concerns might be about the

possible impact of our information on national security.

Some officials cooperate and others don't . Some, even when they are

unhappy that we are working on a story, are willing to help us do our jobs as

journalists and believe they can help make the story less risky . For example , in

The Post's Outlook section two weeks ago, a story by two freelance journalists

appeared about US covert aid to rebels in Cambodia . The story was based on

documents and other information obtained by the writers. We talked to

government officials about the contents, to hear if they were concerned that any

details might be genuinely harmful to national security .

Following these discussions, we concluded that publishing certain verba

tim quotes could , in fact , help someone trying to break our codes . So we

eliminated those direct quotes. We also left out other information , because the

government official made a good case that disclosure would be harmful .

The Post's publisher , Don Graham, is informed when stories with national

security implications are in the works , and Don participates in the decision

making process , as do I on occasion .

The ultimate responsibility for what is printed lies with the newspaper's

owners . But editors decide what and what not to publish . Over the years , I have

never told Ben Bradlee to put something in or take something out of the paper.

But I have expressed my views and concerns . I have wanted to make sure that

proper, professional journalistic procedures are followed .

Instead of rushing to print everything we discover , an opposite tendency

more often is at work : the tendency to proceed cautiously , deliberately and ,

when there is substantial doubt about the potential impact of our information,

to delay publishing or not publish at all .
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We want to do all we can to ensure that the information we have meets

three standards, or criteria, before it is printed. First, the press wants to publish

nothing that would endanger human life . For example , we learned in 1984 that

William Buckley , who had been taken hostage in Beirut , was in fact the CIA

Station Chief. We prepared a story about his identity , but Director Casey told

us that publication could get Buckley killed . We knew that many people were

aware of Buckley's true job , but we were told that the terrorists holding him

may not have known . Therefore , we held the story for many months.

Then we heard that Buckley was , in fact , dead . Again , we planned to run

our story , but Director Casey said no one was absolutely sure that Buckley had

died . This time, we held the story for many more months until Mr. Buckley's

tragic death had been confirmed .

A second criterion is that we want to publish no national security secrets

whose possession by the Soviet Union , or a third party , could damage American

interests. This includes, most obviously , technical data about our arms and

defense systems, facts about troop movements or various intelligence operations

and procedures.

I realize we may have made mistakes in this regard over the years.

However , the reasons why some cases cause an uproar are harder to under

stand . I would include, in this category , the disclosure , in 1984 , of the purpose

of the first military satellite to be sent up in the space shuttle .

The Pentagon attempted to forbid those news organizations that attended

a technical briefing on the launch to announce the function of the satellite . The

official said that anyone who wrote or even guessed its purpose would be

investigated for violating security .

This aroused the curiosity of our editors, who had not attended the

briefing. In a rather offhand way , our national editor asked Walter Pincus what

kind of satellite it was .

Pincus said he would make a few calls . In fact , he made two-one to

someone in the government and one to an outside expert . They both told him

what kind of satellite was involved-primarily because the government , more

than a year before, had announced it was going to be an electronic listening

device . This had been reported in Aviation Week.

Early on the day of The Post's story , before he had read it , Secretary of

Defense Weinberger was asked at a CNN interview if The Post's story could

give aid and comfort to the enemy . He said that it could . In fact , The Post

reported no classified information that was not already available to the Soviets

or any other readers of the magazine.

That brings me to a third criterion : keeping our readers informed . We

don't publish secrets just to publish secrets . However, when we discover

bungling , incompetence , controversial or illegitimate activity , we believe the

public has a right to know about it . The challenge -- and I admit it is a difficult

one-lies in knowing where to draw the line-publishing enough to convey the

import of what is taking place , without damaging the natioal security .

These were the issues we addressed in the Ivy Bells , or Pelton , spy case

which began in 1985. This case has given birth to two opposing myths : one is
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that we published everything we knew and helped the Soviets. The other is that

Director Casey talked us out of publishing anything.

After we had taken our information to a series of government officials, I

personally received a telephone call from President Reagan, who told me that

publication of the story would endanger national security. I responded that I

would tell the editors of his concern and my own , but that both he and I would

be better off if the decision were made by the Executive Editor , Ben Bradlee ,

as it finally was, taking into consideration the reasons for concern . We wound

up publishing only that information which we thought necessary to convey to

readers how serious the breach of security actually was .

And we raised what we thought were legitimate questions about how well

the government was managing security issues : whether too many people have

security clearances, whether they are cleared properly, whether their financial

and psychological background is sufficiently examined, whether the govern

ment keeps track of them adequately . These issues are still the subject of a

national debate.

We withheld from those stories the technical details about the electronic

surveillance methods we knew, through our sources, that Pelton had given the

Soviets , but which we did not know if they understood completely or if some

other country might find useful. I might add that a lot more information was

withheld than was eventually divulged by the government itself during Pelton's

trial .

A final First Amendment obligation of the press , as I see it , is to publish

information that , without endangering legitimate security interests , bears on

issues of public policy or public debate . This is why, for example, we reported

in 1982 that the Reagan Administration had secretly approved a 19 million

dollar CIA plan to train the contras to wage a covert war against Nicaragua .

Again , we left out the operational details but tried to inform the public of

a major foreign policy decision . This country's positions and policies on Central

America are among the most important and contentious we face. We believe

the American people should know , if possible , what the government is doing or

planning to do in that critical region .

In the final analysis , this is what the press is trying to do : to give people

information so they can make their own judgments about critical issues— and

so that government action can and does reflect the desires of the people .

Once covert operations that involve legitimate public issues are revealed ,

one of two things almost inevitably occurs. Either there is public disapproval of

the policy, and it eventually ceases. This is what happened to the secret contra

funding . Or there is public support for the policy , and it continues.This was the

case , for example , when we reported covert aid to the mujaheddin in

Afghanistan . Either way, the people, through Congress , have a voice in

determining the policy .

In closing , I believe democracy flourishes when the government can take

legitimate steps to keep its secrets, and when the press can decide whether to

print what it knows .
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When national security issues are at stake, this is a humbling responsibility.

Despite our best efforts, we never fulfill it as well as we would like. We do make

mistakes , which we deeply regret . But the alternative casts a dark and

dangerous shadow . The record of history shows that a government that operates

in secrecy , hidden from scrutiny , shielded from examination , is neither

accountable nor ultimately faithful to the people it exists to serve.

Jefferson said : “ I know of no safe depository of the ultimate powers of the

society but the people themselves ; and if we think them not enlightened enough

to exercise their control with a wholesome discretion , the remedy is not to take

control from them , but to inform their discretion ."

Secrecy has its place. But I hope you agree it should not be at the expense

of a vigorous , free and independent press .
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* Hizb Allah " ( Party of God ) is a generic teim
that refers to the p : o- Iranian radical Shia
novement in Lebanon . The movement is composed of
a number of loosely - organized groups ---most are
based in Lebanon's Bekaa Valley --- that use both
terrorist and subversive political methods to
accomplish their objectives .

1:33

The terrorist component , which often refers
to itself as " Islamic jihad " ( Holy War ) , is
determined to drive the US and Israel out of
Lebanon and to establish an Islamic state there .
This terrorist network , ope ating with Iranian
assistance , almost certainly carried out the
recent Embassy bombing as well as the
Multinational force bombings last October . Shia
terrorism in Lebanon is likely to continue for the
foreseeable future . 63

Structure , size , and Leadership

The Hizb Allah . movement is camposed of several relativelysmall groups supported by Iran :

Islamic Anal : Husayn Musawi withdrew from the mainline
Amal movement ---the moderate Shia grouping headed by .
Nabih Barri ---and created this extremist organization in
the Bekaa Valley in 1982. It is the most organized
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Husayni Suicide Forces : Another member of the Musawi
family ---Abu Haydar Husawi --- leads this loosely
.oscanized subgroup of Islamic Amal , which we believe
recruits individuals for specific operations .

bal, b - 3

cu operace botnс appears

dekaa Valley and Beirut .

спе

Muslim Students Union : Muhammad Husayn Fadlallah , a
fundamentalist cleric in southern Beirut , controls this
group , which we believe 18 incimately involved with the
other radical Shia groups.

b - l 6.3 but Fadlallah coromanas cne cespect and loyalty
of car larger numbers of Shias . He probably sends
promising candidates to the Bekaa Valley for training
unde : Islamic Amal and the Izanian Revolutionary
Gua :ds .

b3

Background and Ideology

The Hizb allan terrorists are driven by an Islamic
fundamentalist ideology that is relentlessly hostile to the US
and Israel . They are de termined to drive the US and Israel out
of Lebanon th :ough terrorism directed against our personnel and
installations . Radical leaders almost certainly viewed the
withdrawal of the Marine contingent from Beirut last winter as

proof of the effectiveness of terrorist tactics . b3

The Shia extremists are also committed to the goal of
establishing an Islamic ropublic in Lebanon through l'evolutionary

means . They therefore intend to use violence to disrupt the
Lebanese Government's attempts to implement a security plan for
Beirut and the sur : ounding area

bot ,b3

The Iranian revolution , the death of their spiritual leader
Imam Husa Sad :, and the Israeli invasion of predominantly -Shia
southern Lebanon galvanized the Shias and set the stage for the
eme :gence of radical groups prone to terrorism . Relatively few
individuals belong to these organizations ---perhaps fewer than
1,000 ---but they can operate effectively because Iran supports
them and because they have the sympathy of a significant segment
of the Lebanese Shia population . 63
External Ties

Izan encourages and provides training and material support
to the radical Shia groups based in the Bekaa Valley .

2
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Damascus

currenciy supports escorts by the Lebanese Government to

stabilize the security situation in Beirut and no longer welcomes
disruptive Shia terrorism . We believe Syria also wants US

assistance in ending the Israeli occupation of southern Lebanon

and fears that such attacks will discourage the US Erom adopting
a more active role .

.63

The Most Recent Embassy Bombing

An overwhelming body of circumstantial evidence points to

the Hizb Allah , operating with Iranian support under the cover
name of Islamic Jihad ..

bilia L
ៗ

Anonymous telephone calle :' s in Beirut have warned

several times this year that islamic Jihad would attack
US interests , and two callers have claimed
responsibility for this bombing in the name of the
organization .

bio C

[ }

6.163

The method of attack strongly implicates the Hizb
Allah . Suicide vehicle -bands have been their principal
trademack , and Shia fundamentalists are the only
organized terrorists in Lebanon likely to willingly
sacrifice their lives in such an attack .

6 16.3
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Hizb Allan presently holds three Americans , including US Embassyofficer William Buckley .
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Lebanon : Islamic Jihad Goes Public on the Hostages
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This review is published every other week by the Directorate of Intelligence.

Appropriate articles produced by other elements of the CIA as well as by other

agencies of the US Intelligence Communily will be consideredfor publication,

Comments and queries are welcome and may be directed to the Executive Editor
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Lebanon: " Islamic Jihad " Goes

Public on the Hostages

[6.3

The terrorists holding the US and French hostages in A Plea to Public Oplatos
Lebanon apparently have become frustrated by their The dramatic motorcade allack came only days after
inability to achieve their goals. In licu of private several Beirul newspapers published photographs
negotiations, the kidnapers and their associales have reportedly received from anonymous couriers of six

recently opled for a high public posture - including an people being held dostage in Lebanon by elements of
attack on the Kuwaili Amir, more kidnapings, and The Hizbullah movement. The six include four
public appeals in an effort to fores the United Amcrians, Terry Anderson, William Buckley, Father
Stales, France, and Kuwait to accede to their Lawrence Jenco, and Reverend Benjamin Weir, and
demands. These incidents suggest we can expect more two French diplomats, Marcel Carton and Marcel
attacks against US, French , or Kuwaiti interests in Fontaine. The acwspapers published both the photos
the near future .Tbs and excerpes from three accompanying ſellers signed

in the name of Islamic Jihad and addressed to the
The Attempt To Kill the Amir relatives of the hostages to the Reverend Jesse
On 25 May a driver crashed an explosives -laden car Jackson, and 10 " world public opinion , particularly
inio the motorade of the Amir of Kuwait as be was The American people."
traveling to his office from the residential palace .
Four people, including the driver of the vehicle with There were no photographs or mention in the letters
The bomb, were killed , and 12 others were wounded . of cicher Peter Kilburn , a librarian at the Amerian
Thc Amir, Shaykh Jabir Ahmad al- Sabah , susuined University of Beirut, or Saudi diplomat Husayn
only minor injuries. The allacker reportedly waited at Forrash. Islamic Jihad claimed credit for kidnaping
a gas station along the procession route and drove his both last year. Kilburn , who had suffered a stroke in

car into a limousine near the Amir's ar as the the past, was ailing when he disappeared last
motorcade passed by. According to press reports, November; ibe failure to include his photograph in
Kuwaiti security forces bave tentatively identified the the packages delivered to the Beirul newspapers may
suicide bordber us an Iragi member of the Iranian indicale he is dead. Farcash probably was not

becked Dawa(IslamicCally Party . They
included because his captors had decided to let him

80. He was subsequently released on 20 May163
Two hours after the allack, an anonymous caller to a
Western news agency in Beirut claimed " islamic All of the bossages in the photographs looked fairly
Jihad was responsible for the allack on the Amir . healthy, cxcepe US Embassy political officer Buckley

The caller said, “We hepe ibc Amir has received our who has been held longer than any of the others . Tbe

message: we ask one more time for she release of those photos were laken against different backgrounds,
held or all the thrones of the Gu'l will be shaken ." He probably to imply that the hostages are being beld al
added , "We inform world opinia , that we are different locations. 16 :3
preparing for a new blow against the regimes of

Western imperialism and hireling Arab regimes ." The The three letters said the hostages are being held 10

caller's demand for the release of those held " forse chic US and French Governments to pressure

presumably refers to the 17 members of the Dawa Kuwait inco releasing the Dawa prisoners. The losers

Pany who are serving liſe sentences for involvement

in the bombing of the US and French Embassies and

other targets in Kuwait in December 1983263

SharedSecret
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also contained a combination of threats of further The Farrush Release

lerrorist atlacks and appeals for priblic understanding: On 20 May. Saudi Consul Farrash was released in

Syria and returned to Riyadh. Although Saudi King

The terrorists warned the relatives of the hostages Fahd thanked Syrian President Assad for his help in

that " the penalty will be a horrible catastrophe" ir securing Farrash's release, we do not know what role

they do not force their governments to act and Syria played in ending Farrash's 16 - month detention .

added , "we will not wait much longer bul will

behave in a manner which will horrify America and

France forever." The timing of Fartash's release provides new

circumstantial evidence of Iran's links to and

• In the letter addressed lu "world public opinion, influence with the Lebanese Shia terrorists . Saudi

particularly to the American people, the terrorists Forsigri Minister Suud made an official visit 10

claimed “ it is not our nature 10 practice negative Tehran-ihe first such trip by a senior Saudi minister

attitudes against others; but we are a slice of since the Iranian revolution - from 18 10 20 May.

tortured people who incurred many catastrophes Tchran probably arranged Farrash's release as a

and disasters from the injustice and potency of goodwill gesture marking Saud's visit . Saud himself

America . " may have pressed for Farrash's release , Iran has been

trying to improve its relations with Riyadh since last

• The letters also claimed that Islamic Jihad tried year bot

many different ways to get the Dawa prisoners

released and gave the United Stalcs and France Additional Violence

several chances 10 act ciut we were obliged to On 23 Mayiwo Frenchmen . journalist Jean - Paul

resort to the detention of a number of American and Kaufmann and resarcher Michel Saural. reportedly

French hostages .
were kidnaped on their way into Beirut from the

airport. Then, on 28 May, six unidentified gunmen

Following U'S public statements rejecting any kidnaped US citizen David Philip Jacobsen , the

negotiations with the kidnapers, an anonymous caller director of the American University Hospital in West

10 a French news agency in Beirut on 17 May warned Beirul. Jacobsen was walking to his office when the

that " the US Government should await the largest kidnapers forced him into the back of a blue van . The

military upcration it has ever known ." The caller said terrorists reportedly fired ai – Bui did not injurc or

the terrorists had been preparing this sumrise for a abduce - Lebanese doctor accompanying Jacobsen

long time." He also threatened that Kuwaiti who attempied 10 prevent the abduction. On 29 May

diplomats worldwide would be attacked if the group's

demiands are noe me , Ib.3

sofie

12
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Al the same time, the aluck on thc Amir of Kuwait

and the renewed violence in West Beirut suggest the

terrorists are increasingly frustrated by their failure

to obtain the release of the Kuwaiti prisoners, three of

whom are Lebanese Shias. These incidents and the

terrorists' quick response to the US statement

rejecting negociations indicate they may not wait very

long for their new ampaign of public pressure 10

work. We believe the terrorists' increasing frustration

may lad them to take even more bostages, possibly

harm one or more of the bostages they already have

and, in desperation, plan further spectacular ( errorist

allacks against US. French , or Kuwaiti interests

1-3

Merrel Fontelor Marcel Carion [ 63

Denis Hill, a British instructor at the Amerian

University of Beirul, was found dead in West Beirut

with four bullet wounds in the back of his neck .)
bus

Later that day , an anonymous caller to a foreign news

agency in Beirut claimed " Islamic Jihad " wus

responsible for kidnaping Kaufmann, Saurat, and

Jacobsen and for killing Hill . The caller said Hill was

killed. Was he was trying to escape from our men, who

wanted to question him on some of his suspicious

activities . " surgesting that Hill's murderers were

actually attempting to kidnap him. The caller added .

“We will not allow anybody to rest before the release

of our brothers jailed in Kuwait and until the United

States and France stop their aid 10 Iraqi President]

Saddam Husayn in his continuous allacks on the

Islamic Republic ( Iran " He repeated the now.

familiar threai, "We again warn foreign citizens who

are in Islamic regions not to exploit Islamic

hospitality to undertake acts of espionage and

subversion. We are on tbc lookout for them." [ 6.3

Implallons

The new public pxture the kidnapers have taken on

the hostage issue and the content of their various

statements suggest a significant change in strategy.

Some of the phrases used in the letters apparenily are

intended to broaden public understanding of the

terrorists' "plighe" and support for their ause .

Previous slalements issued in the name of Islamic

Jihad have not attempted to justify anti -US terrorism

in this way. The new statements appear tailored 10

maximize the pressure placed on the US Government

by the families and friends of the hostages. [ -3

(REVERSE BLANK )
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Toe Director of Central Intelligence

Waington D.C.2osos

National Intelligence Council 19 December 1986

MORAVDU FOR : Dr. Alton G. Keel

Acting Assistant teace President for

National Security stairs

FROM : Charles E. Allen

National Intelligence officer for CounterterrorismDicector , DCI -Hostage iscation Task Force

SUBJECT :
DCI -Hostage location Task Force Report

1
Attached is my report for the week - 19 December 1986 on the statusof us hostages in Lebanon , Rey poinesith this report are :

Lㄴ
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t. 1,6-3

The two leaders of the US Arab - American community who recently
visited Lebanon and Syria in an effort to secure the release of

the US hostages, met with representatives of the National
Security Council , the Department of State , and the Rostage

Location Task Force on 19 December. The two Arab - Americans

conceded they were disappoinced the results of their trip and
could not verify that they ever met with representatives of the

captors , despite their public claims to have done so .

-- L

6 1,6-3

cties z . MIEM

Attachment :

Report As stated
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AUS President Plipton stated that letters written by Jacosince he was taken hostage have been pushed indestthe door ofNasrallah's private residence for passage to 20 ser's fy .{ s NF C . STAT :

(63).Father Jenco has described Achmed Hasrallahas a former en 1oyeeof Jacobsen who samehow was involved with the kidrapers . " ( S NEMC T
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Arab - American Leaders Contacts Disaboonting

Two leaders of the US Arab - Americanis community have returned to the

United States after a fruitless two trip to Damascus and Beirut to

seek the release of the us hostagesh Lebanon . They claim to have made

contact with the kidnapers , but acknowledge that those contacts were

insubstantial ' . ( U )

Mohamad Mehdi and Duane Shaheenna espectively Secretary General and

Vice President of the National Counction Islamic Affairs, acknowledged

they had no proof that those with bakithey spoke were authentic

representatives of this hostage holders. They also admitted they had been

overly optimistic about their chances of obtaining the release of us

hostages at the outset of their trip . ( S NP HC OC
+3 )

The US Embassy in Damascus has reported that official Syrian reaction

to the visit by Dr. Kendi and Mr. Shaheen was publicly correct but

privately reluctant . Dr. Ahmad Saker at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs STATE
said that the Syrians "had " to give Mendi some press play , given his

position in the United States and his stand on regional issues.

Nevertheless , Foreign Minister Faruq al - Shara made it clear to all his

ministry officials that Mehdi and Shaheen were not " welcome visitors " .

( C )

Members of the Department of State , the National Security.council ,

and the Hostage location Task Force met with Mehdi and Shaheeni on 19

December 1986 to discuss their trip . Principal points that emerged from

that meeting were as follows :

He
Mendi and Shaheen met personally with a man in Damascus

presented himself as a representative of the hostage capt

provides no bona fides , but Mendi obtained the session

the man's knowledge of the situation that he was indeer

claimed to be . hhile he was in Beirut, Mendelso spoke ont

telephone twice to an alleged representative of the

captors -- probably the same man that visited him in Damascus.

00000146
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Mendi characterized the captors as stubborn , independent, self
righteous , and paranoid , he believed they operated in suall
groups of about 10 or 15. Consequently , they have been able to
maintain tight security , according to Dr. Mehdi, " not like thePLO ,

He sees the captors as spiritually but not politically related toIran . Re doubts that Iran issues direct orders to them . He
compared the situation to the Vatican's influence with American
Roman Catholics .

Mendi reported the captors , demands as provided to him were
broadly political , centering on us relations with the Muslim
world and Israel . He said the Da'wa prisoners were mentioned ,
but it was his impression they ranked about " number ten " on the
captors list of priorities

ZUELS

The captor representative Sald the hostages were all in goodhealth .

Mehdi was not treated well by the Beirut press . He said a
picture was published of him beside Israeli Meir Kahane, with
whom he had had a debate . According to Mehdi, the caption
attempted to connect him with the controversial Israell politicalfigure, asking , what is this man doing here ? "

while in Beirut , Mehdi met with the wives of three US hostages :
Mrs. Reed , Mrs. Cicippio , and Mrs. Sutherland . None of them hadany news of their husbands .

Mehdi stated that the fact that Reed and Cicippio are Muslim haslittle significance to the hostage captors . They see the twohostages as Americans , not Muslims .

Mehdi met with Shayhk Fadlallah while in Beirut . Padlallah
offered little hope about the hostages , although he suggestedthat some altruistic gesture on the part of the us might be
helpful , for example , feeding the Shia poor in soutk Lebanon ,The phrase " Marshall plan " and figure of * $ 12 billon " was used .

Mehdi said that as long as is policy prohibits taikling withhostage captors , there is no hope . When Departent of States
representatives pointed out that that was os policy , and thatwe were in fact anxious to talk to the hostage captors -- though we
would not be willing to make concessions or pay ranson tendi

00000147
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showed surprise . He indicated he would attempt to convey this

willingness of the US Government to talk to the captors . Overall,

neither Mendi or Shaheen appear to have had any influence on the captors

of the American hostages, and we doubt that anything useful will come

frors this initiative . (S INCOL ] 6-45

Iranians Allegedly withhold Buckley Confession

An article ( see Annex 1 for complete text ) published on 10 December

1986 in the Kuwaiti Arabic language newspaper Al Qabas, alleges that

President Reagan has requested the Iranian Government to withhold release

of a ' confession " by US hostage wilan Buckley and that Tehran had

agreed. The Al Cabas article also stated that Buckley had died in early

summer ' 1985 .

The confession , " presurably ostatned while Buckley was being held

hostage by a Hizballah element in bebanon, was described as a 40 page

written statement allegedly providing details about CIA activities in

Lebanon and other Arab countries . The article also reported that

Buckley's captors had recorded his missions on a television tape . ( U )

Iranian officials who were in contact with the United States in the

falloE 1985 claimed that the Iranian Government had in its possession a

copy of Buckley's confession . The date given by Al Dabas of Buckley's

death is approximately correct. Based on the debriefings of Jenco and.

Jacobsen , e believe Buckley died on 3 June 1985 . ( S NE AC OC I and쪽

ISTATE

Da'wa Party Reported to be separate Organization from Hizballah

L
B1,43

61,6-3

(
6316

diewe believe the dea party was

absorbed into the Aizballah in Januaty 1983. The Dalmacique within the
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Hlzballah includes Hajj Imad Highniyah , Hizballah's Beirut SecurityChief , when we suspect of being a charge of those holding the US hostagesin Lebanon . L.

1,63

FRENCH HOSTAGES

Prench efforts to normalize relations with Iran continue , but the .government appears resigned to a perso of stalemate on the hostageissue . The Iranians may , however o secure the release of ahostage -- perhaps before Christrasnan effort to persuade the French totrake further concessions . ( C NG )

L
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The ruling Israeli triumvirate -- Prime Minister Sharir , více PremierPeres , and Defense Minister Rabin --have all publicly justified us motivesfor the Iran arms shipments. Rabin told two US Senators who visitedIsrael earlier this month that he agrees with the policy of tradingarmsfo : hostages . Israeli leaders ' objectives on future assistance wouldretain march the same as they have been to assist the United States andpossibly thereby gain the release of Israeli hostages Inthe processThere are from two to seven Israelis --captured since 1983 in fighting, in
Lebanon --held by Shi'a and Syrian - allied radical Palestinian groups
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STATIRabin told .
the US Ambassador in Tel Aviv this week that his recent comments on this
issue were aigrepresented by the press , and that he had intended to leave
open the question of whether Israel might carry out such attacks .
Responding to US concerns , the Defense Minister said he would try to
clarify the issue publicly . ( S AF )
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Annex 1

Test of Al Qabas Article , 10 December 1985 ,

Regarding william Buckley

Knowledgeable Western sources revealed to Al Qabas an important

secret related to the American - Iranian operation which is that President

Reagan has appealed to the Iranianofficials not to publish or broadcast

the admissions of William Buckley, Director of the CIA network in Lebanon

who was kidnaped by the " Islanic Fhhad in 1984 and whose death was

announced in winter 1985 .

These sources also disclosed that Reagan's administration has carried

out several secret attempts to savags Buckley in different ways and

means during the period he was here hostage , which extended for more than

a year , for fear that he might leachportant secrets on the CIA

activities in Lebanon and the recitonte

These sources said that shortag åter the abduction of Buckley in

March 1984 in Beirut , the Director of CIA willian Casey sent a special

envoy from the agency to Beirut to collaborate with some Lebanese parties

in order to know where he is , held and try to save him at any price .

..
The reason for this is that Buckley was not only the political

advisor of the American Embassy in Beirut but he was also actually the

first official in charge of the CIA activities in Beirut and he had been

working with this agency since a long time and he knew many secrets .

Only a limited number of people in Lebanon knew the reality and role

of Buckley , the sources said .

Casey did his swift move to save Buckley before the latter started,

during investigation with him , adoitting his activities and activities of

the CIA in Lebanon and other countries in the Middle East Coording to

the sources. But this first attempt falled as Casey and the Lebanese

parties cooperating with his could not save Buckley .

The knowledgeable sources told Al - Qabas that Reagan's actinistration

had carried out a second attempt when it delegated secretly to Beirut

Colonel Oliver Horth whose mission was to pay a bigfort Fooney

exoeeding USD one saillion to save Buckley , but again this attempt failed

due to significance of Buckley and his role . TRA

00000156
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Reagan's administration had also sought the help of some Arab partiesbut to no avail , then it sent an envoy to seek the help of Israel .

The Israeli Prime Minister Perez had personally interfered in thisquestion upon the request of Shultz and after consulting with his aides ,he advised Reagan's administration to contact with the Iranian officialsas they could secure Buckley's release . The American - Iranian contact wascarried out consequent upon which 500 TOH anti - tank missiles were sent toIran as a price for releasing Buckley . The missiles arrived in Tehran inSeptember 1985 , yet Buckley was not released but rather Reverend Benjanin
Weir .

--

Then * Islanic Jihad ' announced In October 1985 that it had executedBuckley being Director of the CIA in Lebanon .

After the announcement, the averican officials received detailedinformation of great significance on Buckley cevealing the followingmajor questions:

The Buckley gave detailed written admissions on his role and
activity and the activities of the CLA in Lebanon and other Arahcountries and that his captors recorded his admissions or a greatpart of them by his voice and picture in a television tape . TheBuckley's written adnission came in 40 pages .

Prior to his going to Lebanon , Buckley was in charge of theAmerican intelligence network in Egypt during Sadat's era and heplayed a major role in bolstering the security cooperationbetween Washington and Egypt . Therefore , he knows much about thesituation in Egypt and the Egyptian - Israeli relations .
;

2 . Those who carried out the investigations with Buckley areexperienced in this line and not amateurs .

3. Buckley actually died in early summer 1985 , not in October 1985 ,There is likellhood that he spent a period of time instearan .
This means that the Iranians deceived the Americans nelsemenconvinced then that Buckley was still alive so they gotanti - tank missiles then Islanic Jihad announced Buckleys leather

The Festern sources told Al - Dabas that the Reagan nistajienfeels very embarrassed at the publishing of Buckley's sslangeresponse of the Iranians to the American derand
refceartanotto cut the bridges of contact and dialogue between the ran and Washing on .

.

In the opinion of the sources , the publishing of the achaissions willindicate a setback in the American - Iranian relations .

00000157
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This review is published every other week by the Directorate as Inielligence.

27 Chronology of Terrorism - .1985

Appropriate articles produced by other clements of the CIA as well as by other
agencies of the US Intelligence Community will be considered for publication .
Comments and queries are welcome andmay be directed in the Executive Editor
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Focus Overview of State-Supported Terrorism in 1985

Stale support remained a significant factor in icrrurism of Middle East urigin in
1985. Armed attacks--principally assassination alicmipis- und bombings
accounted for ncarly chrcc - fourths of all incidents . The number of kidnapings more
than doubled over 1984. We do not belicie Syria , Iran , or Libya have changed
Thcir politics or reduced the extent of their support for icrrorism . although Libyan
and Iranian -sponsored groups carried out fcwer allacks this scar than lust . Syrian
sponsored groups - primarily radical Palestinian factions-- accounied for a
substantial increase in tcrrorist activity: State sponsors will continue to targci l'S
interests , but the battleground may shift ļo Euronc as largcis in the Middle Easi
continue to beconic lcss accessiblc .

Qadhafi will always largci dissideni Libyans opposed to him . but recently he
appcars to be expanding his icrrorist activity by becoming more closely involved
with such radical groups as Abu Vidal . This group's activities . * hilc under Syrian
sponsorship carlier this ycar , havc accounted for much of the incrcasc in Syrian .
backed icrrorism . Evidence of operational coordination between Libya and Abu
Sidal, however , avas lacking until thc Romc and Vicnna El Al attacks.bi

63

Iranian - sponsored activity could increasc'iſ. for examplc , Iran forsakes theallcipl
bugun last spring to influence the Persian Gulf starcs by diplomatic nicans and
acuivalcs the terrorist ncworks it has continued to devclon thcrc . Iranian activity
could also risc if its surrugilles sock L'S or French largois vutside the Middle East .
where bombings and kidnapings have for the most pari driven away remaining
Western largcis . Islainić Jihad threatened on 31 Dcccmber that further
kidnapings and attacks against the Lnited Staics would tak : place in 1986 .
Finally . Syrian -suppuricd activity promises to remain jgh as long as Damascus is
cmbroiled in the turbuleni Lebanesc and Palestinian situations and opposcs
modcratc Arab aliompis to more forvard on thc pcacc process .

bl

Coopcration ismost likciy to commuc 10
bc on a bilatcral basis , with Iran and Libya ilic only two stalcs having alrcady
discussed terrorist cupcration . Liisi summer . they issued a communique pledging
closer pics un a whole range of issues , but

por lcrrorist :icrivity . The relationship belucen Iran and Syria
remains subject to recurrentstrains ewer the issuc uf Lebanon. iind l.ibyan - Syrian
rclations similarly sourcd during the summer..

b3b1
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Iran

Iran and Iranian - supported groups remain a major terrorist threat, particularly, toL.S interests , although - they were not as active in 198.5 . in 1984 almost one - fuurtdıof all Middle Eastern attacks were know it lo involve Iranian ur Tranian -supportedgroups . In the lirst ninc mon ! hs of 1985. they were responsible for it least 36allacks . Iraq . France , and the Linited States remain the principal targets , but thePersian Gulf states face an increasing threat is well. Iranian -sponsored groupsactive this car include :

• Radical Shia groups in Lebanon ; parlicularly Hizballah, who claim to have
killed Willian Bucklcy and continue to hold at least four other American
hostages. Hizballah also held live of thc American hostages during the TWAhijacking last summer , which delayed the resolution of the incident for some
cinc

Iragi dissidents , who this year staged at Icast two attacks in thc homicíown ofIraqi President Saddam Hussein . We bclicve Libya and Iran are trying lucoordinaic thc anti - Iraqi activities of these groups .

!

bib3

Tchran also targets Iranian exiles . Last August , a former security oflicial of theShah's rcgimc was murdered in Turkcy , and in Scpicnibcr an exiled Iranian tribalIcader with closc tics to the Shah was gunned down in Pakistan . Iran also altempes10 promote subversive activity among the Shia populations in countries as Carllungas Nigeria , Pakistan . Indonesia . and the Philippines.
b3

Syria
Syria continucu lu sponsor terrorist attacks ingilisist modurale . Trisband llestoru
interests , although Syrian personnel were not directly involved in any incidents .
Syrian -supported groups staged soinc 30 attacks in the first nine inonths of 1985 .including two against US facilities .

b .
b3

Syrian - backed radical Palestinian groups have been especially active against
Jordanian targets since the Palestine National Council mccring in Jordan inNovember 1984 and the PLO-Jordan accord in February 1985 :
• On a single day in March , three Jordanian airline offices were bonibed in three
different European countries .
A rocket fired at a Jordanian airliner in April struck tlc planc , ncarly causing itmajor loss of lifc .

b 3
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Syrian -suppor !cd groups have attacked L : S facilities .bi

b3

Libya

Virtually all of Libya's terrorist attacks in 1989 were dirccicd againsi Qadhali's
favoriic targets--his own cxiled counlr men :
• Esiles have been gunned down in Grcccc . West Germany. Cyprus, Italy , and
Austria . Egypt twice this year stopped alicmpts in Egypt on the diſc of Libya's
former Prime Minister.

Libya's plans to disrupt the annual pilgrimage to Mccca did not bear fruit ihis
year , but libya almost certainly will plan somc activity for the next hajj .

.

Tripoli may be turning away froni largeting cxilcs lo concentralc on its activities in
the Sudan and on strengthening its longstanding relationship with radical
Palestinian groups.bi

63

Qadhafi's rcach caiends far bcyond Libya's borders :
in the Caribbcan . Libya has madc lavish promiscs of muncy and training to
Icftist groups and tried to promote anti -CS and anti - French sentiments .bel

63 Libya also provides training and funds to dissident groups in Latin America , Eas !
Asia , and the Pacific , although Qadhafi sconis niose intercsicd in Latin America .
outsidc his traditional circle of North Africa -as his ncxi larget or opportunity :

63

Prospects

Staic -supporıcd crrorism is likely to remain a major feature of Middlc
Easi -origin tcrrorisni in 1986. Increased security and the low -kcy presence of us
personnel has made targeting Americans morc dillicult . Prospects are goud .
thcrcforc, that sialc sponsors of icrrorism will turn incrcasingly in Western Europe
in particular to continue allacks against the Cnited Stalcs.

63
The three stato sponsors will also continuciheir heavy use of surrogates and will
try to cxploit the fragmcnicd Palestinian movement to conduct attacks where thic
staic and the Palestinian group have overlapping in :crosis

bal

63

per
This level of tactical and operational coordination is far more likely than

a "terrorist cnicnic , " involving a coordination of strategy aniong Iran , Libya , and
Syria :

b3
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Highlights

Key Indicator

El Salvador FPL Planning Attack on l'S Embassy

The FPL has demonstrated a continuing interest in the
assassination or abduction of CS personnel, and . in view of the thre:il . the
Embassy has increased its alrcady tight sccurils

b3
Significant Developments

Northern Ireland One Month After the Accord
The first mccling of the Anglo- Irish inccrgovernmental conference. set up 10 carry

oul thc 15 November agrccnicht , was held in Belfast an 11 December amid lighi
security and Protestant proiesis. Government representatives discussed
cooperation on sccurity matics and sicps lo reduce the alicnation of the minority

community in the provincc from the police and judicial authorities . In support or
this , the Chief Constable of the Royal Ulster Constabulary announced that he was
preparing a code of conduct lo bc introduced in carly 1986 .

Implementation of the accords will facç stilT oprosition from both sides.

Proicstants alrcady have registered strong protests against the accords : a legal
challenge to the agreement has been mounted, and a number of Lnionist

politicians in Northern Ireland , as well as the 15 Lnionist Mcnibers of Parliainanu.
· havc resigncd .

63
In its annual Christmas message , the Provisional IRA reversed ils carlicr policy

and announced its tirni commitment to wreck thc accurd. The most likely target of
this campaign will be the security forces, in particular hc Royal L'lsior

Constabulary , which has lost.23ullicães during 1985. the highest casualis rate
since the record year of 1976 .

Provisional IRA Continues Campaign Against Contractors

Thc Provisional IRA is continuing its campaign against police stations and the

contractors hired to repair and construct sccurity- Turcc - related buildings . On 6 and

7 December , the Provos allacked two police stations in Tunncbridge. 3 200

kilogram bunib exploded in a van parked in the driveway outside thc pulice station .

. and two policemen were killed when their station was bumbcd und siraſed by

..machinegun tirc in Ballygally . In a call claiming credit for ihc laller allack, the

Provos. Promised to shoot any worker who tried to repair the building. Su far they

ipparcrits have been clective in scaring oil contractors.

bas
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Belgium Suspected Communist Combatant Cells ( CCC ) Leader and Associates Arrested
On 16 December Bclgian authoritics arrested Picrrc Carelic , suspected Icader of
the CCC , and three others bclicved to be important members of the group . This is
the most important counterterrorist success by the Belgians to date , and should be
a major setback to the CCC . Carcuc-who- ig bclicved to bc both the idcologieat
and operational leader of the group wentunderground shortly after iho CCC
cmerged in October 1984.

Bernard Sassoye, Didier Chevolct , and a female, Pascalc Vandergeorde , were
arrested with him , and are believed to be active participants in CCC operations .
The four were armed at the linic of their arresi . , but did not resist probably because
they were surroundedbysome 30 heavily armed policemen..

63
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Spain Suspected Terrorist's Death May Cause ETA Backlash
The discovery on 16 December of the handcuffed budy of Mike ! Zabalza , il
suspected member uſ the scparatist group Basque Fatherland and Liberty- Military
Wing (ETA-:M ), has caused violent prolcsis, a general strike , and some of the
largest antigovernment demonstrations in recent history throughout the Basque
region . An autopsy determined that his death was duc to drowning; but wi road
speculation of police involvement and nossibly cven torture of the suspected
terrorist prior to his death continues , particularly in the Icſtist Basquc nationalist
press .

b3
Zabalza was arrested on 26 November . onc day after ETA - M claimed
responsibility for two machincgun attacks in Guizpuzcoa that resulíed in thrcc
dcaths .

63

The Zabalza casc , which has momchiarily revived support for radical Basquc
movements , is a sceback for the government's recent counterterrorist cfforts, which
include a renewed amnesty offer for repentant Spanish Basquc cxiles .

bsSpanish Court Sentences GAL Members
For the first time since the Anti- crrorist Liberation Group (GAL) appeared in latc
1983. a Spanish court has sentenced two of its allcged members.to prisun Ierms .
On 12 December Daniel Fernandez Acé na and Mariano Morclada Munoz were
given 30- ycar prison terms for the murder-bclicved to bc thc wrong largel-- of i
Frenchman Jean Pierre Lciba in Hendaye in March 1984. A ihird accused man
was acquitted. The conviction of the two GAL opcralors could alleviate some of
the widespread suspicion that exists in the Basquç provinces that GAL Operations
are closely connected with the Spanish security serviccs ..

"bg
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El Salvador Rightwing Death Squad Activity Resurfaces
A previously unknown group claimed responsibility for three murders in
Dcccmber . Thc " Proiccior Army of Santa Ana " announced its vigilanıc actions
against " delinquents " in a communiquc to local radio stations on 7 December. The
bodies of threc youths, anparently strangled ,ivcre found in thc hamlcı of Arcncra .
80 kilometers west of San Salvador .

" b3
Venezuela Possible Terrorist Resurgence

bi

63

Colombia

bl

US Citizens Kidnaped
On 10 Dcccmbcr approximately 100 armed gucrrillas of the Icſtise People's
Liberation Army ( EPL ) attacked a Bechtel Corporation construction site in
northern Colombia and kidnapcd ( wo US cngincers.
Guerrillas are demanding $6 million for the release

The kidnapers sel a deadline of 20 December .

thc

The EPL recently renounced its 1984 ccasc-firc agreement with the government
and the kidnapings apparently arc' an allcmpt by the group to acquirc funds 10
finance future operations. Kidnaping negotiations with Colombian guerrilla groups
Oticn last months and occasionally cven ycars .

bs ,

63

bi
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South African Embassy Targeted
Two attacks against the South African Embassy in Sanuago occurred within days
of cach other . The first , on the righi ol 24-25 Vovember, occurred when a bomb
placed outside the main entrance galc wis defused by security personnel. The
sccond attack involved a car bunib that exploded on 2 Dcceinber in Tront of the
annc. to the South African Embussy.

bi
byl

Namibia SWAPO Offensive Expected

b3

bi
Whic farming arcas in southern Namibia may bc targeied .

Stepped - up African National Congress attacks in South Africa muy cause some
thinning of South African forces in Namibia but wc bclicvc they will still be able
lo cope with any increased SWAPO activity:

b3
Sri Lanka Prospects for Increasing Violence

Continued ccasc - lire violations and a wide.gan bcrucen thc proposals of President
J. R. Jayewardonc and hardlinc Tamil separatists have cruded prospects for
communal peace and raised thc likclihood of incrcased insurgent and terrorist
violcncc in Sri Lanka . Jaycwardenc has offered several concessions to moderato
Tamil representatives , but his actions are unlikely to appcasc Tamil hardlincrs
who want a separate state .

b3

These proposals,however, do not offer an independeni Tamil
slalc or a linkage of provincial control over the contested .Vorihern and Eastern
provinccs. Although noodcraic Tamil groups are willing to hammer out an
agreement based on the President's proposals, they rear they will lace reprisals
from hardlincrs if thcy go too far.

bil

63

During thic ccasc - firc, separatist factions have continued fighting government
sccurity forces .

If negotiations stall, wider
violcncc probably will crunt in the next several months .

b3

bi

b3
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Iranian Support for
Terrorism in 1985

Thc Icvel of Iranian - supported icrrorism in 1985
remained high , although thic iunibcr.ol. incidents i'c
.can specifically link to Iranian - supported groups
dropped . Iranian - backcd tcrrorist groups were
responsible for it Icast 36 attacks during the first ning
months of 1985. While Iraq . France, and the United
States remain the primary largeis . Persian Gulf states
face an increasing terrorist threat that could cscaiatc
sharply if the Iran - Iraq war intensifics. The spillover
or iranian - sponsored icrrorism into Western Europe
potentially jcopardizes Western inicrosis cherc .

Over the past ning multis , available evidence
indicates that pro.lranian Shia in Lebanon have been
responsible for at least 24 incidents of internasional
Icrrorisni including cighe allacks against French and
live againsi L.S targets . Among lite mure notoriousacis :

• Hizbullah was responsible for kidnaping three
privarc US citizens this year . Although the Rev.
Benjamin Wicir was released in Sepiombcr .
Hizbullah cicmicnis still hold at least four
Americans .The Main Targets

Iraq is a primary target of Iranian - sponsored - groups .
Iran trains and finances scveral Iragi dissident groups .such as thc Dawa Party , that are dedicated to
overthrowing President Saddam Husayn . Although
Dawa Party activity insidc Iraq has declined since
security forces ponctrated the group's clandestinc
ncework and arrested hundreds or irs nicmbers in
1983. il recovered in 1985. Dawa Parly monibers :
conducted iwo bonibings in Saddam's homctown girTikrit and

Radical Shia tcrrorists probably were responsible
for the murders of four members of the French
obscrver ( orce in January and February and the
kidnaping of three French diplomats in March . ewo
of whom are still being held . Two privatc French
citizens remain missing. Anonymous callers claimed
Islamic Jihad was responsible for three of theseincidents .

bi
.

b3
Ir Iran

suffers further selbacks in iis war wiili Iraq, Tchran
may shift froin a mostly inilibiry stralogs du a greater
focus on terrorism against Iraqi targets .

Radical Shias may have kidnapcd iwo British
citizens in West Beirut on 14 and 15 varch . The
( ho were subscqucntly relcascd , perhaps when'thcir
caplors realized they were not Americans. ( S SF )

The Persian Gulf.

bi

Lebanon has been thc sccnc of muse - Iranian.
sponsored terrorist activity against itre United Statesand France . The radical Shia groups.in Lebanon- .
funded , supplied , and trained by Iran --arc dedicated
10 bringing about an Islamic revolution in Lebanon .
They consider the climination of all Western .
particularly American , presence in Lebanon to be the
first step toward achieving their goal.

b3
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bi
d. In August , a former

Iranian security official was murdered in Turkey ,
Oiher assassination alicmpis could occur at any
timc- cspccially in France, with its largc Iranian
cxilc population .

63

" 3

bi

63

Iran also

supports cultural institutions and pro -Khomcini

student associations in Western Europe , particularly
in lials , West Germany , Spain , and France . These
institutions spread pro- Iranian propaganda among the

sizablc cxpatriate Iranian and Arab student and
worker populations in Eurupu

bl

Iran also is inglved in agitation and propaganda

activity among Muslim populations in countries as
diverse as Nigeria , Pakistan, Indoncsia , and the
Philippines . For examplc , in Pakistan, inilitant

Shias--with direct Iranian support - conducied
violcnt demonstrations in July 1985 bi

13

In September 1985 , an
cxilcd Iranian tribal Icader
was gunned down in Karachi .
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Outlook

Export of the revolution is a central tenct of the
clcrical regime in Iran and icrrorism has been a
primary instrument in supporting this objective. So
long as the character of the current regime remains as
aggressive and hostile to the West as it is al present.
Iri : n's policy of sponsoring terrorisın is unlikely to
change

63
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Libyan Support for Terrorism- 1985
63

Libyan Antiexile ( anipaign
Over hall of Libya's illlacks This year wissgainst ils
own exiled dissident

Libya's terrorist cllort this year continued I focus on
Traditional targets . The assassination campaign
ilgainsi anti - Qadhali cxiles remained a top priority
and accounted for the majority of attacks. The
governments and leaders of sclcclcd modcratc. pro
Western countries in the Arab world and Africa are
also targets of frcqucnt Libyan plotting.

bi

bi

Sonic attacks have been planned for months .
while others lrncar lo halc been spontancous and
uppuriunistic

b3 Libya continucs ils support for
insurgents worldwide but has spent relatively mure :
time this ycar on cfforts in Sudan and the Caribbean .

13

bi

63

63
Libya still devotes considerablc resources 10 ils
tcrrorist and subversive activity , yci ' the number of
successful attacks we can definitcly link 10 Libya in
1985 is down from 25 allacks in 1984 to nine during
the first 11 months of 1985 .

bl

りるbi

b3

Qadhali is :
docply worried about the opposilion's ability to topple
his regime and will continuc lo locus his icrrorist
resources against it .

Also of concern is Tripoli's apparent willingness to
pursue its exiles within the United States

bi

13

Tripoliis antiexile assassination campaign accounted
Tor a greater percentage of attacks this your than in
1984 , when Qadhali reintroduced the tactic after i
thrcc - car respilc . Anti - Qadhafi cxiles have been
killed in Greccc , West Germany, Cyprus. Italy , and
Austria this ycar.

Libya also continues low - lcvcl activity that
could lay the groundwork for anti - US attacks in
certain arcas of the world : :

abi

b3

Thc Libyan cxilc community in Eigent has also been
a frequent largci , but Egyptian authorities have
bcon circcrive in thwarting attacks . A four -man
Libyan ( cam was arrested in .Vovember during an
illicmpcd attack against il gathering of exiles near
Chiru .

Seite
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Plots gainst Moderate Arab Officials
Qadhafi has long targcicd modcratc Arabi
governments for their refusal to continuc the military
struggle against Israel and for their links to the West .
The primary targets of such attacks in 1985 were the
Governments of Egypi . Tunisia , and Iraq :

bl

bi

b3

Tunisia also received special attention from
Qadhafi :

bi

23bl

13

Activities in Latin America and Asia

Qadhali appcars increasirigly incent un extending his
revolution to arcas far removed from Libya. bi

23

In the Caribbean , Libya 'hopes to giti hcr intclligcncc .
gain political influcncc , and undermine C's and

Support for African Insurgents and Terrorists French inicrcsts. Tripoli's method w opcration has
Qadhafi usually prefers to ensure plausiblc denial in been to offer dissidents training and trips to Libya
acts of terrorism that Libya sponsors . The use of and to promisc ihem moncy on the condition that they
surrogates is one way in which he distances Libya perform acts of violcncc . Libya has met with virtually
from such attacks . Many of the surrogalcs belong 10 90 success in the Caribbean to date , and we do not
dissident groups whom Libya trains , funds, and arms. cxpcct any dramatic incrcasc in lcrrorist activity there
Libya is particularly active in supporting thcsc groups in the near Icrm . The more militant French -spcaking
in Sub-Saharan Africa : separatists may be more willing to undertake terrorist

activity , but English - speaking leftists arc likely to

bi

b3
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continuc lo rcjcct violcncc . training to dissidents but Tripuli occasionally ollers
support for spccilic cienis :

13

bl

bi

13

bl

63

bi

Libya is providing moncy and some training and
arms to dissidents in the Caribbcans

bi

Latin America has also felt thc Libyan hand .63

ba

ba

Links to Palestinians

Originally a strong supporter of Yasir Arafat,
Qadhafi shiſted his support for the Palestinian cause
10 morc radical groups in the early 1970s, when he
reli Araſai and i'lic Palestinian Liberation
Organization were becoming too modcratc . This trend
accclcralcd after Abu Musa's faction brokc with
Ararat in 1982. Libya since has supported such
groups as the PWSF , PFLP. PFLP-GC ,

bl

b3

63

bi

bi

bl bi

63ba

serves as a local coordinating center , and Islamic Call
Societics arc also centers of activity . Most Libyan
activity is subversivc - ihc.provision or funds and

!
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Libya also has been aclive with other ridical
· Palestinian clements this scar:

illacks against L.S targets in the L'nited Slices are
unlikely , but l.iby : would like to embarrass the
Lnilcd States with tcrrorism on its own soil by
largcting anti- Qadhali dissidents here.

A Libyan Intact
against the Linilcd States clscwhere in the world .
cannot be ruled out .

A coalition of radical Palestinians formed the
Palestinian National Salvation Frant ( P.NSF ) in
Damascus amid much publicity last February

bl

63
bi

63

. bi

b3Threat to the United States
Qadhafi fears retaliation for attacks againsi l'S
targets and has never attacked an American official
or facility . There clearly arc circumstances, however ,
in which hc is willing to take the risk

blibs

b3
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Syrian Support for
Terrorism- 1985

163

Syria continued to be a major patron of international
icrrorism through cut 1985.

attacks, and a desire to obtain leverage over those
groups hc supports . Damascus ollers a wide range of
surnuri lu terrorist groups

bl

63 b !

63

Why Terrorism ?
President rissad uscs terrorist tactics to dissuado
opponents and recalcitrant allics from pursuing
policies inimical lo Syrian interesus. Support for
icrrorist groups custs Syria liule but raiscs ihc cosi lo
nar : icipants of any peace initiative that cxcludes
Damascus and serves to kccp Assad's regional rivals
oft balance as wella

• ^ 'handgrenade allack by an unidentified inan on
Thc Jordanian Airlinc ullice in Rome in March that
injured three ncoplc.'Black Seriembor..

....claimed responsibility . r .

bi

63 ^ grenade alluck on a Ronic sidewalk caſc in
Scpicinber injured 38 tourists , including ninc
Americans.

Syria has instigated terrorist opcrations against
Jordanian officials and facilities and pro - Arafat PLO
officials in reaction to cfforts to build moderale Arab
support for peace negotiations with Isracl and io PL.O
Chairman Arafai's rapprochement with King
Husseind

13

bl

bz

bi

bi

b3
b3

The degree of control excrcised by Syria over its
surrogates varics.Syrian Use of Surrogates

Damascus's increasing use of surrogates rcliccis a
continucd casing of the inicrnal threat to thc Syrian
regime, Assad's desire 10 niask Syria's role in terrorist, bi1

b3
b3i
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b3

bibe

To the extent that suppori and
training of spccilic radical groups advance that goal .

1 : Moscow and Damascus cooperatc , alihough policy
differences limit such councration ..A kcy non - Palestinian group that received Syrian

support in 1985 was the radical Lebanesc Shia
Hizbullah . bi

13

63

Attacks on L'S 'Targets
Syrian support for its surrogaic groups in Jordan and
Lebanon and for Shia grouss in l.cbanon has made
Damascus a party to bombings of L'S facilities ,

Sincc the withdrawal of the MNF in May 1984 .
however . Syria has been working to stabilizc thc
security situation throughout Lebanon and is
currently pursuing a dual - track policy of imposing
sonc constraints on Hizballah , whilc at the same time
attempting 10 co -ort them into oncrations morc in linc
with Syrian interests .

b3

3
Cooperation With Other State Supporters
Syria coopcralcs sclectively with the other two niajor
Middle Eastern sponsors of tcrrorism . l.ibya and Iran .
Thc three statcs sharc a desire to underminc US
policies in the Middle East.de libcratc" icrritory
occupied by Israel , and to weaken pro -W'estern :
modcratc Arab governinents ;

In this way . Assad will ..
continue to try to impose high costs on the United
States for policics hc opposes and at the sanic timc usc
the leverage he gains over groups that get Syrian
suppori 10 persuade US nulicymakers that Damascus
must be bargained with and Syrian interests must
reccive high consideration in Washington

bib
Outlook
: \ ssad probably will continue to encourage the
sclcctive use of lerrorisni lo the extentthat he bclicves
it will advance his political fortuncs :bi

63

bib3

King Itusscin and
\ rafat will continuc to be the most obvious and

Relations among Libya . Iran . and Syria recently have accessiblc targets for Syrian - supported groups . Assad
fallen to a low paint despitc their continuinginterest probably also will continuc to take advantage of the
in a radical axis. anti-American militancy or groups hic supports, even

though he probably will not actively direct operations
il gainst US targets

43
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Iraq's Involvement in
International Terrorism— 19857

Iraq continued to limit its involvement in
international terrorism in 1985. Iraqi- sponsored
terrorist activity this ycar has been targeted almost
cxclusively against Syria and Libya in an effort 10
increasc the cost to thcsc slaics of their support of
Tran , dissident Iraqi Shias , and Kurdish rcbcls.

bi

b363

13

In recent wocks. Chcrc
have been glimmers of a possible rcconciliation
between Baghdad and the two radical Arab staics .
We believe , however , that Iraq remains pessimistic
about the chances for a rapprochement in the near
future and will continue to encourage surrogac
groups to target Syrian and Libyan interests.

Baghdad may also support allacks by.chc Palestinc
Libcration Organization ( PLO ) against Isracl in the
coming months. Iraq has increased significa nlly ils
support of Yasir Arafat this year as a counterbalance
10 growing Syrian dominance of the Pal: stinian
movement.

Other Iraqi - backed terrorist activity this year has
included :

Two Iraqis were assassinarcd in Kuwailand Sweden
last Marchant

We belicvc Ararat will
continuc lo sanction operations inside Israel and the
West Bank ; Baghdad may be drawn into providing at
lcast indirect support for thesc attacks . In an cſſort'lo
prolcct its relations with the Lnited States , however ,
wc bclicvc iraq will limil its involvcnicnt in PLO
operations against Israel and probably will not
countenance any attacks outside Isracli territory .
Morcover , Baghdad almost certainly will continuc 10
withhold support from radical , non-PLO Palestinian
Terrorist groups .

bi

b3

Both victims probably
were associated with Irani intclligcncc , so they may
have been killed as part of an intraservice purgc .
rather man for political reasons .

63

• in August , rour Iraqi nationals were arrested in the
United Kingdom for alleminting to bomb a
consignment of war materielRecent Activity

In 1985 Iraqi-backcd tcrrorisın focused almost
cxclusively on Syrian and l.ibyan targets :

ba

in laic October . despite prolcsts from the United
Stalcs, Iraq granted asylum 10 Palestinc Liberation
Front loader Muhammad al-Zaydan ( Abu : \ bbasi.
reportedly the mastermind of the Achille Lauru

21
63
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bi

b3

Iraq may also reluctantly support PLO altacks
against Isracl in the ncar ſulure . The Iraqis strongly
opposc Isracl . but recognize that their support of .
terrorism against Israel will damage their relations .
with the United States , whosc icchnology and whose
support for an arms embargo against Iran Baghdad
greatly valucs.

bi

b3
We believc PLO

terrorists will continue to mount opcrations against
Isracli targets, and Iruq may be drawn into providing
a : Icast indirect support for these allacks in order to
bolster Arafai.

b3
Somc 2.000 PLO fighiers are now living and training
in Iraq .

bol

b3
The Western Scctor has

becn responsible for planning and cxccuting the bulk
or Fatah's attacks in Isracl and the occupied
tcrritories

bi

b3
Future Trends
In our judgment , Iraq will continuc to utilize
( crrorismi primarily to underminc and isolatc ils Arab
cncmics -- Syria and Libya . Baghdad is cager to end
Syrian and Libyan military support for Tehran and
for Kurdish and Shia dissidents in Iraq. To this end .
Irag will pursuc any reasonablc opportunities forrcconciliation with the radical Arab states .

Faiah operatives almost certainly will try to plan and
stagc attacks in Israel and the occupied Icrritorics
Cruni Iray . Baghdad , however, will try to prevent the
PLO from using Iraqi territory as a staging arca for
such uperations in order lú limit ihc damage to its63
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relations with the United States and reduce the risk or
an Isracli rctaliatory attack . Baghdad is also likcly to
discourage PLO attacks conducted against Isracli
targets outside Isracli tcrritory . The Iraqis arc
sympathetic to the Palestinian causc , and Baghdad
probably will directly support such operations only if
the position of Arafat's modcratc faction would
otherwise crodce

b3

63

3
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The Terrorism Diary for February 1980 ba

Below is a compendium us February dales us known or conceivable significance in
Terrorists around the worid . Our inclusion of a dare or ment should not har itsell
be construed 10 suggest that we experi or anticipare a commentative erroristevent .

* b3

I February 1979 Tran . Return of Ayatollah Khomeini 10 Iran from cxilc in Paris .

1 February 1984 India. Kashmir separatist Icador Maqbool Bull cxcculcd .

1 February 1985 India. Kashmir Libcration Front sets off two bombs to commemoratc cxccution of
Maqbool Buti .

4 February 1961 Angola. Beginning of armed strugglc against Portugal .

4 February 1948 Sri Lanka. National Day .

55.bruary 1958 Colombia . Founding of National Liberation Army ( ELN ) .

5 February 1960 Burnia. Kachin Independence Army ( KIA ) Revolution Day:

6 February 1840 New Zealand. Waitangi Day ( national day ) .

6 February 1981 Pakisran . Founding of Movement for Restoration of Democracy ( MRD ) .

6 February 1984 Lebanon . Fall of West Bcirut to Muslim militias .

7 February 1974 Grenada . Indcpendence Day .

7 Februury: 1986 Philippines. Presidential clection scheduled .

10 February 1986 Chinese world . Lunar New Ycar (beginning of Chinese ycar 4684 ) .

11 February 1929 Italy, Vatican . Lateran Treaty signcd ( governs relatiguiship between Italy and
Vatican City .

11 February 1979 Iran. Revolution Day : "Eleventh Dawn " ( the 11th day of the revolution is
considered the day of victory over thc old regimc ) .

11 February Japan. National Foundation Day .

: 12 February 1947 Burma. Union Dar.

13 February 1961
Zuire,Death of Patrice Lumumba.

13 February, 1975 Cyprus. Declaration establishing Turkish Federalcd Staic or Cyprus.

25 Secco
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15 February 1966 Columbia . Death of Sational Liberation Army itil siguerrilla leader and priestCamilo Torres .

16 February 1918 Lithuania . Indcrcndence Day:

17 February 1979 Vietnani. Invasion by Chinese troops .

18 February 1965 The Gambia. Independence Day.

19 February 1947 Poland , People's rcpublic established .

19 February 1952 Nepal. King Tribhuan Meinorial Day:

19 February 1980 Egypi. Israel. Exchange of ambassadors .

22 February 1948 Romania. Founding of Romanian Workers ' Party :

22 February 1972 Qarar. Coup d'etat i h :11 brought Shaikh Khalifa bin Hamad al - Thani tu nowcr .

22 February 1979 St. Lucia. Independence Day:

23 February 1970 Guyana. Republic Day.

23 February 1984 Brunei. Valional Day .

24 February ! 948 Czechoslovakia . First Communist government formed .

24 February 1966 Ghanu. Libcration Day (overthrow or.krumah ) .

25 February 1948 Kuwait. Independence Day .

25 February 1980 Suriname. Day of liberation and Renewal.

27 February 1844 Dominican Republic. Independence Day :

27 February 1976 Western Sahara . Founding of the Saharan Democratic Arab Republic ( Polisario
governmeni - in - exilc ) .

27 February 1984 Armenians. Terrorist Gouger Migirdic Yanikian of Armenian Secret Army for the
Libcration of Armenia (ASALA ) dics of old agc in California .

28 February 1977 El Salvador. Leſtists dcnionstrating against alleged clcction fraud in San Salvador
killed by security forces : Popular League of 28 February ( 1.P.281 lakes its namęfrom this cvcni .

•b3
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Chronology of Terrorism- 1985

Below are descrihed nuteworthy survign and international cones inolving
lerrorists , or the use of Terrorist lauries, which have axeurred or come lulishi
sine vur lası issue . In some cases , the porretraturs and their ifferitetits mur not
be known. Events and developments ihar have alread been described elsewhere in
This publication are not included.net

b3

16 October Philippines: Ver People's Army guerrillas sel fire 10 passenger bus ar Tagynunun
Plantation . About 50 VPA attackers forced thc bus into a rural area and had
passengers disemburk , took the ſure collcction from the driver . und sci lire tu iho
bus

-b3

30 Ociober Philippines: Fire young farmers executed in separate incidents by . Vc * People's
Army members. The victims were killed bccausc they roluscd lo juin the
XPA . b3

I November South Africa : E.xplosion injures onc man in Johannesburg central office district.
Thc blası ca nic as sccurity forces ivcrc carrying out in combined " crimc prevention
operation . "

:

bi

13

4 November South Africa: Arms cache discovered by police in Port Elizabeth . Forty - three meni
allegedly Cnicu Democrilic Front supporters , were arrested . Among the weapons
found werc pistois. spoirs , axes, gasolinc bonibs, and various honicmade knives.

9 November Angola: UNITA claims 15 Soriel nacionals killed bil bomb in Huambo. The
largct was a Sovici residence.

•be

b1,63

63

12 November Angola: Boobytrapped car blon's up in suburban Huambo. The Agriculture
Ministry Building was damaged , but no casualties were reporicd .

20 November Japan : Explosion reveals four seis of launching devices near VCK Tokyo
Internaſionul Airpori warchrower. Thc

Icfuisi group Sonki- ha ( Baltic Flag Factiuni clairicd credit for the incideni.

bi,ba

be
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21 November bi

be

aby63

bi

ba

b !

26 November Philippines : Fire.civilians killed , seven wounded in Zamboanga del Sur ,
b !

63

Philippines: New People's Armiy memberskill iko fishermen in . hucay, Baraan.

bib3

29 November Spain : ETA ambushes iwo civil guard vehicles in conroy berween l'itoria and
Bilbao. No injurics were reporicon

b3
Colombia : People's Liberation Army in Bogora renounces peace truce with
government . Members of the group occupicd offices of a local news agency and
stated they would end the current peace talks because of ile 20 Sovember
assassination of their Icader , Oscar William Calvo .

63
1 December Corsica: Two bombs explode in offices of state -owned electric cupany in Ajaccio.

Leaflets found at the scene were signed by the National Front for the Liberation of
Corsica . The bombing was an apparent protest against plans for a power cable
linking Corsica and Bialy

os
2 December

63
India: Pro - Hindu Bharatiya Janata Party' worker killed and robbed in Punjab .
The victim was placked after he had withdrawn 5.000 rupees ( about CS $ 4161
from a bank in Ludhiana Districi . Sikh scparatists arc suspccicd

ba
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3 December Peru : Sendero Luminoso marks 31st birthday of its founder und leader, ibimuel
Guamun , with barrage of dynamise anacks in l.ima. Targets included the house or
the late Victor Raul Haya de la Torre , founder of the American Popular
Revolutionary Alliance Party : as well as 10 banks, a shopping center , cight
clectrical towers . a judicial office and various other sites --2016 to imat . Vo
injurics were reported .

Chile : Bomb artacks shake Santiago, killing one and injuring ninc. The Manuel
Rodriguez Front is bclicvcd responsible for the attacks against rail lincs ,
government buildings , and city buscs

boSri Lanka : Civilian abducted and killed by Tamil guerrillas .my

13
December Belgium: Briefcase containing bomb explodes at offices of the Bank of Anicricu in

Antwerp.

Togo: Explosions in Lome kill one , injure two . Bombings occurred ncar the
Ministry of Forcign Affairs and the Surcic Nationalc and along railroad tracks .

bi ,

S December West Germany : Radio and clectronics equipment valued at $40,000 stolen from
US Arniy facility ai Mannheim - Seckenheim .

bi

63Philippines: Acting Abru Province rice governor ussassinurod .

13
6 December Belgium : CCC bombs NATO Central European pipeline valve station in

Peresrum -Wortegem .
bl

b3

b1,63

Belgium: Bombing ofJustice Palace in Liege kills onc law student and wounds
Sour others

France : Bomb explodes in building belonging 10 the Central Europe Operating
Agency in Versailles. The agency manages the network of NATO pipelincs in
Belgium , France, Luxembourg. the Vetherlands , and West Germany. A French
group of Communist Internationalists " claimed responsibility for the attack .

6B
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l'esi Germany: Red Arnis facrion peripherji niember sentenced for Junuary. 1985, bumbing

be
Greece: Arson arruck on mayor's official car in Athens claimed by the " ll'ild .
Geese of the Cities. " The organization claimed that this allack was conduclcd 10

forcc .

Colombia: Downtown Bogota attack against Army bus leaves two deud ; 1 i
wounded . The attack occurred cxactly one month after mcınbers of the 19th or
April Movement ( M - 19 ) seized the Palace of Justice . The " guerrilla coordination . "
which consists of the M - 19 , the National Libcration Army, and other smaller
groups , claimed crcdit , saying that the attack was in response io the assassination
of People's Liberation Army leader Oscar Willia : n Calvo

Philippines : New People's Arnis' guerrillas kidnap 14 public works and highway'sofficials in Gingoog Cirs: Thc hostages crc lakCA 10 a rebcl hideout in
Claveria ; onc of them is said to have been killed . The mayor has reccived a
100.000 -peso ransoin demand.

63
7 December France : Ministry of Justice office in Marseilles target of bombing attack .

Frar.ce : Bombs explode ar ( wo Paris department stores. Onc cxplosion at Gałcrics
Larayctic injured 3.7 persons ; another at Printemps injured fivc .

bib3

blib3

Iran : Ca : bomh explodes in front of Shohada Hospital in northern Tehrun . The
blast killed iwo and injured 18 .

Colombia: Bomb explosion at Communist Party headquarters in Bogora seriously
injures one. An anonymous caller claimed responsibility for the pack in the nameor the People's Libcration Army.

8 December Iran : Bomb explodes in Tehran near offices of Islamic Republic Nex's Agency:
Onc person was slightly injured

b3

6.3
South Africa : African National Congress suspected in unsuccessful attack on
Kwazulu official in Durban . The attacker fircd shots at the house with a
semiautomatic riflc . Policc later . Round cartridges from an AK - typo rific and in
unexploded handgrenade

1
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Sourh Africa : Bumb blust duniages Durbun post office. The explosion , caused by a
limnci minc , injured cight neuple and caused extensive damage to the building.
Although there has been no claim ofresponsibility : the : \frican National Congressis suspected.

bo

10 Deceniber Lebanon : Beirut kidnupers free - 1x *o Lebanese professorsat Americun Linirersios

b3

Pakistan: Four members of Afghan resistance killed, sevenúvunded in bombexplosion in Peshawar. It is not known whċiher Arghayi iniciligencepersonnel,
suspccicd in similar bombings , were responsiblc:

Philippines: Homemade bomb injures fire ar anligovernment rally at Asulculni
Square in Baguio Ciry. The rally was bcing held to cclcbralc-the 37th anniversars:of UN -Human Rights Day.

b3
11 December. Tials: Two homemade bombs cxplode inchurch in Assisi...Vo group has claimedresponsibility:

65
12 December South Africa : Handgrenade explodes in.parking lot of Cape Towin nicar

distributing firm . So onc was injured in the blast

b3Sri Lanka: Bomb_cxplodes on irain a railway yard in Maradana. A train fromJaffna had just dropped its passengers at the Colombo Fori Railway Stationwhen
the bomb gene om.lv one was injured and in one hits chimco responsibility forthc incideni.

13 December West Germany : Fire bombs ar Zueblin consiruction in in Zuffenhausen cause
estimated US $ 100.000 damage. Vo group has claimed responsibility bl

Namibia ; Leirer bomb injures inio African National Congress membersand
Zambian.in Lusaka.

bl

63
14 December India: Tránsistor rudió bumb kills boy in Durgapur. It was the first transistor

bomb explosion in West Bengal. Similar altäcks by Sikh inilitenis have occurred in-Punjab .' New Deliria and surrounding states .

Scott
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16 December Spain: Terre Lliure claimis responsibility for arrompied bombing neur Barcelonu
police station. Policc disarnicd the device after recciving a tip . In a sccund
incident , a Torre Lliure icrrorist was killed when a bomb exploded prematurciy.

bs

India: Unidentified gunmen kill General Secretary of district youth congress in
Punjab's Ludhianu District. No arrests have been made , but Sikh separatists are

b3 suspected.

b3

Philippines: Convoy or logging firm workers ambushed by the Moro National
Liberation Front, Sixicon workers were killed and another 35 were
wounded. It was the first major allack by the MNLF since il vowed to revive its
separatist campaign.

17 December Cyprus: Police arrest two heavily armed Palestinians

hijacking of Swiss.plane in Larnaca.

planning

bi

is ?

ܬܵܐ

Malra : Bomb damages Libyan cultural center. The attack on thc Libyan facility
in Valletta occurred acrossthe street from the Presidential Palace.

ار-
bi

b₃
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Terrorist Retiew
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This review is published every' orker week by the Directorate of Intelligence.

Appmpriate artistesproduced by other elements or the CIA as well as by other

agencies of the US Intelligence Community will be consideredfor publication .
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Terrorism Rerlew

June 1985

b3
Form late - Samol Sikle Terraries

Thic roocni wave or bombings in New Delhi and the loilingo Sikh anwassination

plous in the United Suates indiatc thai Sikh terrorists continue to porc a serious

threal boxh in India and in other nations. While tbc Sikhs have felt themselves the

victims or infcrior iratment by the Indian Government sinoc independence in

1947, anti-Sikk violence in India over the last year has radialized the leadership

or the Sikh community and turned many previously moderate Sikhs into terrorists

or Icrrorig sympathizers. Indian and US concern is currently focused on socurity

for the 11.15 June visit or PrimeMinister Rajiv Gandhi to the United Sules, but

the danger to Indian leaders and interests will persise long after the trip . 61 ,

63

Orlachine of Sikl Terrorism

Sikhs have long felt themselves sooond -class citizens in Hindu India , and in their

view ibe special position of Sikhs within the armed forces and in their home suic

or Punjab bas stadily croded . Moderate Sikhs, especially members of the main

Sikh political party , the Akali Dal, have worked to gain the unie spocial

constitutional status accorded the Islamic and Christian faiths and to secure more

autonońy for the Punjab. Extremists were nor satisfied with coken benefits gained

by the resolution of such grieva nous as water dispules between Sikhs and Hindus

or gaining coatrol of Chandigarh as the suic apilal. In the arly 1980s, thesc

militants began a aampaign or terrorism in India intended to lead io an

independent Sikh nalion o [ " Kbulisun." and they were encouraged by a radical

minority of Sikh cxpatriales. The Dashmesh Regiment, which was formed by the

radical preacher Sant Jarnail Singh
Bhindranwak , and student extremists of the

All- India Sikh Studenis Federation,assassinated both Hindu figures and

moderate Sikhs during the period 1981-844
63

i

These aticmpes to polarize the Sikh community and discredit paceful ncgotiations

with the central government had achieved some success by arly 1984. From their

position in the Golden Temple in Amritsar, the Sikhs' holiest shrine ,

Bhindranwale's followers forced the moderate Akali Dal to signal ils support for

graaler miliuncy by sponsoring a farm and transport strike in arly Junc. Then

Prime Minister Indira Gandhi finally acted to stem the lide of terrorism and avoid

the coonomic consequences of a strike ia india's breadbasket by sending Army

troops lo allack lac temple on 6 June. The deaths of Bhindranwale and about

1,000 other Sikhs someof them his followers in the allack advanced the

extremists ' goals far more than the terrorist ampaign could have donen

The aluck on the temple and the security measures suoscquently imposed in

Punjab had two major conscquences . First, they temporarily squelched organized

Sikh ( crrorism . Assassinations and bombings dropped off because the most

63

Setel
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militant Siklos were dead or in jail, and the bulk of idcir wcapunis sluktmiles had
been scized by the government. The only significasi Sikh terrorist aas during inc

rest of the summerwere imohijackings, which were resolved peaoclully with mu
concessions to the crrorises. The attack on the temple, however, had a more
imporunt long - term effeci. Mainsercam Sikhs were outraged by the desecration or

their shrinc. and a new adre of exiremists emerged from the polarized Sikho
community. From this group amc the militants who arricd out the most

spoctacular act or terrorism in India in 35 yars -- the assassigation of Indira
Gandhi on 31 October. The murder . in cum, sparked anti-Sikh mob violence .
which Icft more than 2,000 --mostly Sikhs dead throughout the couniry and

many thousands more injured or homeless. The anti - Sikh rioring added the
alicnation many Sikhs had felt after the attack on the temple .

many formerly well -placed and secure Sikhs

began to farthat they had no Tuturein Hindu India .

b3

61,53

More Violence in 1985
Sikh shrcais (o garernment officials

throughout the rest of 1984 and into 1983, the ware of bombings that shook View

Delhi and other arcas of the country appeared to take the Indian Government by

surprise. During the period 10-12 May, more than 80 persons died and nearly 200

were injured by a series of bumbs set ort in busos, bus stations, and other crowded

areas. The attacks showed the kind or arclul planning and cuordination not seen
since 37 train stations were firebombed on the night of itpril 1984. They also

demonstrated something more ominous: the intent to cause casualtics; the April
1984 bombings had been bloodless .

03

bl

b3

Govermcat raction to this wave of violence has been both swiſt and storn . The

polioc rounded up more than 1,000 suspects by 12 May, and identified three men

as likely ringleaders

All three were now recruits

to the extremist ause, apparently religious men from the middle or upper classes

or Indian socicty . One was an established incomc tax lawyer in his midriftics and

another was a timber worker in his carly ſorties. Women and college students from
such middic - class familias apparently acled as couriers.

The Indian parliamentary response was similarly swift. On 18 May the
government introduced sweeping anticrrorist legislation that gives police
unprecedented powers of search, surveillance , and detention : oslablishes special

courts for terrorist ases; and allows the death penalty for terrorist acts resulting in
fatalitics . Although the bill has been criticized as vague and , therefore, pronc to
abuxr. it passed both houses of parliament by voice voic and will be in effect for
che next two years .

63

63

Plots in the United States
Many Sikhs abroad were also outraged by the storming of theGolden Temple and
by the anti-Sikh violence that followed Mrs. Gandhi's death .

2
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The publicity given ibc amnesis has led to a growing perceprion among

muay Sikhs that the United Suakes is now supporting the Indian Government in ils

efforts to crack down on the separatists. Whether the resuking resentment might

translate into terrorist allacks against other largets is unclar, but Sikh extremists

could choose to threaten or atlack an Indian largct in the United Sutes older than

Rajiv Gandhi - pertaps Other Indian ortigialos os diplomats.
63

The prospects for further Sikb violence are much greater within India . In fact ,

violence is likely to rocur during the first wock of June , which the Akali Dal has

designalod " Genocide Weck,* and aspecially on the 6 Junc anniversary of the

icmplo lakcover bl,

VUN

Over the longer ( crm , Rajiv will continue to iry to make some headway toward

reconciliation with the Sikh community - process he had begun before the May

bombings. He has appointed a spocial abinet commitice - 40 address the Punjab

problem , has announced a judicial inquiry into the anti -Sikh violence of November

1984, and has expressed a williagness to hold unconditionaltalks with Sikh

leaders. Hindu raction to the

wave of rooeni bombings may , however, limit his ability to make significanı

Concessions in any future negotiating process . More orainously , radial Sikhs are

cnjoying some success in taking over the Akali Dal, the party that would be most

likely to negotiate on bchalf of the Sikh community . Morcover, New Dehli's hard

linc, as demonstraled in the arresus and the new antiterrorist Icgislation , may drive

more Sikhs into the radical amp.

63

b3

The threat of Sikh violence in countries besides the United States and India varies

from place lo place :

• In the United Kingdom , which conlains 300.000 to 400,000 Sikhs, the vast

majority of them modcraic and law abiding , there is a continuing threai from a

small minority of fanatics . Or greatest concerts the International Sikh Youth

Federation ( ISYF, headed by a nephew of Bhindranwal , which is alicmpling to

lake control of Sikh (cmple management commiffocs . This type of internccinc

3
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siruusk lod to much of the Sikh-ugainsi-Sikh violencc in India betwoch 1981

and arly 1984,
61,63

. in Canada , Sikhs number beiwoch 100.000 and 150.000 . centered mainly in the

western provinces . Apart from some demonstrations, there has been no nie

Indian vitcaoca 61,63

• In Pakistan , Sikhs who perpetrated one of the 1984 hijackings have recently

bocn pul on trial, as have other Sikhs from an arlier altcmpi. Although India is

convinced that the Sikh community roocives weapons and training from the

Pakistani Government, it is doubtful that Islamabad has provided anything but

low - level aid sinoc the temple storming a year ago . Pakistan is unlikely to

jeopardize iis improving relations with Rajiv's government by becoming involved

with any Sikh violence.

• In Wai Germany, the Sikh community is composed mainly or “ guest workers."

who , like their cousins in the United Kingdom , art unlikely to risk their standing

by supporting anti- Indian violence. This community is diverse and less

supportive of a “ Free Khalistan " than other Sikh cnclaves abroad . 363

63

-
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Sri Lanka

.:

Ring The ofCol Violence

In ibc single bloodiest ( crrorist stuck ever conducted outside of Lebanon , some 30

unknown Tamil insurgents on 14 May nuchincqunned more than 155 persons
including women , children , and Buddhist monks and auns at the Buddhist Bo

Tree shrine in Anuradhapura. They then traveled to the Wilpattu National Game

Park , wbere they reportedly killed 18 game wardens and fled into the park .

Security forces have made no arrests in the asc . Although the Defense Ministry

claimed Ibe Tamil Eclam Liberation Organization or the Liberation Tigers of

Tamil Eelam wus responsible , no group has claimed credit , and all the separatist

groups bave denied involvement. The largest organization , the People's Liberation

Onunia lion or Tamil Eelam , denounced the allack as a " massacre " by a

" misguided Tamil milicant group. 63

- These two alucks apped a (wo-yarescalation of terrorist violence and retaliation

by socurity forces. In the reprisals that have so far followed, more than 40 Tamils

were hacked to death aboard an intcrisland ferry the following day, and a soldier

killed anorber 10 Tamils under his protection who were being cvacualed from the

Anuradhapuri arca . A wockbong chain of aluacks and reprisals claimed more than

260 lives 63

Siouiticant Developments

Frost

63 .

Timo Itabans Expelled to Berlin

de France recently expelled two lulian radical ieftists ,

Enrico Fedele and Gianni di Giuseppe, to Burundi. Although the French courts

had approved lialian extradition roquesus for the iwo prisoners in late 1984 , Paris

instead persuaded Burundi to 1000pe them . This is the first time that the French
Government has capellod lulian citizens, giving ause for some optimism that the

French may respond to some of the 150 exưadition requests Romc has made for
lulian terrorist suspects living in France -63

5
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Italy December Traian Bombone May Have Becw Maha Phere

An incident arlier believed to bring back,a crrorisertack,mas turn out to berice 63a criminal act. may have mimicked a
( crrorist attack on a train last Deocmber in order to divert police uticnrion from
organized crime to terrorism . bl

police have also arrested a German chetronics
technician who apparently supplied the Mafiu with radio - controlled detonation
devices.

63

b3

Spain Now ETA Bombing Compaion leares Six Dead
The Basque separatist group Fatherland and Liberty (ETA ) has launched a new
bombing ampaign in Spain that has leh five policemca and onc taxi driver dead.
The group claimed responsibility for armed attacks on 18 and 22 May that Ielt a
Basque laxi driver dead in Bilbao und Inho policemen daad in San Sebastian . ETA

is also sosperiod of an acuack on 13 May that killed a policemen in San Sebastian
and a remote controlled ar bombing in Basouri that killed one noliceman and

wounded nine others . This bombing ampaign probably is an attempt by ETA LO

noestablish its credibility following a series of reversas . 63

Portual Albee Nidal Member Found Nor Geltty la Sartawi Murder
On 10 May a jury in Albufeira doclared that the prosecution failed to prove that
Yusel al -Awad had fired the fatal shows in the 1983 murder of PLO modcratc
Isam Sarawi. The presiding judge reasnfirmed Al-Awad's prios conviction for
using a false passport to enter Portugal, a crime that carries a three- yaar prison
sentence . Al-Awad has already served 25 months of his icrm , and his allorncy
plans to nequest his immediate release on parok . If paroled , he will be expelled
from Portugal and barred from returning for five yars.

-b3

Greece Shootout la Alhens Yields Terrarter Safehouse
A police stakoon of a stolen motorbike on 15 May produced a bloody gunfight
that left one suspected terrorist and onc policeman dead and two other officers
wounded .

bl

3.63
The Anti -Sute Siruesic group may be linked to the notorious 17 November
terroristorganization .

blb3
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beroel Palestinian Terrorists Exchanged for Sottiers
On 20 May the Israeli Government released 1.150 Palestinian prisoncrs in rclurn
for three Isracli Defense Forces POWs held by the Popular Front for the
Liberationor Palestinc -General Command ( PFLP -GCL Among those reicased

were some ofthe most notorious terrorists in Israeli prisons, including Japanese
Red Army member kazo Okamola , the sole survivor of the 1972 Lod Airport
massacre . In all . 167 of those released had boca conticed or allacks in which
people were killed

63

Many Israclis arc scriously conocrned over the security ramifications of allowing

more than 600 or the seleased terrorists to return to their homes in the occupied
critories and various Arab villages in Israel. Morcover, this action puts into

question Israel's reputation for unwillingness to negotiate with tcrrorists - bclicved

to be a deterrent lo some would -be anti- Isracli tcrrorists. Defense Minister

Yitzhak Rabin has warned that, if Israclis arc lakca hostage in the future in an
cffort to force similar prisoner exchanges , Israel will be free to rearrest i bosc

nocntly released . 63

3
Three Books Explook , On Deruese Duriang Show Visit

On 12 May police dclused a bomb ncar the King David Hotel in Jerusalem where
Secreuary of Stacc Shultz was staying. An angrymous aller to a news agency in

Cyprus claimed responsibility in the name of Fnah Foroc 17 for three bombs that
did explodeat bus stops . In Damascus, the Fauh dissident group led by Abu Musa
claimed credit for the attacks. The Voice of the PLO in Baghdad also claimed
responsibility for the attacks in the name of the General Command of the

Palestinian Revolution Forces . No casualties were reporicd . 63

Saudi Arabia

.b3

Two Bombings Claimed by Islamic Jihad
On 18 May explosions.cocurred in front of two Riyadh pizza parlors locaied aboal.
a kilomciet apart. One person was killed and three were injured in one of the

blasts . The bombs reportedly were placed in large garbage containers. Although
the locations of the bombs

indicate us personnel and facilities were not the largels , largeting restaurants
where foreigners gather poses a potential risk to off -duty American personnel.

On 19 May an anonymous caller in Bcirut claimed credit for the allacks in the

name of Islamic Jihad . He said the explosions were only a " sample of the

opcrations " thc crrorists were planning against Saudi intcresus and added .
" nobody should believe that Saudi alicmpus at rapprochement with thc Islamic
Republic of Iraa will make us hesitate in cxccuting our plans. “ Saudi Foreign
Minister Saud was ia Tehran from 18 to 20 May on an official visit. On 19 May
the official Iranian news agency accused Iraq or responsibility for the allacks ,
claimiag it was attempting co se bolase the improving relations between Riyadh

and Tchan , SOM

bl

bi
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b3

Cuik Two Dle Duriang Ware of Bowlingos

On 14 May bombs exploded at three government offices in Santiago, ausing

nearly two dozea injuries. Most of the casualtics occurred in a working-class

district of Santiago where one of the bombs killed two persons and injured several

children in * ncighboring school.Other bombs exploded in Rancagua,88

kilometers south of Santiago, injuring one person , and at several places along the

Santiago -lo - Valparaiso rail line, haltingtrain service for several hours . Most of the
63

explosions wcal unclaimed

The Manuel Rodrigucz Prairiotic Front ( FPMRL a guerrilla group linkod to the

outlawod Communist Party, claimed responsibility for one of the government

office bombings and the Movement of the Revolutionary Left (MIR) for onc of the

railway bombs . Both groups are pledged to the violent overthrow of President

Augusto Pinochet's 11 - year-old military government. This recent series ar

bombings indicates that the government's imposition of a state of sicgc has not yet

curbed (crrorist attacks. .63

El Sandor

:

Guerrillas Hold Mayors as Hostards

Since late April, leftwingSalvadoran guerrillas have kidnapicd approximatcly 17

mayors from towns throughouteastern El Salvador and

executed two of them . thc

abductions are part of a ampaign to terrorize people supporting tlic governmeni,

but recent broadcasts by the clandestine Radio Venceremos indicate another

63

sapet
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motive. According to that station , the mayors are being held to pressure the
coverament to recause iwo pcopic's Revolutionary Army ( ERP, leaders, Juodi
Samour and Maxima Reyes kaptured last December. The ERP is most
active in castern El Salvador , where the kidnapings have taken place . ' } 63

Pore Sendero Less Celebrates Austrisery
On 16 May Sendero Luminoso marked its fifth anniversary by throwing bombo althe US Ambassador's residence and the Chinese Embassy . The group also bombed
the Lima branch of the Peruvian North American Cultural Institute , an office or
the slaic -owned clectrical company in Lima, a civil quand station north of the city .and a local Lima cloction board office. There were no injuries reported in any of
thesc incidents, although power oulages occurred in Lima's Port Callao and in
Lima's southern sector

This surse in Sendero Luminoso activity in the capilal follows an apparent
deterioration of the SL's position in the southern strongholds as well as ils ( ailureto seriously disrupi national cloctions held last April. The insurrents probably hopeto show their continued strength and their lack of interest in a dialogue with thenew administration.

b3

63

Sri Lanka

bl

63!

New Caledonia Boobs Dumage School, Couthors , Stork Yacht
Three bombs exploded on 13 May in the capital. Noumca . The first bomb , thrown
from a ar ialo • Mclancsian boarding school, wounded cighe students . Shortly
thereafter, a bomb saak a privalo yachil al a Noumca marina and another bomb
went off in thc basement of the Court of Justicc . No one was injured in the lalier
iwo allacks. Local Kanak separatists have blamed anti - independence Frenchsettlers

633
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Lobanov : " Islamic Jihad " Gods

Pablic on the Hostages 6 (3)

6 ( 3 )

The terrorists bording the US and French hostages in A Plea to Public Opinion

Lebanon apparently have bocome frustrated by their The dramatic mocorade atuack amc only days after

inability to achieve their goals . In lieu of private several Beirul newspapers published photographs

acgorintions, the kidnapers and ibcir associstes have reporrodly roceived from anonymous couriers orsix

rodenily opied for a high public pacture - including an people beingheld hoslare in Lebanon by clemiches or

atuck on the Kuwaiti Amir , mire kidoapings, and ibe Hizbullad movement. The six include four

public appaals -- in an effort to force the United American , Terry Anderson , William Buckley, Father

Staia , France, and Kuwait to scoode to their Lawrence Jenoa , and Reverend Benjamin Weir, and

demands. These incidents suggat we an expect more two French diplomaus, Marcel Carton and Marcel

b (3 ):llacksagainstUS.
French, or Kuwaiti interesus

in
Fonlaine . The newspapers published both the photos

the nar ſaturen
and cxcerpts from three accompanying letters signed

in the name of Islamic Jihad and addressed to the

The Anempe To k thee Amato
relatives of the hostages, to the Reverend Jesse

On 25 May a driver crushod an explosives Laden aar Jackson , and to “ world public opinion , panicularly

into the motorade or tbc Amir of Kuwait as he was The American poopte."

traveling to his office from the residential palace.

Four poople, including the driver of the vehicle with There were no photographs or mention in the letters

the bomb, were killed , and 12 others were wounded . of cither Peter Kilburn , a librarian at the American

The Amir , Shaykh Jabir Ahmad al- Sabah, sustained Uaiversity of Beirut, or Saudi diplomat Husaya

only minor injuries. The atucker
reportedly waited at Farrush . Islamic Jihad claimed credit for kidnaping

a gas station along ibe procession route and drove his borh last year. Kilburn , who had suffered a stroke in

ar into a limousine near tbc Amir's ar as the the past, was ailing whea hc disappeared last

motorcade passed by. According to press reports, November, the failure to include his phonograph in

Kuwaiti socurity forces have inuatively identified the the packages delivered to the Beirul newspapers may

suicide bomber u wa Iraqi member of the Iranian indicalc he is dad. Farash probably was ROI

b (3) backed Dawa ( Islamic Call) Panty.
included because his aptors had decided to let him

so . He was subsequently relased on 20 May.

Two bours after the attack , an anonymous aller to a

Westcra news agency in Beirut claimed " Islamic All of the bosuges in the photographs looked fairly

Jihad was responsible for the aluck on the Amir. haalthy, excepe US Embassy political officer Buckley

The aller said , “We hope the Amir has received our who has been held longer than any of the others . The

message; we ask one more time for the release of those photos were laken agaiasıdifferent backgrounds,

held or all the throacs of the Gulf will be shakca." He probably lo imply that the hosuages are being held at

added , "We inform world opinion imt we are differcat locations.

preparing for a new blow against the regimes of

Westem imperialism and hircling Arab regimes . " Thc The three lellers said the hostages are being held to

aller's demand for the release of those held" roroc the US and French Governments to pressure

presumably refers to the 17 members of the Dawa Kuwait into releasing the Dawa prisoners. The Ictiers

Party who are serving life sentences for involvement

in the bombing of tbc US and French Embassies and

other urrcs in Kuwait in December 1983.

b ( 3)

b ( 3 )

b ( 3 )

b ( 3)
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William Burther Remed trakama Wair Faster Lommer fracol Tiny Adams
b ( 3 )

6 ( 3)

also contained anmbination of threars of ſuribor The Farmasi Rekek
terrorist allacks and appeals for public undersunding : On 20 May . Saudi Consul Farrash was released in

Syria and returned to Riyadio . Although Saudi King
The terrorists warned the relatives of the hostages Fahd Ikanked Syrian President Assed for his help in
that " the peally will be a horrible catastrophe " ir securing Farrash's release , we do not know what rolcthey do not force their governments to act and Syria played in ending Farrast's 16 -month detention .
addod . “ we will not wait much longer but will -
bchave in a manner which will horrify America and
Francc forever . " The ciming of Farrasb's release provides now

circumstantial evidence or Iran's links to and. In the letter addressed to “world public opinion , influence with the Lebanese Shia ( crrorists . Saudi
panicularly to the American pcoplc . “ the terrorists foreign Minister Saud made an official visit to
claimed “ it is not our nature to practice negative Tchran - the first such trip by a senior Saudi minister
attitudes against others ; bul wc arc a slice of since the Iranian revolution - rrom 18 to 20 May .
Tortured people who incurred many alastrophes Tchran probably arranged Farrash's release as a
and disasters from the injustice and poiency or goodwill gesture marking Saud's visit . Saud himselfAmerica . " may have pressed for Farrish's relas . Iran has been

Irying to improve its eclations with Riyadh since last• The letters also claimed that Islamic Jihad tried jaar .
many different ways to get thc Dawa prisoners
relcased and gave the United States and France Additional Violence
several chances to act before " wc were obliged to On 23 May two Frenchmen . journalist Jean -Paul
resort to the detention of a number of American and Kauſmann and researcher Michel Saural, reportedlyFrench hostages. were kidnaped on their way into Beirut from the6 ( 3 ) airport. Then , on 28 May , six unidentified gunmenFollowing C's public stalcmenis rejccting any kidnaped US cilizen David Philip Jacobsen , the

ncgociations with the kidnapers , an anonymous caller director of the American University Hospital in Westto a French news agency in Beirut on 17 May warned Beirul. Jacobsen was walking to his office when thethat " the US Government should awail the largest kidnapers forced him into the back of a bluc van . Themilitary operation it has ever known . " The caller said ( crrorises reportedly fired al -- but did not injure orThe terrorists had been preparing this surprise for a abduct - a Lebanesc doctor accompanying Jacobsenlong timc." He also threatened that Kuwaiti who atlempied to prevent the abduction . On 29 May
diplomats worldwide would be atlacked if the group's
demands are not mci .

b ( 3)

-

b ( 3)
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b ( 3)

Al the same time, the allack on thuc Amir of Kuwait
and the renewed violence in Hiasi Beirut sugasi ihac
icmorisus arc increasingly frustrated by their failure
to obtain the releasc of the Kuwaiti prisoners . three or
whom are Lebancke Shies . These incidents and the
terrorists' quick response to the US stalcmcnt
rejecting ncrociations indicate they may not wait very
long for their new ampaign of public pressure to
work . We believe the terrorists' incrasing frustration
may lead them to take even more hortages, possibly
harm one or more of the hostage they already have ,
and , in desperation , plan further spoctacular tcrrorist

Manel Fonte Manel Carto allacks against US , French . or Kuwaiti interesis . b ( 3)

Denis Hill , a British instructor at the American b (3)
University of Beirui,was found dead in West Beirut
with four bulles wounds in the back or his neck.

b (3 )

Later that day, an anonymous aller to a foreign ACWS
agcacy in Beirut claimed " Islamic Jihada was

responsible for kidnaping Kauſmann. Saural, and
Jacobsen and for killing Hin . The calier said Hillwas
killed , “ as he was trying to escape from our men , who
wanted to question him on some of his suspicious
activities," suggesting that Hill's murderers were
actually aliempring to kidnap him . The aller added ,
" We will not allow anybody to nase before the release
of our brothers jailed in Kuwait and until the United
Sules and Franoc stop their aid to ( Iraqi President)
Saddam Husayn in his continuous alucks on the
Islamic Republic ( Iranl " He repeated the now
familiar threat, “ We again wam forcign citizens who
are in Islamic regions nou to explait Islamic
hospitality to undertake acts of aspionage and

subversion . We arc on the lookout for them . "
b ( 3)

Implications
The new public posture the kidnapers have taken on
the hostage issue and the content or their various
statements suurei a significant change in strategy ,
Some of the phrases used in the laters apparently are
intended to broaden public understanding of the
terrorists' " plight and support for their ause .
Previous suelements issued in the name of Islamic
Jihad have not attemprod to justify anti -US terrorism
in this way . The new statements appear uailored to

maximize the pressureplaced ontheUS Government b ( 3)by the families and friends of the hostages .

(REVERSE BLANK )
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Persian Gulf States ;
Meeting the Terrorist Clations

63

bl

The assassination Atlan againsi Kuwait's Amir an
25 May was ibc latest in a string of terrorist incidents
in the Arabian Peninsula suites , nerealing growing
acere sincncn.o subversivealors

co

More vioicaoc is likely over the summer , and the US

b3 presence in the region is a likely torget

Acts or errorism in the Persiaa Gull have been on the

increase over ile past several months :
• Explosions in Riyadh on 18 May killod one person
and injured several more

b3 ibe Saudis have detained a Lebanese Shis
in connection with the bombings.

• Kuwait's most prominent journalist was gunned
down by unknowa assailants in April; the Kuwaitis
surpoct radial Palestinians.

63

boll

.63 la separate incideals arlier this year, iwo North
Yemenis bijacked Saudia Airlines digbus
originaling in Saudi Arabia .

• Last Docember, pro - Iranian ( errorises hijackoda
Kuwaiti airlines to Tehnn and killed iwo US

b3 officials.

Lotermal Security Derelopments
The six countries of the Gulf Cooperation Council
motivated by ibc takeover of the Mecca mosquc by

religious zealous in 1979 , che. Iranian - backed coup
allempe ia Badrzia in 1981 , and the bombings in
Kuwait in 1983 - have made significant strides in
increasing regional security cooperation and in their
individual apabilities to counter subversion . Senior
officers in the security services are now being

promoted on the basis of ability and efficiency as well
as loyalty . b3

Prospects
The attempt on the Amir's life and the explosions in
Riyadh will lead to a regional upsurge in socurity
awareness, but the effect is likely to be only .
temporary. The Gulf suales will make ſurther
improvements in their security services that may
hamper, but will not eliminate , terrorist operations.

63

bi

63

Gall leaders most lar a widespread ampaign of
tcrrorism or the sore tbal Islamic Jihad has recently
threatened to launch . The annual pilgrimage to
Mooca , which begins in Aurust , could give icrrorists

bl

63
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63

such an opportunity . A major terrorist campaign in

Babrain and perbapo Kuwait could thredicn those

regimes' hold on power b3

In addition , major military reverses for Iran in its war

with Irag, domestic unrest in Iran , or a sharp

deterioration in Iran's relations with Gulf suales could

touch off a wave of Iranian -backed (errorism in ide

Gulf states . Alternatively, fundamentalist dissident

groups acting on their own could launch a ampaign

of error ugainst the Gulf
stalas . The rhetoric of

Tehran and Islamic Jihad is strongly anti -United

Suto , making the large US diplomatis, military, and

business prescace in the Gulf likely targets during any

such ampaigad 63

Secret
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63
The Terror's Diary for July

Below is a compendium ofJuly dates orknown or conceivable
significance to

terrorists around the world. Our inclusion ora dare or ment should not by irsel

be consigned to suggest that we expect or anticipate a
commemorative terrorist

m
b3

July 1880 rok For unexplained reasons, Sendero Luminoso (crrorists have atucked foreign

lanects during July at a nic roughly triple that of the rest of the yar.

1 July 1867 Canada Dominion Day.

I July 1960 Ghana Republic Day.

1 July 130 Somalia Republic Day. Celebrated us Independence Day in the southern region.

1 July 1862 Barrundl, Independence Day.

1 July 1962 Amanda Independence Day.

1 July 1974 Argentina Death of President Juan Peron .

Vietnam Unification of North and South Vietnam inta Socialist Republic of

Vietnam .
2 July 1976

July 1776 United States. Independence Day.

July 1946 Philippines. Republic Day (date on which Philippines bocamc independent).

July 1976 Isrech, Uganda, Palestinien Israeli raid on airport at Entebbe frees hosuges

from PFLP hijackers.

S July 1811 Vancuela Independence Day.

5 Jaly 1962 Algeria Independence Day.

S July 1973 Amanda Coup by Maj. Gen. Juvenal Habyarimana inaugurales Second Republic.

s Jaly 1975 Cape Verde Independence Day .

S July 1977 Pakistan . Coup by Gen. Zia Ul-hag overthrowing regime of Zulfikar Ali Bhutto.

6 July 144 Malawi. Independence Day. Also cclcbrated, since 1966 , as Republic Day.

6 July 1975 Comoras Declaration of Independence promulgated .

7 July Yugoslavia Uprising Day (sute holiday in Socialist Republic of Serbia ).

23 63
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1 July 1973
Equasarial Guinea National Day (based on

constitution that granied virtually

anlimited powers to President Macie, which was abrogaidd when he was

overthrown by his nephew , Colonel
Obiangh

Solomon Islands. Independence
Day.

7 July 1978

Argentina Independence Day.

July 1816

Moranna Birthday of King
Hassan II.

9 July 1939

Bahamas independence Day.

10 July 1973

Mauritania. Armed Forces Day ( commemorales miliuary coup ).

10 July 1978

Mongolia Revolution Day ( commemorales independenoc from Chinad

11 July 1921

12 July 1690
Northern Ireland

Orangemen's Day (Procesunts
march to commemorate victory

in Bartlc of the Boyne ).

São Tome and Principe. Independence
Day.

12 July 1975

Kiribati. Independence Day
.

12 July 1979

Yugoslaia Uprising Day (suaic holiday in Socialist Republic o:
Montenegro ).

13 July

France. Bastille Day.

14 July 1789

14 July 1958 Ing. Republic Day
foommemorates Army coup d'elat

which overthrew monarchy

and established republic

Cyprus Coup by Greck Army officers commcmoralod .

15 July 1974

15 July 1983 Italy. Conviction of
four members of Llalian countercrrorist

leam for

mistreatment of Red Brigades prisoners captured during
rescue ofGcacral

Dozier.

Colombia. Founding of
Communist Party.

17 July 1930

Iraq. Revolutiort Day (
Ba'th Partly coupl

17 July 1968

17 July 1973
Alphanistan Republic Day (date

Muhammad Daoud lod military coup

ovenhrowing his cousin King Zahir Shah and establishing republic).

Uruguay . Proclamation of the republic
.

18 July 1830

Spin Uprising Day (beginning of
Civil War Gencralissimo Franco's Day.

18 July 1936:
Niciunague Sandinista provisional Junta of

National Reconstruction
assumas

office .19 July 1979

ļ
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20 July Idio Colombia Independence Day.

20 July 1914 Cyprus. Turkish Cypriot Peace and freedom Day ( commemorates intervention by
Turkish forces ).

20 July 1983 Sri Lanka Sinhalese backlash sparked by terrorist acts of extremist Tamil
separatists icaves hundreds of Tamils dead , thousands homeless .

21 July 1831 Belgium Independence Day.

21 July 1972 Norrkara Ireland . Bloody Friday (20 Provisional IRA bombings in Belfast kill 11 .
injure 120 ).

22 July Yugoslavia Uprising Day (slalc holiday in Socialist Republic of Slovenia ).

23 July 1844 Poland. Liberation Day.

22 July 1952 Poland. People's Republic established .

23 July 1952 Exyn . Libra Military coup ousis King Farouk.

23 July 1970 Oum. Accession Day of Sullan Qaboos .

23 July 1974 Grace. Resignation of military junta ; return of government to civilian rulc .

24 July 1783 Ecuador, Venezuela Birthday or Simon Bolivar .

25 July 1648 Netherlands. Independence Day .

25 July 1957 Tunisia . Proclamacion of republic.

25 Jaly 1983 Sri Lanka. Killing or Tamil prisoricrs in Colombo's Welikade jail exacerbates

communal haired .

26 Jaly 1847 Liberia Independence Day.

26 July 1952 Argentine Death of Eva Peron .

26 July 1953 Cuba Day of National Rebellion ( commcmoralas attack on Moncada Barracks by
26th of July Movement).

26 July 1956 Exyn . Nationalization of Suez Canal.

26 July 1965

27 July

Maldives . Independence Day .

Yugoslavia. Uprising Day (scale holiday in Socialist Republics of Croatia and
Bosnia - Herzegovina ). !

25 Satnet
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27 July 1953 Norld Karne Korcan Victory Day ( date of armistice ending Korean wark

27 July 1955 Austria Restoration of sovercignty under postwar Four Powers 'Asrcemeal.

28 July 1821 form. Independence Day ,

29 July 1966 Nigeria Coup d'euai by Col. Yakubu Gowon overthrows military government of

Maj. Gen. Asuisi- Ironsi and establishes Foderal Military Government.

Nigeria Coup d'etat by Brig . Murtala Ramat Muhammad overthrows General

Gowon and establishes Federal Executive Council.
29 July 1975

30 July 1980 Varmein . Independence Day.

Spain, France. St. Ignatius's Day ( parron sint of Basques ).31 July

31 July 1969 Spain. Founding of Basque Fathceland and freedom (ETA ).

63
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Chronology of Terrortsm - 1985

Below are described mormorsaysorrions and internasional immories oornis and
counterterrorism developmenis ihaldamp arrurand or come to light since car lose
issue. Evenis and developments that have already been descriand elsewhere inchis
publication are not included

13

* ladia : Allowped assassinario of Siak Unidentified assaila Als , apparently Sikhs,
lald in wait to ambush Kanam Singh , the elder brorket of ticulcaantGeneral R.
S. Dyal, who had lod she 6 Junc 1984 Army udcover of the Golden Temple.
Although they waited for their larger for several hours , they were finally chased
away by neighbors

63

27 April bi

63

" .
30 April Iwia Bordcrowded Hialemle du Chandigare

allStan extremists are suspected

1 May Bangladesk : Three policemen mowedel in Dhaka bomb blast. The explosion
occurred naar a labor rally marking May Day. Dissident groups opposed to the
May nationwide dactions are believed responsible. 63

6 May War Bank : Bomb explodes under Israeli boss war Qalqilyak . The device was a
pipe bomb iriu cred by a remote controlled cloctrical dclonátor. Security forces
also found iwo Russian -made handgrenades naar the pipe bomb. A previously

unknown group calling itself the General Command of the Palestinian Revolution
Forcos claimed responsibility for the attack. 63

9 May Colombia: 50 Ricardo Franco Front guerrillas arack three police station in
Bogora. Four guemillas and one policeman were kijled in the attacks. b3

Sowik Africa : Cache orSoviet maapons sound mour Vreedcrore Limpct mincs ,
assault rifles , and pistols were among the wapons found by security officials . 63

10 May West Germany : Unknowa perpetrators bond NATOpipeline pumping station . The

blası caused cxtensive damage to the pipeline and the loss of 4.000 liters of
kerosene

b3

27

b3June 1903
:
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63
Gorese: Bomb explades outsideAltres tre ofCitibanki cusing damage bears no

injuries. No group has claimed responsibilay. The bombingwas the second

unclaimed allack against this branch office in a year.

Ecuador: AVCsteals weapons from Jeremito Naval Bass . About 10 well-armed

members of the Alluro Vive, Carajo ! subversive group infiltrated the base und

stole a substantial number of weapons , escaping during a subsequent

firefight. This marks the first time that the AVC has launched an organized

armod assault against a military besc

b3

11., IS May France : Two more mones of bombs inCorsica damage cars,banks, and shops of

mainland Freuchmeca The Corsican National Liberation Front (FLNCI is

suspected of selling off is bombs on the Ilth and 17 more on the ISıh . None or

the blasts aused any casualties .

03

12 May
63

West Germany: Arsonists anem to burn whicles ofconstruction form in

Ebersberg. In a letter to a newspaper, the attackers - probably RevolutionaryCell

members stated that they atuacked the firm because of its tics to NATO.

Sri Lanka: Securityforces killyour Tamil insurgeurs near markere reservoir. A

stoel trunk containing 25 to 30 kilograms of explosives was found near the bodies .
b3

12 , 13 May Iron : Two bombstill 15 and wound 50 in Telman. All the casualties were caused

by a large ar bomb thai dcionaled on 12 May in a poor neighborhood . The second

explosion on 13 May in a ocntral square was relatively small. An anonymous aller

to a Kuwaiti newspaper claimed responsibility in the name of the previously

unknown Iranian Ariya Organization . The principal Iranian opposition group. the

Mujahodin - e Khala , denounced the attacks .63

13 May Israel: Bomb explodes near apartment building in Diryat Malakki, 30 kilometers

sourlik of Tel Aviv. There were no casualties . The Voice of the PLO in Baghdad

claimed responsibility for the attack in the name of the Gencral Command of the

Palestinian Revolution Forces .
b3

Colombia : National Liberation Army (ELN ) guerrillas attack Bogora wcisom The

attack freed Orlando de Jesus Oriege Chicunque, an ELN leader

responsible for at least 10 kidnapings. }63

Namibia : SHAPO injures three in mortar attacks on Oskakasi residential anna

Namibian socurity officials stated the attacks were intended to intimidate the
b3

residents of the northern Namibian town .

Uganda: Minister or Internal Afairs escapes grenade attack barmed The

assassination attempt ame as the minister left his office ; onc poliocman was

injured . No group has claimed responsibility 63

28
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14 Mas West Germany, Body found in July identifind as theremissing Libyan dissideni.

The body of Muhammad al-Duwaik - who disappeared in April 1980 — had
b3

several bullet holes in the skull.

IS May Indonesia : Formst gorument minister satenedfor Ocraber bombings in

Jakarta Mohammad Sanusi. Industry Minines from 1966 10 1968, was senienced

to 19 yaars in prison for his part in the bombings of Chinese -owned banks and

businesses that killed in persons. Five other persons convicted so far, including

Three Muslim extremisis , have received scatences or 10 10 17 years . 63

Mozambique , Portuguesefamily kidnapped dy rekels Members of the National

Resistance of Mozambique (RENAMO) kidnapod a Portuguese woman and her

three daughters as they traveled toward Mapulo. Another attempo laser that day

to kidnap (wo other Portuguese citizens failed when soldiers intervenod . b3

15-16 May Lebanon : Irish deputy director ofUN gency didnapped and released in West

Beimur. His a prors apparently relased him when they were persuaded he was

neither American nor British . Separatc anonymous allers claimed responsibility

in the names of Islamic Jihad and the Revolutionary Organization of Socialist

Muslims (ROSMI ROSM , breved to be a coverame for the Abu Nidal Group.

still holds a British UN worker : 63

16 May
Spalio Bonele interior demaneracomermet matic commal abice in Lerida No b3
group has claimed responsibility.

Turkey : Martial law court in Amasya shences De Yol ( Revolutionary Way)

member to deark . The court also sentenced 12 dcfendants to liſc imprisonment and

604 others to termsof iwomonthsto years for crimes committed prior to the

military lakcover in September 1980.
63

17 May
Б )

63

Lebanon : Carbowl explodes ix Hay Beirur une Druze militia attice. The blası,

used by at least 25 kilograms of dynamilc, wounded cight people. No

group claimed responsibility. Christian or renegade Shia militiamen probably arc

responsibic.

63

India : Fexr bombs defused on rail line in Keskmir. The devices, concealed in

three tape recorders and a radio , were found in (wo separate locations outside

Jammu.Separatists of theJammu and KashmirLiberation Front were probably.63
responsibles

29 Secret
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18 May El Salvador. Clara Elisakia Ramirez From claims responsiblityfor mandet ad

military judge. The judge , Dr. Jouc Adolfo Araujo . was shot as he dropped his

children off at school .

b3

20 May 03Spain : Bomb explosion damages National Health Service building in Granada

No argupclaimed responsibility for the allack .
Contacto

bi

63

21 May France : Bonks damage to Awars in Corsican barter. There were no injuries and

no group has claimed responsibility , but the Corsian National Liberation Front is

suspected. 63

22 May
b ( 3 )

Lebanoc Car bowl crplades in summer ofChristian East Beirus. At lasi 30

people were killed and172 wounded in the blast in Sinn al- Fil.
No group hasclaimed

credil. b3

25 May Corsisc Eight explosions cause major property damage bws no injuries.

Government buildings, bomos owned by mainland Frenchmen , and four banks.

were bombed . The Corsian National Liberation Front probably is responsiblc . 63

27 May France French Basque armus cache discourred in Angler. Eight kilograms of

dynamite, detonators, 700 carridges , and iwo machineguns were found in the

home of a woman associated with Iparrelarrak . She was arrested . 63

Sedner 30
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19 December 1985

SUBJECT : Anderson Article on alleged Responsibility for

the Death of William Buckley

After careful review of sensitive material held by

components of this Agency tasked with collecting information on

the location and fate of the y.s , hostages taken in Lebanon , it

appears that

]

2 . Our counterparts in State Department have provided the

text of an April 1985 "Al -Tagric " article alleging that Buckley

had been moved to Iran after his capture in Lebanon . Several

aspects of the Al -Tagcir piece are identical to the “ facts " .

presented in the Anderson column ( e.g. , Buckley's transfer to

Baalbek from Beirut , his later transfer to Iran via Damascus

via a private plane in the Tagrir article versus a 727 in the

Anderson piece , his incarceration on " Fereshteh Street " in

Tehran , and his ultimate movement to Salehbad - Sallahabad in

the Tagrir article- near Qomarter an Iragi bomb exploded near

the Fereshteh Street residence The Tagrir article was

published by Ali' Ballout, a Lebanese Shi'a .

3. Based upon our analysis of the Anderson article , we

believe the information presented was largely drawn directly

from the Tagrir story and fromyoyert sources . Our best guess

is that the ultimate source 5 this information is one or more

Iranian dissident exiles .

4. The information in this memorandum has been

disseminated to the 76-3
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The Direitura Central In :: i ! icnie

Bondorfi.. DC na .

National Intelligence Council ) October 1986

XEMORANDUM FOR : Vice Admiral John M. Poindexter

Assistant to the President for

National Security Affairs

PROM : Chates E. Allen

National Intelligence Officer for Sounterterrorism

Director , DCI - 8ostage location Task Force

SUBJECT : DCI - Fostage location Task Force Report

Attached is my report for the week 27 September - 3 October 1986 on the

status of us hostages in Lebanon . Key points in this week's report are :

Using the news media to appeal to the American public , the

hostage captors have intensified their efforts to pressure the us

Government . On 3 October , they issued their second statement in

less than three weeks . This was accompanied by videotaped

appeals by David Jacobsen and Terry Anderson , contrasting their

long captivity with that of Nicholas Danilof !, interpreting his

speedy release as evidence of US negotiations with

' hostage - takers ' and urging similar consideration .
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US KOSTAGES

Suore
Nicholas

New Statements by Kidnapers and Rostages
it.

A typeur et ten statement by the Islamic Jihad Organization ( IJO ) and
videotaped appeals byzys hostages David Jacobsen and Terry Anderson ,
delivered on 3 Octobero an international news agency in Beirut , clearly
were conceived and timed by the captors to take advantage of publicity
generated by the Soviet detention of US newsman Nicholas Daniloff . ( See
annexes B , 9 , and 10 for transcripts . )

his

780 in the case onthe Jacobsen videotape of 20 September , which we
have just received ants entirety ( text at Annex ill , the newly released
statements contrast, the hostages ' continued captivity and plight with
Daniloffi comparatively rapid release and question the Onited States '
refusal to negotiate in a similar manner for their release . All four
statements strongly condemned the US Government for allegedly failing to
work for the release of the hostages as well as its alliance with
' enemies ' of the Arabs in the Middle East . We believe this new spate of
statements and hostage videotapes is a tenewed attempt by the captors to
bring maximum pressure on the US Government through media appeals to the
American public . C 5

6.3

The captors ' statement reiterated that its demands are clear and well
known to everyone . ' According to the statement , the release of Pather
Jenco will be the captors ' last act of mercy . All future actions to
resolve the hostage situation , they state , are in President Reagan's

hands , with the ultimate responsibilty forrectifying this ' irregularsituation belonging to the American people . C 1 , .3

David Jacobsen , who looked better on the 3 October videotape than on
previous tapos , presented a well - written brief questioning why the
Administration had acted so quickly in the Daniloff case and yet show's
' little or no concern for the hostages in Lebanon . Jacobsen mentions
that the president made his first mistake ' in the hostage crisis and
* Buckley died ' and he asks ' * . President , are you going to make another
mistake ac the cost of our lives ? ' Host : of Jacobsen's statement was an
appeal to the American people to acesbehalf of the hostages . ( 363

Terry Anderson , making his first videotaped statement , also pleaded
for the US Government and the American people to take steps to gain the
release of the three hostages . Anderson blamed anti -merican actions in
the Middle East on American Middle East policies and intimated that the
American people were unaware of this linkage . We believe the kidnapers
may have been able to persuade Anderson that there were similarities
between his captivity and that of Daniloff and thus convince him to make

C
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statements similar to those of Jacobsen . We do not know why there was
statement from Thomas Sutherland , Dean of Agriculture at American
University Beirut . Ci

6.3
The Jacobsen vidéotape of 20 September disclaims any attempt atpassing a sesce message in his letter of 16 September . The press , whichdescribed the letter as containing misspellings and being poorly written ,opined that it was thereforean attempt to pass a ' secreto message.Jacobsen claimed the mistakes were from ' dictation ' and that he wasemo ronally upset, undet stress , and in a bad psychological mood when hewrote the letter . We are not sure who was dictating to whom , however .In this latest statement , Jacobsen also attacks the US Government for itsactions in the Daniloff case -- versus its " indifference over thehostages -- and claims, that his captors do not want to negotiate with theUniEed States because 16 is allied with Israel . Ĉ negoggate

63

Although the statements by both hostages appear to be fairlywell - written there is reason to believe that the basic substance wasdrafted or dictaċed by the captors . The statements , however , may nothave been delivered unwillingly-- Jacobsen and Anderson did not appear tobe unduly under duress on the latest videotapes . The two hostagesapparently interpret the action by the Administration on the Daniloffcase as being in direct contradiction to its statements regarding refusalto negotiate with hostage- takers . Frustrated and angry , Jacobsen andAnderson may believe that , unless they present a strong case for theAdministration to act and the American peop to demand action , nothingwill happen to get them released .

6.3
No Evidence of Physical Abuse on Videotapes

C
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61.63

Libya Reportedly Involved in Reed, cicipio kidnapings
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The French Ambassador to Syria told US Embassy officials that Parisbelleyes syria is not doing all it can to curb LARP activities. He noted that :Syrian military intelligence chief in Lebanon Ghazı Kan'an had organized theAbdallah brothers ' press conference in Lebanon , where they denied being inFrance the time to be bombings . On 27 September , Kan'an promised thatSyrialatö rces would ,make every effort to find the foreign hostages held inLebanon See : Syrian Commander Promises all - out Effort to Free Rostages ' inthe Os Bostage ottion for an assessment of Kan'an's statement . ) Accordingto a fairly reliable source , Joseph Abdallah is concerned that France willstrike a deal with Syria to crack down on LARP members living in Syriancontrolled territory . ScHP Enver
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Annex 8

Islamic Jihad Statement Delivered on

October 1986 to an International

News Agency in Beirut

Once again American falseness comes to the open . It is clear more than

ever notthat Reagan and his ignorant government are working for their own

ends and exposing to aanges the lives and interests of the American people ,

Agamleve benevoie predge to freedom- fighters to persist in martyrdom

until earth is void and purified of corruption and the rule of justice and

equality --God's rule-- 16 established throughout the world . We thus declare
the following :

.

1 . what the Reagan administration has done concerning the Daniloff case

does not require any explanation or comment , and is not alien to Reagan and
his administration .

2. Our demands are clear and known to everyone , and their realization

means setting the hostages free . Anything beyond this is a mirage .

3 . Reagan and his administration shoulder responsibility for the delay

and any negative action that may take place . This is because resolving this

case , after the release of Father Jenco , is in the hancs of Reagan and his
administration .

What the hostages are saying now concerning what happened is an

example to the American people who are facing danger because of the policy
followed by Reagan and his government towards oppressed peoples .

5 . Rectifying this irregular situation is the responsibility of the

American people as a whole . Let the American people st.culcer their

responsibilities and recover their freedom and dignity .

6. The vain belief of Reagan the deve in his abortive power and false
promises to the American people and to the hostages ' families will only reap
utter suffering and loss .

Islamic Jihad organization , October 1986
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annex 9

Text of David Jacobsen Remarks on Videotape Delivered on
3 October 1986 to International News Agency in Beirut

To the American people on the second day of October 1986 .

I AmeDavidicobsen one of three American hostages in Lebanon , and I
am aprea Elng to your help .

The conditions of our captivity are very bad . They are far worse
than Shien Pather Jenco was with us . Truly they are bad . That is how we
have Been living every day , minute by minute for a year and a half . The
pain teal and eve present 24 hours a day . sleep provides no relief .

Anothietbuntotnan captivity is the fact that our government
refuses to help us . Being ignored is the worst pain . Why does the
government increase our suffering by ignoring us ?

I thought Americans were to be protecte3 by our government and not
hurt by it . Days , months and years are passing by and there is no end in
sight for our situation .

This nonsensical situation is being continued by the American
Government . The Government has made no serious efforts to verify our
health , treatment or conditions of captivity . The Government does not
know when they might hear of our death . They apparently don't care .

For example , when they heard of the murder of Buckley what did they
xore quiet diplomacy and silence .do ?

When Daniloff was arrested by the Russians his situation was
immediately known by the Government . Everyone in the Government and the
press reacted to the situation just like a natural disaster or an
earthquake

Everyone was interested . Daniloff became the number one topic o !
conversation . The American government reacted immediately to free
Daniloff because the respect and honor of the United States would be
damaged if the Government had not acted quickly .

President Reagan made his first mistake in the hostage crisis and
Buckley died . Mr. President , are you going to make another mistake at
the cost of our lives ?

It seems you are continuing to make mistakes in our situation . Don't
we also deserve the recognition , respect and honourable treatment by the
US Government ?
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Don't we deserve the same attention and protection that you gave
Daniloff ? Daniloff was not the only journalist taken prisoner . What

about Terry Anderson , a journalist with the Associated Press ? He was

taken captive over a year and a half ago .

Did Danisoi Sesetre better treatment than Terry Anderson ? He is a

good man and deserve ar better consideration from his government than
he has kecelved .

BOW much longer do we have to suffer ? How much longer are we to be
held captive ? Is this captivity only for us ? Until what time ill we be
separate from our loved ones and friends ?

As Americans , does a continuation of this hostage crisis give you
gratificateTOHTFOR If the answer is yes that would be a bad mark
in the United States history and it would be a third hurt .

We believe that you will not accept that situation .
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Annex 10

Text of Terry Anderson Remarks on Videotape
Delivered 3 October 1986 to an International

News Agency in Beirut

My name is Terrenoderson . I would like to send my thanks and those
of my fefrow prisoners to all those in America who are praying and
working for our release .

Hy special thanks and love to my sister Peggy and Father Martin
Jenco , also to Ben Weir and Jeremy Levin for their efforts .

B ! Hust ask you alt and my government how long our suffering and
that of our family will continue . We and our families cannot fail to .
notice the VINTER atair treatment our situation bas been given by
the American government , a government that should be caring for all its
citizens , progening the dignity , freedom and human rights of all .

After two and a half years of empty talk and refusal to act on the
part of the Reagan administration , it hurts to see the propaganda and the
bombast with which that administration solved the problem of Mr.
Daniloff , a citizen like us , who was in prison only a short time .

How can any official justify the interest and attention and action
given to that case and the inattention given ours ?

Do the American people know why we are in captivity ? Why the marines
and others were killed in the bombing of Beirut airport and the embassy
building ? Why we can't move freely about in the midd: East without
always in danger ?

All this is the result of Reagan's policy , a policy against the
people of the Middle East .

Our captivity is the result of one part of this policy . william

Buckley's murder and the killing of many , many others is another part .
Your lack of freedom to travel is another result of that policy .

We are not surprised that Mr. Reagants not paying attention to our
case . More than 400 Americans were kash in Beirut without causing him
to feel any responsibility or to change that policy .

We are surprised that the American government has put pressure on
Arab and European governments not to negotiate in such cases as ours , but
surrendered itself in the Daniloff case , releasing the Russian spy
Zacharov who was working against our people .
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We are more surprised that the American people still listen to what

Reagan says . How long rust we stay in captivity ? How long will the

American government not pay attention?

You paid greatadttention when our captors released one of us . There

was much celebration and happiness and much attempt to make the American

people bes menga doing something .

The.,publicity around the Daniloff case is another example of this .
isht

It will not work anymore .

1 myce that what Mr. Reagan said yesterday is not correct . I am

sure thatene knows Veell how to solve the problem , even though he has

missed many chances to do so .

If our captot.8 818 not allow us to send these messages we would soon

be forgotten som but our families . Por this , we thank them .

..
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Annex 11

Test of David Jacobsen Remarks

on Videotape Delivered on 20 September 1986

to International news Agency in Beirut

am David Jacobsen . When I wrote my letter two days ago I was
in a bad psychological mood and I was emotionally upset because Daniloff
had been exchanged for the Russian spy who was working against the
American people and that I was still a captive . The second thing that

also makes me feel bad is the interest President Reagan and his

Adminiation in the man whoff case but no interest in my case .
The

American Government is not doing anything in my case to solve my problem
exceptwhen they respond to a letter or a message . The

American Government 3 answer is always we are doing something for them ,
we will not regrerte . We will not renounce our position . Why did

Reagan surrender in the Daniloff case ? I read his statement saying that
we wish to negotiate with the captors , but that we will not renounce our

position or accept their demands . Mr. President , if that is your

position , what have you done for us ? My captors do not like to negotiate
with the American Government because it is against their principles to
negotiate with the allies of Israel which is responsible for killing

innocent people in Lebanon , and especially in the south . My captors want

only to satisfy their demands that are known to the American Government .

It would be easy to satisfy the demands if Reagan wants to . If as

Schultz said do not distinguish between Daniloff and our case then why is

Daniloff free and we are not ? Why are you not solving our case as
quickly as you solved Daniloff's case . This is unfair , why all this

talk about what I wrote in my letter , that there were dictation mistakes ,

that I wrote the letter under stress and that the letter was not my

opinion . Everybody had to understand that what I wrote is true and that
it was my opinion and also the opinion of Tom Sutherland and Terry

Anderson . This truth is known to Reverend hieis , Pather Jenco and Me .
Levin , I request from my friends who got their freedom , to continue

their efforts to get our release and explain to the American people that

the American Government must change its policies in the Middle East .

problem is the result of this unfair policy : President Reagan must note

that we are American citizens and that we are working for the American

people . We deserve to be free and to and in the benefits of freedom .

ку
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lig
The Director of Central Intelligence

wine De Mon

National Intelligcoca Council 7 October 1986

MEMORAte POR : VADX John X. Poindexter

Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs

PROM Ch gee . allen

Intelligence Office : for Counte: te:ror ! sm

or , DCI /Hostage locatlon Task Porce

SUBJECT : Trench and Ame: ! can . Bostage Developments ( U )

1 . The Mughniyah faction of lizballah which holds American and

Prench hostages is accelerating ! ts efforts to enlist public opinion to

west concessions from the US and Prench Governments on the hostage

! ssue .

6-1.6.3

ៗ

2. The Hughniyah faction , using cove : nane Islamic Jina )

: ganization , on 6 Octobe : !ssued ! sid public statement in as many

weeks . The capto : s , add : essing the ege to 'world opinion , ' the

P : ench people , and hostage families these points :

The Chi : ac Government must its pol ! cy in the xiddle East .

the 17 Da'wa prisone : s held in
* Effect ! ve action is neede

Kuwa ! t .

France must divorce itself fron the policies of the ' big devil ,

meaning the United States .

The ?: ench public should ' shoulde : respons !!! 1 ! ty ! r. this

matter ,
_NE b- 3

The captors also alluded ! n the statement to the three F: ench hostages in

their custody ' --Marcel Carton , Marcel Pontalne , and Jean Paul Kaufmann .

They provided a 28 -minute videotape of the three in which each makes an

] 6.3
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aspeol lor ace ! on --much in the sanner of the Te : :) Anderson and Dav ! d
JACOBoon tape ol ) Octobe :.
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Text of Islamic Jihad statement Delivered on

6 Octobe : 1986 to an international

News Agency in Beirut

To world public opinion

To the French people

TO the stage families

once again , we send to you some views of peenchmen in our custody

( jean - parauffmann, Marcel carton , Xarcel Pontainel explaining much of the

facts 10 full freedom and at their request to remind the French people and

government of their case now more than 500 days old .

On this occasion ; we wish to explain the following :
TA

We conside : what the new Chi : ac government has done regarding the

rectificacions of peror's committed by the former governfrent , such a seturning

the two isagistants, contains certain positive factors but is not

suficient unless the French government reshapes its policy in the region .

2 . we are still awaiting effective action by the French governmerit on

Ce ! essing the 17 freedon- Sighters held in Kuwait . French policy linked to

that of America and backing is : ael ( during and afte : the israeli invasion ) is

a sain cause for the detention and imprisonment of ou : f : eecom- fights .

At the same time , we are fully aware that 7 : ance is capable of

solving this problem and achieving what it wants from some countries in the

region , leading to the release of the three Frenchmen in our custody .

3 . We corside : Cri : 8 : are che riew government responsible fo : eccifring

32 : 10: s mistakes committee and still being conditte syritte:: anc and his

::: .:: 2 :1-21 : auric : 5:09 . a lot o vses ans !: co the kilinç o !

2 :37: 2 ... ch nationa ! s ans soioie : s in France , Senon anc otre : places .

is 2:11 : emain ou : stand until he ich :: ac ) p : cves sis concern

acuc the ench people anc interests that car on ! y Sealized th :09şh.

keeping awa ; ! : on the policy o the biggest cevil towards the region and the

Oppressed peoples in the worló .

he are not peoples ' enemies , but enemies of the unjust policies

tua : cs humanity . We will continue totes I'st and fight all these governments

09:11 they adopt a just policy towa : ės peoples in the region . The 7 : ench

people should also shoulde : responsibility and seek to zegain the !!

independence , : eedom and dignity .

Islamic Jinad Organization
- Octobe : 1966 .

.:

3
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U.S.JIRANIAN CONTACTS AND THE MERICAN HOSTAGES

from the earliese months following the Islamic revolution in

Iran , che U.S. Government hus attempted to reestablish official

contact with that government in order to discuss strategic

developments in that critical part of the vorld and to try and

reestablish a constructive vorking relationship . Even before

President Rengan cuve to office the U.S. Government agreed to

expand security , economic , political, and intelligence

relationships ici pace acceptable to Tehran . in the fall of

1979 , the vis . undertook three secret missions to Tahran :

September 1979
1979 - . ]

October 1979 - C

October -November 1979 - Henry Precht ( discussed

normalization of relations )

when these meetings and the secret November 1 , 1979 meeting in

Algiers , between Brzezinsks and Prime Minister Barargun , became

public in Iran , they precipitated the takeover of the U.s.

Embassy by radical elements and led to the resignation of the

Bazargan governsent . These events have adversely influenced

Iran's subsequent willingness to engage in any direct contact

with the USG .

Despite mutual dilliculties involved in re - establishing normal

relations , our strategic interests in the Persian Gull mandate

persistent efforts on our part to try to establish a dialogue .

in this regard , it is notable that only a few najor countries

do not have relations with Iran -- Egypt , Jordan , Morocco ,

IrriST , South Africa , and the Onited States . ven irag continues

to have diplomatic relations vith Iran .

ci

/

Iran , the key to a region of vital importance to the West , is

increasingly threatened by growing Soviet military and political

influence along its borders and inside its territory .
over the

course of the last two years , the Soviets and their surrogates

have moved actively to gain influence in the Gull :

The Soviets bellove that once Khomeini dies , they will have

an excellent opportunity to influence the formation of a

government in Tehran which serves Soviet strategic Interests

ÀLuor the agen .
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-- comunist nations have become principal arms suppliers to

Iran -- making iron dependent on this source of supply in

contending with an increasingly threatening Iraq . This

leads us to the conclusion that the Soviets may vell be

attempeing to pursue their own revolution in Iran . That is ,

by fueling both sides in the conflict , the Soviets could

vell encourage a disastrous final offensive ' by Iran that

would precipitate political disintegration in Iran ,

leaving a pover vacuum which the Soviets could exploit .

specifically , the communist influence in Iran stens ( rom :

Here follows a variety of sensitive intelligence Information .

The increasing desperation brought on by the costs of the Iran Iraq

var has exacerbated Iran's vulnerability to Soviet influence .

Moreover , Soviet designs in Afghanistan , pressure on Pakistan ,

and actual crossborder strikes in Iran frou Afghanistan have made

reopening a strategic dialogue increasingly important ,

ALV017069
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In short , the Soviets vere far better positioned to significantly
improve their influence in the region in 1915 when we were
presented with an opportunity to open i dialogue with Iran . In

deciding to exploit this opening , we evaluated previous effores
through more convencional channels which had not succeeded .

since 1983 , various countries have onde overtures to the U.S. and
Iran in an effort to stimulate direct contace . Cother foreign countric

Jul have attempted to serve as interlocücort Tn
this endeavor . About two years ago , senior Iranian ollicidi .

apparently decided that some accommodation with the U.S. vas

necessary Rowever , internal splits and debates made it dir : icule

for them to respond to these overtures .

Humerous individuals and private parties have likewise attempted
to be helpful as intermediaries in establishing contact in Iran
or in seeking iranian assistance in the release of our citizens

held hostage in Lebanon .Lebanon . These ellorts , which included those by
the Archbishop of Canterbury's special envoy , Terry Walter
Senacor Jesse Relm's Congressmen Robert Dornan and 8111 Archer ,
and the Catholic Reliel Services , have involved approaches
directly to the captors as well as to various governments having
influence in Lebanon , such as Syria , Iran , and Algeria , former
Secretary of State Haig and Senator Kennedy have both attempted
to establish contact with Iranian government officials .

In 1905 , a private American citizen (Michael Ledeen ) was

approuched by a representative of the Israeli government ( David

Xinchel , who reported that they had established a liaison
relationship with an Iranian expatriate (Planuchehr Ghorbanilor )
in Europe who sought firaeli help in establishing contact with
the U.S. Government . in acknowledging the need to demonstrace
the bonafides of the oflicials involved , he ( Ghorbaniler )

indicated that his sponsors in Tehran could also help to
resolve the deverican hostage situation in Beirut .

The israelis analyzed this intermediary's background exhauseively
in order to validate his legitimacy . This analysis led them to
have extremely high confidence in his standing and genuine

relationship to the highest Iranian officiels . based in large

part upon the Israeli evaluation and in recognition of the clear

0.5 . interest in a dialogue that night , over time , lead to the

moderation of Iranian policies , the U.S. established an indirect

contact with the Iranian Intermediary in mid - 1985 , through the

private U.S. citizen and a senior Israell olliciai . These

contacts vere established through the National Security Council

start vith the full knowledge of appropriate Cabinet officers .

From the very first meeting with the rirrella and the Iranian , de

was emphasized that the USG could not proceed with direct contact

unless Iran renounced terroriin is an instrument of state policy .

More
DETAILS
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In une ot 1915 , in the midst of the TM - 147 hijacking , the
Israeli officials in direct contact with the Iranian expecriate
asked him to use his influence vith senior iranian officials to
obtain the release of the hijacked passengers . Two days after
this approach , lour Americans held separately from the rest ot
the hijacked passengers vere tried and turned over to Syrian
authorities . U.S. C reliable intelligence indicate that majlis
Speaker Rafsanjani ,who vas travessing in the mid - ennt at the
tine , and Iranian Foreign Minister Velayatl both intervened with
the captors . Rafsanjani , in his speech on November 4 , 1916 , for
the llist time publicly acknowledged his role in this matter .

In September of 1982 the Israelis advised that they were close
to actiteritter treakthrough in their contact with Iran and would
proceed unless we objected : It is important to note that the
0.s. had long been aware of Israell elforts to maintain discreet
contact with Iran and to provide Iran vith assistance in its var
with Iraq . Despied long - term U.S. allorts - to convince the

Israelisco desist ) Israel continued to provide limited military
and Industrial technology to Iran . The OSG judged that the
Israelis would persist in these secret deliveries , despite our
objections , because they believed it to be in their strategic
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on August 22 , 1sis , the u.s. , through the u.s. citizen inter
badiary , acquiesed . in an Israeli delivery of nilitary supplies
( 501 TOHS ) Co Tahran . We were subsequently informed that the
delivery had taken place at the end of August , though ve vere not
aware of the shipment at the time 10 vas aade . 0.5 . acquiescence
in this Israell operation vos based on a decision at the highest
level to exploit existing. Israell channels with Tehran in an
effort to establish an american strategic dialogue with the
Iranian governdent .

on September 14 , 1933 , Reverend Benjamin Nets vas released in
Beirut by the Islamic Jihad .Organization . This release Vas
preceded by an intense eflort on the part of Xr . Terry Waite , the
Special Dissary of the Archbishop of Canterbury . To this date ,
Mr. Walte remains the only_Westecaer to ever meet direcely vich
the Lebanese kidnapperi .

.

On October 4 , 1915 , Islamic Jihad announced that it had executed '
Beirut Station Chiet W111lu Buckley in retaliation for the
October 1 Israell air raid on PLO installations in Tunis . This

announcement led to a series of meetings in Europe among the U.S.
(CL and NSC ) , Israe11 , and Iranian intermediaria , In these

meetings , the Iranians indicated that , while their ability to
influence the Aisballah vas waning , the Alzballah had not killed

DRAFT
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Buckleyi he had in face died several months earlier of naturel

causes . We have since substantiated this information in debriela

or rather Jenco and David Jacobsen , both of whom indicate that

Buckley probably died on June 3 , 1915 of pnewoonia - like symptoms.

In late November 1915 , the Israelis , responding to urgent

entrentius from the Iranians , provided 10 basic EAW ainsiles to
Iran in order to improve the static delenses around Tehran .

Israeil delivery of AWX Risillus raised 0.s. concerns that ve

could vell de creating misunderstandings in Tehran and thereby

jeopardizing our objective of arranging a direct meeting with

high - level iranian officials . These pissiler vere subsequently
returned to lorael in february 1916 , with 0.5 , assistance .

December 6-1 , : 985 , the National Security Advisor net lin London
with the Israeli oflicial and the Iranian contact to make clear

the nature of our interest in a dialogue vith Iran . At this

meeting , Ks . McFarlane stated that our souls were as follows :

Devising : formula for re - establishing a strategic

relationship with Tehran .

.. Ending the Iran Iraq War on honorable terms .

convincing lean to cease its support for terrorism and
radical subversion .

Belping ensure the territorial integrity of iron and
coordinating ways in which we might councer Soviet
activities in the region .

Mr. Mcfarlane made clear that a Western dialogue with Iran would
be precluded unless I can vas villing to use its influence to

achieve the release of Western hostages in Beirut . He also made

clear that we could not and vould not engage in trading aros for
hostages .

on January 1916, the President approved a covert action

Finding alrecting that the intelligence community proceed with

special activities aimed at accomplishing the goals set forth

above., in accord with extant statutes, the prestent directed
that the Director of Central Intelligence refififfroro reporting

the finding to the appropriate committees of the Congress until

reasonably sure that the lives of those carrying out the

operation ' ( both u.s. and foreign ) vould not be in jeopardy .

On February 5-7 , 0.5. officielo (NSC andCanish collida ] , ..

ropresentative of the Israeli Prime Ministry (lairu ME ) , and a

senior -level iranian official Iranian First Channel A

8
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met in Germany . ne this meeting , the Iranians agreed
that , it the USG would provide TOW veapons to Iran , they would ,

in turn , provide sane to the Afghan Mujahideen . The U.S. agreed

to explore this possibility and , working with the Israelis ,

established the following mechanism for transfer of the weaponas

The Iranian intermediary ( Ghorbunilar ) would deposit funds
in an Israeli account .

The israelisissociis would transfer funds to u sterile U.S.
controlled account in an overseas bank .

Using these funds , the CIA vould covertly obtain materiel

authorized for transfer from 0.S. military stocks and

transport this to Israel for onward movement to Iran ,

Using the procedures stipulated above , funds vere deposited in

the CIA account in Geneva on February 11 , 1916 and on February 14

1,000 Tons were transported to Israel lor pre - positioning ,

TOHS vere ofb - loaded and placed in a covert Israeli facility .

on February 19-21 , U.S. and Iranian officials ( NSC and Cill onet

again in Germany. to discuss probleas in arranging a meeting among

higher level ofiicials. At this acting, the 0. s . olde ogreed to

provide 1,000 TOWs to Iran is a clear signal of 0.s. sincerity .

This delivery vas commenced on the morning of February 20 and

completed in evo transits to Tehran on february 21 .

on March 1 , 0.s. ( Cix and NSC ) and Israell representatives det

with the Iranian intermediary in Paris to determine whether any

further progress vas possible in arranging for a high - level
meeting with 0.5 , and Irinian officiali ,

During these peetingo,
the intermediary emphasized the deteriorating economic situation

in Iran and Iranian anxieties regarding increasing Iraqi military

effectiveness .

L

The escalation of tensions with Lubya , landing up to the April 14

strike , prevented further dialogue ( roa taking place until the

Iranians urged the intermediary (Chorbanilar ) to accelerate the

DRAFT
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effort in late April , 1976 . At that point, the Iranian expatriate

advised us that the leadership in Tehran vas prepared to commence

a secret dialogue vich the United States along the lines of our

established goals . We believe that the Iranians were reimulated

to renew the contact by the April 17 durder of hostage Peter

Kilburn by Libyan authorities , in retaliation for the u.s. raid

on Libya .

Tha

minian expat Told the NSC and collicers , who are with

him in Europe at the end of April, that the Iranians did not wish

to be accused of any culpability in Kilburn's death . Kilburn's

death also terminated a two -sonen long covert activity being

undertaken with the Royal.canadian mounted police , the roi , and

the clX to obtain his release through subterfuge .

Based on assurances that we could it last meet face - to- face with

top - level Iranian officials, on May 15 , the president authorised

isecret mission to Tehran by forner National Security Advisor -

xcfarlane , accompanied by CIA annuitant , CIA communicators ,

members of the NSC start , and the Israell and Iranian interlocu

tors . In order to ensure operational security , the trip was made

from Israel , coincident vith the delivery of i pallet of spare

parts for Iranian defensive weapons systins (EAK ipare electronic

parts ) . At the specific request of the Iranians , alias foreign

documentation vas obtained from the cia .

in the course of the lour -day (May 25-29 ). visit , lengthy meetings

vere held with high- level Iranian ollicials , the first direct

contact between the two governrents to over six years .

crarlane and his teLa vere able to establish the basis for a

continuing relationship and clearly articulate our objectives ,

concerns , and intentions . The group vs also able to assess

first hand the internal political dynamic in Tehran and the

effect of the ver which irin clearly can no longer vin . Using

Presidentially approved Terms of Reference ( Tabul , which had

been reviewed and approved by appropriate Cabinet ollicers ,

Mcfarlane emphasized that our interest in Iran transcended the

hostages , but the continued detention of hostages by I Lebanese

group philosophically aligned with Iran prevented progress.

During the visit , Mr. McFarlane Bade cleari

de son

that ve fundamentally opposed Iranian allorts to expel us

Iron.the middle laiti

that ve pirmly opposed their use of terrorismi

TOPSECRET
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that we accepted their revolution and did not seek to

reverseits

that we had numerous other disagreements involving regional

policies 11.4 . , ubanon , Nicaragua , etc. ) , but might also

find areas of common interest 11.4 . , Alghanistan ) through

dialogue ,

During these meetings , both sides used the opportunity to detail

the obstacles to implementing a strategic relationship between

the two countries . In addition to the points noted above , Xe .

Mcrarlane emphasized the political problems caused by Iranian

involvement in the hostage issue . The Iranians objected to the

USG embargo on U.s , military supplies already paid for plus the

continued USG blocking of Iranian assets in the U.S. , even after

v.s. courts had ruled in their favor . During the course of these

meetings , the Iranian oflicials admitted that they could not via

the var , but vere in a dileme in Tehran over , how to and the

conflict given the need to present an Iranian victory ' before it

could be concluded . ' They emphasised that the original aggressor ,

Saddam Hussein , must be redoved iroa power in order for the war

to end . Ms. Herarlane concluded the visit by summarizing that

notwithstanding Iranian interest in carrying on with the dialogue ,

we could not proceed with further discusiions in light of their

unwillingness to exert the full veight of their influence to

cause the release of the hostages ,

On June 10 , Majlis Speaker Rafsanjani , in a speech in Tehran nude

guarded reference to Iranian incurest in improved relations with

the u.s. On July 26 , rather Lawrence Jenco vas released in the

Bakka Valley and found his way to a syrian military checkpoint.

On August 3 , three pellets ( less the planeloid) of electronic

parts for Iranica anti -aircraft delenses ' (HAWX Aissile sub

componento) arrived in Tehran ( from Israel ) .

in early August 1986 , the contact vith the Iranian expatriate

began to locus exclusively , on the villingness of the USG to

provide nilitary assistance to Iran in exchange for hostages and

vo sought to establish different channels of communication which

would lead us pore directly to pragmatic and boderate elenents in

the Iranian hierarachy . In nid- dugust , a private American

citiren (HGEH Richard Secord , USN Inet.ll acting within the

purview of the January Covert Action rinding, made contact in

Eurode vith Iranian Second Channel A.

AgFronten second Wier the assistance or the

CIA , this Iranian Camel apus brought covertly to Washington , for

detailed discussions . We judged this effort to be useful in

establishing contact with a close confident of the sun judged to
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de the most influencial and prageutic political figure in IrmaTrafsanjanil . These discussions rutlinsed the basic objectivesof the U.S. in seeking a political dialogue with Tohran . We alsoprovided intelligence designed to discourage an Iranian oflensiveand contribute to an Iranian decision to negotiate en end to the

Through August , September , and October 1916 , numerous additionalmeetings were held in Durope between 0.5 , representatives and thenew and Iranian contacts . During the October 26 , 1916 meeting infrankfurt , Germany , the U.s , ride , as in the past , insisted tnatthe release of the hostaga vas a pre - requisite to any progress .The Iranian Iranian Second Chanel A urged that we take more active rolein support for the Afghan resistance and suggested again that , ilwe could provide additional Tow weapons to Iran , they would trainand equip more Afghan resistance fighters with these weapons .The Iranians also proffered , and the U.S. accepted , the offer ofa Soviet T - 72 tank captured from Iraq . At this meeting ,stated that there was a very good chance that another Americanscanor two would be feed soon . on October 29 , vith U.S. acquiscence ,Israel provided Iran vith an additional increment ( 500 TONmissiles ) of these defensive weapons .

Lote on October 31.Iranian Second Channel Alcalled the u.s. citizen( Raklal tasked to maintain contact and eavised that Iran had• exercised its influence with the Lebanese in order to obtainthe release of American -- David Jacobsen -- and an uncertainnumber of French hostages . He further noted that this vas partof the purpose of the iranian foreign Minister's visit to Syrie .Iranian Socond stated that the situation in Tehran , as vell as IranianChannel non luence over lizbullah were both deterioratings but that C

on November 2 ,David Jacobsen vas given to u polat near the old lovericanDabassy compound in West Beirut . The U.S. Debussy in Last BeloveImediately dispatched an embassy officer to West Beirut to pickup nr . Jacobsen .

It is now apparent that persistent U.S. elforts to establishcontact with Iran have probably exacerbated the power struggle inIran between pragmatic elements ( led by refsanjani) and moreradical factions ( under the overall sponsorship of AyatollahKontareri ) . In late October , radical supporters (of Montareri )revealed the haluanjani ) contact vith the USG and the terms ofthe contact . In order to defend himself against charges ol .colluding with the USG and to preserve a degree of latitude forboth parties , Kajlis Speaker Karrajand provided a highlyfabricated version of the May 1906 Xclariane Rission in his
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Hovember ( address to the masses . Moderate Iranian politicalleaders apparently nou feel constrained to settle their internalpolitical problems before proceeding with the U.S. relationship .The revelations in Tehran tegarding the Kctarlane nission aredusonstrable evidence of the internal power struggle . TheOctober 1916 arrest of radical leader Kehdi Hasheni , a close
confident and son in - law of Aytollah Konterari , for acts ofterroriss and trouson has .caund forther internal conflice .resolution of the Lebanon hostage situation is also complicatedby vaning Ironian influence in Lebanon due in part to linancialconstraints and the fact that the Libyans are expanding theircontacti vith nore radical Hizbullah ilements .

The artese of Mahdi Aashieni has been folloved by the
apprehension of 26 of his closest follovers and 200 supportersinvolved in the June -July 1916 smuggling of explosives into SaudiArabia . on November 1 , the day after a meeting vith 0.5 ,officials , Iranian government authorities arrested six otherindividuals involved in radical activities , toong the two weresenior'rilitary officers and a majlis deputy ( Ahmad Kashant ) , the
grandson of Ayatollah Kashani , a conspirator in the 1949 attemptagainst the Shah . Despite these internal difficulties andattendant publicity in the Western media , the Iranians continueto maintain direct contact with the USG and set again in Genevaon November 9-10 vich NSC and CIA representatives . They haveasked for , and been provided with , isruli - panufactured secure
communications equipoent order to maintain contact .

It is Laportant to note that since the initiation of the USC
contact vita Tren there has been no evidence of Iranian governoment complicity in acts of terrorisa against the U.S. We believe
that the september October kidnappings of Hessers . Reed , cicippio ,and Tracy more undertaken in an effort to undermine the nascentU.S. -Iranian strategic dialogue and exacerbate the internal
Iranian porer struggle against the moderate (action with which wehave been in contact . 0.3 . Intelligence sources indicate that
the Lebanese faction responsible for these three serrures is
probably a pro - Libyan elevent loyal to the nou imprisoned Mendi
Hashemi . Contrary to speculative reports that these hostages
were taken in order to stimulate the acquisition of pore arms
they vere sont likely captured in order to prevent the very
rapprouchsent with Iran ve are seeking .
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Throughout this process , the USG has acted vichin the limits of
established policy and in compliance with all u.s. law . The
shipment of 2.00 : TOHS and 235 HAWX missile parts was undertaken
under the provisions of a covert action rinding .

In support of this finding and at the direction of the President ,
the CIA provided the following operational assistance :

sterile overseas bank accounts for financial transactions .

secure transhiprent point for the dispatch of u.s.
military items from the U.S.

Transhipruent of military Itens from the U.S. to Israel .

Comunications and intelligence support for the meetings
with Iranian officials and the Heracline trip to Tehran in
May .

cleared seeting sites in Europe for meetings with Iranianofficials .

..
Alias documentation for 0.s , and foreign officials for
meetings in Europe and Tehran .

The weapons and material provided under this program are in no
way adequate to alter the balance of nilitary pover nor the
outcome of the war with Iraq . They have , dovever , had a positive
effect on the Afghan resistance and demonstrated the U.S. comrait
ment to Iranian territorial integrity . Further , U.S..elforts
over the last 10 bonths have had tangible results on Iranian
policy :

The Rafsanjani /Velayati intervention on behalf of the TWA
1147 passengers ( June 1985 ) .

Iranian direction that the hijacked Pan dom 173 could not
leave Karachi for Iranian territory .

The arrest of Kehdi Hashemi and other radical supporters of
terrorin ,

The release of three American and two French hostages .
Hilagom

It should also be noted that the 0.3 , anu ( nburgo notwithstand
ing , West European nations have provided $ 500 otillon a year in
military squipaene to Iran . kost of those transfers were ICCO
plished with government knowledge and /or acquiescence ,
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All appropriate cabinet Officers have been apprised throughout .
The Congress was not briefed on the covert action finding due to
the extraordinary sensitivity of our iranian contacts and the

potential consequences for our strategic position in Southwest
Asia . Finally , our efforts to achieve the release of the

hostages in Lebanon must continue to rely on discreet contacts
and intermediaries who cannot performa il ' they are revealed .

..
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suMRY CHRONOLOGY OF ARMS SALES TO IRU

September of 1985 : United States acquiesced in Israel's
shipment of 508 TCHS to Iran . ( These arms vere apparently
shipped at the end of August ) .

2 . September 14 , 1985 : Benjamin Weir released .

3. Yovember of 1985 : Israel sent 18 basic HAWX missiles to Iran .

These missiles vere subsequently returned to Israel in February .
1986 .

4. February of 1986 : CIA using money from Iran bought 1000 TOHS
Srom the Department of Defense . These missiles vere sent via
israel to Iran ,

5. Yay 15 , 1986 : McFarlane , accompanied by HAWX missile spare
parts , goes to Iran .

6 . July 26 , 1986 : Father Lawrence Jenco released .

7 . August 3 , 1986 : three pallets ( less than 4 planeload of HAWX
parts ) delivered to Iran .

October 29 , 1986 : United States acquiesced in shipment of
500 TOWS by Israel to Iran .

8 .

9. October 31 , 1986 : David Jacobsen vas released .
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Introduction

1 . Based on the discovery order of July 8 , 1988 , requiring

production of documents related to numerous sensitive programs that

were previously deemed irrelevant to the case , senior officials of

the CIA have reviewed the implicated programs to identify the

particular intelligence equities now at risk of public disclosure .

The CIA is charged with the protection of sources and methods

pursuant to the National Security Act of 1947 as amended , and

Executive Order 12333 .
Without that protection , particularly given

the scope and sensitivity of the programs implicated by the

discovery order , the entire intelligence collection apparatus of the

0.8 . government is placed in jeopardy . Equally as important ace the

lives of human sources , who depend on the 0. s . government to protect

the confidentiality of that intelligence relationship fundamental to

the mission of the cia , and the methodology used to collect both

human and technical intelligence . Intelligence services from

foreign governments, including but not limited to the Soviet Union ,

cuba and Iran are undoubtedly focused on these proceedings as a

source for their own intelligence . Disclosure of sources and

methods to these countries allows them to take protective measures ,

thus closing down collection avenues , places lives at risk , and

requires enormous efforts to deve !op new sources and methods .

This review was undertaken even though the discovery order does

not yet require public disclosure of the subject matter . We expect ,

however , that review by North and his counsel will lead to a request

for declassification and use at trial . The purpose of this paper is

to describe the particular areas identified by the discovery order

in which even superficial discussion in a public trial could

jeopardize national security . This discussion is meant to be

illustrative and not exhaustive .

316 .
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classified Programs

2 . Hostage Location /Rescue Efforts

( See Paragraphs 3 and 4 of the supplemental Discovery Motion )

A. At the present , nine 0. s . hostages are being held by

vacious radical elements of Hezbollah ( see attachment ) . The

discovery order , coupled with North's detailed knowledge of our

hostage location and rescue programs , creates the risk of

disclosure of numerous sensitive equities . Our hostage location

efforts , which continue at a high intensity today , depend on

many of the same human and technical sources that are identified

in documents from the relevant time period .

Recent developments in the Iran - Irag war have raised

the possibility towane slights that renewed discussions

concerning the hostages could lead to their release . These

developments underscore the need to withhold from public

U our covert efforts towards the location and rescue of

the hostages .

disclosure

C.

2

North's discovery request specifically asks for

information about British hostage Tecry Waite's role in 0.s.

hostage location and rescue ' efforts . Waite was publicly

involved in negotiations for the release of the hostages as an

envoy of the Anglican Chicch . However , waite was covertly

cooperating with the o.s. in hostage, release efforts and North

was his primary point of contact . The waite remains at risk

by virtue of his captivity , any public disclosure of his
bo IN

cooperation with the o.s. would be dangerous: the British

government commended y reaffirmed their to that any reference

to Tercy Waite's coopecation with the vis. government be

posted in this case .

Suma
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!D. U.S. Marine Corps colonel Rich Higgins is the most
recently seized American hostage . At the time of his

Higgins was publicly accused by his captors of running CIA
operations , including hostage location efforts in Lebanon .
Higgins was not involved in those efforts . However , public
confirmation of U.S. hostage location and rescue operations
could provide colonel Riggins ' captor's , with a rationale to take
action against him , as they clearly but inaccurately suspect hisinvolvement .

1

BY?
)

(
bis)

E. [ E

] Hezbollah
has shown no compunction at exploiting hostages to suit their
purposes , including physical abuse and death . This propensityfor violence is exemplified by William Buckley's death on 3 June
1985 at the hands of the Islamic Jihad (a Bezbollah faction )
after a protacted period of physical theatre Buckley was servingas Chief of the CIA station in Beirut when he was kidnapped on16 March 1984 . Also jeopardized by the disclosure of our
hostage efforts are sensitive liaison relationships with other
intelligence services , as well as source relationships , both
technical and human , that are vital to this effort .
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0,5 . HOSTAGES HELD IN LEBANON

Name , Nationality ,

rofession

Date/Place

Kidnaped claimed by Status

Islamic Jihad16 Mar 85

West Beirut
Terry Anderson ,

US Journalist

AP Middle East

Bureau Chief

Islamic Jihad09 Jun 85

West Beirut
Thomas Sutherland ,

OS - Educator AUB

Acting Dean of

Agriculture

09 Sep 86

West Beirut

Frank Herbert Reed

OS Educator

( Director of Lebanese

International School )

Ba'th Cells

Organization and

Arab Revolutionary

Cells
1

1

Joseph Ciccipio ,
US Educator

Comptroller of AUB

12 Sep 86

West Beirut
Revolutionary

Justice

Organization

RJOEdward Austin Tracy

US Itinerant Writer

21 Oct 86

( Reported
this date and

presumed West

Beirut )

24 Jan 87

West Beirut

Robert B. Polhill ,

US Educator -

Beirut University

College ( BOC )

Oppressed of the

Earth , Islamic

Jihad for the

Liberation of

Palestine

Alann 8. Steen ,
US Educator - BUC

Same as Polhill24. Jan 87

West Beirut

Jesse Jonathan Turner

US Educator - BUC

Same as Polhill24 Jan 87

West Beirut

17 Feb 88

Near Tyre

Lt. Col. Richard

Higgins , USMC

Touce

Supervision

Organization

Islamic Revolutionary

Brigade at first ;

then Organization

of the Oppressed of
the Earth
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Terrorism Review

8 April 1985

1 Focus - The Western Hostages in Lebanon :

Latest Developments and Implications
b ( 3)

9 Highlights
b ( 3)

17 b ( 1 ) b ( 3 )

19 Wild , Wild West Beirut

b (3 )

23 The African National Congress in Disarray

b ( 3 )

29 The Terrorism Diary for May
b ( 3 )

33 Chronology of Terrorism , 1985

b ( 3)

This review is published every other week by the Directorate of Intelligence.

Appropriate articles produced by other elements of the CIA as well as by other

agencies of the US Intelligence Community will be considered for publication .

Commentsand queries are welcome and may be directed 10 the Executive Editor

63
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Terrorism Review b3

8 April 1985

Focus The Western Hostages in Lebanon :
Latest Developments and Implicationg

63

The series of kidnapings and disappearances of Westerners in Lebanon continued

during the last week of March. In all , anonymous callers ostensibly representing
five groups have claimed involvement in the nine kidnapings since 14 March; in

some cases the claims have overlapped. Other recent developments, however,

including the release of four of the hostages, have enabled us to begin sorting out
the various groups and their motives.

63

b3

LARF Enters the Fray

On 24 March, Gilles Sidney Peyrolles, the director of the French Cultural Center

in Tripoli, disappeared . On 25 March , in a statement delivered 10 a Western news

agency in Beirut , the Lebanese Armed Revolutionary Faction (LARF) claimed it

had kidnaped Peyrolles and demanded that, in exchange for his safe return ,
France release from prison Abd al- Qadr Saadi.

LARF is believed to be a relatively small group of fanatical Lebanese Christian
Marxists, most from northern Lebanon . LARF has claimed credit and is believed

to have been responsible for the assassination or attempted assassination of several
US and Israeli officials in France and Italy during the last couple of years . Last

October, French police arrested suspected LARF leader Georges Ibrahim

Abdallah in Lyon on charges of possession of false passports and association with

criminals

bl

63

Last year, Italian police arrested suspected LARF operatives Abdallah
b ( 1 ) b ( 3 )Muhammad al -Mansouri in Trieslc in August

and Josephine Abdu at the Romc airport in

December b (1 ) b (3)

its communique the group also demanded the release of these two comrades and

threatened that otherwise, " our future retaliation will be more severe and will

bring catastrophe to inhabitants of Paris and Rome. '' b3

On 2 April , Peyrolles was back in Beirul, a frec man whose story had some

unlikely aspects. Publicly, Peyrolics said he had been abducted from his office and

taken first to a lown northeast of Tripoli. His captors identified themselves as _ :

members of LARF and told Peyrolles that they regarded the United States and

Israel as their enemics, not France, and that the reason they had kidnapcd him was

only to get Abdallah (whom they called Saadi ) released from prison. On 1 April ,

two of the kidnapers took him to a village in the Bekaa Valley , where all three of

them allegedly were captured by suspicious Shia villagers . According to Peyrolles's

statement, a local Amal leader then arranged for him to be relcased b3

1 Socret

April 1985
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ROSM'Stikes Again
On 25 March , Aloc Collett, a British journalist with the UN Relief and Works
Agency (UNRWA), was kidnaped in Khaldah , south of Beirut. Collett was
traveling with an Austrian citizen in a clearly marked UN staff car when gunmen
abducted him . The Austrian was not detained . On 28 March , in a statement
delivered to the Reuter news agency in Beirut, the Revolutionary Organization of
Socialist Muslims (ROSM) claimed responsibility for kidnaping Collett . ROSM
asserted it had found " some documents related to spying missions in the service of
Mossad (the Israeli intelligence service) and American intelligence " on Collett,
and that his work with the United Nations was " only a coverup for his spying
activities ." ROSM also warned that it would " continue to chase and strikc at
whoever has a link with British imperialists wherever hc may be until our
organization's demands for the liberation of all Muslim ( rcedom fighters from
British imperialist jails are mal . "

b3

طخ
soطار far it has limited ils attacks

lo British targets. Last year , ROSM claimed responsibility for the killing of
British diplomats Kenneth Whitty (shot to death in Athens in March ) and Percy
Norriş (shot 10 death in Bombay in November ):

bl,b3

-b ( 1 ) b (3 )

The kidnaping of Collett was quick and efficient,
and the terrorists have taken advantage of the anarchic Lebanese environment to
keep thcir prisoner hidden . Given that the British Government has no intention of
mecting its demands, ROSM will be heard from again . 63

:
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Anomalous Incidents
On 28 March, Jean-Claude Duvent and Robert Valnassian , two French teachers,
werc abducted in West Beirut but released iwo hours later . Thc gunmen who had

captured them reportedly said they thought they had kidnaped citizens of another ,
unspecified nationality . b (3)

On 1 April , the body of Jesuit priest Nicolas Kluiters was found near a village
north of Baalabakk in the Bekaa Valley . Father Kluiters had disappeared on 14
March in thc Bekaa Vallcy ; his car had been found several days later containing a
note saying “Vengeance Party . " Kluiters apparently had been strangled to death
soon after he disappeared . This probably was not a politically motivaled attack .
Jesuit colleagues said he had been carrying a lot of money when he disappeared, so
his killing may have been a criminal act . Another possibility is that he strayed into
a sensitive area controlled by one of the Lebanese militias , and local security
personnel overreacted to his presence. b .( 3)

The Khaybar Brigades '
On 26 March, an anonymous caller to a foreign news agency in Beirul claimed

that the “ Khaybar Brigades - l.cbanese Branch," a previously unknown group, was
holding five Westerners who had been kidnaped in West Beirut— French
diplomats Marcel Fontaine and Marcel Carton , Carton's daughter Danielle Perez
(a secretary at the French Embassy ), British scientist Geoffrey Nash , and British

businessman Brian Levick - but that it would soon release Perez, Nash, and
Levick . Nash had been kidnaped on 14 March and Levick on 15 March ; Fontaine
had been kidnaped on 22 March , as had Carton and Perez ( in a separate incident ) .
Anonymous callers had previously clainicd responsiblity for all five kidnapings in
the name of Islamic Jihad . b ( 3)

Nash was released on 27 March , Levick on 30 March , and Perez on 31 March .
Nash described his captors as " simple Shia " angry over the mistreatment of Shias
by other Lebanese groups and Isracl; he said his captors initially accused him of

being an Amsrican diplomat.

bl-

b3

b .(3)

Levick had also been mistaken for an American by his captors . During several

rather brutal interrogation sessions the kidnapers --obviously amateurs accused
Levick of being an American spy or of having connections with Mossad. From
Levick's description , his captorswere unsophisticated but fanatic Muslims.

bl

63
Open

Upon his release, Levick was losto Bayi ho
had been held by the Khaybar Brigades . b (3)

. The name Khaybar Brigades apparently comes from a battlc in the seventh century A.D. in which
followers of the Prophet Muhammad triumphed over a Jewishi tribc that rcfused to accepe
Muhammad's Icadership. Khaybar is an nasis near Medina, Saudi Arabia , where the Jewish tribc had
lived . Guerrillas launching attacks against Israeli troops in southern Lebanon have culled themselves
" Martyrs of Khaybar" in memory of this cveni

b ( 3 )

:
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Bit appears most

likely that theKhaybar Brigades is one of the numerousquasi- independeni Shia

fundamentalist gangs that prowl the streets ofWest Beirut. The group scems to be

distinct from the Hizballah, which usually takes credit for its actions in the name

of Islamic Jihad .

b3

bi

b ( 1 ) b ( 3 )

Who Has the Hostages Now I wish is ,
It seems reasonable to conclude that radical Shias , as opposed to any of the

numerous other confessional factions operating in Lebanon , are holding the two

French diplomats, along with AP correspondent Terry Anderson , who was

abducted in West Beirut on 16 March . But which Shias.?
b3

One plausible theory is that one or morc of the newest hostages are now in the

hands of the Hizballah, even though they may have been kidnaped by the Khaybar

Brigades or - in the case of Anderson — some other independent Shia street gang .

Under this theory , Nash and Levick were abducted because they were mistaken

for Americans and released once it was determined they were British . Perhaps

Perez was released because direct attacks against women are a violation of Islamic

principles. The valuable prisoners, however, were turned over to the Hizballah ,

perhaps in return for a material reward . There is some evidence to support this

theory -- for example, the iclephone calls claiming credit for these kidnapings in

the name of Islamic Jihad. The callers asserted that the kidnapings were part of

continuing operations against the United States and its agents , and against

“ French imperialism ." This is the typical Hizballah modus operandi JA
bl

b3

Alternativciy, the Khaybar Brigades may still be holding Carton and Fontaine ,

and ( since the Khaybar Brigades never claimed to have him ) some other

independent gang of radical Shias may be holding Anderson. Lending some

support to this thesis is that fact that on 31 March prominent Hizballah cleric

Shaykh Muhammad Husayn Fadlallah publicly condemned the kidnaping of

foreigners in Beirut , adding that such acts serve Israel and its agents . The Shaykh

said that the presence of foreign diplomats and journalists in Beirut is uscſul even

iſ, as he put it , there are some spics among them . He asserted that unity , rather

than kidnaping, is the way tofight these spies, and alleged that he is trying to 63

Fadlallah maintains closc links with Iranian officials in Lebanon and leads a

significant portion of the pro -Hizballah movement. He is almost certainly involved

with the Hizballah elements which have long been holding the four American

Secret 4
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hostages, along with a Saudi hostage, in the Bekaa Valley, so his speech reeks of
sanctimony . Nevertheless, in this case it is conceivable he was telling the truth . An
article attributed to a Hjzballah source that recently appeared in a local
newspaper suggested that the more organized radical Shias intended to begin
focusing their activities on Isracl and southern Lebanon. If the Hizballah was not

involved , then it is most likely that renegade Shias are holding the hostages. And ,
if Fadlallah mcant what he said about trying to get them released, the renegades
may be forced to give some or all of them up in the coming weeks.

We are disincliaed to believe Fadlallah. We think it more likely that , whoever
kidnaped them , thc Hizballah has the hostages now and has no intention of
releasing any of them any time soon . Al this point, however, the only firm
conclusion that can be drawn from these recent incidents is that no Westerner is
safe in anarchic Lebanon .

b3
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Kidnapings of Westerners in Lebanon , 1984-85 a

(As of 10 April 1985)

Victim Date and Plaoc Kidnaped Claimant Group Fate

Frank Regier, US professor 10 February 1984, West Beirut None

15 February 1984 , West Beirut NoncChristian Joubert, French
architect

Rescucd 15 April 1984 by
Amal from an apartment con
trolled by Hizballah
Rescued 15 April 1984 by
Amal from an apartment con
trolled by Hizballah
Escaped 14 February 1985
Probably held by Hizballah
Probably held by Hizballah

Islamic Jihad
Islamic Jihad
Islamic Jihad

Released soon after abduction

Jeremy Levin , US journalist 7 March 1984 , West Beirut

William Buckley, USdiplomat 16 March 1984, West Beirut

Rev. Benjamin Weir, US 8 May 1984, West Beirut
minister
Pedro Aristegui, Spanish 10 October 1984 , West Beirut
Ambassador

John Cronin , US student 17 November 1984, West
Beirut

Peter Kilburn , US librarian 30 November 1984 , West
Beirut

Rev. Lawrence Jonco , US priest 8 January 1985, West Bcirut
Geoffrey Nash , UK scicntist 14 March 1985 , West Beirut

Nonc ; Musa Sadr Brigade
probably responsible

None ; group responsibic
unknown
Islamic Jihad

Released 21 November after
sustaining several bcatings
Probably held by Hizballah

Islamic Jihad
Islamic Jihad , Khaybar
Brigades
“ Vengeance Party "Rev. Nicolas Kluiters , Durch

priest
Last scen 14 March 1985 ,
Bekaa Vallcy

Brian Levick, UK businessman 15 March 1985 , West Beirut Islamic Jihad , Khaybar
Brigades

Probably held by Hizballah
Released 27 March by Khaybar
Brigades
Died of strangulation . Body
round 2 April north of
Baalabakk
Rcleased 30 March 1985 by
Khaybar Brigades alter per
suading captors he is British
Possibly held by Hizballah
Reportedly held by radical
Shias

Reportedly held by radical
Shias
Relcascd 31 March by Khaybar
Brigades
Probably held by ROSM

Terry Anderson , US journalist 16 March 1985 , West Beirut
Marcel Fontaine , French 22 March 1985 , West Bcirut
diplomat
Marcel Carton , French 22 March 1985 , West Beirut
diplomat
Danielle Perez , French secre 22 March 1985 , West Beirut
lary at Embassy
Alec Coller , UK journalist 26 March 1985, Khaldah
with UNRWA
Gilles Peyrolles , French 24 March 1985, Tripoli
diplomat
Jean Claude Duvent, French 28 March 1985. West Beirut
Icacher

Robert Valnassian , French 28 March 1985, West Beirut
( cacher
. During the same period , scores of Lebanese and several citizens of
OtherMiddleEastern countries were also kidnaped in Lebanon .
Although not a Westerner, one in particular seemsto hit the pattern
described above . Husayn Farrash, a Saudi diplomat, was kidnaped
in West Beirut on 17 January 1984. Islamic Jihad claimed
responsibility. Like most of the missing Americans, he is probably
being held by Hizballah.

Islamic Jihad
Islamic Jihad , Khaybar
Brigades
Islamic Jihad , Khaybar
Brigades
Islamic Jikad , Khaybar
Brigades
Revolutionary Organization of
Socialist Muslims (ROSM )
Lcbanese Armed Revolutionary
Faction (LARF )
None

Rescued ( relcased ?) 2 April

Released soon after abduction ,
when found to bc French
Released soon after abduction ,
when found to be French

None

63
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Highlights

Alert Items

Cyprus
bl

bi

Italy

bl

bz

Portugal Possible Terrorist Threat to Scientific Conference Participants
About 150 Americans and 25 Israelis are expected to attend the world conference

of the Federation of European Biochemical Sociclics to be held 20-27 April in
Albufeira .

b1

13

Lebanon Explicit Hizballah Threat to Americans
An Arab magazinc recently published an article from a " source close 10
Hizballah " in which thc extremist Shia group threatened US personnel in
Lebanon ancw. It was a more explicit threat than most from that quarter , which
have hitherto been issued in the name of " Islamic Jihad , " to provide the Hizballah
a modicum of plausible denial. Rcforring to the bombing on 8 March that killed at
least 80 persons in Beirut , the article said that retribution might occur outside

9 Sales

e April 1985

b3
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Beirut. The article reiterated that the " Islamic Resistance" would not accept the
presence of “any American " on Lebanese territory for any reason , including

"economic aid or social services, " and warned the United States to withdraw the

" small number of American personnel who remain in the US Embassy .
b3

Key Indicators

Ireland Prorisional IRA Murders Alleged Police Informer

On 23 March , the body of John Corcoran , thc 45 -year - old father of eight children ,

was found in a farmer's field outside Cork after a long search . Corcoran had

disappeared on 19 March . Examination of the body revealed he had been tortured

and then murdered with a single shot to the head. In a communique issued in
Belfast, the Provisional IRA claimed responsibility for the murder, alleging that
Corcoran had been an informer of the Irish Special Branch for more than seven

years . Asserting that the Irish police have now adopted the same tactics of

" intimidation and blackmail" used by the Royal Uster Constabulary (RUC) to
recruit informers, the Provisional IRA offered other alleged police informers an

undefined " 14 - day amnesty, " after which , the implication was clear, more such

informers would be killed in Ireland.
63

Italy Red Brigades Return to Action

The assassination of Romc University Professor Enzo Tarantelli on 27 March

appears to mark the return of the Red Brigades (BR) to active operations after at

least a year's hiatus . The choice of Tarantelli, an eminent labor economist involved

with the Christian -Democratic -oriented Confederation of Italian Labor (CISL)
and an active participant in recent discussions on thc politically sensitive topic of
revising cost- of - living wage adjustments, indica les that the Red Brigades may

continuc to target primarily domestic rather than US or NATO target
61,63

163

bi

bi

bt. 63

Some bclicve that the BR inactivity was due in part to squabbling

between factionsrepresenting the activist "first position " ( generally the younger
generation) and the somewhat more ideological " sccond position " ( generally the
older generation ), which resulted in the expulsion of the latter , smaller faction last
October and subsequent efforts to consolidate the victory and reabsorb those

expelled members now willing to go along with the majority . These think

the Tarantelli attack may indicate that internal disarray no longer impedes
terrorist action and that, consequently , more such BR attacks are likely soon .
Moreover, defiant adherents of the second position
may feel compelled to conduct attacks of their own in an effort todenionstrate
their operational credibility and militance in protecting workers' rights.
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Colombia Urban Violence Recurring in Colombia

On the night of 27 March , seemingly related tcrrorist acts were conducted in the

cities of Cali,Medellin, Popayan, and Bucaramanga. The most serious incidents

occurred near Cali, a city about 300 kilometers southwest of Bogota , where the

19th of April Movement ( M - 19) is strong. There , attacks against a national police

station and a local councilman's home resulted in the death of onc policeman.

There is some speculation that thesc attackswere conducted jointly by clements of

M- 19 and the Ricardo Franco Fronti

urban terrorist incidents in the area to occur with increasing frequency and

culminalc in a breakdown of the peace process within the next two months.

bl

b3

b3

blog

bli

63
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Philippines

63

Peace Corps Volunteers Targeted in Mindanao

On 2 April in Marbel, an attempt to kill one or more Peace Corps volunteers by

booby -trapping a Peace Corps vehicle with a grenade failed when the device

malfunctioned . Peace Corps personnel had not previously been targets of lethal

attacks in the Philippines . Such tactics would mark a major policy shift on the part of

cither of the iwo insurgent groups active in the region -- the Communist New Pcople's

Army (NPA) and the Muslim Moro National Liberation Front (MNLFX

Unaffiliated individuals or members of either group acting without orders could

have mounted the attack (grenades are fairly readily available in Mindanao ),

perhaps motivated by a recent local press article alleging a Peace Corps connection

to the CIA . In response to the attack, and pending a determination of whether

there is a continuing threat , the US Embassy has removed almost all of the

personnel, both American and Filipino, associated with the Peace Corps training

program in the province .
b3
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bl

63

Western Europe Jordan Under Siege by " BSO "

On 21 March, the Jordanian Airlines offices in Athens, Rome, and Nicosia were

the targets of grenadc attacks that injured five persons. On 3 April, a Palestinian

was arrested by Romc police after the US -made light antitank rockcl he fired

narrowly missed the Jordanian Embassy offices on the fifth floor of an office

building. On 4 April, a rocket fired at a Jordanian airliner as it was taking off

from Athens airport punctured the fuselage but did not explode. In telephone calls

to press agencies, an anonymous spokesman claimed responsibility for the

incidents in the name of the " Black September Organization " (BSO)
63

The name Black September commemorates the month in 1970 when Jordanian

forces drove the Palestinian fedayeen out of Jordan . The original BSO , a covert

element of Fatah that mounted a number of notorious terrorist operations in the

carly 1970s, has been defunct for more than a decade, however . Instead , Syrian

backed Palestinian radicals probably were responsible for these attacks. Use of the

name BSO probably is intended both to provide cover and to hcighten the publicity

attending their attacks . b3

Lebanon Jews Being Kidnaped , Too
Six Jewish Lebanese citizens, including Isaac Sasson, the leader of Lebanon's

Jewish community , which numbers fewer than 100 persons, were kidnaped

between 28 March and 2 April. Last July a Jcwish businessman was abducted and

killed ; another Lebanese Jew has been missing since last August . No group has

claimed responsibility for any of the abductions. 63

b1

bi
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Chile The Righat Strikes Back

On 30 March , the bodics of three men who had been kidnaped on 28 and 29

March were found nearly decapitated outside Santiago. Four other men who had

been kidnapod on 28 March were released on 30 March , after allegedly having

been interrogated and tortured by their unidentified captors. All but one of the

victims were members of a Communist -dominated teachers' union ; the other was a

Communist sociologist connected with a Catholic Church welfare and human

rights organization .
63

bi

The kidnapings and killings were clearly the work of rightwing clements b3

They probably were reacting to recent terrorist bombinigsby two leftwing

extremist groups, the Movement of the Revolutionary Left (MIR) and the Manuel

Rodriguez Patriotic Front ( FPMR ). A large demonstration protesting the

kidnapings and murders so disrupted the traditional Palm Sunday mass being said

by the Archbishop of Santiago that the mass had to be discontinued. A

government investigation of the crimes is under way bb 33

b3
Meanwhile, on 29 March , carabineros killed two brothers, allegedly

members of the MIR; after a street shootout in which one carabinero was

wounded . The next day , a woman also associated with thc MIR was killed when

she shot at carabineros raiding her apartment, suspected of being a MIR

safchouse. FRES

bib33

India Soviet Diplomat Murdered

The victim , economics officer Valentin Khitrichenko, was shot while stopped at a

New Delhi intersection in his car. The two aitackers ---described as Asian in

appearance — fired from and fled on a motorbike. Although the unknown

“ Ukrainian Nationalist Front " claimed credit ſor the attack , clements of the

Afghan or Iranian communities aremore likcly to have been responsiblc. If so , this

attack may be followed by others.
63

Indonesia
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Wild , Wild West Beirut 63

The continuing civil war in Lebanon has transformed
West Beirut - once a major commercial, intellectual,
and tourist center of the Arab world — into a lawless
militarized zone contested by confessional and
ideological factions. Turf battles , terrorism , rampant
street crime, and the lack of central authority have
made the city extremely dangerous for both local
residents and foreigners. The Lebanese Government
probably will be unable to rcassert control over
Muslim West Beirut for the forcsccable future. The
area is gradually becoming a stronghold of the radical
Shia Hizballah movement and could eventually
become the center for Shia fundamentalist activism in
Lebanon. 63

The decline of West Beirut began with the heavy Mans' sections of West Beirut have been transformied into rubble.
influx of Palestinian fighters during the early 1970s. 63
The guerrillas and the large Palestinian refugee
population took over large sections of the city and
transformed them into a de facto PLO capital. The West Beirut again erupted in street fighting in August
civil war of 1975-76 devastated the city, but much of 1983 , after the Lebanesc Army attempted 10 move
the damage was repaired during the years following against the Amal militia . Five days of fighting and
the war . b3 heavy shelling left the majority Shia population in the

southern part of the city angry and bitter. The Shias
The Legacy of the Israeli Invasion resented the fact that Lcbanon's Christian and Druzc
After spending much of the summer of 1982 shelling communities had established " cantons " north of
West Beirut, the Israel Army finally entered the city Beirut and in the Shul, respectively , while the Shias
in September . The combination of artillery barrages had been left without their own piece of the
and street fighting left many sections of the city in geographical pic . Tensions in West Beirut continued
ruins . Most of the PLO fighters were forced to leave, to mount between September 1983 and February
but clements of Muslim , Druze, and Christian militias 1984 as relations betwecn thc Druze / Muslim

remained in force in various neighborhoods. Certain 63 coalition and the Lebanese Government/Christian
coalition deteriorated . 63West Beirut was fairly stable for the next year ,

although factional militias were arming themselves The decisive battle for West Beirut occurred during
with weapons from PLO caches throughout the city . the first two weeks of February 1984. Amal - aided
In particular, the Shia Amal militia , which controlled by units of the Druze Progressive Socialist Party
Beirut's sprāwling southern suburbs, was preparing to militia - succeeded in driving the Lebanesc Army into
expand its territory . Amal's base of support in the city
had swelled as a result of the influx of thousands of
Shias from the south ſleeing the Israeli- Palestinian

63
war .

19
63
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Christian East Beirut. Smaller militias also

participated in the battle , including Palestinian

groups, thc Sunni Murabitun , the pro-Syrian Social

Nationalist Party , elements of the Lebanese

Communist Party , and the Communist Action

Organization, and radical Shias belonging to the

fundamentalist Hizballah movement . Following the

takeover of West Beirut, these groups began to stake

individual claims to particular neighborhoodf3

During the past year, unrest and lawlessness increased

steadily in West Beirut to a point approaching chaos.

Random violence has become as great a threat as

politically motivated attacks. The implementation of

the latest security plan , which assigned the job of

policing the city to the predominantly Muslim Hundreds of women profest the kidnaping of their husbands, sons.

Lebanese Internal Security Force and the Lebanese and brothers.

Army 6th Brigade, has failed to establish any central

authority in the city.26(3) Checkpoints, the traditional Lebanese symbols of a

Turf Battles ſaction's territorial claims, appear and disappear

West Beirut today is a patchwork of turfs loosely almost at random from day to day throughout the

controlled by confessional and idcological factions. city . Travel from one section of West Beirut toi

The Shia Amal . Druze PSP, and Sunni Murabitun another incvitably involves passing through scveral

militias opcrale in neighborhoods in which their permanent and temporary factional checkpoints

respective confessional communitics are predominant. which often become flashpointsfor armed conflict.all 6 ( 3)

Smaller, more extremist groups are continually

challenging the authority of the major militias. Violcn ! turf battles , often sparked by only minor

incidents, have become commonplace in West Beirut.

Amal and the Murabitun, for example, engaged in a

pitched baule for two days in late January altcr un

Amal's curſ is thc largest of any group in the city , but Amal member ran a Murabitun checkpoint. Amal has

Amal leader . Nabih Barri , cxcrcises only nominal also fought over turf with the Druze and with

control over most of this territory. Radical Shia and elements of the Hizballah. b ( 3 )

other extremist elements operate freely throughout

the Shia areas of West Beirut and have heavily The Lebanesc civil war more often takes the form of

infiltrated the Amal movement itself. 6 ( 3) urban guerrilla warfare than of conventional warfare.

The combat among the confessional groups in West

Shia fundamcnlalist clcments associaled with the Beirut often manifests itself as anonymous car

Hizballah have grown particularly strong in many bombings, assassinations, and kidnapings. Nearly all

parts.of the city of the major factions larget individual members of

other groups for terrorist-style violence . Each of the

major militias , for example, is believed to be holding

that the Hizballah and several hundred hostages from other confessional

other cxtrcmist groups are rapidly gaining ground groups.

whilc thc modcralc militias are losing control.

b
(
1)

b
(
3)

b
(
1
)

b
(
3)

b ( 3 )
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A Hobbesian Society

Violence has becomç a way of life in West Beirut . The

daily turf battles between militias are compounded by

a growing crimc wave that has flourished in the

anarchic environment . Both regular militiamen and

unaffiliated armed gunmen roam the streets of the

cily , behaving more like street thugs than

representatives of legitimate movements ,
63

Journalists in West Beirut report that armed bands in

virtually every neighborhood force local residents and

merchants to pay protection moncy. Those who refuse

to pay are targeted for bombings or kidnapings

directed against their families. 63

b3

b3

Robbery and vandalism have become increasingly

common . Hizballah gunmen in particular have

become notorious for harassing women in Western

dress and raiding bars and restaurants that serve

liquor. Most citizens of West Beirut carry arms

whenever they leave their homes; even so , they no

longer dare leave their homes at night .
West Beirut child displays her collection of rockel fragments .

frecently described life in West b3

Beirut as Hobbesian-ma struggle for dominance in

which there are no rules and the strong extremists especially Americans and Europeans. Violence

have the advantage over the weaker moderates .' It against Westerners in recent years has included:

hasbecome as brutal a place to live for bystanders as • Car bombings at the former US Embassy and the

for combatants . Nothing is exempt from the violence . US and French Multinational Force (MNF)

Hospitals and schools are victimized nearly as often as headquarters, claiming over 300 lives.

government and commercial cstablishments. Innocent • Frequent incidenis of sniping againsi MNF troops

civilians are kidnaped as frequently as militia Throughout the city in 1983 .

members. b3 • The kidnaping of a former president of the

American University in Beirut and assassination of

The street violence in West Beirut is augmented by his successor .
the danger from artillery ducis in the mountains , A scrics of kidnapings of US citizens since the

which periodically spill over into the city . Even within beginning of 1984, including an Embassy officer,

West Beirut, the use in turf battles of car bombs . several journalists, and two Christian clergymen .

mortars , and the ever -popular rockel -propelled • The shooting of severalmembers of the French

grenades heightens the risk of accidental casualties observer force.

among noncombatants . b3 The kidnaping of the Swiss Charge and of three

French diplomats, and numerous public thrcats

Foreigners Beware made against other Europcan and American

West Beirut has earned the reputation of being the diplomats .

most dangerous city in the world for foreigners, • Thc kidnapings of two British civilians.

" No ares : no lelters ; no society ; and which is worst of all.
continual fear and danger of violen ! death ; and the life of man .
solitary'. poor , nasty . brutish , and short . "

.

b3

Hobbes
Leviathan
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The strength of thc Hizballah fundamentalists in

West Beirut is likely to grow . The chaotic security

situation and depressed economic conditions, which

have left many young mien alienated and out of work ,

boost the appeal of fundamentalism and swell the

ranks of potential Hizballah recruits . West Beirut is

gradually becoming a radical Shia stronghold and
could eventually become the center for

fundamentalist Shia activism in Lebanon . b3

63

The increasingly bold Hizballah, which espouses
Iran's fundamentalist ideology, poses the greatest

threat to Westerners. Other groups, however, share

the radical Shias' hostility toward the United States,

including several Palestinian extremist groups and

Lebanon's two Communist militias, all of which

maintain a significant presence in West Beirut.

b3
Outlook

The Lebanese Government probably will be unable to

reassert its authority in West Beirut in the near

future. The Lebanese Army generally splits along

confessional lines when confronted with tense

interfactional situations . Moreover, most Christian

units of the Army, which shelled Muslim

neighborhoods repeatedly last year , would not dare

enter West Beirut.
b3

Official government forces remaining in West Beirut

will be incapable of enforcing security . The Internal

Security forces and the Lebanese Army's

predominantly Muslim 6th Brigade, which stayed in

West Beirut after the battle for the city last February,

generally lake orders from Shia leader Barri. b3

Turf Sattles between militias and the overall climate

of lawlessness in the city will continue . An entire

generation has grown up accustomed to violence in

West Beirut. Many of the young street militiamen

know no other way of life; fighting has become their

profession .
b3

The extremists almost certainly will continue to gain

at the expense of the moderatcs. Militancy ,

particularly in the Shia community, is likely to spread
as the political and economic crisis drags on .
Moderate Muslim leaders probably will remain afraid

to denounce the radicals . The recent example of
former Prime Minister Saib Salam , a Sunni whose
house was bombed after he criticized the extremists ,

will discourage others from speaking our
63

.
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The African National

Congress in Disarray b3

tre

61,63

The African National Congress (ANC ), the major
South African insurgent group, has been struggling
since the Mozambicans expelled its military personnel
a year ago . The group is suffering from deteriorating

relations with some black African states in southern
Africa and from internal divisions. A symptom of the

group's plight has been the dramatic decline in ANC

attacks: only two small bombings since last

September. Thc ANC's military campaign is likely to

continue to sputter as a result of Pretoria's success in

pressing nearby states to clamp down on the group.

b3

Regional Woes

Even before the recent crackdown , the ANC had been

largely unsuccessful in efforts to infiltrate South

Africa from Botswana . The border between the two

states is long, but the terrain is not favorable for ANC

infiltrations, primarily because it provides little cover .

The South Africans have been successful recently in
intercepting ANC guerrillas shortly after they have

cntered the country from Botswana . Last month , the

South African Foreign Minister informed Gaboronc

that seven ANC incursions from Botswana had been

detected since September 1984,

bl.63

b3

Lesotho. The recent thaw in relations between

Lesotho and South Africa docs nol augur well for the

ANC. South African strong-armTactics in recent

years have forced the Jonathan government to

abandon its preferred policy of turning a blind cyc

toward the ANC and to adopt instead a somewhat

23
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more active circumscription of the group's operations
in Lesotho . The manner in which Maseru deals with
the murder last month of a Lesotho soldier by an
ANC member will be a barometer of Lesotho's
relations with the group .

b3

The South Africans, who we believe are not satisfied
with the Lesotho Government's efforts, want Maseru
to sign a security pact. If the intensity of South

African pressure increases, Lesotho is likely to follow
Botswana's example by cracking down on the ANC in
the hope of satisfying Pretoria and avoiding a formal
agreement

b3

bl,
b3

bl,
b3

Swaziland. Relations between Swaziland and the
ANC have deteriorated steadily , following a security
agreement between Mbabane and Pretoria in 1982:

• Last year, security personnel engaged in several gun
battles with ANC guerrillas who poured into
Swaziland following the crackdown in
Mozambique,

bl,
b3

b3

• Last December, an ANC member assassinated a

Swazi police official suspected of collaborating with
the South Africans against his group

FERRATASTE
• In January , several armed ANC guerrillas stormed

a jail in Mbabane and released three members of
their group who were being held on weapons and
immigration charges,

b3

:
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Outlook

South Africa has long sought economic and security
accords with ncighboring states to strengthen its

regional hegemony and break out of its diplomatic
isolation . Since Botswana's decision to expel the

guerrillas, Pretoria publicly has backed away from its
demands for a nonaggression pact. Despitc such
assurances, Pretoria is likely to resume pressing
Gaborone and other neighboring governments to sign
formal bilateral agrcements , especially if these

governments prove unable or unwilling to control the
ANC. South African covert operations against ANC

targets are likely to continue even while Pretoria

moves forward on the diplomatic front with its policy
of regional detente. b3

ANC officials have indicaled publicly that they
believe a collapse of the Nkomati Accord is imminent .

Prospects for talks between the ANC and Prctoria Even if relations between Pretoria and Maputo
have been widely publicized in recent months, continue to falter, we believe Mozambique is not
undoubtedly contributing to splits in the ranks of the likely to permit large numbers of ANC military
organization .' The ANC has a large contingent of personnel to relurn , because this would virtually
young, militant black nationalists who

guaranteearesumption of South African cross -border b3
would be strongly opposed to opening any channelof strikes into Mozambique.
communication with Pretoria at this time. Some who
also are members of the outlawed South African Consequently, the ANC probably will not be able to

Communist Party judge, probably correctly , that they rebound from its setbacks läst year and mount an
would not be included in any government amnesty effective military campaign any time soon . The 73
offer to the ANC in the forcsccable future . year -old ANC, however, has survived against tough
Nevertheless, the ANC leadership has indicated odds in the past and is likely to continue to cause
publicly that it would consider opening a dialogue problems for Pretoria in the years ahead . White the
with Pretoria if the government takes certain good ANC's activities probably will remain at a low level
faith mcasures , such as the unconditional release of
imprisoned ANC President Nelson Mandela . Mozambican insurgent allacks have continued at a high level

despite the accord, Icading to accusations by officials in Maputo
that Pretoria is still supplying the insurgents b33

bl,
b3
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because of the growing regional constraints, the
group's military wing will still be capable of carrying

out some headline- grabbing bombings .
b3

A change in the status of imprisoned ANC President
Nelson Mandela might alter these prospects
considerably. If Mandela were to be relcased

unconditionally — something we belicve is unlikely but
possible - his overwhelming popularity among South
African nonwhites would assure him a major role in

domestic black politics. If he were to leave the country
and actively resume his position as head of the ANC,

many young blacks would follow him to fight under

his leadership.
63

A reinvigorated ANC with Mandela at thc helm

might even cause a shift in attitudes among Icaders of
neighboring black states . They currently are following
a policy of cautious detente with Pretoria , but their

hatred of apartheid could overcome ſcar of South
African retribution if they believed the ANC's
military campaign had a reasonable chance of

success . b3
ܕ.

b33
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The Terrorism Diary

for Mayat
b3

Below is a compendium ofMay dates of known or conceivable significance to

Terrorists around the world . Our inclusion ofa date or event should not by itsell

be construed to suggest thai we expect or anticipate a commemorative terrorist

event . b3

Early May El Salvador. The first week of May contains several dates of importance to

Ieftwing or rightwing elements; consequently , political violence tends to peak

during that period.

1 May Socialist world . May Day .

1 May 1980 Peru . Destruction of electoral material in Chuschi , Cangallo Province, marks

beginning of armed struggle by Sendero Luminoso. Anniversary is commemorated

throughout May.

2 May 1953 Jordan . King Hussein assumes constitutional power .

2 May 1982 Argentina, United Kingdom . Argentine cruiser Belgrano sunk by British naval

forces in Falklands war .

S May 1941 Ethiopia. Liberation Day.

S May 1945 Netherlands. Liberation Day.

S May 1954 Paraguay. Coup led by Gcn. Alfredo Stroessner Mattiauda overthrows elected

government of President Federico Chavez.

S May 1955 West Germany. The Federal Republic becomes member of NATO.

S May 1981 Northern Ireland. Death of imprisoned Provisional IRA member Bobby Sands in

hunger strike .

29 b3

April 1983
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8 May 1945 Czechoslovakia. Liberation Day .

East Germany, West Germany. Capitulation of Third Reich . Celebrated in East
Germany as Liberation Day.

8 May 1979 El Salvador. Police fire into crowd of demonstrators on steps of San Salvador
cathedral, killing at least 25. Demonstration was in solidarity with leftwing
activists who had occupied the French and Costa Rican Embassies on 4 May .

9 May 1881 Romania. Independence Day.

9 May 1945 Albania, Poland, Soviet Union , Yugoslavia. Victory Day.

9 May 1976 West Germany. Suicide in prison of Ulrike Meinhof, ſounding member of Red
Army Faction (RAF).

10 May Jordan . Arab Resistance Day.

11 May 1983 Chile. Anti- Pinoche protests put down forcefully by government .

11 May 1984 Chile. Wave of bombings against government targets.

13 May 1981 Varican . Attempt on life of Pope John Paul II by Mehmet Ali Agca .

14 May 1811 Paraguay. Independence Day .

14 May 1948 Israel. Declaration of independence . Celebrated as Republic Day .

Middle Eust. Beginning of first Arab- Israeli war .

15 May 1948 Palestinians. End of UN Mandate. Celebrated as Palestine Day . The 15 May
Organization , founded in 1979 from remnant of PFLP Special Operations Group ,
takes its name from this event .

17 May 1814 Norway. Constitution Day ( independence day).

Secret 30
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18 May 1980 South Korea. Civilian uprising in Kwangju against military rule . Usually marked

by student demonstrations.

18 May 1981 Northern Ireland . Dcath of imprisoned Provisional IRA member Raymond

McCreesh from a hunger strike .

19 May 1890 Vietnam. Birth of Ho Chi Minh .

19 May 1895 Cuba. Death of Jose Marti.

20 May 1927 Saudi Arabia. Independence Day,

20 May 1972 Cameroon . Declaration of republic ,

20 May 1973 Western Sahara. Polisario begins armed strugglc .

21 May 1985 Muslim world . Ramadan (month of lasting) begins.

22 May 1972 Sri Lanka. Republic Day .

23 May 1949 West Germany. Proclamation of federal republic .

23 :11ay 1951 China, Tibet, China asserts sovereignty over Tibet .

25 May 1810 Argentina. Beginning of revolution against Spain .

25 May 1892 Yugoslavia. Birth of Josip Broz Tito.

25 May 1923 Jordan. Independence Day .

25 May 1946 Jordan . Constitutional monarchy established .

25 May 1963 Africa. Establishment of Organization of African Unity (OAU ) . Celebrated

variously as African Freedom Day , Day of Africa .

31 Secka
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25 May 1965 Colombia. Founding of Communist Party of Colombia /Marxist -Leninist
(PCC /ML ), the now defunct parent organization of the insurgeni / terrorist group
People's Liberation Army (EPL) .

25 May 1967 Bermuda. Constitution adopted. Celebrated as Bermuda Day .

25 May 1969 Sudan. The "May Revolution " (coup by General Nimeiri and Revolutionary
Council ).

26 May 1966 Guyana. Independence Day .

27 May 1985 Buddhist world. Birthday of Gautama Buddha .

28 May 1983 France, French Caribbean. Formation of Caribbcan Revolutionary Alliance

(ARC) announced by 17 bombings .

30 May 1919 Afghanistan. Independence from Great Britain achieved.

30 May 1961 Dominican Republic. Assassination of Gen. Raphael Trujillo. Celebrated as
Liberty Day .

30 May 1967 Nigeria. Declaration of Independence by Biafra .

30 May 1972 Israel. Massacre at Lod Airport by members of Japanese Red Army .

30 May 1981 Bangladesh. Assassination of Ziaur Rahman .

31 May 1910 South Africa. British colonies merged to form commonwealth . Celebrated as

Union Day.

31 May 1961 South Africa. Proclamation of republic .

b3
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Chronology of Terrorism- 1985

Below are described noleworthy foreign and international terrorist evenis and

counterlerrorism developments that have occurred or come to lighe since our lası

issue. Events and developments that have already been described elsсwhere in this

publication are not included
b ( 3 )

26 February 63Iran : Terrorists killed in Tehran .

one was killed in Tehran when a hand grenade he was holding blow

up and a second was killed by Islamic Revolutionary Guards . Both men

carried several hand grenades, Kalashnikov -typc assault rifles, other small arms .

and cyanide tablets .
b ( 3 )

b ( 1 ) b ( 3)

b (1 ) (3)

12 March South Africa : White couple killed in westcra Transvaal. AK-47 cartridges were

found on a truck on the farm of the Souzil African victims. A getaway vehicle was

discovered near the Botswana border . South African authoritics bclicve the three

black gunmen were members of the ANC .
6 ( 3 )

14 March West Bank: Bomb explodes inside Jewish settlement of Emanuel. No group has

claimed responsibility for planting the small charge that exploded ncar a

restaurant . It was thc first bombing attack inside a West Bank Jewish settlement

we have recorded .
b ( 3 )

( 1 ) 6 ( 3 )

b ( 1) b ( 3 )

15 March Iran: Suicide bomb attack on Presidenr Khamenei . A man with a bomb strapped

to his body detonated it at a Tchran mosquc during a prayer service led by

Khamenei . The regime blames the opposition Mujahedin -e Khala for the auack .

b ( 3)
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15-17 March Chile : Two Mormon churches bombed by unknown assailants. The explosions
caused minor damage to the exteriors of churches in Pudahuel and Nunoa . Last
year, fivc Mormon churches in Chile were bombed during the period March -May.

63

bl,

b ( 1 ) b ( 3 ) 63

bib3

Colombia : Two Ecuadoreans carrying explosive material arrested a border. Also
in their possession were found floor plans of various embassies in Bogota and
documentation from scveral Colombian military units .

63

Sudan : Priest reportedly killed by SPLA. The government says thc rcbcls
attacked a church but fled after some of their number were killed in a firefight
with the military .

633

16 March India : Trial of 379 Sikhs begins in Jodhpur. The Sikhs face charges of terrorism
for acts committed prior to the storming of the Golden Temple in Amritsar by
government troops in June 1984. The trial, being held in camera, is expected to
lake several months . b3

Lebanon: Amal gunmenkidnap Libyan diplomat in West Beirut. bl.
63

bli 63

16-17 March Lebanon : Hizballah leader Fadlallah's kouse attacked by unknown assailants in
Beirur. Rockets and automatic weapons firc wcrc directed at the building .
Fadlallah evidently was not hurt , but his wife was wounded

63

:
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17 March Saudi Arabia : North Yemeni guest worker shot to death in skyjacking attempt.

Threatening to explode a grenade , the man had tried 10 divert to Tchrani a Saudi

Boeing 737 passenger airliner bound from Jidda to Kuwait . After the pilot insisted

on landing in Dhahran to refuel , the skyjacker permitted the passengers to

disembark . When he refused to surrender , members of the Saudi special forces

rushed the plane and killed him. ( 3)

18 March Italy: Tamil separatists charged with narcotics smuggling. The Rome

prosecutor's office has announced that at least part of the money raised in the

opcration went to finance Tamil guerrilla groups in Sri Lanka . b ( 3)

Singapore: Bomb extensively damages building housing Israeli, Canadian

Embassies. No one claimed credit for the attack, which caused no casualties .

was the first deliberate bombing in Singapore in more than 10 years 6 (3)

Western Sahara : Polisario attacks Spanish trawler. At least one man was

seriously injured when the anchored ship was fired on by attackers in two rubber

boats using recoilless riflcs and heavy machineguns.
b ( 3)

19 March Thailand: Two opposition politicians ' houses attacked with grenades in Bangkok.

The explosions caused minor damage to the homes of the Thai Nation Party

leaders but no casualties . No one has claimed responsibility, but police speculate

the attacks were timed to influence the opening of Parliament in April . b ( 3 )

Israel: Police dismantle small bomb in Tel Aviv shopping district. No group

claimed responsibility for setting the bomb.
6 (3)

20 March Switzerland: Aluminum plant in Marrigny severely damaged by bombs. The

" Valais Group against Hydro -Rhone, " (a hydroelectric project) claimed

responsibility for the allack , the most serious in recent Siviss history. The plant

will be out of operation for at Icast six months .
b ( 3 )

( 1 ) b (3)
b ( 1 ) 6 ( 3)

22 March Spain : Building housing bank and employment office in Bilbao bonibed, probably

by ETA . There was damage to the building but no injuries .

b ( 3)
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22-23 March South Africa: Hand grenade attacks in Soweto damage government building and
mayor's house but cause no injuries. The incidents occurred a day after police fired
into a marching crowd, killing at least 19 blacks and wounding many others. The

march was held to mark the anniversary of the Sharpeville massacre in which 69
blacks were killed .

b3

23 March Portugal: FP - 25 assassinares industrialist at International Trade Fair. In a well
planned attack , 10 members of FP - 25 shot Alcxandre Souto because of his alleged

responsibility for the death of a worker a year ago.
63

Portugal: FP - 25 prisoner sprung from Lisbon jail. Two suspected members of

FP-25 held prison guards atgunpointwhileMaria SuzeleGoncalvesscaled a15- 63
mcler prison wall and escaped .

STEN
blb3Costa Rica : Floor plans ofUS Ambassador's residence uncovered in raid on leftist

New Republic Movement safehouse.

possible involvement of two recently dismissed residence guards.

El Salvador: Unknown gunmen kill retired General Medrano, former head of
National Guard andfounder of disbanded rightwing vigilante group . The

National Democratic Organization (ORDEN ), allegedly used by the government
b3

to harass and murder suspected leftists, was outlawed by the Salvadoran
Government in 1979.

24 March Italy : Police kill two suspected terrorists and capture awo others following gun
battle in Alessandria . An anonymous telephone caller claimed thc terrorists

belonged to the neo - Fascist group Armed Revolutionary Nuclei.
b3

bl.63

b (1 ) b ( 3 )

25 March

b3

Chile: Boobytrup bomb planted by MIR kills iwo security agents. They were
dismantling equipment in a hotel room that had been used by the Movement of thc
Rcvolutionary Left to broadcast a communique that had interrupted a prime- time
television transmission of the Academy Awards.

Government office in Caprivi Strip bombed. The explosion , which occurred during
office hours , injured three people in addition to causing heavy damage to the
building . No group claimed credit for the attack, but SWAPO was probably
responsible .

b3

:
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26 March France : Two Spanish Basques and several bystanders wounded in gun and grenade
Attack on bar in St. Jean de Luz. Damage to thc proinises was also substantial .

The Anti - Terrorist Liberation Group (GAL) is belicved responsible.
b.3

Greece: US consular officer's car torched while parked in front of her home in

Athens. No group has claimed credit for this act,a commonway Greck extremists 63

register disapproval.

63
Netherlands: Police defuse letter bomb delivered 10 Bulgarian travel office in

Amsterdam . A new group calling itself the Pan -Turkish Organization claimed

credit and said more bombs would follow .

Spain: Two ETAmembers torchcosmetics companyin Ibarra. Apparently,the b3
motive was the company's links to French interests. The fire destroyed the
building.

63
to

France : Basque refugee survives shooting in Ciboure bar. The Anti- Terrorist

Liberation Group (GAL) claimed responsibility.

Taiwan : Intelligence chief indicted in murder of Chinese - American journalist.

Adm .Wang Hsi-ling and two subordinateswere indictedin Taipeibythe military b3

prosecutor in charge of the case.

27 March Northern Irelard : Command - detonated bomb kills British soldier in Belfase. The

bomb was planted in a storage building near a school playground and detonated as 63
an army patrol walked by. The Provisional IRA claimed responsibility .

Iraq: Car bomb explosions in Tikrit. Saddam Husayn's hometown, kill 36, injure 63
many more . One vehicle bomb cxploded outside a Women's Federation
office and the other near the town's Labor Federation officc. No one has claimed
credit for the attacks, but Iranian -backed agents are the likely culprits . 63

Syrian armed with knife and explosives briefly hijacks Lufthansa jer bound for
Athens. He demanded to be flown to Libya , but the plane landed in Istanbul. All

passengers and crew were released unharmed and the skyjacker — who made no

other demands— was arrested . b3

28 March West Bank: Bicycle bomb disarmed near Jerusalem . The half-kilogram bomb

altached to a bicycle outside a bank in Talpiotwas found by police. No group has

claimed responsibility for planting the bomb.
63

West Bank: Two bombs found in Ramallah schools. Onc was disarmed and onc b3
was exploded by police. No group claimed responsibility.
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29 March France: Bomb explodes inside Paris cinema during Jewish film festival, injuring
18 people. The blast occurred during the showing of a film about Adolph
Eichmann . Callers representing three groups, including Islamic Jihad , claimed
responsibility, but nonc of the claims has been verified .

63

France : Gunman fires six shots into crowded bar in Bayonne, killing one,
wounding three. Patrons of the bar pursued and captured the gunman , who is
believed to be an agent of the Anti - Terrorist Liberation Group (GAL). 6.3

30 March France: Basque journalist killed in St. Jean de Luz, The Anti -Terrorist
Liberation Group (GAL) is believed responsible.

63

31 March Spain: French car showroom damaged by bomb in San Sebastian. Basque
separatists, protesting attacks on their comrades in France, are suspected

63

Spain : French registered car burned , Renault and Peugeot showrooms attacked in
Bilbao. The Spanish Basque separatist group ETA claimed the attacks were in
retaliation for the 30 March killing by GAL of a Basquc journalist in St. Jean de
Luz, France.

63

Guatemala : Retired general and grandson assassinated in Guarenala City by
unknown assailants. Gen. Manuel Francisco Sosa Avila and members of his
family were ambushed as they werc driving in a residential section of the city.The
general was a brother - in - law of ex - President Josc Efrain RiosMonit.

63

West Bank : Israeli occupation official assassinated by unidentified assailant.
Zalman Abulnik , a local government official who resided in the Jewish settlement
of Hahadasha , was shot in the head with a 9 - mm pistol. The murder closely
resembles that of an IDF rcscrvist two months ago . The DFLP claimed

responsibility, although only after ncis of the murder was broadcast over the b3
radio .

1 April Italy : Bomb damages Syrian Arab Airlines office in Rome. Three persons were

injured slightly in the cxplosion . The bomb was left at the entrance to the closed
office . No group has claimed responsibility .

b3

Lebanon : Skyjacking ends quickly, quierly. A Lebanese passenger claiming to
have a pistol tried to commandeer an aircraft leaving Beirut bound for Jidda and
demanded moncy for the " Lebanesc National Resistance Movement . " He
surrendered to authorities when the plane made its scheduled landing in Jidda . He
admitted he mostly wanted publicity for the Lebanese guerrillas fighting the
Israclis in southern Lebanon .

b3
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2 April West Germany: Two RAF leaders received multiple life sentences. Christian Klarand Brigitte Mohnhaupt were convicted of involvement in the 1977 murders ofFederal Prosecutor Siegfried Buback , Dresdner Bank Chief Juergen Ponto, andEmployer's Association head Hanns- Martin Schleyer, along with six bodyguards,as well as the attempt in 1981 10 assassinate USAREUR Commanding Gen.Frederick Krocsen . 63

ble

63

3 April Spain : French car showroom in Pamplona damaged by bomb. No injuries werereported . The attack came in the wake of four days of protests against the 30March murder in France of a Spanish Basquc journalist. (U )

Northern Ireland : Remote -detonated car bomb kills policeman and civilian guardoutside main courthouse in Newry. Six other policemen and thrcc civilians werewounded . The Provisional IRA claimed credit . b3

4 April France: Bombs damage two buildings but cause no injuries in Bayonne. No oneclaimed responsibility b3

;
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A lasting tribute

Stars on the Wall

(b ) (3 ) ( C )

( b ) ( 3 ) ( c )
As part of its introduction to the CIA, Career Commission (FAC ) was tasked to develop plans
Trainee Class was split into syndicate groups to for a memorial. Using the Department of State's
research and write a short article on some aspect of memorial to its fallen employees as a model, the
the Agency. As new employees, one group was Agency developed the concept and selection crite
interested in the Memorial Wall and the people ria for the tribute .
that are represented by the stars. Who were they ?

How , where, and when did they die ? Who selected The HMAB submitted its proposal to DCI Colby
the honorees and how ? Why did so many employees in an 11 March 1974 memorandum . Director
know so little about who had come before them ? Colby approved the memorandum , as well as a list
This group set out to answer these and other of 31 employees who had died since the Agency's
questions, and this article is based on its findings.* founding in 1947. The wall in the main foyer of

the Original Headquarters Building, which faces
CIA has many ways to recognize and reward the statue of General William Donovan, was se
dedicated service , including intelligence medals lected as the site for the memorial. The inscription
and distinguished service awards. To honor those subsequently chiseled into the marble wall reads:
who have died in the line of duty, the Agency has
established memorials. The most visible is the In honor of those members of the Central
Memorial Wall in the main foyer of the Original Intelligence Agency who gave their lives in
Headquarters Building. Another is the " Air Amer the service of their country
ica " plaque , which honors CIA employees who

died in East and Southeast Asia. In lieu of the names of the deceased, which the

Department of State lists on its memorial, stars

were used to symbolize each honoree. A glass
Background encased "Book of Honor" also was placed beneath

these stars. The book contains either the names of
In February 1973 , the Honor and Merit Awards the deceased or a star representing a covert em
Board (HMAB) received a proposal to honor ployee . As cover restrictions ease , more names
Agency employees who died while serving in may be authorized for inclusion in the book. The
Southeast Asia . The following month , the HMAB Agency and US flags flank the stars .
broadened this concept by approving a memorial
dedicated to all Agency employees who lose their

lives on duty . The Director of Central Intelligence At a Glance
(DCI ) concurred, and the Agency's Fine Arts

By the Fall of 1991 , 23 additional stars had been
added to the wall, bringing the total number of
honorees to 54. Ninety - four percent of those me
morialzed are men . Women are represented by

( b ) ( 3 ) ( C )
three stars.

( b ) ( 3 ) ( n )
A
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tandem couple is also represented; both died in the
same incident. Unlike the Department of State ,
the CIA does honor contractors in thememorial.

( b ) ( 1 )

( b ) ( 3 ) ( c )

( b ) ( 3 ) ( n )

( b ) ( 1 )

William F. Buckley, Chief of Station in Beirut,w( b ) ( 3 ) (c)

kidnaped and died at the hands ofhis captors i1 ( b ) ( 3 ) ( n )
1985 .

Buckley's Agency affiliation was well publicized in
both the US and foreign press . Consequently,
cover restrictions regarding placement of his name
in the Book of Honor were lifted.

( b ) ( 1 )

( b ) ( 3 ) ( n )

The Directorate of Operations (DO ) has suffered

( b ) (3 ) ( c ) the largest number of fatalities, Because DO

employees work in a variety ofsituations around
the world , their personal sacrifices takemany
forms.

( b ) ( 1 )

( b ) ( 3 ) ( C)

(b )( 3 )(n )

Robert C.Ames, who died in the bombing of the
US Embassy in Beirut in 1983. Ames , a longtime
DO careerist, was on TDY in Beirut as Director of

Secret 16
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IN MEMORIAM
during the 1950s . Air Asia was originally orga
nized to service SAT; by the 1970s, it had

On a corner pillar overlooking the main court grown into the largest aircraft maintenance fa
yard of the Original Headquarters Building is a ' cility in East Asia .
memorial plaque dedicated to the pilots and

employees of Civil Air Transport (CAT), Air Air America was established after the Korean
America, Air Asia , and Southern Air Transport War and operated under US Government con
(SAT) who died in Asia between 1947 and tract. As the Vietnam conflict escalated, Air
1975. Friends and family of the deceased also America's role in Southeast Asia expanded .
have dedicated another plaque , in the McDer Bases were established in major cities and in
mott Library at the University of Texas at remote areas to support a variety of services,
Dallas, which lists them by name. including the training of local national

employees.
These employees died while flying food and

medicine into besieged areas, which often were Although the majority of employees during the
military targets. In several countries , flights also early years were former Flying Tigers, future
evacuated persons fleeing advancing commu employees were recruited from all branches of
nist armies. The dedication of the pilots flying the armed services, as well as from several
these hazardous missions was matched by their civilian sources. Over the years, each of these
highly skilled maintenance and ground crews. organizations had employees who were cap

tured , declared missing, or died while serving
CAT, the original organization, operated refu their country . The last US helicopter that left
gee and resupply flights from 1947 to 1950 in the roof of the US Embassy in Saigon on 29
support of Chiang Kai- shek's forces on the April 1975 was flown by an Air America pilot.
Chinese mainland . During the Korean War ,
when the US needed an air transport operation, On Memorial Day 1988 , DCI Webster dedicat
the CIA purchased CAT. SAT operated under ed the memorial to the men and women " who
US Government contract from Japan , provid died while serving the cause of freedom in
ing mostly administrative and “ R and R " Asia . ”

flights for military personnel in East Asia

the DI's Office of Near Eastern and South Asian

Analysis . Ames's alma mater , La Salle College,
dedicated a plaque in his memory , and it is on
permanent display in the Agency's Exhibit Rooms.

attributed to an intruder or a terrorist. The most

publicized case was the one involving Richard S.
Welch , Chief of Station in Athens. Just before
Christmas in 1975 , Welch was gunned down'in
front of his home by unknown assailants . Some
believe that the murder of Welch was facilitated by
the exposure of his Agency affiliation in Inside the

Company, a book by turncoat CIA officer Philip
Agee.

( b ) ( 1 )

( b ) ( 3 ) ( C )

( b ) ( 3 ) ( n )

Where and How

Even though the majority of honorzes have died

while carryingout a mission ,at lealb )(3)(Ceaths
have occurred in personal residences and were

( b ) ( 1 )

( b ) ( 3 ) ( c )

( b ) ( 3 )(n ).
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( b ) ( 1 )

( b ) ( 3 ) ( c )

( b ) ( 3 ) ( n )

that a memorial star be placed on the Wall . The

HMAB has to receive the nomination within five

years of the employee's death . Usually, however,

requests are received within a few months of the

death .

The Board

No fatalities represented on the Wall occurred in

what was once known as the Soviet Bloc .

The causes of death can be grouped into four

categories:

The HMAB is composed of seven members . Each

directorate, including the DCI's Staff is represent
ed . The Director of Personnel acts as the chair

man , and the Chief of Protocol is the secretary .

Board members are appointed by their respective
directorates for a one -year term , but most general

ly serve much longer. One Di representative re

mained a Board member for nearly 10 consecutive

years . The members are usually employees with

extensive operational experience, and they are part
of the Senior Intelligence Service.

• Accidents

• Deliberate violent acts , including executions ,
murders, and terrorist attacks

Military conflicts The Board normally meets once a month , when it

discusses nominations for intelligence medals and
Health placement of stars on the Memorial Wall . The only

nominations which the Board does not review are
After 1975 , the number ofmilitary deaths dropped those for the Intelligence Commendation Medal
off. Concurrently , fatalities due to accidents and and the Career Intelligence Medal, both of which
deliberate violent acts rapidly increased and re are under the purview of the directorates' deputy
placed military conflicts as the leading cause of directors. The Board reviews each submitted
death up to this day. nomination , and it either accepts or denies them

by majority vote . While the chairman votes only
( b ) ( 1 ) when a tie exists, the secretary never votes. Occa
( b ) (3 ) ( c) sionally, members are polled by telephone in re

( b ) ( 3 ) ( n ) sponse to a nomination request.

The Nomination Process

While nominations for the Memorial Wall usually

are made by memorandum from the deceased's

home office or directorate to the HMAB, medal
award nominations are made on Form 600

(edition date 1-90) . There is no limit to the num

ber of times either the Memorial Wall memoran
dum or Form 600 can be resubmitted to the

HMAB.

Any employee who believes that the service of a
fallen colleague deserves to be recognized with a

star can submit a request to the Awards Panel in

his or her Office. The request should clearly state
the circumstances surrounding the death . If the

panel concurs, the Office director sponsors the

nomination and submits it to the directorate's

Honor Board . With this Board's approval, the

respective deputy director writes a memorandum
to the DCI, submitted via the HMAB, requesting

Selection Criteria

The HMAB approves the nomination , if it meets
the following selection criteria stipulated in an

-Secret 18
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11 March 1974 HMAB memorandum to the DCI . HMAB has to inform the nominating directorate
The stated criteria are : of the reasons for the rejection. The directorate

has the right to resubmit the nominating memo
• Agency employees who lose their lives while randum , if it can satisfy the Board's stated
serving their country in the field of intelligence concerns .

would be eligible for consideration .

Since the Memorial's inception , the HMAB has
Employees may be either in a staff or contractual not had any problems interpreting the criteria,
relationship . with the exception of the one that requires that

circumstances of a death have to be of " inspira
• Death may occur either abroad or in the US; the tional or heroic character. ” The Board seems to
circumstances of death , however, have to be of accept the Department of State's interpretation of
an inspirational or heroic character. this particular criteria by not considering any

death which results from pestilence , disease , earth
• The death has to have occurred on or after 18 quakes , or automobile and airplane crashes of a

September 1947 , the founding date of the CIA . “ routine” nature . The current Board has agreed
not to change the selection criteria , and it will

Because of cover and security concerns, no star continue to discuss each nomination on a case -by
can be placed on the Wall within one year after the case basis .

death of the nominee. Upon approval, the Board
writes a memorandum to the DCI requesting his

concurrence. The DCI has never rejected a recom- A Reminder
mendation . The approved memorandum is then
forwarded to the Office of Protocol, which coordi Discussion of these facts and statistics about the

nates the addition of the new star and informs the Memorial Wall should never obscure the reality
FAC of the approval. The FAC determines the • that each star represents a lost parent, child ,
exact line and row on the Wall where the star will spouse, or friend. Frequently, recognition of the
be placed . One year later, the Commission hires a type of work they performed in support of our
contractor to cut the star into the Wall, and adds national goals cannot be made public. The Wall
either a name or star to the Book of Honor. thus is a constant reminder of those who have
Recently, it has cost $ 700 to add one honoree to made the ultimate sacrifice for their country and
the memorial. of the risks inherent in the profession of

intelligence.
If the Board rejects a nomination, the nominee

may receive another award posthumously . The This article is classified SEERET.
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( b ) (3 )
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This review is published biweekly by the Directorate of Intelligence. Appropriate

articles produced by other elements of the CIA as well as by other agencies of the

US Intelligence Community will be considered for publication. Comments and

queries are welcomeand may be directed to the Executive Editor ( b ) ( 3 )
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( b )( 3 )

(b ) ( 3 )
Terrorism Review

12 February 1987

(b )( 3 )
Focus Lebanon-The New Hostages

The arrest of a terrorist important to the radical Shia group Hizballah has

launched a new round of kidnapings in Lebanon. The terrorist, Muhammad

Hammadi— also one of the hijackers of TWA Flight 847— was arrested at

Frankfurt airport on 13 January, as he attempted to smuggle liquid explosives into

West Germany . Since then , gunmen have seized at least 12 foreigners in West

Beirut . We believe that most of the new hostages were taken by elements of the

Iranian -backed Hizballah, of which Hammadi is a member . A brother in
Lebanon, Abd al-Hadi Hammadi , probably instigated the kidnaping of two West

Germans , while other elements probably related to Hizballah have claimed

responsibility for the abduction of several other foreigners, including three

Americans . The new group of hostages also includes Terry Waite , the Anglican

Church envoy who has been trying ty negotiate the release of foreign hostages in
Lebanon since the fall of 1985 ) ( b )( 3 )

Who is Responsible ?

Within four days of Hammadi's arrest , terrorists had seized their first hostage , a
West German businessman named Rudolf Cordes. A second German , Alfred

Schmidt , was taken three days later . Schmidt , a technician , had been installing

equipment at Beirut University Hospital . On 24 January , Shia extremists

kidnaped four professors - among them three American citizens — from Beirut

University College . This brings to nine the number of American nationals now
held hostage in Lebanon . The fourth professor, an Indian national , has resident

alien status and carries a US passport . The terrorists apparently number him

among the Americans. ( b ) ( 3 )

( b ) ( 1 )

( b ) ( 3 )
We believe that the recent kidnapings were carried out by elements of Hizballah .

two of the Hammadi brothers masterminded the

recent operations in Lebanon with the help of several close associates . These men

are longtime associates of Imad Mughniyah , leader of the Hizballah cell that

controls US and other hostages in Lebanon . At least one of the Hammadis-Abd
al- Hadi-is a security chief for Hizballah and oversaw the retaliatory kidnapings

of the two Germans . Muhammad Hammadi was one of the hijackers of the TWA
flight in June 1985 and is responsible for the death of an American serviceman and
the detention of several dozen Americans . A third brother , Ali Abbas , was
arrested in West Germany on 26 January . He apparently confessed to successfully

smuggling liauid explosives into West Germany on the same flight as Muhammad .
( b ) ( 3 )
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Table 1

Western Hostages Currently Held in Lebanon a

Name/ Occupation Date / Place Claimant Group Status

US Hostages

William Buckley 16 March 1984 Islamic Jihad Presumed dead since June 1985
Diplomat

Terry Anderson 16 March 1985 Islamic Jihad Held by Hizballah
Journalist

Thomas Sutherland 10 June 1985 Islamic Jihad Held by Hizballah
Dean , American University
of Beirut

Frank Reed 9 September 1986 Claimed by Islamic Jihad , later Probably held by Hizballah
Adviser to Lebanese International denied; Organization of
School Revolutionary Justice

Joseph Cicippio 12 September 1986 Organization of Revolutionary Probably held by Hizballah
Deputy Comptroller , American Justice
University of Beirut

Edward Tracy 21 October 1986 Organization of Revolutionary
Itinerant writer Justice

Alan Steen 24 January 1987 Organization of the Oppressed Probably held by Hizballah
Professor, Beirut University on Earth

College

Robert Polhill 24 January 1987 Same Same
Professor, Beirut University
College

John ( Jesse ) Turner 24 January 1987 Same Same
Professor, Beirut University
College

Mithileshwar Singh 24 January 1987 Same Same
Chairman Business Studies ,
Beirut University College ;
Indian national who has
resident alien status

French Hostages

Marcel Carton 22 March 1985 Islamic Jihad , Khaybar Brigades Probably held by Hizballah
Diplomat West Beirut

Marcel Fontaine 22 March 1985 Islamic Jihad , Khaybar Brigades Probably held by Hizballah
Diplomat West Beirut

Jean Paul Kaufmann 22 May 1985 Islamic Jihad Probably held by Hizballah
Journalist West Beirut

Michel Seurat 22 May 1985 Islamic Jihad Reportedly killed 6 March 1986
Researcher West Beirut

Jean - Louis Normandin 8 March 1986 Organization of Revolutionary Probably held by Hizballah
Television Technician Justice

Roger Auque 13 January 1987 No claimant Hizballah suspected
Journalist

a We believe " Islamic Jihad " is a covername used by a cell of Islamic Holy War in Arabic . Other factions within Hizballah are
Hizballah , led by Imad Mughniyah , to claim credit for terrorist involved in terrorism and use covernames— such as Revolutionary
operations and to threaten attacks . Its claims are usually accompa Justice Organization or Organization of the Oppressed on Earth
nied by a photograph of a hostage for authentication . Other pro to mask their true identities and to provide plausible deniability to
Iranian factions outside Lebanon also use the term , which means Hizballah leaders and Iran

(b ) ( 3 )
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Table 1 (Continued)

Name/Occupation Date/ Place Claimant Group Status

17 January 1987 No claimant Held by Hizballah

German Hostages

Rudolf Cordes
Businessmen

Alfred Schmidt

Engineer

British Hostages
Alec Collett
Journalist

20 January 1987 No claimant Held by Hizballah

25 March 1985 Execution announced April 1986
by Revolutionary Organization of
Socialist Muslims (Abu Nidal ) ;
body never found .

Unknown17 April 1986 No claimant

20 January 1987 No claimant Disappeared from Beirut during his

effort to mediate hostage crisis

11 April 1985 No claimant Unknown

John McCarthy
Journalist

Terry Waite
Anglican Church envoy

Other Hostages

Brian Keenan
Irish teacher

Alberto Molinari
Italian businessman

Chae Do- sung
South Korean diplomat

Bakr Damanhuri
Saudi diplomat / businessman

Khalid Dib
Saudi businessman

No claimant Unknown11 September 1985
West Beirut

31 January 1986 Fighting Revolutionary Cells Unknown

12 January 1987 No claimant Unknown

26 January 1987 Partisans of Islamic Jihad Probable reason for abduction was
to dissuade Saudis from attending
Islamic Conference summit in
Kuwait

Taken from store26 January 1987 No claimantTwo English -speakers , possibly
Romanian

Two Lebanese Armenians 23 January 1987 No claimant Probably mistaken for West
Germans

( b )( 3 )
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Two groups have claimed responsibility for the kidnapings at Beirut University

College . Shortly after the abductions, a caller claiming to speak for the

Organization for the Oppressed on Earth said it had the hostages, and threatened

to kill one if Hammadi is not released, and the US continues to support Iraq in its

war with Iran . We believe this is another covername for elements of Hizballah ; the

name has been used since late 1985 , mostly in connection with the kidnaping and

murder of several Lebanese Jews . As recently as last month , the group claimed it

executed more of these Jewish hostages. ( b ) ( 3 )

A second group — the " Islamic Jihad for the Liberation of Palestine" (IJLP

claimed in late January that it had kidnaped the Americans . Just as with the more

familiar Islamic Jihad ccrname, communiques have been accompanied by

photographs of the hostí s for authentication . The IJLP said it would murder all

four hostages within a week if 400 Palestinian prisoners — many of them Shia

Muslims—held in Israeli jails were not released and Muhammad Hammadi was
not freed. It also threatened to kill the hostages if the United States tried to

intervene militarily in Lebanon . Little is known about the group, which claims to

be composed of Muslim Palestinian youths , but a group using a similar name — the

Islamic Front for the Liberation of Palestine - claimed responsibilty for the

grenade attack at the Wailing Wall in Jerusalem last October. ( b ) ( 3 )

We believe that these organizations are covernames for Mughniyah's apparatus or

other closely related elements of Hizballah . The sophistication of the recent

abductions suggests that the terrorists are organized and have good intelligence on

the movements of foreigners into and around Beirut, as well as on international

flights. The professors abducted from Beirut University College believed that the

terrorists were a security force sent to protect them . Rudolf Cordes , the first

German taken captive, was picked up just after arriving at Beirutairport.The

second German hostage , Alfred Schmidt , was seized at his hotel .
( b ) ( 3 )

Where is Terry Waite ?

We believe Terry Waite is now being detained by the Hizballah elements holding

the US hostages . The Anglican envoy has not been seen since 20 January , when he

left his hotel and Druze militia protection . Rumors circulated in Beirut that he had

gone to the Bekaa Valley or to southern Beirut to negotiate with elements of
Hizballah for the release of Terry Anderson and Thomas Sutherland . Claiming it

had reassurances from the Druze and other sources in Lebanon , the Anglican

Church continued through the end of January to hold out hope for Waite's
mission . In early February a senior Druze official told the US Embassy in Beirut

that Waite had joined other hostages being held by Mughniyah (b ) ( 3 )
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We believe Terry Waite has become a victim of his own initiatives . He evidently
believed his peaceful mission and role as a mediator would protect him , but these

Hizballah leaders were undeterred by Islamic hospitality . Those who decided to

detain him probably believe they can pressure the British Government to press
their demands , particularly Hizballah's unwavering goal of the release of 17 Dawa

Party terrorists held in Kuwait , who were convicted in the bombings of the US and
French Embassies and Kuwaiti installations in 1983.

( b ) ( 3 ).

Other Hostages

It is unlikely that all the recent hostage takings are related to the arrest of
Muhammad Hammadi . Two Saudis abducted in mid- January, for instance,

probably were seized as part of Iran's attempt to dissuade the Saudis from

attending the Islamic Conference summit in Kuwait . A French journalist , Roger

Auque, also was seized in January as he covered Terry Waite's mission , but no

claims have been made yet on his behalf. At least two and possibly four blond
English- or German - speaking males were kidnaped while they were shopping in

West Beirut in late January . Various press accounts describe them as Armenians ,
East Europeans, or Scandinavians. They probably were mistaken for German or

American nationals, but they have not been released , and no organization has

taken credit for their abductions. ( b ) ( 3 )

1

Outlook

In our judgment , prospects for the early release of these hostages-including Terry
Waite — are not good . We are almost certain that the captors represent Shia
extremist elements . Some of the recent operations could have been financially

motivated , done by freelance terrorists who honed to ransom Westerners to the
highest bidders. ( b ) (3)

Regardless of who initially seized them , we believe decisions on the fate of the

hostages will be made by Hizballah's leaders , probably with some reference to

Iran . Tehran apparently was not involved in the recent abductions, but probably
has been in contact with Hizballah leaders and could play an intermediary role .
Despite Iran's considerable support to Hizballah and shared ideological objectives,
however, Tehran does not control the hostage holders. ( b )( 3 )

Syrian or Lebanese pressure to release them is unlikely to sway Hizballah .

Damascus currently has only marginal influence with Hizballah , and President
Assad has been unwilling to confront Hizballah directly. In our view, the growth of

the organization and the number of hostages it is hiding in crowded West Beirut

have outstripped Assad's ability to intervene forcibly. Walid Junblatt's Druze
militia was responsible for Waite's safety, and Junblatt probably feels his offer to
trade places with Waite and to fight Hizballah will help salvage his credibility .
Nevertheless , Druze threats are even less likely to force Hizballah to release the
Anglican envoy

( b ) ( 3 )
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Hizballah probably will make further demands before agreeing to release Waite or

the others , but we believe the basic objective remains the release of the Dawa

Party prisoners in Kuwait . One of the terrorists under death sentence there is the

brother - in - law of Imad Mugniyah . The release of the Hammadi brothers— at

minimum preventing the extradition of Muhammad Hammadi to the United

States — also is an important objective, because the Hammadis are so closely tied

to Hizballah . Other statements may press for guarantees that the United States ,

the United Kingdom , France , or Israel will refrain from military retaliation in

Lebanon , and perhaps even demand compensation in weapons and money
( b ) ( 3 )

(b ) ( 3 )
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( b )( 3 )

Highlights

Significant Developments

Western Europe

Italy Suspected Hizballah Terrorist Arrested in Milan

Italian customs police arrested a Lebanese national , Bashir Khudr, on 12 January

at Milan airport after they discovered explosives and detonators concealed in his

luggage. Nearly 11 kilograms (kg) of explosives were hidden in two bas- relief

paintings and various sizes of tinfoil -wrapped chocolate Easter eggs . The

detonators were hidden inside batteries placed in a portable radio . Airport security

guards had stopped Khudr as part of standing instruction:(b )(3) ạen closely all

(b)( 1 ) arrivals with passports from Arab countries.

(b )( 3 )

Khudr is believed to be a

member ofHizballah, and Italian authorities suspect that the explosives were to be

used against Israeli targets in Rome . Initially, questions were raised about Khudr's

possible association with Fatah's Colonel Hawari . Moroccan authorities arrested

four Hawari operatives last August after they discovered that two of them were

carrying pottery objects composed of explosive materials. Subsequent technical

evidence indicates there is little similarity between the(b )( 3) Khudr carried and
those carried by Hawari operatives.

There is no evidence at this time to link Khudr to Mohammad Hammadi , the

suspected Hizballah member arrested on 13 January in Frankfurt while he was

attempting to smuggle weapons into West Germany . Khudr has been linked ,

however , to the “ Ladispoli Seven , ” -seven Lebanese Shia arrested in Italy in

November 1984. believed to be planning an attack against the US Embassy in
Rome (b ) ( 3 )

Portugal Members of Anti -ETA Vigilante Group Arrested

Four Portuguese members of the Antiterrorist Liberation Group (GAL ) -the first

time that Portuguese nationals have been known to be involved with this group

were arrested in Lisbon on 4 January . GAL terrorizes members of the Basque

Fatherland and Liberty separatist group (ETA) . Portuguese authorities also

arrested Jean -Philippe Labade, the suspected leader of GAL, who - along with the
four Portuguese - is believed to have attacked and wounded six ETA supporters in

two separate actions in the French Basque region in February 1986. French

authorities reportedly arrested Labade in 1984 for killing ETA leader Tomas

Perez Revilla , but he was released on a technicality.
(b ) ( 3 ).
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There are almost certainly other Portuguese members of the group , and

Portuguese authorities will continue trying to identify them. Portugese

involvement is more likely to be financially, rather than politically, motivated : we

believe GAL members are sometimes paid for their attacks on ETA . According to

rumors widely circulated in the Spanish press, GAL members may be paid

indirectly by the Spanish Government .
( b ) ( 3 ).

Spain Nine Members of ETA Unit Arrested

The violent “ Madrid Commando " unit of the Basque Fatherland and Liberty

separatist group (ETA) suffered a major setback when Spanish police , acting in

cooperation with French security services, arrested nine members on 16 and 17

January . According to the press, those arrested are linked to nine major attacks in

the past 18 months that resulted in 26 deaths , including those of 17 civil guards

and two military officials. At the time of arrest, the group reportedly was planning

a major attack on a French-built shopping center . The arrests led to the discovery

in El Escorial, north ofMadrid,of(b )(3jafehouses containing weapons and plans
for future operations.

( b ) ( 1 )

( b ) (3 )

( b ) ( 1 )

( b ) ( 3 )

the commando unit is divided

into three groups: gunmen residing in southern France who cross the border to

stage attacks ; information units that select and plan attacks and escapes; and

infrastructure units permanently located in Madrid that set up the resources
needed . the damage to the infrastructure and

manpower of the group will impair its operational capabilities for at least the near

future, but that the group could be ready to resume activities within several weeks

of the arrests. (b ) ( 3 )

Although the roundup is hailed by Spanish police and the press as a major

counterterrorist success , we believe that those captured are rank -and - file

members , not leaders . The group has long been known to rebound from setbacks ,

and five members were able to escape arrest . Retaliatory attacks are likely to be

made after the unit regroups . A major car bomb attack on 30 January-killing

two persons and injuring 37 others , including 22 Army officers - probably was an

attempt to show strength in another region . ( b ) ( 3 )

Middle East

Israel Tourism and Terrorism

Major terrorist attacks in Europe and the Middle East in the last year and a half

have left searing marks on Israel's tourism industry . The hijacking of a TWA

airliner in June 1985 , the seizing of the Italian cruise ship Achille Lauro in

October 1985 , the attacks on airports in Rome and Vienna in December 1985 , the

attack on an Istanbul synagogue in September 1986 , and the grenade attack in

mid -October 1986 near the Western (Wailing ) Wall in Jerusalem-an especially

popular area for tourists - each generated a flurry of telexes from US travel

agencies to Israeli hotels and tour offices canceling scheduled visits ( b ) (3)
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During and immediately following major terrorist incidents , Israeli tour operators
typically estimate a cancellation rate as high as 70 percent. Hotel industry officials
expected the overall decline in visitors to reach 30 percent by the end of 1986,
mainly because of reduced US tourist arrivals . The number of American tourists
visiting Israel dropped by 47 percent in the first eight months of 1986 — the latest

available figures — compared with the same period in 1985 . (b )( 3 )

Cruise ship tourism appears to have been particularly hard hit by the Achille

Lauro hijacking. During the first eight months of 1986 , total cruise ship arrivals

were down over 48 percent from the same period in 1985. The most severe dropa
64 -percent decline in the first quarter of 1986 as compared with the same period in
1985 — wa

ab)(3) number of American tourists coming to Israel via cruise ships.

( b ) ( 1 )

( b ) (3 )

Kuwait

( b ) ( 1)

(b ) (3 )Shia Terrorists Arrested for Oil Installations Bombings

Kuwaiti authorities arrested 11 suspects on 19 January for the bombings of oil
installations in June 1986 and January 1987.

the suspects were in possession of arms and explosives . The
arms caches included Israeli, US, and Soviet arms , silencers, handgrenades,
dynamite sticks , machineguns , ammunition , and timing devices for bombs . Five

more suspects are still being sought . Virtually all the suspects are Kuwaiti Shia ,
some from the country's most prominent families and with ethnic ties to Iran .( b ) ( 3 )

..

Kuwaiti officials have long suspected that local terrorists , backed by Iran , were
responsible for the five explosions that seriously damaged oil facilities in June 1986
and for the series of smaller blasts timed to disrupt the Islamic Summit conference
held in Kuwait in late January . According to the Embassy, Kuwaiti authorities
broke the terrorist ring shortly before the summit started but withheld news of the
arrests and the arms caches until the foreign delegations and journalists had left
the country. The Embassy also says there are unconfirmed reports that several
police were wounded in a shootout with the terrorists . ( b ) ( 3)
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Libya New Antidissident Terrorist Campaign ?

Libya may be preparing to launch another of its periodic antidissident campaigns .

Two gunmen murdered a 37 -year-old Libyan businessman carrying a false

Kuwaiti passport as he dined in an Athens restaurant on 7 January . A friend of the

victim escaped unharmed . The killing was the first murder of a Libyan opponent

of the Qadhafi segime since a Libyan industrialist was murdered in France last

June. (b )( 3 )

( b ) ( 1 )

( b ) ( 3 )

Latin America

El Salvador Guerrillas Kidnap Three Mayors

Leftist guerrillas of the Farabundo Marti National Liberation Front (FMLN)

kidnaped three mayors in various parts of El Salvador in early January . The

abductions were part of the guerrillas' announced subversive campaign known as

“Heroic January : Farabundo Marti Lives.” These kidnapings may have been an

attempt to intimidate local mayors, and the group may try more such kidnapings .

The FMLN abducted 27 smalltown officials in a similar campaign in 1985 , ( b ) ( 3 )

Colombia

ar ( b ) ( 1 )

New Terrorist Organization

An armed clandestine wing of " Causa Caribe " -a nonviolent legal organization ,

reportedly has come to light . The group is said to have conducted kidnapings,

robberies , and other terrorist and criminal acts in the northern coast cities of Sar,
Marta and Barranquilla .

( b ) ( 3 )

It is possible this group may have conducted a bus bombing in

Barranquilla on 13 January that killed 13 persons. The M - 19 — the obvious

suspects - claim not to have been involved . We believe the majority of Causa

Caribe members have come from the Camilo Torres organization, a small , leftist

youth group that is active in many parts of Colombia . It previously has not been
associated with terrorist attacks.

(b )( 3)
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Alfaro Vive, Carajo !:

A Current Assessment ( b )( 3 )

The Ecuadorean Government has scored impressive

gains against the Alfaro Vive , Carajo ! (AVC) terrorist

group over the course of 1986. Making use of foreign

counterterrorist training and apparently applying

good police tactics, the security forces have been able

to penetrate and undermine the terrorist organization .

Sensing that the AVC may be in disarray following

the losses of several key leaders , we believe President

Febres- Cordero — particularly in the wake of the

recent coup attempt— will drive ahead with his

counterterrorist program . Febres-Cordero will press

the advantage to prevent the terrorists from recouping

their losses and resurfacing as a major challenge

during his remaining two years in office.

Nevertheless , if the government falters in its

commitment , the AVC could gain the necessary
respite to reorganize and stage operations, although

probably only at a low level ( b )( 3 )

( b ) ( 3)Figure 1. M - 19 leader Carlos Pizarro Leon
Gomez (bearded, on right) with AVCmembers.

( b ) ( 1 )

( b ) ( 3 )

( b ) ( 1 )

( b ) ( 3 )
( b ) ( 1 )

( b ) (3 )

Origins of the Group

Information concerning the origins of the AVC is

sketchy and at times conflicting. The group may have
been formed as early as 1980 , although it first

surfaced publicly in 1983 when it stole the sword of

Eloy Alfaro, a turn -of- the - century revolutionary

leader, from a Quito museum .

the group's

first activities in the early 1980s were their efforts in

the Oriente region of Ecuador to propagandize
farmers and establish peasant organizations .

f (b )( 3 )

The " independents

group, under Jarrin , adopted the name of Floo Alfaro

and went underground as AVC . ° (b )( 3)

The group was created when dissension in the early
1980s broke the radical leftist political organization

known as the Ecuadorean Revolutionary Leftist

Movement (MIR ) into three factions. Two of the

splinters remained within the mainline MIR

framework ; the third broke away entirely . The

Political - Military Organization (OPM) was formed

from this group , and consolidated under the direct

influence of the late Colombian M - 19 leader Jaime

Bateman. (b ) (1 )

(b ) ( 3 )

Links to the M- 19

Colombia's 19th of April Movement ( M - 19 ) has

played a significant role in the life of the AVC ,

although the M - 19's view that AVC is a branch of the

M - 19 is exaggerated . Nevertheless , the two groups
share a nationalist ideology , and have continued , since
the AVC's creation , a formal relationship that

extends to operational support and military training .

( b ) ( 1 )

( b ) ( 3 )
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Rosa Mireya CARDENAS Hernandez
M- 19 members also have backed AVC terrorists in

important operations . For example, eight M - 19

members and two AVC terrorists apparently worked

together to kidnap a prominent Guayaquil banker in

August 1985.

Member of the AVC

Central Command(b)( 1 )

(b ) ( 3 )

The operation was

aborted, however , when security forces stormed the

hideout, killing the bankensbeveral terrorists.

(b)(3)*veral
terrorists.

( b ) ( 1 )

( b ) ( 3 )

In return for such assistance , the AVC sent some 30

members to fight alongside the M- 19 in the " America

Battalion ” — a multinational rural guerrilla

organization operating in southern Colombia . This

demonstration of solidarity , however , ultimately led to

strains , because the AVC wishes to recall itsmembers Rosa Cardenas Hernandez, 27 , is one of the founding
to beef up its depleted ranks. (b) ( 1 ) members of the Alfaro Vive, Carajo ! ( AVC ) group.

(b)(3) She was arrested in Costa Rica in August 1984 while

trying to return to Ecuador from Nicaragua and

Panama. She is currently residing in Managua and

directs the AVC's external front organization from

Other Foreign Ties there. She is known to have participated in bank
individual AVC robberies and is suspected of having acted behind the

members also have received guerrilla training in El scenes in other AVC operations. Following the deaths

Salvador , Libya , and Nicaragua . The AVC reportedly of several leaders, Cardenas is a possible contender

sent several members to El Salvador for training for AVC chief. Certainly she will have considerable

because of a guarantee that they would participate in influence on the selecting of a new AVC chief.

live - fire situations . In Nicaragua , small groups of
*(b )(3 )

AVC members reportedly have patrolled with

Sandinista Army units searching for (b )( 3 )guaninsurgents promises of assistance from the Vietnamese , Syrian ,
and Cuban Embassies, as well as PLO representatives

Libya also has trained AVC members . Between in Managua :

October 1983 and January 1984, approximately 20 • Cuba has pledged intelligence and security training ,
AVC members accompanied an M- 19 group to Libya as well as assistance in building guerrilla hospitals

and received guerrilla training atcamp(b )(1)Tripoli.
in rural areas .

Vietnam will provide training in jungle warfare and
( b ) ( 3 ) mountain camouflage.

Syria reportedly will give the AVC an unspecified

amount of money and arms .

The AVC reportedly has a specialized unit that The PLO allegedly offered arms and training in

establishes and maintains contacts with international exchange for the " detection of Jews living in

terrorist groups and foreign governments. As of May America," and propaganda support of the PLO .

1986 , Rosa Mireya Cardenas , an AVC member living

in Managua , was in charge of this external front (see

inset) . She reportedly had contacted and received
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( b )( 3 )

Figure 2. AVC propagandamaterial.

( b ) ( 1 )

( b ) ( 3 )
Nevertheless , the group seems

interested in broadening its foreign contacts,

( b ) ( 1 )

( b ) ( 3 )

The AVC and the Left

During its early period, when the group was

registering successes , the AVC developed an

ambitious revolutionary program that included

leading a united left against President Febres

Cordero , while carrying out even more daring

terrorist operations. The AVC reportedly believed

that the conservative government in Ecuador made

for idealconditions in which to forge such a front.
( b )(3 )

Government Successes

Government security forces have combined

penetrations with good use of intelligence to exploit
AVC weaknesses and deal the terrorist group decisive

blows . Over the past year , Ecuador's security forces

have raided numerous safehouses and captured or

killed dozens of terrorists - including several of the

group's top leaders . Quito also has begun to work with

Bogota to crack down on the M - 19. ( b )( 3 )

President Febres- Cordero has reorganized the

security forces - initially inexperienced and lacking in

resources— and consolidated counterterrorism

responsibility under the direction of Government

Minister Robles. He secured training and assistance

The legal Ecuadorean left has consistently rejected

the AVC's call to form a united front, thus isolating

the terrorist group, and thwarting its more grandiose
ambitions . Most of the leftist parties fear that

association with the group's illegal terrorist activity

will lead to government reprisals and alienate such

electoral backing as they have received .
( b ) ( 3 )
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Figure 3. AVC weapons taken from safehouse in Quito . (b )(3 )

for the security forces from the United States and group will divide over the issue of continued militancy

other governments and encouraged them to focus on versus a more clearly defined political agenda . Some

good police practices. Most important, Febres elements of the AVC then might attempt to integrate

Cordero fully supports his counterterrorist forces and into one or more of the established radical leftisti..

has shown the political will to back them against parties, leaving the remaining AVC militants perf(b )(3 )
attacks from opposition political parties . His more violent than before .

aggressive approach has occasionally resulted in

abuses, but it has also improved the confidence and Despite the group's overall decline, somemembers are

overall effectiveness of the security service (b )(3 ) still active and , according to press accounts , staged

brief takeovers of a radio station in December.

Outlook Incidents of this kind signal that the group can still
We believe the AVC will find it difficult to recover mount limited operations, and may be able to stage a

from its current state of disarray . The government has limited comeback if the government fails to press its

demonstrated the political will to press its advantage hard-won gains .

and to prevent the group from surfacing as a major (b )( 3 )

threat in the near future. The killings of several key :

AVC leaders over the past year have not only
demoralized the groupbut have also provoked a

leadership crisis . These blows have destroyed the

AVC as a national organization , and reduced it to
groups of isolated cells working haphazardly . In fact,

some members of the group have called for a national

dialogue with the government to be mediated by the

church . We believe that , like its forerunners, the
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Overview of Asian Terrorism

in 1986 (b )( 3)

International terrorism - generally not a major one American , the hijackers threatened to kill a

problem in Asia-heated up in 1986 as the number of passenger every 10 minutes unless they were provided
international incidents jumped 50 percent over 1985 . a flightcrew and were flown to Cyprus . The deadlines
We recorded some 66 incidents in the region last year passed without incident, but when the aircraft lighting
as compared with 41 in 1985—still far below the failed , the terrorists opened fire on the passengers.
hundreds of incidents that occurred in the Middle The four gunmen , along with a fifth conspirator
East and Latin America . Much of the terrorism in arrested later in Islamabad , were taken into Pakistani
Asia is domestic rather than international ( b )( 3) custody. They have given varying accounts of their

origins and goals . Several groups claimed
Pakistan accounted for most of the increase in responsibility for the hijacking, although we believe
international terrorism last year : there were twice as the Abu Nidal Group was responsible ,and Libya
many incidents last year as there were in 1985. We

probably knew of and provided logistic ( b ) ( 3 ) t to thebelieve Afghan and Soviet agents terrorizing civilian operation .

targets in the North-West Frontier Province accounts

for the bulk of the increase in Pakistan . Palestinian Another incident that involved Libya occurred when a

terrorists stormed a Pan Am airliner in Karachi last bomb exploded at the Pakistan - Libyan Holding
September, killing 22 persons and injuring as many as Company in Karachi last March . The company was
100 others . Most Asian countries did not reflect any founded as a joint venture, allegedly to invest in
real increase in international attacks during the year, small- and medium -sized companies. An unidentified
and Sikh extremists overseas—who downed an Air man reportedly planted a briefcase that exploded in

India 747 jet and killed over 300 P(b)(3), 1985–
the company's reception area . One person was killed

were relatively quiet during 1986 . and several others injured in the ensuing fire, which

destroyed most of the first and second floors of the
Pakistan: Karachi Heats Up building . When Pakistani authorities detained a

Terrorist attacks sponsored by the Soviet Union and Libyan executive of the company , he admitted to
Afghanistan in the Pakistani-Afghan border area being a Libyan intelligence agent and said he bombed
accounted for the marked increase in Pakistani the company to prevent its financial records from
terrorism during 1986. These agents—usually falling into the hands of the local authorities . The
KHAD , the Afghan secret police — conducted a Pakistani Government suspected that the Libyan was
terrorist bombing campaign in the North -West

involved in a plot to undermine F(b )(3)ıtZia andFrontier Province and Baluchistan to erode Pakistani expelled him

support for Afghan insurgents , and to sow dissension

between Afghan refugees and Pakistani civilians in Also in Karachi , a series of four bombs exploded in a
the area . These attacks were usually bombings and 15 -minute period during last July at four separate
generally targeted bridges, railways , power locations , killing a local security guard and wounding
transmission lines , shops , restaurants , and hospitals. two other persons . The targets included the cargo
We expect such bombings to continue in 1987 . office of Pan American Airlines and three offices of

Saudia Airlines . Although no group has claimed
The most daring and brutal terrorist attack in Asia credit for the blasts , the police suspect Iranian
last year occurred in September, when four armed

Palestinian gunmen stormed a Pan Am aircraft in
Karachi . The attack eventually left 22 persons dead

and nearly 100 others wounded . After initially killing

( b ) ( 3 )
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involvement . Iranians previously had been involved in

antigovernment and anti -US terrorist attacks in

Pakistan . In the summer of 1985 , Iranian officials

were believed to have been responsible for an attack

on the American Center in Lahore , the placement of a

bomb outside the Pan Am office in Karachi , and

antigovernment Shia demonstrations in Quetta ,

Baluchistan , that lefnilaist 60 persons dead .

sidewalks , and a building near the Canadian

Embassy . Even though there were no casualties or

damage, the incident was embarrassing to the

Nakasone government, which had laid on

unprecedented security for the conference. We believe

Chukaku-ha realized that the attack would be

unsuccessful but went ahead to embarrass the

Nakasone government. The i(b )( 3) received
worldwide attention .(b)(3)st 60 personsdead.

The Pakistani terrorist group Al-Zulfikar, which In addition to attempts to disrupt the summit , radical

raised concerns in 1983 and 1984 because it targeted leftist groups continued their campaign against

Americans and other Westerners , was inactive for a Narita airport, the railway system , and Japanese

second year . It apparently never recovered from its Government buildings throughout the year . Attacks

attempt in July 1984 to seize foreign hostages in
caused dis (b )(3),minor damage, and few injuries.

Vienna - during which nine operatives were taken

into Austrian custody — and the death a year later of

one of its top leaders in France . Islamabad is still Resurgence of the JRA?

concerned about the ability of Al-Zulfikar to threaten An incident in Jakarta after the Tokyo Economic

the lives of Pakistani political leaders, but apparently Summit led to speculation that the Japanese Red

does not currently regard it as a serious tl ( b ) ( 3 )
Army (JRA) might be active again . Two homemade

projectiles were fired at the US and Japanese

Domestic Terrorism in Japan Embassies in Jakarta but both failed to explode . An

Radical leftist groups in Japan, particularly the hour later , a car bomb exploded in the parking lot of

Chukaku-ha , caused most of the terrorism that the Canadian Embassy and destroyed at least six cars .

occurred in 1986. They mounted several operations in the previously unknown "Anti-Imperialist

opposition to the Tokyo Economic Summit , held last International Brigade" claimed responsiblity for the

May— three in March before the summit and one attacks in retaliation for the antiterrorism declaration

during the May summit . All of the attacks were of the Tokyo Economic Summit. ( b ) ( 1 )
designed to obtain maximum publicity and embarrass (b ) ( 3 )
the government . On 25 March , Senki Ara-ha (Battle

Flag ARA Faction ) fired homemade incendiary

rockets from a parked car onto the grounds of the US

Embassy in Tokyo and the Japanese Imperial Palace. The JRA made no claim concerning the incident ,

Three days later the Chukaku - ha (Nucleus Faction ) although it had previously claimed credit for the

fired three incendiary rockets from a van at an Osaka attacks it carried out in the 1970s. Japanese
police headquarters. On 31 March the radical authorities believe that Shirosaki may have acted

Hazama-ha faction launched three rockets from a independently, or that he may be part of a faction that

parked truck onto the grounds of the State Guest broke away from the JRA in February . If the JRA

House, where summit meetings were to be held. was involved in this incident , it would be the group's

first act of terrorism since September 1977 , when the

As with most such attacks , there were no casualties group hijacked a Japan Airlines jetliner in Bombay

and little damage in any of these incidents . The only and landed in Dhaka, Bangladesh . In that incident the

attack that took place during the Tokyo summit hijackers demanded the release of six persons
occurred on 4 May when Chukaku -ha fired five

homemade rockets at the State Guest House where

heads of foreign governments were arriving . All of the

rockets missed their target and struck the street,

( b ) ( 3 )
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group most likely were resp (b)(3)for both terrorist

incarcerated in Japanese prisons in exchange for the A few days later a bomb exploded in the Central

passengers . Shirosal,
sak(b)(3) ne ofthe six released. Telegraph Office in downtown Colombo, killing at

least 11 persons and wounding some 100 others .

Police sources believe the bomb consisted of 10

Antigovernment Activity in the Philippines pounds of gelignite , which exploded near a crowded
Insurgents in the Philippines continued to engage in public area inside the building , causing parts of two
terrorism to embarrass the Aquino government and floors to collapse into the employees' canteen in the

win support for their causes . Communist rebels basement . The Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam
expanded their control over the countryside during the (LTTE )— the most powerful and hardline insurgent
year . The New People's Army (NPA ) of the

Communist Party of the Philippines regularly attacks.

attacked government targets , conducted

assassinations and kidnapings, and extorted funds These bombings occurred just after an Indian
during 1986. The NPA generally avoided attacks Government delegation had arrived in Colombo to
against US and other foreign facilities, but in March explore ways of restarting stalled talks on Tamil

NPA guerrillas in Kalinga-Apayo Province held nine grievances. We believe the attacks were intended to
US servicemen for more than 24 hours . The embarrass the government, provoke violence in the
Americans, who accidentally entered NPA territory, capital , and torpedo the Indian - brokered peace talks
were interrogated and then released unharmed . In the between the Sri Lankan Government and the Tamil
coming year the ability to contain the threat from the insurgents . Major Tamil groups in the future

left will depend on President Aquino's development of probably will continue their attacks against Sinhalese

a coherent counterinsurgency program and herihilitu civilians , economic installations , and may target
to deal with the senior military command (b )( 3 ) foreign installations or individuals to foment

at

The Muslim insurgency heated up slightly in 1986; autonomy
most attacks were conducted against traditional

police, army , and local political targets. In June and India's Sikh Cauldron Still Boiling

July the Moro National Liberation Front— the largest Sikh militants proved throughout the year that they
faction in the insurgency--kidnaped an American intend to pursue terrorism to press their case for an

missionary , a Filipino-American child , 10 Filipino independent state . Militants continued to target

nuns , and a Swiss businessman and his local female Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi , other Sikh moderates,
companion . Ransom was paid in Sooral cases and all Hindus , and government security forces. When

(b )( 3) "were released unharmed . approximately 600 Sikh extremists occupied the

Golden Temple in Amritsar early in the year , the
The Tamils in Sri Lanka Punjab state government successfully assaulted the

Two spectacular attacks during 1986 represented a Temple and drove them out . Extremists staged a
new level of violence for Sri Lanka . In early May a machinegun attack in a crowded market in May as
bomb blew the tail off an Air Lanka passenger jet well as two vicious bus hijackings in July and

preparing to take off from Colombo for the Maldives November that ended with the murders of all the
killing 16 persons and injuring 41 others . In our Hindu passengers . In October a Sikh gunman tried to
judgment the bomb exploded prematurely. It assassinate Prime Minister Gandhi during his visit to
probably was intended to go off shortly after takeoff, the grave of Mahatma Gandhi . Six persons, including
while the plane was over Sri Lankan territory , in two members of the Prime Minister's party were
order to cause maximum casualties . If the plane had slightly wounded , but Gandhi was unscathed .

been airborne when the bomb went off as many as ( b ) (3 )
150 persons could have been killed.(b)( 3)"
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(b) (3)

The extensive overseas Sikh network was responsible In Australia a rare terrorist incident occurred in

for several spectacular terrorist attacks or plots in December . A car bomb exploded under the Turkish

1985— the downing of an Air India airliner off the Consulate building in Melbourne , killing one person

Irish coast, the bomb explosion at Narita airport , and and injuring another . The entire floor housing the

the arrest of American Sikhs for conspiring to kill Consulate was completely destroyed . A previously

Rajiv Gandhi . During 1986 there were no significant unknown group, the “Greek - Bulgarian -Armenian

terrorist attacks inside India by Sikh expatriates. We Front, " claimed responsibility for the attack . The

believe Sikh militants will continue to rely on suspects may be connected with a rightwing

violence, and may turn to increasingly spectacular Armenian terrorist group . This group assassinated the

acts such as mass killings of Hindus, assassinations of Turkish Consul General in Sydney in 1980, but has

senior Indian officials, and attacks on Indian civil been inactive since 1985 .

aviation . (b ) ( 3 )

(b ) ( 3 )

Terrorism Elsewhere in Asia and the Pacific

Isolated acts of international terrorism worthy of

mention occurred in other areas of Asia and the

Pacific last year . Two terrorist attacks occurred in

Thailand in April , an attack at South Korea's Kimpo

Airport left five persons dead last September, and a

car bomb exploded at the Turkish Consulate in ( b ) (3 )

Melbourne, Australia , in December.

In Thailand , a time bomb filled with nails exploded

near the entrance of the Erawan Hotel in Bangkok

shortly before Secretary of Defense Caspar

Weinberger was to attend a banquet . One Thai was

killed and two others wounded . There was no claim of

responsibility. A few weeks later a bomb exploded

inside the compound of the US Consulate in

Songkhla . The bomb was thrown from a passing car

and caused minor property damage and no casualties .

Thai authorities believe the attack was carried out by

members of the Pattani United Liberation

Organization (PULO), a group long -funded by Libya ,

but only sporadically (b )(3)in the last 10 years .

In Korea , on the eve of the Asian Games , a bomb

exploded in a trash can near a crowded arrival

terminal at Kimpo Airport , killing five persons and

injuring 29. An anomyous caller told police that

radical South Korean students were responsible for

the incident . Seoul has claimed the explosion was a
North Korean - engineered attempt to disrupt the

Asian Games, but South Korean investigators have

been unable to turn up evidence that North Korea was

behind the bombing ( b ) ( 3 )
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Emerging Terrorist Threat to
Scandinavia ( b ) (3 )

(b ) ( 1)
The Scandinavian countries— Norway , Finland ,

(b ) ( 3 )Sweden , and Denmark-have been relatively free of

terrorist activity, compared with Central Europe, and
likely will remain so for the near future. However,

recent trends in terrorist operations suggest that, in Other groups have ties to Scandinavia as well .

the longer term, Scandinavia could well face a Norwegian radical leftist groups may have links to the
significantly increased threat from terrorists. We Irish Republican Army . Members of the Armenian

expect the threat will vary among the countries , with Secret Army for the Liberation of Armenia (ASALA)
Sweden and Denmark the most likely to experience reside in Denmark, and the Kurdish Workers Party
terrorism . Moreover, we expect that any increase in (PKK) is active in Sweden and Denmark. Dissension
terrorism probably would be related to causes external within the PKK apparently sparked three attacks on
to Scandinavia --principally the spillover of Middle Kurds in Sweden and Denmark last year that left two

Eastern issues rather than terrorism b (b )(3 )'ected
persons dead and one wounded . PKK activity has

against local Scandinavian targets. been especially unsettling to Stockholm since there is

some evidence the group may have been involved in
Terrorists from outside the region have struck in Olaf Palme's assassination . The Stockholm police

Scandinavia on several occasions in recent years. For have pursued the possible connection aggressively but
example , a US airline office and a Jewish synagogue have failed to develop compelling evidence . Several

in Copenhagen , Denmark , were bombed in July 1985. Kurds were arrested in January 1987 but ( b ) ( 3 )
In 1986 two embassies were attacked: the Soviet subsequently were released .

Embassy was bombed in December , and radicals

seized the Peruvian Embassy for several hours last Since 1984 the Scandinavian countries have

April . Also last April , a small bomb exploded outside experienced an influx of immigrants from the Middle
a US airline office in Stockholm , and the African East who could be tapped for support of terrorist
National Congress office there was bombed last operations.

( b ) ( 1 )
September . The most dramatic example of the

region's vulnerability to terrorism was the murder of

Swedish Prime Minister Olaf Palme on 28 February In Norway the
1986 ; the perpetrator dheir nationality are still

"(b )(3 )
arrival of asmany as 100,000 immigrants from the

unknown . Middle East , Africa, and Asia has hindered the

performance of background checks by authorities .
Terrorist-related activities have recently prompted Denmark has accepted approximately 6,000 Middle
more action from authorities . A Swedish national of Eastern immigrants since 1985. Although no figures
Middle East origin was one of six persons arrested in are available , Sweden , and possibly Finland , may

October 1986 in London for plotting to kill the Israeli have experienced a similar influx. ( b ) ( 3)

Ambassador to Great Britain . The Swede reportedly

was a courier for the Abu Nidal organization . London Improved counterterrorist efforts elsewhere in
deported him to Sweden without prosecuting him . Western Europe may force terrorist groups to look for
Stockholm ordered the expulsion of the deputy chief fresh ground for their activities . Terrorists may find
of the PLO Information Office last December Scandinavia an inviting option because it has less
because Swedish security officials believed she had

widespread contacts with terrorist groups ,possibly
including Abu Nidal . (b ) ( 1 )

(b ) ( 3 )
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stringent security than in most of the rest of Europe, November have been sold to Middle Eastern terrorists

and it houses the same range of targets as elsewhere : operating in France .

synagogues, airline offices, mass transportation (b ) ( 1)

terminals, embassies, and tourist attractions. Other ( b ) ( 3 )

West European countries have stepped up security at

government facilities and airports, and American

diplomatic and military installations also ( b ) ( 3 )
upgraded their security Terrorists probably would select American , Israeli , or

Jewish interests in Scandinavia as primary targets .

In the face of these efforts, some terrorist groups may Nordic governments generally have been sympathetic

have begun to seek out more hospitable loc(b )(1)for
to Arab concerns , and attacks on Scandinavians could

planning their terrorist operations. jeopardize that good will . There are no US military

Hawari terrorist organization, which is tied to installations in Scandinavia , although there are

Palestinian Liberation Organization chief Yasir NATO -associated facilities in Norway and Denmark .

Arafat, reportedly has begun to look at Asia and Numerous US businesses are represented in the

Africa because Europe had been too difficult for region , which is also popular with American tourists ,

recruitment and obtaining logistic support. There are providing a variety of potential targets . Police foiled

as yet no indications that such terrorists are turning to an attempt last September against a passenger ferry

Scandinavia as fertile ground , but , in time, the region running between Stockholm and Helsinki after a

could become as attractive as other areas outside phonecaller reported the ferry would be sunk to ( b ) (1)

central Europe. ( b )( 3 ) themany Americanswho were aboard . ( b )(3)

an Arab

If terrorist groups significantly expand their activities terrorist team was in Stockholm to attack the

in the Nordic region , we expect they will move in American or Israeli Embassies or other US civili(b) (3)
several stages . Initially , Scandinavia could be used as targets there, but no attacks occurred.

an entry point to the rest of Western Europe . The
(b )( 1)

recent arrests of several terrorists arriving in Europe internati

from the Middle East , such as Mohammad terrorist groups haveas yet focused on Scandina(b )( 3)

Hammadi, one of the TWA Flight 847 hijackers, may Nevertheless, government officials throughout the

signal Middle Eastern terrorist groups that central region have indicated an increasing awareness of the

Europe is becoming more dangerous as a transit point potential threat, forcefully brought home to them by

and make Scandinavia more attractive . Eastern Olaf Palme's assassination . The greatest threat in

Europe has been used in this fashion by Middle Scandinavia appears to be in Sweden and Denmark

Eastern terrorists, but some of the countries have where terrorists have carried or in the majority of
"

taken steps to monitor more closely, and in some cases attacks. (b ) (3 )

curb, the flow .

several Iranians allegedly traveled Scandinavian officials have voiced fears that lax

through Denmark and Sweden to carry out attacks physical security at airports, government facilities,

against Arab airlines operating in Western Europe. and around their political leaders , combined with

Scandinavian security authorities have expressed their limited ability to track individuals traveling in

concern that they cannot adequately monitor the the region , could make Scandinavia an inviting area

movement of persons they suspectmay be connected to terrorists . Sweden's expulsion of a PLO official
with terrorist activities (b ) ( 3 ) reportedly signaled Stockholm's resolve not to allow

terrorists to use Sweden as a staging area , and the

Terrorist groups also could find Scandinavia

convenient as a logistic base for their operations .

Weapons and explosives stolen from an unguarded

military ammunition storage bunker in Sweden last

( b ) ( 1 )

( b ) (3 )
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government is planning additional steps to reinforce

that perception . The other countries in the region have

taken such steps as increasing funds earmarked for

counterterrorist efforts and providing additional

training for security forces, but these efforts are

relatively modest and may not be adequate for even
the limited threat currently facing the region .

( b ) ( 3 )

(b )( 3 )
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Fatah Official Implicated in

TWA Flight 840 Attack (b )( 3 )

( b ) ( 1 )

a

(b ) ( 1 )

( b ) ( 1 )

( b ) ( 1 )

( b ) ( 3 )

After Hawari's expulsion from Tunisia , he reportedly

Palestinian group that is a part of Fatah was returned to Baghdad , Iraq , where he also maintains a

responsible for the TWA Flight 840 attack on 2 April home and an office. His activities were reportedly

1986. The explosion occurred shortly before the temporarily suspended , probably because of pressure

aircraft was to land in Athens and killed four from angered Fatah and PLO officials . In late
Americans. December , however, Hawari reportedly returned to
a Lebanese Christian, May Mansour , as the work in his Baghdad office and resumed the position

perpetrator. as head of his organization . ( b ) ( 3)

that she was working on behalf of Fatah's Colonel

Hawari . Hawari , a close confidant of PLO chief Yasir In early January , PLO Chairman Yasir Arafat
Arafat, heads a special Fatah security unit . May reportedly ordered Colonel Hawari to suspend foreign
Mansour - who also had ties to a Syrian -backed terrorist operations. The group's resources were to be
group - reportedly was recruited by a Hawari used instead against Amal and Syrian forces in

operative to serve as a courier. Mansour reportedly Lebanon . Arafat reportedly is willing , however, to

received the explosives to place aboard the aircraft allow Hawari's group to help the radical Shi : ( b ) ( 1 )

from Hawari operatives in Cairo . The explosion Hizballah conduct foreign terrorist operation (b )( 3 )
ripped a hole in the fuselage and killed the four

including a 9 -month-old baby — when they were

sucked out of the aircraft (b ) ( 3 )

Arafat's order probably does not mean that Hawari
Moroccan authorities arrested four Hawari has been taken out of the terrorism business but more

operatives— two Palestinians and two Tunisians— last likely reflects the importance the PLO places on the

August who were carrying explosive devices and false war of the camps in Lebanon and Arafat's strong
passports one of the Palestinians commitment to reestablishing a PLO presence in
revealed Mansour's involvement in the attack and also Lebanon . Syria and Israel may become the short - term
identified her as one of 14 Hawari operatives focus of Hawari's operations - probably in an effort to

responsible for bomb attacks . The technology of the further the PLO's goals in Lebanon . The group's

bombing device used on TWA 840 resembled that willingness to assist Hizballah in foreign terrorist
used by the radical Palestinian 15 May Organization , operations , however, means operations could fons
whose former operatives have been working with the Western targets ( b ) ( 3 )

Hawari group . (b ) ( 3 )

(b )( 3 )

The arrest of the four Hawari operatives in Morocco
fueled intense debate within Fatah over Hawari's

operations and raised questions concerning Arafat's

knowledge of these operations,

The arrests also caused friction between
the PLO and Tunisia after it was discovered that
Hawari maintained a covert office in Tunis . Tunisia

reportedly expelled Hawari and his apparat from

Tunisia shortly after the arrests in Morocco. The PLO

also apparently was forced to reduce its presence in
Tunisia ( b ) ( 3 )

(b) ( 1 )

( b ) ( 3 )
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( b ) ( 3 )

The Terrorism Diary for March

Below is a compendium ofMarch dates of known or conceivable significance to
terrorists around the world . Our inclusion of a date or event should not by itself

be construed to suggest that we exnect or anticipate a commemorative terrorist
event. | ( b ) ( 3 )

1 March 1878 Bulgaria. Independence Day .

2 March 1956 Morocco. Independence Day . Termination of Treaty of Fez .

2 March 1972 El Salvador. Founding of People's Revolutionary Army (ERP).

2 March 1977 Libya. Establishment of Jamahiriyah (masses' state ).

3 March 1961 Morocco. Accession of King Hassan to throne .

4 March 1982 Colombia and United States. Effective date of extradition treaty aimed at
narcotics traffickers.

6 March 1957 Ghana. Independence Day .

6 March 1975 Kurdish regions. Algerian accord between Iran and Iraq , abandoning support of
the Kurds .

10 March 1979 Kurdish regions. Death of Kurdish leader Mulla Mustafa Barzani .

11 March 1966 Indonesia. President Sukarno turns over power to Soeharto .

12 March Gabon . National Day .

12 March 1880 Turkey. Birthday of Kemal Ataturk .

12 March 1968 Mauritius. Independence Day .

13 March 1979 Grenada. National Day . Commemorates coup d'etat by Maurice Bishop .

14 March 1975 Japan. Chukaku - ha (Nucleus Faction) Secretary General Honda assassinated by
rival radical group .

15 March 1962 Angola. Founding of National Front for the Liberation of Angola (FNLA ).

16 March 1921 Armenians. Signing of Soviet-Turkish border treaty that ended Armenian hopes of
establishing a separate, independent state .

17 March Ireland. St. Patrick's Day . Ireland's National Day .
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20 March 1981 Colombia. Death of M- 19 terrorist Carmenza Londono (" La Chiqui" ).

21 March Kurdish regions. Kurdish New Year .

21 March Palestinians. “ International Day of Solidarity With the Struggle of the Arab

People of Palestine Against Israeli Aggressors."

21 March 1960 South Africa. Sharpeville Massacre of black demonstrators by security forces.

22 March 1945 Middle East. Founding of Arab League . Original members : Egypt, Iraq, Jordan ,

Lebanon , Libya , Saudi Arabia , Syria .

23 March 1956 Pakistan. Pakistan Day . Founding of Islamic republic .

24 March 1972 Northern Ireland . Beginning of direct rule by British Government.

24 March 1976 Argentina. President Isabel Peron ousted by Gen. Jorge Rafael Videla .

24 March 1980 El Salvador. Archbishop Oscar Arnulfo Romero assassinated by rightists .

24 March 1986 Libya and United States. US naval forces cross “ line of death ” in Gulf of Sidra

and engage Libyan forces. Four Libyan patrol boats sunk or damaged and an

SA- 5 radar site crippled.

25 March 1821 Greece. Greek Revolution Memorial Day . Commemorates independence from

Turkey .

25 March 1975 Saudi Arabia . Assassination of King Faisal and accession of King Khalid .
1

25 March 1980 El Salvador . US Embassy attacked by Popular Liberation Forces (FPL ) in

response to assassination of Archbishop Oscar Arnulfo Romero the previous day ;

since then , FPL attacks have been relatively more frequent between 25 March and

6 April than during rest of year .

i
i

26 March 1971 Bangladesh. Independence Day .

26 March 1978 Egypt and Israel. Peace agreement ratified .
1

28 March Palestinians. National Day .

28 March 1970 Libya. UK Evacuation Day . Day British forces turned over bases and departed .

28 March 1980 El Salvador. Government expropriates plantations ; Salvation Movement of

28 March (MS-28 ) takes its name from this event . 5

28 March 1980 Italy. Four members of Red Brigades die in shootout with Carabinieri in Genoa .
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29 March 1969 Philippines. Founding of New People's Army , military arm of Communist Party

of the Philippines .

30 March 1976 Palestinians. Day of the Homeland .

30 March 1986 France. Andre Olivier, cofounder of Action Directe, arrested in Lyon .

31 March Malta . National Day .
|

(b )( 3 )
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( b ) ( 3 )

Chronology of Terrorism- 1986/ 1987

Below are described noteworthy foreign and international events involving

terrorists, or the use of terrorist tactics, which have occurred or come to light

since our last issue. In some cases, the perpetrators and their motivations may not

beknown. Eventsand developments tha(b )(3)alreadybeen described elsewhere in
this publication are not included.

17 September Spain : Spanish Interior and Justice Ministers testify about their defiance in 1984

of court orders in a Bilbao police brutality trial. A criminal judge had ordered 90

civil guards to appear for possible identification by a Basque Fatherland and

Liberty Organization -Military Wing (ETA-M ) member, who alleged he had been

tortured.TheMinisters argued that the appearance of (b )(3)ards in open courtcould expose them to retaliation by ETA - M

18 September Spain : In Vitoria a bomb explodes at bank, causing minor damage and no
injuries; another bomb is safely defused. No group claimed responsibility , but

authorities attribute the bomho Iraultza , because of factors consistent with the

group's activities. (b ) ( 3 )

19 September Spain : Police arrest two suspected Basque Fatherland and Liberty Organization
members in San Sebastian; seize small weapons cache. Both men were detained

under an antiterrorist law allowing suspects to be held incommunicado for up to 10

days. (b )( 3)

22 September Portugal: American International School in Lisbon rorgives bomb threat. A
search was conducted with negative results. (b )( 3 )

( b ) ( 3 )
December Iraq: Military factory blows up. The Iraqi Mujahedin claimed responsibility .

7 and 15 December Italy : Two Red Brigades members recaptured in Milan and Forli Province.

Calagero Diana and Giuseppe di Cecco had escaped from a Novara hospital on

22September. Both had been transferred(b )(3) maximum security prison to the
hospital during a hunger strike .

12 December

i

France: Paris court sentences founder of the Armenian Secret Army for the
Liberation of Armenia -Revolutionary Movement (ASALA - RM ) to six years
imprisonment. Monte Melkonian was convicted on 28 November 1986. In its

justification the court placed portiolar emphasis on Melkonian's leading role in
ASALA -RM . (b ) ( 3 )

13 December Netherlands: Police arrest three members of the Red Revolutionary Front (RRF ).
The extreme leftist action group, believed to be composed of four to six members in
The Hague area , has claimed responsibility for four bombing incidents this year .
Police believe these arrests have effectively neutralized the RRF.

( b ) ( 3 )
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17 December France: Hendaye border police hand over suspected Basque Fatherland and

Liberty member to Spanish authorities. Jose- Maria Olabarrieta -Olabarrieta, alias

“ Toxema, " was the 26th Spanish Basque expelled by France since July 1986 . ( b ) ( 3 )

18 December Guadeloupe: French police arrest suspected terrorist member in Point- a - Pitre.

Jean -Charles Laporal is believed to be a member of Affiche Rouge, a branch of

the better known Action Directe terrorist group . He is believed to have committed

armed rahheries at various branches of the Bank of Lyon in France in 1981 and

1982. (b )(3)

21 December Corsica : Fifteen bombs explode in Bastia, damaging houses, apartments, and

automobiles but causing no injuries. Another eight bombs were defused or failed

to explode . The NoFront for the Liberation of Corsica claimed responsibility
( b )(3)for the blasts .

27 December Corsica : Nine bomb explosions damage various French - owned targets but cause

no injuries. No one claimed responsibilitv hut police suspect the National Front
for the Liberation of Corsica . ( b ) ( 3 )

Iran: Blast destroys weaponsdepot. Over500 Iranian Revolutionary( )(3)ls were
reported killed . No group has claimed responsibility.

January Jordan : Authorities arrest 11 members of the Popular Front for the Liberation of

Palestine (PFLP ). Among them was the most senior PFLP member operating in

Jordan . Some of the group were charged with “ security offenses. ( b ) (3)

Kuwait: Police arrest 11 suspected in oilfield fires of 19 January . The suspects

were in posse (b)(3jf arms and explosives.Five Kuwaiti citizens are still being
sought.

Guadeloupe: Radical independence group member receives five - year prison

sentence for 1983 police station bombing in Basse - Terre. Leila Cassubie turned

herself in to French authorities in October . She is the first fugitive to take
( b ) ( 3 )

advantage of an amnesty program for Guadeloupean terrorists.

Early January Turkey: Police arrest five suspected members of a separatist group in Malatya.
Officials believe the five were engaged in nating an illegal organization . They

(b )(3 )were writing to potential members .

1 January Israel: Small bomb explodes at bus stop in Kefar Sava. There were no injuries. ( b ) ( 3 )

West Bank: Explosii

without incident , (b )(3)'rge
discovered in Nablus.Police detonated the bomb

2 January Spain: Two bombs explode at Navacerrada ski resort hotel, causing extensive

damage but no injuries. Shortly before the blasts , a caller warned of the bombs ,

claiming responsibility in the name of the Basque Fatherland and Liberty

organization .

(b ) (3 )
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Spain : Suspected Basque Fatherland and Liberty organization guerrillas burn

French Peugeot car showroom in Mondragon . Police reported the blaze may have

been caused by a bomb . There was no claim for the attack ( b ) ( 3 )

4 January France : Smoke grenade detonates under US Embassy vehicle near residential

compound at Boulonge (b ) (3) were no injuries or damage . No group claimed
responsibility

5 January West Bank : Molotov cocktail smashes wii; id of an Israeli bus near

Ramallah. No one was hurt .
"( b )(3 )

6 January Israel: Katyusha rockets carceslight damage in Galilee . The rockets were fired

from Lebanon *(b )(3 )

West Bank:Molotov cocktail thrown at man guarding parking (b )( 3)sraeli bus
company. The firebomb ignited but caused no damage

7 January Spain : Small bomb explodes at French car dealership in Bilbao, causing minor

damage to cars in showroom . There was no claim for the attack , but police believe

the Basque Fatherland and Liberty organization was responsible. ( b ) (3)

West Bank : Molotov cocktail thrown at Israeli bus in Nablus. No injuries or

damages were reported. ( b ) ( 3 )

8 January Israel: Bomb destr ,

casualties. "(b ) (3 )ar in Kiryat Malachi, south of Tel Aviv. There were no

10 January
Gaza Strip: Molotov (b )(3 ) thrown at Israeli car. The car was destroyed but no
one was hurt .

10 January eives threats. He was warned againstWest Bank: Arab mayor of Bethle "
lecontinuing ties to Jordan . (b)(3):eives

10-11 January Netherlands: Arson attack against Amsterdam supermarket causes extensive

damage but no injuries. The previously unknown " Revolutionar Racist

Action Group " (RARA) claimed responsibility (b)(3)
Racist

11 January Lebanon: Two Nepalese UNIFIL soldiers are shot and wounded in southern
Lebanon. The incident occurred when several Shiʻites tried to force their way
through a UNIFIL position. ( b ) ( 3 ) 7

12 January
GazaStrip:Molotov cocktails thi(b)(3)Israeli cars in Gaza and Rafah. Thefirebombs failed to ignite .

Lebanon: Bomb explosion in West Beirut government building damages Ministry
of Tourism offices and Beirut Radio . There has been no claim of responsibility (b )( 3 )
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13 January Lebanon: Israeli aircraft attack Palestinian targets in southern Lebanon. The

proximity of the facilities to Syrian -controlled ar

been warning Damascus as well af(b )(3):gests that
Israel may have

14 January Lebanon : Three bombs explode at gate of Ghazzah Hospital in West Beirut,

killing four Amal members and injuring three others. The “ Forces of the Free

Men of Beirut," a previously unknown group, has claimed responsibility.
(b ) ( 3 )

West Bank: Firebombs damage an Israeli bus near refugee camp. There were no
casualties . (b )( 3)

Mid - January Turkey: Adana military court sentences rightist militants. Two members of the

Ulkucu Youth Association (UGD) were sentenced to death for killing 22 persons in

Adana in September 1980. The court also sentenced two other members of the

group to life imp (b ) (3 ):nt,while 11 others received prison terms ranging from two
to 36 years

Turkey: Three Dev Yol ( Revolutionary Way) members sentenced to death by Adana

military court. The courtupheld its earlier dec (b )(3)hich had been reversed by
the military high appeals court .

Turkey : Eight persons arrested for the sabotage of an ammunition factory last

summer. The Turkis ( b ) ( 3 )munist Party Union (TKP-B) took credit for the
incident

15 January
West Bank: Men thi(b )( 3)stones attack Israeli vehicles and an IDF post. There
were no injuries,

16 January Turkey: Separatists attack a village in Mardin, wounding )(b )(3 )ions. The
militants clashed with village guards and then fled.

West Germany: Former pilot for Iranian Majlis Speaker Rafsanjani assassinated .

The victim had defected to Iraq in the summer of 1986.His assailants escaped ,but

they are almost certainly Iranian Government agents. ( b ) (3 )

Lebanon : Boobytrapped car explodes in Al-Hadath, injuring a child . The car had

been rigged with an explosive chargaweighing 500 kilograms . No group has

claimed responsibility F(b )( 3 )

17 January
Gaza Strip:Molotov cocktail thrown atIsy(b )(3 ) ". The firebomb exploded on the
road and caused no damage .

Israel: Israeli brothers stabbed in Jerusalem . One youth wa(b )(3) isly wounded .
The PLO and Abu Nidal both claimed responsibility .

Israel: Youths attack Arab boy in Jewish neighborhood of Jerusalem . The boy

required medical treatment . This attack was probably retaliation for stabbing of

Jewish youths on the same day. ( b ) ( 3 )
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19 January Lebanon : Hizballah car bomb, intendedfor use against Iraqi Embassy or

American Ambassador, detonates prematurely while being rigged in garage. The

explosion, which occurred in the town of Brital in the Bekaa Valley , destroyed the

car and the garage and injured four Hizballah members ( b ) (3)

20 January Turkey: Diyarbakir martial law court sentences four Kurdish Workers Party

( PKK ) members to life imprisonment. Seven of the remaining defendants were

sentenced to jail terms ranging from 10 to 20 years , while seven others were

acquitted ( b )(3)

Gaza Strip: Molotov cocktails thrown at Israeli car. The howbimissed the target .
( b ) ( 3)

Several suspects were detained for questioning

Chile: Authorities announce that a doctor and a nurse have been arrested in

connection with an attempt on the life of President Augusto Pinochet last

September. The two are(b )(3) ted members of the Manuel Rodriguez Patriotic
Front

21 January Belgium : Suspected terrorist released after year in custody on charges ofcriminal

conspiracy. Luc van Acker was arrested in January 1986 during a police raid on a

Communist Combatant Cells safehouse in Brussels.Atthe time of his arrest,h (b )( 3)was linked to another group, the Revolutionary Front for Proletarian Action .

21 and 24 January Kuwait: Missiles launched at Kuwaiti island. Authorities reportedly believe they

were Iranian-directed and intended to disrupt the Islamic Conference summit
meetings in Kuwait. (b )( 3 )

22 January Italy: Three suspected Red Brigades members captured after Rome shootout. Two

of the terrorists were injured and a fourth suspect escaped . A passerby was also
wounded . Paolo Cassetta , the best kr, of the three , had been sought by the

police for over a year .
( b )( 3 )

Turkey: Eight villagers killed by guerri(b )(3)Uludere attack. The Kurdish
Workers Party is suspected.

Iraq: Unconfirmed rumors report Saddam Husayn injured in assassinati,
(b ) ( 3 )attempt. Some circumstantial evidence supports the report.

Colombia : Norwegian police said that Colombia's Ambassador to Norway, Nazly
Lozano Eljure, has been placed under heavy police guard at her request, after the
shooting of Colombia's Ambassador in Budapest in early January. In the past ,

Lozano has strongly supported a strong stance against drug traffickers and was
posted at the Oslo Embassy in September 1986 to ensure her safety .

(b )( 3)
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23 January France : In Bastia, Corsica, a bomb explodes outside the apartment of the French
Interior Minister's niece, hours after he dissolved the Corsican Movement for

Self - Defense (MCA ) at a Cabinet meeting. No one was injured in the blast . The
French Interior Minister, also a Corsican , has renewed a crackdown on the group ,
which is considered a front for the outlawed Corsican National Liberation Front .

(b ) ( 3 )

West Bank: Explosive charge discovered at Shaʻaroi Hatikva settlement. The

bomb was safely dismantled . (b )( 3 )

24 January Turkey: Suspected Kurdish Workers Party separatists attack two houses near
Midyat with firearms and handgrenades, killing 10 villagers and injuring six
others. All were members of two families. Six of the dead were children. [ ( b ) ( 3 )

Kuwait: Bomb explodes near hotel in Salhia District. The bomb, which was

placed under a car, caused no casualties.The“ Revolutionary b )(3jzation Forcesof the Prophet Mohammad" claimed responsibility

25 January France: Three bombs found in Basque country police stations. One device exploded
in Espelette, causing no damage or injuries. The other two unexploded devices

were found nearby, in Ustaritz and Bayonne . No group clamar responsibility for
the bombs, although Iparretarak is suspected . © (b ) (3 )

local govert( b ) (3 } ffici

Peru : Fifteen bombs explode in town of Huancayo, east of Lima, causing

blackouts and serious damage. The targets included stores , banks , and homes of

) .
pfficials. Sendero Luminoso terrorists probably are responsible.

1

26 January Lebanon: Bomb explodes at Channel 7 television station in West Beirut, causing a
number of casualties and material damage. The Lebanese Liberation

(b )(3)aniza
anization has claimed responsibility for the explosion of the 6 -kilogram bomb.

Peru : Sendero Luminoso terrorists attack Indian Embassy in Lima, killing three

police officers. The eight-man group approached the Embassy in daylight , both by

vehicle and disguised as street vendors. The attack probably was intended to
protest President Garcia's recent official trip to India . ( b )( 3 )

Peru : Sendero Luminoso terrorists simultaneously take over the Cuban Prensa

Latina and Britain's Reuter news agency offices in Lima. The terrorists issued

statements denouncing President Garcia's trip to India and his efforts to assume
third world leadership . No injuries were reported. ( b ) ( 3)

27 January Spain: Parcel bomb explodes in Pamplona store, killing the owner and injuring
seven others. The blast destroyed the store and damaged adjacent apartments and

nearby cars . No one claimed responsibility. ( b ) (3 ).
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Colombia : Terrorists bomb offices of National Tax Administration in Bogota,

causing one injury but little damage. The terrorists probably are taking advantage

of popular dissatisfaction with the country's recent tax reform law , believed by

many to discriminate in favor of the upper classes. ( b ) ( 3 )

28 January West Bank : Package bomb dismantled ; intended forMayor Froiiof Bethlehem .

Two Sunni Muslim suspects have been arrested . (b ) ( 3 )

30 January Gaza: Israeli border police fire on young Gazan demonstrators. Three youths were

injured , one 14 - year -old died from his wounds. (b )( 3 )

Late January Turkey: Diyarbakir court tries 28 Kurdish Workers Party ( PKK ) members for

attacks in Uludere. The military prosecutor has demanded the death penalty for

one of the accused . The suspect may have been involved in the PKK attack that

provoked a Turkish air raid on PKK camps in Iraq last August . The prosecutor

requested four years ' imprisonment for each of the remaining 27 defendants . ( b ) ( 3 )

1 February Israel: Bomb explodes on Israeli bus traveling from Haifa to Jerusalem . Nine

persons were injured, one seriously
(b ) ( 3 ).

. )
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1 Focus- The Western Hostages in Lebanon :

Latest Developments and Implications NR

NR

9 Highlights

NR

17 The Pre - Bonn -Summit Counterterrorism Experts Meetings NR

NR

19 Wild , Wild West Beirut NR

NR
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NR

29 The Terrorism Diary for May NR

NR

33 Chronology of Terrorism , 1985

NR

This review is published every other week by the Directorate of Intelligence.

Appropriate articles produced by other elements of the CIA as well as by other

agencies of the US Intelligence Community will be considered for publication .
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NR

Terrorism Review NR

8 April 1985

Focus The Western Hostages in Lebanon :

Latest Developments and Implications NR

The series of kidnapings and disappearances of Westerners in Lebanon continued

during the last week of March . In all , anonymous callers ostensibly representing

five groups have claimed involvement in the nine kidnapings since 14 March ; in

some cases the claims have overlapped. Other recent developments , however,

including the release of four of the hostages, have enabled us to begin sorting out

the various groups and their motives. NR

LARF Enters the Fray

On 24 March, Gilles Sidney Peyrolles, the director of the French Cultural Center

Tripoli, disappeared. On 25 March, in a statement delivered to a Western news

agency in Beirut , the Lebanese Armed Revolutionary Faction (LARF) claimed it

had kidnaped Peyrolles and demanded that , in exchange for his safe return ,

France release from prison Abd al-Qadr Saadi . NR

LARF is believed to be a relatively small group of fanatical Lebanese Christian

Marxists, most from northern Lebanon . LARF has claimed credit and is believed

to have been responsible for the assassination or attempted assassination of several

US and Israeli officials in France and Italy during the last couple of years. Last

October , French police arrested suspected LARF leader Georges Ibrahim

Abdallah in Lyon on charges of possession of false passports and association with

criminals . At the timeofhis arrest , Abdallah was traveling under the name of Abd

al -Qadr Saadi. NR

Last year , Italian police arrested suspected LARF operatives Abdallah

Muhammad al -Mansouri in Trieste in August ( for smuggling explosives and

planning to engage in terrorism ) and Josephine Abdu at the Rome airport in

December ( for belonging to a terrorist group and conspiring with al -Mansouri) . In

its communique the group also demanded the release of these two comrades and

threatened that otherwise, " our future retaliation will be more severe and will

bring catastrophe to inhabitants of Paris and Rome. ” NR

NR

NR

On 2 April , Peyrolles was back in Beirut , a free man |

Publicly, Peyrolles said he had been abducted from his office and

taken first to a town northeast of Tripoli. His captors identified themselves as

members of LARF and told Peyrolles that they regarded the United States and

Israel as their enemies , not France , and that the reason they had kidnaped him was

only to get Abdallah (whom they called Saadi) released from prison . NR

NR
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ROSM Strikes Again

On 25 March , Alec Collett , a British journalist with the UN Relief and Works
Agency (UNRWA ) , was kidnaped in Khaldah , south of Beirut . Collett was
traveling with an Austrian citizen in a clearly marked UN staff car when gunmen
abducted him . The Austrian was not detained . On 28 March , in a statement
delivered to the Reuter news agency in Beirut , the Revolutionary Organization of
Socialist Muslims ( ROSM ) claimed responsibility for kidnaping Collett . ROSM
asserted it had found “ some documents related to spying missions in the service of
Mossad ( the Israeli intelligence service ) and American intelligence " on Collett ,
and that his work with the United Nations was “ only a coverup for his spying
activities." ROSM also warned that it would " continue to chase and strike at
whoever has a link with British imperialists wherever he may be until our
organization's demands for the liberation of all Muslim freedom fighters from
British imperialist jails are met." NR

NR

We know very little about ROSM , other than that so far it has limited its attacks
to British targets . Last year , ROSM claimed responsibility for the killing of
British diplomats Kenneth Whitty ( shot to death in Athens in March ) and Percy
Norris (shot to death in Bombay in November ). We speculate ,

that ROSM may be a covername for the Abu Nidal
Group because members of that group are serving long prison terms in Britain for
the attempted assassination of Shlomo Argov , the Israeli Ambassador to Britain ,
in June 1982. The evidence overall , however , is insufficient to make a firm
judgment on who is behind ROSM . Whatever group is involved is clearly a
capable terrorist organization . The kidnaping of Collett was quick and efficient,
and the terrorists have taken advantage of the anarchic Lebanese environment to
keep their prisoner hidden . Given that the British Government has no intention of
meeting its demands , ROSM will be heard from again . NR
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Anomalous Incidents

On 28 March , Jean -Claude Duvent and Robert Valnassian , two French teachers ,

were abducted in West Beirut but released two hours later . The gunmen who had

captured them reportedly said they thought they had kidnaped citizens of another ,

unspecified nationality.L . NR

On 1 April , the body of Jesuit priest Nicolas Kluiters was found near a village

north of Baalabakk in the Bekaa Valley . Father Kluiters had disappeared on 14

March in the Bekaa Valley ; his car had been found several days later containing a

note saying “ Vengeance Party." Kluiters apparently had been strangled to death

soon after he disappeared. This probably was not a politically motivated attack .

Jesuit colleagues said he had been carrying a lot of money when he disappeared, so

his killing may have been a criminal act . Another possibility is that he strayed into

a sensitive area controlled by one of the Lebanese militias , and local security

personnel overreacted to his presence . NR

The Khaybar Brigades

On 26 March , an anonymous caller to a foreign news agency in Beirut claimed

that the “ Khaybar Brigades-Lebanese Branch , ” a previously unknown group , was

holding five Westerners who had been kidnaped in West Beirut-French

diplomats Marcel Fontaine and Marcel Carton , Carton's daughter Danielle Perez

(a secretary at the French Embassy ) , British scientist Geoffrey Nash , and British

businessman Brian Levick— but that it would soon release Perez , Nash , and

Levick . Nash had been kidnaped on 14 March and Levick on 15 March ; Fontaine

had been kidnaped on 22 March , as had Carton and Perez (in a separate incident ) .

Anonymous callers had previously claimed responsiblity for all five kidnapings in

the name of Islamic Jihad. NR

Nash was released on 27 March , Levick on 30 March , and Perez on 31 March .

Nash described his captors as " simple Shia ” angry over the mistreatment of Shias

by other Lebanese groups and Israel ; he said his captors initially accused him of

being an American diplomat . He had been held in three different places , probably

in Beirut's southern suburbs . Nash was released on the condition that he deliver to

the French Embassy a document containing the demands of the Khaybar

Brigades . He was warned that , if the demands were not publicized , the group

would execute the two French hostages - presumably Fontaine and Carton . NR

Levick had also been mistaken for an American by his captors . During several

rather brutal interrogation sessions the kidnapers - obviously amateurs - accused

Levick of being an American spy or of having connections with Mossad . From

Levick's description, his captors were unsophisticated but fanatic Muslims . He was

held in two locations , probably in the Beirut area , and indicated that other captives

were being held at the second location . Upon his release, Levick was told to say he
had been held by the Khaybar Brigades. NR

' The name Khaybar Brigades apparently comes from a battle in the seventh century A.D. in which
followers of the Prophet Muhammad triumphed over a Jewish tribe that refused to accept
Muhammad's leadership . Khaybar is an oasis near Medina, Saudi Arabia , where the Jewish tribe had

lived . Guerrillas launching attacks against Israeli troops in southern Lebanon have called themselves
" Martyrs of Khaybar " in memory of this event . [ NR
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Similarly , Perez described her captors as " devoutly religious." She and her father
were held together in the Beirut area , but she did not see any other hostages at the
same location . Perez was questioned primarily about the personnel at the French
Embassy , and she believes that she was released when the kidnapers realized she
did not hold an important or sensitive position . NR

Based on the information provided by Nash , Levick , and Perez , it appears most
likely that the Khaybar Brigades is one of the numerous quasi-independent Shia
fundamentalist gangs that prowl the streets of West Beirut . The group seems to be
distinct from the Hizballah , which usually takes credit for its actions in the name
of Islamic Jihad . Similarly , the Khaybar Brigades probably has no connection to
ROSM , or it would not have released its British captives. NR

Who Has the Hostages Now ?

It seems reasonable to conclude that radical Shias , as opposed to any of the
numerous other confessional factions operating in Lebanon , are holding the two
French diplomats , along with AP correspondent Terry Anderson , who was

abducted in West Beirut on 16 March . But which Shias ? NR

One plausible theory is that one or more of the newest hostages are now in the
hands of the Hizballah , even though they may have been kidnaped by the Khaybar
Brigades or in the case of Anderson - some other independent Shia street gang .
Under this theory , Nash and Levick were abducted because they were mistaken
for Americans and released once it was determined they were British . Perhaps
Perez was released because direct attacks against women are a violation of Islamic
principles . The valuable prisoners , however , were turned over to the Hizballah ,
perhaps in return for a material reward . There is some evidence to support this
theory --for example , the telephone calls claiming credit for these kidnapings in
the name of Islamic Jihad . The callers asserted that the kidnapings were part of
continuing operations against the United States and its agents , and against
" French imperialism ." This is the typical Hizballah modus operandi.

NR

Alternatively , the Khaybar Brigades may still be holding Carton and Fontaine ,
and (since the Khaybar Brigades never claimed to have him ) some other

independent gang of radical Shias may be holding Anderson . Lending some
support to this thesis is that fact that on 31 March prominent Hizballah cleric

Shaykh Muhammad Husayn Fadlallah publicly condemned the kidnaping of
foreigners in Beirut, adding that such acts serve Israel and its agents . The Shaykh

said that the presence of foreign diplomats and journalists in Beirut is useful even
if, as he put it , there are some spies among them . He asserted that unity , rather

than kidnaping , is the way to fight these spies , and alleged that he is trying to
secure the release of the kidnaped Westerners . NR

Fadlallah maintains close links with Iranian officials in Lebanon and leads a
significant portion of the pro -Hizballah movement . He is almost certainly involved

with the Hizballah elements which have long been holding the four American
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hostages, along with a Saudi hostage, in the Bekaa Valley , so his speech reeks of

sanctimony . Nevertheless, in this case it is conceivable he was telling the truth . An

article attributed to a Hizballah source that recently appeared in a local

newspaper suggested that the more organized radical Shias intended to begin

focusing their activities on Israel and southern Lebanon . If the Hizballah was not

involved, then it is most likely that renegade Shias are holding the hostages . And ,

if Fadlallah meant what he said about trying to get them released ,the renegades

may be forced to give some or all of them up in the coming weeks. NR

We are disinclined to believe Fadlallah . We think it more likely that , whoever

kidnaped them , the Hizballah has the hostages now and has no intention of

releasing any of them any time soon . At this point, however , the only firm

conclusion that can be drawn from these recent incidents is that no Westerner is

safe in anarchic Lebanon . NR

NR
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Kidnapings of Westerners in Lebanon, 1984-85 a

( As of 10 April 1985 )

Victim Date and Place Kidnaped FateClaimant Group

Frank Regier , US professor 10 February 1984 , West Beirut None

15 February 1984, West Beirut NoneChristian Joubert, French
architect

Rescued 15 April 1984 by
Amal from an apartment con

trolled by Hizballah

Rescued 15 April 1984 by
Amal from an apartment con
trolled by Hizballah

Escaped 14 February 1985

Probably held by Hizballah

Probably held by Hizballah

7 March 1984, West Beirut

16 March 1984, West Beirut

8 May 1984, West Beirut

Islamic Jihad

Islamic Jihad

Islamic Jihad

Jeremy Levin , US journalist

William Buckley , US diplomat

Rev. Benjamin Weir , US
minister

Pedro Aristegui , Spanish
Ambassador

John Cronin , US student

10 October 1984 , West Beirut Released soon after abductionNone ; Musa Sadr Brigade

probably responsible

None ; group responsible
unknown

Islamic Jihad

Released 21 November after

sustaining several beatings

Probably held by HizballahPeter Kilburn , US librarian

17 November 1984 , West
Beirut

30 November 1984 , West
Beirut

8 January 1985 , West Beirut

14 March 1985 , West Beirut
Rev. Lawrence Jenco , US priest

Geoffrey Nash, UK scientist

Islamic Jihad

Islamic Jihad , Khaybar
Brigades

“ Vengeance Party "ev . Nicolas Kluiters , Dutch
priest

Last seen 14 March 1985 ,
Bekaa Valley

Brian Levick, UK businessman 15 March 1985 , West Beirut Islamic Jihad , Khaybar
Brigades

Probably held by Hizballah

Released 27 March by Khaybar
Brigades

Died of strangulation . Body
found 2 April north of
Baalabakk

Released 30 March 1985 by

Khaybar Brigades after per
suading captors he is British

Possibly held by Hizballah

Reportedly held by radical
Shias

Reportedly held by radical
Shias

Released 31 March by Khaybar
Brigades

Probably held by ROSM

Terry Anderson, US journalist 16 March 1985 , West Beirut

Marcel Fontaine, French 22 March 1985 , West Beirut

diplomat

Marcel Carton , French 22 March 1985 , West Beirut

diplomat

Danielle Perez, French secre 22 March 1985 , West Beirut

tary at Embassy

Alec Collett, UK journalist 26 March 1985 , Khaldah
with UNRWA

Gilles Peyrolles, French 24 March 1985 , Tripoli

diplomat

Jean Claude Duvent , French 28 March 1985 , West Beirut

teacher

Robert Valnassian , French 28 March 1985 , West Beirut
teacher

a During the same period , scores of Lebanese and several citizens of
other Middle Eastern countries were also kidnaped in Lebanon .
Although not a Westerner, one in particular seems to fit the pattern

described above. Husayn Farrash , a Saudi diplomat , was kidnaped
in West Beirut on 17 January 1984. Islamic Jihad claimed

responsibility . Like most of the missing Americans , he is probably

being held by Hizballah.

Islamic Jihad

Islamic Jihad , Khaybar
Brigades

Islamic Jihad , Khaybar
Brigades

Islamic Jihad , Khaybar
Brigades

Revolutionary Organization of
Socialist Muslims (ROSM)

Lebanese Armed Revolutionary
Faction (LARF)
None

Rescued ( released ?) 2 April

Released soon after abduction ,
when found to be French

Released soon after abduction ,
when found to be French

None

NR.
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Highlights

Alert Items

Cyprus US Embassy Being Cased by Iranian Agent ?

On 19 March , Gita Nassirian , an Iranian woman suspected of casing the US

Embassy in Athens during December, visited the Consular Section of the US

Embassy in Nicosia using a false name . Her behavior while acting ( or posing ) as an

interpreter for another Iranian applying for a US visa aroused the consular

officer's suspicions and led to consultations with other members of the staff,

whence it transpired that Nassirian may have made as many as six visits to the US

Embassy in Nicosia in recent months . It is not known if she is affiliated with any

terrorist group . NR

NR

Portugal Possible Terrorist Threat to Scientific Conference Participants

About 150 Americans and 25 Israelis are expected to attend the world conference

of the Federation of European Biochemical Societies to be held 20-27 April in

Albufeira . Although no Iranians are scheduled to attend , the Iranian Embassy has

made telephone calls to conference sponsors requesting a list of participants .

Interpreting this curiosity as possibly reflecting a terrorist threat , Portuguese

authorities are enhancing their counterterrorist precautions. NR

Lebanon Explicit Hizballah Threat to Americans

An Arab magazine recently published an article from a “ source close to

Hizballah ” in which the extremist Shia group threatened US personnel in

Lebanon anew . It was a more explicit threat than most from that quarter , which

have hitherto been issued in the name of “ Islamic Jihad ," to provide the Hizballah

a modicum of plausible denial . Referring to the bombing on 8 March that killed at

least 80 persons in Beirut , the article said that retribution might occur outside
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Beirut . The article reiterated that the " Islamic Resistance ” would not accept the
presence of any American " on Lebanese territory for any reason , including
" economic aid or social services,” and warned the United States to withdraw the
" small number of American personnel " who remain in the US Embassy. NR .

Key Indicators

Ireland Provisional IRA Murders Alleged Police Informer
On 23 March , the body of John Corcoran , the 45 - year-old father of eight children ,
was found in a farmer's field outside Cork after a long search . Corcoran had
disappeared on 19 March. Examination of the body revealed he had been tortured
and then murdered with a single shot to the head . In a communique issued in
Belfast, the Provisional IRA claimed responsibility for the murder , alleging that
Corcoran had been an informer of the Irish Special Branch for more than seven
years . Asserting that the Irish police have now adopted the same tactics of
" intimidation and blackmail" used by the Royal Uster Constabulary (RUC) to
recruit informers, the Provisional IRA offered other alleged police informers an
undefined " 14 -day amnesty ," after which , the implication was clear , more such
informers would be killed in Ireland . NR .

Italy Red Brigades Return to Action

The assassination of Rome University Professor Enzo Tarantelli on 27 March
appears to mark the return of the Red Brigades (BR) to active operations after at
least a year's hiatus . The choice of Tarantelli , an eminent labor economist involved
with the Christian -Democratic -oriented Confederation of Italian Labor (CISL)
and an active participant in recent discussions on the politically sensitive topic of
revising cost-of- living wage adjustments, indicates that the Red Brigades may
continue to target primarily domestic rather than US or NATO targets . In the BR
document left at the murder scene (Strategic Resolution 20 ) , the group emphasized
its intention to attack what it sees as a government - industrialist coalition to
suppress workers' rights . NR

Some Italian officials believe that the BR inactivity was due in part to squabbling
between factions representing the activist " first position " (generally the younger
generation) and the somewhat more ideological " second position " ( generally the
older generation ) , which resulted in the expulsion of the latter , smaller faction last
October and subsequent efforts to consolidate the victory and reabsorb those
expelled members now willing to go along with the majority . These officials think
the Tarantelli attack may indicate that internal disarray no longer impedes
terrorist action and that , consequently, more such BR attacks are likely soon .
Moreover , defiant adherents of the second position - criticized in Resolution 20 ---
may feel compelled to conduct attacks of their own in an effort to demonstrate
their operational credibility and militance in protecting workers ' rights. NR
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Colombia Urban Violence Recurring in Colombia

On the night of 27 March , seemingly related terrorist acts were conducted in the

cities of Cali, Medellin , Popayan , and Bucaramanga . The most serious incidents

occurred near Cali , a city about 300 kilometers southwest of Bogota , where the

19th of April Movement (M - 19) is strong . There , attacks against a national police

station and a local councilman's home resulted in the death of one policeman .

There is some speculation that these attacks were conducted jointly by elements of

M- 19 and the Ricardo Franco Front. NR

Ecuador AVC Becoming Increasingly Active and Violent

NR.

• On 12 March , AVC terrorists raided a Quito police arsenal and stole

approximately 700 weapons, mostly used revolvers and carbines, along with some

50,000 rounds of assorted ammunition . What the small urban group intends to

do with so many weapons is unknown .

• On 27 March , AVC members stormed into a Quito radio station , locked the

employees in a bathroom , and aired a message denouncing the government.

• The same day , two AVC bombs exploded at noon in Guayaquil — one in a central

market area injured a small child ; the other near a radio station resulted in no

injuries. NR

Previous AVC operations had been limited to Quito and had been designed to

avoid causing indiscriminate casualties . The bombings in Guayaquil may have

been conducted by a different element of the group, possibly looking for a new

means of calling attention to its cause . The injuring of innocent bystanders by

exploding bombs in crowded areas , however, is likely to repulse an Ecuadorean

populace unused to such indiscriminate acts of terrorist violence . NR

Peru Tupac Amaru Back in Business

With the national election scheduled for 14 April , the Revolutionary Movement

Tupac Amaru (MRTA ) has resurfaced in Lima after several months of inactivity

in the wake of the arrests of several of its members last fall:

• On 18 March , the group staged three operations in the Lima area : bombings at

the private residences of the Labor Minister and of the brother of the

Agricultural Minister , as well as the temporary occupation of a local Lima radio

station, whence the group broadcast a revolutionary " communique." The

bombings caused only minor damage .
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• On 20 March , Tupac Amaru firebombed three Kentucky Fried Chicken outlets.'
One was destroyed ; the other two suffered minor damage .

• On 28 March , Tupac Amaru dynamited six separate offices of the Lima area
water company and one site of the local electric company .

• On 30 March , Tupac Amaru " expropriated " more than 40 weapons from two

commercial gun shops , one in downtown Lima and the other in the Lima
suburbs. NR

In these latest incidents the group continued to demonstrate characteristically
careful planning and disciplined execution along with an intent to avoid causing
indiscriminate casualties . As usual , the Communist -dominated newspaper El
Diario described the MRTA actions in great detail and with ill -concealed
approval, suggesting that the group may somehow be linked to the Peruvian

Communist Party . An MRTA communique published in El Diaro on 31 March
called on " democratic , progressive, and patriotic sectors " to close ranks against the
IMF, support a moratorium on foreign debt , demand a minimum wage increase ,
and freedom for " social and political prisoners." Kentucky Fried Chicken
franchises are the leading US fast - food enterprise in Peru. NR .

Philippines Peace Corps Volunteers Targeted in Mindanao
On 2 April in Marbel , an attempt to kill one or more Peace Corps volunteers by
booby-trapping a Peace Corps vehicle with a grenade failed when the device
malfunctioned . Peace Corps personnel had not previously been targets of lethal
attacks in the Philippines . Such tactics would mark a major policy shift on the part of
either of the two insurgent groups active in the region— the Communist New People's
Army ( NPA ) and the Muslim Moro National Liberation Front ( MNLF) . NR

Unaffiliated individuals or members of either group acting without orders could
have mounted the attack (grenades are fairly readily available in Mindanao ) ,
perhaps motivated by a recent local press article alleging a Peace Corps connection
to the CIA . In response to the attack , and pending a determination of whether
there is a continuing threat , the US Embassy has removed almost all of the

personnel , both American and Filipino, associated with the Peace Corps training
program in the province. NR

India

Sri Lanka
Tamil Weapons Shipments Impounded

In an apparent effort to exert tighter control over Sri Lankan Tamil insurgents
operating from Indian territory , Indian customs officials in Madras have

impounded three shipments of weapons and communications equipment intended
for the guerrillas, All three shipments had
been arranged independently with foreign suppliers without the prior knowledge of
the Indian Government. Prime Minister Gandhi has reportedly established a
policy that Indian customs will only clear shipments of weapons for the Tamil
insurgents if they have been approved in advance by the government.

NR

NR

· Kentucky Fried Chicken franchises are the leading US fast - food enterprise in Peru .
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Significant Developments

Bulgaria Two Passenger Trains Bombed

On 9 March , a bomb went off on a train near Bunovo, about 60 kilometers from

Sofia . The government has admitted that seven persons were killed and nine

injured, but the US Embassy has information indicating the toll was much higher .

On the same day, another bomb went off on

a train in Sliven , causing some deaths and injuries. The government has not

admitted the second bombing occurred . As was the case with the unsolved

bombings last summer of the train station in Plovdiv and the airport at Varna ,

ethnic Turks angry over the government's assimilation policies are suspected .

NR

NR

Western Europe Jordan Under Siege by “ BSO "

On 21 March , the Jordanian Airlines offices in Athens, Rome , and Nicosia were

the targets of grenade attacks that injured five persons. On 3 April , a Palestinian

was arrested by Rome police after the US-made light antitank rocket he fired

narrowly missed the Jordanian Embassy offices on the fifth floor of an office

building . On 4 April , a rocket fired at a Jordanian airliner as it was taking off

from Athens airport punctured the fuselage but did not explode. In telephone calls

to press agencies, an anonymous spokesman claimed responsibility for the

incidents in the name of the “ Black September Organization " (BSO ). NR

The name Black September commemorates the month in 1970 when Jordanian

forces drove the Palestinian fedayeen out of Jordan . The original BSO, a covert

element of Fatah that mounted a number of notorious terrorist operations in the

early 1970s, has been defunct for more than a decade , however . Instead , Syrian

backed Palestinian radicals probably were responsible for these attacks . Use of the

name BSO probably is intended both to provide cover and to heighten the publicity

attending their attacks. NR

Lebanon Jews Being Kidnaped , Too

Six Jewish Lebanese citizens, including Isaac Sasson , the leader of Lebanon's

Jewish community, which numbers fewer than 100 persons, were kidnaped

between 28 March and 2 April . Last July a Jewish businessman was abducted and

killed ; another Lebanese Jew has been missing since last August . No group has

claimed responsibility for any of the abductions. NR

Libya Alleged Assassination Attempt Against Qadhafi Fails

For the first time in two years, there was serious unrest in the Libyan military last
month . a group of 30 soldiers in Banghazi planned in

early March to fly an armed plane to Tripoli and bomb the Palace of Congress

NR
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when Qadhafi was present . The plot reportedly failed because one of the
conspirators talked . Dozens of arrests have been made ; one report states that as

many as 80 members of the military have been executed . NR

Chile The Right Strikes Back

On 30 March , the bodies of three men who had been kidnaped on 28 and 29
March were found nearly decapitated outside Santiago . Four other men who had
been kidnaped on 28 March were released on 30 March , after allegedly having
been interrogated and tortured by their unidentified captors . All but one of the
victims were members of a Communist -dominated teachers ' union ; the other was a

Communist sociologist connected with a Catholic Church welfare and human
rights organization . NR

The kidnapings and killings were clearly the work of rightwing elements -- most
probably members of the intelligence services — although solid evidence is lacking .
They probably were reacting to recent terrorist bombings by two leftwing
extremist groups , the Movement of the Revolutionary Left ( MIR ) and the Manuel

Rodriguez Patriotic Front ( FPMR ) . A large demonstration protesting the
kidnapings and murders so disrupted the traditional Palm Sunday mass being said
by the Archbishop of Santiago that the mass had to be discontinued . A

government investigation of the crimes is under way but not likely to uncover the
culprits . NR

Meanwhile, on 29 March , carabineros reportedly killed two brothers , allegedly

members of the MIR , after a street shootout in which one carabinero was

wounded . The next day , a woman also associated with the MIR was killed when

she shot at carabineros raiding her apartment , suspected of being a MIR
safehouse. the apartment proved to contain a

large cache of weapons, including mortars and submachineguns . [

NR

NR

India Soviet Diplomat Murdered

The victim , economics officer Valentin Khitrichenko , was shot while stopped at a
New Delhi intersection in his car . The two attackers - described as Asian in

appearance -- fired from and fled on a motorbike . Although the unknown
“ Ukrainian Nationalist Front " claimed credit for the attack , elements of the

Afghan or Iranian communities are more likely to have been responsible. If so , this

attack may be followed by others. NR

Indonesia Muslim Extremists Suspected in Bus Bombing

On 16 March in East Java , three of seven bombs hidden in a bus detonated while

the bus was en route to the port where it was to board a ferry bound for Bali .

Timers found on the remaining four devices indicate the bombs were meant to
explode either while the bus was aboard the ferry or after it had arrived in Bali .
Police believe that at least two men aboard the bus were carrying the devices ; one

of them was killed in the explosions , but the other is in custody. NR .
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The police have tentatively concluded that Islamic fundamentalists were

responsible for the incident because the surviving terrorist is reportedly a member

of such a group , and the recovered bombs are similar to devices used in two

previous bombings in which Islamic fundamentalists were implicated . The Hindu

island of Bali is a target of fundamentalist Muslim hostility on several grounds, not

least of which is the allegedly licentious environment there . NR

NR
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The Pre - Bonn -Summit

Counterterrorism Experts Meetings NR

This year's meeting of the Summit Seven's group of

counterterrorism experts was held in Bonn on 7-8

March . The French Government declined to send a

delegation , however , and the Italian Government sent

only an observer . Under the circumstances , it was not

surprising that the group proved unable to reach any

consensus on specific counterterrorism recommen

dations to be considered at the Bonn Summit itself

on 2-4 May

matters . Moreover , the government believes , and has

said before, that the summit should focus on

economics and avoid institutionalizing working groups

on diverse topics , which tends to detract from the

informal tone of the leaders ' exchanges . NR

NR

The experts attending decided only to forward to their

governments the meeting's minutes , consisting of a

summary analysis of terrorism and some suggestions

as to practical ways to increase counterterrorism

cooperation among the seven countries . The minutes

cite, in particular , the continuing threat posed by

West European terrorist groups involved in recent

attacks and the growth in state -supported terrorism as

reasons for enhanced cooperation. The minutes also

" offer language" for a summit statement on

terrorism , which encourages countries to intensify

cooperative antiterrorist measures .

Civil Aviation Experts Meeting

In a related session on 12-13 March , Summit Seven

authorities on civil aviation security ( including

representatives from France and Italy ) reached a

consensus that sanctions against Ariana Afghan

Airlines should be lifted , provided Kabul makes a

conciliatory gesture . The aviation security group,

whose work also contributes to counterterrorism

discussions at the summit , will prepare a summary of

conclusions from the session on aspects of a new

interpretation of the seven- year - old Bonn Declaration .

Most of the Summit Seven governments would like to

drop the Ariana sanctions— the only ones ever

imposed under the terms of the declaration --but

believe that Kabul should make a public commitment

to respect the Hague and Montreal Conventions ,

which govern air piracy.

NR

NR

NR

NR

Even if the Afghans will not consent to such a move ,

President we believe a majority of the Summit Seven countries

Mitterrand made the decision not to send a French will push to drop the sanctions because of their

delegation to the preparatory meeting . Although the ineffectiveness in changing the Soviet posture in

move apparently was a surprise to the other Afghanistan and Kabul's longstanding threat to deny

participants, the reported reasons behind it reflect no overflight rights to the airlines of countries that

real change in French views on expanded multilateral adhere to the sanctions . The French repeatedly

cooperation against terrorism . Paris asserts that such stressed the importance of making clear that the

exchanges contribute little to progress against lifting of sanctions does not signal any weakening of

terrorism because of their high level of generality and the seven governments' opposition to Soviet actions in

prefers to deal bilaterally on counterterrorism Afghanistan. If the recommendation is approved , the

sanctions probably will be lifted early in 1986 .

' The countries that participate in the annual economic summit are

Canada , France , Italy , Japan , the United Kingdom , the United

States , and WestGermany. The European Community also sends a
representative .
? At several previous summits, the issuance by the counterterrorism

experts of a draft declaration helped smooth the way for

agreements such as the 1978 Bonn Declaration on aircraft

hijacking and the 1980 Venice Declaration on the protection of

diplomats.

NR

NR

NR

NR
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Wild, Wild West Beirut NR

The continuing civil war in Lebanon has transformed

West Beirut - once a major commercial , intellectual ,

and tourist center of the Arab world-into a lawless

militarized zone contested by confessional and

ideological factions. Turf battles , terrorism , rampant

street crime, and the lack of central authority have

made the city extremely dangerous for both local

residents and foreigners. The Lebanese Government

probably will be unable to reassert control over

Muslim West Beirut for the foreseeable future. The

area is gradually becoming a stronghold of the radical

Shia Hizballah movement and could eventually

become the center for Shia fundamentalist activism in

Lebanon . NR

NR

NR

The decline of West Beirut began with the heavy Many sections of West Beirut have been transformed into rubble .

influx of Palestinian fighters during the early 1970s .

The guerrillas and the large Palestinian refugee

population took over large sections of the city and

transformed them into a de facto PLO capital . The West Beirut again erupted in street fighting in August

civil war of 1975-76 devastated the city , but much of 1983 , after the Lebanese Army attempted to move

the damage was repaired during the years following against the Amal militia . Five days of fighting and

the war . heavy shelling left the majority Shia population in the

southern part of the city angry and bitter . The Shias

The Legacy of the Israeli Invasion resented the fact that Lebanon's Christian and Druze

After spending much of the summer of 1982 shelling communities had established " cantons " north of

West Beirut , the Israeli Army finally entered the city Beirut and in the Shuf, respectively, while the Shias

in September. The combination of artillery barrages had been left without their own piece of the

and street fighting left many sections of the city in geographical pie . Tensions in West Beirut continued

ruins . Most of the PLO fighters were forced to leave , to mount between September 1983 and February

but elements of Muslim, Druze , and Christian militias 1984 as relations between the Druze/ Muslim

remained in force in various neighborhoods. coalition and the Lebanese Government / Christian

coalition deteriorated .

West Beirut was fairly stable for the next year ,

although factional militias were arming themselves The decisive battle for West Beirut occurred during

with weapons from PLO caches throughout the city . the first two weeks of February 1984. Amal-aided

In particular, the Shia Amal militia , which controlled by units of the Druze Progressive Socialist Party

Beirut's sprawling southern suburbs , was preparing to militia— succeeded in driving the Lebanese Army into

expand its territory . Amal's base of support in the city

had swelled as a result of the influx of thousands of

Shias from the south fleeing the Israeli- Palestinian

war .

NR

NR

NR
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Christian East Beirut . Smaller militias also

participated in the battle , including Palestinian

groups , the Sunni Murabitun , the pro-Syrian Social

Nationalist Party , elements of the Lebanese
Communist Party , and the Communist Action

Organization , and radical Shias belonging to the

fundamentalist Hizballah movement. Following the
takeover of West Beirut , these groups began to stake
individual claims to particular neighborhoods.

1

avi

NR

During the past year, unrest and lawlessness increased

steadily in West Beirut to a point approaching chaos.

Random violence has become as great a threat as
politically motivated attacks . The implementation of
the latest security plan , which assigned the job of

policing the city to the predominantly Muslim
Lebanese Internal Security Force and the Lebanese

Army 6th Brigade , has failed to establish any central
authority in the city .

Hundreds of women protest the kidnaping of their husbands, sons ,
and brothers.

NR

NR

Turf Battles

West Beirut today is a patchwork of turfs loosely
controlled by confessional and ideological factions.

The Shia Amal , Druze PSP, and Sunni Murabitun

militias operate in neighborhoods in which their

respective confessional communities are predominant .
Smaller , more extremist groups are continually

challenging the authority of the major militias .

44 distinct

organizations are competing in West Beirut.

Checkpoints , the traditional Lebanese symbols of a

faction's territorial claims , appear and disappear
almost at random from day to day throughout the
city . Travel from one section of West Beirut to

another inevitably involves passing through several

permanent and temporary factional checkpoints

which often become flashpoints for armed conflict. NR.

NR
NR

NR

Violent turf battles , often sparked by only minor
incidents , have become commonplace in West Beirut .
Amal and the Murabitun , for example , engaged in a
pitched battle for two days in late January after an

Amal member ran a Murabitun checkpoint. Amal has
also fought over turf with the Druze and with

elements of the Hizballah .

Amal's turf is the largest of any group in the city , but
Amal leader , Nabih Barri , exercises only nominal

control over most of this territory . Radical Shia and
other extremist elements operate freely throughout

the Shia areas of West Beirut and have heavily

infiltrated the Amal movement itself.

NR

NR

Shia fundamentalist elements associated with the

Hizballah have grown particularly strong in many
parts of the city.

the Hizballah operates at least 16 paramilitary

garrisons and arms depots in West Beirut . The US

Embassy in Beirut reports that the Hizballah and

other extremist groups are rapidly gaining ground
while the moderate militias are losing control .

The Lebanese civil war more often takes the form of
urban guerrilla warfare than of conventional warfare .
The combat among the confessional groups in West
Beirut often manifests itself as anonymous car
bombings , assassinations , and kidnapings . Nearly all
of the major factions target individual members of

other groups for terrorist -style violence . Each of the

major militias , for example , is believed to be holding

several hundred hostages from other confessional
groups.

NR

NR

NR

NR
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A Hobbesian Society

Violence has become a way of life in West Beirut . The

daily turf battles between militias are compounded by

a growing crime wave that has flourished in the

anarchic environment. Both regular militiamen and

unaffiliated armed gunmen roam the streets of the

city , behaving more like street thugs than

representatives of legitimate movements . NR

Journalists in West Beirut report that armed bands in

virtually every neighborhood force local residents and

merchants to pay protection money . Those who refuse

to pay are targeted for bombings or kidnapings

directed against their families. NR

Robbery and vandalism have become increasingly

common . Hizballah gunmen in particular have

become notorious for harassing women in Western

dress and raiding bars and restaurants that serve

liquor . Most citizens of West Beirut carry arms

whenever they leave their homes; even so , they no

longer dare leave their homes at night . [ NR

INRWest Beirut child displays her collection of rocket fragmenis.

The US Embassy recently described life in West

Beirut as Hobbesian— a struggle for dominance in

which there are no rules and the strong extremists

have the advantage over the weaker moderates . ' It

hasbecome as brutal a place to live for bystanders as

for combatants. Nothing is exempt from the violence .

Hospitals and schools are victimized nearly as often as

government and commercial establishments. Innocent

civilians are kidnaped as frequently as militia

members. NR

The street violence in West Beirut is augmented by

the danger from artillery duels in the mountains,

which periodically spill over into the city . Even within

West Beirut , the use in turf battles of car bombs ,

mortars , and the ever- popular rocket- propelled

grenades heightens the risk of accidental casualties

among noncombatants

especially Americans and Europeans. Violence

against Westerners in recent years has included :

• Car bombings at the former US Embassy and the

US and French Multinational Force (MNF)

headquarters, claiming over 300 lives .

• Frequent incidents of sniping against MNF troops

throughout the city in 1983 .

• The kidnaping of a former president of the

American University in Beirut and assassination of

his successor .

• A series of kidnapings of US citizens since the

beginning of 1984 , including an Embassy officer,

several journalists , and two Christian clergymen .

• The shooting of several members of the French

observer force.

The kidnaping of the Swiss Charge and of three

French diplomats , and numerous public threats

made against other European and American

diplomats.

• The kidnapings of two British civilians . [

NR

Foreigners Beware

West Beirut has earned the reputation of being the

most dangerous city in the world for foreigners, NR

I " No arts ; no letters; no society ; and which is worst of all ,
continual fear and danger of violent death ; and the life of man ,

solitary, poor, nasty , brutish , and short . "

Hobbes

Leviathan
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The increasingly bold Hizballah , which espouses
Iran's fundamentalist ideology , poses the greatest
threat to Westerners . Other groups, however, share
the radical Shias ' hostility toward the United States,

including several Palestinian extremist groups and

Lebanon's two Communist militias , all of which

maintain a significant presence in West Beirut.

The strength of the Hizballah fundamentalists in

West Beirut is likely to grow . The chaotic security
situation and depressed economic conditions , which

have left many young men alienated and out of work ,
boost the appeal of fundamentalism and swell the

ranks of potential Hizballah recruits . West Beirut is

gradually becoming a radical Shia stronghold and

could eventually become the center for

fundamentalist Shia activism in Lebanon .

NR

NR

NR

Outlook

The Lebanese Government probably will be unable to

reassert its authority in West Beirut in the near
future. The Lebanese Army generally splits along
confessional lines when confronted with tense

interfactional situations . Moreover , most Christian

units of the Army, which shelled Muslim

neighborhoods repeatedly last year, would not dare

enter West Beirut .[ NR

Official government forces remaining in West Beirut

will be incapable of enforcing security. The Internal
Security Forces and the Lebanese Army's

predominantly Muslim 6th Brigade , which stayed in

West Beirut after the battle for the city last February ,

generally take orders from Shia leader Barri . NR

Turf battles between militias and the overall climate

of lawlessness in the city will continue . An entire

generation has grown up accustomed to violence in

West Beirut . Many of the young street militiamen

know no other way of life; fighting has become their

profession . NR

The extremists almost certainly will continue to gain

at the expense of the moderates . Militancy ,

particularly in the Shia community , is likely to spread
as the political and economic crisis drags on .

Moderate Muslim leaders probably will remain afraid
to denounce the radicals . The recent example of

former Prime Minister Saib Salam , a Sunni whose

house was bombed after he criticized the extremists ,
will discourage others from speaking out . NR
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The African National

Congress in Disarray NR

NR

NR

The African National Congress (ANC), the major of all ANC military personnel, according to press and

South African insurgent group, has been struggling US Embassy reports. After the Mozambican-South

since the Mozambicans expelled its military personnel African nonaggression pact - the Nkomati Accord

a year ago . The group is suffering from deteriorating was signed last year , Pretoria began to press for a

relations with some black African states in southern similar treaty with Botswana , which has eschewed

Africa and from internal divisions . A symptom of the any formal agreement with the white minority

group's plight has been the dramatic decline in ANC regime . At the same time , the ANC presence in

attacks : only two small bombings since last Botswana was growing as guerrillas worked to

September. The ANC's military campaign is likely to improve their infrastructure and establish new routes

continue to sputter as a result of Pretoria's success in for infiltrating South Africa. Botswana subsequently

pressing nearby states to clamp down on the group. became concerned about the threat of South African

attacks against the ANC buildup . The bombing of an

ANC residence in Gaborone early last month

Regional Woes probably the work of South African agents and the

South Africa's drive toward detente with its neighbors South African warning that its forces would not stop

has led to growing restrictions on ANC military at the border when pursuing fleeing guerrillas

activities in southern Africa. The Frontline States undoubtedly influenced or reinforced Botswana's

lack the security resources to eradicate ANC military decision to crack down on the ANC.

activity within their borders, but the ANC is

constrained by the political costs of breaking rules Even before the recent crackdown , the ANC had been

imposed by its nervous hosts . For example , we believe largely unsuccessful in efforts to infiltrate South

the ANC has the capability to conduct some Africa from Botswana . The border between the two

clandestine operations out of Mozambique, but this states is long , but the terrain is not favorable for ANC

would risk the closure of the group's political office in infiltrations, primarily because it provides little cover .

Maputo and the end of Mozambican support at The South Africans have been successful recently in

Frontline State and OAU meetings. intercepting ANC guerrillas shortly after they have

entered the country from Botswana . Last month , the

Angola. We believe the ANC's future in Angola , and South African Foreign Minister informed Gaborone

possibly the survival of its military wing , hinges on the that seven ANC incursions from Botswana had been

progress of the Namibian peace talks . The group has detected since September 1984 , according to press

several thousand members in Angola , most of them in reports .

camps undergoing military training by Cuban and

Soviet Bloc instructors . South Africa already has Lesotho. The recent thaw in relations between

broached the subject of Angolan support to the ANC Lesotho and South Africa does not augur well for the

during the Namibian talks , according to US Embassy ANC . South African strong- arm tactics in recent

reports . The ANC undoubtedly is concerned that a years have forced the Jonathan government to

breakthrough in the talks may lead to an eventual abandon its preferred policy of turning a blind eye

South African - Angolan nonaggression pact . toward the ANC and to adopt instead a somewhat

NR

NR

NR

Botswana. Following concerted pressure from

Pretoria , last month Botswana ordered the expulsion
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NR

NR

NR.

NR .

NR

more active circumscription of the group's operations A Swazi Foreign Ministry officer told the US
in Lesotho . The manner in which Maseru deals with Embassy that a meeting of Swazi and ANC officials
the murder last month of a Lesotho soldier by an this month to discuss their troubled relations did not
ANC member will be a barometer of Lesotho's go well . He described the ANC attitude at the
relations with the group , according to the US meeting as " completely unacceptable.” He added that
Embassy. no further talks would be held until the group publicly

retracts statements alleging the Swazis have handed
The South Africans, who we believe are not satisfied over ANC personnel to South Africa.
with the Lesotho Government's efforts, want Maseru
to sign a security pact. If the intensity of South Tanzania . Since the signing of the Nkomati Accord ,
African pressure increases, Lesotho is likely to follow Tanzania has increased its support to the ANC , but
Botswana's example by cracking down on the ANC in this has not offset the loss of the use of Mozambican
the hope of satisfying Pretoria and avoiding a formal territory . Tanzania's location offers the ANC slightly
agreement. more protection from South African retaliatory

strikes, but the distance guerrillas have to travel to
Mozambique. ANC Acting President Tambo has reach South Africa makes it less attractive as a
admitted publicly that Maputo's efforts to abide by staging area for attacks .
the Nkomati Accord have dealt the ANC a

devastating blow . The group previously used

Mozambican territory to prepare and stage the vast Chinese military advisers in
majority of its attacks against South Africa . Shortly Tanzania recently refused to provide instruction to
after the accord was signed , Mozambican security the ANC, claiming it is not part of their contract with
forces conducted raids on ANC facilities, forcing the Dar es Salaam . As a result , Tanzania has been
group's personnel to relocate in neighboring states . seeking instructors from its own Army to train ANC
The accord has prompted a great deal of personal recruits in guerrilla warfare and sabotage, but
animosity between President Machel and Tambo, who instructors already assigned have failed to report to
were once very close , according to US Embassy the camp . The program is designed to accommodate
reporting. 50 ANC trainees , but only 34 have arrived , and they

are suffering from a lack of adequate housing and an
Swaziland . Relations between Swaziland and the acute shortage of water and electrical power .
ANC have deteriorated steadily, following a security

agreement between Mbabane and Pretoria in 1982 :

Zimbabwe. Pretoria has refrained from pressing
Last year , security personnel engaged in several gun Harare for a security pact and has even praised
battles with ANC guerrillas who poured into Zimbabwe publicly in recent months for acting
Swaziland following the crackdown in quickly on intelligence provided to it by South Africa .
Mozambique , according to press reports. Harare has continued to monitor the ANC closely in

Zimbabwe , arrest its armed personnel, and seek out
• Last December , an ANC member assassinated a and confiscate weapons cached by the group .
Swazi police official suspected of collaborating with Zimbabwean officials , in our view , are well aware
the South Africans against his group , according to that South Africa would not hesitate to take harsh
press reports. action in response to any shift in Harare's treatment

of the ANC that facilitates the group's military
• In January, several armed ANC guerrillas stormed campaign.

a jail in Mbabane and released three members of

their group who were being held on weapons and
immigration charges , according to press reports.

NR .

NR

NR

NR
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Despite Harare's vigilance , ANC military personnel The recent cancellation of a scheduled ANC congress
do use Zimbabwean territory to a limited extent . demonstrates the present degree of discord within the
Zimbabwean security officials claim that ANC group, even among its political leaders . Last month ,
operatives maintain an informal but close working ANC Secretary General Nzo said that the ANC ::
relationship with the opposition Zimbabwe African virtually incapable of meeting as a cohesive ( b ) ( 1 )

People's Union (ZAPU) and members of its former organization , ( b )( 3 ) NatSecAct

( b ) ( 1 ) military wing , Nzo added that the group aborted plans for general
( b ) ( 3 ) NatSecAct to escape detection elections at a congress because the divisive haggling

when transiting Zimbabwe, ANC guerrillas often over candidates threatened to weaken the ANC even
pose as former ZAPU military personnel. further .

(b) ( 3) NatSecAct

( b ) ( 3 ) NatSecAct
Internal Restiveness Outlook

Dissension within the ANC has been growing , South Africa has long sought economic and security
especially among guerrillas at camps in Angola and accords with neighboring states to strengthen its
Tanzania . regional hegemony and break out of its diplomatic

( b ) ( 1) isolation . Since Botswana's decision to expel the
( b ) (3) NatSecAct guerrillas , Pretoria publicly has backed away from its

younger demands for a nonaggression pact . Despite such
ANC members are increasingly critical of the current assurances , Pretoria is likely to resume pressing
leadership, especially over the low level of ANC Gaborone and other neighboring governments to sign
activity . Many of these younger members fled South formal bilateral agreements , especially if these
Africa following the widespread riots there in 1976 in governments prove unable or unwilling to control the
the hope of gaining military training and striking ANC . South African covert operations against ANC
back at Pretoria . The growing regional constraints on targets are likely to continue even while Pretoria
the ANC's military wing have left most of its moves forward on the diplomatic front with its policy
personnel stranded in camps far from South Africa's of regional detente .

(b) (3 ) NatSecAct
borders; resultant disgruntlement has led to a series of

mutinies in recent years .(b ) ( 3) NatSecAct
ANC officials have indicated publicly that they

believe a collapse of the Nkomati Accord is imminent .
Prospects for talks between the ANC and Pretoria Even if relations between Pretoria and Maputo
have been widely publicized in recent months , continue to falter, we believe Mozambique is not
undoubtedly contributing to splits in the ranks of the likely to permit large numbers of ANC military
organization .' The ANC has a large contingent of personnel to return , because this would virtually

young , militant black nationalists who, in our view, guarantee a resumption of South African cross - border
would be strongly opposed to opening any channel of strikes into Mozambique. (b) (3) NatSecAct
communication with Pretoria at this time . Some who

also are members of the outlawed South African Consequently , the ANC probably will not be able to

Communist Party judge , probably correctly , that they rebound from its setbacks last year and mount an
would not be included in any government amnesty effective military campaign any time soon . The 73
offer to the ANC in the foreseeable future. year-old ANC , however, has survived against tough

Nevertheless, the ANC leadership has indicated odds in the past and is likely to continue to cause
publicly that it would consider opening a dialogue problems for Pretoria in the years ahead . While the
with Pretoria if the government takes certain good ANC's activities probably will remain at a low level
faith measures , such as the unconditional release of

imprisoned ANC President Nelson Mandela 2 Mozambican insurgent attacks have continued at a high level

( b ) (3 ) NatSecAct despite the accord, leading to accusations by officials in Maputo
that Pretoria is still supplying the insurgents.We believe this was the primary objective of some South African (b) (3 ) NatSecAct

Government sponsors of the plan , which involved using a South
African academic and journalist to put out feelers to the ANC

suggesting the possibility of negotiations . ( b ) ( 3 ) NatSecAct
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Nelson Mandela
( b ) (3 ) NatSecAct

because of the growing regional constraints , the

group's military wing will still be capable of carrying

out some headline-grabbing bombings. ( b ) (3 ) NatSecAct

A change in the status of imprisoned ANC President

Nelson Mandela might alter these prospects

considerably . If Mandela were to be released

unconditionally-something we believe is unlikely but

possible — his overwhelming popularity among South

African nonwhites would assure him a major role in

domestic black politics. If he were to leave the country

and actively resume his position as head of the ANC,

many young blacks would follow him to fight under

his leadership . ( b ) (3 ) NatSecAct

A reinvigorated ANC with Mandela at the helm

might even cause a shift in attitudes among leaders of

neighboring black states . They currently are following

a policy of cautious detente with Pretoria , but their

hatred of apartheid could overcome fear of South

African retribution if they believed the ANC's
military campaign had a reasonable chance of

success .
( b ) ( 3 ) NatSecAct

( b ) ( 3 ) NatSecAct
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The Terrorism Diary

for May NR

Below is a compendium of May dates of known or conceivable significance to

terrorists around the world. Our inclusion of a date or event should not by itself

be construed to suggest that we expect or anticipate a commemorative terrorist

event. NR .

Early May El Salvador. The first week of May contains several dates of importance to

leftwing or rightwing elements, consequently, political violence tends to peak

during that period .

1 May Socialist world. May Day .

1 May 1980 Peru . Destruction of electoral material in Chuschi, Cangallo Province , marks

beginning of armed struggle by Sendero Luminoso . Anniversary is commemorated

throughout May .

2 May 1953 Jordan. King Hussein assumes constitutional power .

2 May 1982 Argentina, United Kingdom . Argentine cruiser Belgrano sunk by British naval

forces in Falklands war .

5 May 1941 Ethiopia. Liberation Day .

5 May 1945 Netherlands. Liberation Day .

5 May 1954 Paraguay. Coup led by Gen. Alfredo Stroessner Mattiauda overthrows elected

government of President Federico Chavez .

5 May 1955 West Germany. The Federal Republic becomes member of NATO .

5 May 1981 Northern Ireland. Death of imprisoned Provisional IRA member Bobby Sands in
hunger strike.
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8 May 1945 Czechoslovakia . Liberation Day .

East Germany, West Germany. Capitulation of Third Reich . Celebrated in East
Germany as Liberation Day .

8 May 1979 El Salvador. Police fire into crowd of demonstrators on steps of San Salvador
cathedral , killing at least 25. Demonstration was in solidarity with leftwing
activists who had occupied the French and Costa Rican Embassies on 4 May .

9 May 1881 Romania. Independence Day .

9 May 1945 Albania , Poland , Soviet Union , Yugoslavia . Victory Day .

9 May 1976 West Germany. Suicide in prison of Ulrike Meinhof, founding member of Red
Army Faction (RAF) .

10 May Jordan. Arab Resistance Day .

11 May 1983 Chile. Anti - Pinochet protests put down forcefully by government .

11 May 1984 Chile. Wave of bombings against government targets .

13 May 1981 Vatican . Attempt on life of Pope John Paul II by Mehmet Ali Agca .

14 May 1811 Paraguay, Independence Day .

14 May 1948 Israel. Declaration of independence. Celebrated as Republic Day .

Middle East. Beginning of first Arab- Israeli war .

15 May 1948 Palestinians. End of UN Mandate . Celebrated as Palestine Day . The 15 May
Organization , founded in 1979 from remnant of PFLP Special Operations Group ,
takes its name from this event .

17 May 1814 Norway . Constitution Day (independence day ) .
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18 May 1980 South Korea . Civilian uprising in Kwangju against military rule . Usually marked

by student demonstrations .

18 May 1981 Northern Ireland . Death of imprisoned Provisional IRA member Raymond

McCreesh from a hunger strike .

19 May 1890 Vietnam. Birth of Ho Chi Minh .

19 May 1895 Cuba. Death of Jose Marti .

20 May 1927 Saudi Arabia. Independence Day .

20 May 1972 Cameroon . Declaration of republic .

20 May 1973 Western Sahara. Polisario begins armed struggle .

21 May 1985 Muslim world . Ramadan (month of fasting) begins .

22 May 1972 Sri Lanka. Republic Day .

23 May 1949 West Germany. Proclamation of federal republic .

23 May 1951 China, Tibet. China asserts sovereignty over Tibet .

25 May 1810 Argentina. Beginning of revolution against Spain .

25 May 1892 Yugoslavia. Birth of Josip Broz Tito .

25 May 1923 Jordan . Independence Day .

25 May 1946 Jordan. Constitutional monarchy established .

25 May 1963 Africa. Establishment of Organization of African Unity (OAU ) . Celebrated

variously as African Freedom Day , Day of Africa .
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25 May 1965 Colombia . Founding of Communist Party of Colombia/Marxist - Leninist
(PCC/ML), the now defunct parent organization of the insurgent / terrorist group
People's Liberation Army (EPL ) .

25 May 1967 Bermuda. Constitution adopted. Celebrated as Bermuda Day .

25 May 1969 Sudan . The "May Revolution " (coup by General Nimeiri and Revolutionary

Council ) .

26 May 1966 Guyana. Independence Day .

27 May 1985 Buddhist world . Birthday of Gautama Buddha .

28 May 1983 France, French Caribbean . Formation of Caribbean Revolutionary Alliance

(ARC) announced by 17 bombings .

30 May 1919 Afghanistan. Independence from Great Britain achieved .

30 May 1961 Dominican Republic. Assassination of Gen. Raphael Trujillo . Celebrated as

Liberty Day .

30 May 1967 Nigeria. Declaration of Independence by Biafra.

30 May 1972 Israel. Massacre at Lod Airport by members of Japanese Red Army .

30 May 1981 Bangladesh. Assassination of Ziaur Rahman .

31 May 1910 South Africa. British colonies merged to form commonwealth . Celebrated as

Union Day .

31 May 1961 South Africa . Proclamation of republic .

NR
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Chronology of Terrorism- 1985

Below are described noteworthy foreign and international terrorist events and

counterterrorism developments that have occurred or come to light since our last

issue. Events and developments that have already been described elsewhere in this

publication are not included. NR

26 February Iran : Terrorists killed in Tehran. According to press reports that did not identify

the terrorists , one was killed in Tehran when a hand grenade he was holding blew

up and a second was killed by Islamic Revolutionary Guards . Both men reportedly

carried several hand grenades, Kalashnikov-type assault rifles, other small arms ,

and cyanide tablets . NR

9 March France: Two Iranians believed plotting terrorist operations expelled . French

authorities also issued an expulsion order for a third Iranian believed to have

already left the country for Turkey . The three were allegedly planning to

assassinate an Iranian exile leader in France . NR

12 March South Africa : White couple killed in western Transvaal. AK -47 cartridges were

found on a truck on the farm of the South African victims . A getaway vehicle was

discovered near the Botswana border . South African authorities believe the three

black gunmen were members of the ANC. NR

14 March West Bank: Bomb explodes inside Jewish settlement of Emanuel. No group has

claimed responsibility for planting the small charge that exploded near a

restaurant . It was the first bombing attack inside a West Bank Jewish settlement

we have recorded. NR

14-15 March Sri Lanka: Three prominent Tamil businessmen kidnaped for ransom by Tamil

insurgents, later released. A member of the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam

(LTTE ) asserted the businessmen had donated money to the government's

National Defense Fund . In protest , Tamil merchants in Jaffna closed their shops

for two days and flew black flags demanding the release of their associates . On 24

March , they were released unharmed in Jaffna. NR

15 March Iran : Suicide bomb attack on President Khamenei. A man with a bomb strapped

to his body detonated it at a Tehran mosque during a prayer service led by

Khamenei . The regime blames the opposition Mujahedin -e Khalq for the attack .

NR
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15-17 March Chile : Two Mormon churches bombed by unknown assailants . The explosions
caused minor damage to the exteriors of churches in Pudahuel and Nunoa . Last
year , five Mormon churches in Chile were bombed during the period March -May.

NR

Mid -March Spain : Unusually sophisticated firing device found in raid on ETA safehouse. The
device incorporates an antidisturbance feature that would make it extremely
dangerous for anyone to tamper with a bomb to which it was attached . Such
weapons have not previously been encountered in Western Europe . NR

NR

Chile : Exiled leaders of MIR to visit Libya seeking aid and advice.
the terrorist group Movement of the Revolutionary

Left wants to establish a unified armed force drawn from several indigenous
leftwing groups . Most of the group's members trained in Cuba and elsewhere are
expected to return this year . NR

Colombia : Two Ecuadoreans carrying explosive material arrested at border. Also
in their possession were found floor plans of various embassies in Bogota and
documentation from several Colombian military units . NR

Sudan : Priest reportedly killed by SPLA . The government says the rebels
attacked a church but fled after some of their number were killed in a firefight
with the military . NR

16 March India : Trial of 379 Sikhs begins in Jodhpur. The Sikhs face charges of terrorism
for acts committed prior to the storming of the Golden Temple in Amritsar by
government troops in June 1984. The trial , being held in camera , is expected to
take several months. NR

Lebanon : Amal gunmen kidnap Libyan diplomat in West Beirut. The Libyan was
reportedly released in Damascus on 28 March after Libya appealed to Syria for
help . NR

Angola : Hotel in Huambo bombed by UNITA . UNITA claimed credit for killing
75 persons, including Bulgarian and Cuban technical experts , but the government
acknowledges fewer casualties . It also says the incident was perpetrated by thieves
who had hoped to loot the hotel but were arrested at the scene instead .

the bomb may have been intended not for the hotel but for the
building next door, which houses Soviet advisers .

NR

NR .

16-17 March Lebanon: Hizballah leader Fadlallah's house attacked by unknown assailants in
Beirut. Rockets and automatic weapons fire were directed at the building .
Fadlallah evidently was not hurt , but his wife was wounded . NR
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17 March Saudi Arabia: North Yemeni guest worker shot to death in skyjacking attempt.

Threatening to explode a grenade , the man had tried to divert to Tehran a Saudi

Boeing 737 passenger airliner bound from Jidda to Kuwait . After the pilot insisted

on landing in Dhahran to refuel, the skyjacker permitted the passengers to

disembark . When he refused to surrender , members of the Saudi special forces

rushed the plane and killed him . NR

18 March Italy: Tamil separatists charged with narcotics smuggling. The Rome

prosecutor's office has announced that at least part of the money raised in the

operation went to finance Tamil guerrilla groups in Sri Lanka. NR

Singapore: Bomb extensively damages building housing Israeli, Canadian

Embassies. No one claimed credit for the attack , which caused no casualties . It

was the first deliberate bombing in Singapore in more than 10 years. NR

Western Sahara: Polisario attacks Spanish trawler. At least one man was

seriously injured when the anchored ship was fired on by attackers in two rubber

boats using recoilless rifles and heavy machineguns. NR

19 March Thailand: Two opposition politicians 'houses attacked with grenades in Bangkok.

The explosions caused minor damage to the homes of the Thai Nation Party

leaders but no casualties . No one has claimed responsibility, but police speculate

the attacks were timed to influence the opening of Parliament in April . NR

Israel: Police dismantle small bomb in Tel Aviv shopping district. No group

claimed responsibility for setting the bomb. NR

20 March Switzerland: Aluminum plant in Martigny severely damaged by bombs. The

“ Valais Group against Hydro-Rhone,” ( a hydroelectric project) claimed

responsibility for the attack , the most serious in recent Swiss history . The plant

will be out of operation for at least six months . NR

21 March West Germany: Two impostors wearing French army uniforms fail in attempts to

enter French military munitions depot near Emmendingen. On their first attempt ,

the two men claimed to be an inspection team but were refused entry . Later the

same day they approached the depot again but departed when guards arrived . The

license plate number of their car proved to be bogus . NR

22 March Spain: Building housing bank and employment office in Bilbao bombed, probably

by ETA . There was damage to the building but no injuries. NR
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22-23 March South Africa: Hand grenade attacks in Soweto damage government building and
mayor's house but cause no injuries. The incidents occurred a day after police fired
into a marching crowd, killing at least 19 blacks and wounding many others . The
march was held to mark the anniversary of the Sharpeville massacre in which 69
blacks were killed . NR

23 March Portugal: FP - 25 assassinates industrialist at International Trade Fair. In a well
planned attack , 10 members of FP- 25 shot Alexandre Souto because of his alleged
responsibility for the death of a worker a year ago. NR

Portugal: FP - 25 prisoner sprung from Lisbon jail. Two suspected members of
FP- 25 held prison guards at gunpoint while Maria Suzete Goncalves scaled a 15
meter prison wall and escaped . NR

Costa Rica: Floor plans of US Ambassador's residence uncovered in raid on leftist
New Republic Movement safehouse. Local authorities are investigating the
possible involvement of two recently dismissed residence guards . NR .

El Salvador: Unknown gunmen kill retired General Medrano, former head of
National Guard and founder of disbanded rightwing vigilante group . The
National Democratic Organization (ORDEN ) , allegedly used by the government
to harass and murder suspected leftists, was outlawed by the Salvadoran
Government in 1979. NR

24 March Italy: Police kill two suspected terrorists and capture two others following gun
battle in Alessandria . An anonymous telephone caller claimed the terrorists
belonged to the neo- Fascist group Armed Revolutionary Nuclei . NR

Late March West Germany: Security officials in Kaiserslautern recover stolen vehicle
apparently rigged by terrorists. They believe the vehicle was to be used by the Red
Army Faction in a terrorist operation, perhaps in Kaiserslautern or nearby
Ramstein Airbase . The region contains the largest concentration of US military
personnel in Europe. NR

25 March Chile : Boobytrap bomb planted by MIR kills two security agents. They were
dismantling equipment in a hotel room that had been used by the Movement of the
Revolutionary Left to broadcast a communique that had interrupted a prime- time
television transmission of the Academy Awards. NR

NR
Government office in Caprivi Strip bombed . The explosion , which occurred during
office hours, injured three people in addition to causing heavy damage to the
building . No group claimed credit for the attack , but SWAPO was probably
responsible. NR
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26 March France : Two Spanish Basques and several bystanders wounded in gun and grenade

attack on bar in St. Jean de Luz. Damage to the premises was also substantial .

The Anti- Terrorist Liberation Group (GAL) is believed responsible. NR .

Greece: US consular officer's car torched while parked in front of her home in

Athens. No group has claimed credit for this act , a common way Greek extremists

register disapproval, NR

Netherlands: Police defuse letter bomb delivered to Bulgarian travel office in

Amsterdam . A new group calling itself the Pan -Turkish Organization claimed

credit and said more bombs would follow . NR

Spain: Two ETA members torch cosmetics company in Ibarra. Apparently , the

motive was the company's links to French interests . The fire destroyed the

building . NR

France : Basque refugee survives shooting in Ciboure bar. The Anti -Terrorist

Liberation Group (GAL) claimed responsibility . NR

Taiwan: Intelligence chief indicted in murder of Chinese -American journalist.

Adm . Wang Hsi - ling and two subordinates were indicted in Taipei by the military

prosecutor in charge of the case . NR

27 March Northern Ireland : Command - detonated bomb kills British soldier in Belfast. The

bomb was planted in a storage building near a school playground and detonated as

an army patrol walked by . The Provisional IRA claimed responsibility . NR.

Iraq: Car bomb explosions in Tikrit, Saddam Husayn's hometown , kill 36, injure

many more. One vehicle bomb reportedly exploded outside a Women's Federation

office and the other near the town's Labor Federation office. No one has claimed

credit for the attacks, but Iranian -backed agents are the likely culprits . NR

Syrian armed with knife and explosives briefly hijacks Lufthansa jet bound for

Athens. He demanded to be flown to Libya , but the plane landed in Istanbul . All

passengers and crew were released unharmed and the skyjacker --who made no

other demands-was arrested . NR

28 March West Bank : Bicycle bomb disarmed near Jerusalem . The half - kilogram bomb

attached to a bicycle outside a bank in Talpiot was found by police . No group has

claimed responsibility for planting the bomb. NR

West Bank : Two bombs found in Ramallah schools. One was disarmed and one

was exploded by police. No group claimed responsibility . NR
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29 March France: Bomb explodes inside Paris cinema during Jewish film festival, injuring
18 people. The blast occurred during the showing of a film about Adolph

Eichmann . Callers representing three groups , including Islamic Jihad , claimed
responsibility, but none of the claims has been verified . NR

France: Gunman fires six shots into crowded bar in Bayonne, killing one,

wounding three. Patrons of the bar pursued and captured the gunman , who is
believed to be an agent of the Anti-Terrorist Liberation Group (GAL ). NR

30 March France : Basque journalist killed in St. Jean de Luz. The Anti - Terrorist
Liberation Group (GAL ) is believed responsible . NR

31 March Spain: French car showroom damaged by bomb in San Sebastian. Basque
separatists, protesting attacks on their comrades in France, are suspected . NR

Spain : French registered car burned, Renault and Peugeot showrooms attacked in

Bilbao. The Spanish Basque separatist group ETA claimed the attacks were in
retaliation for the 30 March killing by GAL of a Basque journalist in St. Jean de
Luz, France . NR

Guatemala : Retired general and grandson assassinated in Guatemala City by

unknown assailants. Gen. Manuel Francisco Sosa Avila and members of his

family were ambushed as they were driving in a residential section of the city . The

general was a brother- in - law of ex - President Jose Efrain Rios Montt NR

West Bank : Israeli occupation official assassinated by unidentified assailant.

Zalman Abulnik , a local government official who resided in the Jewish settlement
of Hahadasha , was shot in the head with a 9 -mm pistol . The murder closely

resembles that of an IDF reservist two months ago . The DFLP claimed

responsibility , although only after news of the murder was broadcast over the
radio . NR

1 April Italy: Bomb damages Syrian Arab Airlines office in Rome. Three persons were

injured slightly in the explosion . The bomb was left at the entrance to the closed

office. No group has claimed responsibility . NR

Lebanon : Skyjacking ends quickly, quietly. A Lebanese passenger claiming to
have a pistol tried to commandeer an aircraft leaving Beirut bound for Jidda and

demanded money for the “ Lebanese National Resistance Movement.” He

surrendered to authorities when the plane made its scheduled landing in Jidda . He
admitted he mostly wanted publicity for the Lebanese guerrillas fighting the
Israelis in southern Lebanon. NR
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2 April West Germany: Two RAF leaders received multiple life sentences. Christian Klar

and Brigitte Mohnhaupt were convicted of involvement in the 1977 murders of

Federal Prosecutor Siegfried Buback , Dresdner Bank Chief Juergen Ponto, and

Employer's Association head Hanns- Martin Schleyer , along with six bodyguards,

as well as the attempt in 1981 to assassinate USAREUR Commanding Gen.

Frederick Kroesen . NR

Libyan businessman shot and killed in Nicosia by unidentified Arab. Cypriot

police think the victim may have been an informant for the Libyan People's

Bureau , although other government authorities reportedly believe he was an

opponent of the Qadhafi regime . No group claimed responsibility. NR

3 April Spain : French car showroom in Pamplona damaged by bomb. No injuries were

reported . The attack came in the wake of four days of protests against the 30

March murder in France of a Spanish Basque journalist. NR

Northern Ireland : Remote - detonated car bomb kills policeman and civilian guard

outside main courthouse in Newry. Six other policemen and three civilians were

wounded . The Provisional IRA claimed credit. NR

4 April France: Bombs damage two buildings but cause no injuries in Bayonne. No one

claimed responsibility. NR

:
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From Our Readers

cracy upon which our nation was

founded .

In the hearts of his many admirers

in this country and Chile, Orlando

Letelier has not died . In history ,

Letélier, his former president , Salvador

Allende Gossens, and the many

Chilean heroes who worked and died

with them to bring political and

economic freedom to the Chilean

people will live on forever. Themem

bers of the junta and those who

assisted in establishing that junta must

surely, soon we hope, share the fate of

Hitler, Mussolini, and all their ilk .

A.J. Rosenstein

New Marlborough , MA

On the evening of Sept. 10 , just

prior to an overflow rally at the Felt

Forum in New York on behalf of the

restoration of human rights in Chile,

I chatted with a dear friend and fellow

humanist, Orlando Letelier, former

Chilean ambassador to the United

States and an opponent of the junta .

He complained how on that very

day the Chilean junta had withdrawn

his Chilean citizenship . And , in

response , I told him how such a

deprivation , coming from the junta,

should be considered as a great tribute

to him . He simply smiled and nodded

his head . We then chatted with mutual

friends and I looked forward to

accepting his invitation to visit him

soon in Washington.

Later that evening, at the close of

his speech to the rally, Letelier emo

tionally but with the utmost sincerity

declared : "Today is a dramatic day in

my life in which action of the fascist

generals against me makes me feel

more Chilean than ever.

“ I was born a Chilean, I am a

Chilean and I will die a Chilean . They ,

the fascists, were born traitors, live as

traitors and will be remembered

forever as fascist traitors."

How logical then - if monsters can

claim to use logic - for the junta to

take the next step in eliminating

what they considered dangerous

opposition to their cruel andinhuman

regime. Thus on Sept. 21 , the Chilean

junta, acting through their secret

police - DINA -murdered Orlando

Letelier - just as they murdered Gen.

Carlos Prats in Argentina and many

others in Italy and elsewhere who

were " graciously " allowed to leave

Chile after months of torture and

imprisonment.
With the cynicism typical of their

rule, they promptly denied any
involvement in Letelier's murder .

Moreover, with crocodile tears they

even “ lamented ” the assassination of

a man for whom they so recently

issued a decree depriving him of his

Chilean citizenship . Obviously , in their

diabolic reasoning they feel they can

more easily escape indictment for the

deaths and disappearance of the

former democratically elected leaders

and members of the Popular Unity

party if these individuals are done

away with outside Chile instead of

by the " on the spot " murders and

" disappearances" which have been

going on in that tragic country since

Sept. 11 , 1973 .
If there is any forthrightness and

" Founding Father" greatness in either

of our present presidential candidates ,

I believe that now is the time for their

platforms to include specific proposals
for doing away with this monstrous

terror that is spreading throughout all

of Latin America. We now all know it

was aided and abetted by deliberate

acts of the Nixon administration and

the CIA-an attitude that is still

being supported covertly and overtly

by the Ford administration , and many

in the business world and the banking

community . This growing cancer in

the western hernisphere will surely

destroy not only our Latin American

brothers and sisters, but also our

America - just as our policy in Vietnam

came close to doing .
Now is the time - now before our

November election - for our next

President to obtain his mandate from

the American people to correct the

evil that we have wrought; to state his

intent to go before the United Nations

and there openly acknowledge , with

all the honesty that should characterize

America , our government's part in

stealing away the Chilean government

from the Chilean people and our

anxiety to make amends and enable

restitution .

Our next President should also

commit the United States to support

ing all possible U.N. sanctions, includ

ing the ouster of the present Chilean

regime from that body, to bring about

the regime's downfall; he should

insist that this regime be succeeded

by a caretaker body in the hands of

the democratically elected Popular

Unity party and that early elections

be held under U.N. supervision and the
constitutional laws that prevailed

prior to the 1973 putsch , and he

should pledge our willingness to help
a democratic Chile recover from its

resent state of economic chaos .

By taking such a stand , this country

nud once again demonstrate to the

zorld community of nations that

Imerica is still capable of exercising

the high ideals and purposes of demo

About four years ago I worked with

the Committee of Concerned Asian

Scholars to write a pamphlet called

The Opium Trail. In it, we accused the

CIA of purposefully aiding the opium

heroin trade in order to build the

economic dependence of allied

mercenary forces and tribal groupings

in Laos. I talked personally with one

ex -green Beret who said he delivered

CIA gold to village chiefs and loaded

opium on Air America planes and

helicopters. He also saidhe later saw

the same opium (village markings)

on the Saigon market. I believe Alan

Ginsberg has names of other G.I.S

who had similar experiences.

Around the time I was working on

the pamphlet, I thought of starting

an organization to research and

expose the CIA. I am very happy to

find you proceeding with much

effectiveness. My best wishes. Thank

you for your efforts!
C. Knight

Cambridge, MA

Your Spring 1976 issue is just great;

congratulations on your good work.

One little addendum to the infor

mation on Larry McDonald : I was

traveling from Miami to New York

in early May and noticed an item in

either a Georgia ( Athens) or Tennessee

(also Athens) paper that he remarried ,

and his new wife, whose name I forget,

from Glendale , California , is a long

see inside hack cover
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Them ...

... and Us

Readers of CounterSpy will notice some changes,
beyond the lateness of this issue. We have decided to attempt
an expansion ; we want to reach more people . We have
incorporated , increased production , and modified our re
sources to present tighter, niore comprehensive coverage
Our staff has changed somewhat, with some former
members of the old Organizing Committee for a Fifth Estate
going on to other things. Now we will draw on the vast
skills and knowledge of our contributing editors and advisors.
as we have done in this issue . Future issues will carry more
of their own analyses of national security issues , as well as
those written by independent journalists . We hope our
readers will approve and welcome the new CounterSpy .

Throughout the last five administrations, the State De

partment and the Central Intelligence Agency have been at
war , with Cuba . It has not been the war of Vietnam , nor of

Angola or the Middle East . It has been a secret war , and for
the past eight years, one of Henry Kissinger's favorite
-battlegames. Whether the new adninistrationwill have the

„ sense or the courage or the strength to end this war remains
to be seen . During the recent presidential campaign , the
reality. was well hidden , and only glimpses of that secret
gwar came into focus from time to time .

But with the assassination of Orlando Letelier in Wash

ington , and the bombing in the Caribbean of a Cubaru
Airlines plane , the war escalated , and the tangled , convoluted
web was exposed , interweaving the U.S. intelligence appara
tus, the right-wing Cuban expatriots -- the gusanos, the
: Chilean Junta , and the transnational forces or destabiliza
- tion , Caught in the web are the banished Chilean exiles,
the brave Cuban people, and progressive forces everywhere.

People in power have never given up their power without
a fight. As the age of capitalism gives way to the age of
socialism , the struggle heightens at points of transition . And
social progress is not smooth ; while there are victories in
Vietnam and Angola , there are tragedies in Chile and Thai .
land : The United States is always involved . The sphere of
North American counterrevolution is world -wide.

As we demonstrate in this issue of CounterSpy, there is
a special emphasis now on Latin America and Africa . In
the three years since the CIA -engineered coup in Chile , the
southern cone of our hemisphere has become an inter
"national testing ground for militaryputschesbreeding fascism :
The multi-national corporations, the military dictatorships ,
and the fascist parties are all at work with U.S. techno

· logical help . Our articles on Chile and Argentina show
something of the scope of these activities.
The other major focus of current U.S. involvement,

southern Africa , is represented by the revealing description
of events surrounding the status of Namibia , as documented
in the confidential U.N. memorandum reprinted here , and
in a critique of an early , secret Kissinger study of southern
Africa , still being implemented .

Providing a link between the two fronts is Jainaica , a
Caribbean land with a deep African heritage , which is the
current target of a major destabilization effort, comparable
to Chile and much of Latin America , Woven through all
these events is a common thread : the U.S. government's
psychopathic fear of Cuba , as evidenced by the preposterous
assertion that Fidel Castro may have been responsible for
the assassination of John F. Kennedy .

The struggle of course is global. This issue of Counter Spy
also provides some exclusive details of U.S. war crimes in
Vietnam , exposed by Anthony Herbert , as well as an analy .
sis of the repressive and reactionary developments in
Germany and Thailand. Even though we limit our coverage
to the incredible transgressions of the U.S. intelligence
community and those they have trained , there is no lack
of material.
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exempted under the bill are apolitical
foreign businessmen , like the executives
of multinational corporations whose
dealings in strategic commodities have
caused consternation in our intelligence
agencies."

Levi Threatens U.S.

Gangs Linked to PoliceHuman Events, : a conservative na
tional weekly, has concluded that U.S.
Attorney General Edward Levi is a threat
to our internal security. In the Septem
ber 25 issue it accused him of weakening
our republic by ordering the FBI to stop
illegal burglaries, stop infiltration of

political parties, and stop COINTEL
PRO - type sabotage, particularly against
the Socialist Workers Party. The Human
Events article encououraged the Attorney
General to allow the FBI to harass the
SWP.

is to go into trouble spots as a small team

of specialists . The CIA makes initial

contact with local insurgents, and Spe
cial Forces enter to supply and train
them. Its second function is to conduct

direct operations against the enemy :
raids, ambushes , intelligence gathering
operations, etc.

Presently , the Special Forces doctrine .
is designed for rural areas only. Recent

urban guerrilla activity leaves them
totally disabled , according to a Special

Forces Agent who wrote a story for
: Harpers Weekly.

.

1
Bugging Aliens

Torture Survey

Amnesty International, an organiza
tion devoted to the release of political
prisoners , reports in its latest survey that
suppression of human rights is continu
ing on a disturbing scale in 107 nations .
Persecution of dissident individuals , in
cluding the use of torture that almost
defies belief, is not limited to a few
countries ; it's widespread . Amnesty In
ternational , which sent investigators into
31 countries last year, reports that
torture experts exchange knowledge and
that torture equipment is exported from
one country to another.

A police scandal is brewing in Detroit ,
where sources report that officers in the
gang intelligence unit of the Detroit
Police Department and members of the
Detroit Police Officers Association
(DPOA ) have made plans to feed guns ,
money and drugs to the Errol Flynns and
rival gangs . Although DPOA and Dep
uty City Mayor William Bechham have
termed such reports " ridiculous and ir

· responsible," at least one aide to Mayor
Coleman Young is reported to be inves
tigating the rumors . " Possible motives
for the crime-intensifying actions include
the need to force rehiring of laid -off
officers and the desire to embarass or
destroy the mayor and strengthen the
DPOA.

At least one gang member, Keith
Harvey ( known as a publicity -seeker and
not entirely credible ), says that members
of the Detroit Police gang intelligence
unit gave a list of black police officers,
names and addresses to gang members .
The list was recently found in the posses
sion of a gang . member . The list, Harvey
contends, was given to the gang by Abdul
Mohammed , who was found murdered
in Highland Park last winter. Harvey
contends that :Mohammed was a police
provocateur.
A recent article in the Los Angeles

Times also charged that gang violence in
Detroit was precipitated by Mayor
Young's enemies to embarrass his
administration .

In March 1976 , President Ford , Attor

ney General Levi and Senator Kennedy
announced a bipartisan bill to govern
electronic surveillance for national secur

ity purposes. On its surface, the For

eign Intelligence Surveillance Act ( S.

3197) appears to be a constructive
response to the abuses and atrocious

practices of U.S. intelligence agencies. It
is not.

The bill establishes a procedure for
obtaining warrants for electronic sur
veillance of an " agent of a foreign
power" in the name of collecting " for

eign intelligence information.. " An agent
of a foriegn power is defined as ayone :
" who is not a permanent resident alien or
citizen of the U.S. and who is an :

employee of a foreign power . " But 4
" foreign power” includes not only gov
ernments ( friendly or otherwise) and

military forces but also factions, parties ,
or enterprises controlled by such entities .

Foreign intelligence information includes
any information with respect to foreign
powers which is deemed essential to U.S.

national security or to the conduct of
U.S. foreign affairs. Christopher Pyle , in
his analysis of S. 3197 in The Nation ,

states: "The scope of this definition is
truly breathtaking. Fourth Amendment
protection against unreasonable national

security wiretapping would be denied not
only to suspected spies (whose agencies
are omitted from the list) but to doctors

“from Sweden , professors from France,
railroad engineers from England , poli

ticians from Canada, and UNICEF
workers from Australia . Indeed , given
the millions of people that socialism has
put on foreign government payrolls ,
about the only foreign visitors clearly

Green Berets Train Local Cops

' Although it is illegal for the military to
aid civilian law enforcement agencies ,
members of the Special Forces Reserve
Units have been holding informal meet
ings with local law enforcement officials
over the summer.
The U.S. military's Special Forces

Reserve Units held illegal training ses-
sions for local police in counter insur
gency strategies. The sessions are com
pletely unofficial and not in any Special
Forces capacity. They met with local
police officials and also personnel from
certain county sheriffs' offices. They
created realistic scenarios, in which they
would act. One went like this: a lame
duck president is in power. He should
resign but can't give up his power.
Military leaders decide they need a .
strongman government. They demand
the federal government step in and
declare martial law , a police state
pronouncement.

Special Forces has two functions. One

Feed Back on Reeses

John and Louise Rees were sub
poened by the Socialist Workers Party
as part of its suit against the govern
ment for harassment . The FBI admit
ted to its lawyers that 66 FBI agents are
inside the campaign committee of SWP
Presidential Candidate Peter Camejo ,
despite the ruling by the court to cease
spying. The SWP suspects that the Rees
apparatus may have worked for the

government to spy on the party . The
Reeses have also been subpoened by
the Institutue for Policy Studies in a
similar suit .
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( right ) A sample of John Rees'hand
writing in a letter sent as recently as
June 1976 to a radical left organization.

in

the
July

Weitos are
working

Coalitime and

Philadelphia building

denmatration this weeken

and
took

( in

pert

while ve
doing what

a

John Rees has been active infiltrating
a number of leftist organizations in Bal
timore claiming he worked for a dog
kennel or worked as a freelance writer .
He also bragged about his many con
tacts in the Left movement. When the
Senate Internal Security Subcommittee
published its analysis of the SwP
largely written by Louise Rees :who
works for Rep . Larry McDonald -- John
Rees rushed a copy of the document
over to the local officer of a SWP
splinter group , the Baltimore Marxist .
Group, to gauge their reactions . An of
ficial Baltimore police press sticker is
on John Rees's automobile. license
plate . His I.D. says he works for
Capital Reports . " But " Capital

Reports , Inc., which answers his .
telephone as " Washington Credit Let
ter, " denies Rees worked there .
The National Lawyers Guild in

2. Washington , D.C. has formed the
Guild Investigative Group to examine
the works of the Reeses and Larry .
McDonald .

believe we must !

far from convinced that there

mass demonstrating

effective

I. Struggle . Stady!

Jahn

( below) JOHN and LOUISE REES as they appeared in 1972. In August, the Committee to Combat Communist Aggressionheld a banquet in Virginia in honor of the Reeses and Rep. Larry McDonald ( D - Ga . ) . The three spies received awards fortheir " great efforts at infiltrating radicals until their exposure recently in CounterSpy magazme. " Unknown to the 45 guestsattending the dinner, there were also three counterspies enjoying dinner und McDonald's wicked remarksabout this muito
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been created by the CIA and the Drug sleep , foel and water . Although theseIRS Spies On Own Workers Enforcement Administration ( DEA ) . techniques do not leave any physical
SCAP charges that the DEA in Argen- scars, the report concluded theseThree IRS employees, Paul Stuchlak, tina can be directly linked with the methods are indeed torture .Frank D. Fuoco and Albert J. Schibani , paramilitary death squad, AAA ( Argencharged that the IRS engaged in whole- tine Anti- Communist Alliance ), whichsale violation of the 1974 Privacy Act by has been responsible for as many as Border Harassment Continuesmaintaining illegal files on its workers. 5,000 murders since August 1972. InThey filed the suit in Washington, D.C. , September , 55 young men and women , The U.S. Supreme Court has authoseeking damages and other relief not opponents of the Argentine military dic rized the Border Patrol to reestablishonly for the three plaintiffs, but for the tatorship, were murdered on the out highway checkpoints along the Mexican" thousands” of other IRS employees skirts of Buenos Aires in one 24 -hour border . In its July 6 decision , the courtallegedly affected. The files, which are period. The most grim mass killing reversed a 1975 order by the circuitnot the files the IRS admitted and involved 30 victims ; they were found near court of appeals in San Francisco thatdisclosed they had last December 1975 , Fatima on August 20 , their bullet shut down checkpoints because theyare kept in the supervisors' offices. The riddled bodies blown apart by explo violated the Fourth Amendment ban onplaintiffs' names are on the outside of the sives . This method is now common in unreasonable search and seizure. Thenotebook or binder and each folder AAA killings. new decision also scraps the court'scontains handwritten notes on the em The man responsible for organizing earlier rulings requiring " reasonableployees, evaluation forms, latters, mem- the AAA was former Argentine Social cause " for stopping and searching cars .oranda and other personal information Welfare Minister Jose Lopez Riga . While The court described the checkpoints ason the employees. They're called " docu- exiled in Spain , Riga was recruited by . "minimal " intrusion on constitutionalmentation folders " and are not kept with Robert Hill , then U.S. Ambassador to rights, justified by the number of undothe Official Personnel Folder .
Spain and a suspected CIA agent. When umented workers the system appreHill was assįgned as Ambassador to hends .
Argentina in 1973 , Lopez Riga became The checkpoints 'may be " minimal ”HUD Refuses to Give Up the Welfare Minister. Hill and Riga : for whites but not for Mexican -AmeriWorkers Lists arranged for the DEA to enter Argentina cans . There have been many incidents ofin order to establish a program to " wipe racist abuses by - the Border Patrol ,This may be the first case where the out drug traffic in Argentina .” Riga including verbal insults , physical vioPrivacy Act conflicted with the Freedom claimed , while on television with Hill “ lence, women molesting , and good oldof Information Act-- and the latter pre- when they signed the U.S. Argentina fashioned American shakedowns . Justivailed . The Housing and Urban Develop- Anti - drug 'Treaty, that the " anti -drug ces Thurgood Marshall and Williamment Dept. maintains promotion lists on campaign will automatically be an anti Brennan , dissenting from the ruling,which employees are ranked numerical guerrilla campaign as well." The DEA declared the searches : " a dragnet- likely . The lists are major factors --- though has over 400 agents operating through procedure offensive to the sensibilities ofnot the only ones -- in promotion deci out Latin America . free citizens .' The court noted thatsions. When HUD refused to grant a

17,000 “ illegal aliens” were caught at alocal of the American Federation of
single checkpoint last year . BrennanGovernment Employees access to the
added in his remarks , " That law in thislists, the union filed a grievance which

eventually went to arbitration . The arbi Sensory Deprivation Report country should tolerate use of one's
ancestry as probative of possible criminaltrator declared the union is entitled to

The August 5 , 1976 issue of New conduct is repugnant."any and all information available to
Scientists has a remarkable article titledindividual employees. He ordered HUD " Taking the Hood off British Torture"to make the promotion lists available documenting the clinical results of Brit

within fifteen days. He further ordered ish " sensory deprivation" techniques onthat management must advise the union prisoners in northern Ireland . The arti- Framed Tokyo Rose ?
of the promotion ranking of any em cle , using evidence from a report by theployee who asks the union to seek such European Human Rights Commission,information for him. He also said that reveals that this modern form of torture , The Workers News Service of Ewawhen rankings are questioned , manage used by the British at their Combined Beach, Hawaii , recently sent Counterspy
ment must make the lists available in full
to both the employees and the union .

Services Intelligence Centre , has long- an interview from the Honolulu Adviser
range medical and psychiatric effects which indicates the FBI may have
including paranoid delusions and visual framed Iva Toguri d'Aquino, the Jap.
and auditory hallucinations which can anese -American woman convicted of

U.S. Narcs Accused of continue long after initial treatments . treason in the 1949 " Tokyo Rose " trial
In 1971 , the British placed hoods over concerning pro -Japanese radio broadAssassination Program fourteen prisoners, forced them to stand casts during World War II . The interagainst a wall in a frisk position , view was with Norman Reyes, a HonoluluThe Solidary Committee with the supported only by their fingertips, and public relations man , who, white aArgentine People ( SCAP) and the Man dressed in loose - fitting boiler suits for POW , helped write some of the broad .chester Guardian have released separate periods up to sixteen straight hours. If casts by d'Aquino. Reyes was a defensereports about an assassination program they fell, they were forced back to the witness at the trial of two other POWssimilar to the CIA's Phoenix Program in position . If they fell again , they were who worked at Radio Tokyo. They allVietnam, but operating throughout subjected to a continuous loud " white " agreed d'Aquino was innocent and thatLatin America . (See story ) It may have noise of high intensity and deprived of they had conspired to sabotage Japanese
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YOU'RE UNDER SURVEILLANCE !!

propaganda efforts .

But the judge threw out Reyes' lesti

ny because it directly contradiiled a
Stilement, prepared by the FBI and
signed by Reyes, in which he stated there

were no efforts to sabotage Japanese
propaganda and that he did not trust

d'Aquino. On the stand, he said he
would trust her with his lite . Rive now
claims the FBI statement was a total lie ,

composed by the Bureau . which he was
forced to sign . Reyes and many others
are urging President Ford tu parun lvů
Topuri d'Aquin . ) .

A HOST OF PEOPLE , AGENCIES , AND COMPUTERS ARE

BUSY SPYING ON YOU AND YOUR BUSINESS EVERY

DAY, OFTEN ILLEGALLY ...

HOW TO STOP IT OR DO IT BACK !

Military Retreat

THE

BIG

BROTHER
one

During the August 10 , 1976 hearings
before the Senate Armed Services Com .
mittee on the Nomination of Daniel

Orrin Graham to be promoted to Liel .
tenant General on the Retired List of the

Army , Senator Stuart Symington
( D -Mo.) was able to force Gen. Grahan

to admit that the CIA Has " the brightest
and most flexible piece of the Federal
Bureaucracy that I have ever run into . "
It's starting when remeinbers

Graham led the Pentagon effort to take
over many intelligence activities, especi

ally strategic estimaies from the CIA .

Under questioning from the Senatus
though , Graham admitted that the De
fense Intelligence Agency ( DIA) wis not
very accurate at threat estimates. Like

most military intelligence agencies , the
DIA exists to enforce the command

stait's operational plans and most often
delivers " intelligence to please. " Most
notorious were the military intelligence
estimates of the Indochina War , which

only reinforced Pentagon contentions

that the U.S. was winning

GAME

SCOTT FRENCH

BUGGING

WIRETAPPING

TAILING

OPTICAL AND

ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE

SURREPTITIOUS ENTRY

DETECTIVE TECHNIQUES

WEAPONS

COUNTERMEASURES

:

Are You an Interpol Victim ?

an

"A Viruval Encyclopedia on surveillance ... everything you've always

wanted to know about spying. " - Playboy Magazine .

The National Commission on Law En
forcement and Social Justice has been
conducting investigation into

INTERPOL, the quasi / private Inter
national Police Organization working
out of the U.S. Treasury Department. It
INTERPOL officials or associates have
abused or harassed you overseas by
possible false INTERPOL tiles , we want
you to contact the Commissmn. If you
know or suspect INTERPOL harass .

ment, please contact: The National
Commission on Law Enforcement and
Social Justice , 4.44 Markei St. , Rm607.

San Francisco , CA 94102 or call +15 )
397.2678 .

To Order Write : Big Brother Game, Box 647 , Ben Franklin

Station , Wastington , D.C. 20044. Send Money Order or

Check for 37.3513 Counters.py .

6 CounterSpy
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In 1971 , Attorney General John Mitchell , in an attempt to stave off further criticism of the FBI's practice ofkecpinghuge lists of dissidents-alleged subversives - for who knows what nefarious reasons, announced that all of the lists had
heen abolished, and were replaced by one short “ Administrative Index ,” or “ ADEX, ” of less than 10,000 names. Sincethat list was also unrelated to proven , or even suspected criminal activity , in 1974 Acting FBI Director L. Patrick Grayannounced that the ADEX had been abolished . However , in 1976 , a politically active attorney from New York , requestinghis FBI file under the Freedom of Information Act , discovered , buried in his dossier , a copy of his ADEX entry Memorandum and Report . ADEX , it appears , was not abolished , simply moved around . No explanation of the four categories wasgiven . The New York office recommended that the lawyer be put in the lowest category , IV , “ because of subject's apparentinfluence with New Left leaders. ” However, the home office stated : “ In addition to the foregoing, a review of subject'sactivities clearly depicts him as a revolutionary attorney and sympathizer who , during a time of national emergency , wouldbe likely to commit acts inimical to the national defense. In view of the above , subject is being included in Category IIIof ADEX .” What fate is in store , we wonder, for people put in Category 1 ? The names and addresses have been changed ;otherwise the document below is an exact replica of an ADEX Memorandum :

1

11! ( krv . 11 - **- 71 )NORD 10
AL CIG- >
UNITED STATES ( . ERNSENT

Memorandum

Disertur , FBI ( Bulilc . DATE :
HAY 1 5 1972

SAC NEW YORK FBI's

Hit List

$ UUJECT: Semel Abraham Strauss aka

Re : NY summary report dated

DADEX Card changed ( specils change only) Subject removed ( sucrinct sunan boy wicbearRecommend: IDEX Card

ADEX :
Nunc

Sanuel Abraham Strauss
Aliases Tab

Samuel A. Strauss
Sam Strau88
Abe Strauss

[ x ] Native Bora
Nabaraka
Alica

Category
Category 10

Jeton

DARC CONSIL'NIST NL O SWP
BUT

The

Index

of 7500

Americans

JFG
PLP O PRY
PPA CX) SDS
Miscellaneous ( Specifyi

DSC
OSLNOI * w7

BPP AIIN

Date of Birth Place of Birth RXE Sex
CS Male

6/20/39 Brooklyn , New York
O Female

Business Address. Same of Employing Concem and Addrc 35,Xature ol Employment, and Union Alliliation , ifany ,
Residence Address

attomey
Becker , Becker and Strau88
504 Lexington Avenue
..New York , New York

35 Jana Street
Naw Yoda Naw York

Key Facility bata

Geographical Reference Number

Note the importance given to " Union Affiliation ."

Some of the political groups are obvious: BPP - Black Panther Party ; PLP - Progressive Labor Party ;SDS - Students for a Democratic Society ; SNC-Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee ; SWPSocialist Workers Party ; WWP - Workers World Party . For some , we can make educated guesses : MINMinutemen ; NOI -Nation of Islam ; PRN - Puerto Rican Nationalists. Some are less clear : NL may meanNational Lawyers Guild ; AWC may be American White Citizens Council ; SPL could mean SpartacistLeague ; no one at CounterSpy can guess what JFG stands for.

Note that fluctations in Category are obviously contemplated .

Note the date of “ Rev. ” If the ADEX was only established in 1971 , what was being revised?.
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DEATH ON

EMBASS)

ROV

:

CIA Covers Up Murder Web

of
Chilean Gestapo

With False Stories

and
Terrorist

Operations

Leaders of the Junia from left : air force ander
General Gustavo Leigh ( uzrun, Jura President Pinociel,
Admiral Lise Troribm Merino Custri . anil Generul Cisur
benidoca Duran , commander of the carabineros urineid
police ).

By Winslow Peck

8 CounterSpy
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Chilean Popular Unity Government was an outspoken critic
of the present Chilean military Junta which overthrew his

government on September 11 , 1973 , almost three years to
the day they assassinated him . The Junta had targeted him
for a long time through its propaganda machine and through
verbal threats made on his life . Letelier became a symbol of
unity in the movement to resist the bloody dictatorship .
Also killed when an explosive device went off in Letelier's

car on September 21 , as it rounded Sheridan Circle in

Washington's Embassy Row , was Ronni Karpen Moffitt of
the Institute for Policy Studies . Moffitt was an assistant to
the Institute's director and active in Chile solidarity work .
Letelier was an economist and Director of the international
program of the Institute - the Transnational Institute (TNI ) ,

By the time CIA Director George Bush . met with Justice
Department officials to , as the Washington Post put it , " Aid

the Federal investigation of the bombing death of former
Chilean Ambassador Orlando, Letelier ” , the cover -up was in

full gear . Bush knew he couldn't keep all the strands of the
CIA's convoluted web of intrigue from being torn , but the
official probe could be just a " narrow " investigation focused
only on those who committed the murder . With persuasion
and limited cooperation on his part , the Justice Department
would probably not examine all the CIA's " sources and

methods” . The odds were : favorable for the narrow in
vestigation .

Confused local police , FBI investigators , and bomb ex
perts examined the bits and pieces of twisted automobile
glass and metal . Whatever remained of the bomb did not
explain its composition or the method ofdetonation . The
assassins were long gone before police could even recon
struct the event . Interrogation of bystanders and witnesses

were equally fruitless; conflicting stories are common after
crimes of high tension and quick execution . Ordinary police
methods do not work . This was a political assassination not
a common murder.

- The professional assassin can kill anyone , at any time, at
any place and does not hinge success on the method of.
murder but on protective invisibility . The objective is not
the killing , but the not-getting -caught. The assassin con
centrates on plausible denial , alibi, confusion , false leads ,
escape and finally , the frame-up. This is why political
assassinations such as those of the Kennedys and Martin
Luther King have produced more tangled and speculative
theory than evidentiary fact, which is likely to be the fate
of this assassination .

... Reporters in the Washington political community heard
Letelier may have died of a bomb of his own making, or
perhaps that of a jealous lover or political rival in his own
family . The whispers from Letelier's enemies were far
fetched and abundant . The trauma of death in the nation's

capital.was momentous enough for mass confusion . Bush
could plausibly deny involvement of the CIA , allowing
those at the bottom of the murderous hierarchy to be the
scapegoat if the whispers and confusion failed. The capital's
citizens might know in their hearts that henchmen of the
CIA and its bloodthirsty Chilean client . DINA (the Direc
cion de Intelligencia Nacional ), committed the foul deed
but the CIA could live with that . What the CIA must hide
is the vast web of CIA and Chilean intelligence agents ,
foreign dictatorships and their secret police , right-wing
terrorists, media agents , lobbyists and corrupt government
officials that would be exposed by a " broad" investigation .
The American public 'must never know that the bloody
hands that murdered the Chilean democrat patriot and the
young American woman with him , are connected body and
soul , to the secret power of fascism . permanently woven
into the frabric of America's liberal democracy and
foreign policy .

shake

since coming to the US after imprisonment by the Junta .
Moffitt's husband of three months, Michael, was injured
in the blast:

The leader of the Junta , General Augusto Pinochet, had
personally greeted letelier that day , three years ago when
the tanks and planes murdered Chilean democracy . Allende
was killed by the time Pinochet ordered soldiers to take
Letelier from the Ministry of Defense building at gunpoint .
The Junta imprisoned Letelier at a concentration camp for
the next year of his life on the bitterly cold Dawson
Island , off Tierra del Fuego. But ' through concerted efforts
of his friends and supporters throughout the world , Letelier
was released on September 10 , 1974 , a year after the coup .

Letelier joined other Chilean refugees in a life of deter
mined resistance against the Junta . Last February , in the
course of his TNI activities, he visited Holland and spoke
with the Dockworkers Federation and the Dutch trade
unions . After listening to Letelier , they agreed to a total

". boycott on the handling of Chilean conunodities. After
talks with Letelier, the Dutch government offered financial
aid for Chilean refugees in Holland and cancelled a $ 63
million development credit for the Sunta . Letelier's prestige
and leadership qualities made him a key figure among
Chilean exiles from the Popular Unity parties, the MIR
(Movement of the Revolutionary Left ), some Christian
Democrats, and the liberal Catholics . He was a symbol of
Chilean unity :

Symbol of Unity

: Orlando Letelier , 44 -year -old former Minister of Foreign
Affairs and Defense and ,Ambassador to the US for the

CounterSpy 9
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More threats on Letelier's life began shortly after Con

gress passed the Kennedy/Fraser resolution to cut off

military aid to Chile on June 16 , 1976. Strange men would
call . Isabel Letelier to ask : " Are you the wife of Orlando

Letelier ? "

" Yes," Isabel would answer .

“No , you are his widow ," the voice on the line would

say . Some of Letelier's mail was mysteriously opened and

through friends in the diplomatic community , he learned
that there were high level discussions in the Junta over
whether or not to assassinate him .

The Junta viewed him as such a threat that Pinochet

personally signed' a decree revoking his Chilean citizenship

on September 10 , 1976 .

Letelier was killed by right-wing Cuban exiles -- called

gusanos or worms-- in the pay of both the CIA and recently

D:DINA. The gusanos have been engaged in a war of terror

1 : against Cuba , the Caribbean countries and Latin America .

ORLANDO BOSCH , leader of the gusanos'terrorist group,
CORU, recently accused GUILLERMO and IGNACIO

NOVO SAMBOL ofkilling Letelier..
The gusanos also blow. up airplanes , embassies , fishing

boats, airports and carry out kidnappings in an effort to

overthrow and disrupt the Cuban government.
The CIA trained the gusanos. The gusanos ' army , after

retraining, was organized by the Chilean gestapo , called DINA.
The CIA with DINA , organized the escalated war against
Cuba . Today DINA is declaring its independence from the

CIA by carrying out its own operations against Chilean
resisters. The CIA -trained : DINA -organized gusanos are
connected to the secret police agencies of several Central

and South American right-wing.dictatorships and also to the

secret police of Venezuela . Certain operations are carried
out under CIA directions; others are unilateral efforts by
DINA or other foreign secret police agencies . Together the

network is desperately trying to cover up its connections by

using its paramilitary operations and its psychological
warfare methods .

::What follows is a portrait of what a broad investigation
of the CIA's paramilitary and propaganda operations that

created , trained and supported DINA would uncover. A

narrow investigation , such as the one the CIA is trying to

control will cover up these facts. But the CIA will also have

to cover up the fact that the US government can no longer

control its brutal and vicious monsters ; like Dr. Frankenstein

when the monster he created from many dead bodies

turned to attack him in his own laboratory :

Orlando Bosch

on

in Havana. One of the messages indicated that the CIA was
planning another attempt on Castro's life . The message of
October 9 read :

Please report as soon aspossible any information dealing
with Fidel's attendance at the ceremony on the first anni
versary of the independence of Angola on November - 11. If
affirmative, try to find out complete itinerary of Fidel's ,
visits to other countries during the same trip .

With applause from the crowd , Castro said , " We have the
code , the ciphers and all the evidence of the veracity of
these communications. ” Castro alsomentioned that the CIA .
agent had bugged the office of Osmany Cienfuegos, secretary
of the executive committee of the council of ministers, who
participates in formulating Cuba's African policy .

The other message from CIA headquarters intercepted
earlier asked a seriesof questions about terrorist.acts against
Cuban property . The message read :

What is the official and private reaction to bomb attacks
against Cubun offices abroad ? What are they going to do to
avoid and prevent them ? Who is suspected as responsible ?
Will there be retaliations ?

In a barely plausible denial, Henry Kissinger said in
response to Castro , “ I can categorically state that no official
of the US government, no one paid by the American

government , no one in contact with the American govern .
ment has had anything to do with the airplane sabotage.”

Castro mentioned cight earlier incidents other than the
Barbados plane bombing . On April 6 , two fishing boats

PARAMILITARY OPERATIONS

On October 15 , Cuban Premier Fidel Castro announced

cancellation of the 1973 anti-hijacking agreement with the
US in retaliation for what he termed a CIA -backed " terrorist

campaign ” against Cuba . Castro spoke at the mass funeral

rally in Havana for the 57 Cubans (including several national

heroes) who were among 73 persons killed when a Cubana

Airlines plane was blown out of the air October 6. Castro

revealed the existance of a double agent, working for the
CIA but loyal to Cuba, who had intercepted two messages
from CIA headquarters at Langley , Virginia to a CIA agent

10 CounterSpy
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The CIA's Henchmen

were attacked by private launches from Florida . One fisher
man was killed . Two persons were killed and there was
heavy daniage when a bornb exploded in the Cuban embassy
in Lishon on April 22. On July 5 , another bomb damaged
the Cuban mission to the United Nations . On July 9 , a
bomb exploded at Norman Manley' airport in Jamaica in
a luggage cart just before the luggage was to be loaded onto
a Cuban airliner . A bomb exploded July 10 in the offices of
British West Indies Airways in Barbados , which represents
the Cuban airlines in Barbados . On July 23 , a technician of
the Cuban National Fishery Institute was killed in an
attempt to kidnap the Cuban consul in Merida,Mexico . On
August 9 two Cuban embassy officials were kidnapped in
Buenos Aires and no one has heard from them since . And
on August 18 , a bomb exploded in the Cubana office in
Panama.

CORU , a DINA terrorist army

Identified by Castro , the Washington Star and numerous
Caribbean newspapers as responsible for the terrorist acts is
the gusano organization ( pronounced goo'zan'o ) organiza
tion , the Coordination of United Revolutionary Organi
zations (CORU ). CORU is an umbrella organization of five
anti -Castro groups with approximately 500 members (See
Sidebar ) . It formed at a meeting in Costa Rica in June 1974 .
CORU is well known in Miami's Cuban exile community ,
Little Havana, and photos of its meetings have appeared
in the local Spanish press . From investigations of its activi
ties by Caribbean governments , we'll learn more about
CORU , but it is taking the blame in the US government's
narrow investigation . Training and support for the indivi.
duals and member groups of CORU is supplied by the CIA ;
that's what the cover up is all about . The organization is theresult of fanatic passions of enterprising gusanos and the
operational need of the Junta's gestapo , DINA . CORU is
a DINA terrorist army.

It claimed responsibility for the September 1 bombings
at the Embassy of Guyana in Port of Spain , Trinidad ; the
Mexican · Embassy in Guatemala City ; as well as other
bombings in Barbados on other occasions . CORU claims it .

· bombed the Guyana embassy in retaliation for Guyana's
policy of allowing Cuban airplanes to refuel there en route
to Angola . The Guatemala bombing , according to CORU,was in retaliation for Mexico's failure to release two CORU
members who tried to kidnap the Cuban consul in Merida,Mexico .

CORU is lead by the crazed former pediatrician namedOrlando Bosch . Bosch was one of the founders of Cuban
Power but he supposedly broke with the CIA after the Bay
of Pigs because he thought the CIA was no longer dedicated
to overthrowing Castro . Although his first commando
actions were hardly dangerous , Bosch has a habit of killing
those with whom he disagrees. (See New Times, October29 for a profile of Bosch's career .)

Bosch and others began their anti- Castro actions in the :
early sixties against Cuban and other socialist commercial
shipping in the harbor of Miami . But his first attacks were
empty threats ; he forgot to put fuses in the bombs . The" mad baby doctor" soon learned from his mistakes , how.

The following gusano groups are only some of the Cuban
exile organizations under the umbrella group called CORU.The organizations that participate in terrorist activity use
such sophisticated explosives that police in Dade County ,
Florida required : special training in bomb techniques.Accion Cubano - a small Miarni-based group formedaround July , 1974 which claimed credit for bombing several
Cuban embassies in that year . Recently , this group sold
bonds on the streets of Little Havana ( in Miami) to finance
its organizing, in denominations from $ 10 to $ 1,000, re
deemable upon Fidel Castro's death .

The National Liberation Front of Cuba (FNLC)-also
Miami - based and headed by FRANK CASTRO and HUM ---
BERTO LOPEZ . It took credit for the April 6 fishing boatattack . FNLC appeared about the time that talks of renewed
trade with Cuba began in Washington . It also had plans to
assassinate Senators Javits and Pell before their trip to
Havana in early 1974 , FNLC has been largely responsiblefor an internecine war between gusano groups in LittleHavana and elsewhere over the question of how to main
tain discipline for the umbrella group CORU . The FNLC
has formed several satellite terrorist cells in the US includingthe Jovenese de Estrella ( Youth of the Star ) in Miami , andF14 . in the New York City area , with whom the Letelier
assassins are associated ; Zero , which marks its victims for
death by sending the a " zero " mark ; Secret Cuban Governi
ment ; Cuban Action ; GIN ; Omega 7 ; and El Condor which
took credit for the plane.bombing that killed 73 people inOctober . One of El Condor's leaders , ROLANDO OTERO
was arrested for bombing the Miami FBI office , the FloridaState Attorney's office, the Dade County Police Department and another explosion at Miami International Airport .He was the youngest member of the Bay of Pigs invasionforce .

The Association of Veterans of the Bay of Pigs - a Miamibased group headed by ROBERTO CARBALLO who wonthe presidency after a bitter fight at this year's election
ceremonies on April 17. The keynote address at the congresswas Nicaraguan dictator Somoza and US RepresentativeCLAUDE PEPPER .

Some of these gusanos simply became mercenaries afterthe Bay of Pigs fiasco and joined bands such as the Intercontinental Penetration Force led by freelance anti
communist mercenary GERALD PATRICK HEMMING inthe early sixties before the Congo operation .

" Movimento 17 de April - a splinter group of the CIA -andGreen -Beret - trained Cuban Invasion Brigade 2506 , run byCIA case officers GRACETON LYNCH and 'RICHARD
ROBERTSON , which was defeated at the Bay of Pigs on
April 17 , 1960. The splinter group was formed last Aprilby JUAN PEREZ FRANCO .

Movimento Nacionalista Cubana - another Miami- based
group responsible for many bombings in the US andelsewhere .

.: CORU drew personnel from the JURE group of
gusanos , for CORU operations in the Dominican Republic .
JURE has operated since the US invasion in 1967 .
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ever , and created such a problem for harbor authorities that
the US Coast Guard was forced to escort the ships in and
out of the harbor . By the mid -sixties , Bosch was a leader of
the Movement for Revolutionary Recovery (MIRR) led
by MANUEL F. ARTIME , who later would form the
Commandos Mambises , the only gusano - terrorist group
which the CIA directly originated in the early sixties.
All the gusano groups were infiltrated and manipulated

by the CIA'S OPERATION MONGOOSE , the campaign to
overthrow or kill Castro . Mongoose developed the Miami
CIA station JM/Wave on the University of Miami under the
cover of Zenith Technical Enterprises. JM /Wave had an
annual budget of over $50 million , branch offices in 54
dummy corporations, and a permanent staff of 300 Ameri
cans who employed and controlled approximately 6,000
gusano agents including Bernard Barker ofWatergate fame,
who was a member of MIRR under E , Howard Hunt as his
controller . After the Bay of Pigs fiasco , led by GRACETON
LYNCH and RICHARD ROBERTSON , the CIA wound
down operations at JM/Wave and sent Artime to Guatemala
under direction from Robertson in a last effort to influence
gusanos who were bitter over the defeat. Robertson later

directed the gusano actions in the Congo crisis of 1967. The
following explains what some of the 6,000 trained gusanos
did after the Bay of Pigs plan fell apart.

With a cell of MIRR, Bosch escalated the disruption of
shipping in the Miami harbor . On September 16 , 1968 , the
FBI arrested Bosch and others while they fired a makeshift
bazooka into the harbor from MacArthur Causeway , over
the Coast Guard cutters escorting a Polish ship . Charged
with this, and with using the telephone to make threats
against the governments of Mexico , England and Spain ,
Bosch was sentenced to ten years in a federal prison . After
three and a half years Bosch was freed after a series of
hunger strikes; he soon disappeared . US authorities still
want Bosch for parole violations and for questioning for at
tempting to murder RICARDO MORALES NAVARETTE,
a former FBI informer and CIA agent, now a high - ranking
member of the Venezuelan secret police .

Bosch was arrested in Caracas , Venezuela in November ,
1974 after taking credit for two bombings, but the FBI did
not ask that he be extradited to the US because the State
Department intervened . Powerful Cuban exiles in Venezuela
took their case to high levels of the government and Bosch
was released. He flew immediately to Santiago , Chile and
established contact with DINA . A Miami newsman who
interviewed him there reported he had a Venezuelan chief
of staff and 15 Chilean bodyguards.
DINA had already made contact with other gusano :

groups including the non - terrorist youth group : ABDALA
and Alpha 66 , a broad coalition of exiles often opposed to
the terrorism . According to a gusano defector who returned
to Cuba named CARLOS RIVERO COLLADA * , Colonel
EDUARDO SEPULVEDA , the Chilean Consul in Miami,:.
is an intimate friend of Pinochet and visited Miami shortly
after the coup ; at the same time, the Junta repaid several
million dollars of its debt to the US in cash . There , according

CARLOS RIVERO COLLADOS, who returned to his homeland in Cuba,has recently published a book on the gusanos called Los Sobrinos Del Tio
Sam or The Nephews of Uncle Sam .

to Rivero, he met with RAMIRO DE LA FE , a leader of a
group called Young Cuba . Young Cuba took credit for
attacks on the Cuba Mission in Ottawa in 1966 and 1967
and in 1972 blew up the Cuban trade mission in Montreal
with assistance from members of the Royal Canadi ."
Mounted Police . De la Fe had been sentenced in the Un
three and a half years for illegal activity . Young C.
CORU and the National Liberation Front of Cuba
are believed to receive additional financial backing frum
Little Havana godfather, CARLOS PRIO SOCARRAS, the
president of Cuba before . Battista . A splinter group of
Young Cuba, the Cuban Neorevolutionary Action Group
took credit for the 1973 attack on the Cuban ambassador
in Mexico which 'CORU would later attempt to avenge in
the Guatemala City bombing .

1

Sepulveda encouraged the gušanos to carry out a publi
city campaign in Miami and New York City in return for
munitions and funds. DINA assigned a newsman , PEDRO
ERNESTO DIAZ of the fascist Patria y Libertad party to
control Young Cuba . The information which was stolen
from the Chilean Embassy in Washington before the coup
by the same gusanos involved in the Watergate affair, ended
up in the hands of this Chilean fascist party . Sepulveda
attended a September meeting of gusanos in Miami Beach ;
others in attendance were JULIO DURAN , the Junta's
representative at- the U.N., Memphis mayor MARICE
FERRAR , and the US Representative TOM E. GALLAGER .

By July 1975 Bosch began his reign of terror in Little
Havana and the Caribbean to gain control of all the gusanos
and to raise his CORU army . One of his principal deputies
became HUMBERTO LOPEZ of FNLC who was a former
announcer for the Voice of America and who had been
trained in demolitions by the US Army and the CIA .

Some of Bosch's first actions after his release from
prison were in Costa Rica . While Bosch was behind bars,
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BENJAMIN MATTE , a member of Patria y Libertad had
set up DINA's Costa Rican operations to counteraci the
work of anti - Junta groups according to the Costa Rican
weekly Pueblo on November 2 , 1974. Its July 6 issue stated
that Chileans were working with various right -wing groups
with their nexus in Guatemala , where the CIA organized
a coup d'etat in 1954 and has influenced the government

City on charges of massive gunsmugyling from the US to
Central America ) , Guatemala , Israel and the United States .
That same year a Costa Rican radio station reported that
Guatemala , El Salvador and Chile were facilitating a coup .
Even the conservative opposition Costa Rican daily La
Nacion on October 23 , 1975 carried reports of the Guate
malan government financing MCRL .**

Left: A Rev Moon Unification Church spy ( left) and
DINA agent photograph Chile Solidarity rally one year
after the coup, September 11 , 1974 , in front of the White
House. Middle : At a large reception for Hortensia Allende
November 13 ; 1974, sponsored by the Institute for Policy
Studies at the DuPont Plaza Hotel. Left to right; an uniden
tified man , a DINA informant who is a student at Mont
gomery " Junior College and a former Santiago Military
Academy student ; DINA agent with mustache; and his
superior. Right: As guests enter reception hall, DINA
informer and .DINA agent whisper names to superior.

In 1975 , DINA'sent Bosch to Costa Rica with a Chilean
diplomatic passport to make contact with the MCRL and to
assassinate MIR leader ANDRES PASCAL ALLENDE ,
nephew of the murdered President of Chile . But Bosch was
detained after Mexico's President Echevveria called Costa
Rican President Oduber to warn him . Kissinger was coming
to Costa Rica at the same time . The April 29 , 1975 issue of
Pueblo revealed that from there Bosch was reported in
several Latin American and Caribbean countries especially
the Dominican Republic and Venezuela , where the gusano
groups are active in the police , and intelligence agencies
services. The Pueblo office was blown up on August 2 , 1976
by gusanos connected to Bosch and DINA . The Costa Rican
secret police, Officina de Seguridad Nacional(OSN) , directed
by Gen. FERNANDO FIGULS also employs gusanos and
continues to allow MCRL to operate in Costa Rica and to
publish a column in El National.

Gusanos Admit Guilt

One day after the Cubana plane blew up , Trinidad
authorities arrested HERNANDO RICARDO LUSANO , aka
JOSE VELASQUEZ , aka JOSE GARCIA of the Caracas

ever since . On October 29 , 1974 the newspaper La Hora
published photostats of intercepted correspondence dated
September 12 , 1974 between Chilean Embassy officials and
their superiors in Santiago, in which the Embassy requested
more funds to finance the activities of Movimento Costa
Rica Libre (MCRL ). The MCRL; was asking for more funds .
The documents stated that the contributions which we
have given them have been small but they are asking for
more aid ." The letter mentioned activities “ following our
instructions from Santiago " to buy arms (presumably for
MCRL ) and to pay for propaganda work by gusano teams .
The Junta's purpose was to strengthen MCRL at the time
because it was in theic opinion , the only way to prevent
communism in Costa Rica . Santiago (and presumably the
US) believed the Oduber government was weak , indecisive ,
and corrupt.".

The La Hora photostats specifically implicate the
Guatemalan military attache in Costa Rica and state that
MCRL has minimal aid ” from the embassies of El Salvador
(whose Chief of Staff was recently arrested in New York

That month , the government began a formal investigation ofVCRL sparked
by rumors thai the group, along with gusanos were planning to assassinate
foreign minister GONZALO FACIO who was active in the campaign to lift
sanctions against Cuba . The Miami Herald on September 20, 1974 reported
that Facio received phone threats when he was in the U.S. for U.N. and
OAS meetings. At the same time, a former gusano surfaced in Havana re .
vealing that the gusano terrorists were planning attacks against Facio ,
Kissinger, and other U.S. diplomats. Facio , like Kissinger and other
officials were hardly soft on communism ; they were seeking a pragmatic
policy towards Cuba at the time because of skyrocketing sugar prices.
Facio professes close ties with Nelson Rockefeller and is a corporate lawyer
in Costa Rica for United Brands, Allied Chemical, U.S. Steel, and ALCOA
and has been a legal counsel to Robert Vesco .
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newspaper El Mundo, which carried a column by CIA agent zuelan government has had intimate ties to those involved

LLANO MONTES on October 12 about the bombing . Also and has allowed DINA and the gusanos to operate from

arrested was FREDDY LUGO . Venezuela ; to prosecute those who have served the govern .

At this writing the Venezuelan judge has indicted four ment will be difficult.

gusanos ; Bosch , Lusano, Lugo and LUIS POSADA The problem for Perez is further complicated because

CARRILES , a Cuban -Venezuelan who was formerly chief gusunos hold important positions in the Venezuelan secret

of operations of the Venezuelan secret police called DISIP police , DISIP . RICARDO MORALES NAVARRETE , à

(Directorate of Intelligence and Prevention Services), from high ranking gusano in DISIP, worked for the CIA just

1971 to 1973 , after the Bay of Pigs . He was a member of Rick Robertson's

Ricardo and Lugo , who have now admitted planting the team in the Congo (Zaire) in the mid-sixties . He became

bomb, have implicated Bosch in the incident . They were ar outraged there at the degenerating operation . According to

rested in Trinidad on October 7 , 1976 after the crash when a reliable source in the CIA , the gusanos had nothing to do

a taxi driver, taking them to their hotel , overheard them in the Congo and spent most of their time getting drunk

discussing and laughing about the incident . Trinidad police firing shots at the U.S. consulate for fun , and generally

have proof that Ricardo contacted his boss Posada from the terrorizing the consul's wife. Morales later returned to the

hotel, and Ricardo's girlfriend and his secretary both con U.S. and became an informer for the Bosch trial, an act

firmed they had passed on a message for Posada : “ The against which Bosch retaliated by trying to kill Morales

truck has left with a full load ." ..

Ricardo was trained by the CIA in demolitions and DINA Foreign Operations
formerly worked for Cuba's old dictator Battista: in his

secret police . A few days before the bombing, he was seen The murder of Letelier follows a pattern of Junta terror

sin Caracas in the company of CIA agent FELIX MARTINEZ to remind Chilean exiles of the blood that was let on t} .

SUAREZ. Ricardo and Lugo also worked for a private day of the coup . For the past three years prominentChil :

detective agency in Caracas called Commercial Industrial exiles have been attacked . In 1974 CARLOS PRA

Investigations (ICICA) , which uses equipment that's niore former Chief of Staff of the Armed forces under Allend ,

sophisticated than any used . by government agencies in was killed in Argentina, at DINA's request . Then , in 1975

Venezuela . gusanos, or Italian fascists, fired shots at BERNARDO

On October 15 , Venezuelan authorities arrested other LEIGHTON , vice -president of the Chilean Christian Demo

members of the private eye firm including Posada. The CIA cratic Party:

also trained Posada, who is believed to be among thosewho Prats , Chief of Staff until his resignation during the

intervened for Bosch's release in 1974 . Allende regime , was replaced by Pinochet . He was living ir

1. The daily Punto announced that CORU members OLEG . Buenos Aires, working on a book about the coup ar

GUETON RODRIGUEZ , CELSA TOLEDO, FRANCISCO :: Pinochet , whom he had actually recommended as his o

NENEZ and Bosch had all been arrested in Caracas as well ; replacement , a judgment he had come to regret and wish ;

they are also connected to the mysterious private eye firm . to expose . On September 30 , 1974 , just a year after

The governments of Trinidad and Tobago, Venezuela, coup , he and his wife were blown up in a car ; shorts

Guyana , Barbados and Cuba have formed a united effort to thereafter,the manuscript was stolen from his hoine.

investigate these actions and more information will no Colonel PEDRO EWING , director of DINA's foreigr

doubt be available in the next few months. , operations , established DINA relations with Argentina.

Ewing and his assistant ; JUAN LUIS BULNES CERD *

who was former head of the youth group of the fasci :

Now that Bosch has some protection in Venezuela , he denies he accused
the Novo brothers of the Letelier/Moffitt assassination . Cuba's Foreign

National Party , ordered the Prats assassination . Buln

Minister .declared recently that the US is attempting to block the trial of was one of many Chilean Military Intelligence Service

the gusanos in Venezuela and has recently divided the Caribbean meetings (SIM ) agents who were responsible for the killing of Prat'

on the airplane sabotage . In those meetings, Fred Wills , Foreign Minister of predecessor, General Rene Schneider.** Sources allege tha:

Guyana, mentioned that Trinidad and Tobago officials had diaries of the members of the Argentine Anti-Communist Alliance (AAA

arrested gusanos which implicate the CIA . He also mentioned that he had killed Prats. The AAA is composed of Argentine soldiers
concrete proof the US was attempting to destabilize Guyana and Jamaica ;
it is part of an overall US strategy to divide the other nations of the Carib and was formed by LOPEZ REGA, the power behind th

bean from Cuba . During negotiations on the fate of the arrested gusanos, Peron government at the time. After the coup against th .

* Trinidad and Tobago officials refused to release evidence to the other corrupt and failing Peron administration , General JORG !
nations including Venezuela . VIDELA reincorporated the AAA back into the army. Thu

he could declare that he " eliminated” the right wir:

Perez hired gusanos to fight Cuban influence in the terrorists, in order to target the left. DINA agents Ewin

past, as many Latin American chiefs of state have done. But Bulnes, and a man named EDMUNDO JACKSON , a to

in recent years, Perez has opened up to the possibility of turer who directed the AAA attack on Prats , began work i

better relations between Cuba and Venezuela . The Caracas . Argentina only a month before Prats was murdered .

: , trial for the terrorist saboteurs putspressure on Perez . They A year later , the trio made contact with the Italia

1... will be tried in a military court, because officials thought it neo -fascist party , MSI , whose leaders have been connecte

would facilitate a fair trial for the gusanos. But the Vene- : to the Italian secret service , SID . On October 6 , 1975 , a
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attempt was made to kill Leighton , vice - president of the

conservative CDP, Italian Communist newspapers accused
MSI of machine-gunning Leighton and his wife in a street

in Rome . Though both survived, Ana Leighton was para

lyzed . Oddly , though significantly , CORU sent a com

munique taking credit for the attack in Italy , pointing the

finger again at DINA and the gusanos .

Ewing institutionalized DINA's tactic of cooperating

with local terror squads after DINA practiced it with the

CIA's terror squad , Patria y Libertad, in Chile . DINA
maneuvers with the gusanos' CORU, the Italian MSI, the

Costa Rican MRCL, the Argentine AAA, and others , were

organized from DINA headquarters, which Ewing estab
lished in fascist Madrid in early 1974 .

CounterSpy has also learned that DINA is active not
only in Spain , but in England , Paris , Switzerland, Belgium ,
and Holland . A report from the London -based news service ,
InterPress, on May 16 , 1976 , reveals that Ewing may have
repeated his operations in London . The former Chilean
Embassy press attache and DINA informant, JORGE

NAVARRETE, contacted a man known only. as "John
Cooper, " but whose real name , according to Inter Press,
was Leslie Wooler . Wooler , a former corporal in the British
Royal Air Force , infiltrated pro -Palestinian organizations in
the sixties. Three years earlier , he had been active in a plot
by the British neo -fascist, anti-semitic National Front. to

take over the Conservative Party's Monday Club.
Navarrete recruited Cooper" at the Monday Club and

asked him to photograph people entering the Chile Solidarity
offices. After a few contacts , he asked Wooler to remove
documents, including finance and address lists , and to

gather information on the private lives of the supporters .
In particular, Wooler was asked to gather information on
Judith Hart , the former Minister of Overseas Development,

and her son Stephen , secretary of the British Chile Soli

darity Campaign . Then Navarrete encouraged Wooler to

make harassing late -night phone calls to the Harts .

Wooler was motivated by his anti -communism and by
the lucrative paychecks (several hundred pounds ) signed by
the Chilean Ambassador to England , KAARA OLSEN .
But he soon realized that he was associating with people
who were capable of killing his allies, the Christian Demo
crats. Navarrete took Wooler to a meeting with a DINA
agent , presumed to be Ewing, who told him they were

LIBRO

BLANCO

PEC
NEW DE

BISERYE

Ewing was the secretary of the Junta immediately after the

coup and it was he who presented the notorious "White

Book , " written by the CIA , in which the Junta repeated the

propaganda lines against Allende to justify the coup. At

that time, Ewing controlled many resources of the Chilean

intelligence network.

This policy is continuing. In July; ANDRES PASCAL ALLENDE,

whu Bosch planned to kill in Costa Rica but never attempted, announced
from Havana that EDGARDO ENRIQUEZ, a leader of the MIR , had been
captured by Argentine authorities and tumed over to DINA last April.

* In June of this year, at least 27 Chilean refugees disappeared in Argen
tina and there are reports that some 15,000 refugees there are terrorized
by the DINA with assistance from the Argentine SIDE . There are more
reports that IBM installed a sophisticated computer system in Santiago
for DINA ; it contains an index of these 15,000 Chileans and others from
l.arin American countries, Shortly before the coup, 12 members of Patria
y Libertad were trained by International Cash Register in computer opera

artions in Ohio , TIME magazine revealed in September, 1974 , that the U.S.
Embassy added 12 code clerks to the staff in Santiago shortly before the
coup. Reliable sources at the State Department have indicated to Counter
Spy that the clerks helped computerize names of Latin American leftists
in Chile at the time for arrest during and after the coup.. Thousands of
Bolivians, Argentines, Brazilians and at least two Americans were arrested
by the Junta forces. Many died , including the two Americans, and the
others were tumed over to their own countries' secret police.

** Schneider opposed a plan for a coup before the elections. The Church
Committee report on Covert Actions in Chile reports that the CIA gave
machine guns to a group of military conspirators on the day of Schneider's
death. This was part of Kissinger and the 40 Committee's Track II plan to
prevent Allende's election . But according to CIA records, the guns were
given to a different group , not the one headed by B : Ines. Despite this plan
or that of various conspirators in Santiago, Allende was elected .

continued on page 64
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TIP

Terrorist

Information

Project

lery shells , and 36 other weapons includ
ing 19 handguns. There were also
500,000 rounds of ammunition found in
the house . Mashe says he is a " gun
collector ."
The day after the 1975 bombing , the

National Socialist Liberation Front, a

Nazi splinter group , took credit for the
bombing. Two months later the LA Free
Press published an interview with NSLF
leader Joseph Tommasi who openly
boasted his outfit was responsible for the
bombing : “ We know the cops aren't
interested if we bomb the left. " He was

later gunned down by a member of a
rival Nazi faction.

KEEP

STRONG

Chicago Nazis Compete
With Klan

The American Nazi Party in C ::
continues to organize white your
Marquette Park area , in 2005
with local Ku Klux Klan eilor's . White

youths organized an attack on a rally
sponsored by the Martin Luther King Jr.
Movement on July 19th , The march ,
attended by 300 people , was organized to
protest racist attacks on blacks in the

park. They were confronted by several

thousand youths who assaulted the un
armed marchers "with cherrybombs,
bricks, bottles, and paving stones.

Although the KKK was active among .
the older white residents of Marquette

niembers in Washington D.C .. Park , it was the Nazi Party wooing theVietnamese Reactionaries
The group emerges to the extreme youths that really spurred racism in th :

Organize right of Thieu and his followers among area. The Nazis have opened a storefror

the Vietnamese-exile community. Many in the area and some reports indicate
A secret society called Black April was Black April members believe Thieu was they are now concentrating on organizing

recently formed by anti- conununist Viet too soft and sold out the country, thus among the 3,000 policemen known to be

namese refugees and is waying sporadic the name, April, the month of the living in the Marquette Park community.
violence and intimidation in refugee exodus. One Vietnamese exile paper.
communities. First reports of the intimi- Trang Den , which claims to still have
dation campaigns came from the refugee correspondents in Ho Chi Minh City SWP Suit
camps. Violence often brokeout between ( formerly Saigon ), reports that Black
Thieu regime officials and politically April, withwith contacts in counter

more moderate Vietnamese, swept along revolutionary groups still operating in In connection to the SWP's $40 million
in the exodus. In Los Angeles, several Vietnam, is well funded and armed, lawsuit against government harassment
refugee meetings have been disrupted by Over 5,000 refugees whoworked with the and surveillance, the FBI was forced to
fist fights. Vietnamese priests have been CIA's Phoenix assassination program release its Denver files on Timothy
red -baited by the Black April members arrived in the U.S. with other refugees. Redfearn , an FBI informer who infil
who believe priests : work with com-, Although U.S. officials stated at the time trated the SWP and who committedmunists,

that they were merely heads of programs burglaries for theFBI. A Denver grand
Last July in Boston the Association of and not the torturers or assassins in the jury is hearing testimony that FBI Dlrec

Vietnamese Patriotsmeeting at MITwas field , many who trainedand practiced tor Clarence Kelley and the local bureau
disrupted by three Vietnamese men terrorism are now organized in the U.S. conspired to cover up the evidence of
brandishing knives. The men identified Redfearn's burglaries for the FBI. On
themselves as former soldiers ( paratroop : Police Arrest Nazi Bomber

August 30 ; red swastikas were found
ers and marines) of the Thieu regime. painted on the SWP headquarters build
who left leaflets with this declaration : On Septeniber 9 , 1976 the Los Angeles ing and Nazi hate mail regularly streams

" Blood will flow and corpses will fall if Police arrested 23 -year-old Serge Mashe, into the SWP office . Nazi flags were
you continue to make propaganda for the a former American Nazi Party meraber, found in Redfearn's apartment which
communists ." At the bottom of the for bombing the Socialist Workers Party have led the SWP to charge the FBI is
- leaflet was the name “ Black April" . headquarters in that city on February 4, cooperating with the Nazi factions to
Former Minister of Information, Hoang 1975. In his home, police found six harass the SWP and the Left in Denver,
Duc Nha, was beaten by Black April machine guns, four high -explosive artil Los Angeles, and other cities.
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Klan Organizes Prison Guards

1

TOURS
.Reports are growing of Ku Klux Klan

organizing drives among the guards at

Atrica , Clinton , Comstock , Elmira ,

Greenhaven , and other prisons in New

York Stare . At Napanoch, some prison .
ers , active in the NAACP or other mi

nority organizatons, have been beaten

by guards affiliated with the secret KKK

organizing. Napanoch appears to be the
center of KKK activity because of the

prison's innovative education programs,
college and vocational programs for
Black and Latin people.

to

The September 1976 issue of Off Our

Backs, a . national ferninist newspaper,

has an important article on the Ku Klux

Klan among the woman and men guards

at the Bedford Hills Correctional Facility

in Westchester County New York. Two

of the male guards openly wear gold and

silver KKK rings. The report contains

details of the male guards pushing,

beating and molesting the female in

mates while the female guards watch. In

one incident, a woman, who had recently

had a Caesarean operation, was beaten

until she began to bleed . She was then

left bleeding in her cell for six hours

before a doctor came to assist her.

by the KXX, was obviously in after

dance. Leaders of the so - called " respec

If there is a Nazi, KKK , or NCLC table racists" say they can't control the

-activity in your area, be sure to send a KKK and the open threat of terrorism

tip to TIP , Box 647 , Ben Franklin unless they can win concessions on the

Station , Washington, D.C. 20044 . busing issue.

Klan Marches

Anti -busers Rampage
On August 14, 200 members of the

United Klans of America marched down Peaceful demonstrations were followed

Preston Highway . in Louisville with by violent ones in September asLouisville The Powder Keg Information Center,
shouts of " White power" and "Good schools opened. Police were forced to fire a local anti -busing group loyal to ROAR,
thing no niggers are here ! " KKK litera volleys of tear- gas to disperse about and Boston City Council President
ture stated that the march was not only 1,000 demonstrators as suspected Ku Louise Day Hicks, held the first anti
an anti-busing march but openly anti Klux Klan members and white youths busing demonstration of the season on
black and anti- communist. The march smashed store windows, burned park August 31 which culminated with rock
was made up of some Klansmen on benches, vandāļịzed phone booths and throwing attacks on police in Charles
horses, scores of Klansmen walking, threw rocks and bottles at police. Police

several parade floats carrying Klan dig
town. The following evening, an esti .

were forced to arrest 14 adults who mated 600 whites skirmished in gang
nitaries, a military unit, a youth group refused to disperse. :
and a ladies' auxiliary. Almost everyone

assaults on police, attacked patrol cars
and set bonfires in what the Boston

wore hoods and robes and carried Ameri Herald American, a conservative anti
can, Confederate and KKK flags. busing newspaper, termed a " rampage . "
Although the KKK leads only a weak , August 28 was the date of the first

lic transportation in the area was
extreme- right faction of the anti -busing : mass rallyby anti-busing forces in Louis

movement in Kentucky, the cheering ville and there was ample evidence of a disrupted by groups of young white

crowds on the day of the march indicate split developing in the ranks of this racist toughs who stoned city buses . The four
who were arrested had scattered pieces of

a growing support for KKK methods. movement. The majority of the 1500

Since the KKK began active organizing people were led by ROAR ( Restore Our cardboard, which were embedded with

in Louisville a year ago, the black com Alienated Rights) and the National two-inch nails, under police cars. In all
these incidents, members of the secret

munity has suffered bombings, beatings, Association to Preserve and Restore opr

and massive harassment. Sherman Freedom (NAPF) supporting a national paramilitary Charlestown and South

Boston Marshals Association , largely
Adams, head of KKK for efforts in strategy of legal action against forced

Kentucky, said the march showed " the busing, sex education in schools, com organized by KKK members , were
present.

people were around and ready to fight. " munism and atheism. A small force, led
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RENDEZVOUS

IN GENEVA

My Spy Exposed

By Philip Agee

One of the loose ends left hanging
when I went to London in late 1972 was

the mystery of Leslie , my benefactor

during those difficult months in Paris :

when I was struggling to write the story
of my work in the CIA.

Just as I returned to Paris after six

months of research and study in Havana,

I had a visit from a former CIA colleague

who said he came from Washington to
ask what my book was to be about. I

assured him that my presentation would
be theoretical , without naniing any
names or damagingthe Agency, and that
I would be pleased to present my manu
script to the CIA for review prior to
publication. For the time being, I needed
to avoid any confrontation with the

Agency , for I still had months of research
to complete.

At the Minerve Hotel, on Rue des
Ecoles, I settled in to live and work ,

making only a few friends from among
the Americans who lived in the hotel and

some others who frequented Le Yam's,
our corner cafe.

A few weeks before Easter, 1972 , 1 met '

a young American journalist name
Ferrera who occasionally came around 10
Le Yam's and who was friendly with

Therese, a Canadian who was settling in
the Quartier after tiring of the violence

and pressures of New York City.

Therese , Sal and I often discussed the
American scene until early morning. Sal,
with his good nature and wit , was an

" underground" journalist and had be
come a principal contact for American
anti-war activists who came to Paris for .

peace conferences and demonstrations ,

and to visit the delegation of the PRG . I.
of course, said nothing of the true du
of the book I was writing.
In May 1972, my money was running

out. I decided to tell Sal who I was and

what I was writing, in the hope that he
could sell an interview and split the

proceeds with me. He seemed a little too

surprised and enthusiastic, but we agreed
that he would do an interview and try to

place it with a major American journal.
On the day of our first recording ses

sion , when we left the hotel for lunch , we

spotted what was without any doubt a

team of surveillance agents following us
on Boulevard Saint Germain . After we

shook off the surveillance by passing
through the tunnels of the Faculty of

Science at Jussieu, I decided to tell
another friend , Catherine, of my book
and see whether she would allow me to

stay at her studio until I found another.

She agreed , and on the night the first
surveillance occurred, I left the hotel and

went carefully to her place , a short walk
from the station . In Catherine's studio I

would experience, a few months later,

18 CounterSpy
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one of the shocks of a lifetimem - the end In a few days I saw her again , and it September to turn back the studio to its

of one phase of this mystery and the was not long before I was telling her that owner, she ruined my compartnıentation

beginning of another. I was a former operations officer in the by taking a hotel room just a few doors

Sal began to lend me small amounts of CIA and that my book was an account of from Sal's room and only a block from

money for food . Although he was curious how the CIA operates and of what I and Le Yam's . It seemed that suddenly every
and occasionally would ask , I refused to others in the CIA had been doing in one knew of each other's participation in

tell him where I had gone to live . Cath Latin America . On hearing of my penury my project, and soon Sal and Leslie were

erine was unknown to anyone else . she said she would help , but she wanted . planning to go to London with me to help

Towards the end of June, Sal invited to see what I had written. A couple of in the final research in the British

me to dinner. The formality of his invi- days later Leslie and I stood for three Museum Newspaper Library .

tation was strange , but I accepted , and hours at the copy machine in the Sor A couple of days after the American

afterwards he suggested that we have bonne , copying about 250 pages of an publisher rejected my book , a crushing

some English beer at the Mayflower. early draft that I had removed from the blow after almost three years' work , I
Less than five minutes after we entered , a safe deposit box in the nearby Société was to meet Sal at the Choppe Monge,

young woman carrying a copy of Time Generale bank where I kept my writing but Leslie came instead— by now she had
entered and took the stool next to mine. and important papers safe from any moved in with Sal although she also kept
By and by we began to talk. Her name eventuality . I left the material with her, her hotel room. It was cold and rainy and

was Leslie Donegan , daughter of an returned the copies to the safe deposit . she had a bad case of tlu . A few hours

American businessman in Venezuela and Sox , and promised not to call her for the
a Venezuelan -American mother , both of next few days she wanted it that way.
whom had passed away. She had a because her boyfriend was visiting for the
degree in Public Relations from Boston weekend :
University and was sustained by the Leslie returned the draft to me the fol
income from her parents' estate in Ca- lowing week , and although she was not
racas which, from her manner of speak terribly enthusiastic over what she read ,
ing, seemed by no means a pittance. I she agreed to help me . By now she had
took her telephone number and left in already given me a few.hundred francs, .
time to catch the last Metro. back-- which I immediately spent on food and
taking care, as I always did , to watch for some overdue essentials . This time Leslie:
possible surveillance. gave me 500 francs and promised 500

more in a couple of weeks. Relief was at

A few days later Sal came up with an last at hand .
idea. Leslie was an heiress. She was From the beginning I tried to com

interested in Latin American politics, partmentalize my developing situation
seemed politically liberal enough , and with Leslie from my continuing relation

was planning to spend the summer in ship with Sal . To my consternation he

Paris after having just finished a year of was exceedingly slow in getting our inter

study at the University of Geneva. She view transcribed. I wonderedabout Sal ,

might fancy becoming a patroness of the not least because from time to time I

arts by financing me through the com would discover the surveillance again

pletion of my book . My situation was almost always after having seen him , Sal earlier , when Sal was. away, the owner of

desperate. I had been forced to return was now receiving all mymail so that I the typewriter that Sal. had lent me

my typewriter to the rental shop in order would not have to give my secret address • months earlier came to get it . According

to get back the deposit for food . As luck to my sons and parents in America , but to Leslie , he was furious that Sal had

would have it, a friend of Sal's had left a he persisted in listing the advantages of given his typewriter to someone else , and

typewriter with him, and I could use it his being able to reach me on short notice he demanded it back immediately. She

for a while. Leslie's support might be the --which was impossible as he didn't had gone out and bought me a used

olution to my deepening anxieties. know where I lived . typewriter, which she gave me , so that I

I took Sal's suggestion , called Leslie, Soon Leslie became tired of the Paris would not be left without any typewriter
"and immediately received an invitation summer and went to Spain, leaving me at all . I would have to get the first type
for dinner : the next evening. Leslie's with more money and her studio apart writer right away and return it to Sal

modern studio apartment was on the ment. She tried to persuade me to ac later that afternoon..

eighth floor of a new twenty -story build- company her to Spain , offering to pay all A few days later over pizza at Chez

ing, a ten -minute walk from the metro my expenses , but I declined . From Spain Pietro , Leslie seemed hurt when I told
station . Leslie sent me still more money , which , her that I had left her typewriter at

Leslie bought me dinner at a cozy, though not excessive, was all I had Therese's room and hadn't used it yet.

candle - lit restaurant near her building , besides the continuing small loans from Later, Sal warned me that if it were

and, glowing with wine, we bought Sal. Each night after leaving the studio, I stolen from Therese's room , where things
another bottle and headed back to her would go back to my secret hideaway at had already disappeared and we all .

studio. I had decided not to tell her the Passage des Eaux, always taking great
knew Therese never locked the door

true nature of my book before getting to care to leave the metro on the Left Bank then Leslie might stop financing the

know her a little, so we spent most of the ' to cross the Pont de Bir -Hakeim on foot,
evening talking about Spain , Latin so as to observe better , or at Trocadero to
America , the University of Geneva, and , wander down among the gardens and
her Spanish boyfriend, who was coming fountains in order to get lost in the Philip Agee, an Associate Editor of

from Geneva to visit her in about ten crowds and the dark . CounterSpy , is author of CIA Diary
days. When Leslie returned to Paris in late and is a former CIA case officer.
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.
named Leslie. It seemed that his friend against U.S. policies. continued her conversation . I don't think

had a young Spanish friend , no longer in The Geneva Station also had , as the she recognized me I looked different

Geneva , who contided one day that his Paris, London, and other European Sta too , shorter hair , heavier , different

girlfriend was working for the CIA . The tions , the task of recruiting Third World clothes and glasses . Good ! At least 1

girl had told her boyfriend that the CIA people for use while in Europe, but know where she is , and if luck holds she

had recruited her for assignment at the especially for use when they returned to won't know that I've found her . And if

University of Geneva , where she was their home countries. Possibly one of she and the CIA don't know , they won't
studying, and that while at the Univer Leslie - Janet's jobs was to arrange intro be able to move her quickly to some other

sity, the CIA paid her rent and salary. ductions between CIA officers in the job or country.
Moreover, according to Jorge, she re Mission and the possible agents she had ! But then, ' maybe she isn't still working

vealed to her boyfriend that the CIA sent been spotting and assessing. The officer for the CIA . Possibly , but why did they
her to Paris to work against me. Her under diplomatic cover would then take give her another identity when they sent
true name was Janet Strickland. over the case, bring along the prospective her to Paris? Or is Janet Strickland an
It all seemed to fit but I wanted to be agent to the point of recruitment, and , if assumed identity too? But not that many

sure. This would not be difficult because such was not accepted , at least the people are willing to work as CIA agents.
Janet Strickland was still in Geneva and woman would be protected and could Not after Chile , cobra venom , shellfish

was working for none other than the continue with other possible agent re toxin , poison dart guns, CHAOS and

International Labor Organization. Leslie cruits . Leslie would be perfect for that . I other crimes. Surely not after the escala .

Donegan , good old Leslie , a spy at the wondered which of the CIA officers in tion of torture and political repression in
ILO ? This I had to see. the Mission might be in charge of her so many countries where the CIA has

I went around to Janet's apartment, case -- already I had begin to identify the been hard at work . Leslie did her job in

no. 8 on the 8th floor of a big, new luxury CIA officers in the Mission and there Paris, so why wouldn't the CIA do

building called Matutina Park at Avenue seemed to be about 12-15 not counting everything in its power to keep her
du Bouchet. Though the building was all the clerical, communications and working in Geneva ? Besides , that Matu

not as tall , her Geneva pad was on the other support personnel. tina Park pad should demand a pretty
order of the modern studio that Leslie I entered the ILO building through the rent- probably too much for a Grade

had taken in Paris for the summer of garage and walked around looking for Seven employe of the ILO.

1972. Security was fairly good - doors stairways and elevators. I wanted a quick I wondered how she got the ILO job .
locked with entry controlled by the in way to get out if Leslie - Janet recognized Who recommended her? What personal
habitants through the electronic porter me and reacted strongly . At that moment references did she give ? In any case she's
system. Still , I had to see her. We rang. I remenihered her as a hard , tough had choice assignments: University of
No answer. Janet was probably away for woman with little feeling and maybe Geneva, Paris , then back to Geneva and
the weekend. capable of violence. the ILO.
I went on to Milan . Over Christmas Janet's office was at the far end of the

and New Years we had a family vacation building , number 159 on the ninth floor. On June 9 , 1976 , I returned to the ILO

in Italy, but during the first week of Iwalked down the long hallway from the to obtain photographs to show to Janet

January 1976 I returned to Geneva. I had elevator , took a deep breath , turned the Leslie's old friends in Paris. I had

to see her face to know for sure if I had. corner and walked by number 159 . decided to confront her. She was now in

finally found Leslie . Empty! Back down to the cafeteria , a different office and when at first I

On Monday morning I waited for her , fifteen minutes. over coffee, no sight of entered , she acted as if she didn't know

seated in Jorge's car with a scarf around Leslie there . me , rather in jest . But as soon as she saw

my head, watching for Leslie to leave Back up to the ninth floor. Down the the photographers at work , she stood up ,

Matutina Park. Lots of people and cars hallway and around the corner to 159. turned fearful, and tried to hurl one of

came from the garage, but not Leslie. I There she was , talking on the telephone. the photographers across the office. She

went to the ILO. I slowed down , almost stopped , to make fled down the hallway , probably into

According to the ILO Staff List of . absolutely sure it was her face. She was another identity , another life. Perhaps
February 1975, Janet Strickland was an wearing a lot of make - up now but behind someday with coordination we can
employee of the Central Library and it all was my Leslie. She looked up at me , keep more of them , like Leslie , on the

Documentation Branch. I wondered if then down again without reaction as she
that gave her access to all ILO docu

ments - not bad for a CIA agentor

whether her current CIA assignment was

to spot possible new agents, perhaps
from Third World countries , who would

be recruited in Geneva and eventually
sent back to their countries to continue

working for the Agency.
While still working for the CIA in the

1960's, I had learned that the Agency

had a station under the cover of the U.S.

Mission to the European Office of the
U.N. in Geneva. I had also learned that

this Station had among its priorities the
recruitment of U.N. people and people in
other organizations who could penetrate

and exercise influence from the inside

an operation that seemed doomed if

measured by the U.N. voting patterns

run .
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Books

Moment of Urgency
THE KISSINGER STUDY OF SOUTHERN AFRICA ,
National Security Study Memorandum 39, Edited and
Introduced by Mohamed El -Khawas and · Barry Cohen ,
Lawrence Hill and Co., 189 pages ; paperback $3.95; Cloth$6.95.

By Edgar Lockwood

1

:

The end of white rule in southern Africa draws closei
day by day . The collapse of the Portuguese colonial
regime, brought about by the guerilla liberation armies,
has shortened the time frame within which we look at the
future . We are bound to feel now that the schedule will be
written in years , not in decades as one might once have felt .
The domino theory , while it has no validity as a forecast of
white collapse , still has some use as a projection of a series
of linked victoțies. First the crisis will come in Zimbabwe
(Rhodesia ), and white rule by a five percent minority will
be ended ; next it will be the turn of Namibians to liberate
themselves ; at length , by processes that can be intuitively
felt but not known , South Africa itself , the heart of apart
heid's monster , will fall.

For the United States government , what was once a
matter of leisurely planning and haphazard rationalization
of contradictory interests and political postures becomes a
question of moment and urgency , full of allegedly global
consequence . Secretary Kissinger's intervention in Angola
makes it plain that, for him , the forces of communism ,
which had been defeated in the Congo in the Sixties, are
winning new and dangerous influence in central and south
ern Africa , not only destabilizing the region but also
threatening a momentous shift in the world balance of
power . Why this sequential conclusion should necessarily
follow is a matter of puzzlement as well as almost daily
comment. For this reason , if for no other , it is urgent that
all Americans interested in these issues read this book . In it
we have the original text, unexpurgated and unabridged ,
of a secret study memorandum prepared at Dr. Kissinger's
direction in 1969 in order to furnish the National Security
Council with options for United States, policy toward
southern Africa .

But isn't this by now outdated , and in any case , isn't it
just a study paper? Was policy actually changed as a resultof this study ?

Of course , the memorandum is dated . It was written be.
fore the Portuguese coup, before the defeat of the United
States in Vietnam , before the Watergate scandals, before
the Arabs imposed a new price for energy on the West,
before the deterioration of capitalist economies because of
inflation , scarcities of mineral supplies and energy , loss of
productivity , etc . , - and before the 'Angolan war . The facts

of the memorandum can be brought up to
Mohamed El -Khawas and Barry Cohen have done ili
important and useful introduction . With this accomplis .
it will be seen that the " tangible interests ” which forin
the foundation of US policy under any of the five optio .
elaborated in the memorandum are much greater in th .
mid -seventies than they were in 1969 .

By the end of 1974 , US direct investment in Sout !
Africa had risen to 40 percent of all US investment in
Africa from a level of 25.8 percent in 1968. At the same
time, trade had doubled without diminishing the two -tr:
one favorable balance . Arguing from the resuits and
foreseeable trend , we can see that Option 2 has in
amounted to an encouragement of US investment and !!in South Africa .

State Department spokesmen tried to play down the
importance of National Security Study Memorandum 39
when it was first revealed in detail by Tad Szulc and Jack
Anderson in the fall of 1974 , saying that Option Two wa:never chosen and that no decision was reached to change
policy in accordance with Option Two . Technically , these
statements may be correct , but they are in fact completely
misleading

Kissinger recommended to President Nixon in January
1970 , that he approve a general posture of partial relaxa
tion along the lines of Option " Two as presented at the
National Security Council meeting on December 10 , 1969
This would mean , he wrote, balancing US relations in the
area by compensating for, rather than abandoning, US tan .
gible interests in the white states , lowering the anti -apart
heid profile at the United Nations , quietly relaxing bilateral
relations with South Africa by taking a less doctrinaire
approach to mutual problems, avoiding pressure on the
Portuguese and increasing aid (by about $ 5 million ) and
making other gestures to black states .

Option Two was not adopted verbatim , true . Certain of
its features given as operational examples were altered .
Kissinger recommended that through 1970 at least the
Navy continue to limit calls at South African ports to emer

Edgar Lockwood is Director of the Washington Office

On Africa in Washington , D.C.
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gencies only . Clearly , this sort of action remains too highly

visible , invites racial antagonism in the crew and is a politi

cally volatile issue without any compensating necessity to

require it . EXIM policies would be loosened some , but not

all the way ; the test seemingly was whether the loosening

up amounted to a visible promotion of trade .

Subsequently , the decisions taken were , apparently ,

incorporated in a National Security Decision Memorandum ,

dated close to the end of January , 1970 .

What Option Two represents is a compromise, a straddle

between option One-which was advocated by the Depart

ment of Defense and is often called the Dean Acheson

position , after its advocate over the years --and Option

Three, which was a codification of the Kennedy-Johnson

era policy advocated by the State Department's liberal

Africa Bureau . These advocacies continue . Thus, the repeal

of the Byrd Amendment, which undercut US compliance

with UN sanctions against Rhodesia, is advocated profes

sionally by the Africa Bureau , yet disparaged, discouraged

or delayed by Defense, Treasury and Commerce , each for a

different reason which is thoroughly " tangible" : strategic ,

commercial and economic . The result is a kind of dichoto

my , a hypocritical, rhetorical stance which is politically

unenacted and a continuing stasis in which the White House

remains unwilling to bend Republican arms lest it offend its

business patrons to put marginal pressure on the lan Smith

regime. Meanwhile , however, the Africa Bureau is gradually

being weeded out. The liberals are being rusticated. Donald

Easum , former Assistant Secretary for African Affairs , for

example, has been removed and sent to Nigeria, having

returned from a tour of Africa during which he spoke in

forceful terms against South Africa's intransigence. Foreign

policy, officers with experience in key countries of Latin

America where CIA operations have been executed (such as

Chile , Guatemala and Cuba) have been installed in South

Africa, Zaire and elsewhere . These changes have not all

been effective. Nathaniel Davis, for example , a veteran of

Chile, opposed Kissinger's hardline policy on Angola, even

though he had been appointed to succeed Easum (apparent

ly because he was believed to be much more sensitive to

Kissinger's wishes than Easum ).

Within the dialectical process, however, the synthesis of

contradictory tendencies was achieved by the application of

a Kissingerian analysis . By reading NSSM 39, we are

allowed to see how the staff approached a problem by

laying it out in its full actual detail with all US underlying

interests bared: What is so chilling is the rationality of what

is so fundamentally wrong and morally desiccated. Here we

see realpolitik at work in the nude , unclothed with diplo

matic rhetoric and unadorned by obfuscation . Here we can

see the balancing of interests , the trade -offs and the con

siderations that, preoccupy the national security manager of

our time , who has shaped US foreign policy for seven years ,

almost single-handedly .

I agree fully with the admirable analysis of the authors'

introduction to NSSM 39 , which needs no further elabora

tion . Perhaps it may not be amiss to stress a few points

which deserve special emphasis :

First, the writers of the classified document do not seem

to understand what black people want when they say they

want majority rule . The issue is defined as the racial issue"

or “ discrimination " . At no point is it defined as a transfer

of power to Africans. The most that the NSSM writers

could envision the United States working for would be

"progress" involving " participation" by blacks in a white

power structure , a qualified franchise, advances in wayes

and organizational power , etc. Such progress is similar to

the proposal rejected recently by the moderate leader of

the Zimbabwe African National Council ( international

wing), Joshua Nkomo.

Second , we should understand the new significance of a

minerals shortage which has been illuminated and studied

since the Arab oil embargo . South Africa and Rhodesia are

now more important to the survival of the industrialized

western world than ever before . Specifically , I would like to

refer to the declassified version of a White House study of

16 strategic minerals , which was published in December

1974. (Special Report , Critical Imported Materials, Wash

ington , D.C. Council on International Econonuc Policy ,

December, 1974.)

Embargoes of raw materials are highly unlikely .

They do not make economic sense in terins of pro

ducers' revenue objectives ... An embargo, however,

may be undertaken for political reasons , as in the case

of the Arab oil producers ...

Canada, Australia , or South Africa would be un

likely to participate in any embargo of exports to the

United States , Western Europe or Japan . Since these

three countries are the most important sources of raw

materials for the United States (and are very impor

tant for Western Europe and Japan ) , any embargo

threat for commodities they produce is greatly dimin

ished .

If Western Europe proceeds with its projected plans to

shift its energy sources to nuclear power , there will be a

very significant shortage of nuclear fuel by 1980 unless

new.enrichment facilities are brought into existence close

to sources of uranium . South Africa has 30 percent of the

world's uranium reserves and a new uranium enrichment

process .

Third, the United States intervention in Angola meant

that the United States began to assume active responsibility

for securing the stability of the southern African region

against liberation movements that are anti - imperialist .

Through the CIA, the US assisted in bringing about the

active collaboration of South Africa with Zambia , Zaire and

two black political movements in a common plan of action .

That it failed does not mean that similar kinds of opera

tions will not be attempted utilizing the lessons of that

experience. It is interesting to note in the NSSM 39 the em

phasis the authors place on South Africa and Zambia as key

elements in the plan to stabilize the region.

I am personally very grateful that the publisher of this

American edition has had the courage and the foresight to

put into the hands of ordinary citizens the plan facts about

how " our " security is planned through collaboration with

racist and fascist regimes. That knowledge should arm us to

resist .
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Raped, Hanged in

Cell

New Evidence in Meinhof

Case Points to Murder, Not

Suicide

Ulrike Meinhof, it leider of what in :
press calls the “ Birader-Meinlief group."
was strangleid and raped in her cell in
Stammheim prison, near Stuttgart, West
Germany, according to new evidence pre
sented at an international commission of
inquiry held in Stuttgart August 26th by
the German Writers Union . Previously
undisclosed information, frum police re .
ports and autopsies , contradicted official
government tindings that she had com
mitted suicide by hanging herself with a
towel .

From the start , official reports of
Meinhof's death in June were confused:
contradictory accounts were issued about
how the towel had been secured , and how
officials found the position of her bıxly .
The official conclusion was that she had
torn the towel into strips ; knotted them
into a rope : louped it around a metal
window screen ; then , with her head in
the loop, juniped off a chair .
An official autopsy was carried out

hours after the discovery of the boxly and
before her family or lawyers even hail
chance to see the corpse . The illtopsy ,

pertarmel by Joachir Raushke and
Juichim allah. (Ho professors of fo
rensie malicine, reported at the body
was found hanging with her left heel still
Testing on the chair. Earlier accounts,
however, hud nut mentioned i ny chair in
her cell . Meinhof's lawyers were skep
tical and questioned how his fout could
have heen found rusting on the chair. Did
the chair exist ? Hanging victims usually
have violent carvulsions; the chair would
have leer kick : away .

This was not the only conflict in the

3utopsy report examined by CounterSpy .
The report slatos Meinhof was dressed in

dark corduroy pants , a stirt with its
sleeves rolled up ) and dark wow sexks .
Raushke and Villach found saliva on
Meinhot's skin , it common festure of
death by hanging or stringu ariun . But it
ran from her heart to her naval. suggest
ing she is not fully clound when she
died .

The most damaging evidence present .
ed at the inquiry was a report from the
Stuart public prosecutor whiun docu
mented that serien was found on Mein

hot's underwear. The official autops .
also found small, blue patches , possibl :
bruises, on Meinhof's legs ; similar mark
are often found on victims of rape . Thi
autopsy dismisses the marks as " wither
significance " ani concludes that li .
Meinhof hangeri herself.
Another examination of the bus

ducted two days later , raised mors
tions . The Meinhof family broca
other forensic expert, Werner
perform the autopsy . He fou
parts of the body cut away
termined it was impossib !:
reconstruct exactly wha : ' .
The fingernails had been : urly -
that he could find no - ience of
fiber under the nails to indicate wheii
or not Meinhof herself had handled t ::
towel.

Janssen also noted the blue patches on
both legs and said they were inflicted by
blunt objects while she was still alive . 3u ! "
he added ; " This could have been the cor
Sequence of hurting herself while hene
ing ." He also noted that the conjunctis
a delicate membrane that lines the
lids, showed no signs of bleeding . Cl.:
terSpy has shown copies of both autca
reports to Dr. Cyril Wecht, a well -know
forensic pathologist and Pittsburgh cor
oner. Dr. Wecht stated that an absence
of conjunctival bleeding is most unusual
where death is caused by hanging , and is
more typical of strangulation .
Janssen was reluctant to comment on

the significance of his tinciings. His re
port concludes that there was no proof
of third -party involvement in the death .
But he emphasized that for a final evalu
ation , all ihe tests conducted in the pre
vious autopsy should be made available,
as well as reports of how the body was
discovered in the cell .

Lawyers sought expert medical advice
from pathologists outside of German :
and many of these experts have foun ,
other puzzling aspects to the case . For
example, the fracture of the hyoid bons
at the base of the tongus - found in both
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autopsies-- revealed throttling , not

suicidal hanging. The fact that the aorta

was apparently undamaged also pointed
to murder.

The commission of inquiry raised the
possibility that Meinhot's death had

political motivations .

Meinhof, 41 when she died , was one of

the leading New Left journalists in West

Germany during the 1960's. She and her

husband , Klaus Rainer Röhl , edited a

Hamburg magazine, Konkret, which was

instrumental in the growth of Germany's
New Left. Its editorial style was modern
and adventurous; in the words of the

New York Times, it preferred " the
methods of Playboy to those of Pravda."

Meinhof and her husband raised nearly
$ 250,000 from the orthodox East Ger

man Communist Party to finance Kon

kret but they never promoted an ortho
dox line. Although both were members
of the then secret West German Com

munist Party, Konkret often criticized
orthodox communism.. Yet her brilliant

polemics, during the decade that Kon
kret unified the German opposition to
the Vietnam war, reveal more affection

for the red flag than the black .
Meinhof and her contributions to

Konkret , were instrumental in the

achievements of the German militant left

-seizing the West Berlin Free Univers

ity, organizing tens of thousands of pro
test marchers to descend on Bonn , and ,

eventually, developing factions propos
ing to take power through armed strug

gle. Motivating Meinhof was her desire

to transform the German youth move
ment into a mass force against American
imperialism . She saw the left debilitated

and reduced to theoretical impotence by
never - ending defeats in decades of

struggle.

But Meinhof, like many American
New Leftists, grew weary of the abstract
idealism of the 60's . She also feared the

random violence she saw perpetrated by
Western Europe's most prosperous and
powerful society.
By the 1970's she had rejected what

her husband termed "Christian paci
fism ." She broke with Konkret and left
Röhl .

Taking her twin daughters with her ,
she moved to West Berlin and began a
new life devoted to the plight of the un
derprivileged - from orphans to convicts

--recruiting for the revolution as she
went along. Although her friends say she
missed the old world of artists, poets,
witty conversation, and left-wing cocktail
parties, she was soon an established

figure in the world of shabby, zealous ,
blue - jeaned radicals. She wrote a cri
tique of Konkret editorial policies de
nouncing the magazine for its nude

pin-ups and its role as an " organ of tion initiated an urban guerrilla otten
counter-revolution." She was convinced sive. Millions of people watched their ex
now that a German revolution called for ploits on television . A surprisingly high
more direct measures than those offered percentage of young Germans indicated
by the peace demonstrations she organ in poll that they liked the idealism of
ized or publications she edited . She saw the guerrilla movement and , hypotheti
urban guerrilla warfare as the only cally would help them hide or get away .
means available to achieve her original Many older Germans thought the Red
goal of a mass anti-imperialist, movement Army Fraction members should be shot
guided by Marxist principles. by a firing squad . Hardly a day went by
In 1968, she met Andres Baader. without the police reporting some new

Baader had turned his back on the temp- incident. American installations in West
tations of his father's middle - class edu- Germany, such as the National Security
cational ideals and had become a fiery Agency headquarters in the I.G. Farben
preacher of violent revolution . He and building in Frankfurt ( used for U.S. iD
his comrade , Gudrun Ensslin , whose telligence coordination during the Viet
father was a Protestant pastor, had been nam war) were fire -bombed ; other ac
arrested for setting fire to two Frankfurt tions against U.S. military presence in
department stores . Meinhof interviewed Germany ; and frequent shoot-outs with
him and caused a stir by writing in her police. Eventually , other groups emerged
Konkret column that the acts of arson continued on page 35
were politically " progressive. " She said Eine YASHASTALI

they represented audacious defiance of Above: Ulrike Meinhof after the mur
the law . In 1970 , Meinhof became in- der, German officials want us to believe
volved in a plot to free Baader from jail . the strange mark on her neck was left
The escape attempt was daring but by the towel with which she supposedlysuccessful.

hung herself. The May 20 , 1976 issue
Meinhof, Baaders Ensslin and Jan

of Der Stern magazine which ran thisCarl Raspe formed the Red Army Frac
tion--the first and foremost of Ger

photo never got into the United States.

many's urban guerrilla groups. Meinhof
Stern is the only magazine that has

saw the group as a " fraction" of an received the photo and even the Mein

eventual proletarian army ( in English, hof's lawyers cannot get their hands
the name of the group is often mis on an original. The photo was a two
translated as " Red Army Faction " ) . But page spread , thus the faint line down
to the press they were , and are, the the middle. Political observers believe
Baader - Meinhof Group . the photo ran as (2 scare tactic aviinst

Starting in 1970 , the Red Army Frac- - German leftistş.
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Earthquake Wariare

Preliminary Report on Pentagon's

Unthinkable Plans

By Robert Friedman

Is eartl :quake wartare on the nucleur device on the ocell : vilun . resources of Project SKYFIRE and

Pentagon's drawing boards ? Far-fetched Herbert said he has no kn iwllinen of hurricane manipulation through Pro

as the idea may seem , seismologists - what was done with his reports or jeci STORVIFL'RY."

many of then working under contract Whether live nuclear weapons were When 3.5d about Ponte's state .

with the Defense Department - hale ( ver planted along the fault.
ment, the ARPA spokeswonn3n said ,

learned over the past decade of at least Throughout the 1960 ), under “ There are doomsday writers who say

two ways of causing, earthquakes Project VELA . the Defer se Depart. it is possible to use earthqua.
While the Pentagon's Advanced Riº meni funiled seisinulogical resourch to tidal waves as weapons. Th :

search Projects Agency (ARPA ), which
perfect niethods for the detection of the art is not at the pui :

funded some of the research , says thirt
underground nuclear explosions. In know how to do that ." te spoo.

the U.S. does not now have the mili
the course of the Pentigon's own woman later admitted , however, this

tary capability of setting off eart nuclear testing program in Navida and the Defense Departineni had looked

quakes, it does admit that it huis the Pacific , scientists discovered that into " the possibility of causing earth

explored the feasibility of seisin . ) . such explosiuns cause minor earth- quakes.

logical wartare quakes which can be detected hun But, in fact, scientists do know how

Counter py's interest in artiticial vreds of miles avaly . Project VELA to trigger earthquakes. According to

earthquakei begal: when former studied hisi u monitor there after several seisriologists contacted by

Lt. Col. Anthony Herbert who was effects and how to distinguisi them Counterspy , it is possible to start an

forced out of the Army in 1972 for from real caribejuskes. The research earthquake by the injection of fluids,

trying to expuse war crimes in Victo for this prorum Wits conducted under high pressure , into the earth's

nam - revealed in an interview that he mostly út American universities, such crust. Several experiments have been

had been assigned in the mid -1960's as : the Hawaii Institute to Geophysics done causing such manmade earth .

to gather intelligence on potential at the University of tuuai the quakes, must notably in Rangely ,

sites for the planting or underground Lamunt Gesiogical Observatory at Colorado . And ARPA itself , through

and underwater nuclear devices . Au Columbia University : the Stanford its Waste Disposal Research Program-

cording to Herbert, these devices were Research Institute ; the Geophysical started as part of PRIME ARGUS and

to be placed along 3 tault sunnik Institute at the University of Alaska; now under the auspices of the U.S.

from Kenví up through the Persian and the Scripps Institution or Oceanu. Gevlogical Survey -has funded resear :

Gulf with the specitic purpose of trig gruphy at the Cniversity of California in this area . One seismologist at the

gering earchquakes. The U.S. planned in lü Julla . One unclessities study, Lamont Geological Observatory ex .
to activate the bomos. Herbert said . conducted at the Univers ty of Hawaii plained that earthquakes induced by
as a final military strately should the under AR!: contact ( No. Nonr- iluid injection are far more potent

regjon be lost to hostile turces. 37-48-01 ) , munitored 1-1'hases in the than those broughı about by under

Herbert's reconnaissance work # Pacific T -PH :150's 3rd pound waves ground nuclear explosions. The char

conducted from 1405-60 under orders generated by earthquakes which travel acter and magnitude of these artificial

from the Secretary of Definje , Ruber. through the overin . earthquakes apparently can be con

S. McNarrara . At the time, Herber: In 1909, ARPA hegant it new pro- truiled . A spokesman for the U.S.

Stationed in the Middle Etsi Tam , growing out of Project VELA, Geological Survey stated that plans

abuard " The Little While Heer" which it codename: PRISTE ARGOS , are now being drawn up to trigger

three military spy ships that sailer An ARPA spokeswornar would only earthquakes by fluid injection alonz

under diplomatic cover . He and say that I'RINE ARGUS " extended the San Andreas fault in Califomia t :)

group of divers explored the floor o the research beyin under VELA to relieve stress in the earih's crust .

the Persian Guli , collected soil samples, detect and identity nucle : r explo There is no evidence available that

and , in some cases , inserted inoperi sions,” and that it wils erminated in the Detense Department is applying

tive clay plugs" the size of a pustable 1974. But, in a recent book on weather this new knowledge about fluic

modification. The Corlink. Lowell induced earthquakes to its military

Ponte writes : " The l'enti1gon has arsenal. But from Herbert's account

studied wav , I detect and cause of his activities in the Persian Gul:,
Robert Friedman , freelance

journalist , is an Associate Editor o
earthquakes through PRIME ARGIS, and ARPA's admission that it looked

a project of the Penta :(.! '* Defense into using carthquakes as weapons,

CounterSpy. Advanced Research Projects Agency . it seens possible th res ch in this

It has studied ligntning through the areal till continuing.
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Paul N. Van Hee , Jr. , an overseas radiation, electro - shock, psycho-surgery, ment's policies of collective reserves for
salesman for a Michigan corporation harassment substances , and “ para- livestock and support private trade .
which produces a military armored am military devices and materials." The CIA
phibious vehicle known as the Comman-. programs for conducting these experi
do; was recently convicted of conspir ments are known by the code names The Venezuelan weekly magazine Elite
ing to export technical data from the “ MK -Delta " and "MK -Ultra ."

recently published revelations by former
United States to Portugal. In 1965, Van CIA agent Manuel de Ardias about CIA
Hee had arranged the sale of . 50 Com activity in Venezuela. De Armas con
mando vehicles to Portugal and obtained firms charges made by another former
the necessary export license. When , for The organ of the Bolivian Anti- fascist

CIA agent, Phillip Agee , and describes
certain technical reasons, the State De Resistance Committee in Paris, Resisten

how the U.S. Embassy in Venezuela pre
partment decided to revoke the export cia, recently published the names of viously denounced as CIA headquarterslicense, Van Hee recruited a group of eleven CIA agents who are presently

there, was instrumental in preventing aindividuals who had been involved in the active in Bolivia. Headed by James E.
U.S. official fron meeting with Venezudevelopment of the Commando in Anderson, identified by former CIA elan officials to discuss oil policy .

Michigan, and travelled with them to agent Phillip Agee as the CIA station

Portugal to manufacture a Commando chief in La Paz since March 1974 , the list

type vehicle there, included : Frederick W. Latrash , William Yamakawa Akio , reporting in Ampo,
Before going to Portugal, they were F. Rooney, Christian F. Frederick , Wu. reveals the CIA connections of Kodama

able to make copies of a large number of llam Askins, Jeffrey G. Peterson , John Yoshio , known as the Godfather of the

blueprints of parts of the Commando M. French , Herman Wesley Odom , Japanese and one of the prime fixers in
vehicle without permission of their" Edward J. Gallner, Dwight Plymale and the Lockheed bribes of high Japanese
Michigan employer, and used these Joseph Trombino. officials. His report makes clear that the
blueprints to build a plywood mock -up of roots of Lockheed corruption and its CIA
the Commando. Later on , they arranged connections go all the way back to Gen.
for the transfer of a prototype vehicle MacArthur's Occupation Headquarters
from West Gerniany to Portugal by way Diallo Telli, the Guinean justice min. (GHO ). Out of the GHO have come
of Spain and used this prototype vehicle ister, arrested on charges of plotting to Fukuda Taro , president of Japan Public
to construct a Portuguese Commando overthrow the Guinean Government, tes Relations Co. , who served as a main
like vehicle called the “ Chamite. " Van tified on August 23 that he worked for pipeline between Lockheed and Kodama;
Hee was first convicted in the U.S. the CIA . Mr. Telli, who was the first shig Katayama, president of the ID
District Court for the Eastern District of secretary - general of the Organization of Corp. , whose job was to issue fake
Michigan and, on appeal, the Circuit African Unity from 1964 to 1972, said in receipts for money Lockheed scattered
Court affirmed the lower court's verdict. his deposition that the idea was men. and T. Oni, manager of Lockheed's
VanHee's defense attorneys were F. Lee . tioned first in 1971 by Henry Kissinger. Mapan branch . T. Oni is reported to
Bailey and Stewart T. Herrick. ( See Kissinger reportedly offered Telli either have collected intelligence for the OSS
CounterSpy Vol 3, Issue 1 for more U.S. support to gain reelection to OAU and later the CIA . Katayama ( alias
details on the CIA in Portugal.) leadership or a good job in America . Herman Michaels) has been involved in

Mr. Telli said he was recruit- . narcotics traffic in the orient. Kodama
ed in November 1974 , with the Liberian operated a secret Japanese imperial in
ambassador to Conakry acting as media telligence network in China known as the

The CIA conducts drug -testing and tor , and that his job was to supply the Kodama Organ and later plundered
behavior -modification experiments at U.S. government with information. strategic materials to such an extent that
the Califomia Medical Facility at Vaca Other information coming from Conakry he was able to buy his way out of convic
ville , one of two principal sites for these indicates that Telli was part of a plot tion of war crimes . He also used mineral
experiments since 1953. Vacaville has involving the rightist Fulani population assets to organize Japanese conservatives

• long been a target of suspicion because of who worked with the French under De into the Liberal Party , later the LDP
acts of political violence committed by) Gaulle to sabotage Guinean indepen which rules Japan , and has promoted
such distinguished alumni as SLA leader dence . The Fulani, according to reports, closer Japanese relations with the Korean
Donald " Cinque" De Freeze . Among the · were to rebel in the countryside in dictatorship of Park Chung Hee. For
list of appraoches to behavior modifica support of a new government to be more details , see Ampo, Vol . 8 No. 2 ,
tion considered " appropriate to investi- organized by Mr. Telli. The new govern 1976 , Pacific - Asia Resources Center,
gation" by the CIA at Vacaville , are ment was to oppose the current govern . P.O. Box 5250, Tokyo Int. Japan .
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Uruguay and

Argentina Cooperate

in Leftist Extermination

Plan

The unique method used to deal with these “ subversives"

hecame apparent in the Spring and Summer of 1976 when

systematic repression ſell upon Uruguayan refugees in

Argentina. On the morning of May 18 , two prominent

Uruguayan members of parliament , Deputy Hector Gutierrez

Ruiz and Senator Zelmar Michelini , were abducted " noisily

and without haste " from their residences in Buenos Aires

by Uruguayan secret agents. These public kidnappings were

described in detail in a recent publication :

Both abductions occurred in the presence of

numerous witnesses , including (Argentine ) police and

military personnel whose failure to intervene can only

indicate that they had received orders to that effect.

In the three days that followed , the Argentine authori

ties showed total disinterest in the matter: relatives of

the victims were refused permission to lodge official

complaints ; investigations were promised but not

undertaken ; no one even came to collect fingerprints

left by the abductors at the scenes of both crimes. On

the evening of May 21 , the bullet - ridden bodies of

Michelini and Gutierrez were discovered in an aban2
doned car ..

The demise of democracy in the Southern Cone countries

of Latin America is now complete. It was carried out by
the application of extreme social repression by one military

junta after another : Bolivia went to the rightwhen President
Juan Jose Torres was overthrown by Colonel Banzer's
U.S.- trained “Green Berets” in 1972 ; Chile went fascist
when President Salvador Allende was murdered in Chile's

" White House ," the Moneda ,, under orders from General
Augusto Pinochet in September , 1973 ; the somewhat liberal
General Velasco Alvarado was replaced by hard -line military
leaders in Peru in August , 1975 ; Isabel Peron , clinging to
her husband's fading popular support after his death , was
finally asked to step down by the military junta led by
General Jorge Rafael Videla in March , 1976 ; and , finally,
President Juan Mario Bordaberry--who had already sold out

Uruguay's weakening democracy by turning himself into a
civilian : dictator-was removed from power himself, by a
fascist military nucleus last May .

But the popular forces did not give up easily . Indeed ,

many are still fighting for democracy from their particular

undergrounds. But the extreme repression and , in certain
countries, openly fascist torture and terror have forced

thousands of students , populists , trade union leaders , and
christians, as well as professed Marxists and opposition

political party members to flee from their homelands-- .
first from Bolivia, Uruguay , and Brazil into Chile ; then ,
after September 11 , 1973 , from Chile , Bolivia , Uruguay ,
and Paraguay into Argentina, which , under Juan Peron ,
at least appeared to provide a temporary sanctuary . But
when Peron died , Isabel Peron's top aide , Jose Lopez Rega
--assisted by a semi -governmental fascist organization,
the Argentine Anti -Communist Alliance (AAA ) -quickly
closed off that breathing space .

The Argentine military's return to power last March
only changed the official nature of repression in that
country , since , among other things , the AAA was " elimi
nated ” when it was officially incorporated into the Army .
On the other hand , by early 1974 officials of the military
regimes throughout the Southern Cone realized they had
a good segment of the hearts and the minds of Latin
America's left trapped in Buenos Aires and other
Argentine cities . This realization triggered the meeting of
Banzer , Bordaberry and Pinochet with General Ernesto
Geisel, head of the Brazilian military in Brasilia on March
16 , 1974. It was this same realization , intended to take
advantage of this situation , that led Rear ' Admiral Cesar

Guzzetti, the Foreign Minister of Argentina to say: " The

revolutionary war is concentrated in Argentina because the
subversives were forced out of the neighboring countries
and came here."

More extensive details of this kidnapping and the open

collusion between Cruguayan and Argentine officials

recently came to light with the escape of an Uruguayan

refugee from Argentina to Sweden on September 1 , 1976 ,

Washington Perez , a niilitant laborer . Perez was taken into

custody by these officials in order to use Perez as a go

between between Gerardo Gatti Bueno and his Uruguayan

friends in Argentina. Gerado Gatti was the founder of the

Uruguayan Student Federation and the National Convention

of Uruguayan Workers , and more recently , a member of
the Worker -Student Resistance .

Gerardo Gatti was also a political refugee in Argentina
at the time of his arrest on June 10 , 1976. He was subse

quently tortured and hung by his hands, handcuffed

together . The handcuffs cut deeply into his wrist causing a

bad infection witnessed by Perez during his brief conversa

tions with Gatti about how to contact his friends in order

to obtain the ransom monėy . Shortly thereafter Gatti was

murdered and Perez was told by his captors “ ...not to ask
any more about the problem of Gatti because he had been

liquidated . ” Before Perez escaped to Sweden he corro

borated the unique developments referred to in this report .

In an extensive testimony taped in Alvesta , Sweden on
September 1 , 1976 , Washington Perez relates that on June

13 , 1976 at 4 am he was taken from his house in Moron ,

Argentina in the custody of

heavily armed men who identified themselves as
Uruguayans and Argentines ... stating they wanted

me to go see someone (his close friend Gerardo Gatti ) ,

that they had nothing against me... I was able to
identify them with absolute certainty , Commissioner
Campos Hermida of the Uruguayan Police ' . , . (and)
Colonel Barrios and Captain Bermudez of the Uru
guayan military ... with Inspector Castiglioni of the
Intelligence ...

In one of the brief private conversations they allowed
Perez with Gatti , Perez recounts :

I asked Gerardo if these officials weren't the
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17:15 ) :: D :: ling on the shoe vi ile River Platedon wils revealed as part of in official agreeinent bellte

á Bulls Union of thein hurbiy Uruguayun and Irgentine authorities. On that day,uler

muillin !erily intuizi viu ! to heng mude : cil.
Vas received by the President of Annesty Internt:

Argentina's oficial 10plicity with or indirererive to
from the father of one of the young Uruguayans who !

disappeared in Buenos Aires . This letter reveals that sui

these kilippines, tritu : -- > , and policical :1953 : 51 : ons is time in June, following the Michelini-Gutierrez murtle !

altested to hy their reti siel w lespond to protests , their high -level Jisulission was held between officials of the

rejection ul appeals of Pretorias corpus, and the curious countries, ending with the decision " 10 forwar..

lirck of any surpila thun hitley citliet kies about Plun Hercurio tv its conclusion ."

particulis ? S : S ( siklia: those of Michelini. Gutierrez, Following is the text of the letter to Amr

and Gali), or that the 1 !1enot group murders of Uru . national:

guyan relyee's in Burnos Aires h.15 som : kind of official

Dar Árnesis International ,

In the midst of our anguish and sense of desperation given the

probele dea ili of my son , we write to you in a desperate attempt

aiter all other efforts with the responsible Uruguayan and Argentine

authorities have failed .

i'y son dig ? red in Buenos Aires on July ? , ( 1976 ) with no

word as to his wier ??bouts until now .

I went immediately to Buenos Aires where I initiated the legal

steps for an appel or habeus corpus as well as knocking on dozen

of doors of various military aici police authorities . From all

them , I received the same reply : " we have no information on thi

case ; your son is not beinä held by those under our jurisdiction .

Then I decided to go to a lawyer thinking that such a person

might be more effective and have better luck in these matters . 1

was greatly surprised to discover that no professional lawyer

wanted to handle the case for fear of possible reprisals--which

is the way they expressed their position to me .

Blocked at every turn and without knowing what to do , I

resigned rysel : to king contact with an Argentine penal lawye :

who had a prestecious office in the zone where the Courts are

located ; a person who hau successfully arranged for the release

of the son of an Argentine industrialist whom I know . Because

of the nature of his work , this lawyer had connections with the

police authorities , which led me to conclude that the exorbitant

sum of $20 million pesos which he demanded for his services ,

justified my paying such a price .

At that moment . my concern was increasing daily given the

di: opearance of many Uruguayans fron Buenos Aires , whose families

had been unable to obtain any information about them . Further

more , I was deeply troubled by the increasing number of unident

ifiu cadavers that had been appearing in recent months along

the shores of the Rio Plata . Added to these realities there was
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a rumor that had been circulating for some time , and one which

increased after the assassinations of the well -known numbers

of the Uruguayan Parliament, Zelmar Michelini and Gutierrez Ruiz ,

of the existence of a global plan for the physical elimination

of all Uruguayan "leftists" who were living in Buenos Aires.

After many interviews with the lawyer to whom I had gone ,

and after his having received the largest portion of his

honorarium in advance-- a sum that represented an incredibly hard

sacrifice for us--he used the old phrase that " there was nothing

new " about my son , which seemed strange to me given the connections

I knew he had with the authorities .

In my anguish and indignation , I played my last desperate card :

I let him know of my decision to make known what I considered to be

behavior bordering on fraud on his part, and that towards that end

I would use the fact that I was someone important in Uruguay .
He

then promised to make one last effort and asked me to give him two

days grace .

The last interview . I had with him was something terrible which

confirmed my worst suspicions . In what follows , I will try to sur

up the essentials of the information he gave me , and I send it to

you knowing that in doing so I am putting my own life in direct

danger . As for my son , I am convinced that even if he is still alive ,

that I could not save him by my silence .

According to what the lawyer told us , the only thing that the

hierarchy of the federal police--with whom he says he has .connections

of the strictest.confidence--Would tell him the facts which I mention

in what follows:

lst . As far as the Argentine Secret Service is concerned , they claim

they cannot be held directly responsible for what happens to any

Uruguayans since they are being directly dealt with by the Intellig

ence Service of the Uruguayan Armed Forces, who have been operating

officially in Argentina for several months .

2nd . The Uruguayan Secret Service is directly responsible--with the

known support of the Argentine authorities-- for what has been

happening to Uruguayan residents in Buenos Aires , at least since 1975 .

3rd . At this time , it would be impossible to negotiate the freedom

or guarantee the life of our son , since , there is now underway , a so

called Plan Mercurio , whose purpose is to eliminate all Uruguayan

leftists in both countries .

4th . This plan has the official support of the political -military

authorities in both countries , notwithstanding the heavy discussions

between them about this plan which was linked to the recent . crisis

within the Uruguayan government .
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5th . Since the death or Michelini and Gutierrez Ruiz , and since the

kidnapping of Prof. Quinteros de Diaz from the Venezuelan Embassy ,

a decision was made to go forward with Plan Mercurio to its conclus

ion . What happened to my son 12. simply one more element in the ap

plication of said plan , together with the numerous disappearances

which have been occurring recently .

6th . According to his informants , the cas: of our son is even more

serious because they accuse hin oi belonging to the Worker Student

Resistance , a group which the Uruguayan military now consider the

principle target of its work of repression , just as the Communist Party

was last December .

7th . This lawyer made reference to the existence of lists of names

and photographs , each one with a prescribed punishment inscribed in

the upper part of the photo , includinë a cross for those who had al

ready been condemned to death . This is a confirmation of the version

of the rumor that had been widely circulat -din Buenos Aires for some

time .

Mr. President of Amnesty International , if this letter reaches

you , I beg you with all the energy and anguish a father in my situation

can have , to do everything in your power to intervene in this matter .

In this regard , we believe that the public knowledge of these happen
ings is the only thing that can save our son , and if this is not

possible , that it may belp save the other Uruguayans who are in mortal

danger in Argentina at this moment .

Given the fact that after this letter is sent out , our own lives .

will be in danger also , I ask that you use the greatest possible

discretion with respect to my identity . At the same time , I am en

closing a photocopy of the appeal for habeus corpus which I made

after the disappearance of my son .

A fathers

illilit

Plan Hercurio is more than a until: cuse reflectin , the

extremism of the present Uruguran military junta inn

collusion with Argentine authorities. Just is the first

practices of the prosent military junta in Cile cannot be

- ( li sassociated from the larper glob polici : ' s v : the U.S.
military -industrial governmental complex and the specific

" Liriy tricks " of the Central Intell gence Agency , So 110
Plan Nercurio must be viewed within the context oia linger

plan . One part of that plan invalves U.S. intention to con

tain hemispheric " uprisings " even if these are indigenous

and proviemocratic . Another si le ti this plan involves the

intention of Latin American military leaders to rethin in

power indefinitely

Examples of C.S. henvispheric containsnent shuun ! in

the case of Uruguay . For example , in 1964, CIA !!!

Philip Afee among others - funnelled large aims of

money into Chile from Montevide .) in a successful iticaini

to prevent Salvador Allende fruin being democratically

elected six years before his socialist democratic victory i :

1970). Again , in September, 1979 , Dan Mitrione, an ager

of the S. International Police Acadeiny (headquartered

Washington , D.C.) was execute ! by thu Tupamaros . T :

reilsun Mitrio : -as portrayed in the film " State of Scig :

-135 3:11 to 1.294 to train Uruguayan police and m :

tary twards i ..! end of destroying the Tupamaro mo :

3! AID -furled training program that was alleger

its 75. " violent methods of repression and the use of tortu

vith thesupport of the (Uruguayan) government.6

WE is particularly disturbing about Plan Mercurio

not tirely that the military regimes of two bordering ni
cions iire coordinating their repression , but that suc
pograns are appearing in more and more countries . FC
iristance, the Banzer Plan in Bolivia aimed at crushin
the progressive elements in the Bolivian Catholic Churc :
P1 : 21 Eagle whose objective is

W ; vill the Sindinista National Liberation Front in tha

3. JunterSpy
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instrument of terror and in terms of the national security

states which foster such systematic repression . Furthermore,

if U.S. agents can operate freely in Uruguay and Chile - as

they have --and if the Uruguayan Secret Service can operate
freely in Argentina - as they are now doing - why can't

Chile's secret police , the DINA , operate freely in the United

States --as many believe they did in connection with the

assassination of Letelier in Washington , D.C. in September ?
And then , it is only one short step from specific and calcu .
lated murders of Michelini, Gutierrez Ruiz , Gatti and

Orlando Letelier to more generalized policies like the one

setting Plan Mercurio into action -a plan that quickly leads
to the destruction of unknown sons of unknown fathers
who toniorrow could be you or me .

Philip E. Wheaton is the co -director of the Ecumenical

Program for Interimerican Communication & Action in
Washington , D.C., and is a contributing editor to Counterspy.

FOOTNOTES

country . Ind, there is the “Godfather” of them all , Brazil's

Escuardroa da Morte ( Death Squadron ) whose goal was

and still is the systematic elimination of all undesirables
from Brazilian society , social or political . Even more dis

turbing is that these plans have an all too familiar ring to
them , like the CIA's Operation Phoenix in Vietnam ,

whose goal was similarly the elimination of all

suspected PRG supporters from certain areas.

All these operaciones are, of course , only the sophisti
cated instrumentalities of a new kind of regime that has
evolved in Latin America -the highly regimented and inte

grated national security state.” These new military govern
ments are not led by old -style caudillo dictators , even

though their repression may seem no worse than that

practiced by a Stroessner in Paraguay or by a Somoza in
Nicaragua. Furthermore , these national security, states are

run by military tribunals, not by individual generalisimos .
Significantly , these self-perpetuating military systems
provide an " open door" policy to multinational corpora

tions and , because of that, are looked on favorably by U.S.
interests. The " instability " of Latin American democracy

and popular movements have led to an operational , if not
an official policy , of support by the U.S. Government of

these military regimes as the new model for Latin American

politics, just as Richard Nixon labelled Brazil's militarism
as normative for the entire continent .

How do our leaders justify this juxtaposition of stated
American values ? The answer is to be found in the priority
slich leaders give --economic , military and governmental - to
U.S. economics and geo -politics over democratic and
human rights concerns . Because they demand free access by
U.S. corporations into Latin American countries to exploit
national resources and local markets , if militaristic national
security states are the only way to secure these priorities , so
be it . How these leaders deal with the moral and social con
tradictions such a policy creates was explained by Orlando
Letelier - former Chilean Ambassador to the U.S. under

Salvador Allende - in a telling article which appeared in
The Nation this past August shortly before Letelier was ,
himself, assassinated by these same repressive forces ::

No one has expressed this attitude better than
the U.S. Secretary of the Treasury . After a visit to
Chile , during which he discussed human rights viola
tions by the military government,William Simon con
gratulated Pinochet for bringing " economic freedom "
to the Chilean people (N.Y. Times, May 17 , 1976) .
This particularly convenient concept of a social system
in which " economic freedom ” and political terror
coexist without touching each other , allows these
financial spokesmen to support their concept of
“ freedom” while exercising their verbal muscles in
defense of human rights... One would logically
expect that if those who curtail private enterprise are
held responsible for the effects of their measures in
the political sphere (eg. Allende), those who impose
unrestrained " economic freedom " ( eg. Simon) would
also be held responsible when the imposition of this
policy is inevitably accompanied by massive repres
sion , hunger , unemployment and the permanence of
a brutal police state . '

Plan Hercurio should worry us Americans both as an

Betries, Jayce , " U.S.'s Phoenix Plan for South America " , Workers
World , Sept. 3 , 1976 .

2 Legislative Update, Washington Office on Latin America , Washington ,
D.C. , May -June , 1976 , p . 1 .

3 Perez , Washington, a literal transcript taped in Alvesta , Sweden on
Sept. 1 , 1976 and from a cassette transcribed to written form on Sept. 3
and 4 , 1976 in London . Spanish text of this testimony is available front
the Comite Rio de la Plata , Washington, D.C. Above quotes from pp : 2 ,
3 and 9 .

4 The letter was first published on August 9 , 1976 in Informaciones
by Grupo de Informacion y Solidaridad Uruguayo (GRISUR ) based in
Geneva , Switzerland ,

5 This father courageously sent the letter above to Amnesty Interna
tional on or about July 10 , 1976 , though he was fearful of the probable
consequences of his action . His name is Enrique Rodriguez Larreta , whose
son , Enrique Carlos disappeared in Buenos Aires on July 2. By July 13 ,
the father was also “ arrested " and is now known to be dead . His identity
can , therefore, now be revealed as proof of these systematic assassinations
and as a powerful eulogy to his love for his son and the supreme sacrifice
he made so that other Uruguayans might be saved .

6 News Release , Latin America Bureau, Division for Latin America ,
U.S. Catholic Conference , Washington , D.C., September, 1970 .

7 Letelier, Orlando. " Economic 'Freedom's ' Awful Toll " , The Nation ,
August 28 , 1976 , p . 142 .
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Revelations from CLA'S Former

Korea Chiei

Donald Gregg reveals CIA Could

Overthrow Park Dictatorship By Steve McGuire

On Octotero.1971),ali upply chciCIA ...!!!
ing at the listiny i Texas. Varianta Prost : :::

runis tor 31 CT IS ! Ir ierin , i ) ! Specier! ( cm , il

will probably not live to serve out his triil . The CIA elit
left it open whether the CIA !!! suport a call .
Park like the one in which Dich wil tinjiinliile

nam . The 1994'! Wus Don G !! " whine background für

sounding sinh 3 warning: includes iven ! 53 CIA chivi vi

station in Krundil list veill . Gen18 of huis . )

years in the CIS in 1.Ten nettlien , s were seent in

Japan , thus in the Mans. Vis !!!!!! . Huru , i ?
Korea

The ekuilion ton these smalprising cidad relishs w.isj
trip to Austin , Texas 10 Islette for il core on
" Policy Muliers in Government Ji!! hy Dr. Sic!rics

Weintraub . Greyr ! opronseil an ibicle's ? Likeling van

for-ign students with ( i ! * : 101 : iin Saudies WIMBO
vailed upon to provide theutile places

Greve hist uch teil Sork in Souli Kura

and about GeneralPille started that SiilithKandy

depend on the menu CIA INI!! : 11 : 1.: mniek : ittlur.

mation about the North . Glenny Det: vnaily fee is that this
best thing which Park cott Ju wont be iu re !!) . He
could then he in material here and ili be responsible 1:35
South Korea's ist peretul Jun ; golen. Hun
cver, the Cliccis that i colprillillyl:1 en .. !!
the North it attack , so they contine Lippuvila Park Winn

information abo !ll colpitumpts. Hether thick Gill not
tinue to do so in theTuristischer

Grego had high past fur Ul. Greul Jur : F. Ilu !!!

Hollingsworth , fuiriler ile i .. !!! 1 !!! BORD the D41 %.1:1

Korel. Antich W :::: | !11111 ! ll Siti'e ?bril
recently (Jarruly 13.140.7.1) ? cili u boilith us
in old style general idirne prunali! ) lut was to Pil cinne
mies . Hollingsti)!th clinical illu :kould end mill: '
Korean War in mine days, ford ) i real vlen i und

live days to clean up . Greggs. he laterih Hollins;

worth's assessment of a nine TV and sized that the
WSJ article wits an crate descripti ! Elullin 25th .
Grey told in amino ' Suly sho!! hur the US.. !!

caught the South Koreans with sophisticated weap !!!
which they ler:: t suppose to buy like our pulie lus
information in a CS. Admiral who proraptly colonied!
the Kurendamiral ith the char . O course the fol s11
denied ii intelike OS. Udarul beli ci hi ) . Il C.S.

Ad!ving the photo where Cinou MITE !! 1 :
sources
Gregsested ihr duria surteis he machine.it

thi Fukuisils were building u berth for the weapon . Sue

Civiley were in the C.S. thun conitanted ilie

huteins with the shience . Gregg evidently thought th..t

plavina supluisticated weapons in Korea's hands was real

Tunny . Wiare lucky like they did not decide to use them .

The CIA evidently wants to keep Park and his boys frun

delling tar out of hand . They can have their fun as long

as they do not get carried away . The CIA was involie ! i

savin: the life of an opposition leader in Korea who was i'll
a las bothreaded out for the bay with nucks tied arouli

his tel. In another incident the Korean CIA hea ! 1v

removed after he committed a brutal murder ofapote

Renung Cubit, and the attempts to kill Castro ,

CIA - vached Mafia hit men , Gregg said that he is :
why Richard lfelms failed to tell the Warren Commissi.

abou : the CIA plots against Castro . Gregg wis told thill

Tiems kiepl quiel because Bubby Kennedy knew about the

alleripts but said nothing, so llelms did likewise .

Greve characterized Kissinger as a man who likes intelli
gerlve intormation . Since the end of the Vietnam War , Kiss

inger 113s been one of the CIA's most avid customers '.

Kissimmee disliked the CIA during the Vietnam War because

they kept telling Kissinger that the South Vietnamese were

going to lose . The CIA was a major soutie of information

cung th : Angulan contlict. Gregg stated that the CIA was

univ invesiveil in a repurting role until after Cuba bucurie
invisbied . However, in order to get into Angula to provide

reports, us Gregg put it , training some military troops was
a qui ] pre quo fui being allowed near the action .

Gregy claimed innurance of the rumors that Saipan was
a major nuclear weapons hase . He said that the Mariannis

We're noi overflowing with CIA men , and that the CIA was

not involved in squelching dissent on the islands.

fron 1953 10. 1963 , Gregg was involved in covert
activities in Japan . Japan was a case where , as Gregg put it ,
the ( li üid their job right ' . Apparently meaning that the
radical leit opposition , such as the Communist Party of
J :10.11, wis kept from acquiring popular support . The C14 ,
Employing one of their favorite techniques, provided sup

Punt for moderate left opposition parties such as the
Suvilises and the Social Democrats. While engaged in these

"!! Iivities, Greke Wils employed as a civilian working
for the Department of Army and an employee of tre

Amicin Embassy. Later, Greys worked directly with the
Jap : se police .

Betiver'il the years 1970 to 1972 , Gregy served in
Vill there he began his CIA career in 1952. He was
the kill of Bien llug section , but made no mention of

34 Counter Spy
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Operation Phoenix . approached twice by Bill Wood with the offer of a speaker
Regarding CIA involvement in the overthrow of from the C.1.A. including one time shortly after Weins

Allende's regime in Chile , Gregg said that the election of a traub's arrival ( Fall 1976 ) .
Marxist in South America posed a threat to the U.S. govern Bill Wood , the personnel director of the local C.L.A.
ment's design for South America . It was essential that office is everywhere with a cherry hello and a , “ I don't be .
Allende be overthrown as a lesson to other . Third World lieve we've met." No one escapes being asked : “ Do you
countries that the U.S. will not tolerate any Communist think this sort of thing is worth while ? " The universal
governments which it feels threaten U.S. interests . answer is affirmative , although some for different reasons

On international terrorism Gregg felt that Libya was the than others .
'patron saint ' of the terrorists. According to Gregg, Libya The process , begun earlier , in the afternoon , discussion
appears to be the country which is providing a substantial session of stressing the idea that the C.I.A. is basically an
part of the financial and moral support for the terrorists “ alright " group of people devoted to peace and democracy ,
throughout the world . continues unabated . There might have been occasional cases

After the general meeting with Don Gregg a number of of overzealousness but now the " company " has matured .
professors gathered in the plush surroundings of the Uni The less public process of establishing liaison with the
versity of Texas faculty club for a cocktail party . Don academic community engaged in foreign area studies also
Gregg and Bill Wood served as both the guests of honor and continues unabated . The foreign area studies centers repre
the hosts. After drinks someone asks, “ Whats your sign, sent valuable sources of training and expertise to the C.L.A.
Don ? ” and the centers are highly dependent upon an always uncer

"Sagittarius, " he said . tain grant funding . Grant support is a powerful inducement
“ I knew it , a fire sign ; a sign of adventure.” even when balanced against the pall of suspicion that would
Don adds , “ I don't regret my twenty - five years . in the accrue in due time to all of the center's associates and

C.IA. After all, what did the rest of my classmates do in students . That this might be morally wrong , that area
that time, just divorces and dull jobs . I joined up because it specialists should not be agents of a particular government ,
was the thing to do at that time.” and that they may be accordingly shut out of their coun

In the midst of the polite chit -chat the C.I.A. gets down tries of interest , is not brought up .
to " brass tacks ” . Dr. Jannuzi , director of the Center for Bill Wood , always his effervescent self, atteinpts to
Asian Studies , is collared and given the hard sell , to allow recruit where possible, “When you get to the job hunting
the C.I.A , to train their people at the Center. Jannuzi stage give me a call down at the Federal Building.” In gen
equivocates a bit , "We can't give them any special treat eral , the urbane, sophisticated approach seems to have an
ment. Wouldn't a place nearer Virginia be more con almost narcotic effect on the fascinated faculty.
venient ?". Nervous at the obvious jeopardy in which such an In conclusion , Gregg inaintained that the CIA , through
arrangement would put the reputation of the Center , he out its history , was only doing what it was told to do . This
apparently resists their blandishments . includes both the ‘legal and illegal acts which the CIA com
Dr. Sidney Weintaub , who had invited Don Gregg to mitted in the name of deniocracy: After all , Gregg noted ,

:: speak at the.L.B.J. School of Public Affairs, catches people the CIA is really in the people business '. We know that ,
to remind everyone of the excellent opportunity to meet and that's what bothers us, because we do not know which
and interact with policy makers : Dr. Weintraub had been people .

.

continued from page - 25

to carry out similar, if less ideologically quate” to “ purposefully cruel.”.

Chancellor Schmidt's words after Meinprison conditions described as " inade
hof's arrest when he called Meinhof and

complete, political actions. One woman died from cancer because the Red Army Fraction " the most serious

Early inJune1972, acting on a series prison doctors refusedto diagnose her challenge in the 26-year history of our
of tips,police trapped mostkey members
of the Red Army Fraction ; Baader,

symptoms. Holger Meins died from in- democracy. "

adequate medical attention during Counter Spy editor Winslow Peck , con
Raspe, and another leader Holger forced feeding after a long hunger strike : tributing editor Philip Agee, and twoMeins, were captured in a dawn raid on by RAF prisoners . Meinhof and others former Military Intelligence officers, K.
their Frankfurthiding place and Ensslin were subjected to " sensory deprivation " Barton Osborn and Gary Thomas, were
was apprehended while shopping , in a
Hamburg store. -a new form of torture, in specialized : the firstwitnesses called by the defense in

On June 15 , Fritz Roderwald , in whose
cells, preventing all human contact. Meinhof's trial last summer. They tried

house Meinhof had been hiding, called
Many people have recurring hallucina to testify on the use of German soil for
tions from such treatment. Meinhof her the conduct of the war in Indochina. The

the police inspector in charge of the Han self was in a sensory deprivation cell for defense hoped it might mitigate the sen
over Baader Meinhof Kommando ( a one six -month period and then again for tences of Meinhof and her companions
force resembling American SWAT teams two weeks last Christmas, but by all ac- who were moved to protest U.S. aggresin most German cities ) and turned her

counts had a tough mind . sion in Vietnam . But the court's presi
in Roderwald , a 33 - year -old teacher, But the RAF . organized inside the dent prevented the testimony and said it
came to regret his decision and turned

dozen jails the government sent them to . would only assist the " terrorists." He
over the reward money he received to the Meinhof continued to influence the further ruled that there could be no de
Ulrike Meinhof Defense Fund. Accord European left and it is for this reason fense whatsoever in a case such as this.
ing to her lawyers, Meinhof and her com many Germans suspect she may have Meinhof died a few weeks before her ap
panions before coming to trial suffered been assassinated . " We should recall pearance at the Stammheim court.
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4801 DIHI WORLD

CIA and Local Gunmen

Plan
Jamaican Coup

Capiured Rightwing Documents Link

Outside Forces with Local Thugs

in Plot to Overthrow

Socialist Manley Government

:
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of the deputy leader of the JLP, Senator the great experiences of my life ." Cuba

Pearnel Charles, led the government to and Jamaica subsequently pledged mu

By Ellen Ray

the conclusion that it had narrowly tual economic, political , social, and cul

averted a coup by a paramilitary organ tural cooperation .

ization equipped with sophisticated While the democratic socialist policies

CounterSpy. Editor Ellen Ray and weapons and capable of overthrowing the of the government called for “mixed "

Contributing Editor Philip Agee visited government by force. A week before Wit socialism , with a role for the private sece

tor , it was difficult both to correct the

Jumaica for two weeks in September tingham'sarrest, a bomb factorywasdis

covered by police in Montego Bay ; 257 huge inequities of the vast numbers of

as guests of the Jamaican Council for
sticks of dynamite were siezed , enough to people and to tread only lightly on the

Human Rights. They were there to in
blow up at least forty bridges or to knock toes of those whose status and position

vestigate charges of destabilization by out the island's power and water systems . would be threatened by a firm economic

the CIA , and to participutė in a public The discovery of the bomb factory led overhaul of the system. Among the new

education campaign . Manley to declare a State of Emergency, policies adopted by Manley was a plan to

which in turn led to the arrests of Wit raise taxes for the transnational alumi .

tingham and Charl. num companies operating in Jamaica.

Peter Wittingham , Jamaica Labor Michael Manley has not always been Jamaica, rich in bauxite which is used to

Party (JLP) candidate for parliament, under the gun . A charming, sophistica- make aluminum , joined with other

was attending his party's convention at . ted graduate of the London School of bauxite -producing nations-Australia,

the Montego Bay Holiday Inn on June Economics and son of the legendary Guyana , Guinea, Surinam , Sierra

19, when Jamaica Security Forces ar Norman Manley-- the man who led Ja Leone, and Yugoslavia-- to form the In

rested him . In his briefcase, the police maica to independence from the British ternational Bauxite Association along the

found a number of documents - later in 1962–he did not seem cut out for the lines of the Organization of Petroleum

established to be in Wittingham's hand role of a revolutionary , third -world Exporting Countries (OPEC) . The for

writing which revealed the existence of leader Though he had been active in mation of the bauxite association and the

a plot to overthrow the constitutionally Jamaica's trade union movement, he was increase in taxes was of great concern to

elected government of Prime Minister neither a Marxist nor a communist. the U.S. , which imports almost half of its

Michael Manley. The code name of the Rather, he was someone about whom a bauxite from Jamaica , and to such cor

conspiracy. was OPERATION WERE Henry Kissinger might have said , "He's porations as Kaiser , Alcoa , and

WOLF our kind." Reynolds, which have extensive invest.:

It was the first hard evidence linking That was before Manley announced a ments in Jamaica,

the conservative JLP to a wave of terror policy of deniocratic socialism in 1974. In July , 1975, Manley and two hun .

ism and violence which had plagued the · Manley came to power in 1972, ousting dred membersof the PNP paid an of.

Caribbean island for six months and the long -entrenched JLP, and promising ficial visit to Cuba. In a speech stressing

which Manley and his peoples National “ Better Must Come." But his closest ad- Jamaica's commitment to its northern is

Party (PNP ) believed to be the work of visors were from the liberal bourgeoisie , Jand neighbor, Manley said , " Every step

the JLP , acting in concert with the CIA including several who were members of you take, you do not take alone, because

to " destabilize " the democratic -socialist Jamaica's oligarchy- " the twenty -one the feet of the Jamaican people are

government of Jamaica. families.” During the first two years of marching beside you." On his return to

“ Werewolf is now willing to take up his administration , Manley followed a Jamaica , Manley went straight to Bethel

arms against the communist regime and relatively conservative economic course . Town , traditionally a JLP stronghold ,

purge them from our shores," one docu Many of his supporters , both the left where local elections were being held . He

ment" in Wittingham's briefcase read . wing of the PNP and leftists outside the told an enthusiastic crowd that if anyone ,

" Michael Manley, and his Government party , ' were not satisfied ; they waged thought they could come to Jamaica to

are dedicated Communists and we intend what some have called “ the battle for become a millionaire, he had this advice

to destroy them at all costs,” stated an Michael's mind ." Manley, being a for them : " There are five flights a day to

other . But Wittingham , a former officer humanist and a socialist , began to move Miami. " The next day, the PNP won an

in the Jamaica Defense Forces, was more . toward the left and show a greater con overwhelming victory in the election. (A

than a rhetorician of anti - communism; cern for the welfare of the island's two reggae song titled "** Five Flights a Day "

his documents also discussed operations million inhabitants --over ninety per soon became a big hit. ) .

and logistics. One, under the heading cent of whom are descendants of The JLP was angered by the election

“ St. Ann Area" ( a north coast parish ) slaves , and who still lived in the brutal results . Politics in Jamaica has always

listed : " 22 trained men, 100 submachine poverty of a semi -plantation economy. been spiced with strong- arm tactics,

guns, 2 barrels of gunpowder, 50,000 The inevitable consequences of this guns, and gangs. So it was not surprising

anti-government pamphlets." change was a " destabilization " of the when gunmen , known to be in the pay of

The " Werewolf documents, along oligarchy . the JLP , began terrorizing Manley sup

with tapes of secret transmissions of the : At the 1974 PNP congress , Manley an porters. But by late 1975, it was clear

Security. Forces found in the possession nounced that his government would pur that the violence was more widespread

sue a ' policy of democratic socialism , and more sinister than the usual partisan

modeled after the policies of Tanzanian vendattas that accompanied local

President Julius Nyerere who had been a elections.

Prime Minister Fidel Castro guest at the congress. Several months The trouble was not caused just by

earlier, Manley had met Fidel Castro for thugs; there were indications of eco

awards the National Order the first time when he flew , with the nomic sabotage aswell. Many companies -

of Jose Marti to Prime Minister Cuban Premier to the 1973 Conference of cut back production and several bauxite

Michael Manley ofJamaica. Non -Aligned Nations in Algiers. Manley plants announced they were planning to

later described the meeting as one of close down . At the same time, there were
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er hendrerit intoautomobilis na

Media
Operation

Against Jamaica

American press , syndicated columnist
William Buckley speculated on editorial
pages across the cointry that if
Castro , financed by th :: Soviet Union ,
should begin to exterii his empire , for
instance into Jamaic :) , and then hop .
scotch his way east along the Carib
bean ...would Venezuela sanction
sanctions? " And on the same day n
the London Daily Tele ... wis : ?
unscrupulous pieceenius
Castro Up to His Old Tric .

!

CounterSpy has just received infor
mation froin Jamaica that shootings
and burnings, instigated by the Jamaicit
Lahor Party in PNP areas, particularly
areas which are markedly socialisi ,
have begun again as the general cler :
tions draw near. Disinformation on al
international scale has increased prue

portionally in the mediu , as hule new
fears of 3 CIA sponsored right-wing
coup on this Caribbean island.

In the rural constituency of socialist
Senator Hugh Small, parliamentary
secretary in the Ministry of National

Security , an incident occurreal : 1
November 1 which has been so grosso
misreported in the international press ,
as to contirm charges that there is an
ongoing CIA media campaign against
the government of Jamaica. That the

so-called responsible press would buy
such a ludicrous story involving 3
goverinent security minister, without
checking with the Jamaican govern
meni, is indicative of : policy that has
not changed since U.S. medii compli
city in the destabilization of the

Allende government.
According to a hilli'r dispatch ,

printed in the l'oshingiuntosi and th :
Vew York Times , 'opposition leader

Edward Seag3 and former JLP Prim :
Minister Hugh Shearer here attached
and “ narrowly ” escaped death when
gunmen from Small's campaign hed
quarters fired on their motorcade,

injuring 10 people, as it passed the
PNP office in York Town, Clarendon ,
about 45 miles from Kingston . The
story went on to report that Seaga was
in a state of shock and required seda
tion afterwards. It stated that the attack

was likely to start up the violent war
again, despire the State of Emergency
and that if the civil war began , no one
could predict Cuba's reaction to :
threat against one of its few friends
in the Caribbean ," nor could one pre
dict the American reaction to Cuban
involveinent

The facts of the incident, accordin !

to Corinterspy's government sunirce

and contimmeil by sources outside the
government, ift :

buut 04 JLP Supporters on
fout und riding in 25 Cars Here going
tu rally, culled by Seaga, at a location

just leyond the PSP headquariers. A
car driving in frontof the crud.pulled
up bofore the PNP headquarten und a
group ofmen boniclishing and jumpel
out. The agresors were led by JLP
Cundidate Miki Henry ( president of

Kingston Publishers, a susidiary of
McGraw Hill ). Gunmen began ripping
socialist campaign posters from the
walls , and when several PNP supporters
tried to stop them , i ! ie intruders shot
Somali's campaign manager, Rowan
Skvers , in the tice and set fire to the

building. The 20 PNP members took
cover in the adjoining came fields, de
fending them :elves with shotguns, but
were thus red out when Henry and his
men set fire to the field . The PVP

building wis burned in the ground,
and the un battle which took place
injured 10 persons .

By the time the last curs currying
Seaga and Sliesrer arrived at the build .

ins, the booting was over. Senna then
cailed a mass meeting, blaming Small
for the violence and dem.inding that
he resign , even though the Senator was
in Kingston during the incident.

Winsome lang, the Du!!! Gilene'r
reporter who filed the story from
Jamaica with the Caribniui Ver's
1922!!! 10.1.1.1 ) and with Rell ! ' rs , for
whom she is a string 'r. 104 claims
the facts of her story were changed at
the cable office in Barbados. Our

sources doubt this , and point out that
Long, an English woman , was ihe sole
author of both the C1E1 veniun
which was sent directly to New York
and the killer story which wis larun
dered through London . What is curious
is this neither American paper bothered
to contirm the facts with the Jamaican

government, nor Jid they later print
the official government stillement
aileying wvial " inaccuracy. " On the
same day Lany's story appeared in the

And , after suffering through a rica
shortage in Jamaica for months , con
sumers looked forward to a shipment
of rice from Costa Rica on bozri tie

ship, The CicyofBochum ,October 10 .
When the cargo of over 160 tons arrived .
however, inspectors discovered it was
contaminated by the same puisol,
parathion , which was blamed for the
flour-poisoning deaths several months
before . The entire shipinent of rice
had to be destroyed when it was con
firmed that unknown persons hix
loaded a cargo of the insecticide,
destined for another port , in the hoid
with the rice . Inspectors observed
there was leakage from the pails in
which the poison was stored .

Though the government has not
announced the date of the elections, it
is expected they will be held in late
December or early January . The vio
lence and dirty tricks , however , lead
some Jamaicans to fear the worst.

According to polls , a majority of the

people of Jamaica support Michael
Manley for re- election and do not hold
him responsible - as his opponents had
planned - for the violence and Jisrup

tion of their society . But the JLP , with
01 : 4 help . have demonstrated a sophis
tication in manipulating events ; and if
they allow the elections to take place ,
there is no guarantee they won't try

to manipulate the outcome -- one way
or another .
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increasing numbers of strikes by trans

port , telephone, and electrical workers

provoked by graduates of the American

Institute for Free Labor Development

(AIFLD ) -- known to have connections

with the CIA . The JLP and the Daily

Gleuner, Jamaica's conservative newspa

per, blamed each strike, each cutback ,

on Manley's socialist policies. Mean

while, as rumors of Jamaica's instability

were circulated internationally, Manley

found himself caught in the middle of a

credit squeeze . The U.S. turned down a

request for a $2.5 million A.I.D. food

grant and refused to loan additional

money bilaterally to Manley's govern

ment: Wealthy Jamaicans began smuggl

ing cash out of the country, even though '

it was illegal to do so . The president of an

ITT-owned supermarket , Winston

Wong, was convicted of having taken

over $ 200,000 out of the country to

Canada ; it is estimated that 100 times

that amount was transferred out of

Jamaica between January and June of

this year . Jamaica's biggest industry ,

tourism , also began to suffer. Scores of

hotels on the fashionable north coast

were shut down , throwing thousands of

workers out of jobs. The unemployment

rate in Montego Bay rose to more than 50

percent.
Leftists, both within and outside the In December, 1975, a number of un

PNP, called for stronger controls over the usual " coincidences " occurred . On Three WEREWOLF plotters : from left
capitalists who not only were taking out Christmas Eve , a delegation from the to right, Peter Whittingham ( JLP care
millions, but were refusing to reinvest in Popular Movement for the Liberation of

the economy . Conservatives and reform- Angola (MPLA ) came to Kingston to re
taker ), Pearnel Charles (Deputy Leader

ists in the party, on the other hand , quest technical assistance. Shortly there of JLP ), and Ferdie Yap Sam .

urged Manley to cut back the progressive after , Manley reportedly received a

land lease , workers ' cooperative , mini- phone call from Zambian president Ken who was assassinated in Washington this

mum wage, and adult literacy programs. neth Kaunda . who asked , at Henry September-- that the CIA was not in
But Manley refused to punish the poor. Kissinger's request, that Manley not volved in any internal Chilean " destabil

And when the attempt to defeat the left recognize the MPLA . Several days later, ization " plans. )
within the party failed, a concerted effort Kissinger himself flew in , preceded by an Not long after his meeting with
was made to sabotage the party itself, advance party of 75 aides . He was ac Kissinger, Manley gave a speech praising

Though charges of destabilization in companied by his wife, his son and his Fidel Castro for having " saved Jamaica's
Jamaica are difficult to prove - just as dog, and was ostensibly spending the black brothers and sisters in Angola

they were in Chile before the coupa holidays with Sir Harold Mitchell at from conquest by racist , apartheid South

pattern is discernàble behind the events Mitchell's north coastmansion . During African imperialism ."
which rocked the country for six months. Kissinger's " vacation ” he attended a One final, ominous event took place at
The organization and planning that went meeting with Manley and a number of the end of December, 1975. A new CIA
into these acts of violence - political as other high - level Jamaican officials and station chief , Vornian Descoteaux ar
sassinations, arson against the poor and U.S. Embassy personnel. Though no.in rived in Kingston , replacing Thomas J.
working-class communities of Trench formation about the meeting was pub . Keenan . He brought with him his wife,
Town, and the plot to overthrow the goy . licly released , it was reported by several Judy, who was his secretary and fel
ernment through OPERATION WERE. who attended that Kissinger had come low CIA worker. Descoteaux had served

:WOLF - suggest outside interference in specifically to put U.S. - Jamaican rela for five years in Guayaquil, Ecuador,
Jamaican affairs. tions on the line. The Secretary of State and for two years in Buenos Aires. In

The danger posed by Manley to U.S. " was said to have promised U.S. A.I.D. Kingston , he joined a team of CIA of:

interests was not so much in what he and economic relief if the policies of so ficers working under cover at the U.S.

had accomplished through democratic cialism were abandoned and relations Embassy. This team included :

socialism , but in his encouragement of with the MPLA and Cuba broken off. In Joel H. Peyer, deputy chief of sta

the political awakening of the Jamaican addition , "he assured Manley that the tion ; and

people and in what he represented to U.SI wasnot carrying out any CIA opera --Daniel J. Calloway, operations of

oppressed peoples throughout the area . tions in Jamaica. (In late 1971 , Kissinger . ficer, both of whom had arrived the pre

Socialism in the Caribbean could no personally assured the Chilean Anibas.- vious June;

longer be contained on one island . : . sadoqi to the U.S. , Orlando Letelier Brian Bennett and Kenneth Stan
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ton , Telecommunications officers;
James W. Holt ( under cover as U.S.

Einbassy security officer);

Les Thompson ( under cover as a

Drug Enforcement Agency officer), both

operations officers;

--- Robert Houdek, chief political of

ficer, who was a former staff member of

the National Security Council and deputy
chief of mission for Sierra Leone until he

was expelled in 1974 for interferring in

that country's internal affairs.

- Adrienne McKenzie, CIA secre
tary , lived in Kingston and was married

to a well-known JLP businessman , Ian
McKenzie ;.

- Jerzy Hauptmann , operations of-

ficer, arrived in Kingston later.

In January, 1976, the International

Monetary Fund conference took place in

Kingston , and with it the escalation of
escape .

violence to a level directly affecting the stationed there that night. The same

fabric and stability of Jamaican society, night, two other policemen were mur - In May , 95 guns were seized on a

and the security of the government. Over dered at a public housing site , e of deserted freighter , the Arahualpa , nea ..
the next six months, 2,900 crimes were the government's socialist reform pro Montego Bay. But many more weape:

reported, 1,662 involving the use of guns; jects. The four deaths were timed 10 --according to Jamaican intelligent

there were 163 murders, including 19 po- embarrass the Manley government dur sources more than 8000 illegal gunsand

licemen , and over 1,000 armed robber- ing the conference and to inaugurate had been distributed on the island . The

ies. Fire bombings and burning of houses what was to become a six month cam source of these arnis remains a mystery.

and whole areas of the shanty section , paign of planned terror . -A cargo of flour, brought to Jamaica

Trench Town , a PNP stronghold, be ---In May, 50 armed men blocked off on a German ship, the Heidelberg, was

came common occurrences. In despera- exits to the Orange Lane tenement
discovered to have been contaminated

tion , people in those areas blocked access
in Trench Town and hurled molotoy with the deadly poison Parathion. Muci

to their own streets with burning tires, cocktails into the area. Residents who of the flourhad already been sold,at
old cars, tree stumps and furniture, giv- tried to escape were pushed back by gun ...

11 people died from the poisoning . La ' '.

ingWest Kirigston an eerie resemblance tire , as were the firefighters who tried to oratory tests indicated that the high !..
to Belfast or Derry under state of siege . control the blaze. Small children , run

of Parathion in the flour was not

Residents knew the violence was coming ning from the inferno engulfing the row
result of a chemical accident. A simili

from outside paramilitary units, and set houses , were picked up by the gunmen,
incidentoccurred in Guyana in 1966

up all - night neighborhood patrols and who threw them back into the flames.
a time when the CIA was destabilizi :

" no go " areas . Tragically, it was often When the Security Forces arrived , the
the socialist government of Cheddi Jaga

impossible to distinguish friends from arsonists moved to a nearby cemetery
---- leading many Jamaicans to suspect

enemies and , for a time, security forces and continued the shootout, retreating in
that the CIA might have poisoned the

were attacked as well as the intruders. flour .
a disciplined military formation . Ten

-What follows is a partial record of people were killed in the fire, eight of
-A series of fires of unknown origin

some of the major acts of violence during them children , and 500 were left home destroyed many acres of sugar cane .
this period : less . One of the invaders was shot and Most of these fires occurred on estates

- Protesting the racist South African killed by police: a 13-year -old boy, where workers had formed cooperative

delegates to the IMF conference , a armed with a sawed - off, double -bar to run the plantations.
relled Winchester shotgun . - James Holt, one of the CIA operMarxist group , the Workers ' Liberation

League, along with the more ---Twenty gunmen attacked a PNP tions officers, aroused suspicion by

progressive forces of the PNP, the youth club dance in a commando-style involvement with a well-known Jamaican

Women's and theYouthOrganizations, raid. They sealed off exits to the hall and gunman and a Canadian aluminum ex

led a denonstration from the hotel opened fire with machine guns. Six peo- ecutive. According to the gunman ,who
was subsequently arrested by Jamaicanwhere the IMF was meeting to the ple were killed and 50 wounded. When

American Consulate . After the demon the police arrived , the gunmen retreated , Security Forces, Holt and the Canadian

stration had dispersed , the U.S. Am. only to fire on the ambulances as they contrived a plot to turn the military

bassador demanded police protection sped to the hospital. A woman, already against the PNP. A tapeof a PNPyouth

for the Consulate . Four hours later the
wounded , was killed . rally was spliced with a falsified message ,

(Wo Jamaican policemen who were sta --Three men attempted to firebomb a purporting to be from Fidel Castro , urg

tioned there were murdered. Although huge, indoor marketplace in 'Kingston ing young people to rise up in armee

the press and the JLP propaganda tried
where peasants from all over the island struggle against the police and the army

to pin the killings on the left , only the come to sell agricultural produce. The The tape was supposed to fall into the

police and the American authorities their bombs down on the market from sention . (Holt left Jamaica suddenly inz

terrorists were spotted before they hurled hands of the military and cause dis

knew she guards had been especially nearby rooftops,but they managed to September when former CIA officer40 CounterSpy
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Philip Agee arrived for a visit. So did
political officer Robert Houdek .)

In addition to acts of violence, there

was a coordinated propaganda effort to
undermine Manley's government. Many
aspects of this campaign were similar to
those used in Chile to attack Allende and

shake the people's confidence in social

ism . Jamaica's press was solidly con
trolled by the opposition and was instru

mental in stimulating anti-communist

feelings. Unsigned articles and com

mentaries blamed Manley for the vio

lence and called for his resignation ; one

pirate radio broadcast demanded that he
be overthrown .

A group of middle -class women , led by

an organization called the National

Council of Women , began meeting and

agitating against the Manley govern

ment. The women attempted to organize
a one-day strike accompanied by a

march with empty pots and pans. (Sim

ilar pots and pans demonstrations, co

ordinated by the CIA , were held in Chile

before the 1973 coup . ) But many militant

women from the PNP attended the or

ganizing meeting and presented a coun

ter-proposal calling for more construc

tive ways of helping the country at a time

of crisis ; the National Council of WO

men's proposal was defeated and they

were never heard from again. A few

months earlier, a group calling itself the

" Silent Majority " tried to organize a
demonstration of car owners to drive

with their headlights on in a protest
against Manley's policies. Although the

group took out a half-page advertisement

in the Daily Gleaner, the demonstration

was a failure.
Anti -Castro articles appeared regular

ly in the press after Manley's visit to

Cuba. Editorials from U.S. papers con
demning Cuban communism were often

An estimated 3,000 Jamaicans listen
communist and anti - government evange
lists and faith healers from the U.S. to

to Philip Agee speak in Kingston about the Jamaican people.
CIA and destabilization plans against

When Herb Rose , a ILP organizer and
their government. executive committee member , defected

from the party in early June, he charged

that the JLP election strategy was based

reprinted. One article, signed " Con on violence, arson , and murder. Rose

tributed ,” traced Cuba's history before said that he had personally witnessed

the revolution and concluded that Castro some top JLP leaders giving guns and

had " deceived and betrayed the people in ammunition to half-starved youngsters

their belief that he represented a hope for and training them to commit murders

democracy and freedom from tyranny." and to destroy property. The violence, he

The article then asked : “When Castro explained , was planned to gain momen

took power by force in 1959, had the tum and ferocity between the indepen

course of the Cuban evolution on dence celebration , Carifest , in August,

Marxist - Leninist principles already been and the next elections, scheduled to be.

decided , or did he genuinely believe in a held sometime before February .

democratic system ? ... The answer to On June 19 , 1976 , Manley responded

this question contains a warning for to the growing crisis by declaring a State

those Latin American and Caribbean na of Public Emergency. He invoked the

tions now . embracing 'democratic' and section of the Jamaican constitution re

other forms of socialism ." The next day, ferring to " action threatened on such a

the Gleaner ran an unsigned letter , pre scale as to endanger public safety ."

sumably from the same authors, criticiz Under the State of Emergency

ing Manley for not doing away with the known in Kingston argot as "heavy

radical members of his party , and com manners "— the government was given

paring him to an early Fidel Castro and the power , for a limited time , to suspend

those who would turn him leftward to some of the constitutional rights of Ja

Che Guevara. maicans, and to allow the Security

Perhaps the most blatant propaganda Forces the power to detain those whom

came from a group called " Christian they believed to be the planners of vio

Women Agitators for Truth " attacking lence and terrorism . Among the first acts

those who criticized the U.S. or the CIA . . under the emergency were the arrests of

They dragged out the example of Dr. Wittingham and Charles .

Tom Dooley, who set up a hospital in Eddie Seaga , leader of the JLP , had

Indochina, ostensibly for humanitarian been predicting that the government
reasons. (Dooley, it was later docu would soon declare a State ofEmergency
mented , turned out to be a CIA opera to put pressure on the opposition , even

tive , and his hospital a CIA safehouse .) tually destroying Jamaica's right to free

Some churches and ecumenical groups in elections. But when the government fi

Jamaica also took part in the attempt to nally announced the emergency, it took

discredit Manley. In recent months , Seaga 48 hours to respond. The timing of

evangelist tents have sprouted up all over the announcement had obviously taken

the island , bringing articulate , anti continued on page 63
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Confidential

U.N.

Memo

Unmasks

US

Covert

Action

Against

Namibia

CIA

Supports

Figurehead

and

Builds

Secret

Black

Army

while

US

attacks

U.N.

Commissioner

The following document, obtam :" i through SUUR :'S 2 !

the United Nations, provides rire izsiyllt into desliping

covert operutions- urpurently mounted hu the Clint and

the South African secret policr BOSS / se : Spring 1976

issue of CounterSpyt against Tamiria's sirliggle pir irido

penilence from South frica. Tomsften uit vreun ! ahle to :

piece together such activities kungafter the fut. The con

fiuluntiel document we ure printiihin iler: fior the firs ! :ime

will, hopefully, aiurt uur traders in l the general pentru

what those activists of Kissingers Foreign polics : lle

CL1, art doing in this wolulile curricuri hefore it is

becomes inextricably involved in vei umilit inal ! 10ml

clier.

11reitir signs of an all- mir ire sharing ! p.us Seruth

4frican troops conduct military operutions and foli:

ditions daily. The entire northern part of Namibia hus h ..

puced under martial law , and the border with angoni

b ? n leclurtlu " free fire zone. " Meanwhile', U.S. ini

weni in Vamihia increases. A former U.V. advisor in ijr

repulled to the Dublin Sunday Press on September 15 tiri.

1 Biew Black Vinrihian armed force, truinell by Lnit:

State's military personnel, equippedby the
U.S. and financ:

Lilip U.S. for at least a decade." is being plannel. !

coincinated but, hui limit would be on ihe number

Unit:: Saute's militury drisors is not known. It is intend.

init lurge priprsion of the American soldiers and ot '

personnel working in Vinibiu should be bluck. '

Since the mid -1961) 's, a liberution movement, spe

P
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The allegations of Kissinger's secret policy for Namibia,

including CIA covert actions, need more research . But the
data from this document should be enough for religious
and lay groups supporiing Namibian independence in
demanil a full investigution by Congress ,

headed by the South West Africa People's Organization
( SWAPO ), has been fighting for Namibia's independence.
SWAPO is the strongest political force in the country , and
has been recognized by the U.N. as the legitimate represen
tative of the Namibian people. The prospect of American
Blacks training Namibian Blacks to fight SWAPO is chilling.

Namibia , also known by its colonial name, South West
Africa , is a territory the size of France and England com
bined, located on the west coast of Africa, and bordering
on South Africa, Angola , Zambia , and Botswana. Formerly
a German Protectorate, this mineral-rich land became a
' 'sacred trust of civilization " following World War I. It was
administered by South Africa under a mandate of the
League, and later the U.N. In 1966 , the U.N. declared an

end to the mandate and called for steps toward independ
ence. But South Africa continues to rule Namibia in spite
of the withdrawal of the U.N. mandate, and despite a 1971
decision by the International Court of Justice that the con
tinued presence of South Africa in Namibit was illegal.

?

In : 1974, South Africa, responding to international
pressure , called for a constitutional conference in Wind
hoek , the capital of Namibia, to consider the question of
independence. SWAPO was barred from the proceedings.
The Tumhalle Conference , as it was called , was convened
in September, 1975, and was attended by a number of
moderate, black , tribal leaders and the White National
Party of South West Africa. Among the delegates to the
Turnhalle Conference was CLEMENS KAPUUO , Chief of
the Herero tribe, who is now being promoted as the first
president ofNamibia .

As the following document, and independent research by
CounterSpy show , Kapuuo is being promoted by a New
York law firm , Schwartz , Burns, Lesser and Jacoby ; the
KUDU foundation , headed by John Summers of Psycho
graphic Communications ( Psycomm ); and a man called
James Endycott, who is really Gyorg Nemeth , a refugee
from Hungary who has probable CIA connections, and is
reported to have worked with Radio Free Europe. Endycott

was said to have died suddenly of “ natural causes ” recently
in London, but sources point out that he was quickly cre
mated , and that his death might have been faked . His wife
has taken over his business assets which include Gemstone

mining, now reported to be in liquidation , and Kakaoveld
Minen Geselschaft. Whether Endycott's wife continues to

support the Kapuuo campuign through these mysterious
companies remains to be seen . What is clear is that South
Africa , the multinational corporations in Namibia , and the
United States can live with Kauuo far more easily than with
a SWAPO government.

The Tumhalle Conference has drafted a proposed con

stitution , and has called for the " independence” ofNamibia
by December 31 , 1978. No solution short of genuine inde
pendence would be acceptable to the liberation movement .
But South Africa has yet to approve even these farfuture
independence plans , and clearly will only do so on terms it

finds acceptable - as it did recently in grantirig'initépend.

ence " to the Transkei, a country that not one nation in the

world recognizes because it is so blatently a productof the
racist policies of apartheid.

本 作
の もの が

いい
:mit

dhe 4740

US -backed puppet of Namibia , Chief Clemens Kupuuo
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United Nations

CONFIDENTIAL
1

To : PRIAM

From: ODYSSEUS

Subject: Apparent Covert
Operations against Namibia

Date: 31 October 1976

:
7

1. There now appears to be little chance of the
United

Nations forcing South Africa to the conference table to

the Namibian question at any time in the forseeable

future. Prime Minister Vorster has stated in a widely

published " interview that he will not negotiate with

SWAPO. Dr. Kissinger has been unable ,or unwilling, to

extract any significant concessions from South Africa.

And the major western powers, by vetoing the Security

Counsel arms embargo resolution, have for the time

being blocked furtherUnited Nations action .

2. Thus South Africa is now consolidating its position

in Namibia . The major western powers . support its

efforts to maintain control of the Territory , for they

believe that Namibia has assumed great importance in

the southern African strategic balance. The occupation

of Namibia enables South Africa to extend its defence

perimeter far to the north . In the present context , this is

seen by defence ministries as a valuable advantage.

They believe that South Africa would be weakened

militarily and politically if it agreed to the transfer of

power to SWAPO at this time.

33. South Africa,of course, cannot impose itself upon

Namibia at this juncture. It must bow to the great pres

sure for majority rule . This was foreshadowed in Dr.

Kissinger's Lusaka speech at the end of April . The U.S.

line has changed superficially: there must be majority

rule in Namibia and'Zimbabwe. The implicit premise,

however , is that South Africa and the western powers

must ensure that those who assume power are "moder

ates ” who can be trusted not to force radical changes or

political re-alignments .

-4 . South Africa and its supporters have developed a

joint strategy for reconciling these conflicting objec

tives. South Africa plans to " grant" Namibia its " inde

pendence" in the near future. Its intention , however, is

to -by -pass SWAPO and ensure that power goes to those

whom it can control. The Turnhalle conference has

already set a provisional date for " independence" and

prepared a basic constitutional " foundation ” upon

which an interim government could be based . The SAG

is now moving rapidly towards the appointment of such

a government, reportedly under Kapuuo and Mudge.

The SAG will control all the political machinery and

keep its occupation forces in place. The economy will

'remain in the hands ofthe white community. By block

ing United Nations action , the western powers have en

sured South Africa a breathing space during which the

necessary arrangements can be completed . That, at

least, is the intention .

5. The major western powers are now mobilising to

support South African policy . They are preparing a vast

expansion of private investment , public aid to a future

" independent" government and much else. There are

continuing reports of efforts to assist in the creation of a

black Namibian army . These are being followed up. The

basic western aim appears to be to provide a South

African client regime with the means to survive and to

ensure its credibility .

6. South Africa's situation , however , is far from easy .

As has been noted , the war now extends across much of

northern Namibia . PLAN attacks are frequent . Political

support for SWAPO is growing everywhere, partly as a

reaction to the harshness and brutality of South African

methods of “ pacification." South Africa has now had to

send additional forces to Namibia . At the end of the

summer some 46,000 men of the security forces were

tied down in northern and central Namibia. The num .

ber of additional men just dispatched is not know

Thus South African forces have been and are stretch

to the limit . And they now face an expanded SWA .

offensive .
7. It is not surprising that as this situation has do

oped the major western powers have resorted to co

operations on an extensive scale. These compler :

the usual diplomatic ; political, financial and mili :

support for South African policy towards Namibi.

Covert operations appear now to have been mounteo .

against the leadership of SWAPO

against Angolan support for SWAPO

against SWAPO in Zambia

against the U.N. Commissioner for Namibia

against the internal wing of SWAPO in Namibia

in support of a Kapuuo-Mudge interim government

BOSS is clearly involved in these operations . It wou

also appear that the Central Intelligence Agency is

volved in some of them . This memorandum will rev .

some of the evidence on the last three operations. Nor :

of these operations, of course , can be said to have :

single, narrow target . Each has multiple effects. The

are therefore muiually supporting. They are all aimed a

clearing obstacles to the implementation of the broac

strategy adopted for securing control of Namibia.

8. Clearing the ground for aid to a South Afri :

client regime and placing counterinsurgency assests

Namibia . The USG is engaged in a number of studi

and projects designed to help it develop policies ar

programmes for backing South Africa in Namibia

Some details have become available about two of thes

projects, both of which are being organized from the

Agency for International Development. Both projec!

focus on problems of transition in Namibia and Žin

babwe . Both projects are being done in a great rusi

Both are designed to provide answers to a broad rang

of questions posed by intelligence analysts and to hel

prepare plans for private finance, public aid and othe

kinds of support for an interim government i

Namibia

A ) The AID contract study to the African -Americ

Scholars Council. This is a $350,000 study on i

problems of transition to majority rule in Namit

and Zimbabwe. It has been contracted to the Africa

.

i
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American Scholars Council in Washington . This is a

scholarly body which has brought together a team of
experts to address the problems posed by the AID ,

there being an evident lack of knowledgable African

specialists in the USG . The study is being directed by
Dr. Sam Adams, Jr. , who was formerly in charge of

the AID programme for the Sahel and who came

under much criticism in that post . The team brought
together includes a number of younger consultants

with experience on the Hill - but few with any knowl
edge of Africa- or in academic life. Aside from

Adams, the leaders of the team are prominent and
conservative members of the white academic estab
Jishment . The “ Principal Investigator," for instance ,

is Robert Rotberg of the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology , a political scientist who is believed to

have connections with the Central Intelligence Agen

cy. Rotberg, who has recently returned from a tour of
Africa , was refused permission by the University of

Zambia not long ago to conduct a study of the libera- .

tion movements in southern Africa. The grounds of
UNZA's refusal were that Rotberg's work might

serve to undermine the southern African indepen

dence struggle. Eliot Berg a conservative economist

from the University of Michigan is in charge of the

economic part of the report. Stuart North of the Uni

versity of Houston is to supervise the preparation of a

report on human resources in Namibia and Zim

babwe.

The research proposal for the project calls for a broad

political , economic and social assessment of the pre

sent situation in Namibia , focusing in particular on
the " problems" arising during the period of transition

to majority rule . This , however , is not intended to be

an idle set of studies, but is meant to help produce

answers on which the USG can act. The objective of.

the contractor , the African Bureau of the AID , is to

identify the problems arising cluring the transition to
majority rule and “ suggest appropriate programmatic
and policy responses.

The “ Principal Investigator, " who deals with politi
cal questions , is asked to investigate a number of
questions which are important in determining the
case or difficulty of moving along a particular policy
line . He is asked , for instance , to assess " the attitudes
of government and liberation leadership in southern
Africa " towards the problems arising from the transi
tion to majority rule and to assess their openness
to and attitudes towards U.S. policy and programmes
related to transition ." He is asked to assess " the in
terests other nations might have in facilitating the
transition to majority rule" and " any possible U.S.
role associated therewith .” He is asked as well to
survey the assets which the U.S. may have available
to assist it in implementing " its " policies towards
Zimbabwe and Namibia . AID requested he assess
" the willingness of political , social , university, non
profit, foundation , corporate and other U.S. institu
tions or groups in the U.S. to support or assist U.S.
Government programmes and policies related to the
transition to majority rule in Zimbabwe and

Namibia .” ( Emphasis added . )

Thus the principal researchers already seem to have
been told , at least in rough terms , what U.S. policy is .
For they are asked to investigate the reactions of

others to hypothetical policies. Despite this obvious
peculiarity , some of the consultant have been unable
to obtain any clarification from Dr. Adams of the
purposes of the project. “ What is this for ?, " they have
asked . No answer , however, has been given . The
scope, personnel and contradictions of the project
thus suggest that the African - American Scholars

Council is basically being used to do intelligence
work. The project proposal reads like many of the

proposals set in motion by AID for counterinsurgen
cy purposes in other countries. And it seems quite
likely that the findings of the Council will be used to
draw up plans for installing a " moderate " govern
ment in Namibia .

B ) The AID Southern African Regional Develop
ment Plan . A second and far more important project
is being undertaken by AID. This is a regional devel
opment planning study for the whole of southern

Africa . There are twenty professional researchers
working full time on this project . Five of these are
specialists in economic planning. Ten are country
specialists (although they have apparently little ex
pertise) . Five specialize in the study of particular sec
tors such as transportation or agriculture. The support
team must be quite large in its entirety . It has been
estimated that some $ 1 million is being spent on this
project, which has been contracted by AID to Chec
chi and Co. , a major Washington contract consulting
firm which did considerable work in South Vietnam

from the early 1960s. The precise status of the project
is not clear . Checchi and Co. are said to have " put
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together " the team of " experts," but the project is run
on a day - to-day basis by senior AID personnel . Over
all supervision is by Owen Cylke , Deputy Director of
AID's Office of Central and West African Affairs .
Day -to -day supervision of the project is in the hands
of Terry Lambacher, a senior management analyst at
AID

AID appears to be attempting to draft a series of
interlocking country plans for accelerated economic
growth in southern Africa. Thus a separate study is
planned for each of 8 or 10 countries, each study
being bounded by the parameters of a country's rela
tionships with its neighbors. There will probably be a
broad " reģional plan ” as well . The basic assumption ,
however , on which these plans are based is that
growth must be accelerated along the present lines of
specialization of each economy . Thus, in the case of
Namibia , the plan will provide for a rapid increase of
mineral exploitation rather than the expansion and
modernization of agriculture. From what is known at
present about the AID's lines of research the kind of

economic growth which is being projected will :

* leave the distribution of income roughly the same

* leave the structure of production the same

• maximize foreign capital inflows

* accentuate the present specialization of the econ
omy

* increase the degree of economic dependence upon
South Africa

regular USG service with the AID. Sources believe
that he joined the Central Intelligence Agency in the
late 1960s, although he remained in the AID . He was
a consultant to the African Development Bank in
Abigjan , with the AID Capital Project Office in
Nairobi and then returned to AID, Washington . He
received a Merit Honor Award in 1972. Lambacher
was in the U.S. Army overseas from 1963 to 1966. He
joined the Saigon office of the AID in 1967 as an
assistant development officer. Sources believe he
joined the CIA at about that time , operating from an
AID office. He was both assistantprogramme officer
and programme officer with AID in Vietnain . He re
ceived an award for heroism in 1970. He was a senior
U.S. civilian official in Hau Nghia province, just west
of Saigon , until late 1970. He then became the AID
advisor and liaison officer to the Minister of the In
terior of the Government of South Vietnam ,

These histories and associations suggest that there is
much more going on in the AID regional develop
ment study of southern African than meets the eye .
Sources suggest it is very probably in part a cover for
the development of counterinsurgency assets which
the U.S. could use in Namibia in the event of “ need ."
The situation in Namibia today is obviously highly
unstable. And the indications are that the U.S. may be
preparing itself to assist South Africa through covert
action against SWAPO's internal wing in Namibia
which is the logical political organization to b
" targeted . "

Thus the plan for Namibia will set in motion forces

which will help to consolidate South Africa's hold on
the Territory , directly and indirectly . Within southern
Africa as a whole it seems likely that the effect of this
kind of acceleration will be to strengthen South
Africa's economic power in relation to the countries

of the poorer periphery . This is an obvious effect
which an economist or administrator must under
stand. It is therefore difficult to avoid the conclusion
that this is the intended result .

- AID is presently pressing the completion of a
rough plan in order, they say . to go to the Congress in
the beginning of the year for a series of aid programs
for southern African countries . It has been learned
that an aid bill for Namibia is being drawn up despite
the fact that there is no legitimate independent
government in Namibia at the present time . This sug
gests strongly that the plans being prepared are
designed to assist in channeling and rationalizing U.S.
support for a Kapuuo -Mudge interim regime in
Namibia .

The whole project also has definite undertones of
counterinsurgency war. For Cylke and Lambacher,
who are in charge of the project, have histories which
indicate that they are much more than economic
planners or managers. Cylke took his B.A. at Yale and
went into international banking. In the early or
mid - 1960s, however, he volunteered for the Peace
Corps in Ethiopia . He then returned and joined the

9. Covert operations to create a credible politii .
alternative to SWAPO . There are some indications th :
BOSS, and possibly the CIA , are behind the campaign
make Chief Kapuuo a credible political leader of th
Namibian people in the eyes of international publi
opinion . Two U.S. firms are involved in this campaigr
a New York law firm and a New York marketing cor
sulting agency . The first, Schwartz, Burns, Lesser an
Jacoby, has been advising Chief Kapuuo for well over
year. One of the partners, S. Schwartz, accompanie
Chief Kapuuo to Windhoek and is believed to ha
been the author of the " Constitutional Proposal" whi :
Kapuuo presented to the conference on 9 March of th :
year . The mystery about the law firm arises from t :
fact that they refuse to reveal who is paying them . Sc :
wartz and Burns are believed to be costing Kapuu
$ 1,000 per day . He is obviously not paying them hin
self . He has not the means. The lawyers for all th
other Turnhalle delegations, it has been learned , a :
paid by the South African Government . Schwartz an
Burns , however, have denied that they are .
Schwartz and Burns appear to have a close relatior

ship with Jack Summers of Psychographic Communica
tion ( PsyComm ), a marketing consulting agency wit
plush offices at Delmonico's . Summers has been hardling the PR for Kapuuo in the United States . He ha
been doing a lot of work over the past year . Kapuuo i
believed to have been here three or four times in th
last 12 or 15 months . Psychographic Communication
has done a very professional press kit for Kaput :
which presents the Chief as the leader of mode :
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Namibia. Summers gave a party for the Chief at
Delmonico's in September to which selected press were
invited . South African mission personnel provided the
security , which was tight . The Chief was introduced to

various celebrities, had his picture taken with Moham
med Ali and Elizabeth Taylor , and , all in all, was made
" very visible .” This has been going on for some time .
On a recent trip Kapuuo met and talked with Cyrus
Vance , Henry Ford , the editorial boards of Newsweek
Time and The New York Times, as well as the
publisher of the New York Post . So Kapuuo has been

receiving good treatment and has made exceedingly im
portant contacts . He is believed to have talked with

State Department officials on a number of occasions .

Again , the mystery is money , as well as the remarka
ble coincidence of circumstances . Summers will not say
who pays him . In fact, he says he does it all because he
believes in Kapuuo. The publicity campaign , however,
is estimated to have cost in excess of $500,000 over the

last two years or so . There is obviously some wealthy
individual or organization behind Kapuuo . Summers

says he has started a foundation , the Kudu Foundation ,
to " build schools in Namibia after independence . '

Chief' Kapuuo, however, has stated publicly that the
purpose of the Foundation is to pay his expenses. It has

not been possible to investigate Kudu. It should be
registered as a non -profit foundation, but is not . It is not

clear at this point whether the Kudu is the channel for

the money which Summers is using. Money , however,

is coming from somewhere , in large quantities.
Some clues exist . James Endicott has been Chief

Kapuuo's representative in London for some time . He
is believed to have been born in Hungary but now car
ries an Australian passport . He went to Namibia about
1970, where he worked as an architect . He started work
ing for Gemstone Miners ( Pty) Ltd. , an American com
pany registered in Hempstead , Long Island , with min

ing concessions in Namibia . Endicott is believed to
have worked for Radio Free Europe , and is therefore
suspected of intelligence connections. There have been

a number of strange events surrounding Endicott and
Gemstone Mining. Endicoit left Namibia for London
with a string of debts . He began to publish the Namibia
Bulletin in London . According to the U.S. Small Busi
ness Administration Gemstone received , inexplicably ,
SBA guarantee for a $ 350,000 loan. The loan is now in
default and Gemstone's operation in Namibia is now
in liquidation . Genistone may be the channel for funds
received by Endicoit which were believed at one time to
lotalmore than $ 1,000 a day . It has been reported in the
last few days that Endicott died of a heart attack in Lon
don . Other reports say he died in Namibia . Sources in
London at the weekend were not aware of the reports ,
although they were circulating in New York .

It is clear that someone is orchestrating the attempt to
publicize Kapuuo . And it is clear that they have a great
deal of money and excellent connections . The Kapuuo
campaign has had some success . Kapuuo is now on the
map, although he still remains less than credible for

many who meet him . However , there is every indica
tion that some kind of campaign will continue. Sun
mers is now suggesting that the Turnhalle has been
" radicalized . ” He seems less interested in Kapuyo than
he was . His line is very markedly anti -South African ,
anti -imperialist and anti -SWAPO . He has even sug
gested that SWAPO are working for South Africa, be
cause by pressing the war they are " forcing South
African to keep its troops in Namibia .
This seems to be a BOSS operation . To do what they

have done on U.S. territory , however , they would have
to have the assent of the CIA at the very least .
10.The apparent " black propaganda " campaign

against Sean MacBride of the Office of the Commis
sioner for Namibia . There has been great pressure
against the Commissioner since the end of the winter of
this year. It seemed at first that this might be nothing
more than the usual kind of diplomatic rowing which
one expects in certain situations . It appears now, how
ever , that there has been a planned and systematic at
tempt to undermine the Commissioner, to force him
out of the United Nations and even to abolish the
Office of the Commissioner altogether . This campaign is
apparently aimed at removing one of the principal
obstacles to international acceptance of a South African
client regime in Namibia . If Sean MacBride remains in
office, he will certainly use his influence and prestige to
prevent the United Nations fron turning its back on the
maneuvers to install an interim regime. He will oppose
such maneuvers vigorously . His presence therefore pre
sents a real problem for South Africa and for the ma
jor western powers . The evidence reviewed below must
be seen within this context .

Sean MacBride, U.N. Commissioner und 1974 recipient of
Nobel Peace Prize, under attack by the CIA station at
the U.N.
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Organized pressure directed against MacBride began
in the early part of this year. Ambassador Dunston
Kamana of Zambia made complaints to the Secretary
General of the United Nations about statements made
by MacBride in Ireland and Africa . These complaints
were withdrawn afterwards on the specific instructions
of the Government of Zambia , which sent a message to
the Secretary -General indicating that they had ex
amined MacBride's statements closely and found
nothing wrong with them .

Various other allegations were made against
MacBride at a meeting of the Council for Namibia dur
ing MacBride's absence in Zambia . Reports of these
complaints were leaked to the press. Even an internal
United Nations budgetary document which was never
intended for circulation was 'officially circulated and
leaked to the press. At the same time a rumor was
falsely put out in the U.N. corridors to the effect that
MacBride had resigned. MacBride denied this publicly
from Lusaka.

These events caused some comment at the time.
Reporters and delegates saw the pressures and rumors
as part of an attempt to undermine MacBride. One

reporter asked at a noon briefing whether, in view of
the growing pressure against MacBride, it might not be
amiss to enquire whether he had been made the target
of some CIA operation.

In recent months pressure for MacBride's resigna
tion has been growing. The situation has become much
more tense in southern Africa since the spring. The
United States Ambassador has made representations to
the Secretary -General about MacBride's statement on
southern African affairs. These received considerable

attention in the press and naturally raised questions
about MacBride's future . At the same time, officials in
the Department of State were putting about the story
that they were determined to get MacBride and that
they would . They accused MacBride of " complicating
negctiations which the U.S. had in hand” to en
sure a peaceful transition to majority rule in southern
Africa. It seems fairly clear that they were in fact con
cerned to neutralize MacBride because he would make
it difficult to implement the Kapuuo -Mudge gambit .

By summer, under constant pressure and facing
constant and unnecessary difficulties at the U.N.,
MacBride decided to resign . He began to write his
report to the General Assembly and , in it spoke frankly
of the problems which he faced . The Secretariat of
the Council for Namibia resisted circulation of this
report . It became clear that the report would be sup
pressed

' It appears there has been a

planned systematic attempt to
undermine the Commissioner, to
force him out of the United
Nations and abolish the Office
altogether. "

As it became known that MacBride had decided not
to continue as Commissioner for Namibia, new moves
were initiated either to secure a pliable Commissioner
to replace MacBride or to suppress the post completely
and hand over the functions of the Commissioner to
the Brazilian Secretary of the Council for Namibia. In
pursuance of this scheme the Mexican Ambassador to
the U.N. , who is one of the Vice -Presidents of the
Council for Namibia , and the Zambian Ambassador,
who is the President of the Council , both made ap
proaches to the South West Africa People's Organiza

tion (SWAPO ) in an effort to do away with the posi
Commissioner. These approaches were rejected
SWAPO, who have throughout supported MacBrick
The personalities involved, including the Secretary o
the Council for Namibia , suggest a concerted effor
which is much more than mere diplomatic maneuve :
ing.

There appears to have been a long , carefully plann :
campaign of pressure, rumor and manipulation to er
sure MacBride's departure from the United Nations
This has all the appearanceof a classic black propagar
da " campaign . The use of distortion and official publi
pressure in a systematic way is one of the most powe
ful weapons in the arsenal of covert operations agains
political figure. The Agee book documents a number
cases strikingly like those ofMacBride. There can be
tle doubt that both BOSS and the USG have been in
volved in this campaign .
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Trooper Guuriling Students Arrested After Thammasat University Massacre.

Bloody Wednesday

in Bangkok

By D. Gareth Porter

implicit, if not explicit , support for the terrorist groups of

the far right, which appeared in 1974 and 1975, U.S. .

responsibility for the violent repression of the left in

Thailand is manifest.

Legitimized Violence to Stop Left Trend

The events of October 6- " bloody Wednesday ”, as it

was called by eyewitnesses in Bangkok-represented the last

phase of an effort by the reactionary right in Thailand to

halt the development of forces demanding political and

economic change . The massacre and mass arrests of stu

dents and the seizure of power by the military junta has

been followed by massive arrests of those suspected of har

boring " pro -Communist ” thoughts . The scope of that term ,

as used by the junta and its right-wing supporters , can be

judged by the fact that one of the first arrests after the

promulgation of “ order no . 22 ” on October 13 was Pansak

Vinyaratn , editor of the liberal left magazine Chaturat,

who had called for friendly relations with Vietnam .

The U.S. may not have been an active conspirator in

the coup itself, but it was not an innocent bystander

Attempts to find CIA agents who participated in the plan

ning of the coup are not only futile but irrelevant, since the

Thai reactionaries had the means to carry it out themselves .

But the more fundamental question is whether the U.S. was

responsible for the rise of the political forces which paved

the way for the coup. Against the background of the U.S.

penetration of Thai society for twenty- five years and its
!! :)

Thailand has a history of military coups , which have

suspended both parliament and constitution . But this coup

was fundamentally different from those of the past . It

incorporated a Thai version of fascism which is a response

to the development of a broad leſt -wing movement in

Thailand, linking both'urban and rural strata within the

constitutional system , rather than in total opposition to it .

Since the " revolution " of October 1973 ,when Generals

Thanom and Prapas had been overthrown after large -scale

student demonstrations against them , Thai student activists

had linked up for the first time in Thai history with worker

and peasant organizations to form a new left -wing political

front. The students went to the countryside . to help pea

sants demand a halt to violations of the rent control actand

finally helped establish the Farmers' Federation of Thailand-

the first such farmers' organization independent of the

government and the landowners . Labor Unions in Bangkok ,

reflecting the growing size and militancy of the urban

poor , launched the first serious labor unrest in Thai history .

The response of the wealthy and powerful was to create
Gary Porter, a Contributing Editor to CounterSpy, is Di

rector of the Indochina Resource Center in Washington, D.C.
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new extremist anti -Communist groups with which they

could neutralize and ultimately destroy the left. At the

center of the plan was a small group of senior Thai army

officers who had been involved in intelligence and counter

insurgency activities . It included the head of Thai military

intelligence, the Deputy Chief of the Internal Security

Operations Command , the former Director of the National

Police and the Commander of the Thai Border Patrol

Police , the primary police agency involved in counter

insurgency operations. These men were well -positioned

by their responsibilities and the resources which they

controlled , to organize and support the terrorist groups of

the right, which were , for them , merely an extension of

the techniques they had used for many years .

The genesis of the idea , according to the retired head

of Thai military intelligence , Gen. Wallop Rojanswisut,

was the realization by this group of officers in October

1974 that drastic measures had to be taken to halt the

leftward trend in Thai society . They agreed that they had

to have a “sort of national ideology , as Gen. Wallop puts

it . He had learned when studying psychological warfare in

the United States in 1953 that the stability of Thai society

rested on the twin foundations of the Monarchy and

Buddhism . So the new "national ideology ” used the king

and the Buddhist religion to legitimize violence against

those who wanted change. Anyone who disturbed the

established order was simply called a Communist and

accused of being opposed to the king and Buddism . It was

thus essentially an operation in psychological warfare ,

aimed at deflecting attention from the issues of power

and privilege in the society .

The first political group to be organized on the basis

of this " ideology” was Nawapon , translated both as " new

force " and as " soldiers of the ninth ," in reference to

King Bhumibol , the ninth king of the Chakri dynasty . It

recruited teachers and intellectuals in Bangkok , civil ser

vants , soldiers , policemen , businessmen and landowners

in the provincial and district towns .

At Nawapon rallies, the crowds were whipped up with

hysterical rhetoric about the imminent threat to king and

country from Coinmunists. All political unrest - by stu

dents, labor and peasants -was said to be the work of

Vietnamese and Thai Communists working together. And

people were warned that the Vietnamese community in

Thailand was planning to slip into Bangkok and other

cities to carry out sabotage and assassinate Thai leaders.3

If the purpose of Nawapon was to popularize the ra

tionale for repression of the left, the purpose of the Krathin

Daeng or “ Red Gaurs ,” was to provide the “brown shirts”

of the right-wing movement for violence against left-wing

and liberal groups and individuals. Many of the Red Gaurs

were recruited from among vocational students in Bangkok ,

most of whom had been allied with the university students

in bringing down the old military dictatorship in 1973 ,

but who tended to resent their better -educated , generally

wealthier brothers in the universities. In order to drive a

wedge between the two groups, psychological warfare

1 Norman Peagam , " Rumblings on the Right , " Far Eastem Eco

nomic Review , July 25 , 1975 , p . 13 .

specialists spread the word that the students at Thammasa

University planned to kill the King during a ceremony a

the University in October 1974. The “Red Gaurs ” wer

brought in to stand guard around the king at the ceremony

and when nothing happened , it was treated as a big victor

over the " communist” students.4

" The main spokesman for the Red Gaurs was Col. Sudsi

Hasdin , head of the Internal Security Operations Cor :

mand's hilltribes division , charged with counterinsurgenc

planning in the dissident Northern region . Sudsai public

defended the violent attack against Thammasat Univers

by Red Gaurs in August 1975 with guns and plastic bor :

as a "warning” to leftist students .” ( The Red Gauss we !

provided with police walkie -talkies and trucks for th

attack , while police stood by and watched .)6 Sudsai openl

declared in early 1976 that the Red Gaurs were a " froi

group ” which was set up to block the progress of the sti

dent activists , and that other , similiar groups had been st

up outside Bangkok under other names . His nephew , wh

heads the " enforcement" section of the organizatii

admitted in August 1976 that the organization rect . 2

- material support and intelligence from ISOC and

Police special branch , and coordinated its activities

Nawapon. 8

These right-wing extremist groups, backed by t :

military and police counterinsurgency agencies , brough

reign of terror to the countryside , aimed at organizers :

the Farmers' Federation of Thailand , formed in Novemb

1974. Between April 1975 and March 1976 , 37 FF

leaders were assassinated , including the President of ti

Northern section of the Federation . Meanwhile, studen

who returned in 1975'to villages where they had worke

in 1974 with farmer organizers were threatened by thu

affiliated with Nawapon. 10 Since landowners had be

recruited into Nawapon , the political nature of the killin

was beyond doubt . Yet provincial authorities suggested t )

deaths were caused by peasants killing each other . Not

single suspect was arrested in any of the cases .

The right-wing killings sharply increased during the ca :

paigns for the April 1976 parliamentary elections, af :

Minister of Defense Pramarn Adireksan , leader of the rig

wing Chart - Thai party in parliament with his own links

Nawupon , put forward the slogan "right kill left." It was

be the bloodiest election in Thai history .

On : February 17 , after two or three weeks in whi

unsigned posters appeared in Bangkok accusing the No

Force Party of being Communist, the Party's headquarte

was bombed by several Red Gaurs, one of whom was kill

when a bomb went off in his hand . The ISOC's Col. Sud

performed the cremation ceremony . The folowing day

1

3 David Morell , “Political Conflict in Thailand," Asian Affairs, -

1976 , p. 165 ,
4 .1.Peagam , " Rumblings on the Right, " p . 14 .

5 Bangkok Post,May 10, 1975 .

6 David- Morell, “ Open Politics in Thailand : The Costs of Pol

Conflict," unpriblishedmanuscript, no date , p . 16 .

7 The Voice of the Nation , March 4 , 1976 .

8 Chaturat, August 10 , 1976. Cited in E. Thadeus Flood , “ The U

States and the Military Coup in Thailand : A Background Study ,"

china Resource Center , October 1976 , p.6 .2 Ibid .
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member of the Central Committee of the National Student

Center of Thailand , who had helped organize student strikes

against a Nawupon propagandist at a University in Bangkok,

was gunned down in a village near Korat . Later in February,

the Secretary -General of the Socialist Party , a graduate of

Cornell University, who was organizing a protest movement

against U.S. military forces in Thailand, was assassinated.

On March 2 , one of the few vocational schools in Bangkok

with a strong left-wing group was bombed , and three stu

dents were killed . And on March 22 , as the NSCT held a

inajor demonstration calling for withdrawal of all U.S.

troops , the Red Gaurs threw a fragmentation grenade into

the rally killing four and wounding 82.11

Bombswere also thrown into crowds listening to candi

dates of parties identified by the Nawapon and Red Gaurs

as left-wing, and precinct workers in rural areas affiliated

with those parties were assassinated . At least 30 individuals

are believed to have been killed during the campaign by

right-wing terrorists. 12 It was no surprise when the liberal

parties were badly defeated in the election , and the right

wing parties gained ground . More important for the future

of Thai politics, many liberal intellectuals and activists

viewed this violence as the prelude to a right-wing military

coup , with its attendant purge of the left, and went under

ground or left the country.13

The United States , which had trained the individuals and

shaped the institutions which had carried out counter

insurgency operations in the past , was complicit in the rise

of this neo -fascist movement . Certainly the U.S. Mission did

nothing to discourage it , and there is reason to believe that

the U.S. may have covertly supported it .

The dramatic reduction in the scale of U.S. involvement

from the peak of 49,000 military personnel in Thailand in

1969 did not disrupt the personal and institutional links

between the U.S. and the right-wing military officers behind

both the Nawapon -Red Gaur complex and the coup itself.

The U.S. continued to work closely with those officials

despite the “ low profile” policy of the U.S. on internal

Thai affairs which followed the October 1973 overthrow of

the Thamom -Prapas regime.

The Communist Suppression Operations Command

(CSOC) later renamed Internal Security Operations Com

mand (ISOC) , was an American creation . CSOC was created

in December 1965 , on the insistence of U.S. Ambassador

Graham Martin.14 The key office in CSOC was that of the

Directorate of Operations , headed by Saiyud Kerdpol , one

of the ' small group of counterinsurgency specialists who

planned the establishment of the extremist anti- Communist

groups in 1974. Saiyud's prominence in the Thai govern

ment was a result of his direct connections with the Ameri

cans particularly , with the CIA . The man who served as

the U.S. liason with Saiyud was Peer de Silva , Martin's

" Special Assistant for Counterinsurgency Affairs," a high

ranking CIA official who had previously been Station Chief

in several other countries, and , had also been special assist

ant to the U.S. Ambassador in Vietnam for counterin

surgency affairs.

lan MacDonald ," TheGathering Storm ," Thai ( Victoria , Australia),

June 1976 , p . 15. For a detailed report on the assassinations to August

1975 , see "Thai Peasants' Leaders Murdered , " Ampo (Tokyo), Vol . 7 ,
No.4 series, No.26 , October-December 1975 .

From 1966 to 1968 , de Silva pushed for the consoli

dation of several village defense organizations into one

Village Security Force which was then paid directly by

CSOC, presumably from CIA funds. In addition , dle Silva

and Saiyud set up " Political Action Teams” in order to con

duct surveys of political attitudes in the villages . Modeled

after census -grievance teams in Vietnam , which were also a

CIA -run operation , the program was run by joint U.S. -Thai

committees at the national and province level which agreed

on training sites, areas for recruitment and deployment , and

salaries for the agents . Again , CIA funds were used to

finance the program .
Even though the U.S. role in Thai counterinsurgency

programs was sharply reduced along the U.S. military

presence , the CIA continued to work with Saiyud and

CSOC after October 1973 , as Saiyud hinself told the press

in February 1974.15 Indeed , Saiyud's contacts with the

U.S. were , if anything, even better in 1975 than ever before,

judging from the fact that he was one of two Thai security

specialists who accompanied Foreign Minister Chatchai on

his trip to Washington in November 1975.

The U.S. reaction to the terrorism and assassinations

which were carried out by the Red Gaurs and their Nawapon

allies was essentially to look the other way and continue to

collaborate with the perpetrators. One high official of the

U.S. Embassy ; questioned about the U.S. attitude toward

the involvement of Saiyud and Sudsai with the terrorist

organizations, told Counterspy that the Embassy made no

effort to indicate that it opposed the right-wing terror.

“ I just don't see it as our role to go the the Thais and say

don't do this,” he said . "We are not the keepers of morality

of the world ."

This attitude of strict non - interference is reserved , of

course , for those questions on which it is convenient for the

U.S. not to be involved. In this case , it clearly suggested

that the U.S. was far, from upset at the political impact of

the assassinations of opposition activists. The same official

tried to minimize the seriousness of the right-wing terror

campaign . “Violence was happening on both sides," he said .

" I was never clear about who was doing what to whom ."

The atmosphere of benign tolerance toward Nuwapon

and Red Gaurs in the U.S. mission was such that at least

some officers openly applauded their work . An incident

occurred during this writer's visit to Bangkok in December

1975 which illustrates this attitude . A young army captain

who served as escort officer for the House Select Committee

on Missing Persons during its stay in Bangkok was asked

casually about the Red Gaurs . He replied that he knew

Col. Sudsai very well , having worked with ISOC as an adviser

on counterinsurgency , and that he still saw him and other

ISOC officers frequently . He told me with evideni relish

that leaders of the Red Gaurs had told him that they

planned to kill the 100 top Communists in the country

before March 20 ( the deadline for American troop with

10 Morell , “ Political Conflict in Thailand ,” Asian Affairs, p . 165 .

11 Morell , " Open Politics in Thailand , " p . 17 .

12 Ibid ., pp . 8-9 .

13 Letter from a foreign observer in Bangkok , March 5 , 1976 .

14 These paragraphs on CSOC are based on George K. Tanham , Trial in

Thailand (New York : Crane , Russak , 1974) .

15 Sangkhomsat Parithar, February 1974. Cited in Flood , op . cit . , p . 3 .
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drawals) -especially, he added , those in Bangkok .
But did official U.S. policy go beyond mere tolerance of

the right-wing terrorists in Thailand to active , covert sup.
port ? A high -ranking civilian official of the Seni Pramoj

government told a foreign visitor just a few weeks before
the coup that both Nawapon and the Red Gaurs were being
financed by the CIA . This official did not give any details
on how the financing was done , but it was reported as
recently as August 1975 that the Internal Security Opera
tions Command had a secret budget of some 500 million
baht ($ 25 million) annually.16 The CIA has a long history
of funding the activities of that agency , and it would not
be surprising if CIA funds were earmarked for the organi
zation of paramilitary political groups of the right.

When asked about CIA support , Col. Sudsai replied ,
“ I sometimes wonder why they do not support us , as we
do some things which must please them " 17 The primary
spokesman and organizer for Nawapon , U.S.-educated
Wattana Kiewvinol, who doubles as a " consultant" to
ISOC , bragged about his "connections " with the CIA as
well as then Vice President Agnew when he returned to
Thailand in 1974.18 The question of whether or not the
CIA has in fact financed Nawapon and the Red Gaurs
through ISOC should be subject to thorough investigation
by the Senate Intelligence Oversight Committee , which has
the power to demand documents pertaining to the Agency's
relationship with ISOC .

In view of the direct involvement of high officials of
the military and police in setting up these ' right-wing
terrorist groups , it is significant that the same men have
been reported as being active in prompting a military
takeover . Col. Sudsai himself was said to be very close to
General Bunchai , who became Commander in Chief of the
Army in April 1976 , and is now a major figure in the
military junta . Another Colonel on the ISOC staff, Colonel
hawat Phisuthiphan , was very close to Admiral Sa -ngat
Chaloyu , former Supreme Commander of the armed forces
and now the head of the junta . It was Col. Thawat who ,
reportedly arranged the alliance of the two top military
leaders which made possible the military coup of October 6 .

The hand of the political warfare specialists of ISOC and
Thai intelligence was apparent in the events leading up to
the coup . The object of the return of former dictator
Gen. Thanom Kittikachorn in September appears to have
been to provoke a showdown between right and left which
would both discredit the activist students and permit the
final crushing of their movement. Upon his arrival in Bangkok
Thanom was transformed immediately into a Buddhist
Monk, with shaven head and begging bowl.

· The King appeared at his Wat (temple) to confer with
the abbot in charge , conferring new legitimacy to Thanom's
presence . Some 5,000 “ village scouts , ” a civic action group
under the King's personal patronage and linked with
Nawapon , were brought in , ostensibly ' to guard the Wat
against leftist attack . These circumstances meant that the
students would risk the accusation of being against the King
and Buddhism by demonstrating against Thanom . Although
there were some protests , there were none near the size and
enthusiasm generated by the attempt of the former Interior
Minister Prapas Charusthien to return in August. According

to official U.S. observers in Bangkok , right -wing agents
were active among the students as agent -provocateurs in
the hope that a confrontation could be ineered .

But it was only after two activists were found hanged by
police outside Bangkok that students barricaded themselves
in Thammassat University . On October 3 , the students
protested the hangings with a skit about the episode .
Photos of the skit were published the following day in the
Bangkok press and none of the newspapers , except for the
right-wing press , found any connection between the play
and the monarchy.19 But the Nawapon -controlled papers
declared that one of the two playing the dead students had
been made up to look like the crown prince - an absurd
notion on the face of it .

The Armored Brigade Radio station began charging the
students with high treason for this alleged insult to the
royal family and calling for revenge . At I am . on Wednes .
day , the station broadcast the following statement: “ A !
1:00 Nawapon men throughout the country are urgent
requested to contact Nawapon coordinators . In the Bang
kok area they should report at once to operation centers

(they) must be prepared to carry out activities in co
operation with government authorities." If the government
did not take action against the students , it said , " the
Nawapon will take action to defend the nation , the religion
and the monarchy . " 20

Thanks to the atmosphere of hatred already created by
the right -wing strategists, this brazen political warfare ploy
succeeded in its aim , Hundreds of village scouts and voca
tional students surrounded the University students, some
with weapons . The Thai Border Patrol Police , the element
in the police most involved in counterinsurgency and the
one on which the CIA concentrated most of its efforts,
carried out an assault by fire against the essentially un
armed students , killing at least 100. The right-wing youth
then committed some of the worst atrocities in living
memory, lynching, burning and mutilating the survivors oë
the police attack . One long- time foreign correspondent said
he had never witnessed " such mass mindlessness, male
volence, such an unholy irrationality . ” ( For a moment , it
seemed that the mob threatened to get out of control,
according to Embassy reports ; there was talk of storming
the national assembly and of lynching members of the
Premier's Democratic Party .) But the violence was just what
the coup planners wanted ; it provided the pretext for the
overthrow of the civilian government.

Another indication of the central role that counter
insurgency specialists of ISOC in the coup is the fact that
the most important political detainees who face " rehabilita
tion camps" and long prison sentences if they do not
“ recant” of their past ideas , are being held and interrogated
not by the Criminal Investigation Division , but by ISOC
itself . This is the logical conclusion of a counterinsurgency
program turned against all those who threaten the power
ofthe ruling elite.

16 Bangkok Post, May 6 , 1975 .
17 Peagam ; “Rumblings on the Right," p . 14 .
18 Morell , “Political Conflict in Thailand ," p . 164 .
19 London Times, October 1976 .
20 Ibid .
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Securinews is a new magazine pub- = Joel Swerdlow and Frank Mankewitz. , A new crinie prevention ponoran , de

lished by the Industrial and Commercial who are writing a book together on the signed to revitalize business , fcaturing

Security Association of South Africa impact of television on American society, innovative approaches and conceois in

( ICSASA) , a non -profit association entitled Remote Control, ro be published architectural design and organization is

headed by Frederick Norman Haslett , by Quadrangle / New York Times, have being tested in Portland , Oregon. The

Managing Director of South African written an interesting fiction piece in the $ 1.3 million program will focus on Union

Eagie Insurance Co. , Ltd. The magazine the September 19 , 1976 issue of the Ave., a 200- block commercial area , inii

will be issued binonthly and will feature Washington Post's Potomac magazine. will include construction of sale - pissage

a broad range of security subjects unique in the article, they describe the efforts of corridors along existing streets to link

to South Africa. Columns on legal deci- a young investigative reporter who at commercial areas and transit stops to

sions and new products will appear tegu- tempts to discover whether the television residential areas, installation of new

larly. For subscription information write : media have been using subliminal per street lighting, creation of mini- inalls

Securinews, 210 Lyndhurst Road ,Lynd- ception tricks since the Trurnan admin-, and mini-plazas to increase personal
hurst, Johannesburg 2001, South Africa. istration. Interestingly they discuss the security, and the boosting of pedestrian

use of this technique in the movie The traffic ( and thus profits) through existing

Exorcist. CounterSpy first revealed the stores. The program would also encour

use of images the conscious mind cannot age residents to carry a minimum of cash

see, but whichº activate subconscious and to use credit systems. The project
centers of the brain , in our second issue . grew out of research studies initiated by

We are looking forward to Swerdlow and the National Institute of Law Enforce
Mankewitz's new book ment and Criminal Justice to study crime

and its relationship to the physical
environment.
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=A new system of " explosives tagging" = Pacific Research and World Empire

will allow law enforcement officers to Telegram for May-June 1976 has an im

identify, date, and trace the substance -portant report on the Indonesian govern
used in almost any explosive. The secret nient's choice of a $ 160 million satellite

process for the explosive tagging system based communications system . This
= Security manufacturers have still not is tiny grains ofphosphors encapsulated seems incompatible for a country with a

found a solution to the " magnet prob in polyethylene plastic . When the manu yearly per capita income of only $ 120

lem ." According to Department of Com facturer makes up a batch of a particular which sorely needs social service pro

merce Technical Note #735 ( July 1972) , a explosive, he would mix a tiny amount of grams.
permanent magnet , requiring no exter the phosphors with the explosive. By
nal power source , can instantaneously using a variety of phosphors, he could
erase the magnetic, computerized rec code the explosives to provide almost any A new book, The Science of Electronic

ords of a ' business. The extent of the data desired. Surveillance, based on a special study for

erasure depends upon the strength of the For example, should extremists set off the National Wiretap Commission in

magnet and its distance from the mag a bomb , police would use ultraviolet de November, 1975, describes electronic in

netically encoded records. Computer vices to detect these tiny traces of phos vasion techniques and security counter

center managers have tried to take meas- phors and thus determine such data as measures. The publication is a new edi

ures to detect and prevent the entry of the manufacturer's name, the age of the tion of the original Commission report . It

magnetic devices into their facilities. explosive, the type of explosive, and in
reviews eavesdropping technology, sum

They have shielded file cabinets, kept many cases to whom it was sold . Even if marizes the study findings and conclu

electrical equipment at a safe distance . the material is stolen , it would be possi sions and includes a reference bibliogra

from any computer storage area , in ble to tell from whom it was stolen . phy and glossary. The original report

spected the computer room to prevent Should a series of bombings take place revealed that the vast majority of police

magnetic devices from being plugged across the nation , police officers would and national security wiretaps are not

into electrical outlets, limited access to be able to detect whether all of the explo covered by any wiretap legislation . These

authorized personnel , and maintained sives used came from the same source. wiretaps are the so - called switch and

duplicate copies of files to permit recon Officials will also be able to detect man signal taps where law enforcement and

struction of records. Some firms have made explosions as opposed to naturalmade explosions as opposed to natural · security agencies gather intelligence from

installed magnetic field detectors at entry explosions far more easily and positively. recording the traffic of phone calls--who

doorways to the computer centers. The major,draw back to this new sys
called whom and when - rather than

Most computer center managers still tem of counter-terrorist technology is listening to the actual conversations. You

worry that in the event of a riot, civil political . Most extremist groups set off would be surprised how much informa

disturbance, or any other stressful situa- bombs to make a political statement by tion is gathered by switch and signal

tion , techniques they have developed still drawing public attention to their cause. taps. The book is a must for anyone

allow enough time for some disrupter So , although this new system allows po interested in electronic surveillance .

with a magnet to erase records before lice to track down bombers, the deed is Available for $35 from AASD, PO , Box

security personnel can be alerted . done and the political point scored .
3154, Thousand Oaks, CA 91359.
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CBS Aids

YA

Pentagon

*

Cover Up

>

The recent shake -up at Black Rock, the CBS glass -and

granite monolith on Manhattan's Avenue of the Americas,

when CBS Chairman William S. Paley fired President

Arthur R. Taylor , won't be the only trouble at CBS to

rumble the broadcasting industry. Waiting off camera is

a legal battle that already has produced enough evidence to

threaten the reputation of CBS News and its staff. If the

courts rule in favor of the plaintiff, it will be evidence that

CBS participated in a cover-up of high crimes by the U.S.

government in Vietnam .

Col. Anthony B. Herbert (Ret .) , author of Soldier,

the best-selling account of Vietnam war crimes committed

by American soldiers in Herbert's command, is suing CBS,

and “ 60 Minutes” producer Barry Lando , and reporter

Mike Wallace for $22 million . Herbert charges that their

program, " The Selling of Col. Herbert" was a hatchet job

designed to discredit the war crimes issue . Neither CBS,

its lawyers nor Herbert's lawyers would comment on the

case , but Herbert's lawyers, Jonathon Lubell and Mary

O'Melveny have made available to CounterSpy copies of

depositions and other documents that have been exchanged

between the parties . The first set of documents are official

Army Criminal Investigative Division (CID) reports obtained

through the Freedom of Information Act. Alone, they are

enough to substantiate Herbert's original charges and they

further indicate that war crimes were far more pervasive

than Herbert originally charged. (See accompanying article .)

The depositions reveal that producer Barry Lando con

ceived the segment on Herbert in the fall of 1971 and

discussed writing a book on the treatment of prisoners in

Vietnam ; but Herbert wasn't interested . Then in February

1972 , Lando formally proposed the . Herbert program to

CBS . Mike Wallace, the reporter who was to host the show,

took the idea to “ 60 Minutes " executive producer Don

Hewitt who , in turn discussed the idea with CBS vice

president William Leonard . The CBS attitude was that,

unless there was a new angle to the story , it shouldn't be

done.
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But Lando pursued the investigation for the show inter

viewing many of the officers Herbert witnessed covering up

torture and mayhem . Wallace , for some unexplained reason,

was convinced Herbert was a liar . By June 21 , Lando had

changed his mind about Herbert . The atmosphere at CBS

was heated because “ 60 Minutes” was under heavy fire

from the Nixon White House and the Pentagon for its

critical report " The Selling of the Pentagon ." Charles

Colson had intimidated CBS news chief Frank Stanton at

White House meetings . “ The Selling of Col. Herbert"

appears to be the way CBS apologized for " The Selling

of the Pentagon ." Lando went on to produce the program ,

with the Army providing misleading information on Her

bert's charges .
Herbert's briefs cite evidence , examined by CounterSpy,

that CBS suppressed a second interview with Col. Ross

Franklin , Herbert's commanding officer in Vietnam, which

was more favorable to Herbert's allegations, and instead
aired an earlier interview which was unfavorable . CBS

ignored corroborative evidence from officers, supporting

Herbert's reporting war atrocities to Franklin. The timing

of Herbert's official charge against Franklin and others was
misrepresented by Wallace on the program as well . '60

Minutes ” gave the uncorroborated ( andnow contradicted)

impression that Herbert himself had participated in atroci

ties. These and other techniques resulted in discrediting
Herbert and the war crimes issue .

Ultimately , the jury will decide in this case , and Herbert's

lawyers have every reason to be confident. Although his

original charges have been substantiated , Herbert has other

problems; someone is trying to kill him .

Shortly after a high Pentagon official told Herbert,

Well destroy you , ” Herbert found dynamite planted in

his car. Another time , a sniper took a shot at his car as he

was leaving.Fort McPherson , narrowly missing Herbert's

head . The most recent attempt was more bizarre .

catch under the car as it was designed to do . Herbert was

not trapped inside . He escaped and , with the help of other

motorists , put out the fires and cut the net off his car . The

two trucks disappeared down the road before the highway

patrol could arrive . The highway patrol discovered that

Herbert's emergency brake had also been sabotaged .

Herbert doesn't know who wants him dead ; his enemies

by now include the Army bureaucracy, CBS , and of course ,

the right-wing fringe who are angry over his charges and

hate everything he symbolizes . The police and insurance

* reports on these incidents are vague and it is doubtful ac !

law enforcement agencies will uncover any new eviden :

about the attempts on his life . But the nature of the le

attempt indicates that professional killers want Herberi.

This doesn't seem to dissuade him . He has faced professional

killers most of his adult life .

Good-natured , slow -talking, gentle and only reasonably

morally indignant, Herbert is the complete military man .

Few of Herbert's contemporaries equal this epitome of a

'soldier. He's six -feet-three inches tall, Spartan lean with

perfect posture , Prussian -cropped hair, and a jutting chin .

His military career began 20 years ago when he dropped

out of high school to volunteer for the Korean war . He

survived numerous battles and won his sergeant's stripes ,

a Bronze star, three Silver Stars , four Purple Hearts, and a

glittering collection of other medals for his heroism . The

Army chose him for a whirlwind tour of the world's capitals

to thank those countries that had contributed men , money ,

or material to the war . The Army displayed his picture on

Army training manuals and recruiting posters .

After returning to the coal fields of Pennsylvania where:

he was raised , marrying the girl next door , completing t...

high school requirements , and earning a college degr .

returned to service by 1956. Herbert's promotions

swift by . Army standards . He was a Ranger , a R ::

instructor , then commander of all Rangers station

Germany. He was a Pathfinder-- the elite of the

troopers --and then a Green Beret. He was assigne.

important duties in Europe, Africa , Canada and the Mida

East as special representative of the Department of in

Army and the Joint Chiefs of Staff. In the mid - 1960's ,

Kermit Roosevelt , who directed the CIA's coup d'etat in

Iran in 1954 , used Herbert to collect intelligence on certain

Middle Eastern and African dignitaries. In 1965 , Herbert

led the combat invasion of the Dominican Republic.

In 1968 , he was assigned to Vietnam .

In 58 days of combat duty as battalion commander

one of the Army's toughest outfits, he won another Sil

Star , three more Bronze Stars , two Air Medals , the Ar

Commendation Medal for Valor, and a recommendation

the Distinguished Service Cross . One General , who kne"

him in Vietnam called him " one of the best , if not the

best , combat commanders in the whole god damned Army.

Herbert was first assigned the job of acting Inspector

General , a job similar to chief of detectives on a srnall

town police force, for the 173d Airborne Brigade. " Being

an I.G. isn't exotic or complicated, " Herbert explains ,
" It's really a basic , by-the - book kind of job ." The Army

rules say that anyone who witnesses another violate a minor

rule , regulation , or commit a felony, war crime or atrocity

1

Herbert left his home near Charlestown , Georgia, one .

morning last May to teach a class at a nearby college. The

gear shift of his car came off and he pulled into a garage

to have it fixed . The mechanic on duty , after telling Her

bert he thought the gear shift had been sheared , also

noticed the tubes to the brake drums had been sliced .

Herbert had noticed trouble breaking as he pulled

into the garage . The mechanic attached temporary sleeves

connecting the ends of the breakhoses. Herbert went

to class.

That evening when he returned home on the interstate

highway , two large trailer trucks pulled up close , one in

front and one behind . As Herbert approached a turn in the

road the trailer in back accelerated up to the side of his car ,
suddenly the trailer in front slammedon its brakes: Without

the temporary connection on Herbert's car,he surely would

have slammed into the truck , but Herbert was able to

stop . Because of the truck on his left, he wasn't able to

steer out of the way . Herbert glanced up and saw two men

on the second truck throw a huge nylon net over his car .

Herbert swerved towards the embankment opped ,

but several glass containers of gasoline attack Müthe net

had already caught fire . By sheer luftkeztet did not

36.CounterSpy
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is supposed to report it to his commanding officer. Then

he's expected to pass it up the channel to the Inspector

General who's supposed to investigate the report to find

out if it happened or not . If he finds evidence , then his

report usually becomes the basis for further action

sometimes another investigation , sometimes a court martial.

If he finds no evidence the matter is dropped.

Conflict between what the Army says and what the

Army did only encouraged Herbert's zealousness . Following

the book soon earned him enmity from his superiors who

were more interested in " punching their tickets” with a

short Vietnam command than following the rules of the

book. Before long , they knew Herbert might investigate

them too . They knew , if need be, Herbert would check

them all, right up the chain of command to the top .

The Army gave Herbert a combat command pulling

him away from the responsibilities of the I.G. For the next

few months, Herbert led his 500 paratroopers into the most

heated battles and scored big victories with small casualties:

“ I tried to stay with my people as much as I could-to show

them , not tell them, it's possible to operate with fear --to

pull them rather than push .” Herbert explains , “ It's the

only way to handle that manymen in a fire fight.”

Herbert began witnessing and hearing about war crimes .

He remembered Korea when a commander just slapped a

recently captured Chinese sniper who had shot 20 men .

He : remembered the commander' was court-martialed . In

Vietnam , Herbert heard and saw worse war crimes with far

less official punishment for those found guilty. On Feb

ruary 14 , 1969 , Herbert witnessed
a Vietnamese Police unit

with an American advisor from the Phoenix program

execute up to 15 detainees. Detainees are prisoners who

have not yet been officially interrogated and are legally

innocent civilians.

According to Herbert, he returned to the Brigade Head

quarters and reported what he calls the “ St. Valentine's

Day Massacre" to Colonel J. Ross Franklin , deputy com

mander of the Bridage. Herbert claims he reported seven

other incidents to Franklin over the next few weeks includ

ing three to which he was an eye witness . These involved an

American military intelligence officer stuffing a wet rag

down a prisoner's throat to induce him to talk , American

intelligence officers torturing a Vietnamese girl with elec

trical shock and forcing prisoners to roast inside metal

containers where the temperatures soared above 150 degrees

and officers flailing the breasts of women prisoners with

bamboo rods . Herbert also claims to have reported three of

these crimes, including the events of February 14th , to

General John Barnes; commander of the Brigade .

Each time Herbert reported the incidents to Col. Frank

lin , he grew . more impatient with Herbert's “ decency . "

Herbert recalls that Franklin first told him these were

" legitimate field interrogation techniques" and that it was

not Herbert's business to question methods, and that if

Herbert " was so damned morally offended by that , (he)

ought to think of leaving.” Later Franklin would accuse

Herbert of lying about these encounters. Franklin , süill on

active duty today , was a West Point graduate believed to be

General Barnes ' handpicked successor to cominand the

173d. According to most accounts , Franklin actually ran

the outfit and had an extremely close relationship with

Barnes who , in turn , was a personal friend of President

Nguyen Van Thieu .

Ilerbert continued to badger them about the war crimes

with no response .

Then in April, Franklin sent Barnes a devastating Effi

ciency Report on Herbert . Heretofore , Herbert's ER's

were laudatory of his abilities . Franklin reported that

Herbert had no ambition , had terrible appearance , was not

dependable , did not cooperate , had no integrity , no moral

courage , no loyalty or will for self-improvemeni . It reported

Herbert had a tendency to exaggerate and had, on occa

sions, deliberately lied as well as pitted himself against the

brigade commander and his staff. Based on the opinions of

his friend and deputy Franklin , Barnes officially relieved

Herbert of his battalion command and recommended he

should never command again .

In Saigon , Herbert appealed the judgment of General

Barnes. As if sensing a hot potato for the Army , Herbert

was exonerated of all counts but lost his appeal for rein ..

statement of command. The hearings conducted by General

Reus, concluded that Herbert was a strong , aggressive,

outspoken personality who was respected and admired by

his subordinates.” The report concluded there was no

question "as to Herbert's personal bravery or leadership

quality ” and there was “no positive evidence reflecting on

Herbert's loyalty.” The report went on, “ Franklin was

prone to reach judgments regarding Herbert's performance

of duties, his loyalty and integrity and render opinions

thereon to General Barnes without, in most cases , deter

mining the facts, General Barnes formed evaluations of

Herbert's performance based on information primarily

received from Franklin , as well as his own feelings, observa

tions and intuitions . Some of the specifics told to General

Barnes have not been substantiated by evidence adduced in

this investigation .” Then the hearing concluded that no re

dress be granted concerning Herbert's relief from command.

Returning to the U.S. , Herbert's assignment was suddenly

changed from the Command General Staff School at Fort

Leavenworth-graduation froni which might have earned

Herbert a star-to a basement desk job as a recruiter at

Fort McPherson near Atlanta . Vietnam gnawed at his gut .

Everything had been by the book , but his career was

threatened and everyone else was doing fine. Barnes routed

to the Pentagon and became a Major General ; Franklin

became commander of another battalion in another brigade.

Franklin was also appointed a member of the Peers Com

mission , then investigating the incident at My Lai. Lieu

tenant Gen. William Peers personally asked Congress to

assign Franklin to the Commission even though Franklin

had just been investigated for covering up a “body.bombing"

incident in his command , thus reflecting Franklin's close

personal relationship with the top Pentagon brass . Franklin

has refused to allow CounterSpy to investigate Efficiency

Reports relating to his own loss of command over the

“ body -bombing ” incident but reliable sources have indicated

that Franklin , in a fit of jealousy had a body dumped on

the HQ of a rival commander. It's unclear whether the

Vietnamese was alive or dead when dumped .

In late 1970 , Herbert went to the Pentagon to make sure
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Military Documenis

Verify War Crimes

Charges

the incidents he reported were investigated . He was assured honest convictions in the truth and that my lawyers and

that the Criminal Investigative Division was working on it I would finance what we are doing out of what little we

since he had filed formal criminal charges at Fort McPherson have in our pockets."

in September .

:: Finally , on March 12 , 1971 , nearly two years after he

was relieved of his command, and less than a month before

the statute of limitations expired , Herbert submitted formal

charges against Franklin and Barnes . He accused them of

dereliction of duty , concealment of a felony and failure to

obey regulations. His affidavits reported eight criminal

allegations for which no inquiries were made until he re

turned to the U.S. The CID privately confirmed that all of

Herbert's claims did in fact occur . The recently released

CID reports indicate even more incidents occurred in the !

-- Brigade's area of operations . : The dramatic disclosure of the My Lai massacre in

Herbert's allegations broke in the press in July , 1971 in November, 1969, focused world attention on war crines in

an interview in Life magazine . In that article Herbert Vietnam . Long before the My Lai story , however , there was

'spèculated that after the Tet offensive of 1968 the war ample evidence the U.S. was committing systematic war

deteriorated from a war honorably fought to one in which crimes and crimes against humanity on a daily basis through

war crimes were pervasive. Herbert noted that General - out. Indochina.Documentation of these crimes was published

Westmoreland , Commander of the Military Assistance in Liberation magazine (December, 1967) and in the book ,

Command in Vietnam , had once remarked that he wanted In the Name of America . Following these disclosures , addi

more bodies, " a phrase that always rang in the ears of tional data were presented at the " Winter -Soldier Investiga

American soldiers . tions” sponsored by the Vietnam Veterans Against the War .

On July 27 , about two weeks after the interview was For the first time, U.S. soldiers publicly admitted commit-.

published , the chief investigator of the Third Army's IG/ ting atrocities . These testimonies , in turn , were incorporated

office directed Herbert to report to him about the remarks into the public record at congressional hearings , held þy

made in the Life interview . Herbert appeared with his Representative Ronald Dellums.

lawyers and although he was told the investigation was Despite these revelations, the U.S. Government took

personally ordered by Westmoreland, neither Herbert nor no action ,

the I.G. learned much , because Herbert refused to answer In response to the My Lai publicity , the Army implicated

questions. By this time it was obvious the Army planned to thirty -one individuals . Only one, William Calley , was held

dismiss him . Although the ACLU appealed this harassment to meaningful accountability . The other revelations were

at Westmoreland's orders, Herbert was forced to retire . .; discounted as aberrations or the overstated accounts of war

i New York Times correspondent James T. Wooten wrote fatigued soldiers . The military's public position was that its

another piece for the Sunday magazine section of the tactics were in compliance with the laws of war .

New York Times that led to Herbert's appearance on the Counterspy has received official documents, obtained

“Dick Cavett Show ” although the army tried to prevent through the Freedom of Information Act in response to a

Herbert's appearance by denying him leave . This show suit.by , former Army Lieutenant Colonel Anthony Herbert ,

brought more viewer response than any earlier Cavett indicating the contrary . These documents prove that war

programs and led to many more articles for and against crimes and crimes against humanity were committed by

Herbert in the press . The Army continued to harass Herbert Americanis in Vietnam , often so frequently as to be con

and produced a fact sheet on him refuting his charges even sidered standard operating procedure . Secondly , the Army.

though the CID had conclusive proof that the crimes did was well aware of these crimes since they were verified by

take place . the Army's Criminal Investigative Division (CID ). Thirdly ,

Herbert then visited an old friend in the Pentagon who despite its own findings, CID seldom prosecuted even acknow

warned him that if he wasn't with the Army he was aguinst ledged war criminals. The Army conveniently covered up

it and that he would be destroyed . The attempts on his life everything by classifying the investigatory reports.

began shortly after this. Undaunted, Herbert soon colla The CID reports , a few of which are presented here in

borated with Wooten on the book Soldier. narrative forms, detail unconscionable acts of barbarism

Herbert, who now has his Ph.D., is teaching psychology inflicted by the U.S. Army against Vietnamese civilians,

in Colorado and spending the rest of the time with his detainees , and POW's . They corroborate Herbert's alleged

family and assisting his lawyers in N.Y. on the libel suit crimes and many many more . The CID reports mainly cover

against CBS . The Army still sticks by its fact sheet ' on the actions of one U.S. battalion in one province in Viet

Herbert's charges - now contradicted-and continues to There is no reason to believe , however, that this

investigate Herbert. In the course of CounterSpy's investi battalionist,crimes were aberrations . And chances are . the

gation , one Army official tried to discover the source of military:ohas, additional documentations of war crimes

Herbert's income for the lawsuit against CBS . When told of filed away at the Pentagon .

this, Herbert remarked , “ The Army.just can't believe that Clearly , this is an intolerable situation . The United

anyone would do anything as revolutionary as sticking to States , inióre than any other country , pushed at Nuremberg
461 090!
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and elsewhere to create a new era of international law and

morality. Statespersons and leaders were to be held respon
sible for initiating an illegal war or conducting a war in an
illegal manner. Justice Robert Jackson , Chief U.S. Prose

cutor ut Vuremberg, stated the issue clearly : " If certain acts
in violation of treaties are crimes , they are crimes whether
The United States does them or whether Germany does
them , and we are not prepared to lay down a rule of

criminal conduct against others which we would be unwilling
to have invoked against us. "

Counterspy is reopening the issue of war crimes in order
to allow ihe U.S. Government to fulfill its acknowledged
commitment to observing international law , particularly the

Principles of Nuremberg. Proved war criminals must be

prosecuted , removed from decision -making positions , and
their policies and programs repudiated . Otherwise, war
crimes and crimes against humanity will again be inflicted
by the U.S.

Counterspy is also exposing the unwillingness of the U.S.
Military to prevent war crimes as evidenced by the following
narratives and the cover -up . Meaningful training in the
observance of the laws of war must be incorporated into all
phases of military life and continuously reviewed . Military
personnel must be constantly cautioned against , and pre
vented from , criminal behavior. Disobedience to patently
illegal orders should be reinforced . Given the continuing
failure of the military to regulate itself, Congress should

confirm the prohibition against war crimes and crimes

against humanity in the federal criminal code . This would

make adjudication of such criminal cases part of the judicial

business of civilian federal courts. New legislation may also
be in order . This could be determined by an investigation
by the Senate Intelligence Committee whose involvement
would be appropriate since war crimes such as Operation
Phoenix were committed by the CIA and other intelligence
groups .

These recommendations are the minimal measures for

the prevention of future atrocities . These and other such

reforms may be inadequate. There is mounting evidence
that wars of counterinsurgency, such as the U.S. conducted
in Indochina, are incompatible with the observance of the

laws of war .
The People's Republic of Angola executed CIA paid

mercenaries, whom the trial judge called " dogs ofwar with
bloody muzzles. " It may have far reaching effects in deter
mining that counterinsurgency warfare is defined as a war
crime. Given these possibilities, the National Study Com
mittee on Indochina has established a War Crimes Project
to generate forums to educate the public about counter
insurgency wars and war crimes.

sodomized by at least ten U.S. soldiers . A Vietnamese

doctor had been previously bribed to render a statement
that Phai's subsequent condition was not the result of
sexual assault.

The following day Phai was released indicating she was
not a convicted offender, suspect , or Viet Cong . (Not that
that would have justified her sexual assault . )

This war crime would have gone unnoticed if Company C
had not detained Nguyen Thi Phai again on June 4 , 1968 .
This time-out of fear of being raped again - Phai reported
her previous rape to the U.S. Military Police (MP ) . A MP
Report recorded : “ Documentation in the form of blue bell
reports, USAIRR index cards , an entry in the 173 Abn

Bde CID log, and entries in the Daily Staff Journal of the
Provost Marshal , IFFV , RVN , substantiated that an in

vestigation was conducted of the rape at the time it was
reported , ...

The “ blue bell ” report , filed June 22 , 1968 , substan
tiated Phai's charge of rape and sodomy . Secondly , " Nguyen
tentatively identified Clemmie and Julian as two of the

assailants :: . " and " Edward is alleged to have told Gárý
that he had intercourse with Nguyen twice on the night in
question ."

This report concluded with the peculiar remark : “ Con
tinuing publicity may be expected ."
A second " blue bell” terminal report found " ... insufti

cient evidence to substantiate that Julian , Clemmie , or
Edward had committed the offense of rape.” It did not ,
however, deny that the rape occurred . A CID investigator
reported that the " complaint assigned was cancelled with
out any reason being indicated ."

Subsequently , “ A real thorough investigation was made
by CID ." The involved CID investigator filed a report
(68 -CID658-28614 ) which was received at U.S./Republic
of Vietnam (USARV) headquarters. USARV , on August 8 ,
1968 , forwarded the report to Fort Shafter, Hawaii (CINCI
USARPAC ).

A followup CID investigation attempted to obtain this

report from USARV Headquarters. It received the follow
ing response : “Only record of CID ROI68 -CID658-28614
in command is a log book entry ... The case was rape .
And there were 3 subjects , Edward , Clemmie , and Julian

. All other records concerning this ROI (Report of
Investigation) were destroyed ."

Fort Shafter replied : " This headquarters is not in
possession of a copy of referenced CID report."

CID concluded: " A completed copy of the CID report
could not be located . ” . Furthermore, copies of additional
" reports or complaints .were no longer available . ” There
fore , “ his complaint is closed in the files of this office as
no further action appears warranted ."

One final proof of the rape was , however, established by
CID . This was the reception of a solatium payment by
Nguyen Thi Phai . Solatiums were financial payments to
Vietnamese citizens victimized by U.S. soldiers.

* /CID ROI) 70 -CID121-00810 ;
( CID ROI )71- CIDO55-24018 ;
Military Police Report, ( 173-707-9 ;
Military Police Report , ( 173-70 )-12 ;
Military Police Report, ( 173-70 ) -17

3

GANG RAPE OF CIVILIAN

Members of Company C had reportedly perfected a
modus operandi for the sexual assault of female Vietnamese
detainees. This method of operation was put into effect on
May 2 , 1968. Nguyen Thi Phai , a 20 year -old woman , was
detained following a cordon and search of Phu Lac hamlet.

No reason was given for her arrest . pirit
Phai was first given a rectal shotof morphine.,to allow

greater sexual capacity and facility . She was then raped and

TORTURE AND MURDER OF EPILEPTIC

Nguyen Cong was a " civil defendant" sent to a U.S.
Military Intelligence (MI) compound for interrogation. Two
U.S. MI officers and several South Vietnamese interpreters /
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1.1 LEYTIESDAIMASS ICRE

.

interrogatur conducted the intervision
11 Ortices Diviit believed timmir halt ther.it ... Wirele !

lidt ruik without ihe use of limites director de ti *** !!!!in .:
Prsoner, water fchniqui'. or letrajlick by field
iclcohone virus . "

Trile tu is belief. Diivid inplied " miesi torce " ("!
(igur iWil days . Among other !!!!s , Deipned cons
pcutedly with his knite Scabbard: kicke him withir

Niihen kihel Cong ' " 10 !md hiswear !ow . 112k
Tan." At another point, Divid rabbed Curs hy the
Dick of the head and neck , and Purcell his hit ! into pulof Wiilor and Miep ( Vietndriks interior ) ici!winzied on the m :10's face . "

The Vietnamese interrogators also contin to !!!! kicke !
illid heat Cong with words. ( :1e in tortor. 1 :11 : consilie
fror beating another POW , responded that it he couldn't
hit the prisoners 11 ) Scurther into talking lur tuilingthe truth " then he wanted a trunster .)

During the tirse day of interrogation , Cong kini shaking,
passing out, and “ convulsing. " He spent thaiczning ill il
dispensary. The next day, he will returned tur !!! Trogation .During this interrovation , Cory wis forced to lie on hisback on the toor, did he was purich : d and kicked all over
the body by the South Vietnamese . Divi: :: s pored live
salluns ofwater on Cong's face. Subsequently the detaine
went into convulsions similar to those observd durin .
the first interrogativi . Further, the dumlee tot hiring his
tongue." At this tili e liep loukal at MI Ollicer Paul ani
said , " He's going to die ."

Nguyen Cong died that very day
MI Officer Paul was then approached by WI OliverDavid and tolli, " You hitter or say anyihing , if you knowwhat's good jor you !l ."
Paul testitie that Divid V ? the mennest so :184-bitch "

he had ever met who would kill him ihreversinything
about the murder. Su in the inicial CID investigation , which
produced no indictments, Paul rendered it with sin
starement that Cong had not heen mistreated in any way .

The Captain in charge of David's section als ) testified
that " All niemubers were instructed not to discuss the
incident with anyone outside the unit, during a formation
held hy Major George . “ According to a liter ( O. Major
lichael, “ You know what the situation is on this . As
officers we have to be careful about this sort of things
we cannot afford to get caught torturing prisiliers . As
mentioned , CID charged no one at this tine .

Due to Herbert's later allegations, CID reopened this
case . It reported : " Attempts to locate a copy of the autopsy
report concerning Nilyen Cons were unsuccess il. Adili
tionally , no copy of any CID report could be lost conto
Corning Cong's death ." Ilowever , CID continued . "livesiint
tions disclosed that during the appruximate perio ! Var.6 % .
Oct. 69 at .. Vie :namese detainees were subjected in
maltreatment hy ... (named 16 Americans and four
Vietnamese of the M ! Detachment. Techniques imployed
included the transmission of electrical shock b ; Grid telo
phone , a .Wilter.rag treatment which impred breathing ,
hitting with sticks and boards , and heating of delines
with tists . One detainee ( Nguven Cong ) die ! .11!!!. 68 .
however maltreatment wits not established as causzufideath .

Despite its substantiation of widespread war crimes , CI!
again did not press charges against anyone .

(CIDR0170 -C10127-110.471 ?

Ohritis 11, Tiny LTO thony B. ikrert
tttt 1 :: :: li: 1 ; 1 !! 1 C :: ii ( Quảng Ninh :Provinces 11 ) . Results from inis operation was the

lure of Militas. Ierburi ilirevi SFC Wallace 1 .
Waren 10 ! : Kitive POW : back in the U.S. compound for
trimoiivit. 1 : ! reu !!! ibie POW's to the helicopter
***Autosi ile , Varden ? inleriepdisy a group of
l'ietnamese Silti nai Polikld forces ( SPFF) heitud: by: !! i American lb ... ! ur.

Waren es ! : thull in Sanon Police and their U.S.
sur haddenied ihe POWS. Wul : Warden was erging! 1th the l'isor, Nilional Police officer ritle - butted u

: ! POW . Tother officer sunsehently shot another POW .Wirilen kit to intorni ITO . Hirnert of what was occur
mis Herbist , loether with Dr. Laurence A. Potter , III ,
liuciiel to the Sune of the on -going murders . He reported
the following:

**: Wenche ihrough a clearing. I sa : v four Vietnamese
Tales lying dead on the ground, one I recognized as a
strony looking fellow we had just captured in the bunker
30.1 had que lored . There was an American lieutenant
standing th! ( 30. I believe , h = had on a black beret . There
His a group of Vietnamese soldiers (NPFF ) or police and
cilc Vietnamese ha a young woman by the head with his
and around her throat and a kniic duy into her neck . I

hrushed p : 1 ) : theleitenant and hullered for the Vietnamese
to stop. There was a child holding onto the woran's panis
k 2nd cryin !. There was 30 other child face down in the
sind screaning and a Vieinamese soldier had his foot in the
117pur pari is the child's back and wies prishin ; the child
ir : ill the sund. The Vietnamese Soldier looked me directly
ir the eye , cui ille woman's throat and dropped her totheund. ”

In addition to Warden , three U.S. military personnel,
Lorry I Letvy, Robert R. Rousseal , and Michael D.
Nichols, testified chat they witnessed the MPFF's executingt « POW's while werden was getting Herbert.

After castigating the Phoenix advisor, řferbert reclaimed
the remaining live POW's. Warden wis again authorized to
rrum the POW " : 10 the U.S. base . While waiting at the
helicopter lau Iching pid for evacuation , the same unit of
NPEF's approched Warden , laughing and talking .” Then ,
" one of the !n tveki his carbine and pointed at one of the
injured detainees ( POW's ) who was on the ground and
tired about ton rounds into the detainee's body , killing
him " in the presence of miny G.I.'s .

Not content with their murders, this same U.S. -advised
NPFF unit susciently burned and looted the village ofCu Livi .

The involvid Phoenix advisor. Lt. Bemard denied the
Duders by lui: VPIF's . He claims he would have reported
Szale , although this would ciilse i prunien regarding his
Tapoil , which with excellent , with the NPFF /RF /PF . "
Li. Bernard rest's: 10 ( Yerute a written , sworn statemeiit
sering this incident .

The U.S. Anny CID Agency investigation confirmediki . TSSTc ? : .

Livestigation ivealed thill on February 14 , 1969 ,
Cuin cuilibai operation of the 20 Bn , 503d Inf , 1730
Ah :: Bde , it C ! Luo, Quang Noui Province , RVN , unidenti
ric Soul Vietnamese troops, iccanpanied by Lt. Bernard ,
Atieiiciun viser, murdered approximately eight VN
deulues.
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ST . VALENTINE'S DAY MASSACRE
interrogators conducted the interrogation .

MI Officer David believed firmly that detainees would
not talk without the use of limited force such as “ slapping
the prisoner, water technique , or electrical shock by field
telephone wires."

True to his belief, David applied " limited force" on
Cong for two days . Among other things , he slapped Cong
repeatedly with his knife scabbard ; kicked him off a chair
and then kicked Cong " around his waist and lower back
region .” At another point , David " grabbed Cong by the
back of the head and neck , and forced his head into a pail.
of water . . . and Hiep (Vietnamese interrogator) then
urinated on the man's face .”

The Vietnamese interrogators also continuously kicked
and beat Cong with boards . (One interrogator , later chastized
for beating another POW , responded that if he couldn't
hit the prisoners to scare them into talking and /or telling
the truth ” then he wanted a transfer .)

During the first day of interrogation , Cong kept shaking,
passing out, and “ convulsing.” He spent that evening at a
'dispensary . The next day , he was returned for interrogation .
During this interrogation , Cong was forced to lie on his
back on the floor, and he was punched and kicked all over
the body by the South Vietnamese . David also poured five
gallons of water on Cong's face . " Subsequently , the detainee
went into convulsions similar to those ... observed during
the first interrogation . Further, the detainee was biting his
tongue. ” At this time Hiep looked at MI Officer Paul and
said , " He's going to die . "

Nguyen Cong died that very day :
MI Officer Paul was then approached by MI Officer

David and told , " You better not say anything, if you know
what's good for you ."

Paul testified that David "was the meanest son -of-a -bitch "
he had ever met who would kill him if he ever said anything
about the murder . So in the initial CID investigation , which
produced no indictments , Paul rendered a written , sworn
statement that Cong had not been mistreated in any way .

The Captain in charge of David's section also testified
that " All members were instructed not to discuss the

incident with anyone outside the unit , during a formation

held by Major George . “ According to a later CO , Major
Michael, “ You know what the situation is on this. As
officers we have to be careful about this sort of thing ;
we cannot afford to get caught torturing prisoners .” As
mentioned , CID charged no one at this time.

Due to Herbert's later allegations, CID reopened this
case . It reported : " Attempts to locate a copy of the autopsy
report concerning Nguyen Cong were unsuccessful. Addi
tionally , no copy of any CID report could be located con

cerning Cong's death . " However, CID continued , “ investiga
tions. disclosed that during the approximate period Mar. 68
Oct. 69 at . , ; Vietnamese detainees were subjected to
maltreatment by . : . [named 16 Americans and four
Vietnamese) of the MI Detachment . Techniques.employed
included the transmission of electrical shock by field tele
phone , a .water- rag treatment which impaired breathing,
hitting with sticks and boards , and beating of detainees
with fists. One detainee (Nguyen Cong) died Aug. 68 ,
however maltreatment was not established as cause of death . "

Despite its substantiation of widespread war crimes, CID
again did not press charges against anyone.

( CID ROI)70 -CIDI21-00802

On February 14 , 1969 , LTC. Anthony B. Herbert
directed a military operation at Cu Loi ( Quang Nhai
Province ), RVN . Resulting from this operation was the
capture of VC POW's . Herbert directed SFC Wallace A.
Warden to take the POW's back to the U.S. compound for
interrogation . Upon returning the POW's to the helicopter
evacuation site , Warden was intercepted by a group of
Vietnamese National Police Field Forces (NPFF) headed by
an American Phoenix advisor .

Warden testified that the National Police and their U.S.
advisor had demanded the POW's . While Warden was arguing
with the advisor, a National Police officer rifle -butted a
tied POW . Another officer subsequently shot another POW.

Warden left to inform LTC . Herbert of what was occur
ring. Ilerbert , together with Dr. Laurence A. Potter, III ,
hurried to the scene of the on -going murders . He reported
the following :

" As we broke through a clearing, I saw four Vietnamese
males lying dead on the ground , one I recognized as a
strong looking fellow we had just captured in the bunker .

and had questioned. There was an American lieutenant
standing there and , I believe, he had on a black beret . There

was a group of Vietnamese soldiers (NPFF) or police and
one Vietnamese had a young woman by the head with his
hand around her throat and a knife dug into her neck . I
brushed past the lieutenant and hóllered for the Vietnajnese
to stop . There was a child holding onto the woman's pants
leg and crying. There was another child face down in the :
sand screaming and a Vietnamese soldier had his foot in the

upper part of the child's back and was pushing the child
into the sand . The Vietnamese soldier looked me directly
in the eye , cut the woman's throat and dropped her to
the sand . ” .

In addition to Warden , three U.S. military personnel ,
Larry T. LeRoy , Robert R. Rousseau , and Michael D.
Nuckols , testified that they witnessed the NPFF's executing
the POW's while Warden was getting Herbert .

After castigating the Phoenix advisor, Herbert reclaimed
the remaining, live POW's . Warden was again authorized to
return the POW's to the U.S. base . While waiting at the
helicopter launching pad for evacuation , the same unit of

NPFF's approached Warden, " laughing and talking .” Then ,
“one of them took his carbine and pointed at one of the
injured detainees (POW's) who was on the ground and
fired about ten rounds into the detainee's body, killing
him " in the presence ofmany G.I.'s..

Not content with their murders, this same U.S. advised
NPFF unit subsequently burned and looted the village of
Cu Loi.

The involved Phoenix advisor , Lt. Bernard denied the
murders by his NPFF's . He claims he would have reported
same , “ although this would cause a problem regarding his
rapport , which was excellent , with the NPFF /RF/PF."
Lt. Bernard refused to execute a written , sworn statement
regarding this incident.

The U.S. Army CID Agency investigation confirmed
this massacre .

during a combat operation of the 2d Bn , 503d Inf, 1738

Abn Bde, at Cu Loi, Quang Nhai Province , RVN, unidenti
fied South Vietnamese troops , accompanied by Lt. Bernard,
American Advisor, murdered approximately eight VN
detainees71929 ;
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Investigation further revealed that subsequent to the
murders, the Vietnamese troops looted and burned the

village . Additionally , two Vietnamese detainees, prior to
being released to American Intelligence, were beaten by
the Vietnamese troops .”

As usual, CID pressed no charges .

! CID ROI) 70 -CIDI21-00805;
CID ROL70 -CIDI21-00806 ;
Military Policy Repori, CIDA - T / 70-512 )-1

SONO

TORTURE

the interrogation is justified if the information which is
received right save the life of an American soldier.' And to
my knowledge, this policy was known by all personnel in
the interrogation section ."

During this time period , there were two officers-in
charge of this MI Detachment ; Captain Norman and
Captain Robert . Captain Norman was quoted as instructing
the MI Detachment to " do anything to get information
from the prisoners because it is important to the guys in the
field . Don't leave any marks . ” Several MI members testified
that they saw Norman torture prisoners. Captain Norman
was the only MI Detachment member who refused to
testify when contacted by CID .

Captain Robert , according to CID , " orally admitted that
he had participated in maltreatment of Vietnamese detainees
at the IPW compound ... (and) stated that he allowed IPW
interrogators to use harsh methods of interrogation against
Vietnamese who were suspected of being VCANVA. ( These
methods included ) slapping, pushing , striking, and beating
detainees with hands, fists, or sticks and administering
punishment by electrical shocks and water torture methods
of interrogation . (He ) advised that this type of interro .
gation continued with the knowledge of Major George."

CID concluded that “ Vietnamese detainees were sub
jected to maltreatment” by practically every mernber
of the MI Detachment. Nevertheless, no one was charged
with any violation .

( CID ROI) 70-CIDI21-00802

.

>
)

MACABRE CHRISTMAS CARD

2. " Have you ever attempted to extract informa
rion from prisoners or detainees in the Republic of
Vietnam by attaching field wires to the detainee's
body and cranking a field telephone causing electri
city to pass through the attached wires ? ”

A. “ Yes, I have used this method on several oc

casions as all interrogators in Vietnam have done
the same.

The respondent to the above question was an enlisted

man in a U.S. Army Military Intelligence (MI ) Detachment

at an Interrogation of Prisoners of War ( IPW ) Section in

Vietnam . He was implicated in the torture and murder of
Vietnamese detainees .

A CID investigation of the Mi Detachment was con
ducted and at least 18 members gave sworn testimony.

Without exception , they swore to the witmessing and/or
administering of torture to Vietnamese civilian detainees
and POW's . As the above -mentioned respondent explained :
“ ... suspects won't tell you anything unless limited force

of some type is used . ”
Limited force, according to the MI Detachment mem

bers, included the following torture techniques :
1 ) Field Telephone. Lead wires from a field télepnone

are attached to parts of the body and the phoneis cranked
to deliver shocks .

:) Electric Chair. Lead wires from an electrical source
and attached to a metal chair . Water is poured onto the
chair , and when the detainees sit they are shocked.

3) Water Rag. A rag is placed over the mouth and nose
of a restrained detainee. Water is then poured over the rag
causing the detainee to choke .

· 4 ) Drowning. Detainee's head is held under water in
definitely .

5 ) Dummy Grenade. An uncharged grenade, with its pin
pulled , is thrown at a detainee .

6 ) V-16 Rifle. A rifle, in view of the detainee , is loaded
with a charged magazine (which is actually empty) . The gun

is then pointed at the detainee. The torturer then threatens
to shoot unless the detainee talks ..

7 ) Slapping and Verbal Abuse .

Additional tortures were also used extensively . These

included: • rifle :butting, punching , kicking, beating with
boards ( cleverely hidden as parts of a wall ), threatening
with a bayonet, and beating with a sock full of sand which
leaves few marks .

Witnesses also testified that , not only was torture com
SOL 297 !,

mon , but also Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) for U.S.
Military Intelligence . According to one MI Captain , " The
policy was that prisoners could be treated roughly if the

interrogators desired . My commanding officer, Major
George , told me , 'Any treatment or maltreatment during

6

The spirit of Christmas, 1968 , was celebrated in Com
pany.C by the creation of their own Christmas card .

A company medic , affectionately known as " Doc " ,

photographed a dead , unarmed Vietnamese civilian with
half his face blown away . At the time, the Kodak Company
was offering to make Christmas cards out of photographs.
" Doc" decided to take advantage of this offer. He had 50
atrocity photograph cardsmade with the caption " Peace on
Earth /Peacemakers -- 173d Abn Bde 2nd Bn COC.” .

Pinned to the forehead of the dead Vietnamese was the
insignia of the 173rd Airborne Brigade.

Several of “Doc's ” commanding officers, including
his platoon leader , knew of the cards prior to their print
ing. None said not to print . " In fact, they thought it
was a good idea .”

" Doc's " platoon leader observed .. that it was a very
striking picture and that "it affected a striking contrast
and commentary on war and the Xmas season " and "it
was truly effective ." He ordered a card for himself .

An Executive Officer in " Doc's ” company remarked :
" At the time I placed no significant importance on the
statement (card caption) . The next day I did pass the word
on to Captain Gary and we both laughed about it . ” Later,
the Executive Officer purchased three cards.

Another platoon leader in “ Doc's " Company.obtained
four to seven Christmas cards .

Accordingly , "Doc " found " there were so many people ,
including officers and NCO's , who wanted the cards that I
ordered 25 more .”

The cards were distributed around the battalion . Some
were mailed to parents, brothers , close friends, and even
a Sigma Chi Fraternity house in the United States .

During this time, Doc's Company retained a new com
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mander . He rendered a decision that " cards of this nature
are in themselves a War Crime' and would indicate that the
American Soldier is a War Monger and possesses morals
of an extremely low standard ."

Subsequently, the cards available were confiscated and
destroyed . However , " several officers in the Battalion
kept the cards for their personal property . ”
The involved individuals were reprimanded and “ coun

selled concerning the responsibilities and duties of a U.S.
Army officer ."

A subsequent CID investigation was initiated due to the
allegation that the dead Vietnamese was intentionally
mutilated in order to provide a subject for the Xmas card .

The original, CID investigation report- " two inches
thick"-could not be found and the case was terminated
with no preferring of charges.

( CID ROI )70 -CID : 21-00813

MEDICAL COVER-UP

Doctor William was the battalion surgeon , whose job was
to provide technical supervision of the medical affairs of
the battalion and to assist the younger, physicians . In his
own words, he was “ friendly and on occasions sat at the
same table at dinner " with Major Michael, Company
Commander

Doctor William contended that the Brigade's Staff Judge
Advocate had informed him of two detainee deaths during
interrogation and that he was requested to arrange autop
sies which he did .

Together with the Staff Judge Advocate , Doctor William
accompanied Cong's body to the hospital . He observed a
" small recent abrasion over the upper left quadrant of the
abdomen in the anterior axillary line." Furthermore , " there
may have been rope indentations on the wrists . With the

body. opened, a large volume of blood was noted in the
peritoneal cavity and the spleen was noted to be grossly
enlarged , possibly due to malaria , reaching to the left iliac
crest . ” (Doctor William testified he "had no previous
experience with malaria prior to my arrival in Vietnam ." )
Doctor Donald was the pathologist who , under Dr.

Williain's observation , actually performed the autopsy .
Dr. William stated " As I recall , it was our mutual conclusion
that the spleen could have been ruptured by day - to- day
activity , or by an external force which caused the abrasion
on the left side."

When informed that Dr. Donald stated that rupture of
the spleen most likely resulted from external injury ,
Dr. William agreed .

Dr. William , however, reported Cong's cause of death as
" Exsanguination due to ruptured (prob . malarial) spleen ."
Dr. William denied that he oversaw the autopsy in order

to “ influence the decision of the pathologist so that MI
personnel of the ... would not be implicated .”
Dr. William did , however , state " I was relieved that there

was no direct evidence that the Brigade operated in this
fashion ( i.e. torture /murder)."

Shortly thereafter, Dr. William oversaw a second autopsy ;
a 14 -year old Vietnamese boy , who , according to CID
determination , had been " beaten severely in the stomach
prior to his death ” by members of the same MI Detachment .

Regarding this incident, the above -mentioned OIC testi
fied as follows: “After the detainee had died , LTC . William ,

Brigade Surgeon, came to our unit to discuss the problenz
with Major Michael . . . . Major Michael told LTC . Williarn
that some of his men had beaten the prisoner and LTC .
Williain replied that he would personally go to the hospital
at Qui Nhon with the body to see that Major Michael's
interests were served . I took this statement to mean that
LTC . William would do what he could , to see that MI
personnel were not implicated in the death of the detainee .”

Asked whether he participated in a cover -up , Dr. William
said : " Definitely not.

Examination of the 14 - year old boy , according to Dr.
William , revealed " an abrasion on the right side of the face ."
And , as with Nguyen Cong , " a large volume of blood in the
peritoneal cavity , and again , a greatly enlarged spleen
with an obvious rupture .”

As previously , Dr. William did not perform the actual
autopsy . Dr. Kent, a pathologist, did . Dr. Kent reported
that “ the ruptured spleen was most likely due to external
trauma."

Dr. William agreed with this diagnosis . " Yes. I think that
it is quite likely that it was trauma of some sort, externally
applied , which caused the spleen to rupture . However , I
don't think that either the pathologist or I could state that
this trauma was anything different from day-to-day bumps
and bruises which occur.”

" Dr. Kent also stated that a copy of the autopsy report
in possession of CID was not adequate . He also implied that
it had been altered , that the enclosure , ‘no external evidence
of trauma ' ( there was a facial abrasion ) had been added to
the front page, that the microscopic examindtion of his
findings were missing from the report , and that his signa
ture was missing from the report.”

Regardless , Dr. William finally reported that " the cause
of death in both cases was the spontaneous rupture of a
spleen greatly enlarged as a result of chronic malaria. ”

Despite his denial of a cover -up , Dr. William later
testified as follows:

l. “Did you imply in any manner that it would be best
for all concerned if the death could be shown to have
resulted from natural causes rather than mistreatment? ”
A. " I may have stated before the examination that I

hoped that we wouldn't find evidence ofmistreatment....
Furthermore, " . my function was to protect the best
interests of theBrigade and the individuals involved .”

The Brigade's Provost Marshal at the time recorded the
deaths " according to the Brigade Surgeon " as due to
natural causes . Hence , investigations were terminated , and
no charges were preferred .

( CID ROI) 70 -CID121-00802:
(CID RON)70 -CID721-00803;
( CID ROI) 70 -CID121-00811

YENİLE

John Kelly is a member of the War Crimes Project .
Winslow . Peck and Frank Forrestal provided assistance in
the research for this story .

First names are used only prue story .
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while waiting for a bus . Agence France Press reported on
October 22 that.DINA had just moved its headquarters to
Brussels . MARIO JUAN BARRERA , a member of SIM
since 1968 , was sent to direct operations there . Brussels
was chosen , according to the Rotterdam socialist paper
Het Vrije Volk , because of the large number of Chilean
military refugees who have settled in Holland and Belgium .

DINA Director MANUEL CONTRERAS and an assis
tant, PROVOST , were recently seen in Brussels . Former
Chilean Air Force General SERGION POBLETE , exiled by
Pinochet, also confirmed for the Belga news agency that
DINA agents in Brussels , travelling under false identifica
tion , are boldly confronting Chileans they have tortured .

7. Other American Visits From DINA

Juan Luis Bulnes Cerda

continued from page 15

responsible for the attack on Leighton in Rom . AfterDINA asked him to harass British trade union memberswho refused to work on frigates being built for the ChileanNavy , Wooler spilled his story on British national television .Ewing then switched DINA headquarters to Geneva andassigned agents GONZALES HERRERA and PAZ SUBERCASEAUX to Berne , Switzerland. According to a dossiercompiled by the Paris daily , Liberation , Subercaseaux wasa cultural attache who spied on refugees. She was also amember of Patria y Libertad . In February 1976 , ANDRESand PATRICIO MELGOZA arrived in Geneva . Swiss policewatched them and grew concerned that they were there to
kill RADOMIRO TOMIC , 1970 presidential candidate of
the Christian Democrats . Swiss government officials warnedthe Chilean representative to the U.N. Human RightsCommission , SERGIO DIEZ , that he would be held re
sponsible for any actions against Tomic .

The Melgoza brothers left Switzerland ,

The Letelier murder was not the first attempt by DINA
to kill someone in the United States . Ewing's agents ,
Andres and Patricio Melgoza , who , with another brother
Jorge , were involved in the Schneider assassination , arrived
in New York City from Madrid in the summer of 1975 .
From sources at the U.N. , CounterSpy has learned thatFBI officials believed they were there to kill GABRIEL
VALDES, the Chilean Undersecretary General of the U.N.,
who also resisted the Junta . The FBI alerted Secretary
General Kurt Waldheim , who , in turn , summoned the
Junta's ambassador to the U.N. , Admiral ISMAEL HUERTA ,
and warned him against any actions threatening Valdes. The
Melgoza brothers left New York .

In August 1975 , according to Jack Anderson , Contreras
travelled to New York for a meeting with his agents at theU.N. and to inspect DINA's operations in the U.S. with
students and with corporations doing business in Chile .
He also was there to give directions for DINA work against
a proposed U.N. Resolution condemning torture and viola
tions of human rights in Chile . As Contreras often inspects
Ewing's overseas operations , according to Anderson, he
visited Washington to meet with Lt. Gen. VERNAN
WALTERS , Deputy Director of the CIA, and several other
key individuals.

On the same trip , Contreras wandered into the officesof Senator Frank Church , of the Senate committee investi
gating the CIA , but could find no one to talk with . He then
visited the House International Organizațions Subcommittee , chaired by Rep . Donald Fraser, who has been criti
cal of DINA , and was sharply interrogated by a staffmember about human rights violations in Chile . Contreras re
sponded with the standard Junta line that such charges
were Marxist propaganda.

Shortly before the Contreras visit , another DINA executive was in Washington . The Junta's press officer, FREDERICO WILLOUGHBY (also a known CIA agent ), came to ..the United States primarily for medical tests at JohnsHopkins Hospital in Baltimore . During his ten -day stay ,he also visited the CIA , the State Department, and severalmembers of Congress. Curiously enough , GIORGIO AL
MIRANTE , a leader of the Italian MSI was in Washingtonat the same time, visiting Walters and another member ofthe National Security Council .

Brussels

Recently in Brussels , several Chilean refugees weresuddenly confronted, face - to - face , with their former
torturers -- once at a political rally and on another occasion
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PSYCHOLOGICAL WARFARE OPERATIONS

Other DINA agents have recently traveled to the U.S.
Rep . Fraser recently charged that four DINA agents were
seen by a member of the National Council of Churches
disembarking from a plane in New York City shortly before
the Letelier killing. He had no names . Who were they ?
The Melgoza brothers ? Jackson ? Bulnes ? Ewing ?

Before the coup in Santiago , Theberge worked for the Center for Inter
national and Strategic Studies at Georgetown University , directed by
former CIA executive RAY CLINE. While there , he invented many of the
recurring themes of propaganda used by the international right wing
against the Popular Unity government of Allende, including the false
stories of a 14.000-man army of Latin American revolutionaries being
Trainer in Chile . Many of his fabrications were reprinted in the CIA'S
White Book and also were reprinted verbatim in Chilcun and Argentine
military journals. i

In several of Theberge's articles he quotes as a source, “ the brilliant
Marxist EUDOCIO RAVINES. " In fact, Ravines is a CIA agent. E. Howard
Hwn , in his book Undercover Memoirs of an American Secret Agent ,
reports that Ravines, living under un alias in Mexico City where Hunt was
Station Chief in 1952, worked with him and his friend WILLIAM E.
BUCKLEY, editior of National Review, and then with the CIA . Ravines
and Buckley wrote The Yenan Way for Scribner's publishing house .

Shortly after Allende was elected in 1970, Ravines began writing for
SEPA , the CIA -magazine edited by DINA agent Otero . SEPA was devoted
to cartoons denigrating Allende government officials. It also carried
propaganula vriented towards military officers and Catholic women , the
two primary psychological warfare targers of the CIA , SEPA also carried
articles by other CIA propagandists involved in the anti - Allende campaign
such as ROBERT MOSS, who also edited Vision while it was in London .
(Moss is currently writing for the Institute for the Study of Conflict ,
U CIA - funded think - tank in London. In a new book, Philip Agee will
publish an entire chapter devoted to the CIA's master propagandist,
Robert Moss. )

SEPA devoted at least two pages of each issue 1o CIA propaganda
placed in such newspapers as El Mercurio and La Segunda owned by
AUGUSTIN EDWARDS, one of the richest men in Chile. He is involved in
the Junta government and is a vice president of PEPSICO , living in Miami.
He met with Nixon and Helms on the morning of the 40 Committee's
meeting to discuss CIA actions against Allende in the 1970 elections.
Helms left the 40 Committee meeting that afternoon with orders including
" make the economy scream .

Both the Church Committee report, Covert Action in Chile and Robert
Moss's The Collapse of Democracy identify these newspapers as the
principal recipients of CIA funds prior to Allende's murder.

Psychological Warfare and Media Operations in Chile : 1970-1973 , a
· Ph.D. dissertation for the University of Illinois , by Fred Landis, a defini
live study of the subject, reveals in enormous detail that the CIA hinged
its operations against Allende on media operations.

In his book, Robert Moss states that he and other journalists " were the
nerve center of opposition to Allende . " In another book by Ravines,
The Rescue of Chile , a whole chapter is devoted to " The Vanguard of the
Opposition " as he terms such media operations.

El Mercurio , a Santiago newspaper which received CIA funds before the
coup . was completely reorganized in 1970 by JAMES COPLEY, of the
COPLEY VEWS SERVICE, who described this in his book With a Mission :
To Chile. Copley produced the world's first fully automated newspaper to
suit the CIA's propaganda needs. His . news service has many connections
to the CIA not the least of which is it's chief news executive, "BRUTIE "
KRULAK, who directed the CIA's coordination of the Green Bereis
þefore joining Copley.
GREGORY son of James, recently wrote: thatzjhigh Soviet

sources " revealed to him that the KGB killed letelier. This is similar to
the theme of the American Chilean Counsel newsletter and an article in
the Rev. Moon's Rising Tide' by conservative Sen. JESSE HEEMS, thoi the
left killed Lerelier. Copley currently edits Foreign and: Internatiopal
Affairs Newsletter , a privately circulated paper often quoted in Mer.
curio . The recent disinformation article on the Letelier assassination ulsu
appeared in other right-wing and fascist newspapers including the Italian ,
il Borghese, organ of the extreme fascist wing of the Italian MSI.

Incorporated in the cover -up and the CIA's efforts for
a " narrow investigation " is the large network of CIA
controlled media that provides much of the disinformation
to American journalists , who faithfully print it . The CIA's
history with news agencies , newspapers , magazines and
journalists in South America , Latin America , and the
United States is long and tedious. The network went into
full gear after the Letelier assassination to confuse and
divert analysts and reporters .

In a speech delivered to a memorial raily in Georgetown ,
Guyana, in memory of the elever Guyanans among the
73 persons killed aboard the Cubana Airlines plane, Prime
Minister Forbes Burnham said that the U.S. was ultimately
responsible for the crash . Ile revealed that JOSEPH LEO ,
an FBI agent who is the legal attache in the United States
Embassy in Caracas , was involved with the plane bombing .
Leo is also an official of the international police com
munications network , INTERPOL , which the September 1 ,
1975 , issue of World Jewry accused of harboring Nazi .war
criminals in the past . The State Department admitted that
Leo had helped FREDDY LUGO , one of the gusanos in
dicted in Venezuela , obtain a visa , to enter Puerto Rico in
1973 , to cover a news event for Vision magazine.

Vision was published in Mexico until 1974 , supposedly
with CIA funding. After it was exposed , a gusano named
GARCIA NAVARO purchased it and moved the operati:
to London. Navaro died last July of unknown causes . Ilc
had quite a criminal background , including a conviction for
smuggling machine - guns into Morocco. Vision then sold .
most of its stock to Ultramar corporation , a front for the
financial interests of Nicaraguan strongman General ANA
STASIO SOMOZA DEBAYLE . Ultramar is involved pri
marily in shrimp fishing and boat building ; like most of
Somoza's financial interests , it is run by RODRIGUEZ
FELICE . Felice , a gusano , was at a large rally of Cuban
exiles in Miami in September 1976 , shortly before the
Letelier murder , where he demanded an invasion of Cuba .
General SAMUEL GENIE , a confirmed fascist and director
of Somoza's secret police , the Officina Nationalde Securidad
(ONS), is a close friend of the Junta's General LEIGH .
They trained together in Panama, at the U.S. Army School
for the Americas. Ultramar also has large land holdings in
Costa Rica , a center of DINA operations , where Somoza
has joint ventures with Robert Vesco . The Vision stock sale
was arranged by the current U.S. Ambassador to Nicaragua ,
JAMES THEBERGE .***

Theberge has written many articles for the CIA and
contributed fabrications to the CIA's White Book , the

major post -coup propaganda tool attacking Allende . The
berge works closely with another CIA agent-journalist named
EUDOCIO RAVINES , who in turn worked closely with
E. HOWARD HUNT, while he was Station Chief in Mexico
City in 1952. Ravines began writing a column for another
Chilean magazine, Servicias Periodisticos Asociados ( SEPA ),
which was the CIA's psychological warfare organ , carrying
coded messages to rightist groups like Patria y Libertad . A
man named RAPHAEL OTERO ECHEVERRIA edited it
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THE FASCIST CANCER IN CHILE

The " Junta faces. problems torlay which torture and rectification . ” He stresses that the state should emphasize
ath by DINI cannot solve . Hunger stalks Chile. The programs to solve hunger, unemployment and social disinte
average canily in Chile. buys less than half of the food gration even if these policies increase inflation reducing the
paded to salisty minimum food requirements. The infla- profits of the interests backing the Junta . Rodriguez

van rate , according to the Junta' is 400 percent , while proposes a pure fascist political economy promoting a
Storld Bank figures put it at 600 percent . Sixty percent right-wing Chilean . rationalism less dependent on the
of Chilean households are in extreme poverty and suffering domination of the U.S. He wants the Chilean state to domi

in severe mamnutrition . Most objective economists place nale the economy and not just the repressive apparatus , and
te nemployment figure between 20 to 25 percent - over at the core of the state will be his fascist party .
600,000 people ---more than eight times the rate under The Junta and the fascists to their right are equally
Vlende. concerned about the anti -Junta trend in the U.S. since

** The deterioration of the Chilean economy is caused by Congress cut off -military aid in June 1976. The Junta
concentration of ecoriomic power in the corporate sector , recently declared they no longer want U.S. assistance ;
while the state concentrates on repression . The Junta but behind the scenes the Junta has arranged for certain
inaintains the so -called free market economy promoted U.S. companies to buy record amounts of copper for
by receot Nobel Prize winner Milton Friedman of the strategic stockpiling in the U.S. The amount is expected
Caiversity of Chicago. This system encourages private to more than compensate for the loss of U.S. tax dollars
investinent; protects - private property ; encourages competi- if aid was cut off. .
uon while weakening all but themost monopolized sectors . But even this measure may not satisfy those to the right
The Junta encourages foreign capital ; seeks foreignmarkets; of the military dictatorship. With dissent rising among the
lowers tariff barriers; reduces the cost of labor ; and fre- small businessinen , the fascists - are also organizing among
quently devalues its currency . the middle level officer corps , which commands troops,
The system ' is clearly failing. The fascists, organizing in the military . It is possible that some of these officers
among the middle classes, are criticizing the Junta center could break with Pinochet and move to placate the growing
for allowing the corporations and particularly American public clamor against recent cutbacks and lay -offs of
corporations to freely invest and export capital, thus public employees. The possibility of a coup occuring to
preventing the middle class entreprenuers from surviving. replace the military dictatorship model with a pure fascist
PABLO RODRIGUEZ of the indigenous Nazi party Patria political economy is very real . The Letelier assassination
libertad , which has become a CIA paramilitary group and may be one of several acts by Latin Ainerican fascism to
now . a " recessed " political party , is arguing for " national break with American capital .

during the years between Allende's election and the coup .

Otero , Embassy PropagandaMan

To Chilean refugees , Otero is widely known as an agent
of DINA. He is currently the public affairs counsel at the

Chitean Embassy in Washington . Within a few hours of the
Letelier 'assassination , Otero instigated false rumors and
leads on the.bombing: He invented the story that Letelier
anutoffitt died from a bomb of their own making. His
rumors came so fast and so heavy that it is likely he knew
of the assassination before it happened . Although he denies
he is a CIA agent, he is widely known ' to be one of the
Agency's chief contacts from Chile . The FBI has already
questioned him .

In a similar circumstance, on the day that General
Schneider was killed , Otero was the person spreading the

stues that the Revolutionan Movement of the Left (MIR)
had killed Schneider . Later , when Jorge Melgoza was on
trial for the killing , a synchronized media campaign blaming,

a non existent lett group called BOC was engineered by CIA
age :ut, VARIO CORNEYRO , editor of La Segunda, another

Newspaper that received. CIA funding before the coup .
Besides La Segunda , most of the publicity given to the

phantom BOC came from Otero over ·Radio Balmaceda .

When the Chilean Congress apointed a commission to

investigate the CIA'S $425,000 “campaign of Terror” plot

to prevent Allende's election , its final report devoted an
entire section to Otero . In the early sixties he was Santiago
editor of Cuba's Prensa Latina, but ended up stealing all its

equipment and records , for which he spent some time in
jail . Shortly after his exposure in the Congressional report ,
the Chilean Journalism Association expelled Otero for
spreading false information .

In early 1973 , MICHAEL TOWNLEY , a CIA advisor to
Patria y Libertad , and five members of a terror squad ,
attacked the Electrical Service Center - in Conception ,
killing one guard . In the next issue of SEPA , Otero blamed
the attack on 'Marxist groups."

Two days after the March 1 Congressional elections,
Otero declared in a nationwide radio broadcast that voting
the left: out of office was an illusion ; then he publicly urged
a bloody massacre. Otero's radio address of March 2 is

reprinted in the # 112 SEPA titled , “ In the face of Com
munistidestructions, the example of Indonesia . " He wrote ,
" " The Indonesians freed themselves violently from com
munismoi...We will do the same as the Indonesians did ,
beginning with Jakarta." Operation Jakarta was the Junta's
bloody ' operation against the left, executed by Patria y
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THE CHILEAN LOBBY

Libertad after the coup .
On July 26 , 1973 , Allende's friend, bodyguard , and The American Chilean Council newsletter blamed " ultra

Naval attache, Commander ARAYA , was assassinated . The leftists” for Letelier's death . The ACC was organized in

civil police arrested and obtained confessions from eight March , 1975, in cooperation with its Chilean counterpart ,
meinbers of Patria y Libertad . Otero blamed the assassina the Consijo Chileno Norteamericano (CCNA) . The CCNA is

tion on Allende and MIR . headed by NENA OSSA , another writer for National

The last two issues of SEPA before the September 11 , Review , who has also concentrated over the years on articles

1973 coup are illuminatiny . Issue # 133 refers to Plan Alba , against Orlando Letelier . The founding merupers include

which was revealed a year later by Gen. Pinochet in an many from the families of the Junta government ministers .

interview with Ercrilla magazine as the actual plans for the The ACC is headed by SPRUILLE BRADEN and

coup . The September 10 , 1973 , and last , issue of SEPA MARVIN LIEBMAN . Braden has large financial interests

carries the story that the CIA thanked the director of SEPA in Latin America going back before World War II . He

for his cooperation over the past three years , and for having received awards over the years from Latin American govern

faithfully spread all the CIA's rumors . It promised to pay ments and right-wing ass.sciations including the Order of

for these services in dollars or Chilean currency . Lafayette and the Gold Medal of the Cubans in Exile . He is

Otero was arrested approximately 138 times for various a member of Gen. Somaza's country club in Nicaragua , and .

crimes in Chile , and to gain immunity from prosecution , he is the author of Diplomuts and Demagogues : The Momoires

ran for office . He was elected after a campaign featuring of Spruille Braden . In 1971 he negotiated the peace treaty

posters with one graphic -- an armored fist and the slogan , settling the Chaco War between Bolivia and Paraguay .

" Vote Otero ." Marvin Liebman does most of the work at ACC . He has

The Church Committee report , called Covert Action in promoted right -wing causes for years ; he once placed an ad

Chile, deleted , at the CIA's request , the names of the in the Washington Star urging President Johnson to attack

CIA's operatives in Chile , but a reliable source close to the North Vietnam . Liebman is associated with the Committee

Committee has identified Otero as a principal recipient of of One Million Against the Admission of Communist China

CIA money between 1970 and 1973 , including a large to the United Nations ; the American Committee to Aid

portion of the S425,000 spent in the attempt to block Katanga Freedom Fighters ; Young Americans for Freedom ;

Allende's election .. American Afro - Asian Educational Exchange, Inc.; American

Otero's mistress is LUCIA PIEDRABUENO , who , under Jewish League Against Communism Inc .; Emergency Com

the pseudonym PAZ ALLEGRIA produced most of the mittee for Chinese Refugees; Committee for the Monroe

anti -Letelier propaganda over the past few years . She was Doctrine ; Christian Anti- Communism Crusade; National

Washington correspondent for SEPA . Committee of Correspondence of the Council Against
On June 26 , 1973 , military intelligence in Santiago re Communist Agression ;theAlex de Tocqueville Society; and

ported to General Prats , then Chief of Staff, that Patria y others. For years , Liebman has been associated with William

Libertad was instigating a rebellion at the 2nd Tank Regiment. F. Buckley's National Review , which published Paz Allegria

Parts of the plan required a tank assault on the Presidential and Nena Ossa .

Palace . On the 27th , arrests were made and confessions He was a member of the U.S. Communist Party from

obtained from military officers and civilians in Patriu y 1938 to 1945. Then in 1951 , he went to work for the

Libertad . cia media outlets, including SEPA , immediately International Rescue Committee , which has had CIA con

launched a campaign to ridicule General Prats and the alle nections, and soon his extremist support of right -wing

gation of a planned coup . The next morning, the 2nd Tank and fascist causes began .

Regiment launched the assault , killing 22 people . The The founding members of the ACC are prominent right

July 4 , 1973 issue of SEPA claimed that the tank assault wing journalists, authors , intellectuals and educators,

was a " grotesque show ” arranged by Allende to gain including Prof. James D. Atkinson , Mr. Murray Baron ,

public sympathy . Prof. AT. Bouscaren , Rev. Raymond J. deJaegher, Ralph

From Washington , Paz Allegria wrote , “ but what has de Toledano, Dr. Lev E. Dobriansky , Ronald F. Docksai ,

most enraged the Chilean colony in Washington was Orlando Amb . Everett F. Drumright, Prof. Joseph Dunner , Walter

Letelier ! Making stupid declarations that make us look like H. Judd, David A. Keene , Dr. Anthony Kubeck , Eugene
a country of. Nazis . " After that report, Allegria began Lyons, Myron Mintz , Norbert Muhlen , Stefan T. Possony,

focusing, her attacks on Letelier. She currently works for William F. Rickenbacker , Prof. David N. Rowe , Seymour

La Segunda , and also writes for the conservative inagazine Siegal , and others . Between them they have connections to

National Review . She was the first wife of the current practically every international rightist organization or

Chilean Ambassador, MANUEL TRUCCO GAETE . Trucco government. In May 1976 , they launched a lobbying effort

once became a security risk when he lost a lot of money to on Capitol Hill against the Kennedy and Fraser amendments

a Soviet consul in Washington , and Allegria left him because to cut off all military and economic aid to the Junta .

of this vice . Among the lobbyists chosen were MANUEL SANTANA ,

Paz Allegria șits at the crossroads of two other propa foreign affairs secretary of the Cuban exile youth move .

ganda communities active with DINA support for the Junta ment ABDALA , and another gusano , Dr. Nohemi Labrada

the American Chilean Council and the private lobbying and members of the freedom Leadership Foundation ,

effort of the Embassy. ABDALA has received money from DINA ; members of the
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Unification Church of the Rev. Sun Myong Moon , which

is in turn connected to the Korean CIA (KCIA) , now under

investigation for bribing over 90 members of Congress.

On November 13 , 1975 , the ACA sponsored a rally

against the U.N. resolution condenining violations of

human rights in Chile . The rally held at the St. Rocco

Church in Union City , N.J. was titled " Cuba and Chile

Against Communism . ” The two main speakers were MARIO
ARNELLO , the Junta's Ambassador to the Third Com

mittee of the United Nations , a founder of the Chilean

fascist party , and a world - famous right-wing personality ;
and one of the Novo brothers, alleged by some to be the
murderer of Letelier.

The final strand of this intricate web of hate and murder

is the direct lobbying effort of the Chilean Embassy in

Washington. Besides the work of Ambassador Trucco and

Otero , the former military attache , General ENRIQUE

MOREL, was the chief person in charge of intelligence and
propaganda .

Morel's network circulated propaganda , including letters

written by Rep . Larry McDonald to AXEL SPRINGER,

publisher of Springer newspapers in West Germany , JOSEPH
JOSTEN , Director of F.C.I. News Agency in London ,

VALDERMERS KORSTS, President of the Latvian Federa
tion in Chicago , and RALPH DE TOLEDANO, of Copley

News , a nationally syndicated right-wing columnist . While
they all have dubious backgrounds, it is Axel Springer who

raises the most questions . The Church Committee reports
that the CIA financed a major European publishing house ;
it is widely suspected , but not proved , that this publishing
house was Springer's. ... ::

Morel's network also fed pro-Junta propaganda to NEIL
SALON of Rev. Moon's Rising Tide; VICTOR LASKY,

another syndicated journalist who produced propaganda for
the ACC ; PORTELL - VILA, head of the American Security

Council ; PHIL CLARKE of that organization ; MACHAEL
PADEV of Pulliam Press ; and Paz Allegria of La Segunda .

Morel's aides also lobbied with contacts in “ Conserva .
tive , anti-Communist , patriotic groups on a person to per
son basis” including the American Security Council , Ac

curacy in Media , the National Confereration of Ethnic

Groups, the McDowell · Luncheon Club, the Republican
Heritage (Nationalities ) Group Council , the United States
Citizen's Congress , the Freedom Leadership Foundation ,
the American Coalition of Patriotic Societies , the Heritage
Foundation , the Order of Lafayette, and others ; all of these
groups support the Junta .

Morel's replacement at the Embassy is Brig . Gen. NILO
A. FLOODY who carries on the same work and was also

responsible for the whisper campaign after Letelier's
assassination . Floody was director of the Esquela Militar ,
the military academy in Santiago , before the coup . In
October , 1974 , Pinochet admitted that the plans for the
coup were disguised for the lower ranks in the military
under the name " Plan for Internal Security and Reorganiza
tion of the Army” and were prepared at the Esquela Militar.
Pinochet kissed Floody at the last class graduation and
rewarded him for his efforts.

Floody moved to the La Riena district of Santiago , where
DINA maintains its torture headquarters, the VillaGrimaldi,

and ran for mayor. He once scheduled a PTA meeting ,

sending out flyers announcing that those who did not
attend would be arrested . Immediately after the coup , he

was put in charge of operations in the south of Chile,

primarily to find the leader of the Socialist Party , Alta

mirano , who had escaped . With 3000 men , he closed the
border to Argentina and began a mass round -up of those
who had fled from the cities during the coup , turning all

foreign nationals he found over to the Argentine authorities.

FOREIGN AGENCIES SHOULD GO HOME

Only a few days before the bombing in Washington ,

Congress gave the authority to the Church Committee to

investigate activities of organizations such as DINA . Con

gress is the only official body of the U.S. government

capable of conducting such an investigation since the
Justice Department is dragging its feet. Such an inquiry
should not be limited to DINA . Activities of other Latin

, American secret police operations in the U.S. should also
be examined : the Brazilian DOPS and SNI , the Argentinie
SIDE, and Venezuelan DISIP , as well as the services of

Bolivia , Paraguay and Uruguay which also conduct espionage
in the U.S.

Congress'should investigate the non - Latin secret police

organizations too : the Canadian RCMP, British SIS , Ger
many's BND and BKA , Indian RAW , Iranian SAVAK ,

Taiwan's KMT , and South Africa's BOSS . They all maintain

extensive networks stateside , harass exiles and students in
this country , and sabotage progressive efforts to oppose

political repression in their countries. But will Congress
investigate ?

Currently , over 90 members of Congress are suspecte :
for taking bribes from the Korean Central Intellige ...

Agency (KCIA) . Have they taken bribes from other seci
police organizations?

We cannot reasonably expect a grand jury to investigate
this matter either . Grand juries are used today to gather
intelligence on the American left, not to protect First

„Amendment rights. Can we expect anything better from a
Special Prosecutor either ?

Other than occasional exposes in the media , the cover -up
will probably obscure the connections of the CIA and
DINA, unless public pressure forces, the governmentato
do otherwise . .

And what of the FBI ? All of the cast of characters from
DINA and the gusanos were well known. The FBI once
stopped DINA from murdering a Chilean exile at the U.N.
in New York City . The Swiss police stopped a similar
murder attempt in their country . The precedent is estab
lished . Is it possible the FBI could have prevented the
murders of Letelier and Moffitt ? Why didn't they ?

But the question to answer is not only who killed Letelier
and Moffitt . That is crucial . But a narrow investigation that
only fixes blame on those who conducted the assassination

will, at best, only find justice for the individuals, Letelier

and Moffitt : We must ask the broader questions : who is
trying to destroy Cuba , the Chilean Resistance, and their

supporters? Only the fixing of the broader blame will find

justice for the cause served by Orlando Letelier and
Ronnie Karpen Moffitt.

.
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The Organization of

Torture and Murder

Police quickly herded the blindfolded prisoners out of

the refrigerated trucks and into the garage at 42 Londres

Street . The trucks had been used to transport fish , but the

prisoners did not seem to mind the smell. Another scent

overwhelmed all others ; this was the odor of fear and death .

Most prisoners would stay only a few days in this house

before officials would transfer them to another detention

center , but few days would seem an eternity and , for

some prisoners, it would indeed be a lifetime . The Santiago

center has different names . Some call it the “ Laughing

Palace” in morbid irony. To most Chileans it eamed its

name from the evening cries , which can be heard from the

third floor -- the House of Terror ,

After searching the prisoners, authorities tie them to

their chairs, and in the long hours that follow , deny them

food and only occasionally allow them fluids. Periodically

they are carried to the third floor , where obviously disturbed

and uneducated men question them . The interrogators are

aggressive, especially against intellectuals or people who

show they have an education . Their leader is

about 35 years old , who speaks with an Argentine accent.

The other men call him “ Che.”

Most of the prisoners are beaten ; a few are stripped

naked and doused with water . " Che " asks whether the wet

prisoners are cold . Just recovering from electric shock

applied to their genitals, some of them nod " yes." " Che"

grinds his burning cigarette out on their arms.

The house at 42 Londres Street belongs to DINA , the

Chilean gestapo. This house is only one of many torture

centers maintained by the Chilean Junta .

Chilean police and intelligence services existed before

the coup , but the Junta has since built up the overall struc

ture to better serve its particular interests . Six agencies

work for the Junta today : National Intelligence Direction

(DINA) ; Military Intelligence Service (SIM) ; Navy Intelli

gence Service (SIN) ; Air Force Intelligence Service (SIFA) ;

Carabineros Intelligence Service (SICA ); and finally the

Bureau of Investigations, which is the Chilean FBI .

tall man ,

reports directly .

According to the decree , DINA has three functions: to

coordinate Air Force Intelligence ( SIFA ); to carry oui Pino

chet's directions according to the State of Siege laws and to

gather all information necessary for the security of the
state . Another article in the decree states that DIA. A was

created so that “ the Supreme Government may have the

immediate and permanent cooperation of a specialized

organization which provides it , in a systematic way , with

the properly processed information required to adequate its
resolutions in the field of national security and develop
ment.” Another article states that , “ it rnay request reports

or any information which it deemis necessary , from enter

prises and services, requests which will not be limited by

norms establishing secrecy or discretion about certain
matters. "

Since DINA's formation , it has used several private

houses such as 42 Londres Street , as communication and
torture centers .

Although DINA is subordinate to the SENDET (Secre

taria Ejecutiva National De Detenidos ) which is responsible

for all detention centers, it maintains its own detention

centers among the 60 to 100 torture chambers in Chile .

DINA is divided into three functional departments :

information , intelligence and counterintelligence, and

operations.

The Department of Information has trusted informants

and information sources in almost all areas of civilian life

including political , economic , social, legislative , and educa

tional-- and including unversities , professions , and sciences.

The Department of Intelligence and Counterintelligence

has the primary function of gathering and processing infor

mation on international espionage directed against the

Junta ; it also carries out the interrogation of prisoners from

the leftist Popular. Unity parties and MIR (Movement of

the Revolutionary Left.

The Office of Operations is responsible for covert

actions, interrogations , assassinations, espionage, etc.

DINA also employs at least three major statistical groups .

They are connected to the Information Processing Center at

11 Belgrade Street . The Center is equipped with computer

terminals and specialized personnel drawn from the Empresa

Nacional de Computation (ECOM) . Shortly after DINA was

forined, a private phone system was established between

DINA centers and the Diego Portales where the Junta

is housed .

At DINA's top is the Chief Board , directed by Colonel

MANUEL CONTRERAS SEPULVEDA, formerly Com .

marder of the Military Engineers Regiment at Tejas

Verdas, and his deputy , Colonel GALLEGUILLOS . The

Chief Board of DINA holds a position of high privilege in

the decisions of the Junta . It is especially influential in the

decision to continue the present economic policies ; to expel

the Catholic investigators froin the country ; to prevent the

U.N. from investigating human rights in the country ; to

relieve important generals and colonels ; and to give Chilean

territory to Bolivia for a passage to the sea . But in at least

one decision DINA was overridden . This was the decision to

recess rather than outlaw the Christian Democratic Party ,

All parties of the left have been outlawed , while the parties

DINA 1

On June 14 , 1974 , Pinochet created one of the most

brutal secret police services in the world . Its influence and

power would soon surpass the Chilean military and police

units . It is the Direction de Inteligencia Nacional, the

National Intelligence Direction or DINA. :.7 ?......

Without DINA, there would be no Junta ! It is the

ster which represents the Chilean government around the

world by brutally crushing the left in Chile and those who

resist the Junta from afar ; terrorizing Chilean refugees in

Europe , Central American and North America. It supports

the Junta in extreme right-wing circles throughout theworld .

DINA was created by Decree No. 521, published on

June 14 , 1974. But DINA had actually been in existence

since December, 1973 , as a arm of Pinochet , to whom it
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.

of the right including the Christian Democrats have just
been recessed .

The operations department mounted autonomous bri
gades in almost all Santiago districts, which eventaully led
to territorial jealousy . To overcome this problem , DINA
consolidated the brigades into the Interrogation and Arrests
Brigade (BIA ) directed by Colonel MARCELLO MOREN ,
known as “ The Bear.” Its operations center is the Villa
Grimaldi , well -known as one of DINA's torture centers . It
performs functions for DINA in Santiago and possibly
other cities . The information obtained is first checked by
the BIA and then processed by the Information Processing
Center. The BIA deploys several teams specifically against
each : outlawed party in Santiago . The BIA also directs the
activities of the Carabineros which are divided between those
who guard and transport prisoners , and those who only
guard the Villa . The teams are divided into several opera
tion squads that work out of private homes , which were
once the residences of prominent leftists who are now dead
or'in exile.

DINA mainly recruits soldiers and members of Patria y
Libertad , the surviving fascist party now recessed . Its per
sonnel, however, are mostly civilian . WALTER ROUCH ,
the ex-Nazi who invented the technique for the SS ofkilling
prisoners with exhaust fumes pumped into the trucks which

' were taking them to be burned , is a top advisor to DINA.
Suspected .CIA journalist, ROBERT MOSS , reported in

El Mercurio the major Santiago newspaper that received
CIA funding before the coup , that DINA has approximately
200,000 agents and paid informers. One out of every 500
Chileans is connected to DINA in some way . In the military ,
the proportion is reported to be one in 15.DINA informants
infiltrate all official services, cinemas , taxis , collective trans
port vehicles , bars and hotels .

The Brazilian Department of Social and Public Order
( DOPS ) and Argentina's SIDE ( Army Department of In
ternal Security ) advise DINA . Both agencies are believed to
have been active in the coup . After the coup , many foreign
nationals in Chile were turned over to their respective
country's secret police :
....DINA agents travel in Chevrolet pick- ups , Mini -Austins,
Fiat : -1 25s , Peugot sedans, MGs and other cars and trucks .
They have every modern technological convenience , long
distance microphones , micro -cameras, radio detectors, and
other devices . Its agents ' favorite weapons are Soviet-made
AK -47s , Israeli UZI sub-machine guns, SIG rifles, Steyr and
Colt pistols , (taken from guns sold from Americans to the
Carabineros) and hand -grenades.
Since. DINA began , it has engaged in five waves of arrests

and assassinations ; each wave was directed against a par
.ticular political group or groups , and resulted in the deaths
or capture of its top leaders . The arrest waves rise abruptly
in the first 60 days of each operation , culminating with the
capture of the leaders . Activity drops off for several months
before the next wave begins . The first wave struck the Com
munist Party and MIR (Movement of the Revolutionary
Left ), the most organized post -coup resistance group . For
five months DINA arrested over 2,000 persons accused of
associating with MIR - at least 370 disappeared without a
trace after interrogation and torture . This wave culminated

in October , 1974 with the shootout death of MIR leader
Miguel Enrique .
The latest wave of arrests and assassinations, disappear

ances and torture began in April , 1976 and culminated in
May , several days after the May 7 visit of Treasury SecretaryWilliam Simon . Forty -seven ' persons , out of the 130
arrested , disappeared . During this period the Junta tried to
improve its image by releasing 305 prisoners in conjunction
with the Simon visit and the June visit of Secretary of State
Kissinger, but an equal number of people were arrested and
exiled immediately after these visits . Some of those who
were arrested later were among those released before the visit .

Recent DINA operations appear to be against left - leaning
Catholic clergy , in operations similar to Plan Banzer in
Ecuador . (See Plan Mercurio in this issue ) . In August,
DINA organized a demonstration against three progressive
Chilean bishops who had been expelled from a church
meeting in Ecuador. But unfortunately for DINA the
bishops recognized several DINA agents ; they were excom .
municated . The revelation led to public outrage and 2
the ultraconservative and CIA - linked El Mercurio ha .
request an investigation . The Catholic Church , through
Vicariate of Solidarity , recently protested the " pub :
alarm ” caused by the situation of missing persons . The pre
test took the form of a legal brief to the Chilean courts ; the
Supreme Court: took no action and DINA picked up three
lawyers who helped the group prepare the brief. One is still
in jail . Two were expelled from Chile .

The only other time anyone inside Chile has denounce ::
DINA was this year when Isolina Ramirez filed papers ir:the court of appeals , charging DINA with illegal arrest ,
torture , breaking and entering, causing serious injury and
other crimes . This was after DINA arrested her husband
Mario , everyone in their home at the time , everyone who
appeared at the door , and the occupants of a relative's
home . Even Enrique Alvear , auxilary Bishop of Santiaen
was held for three hours when he took medicine
prisoner. So far, the accusation has been ignored
Isolina Ramirez's dignified resolve has made a stir in Piny .
chet's reign of terror .

SIM

The Military Intelligence Service (SIM ) which was the
most developed agency before the coup , actively preparedplans for the Junta . SIM participated in the attempted coup
of Junie 29, 1973. It is believed to have been aborted be
cause of communication difficulties between the U.S. De :
fense Intelligence Agency agents working out of the Embassyas defense attaches with the Chilean military intelligence ,
and the CIA.who work with the fascist paramilitary Patriay Libertad party , which participated in the coup exercise .

In the days following the successful CIA assisted coup of
September , 1973 , SIM concentrated on arresting high
government officials , left party members and supporters . In
mid - 1974 ; SIM switched its focus to work inside the Army
to prevent ! internal protests . Because of the current eco
nomic situation which affects many junior officers , SIM is
again playing an internal role . Early in the Junta's reign ,
SIM agents wore uniforms and drove military cars , but later
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officers and airmen who took a constitutionalist stand . In

the late 1974 , its operations concentrated on leftist parties ,

especially MIR . The Cominander of SIFA , EDGAR

CEBALLOS, is said to have developed a professional jealousy

with the other services .

SIFA works closely with the U.S. Air Attaches .

SICA

switched to plain clothes and unmarked cars .
Since the coup , SIM has been directed consecutively by

generals AUGUSTO LUTZ ( 1973 ) , JULIO POLLONI( 1974)

and ADLANIER MENA SALINAS ( 1975 ) .
In September, 1974 , the Berkeley Barb reported an un

confirmed story attributed to a Bay Area professor who
talked with a former U.S. soldier who claimed to have

participated in an . American task force active during the

coup as an assault team on the Moneda, the presidential

palace . According to the report , the task force employed

234 Special Forces (Green Berets ), 14 Army Rangers , and

3-4 CIA Agents who had been trained at Fort Ord and
Fort Gulick in the Panama Canal Zone .

U.S. Special Forces may still be operating with the SIM

in Chile . Rep. Michael J. Harrington ( D -Mass) prepared a
House resolution , and Edward Kennedy has put in an inquiry
about the reported death of an American in Chile in the fall

of 1974. A North American caught torturing a guerilla , was
found with a SIM identification card . The card . was issued
to a CHARLES STARLOY. But efforts have failed to dis

lodge much informaton from the Pentagon on Starloy or
other Special Forces actions in Chile . SIM continues to be

assisted by the U.S. military attaches in Santiago .

The Carubineros Intelligence Sérvice (SICA) is a recent

creation . It was preceded by the Civil Commission of Cura

bineros, similar to police detectives . This early group

worked closely with the Special Service Brigade (Mobile

Group ), a civil disturbance riot police , during the Christian

Democrat government of Frei, before Allende. SICA is

primarily in charge of guarding the torture centers and of

transporting prisoners. It has confined political prisoners in

many police stations throughout the country . SICA and the

Carubineros receive small arms from U.S. companies such as

Smith and Wesson , under licenses granted by the U.S. State

Department's Office of Munitions Control. The Director of

SICA is the Carabineros'ColonelRUBEN ROMERO .

BUREAU OF INVESTIGATIONS

SIN

The Navy Intelligence Service (SIN) was also in existence

before the coup . It became notorious for repressing a group
of constitutionalist marines in Valparaiso and Talcachuano .
SIN works closely with the U.S. Navy Intelligence Com

mand , represented today in Chile by the Naval Attaches .

The U.S. Navy carried out joint maneuvers with the Chilean

Navy during the coup in " Operation Unitus ” off Valparaiso .
Navy Intelligence Command personnel were on every ship

and U.S. Naval Intelligence (NIS ) personnel were seen

helping SIN operatives round up prisoners in Valparaiso .
Since September 11 , 1973 , the Junta has restricted SIN

to the provinces of Valparaiso and Concepcion , the Navy's

First and Second Zones respectively. Generally , in these

two provinces , the other intelligence services are sub

ordinate to SIN .

SIFA

The Bureau of Investigations, or civil police , became the

'fifth branch of the Armed Forces when it was placed under

the Ministry of National Defense, during the first anniversary

of the coup . Since the day of the coup , hundreds of detec

tives , accused of sympathizing with the Allende govern

ment, were expelled from the bureau and replaced with

SIM agents . Under the pretense of “ fighting delinquency

allied to extremisin ," the Bureau has cooperated with the

military and Carabineros in the arrest of thousands of

workers in the popular Santiago neighborhoods, and other

important communities .

Head of the Bureau is retired General ERNESTO BAEZA

MICHAELSON , former chief of SIM . He is one of the
creators of the repressive Chilean apparatus , and is a mem
ber of the Junta's High Cominand Board ,

In the Winter 1975-76 issue of Drug Enforcement, the
official organ of the U.S. Drug Enforcement Agency,
General Baeza revealed something of the structure of the
Investigations Bureau . Most of its work is now in suppressing
narcotics traffic, which also provides a convenient excuse
for anti-guerilla actions . The Central Office had its name
changed on July 11 , 1975 to Departmento de Narcoticos y

Drogus Peligrosas (Department of Narcotics and Dangerous
Drugs ) which supervises various Narcotics Brigades , the first
of which was created in the north at Antofagasta. Opera.
tions are largely in the Antofagasta and Valparaiso regions .
The DEA, which admits it works closely with the CIA
abroad , and which has many former CIA personnel anong
its agents , considers its operations in Chile with General
Baeza's men to be its most successful . The DEA not only
trains many of Baeza's men in Washington , D.C. at the
International Drug Enforcement Training School , but also
participates in the roundups. The training school is located
in Georgetown. DEA spends over $ 2 million a year to train
foreign narcotics officers.

The Air Force Intelligence Service (SIFA) is inost out
standing for its " scientific ” and refined torture techniques .

În 1973 , its actions were important but limited . In 1974 ,

SIFA fully developed its repressive capacity , and was soon
considered the second most important service. Its staff is
composed of FACH (Chilean Air Force) officers, junior

officers and airmen . It is often assisted by Patria y Libertad

party members . SIFA agents usually weari plain clothes. It

has employed some air bases for detention , questioning and

torture , but lately has used private houses. Themain center

for SIFA is the Air War Academy (AGA)and it ratso uses

the confiscated house at 650 Marruri Streeil which belongs

to Arturo Villavela , a member of the PoliticaliCommission

of the MIR . Villavela was a prisoner of SIFA U1i? oi :

During 1973 and early 1974 , SIFA'acțions primarily

focused on FACH including imprisonment and torture of
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of the US police apparatus and by Gunplay ." Write AIB , 63 Avenue N.W. , Washington , D.C. Six mos./S6 .political economy of policing . inman St. , Cambridge , MA 0213220009New updated material on : HISTORY OF Chile :LEAA , AFRICA NEWS , a weekly digest | THE GUARDIAN , an independent

POLICE , Recycling the CapitalistPOLICE IN THE FISCAL CRISIS , of African affairs . The only US radical newsweekly , depends on Crisis, Vol. X ; No. 9 (NovemberPOLICE UNIONISM , AND publication with up -to -date in readers for survival and growth : 1: 1976 ) NACLA LatinAmerica andSTRATEGIES OF RESISTANCE depth coverage of the continent prints the news you can trust with Empire, Report, $ 1.25 from P.O.emphasizing unity of theory and and US / African relations . One la political line you can respect Box 57 , Cathedral Station , Newpractice . Serves as a handbook of month trial $ 5.00 for individuals ( even if you don't always agree York , NY 10025 ..community action , Order from and non -profit groups , 2.0.Box with it ) , For a challenging analysisCenter for Research on Criminal 3851 , Durham , N.C.27702 and opinion subscribe today :Justice , PO Box 4373 , Berkeley , $ 12.5041 yr $ 20 / 2 yrs . WriteCA 94704
INTRODUCTION TO CHILE ( A Guardian , 33:W. 17th St., NY,Cartoon History ) : The first comic NY 10011Bumperstickers : ' 'WHO ARE CIA's book history , in English , about MESSAGESHITMEN ? '' ; " UNCOVER THE
Chile. Details imperialism's pene- KEEP ŠTRONG , published by the

COVERUP " ; " FBI + CIA = 1984 " ; tration of the country , and the intercommunal Survival Commit .
" AMERIKILL : 200 YEARS OF popular struggle against it . AlsoGENOCIDE" ( others ) 50 each . tee ; iš å monthly magazine featuravailable , the Latin AmericanAnything customprinted $ 3 /pair ; working ing up-to date news on repressiveGroup newsletter , agencies in Chicago and the na PROCTOR TO MEYER : HRHRH
57/ten ; $ 12/25 . COLT , Box 271 - C , LAWG LETTER . " Both from tion . It keeps ä . watchful eye on MLGKO VZHVW DRGSVNewvernon , N.J. 07976

Latin American Working Group , big brother, trends against tenants , IRLVL FIYRO WYZERW SZIIBBox 2207 , Station P. Toronto , veterans, senior citizens, juveniles , ZMXNR PVURM WIVKOAssassination intormation Bureau Ontario , Canada M5S2T2 andnas available : visual materials on all . Third World persons NVGHU ILNGS V0911 .
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continued from inside front cover

time rightwing organizer , including an

organizer of counter " demonstrations"

to SDS antiwar demos in L.A. I secm
to remember that she also had worked

cither for Nixon in the White House

or for CREEP at some point. A

picture in the paper , which carried the

itein on the brides' page , showed her
to be brunette , long hair, pretty .
I wish I'd clipped it for you .

Marti Copleman
East Orange , NJ.

my most recent paranoid fantasy --
which is that the Mornan church has

become a CIA conduit for inoney ,
possibly for agents .

This idea came to me when I read

in Howard Kohn's Rolling Stone piece

that Robert Bennett is a Mormon - this

after the Hughes' will surfacing in the
church leaving them many millions.

The Latter Day Saints would be a

perfect front--Right wing, American
basea , immune to State investigations
in Utah , first amendment protection ,
large amounts of unaccountable

money, the missionary bit for infor
mation collection (after all , aren't
two of the most efficient information

gathering systems religiously based ?

-Israel and the Catholic Church ?).

Do you have any other data to back

this hypothesis ?

M. Wells

Portland , Oregon

I don't know how I got the Spring

issue of CounterSpy nor do I know
how I missed it all this time. It is a
most fascinating and informative work .

I was particularly interested in the

South Africa material because I've
just finished a book (six years of
rescarch ) on the man responsible for
organizing apartheid in this country .
Sen. James O. Eastland of Niiss . is
the most powerful man in Congress
and is known on the Hill as the un

official ambassador for Namibia,
South Africa and Rhodesia . I gave a
whole chapter of my expose to this
phase of his many nasty doings. It
was his resolution in the Senate in
1968 that saved the South West Africa

mandate for South Africa . He founded
the apartheid (White ) Citizens Council
in Indianola, Miss . in 1954 .

Should anyone be working on more
South Africa pieces, you might suggest
that they take a look at Eastland .

All of you have a right to be proud
of CounterSpy.

Victor Ullman

Alstead , NII.

Thank you ! The Spring issue of
Counterspy arrived today. I started

glancing through it and the next

thing I'm scrunched down on my bunk

reading every word . Now this is prison ,
today is my day off and the weather

is beautiful outside and for a few

hours I could have been laying on the

grass talking and enjoying the small
piece of freedom we have here . Instead

I'm inside this concrete box with the
door closed reading and reading - so

you know how your publication
grabbed me .

What else to say ? Only that I
would give most anything to talk

with you . I doubt you could learn

much from me , but now I have at

least three million questions to ask .
Is it that my experiences were unique
--or am I unique only in that I
survived as a thinking struggling
human being ?

Again , thank you for sending the
magazine . If there is any way in which

I may help you , please let me do it .
Sara Jane Moore

Terminal Island , CA

I have with greatest interest fol

lowed your studies and publications
on the activities of the CIA all over the

world . In spite of the huge amount of
material I have seen on the CIA in

various newspapers and periodicals I

have not -maybe I have missed it
seen anything of importance from

your side , on the possibilities of CIA
activities in Iceland . We have an
American base in my country and
some indications lead to the possible
activities of your CIA in this country ,
as well as most other countries of

the world .

I , myself, ain editor - in - chief of one
of the six dailies in Reykjavik , Iceland ,
Thjodviljinn , which means the people's
will .

Svavar Gestsson

Reykjavik , Iceland

We encourage readers to write to

Counter Spy about the magazine, the
CIA , your local police, right -wing

activity, or any other issues of the intelli

gence community. We appreciate your
support as well as your criticisms. Write:

CounterSpy, Box 617 , Ben Franklin
Station , Washington , D.C. 20044 .

w okres

MOVING ?

I am rejecting the CounterSpy
magazine from admission to the

institution because I feel it presents
a reasonably probable hazard to peace ,
order and safety of the institution , an

inmate or employee thereof.
While your magazine may serve as

analyzing news articles, it is the goals
of the analysts that make the difference
in the analyses .

James W.Mathews,Warden
RE : Armstrong , Karl

Wisconsin State Prison

Waupun , WI

If You Move : Please send us your old and new address

as soon as you know you are inoving.

Back Issues : Those of you who have sent us extra
money for back issues, which are unavailable, will re

ceive extra CounterSpys after your one -year subscription
has terminated . If this procedure is inconvenient with

you , please notify us at once .

Renewals : Look at your address Jabel on the back
cover of this issue. If the coded number is 32 it means

your subscription terminates with this issue .Ed Sander's recent WIN article
reminded me of you folks as someone
who might have information regarding DAD
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Counterspy is self - described as a source oi analyses and
information on the practices, organization and objectives of
U.S. intelligence."

Federal Bureau of Investigation
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" shocking ...

paranoic ...

cynical

Lilliam E. Colby,

former CIA Direcíor
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Information Review & Release ( IRR ) Newsfor 28 May - 1 June 2001

Executive Summary

Immediate Calendar :

(UI/AHDOT- 17 June 2001: Historical Review Panel (HRP) : Next meeting at CIA

( U //AIGO ) 11 July 2001: Interagency Security Classification Appeals Panel ( ISCAP ): Next Liaisons'meeting
at NARA , Washington , DC .

Future Planning Calendar:

(UI/AIGO ) 26 July 2001: Interagency Security Classification Appeals Panel ( ISCAP) : Next Principals'
meeting at EOB , Washington , DC.

(ULAILO ) October 2001: The Automatic Declassification Date per Executive Order 12958 , as amended, for

unreviewed general material older than 25 years .

( U / AIVO ) April 2003: The Automatic Declassification Date per Executive Order 12958 , as amended, for

unreviewed intelligence -related or multi- agency records.

Overview of IRR Activities LastWeek :

(ULAIVIO ) FOIA Requests

(UI/AHOL New Times Los Angeles Requests CIA Document on Captain of USS Pueblo
( U / AILA ) The managing editor of New Times Los Angeles submitted a request for a CIA report titled " A
Psychological and Political Analysis of Commander Bucher's Statements " dated 30 January 1968. The editor states
he learned of the report from a footnote in a recently released publication , Foreign Relations of the United States
(FRUS ), 1964-1968, Volume XXIX, Korea, Part 1. The subject of the report is CDR Lloyd Bucher, the captain of
the USS Pueblo , which was seized off the coast of North Korea on 23 January 1968 by North Korean armed forces.
The North Koreans held the Pueblo's crew prisoner for 11 months. The editor enclosed a privacy waiver form signed
by Lloyd Bucher.

The CIA denied the request under FOIA exemption ( b )( 1 ), which exempts classified material from release
in the interest ofnational defense orforeign policy, and exemption(b ) (3 ) regarding the DCI's obligation
" to protect from disclosure intelligence sources and methods...."

(b ) (3)

(b) (5)

( U //ATDOCBS News Interested in Brain 'Fingerprinting'

(UI/AVVO ) A requester with the CBS News program 48 Hours submitted a detailed request for information
concerning " the testing , funding and /or evaluation of research conducted by Dr. Lawrence A. Farwell, dba Human
Brain Research Laboratory, Inc., regarding the ... 'Brain Fingerprinting' system ." The requester is specifically
seeking " documents generated from the CIA's peer- review 'workshop' concerning Dr. Farwell's work conducted in
November 1993 [and] any subsequent requests for funding and their evaluation . "

CIA accepted the request (b ) (3)

(b ) (5)
(UNALULQ ) NationalSecurity Archive Focuses on Peruvian Massacres

ADMINISTRATIVE INTERNAL USE ONLY
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( U /MATUOT Among the requests received this week from the National Security Archive include information on "the
mass grave found between August 14 and 18 , 1984 in Pucayacu , Ayacucho (Peru ) containing 50 bodies that had
been strangled, shot or beaten to death and showed evidence of torture," " the November 13 , 1983 massacre near the
village of Soccos in Ayacucho Department, Peru of between 27 and 50 women and children participating in a
wedding party , " " the January 26 , 1983 massacre in Uchuraccay, Peru of eightreporters by peasants under the
command of the army , " and "the April 3 , 1983 massacre in Santiago de Lucanamarca and Huanca -Sancos, Peru
which resulted in the deaths of 67 peasants and 69 guerrillas by Sendero Luminoso ( the Shining Path ). "

(b) (3 )

(b) (5)

( U //ATVO ) Requester Wants Information on 1959 UFO Meeting
(UI/AHUOT A Kentucky requester asked for the items discussed in a Memorandum for the Record , start date 6 July
1959 in which a meeting was held on 9 July 1959 at the CIA concerning unidentified flying objects. During the
meeting a case involving the ONI (Office of Naval Intelligence) and a woman in South Berwick, Maine was
discussed ." The requester also seeks "all information or records concerning what happened at the CIA 6 July 1959
after that investigation where the investigator of the case contacted a person called AFFA , as well as the following
flying saucer sighting by the three members in the room . "

( b ) ( 5)

The CIA has encountered inquiries about AFFA from UFO requesters in the past. According to other
requesters, AFFA is a native of Uranus. ( b ) ( 3 )

(UI/ATVO ) OIM Declassification Center

(UI/ATVO , ODC Informs Marine Corps of Pending Release of STAR GATE Material about Lt Col Higgins
( U //ATUOT Representatives from the OIM Declassification Center this week informed the Marine Corps that newly
declassified material from the STAR GATE collection will be released soon, which will include information on the
Intelligence Community's efforts to locate kidnapped Marine Corps Lieutenant Colonel William Higgins through
remote viewing . OIM also offered to assist the Marines with notification of Higgin's family of the pending release .

STAR GATE was the project name for US Government research into the parapsychological phenomenon
known as remote viewing. Pursuant to a 1995 Congressional mandate, DIA records on STAR GATE were
transferred to CIA with direction to begin a program ofreview with the intention ofdeclassifying as many
as possible.

Lt Col Higgins was taken captive in 1988 while on a United Nations peacekeeping mission in Lebanon.
US military and intelligence efforts to find Higgins failed , including the STAR GATE remote viewing
program . Higgins was hanged by his captors after 18 months in captivity. The STAR GATE project

involved other high profile cases, including an attempt to locate Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA) Agent
Enrique Camarena who was murdered in Mexico City in 1985, and CIA Chief ofStation William Buckley
who was killed by his pro - Iranian kidnapers in 1984. (b ) ( 3)

(UATUOJ OIM To Begin Processing of Third Tranche of Bay of Pigs Release
( U // ATVA ) Representatives from the OIM Declassification Center (ODC) met with OIM's Special Collection
Division ( SCD ) to begin planning the third release of declassified Bay of Pigs material -- comprising about 15,000
pages. The first tranche of Bay of Pigs material, comprising 3,200 pages, was released to the National Archives and
Records Administration (NARA ) in 1998. SCD currently is reviewing the second tranche -- about 6,800 pages --
which SCD plans to have ready for release by the end of the year .

The Bay of Pigs collection is the thirdproduct line processed by the OIM Declassification Center this fiscal
year. The other two are Guatemala 1954 and the recently completed POW /MIA review . (R. Warshaw ,

(b ) ( 3 )

ADMINISTRATIVE INTERNAL USE ONLY
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(UNAHO) From the Archives : In 1965, DCI Meets with Eminent Photo Scientist

( U // AIGOJ Eminent photo scientist and inventor of the Polaroid camera , Dr. Edwin Land, met with DCI William

Raborn at a working dinner in June, 1965 , according to a memorandum for the record that was recently reviewed by

the DCI team at the OIM Declassification Center. The record indicated the DCI asked Dr. Land "how far he could

see into the future and what future technology promised for intelligence purposes." Dr. Land responded that he

thought 15 years was too far to look ahead and explained that while " it was possible to project the state of the art in

various technologies ... what is difficult to predict is the specific application which can be made of a given

technology." He went on to explain that at Polaroid he had two groups of people , " one of these attempts to look well

into the future and identify concepts, designs and ideas thatmighthave useful application, while the other prepared

detailed plans and developed specific projects." ( b ) (3)

( U / AKLO ) Publications Review Board

( U // ATUO ) Submissions for PRB Review Surge in May

(U / AIVO ) The Publications Review Board (PRB ) received 3,847 manuscript pages in May, the most since it

received 4,067 pages in January 1999. Although this was an impressive increase in submissions from previous

months, the fiscal year's total is still well behind that of FY 2000. With four months to go in the fiscal year, the

Board is unlikely to reach the 25,400+ page total it had for FY 2000 .

Novels accountfor two of the larger submissions we received this week ; one submission was a

textbook -length treatise on intelligence. (b ) (3 )

(b ) ( 3)

( b ) ( 5 )

This is a record .

(b ) (3 )

CC :

Sent on 6 June 2001 at 10:25:18 AM
(b ) ( 3 )

ADMINISTRATIVE INTERNAL USE ONLY
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20 December 1973

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD

SUBJECT : E. Howard Hunt

1. I phoned Paul Burns , Special Assistant to the DDO, and

said that we had someleads that could be followed by whoever hag

the action in the DDO intracking down Hunt'sactivities during the

fall of 1964, when he was alleged to have been engaged in surveillance

activities ofBarry Goldwater.

**************

2. I said that our files showedHunt wasin DO Division (Burns

was not familiar with that title, but recognized it as the predecessor

of FR Division) and in August 1964 was assigned to the Washington

field office. I suggested that Stan Gaines , who was Deputy Division

Chicſ of DO Division and now DCOS might be in a position to

give a few groupson what Hunt was supposed to be doing then. i

suggested that he be queried by cable. Burns said Gaines is staying

on under contract for a while, so would continue to be available.

i .

3. I said that Fig Coleman was on the Iberian desk when the

Hunt assignment to Madrid was brought up in 1964 and when Hunt

went: to the field in 1965. He could give the background on the assign

ment, which seems to have been through Karamessines at Helme

direction. His recollection would give leads. I told him that Coleman

became COSO later, after Hunt left Spain , and could provide

information on whatHunt did not do for the Agency during that period.

I suggested that bothHelmsand Karamessines should be queried .

Igaveas a possible press treatinent that Hunt wasengaged in

domestic operations ( something , Senator Baker is pursuing ),and that.

his assignment to Spain after the cléction could be presented as giving

him iime to cool off. I thought we had to pursue the matter to be

sure we know the facts.

4. I asked Burns to be sure that we are on information distribution

of cables to the field on this. given our assigned responsibility for

keeping, files on Watergate. He said we are on the PLMHPLANK for

messages to Helms. He would advise the action officeri i said we are

available for any help we can give.

4.2

S. D. BreckinridgePanching

:::: . ici .
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9 May 1974

MEMORANDUM FOR : OPS / RMO

SUBJECT : Watergate File Research - Final Report

1. The files of the immediate office of the Chief , OPS /OSG

have been checked for material relevant to the subject of this
memorandum , The check included chronological files of communi--

cations of which I was the author while assigned to
in the period July 1970. to. July 1973. Nothing pertinent was found .

2. I have attempted to recollect any other details which

conceivably could be pertinent and which relate to the period
of my assignment to The only points which I recall.but

on which I have no documentation are these ;

a . There were occasional joshing: inquiries made of me

by. American residents of about the reported presence
in Spain of E. Howard Hunt in 1972. My standard reply wa's

that I knew only what I had heard rumored . For the record ,

ät no time did Hunt contact me , andI have never known of his

having tried to contact any Station personnel in during

the period . 1970-73.' I made 'no effort personally to ascertain

whether or not. Hunt was in Spain , and I had no effort made by

any Station member ,

bi A. Station officer , possibly ! 1. now

assigned to was given some information by an

informant in 1972 concerning reported activities in Spain

by Robert Vesco . I suggested that the information be given

informally to the Embassy's Economic Section chief, John

Oliver. That officer was. charged with keeping abreast of.

developments related to- Vesco. The Station did not pursue

that subject , as I recall, because it was not a topic of

reportable interest, according to requirements of the period.
...

E2.IM : CET

CI. 6Y 056759

SECRET
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-SUBJECT : Watergate Flic Research - Final Report (cont'd )

3. There is no other employee assigned to my immediate

Coffice who has relevant personal knowledge of events and
personalities .

Robert E. Onein

Robert E. Oiven
Chief , OPS /OSG
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27 FEG 1974

MEMORANDUM FOR : Inspector General

SUBJECT : " Howard Hunt

1. , At the recent request of the Deputy Director for

Management and Services, the Office of Finance has searched

its records to determine if we could find any payment to

Mr. Hunt in an amount of approximately $ 30,000 that required

no accounting.

2. We have searched the following records:

b .

The expense runs for the period July 1964 to .

June 1973 for the immediate Office of the DCI ,

the immediate Office of the DD / P , FI Staff

CI Staff , CA :: Staff and the Office of Security

We have checked various itens that were re

flected in these expense records but have

identified nothing relating to Mr. Hunt .

The Station , JMWAVE and FR/Washington

Office accountings to determine if there were

funds passed by the Stations to Mr. Hunt during

'the year he served under non -official' cover in

Madrid . We could find no payment to Mr. Hunt

either in his true name or his two identified

pseudonyms .

Mr. Hunt's travel claims for the period

1960-1972 and have found nothing in these

travel.claims that were not consistent with

normal travel expenses , i.e.,
transportation ,

per dien .

We made a specific analysis of Mr. Hunt's

advance account for the period he was under

non -official cover (July '65-Sept : 166 ) and have

C.

d .

E2 IMIDET

CL BY : 00656.7
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SUBJECT : Howard Hunt
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determined that $ 33 , 500 was advanced to him

for travel and transportation of household

goods to and from Madrid with one trip to

Paris for he and his family to renew their

Spanish visas . All of this advance was fully

accounted for. However, in his accounting ,

one item appeared unusual, It was an

expenditure of $ 1,600 for a sensitive

operation which was approved for write -off by Mr.

Desmond Fitzgerald on 1 June 1966 without

further accounting.

3. Also , we confirmed that no other Agency advance accounts

were established for Mr. Hunt during this period .

4. At the beginning of his non -official cover tour , it

was necessary to establish a bank account in his name. The

EUR Division accordingly requested we open an account at the

Chase, Manhattan Bank in Mi. Hunt's name to receive all non

salary payments . ** (Mr. Hunt had an account at Riggs National

Bank to receive his salary and allowance payments ) .

following:deposits were made to the account during 1965. and

1966 :

Account opened : 13 July 1965

13 July 1.965 $ 10,000

22 July 1965 5,000

15 September 1965 5,000

6 October 1965 5,000

19 July 1966 5,000.

$ 30,000

All of the above have been accounted for by submission

of travel and transportation accountings .

5 . lie feel at this time without specific- guidelines that ,

further searching would be somewhat".fruitless . One strange

aspect of the non- official cover assignment in Madrid is that

all the costis teñe charged to the support allotment of the

.EUR Division which is not normal as non -official cover people .

are usually assigned to a project. It is unusual to have a

case officer abroad for one year on an operational assigrmont

without him incurring operational expenditures .

2 -
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SUBJECT : Howard Hunt

6 . The Office of Finance has not found operational

expenditures except for the $ 1,600 mentioned above .

Therefore , it is suggested that Mr. Karanessines be questioned

as to a project or projects to which Mr. Hunt's operational

expenditure's if incurred would have been charged .

7. Another possible course of action is to request the

Director to approve my asking
at Chase

Manhattan Bank to provide a transcript of all entries into

Mr. Hunt's Chase Manhattan Bank account .

We are currently reviewing records of all cashier's

checks prepared and issued by Monetary to determine if any

were payable to Mr. Hunt . Hopefully this effort will be

finished by the end of the week .

8 .

Mille
Thomas B Yale

Director of Finance

• 3 -
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20 December 1973

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD

SUBJECT : E. Howard Hunt

1. I spoke with . Fig Coleman about Hunt's assignment to Spain .
I had spoken with him back in August when we were inquiring into
reported activities involving Mrs. Hunt......

ibor

-

,
45

2. Coleman said that he got out of the War College in May 1964
( bywhich he fixed the time) , and took over the Iberian desk . Bill

Ryan was C / EUR (or was it WE Division at the time). In early autumn
Ryan said that he had just been informed by the DDP (Karainessines )
that Hunt was to be assigned to las Dcos , as a directed assign

:.-ment by Helms, A memo wa's prepared and sent to the cos , I
(now retired). There wasnothing further for about a month when Ryan
called Coleman in and showed him a RYBAT letter from ]stating
that Ambassador Stanley J. Woodward would not have Hunt in the
Embassy .

3. Woodward had been the Ambassador to Uruguay when Hunt
was COS Montevideo . He had a low.opinion of Hunt and was counting
the day's until Hunt left . The President of Uruguay visited President .
Eisenhower in the States , at which time lic requested a personal favor-
that Hunt be reassigned to Montevideo , So Hunt took another tour .
Woodward was outraged , and had his revengo in 1964 when Hunt was
to be sent.as DCOS

4. After a couple of months -carly 1965-- Ryan called Coleman

in and ; observing that there was more than one way to skin a cat,
told him that Hunt was going to Spain under nonofficial cover. This

didn't require anything special, Ryan saying that he didn't know

much about it. It came to him froni Karamessincs.on Helms ' order .
Hunt was to have the telephone number of the cos, but he would do

nothing for the stadion. Hunt was to submit administrative vouchers
for reimbursement of his expenses and they were to be paid . Coleman

said he never saw Hunt before he went oul, He knows that there was

no operational reporting , to indicate that Hunt was doing anything:

C
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The vouchers were not largc , alihough the documentation was poor ,

Coleman raised the question with Ryan about his signing off, and
Ryan said he could talk to Karamessines il ho wished . Because

Coleman. had a close personal association with Karamessines he:
did just that. He was told by Karamessincs that he didn't know much

about it cithor--" Helms said send him out. " He wās instructed to go
ahcad .

5. In carly July 1966 ( 4 July) Coleman went to Madrid . He

had a ten day turnover with Hunt had already gone and
he did not see him . said he didn't know what Hunt did , but

that Coleman need not worry because he was gone.

ma
per

bambini

rapide
et

6. Several months ago was at a seminar at which

Ambassador Woodward was also present. At the time he asked
about Hunt. Woodward said it might still be dragged into the press,
Tad Szulc had been after Woodward about the Hunt assignment to
Spain . Coleman observed that Szulc did have a long article.on Hunt
in the NewYork Times , and the Spain assignment iras mentioned,
but without any conclusions as to its. sig ificance..

Coleman said the RYBAT file of C /EUR may have something on
the event, but not much. A letter out and the 'reply , but not much more.

+0. Buch

S. D. Breckinridge

2

Clinic

ZAYER
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22 liebruary 1974

ZG File 1 ul 38

MEYORA:VOUN FOR THE RECORD

SUBJECT : E. Horard Hunt --Madrid Assignment

1 . On 22 February 1974 , Mr. Frederick N. Evans

and the undersigned interviewed Mr. Edward Ryan ,

Chief , Staff D , Deputy Director for ' Operations , on

the subject of Mr. E. Howard Hunt . During the period

of Mr. Hunt'sassignment as a Contract 36 A agent

to Madrid between July 1965 and September 1966 , Mr.

Ryan had been the Deputy Chief of the Western European

Division , Deputy Director for Plans . The purpose of

the interview was to determine if Mr. Ryan had any

information bearing on the matter of the operational

assigament of Mr. Hurt during this period .

2. Mr. Ryan stated that the assignment of Mr.

Hunt both to the puropean Division and to Madrid was

handled without benefit of the routine processing

procedures through the Western Europcan Division.

Mr. Huni's assignment was coordinated and directed

by Mr. Thomas Karanessines , the Assistant Deputy Director

for Plans. With regard to operational dutics , Mr. Ryan

was unaware of any specific project or target for Mr.

Hunt . Mr. Ryan made the specific obscrvation that if

Mr. 'Hunt produced positive intelligence on the Iberian

target during this period the officials responsible

for this effort within the Western Luropean Division

were totally unaware of it.

Mr. Pyan stated that most of his knovledge of

Wr . Hunt's activity and the nature of his assignment

during this period came more through heassay tlian .

direct official knowledge . For example , he cited the

connent made by "a. mutual acquaintance of his and Mr. :

Hint's to the effect that Mr. Hint stated that while

in Madrid he was going to " play golf and write books . "

rir . Ryan tias asked specifically whether or not he was

5
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under the impression that i'r llunt's lriting aceivities

were cither being encouraged or subsidized directly

by this Agency in ariy viticial effort . Mi. Äymi re

sponded that he was personally ' not aware of any such

arrangement . He added as an expression of personal

opinion that Mr : liunt had no operational function and

was simply granted the opportunity to write books for

lis. own personal gain at Government expense during this

period :*
?

con heorie
Lawrence J. Howe

RS
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22 February 1974

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD

SUBJECT: Conversation with Sam Halpern

1. I met: with Sam Halpern for about 20 minutes this morning
in GgiO, where he is cleaning up some details before he goes to
his new aggigrin ontas DC/DCD. I told him generally about our

attempt to reconstruct Howard Hunt's assignments and financial
transactions, and asked him particularly for recollections he may

have of Hunt's assignment in Spain in mid - 1965 to the fall of 1966 .

2. Halpern said that he has no recollection about such an

assigament. In June 1965 he moved from WH Divisionwith Des
FitzGeräld when he became the DD / P . At about that lime :

Halpern's father died and he was in New York for the funeral

and ten days of religious observations following that. " He was back
in mid - June. and in and out from then on as he got ready to attend
tho National War College which began in August , ' He did not return
to that office until the end of June 1966 .

3. Halpern observed that during this period Karámessines
wa's ADDP with Helmsmoving up to be DDCI . He thought it entirely
possible that Helms and Karamessines could have handled this
on their own

4. Halpern said that Évan Parker had come into thc office
of the DD/P shortly before Helms becameDDCI, and had returned
from Honolulu for thatpurpose. He stayed on fox SitzGerald until
Halpern returned from the National War College. He suggested
someone might talk to Evan Parker who may have kaown something
about it (although hemay not ) . He also suggested talking to Georgia .

S / S. D. Erdem

S. D. Breckinridge

$ 7 ?????? .
09:391.POT CL BY

1
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26 Fils 12 , Tul it

21 Fcuruary 1974

ME : ORANDUM FOR THE RECORD

SUBJECT : Watergate-- Frank A. O'Malley

At 3p.m. on the afternoon of 19 February 1974 ;
Mr. Frederick N. Evans and Lawrence J. Howe intervieived
Mr. Frank A. O'Malley at his residence , 6419 Lakeview
Drive , Falls Church , Virginia . Mr. O'Malley retired
from this Agency in June of 1972 . Prior to retirement
Mr. O'Mallcy was an officer in the External Employment
Assistance Branch , Retirement Activities Division of
the Office of Personnel . It was Mr. O'Malley's function
to assist personnel retiring from this Agency in finding
post - retirement coployment. In this capacity :Mr . O'Malley
had been instrumental in the plazoment of Mr. E. Howard
Hunt in the Robert R. Mullen public relations firn .
purpose of this interview was to attempt to determine if
additional information could be developed from M2 : O'Malley
with regard to the placement of Mr. Hunt with the Mullen
Company .

2 . Mr. O'Malley began the interview by recalling
the naturc of his past Agency associations both with Mr.
Hunt and the Mullen Company . Mr. O'Malley stated that
prior to assuming his responsibilities in the Office of
Personnel he had served with Central Cover Staff in the
area dealirg with the funding of covert action projects .
In this capacity he had become familiar with the acti
yitics of Mr Hunt while Mi. Hunt functioncd on the Covert
Activities Staff primarily in the propaganda ficld . Mr.
O vallcy stated that he first came in contact with the
Mullen Company when he was attempting to find an organi
zation to handić the public relations effort of a covert
Agency activity known as the Free Cuba Comittec . Mr.

1!21.1ey related that he had arranged this cover through
the Christian forn Organization and that liis cuties in
volved all aspects of the funding of this activity . Nr .
O'Hallejo described thc rature of his working rel: tionship

.

SENDARE
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with dr . Robert R. 1 ! cn as being close .. ! cordial .
#r . Dilalley stated that Mr. Mullen is in the habit
of confiding to hia ir formation concerning other Mullen
business . coortacis and projects . in response to a
specific question , Mr. O'Malley: stated that during tlic
period of his contact with the mullen Company dealing
with the Free Cuba Committee , Mr. Muilen told him the
Howard Hughes Organization was a client of the concern .

3. Mr. O'Malley reiterated his previous statements
that Mr. Hunt was referred to his office for placement
assistance through the Office of the Executive Director,
then Colonel L. K. Whitė . Mr. O'Malley , stated that in
view of Nr. Hunt's interests in the public relations
field , it was thought advisable to put Mr. Hunt in touch
with Mr. Robert Mullen for the purpose of gaining the
benefit of Mr. Mullen's guidance . Mr. O'Malley recalled ,
after the initial meeting, Mr. Hullén mentioned having
met Mr. Hunt some yeaf's previously in Paris , France .
Nr . O'Malley's office arranged intervielis with various
organizations including Reader's Digest and the Kennecott
Copper Company . Through the offices of the Mullen Company
an interview was arranged with the General Foods Corpora
tion , a Mullen client . Mr. O'Malley stated there was
disappointment that Mr. Hunt had been unsuccessful in
" selling himself" during any of these interviews and that
no job offers had resulted . In response to a question
as to whether or not executive level : interest was still
being shoirn in Mr. Hunt's post - employment placement ,
Mr. O'Malley recalled that Mr. Richard Helms , then
Director of Central Intelligence , was listed as a charac
tęë rcference on Mr. Hunt's resume and that Mr. Holms
signed a letter of recommendation to the Kennecott Copper
Company on Mr. Hunt's behalf . Mr. O'Malley recalled being
contacted in the last month of Mr. Hunt's Agency service by
Mr. rullen , who stated that a decision had been made to
expand their operations. In view of this expansion , Nr .Nullen had decided he would hinself offer Mr Hunt a job .
Hr . Mullen had stated that he was interested in having Mr.
liunt begin work inzediately . However , Mr. O !Nalley recalled that Mr Hent completed retireaert fonalities and
actually started work for the . Mullen Coapany ' approximatelya week to 10 days later .'

:

2

:
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: ! r . O'zlalicy stated thai conizet was maintained
1: iilci funt sinile at the l ! cn Company on 3 Co.?tinuingbasis , because Mr. O'nllcy was interested in lir . Huntfor possible refcr.al si ucier Ayency retirees . Nr .
Ovalley also undorstood trat there was cover and Con
mercial sizff interest in the Mullon Company , arid thatMr. Hunt became instrumental in discussing screral aspects
of the cover operations in his capacity as an officer of
the company . Mr. O'Malley recallcd referring variousAger.cy officers to Mr. Hunt for guidance when these indi
viduáls expressed an interest in entering the public
relations field . Mr. O'Malley did recall disappointnent
in feeling Mr. Hunt had generally been less helpful onthese occasions .

5. Mr. Hunt contacted Mr. O'Malley on several occasions
requesting referral of retiring Agency erployees with
specific qualifications . These instances occurred apparently after Mr. Hunt had assumed his responsibilities withthe White House . In one instance Mr. Hunt requested referral of a recently retired Agency secretary . As ir
previous memoranda and discussions , Mr. O'Malley was unableto recall the name of this individual ... He did , however ,
state that he is quite certain Mr. Hunt turned down theindividual whom he referred . As a point of clarification ,
Mr. O'Malley said that this individual had not previously
been known to Mr. Hunt , nor had she previously worked
for him in any capacity Nr . O'l- alley also recalled ?request from ir . Jiunt for an individual having skilis in
the area of locks and surreptitious entry . A resume of
Mr. Thomas C. Anato was provided to Mr. Hunt at that time .It is Mr. O'Halley's recollection that Mr : Hunt specificallystated that a person with Mr. Anato's qualifications was
needed in connection with a requirement of the Howard
Hughes Organization in Las Vegas , Nevada . Mr. O'Malley
stated the opinion that it was his impression that theduties involved would include the monitoring of a listening
device in an undisclosed location . Mr. O'Malley reiteratedhis understanding that Mr. Anato did not accept Mr. Hunt's
cffer of comployment .

6. Mr. O'Malley then recalled ' request from Mr. Hunt
for a recorrendation of a security scrvice organization
to carry out an electronic countermeasures " sweep . " , Mr.
O'Malley recornended the Wackenkut Corporation . Nr .

3
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O'r!alley recallcil iliat kr . Hiri cxpresse ? dissatisfaction
wicht irat sumsussioni in part because of natin . ifunc
viciad! as ihale firm's political oricata : ign . Mr. O'Malley
did not claborate further on that remark . Mr. O'Malleythen suggested the use of Anderson Security Corsultants .
Incorcorèted ,

Nr. Oa! Icy statid hat irisoíar as this
organization was advertised in the yello: pages and that
Mr. Hunc could be assured of the reliability of the ser
vices , he felt this to be a reasonable suggestion . Mr.
O'Malley stated that during a subsequent phone call when
Mr. O'Malley asked how his suggestion had worked out ,
dr . Hurt responded , " Yes , they had done a fine job . "
At this point. Mr. O'Malley was asked whether or not from
his associations with Mr. Hunt he felt . Hr . Hlunt was in
the habit of making glib connents which herc not neces
sarily accurate in order to pass over a subject . Mr.
O'Malley stated that this was categorically so . He said
he ivas sure that Mr. hunt had lied to him on a number of .
occasions and that , therefore , he was in ro position to

· be sure that Mr. liuni had actually , in faci , used the
services of Anderson Security Consultants . Mr. O'Malley
volunteered the opinion that he suspected the clectronic
countermeasures " sweep ' was to be carried out in the officesof the Committee to Re - elect the President .

7. In response to a question as to whether he had
ever referred anyone to McCord Associates , Mr. O'Malley
replied that he remembered having referred Walter Brayden .
Mr. Brayden for a time acted as bodyguard to Mrs. Martha
Mitchell. As an aside Mr. O'Halley nentioned that Mr.
Brayden had refused to carry a firearia in spite of the
fact that Mr. McCord told him he could do so on the author
ity of the Attorney General . Asked specifically if he had
ever referred either William Sliea or Teresa Shea to Mr.;
PicCord , Mr. O'Malley stated that he did not recall specif
içally referring Teresa Shea and that he was sure that hehad not rcfcrred Willian Shea to hin . So , contrary to
previous staterents , it is now Mr. O'Malley's belief that
in all probability Mrs. Shea was not referred by this
Agency to Mr. McCord .

:

>
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8 . Rei , .ning to Mr. O'Malley's fi'ious responsibilities
in coordinating funding for the covert action activities
:: . E. lioxarel I!une, llic issue was raisculas co wcther

or not the funding of Sr. Hunt's projecis continued beilieen
July 1965 Jild September 1966 whilc wi. liuic was a contrace
cmployce stationed at iladrid , Spairin . 4. O'Hallcy recalled
that at the tige of Mr. Hunt's assister.to madrid the
statement disseminated for consumption within the Agency
was that Mr. Hunt was retiring . Mr. O'Malley stated that
this was not generally believed . Mr. O'Vallcy was quite :
certain that during this period his office handled no
project funding for Mr. llunt . In response to specific
question Mr. O'Mallcy stated tha : on Mr. Hunt's return to
staff cñployment . the projects and funding which stopped in

--July 1965 were again resumed. Mr. O'Malley was not aware
of any project names or funding mechanisras or post - assignment
accountings in connection with Mr. Hunt's activities in
Madrid .

Merid
Frederick N. Evans

himalattieLawrence J , Hove

kombatan

32
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21 Fobruary 1974 دنلبرس

MEWORLOUN FOR THE RECORD

SUBJECT : Office of Finance Rocords • B. Howard Hunt

1 . On the instruction of Mr. Steven L. Kuhn , Chief

of Operations, PSI; the undersigned made an appointment

for the afternoon of 20 February 1974 to intervies Mt.

WilliamCaufleld , Chief, Certification and Liaison Divi .
slon , Office of Finance , and Nr . of Pinance

on the subjact of Mr; E. Howard Hunt. At the outset of
tho interview Mr. Caufield advised the undersigned that

instruction had been received from the Director of the

. -Office of Finance , Mr. Thomas Yalo , that discussion on

tha subject of Mr.Hunt was to be carried out only with
the Office of the Inspector General. Mr. Cauftold stated

that he had informed Mr. Yale of the requested intervien
and had received this Instruction with the suggestion
that the undersigned contact Mr. Yale directly with any

Inquiry ,

2. Accompanied by yr . Caufield , the undersigned
briefed Mr. Yale on the natura of the request and iden :
tified, tha "Task Force " effort being undertaken by the

Office of Security in concert with theOffices of the
Inspector Gansril and Loģislative Counsel . Mr. Yala .
responded that he recognized the legitimacy of the in
quiry . '. Yale explained that subs'aquent to initiation

of the complete audit being undertaken by Mr. Jof
the Audit Staff , the Deputy Director for Management and

Services , Mr. Harold L. Brownman , had requested the
Ofzico of Finance to discontigua their investigation of
1r.blunt to avoid duplication . z . Yalo aüdud paren
thetically that it was the natura of Finance Officers

not to love a job half dons and tha : Ei " informal " .
inquiry into Mr. hunt's Financial records had neverthe
less continued at a mors subdued pace .

.

22 I !POET

CL BY 01.1698:: ?
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3. ! A revist of the circumstanco3 . surrounding Mr.

Hunt ! . convorsion to Contract Typo i crployment and
assisagent was ihon unidorsakon by Jessrs . Yalo , Caufiold ,

and the undersigned , Tho contract and payroll

filcs Mr. llunt wore reviowed for possiblo indications
of the nature of the operational activity undertaken in
Madrid . A review of travel vouchers . indicated that Mr.

his family made accountings indicating departurs

iron Wish Lngton , D.C., on 5 August 1965 with an arrival
in Madrid , Spain , on 16 August 1965. Tha'cosis of this
travel were charged to the budget of the WesternHani .

sphere Division , Deputy Diroctorate for plans ,

Siarion Support account. A subsequent accounting sum .
mariiod PCS travel cxpensos and included a payment for
apartaent rontal for 16 , 17 and 18 August 1965 with a

payment la the amount of $ 125 to Mr. for

this purpose .

4. It was datorninad that an allottae bank account
in Mi, Hunt's name had been 'ostablished at the Riggs.
National Bank of Washington . 111 galary and other non .

operational reimbursements were made to Mr. Hùnt through
starile check to this account , An oporational account
was established for Mr. Hunt with the Chaso Markettaa .
Sans of New York City . A review of 3il.payments made to
Mr. Hunt through the Chase bank account Carough ir . Hunt's
oosrational advance subsidiary account, or 1412 account,
had been made . Thore was no record of any operational
accounts or advances beins processod through this channel .
viz . Yal , statod that this fict' defined his concern . He
felt that it was inconceivable that Mr. Hiunt could have
undortakan operational activity without some transfer of
or accounting for funds . To date , no such records have

dizraga or operational FAN number has been locäted . Al

expenses conneciéd with Mz : Hunt identified to data were
charged to the Support. A review nade o.

records. has not indicated any "Developmontal

and ratat o Opportunity (OTO ) " . funds, or " Other Opera .

tional Activity ( COA) ". fundsexpended by or on behalf of
Mr. Hunt . These two accounts would normally bo the source

of operational funding not charged against a specific pro
ject activity .

.::
**

2
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S. Aroriew of all of the travol vouchers on recordFor Mr. iiune during this period also failed tu identify
a projc:. In addition to the PCS and Tolurn youchers ,tuo ochor 3ccountlags are oz rocord . ( no accountingcovered a trip by the entire lluat family to Paris " forthe ponoval oi visas . " A second voucher covered a TDYtrip from Madrid to washington with roturn to ladrid23 a by 4r . liunt from 5 January to 3 January 1966 .voucher states in the spice provided for the citation of
tire travel order number " no travol order . " The account
ing was approved and signed by Mr. Thomas Zarasassinos ,then Deputy Director for Plans . No justification orstatement of purpose for this TOY was given on the account
lagi

6. Yr . Yala dotornlaod that further review of possible
sources or

identifiction of operational funding was inorder. Pr . Yala gare instructions that the ont Ire 1442advance account of Mr. Hunt be reviewed for other possible
channels of funding outside of the Nex York Chaso account .
Aftor discussion , it was agreed that particular attention
be taken to any items connected with publishing or bookroyalties . Nr . Yale noted that the royalty offsot waivorprovision annoaded to Mr.

Hunt's.contract was , lá his ex
periance , somewhat unusual .

7. Mr. Yala was informed by the undorsiyned of theintention to interview Mr. Edward Ryan , currently Chlef ,Division D , who was at the time of bl . Hüni's Madrid assign
Rent ; Deputy Chios of the Western Hemisphera Division . Hr .
als sugzested that Mr. Davis Powell also be interviewed .

Tha undarsigned in forned Hr Yale that this had been done
and briefed Mr. Yala on the generally rogative results of
Tas Intervion . ir . Yala then recommended that Mr. SamHalpeta be interrowed . Nr . Yale noted that yr Halpen
had been 37 assistant to Mr. Desmond Fitzgerald when thelattar was Chief, Mesten Henisphor . Division and had ac
companied it . Fit : 3erald when he became Deputy Dirac or forPlans : " r . Yals recalled that subsequent 70 Mr. Fltzgerald's
passing at Ni Halpern remained on the stars and actod as
in Executive Officer for . Thomas Jaramos3inos . Ir , Yala
siated that fros sis experioncc , dr . Karanessines wouldhayo dalagated all the arranging of " detail3. " surrounding
an assignent such a's Vr Hunt's to Mr. Halpern . Yal .offered to parenthetical observation of his surprise at
what he laserpreted to be retisance to date to intervewe
: 17 : Halpe .

3

SI :73 17 : :
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The undersigned assured Mr. Yalo that lie would be
in forned of any inforzation identifying any possible project
activity developed in subsequent investigation . Mr. Yale
stated that any information in this area would greatly
facilicate the job of checking computorized financial
records .

a.

Lawrence J. Howe

4

Origins
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CHASE 12 :: !! / TTAN PRWK MCCOUNT

Check No. Date Payed Amount

8 20 October , 1965 Unknown $ 1,650.00

( 2 months rent as deposit plus 1 month

in advance at $ 550 per month . Substan

tiated by lease)
!

!
69.3426 November , 1965 Casa Guggenbuhl

( for storage of trunks during 3 mos .

temporaryhousing)

10 10 December , 1965 Security Storage Co. $ 1,070.82

( final destination charges per attached

invoice . Insurance charge of $ 1.00 is

personal expense . )

Expenses

November 18 , 1965 ptas. 150

December 20 , 1965

Flowers for Sra . de !!ax ' Porrei!

Dinner at House of Mingi

Ex-bolivian Ambassador and wife ,

( Perny letter of 21 December 1965 )

Ptas . 2250

Mowara Hunt
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SERVICES OTHER THAN PERSONAL Terenco . S. CRABANAC
DESCRIPTION OF EENO I TUOI ATTACH MICCIPIS 40 JIM SLIPARTING ON Minis

000 i Illiuiܫܺܐܳܚܢܐܪܐاننارنا
12 :

18 Nov 1965 Flowers for Sra . de Max Borroll . Pesetas 150 @ 60 / $ 1.00 $2.50
20 Dec 1965 Dinner at llouse of Ving . Ex - Bolivian Ambassador and wife .

Pesetas 2250_0_60 / $ 1.00 _ - _ $ 37.50-* -40.00-

* For opcrational security reasons a receipt has not obtained .

(Credit the 1.2 advance account . )

atheir regal , oba riquis prisl .
Joll we asiruole rucein ol ! Imola . nu.1 .dotter le .... Peidi . * . .

* PATIFY TIIAT THE DISBURSEMENTS ITCHIZED ABOVE HERE NECESSARILY MADE BY ME IN THE CONDUCT
EFICIAL BUSINESS.OF. A CONFIDENTIAL , EXTRAORDINARY, OR EMERGENCY NATURE , THAT I HAVE NOT

Hon WIL I DE . 'REINO URSED THEREFOR FROM ANY OTHER SOURCE . AND THAT THIS CLAIM AND AT.
HA :ENTS ARE TRUE AND CORRECT . ' ( See true name attachment )

DATE SICNATURE OF PAYE

31 - ivator CLIMANY
DATE SIGNATURE OF AGENTI CERTIFY FUNDS ARE AVAILABLE

NI .. MO . CHARGC FAN ACCOUNT NO .
APPROVED

SICHATURCAF APPROVING OFFICERDATE

6-2282
6136-1347 ( code 3) 1766 wife RECEIPT FOR FUIS. RECEIVED

DATC
ADDP

CESTIFIED FOAL PAYMENT OR CREDIT
AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE

PAYIT RECEIVED
IN AMOJAT OF goodwirt
DATE SIGNATURE OF O PAVEL AGOSTDATE

12/25/6014 Feb 66 : Y / BE
SPACE BELCW CHE

DESCRIPTION . ALL OTHER ACCOUNTS 13:33 34.39 $ 31.34
STATION OBLIG .20-33 CA

COOC REF , NO .C14 . PAY OR GENERAL
DESCRIPTION . LCOGER#CAT. J PO PERTSADVANCEOVANCC ACCOUNTS 12.27 IMI ! , 00C.20 . ACCT . NO .ED 4001... ::: LIQ .P10JECT NE COOC YR

33.86
COST . FAN

ACCOUNT SYMBOL
87-70

03JECT
CLASS

21.80
AMOUNT

ND : Ca. O .88 70
ce 02DUE
OATE

DESIT CREDIT...

SA ! 22.92 255BirkinLiNACI ris! BEE

karacacions

ERABANCI

53ید
3.601.c. 61:36/3417
36 :1.001361347

142.2

37:50

2:50
Bucal 50:12:51 loco

DEL
EI02Tm

DATE PREPARED DY DATE REVICTEDDY
15

3 /td
68.85 % TOTAS

&

SECRET 312393

go Hoco

264
SULOT CRCLP !

nomlarnenLAST ADD TO AKIW

OVER
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$ 998.30
PCS to Madrid Per dien/misc exp

Air fare (self & family ) 2,257.50

HHE , POV , etc 7,547.76

TLA , quarters , etc 6,662.00

Education allowance 1,440.00 $ 18,905.56

384.61
TDY Madrid/ Paris reentry visa

Air fare only for self & family

PCS to Has Per diem /misc exp .
$ 178.82

Air fare (self & family) 1,394.55

HHE , POV , etc 10,731.97

TLA
12,904.68599.34

40.00
Operational entertainment - Madrid Nov 65

LKD 1,600.00
Approved expenditure

o
Madrid 1 July . 1966

$ 33,834.85
Total expenditures

33,500.00

.
Less advances received (bank deposit , $ 30,000 ;

cash $ 3,500 )

Cash settlement to close A / C - $ : 334.85
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15 February 1974

16 Felell Yaho38

MEMORWDUM FOR THE RECORD

SUBJECT : Interview of Mr. Davis Powell

on the David St. John Novels

1 . On the morning of 15 February 1974 , tho
undersigned interviewed Nr . Davis Powell , currently
a Budget Officer on the staff of the Deputy Director
for Management and Services . dr . Powell is located
in Room 7018. During 1965 d . Powell was Chief of
Support of the then designated Yestern European Divi
sion . In July 1965 & contract was writton authorizing

salary and benefits to Mr. E. Howard Hunt for an assign
ment under non-official cover to Madrid , Spain . The

purpose of this interview was to dotornino 16 Mr. Powell
had say Information on Mr. Hunt's activitios during this
period.

2 . Nr. Powell responded that from his recollection ,
it was Mr. Hunt's habit to deal only with the most senior
officer available . In this case Mr. Hunt deilt directly
with the then Chief of Western Europian Division , Mr.
Rolf Kingsley , Mr. Powell status that , in his capacity
as Chief of Support, any activity undertaken to support
Mr. Hunt's assignment to Madrid was undertaken second

and thirdhand on receipt of instructions frou Mr. Kingsley's
office . He further stated that he was never brioied on

the purpose of Nr . Hunt's nission and could add little in
terms of speculation . Mr. Powell recommended that Mr.
Eduard Ryan , who was then Deputy Chief of wastern European
Division, bö contacted . Nr. Powell also suggested that
Niss artha Sevilla de interviewed . Miss Seville was the
Sxecutive Secretary in Western European Division during the
tine that ii Hune's contract was written and Miss Saville
subsequently served in Madrid nerself. Mr. Puwell under
stands that Miss Seville is currently assigned to the
offica of the Chief , European Division .

L3wrenco J. liowe
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15 February 1974

I6 Feb 11 Tub38

::IEMORANDUM FOR TB RECORD

SUBJECT : Interview of Mr. Rogers Brooks

on the David St. John Novels

1. At. 0930 on the morning of 15 February 1974 ,

the undersigned interviewed, Mr. Rogers Brooks , Chief ,
Contract Personnel Division , Office of Personnel .

The purpose of this interview was to determine if Mr.
Brooks had any information not contained in the con
tract Personnel file ofMr. 2. Howard Hunt on the
latter's activities while a Contract Type A employee.

2. Mr. Brooks summarized his recollections by
saying that, although it was not common practice it

was not ontirely unusual for highly sensitive contracts
to be administered without the contracting officor being
made awaro of the operational objective involved . Mr.
brooks stated that he recalls somo of the controversy
involved in proparing the contract dealing with the

question of offset and housing allowance , but he was
unable to recall any of the details. It was Mr. Brooks

sugestion that the Office of Finance be contacted and

that their contract porsonnel records on Mr. Blunt be .
checked for information .

:

Lawrence J. Howe

1
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14 February 1974

Ii fel !! , Test 38

MEMORLDUN FOR THE RECORD

SUBJECT : Intarview with Mr. Feyond A. Rocca
on the David St. Joha Novels .

1 . On the morning of 14 February 1974 Messrs .
Frederick Evans and Lawronce Howa iaterviewed Mr. Raymond
A , Rocca , Deputy Chief , Counter Intolligence Operations ,

The purpose of the interview was to follow up on infor •
mation contained in office of Security files which stated
the belief that individuals in the Counter Intelligence

Operations office had knowledge of the writing activities
of Mr. E. Howard Hunt , This belief was a mattor of record

in the files of the former Security Research Staff and was
attributed to Mr. Paul Gaynor , non retired; and Mr. Edward
Sayla .

2 . During this interview Mr. Rocca was specifically
àskad whether or not he had knowledge of the existence of

any form of official sponsorship or encouragement to Mr.
E. Iloward Hunt to writo novels to isprove the image of

this Agency . Additionally , Nr . Rocca was asked whether
or not any assistance was ever raquastad of the Counter

Intelligeace Operations office to be provided to Mr. Hunt
orwhetheror not that staff had ever had any relationship

with Mr. Hunt whatsoever. In response to these questions
Mr. Rocca responded on the records that he has no knowledge

of any such arrangaments nor at any time was he party to any.
assistance or any requests for assistance to Mr , Hunt. Mr.
Rocca stated that tae particular section which he had baan .

nost ascively concerned in the past yearswas responsible
for handling a variety of tasks categorized unde: the area

of " setting the record straighs. " Ta this sense , the " image "

mission of the office was to coutor nisinformation : cur
renily in the media or otherwise believed to be part of an
esfors to discredit the Agency . Mr. Rocca faols that any
assumption that Mr. Hunt was engaged in any form of Agency
sponsored lange activity would have probably 123d to the
conclusion that it was done under the counter Incolligence
Operations. Howover , Mr. Rocca enphatically stated that
this was not the case .
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Mr. Rocca was thoroughly candid and cooperativa
during the course of this interview . He was unable to

suggest alternato means of attempting to determine if
any official Agency sponsorship of Mr. Hunt did in fact
exist . dr . Rocca did venture iha opinion that he felt
that ' in all probability an official acquiescence on the

part of senior officiais might have been involved rathor
than an official sponsorship . It was agreed by all la
this discussion that the nature of any informal support

given to Mr. Hunt would be far more difficult to define
in the absence of any formalized agreements .

Lawronce J. Howe

1
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6 Fobruary 1974

HEMORANDUM FOR THE RECO20

SUBJECT : Possible Agency Sponsorship of the
David St. John Novels

1. Tho dotails summarizing an interview on 4.Pobruary
1974 vits Mr. Walter Pforzheimer , Curator , Historical

Intelligence Collection , voto set forth in amemorandum
addressed to Mr.StovenL. Kuhndated6 February 1974. Mr.
Xuhn was briefed by the undersigned on this information
däring the afternoon of 5 February 1974. Later the same
afternoon , at Mr. Kuha's direction , a conference was held
with Hessrs . Scott Breckenridge and John Richards of the
Office of the Inspector General .

2. During this conforence the speculation was entertäläed
that Mr. E. Howard Hunt had , in fact , boen under Agency
sponsorship with the knowledga oz mr . Richard Holas in his
preparation of a sories of spy novels under the pseudonyra ,
David St. John If it can be accepted as a roasonabla
supposition that dr . Huat had some highly coñpartxonted
financial arrangement authorized by senior Agency officials
to write these books, then it is likely that this relation
gap contlauod alter Mr. Hunt officially retired . It is
specifically dotad. that yr.Hunt retired 30.April 1970 .
Subsequent to the rotirenont, a David St. John book appoarad
in print in 1971 and another in 1972. These manuscripts
WST9 apparently prepared during the time that Mr. Hunt was
explovid by to Robert R. Kullen Company :

3. !!inutes frog the Office of Ganerat Counsel päka.
references to a concorn of Senator Bater over an allígod
flaaicial relationship betweenMr. Helns and Nr . Blunt

aica continued subsequent to Mr. !iunt's formal retire.nont .
Senator Bakar has reportedly mada roference to a payzoat
of some thirty thousand dollars with the parenilotical
comment that fr . Holas would. ao bave that amount of money

1

tashtine
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to provide Mr. llunt from his private funds . Mr. Richards

of the Inspector General Staff opinioned that if tha
isaacy, had sponsored the St. John books , it was likely
that.. Hunt had so: informed Sanator.. Bakor .

4. Addlag possible weight to this line of speculation
is the fact that subsequent to publishing the last St. John
novoh, Mr. Hunt published a novot entitlodi, Eduardo , using
Ats.oid . Agency issued allas , Edward J. Hasilton . The
suggestion is that this writing effort was done by Mr. Hunt

free of any fiduciary relationship with the Agency lavolved
in the use of tho St, John pan nana ..

s . r . Howard J. Osbom , director of Security , was
briofod on the above by the undarsigned in the presence of

Hi Kuha on the oyoning of $ Pobruary 1974 .

*****

Laytonco J. Howe

-

izinstuia
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6 Pobruary 1974 ,

MEMORANDUR POR : Mr .. Stovon L .. Kuhn
نملام

3ީބ

ہکید

**

SUBJECT The David St. John Novels
is! norm ...

stals
35

: 1 :: On 4. Pobruary 1974 , Mr. Walter Pforzheimer , Curator ,
Historical Intelligonce Collection , wag , interviewed by the
undersigned concerning his knowledge of a series of novels.:
written by . MYN B .: Howard Hunt .. This interviów. was undertaken
at your request in an effort to determine if Mr. Hunt had .
acted in any capacity in cooperation with Counter Intelligence
Operations . It has previously been alleged in Office of
Security records that Mossrs . Paul Gaynor and Edward Saylo
of Security Rosearch Staff , believed that Mr. Hunt: had written
novels me Agency request and that this effort had been known
to Mr. James Angleton , Chief , CI Operations .Si

2. Mr. Pforzheimer provided a verbal summary of his .
knowledge of Mr. Hunt's fictional writings under the pen .
name , Dávid St. John . Mr. Pforzheimer stated that when the
first St. John book , On Hazardous Duty ; appeared in 1965 , he
undertook to identify the true name of the author. Mr.
Pforzheimer related that he checked with a source in the copy
right..office only to find out that the true name was not. given
on the copyright application . The mailing address given for
the author was chocked against a telephone cross reference
dlrectory . The addross on the copyright application was .
identified with Mr. E. Howard Hunt.Nr . Pforzheinor stated

that after making the identification , he called Mr. Thomas
Karanesinos and related his discovery . Mr. Pforzheimer
rocalled from the naturo of Mr. Karanassinos ' roaction that
ho had uncovered a sensitivo matter of senior officer concem.
ifr . Pforzheimer statod that he then reconnended.to Hr .

Karamessinos that : " If the Agency is involved in this thing
why not see to it that Hunt leaves his addross off the copy
right applications in the future . " Mr. Karanessines reportedly
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accorted the suggestion and Mr.Pfort :heiaer recalls that
subsequent copyright applications 49 syhmitted without

the address . Within five minutes of the conversation with

NT:RichardHeins," Then Deputy Director of CentralIntelligence.
Mr. Pforzheimer recalls the substance of the conversation as

befing , " for Christ sake Walter , this is the first book to .. :
come along and say something good about the Agency . " "My
not leave the Goddamn thing alone. "

3. The undersigned asked. Mr. Pforzheimer , who to his
knowlodge , would be in a position to confirin or deny whether
Mr. llunt was undár any form of Agency sponsorship in his

writing of the David St. John novels. Nr. Pfortzheimer replied
that he was never officially briefed on the matter and that
only Mr. Holns or Mr. Karamessines could provide the answer.
Mr. Pforzheimer was then asked if olther Mr. Angleton or Mr.
Rocca of Counter Intelligence Operations would have any
knowledge of this activity . Mr. Pforzheimer replied that he
doubted it seriously .

4. Mr. Pforzheimer went on to relate that he was
occasionally tasked to do research for Mr. Hunt. He recalled
on one occasion being asked to research the Indian religious

tites involving use of funeral gyros . Mr. Pforzheimer

remembered that this theme figures significantly in Mr. Hunt's
subsequent novel Tower of Silence which appoared under the
St. John pen namo , in 1966 . Mr. Pforzheimer parenthetically
pointed out the origin of the pen nane as being the names of
Mr. Hunt's two sons --David and St. John .

Tracing Mr. Hunt's career assignments , it is noted
that he was assigned to the Office of the Deputy Director
for Operations then designated , the DDP /Operations Group , in
February 1965. The first David St. John book was published

during 1965 , From June 1965 through September 1966 , Mr. Hunt
was assigned to Madrid , Spain as a Contract Agent . During

1966 , three St. John books appeared in print , the highest out
put for any year . Mr. Hunt published one book under the

St. John pseudonym in 1967 , and one each in the years 1963 ,
1969 , 1971 and 1972. Mr. llunt officially retired as an Agency
Stafé Employse effective 30 April 1970 .

2
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6. A check of Office of Security records did not develop

any indication that any of the David St. John manuscripts were
ever submitted for review in accordance with Agency regulations ,
There is no documentary evidence currently available to the
Office of Security to either confirm or dony possible Agorcy
sponsorship of the books written by Mr. E. Howard Hunt under
the pen name , David. Stó : John ..

Lawranco J. Howe

3
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5.February 1974

26 Fule 9 , Tul Bay

MEMORANDUM FOR : Mr. Kuhn

SUBJECT : General Gaynor's Recollections

1 . This date, at your instruction , I called Gen. Paul F. Gaynor

to seek his recollections regarding his knowledge of the writings of

" Mr. ' Hunt and any official who might be aware of the circumstances
of any Agency involvement in that effort.

2. Gen. Gaynor advised that his memory is not altogether clear

on the matter, and that he was " reaching , " but stated that has he
reconstructs the matter :

a . He became aware that Hunt , while in WH , was accomplishing

a steady flow of spy books, and that security approval was not being re
quested on the manuscripts before submission to publishers . (He stated :

that this acti'ity continued later , as he recalls it , in CI Staff , and

agreed with idea that the volume of writings was sufficient to indicate

that a great of time was involved in Hunt's writing . ) Gen. Gaynor advised

that he raised the issue " up front" on several occasions . The reaction

he recieved to his raising the issue was that " Keop your stinking nose out
of this business . " He stated that he was lead to believe that Mr. Helms

desired to improve the image of the intelligence profession and the Agency
and that Hunt's books were a part of the program to do 30. He stated that

he was never told outright that this was the case , but the responses he
recieved Icad him to believe this was the case.

He suggested that tivo people might be able to assist in clearing

the issue; Ray Rocca and Walter Piorzheimer , both of whom were involved .
in the " image" materials . He stated that Piorzheimer seemed to be aware

of all the details - on an up to date basis - of Huat's departure from the

Agency to join the public relations firm , to the degree that Gen. Gaynor

gained the belies that Hunt was merely moving his desk outside the building .

bi: being paid by the same source as before. l ! e also advised that he kept

Aliss Ethell !cndoza fairly current on what he was learning about Hunt's

activities because she followed the case for him , and suggested that her
recall about what he had learned and wher, and what resulted , might be :
better than his at this date . ( He also niention.dan incident in which Horse

llen while on 2 TDY was told by a cos to ask Head larters to remremora Hunt

! cc ! e the Area because of his direct liaison with the presiilunt of the country ,
2 : d other activities which were conlourding station Operations . Later , the CUS

toil Vorse to forget about relaying the message , vrith the implication that
ligrit sas being directed by higher authority in the Agency and the COS did not

wish to get in the middle by complainings . He said corse ould probably
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ic . He also suggested that another person --definitely no friend of
Hunt --who might have some recall or have picked up information about

the book -writing matter might be Anita Potocki of CI Stall, formerly of

Division D. ( I gather that she did not have official knowledge , but because
o her dislike for Hunt , she made it somewhat her business to follow his

career )

Edward F. Sayle

3

:

:
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EVEZETTE HOTARD HUNT , JR.

1. Subject, a former GS - 15 Ccerations cüicer assigned

to DDP /Ecroze, is 53 years of age and carried. Ha sorved with

the çilice of Sizategic Selces daziaz World War I, and was employed

by this Aguacy from Novombár 1949 upel bis volaalary retirement
oa 30 April 1970. La 1971, Subject served as an advisor to President

Niros in relation to his izip to China . Subject is of current iniorasi "

totas Ceaial Cover Saall.

2. Subject gradaated from Bzowa University in 1945. Ho

served with the United Sass Navy from early 1941 uatil laza 1942 .
liter a year wid Tiine , lacorporated , be entered the Air Force ,

where he was detailed to be Oific: oi S :: stègic Sarvicos . He served
ia the Far East until January 1946. Subject engaged in writing , and

thaa from May 1943 ua: il Fabruary 1949 was employed by iba Economic
Cooperation idaiaiatzation, serving in Paris , France, 23 aa zido to
varlHarriman

3. A background iavestigaiioa conducied by the Federal Sureau

of Investigation is July 1919 revealed ao indication of iasasiity on

Subject's past , but it was later learned that Subject bad been refused
az lacrease in salary vita che Economic Cooperation Admninistration

and bad been permitted io razign. He 133 described as highly intalligege;
but bliadly selfisa wai egoistical.

1
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5. Susjset colored on July a3 na loielllycacs Cicer , G5-13,
on 3 fiovember 1942, 12 December 1953 he was asinsed as Chies
of Station ,I wild the served as Chidi oliosion isore

wait August 1953. He served is from Jus : 1954 :

wiilchpuary 1957. He was then assigaud as Chief of S :aioa ,

Subject was choiui ticis
until early 1960. Thara woro ladications that Subjec ! at:expied
to usa -bis personal influeace wiib tba Presideat to have

his assigamonteers exeaded , but de retursed to the United Siates
La Juno 1960 and was assigned to on Project IMARC.

6. A cable from datod 6 November 1960, indicates.
that Subject had written former contacta commentag that

he was working on the Cosaa problem and pubilabing an anti- Casico
dowspaper in Miami. It was recommended that Subject ba waraed
about such indiscraet rerarks , but apparently ao action was takea .

7. In November 1961 , Subject was reassigaad to the DDP /
Covart Action Stall , aad da January 1962 to tha Cilico o 15o Caief
of tha sarce Staff. In July 1952 Subject was transfarred to the DODS
Research and Publications Section inWarlington , and in July 1964
to the DOCS Covert Action Siall. Lo February 1955 he moved to be
Cifica of the DDP / Cperations Group. From Juna 1965 to September
1966 Subject served as a Contract Agent 1 efter
which ha served in the COP as Chief of Europaan Covert Operaiiods
util his retirement on 30 April 1970 .

3. Cn 25 January 1970 a source of the Ofiica of Security
learned that Subjact vas circulating through the publishing community
" Give Us This Day, " a manuscrip : written under his lorner opazasiszal
allas and deallag with the events of the Bay of Pizy . Investigation
disclosed tha : the manuscript had been ia the possession of Tom Wallace ,
of Holt , Rinehart, and wlaston, Inc. as carly as 9 July 1953 and that
ii was sent on tka : dało toWilian 7. Ducday, Jr. , of the Natiocal
Reviez. The manuscript was sent to tha Árliagio . Houae aad Wsikas
and Company as well. Botá rojaciad is.as too controvgrsial , as kad
Hols , Riaccah, aad Winsion, :

2

.
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g . 5 :35ject was iale : vieived rogazilazio maauscripi oo
17 Furry 1970 yide DD ?. Hu atliksi profesiod ignorance , but
wda :old iso tit ! a admillad te ladkica it for his own Scaefit as a

historical record. Suoject said ao ladobowa tho 13: 03cript about

19 years ago to his ageat , wax vilkisson, god to fill illam F. Suckley.
Js . He said he had saly waalod aa opizion from these gegilenen , aad

addou that las manoscrizi bad been returned to him. Sie had , bo said ,

at sanied it published. Subject was lastructed as to the danger of soc's

a manuscript being published , and was to attempt to determine how

masy copies of it might be ia circalation . Hovas 201 lo coclac : Waltar

and Company , who were the source of the original Information ,

10. A rojavastigation of subject was conducted by the Chlice of

Security in July 1970. Subject and bis wica were described by six

neighbors acquaiglad wiih idem or up to uice years, as excellent

parents , wood poizators , and liae community cllisens.

5

11. Oa 19 Faly 1971, Suoject was raportad by the Jersey City ,

New Jersey, Jongmalio bas joined the walto House Sialf as a

Cangoltnt toPresident Nia prepazalozy to the Presideat's visit to
ika Poonlas Republic of Chica ,

12. On soverador 1970, Subject va's

ia Robert.R . Jfullsa azd

Compaay, a.Pabllc Relaticas flsa till vilces at 1729 H Street, Torta
wast , Wagaiaglan , D.G. Inquiry Jan 19 juna
1973 revealed that this is a cutat sulallong 15. Suoject, na principal

02cer ofPohart 2 fullen aad Companyſ

13. Subject's 99cuz !57 : lla olccta hat abject has, la the past ,

beca os oporational laiersji to dl . James Anglatón , Chief, CI Std /DDP ,

ia concion !ta aa aserasional ra :er. Ca 19 Juza 1972 , s . : d

pard , ci sia , advisedia : ks will provide informa :loa 23 to the

2198 pi 24 :. Anglaisaly utilizatios o Suoject .
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2102YO 203 : Daputy Director for Support

333JRET : Pequest for scept :09 to rovision o?
53 45.105 narcoce 3. CARALLAC (D)

La memoraadon contains a recordandatloa la porno
Kapa 4 for the auroval ox tha Deputy Director for support .

Forence S. WILAYAC (2) 13 a Contract deployee asÓ mployee
ginado 2o adrid a 98 i Smla in a songitys 2991mnaat
slac hi3 coay !0n 12. 2 3ta ? Duplo783 OR 4 July 1963 .
CZALAC as a CS 13 , siap 7 ( 319,330.00 Par Didua ) ed aa
is 57125 Dald at the same mata la hisa grigent contract
52603. 53 contract zovides that a will be eatitlad to
2 1.710s quartieri allace in coars.manca rio regulations
or his organisation 2 pllcle to lis aprolata personnel .

Tao basic 1170 quarter 2130-cu for class II
32210273 km Madrid 19 $3,900 porou ... The use wnica
23C133 locatei , nita aone 794 % 12:50 ron 15 Over

1255 101 Z:07 Ar 1963 , 5a3 20 27313 ] rent 02 $5,000.00
dacluclis ut **19. hersiora, ior ranë alone, ba 7112 do
1,959.00 ar ysa byer a 150 percent wairun allowed
dor to provide 9 02:32 S3105 . .ca a 75/25 perceni
saaris Sagis ok. the 59 sercent 970 the quarters 21207ance ,
ho sould be out or cockat 33,395.00 ,

4 . 2. the prezational sensivity o2 C33LTAC'S
239ignnent , ils reglagt 40-511.1 on sig forsing costa 1733
handled by . Thomas Mannesglas , AD . Ca 13 September
2015, !! . raz2298329 , 200 ?, approved sis bain3 coloured

a 73/33 exteri , bas13 10® ihn e::C293 122092!!+ costs ug
20 , but cotto coad , 50 percent bose 13 cariors ollosaccs .
This association 123 iacizdod 1a latter to 13LUC 793
Diena ! 399 . 1+ 385ad at a Deputy D ! 2ctor
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cor Support autor tao 75/25 porcent 3 carlag wi la SSJ
di corabla costs up to 60 parcart 350y9 iis quartiers allowanca .

751

zdvard 342
Acade ?

Faster EuropoDivision

ocanmendation la paragraph 4

19 authorized :

9861 253
Charles J. Davlu

med Daputy Dirselor lor support
Dato .

DDP / TS / 83 :DayisB .Powellaj/ 5189 ( SNov55 )

Distr.bution :

Exag :; - CAVE
2. SSA - DD / S
2 - C7T3 / SS
1 - 12/10
2.73 / PT
1 1/3 ?
1- VX / 5
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13 Set 1933Chir?, Hastana Purore 3713ion

Support Sta??

Concensatisa and Tax raian
Colico op pancé

Daty Status leporta - Targaca S. CRANAC , Daloyaa
Snober 179080

Foreigoce : 5:13 20-2000 - l , paragrape 5 .

1. Tj data teers 13 no rico o receipt or foras más,
ruty Statua Leports , for forener S , CR193.C stüce bia
Le villy 1965. Those reports to quid in order to relathin
bis la179 zcoat in accordarey 3 tia taras oť paragraph
ó ( c ) clis coatmet god to prealadia gatlan to the pula
accordance site requirgineots of tha qoferised bandoco's .

2. It 19 requested that täis opca te adr13 13 to
the 2300 ror the dalay La tha submissica o kase 1957. Status
pa ports .

Chiel ,
Coatrast lypas accogats Sectica

gent Payroll French

Goransation and DivisionVIrice om Bianca
nu :

DICT :

CI: Chlor of Sapport , 173 Dizision

per conversation vits ir . 100 :13 7290ssia.s , ADOO ,
45278 7:11 59 20Daiy Stains port3 (Ford 764)Sista
on 13ance S. C213VAC . als scould be usa as ** 2uthorityio con : 1229 213 ray Jitsout besi röpor33 .

H성
:Dari s . 1971

Ci ! 02 Suur
:!71310)

U23

:

SERT

it wala
27:57::: :

.

09
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3 September 1965

HORARADUH FOR : Chief, Contract Persoagel Divisioa

SUBJECT : Cereral - Terrence S. CRABAYA Supplopeot
Specific - Paragrapa Entitled " Oilset "

REFERQUICHE : A. GC Optifos E5-2676a, dates 2 August 1965

B. Our Heno, dated 8 July 1965 , Sape Subject

1. This oflice bereio recomends en amerdzept to CRABANTAC's
Supplerent dated 4 July 1955, to delete razägrapa 7. entitled " Griset . "

2. Tais office ac orledges the OCC opision , Rcièrence A , which

deternized CZARRAC may retalo uithout Agacy salary offset any ? uture
royalties eozbed as a result of his literary efforts based on the iact
cover doz3 dot include role of a writer .

3. As Subject's cover "activities" have been officially clarified
33 being ooly a ligat oca of a retired Foreigo Service Ozlicer fox
waich the Agency will be callog all entitleent payweats and acially
Es will receive do funds from any cove this parisupa , wblch is misleading ,
kus no reaslag in Subject's contract and it 13 Ezredy reconcezded that
It be deleted iron 02434XAC's Supplement ,

4. Furteer , 10 future cases kben 3 cover is so light that Subject

will cot be receiv !og fudd3 Proa comer it is recommended that no " Oz : set "

paragraph be included in Supplerents or Contracts.

.

HILLYR. CULELD .

Chier, Covert clalos Bronca

attach -est
221. A an B po action tilin an

tria
Last .

ین
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CC 65-24763

SAUS 295

MEMORANDUM FOR: Chief, Contract Personnel Division

SUBJECT : Terence S. CRABANAC Retention of

Royalties by a Contract Employee

1. You have requested the opinion of this Office in regard to

the retention of future royalties which might be earned by Terence S.

CRABANAC as a result of his literary efforts . We believe that he is
entitled to retain such royalties without an offset against his Agency
salary .

2. We have been advised by Mr. Gene Stevens , ve/Support, that
CRABANAC's cover does not include the role of a writer ; CRABANAG : s

cover for status will only be a light one of a retired Foreign Service
Officer. Therefore , paragraph 7 of his contract dated 4 July 1965 may

remain as written. Royalties from the fictional works that he writes as .

a profitable hobby will not be emoluments received from or through his
cover activities . "

om

NOR VAN D. BLOCK

Office of General Counsel

cc: Chiei, Covert Claims Branch

Mr. Gene Stevens, 'WE /Support

7བས་ ས་

;
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3 AUG 1973

C

MEMORANDUM FOR : Office of General Counsel

ATTENTICN : Normaa Blocks

SUBJECT Torence S. Craba : lac

Reteation of Royalties by
a Coniract Employee

1. Roference is made to tha telephone conversation

of 25 July 1965 between yourself and Rogero C. Brooks of

thly Oilice whercin background information relating to the

assignment of Terence S. Crabazac was discussed .

2. Subject will apparently develop a cover as a writer ,

a fleld wherein he has an already demonstrated talent based
upon several publications. The objective of the cover is to pro

vide a basis of attribution for some of 3i3 income. i tre time

of the preparation of Mr. Crabazac's contract , the specific
detail of his cover was unknown .

3. Request your opinion in regard to the retention of

poasible royaltics carred by Crabanac as a resuit of ais

literary efforts or whetaer such income should be proparly
offset .

Joseph 3. Ragan

Chief Contract Persoanel Division

Attachments.

OP /CPD : RC3rooks / cw : 2 August 1965
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4 juny 65

dir . Tcrerce S. Cralarac

Dear Mr. Crabanac :

ol

The Uaited Sta :es Govern.3at , 29 represented by ire Coatzacting

Ofiicer, hezeby cont:acto svith you as a coadac : Enpioyee for the 1938 .

your services and the performance of duties of a coniidealial cature
wader the coloriag terms aad conditions:

1. Compeaza doa. In full considerados for the use of your servic:3 :
and the performance of specified consideaial duties you will de congen
sated in 30.3.ount calculated at the raie oi $ 19,330 per amuza . In addizion ,

you are hezein authorized lagislative salary adjustments , wil in - grado
promotions a:d , if applicable , a post dilicrencial a substaiial coaliorxancs

with rules and regulations applicable to Government appoiated employees.
Payinents will be made a3 requested by you in writing in an approved man-,

Taxes will be witineld thereisoo aad submitted by this organization .nex

2. Alloranccs . You will be entitled to: (a ) Liviag quarters allos
ances in conforzaace with regulations o this organization appicable to
its appointed personae!. Il tra cyent you are furnished quarters by the

Government you will cot be entitled to the livia3 quartorg allowances ereis

indicated . ::

(b ) Cout -of - living allowaaces
is conformance with applicable regulations of this o - zaaiza doa lacluding ,
but not limited to, a post allowaace , a tansfer allowancs and a homa 3e:
vice transier allowance .

3. Transl. You will be advanced o: reindured funds for travel
and transportation expenses for you , your depeаdea : 3 , your housebo ! d
effects and your persocal automojile to and from your perizaneni pos : ' :
of assignment, and for you alone to : authorised operational travel . La

addition, you will be eniided !o zlorage of such household and personal
eliec: s as are not shipped , in conformance with applicilla Goverareat

regulations . You may be entiiled to per dicæ in lieu of subsisieace is

the coluse of all tra-rel periormed bazenader act , wisa authorized , to :
you alon ; while oa temporizy duty a v3 y 120 your permanen ! post of
assignment. All travel , tan portaliba aad per diem provided io- ende :

is paragrap must be properly auso i ad , and expzas 23 incurred hors
zvorare subjec : to 52 ; Zeni and accoulag in compliance wis applicabla
Governmeat regulations.

4. O.::21:00 ! E : 721333 . You will be adianced or reimbursed lunda

Coz necisary operational exper3e3 including: 3 : 1 no limita , eiern Li

ment and his puze.asoo ! in'om.io:: , is specisicaily approvedby the love
ermeni . Such runde i ! l b : 31:5jec : 10 : 20accour : ing ia compli
ance with applicabie Governmeni re : mioai.

5. 1:22 1:13 Tecani: 42t your Sailure to 30s5: 1::o :
ro!! ay muziej :773 79 : h :::. :::: !!0:19 Cho Cortin ... ::::5

21.! 23 : 51 : : : 16 : 9 : 53 :31.64 110: nyo::10 : 17 :24 :::..
.......... .30 : ! : ! :)!: 0.2 : 17 : 11 . 18.11 !:

:: 12: 19 : 21: 1 is .
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6. Bensilis . ll You will be cniitled to dzat aid disab ! lity hanefits

em to those auäorized undo : tho icdral Employees ' Compensatio . rict ,
83 men .... Cluing by you , yo : s heirs , o : 10,7a ! ropean'atives water

this paragraph will be processed by this organization in accordance wise its

procecures in oucis nanrur as r :01 !o limpair security .

( 5 ) You will ba aniliiod to the continuance of pay and

allowances In a name : similar to that ut forth in the Missing Parsons

Act ( 50 U.S.C ..., App . 1001-1015 ) .

( c ) You will be crtilled to sick , annual and homo leave

( including travel expensas incident the c : o ) equal to cad subject to the same

rules and regulations applicable to Government appointed employees .

Annual leave may only be taken at tines and places approved la adva.ace by

appropriata Government representatives . All accrusd but unused leave

credited to your former account aa aa appointed employee of this organiza

tion will be traasferred'to the leave accoun : established for you hereunde :.

( 1) As a Government employee under contract converted

from staff status wiiaout a break in service , it is required that you coatinue

to make contributions to the Civil Service Retiremen : Fund . Such contri

butions (pregeally six and onelnali per ceni (6-1 / 2 )) will be deducted by

the Government from tha basic compensation due you hereunder , i.c. ,

presently $ 19,880 per annum .

( e ) You are hercin authorized to apply for enrollment

in a heals, insuraacc program for certain selected Contract Employees of

this organization , subject to all the terms and conditions of that program .

It accepted, this organization is presently authorized to bear a portion of

the premium cost , you will bear the rerna inder . Your financial conczibution

will be effected either by payroll deduction or by direct remittance at

periodic intervals to be establiahed by this organization .

. ( ? ). ( 1 ) This organization is authorized to pay the cost

of necessary hospitalization and related travel expens29 for illness or injury

incuired by a United Saiss citizen full -time Contract Employee in the line
of duty whila abroad . ·

(2 ) This o : ganization tray cay certain necessary
costa of kospitalization and related travel expenses for illness or injury

incurred by tha dependenta oi a Vited Sta : 9 citisen full - time Contract

Employee permanenily assignedabroad, while they ara located abroad .

It is understood and agreed that the cligiólity ardi axicat of tra participation

by you and your dependents in the above medical progra.rs will be in.00:

ior :naace wl the rulay, regula1003 ant policies of this organisat: 0.3 la

cifactai the time on illness . or injury is incurrel, tai all claims will sa

submiiied only to this organization and the adjudication oí such chains by

this organiza : ! on shall be inlaid concl : sive .

7. C11:12 ;. 3 : 1lusventa (i.. !.: 21 . bedekkin !:ind) Tucsival!! : om :

thround your cover activiciat 2 : !!:: pro ; 2 : 07 of the u . S. Govern.r.on :

Procedurally . ouch emoluments will be o ::set againsi :mounta dire yo:

undor tris agreeriv.: andare acknowled ; to be izmiani by via Govern
motions and ... vedi come in spa: 70.jes . li cure : 0.0 ! :::

creaciones: yabis under siis 30.11 : 1106, 11 will « 1990.17 ofis cu: 0013
20 :30un : in corborn : 1 :00 ii'i Covora.1998 ! 1.137riis : 9,7 ) .

!
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Cartoraa8. Ericaloa o Dacuneoris . 1 !. in the performance o: rvices under

Wir coatraci , jou 333.25 . liacus : ody o : Government livads or ükc diela
oi racord to property of any riuro wila : soever and cravar giiuris , which

property has ia fac: Sean purchased with n:onies o ? 2 : V. S. Govorani,
you hereby recognize and acing vledg: exi3 :eac : oia trust relationsilp ,

citie : cx7 : 4.33 o : construc : in?, add you agree toc:: cuie ha::vor docu

mail : 3 2y be requira'i by the Governinen : to evidenc : this relationsrip .

:

>

9. Secrecy. You will be required to keep forever secret tils contract
and all iaformation which you may obtain by reason hurcoi ( unless released
is writing by the Government from such obligation ), with full kno:vledza tral

violation of such secrecy may subjec : you to criminal prosecuzion under the
Espionaga Lans, dated 25 June 1943 , as amended , and other applicable law
and regulations .

10. Iristructions. Instrucsonu received by you from the Government

in briefing, t - aining or oderwiss are a part of this contract and are incor
porated herein , provided that suck instruccions are noi inconsis : cct with
the terms hereoi .

11. Urauthorized Commitments . No promises or commisrents per
mining to rights , pzivileges or Senafiis other than those expressly stipulatec

ia wiiciaz in this agreement or any amsadinieat thereto siall de binding on
the Government.

12. Term . This contract is effective as of_4 July 1955 and shall

continue Garcaſter for a period of two (2 ) years unless 3000ez terminated :
1

(a ) Upon sixty ( 50 ) days' actual gotica by per party bereto , or

( 6 ) Upon actual notice to you in the event the results of an initially

required medical gamination are determia : d by this organizalios
to be unsatisfactory , or

.... (c ) Without prior notice by to Government in the event of a

breach of this contract by your violacion of the security provisioa3

hereof oz by your otherwise rendering yoursel unavaila ) ! a for
acceptable service .

S : bject to the availability of appropriations, this agreement may be extended

upon codice from the Govermect . In de event of voluntary termina on on

your cari or termination lor causa by the Governmeni prior to tas expiration!

of this agreement or any renewal thereof, you will noibe entit:d to re -ur2
1 :2741 expenses to the jailed Sa. Tarmizzion of this az--2-eni vi !!

ro : release you éron de obligations of any security oak you raay be required
to take .

UNITED STATES GOVERLENT

DHL.

Contracsing Ciricz:
CCDP29 :

Isi

mal

WEEKENINARS

I : VUS : ??:10:29 :

1.5 %




